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EXPLANATORY NOTE REGARDING CONFIDENTIAL AND 
SENSITIVE INFORMATION 

On June 17, 1982, the Select Committee and the Department of 
Justice reached an agreement whereby members of the Select Com
mittee and counsel to the Select Committee were given access to 
almost all of the confidential documents generated during the 
covert stage of the undercover operation known as Abscam. 1 The 
agreement provides that, while the Select Committee and counsel 
may use and publicly disclose information in the documents, the 
specific document containing particular information may not be 
publicly identified. Accordingly, this report does not refer to the 
specific confidential documents relied upon to sup~ort the Select 
Committee's conclusions. The Select Committee has filed with the 
Senate Office of Classified National Security Information a confi
dential version of this report that includes those specific refer
ences. Citations that appear in the confidential report and that are 
omitted from this report are indicated in this report by the desig
nation "[Deleted]." 

The agreement preserved the Select Committee's right to seek 
unrestricted access to all documents, if' the Select Committee had 
concluded that the limited access was insufficient to have enabled 
it to perform its assigned tasks. Pursuant to the agreement, the 
Select Committee reviewed approximately 70 volumes of confiden
tial Abscam files and found that its review of those documents was 
sufficient to enable it to fulfill its mandate under Senate Resolu
tion 350. An effort to compel production of additional documents 
through subpoenas and litigation would have required a substantial 
extension of the deadline for filing the Select Committee's final 
report to the Senate, which Senate Resolution 350 specifies as De
cember 15, 1982. Documents to which the Select Committee has not 
obtained access include some prosecution memoranda (memoranda 
containing prosecutors' professional opinions regarding the 
strengths, weaknesses, and advisability of pursuing particular 
cases); all grand jury material; some portions of Melvin Weinberg's 
informant file pertaining to Weinberg's pre-Abscam activities; and 
documents prepared or compiled by the Office of Professional Re
sponsibility of the Department of Justice pursuant to its investiga
tion of events related to the Abscam prosecutions in December 
1980 and January 1981. The Select Committee has received oral 
briefings, including numerous direct quotes, on the factual portions 
of the prosecution memoranda and Office of Professional Respom:l. 
bility documents to which the Select Committee lacked direct 
access. Grand jury material is, of course, controlled by the courts, 
not by the FBI or by other components of the Department of Jus
tice. 

1 That agreement is reproduced in Appendix C to this report. 
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In addition, on July 16, 1982, the Select Committee unanimously 
voted to refrain from publicly mentioning public officials who had 
not been indicted and whose names had been mentioned by middle
men during the Abscam investigation. This was done to prevent 
any further harm to those innocent individuals who already had 
been harmed by the massive, improper leaks to the news media in 
February 1980. The Select Committee has adhered to that position 
in this report by omitting the names of, and information that 
might identify, those individuals, except for the few public officials 
whose names inadvertently were mentioned in the Select Commit
tee's public hearings and were then discussed. Omitted names and 
information do appear in the confidential version of this report 
filed with the Senate Office of Classified National Security Infor
mation. Omissions of such sensitive information in this report are 
indicated by the designation "(deleted]." 
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CHAPTER ONE-INTRODUCTION 

In 1976, some 68 years after the creation of the Federal Bureau 
of Investigation ("FBI"),! the United States Department of Justice 
presented to Congress the first appropriation request expressly 
seeking funds for "undercover activities" 2 by the FBI. The request 
was for $1,000,000, exclusive of employees' salaries, related ex
penses, and equipment. Congress appropriated the requested sum 
for fiscal year 1977, and the FBI conducted 53 undercover oper
ations that year. Since then, the number and cost of undercover op
erations have grown l'apidly; in fiscal year 1981 the FBI conducted 
463 undercover operations with $4.5 million appropriated for that 
purpose. 

This sudden and dramatic change in the mix of investigative 
techniques used by this nation's premier law enforcement agency 
has evoked controversy among legal scholars, law enforcement offi
cials, criminologists, civil liberties organizations, and members of 
the media. Thus, Gary T. Marx, a professor of sociology at the Mas
sachusetts Institute of Technology, has warned: 

Some of the new police undercover work has lost sight of 
the profound difference between carrying out an investiga
tion to determine whether a suspect is, in fact, breaking 
the law, and carrying it out to determine if an individual 
can be induced to break the law. . . . American society is 
fragmented enough without the Government's adding a 
new layer of suspiciousness and distrust. . . . Fake docu
ments, lies, subterfuge, intrusive surveillance, and the cre
ation of apparent reality are not generally associated with 
the United States law enforcement. However, we may be 
taking small but steady steps toward the paranoia and sus
picion that characterize many totalitarian countries. 3 

Professor Alan Dershowitz of the Harvard Law School has con
cluded that 

The scam as a technique of law enforcement is now out 
of control. Every prosecutor, undercover investigator, and 
policeman . . . is free to conduct any scam he sees fit 
'without fear of judicial rebuke. . . . The government 
cannot be allowed to select t.argets at will, expose them to 

I In 1908 the Attorney Genera! created within the Department of Justice a Bureau of Investi
gation, which in 1935 Congress statutorily designated the Federal Bureau of Investigation. See 
generally 28 U.s.C. §§ 531-535 (1976>. 

2 As used in this report, an undercover activity or undercover operation is any investigation 
or inquiry by a law enforcement agency in which an employee of the agency, acting at its direc
tion, conceals from another person his relationship with the agency. 

3 Marx, "Who Really Gets Stung? Some Issues Raised by the New Police Undercover Work," 
Crime & Delinquency, April 1982, at 173, 191-92 (emphasis in originalJ. 
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all manner of temptation, and then pounce on those who 
succumb. 4 

On the other hand, James Q. Wilson, a professor of government 
at Harvard University, has defended the new emphasis on under
cover operations: 

The Bureau. has in fact changed, and changed· precisely 
in accordance with the oft-expressed preferences of Con
gress itself. Congressional and other critics complained 
that the Bureau in the 1960's was not only violating the 
rights of citizens, it was wasting its resources and energies 
on trivial cases and meaningless statistical accomplish
ments. Beginning with Director Clarence Kelley, the 
Bureau pledged that it would end the abuses and redirect 
its energies to more important matters. This is exactly 
what has happened . . . . 

* * * * * * * 
New policies had to be stated, unconventional investiga

tive techniques had to be authorized . . . [The Bureau 
needed] investigative techniques that could generate reli
able evidence in large amounts without having to depend 
solely on an agent's ability to IIflip" a suspect. One such 
method was the undercover operation. 5 

Similarly, Frank Tuerkheimer, United States Attorney for the 
Western District of Wisconsin, has stated: 

We have extraordinary constitutional restraints on the 
powers of government in enforcing criminal laws, re
straints that are utterly alien to other law enforcement 
systems generally recognized to be within any acceptable 
definition of civility . . . . To the extent that a sting oper
ation does not violate constitutional provisions and does 
not constitute entrapment of those involved, it is a legiti
mate law enforcement technique . . . . It is more reliable 
and less instrusive . . . than the alternatives; it represents 
a governmental commitment . . . to the application of the 
criminal laws to the wealthy and powerful. 6 

The controversy over undercover operations peaked in the wake 
of the public disclosure in February 1980 of the FBI undercover op-

. eration known as Abscam. Abscam resulted in jury verdicts crimi
nally convicting a United States Senator, six Members of the 
United States House of Representatives, the Mayor of Camden, 
New Jersey, three members of the City Council of Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania, an official of the United States Immigration and 
Naturalization Service, and an assortment of businessmen and law
yers.7 

.. Dershowitz. "Getting Stung," Penthouse, June 1982. at 148. 
5 Wilson, "The Changing FBI-The Road to Abscam." 59 The Public Interest, 3, 4, 5, 10 (1980) . 
• Tuerkheimer, "Sting Operations •.. A Necessary Tool," PoliceMall.azine.May1980.at 50. 
7 As of December 15, 1982, the date on which this report was submItted to the Senate, one 

Abscam trial, that of Joseph Silvestri, was still in progress. [Counsel's note: On December 21, 
1982, Silvestri was convict.id of conspiracy, bribery, and interstate travel violations.] A descrip
tion -of the Abscam prosecutions is provided in Appendix G to this report. 
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It also resulted, however, in findings by two United States Dis
trict Court judges (one of whom has been reversed on appeal) that 
the investigative techniques used by the FBI violated the due proc
ess clause of the fifth amendment to the United States Constitu
tion; 8 in excoriating criticism from media commentators such as 
syndicated columnist Jack Anderson and Village Voice writer Nat 
Hentoff; and in accusations by the wife of the FBI's key Abscam 
informant that he had defrauded the Department of Justice, had 
perjured himself in the Abscam trials and proceedings, and had 
compromised the integrity of several FBI special agents. Perhaps 
most seriously, several federal prosecutors who participated in the 
Abscam investigation have inveighed against the manner in which 
it and the resulting prosecutions were conducted. Former First As
sistant United States Attorney Edward J. Plaza has in sworn testi
mony denounced Abscam as "a perversion of the truth" that "poses 
some of the most grievous threats to civil liberties." 9 Former 
United States Attorney William W. Robertson has concluded, 
H[I]nstead of insuring that potential exculpatory evidence was prop
erly disclosed," ranking officials of the Department of Justice in 
Abscam "embarked on a course designed to obscure the informa
tion'; and filed with a federal court a "false document" with intent 
"to dissemble." 10 Former United States Attorney Robert J. Del 
Tufo has found that Abscam "breached in many significant re
spects proper standards of professional responsibility as well as 
fundamental restraints and guidelines .... " 11 

The debate has not consisted of mere polemics; rather, both crit
ics and defenders of undercover operations in general and of 
Abscam in particular have offered constructive suggestions for leg
islative changes. Thus, for example, Professor James Q. Wilson, a 
staunch supporter of the FBI and of its undercover operations, has 
suggested that undercover investigations of Congress. 

Be made subject to review in advance by the third 
branch of government. Before employing those techniques, 
the FBI would have to show a small panel of judges, in a 
private hearing, that it has reasonable grounds for its sus
picions and that it has selected its targets on the basis of 
those reasonable suspicions and not on the basis of mere 
rumor or political disposition." 12 

More broadly, a George Washington University sociology profes
sor, Amitai Etzioni, another staunch FBI supporter and a scathing 
critic of Congress, has suggested: 

In future sting operations, the FBI should take greater 
pains to control the behavior of [informants and unwitting 

8 The due process clause provides, "No person shall ... be deprived of life, liberty, or proper
ty, without due process of law .... " U.S. Const. amend. V. 

9 FBI Undercover Operations: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional 
Rights of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982) [hereinafter cited as 
House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg.l, June 2, 1982, at 5 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza); House Jud. Sub
comm. Hrg., June 9, 1982, at 40 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza) (citations to unpublished hear
ings are to transcript pages), 

10 House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982 (written statement of William W. Robertson at 
33). 

11 House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982 (written statement of Robert Del Tufa at 10). 
12 Wilson, "The Real Issues in Abscam," Washington Post, July 15, 1982. 
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middlemen). . [Also,) we should . . . ask a small panel 
of judges to review all new sting techniques before they 
are employed. These judges could also help insure that 
sting operations are set up only for groups that can rea
sonably be considered suspect and do not turn into fishing 
expeditions among innocent citizens. 13 

Even more broadly, Professor Louis Seidman of the Georgetown 
University Law Center has suggested that Congress codify the 
guidelines currently used in FBI undercover operations; 14 prohibit 
the offering of inducements to subjects not reasonably suspected of 
criminal activity; bar government agents from committing, encour
aging, or tolerating criminal acts of violence; outlaw the practice of 
supplying a subject with an otherwise unavailable item or service 
necessary to conduct a crime; and make violation of the codified 
guidelines an affirmative defense in any resulting criminal pros
ecution.ls 

Contemporaneously with these developments, Attorney General 
William French Smith has stated, "Clearly, Congress should itself 
review the propriety of federal law enforcement efforts-just as it 
should seek to improve the effectiveness of those efforts. This ad
ministration welcomes-and will join in-such an effort by the 
Congress." 16 Similarly, as long ago as April 20, 1978, the Director 
of the FBI, Wjlliam H. Webster, stated, "The FBI urgently needs a 
clear and workable statement of its responsibilities, power, and 
duties." 17 Director Webster also has consistently urged Congress 
to exercise its oversight function regarding FBI undercover oper
ations.ls 

On September 3, 1981, the Senate Select Committee on Ethics 
unanimously reported Senate Resolution 204 to expel Senator Har
rison A. Williams for his conduct in violation of federal laws and 
Senate rules in the Abscam affair. The Senate began consideration 
of Senate Resolution 204 on March 3, 1982. After six days of debate 
on the Senate floor, on March 11, 1982, Senator Williams resigned 
his Senate seat. 

13 Etzioni, "Worry More About Our Crooked Pols," Washington Post, Sept. 19, 1982, at B2 . 
.. On January 5, 1981, the Department of Justice published its first Attorney General's 

Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations, which are currently in effect. 
16 See FBI Undercover Guidelines: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional 

Rights of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 1st Sess., Pt. 1, at 15 (1981) (statement 
of Louis Seidman). 

18 Address by Attorney General William French Smith, Public Forum of the Association of 
the Bar of the City of New York (June 23, 1982). 

11 FBI Statutory Charter: Hearings Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d 
Sess. 35 (1978) (statement of William H. Webster). 

18 See FBI Statutory Charter: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Administrative Practice and 
Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., Pt. 2, at 135, 141 (1978) 
(testimony of William H. Webster). 
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In the course of those proceedings, the Senate gained familiarity 
with the Abscam investigation and with the allegations of govern
mental misconduct that had been leveled against the operation in 
the courts and in the press. Further, the proceedings highlighted 
differences between recent undercover operations and the FBI's 
more traditional investigative techniques, difficulties faced by the 
FBI in conducting undercover operations under existing statutes, 
and the risks, costs, and benefits of undercover operations. Some of 
that information had been adumbrated in hearings held in 1978 
and 1979 by the Senate Committee on the Judiciary during its con
sideration of the proposed FBI Charter Act of 1979 and in FBI over
sight hearings held by the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitution
al Right~ of the House Committee on the Judiciary in 1979 and 
1980. Those sets of hearings, however, had addressed a broad range 
of matters, including the FBI's structure, administration, proce
dures, supplies, techniques, budget, and relationship with other fed
eral, state, and local law enforcement agencies. Because of their 
breadth, those hearings could not study in depth the recent bur
geoning of undercover operations and its effect on the balance be
tween effective law enforcement ann preservation of civil liberties. 

Against that background, on March 25, 1982, the Senate agreed 
to Senate Resolution 350, establishing a Select Committee, consist
ing of four members of the majority party and four members of the 
minority party, to study the activities of components of the Depart
ment of Justice in connection with their law enforcement under
cover operations and to recommend such legislation as the Select 
Committee might find necessary or desirable. 19 The resolution au
thorized and directed the Select Committee to conduct a compre
hensive study of undercover operations, including the policies and 
practices governing their initiation, modification, management, su
pervision, direction, and termination; the policies and practices by 
which the Department of Justice targets particular individuals, co
ordinates among components of the Department of Justice, and 
manages, directs, and supervises undercover agents, employees, 
and informants; the effectiveness of undercover guidelines of the 
executive branch; and the issue of 

Whether the existing laws of the United States are ade
quate, either in their provisions or manner of enforcement, 
to safeguard the rights of American citizens, to accompEsh 
appropriate executive branch and legislative branch con
trol of such law enforcement undercover activities, and to 
give appropriate authorization for components of the De
partment of Justice to engage in law enforcement under
cover activities. 

19 Senate Resolution 350 and the other resolutions regarding the work of the Select Commit
tee are reprint.ed in Appendix B of this report. 
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The Select Committee to Study Law Enforcement Undercover 
Activities of Components of the Department of Justice ("the Select 
Committee") met for the first time on March 31, 1982, and appoint
ed its counsel on May 5, 1982. Since then, as described in detail 
below, the Select Committee has conducted the investigation man
dated in Senate Resolution 350. This is the final report of the re
sults of that investigation, together with the findings and recom
mendations of the Select Committee. 2o 

20 Events following the creation of the Select Committee have further dramatized the need for 
a thorough consideration of the scope, nature, costs, and benefits of undercover operations. On 
November 4, 1982, The Washington Post reported that a group of agents of the Drug Enforce
ment Administration ("DEA"), acting undercover, had obtained evidence that another DEA un· 
dercover agent had been violating narcotics laws. A DEA official was quoted as having said, 
"We love to hang crooked cops." This event suggests that the pressures and temptations to 
which undercover agents can be subjected are substantial (a fact noted by many prominent soci
ologists, criminologists, and law professors), shows one manner in which undercover operations 
actually induce criminal activity, and indicates that one financial cost of undercover operations 
is the cost of hiring undercover agents to investigate other undercover agents. 

Also, on November 7, 1982, The Washington Post reported that the Internal Revenue Service 
("IRS") "is vastly expanding its intelligence and undercover activities and has created a special 
intelligence unit with unprecedented powers .... In addition, it is stepping up not only 'sting' 
operations but also the use of undercover agents posing as businessmen .... " Moreover, on Sep
tember 21, 1982, an Immigration and Naturalization Service ("INS") official testified to the 
Select Committee that the INS is "increasing the undercover capacity and the undercover tech
nique that we use." (Hearings before the Senate Select Comm. to Study Law Enforcement Un
dercover Activities of Components of the Department of Justice, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. (1982) 
[hereinafter cited as Sel. Camm. Hrg.], Sept. 21, 1982, at 72 (testimony of Humberto E. Moreno). 
Thus, increasing numbers of undercover agents are now being used from the FBI, the DEA, the 
INS, the IRS, and state and local governments. (The IRS, however, not being a component of the 
Department of Justice, is not within the scope of the Select Committee's study under Senate 
Resolution 350.) 



CHAP1'ER TWO-THE SELECT COMMITTEE'S 
INVESTIGATION 

The Select Committee began its investigation by studying consti
tutional provisions, statutes, regulations, guidelines, and judicial 
decisions governing important aspects of undercover operations. 
The most relevant constitutional provisions were the fourth amend
ment, governing searches and seizures, the fifth amendment's due 
process clause, the speech and debate clause, and the first amend
ment, governing freedom of speech. The statutes examined includ
ed the statutes creating and granting specified powers to the FBI, 
28 U.s.C. §§ 531-537; statutes apparently restricting the techniques 
usable by the FBI, especially in undercover operations, 18 U.S.C. 
§§ 648, 1001 & 1005; 31 U.S.C. §§ 484, 521, 665 & 869(a); 40 U.S.C. 
§§ 34 & 35; 41 U.s.C. §§ Il(a), 22, 254(a) & (c), & 255; statutes gov
erning the use of electronic surveillance, 18 U.s.C. §§ 2510-2520; 
and statutes governing crimes with which Abscam defendants were 
charged, 18 U.S.C. § 1952 (interstate travel in aid of racketeering); 
18 U.S.C. § 371 (conspiracy to bribe public officials); 18 U.S.C. 
§ 201(c) (bribery); 18 U.S.C. § 201(g) (illegal gratuity); 18 U.S.C. § 2 
(aiding and abetting); 18 U.S.C. § 1341 (mail fraud); 18 U.S.C. § 1343 
(wire fraud); 18 U.S.C. § 2314 (interstate transportation of stolen 
property); 18 U.S.C. §§ 1961 et seq. (racketeer influenced and cor
rupt organizations); 18 U.S.C. § 203(a) (conflict of interest). 

The judicial decisions examined included decisions of the United 
States Supreme Court and of lower courts interpreting the statutes 
described above and decisions governing the law of entrapment, 
electronic surveillance, consensual monitoring, due process aspects 
of criminal investigations, the rights of citizens injured by law en
forcement activities to obtain compensation, searches and seizures 
by law enforcement officials, perjury, criminal discovery, and wit
ness immunity. In addition, law review articles interpreting and 
analyzing such decisions were studied. 

The guidelines and regulations examined included the United 
States Department of Justice Principles of Prosecution, published 
on July 28, 1980; the Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Under
cover Operations, published on January 5, 1981; the Drug Enforce
ment Administration Domestic Operations Guidelines, published on 
December 28, 1976; and amended on December 20, 1979; the Attor
ney General's Guidelines on Criminal Investigations of Individuals 
and Organizations, published on December 2, 1980; the Attorney 
General's Guidelines on FBI Use of Informants and Confidential 
Sources, published on December 2, 1980; the Attorney General's 
Guidelines on Use of Informants in Domestic Security, Organized 
Crime, and Other Criminal Investigations, published on December 
15, 1976; the Undercover Guidelines of the Southern Region, 
United States Immigration and Naturalization Service; and the De
partment of Justice regulations governing consensual monitoring 

(7) 
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and expenditures of a confidential character. To assist in interpret
ing and evaluating various guidelines, the Select Committee ob
tained from the Department of Justice and examined prior drafts 
of guidelines, memoranda criticizing and interpreting guidelines, 
documents reflecting the use of the undercover technique through
out the history of the FBI, and documents discussing difficulties 
faced by the FBI in conducting undercover operations under exist
ing statutes. 

The Select Committee also reviewed all hearings held by the 
Subcommittee on Administrative Practice and Procedure of the 
Senate Committee on the JUdiciary in 1978 on the development of 
an FBI statutory charter; all hearings held by the Senate Commit
tee on the Judiciary in 1979 and 1980 on S. 1612, the FBI Charter 
Act of 1979; all hearings held by the Subcommittee on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary 
from 1979 to 1982 on FBI oversight, on FBI undercover guidelines, 
and on a legislative charter for the FBI; portions of hearings held 
by the Subcommittee to Investigate the Activities of Individuals 
Representing the Interests of Foreign Governments of the Senate 
Committee on the Judiciary in 1980 on the inquiry into the matter 
of Billy Carter and Libya; and the Staff Report of the Senate Com
mittee on the Judiciary in 1982 on the undercover investigation of 
Robert L. Vesco's alleged attempts to reverse a State Department 
ban preventing the export of planes to Libya. 

To obtain further information regarding the history, nature, 
costs, and benefits of undercover operations, the Select Committee 
interviewed several FBI officials and took the testimony of William 
H. Webster, Director of the FBI; Francis M. Mullen, Jr., Executive 
Assistant Director of the FBI and Acting Administrator of the 
Drug Enforcement Administration; Oliver B. Revell, Assistant Di
rector, Criminal Investigative Division of the FBI; Bob A. Ricks, 
Chief Counsel of the DEA; Humberto E. Moreno, Director, Office of 
Anti-Smuggling Activity, United States Immigration and Naturali
zation Service; John Kaplan, Professor of Law, Stanford Universi
ty; Jerry Berman, Legislative Counsel, American Civil Liberties 
Union; Kenneth R. Feinberg, attorney; and Robert B. Fiske, former 
United States Attorney, Southern District of New York. 

In addition to studying the general history, laws, policies, and 
procedures of undercover operations, the Select Committee studied 
seven specific undercover operations. Five of those operations had 
been conducted by the FBI. One had been conducted by the DEA. 
One had been conducted by the INS. 

Examination of one of the FBI undercover operations, Abscam, 
consumed by far most of the time provided to the Select Committee 
in which to conduct ibi investigation. To familiarize itself with the 
issues and evidence in the Abscam judicial proceedings, the Select 
Committee reviewed nearly 40,000 pages of trial transcripts and 
due process hearing transcripts; reviewed scores of motion papers 
and appellate briefs; reviewed hundreds of trial exhibits; and read 
the several opinions issued by Abscam courts. To familiarize itself 
with criticisms of Abscam made by persons other than defendants 
in judicial proceedings, the Select Committee reviewed all Abscam 
columns written by syndicated columnist Jack Anderson and by in
vestigative reporter Ralph Soda; reviewed the testimony given by 
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former First Assistant United States Attorney Edward J. Plaza and 
by Assistant United States Attorney Robert A. Weir, Jr., before the 
Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House 
Committee on the Judiciary; reviewed the Abscam proceedings in 
the House of Representatives and in the Senate; and reviewed nu
merous articles and editorials in newspapers, magazines, and law 
reviews. The Select Committee then reviewed more than 20,000 
pages of Abscam documents from the fIles of FBI Headquarters 
("FBI HQ"), from the FBI's New York Field Office, from the FBI's 
Washington Field Office, from the FBI's Miami Field Office, and 
from other fIles of the Department of Justice. The Select Commit
tee viewed several \ideo tapes, listened to many audio tapes, and 
read hundreds of tape transcripts, all generated during the Abscam 
investigation. Attorneys from the Department of Justice provided 
oral summaries of several prosecution memoranda and of the 
nature and results of the investigation by the Department's Office 
of Professional Responsibility into various Abscam-related events 
in December 1980 and January 1981. 

The Select Committee conducted interviews of Francis M. 
Mullen, Jr., Executive Assistant Director of the FBI and Acting Ad
ministrator of the Drug Enforcement Administration; Oliver B. 
Revell, Assistant Director, Criminal Investigative Di'vision of the 
FBI; Michael Wilson, Assistant Section Chief, Personal and Proper
ty Crimes Section, Criminal Investigative Division of the FBI; Bob 
A. Ricks, Chief Counsel, Drug Enforcement Administration; John 
Good, Senior Supervisory Resident Agent, Hauppauge Resident 
Agency of the FBI; Special Agents Anthony Amoroso, Myron 
Fuller, John M. McCarthy, Gunnar Askeland, and Martin Houli
han; former Deputy Assistant Attorney General Irvin Nathan; 
former United States Attorney Charles Ruff; Department of Justice 
attorneys David Margolis, Gerald McDowell, William Bryson, and 
Reid Weingarten; former Assistant United States Attorneys 
Edward J. Plaza and John Kotelly; Assistant United States Attor
ney Stephen Spivack; former Strike Force Chief Thomas Puccio; 
Strike Force attorney Lawrence Sharf; former Strike Force attor
ney John Jacobs; Joseph DiLorenzo (nephew of Abscam defendant 
Angelo Errichetti); defense attorneys 'Richard Ben-Veniste and 
Samuel J. Buffone; and numerous other persons, such as hotel em
ployees and bank employees. 

The Select Committee held hearings at which it took the testimo
ny of Abscam defendants William Rosenberg, Howard Criden, and 
Angelo Errichetti; Melvin Weinberg; 1 FBI Director William H. 
Webster; Francis M. Mullen, Jr.; Oliver B. Revell; John Good; Mi
chael Wilson; Irvin Nathan; Thomas Puccio; John Jacobs; Bob A. 
Ricks; and Edward J. Plaza. The Select Committee reviewed the 
testimony and prepared statements of Robert J. Del Tufo, William 

1 The testimony of the first four individuals named in the text was taken in closed sessions of 
the Select Committee in order to protect innocent other persons, to avoid public disclosure of 
lawful but sensitive FBI investigative techniques, to avoid the public disclosure of any document 
of the Department of Justice the confidentiality of which the Select Committee has a~eed to 
preserve, and to avoid possible prejudice to the judicial proceedings that were then pending. The 
transcripts of those closed sessions will be printed with the ~public hearings, with such confiden
tial and sensitive information redacted. Citations to the Select Committee's hearings in this 
report refer to pages of transcript testimony. The published hearings will be paginated similarly 
for convenience. 
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W. Robertson, Justin P. Walder, Edward J. Plaza, Robert A. Weir, 
Jr., Irvin Nathan, former Assistant Attorney General Philip A. 
Heymann, William H. Webster, Richard Ben-Veniste, Michael 
Tigar, and sev:eral alleged victims of Joseph Meltzer, before the 
Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House 
Committee on the Judiciary. 

Finally, the Select Committee reviewed the full confidential 
report prepared by Richard Blumenthal, former United States At
torney for the District of Connecticut, regarding the investigation 
he conducted to determine the sources and causes of the massive 
leaks of Abscam information to the media in early 1980. The Select 
Committee determined that, even if its time and budgetary re
straints were to be relaxed, it could not significantly add to the ex
cellent investigation and report by Blumenthal and his staff. 

The Select Committee's study of other undercover operations was 
necessarily more limited. For FBI Operation Buyin, the Select 
Committee reviewed all files in FBI HQ and all files in the Seattle 
Field Office, and in a public hearing took the testimony of Oliver 
B. Revell and of J. Harper Wilson, Unit Chief, Organized Crime 
Section, Criminal Investigative Division, FBI. For FBI Operation 
Lobster, the Select Committee reviewed all files in FBI HQ and all 
files in the Boston Field Office, and in a public hearing took the 
testimony of Oliver B. Revell and of Richard D. Schwein, Assistant 
Special Agent in Charge of the Cleveland Field Office, FBI. For FBI 
Operation Labou, the Select Committee reviewed selected files from 
FBI HQ and from the Washington Field Office, and in a public 
hearing took the testimony of Oliver B. Revell and of aob A. Ricks. 
For FBI Operation Frontload, the Select Committee reviewed se
lected files from FBI HQ, and in a public hearing took the testimo
ny of Oliver B. Revell and of James W. Nelson, Unit Chief, Orga
nized Crime Section, Criminal Investigative Division, FBI. For DEA 
Operation Scorpion, the Select Committee reviewed selected files of 
the DEA, and in a public hearing took the testimony of Bob A. 
Ricks. For the INS operation studied, the Select Committee re
viewed files of the INS, and in a public hearing took the testimony 
of Humberto E. Moreno, Director, Office of Anti-Smuggling Activi
ty, U.S. Immigration and Naturalization Service. 



CHAPTER THREE-SUMMARY OF FINDINGS BY THE 
SELECT COMMITTEE 

1. BENEFITS AND RISKS OF UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS 

The Select Committee finds that undercover operations of the 
United States Department of Justice have substantially contributed 
to the detection, investigation, and prosecution of criminal activity, 
especially organized crime and consensual crimes such as narcotics 
trafficking, fencing of stolen property, and political corruption. In 
this era of increasingly powerful and sophisticated criminals, some 
use of the undercover technique is indispensable to the achieve
ment of effective law enforcement. Of course, the need for some use 
of the undercover technique does not dictate how many undercover 
operations are necessary or desirable-the 53 conducted by the FBI 
in 1977, the 463 conducted in 1981, or some other number-or what 
safeguards should attend their use. 

The Select Committee also finds that use of the undercover tech
nique creates serious risks to citizens' property, privacy, and civil 
liberties, and may compromise law enforcement itself. Even when 
used by law enforcement officials with the most honorable motives 
and the greatest integrity, the undercover technique may on occa
sion create crime where none would otherwise have existed. It may 
lead a government agent to offer an illegal inducement to a person 
who has never previously committed a crime and who is not predis
posed to do so; cause innocent persons to suffer harm to their repu
tations or to their property; undermine legitimate expectations of 
privacy; subject law enforcement agents to unaccustomed tempta
tions, dangers, and stresses; undermine the cohesiveness, effective
ness, and value of civic and political organizations; and create an 
atmosphere of distrust, in which public officials and private citi
zens must act with some concern for the possibility that colleagues 
and acquaintances are not who they seem to be, but are agents or 
informers of the federal, state, or local government. These dangers 
assume even more importance in undercover operations managed 
or conducted by agents or officials whose zeal, ambition, or baser 
motives distort their judgment about the proper role of law en
forcement in a democratic society. 

Accordingly, the Seled Committee finds that the central task of 
those who recognize both the efficacy and the danger of the under
cover technique is to create a system of statutes, guidelines, and 
rules that, avoiding both the tyranny of unchecked crime and the 
tyranny of unchecked governmental intrusion, provides the public 
with the optimal balance between effective law enforcement and 
the preservation and nurturing of civil liberties. This the existing 
system fails to do, even with respect to the FBI, which, to the 
Select Committee's knowledge, has done far more than any other 

(11) 
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federal, state, or local law enforcement agency to adopt policies and 
procedures designed to achieve that balance. 

Existing statutes neither adequately empower the FBI to engage 
in activities crucial to the success of many undercover operations 
nor adequately ensure that undercover operations will be no more 
harmful or intrusive than is necessary and desirable. Existing 
guidelines, policies, practices, and procedures of the FBI, while 
greatly improved in almost every year since 1975, continue to 
create an unnecessary risk of harm and abuse. 

The situation with respect to other law enforcement agencies 
within the Department of Justice is considerably worse. The Drug 
Enforcement Administration, for example, has guidelines much 
less complete than those of the FBI, and the Immigration and Nat
uralization Service has none. 

II. ABSCAM AS AN ILLUSTRATION OF THE BENEFl'fS AND RISKS OF 
UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS 

l'he Select Committee finds that the FBI undercover operation 
known as Abscam paradigmatic ally demonstrates many of the ben
fits, dangers, and costs of the undercover technique. Abscam result
ed in the conviction of numerous elected and appointed officials, 
confidence men, businessmen, and lawyers and in the recovery of 
millions of dollars of fraudulent securities. Nine separate juries 
heard the testimony of witnesses, saw videotapes, and read docu, 
ments; each of those juries found guilty each of the Abscam defend
ants who appeared before it.l All appellate courts to date that have 
reviewed those convictions have found them to have been achieved 
without any violation of the defendants' constitutional rights. Ab
scam's successes are likely to deter public officials in the future 
from readily selling their offices for private gain. Such results 
could not have been obtained without the use of undercover tech
niques. 

On the other hand, the absence during the Abscam investigation 
of Department of Justice guidelines governing undercover oper
ations, the laxness of the guidelines then in existence governing 
the use of informants, the failure of the special agents assigned to 
Abscam in the field to review, to catalogue, and to report record
ings and other evidence in a timely and otherwise adequate 
manner, and the absence of rigorous requirements to keep officials 
at FBI HQ adequately informed about the nature of and develop
ments in undercover operations created unnecessary and undue 
risks in Abscam. Some of those risks materialized into real prob
lems, as described later in this report. Other risks remained only 
latent in Abscam, but are matters for concern in future operations. 

The Select Committee finds that, although the FBI's policies, 
practices, and procedures during the Abscam investigation created 
unnecessary and undue risks, several of the deficient policies, prac
tices, and procedures have been improved since 1979, and especially 
since the promulgation in 1980 and 1981 of formal guidelines gov
erning criminal investigations, undercover operations, and the use 

.\ The trial of defendant Jose~h Silvestri was in progress on December 15, 1982, the date this 
report was submitted. [Counsel s note: On December 21, 1982, Silvestri was convicted of conspir
acy, bribery, and interstate travel violations.] 
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of informants and confidential sources. The Select Committee fully 
agrees with Director Webster's testimony that "[tJhere has been 
much progress in the last four years as we [the FBI] developed in
stitutional awareness of problem areas and methods to deal with 
them." (SeL Comm. Hrg., Sept. 30, 1982, at 15 (testimony of Wil· 
liam H. Webster).) Several of the mistakes and deficiencies that 
characterized the Abscam investigation would be less likely to 
occur under the system now in place. 

III. ALLEGATIONS OF ABSCAM IMPROPRIETIES NOT PROVEN 

The Select Committee emphasizes that it makes its findings with 
respect to Abscam on the basis of the preponderance of the evi
dence it has examined. These findings reflect an attempt to ascer
tain the benefits and risks that attend the use of the undercover 
technique generally and to determine which of them materialized 
in this major FBI investigation. In particular, the Select Committee 
has not attempted to perform the functions of adjudicating crimi
nal defendants' guilt or innocence, determining whether they were 
entrapped, or deciding whether their due process rights were vio
lated. Those functions are properly reserved to the judicial branch 
of government. 

Accordingly, in performing its functions the Select Committee 
was not bound by, and did not follow, the panoply of constitutional 
and statutory provisions and procedural rules that govern criminal 
prosecutions. For example, individuals as to whom adverse findings 
have been made in this report were not afforded an opportunity to 
cross-examine witnesses; findings against them have not been made 
by applying a standard requiring proof beyond a reasonable doubt; 
and judicial rules governing the admissibility of evidence were not 
employed. Because of its consideration of evidence inadmissible in 
judicial proceedings, and because of the procedures by which it 
took evidence, the Select Committee concludes that its factual find
ings cannot and should not properly affect in any way the course of 
any pending criminal case. 

The Select Committee finds that several of the allegations, made 
by defendants, by members of the media, and by other Abscam crit
ics, of illegality and of other impropriety in the Abscam investiga
tion are not supported by a preponderance of the evidence. 

A. Allegations of targeting 
1. None of the individuals who attended videotaped meeting with 

FBI undercover operatives had been targeted by the FBI before his 
name had been raised by an unwitting middleman. 2 

2. The FBI did not abandon or fail to follow any investigative 
lead for any improper purpose. A contingent bribe offer was ap
proved for every public official who a middleman had said was will
ing to take a bribe at a specific time and place. 

2 For problems with respect to the targeting of public officials who never attended any meet
ing with Abscam undercover operatives, however, see pp. 60-61 infra. 
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B. Specific allegations of injustice 
1. None of the Abscam defendants was merely playacting. Spe

cifically, no public official who received money or other valuable 
consideration directly or indirectly from an FBI undercover agent 
did so with the intent of simply defrauding a sheik; rather, each 
public official who received money directly or indirectly from an 
FBI undercover agent understood that the payment was a bribe. 
Each middleman who induced a public official to meet with an FBI 
undercover agent understood that the purpose of the meeting was 
to enable the official to receive a bribe. 

2. No public official who attended a videotaped meeting at which 
an FBI undercover agent transferred money to the public official or 
to a middleman believed that the payment was being made for a 
purpose unrelated to him and to his public office; rather, each 
public official who attended such a meeting at which an FBI under
cover agent transferred money to the public official or to a middle
man believed that the payment was being made because of his 
presence and because representations had been made, by him or on 
his behalf, to cause the payor to believe that the public official 
would, if necessary, use his influence as a public official to assist 
the payor or the payor's principal. 

C. Allegations regarding securities 
1. Weinberg did not provide William Rosenberg or Angelo Erri

chetti with blank fraudulent securities to be filled in by them, re
turned to Weinberg, and fraudulently reported by him to the FBI 
as having been produced by Rosenberg and Errichetti. 

2. Weinberg did not fraudulently provide Errichetti with a 
sample fraudulent certificate of deposit to enable Errichetti to have 
additional such securities produced. Weinberg did provide such a 
sample to Errichetti, but did so with the knowledge and approval 
of FBI special agents. 

D. Allegations regarding leaks 
The massive leaks of Abscam information to the media in early 

1980 did not result from any reasonably curable deficiency. in the 
policies and procedures of the FBI or of any other Justice Depart
ment component. Specifically, there is no evidence that these leaks 
were politically motivated. 

Other allegations of impropriety rest almost exclusively on the 
statements of middlemen and others implicated in criminal activi
ty. Those witnesses have an obvious interest in undermining the 
validity of the Abscam investigation. Much of their testimony on 
these allegations was internally inconsistent, far-fetched, evasive or 
noticeably vague. Accordingly, the Select Committee finds the fol
lowing: 

E. Allegations of misconduct by informant 
1. There is insufficient evidence to conclude that Weinberg and 

Errichetti held a clandestine meeting on January 6, 1979, to begin 
to "indoctrinate" Errichetti or for any other purpose. To the con
trary, it appears that no such meeting occurred. 
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2. There is insufficient evidenc~ to conclude that Errichetti paid 
Weinberg any part of the $25,000 bdbe payment made to Errichetti 
on January 20,1979. 

3. There is insufficient evidence to conclude that Weinberg solic
ited and received gifts, other tha..1't those described below at page 18, 
or that he solicited and received loans that he has not repaid. Spe
cifically, the Select Committee has insufficient evidence to deter
mine whether Weinberg received a video cassette recorder, a Seiko 
watch, an ounce of gold, or cash from Errichetti; loans from Wil
liam Rosenberg and William Eden; or cash and miscellaneous 
items from Alfred Carpentier. 

IV, PRINCIPAL DEFICIENCIES IN ABSCAM 

The Select Committee finds that the principal mistakes and defi
ciencies that occurred in Abscam are as follows: 

A. Selection and supervision of the informant 
1. Without reviewing the informant fIle of Melvin C. Weinberg, a 

criminal whom FBI HQ had previously ordered terminated as an 
informant because of his commission of felonies while he had been 
an informant, and without discussing with anyone the wisdom of or 
need for special controls, and without obtaining approval from FBI 
HQ, FBI special agents in the field decided to use Weinberg as an 
informant. 

2. For nearly five months (February-July 1978), FBI special 
agents in New York conducted a multi-state undercover operation, 
allowing Weinberg to engage in informant activities 1,500 miles 
from his principal contact agent, from the case supervisor, and 
from the prosecuting attorneys assigned to the case. Moreover, this 
was done without approval from FBI HQ, despite the existence of 
an FBI policy requiring FBI HQ approval for any undercover oper
ation likely to require the expenditure of more than $1,000 or to 
last for longer than six months, and despite the clear likelihood 
that the Abscam investigation would exceed both of those limits. 

3. The FBI extensively used the Abscam informant, Abscam 
agents, and Abscam facilities simultaneously in two major under
cover operations (Abscam and Goldcon) and peripherally in two 
others (Palmscam and the Southwest Sewer District investigation). 
This overlap clouded the responsibilities of special agents working 
with the informant, created conflicting instructions to the inform
ant, made it difficult to ascertain which of the informant's activi
ties were conducted pursuant to which operation, increased the 
risk that the informant could and would engage in criminal or oth
erwise improper conduct, and made it likely that evidence relevant 
to more than one operation would not be properly recorded or dis
seminated. 

B. Initial approval of Abscam 
1. The only application for FBI HQ approval of Abscam, submit

ted on May 26, 1978, contained no description of the informant, 
Melvin C. Weinberg, or of his background, reliability, or suitability 
for a long-term, multi-state undercover operation. The application. 
did not discuss how or by whom he would be monitored, controlled, 
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or supervised. It contained no evaluation of the experience and 
suitability of the several special ag~nts being used in the operation. 
It did not mention the risks of physical harm, of property loss, of 
invasions of privacy, of interference with confidential relationships, 
and of other possible untoward consequences. And it contained no 
detailed description of evidence justifying the proposed investiga
tion.3 

2. The May 26, 1978, application for approval of Abscam submit
ted by the FBI's New York Field Office to FBI HQ listed such a 
broad range of investigative objectives-recovering stolen and coun
terfeit securities; obtaining access to unspecified phony financial 
dealings in Las Vegas, Nevada; obtaining access to unnamed under
world activities in Atlantic City, New Jersey; gaining "intelligence 
information" on unnamed New York underworld figures; recover
ing unspecified stolen artifacts in Florida and in other, unspecified 
locations; and opening "almost any door in the United States" with 
respect to stolen securities, rare art, or unspecified "other stolen 
property" -that from its inception Abscam was virtually unlimited 
in geographic scope, persons to be investigated, and criminal activi
ty to be investigated. Approval of this application was, in practical 
effect, a license for several special agents to assume false identities, 
to create a false business front, and to see what criminal activities 
could be detected or developed throughout the country. The appli
cation in Abscam's sister operation, Goldcon, was -even broader. 

C. Shifts in the investigative focus 
1. The investigative focus of Abscam began to shift in September 

and October 1978 from property crimes to political corruption, in 
large part as a result of Weinberg's conversations with suspects. 
FBI special agents knew of at least some of Weinberg's conversa
tions in that regard sometime before November 16, 1978, but failed 
to inform FBI HQ, to discuss the need for a basis to begin a politi
cal corruption investigation, or to exercise greater control over 
Weinberg. 

2. Although Abscam came to focus almost entirely on political 
corruption, no application for approval of the shift from an investi
gation of property crimes was ever submitted to FBI HQ.4 

3. Although Abscam came to focus on the "asylum scenario" and 
on an investigation of political corruption in Congress specifically, 
no application for approval of the new scenario or of the attempt to 
detect corruption in Congress was ever submitted to FBI HQ. 

4. Weinberg articulated the "asylum scena:rio" in a conversation 
with suspect George Katz on July 14, 1979. Shortly thereafter, 
Weinberg discussed at least the broad outline of that scenario with 
FBI Special Agent Anthony Amoroso, but neither Amoroso nor 

~ The dearth of information in the Abscam application was in marked contrast to the docu
ments submitted to FBI HQ by the FBI's Boston Field Office in connection with Operation Loh
ster a year earlier. In Operation Lobster the Boston Field Office gave FBI HQ detailed informa
tion, including statistics, about evidence of the existence of the type of crime beinf investigated, 
about the basis for suspecting specifically identified persons of specified crimina conduct, and 
about the recommended undercover agent's "credibility and suitability for the ... operation." 

• This failure was in marked contrast to the preferable practice by the FBI's Boston Field 
Office in Operation Lobster a year earlier, in which the Boston Field Office informed FBI HQ by 
teletype of new "avenues of approach being developed," of intentions to expand the operation 
geographically, of intentions to include new targets m the investigation, and of intentions to use 
new investigative techniques. 
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anyone else in the New York Field Office promptly informed FBI 
HQ of the scenario or of Weinberg's use of the scenario on July 14, 
1979. Evidence suggests that the FBI special agents assigned to 
Abscam did not even listen to the recording of the July 14, 1979, 
conversation until after the Abscam investigation had ended. 

D. Management and supervision of the operation 
1. Weinberg failed to record conversations ~vith criminal suspects 

at important meetings, including meetings with Mayor Angelo Er
richetti on January 19, March 30, and August 22, 1979. The FBI 
special agents assigned to Abscam, who knew in advance of the 
March 30 and August 22 meetings, neither debriefed Weinberg nor 
prepared a written report of the occurrence, much less the sub
stance, of those meetings. At least as to the meetings of August 22 
and March 30, 1979, the failure to prepare a written report violated 
FBI policies existing then and now. Weinberg never reported the 
January 19, 1979, meeting and, until Abscam prosecutors confront
ed him with a telephone charge record showing that he had been 
at the site of the meeting, refused to acknowledge that it had oc
curred. 

2. The FBI neither promptly transcribed all audio tapes 5 ob
tained in Abscam nor required Weinberg to provide on a daily 
basis the tapes he mad~ of conversations he had with suspects. The 
FBI special agents also did not promptly listen to all tapes provided 
by Weinberg and in some instances did not listen to tapes until 
months after the recorded conversations occurred. Decisions as to 
which tapes to hear were made in part on the basis of what Wein
berg told the special agents about the tapes. Many of the tran
scripts that were prepared are rife with transcription errors, sever
al of which are material and could easily have been detected by 
anyone knowledgeable about the case. As a result, special agents 
and supervisory personnel failed to obtain prompt, accurate, and 
full knowledge of what Weinberg was saying to criminal suspects. 

3. The FBI did not number and put identifying marks on record
ing tapes before giving them to Weinberg and did not keep any log 
of which tapes were returned by him on what dates. 6 This omission 
prevented the FBI, and subsequently the courts and the Select 
Committee, from knowing how many tapes may have been lost, de
stroyed, or withheld. 

4. FBI special agents in New York allowed numerous unrecorded 
telephone calls to be made to and from the offices of the FBI's busi
ness front, Abdul Enterprises, even when the conversations were 
with criminal suspects. 7 

5. Weinberg made and received numerous unrecorded telephone 
calls, on telephones not at Abdul Enterprises, to and from criminal 
suspects. The FBI special agents assigned to Abscam debriefed 
Weinberg and prepared a written report of the debriefing with re-

• This was in marked contrast to the Boston Field Office's practice in Operation Lobster. 
6 This was in contrast to the Boston Field Office's treatment of tapes in Operation Lobster. 
7 In Operation Lobster in the Boston Field Office, the general practice was to record all tele-

phone calls to and from the business front and, when recordings were not made, to write memo
randa explaining why recordings were not made. 
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spect to fewer than a dozen such conversations during the 18 
months in which Abscam operated with the approval of FBI HQ. 8 

6. During the first 12 months of the Abscam investigation (Febru
ary 1978 to February 1979), written and oral communications be
tween FBI special agents in Florida working with Weinberg and 
FBI special agents in New York working with Weinberg were 
unduly sporEldic and sparse. Neither the New York nor Miami 
Field Offices communicated adequately with FBI HQ. 

7. Especially in the first 12 months of the Abscam investigation, 
the FBI's New York and Miami Field Offices provided unduly 
sparse and sporadic information to FBI HQ.9 

E. Misconduct by informant 
1. Weinberg obtained a $5,000 bonus from the FBI on April 9, 

1979, in part by misrepresenting to Special Agent John M. McCar
thy the facts surrounding the appearance of Special Agent Margot 
Denedy's picture in newspapers on January 29, 1979. This was 
made possible in part by Weinberg's failure to record all telephone 
conversations with key criminal suspects Angelo Errichetti and 
William Rosenberg. 

2. The weight of the evidence indicates that Weinberg solicited 
and received from criminal suspects valuable gifts, which he con
verted to his personal use. On or about January 19, 1979, Weinberg 
received from Mayor Angelo Errichetti a General Electric micro
wave oven. In early April of 1979, Weinberg received from Erri
chetti a stereo system, which included a Harman-Kardon receiver, 
two Genesis speakers, and other components. In the summer of 
1979, Weinberg received from Errichetti three Sony Trinitron color 
television sets. In December 1979 Weinberg received from business
man George Katz liquor worth approximately $2,000 and a Sony 
Betamax video cassette recorder. 

3. Weinberg failed to disclose to the FBI his solicitation or receipt 
of these gifts and, when confronted, falsely denied to government 
attorneys and agents that he had solicited or received them. 

4. When he testified under oath before grand juries, in trial court 
proceedings, and before the Select Committee, Weinberg falsely 
denied that he had solicited and received these gifts. 

5. The weight of the evidence indicates that on April 1, 1979, 
Weinberg met with Angelo Errichetti and received a portion of the 
$100,000 bribe payment given to Errichetti in the presence of Ken
neth MacDonald by Special Agent McCarthy on March 31, 1979. 
Weinberg failed to inform the FBI of the meeting or of his receipt 
of the money and, when later interviewed by government attor
neys, falsely denied having met Errichetti on April 1, 1979, and 
having received any money from Errichetti. Further, in subsequent 
court proceedings and in his testimony before the Select Commit
tee, Weinberg under oath falsely repeated both denials. 

8 In Operation Lobster in the Boston Field Office nearly 300 written reports of telephone calls 
between April and September of 1978 were prepared and nearly 500 such summaries of tele
phone calls between August and November of 1978 were prepared. 

9 This is in sharp contrast to the Boston Field Office's practice in Operation Lobster, in which 
FBI HQ received biweekly summaries of the operation describing recent uses of technical equip
ment, recoveries of property, administrative developments, and new cases. 
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6. On April 1, 1979, Weinberg created a tape recording on which 
he first recorded his own statement that the time was 2:30 p.m. 
and then recorded a conversation with Angelo Errichetti that oc" 
curred at 4:53 p.m. The misleadingly constructed tape made it 
sound as though Weinberg had called and spoken with Errichetti 
at 2:30 p.m. on April 1, 1979. Weinberg provided that tape to the 
FBI on April 1 or 2, 1979, without revealing the time at which the 
conversation with Errichetti had actually occurred. The weight of 
the evidence indicates that Weinberg intended to mislead the FBI 
and to conceal the fact that he had met with Errichetti on April 1. 
His ruse succeeded. On April 2, 1979, Abscam special agents in 
New York informed FBI HQ that Weinberg had spoken by tele" 
phone with Angelo Errichetti on April 1, 1979, at 2:30 p.m. 

F. Reliance on corrupt middlemen 
The FBI's consistent practice in Abscam was to rely, in approv" 

ing bribe offers, upon the representations of middlemen that speci" 
fied public officials would accept bribes. Some of those representa" 
tions were often uncorroborated in every sense of the word: The 
FBI had no extrinsic evidence that the named public official had 
previously accepted or solicited a bribe or had committed any other 
crime, and the FBI had no extrinsic evidence that the middleman 
knew the public official well enough to know whether his own rep" 
resentations about that public official were true. In some cases, the 
FBI relied on the representations of a middleman with no record of 
reliability for producing corrupt public officials. In some cases the 
FBI continued to rely on middlemen even after they had proved to 
be unreliable in this regard. As a result of the FBI's unduly un" 
questioning reliance on middlemen, at least one (and apparently 
more) clearly innocent public official was brought before the 
hidden cameras. 

V. THE COMPLEXITY OF ABSCAM DOES NOT EXPLAIN THE 
DEFICIENCIES 

The Select Committee finds that the deficiencies in the mp..nage" 
ment, supervision, and control of Abscam and the stark differences 
between the practices in that operation and those followed in other 
undercover operations-notably, by the Boston Field Office in Op" 
eration Lobster-cannot be excused on the basis of the complexity 
of the Abscam investigation. Abscam did not entail coordination 
between federal prosecutors from New York and New Jersey until 
March 1979, a full year after the operation began. Videotaping did 
not begin until February 12, 1979. No Member of the House of Rep" 
resentatives was offered a bribe until August 22, 1979. Abscam did 
not require coordination with attorneys and FBI special agents 
from Philadelphia and Wash;ngton, D.C., until even later. The FBI 
did not designate the operation a IIBureau Special" until the fall of 
1979. Yet the deficiencies that characterized these latter, more 
complex stages of the operation fully characterized the first year of 
the operation, as well. 

From the operation's inception, tapes were not premarked for 
identification and control, retrieved daily, promptly and accurately 
transcribed, listened to by special agents or by Strike Force attor" 
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neys, or logged and summarized. Other evidence, such as fraudu
lent securities, was obtained without being reported in a manner 
that revealed the circumstances under which it had been obtained. 
Memoranda were prepared making misstatements about dates, par
ticipants, and subject matter of material events. Numerous tele
phone conversations, even on telephones at the FBI business front 
equipped with sophisticated electronic monitoring equipment, went 
unrecorded and unmemorialized. Neither monthly nor biweekly re
ports were sent to FBI HQ. The informant made and received nu
mero~s telephone calls and attended meetings as to which he was 
not debriefed or as to which no report was made of the debriefing. 
None of these deficiencies occurred in Operation Lobster, even 
during its most hectic and complex stages. The facts, therefore, do 
not support the FBI's contention that Abscam was more loosely 
run than Lobster because of Abscam's greater complexity. 

The Select Committee finds that the deficiencies occurred in 
Abscam primarily for two reasons. First, at that time FBI HQ did 
not impose rigorous investigative and recordkeeping requirements 
on undercover operations. Second, the Abscam agents exhibited dis
regard for careful reporting and recordkeeping practices and for 
procedural safeguards. 1 0 

The Select Committee also finds untenable the FBI's contention 
that Abscam's defects can be excused by the demands placed upon 
the Abscam special agents and supporting staff by the magnitude 
and duration of the operation. There is no question that extraordi
nary demands were placed on some of the Abscam operatives, that 
the resources of the Hauppauge Resident Agency were severely 
taxed, and that the conditions were arduous. If, however, as FBI of
ficials have stated, more secretarial resources were needed to tran
scribe tapes; if more agents were needed to retrieve, listen to, log, 
and report tapes on a prompt basis; if more recording equipment 
was needed (as Special Agent Amoroso told the Select Committee); 
if more recording tapes were needed (as Melvin Weinberg testified 
before the Select Committee); and if equipment and personnel were 
overburdened, those problems should have been made known to or 
discovered by FBI HQ, and either the deficiencies should have been 
remedied, or the scope of the operation should have been reduced. 

A law enforcement agency should not, as has been done since 
1976, expand the number and scope of its und.ercover operations so 
greatly and so rapidly that major sensitive operations are conduct
ed in a manner that markedly increases the risk of error. If the 
FBI believes that more, and more expensive, undercover operations 
are necessary and desirable (which may well be the case), that posi
tion should be articulated and justified in requests for appropri
ations sufficient to implement the operations properly. If the 
requests are denied, the denial should be interpreted not as a man
date for many poorly run operations, but for fewer and better run 
operations. 

1Q If an undercover operation is more complex, it will, ceteris paribus. create more risk of 
error, of infringement of civil liberties. and of prosecutorial difficulties. Accordingly. procedural 
safeguards should be even more strictly followed in the more complex operations. 
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VI. DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE CONDUCT IN ABSCAM 

The Select Committee further flnds that, from March 1979 to the 
termination of the covert phase of the Abscam investigation in Feb
ruary 1980, ranking officials in the Department of Justice gave far 
more attention to Abscam than customarily had been given to an 
investigation in progress in the fleld. Nevertheless, too little was 
done at an early enough stage to manage, supervise, direct, and co
ordinate the activities of the several prosecutorial offlces that were 
participating: the Strike Force for the Eastern District of New 
York; the Strike Force for the District of New Jersey; the United 
States Attorney's Offlce for the District of New Jersey; the United 
States Attorney's Offlce for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania; 
and the United States Attorney's Offlce for the District of the Dis
trict of Columbia. As a result, throughout the covert investigation 
and the subsequent prosecutions, Thomas Puccio, Chief of the Or
ganized Crime Strike Force for the Eastern District of New York, 
was able to hinder the efforts of other prosecutors to stay abreast 
of and to participate fully in developments in the investigation and 
prosecutions. Puccio was peculiarly unreceptive to suggestions, 
criticisms, and requests of other prosecutors working on Abscam. 
He also interpreted directives from offIcials in the Department of 
Justice in the narrowest possible fashion so as to retain for himself 
maximum control of all aspects of Abscam. The diffIculties that 
thus developed were exacerbated by the critical attitude adopted by 
federal prosecutors from New Jersey from their initial involvement 
in March 1979 and by their clearly expressed desire to direct the 
New Jersey portion of the Abscam investigation. 

By the time the covert stage had ended on February 2, 1980, 
strong personal animosities had developed between the New Jersey 
federal prosecutors and the New York federal prosecutors and be
tween the New Jersey federal prosecutors and the FBI's Abscam 
operatives, including the informant. Under these trying circum
stances, offIcials in the Department of Justice generally performed 
well in the prosecutorial phase. Approximately 20 potential politi
cal corruption cases had to be evaluated; investigative grand juries 
in several districts had to be convened and coordinated; indict
ments had to be sought from grand juries where appropriate; de
fenses, including due process and entrapment, had to be anticipat
ed, investigated, and evaluated. All this had to be accomplished 
quickly enough to avoid the actuality or the appearance of delaying 
the disposition of the cases for so long that they would affect the 
impending political primaries and elections. Meanwhile, massive 
leaks of information to the media at the end of the covert investi
gation had already generated criticism and pressure to achieve a 
rapid judicial resolution of the cases. 

The Select Committee flnds that the actions of then Assistant At
torney General Philip B. Heymann and then Deputy Assistant At
torney General Irvin Nathan with respect to the January 6, 1981, 
memorandum by Nathan regarding the December 17, 1980, memo
randum by New Jersey federal prosecutors Edward J. Plaza and 
Robert A. Weir, Jr., were in part commendable and in part unjusti
flable. Heymann and Nathan acted commendably in deciding to 
furnish to Abscam defense counsel several recording tapes that the 
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Plaza-Weir memorandum described as exculpatory but that the 
principal Abscam prosecutor, Thomas Puccio, had then reviewed 
and had found to be non-exculpatory. Similarly, Heymann and 
Nathan acted commendably in deciding to furnish to Abscam de
fense counsel a summary of contentions in the Plaza-Weir memo
randum that Plaza and Weir believed would assist the defendants, 
even though Heymann and Nathan believed those contentions to 
be non-exculpatory, and even though Plaza and Weir had not ex
pressly urged in their memorandum that those contentions be fur
nished to defense counsel. 

The Select Committee further finds that, although the Nathan 
memorandum contains one ambiguous reference, the memoran
dum's summary of the contentions in the Plaza-Weir memorandum 
is accurate in every material respect and provided defense counsel 
with names, dates, and references sufficient to enable defense coun
sel to pursue the matter. 

The Select Committee further finds, however, that the decision 
by Heymann and Nathan to publish to defense counsel and to the 
courts the prefatory portion of the Nathan memorandum, which 
discusses background information and internal departmental criti
cisms that, when published, were sure to harm the reputations of 
Plaza and Weir, was unjustifiable. That decision was especially in
judicious because the Nathan memorandum stated that Plaza and 
Weir had done livery little, if any, work" on the cases that had 
been assigned to them. In fact, they had done a substantial amount 
of work; but, by failing to convene an investigative grand jury, they 
simply had not taken a major step that Heymann and Nathan had 
thought appropriate. 

VII. LEAKS TO NEWS MEDIA 

The Select Committee finds that harm to the privacy and reputa
tions of unquestionably innocent individuals resulting from 
Abscam was compounded by massive leaks of confidential informa
tion that could have come only from persons, within the FBI or 
within other components of the Department of Justice, acting in 
flagrant violation of regulations and professional obligations. An 
extensive internal investigation of those leaks was conducted by 
the Department of Justice, and disciplinary sanctions were imposed 
for some infractions. The Select Committee reviewed both the 
public report and the confidential report of that investigation and 
finds no basis on which to question its adequacy. Unfortunately, 
that investigation did not result in the identification of anyone re
sponsible for the most serious leaks. 

The Select Committee also finds that the leaks did not result 
from any reasonably curable deficiency in the policies, practices, or 
procedures of the FBI or of any other component of the Depart
ment of Justice. Rather, the leaks provide a dramatic example of 
the irreducible risk of harm that will exist whenever a law enforce
ment agency follows procedures that may induce corrupt middle
men to make baseless inculpatory representations about innocent 
private citizens or public· officials. 
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VIII. NEED FOR ADDITIONAL CONTROLS ON UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS 

The Select Committee notes and emphasizes the difficulties en· 
countered and the costs incurred by prosecutors, by defense attor
neys, by courts, by officials at FBI Headquarters, by the Subcom
mittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Committee 
on the Judiciary, and by the Select Committee itself in determining 
the truth regarding material Abscam events. The Select Committee 
finds that those difficulties arose in large part from deficiencies in 
the FBI's undercover investigative policies, practices, and proce
dures during Abscam, as described above. 

The Select Committee further finds, however, that those difficul
ties arose in equal measure from the tergiversation and mendacity 
permeating the statements made by central Abscam figures Melvin 
Weinberg, Angelo Errichetti, Howard Criden, and William Rosen
berg to each other, to public officials, to colleagues, to FBI special 
agents, to prosecutors, and under oath to juries, grand juries, 
courts, and this Select Committee. Having reviewed hundreds of 
tapes and tape transcripts, having reviewed the testimony given at 
trials and at due process hearings, having viewed and heard those 
men in closed hearings of the Select Committee, and having com
pared the statements of each man with his own other statements, 
with the statements of other persons, and with relevant documents, 
the Select Committee finds and emphasizes that uncorroborated 
testimony given by any of those central figures has almost no pro
bative value. Each of those central figures appears willing to fabri
cate evidence to serve his own interests. Undercover operations in
evitably require investigators to rely on untrustworthy individuals 

a to make the case. But the unreliability and incredibility of such in
dividuals demonstrate the importance of rigorous recordkeeping, 
recording, management, supervision, and control in law enforce
ment undercover operations in which informants and middlemen 
play central roles. 

The Select Committee further finds that, even though many of 
the criticisms of Abscam ultimately have been shown to lack merit, 
serious problems beyond those already described are created by the 
FBI's use of policies, practices, and procedures that readily give 
rise to such criticisms, that make it difficult to determine whether 
those criticisms are valid, and that spawn events showing many of 
the criticisms to be well-founded. These practices increase the diffi
culty and cost of evaluating the prosecutability of cases. They 
reduce the likelihood that cases will be found prosecutable and will 
be successfully prosecuted. They increase the likelihood that en
trapment, due process, and other defenses will have to be litigated. 
They increase the costs of prosecutions. They undermine the credi
bility and reputation of federal law enforcement officials. 

For the foregoing reasons, the Select Committee finds that the 
p~'omulgation of the Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Under
cover Operations on January 5, 1981, the promulgation of the At
torney General's Guidelines on Criminal Investigations of Individ
uals and Organizations on December 2, 1980, the promUlgation of 
amended Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Use of Informants 
and Confidential Sources on December 2, 1980, and the FBI's 
amendments to its policies, practices, and procedures since the 

14-618 0 - 83 - 3 
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Abscam investigation ended have been important, salutary, and 
laudable events. The Select Committee further finds, however, that 
additional action by the Congress and by the executive branch is 
necessru,y and desirable, both to assist the FBI and other compo
nents of the Department of Justice in effectively and efficiently 
using the undercover technique and to ensure that the lives, civil 
liberties, and property of individual citizens of the United States 
are properly protected. 

• 



CHAPTER FOUR-SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS OF 
THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

I. LEGISLATIVE RECOMMENDATIONS 

A. Authorization and reporting requirements 
The Congress, through its appropriate committees, should consid

er legislation that: 
1. Expressly authorizes the FBI, DEA, and INS to conduct 

undercover operations pursuant to guidelines established and 
maintained by the Attorney General; 

2. Requires the Attorney General to issue, maintain, and en
force guidelines governing all undercover operations, and that 
requires the undercover guidelines to specify at least the fol
lowing: 

(a) The procedures to be followed to initiate and to 
renew the authorization for an undercover operation; 

(b) The procedures to be followed to extend the time, in
crease the funds, or expand the geographic or subject
matter scope of an undercover operation; 

(c) The procedures to be followed to terminate an under
cover operation; 

Cd) The standards to be employed, consistent with all ap
plicable statutory requirements, in determining whether 
an undercover operation should be initiated, extended, re
newed, expanded, given increased funds, or terminated; 

(e) The standards to be employed, consistent with all ap
plicable statutory requirements, in determining whether 
an undercover agent may offer or cause to be offered to 
another person an opportunity to commit a crime; 

Cf) The functions, powers, composition, and voting proce
dures of an Undercover Operations Review Committee 
having at least six voting members, at least one of whom 
is an Assistant Director of the FBI and at least one of 
whom is a representative of the Office of Legal Counsel of 
the Department of Justice; 

3. Requires the Attorney General to submit in writing to the 
Senate Committee on the Judiciary and the House Committee 
on the Judiciary, at least 30 days before it is promulgated, 
every guideline governing undercover operations, informants, 
or criminal investigations, and every amendment to, or dele
tion or formal interpretation of, any such guideline; 

4. Expressly authorizes the FBI, DEA, and INS, when rea
sonably necessary to the successful implementation of an au
thorized undercover operation: 

(a) To purchase or lease property, supplies, services, 
equipment, buildings or facilities, or to construct or to 

(25) 
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alter buildings or facilties, or to contract for construction 
or alteration of buildings or facilities, in any State or in 
the District of Columbia, without regard to statutes, rules, 
and regulations specifically governing contracts, contract 
clauses, contract procedures, purchases, leases, construc
tion, or alterations undertaken in the name of the United 
States; 

(b) To establish and to operate proprietaries; 
(c) To use proceeds generated by a proprietary estab

lished in connection with an undercover operation to offset 
necessary and reasonable expenses of that proprietary; 
provided, however, that the balance of such proceeds, and 
proceeds derived from the sale of the proprietary or of its 
assets, must be deposited in the Treasury of the United 
States as miscellaneous receipts; provided, further, that 
proceeds from such a proprietary may not be used to offset 
any other expenses of the undercover operation, and that 
all proceeds recovered or generated other than by the pro
prietary must be deposited in the Treasury of the United 
States as miscellaneous receipts; 

(d) To deposit, in banks or in other financial institutions, 
funds appropriated by Congress for undercover operations; 
and 

(e) To engage the services of ~ooperative individuals or 
entities in aid of undercover operations, and, upon the 
prior written approval of the Attorney General or of the 
Deputy Attorney General, to execute agreements to reim
burse those individuals or entities for their services and 
for losses incurred by them as a direct result of such oper
ations; 

5. Requires the Attorney General annually to submit to the 
Senate Committee on the Judiciary and to the House Commit
tee on the Judiciary a written report on all undercover oper
ations (A) that were terminated during the preceding calendar 
year or (B) that were terminated during any prior year and in 
which, during the calendar year preceding the report, the oper
ations resulted in an arrest, an indictment, a jury verdict, a 
sentence, a judgment of dismissal, a judgment of acquittal, or 
an appellate court decision, or (C) that were first approved by 
FBI HQ more than two ye&.rs before the date of the annual 
report, with the annual report to contain at least the following 
information for each such operation: 

(a) '1'he date on which initiation of the operation was ap
proved under the undercover guidelines; 

(b) The identity of the ranking person who grunted ap
proval to initiate the operation; 

(c) The number of special agents who worked as under
cover agents in the operation during each year of the oper
ation's existence; 

Cd) Each date on which an extension of time, increase of 
funds, or expansion of geographic or subject-matter scope 
of the operation was approved under the undercover guide
lines; 
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(e) The identity of each ranking person who approved 
each extension of time, increase of funds, or expansion of 
geographic or subject-matter scope of the operation under 
the undercover guidelines; 

(f) The date on which termination of the operation was 
approved under the undercover guidelines; 

(g) The identity of the ranking person who approved the 
termination of the operation; 

(h) The date on which the operation terminated and the 
manner in which termination was effected, including the 
manner in which the operation was made known to the 
news media; 

(i) The arrests made in the operation during each year of 
the operation, including the identity of each person arrest
ed and each crime for which he was arrested; 

(j) The indictments issued as a result of the operation 
during each year of the operation, including the identity of 
each person indicted and each crime for which he was in
dicted; 

(k) The expenses incurred, other than for salaries for 
employees of the United States Government, in the oper
ation in each calendar year preceding the report; 

(1) A description of each jury verdict, sentence, judgment 
or dismissal, judgment of conviction, and appellate court 
decision rendered or imposed as a result of the operation. 

B. Entrapment 
The Congress, through its appropriate committees, should consid

er legislation specifically creating an affirmative defense of entrap
ment, providing for the acquittal of a defendant when a federal law 
enforcement agent, or a private party acting under the direction of 
or with the prior approval of federal law enforcement authorities, 
is shown by a preponderance of the evidence to have induced the 
defendant to commit an offense, using methods that more likely 
than not would have caused a normally law-abiding citizen to 
commit a similar offense. This legislation should establish entrap
ment pel' se when it is shown by a preponderance of the evidence 
that the defendant committed the crime: 

1. Because of a threat of harm, to the person or property of 
any individual, made by a federal law enforcement agent or by 
a privata party acting under the direction of or with the prior 
approval of federal law enforcement authorities; 

2. Because federal law enforcement agents manipulated the 
defendant's personal, economic, or vocational situation to in
crease the likelihood of his committing that crimf.; or 

3. Because federal law enforcement agents provided goods or 
services that were necessary to the commission of the crime 
and that the defendant could not have obtained without gov
ernment participation. 

C. Threshold requirements for undercover operations 
The Congress, through its appropriate committees, should consid

er legislation providing that: 
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1. No component of the Department of Justice may initiate, 
maintain, expand, extend, or renew an undercover operation 
except, 

(a) When the operation is intended to obtain information 
about an identified individual, or to result in the offer to 
an identified individual of an opportunity to engage in a 
criminal act, upon a finding that there is reasonable suspi. 
cion, based upon articulable facts, that the individual has 
engaged, is engaging, or is likely to engage in criminal ac
tivity; 

(b) When the operation is intended to obtain information 
about particular specified types of criminal acts, or gener
ally to. offer unspecified persons an opportunity or induce
ment to engage in criminal acts, upon a finding that there 
is reasonable suspicion, based on articulable facts, that the 
operation will detect past, ongoing, or planned criminal ac
tivity of that specified type; provided that, if, during the 
course of the operation, agents of the Department of Jus
tice wish to offer to a specific individual-who. is identified 
in advance of the offer-an inducement to engage in a 
criminal act, they may do so only upon a finding that 
there is a reasonable suspicion, based upon articulable 
facts, that the targeted individual has engaged, is engag
ing, or is likely to engage in criminal artivity; 

(c) When a government agent, informant, or cooperating 
individual will infiltrate any political, governmental, reli
gious, or news media organization or entity, upon a finding 
that there is probable cause to believe that the operation 
is necessary to detect or to prevent specific acts of crimi
nality; 

(d) When a government agent, informant, or cooperating 
individual will pose as an attorney, physician, clergyman, 
or member of the news media, and there is a significant 
risk that another individual will enter into a confidential 
relationship with that person, upon a finding that there is 
probable cause to believe that the operation is necessary to 
detect or prevent specific acts of criminality; 

2. When certain specified sensitive circumstances (including 
those currently listed in Paragraph B of the Attorney Gener
al's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations) are present or 
are reasonably expected to materialize during the course of the 
undercover operation, the finding of reasonable suspicion re
quired by subsection (1)(a) or (b) above shall be made by the 
Undercover Operations Review Committee following proce
dures to be specified in guidelines. When there is no expecta
tion that the operation will involve such sensitive circum
stances, that determination shall be made by the Special Agent 
in Charge or by the equivalent official in the field following 
procedures to be specified in guidelines. Findings of probable 
cause, as required by subsection (l)(c) or Cd) above, shall be 
made by the Undercover Operations Review Committee, follow
ing procedures to be specified in guidelines; 

3. When the initiation, expansion, extension, or renewal of 
an undercover operation is necessary to protect life or to pre-
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vent other serious harm, arid when exigent circumstances 
make it impossible, before the harm is likely to occur, to obtain 
the authorization that would otherwise be required, the Special 
Agent in Charge or the equivalent official in the field may ap
prove the operation upon his finding that the applicable re
quirements of subsection (1) have been met. A written applica
tion for approval must then be forwarded to the Undercover 
Operations Review Committee at the earliest possible opportu
nity, and in any event within 48 hours after the initiation, ex
pansion, extension or renewal of the operation. If the subse
quent written application for approval is denied, a full report 
of all activity undertaken during the course of the operation 
must be submitted to the Director and to the Attorney Gener
al; 

4. A failure to comply with the provisions of this statute 
shall not provide a defense in any criminal prosecution or 
create any civil claim for relief. 

D. Indemnification 
The Congress, through its appropriate committees, should consid

er legislation to compensate from the United States Treasury per
sons (other than persons cooperating with or employed by the De
partment of Justice in connection with the undercover operation) 
injured in their person or property as a result of a Department of 
Justice undercover operation, under the following conditions and 
circumstances: 

1. The injury was proximately caused by conduct, of a feder
al employee or of any other person a:cting at the direction of or 
with the prior acquiescence of federal law enforcement au" 
thorities, that violated a federal or state criminal statute, 
during t11e course of and in furtherance of a Department of 
Justice undercover operation; 

2. The injury was proximately caused by conduct, of any fed
eral employee 01' of any informant or other cooperating private 
individual, that violated a federal or state criminal statute and 
that the person who engaged in such conduct was enabled to 
commit by his participation in an undercover operation; or 

3. The injury was proximately caused by negligence on the 
part of federal employees in the supervision or exercise of con
trol over the undercover operation; provided, however, that an 
action should not lie under this legislation for injury caused by 
operational or management decisions that relate to the con
duct of the undercover operation. 

II. RECOMMENDATIONS AS TO GUIDELINES. 

A. The Attorney General should amend the current Attorney 
General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations as follows: 

1. To make the guidelines generally applicable to all under
cover operations of the Department of Justice, except that the 
guidelines should provide for the applicability or inapplicabil
ity of specific provisions to a specific component of the Depart
ment of Justice where that is made reasonably necessary by 
the peculiar nature or function of thl1t component; 
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2. To prohibit government employees, informants, and coop
erating private individuals from supplying to any suspect any 
item or service that the Undercover Operations Review Com
mittee does not reasonably believe would be available to that 
suspect in the absence ·of the participation of the government 
employee, informant, or cooperating private individual; 

3. To define with precision the terms "undercover employ
ee," "public official," "cooperating private individual," and 
"cooperating person"; 

4. To define with greater clarity and precision the terms "in
vestigation," "inquiry," and "routine investigative interviews," 
making clear the differences between the terms; 

5. '}'o require that a copy of every written application for and 
approval of an SAC-approved undercover operation be provided 
to and reviewed for informational purposes by the Undercover 
Operations Review Committee within 20 days of the SAC's ap
proval. 

B. The Attorney General should amend the Attorney General's 
Guidelines on FBI Use of Informants and Confidential Sources to 
clarify the definition of the term "informant" by expressly stating 
that the applicability of the term tlinformant" to a person does not 
depend in any way upon whether the person has been approved or 
disapproved as an informant, but instead depends solely on the 
nature of the person's activities. 

III. RECOMMENDATION AS TO ADMINISTRATIVE DIRECTIVES 

The Director of the FBI should issue orders, to be included in the 
Manual of Investigative Operations and Guidelines, requiring that 
the following procedures be followed in all und~rcover operations: 

A. In every undercover operation requiring approval by FBI 
HQ, the special agent supervisor at FBI HQ assigned to the op
eration must send to each special agent in the field assigned to 
the operation, immediately upon that special agent's being as
signed to the operation, the following ma~erial: 

1. A memorandum, approved by the Office of the Legal 
Counsel of the Department of Justice and by the Legal 
Counsel of the FBI, summarizing the law of entrapment; 

2. A memorandum, summarizing requirements imposed 
by statutes, rules, regulations, and policies of the Depart
ment of Justice with respect to electronic surveillance and 
to consensual monitoring of conversations; 

3. The Attorney General's Guidelines 011 FBI Undercover 
Operations; 

4. The Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Use of In
formants and Confidential Sources; 

5. A memorandum, summarizing the requirements for 
(a) Recording all telephone conversations on tele

phones at an FBI front; 
(b) Recording, whenever it can be done without un

reasonably jeopardizing human safety or the cover of 
the operation, all conversations between an undercov
er special agent and a suspect or between an inform
ant and a suspect; 
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(c) Debriefing informants on a regular basis regard
ing unrecorded conversations between them and a sus
pects; 

(d) Preparing FD 302 reports; 
(e) Marking and numbering recording tapes given to 

informants for use in undercover operations; 
(D Maintaining an up-to-date log, of all audio tapes 

and video tapes, reflecting for each recording the time, 
date, place, parties, and general substance of each con
versation; 

(g) Preparing reports, contemporaneous with the re
ceipt of any tangible item that might be relevant evi
dence at any subsequent criminal trial, describing the 
time, date, and manner in which the item was ob
tained, including the identity of the person from 
whom the item was received; 

(h) Transcribing audio and video tapes and provid
ing copies of the transcripts to the appropriate United 
States Attorney's off1ce or Strike Force office and to 
FBIHQ; 

(i) Filing with FBI HQ a monthly report describing, 
at least, 

(i) New suspects and the principal evidence 
causing them to be suspects; 

(ii) Any planned or actual expansion of the geo
graphic scope of the operation; 

(iii) Any planned or actual expansion of the sub
ject-matter scope-that is, the types of crime 
being investigated or being discussed with possible 
suspects-of the operation; 

(iu) Any significant change in the operation's 
cover or cover scenario; 

(v) Any information whose possession by the 
Undercover Operations Review Committee, when 
that committee was considering any prior applica
tion to initiate, extend, renew, or expand the un
dercover operation, would reasonably have been 
more likely to have caused the Undercover Oper
ations Review Committee to deny the application; 

(vi) Any investigative technique newly used in 
the operation; 

(vii) Actions taken to ensure coordination with 
the appropriate United States Attorney's office or 
Strike Force office; 

(viii) Any significant problem or anticipated 
problem in the management or supervision of the 
investigation or in coordination with the appropri
ate United States Attorney's office or Strike Force 
office; 

(ix) The past month's additions to the log of 
audio and video recordings. 

B. In every undercover operation requiring approval by FBI 
HQ, the special agent supervisor at FBI HQ assigned to the op
eration must monitor the operation, ensure strict compliance 
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with the reporting requirements described in Subparagraph 
A(5)(i) above, inquire about any apparent failure by special 
agents in the field to comply with the requirements described 
in Subparagraphs A(5)(a)-(h) above, report to his immediate su
perior any repeated failure to comply, and immediately pro
vide to the Undercover Operations Review Committee any in
formation received under Subparagraph A(5)(i)(v) above. 

IV. RECOMMENDATION FOR ADMINISTRATIVE POLICY 

The Select Committee recommends that in appropriate circum
stances, when leaks to news media result in injury to a clearly in
nocent person, as occurred in Abscam with respect to Senator 
Larry Pressler, the Department of Justice should, at the request of 
that person, upon finding that a decision not to provide such a 
writing to other persons would not cause them undue harm, 
promptly inform him in writing that he is not suspected of any im
proper conduct. 1 

V. ApPROPRIATIONS RECOMMENDATIONS 

If, after considering the statistics and other facts described in 
this report, Congress finds it necessary and desirable for the FBI 
and other components of the Department of Justice to conduct at 
least as many undercover operations as those entities currently 
conduct, the appropriations for such operations should be increased 
sufficiently to enable undercover agents to have available at all 
times the basic equipment (primarily tape recorders and tapes) and 
staff support (transcribers, typists, and couriers, in particular) 
needed to enable them to satisfy the investigative, logistical, and 
procedural requirements that must be implemented and satisfied to 
reduce the risk that deficiencies such as those that characterized 
Abscam will not recur. 

VI. CONCLUDING OBSERVATIONS 

The Abscam undercover operation initially raised questions 
about the possibility that the executive branch could use its law en
forcement powers to encroach upon the independence of the other 
branches of government and thereby to endanger the constitution
ally mandated separation of powers. The Select Committee's inves
tigation shows that no such encroachment occurred in Abscam, but 
events such as those described at pages 57, 62-63, 76 note 14 below 
demonstrate that the danger is no mere chimera. Secret police 
powers exercised honorably by today's high-minded officials can 
readily be tomorrow's abuses in the hands of less scrupulous admin-
istrators. . _ _ _ 

Nevertheless, the Select Committee has concluded that the pro
posals it has recommended to protect the civil liberties of all citi
zens will also adequately protect the separation of powers. The 
Select Committee finds this generally uniform approach far prefer
able to one, such as that proposed by Professor James Q. Wilson, 
that attempts to devise particular safeguards for the legislative 
branch. The uniform approach better ensures that the criminal 

1 See generally Sel. Cerom. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 134-38. 
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laws can and will be used to protect the public against all forms of 
crime by all types of criminals, including those at the highest level 
of any of the three branches of government. 



CHAPTER FIVE-THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S GUIDELINES 

The Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Oper
ations (the "Undercover Guidelines"), promulgated on January 5, 
1981, are but one of six sets of guidelines publicly promulgated by 
the Attorney General between 1976 and 1981. 1 Three of those 
sets-the Undercover Guidelines, the Guidelines on Criminal Inves
tigations of Individuals and Organizations, and the Guidelines on 
FBI Use of Informants and Confidential Sources-apply to virtual
ly every undercover operation. Certainly, all three would apply to 
operations like Abscam, Lobster, Labou, Frontload, and Buyin, 
were such operations to be commenced today. 

This section of the report provides a brief history of FBI under
cover activities. It then outlines the principal requirements of the 
undercover guidelines and of the other two sets of guidelines that 
are usually implicated by the commencement of an undercover op
eration. 

1. A BRIEF HISTORY OF FBI UNDERCOVER ACTIVITIES 

The FBI has been the principal investigative arm of the Depart
ment of Justice since 1908, when Attorney General Charles J. Bo
naparte issu.ed an order creating what was then called the Bureau 
of Investigation. From its earliest years the Bureau relied substan
tially upon confidential informants for its investigations. Policy 
instructions as early as 1919 stressed the need to preserve "the 
cover of our confidential informants." (Book III, Final Report of the 
Senate Select Comm. to Study Governmental Operations with Re
spect to Intelligence Activities, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 383 (1976) 
[hereinafter cited as Church Committee, Bk. III].) Early criticism of 
the Bureau also stressed the risks of agents provocateurs. After the 
infamous "Palmer Raids" against alleged Communists in 1920, a 
group of distinguished jurists, including Roscoe Pound, Felix 
Frankfurter, and Zechariah Chaffee, Jr., prepared a report on the 
Department of Justice stating: 

We do not question the right of the Department of Jus
tice to use its agents in the Bureau of Investigation to as
certain when the law is being violated. But the American 
people have never tolerated the use of undercover provoca
tive agents or "agents provocateurs" such as have been fa
miliar in old Russia or Spain. (Id. at 385.) 

1 The other five sets are the Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Use of Informants and 
Confidential Sources; the Attorney General's Guidelines on Use of Informants in Domestic 
Security, Organized Crime, and Other Criminal Investigations; the Attorney General's Guide
lines on Domestic Security Investigations; the Attorney General's Guidelines on Civil Disorders 
and Demonstrations; and the Attorney General's Guidelines on Foreign Intelligence and Coun
terintelligence Investigations. 

(34) 
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These and other concerns aroused by the "Palmer Raids" led in 
1921 to the first Congressional investigation of the Bureau. (See id. 
at 382-88.) 

The Bureau of Investigation reached its nadir under the Harding 
Administration and Attorney General Harry Daugherty, who had 
appointed the head of a private detective agency, William J. Burns, 
as Director. According to one authoritative account, Burns used 
Bureau agents "to spy on members of Congress who were then de
manding investigations of reported corruption in the Harding Ad
ministration-corruption that had included the infamous 'Teapot 
Dome' scandal." CD. Whitehead, The FBI Story 63 (1956).) An asso
ciate of Burns later testified to a Senate committee that Burns 
"had arranged to have agents sneak into senators' offices, open 
their mail, search their files and spy on them in an effort to find 
something damaging which could be used to stop their attacks on 
Daugherty." (Id. at 65.) 2 In 1924 Harlan Fiske Stone was appoint
ed Attorney General and undertook to reform the Bureau. He de
clared: 

There is always the possibility that a secret police may 
become a menace to free government and free institutions 
because it carries with it the possibility of abuses of power 
which are not always quickly apprehended or 
understood; ... it is important ... that its agents them
selves be not above the law or beyond its reach. (A. Mason, 
Harlan Fiske Stone: Pillar of the Law 153 (1956).) 

When he appointed 29-year-old J. Edgar Hoover as Director, 
Stone instructed him to "clean" house so that the Bureau would 
operate independent of "political pressure." (Id. at 150.) 

One document from Hoover's first years as Director suggests his 
reluctance to adopt undercover methods that might evoke criticism 
of the Bureau. In 1932 he advised the Attorney General against ex
panding Bureau authority to investigate Communist activities in 
the United States, because "the Bureau would undoubtedly be sub
ject to charges in the matters of alleged secret and undesirable 
methods ... as well as to allegations involving the use of 'Agents 
Provocateur/" (Church Committee, Bk. III, at 391.) He expressed 
concern that "undercover" activities would be necessary "to secure 
a foothold in Communistic inner circles," and he warned that this 
would change the nature of the Bureau's work, which was "of an 
open character not in any manner subject to criticism" and subject 
to "the closest scrutiny at all times." (Id.) 

In 1936, however, President Roosevelt directed what had by then 
become the FBI to undertake intelligence investigations of "subver
sive activities in this country, including communism and fascism. II 
(Id. at 396.) Hoover assured the Attorney General that such investi
gations would be "handled in a most discreet and confidential 
manner." (Id.) As the Director recommended in 1938, FBI intelli-

2 This account goes on to quote an exchange at the Senate hearing between Senator Wheeler 
and Burn's associate Gaston B. Means: 

"At one point, Senator Wheeler said: 'Senator Moses [of New Hampshire) suggests to me that 
I can save time by asking you what Senators you have not investigated?' 

Means: 'Oh, there are lots of them I haven't. 'l'hey are a pretty clean body. Yeu don't lind 
much on them either. You don't lind very much.''' ([d. at 65) 
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gence operations were expanded "with the utmost degree of secrecy 
in order to avoid criticism or objections which might be raised to 
such an expansion by either illinformed persons or individuals 
having some ulterior motive." (ld. at 398.) The FBI appears to have 
relied heavily on confidential informants and sources for these in
vestigations. (See id. at 391-99.) 

During the 1930s Hoover successfully resisted proposals to assign 
to the FBI law enforcement functions that might threaten the in
tegrity of its personnel. He opposed merger of the Prohibition 
Bureau with the FBI because of his desire to keep his organization 
free of scandal, and he stressed that the primary responsibility for 
prosecuting racketeers rested with state authorities. He focused the 
FBI's criminal investigations on enforcement of federal laws 
against bank robbery, interstate theft, interstate flight to avoid 
prosecution, extortion using interstate communications, and inter
state kidnapping. The FBI's work came to public attention mainly 
as a result of highly publicized successes in apprehending notorious 
gangsters. (See D. Whitehead, supra page 35, at 96-102.) 

Despite Hoover's concern about criticism and about threats to 
the integrity of FBI personnel, FBI special agents did some under
cover work in criminal and intelligence investigations. A history of 
the FBI written in the 1950s with Hoover's cooperation gives sever
al examples. In one case in Georgia in 1929, an FBI agent played 
the role of a madman in order to bring to trial a crooked banker 
who was feigning insanity. The undercover agent was committed to 
the institution to which the banker had been committed, thereby 
enabling the agent to watch the banker and to gather evidence of 
his ability to stand trial. In another case during the 1920s, four 
agents worked undercover in an Oklahoma town where Indians 
were being terrorized. The agents found leads that resulted in the 
identification of the killers of tribe members. (See id. at 81-82, 113-
18.) 

During World War II the FBI took on a major undercover intelli
gence assignment abroad. A Special Intelligence Service (SIS) cre
ated within the FBI had responsibility for foreign intelligence and 
counterintelligence operations in the Western Hemisphere. Presi
dential directives ordered SIS to "obtain, primarily through under
cover operations supplemented when necessary by open operations, 
economic, political, industrial, financial, and subversive informa
tion." (Church Committee, Bk. III, at 425 note 187.) Within the 
United States, wartime FBI operations included surreptitious en
tries conducted by undercover agents to install electronic surveil
lance devices or to search for and seize property to obtain intelli
gence information. (Id. at 422-26.) FBI documents provided to the 
Select Committee suggest that, from 1\;189 through the end of World 
War II, the FBI used undercover agents for a limited number of op
erations to detect sabotage and espionage in defense-related seg
ments of domestic private industry. 

FBI agents were seldom used after the war for long-term or com
plex undercover operations. While agents continued to use pretext 
techniques to obtain information under false pretenses, internal 
FBI policies made it difficult for agents to operate under cover. The 
authoritative history of the FBI written in the 1950s made no refer
ence to the contemporaneous use of undercover agents. Instead, it 
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described FBI regulations and procedures that precluded sustained 
undercover work: 

Each special agent signs a regjster, and jots down the 
time, whenever he enters or leaves his office, whether it's 
in New York City, Honolulu, Chicago, or any other city. 
'1'he system works the same way in all FBI offices. At 
three-hour intervals while on duty the agent must tele
phone to his office to check for any messages or any unex
pected change of assignment. He tells the office where he 
is and where he is going, and a note is made of it. The spe
cial agent in charge can check the agent's register card in 
the communications section at any time and know where 
the agent is and the particular case on which he is work
ing .... 

It would seem entirely reasonable to expect an FBI 
agent to take a Bureau car home with him the night 
before he is to go on an investigation; then the car would 
be available for a quick start on the job next morning. But 
such is not the case. The agent doesn't take the car home. 
He leaves his house the next morning an hour earlier, if 
necessary, and comes to the central garage to pick up the 
car assigned to him. And he must return the car to the 
garage when he is finished with his work. Again, there is a 
reason for this rule. Hoover insists that his agents cannot 
have government vehicles parked outside their homes 
during off-duty hours because someone might say, IILook 
at that FBI man, keeping a government car for his person
al use." Hoover has said, I<We can't afford merely to be 
right. We must give every appearance of doing right to 
avoid criticism. CD. Whitehead, supra page 35, at 123.) 

As political scientist James Q. Wilson has explained, FBI agents 
usually performed their law enforcement functions as detectives 
who investigated crimes after they had been committed and had 
been reported to authorities. By contrast, the Drug Enforcement 
Administration and its predecessors more often used undercover 
operations to create the opportunity for the commission of crimes 
by suspects. Professor Wilson has summarized J. Edgar Hoover's 
reasons for having resisted the latter role for the FBI: 

Hoover refused . . . to change Bureau policy when the 
central tasks of the agents would have to be altered. Nar
cotics investigation meant turning agents into investiga
tors, working undercover in situations that required one to 
emulate, if not adopt, the language, style, and values of 
the criminal world. Not only would this expose agents to 
temptations involving money and valuable narcotics, it 
would also require them to engage in enforcement policies 
that, though legal, struck many citizens as unsavory. And 
perhaps most important, the key asset of the agent-public 
acceptance and confidence-might be weakened as the 
agent's image changed from that of a bank clerk; or insur
ance salesman to that of a habitue of Hstreet life." (J. 
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Wilson, The Investigators: Managing FBI and Narcotics 
Agents 171 (1978).) 

FBI accomplishments were measUl'ed by case-load and money 
"savings" statistics that were sometimes "almost meaningless," a 
system that discouraged agents from initiating more complex inves
tigations of sophisticated organized or white collar crimes. (ld. at 
26-27, 39-40, 95-100.) 

In the domestic intelligence field, the FBI developed covert Ineth
ods that seldom required the use of undercover agents for purposes 
other than surveillance. The programs for covertly disrupting and 
"neutralizing" domestic groups and leaders were examined in 
depth by the Church Committee in 1975. The Church Committee 
reported: 

The FBI's COINTELPRO-counterintelligence pro
gram-was designed to "disrupt" groups and "neutralize" 
individuals deemed to be threats to domestic security. The 
FBI resorted to counterintelligence tactics in part because 
its chief officials believed that the existing law could not 
control the activities of certain dissident groups, and that 
court decisions had tied the hands of the intelligence com
munity. Whatever opinion one holds about the policies of 
the targeted groups, many of the tactics employed by the 
FBI were indisputably d<?grading to a free society. . . . 
(Book II, Final Report of the Senate Select Comm. to Study 
Governmental Operations with Respect to Intelligence Ac
tivities, 94th Cong., 2d Sess. 10 (1976) [hereinafter cited as 
Church Committee, Bk. II].) 

COINTELPRO consisted largely of anonymous or fictitious 
"poison pen" letters, spreading "misinformation" for harrassment 
purposes and using informants and other contacts to discredit indi
viduals and fragmented groups. (Id. at 211-25.) A special "DO NOT 
FILE" procedure was adopted for destroying the records of authori
zation for so-called "black bag jobs," warrantless surreptitious en
tries presumed by FBI officials to be illegal. (Church Committee, 
Bk. III, at 358.) 3 In some intelligence cases FBI agents worked un
dercover without Director Hoover's knowledge to investigate "New 
Left" opponents of the Vietnam war in the late 1960s,4 A few FBI 
documents provided to the Select Committee also suggest that un
dercover agents were used to infiltrate Communist organizations 
between World War II and 1972. 

" An FBI memorandum written in 1966 stated: 
"We do not obtain authorization for 'black bag' jobs outside the Bureau. Such a technique 

involves trespassing and is clearly illegal; therefore, it would be impossible to obtain any legal 
sanction for it. Despite this, 'black bag' jobs have been used because they represent an invalu
able technique in combating subversive activities of a clandestine nature aimed directly at un
dermining and destroying our nation." 

(Church Committee, Bk. III, at 358.) 
4 William C. Sullivan, Assistant Director for the FBI Domestic Intelligence Division during 

the 1960s, wrote in his memoirs: 
"Some agents, especially some of the younger ones, infiltrated many of the groups in spite of 

Hoover's insisting to me that no agent should wear long hair, dress in jeans, or wear a beard. I 
said 'the hell with it' and made the decision myself to go against Hoover's dogmatic ruling." 

(W. Sullivan (with W. Brown), The Bureau: My Thirty Years in Hoover's FBI 152, 158-59 
(1979).) 
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J. Edgar Hoover died in 1972. Documents provided to the Select 
Committee indicate that the FBI resumed using undercover agents 
in criminal investigations in 1972. Undercover techniques were em
ployed in a limited fashion by FBI agents investigating subjects 
who were seeking outlets for stolen property, or "fences," and by 
FBI agents investigating gambling and extortion cases. Between 
January 1973 and December 1974, the FBI used undercover agents 
in approximately 30 investigative matters uprelated to the gather
ing of domestic intelligence. Most of the matters focused on stolen 
property or fraud. 

Under Director Clarence M. Kelley, the FBI undertook a full
scale reassessment of its law enforcement. operations. As described 
by James Q. Wilson, this review led in 1975 to a new policy of 
"qualit.y over quant.ity" that abandoned previous statistical accom
plishment measures and emphasized new objectives: 

Each SAC was to set priorities as to the kinds of cases 
that were important in his area and to concentrate re
sOUrces on them. Statistics were to be downplayed. Within 
a year, the results wel'e being felt. The total number of 
pending cases declined by 23 percent and the average case
load per agent fell from 26.1 to 19.1. ... 

There was no immediate decline in the number of pros
ecutions or any significant decline in the number of con
victions .... 

The pressure on agents to keep up a certain caseload for 
statistical purposes was lessened and accordingly the pa
perwork and diversion of energy necessary to process 
"junk" cases became smaller. (J. Wilson, supra page 38, at 
131.) 

Wilson observed, however, that Director Kelley's policy did not 
produce a corresponding change in the FBI's approach to signifi
cant cases until after 1975. The next stage was to reorganize sever
al of the larger FBI offices in order to give higher priority to 
"proactive investigations": investigations that created opportunities 
for criminals to commit crimes, as opposed to investigations of 
crimes previously committed. Wilson described how one office im
plemented the new policy. 

Twenty-two agents were assigned to two "general crime" 
squads charged with responding to victim complaints re
garding the traditional crime classifications-theft, rob
bery, kidnapping, bad checks, and fugitives. The remaining 
ninety-one agents doing criminal work were assigned to 
eight "target" squads concerned with consensual, extor
tionate, and disparate crimes. The assignment of each 
target squad was not based chiefly on types of crimes but 
on types of offenders-businessmen, local government offi
cials, labor leaders, the business affairs of the federal gov
ernment, and organized crime groups. Each squad was in
structed to search out cases involving such persons by cul
tivating informants and pursuing leads from other govern
ment agencies as well as by responding to citizen and 
victim complaints. Each was to employ whatever federal 

14-618 0 - 83 - 4 
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laws seemed appropriate in building a case rather than 
being confined to a single crime category. The reorganiza
tion involved a massive shift of resources; more than sev
enty agents who once were doing reactive or security work 
were put into proactive work. As a supervisor later ex
plained to an interviewer, "The SAC said, Iget rid of the 
crap and work the big cases.' " (Id. at 138.) 

This "target squad concept" met substantial resistance within 
the FBI, but was promoted by Director Kelley and "represented the 
greatest administrative change" at the FBI field office level in 
many years. (Id. at 131-32, 138-42.) . 

Director Kelley's management changes essentially coincided with 
the FBI's decision in 1975 and 1976 to undertake joint undercover 
operations with 10ca11aw enforcement agencies under Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration (LEAA) grants. LEAA began an 
extensive program of support for anti-fencing projects in 1974. 
These projects, targeted almost exclusively against property crimes, 
usually used undercover officers posing as fences seeking to traffic 
in stolen goods. (See generally Criminal Conspiracies Division, 
Office of Criminal Justice Programs, LEAA, Property Crime Pro
gram, A Special Report: Overview of the "Sting" Program and 
Project (Jan. 1981).) Many local law enforcement agencies were en
thusiastic about the potential of this technique-commonly called a 
"sting" -for interdicting the chain of distribution of stolen proper
ty, but federal agencies, particularly the FBI, were initially reluc
tant to participate as partners in LEAA-funded stings. The success 
of the first FBI-assisted stings, however, sparked greater FBI inter
est in undercover operations. . 

The FBI's main contributions to the first LEAA-funded stings 
were manpower and equipment, but it also frequently provided co
operating witnesses. (See Criminal Conspiracies Division, Office of 
Criminal Justice Programs, LEAA, Property Crime Projects: 
Planning, Organization and Implementation 4-8 (Jan. 1981) [here
inafter cited as 1981 Manual].) One of the benefits for the FBI was 
the development of expertise in this law enforcement technique. 
From the LEAA stings, the FBI "acquir[ed] substantial experience 
in how to mount and execute and undercover effort in ways that 
avoided claims of entrapment." (Wilson, supra page 2 note 5, at 
11.) 

LEAA's anti-fencing activities included training, both in the 
technical aspects of the sting (for example, operation of videotape 
equipment to record the criminal transactions) and in the planning 
and management of the operation. LEAA at first relied heavily on 
the expertise of 10ca11aw enforcement agencies with experience in 
undercover operations. As the program expanded and the training 
became more formalized, FBI participation increased. By August of 
1976, when LEAA's first anti-fencing manual was published, the 
FBI was listed as a "contributing law enforcement agency with ex
perience in storefront operations"; an FBI representative served on 
the review panel for the manual. (Enforcement Program Division, 
Office of Regional Operations, LEAA, Strategies for Combating the 
Criminal Receiver of Stolen Goods: An Anti-Fencing Manual for 
Law Enforcement Agencies 119-20 (1976).) The manual stressed sev-
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eral requirements, including that of thorough familiarity of under
cover unit personnel with "legal and evidentiary requirements" 
and with record keeping responsibilities: 

An anti-fencing detail must be meticulous in the care of 
its records and in the integrity of the procedures it follows. 
. . . The papen'l'ork of an anti-fencing unit is as important 
as its field work-a point which should be clearly stressed 
in orientation and re-emphasized as the unit proceeds to 
work. (Id. at 37.) 

The 1976 manual also underscored that "the strategic targets of 
the anti-fencing effort should be clearly specified in advance," and 
it suggested several methods for selecting those targets. (Id. at 49-
53.) 

A more extensive manual issued by the LEAA Property Crime 
Program in 1981 expanded on these requirements. (See, 1981 
Manual at 5-5 to 5-7 (training curriculum for undercover agents); 
id. at 4-7 to 4-8 (control of cooperating individuals).) The 1981 
manual noted that detailed written preliminary planning "can be 
the decisive difference between an effective project . . . and an in
effective effort." (Id. at 2-3.) The manual also provided extensive 
guidance on administrative matters, including principles of evi
dence management, flow charts for the disposition of recorded evi
dence and of the results of the recommended daily debriefings of 
undercover operatives, and preparation of a case jacket collecting 
"every scrap of information" on each target. (Id. at 3-14 to 3-24.) 

In the LEAA stings, FBI agents acquired and developed skills 
that the FBI later used in its own undercover operations. But de
spite the complexity of some of the projects in which the FBI par
ticipated as part of the LEAA program, almost all were targeted 
against property crimes. Indeed, most of the central participants in 
the LEAA program believed that elaborate undercover operations 
were generally inappropriate for more sophisticated operations 
against white-collar crime and public corruption. This belief was 
reflected in LEAA's publications. For example, a 1977 manual on 
white-collar crime declared, "As a general rule, ... undercover op
erations which involve penetration as participants are far less val
uable in the white-collar crime area than in other areas of criminal 
investigation," and predicted that the technique would be useful 
only for "an occasional and unusual opportunity." (Enforcement 
Program Division, Office of Regional Operations, LEAA, The Inves
tigation of White-Collar Crime: A Manual for Law Enforcement 
Agencies 175 (1977).) 

In 1979, LEAA officials remarked on the FBI's waning interest in 
cooperating in agency-funded stings and attributed that develop
ment to a reassessment of the FBI's priorities, including an in
creased emphasis on white-collar and organized crime. (Law En
forcement Assistance Reform, Hearings Before the Senate Comm. 
on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st Sess. 75-76 (1979) (testimony of 
Henry S. Dogin).) In 1981 the LEAA ceased to exist. 

Probably the most sustained undercover operation in the 1972-
1977 period involved the use of FBI agents to search for Weather 
Underground terrorists who were fugitives. One event in the oper
ation was described to the Senate Judiciary Committee in 1978 by 
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Attorney General Griffin B. Bell and FBI Associate Director James 
B. Adams: 

Attorney General BELL. Let me give you an example ... , 
We had the two undercover agents working with the 

Weathermen. They were asked to give marksmanship 
training. Mr. Adams brought it over to me for authoriza
tion in writing. That chilled my rights, I thought, right 
then, because I did not want to do it. These people have 
been underground, at least one of them has been under
ground for, I believe 4 years. So, I finally authorized him 
to teach marksmanship to these people, but to do it on a 
misinformation basis. [Laughter.J 

They could teach them how to miss. [Laughter.] 
They could teach them how to miss everytime. Fortu

nately, within 1 month after that they were able to appre
hend these people just before they planted a bomb in front 
of a State senator's house. 

* * * * * * 
Mr. ADAMS. As Judge Bell mentioned, in that case that 

was one that was so sensitive it was presented to him per
sonally. Also, in connection with this case, recognizing the 
various decisions that do come up in this area, which could 
not be covered in our manuals . . . we had a U.S. attorney 
specifically assigned to these undercover agents in order to 
give them the daily legal guidance necessary .... 

Adams stressed that the use of undercover agents to penetrate 
the Weather Underground organization had made it possible to 
"prevent the action taking place [when] it reached the conspirator
ial stage." (FBI Statutory Charter: Hearings Before the Senate 
Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., Pt. 1, at 45, 62 (1978). 

The Department of Justice's appropriation request for the 1977 
fiscal year was the first that expressly requested funds for "under
cover activities." The request was for $1,000,000, and that sum, ex
clusive of employees' salaries, related expenses and equipment, was 
in fact appropriated for fiscal year 1977. In that fiscal year the FBI 
conducted 53 undercover operations in which the operations were 
managed and funded solely by the FBI. The FBI also participated 
in several joint local-federal undercover operations financed with 
LEAA funds. Between 1976 and April 1978, there were 20 such 
LEAA-funded joint operations. During this period, undercover oper
ations in which the FBI participated were aimed at stolen property, 
organized crime, and political corruption. 

Between fiscal year 1977 and today, the appropriations for and 
use of undercover operations have increased substantially, as fol
lows: 

Year Ap\1lopliatiolls Number of 
operations 

Fiscal year 1977 .................................................................................................................................... .. $1,000,000 53 
Fiscal year 1978 ..................................................................................................................................... . 3,000,000 176 
Fiscal year 1919 .................................................................................................................................... .. 3,000,000 239 
Fiscal year 1980 ................................................................................................................................... .. 3,000,000 314 
Fiscal year 1981 ..................................................................................................................................... . 4,500,000 463 
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During that period, the undercover technique was used in inves
tigations of white-collar crimes, political corruption, personal and 
property crimes, and racketeering crimes. 

II. GUIDELINES ON CRIMINAL INVESTIGATIONS OF INDIVIDUALS AND 
ORGANIZATIONS 

On December 2, 1980, Attorney General Benjamin R. Civiletti 
issued the Attorney General's Guidelines on Criminal Investiga
tions of Individuals and Organizations (the "Criminal Investigation 
Guidelines"}.5 Just as he was to do with the Undercover Guidelines 
when they issued one month later, Civiletti stated that the Crimi
nal Investigation Guidelines essentially "reaffirm current investi
gative practices of the FBV' (Criminal Investigation Guidelines 1.) 

In announcing the Criminal Investig8tion Guidelines, Civiletti 
made another statement important to the Select Committee's study 
of undercover policies and practices. After observing that "the FBI 
has the authority and responsibility to investigate all criminal vio
lations of federal law not exclusively assigned to another federal 
agency," he stated that the standards and requirements set forth 
in the Criminal Investigation Guidelines govern all criminal inves
tigations by the FBI, specify the circumstances under which any in
vestigation may be begun, and dictate the permissible scope, dura
tion, subject matter, and objectives of any investigation. Thus, the 
guidelines would apply today to FBI investigations of all categories 
of crime involved in the various undercover operations chosen by 
the Select Committee for review: political corruption, white-collar 
crime, ~·.q.cketeering, and personal and property crimes. 

The following is a summary of the principal provisions of, togeth
er with brief comments on, the Criminal Investigation Guidelines. 

A. "An investigation may be opened when there are facts or 
circumstances that reasonably indicate a federal criminal vio
lation has occurred, is occurring, or will occur. This 
standard . . . does require specific facts or circumstances indi
cating a violation." The guidelines refer only to what is re
quired to open an investigation. They say nothing about what 
is required to expand an existing investigation to cover a new 
type of criminal conduct, new persons as targets, or a new geo
graphic area. Further, the term "investigation" is undefined. 

B. "Where the factual basis for an investigation does not yet 
exist, but some response appears to be warranted to an allega
tion or other information concerning possible illegal conduct, 
these Guidelines also permit the limited step of conducting a 
preliminary 'inquiry.' Inquiries as a general rule should be less 
intrusive and of shorter duration than full investigations." 

1. Inquiries are thus defined simply as being, "as a gen
eral rule," different from full investigations. But neither 

• The Criminal Investigation Guidelines are reprinted in Appendix D to this report. 
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"full investigation" nor "investigation" is defined any
where in the guidelines. 

2. Because no indication appears anywhere as to when 
the "gensral rule" applies, the guidelines permit an in
quiry to be as intrusive as, and as long as, a full investiga
tion. 

3. The guidelines specify that mail covers, mail openings, 
nonconsensual electronic surveillance, and other tech
niques specified in 18 U.S.C. §§ 2510-2520 "shall not· be 
used during an inquiry"; but they clearly permit the use of 
undercover techniques, even though there is no reasonable 
indication, or any indication at all, that a crime has been, 
is being, or will be committed. 

C. The FBI supervisor authorizing an investigation must 
ensure "that the facts or circumstances meeting the standard 
of reasonable indication have been recorded in writing." This 
does not restrict inquiries. 

D. In "sensitive criminal matters" (which include any al
leged criminal conduct by a public official, by a religious orga
nizations, by a primarily political organization, or by the news 
media), the FBI office opening the investigation must in writ
ing notify FBI Headquarters and "the United States Attorney 
or an appropriate Department of Justice official as soon as 
practicable after commencement of the investigation." 

E. For consensual monitoring of conversations (that is, where 
at least one party to the conversations consents in advance to 
have the conversation recorded): 

1. advance authorization must be obtained from the Spe
cial Agent in charge ("SAC") and from the appropriate 
United States Attorney, except in exigent circumstances, 
to monitor telephone conversations; and 

2. "advance authorization must be obtained from the Di
rector or Associate Director of the Office of Enforcement 
Operations or a Deputy Assistant Attorney General in 
charge of the Criminal Division, except in exigent circum
stances"j to monitor nontelephonic conversations. 

F. The special agent conducting an investigation must main
tain, "periodic written or oral contact with the appropriate fed
eral prosecutor." The guidelines do not dictate any minimum 
content for such reports; any maximum period permitted with
out the making of such a report; any specification of how to 
determine the identity of the "appropriate federal prosecutor"; 
or reporting requirements in cases where, as in Abscam, pros
ecutors from several districts are involved and require prompt, 
accurate information. 

G. The guidelines provide for informational investigations of, 
as opposed to investigations of crimes committed by, racketeer
ing enterprises. These informational investigations may 
employ any lawful investigative technique that the guidelines 
permit for a full criminal investigation. This includes under
cover techniques. 

H. The guidelines state that they "are not intended to, do 
not, and may not be relied upon to create any rights, substan
tive or procedural, enforceable at law by any party in any 
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matter, civil or criminal, nor do they place any limitations on 
otherwise lawful investigative and litigative prerogatives of the 
Department of Justice. '1 Thus, even egregious violations of the 
guidelines by a special agent will not, by that fact, support dis
missal of a prosecution or compensation for an injured person, 
even if that person is innocent of any wrongdoing. 

III. GUIDELINES ON FBI USE OF INFORMANTS AND CONFIDENTIAL 
SOURCES 

On December 15, 1976, Attorney General Edward H. Levi issued 
a set of guidelines entitled Use of Informants in Domestic Security, 
Organized Crime, and Other Criminal Investigations (the "Levi 
Guidelines").6 On December 2, 1980, Attorney General Benjamin R. 
Civiletti issued a revised set of guidelines governing the FBI's use 
of informants. The revised set, which is still in force, is called the 
Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Use of Informants and Confi
dential Sources (the "Informant Guidelines"). 7 

The outline that follows describes important portions of both sets 
of guidelines. Several significant differences are expressly noted. 

A. General provisions 
The introductory portion of the Levi Guidelines 

1. expressly states that, because the use of informants "may 
involve an element of deception and intrusion into the privacy 
of individuals or may require government cooperation with 
persons whose reliability and motivation may be open to ques
tion," the use of informants "should be carefully limited." The 
current Informant Guidelines, while reiterating the dangers 
that informants pose, omit the statemen.t that the use of infor
mants should be carefully limited. 

2. expressly requires that "special care be taken . . . to 
minimize their use." The current Informant Guidelines omit 
that requirement. 

3. expressly states that the use of an informant "imposes a 
special responsibility upon the FBI when the informant en
gages in activity where he has received, or reasonably thinks 
he has received, encouragement or directions for that activity 
from the FBI." The current Informant Guidelines reiterate 
this, except that they state that use of an informant "can 
impose," rather than "imposes," such a special responsibility. 

Each of these differences suggests that the current Informant 
Guidelines are in some respects more permissive than were the 
Levi Guidelines, which governed during the Abscam investigation. 

B. Definitions 
The Levi Guidelines do not define "informant." The Informant 

Guidelines provide the following definitions: 
1. "Confidential source" is a person furnishing information 

to the FBI on a confidential basis, where the information has 

6 The Levi Guidelines are reprinted in Appendix D to this report. 
1 The Informant Guidelines are reprinted in Appendix D to this report. 
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been obtained as a result of legitimate employment or access to 
records and is provided consistent with applicable law. 

2. "Informant" is anyone else furnishing information to the 
FBI on a confidential basis. 

3. "Continuing basis" is providing information "with some 
degree of regularity." 

As noted in . this report (see pages 399-400 infra), the FBI's 
policy and practice, not articulated in any published guideline, is to 
restrict the term "informant" even further by requiring that there 
be an open 137 file on a person before he is treated as an inform
ant. 

0. Suitability of an informant 
1. The Informant Guidelines require the following: 

(a) Before an informant or confidential source may be used 
on a continuing basis or to associate in criminal activities, the 
supervisory FBI official designated by the Director must make 
a written finding that he "appears suitable for such use" and 
that the information or assistance likely to be obtained "is per
tinent to authorized FBI investigative activity or law enforce
ment responsibilities." 

(b) A finding of suitability "should be preceded by a prelimi
nary inquiry" about the proposed informant or confidential 
source. 

(c) In determining suitability, the FBI must consider, among 
other things, the nature of the matter, the seriousness of the 
informant's known and suspected crimes, the informant's reli
ability and truthfulness (or the availability of means to verify 
information he provides), his past conformance to FBI instruc
tions, how closely the FBI will be able to monitor and control 
him, and the risk of intrusion upon privileged communications. 

(d) The suitability determination must be reviewed at least 
every 90 days by a field supervisor and at least annually by 
FBI HQ. 

(e) If the FBI learns of unsuitability, the informant's rela
tionship with the FBI shall be promptly terminated. 

2. The Levi Guidelines required no written determination of suit
ability. They did, however, state that the FBI "should weigh" sev
eral specified factors when considering the use of an informant, in
cluding: 

(a) the risk that the informant may violate individual rights 
or "compromise in any way the investigation or subsequent 
prosecution" ; 

(b) the nature and seriousness of the matter; 
(c) the character and motivation of the informant, and his 

proven reliability and truthfulness; 
Cd) the availability of means to verify information he pro-

vides; 
(e) the ability of the FBI to control the informant's activities; 
(f) the value of anticipated information; and 
(g) the value of the compensation sought by the informant. 
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D. Required instructions 
Under the Informant Guidelines, each informant or confidential 

source must be advised: 
1. that his FBI activities will not protect him from prosecu

tion for violations of law unless the FBI has determined that 
criminal activity is justified for law enforcement purposes; and 

2. that under no circumstances is he to participate in any act 
of violence, instigate a plan to commit criminal acts, or use il
legal techniques. 

He must be readvised at least annually and whenever there is' 
reason to suspect a violation. 

E. Authorized participation in criminal activity 
1. The Levi Guidelines included no allowable criminal activity by 

informants. The Informant Guidelines, however, provide that 
criminal activity by an informant may be authorized when: 

Ca) criminal conduct is necessary to obtain information or 
evidence for paramount prosecutive purposes, to maintain 
cover, or to prevent danger of death or serious bodily injury; 
and 

(b) the need for such conduct outweighs the seriousness of 
the conduct involved. 

2. Two types of criminal activities are defined: 
(a) "Extraordinary" criminal conduct involves a significant 

risk of violence, corrupt action by high public officials, or 
severe financial loss to a victim. Authorization to participate in 
extraordinary activity can be made only by an SAC in writing 
and vnth approval of a United States Attorney. The written 
authorization is then forwarded to FBI HQ and to the Assist
ant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division. 

(b) "Ordinary" criminal conduct is all other criminal con
duct. Participation may be approved in writing by an FBI field 
supervisor. 

In approving participation in criminal activity, the FBI is re
quired to seek to minimize the effect on innocent individuals, to 
minimize the informant's participation, to supervise closely that 
participation, and to ensure that the informant does not directly 
profit from his participation. 

F. Unauthorized participation in criminal activity 
1. If an FBI special agent learns that the informant or confiden

tial source has participated in unauthorized criminal acitivity in 
connection with an FBI assignment or in any "serious 
crime . . . unconnected to an FBI assignment," the special agent 
must notify the field supervisor, and the field supervisor must de
termine whether to notify state or local law enforcement officers 
and whether continued use of the informant or confidential source 
is justified. The Informant Guidelines later state, and the original 
Levi Guidelines stated, IIUnder no circumstances shall the FBI 
take any action to conceal a crime by one of its informants." This 
apparent inconsistency-empowering the field supervisor to decide 
whether to inform law enforcement officials, but stating that con-
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cealment of a crime is never permitted-is unresolved by other pro
visions in the Informant Guidelines. 

2. If a decision is made not to notify, or if notification is given 
and the authorities are requested to delay or to forgo action, the 
FBI must notify the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the 
Criminal Division, and this notification must include what use will 
be made of the information gathered through the violation and 
whether continued use will be made of the informant or confiden
tial source. 

3. If an FBI field office learns of participation by an informant or 
confidential source in "a serious act of violence," it must notify FBI 
HQ, and a determination of continued use must be approved by a 
"senior" official at FBI HQ after consultation with the Assistant 
Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division. 

G. Use of informants and confidential sources where legal privileges 
or news media involved 

1. The Informant Guidelines provide that lawyers, doctors, 
clergymen, and members of the news media may be used as infor
mants or confidential sources only upon written approval by the 
Director or by an official at FBI HQ designated by him, with notice 
to the Assistant Attorney General or his designee. 

2. Any such person used as an informant or confidential source 
must be advised that in seeking information the FBI is not request
ing or advocating any breach of any legal obligation or confiden
tiality. If, nevertheless, any such person offers to provide such in
formation, the offer cannot be accepted unless the supervisor deter
mines that serious consequences, such as physical injury or severe 
property damage, would ensue from rejection. When such informa
tion is spontaneously provided, in circumstances that are not "seri
ous consequences," the information is required to be recorded and 
not to be used in the conduct of the investigation. 

H. Compensation for informants and confidential sources 
The Informant Guidelines provide that: 

1. the FBI may pay an informant reasonable amounts of 
money or provide other lawful consideration or expenses. No 
payment "shall be conditioned on the conviction of any partic
ular individual," except for a published reward; and 

2. in investigations of serious crimes or "the expenditure of 
extensive investigative resources," compensation may exceed 
$25,000. "The Attorney General shall be informed of any such 
extraordinary payment as he deems necessary." 

1. Creation of enforceable rights 
The Informant Guidelines expressly state that they create no 

right enforceable at law and place no limit on otherwise lawful pre
rogatives of the Department of Justice. 
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IV. GUIDELINES FOR FBI UNDERCOVER ACTIVITIES 

A. Origins 
The Undercover Guidelines were issued by the Attorney General 

on January 5, 1981, to take effect on or about February 1, 1981.8 

B. Definitions 
The Undercover Guidelines define an undercover operation as 

any investigative operation in which an undercover employee is 
used. They define an undercover employee as any employee of the 
FBI, or of another law enforcement agency working under the 
FBI's direction and control in a particular investigation, whose re
lationship with the FBI is concealed from third parti~s in the 
course of the investigation by the maintenance of a cover or alias. 

"Employee" is not defined in the Undercover Guidelines. FBlof
ficials informed the Select Committee, however, that "employee" is 
interpreted to mean a full-time salaried employee of the FBI or of 
another federal, state, or local law enforcement agency. The term 
is also sometimes applied to a person who is the owner of a private 
business who agrees to assist the FBI by providing cover for an FBI 
operation, even though he is not technically an employee. The 
Select Committee was told that in almost every case where such a 
private proprietary is being used to assist the FBI, there is also an 
actual FBI undercover employee in some part of the operation, so 
that the Undercover Guidelines would apply even in the absence of 
the private business owner. 

Various provisions of the Undercover Guidelines refer to "coop
erating private individuals," "cooperating person," and "cooperat
ing individual," but do not derme those terms. The relationship be
tween those and a "confidential source," as defined in the Inform
ant Guidelines, is nowhere described. 

C Au.thorization of undercover operations 
1. Two categories of undercover operations can be authorized 

only by the Director or by an Assistant Director designated by him. 
(a) The first category consists of operations that must be ap

proved by the Director or by an Assistant Director because of 
the commitment of a specified amount of money or because of 
the proposed duration of the operation. Such approval general
ly is required if the operation will require more than~1.500 for 
property, supplies, services, equipment, or facilities; will last 
more than six months; or will involve the expenditure of more 
than $20,000. 

(b) The second category consists of operations that must be 
approved by the Director or by an Assistant Director because 
of "sensitive circumstances." Sensitive circumstances are de
fined to include possible corrupt action by public officials or po
litical candidates; activities of religious or political organiza
tions; activities of a foreign government or of the news media; 
commission of a serious crime; interference with various confi
dential relationships (such as attorney/client, physician/pa
tient, clergyman/penitent, media person/source); the possihil-

• The Undercover Guidelines are reprinted in Appendix D to this report. 
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ity that an undercover employee or cooperating individual will 
be required to give sworn testimony in an undercover capacity; 
a significant risk of violence or physical injury; and a signifi
cant risk of financial loss to an innocent individual. 

2. All other undercover operations may be approved by an SAC 
of a Field Office upon his written determination that other guide
lines issued by the Attorney General have been satisfied; that the 
proposed undercover operation is an effective means to obtain evi
dence or necessary information; that there is no present expecta
tion that sensitive circumstances will arise, that the operation will 
last for more than six months, or that expenditures will exceed 
$20,000; and that the operation "will be conducted with minimal 
intrusion consistent with the need to collect the evidence or infor
mation in a timely and effective manner." 

D. Procedure for approval where the director or designated assistant 
director is involved 

1. In these undercover operations, the SAC applies to FBI HQ for 
approval of the "establishment, extension, or renewal of the under
cover operation." The guidelines state that, if "FBI HQ recom
mends approval," it must forward the application to the Undercov
er Operations Review Committee ("UORC"), which, if it approves, 
forwards the application to the Director or to a designated Assist
ant Director. 

FBI officials informed the Select Committee that "FBI HQ," as 
used in this context, has been interpreted to effect the following 
procedure: The application is sent to two offices in FBI HQ: the rel
evant substantive section (for example, the white-collar crime sec
tion) and the Undercover and Selective Operations Unit. Personnel 
of each of these offices review the application and consult with law
yers in the FBI Legal Counsel Division, as needed. The application 
will be forwarded to the Undercover Operations Review Committee 
only upon the written approval of the relevant substantive section 
chief. He, therefore, has veto power. If he does approve, the appli
cat.ion-either in its original form or as amended to satisfy him-is 
forwarded, together with a covering memorandum from him, to the 
UORC. 

2. The application must be in writing and must include the fol
lowing: 

(a) A description of the operation, including the "particular 
cover to be employed" and any informants or other cooperat
ing persons; a description of the ''particular offense or criminal 
enterprise under investigation, and any individuals known to 
be involved"; and an estimate of the operation's duration. 

(b) A statement of the circumstances justifying the operation 
(generally including reasonable indication of criminal activity 
and why this type of operation is considered effective) and 
showing that the applicable guidelines have been satisfied, that 
the operation is an effective means of obtaining evidence or 
necessary information, and that it "will be conducted with 
minimal intrusion consistent with the need to collect the evi
dence or information in a timely and effective manner." 

ec) A statement of proposed expenses. 
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(d) A statement that the United States Attorney or Strike 
Force Chief "concurs with the proposal and its objectives and 
legality." 

E. Undercover operations review committee 
Paragraph F of the Undercover Guidelines provides for an Un

dercover Operations Review Committee, "consisting of appropriate 
employees of the FBI designated by the Director, and attorneys of 
the Department of Justice designated by the Assistant Attorney 
General in charge of the Criminal Division, to be chaired by a des
ignee of the Director." Because of that lack of specificity regarding 
the DORC's composition, and because the guidelines do not de
scribe DORC procedures, the Select Committee interviewed six rep
resentatives of the FBI and of other components of the Department 
of Justice and obtained the following information. 

On August 14, 1978, the FBI's Legal Counsel Division recom
mended the creation of a committee to review undercover oper
ations. In a memorandum dated September 6, 1978, Director Wil
liam H. Webster authorized the creation of the DORC. 

'l'he DORC began meeting in the fall of 1978. It had seven voting 
members, all from the FBI: (1) the deputy assistant director in 
charge of the organized crime section and of the white-collar crime 
section; (2) the deputy assistant director in charge of the personal 
and property crimes section, of the civil rights and special inquiry 
section, and of the terrorism program section, or his designated 
representative; (3) the chief of the white-collar crime section; (4) the 
chief of the organized crime section; (5) the chief of the personal 
and property crimes section; (6) a representative from the FBI's 
legal counsel division; and (7) a budget representative from the ad
ministrative services division. The chairman was the deputy assist
ant director in charge of the organized crime and white-collar 
sections. 9 

The voting membership of the DORC increased in the summer of 
1979. Some undercover operations, including Operation Frontload, 
had had problems, and the Department of Justice CltDOJ") was con
sidering forming its own, separate review committee from which 
approval would be required before any FBI undercover operation 
could commence. The FBI personnel were concerned that inordi
nate delays and objections would result, so the FBI and the DOJ 
agreed that three DOJ representatives would become voting mem
bers of the UORC. The three new members were (1) the chief of the 
DOJ's public integrity section, (2) the assistant chief of the DOJ's 
organized crime section, and (3) the assistant chief of the DOJ's 
fraud section. An eleventh voting member has since been added: a 
representative, from the FBI's technical services division, with ex
pertise regarding the relevant contract law (for example, the laws 
and rules governing FBI leases of buildings and governing con
tracts with informants). A special assistant to the assistant attor
ney general in charge of the criminal division was added as a non
voting member. At various times, FBI 01' DOJ representatives with 

9Francis M. Mullen, Jr. was the initial chairman serving until September 1979. Oliver B. 
Revell was the chairman from September 1979 until after Abscam's covert stage ended on Feb
ruary 2, 1980. Floyd Clarke is the current chairman. 
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particular expertise or a particular interest in issue attend UORC 
meetings, but they do not have votes. 

Paragraph F(5) of the Undercover Guidelines provides that the 
UORC may recommend approval of an undercover operation "only 
upon reaching a consensus," and the Select Committee asked the 
FBI officials to describe the de facto meaning of "consensus." Sev
eral points emerged. 

First, the UORC chairman can singlehandedly prevent any pro
posal from being recommended for approval. He can, for example, 
send the proposal back for clarification or amendment; and he can 
simply veto a proposal on the basis of funding problems or on the 
basis of other problems he believes to be dispositive. No other 
member of the UORC has such a veto power. 

Second, as long as the chairman, the section chief of the section 
sponsoring the proposal (for example, the white-collar crime sec
tion), and all three DOJ representatives concur, a proposal will be 
recommended for approval, even if those five members are not 
joined by a sixth member so as to constitute a majority. Any dis
senting UORC members, however, may submit a written dissent 
and may meet with the Director or with an assistant director to 
discuss the matter. Moreover, if a technical expert voices a prob
lem, the UORe will recommend contingent approval, and the pro
posal will not be forwarded to the Director until the problem has 
been researched and a solution has been approved by the chairman 
of the UORC. 

Third, if any of the three DOJ members of the UORC opposes the 
proposal, Paragraph F(5)(a) of the Undercover Guidelines requires 
that approval be withheld until the assistant attorney general in 
charge of the criminal division has been informed and has consult
ed with the Director. If the Director then wishes to approve the 
proposal and the assistant attorney general does not, the latter 
may, if he wishes, seek a decision from the Deputy Attorney Gener
al or from the Attorney General. 

When the UORC meets to consider an application for an under
cover operation, written minutes of the UORC meetings are pre
pared. The meetings are held on alternate Tuesdays, unless there 
is no proposal or too many members are unavailable. Occasionally, 
the chairman calls ad hoc meetings. If the UORC recommends ap
proval of the application, the UORC prepares a written statement, 
pursuant to Paragraph F(4) of the Undercover Guidelines, "ex
plaining why the undercover operation merits approval in light of 
the anticipated occurrence of such sensitive circumstances." The 
seven itemized factors in Paragraph F(3) of the Undercover Guide
lines are not used as a checklist, either by the UORC in its delib
erations or in the written approval statement prepared by the 
UORC. (It should be noted that UORe approval is required for any 
proposal falling within Paragraph A(l)(f)-(g) or Paragraph G of the 
Guidelines, but a written statement under Paragraph F(4) is not re
quired for proposals falling within Paragraph A(l)(f)-(g) and with
out Paragraph B.) 

Paragraphs D through F of the Undercover Guidelines expressly 
state that the various specified procedural and substantive require
ments, including those involving the UORC, apply to "the estab
lishment, extension, or renewal of an undercover operation"; but 
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lIextension" and "renewal" are undefined terms. Accordingly, the 
Select Committee asked the FBI officials to describe the circum
stances, if any, in which the detailed procedures required by the 
Undercover Guidelines for commencing an undercover operation 
would be required for modifying an existing undercover operation. 
The officials stated that the FBI has chosen to interpret both "ex
tension" and "renewal" as referring only to time considerations, 
not to substantive scope considerations or targeting considerations. 
Thus, the FBI has interpreted the term "extension" to be utterly 
redundant, having the same meaning as "renewal." Nevertheless, 
the FBI officials stated, the FBI does perform all of the steps re
quired to commence an undercover operation whenever there is a 
"significant deviation" from an existing, previously approved un
dercover operation. Further, the FBI officials stated that a IIsignifi
cant deviation" occurs when there is a "change in the basic thrust 
of the operation or in the pattern and type of criminal activity 
being investigated." 

It is unclear what provision in the Undercover Guidelines the 
FBI relies upon for its "significant deviation" test, since that lan
guage does not appear in the Undercover Guidelines. Paragraph M 
of the Undercover Guidelines requires the SAC to "consult with 
Headquarters. . . if an undercover operation is likely to involve 
one of the circumstances listed in Paragraphs A and B and either 
(a) the SAC's application to FBIHQ did not contemplate the occur
rence of that circumstance, or (b) the undercover operation was ap
proved by the SAC under his own authority." Paragraph M(2) re
quires the SAC in those circumstances, but only in those circum
stances, to submit a written application for an amendment of the 
original application. Thus, the geographic scope, subject-matter 
scope, and identity and number of targets could change dramatical
ly without making Paragraph M apply. Therefore Paragraph M 
cannot be the basis for the IIsignificant deviation" test. 

The Select Committee then asked whether the FBI's definition of 
"significant deviation" would include the following situation: The 
FBI sets up a storefront fencing operation to buy hijacked liquor; 
after it has operated for a while in that manner, a hijacker who 
does not know the store is an FBI proprietary says to the undercov
er agent that the police chief is going to want payment for "protec
tion" of the store. Can the agent tell the hijacker to bring in the 
police chief for a bribe payment? 

The FBI officials stated that a police chief is not a "public offi
cial" within the FBI's interpretation of Paragraph B(a) of the Un
dercover Guidelines, so that no "sensitive circumstance" would 
exist and bring the full approval process into play. They further 
stated that IIpublic official" and other Undercover Guidelines 
terms are interpreted differently when used in conjunction with 
those guidelines than when the very same terms are used in con
junction with other guidelines or internal FBI documents. For ex
ample, "public officials" does include police chiefs in the FBI's 
"bribery guidelines." 10 Also, a state legislator is not a public offi-

10 These "bribery guidelines" are a discreet set of confidential liPideIines designating the FBI 
official who must approve the offer of a bribe to a "public official '-generally, the more impor
tant the public official, the more senior the FBI person who can approve. 
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cial under the Undercover Guidelines, but is a public official under 
the bribery guidelines. 

The FBI officials then stated that, even with the mayor inserted 
into the hypothetical, the altered circumstance in the existing 
storefront operation would not constitute a IIsignificant deviation" 
requiring resuomission to FBI HQ, the UORC, and the Director, be
cause an investigation of one individual, rather than of a pattern 
or series of criminal activities, is not an "operation" as that term, 
used in the Undercover Guidelines, has been internally interpreted 
by the FBI. In sum, the FBI has internally defined "extension," 
lIoperation," and "public official" in a manner that makes each of 
those terms redundant, exceedingly narrow, or inconsistent with 
usage in other guidelines and documents. 

F Approval by director or designated assistant director 
Either the Director or designated assistant director may approve 

an operation recommended by the UORC; but only the Director 
may approve an operation if there is a significant risk of violence 
or physical injury to an individual or if the operation will be used 
to infiltrate a group under investigation as part of a domestic 
security investigation. 

G. Duration of operation 
An undercover operation may continue no longer than six 

months, unless within that time it is reauthorized; the reauthoriza
tion must be by the Director or by an assistant director in all cases. 

H. Authorization of participation in otherwise illegal activities 
No FBI official may authorize an undercover employee or a coop

erating individual to participate in illegal activities except (1) lito 
obtain information or evidence necessary for paramount prosecu
tive purposes," (m to maintain cover, or (3) to prevent, or to avoid 
the danger of, death or serious bodily injury. 

Because this is a IIsensitive circumstance," an undercover oper
ation in which this type of activity may occur requires approval by 
the Director or by an assistant director after review by the Under
cover Operations Review Committee; and, if the otherwise illegal 
activity involves a significant risk of violence or of serious injury, 
the Director's approval must be obtained. Any SAC, however, can 
provide "emergency authorization to commit or engage in any oth
erwise illegal activity." An SAC also may approve, even in the ab
sence of an emergency, participation in the purchase of stolen or 
contraband goods or in a "nonserious misdemeanor." 

L Authorization of creation of opportunities for illegal activity 
The guidelines for these operations are basically as fC'11~ 's: 

1. Entrapment should be scrupulously avoided. 
2. The corrupt nature of the activity must be reasonably 

clear to potential subjects. 
3. There must be a reasonable indication that the undercover 

operation will reveal illegal activities. 
4. The nature of any inducement in view of all circumstances 

must be justified. 
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The guidelines provide that inducements may be offered to par
ticular individuals, even if there is no reasonable indication that 
those particular individuals have engaged, or are engaging, in the 
illegal activity that is under investigation, in any of three circum
stances: 

(1) if specifically authorized in writing by the Director; 
(2) if the UORC has determined, "insofar as practicable," 

that there is a reasonable indication that "the individual is en
gaged, has engaged, or is likely to engage in illegal activity of a 
similar type"; or 

(3) if the UORC has determined, "insofar as practicable, that 
the opportunity for illegal activity has been structured so that 
there is reason for believing that persons drawn to the oppor
tunity, or brought to it, are predisposed to engage in the con
templated illegal activity." 

J. Monitoring and control of undercover operatioT'.s 
The Undercover Guidelines provide for FBI consultation periodi

cally during an operation with the designated representative of the 
Department of Justice and for consultation with representatives of 
the Department of Justice when serious legal, ethical, or policy 
questions are considered or when an unforeseen sensitive circum
stance arises. 

K. Emergency authorization 
The Undercover Guidelines allow an SAC to approve the initi

ation of emergency undercover operations to protect life or sub
stantial property, to apprehend or to identify a fleeing offender, to 
prevent the hiding or destruction of physical evidence, or to avoid 
other grave harm when grounds exist on which authorization could 
be obtained under these guidelines; but written application for ap
proval must be submitted to FBI HQ within 48 hours after the 
emergency authorization. 

L. Investigative interviews 
Paragraph K of the Undercover Guidelines provides, "Notwith

standing any other provision of these guidelines, routine investiga
tive interviews that are not part of an undercover operation may , 
be conducted without the authorization of FBIHQ. . . . These in
clude so-called 'pretext' interviews, in which an FBI employee uses 
an alias or cover identity to conceal his relationship with the FB!." 
The guidelines do not define "routine investigative interviews" or 
"pretext" interviews or distinguish them from "inquiries," from 
"investigations," or from "operations." 

M. Crimes by undercover agents 
FBI officials confirmed to the Select Committee that the Under

cover Guidelines do permit, under Paragraphs B(l), G(a) and N, the 
commission of serious crimes (including crimes of violence), inter
ference with an attorney-client privilege, and interference with 
other privileges by FBI undercover employees. The Undercover 
Guidelines give no indication of what factors will justify the use of 
violence, the commission of a crime, or interference with a privi
leged relationship. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 5 



CHAPTER SIX-THE ABSCAM OPERATION: AN EXAMPLE 
OF THE BENEFITS AND RISKS OF A LONG-TERM, COM
PLEX FBI UNDERCOVER OPERATION AND A DEMON
STRATION OF THE NEED FOR MODIFICATIONS TO EXIST
ING STATUTES, GUIDELINES, AND OPERATIONAL PROCE
DURES 

This Chapter extensively examines various aspects of the under
cover operation known as Abscam in an attempt to analyze the 
benefits and risks inherent in law enforcement undercover oper
ations. Abscam is probably the most complex, and certainly the 
most controversial, undercover operation conducted by the FBI. It 
produced numerous convictions in the area of public corruption. It 
also has become the object of extensive criticism for the way in 
which it was managed and for the risks it posed to civil liberties. 

The Select Committee has examined several of the allegations of 
mismanagement and of injustices to particular defendants and sus
pects. This Chapter begins with an examination of the way in 
which Abscarn suspects were selected, of the way in which the in
vestigation shifted focus, and of the degree to which the undercover 
operation relied upon the uncorroborated statements of corrupt 
middlemen over the course of the investigation. It then explores 
the procedures by which the FBI managed evidence and attempted 
to supervise the chief informant. This Chapter then analyzes specif
ic allegations of injustice to suspects of the investigation. Finally, it 
concludes with a brief discussion of several allegations of conflicts 
of interest and of other improprieties in Abscam. 

The Select Committee has not attempted to resolve each allega
tion that has been leveled against the Abscam operation. Rather, 
this Chapter focuses on a number of the issues that the Select Com
mittee believes are relevant to its consideration of legislative and 
administrative changes. A detailed, but not exhaustive, chronology 
of the events of Abscam appears as Appendix A to this Report. 

The Abscam undercover operation lasted from early 1978 
through January 1980. The Select Committee's investigation has fo
cused upon this investigative phase of Abscam. The controversy 
concerning the conduct of Department of Justice officials in the 
subsequent prosecutorial phase is not treated in detail. In examin
ing Abscam as an example of an undercover operation, it is impor
tant to note that the Department of Justice and the FBI promul
gated in 1980 and 1981 formal guidelines governing criminal inves
tigations, undercover operations, and the use of informants and 
confidential sources. Thus, these subsequent actions may have re
duced the chances of reoccurrence of some of the failures that ma
terialized in Abscam. 

(56) 
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T. ALLEGATIONS OF TARGETING 

Section 3(1) of Senate Resolution 350 directs the Select Commit
tee to investigate "alleged targeting by any component of the De
partment of Justice of particular individuals ... without justifica
tion , . . ." In its investigation and study of the Abscam operation, 
the Select Committee has found no indication that, before their 
names were mentioned to FBI operatives by unwitting middlemen, 
the FBI had targeted any of the 20 individuals whom the middle
men brought before the FBI's videotape cameras for meetings with 
undercover operatives. The Select Committee also has found no evi
dence that, for any purpose other than a valid law enforcement 
purpose, the FBI ignored or abandoned any investigative lead relat
ing to any individual. 

The Select Committee fInds, however, that in one instance, by at
tempting to induce a middleman to involve a public offIcial in cor
rupt matters after the middleman had raised that offIcial's name 
in an innocuous context, Weinberg essentially targeted that offI
cial. The Select Comrnittee further fInds that, after FBI HQ had ap
proved Abscam as a long-term undercover operation targeted at 
specified types of criminal activity, the FBI's Abscam field opera
tives and field supervisors descriptively targeted politicians as a 
group, later descriptively targeted members of Congress as a nar
rower group, and still later descriptively targeted even narrower 
groups. In none of these instances was FBI HQ asked to approve 
the targeting of a new group. 

Finally, the Select Committee fInds that, in deciding whether to 
investigate particular public fIgures in Abscam, the FBI excessively 
relied upon the uncorroborated representations of unwitting, cor
rupt middlemen. The representations elicited and accepted from 
those middlemen were unduly vague. Too often, those representa
tions were, and did not have to be, elicited only by the informant, 
rather than by an FBI undercover special agent. In addition, the 
decision whether to investigate an individual named by a middle
man was in several instances made by ranking FBI offIcials with
out their having been provided a thorough or accurate report of 
the available information tending to show the unreliability of the 
representations of the middleman. 

A. TARGETING OF INDIVIDUALS BY NAME 

1. Individuals for whom videotaped meetings were approved by FBI 
HQ 

During the course of the covert stage of the Abscam operation, 
FBI HQ granted approval in 24 instances for FBI undercover opera
tives, posing as representatives of Abdul Enterprises, to hold a vi
deotaped meeting with a specified public offIcial and, if specified 
conditions were met, to offer the public offIcial a bribe. 1 Twenty of 
those public offIcials eventually attended meetings with undercover 
operatives in front of FBI videotape cameras. In none of those 20 

1 Meetings of the same nature with two other public officials were approved by some of the 
officials at FBI HQ whose approval was required, but approval was withdrawn before the Dirp,c
tor was asked to grant his approval and before any approval was communicated to the opera
tives in the field. 
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instances did an FBI informant or undercover special agent first 
mention the public official's name to a middleman; rather, in each 
such instance an unwitting middleman first named the public offi
cial and suggested to an undercover operative that the official was 
corrupt. Specifically: 

Middleman William Eden first raised Mayor Angelo Errichetti's 
name in a recorded conversation on November 16, 1978. ([De
leted 2]) 

Errichetti first raised the name of Kenneth MacDonald, Vice 
Chairman, New Jersey Casino Control Commission, in a recorded 
conversation on January 9, 1979. ([Deleted]) 

Errichetti first raised the name of Senator Harrison Williams in 
an unrecorded, but contemporaneously memorialized, meeting with 
Special Agent John M. McCarthy on January 10, 1979. ([Deleted]) 

Middleman Alfred Carpentier first raised the name of INS offi
cial Alexander Alexandro, Jr., in an unrecorded, unmemorialized 
conversation with Special Agent Amoroso on March 23,1979. (Alex
andra Trial Tr. 63-66.) 

Errichetti first raised the name of Representative Michael 
"Ozzie" Myers by writing it on a piece of paper that he then gave 
to Weinberg at an unrecorded meeting on March 30, 1979. ([De
leted]) Errichetti later raised Myers' name in the context of the 
"asylum scenario" on July 29, 1979, in a recorded conversation. 
(Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 19A, at 1; Lederer Gov't Trial Ex. lA, at 1.) 

Errichetti first raised the name of [deleted]3, [deleted] New 
Jersey [deleted], in a recorded conversation on April 9, 1979. ([De
leted]) 

Weinberg first mentioned the name of Representative John Jen
rette in a recorded conversation on April 18, 1979, with middleman 
John Stowe. (Jenrette Def. 'rrial Ex. 31, at 1.) It appears, however, 
that earlier in that conversation, before the recording had begun, 
Stowe had first raised Jenrette's name. Further, on October 18, 
1978, Stowe had told Weinberg in a recorded conversation that he, 
Stowe, had a Congressman friend who was "as big a crook" as was 
Stowe, although the name of the Congressman was not mentioned 
at that time. (Jenrette Def. Trial Ex. 28, at 3.) 

Errichetti first raised the name of Representative Raymond 
Lederer in a recorded conversation on ,July 29, 1979. (Lederer Gov't 
Trial Ex. lA, at 1.) 

Errichetti first raised the name of Mario Noto, an official in the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, in a recorded conversa
tion on September 14, 1979. (Myers Def. Trial Ex. T-9.) 

Criden first raised the name of Representative Frank Thompson 
in a recorded conversation on September 27, 1979. (Thompson Gov't 
Trial Ex. lA, at 3.) 

Middleman Joseph Silvestri first raised the name of New Jersey 
[deleted] in a recorded conversation on October 5, 1979. ([Deleted]) 

Weinberg first mentioned the name of Representative John 
Murphy in a recorded conversation on October 10, 1979, but the 
context in which that occurred is important. On October 9, 1979, 

2 The omission of 11 citation to 11 confidential document is identified by "[Deleted)." See pp. v
VI supra. 

"The omission of sensitive information is identified by "[deleted)." See pp, V-VI supra. 
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the following dialogue between Representative Thompson and 
DeVito had occurred: 

THOlld""PSON: You talk to the members of Congress whom I 
suggest who come up to visit with you or to have lunch 
with you. 

DEVITO: Well~ that's super .... 
THOMPSON: And that includes some people from New 

York on a preliminary basis. 
And the first guy you might see might well be a pal of 

mine from New York. And, if he comes, I'll come with 
him. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7 A-5, at 9-10.) 

In addition, in a conversation recorded earlier that day, Thomp
son had said that one of the Congressmen who might help was one 
who had assisted Somoza with his immigration problems. (Thomp
son Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-1, at 10.) Representative Murphy was from 
New York and had assisted Somoza. Then, on October 10 the fol
lowing dialogue occurred between Weinberg and Criden, who had 
attended the Thompson meetings a day earlier: 

CRIDEN: The next guy that, uh, that he's [Frank Thomp
son] suggesting is, maybe, ah, even a heavier hitter than 
him. 

WEINBERG: Who's that? The guy from New York? 
CRIDEN: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: I think I know his name. Is it an Irishman? 
CRIDEN: Yup. Begins with an 'R'. 
WEINBERG: An 'R'? I thought it begins with an 'M'. 
CRIDEN: Well, the guy's, uh, got a lot to do with boats 

and maritime. 
WEINBERG: Murphy? 
CRIDEN: No. Ryan . . . Chairman of the Maritime: 

(Thompson Gov't 'I'rial Ex. 8A.) 
Further, in a recorded conversation on October 17, 1979, the fol-

lowing dialogue occurred: 
WEINBERG: Who the fuck is coming? 
CRIDEN: Murphy. 
WEINEERG: You dumb fuck; you gave me "Ryan." 
CRIDEN: I know, I gave you the wrong guy. Murphy, you 

know who Murphy is? Murphy is the Chairman of the 
House Committee for Immigration. Not immigration, 
Maritime. Ships. He's the number one man in the Mer
chant Marine and the Maritime. Top guy in the country in 
the legislature. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 12A, at 1.) 

Thus, although Weinberg first mentioned Murphy's name, 
Criden and Thompson already had stated that a Congressman 
meeting Murphy's description was corrupt, and Weinberg was 
merely attaching the correct name to their description of Murphy. 

Silvestri first raised the name of Representative [deleted] in a re
corded conversation on October 17, 1979. ([Deleted]) 

Silvestri first raised the name of Senator Larry Pressler in an 
unrecorded, unmemorialized telephone conversation with Tony 
DeVito (Special Agent Anthony Amoroso) on November 7, 1979. 
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([Deleted]; SeL Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 
1982.) 

Criden first raised the name of Representative John Murtha in a 
recorded conversation on November 8, 1979. (Thompson Gov't Trial 
Ex. 18A, at 23.) 

Eugene Ciuzio first raised the name of Representative Richard 
Kelly in a recorded conversation on December 19, 1979. (Kelly 
Gov't Trial Ex. 1C, at 30.) 

Criden and Johanson first raised the name of Philadelphia City 
Councilman Harry P. Jannotti in a recorded conversation on Janu
ary 18, 1980. (Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2E, at 53-56.) 

Criden first raised the name of Philadelphia City Councilman 
Louis Johanson in a recorded conversation on January 18, 1980.4 

(Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2D, at 4, 19.) 
Errichetti first raised the name of Philadelphia City Council 

President George Schwartz in a recorded conversation on May 23, 
1979. ([Deleted]) Middleman George Katz also raised Schwartz's 
name in a corrupt context. ([Deleted]) 

Representative Myers first raised the name of Pennsylvania leg
islator [deleted] in a recorded conversation on January 24, 1980. 
([Deleted]) 

Middlemen also first raised the names of three of the four public 
officials for whom FBI HQ approved a videotaped meeting but who 
never attended such a meeting: 

Errichetti first raised the name of Representative [deleted] by 
writing it on a piece of paper that he gave to Weinberg at an unre
corded meeting on March 30, 1979. ([Deleted]) 

Criden first raised the name of Representative [deleted] in a re
corded conversation on September 26, 1979. (Thompson Def. Trial 
Ex. MD, at 4.) 

Criden first raised the name of Representative [deleted] in a re
corded conversation on September 27, 1979. (Thompson Gov't Trial 
Ex. 1A.) 5 

Of the 24 public officials whom FBI HQ authorized the Abscam 
operatives to invite to meetings at which bribes would be offered, 
the only one whom a middleman had not in some fashion first 
claimed to be a corrupt individual was Representative William J. 
Hughes. Middleman Joseph Silvestri first raised the name of Rep
resentative Hughes ill a recorded conversation on October 5, 1979. 

4Johanson's name in fact arose much earlier in Abscam, on July 14, 1979, when Errichetti 
put him on the telephone to talk to Weinberg about financing for a casino. ([Deleted]) Johanson 
also attended the meeting on The Left Hand in Florida on July 26, 1979. Both of those instances 
provided some basis for believing that he might be corrupt, especially because of his associations 
with Criden and Errichetti. 

6 Middlemen also first raised the names of the two public officials for whom some FBI officials 
first approved videotaped meetings and then withdrew that approval before the names were 
submitted to the Director. Specifically, Weinberg first mentioned the name of Senator [deleted] 
in a recorded conversation on August 5, 1979, with Errichetti and DeVito (Amoroso). (Myers 
Gov't Trial Ex, lA, at 1.) He did so, however, when DeVito first joined him and Errichetti, br, 
saying to DeVito, "Hey, you know who he can get for us? ... He can get Senator [deleted]. ' 
Errichetti immediately said, "I'm working on that so far," thereby suggesting that he had begun 
to attempt to involve Senator [deleted] before the meeting. Further, on July 31, 1979, Errichetti 
had told Weinberg in a recorded conversation that he hoped "to have two from Florida, one 
from (deleted). and maybe one from California." (Lederer Gov't Trial Ex. SA (emphasis added).) 
All of those circumstances strongly suggest that Errichetti already had raised Senator [deleted) 
name by the time Weinberg mentioned it. 

Middleman Howard Criden first raised the name of Representative [deleted] in a recorded con
versation on August 7,1979. (Lederer Gov't Trinl Ex. 7A.) 
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He did so in the context of a long monologue about the infighting 
among various members and factions of the Democratic Party in 
the State of New Jersey. Specifically, after having talked about dis
putes between [deleted] and Angelo Errichetti and about the debili
tating effect of those disputes on the Democratic Party, Silvestri 
said, "So [deleted] the guy who holds them all together. But [de
leted] the guy that holds Congressman Hughes down so he don't go 
too crazy." ([Deleted]) No other mention of Representative Hughes 
occurred during the October 5 conversation. Nor was he mentioned 
again until October 17, 1979, when the following dialogue between 
Weinberg and Silvestri occurred at the end of a long conversation: 

WEINBERG: Now, how about Hughes from, ah (unintelli
gible)? 

SILVESTRI: Hughes is, Hughes is the Congressman from 
Atlantic City. 

WEINBERG: Yeah. 
SILVESTRI: You know that. 
WEINBERG: Right. 
SILVESTRI: All right. I, ah, I don't know if I can get 

Hughes over the weekend, or have him do it in, ah, in 
Washington. I'll probably do two up here, and two in 
Washington. You want 'em spread out a week apart, right? 
([Deleted]) 

Thus, although Silvestri first mentioned Representative Hughes' 
name, he did so in a context that by no means made it clear that 
Silvestri was suggesting that Representative Hughes was corrupt; 
rather, the name was a mere passing reference in the middle of a 
protracted discussion of the factionalism within the New Jersey 
Democratic Party. Early portions of the October 17 tape further 
suggest that Silvestri may not have intended on October 5 to 
impugn the integrity of Congressman Hughes or of any other 
public official. On October 9 the bribe meetings for Representative 
Thompson occurred. Early in the conversation on October 17, when 
discussing the Thompson meetings, Silvestri said to Weinberg, "But 
I didn't have any idea what you guys were doing. . . . You, you 
have never told me what you're asking these guys for." ([Deleted]) 
Therefore, it appears that 'On October 17, when Weinberg expressly 
asked Silvestri to try to get Representative Hughes, the FBI had no 
reasonable basis for allowing Weinberg to make Representative 
Hughes a target of the investigation. 

Perhaps the strongest confirmation of the absence of any incrimi
nating information about Representative Hughes, however, is an 
internal FBI document prepared for Assistant Director Revell 
shortly after the covert stage of Abscam had ended. The memoran
dum unequivocally states that there was no "derogatory informa
tion concerning" the Congressman. ([Deleted]) Unfortunately, a 
similar assessment appears not to have been made and acted upon 
in a timely manner in October 1979.6 

6 Because of the Hughes incident, the Select Committee cannot agree with the statement of 
Executive Assistant Director Mullen. who testified: 

"I can state unequivocally that there was no targeting of public officials. There was no mention 
of any elected pUblic oflicials' name by the FBI undercover operatives prior to that name being 

Continued 
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Because the Select Committee has no evidence that, before mid
dlemen raised their names, the FBI had targeted the individuals 
who attended videotaped meetings with FBI undercover operatives, 
one specific item should be ment.ioned. In July 1982 a reporter ob
tained, and disclosed a portion of the contents of, a memorandum 
dated October 5, 1979, written by then-Deputy Assistant Attorney 
General Irvin B. Nathan and addressed to several attorneys in the 
Department of Justice having major Abscam responsibilities. The 
memorandum was three pages long, single-spaced, and entitled 
"Prosecutorial Coordination of 'ABSCAM' Investigation." As its 
title suggested, the memorandum discussed the manner in which 
the attorneys in the four jurisdictions having Abscam responsibil
ities-New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania and Washington, 
D.C.-should coordinate their investigative and prosecutorial tasks. 

The memorandum's final paragraph noted that the investigation 
would not "continue for an unduly extended period of time." (Sev
eral other documents in the files of the Department of Justice show 
that termination of the operation had been considered months ear
lier; for example, on July 24, 1979, several FBI personnel and a 
strike force attorney met and concluded that the operation would 
terminate by the end of October 1979.) It was in this context that 
the memorandum then stated: 

Notwithstanding the existence of identified potential tar
gets as to whom cases have not yet been completed, this 
phase of the investigation will be terminated, after a bal
ancing of all of the potential considerations-including the 
right of the electorate to be apprised in a timely fashion of 
the charges against incumbent officeholders-by the As
sistant Attorney General of the Criminal Division and the 
Director of the FBI, in close consultation with all of the af
fected prosecutors, at such time as the Assistant Attorney 
General and the Director deem appropriate. 

The reporter cited the parenthetical portions of this statement
"including the right of the electorate to be apprised in a timely 
fashion of the charges against incumbent officeholders"-and con
cluded that it evinced improper political targeting. The Select Com
mittee finds that conclusion unsupported by the memorandum 
itself, when the memorandum is considered in its entirety, by the 
other documents the Select Committee has reviewed, by the Select 
Committee's interviews and examination of Nathan, and by the 
other circumstances. 

It should first be noted that the memorandum was written only 
ten months before most of the 1980 congressional primary elec
tions. The Department of Justice had this choice: either it could at
tempt to finish the covert investigation, seek indictments, and con
duct trials before the summer primaries of 1980 so that the elector
ate would know, in time to cast informed votes, whether the incum-

raised by one of the currupt influence peddlers. "(Sei. Comm. Hl'g., July 21, 1982, at 20 (testimony 
of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.); see id. at 55-56.) 

Mullen's assertion is accurate in only the narrowest possible sense that Silvestri had men
tioned Representative Hughes' name before Weinberg had targeted him. The record reveals, 
however, no incriminatory reference to Hughes by Silvestri or any other middleman before 
October 17, 1979. 
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bents were criminals, or it could delay disclosure until after the 
primaries or after the general elections so as to avoid the risk of 
prejudicing the election campaigns of Congressmen who might be 
prosecuted but found innocent. The former course of action would 
subject the Department of Justice to criticism such as that voiced 
by the reporter, but the latter course of action would subject the 
Department to criticism for hiding information in order to help 
reelect the incumbents. Faced with this choice, Nathan opted to at
tempt to obtain a final resolution of all issues before the 1980 elec
tions. 

Further, the memorandum stated that the decision of when to 
terminate would be made not by the author, Nathan, but by Hey
mann and Webster in consultation with all affected prosecutors, of 
which there were nearly a dozen. It seems quite unlikely that 
Nathan would have memorialized and widely disseminated a politi
cal targeting conspiracy of such breadth, or even that several 
career prosecutors from several states, a Harvard law professor 
(Heymann), a former federal judge and the director of an independ
ent law enforcement agency (Webster), and all of the addressees of 
the memorandum would have openly conspired to select targets for 
political reasons. 

2. Individuals for whom FBI HQ never approved a videotaped meet
ing 

In addition to the 24 public officials for whom bribe payments 
were conditionally authorized by FBI HQ, at least 34 other public 
officials were named in recorded conversations in a manner sug
gesting that those officials might be corrupt. The public officials so 
named included Senators, Representatives, appointed federal offi
cials, state legislators, governors and lieutenant governors, mayors, 
and officials elected or appointed to various state and local govern
mental bodies. In almost every instance, a middleman, rather than 
Weinberg or an undercover special agent, first mentioned the 
public official's name. 

The only clear exception is the instance in which Weinberg first 
raised the name of Hamilton Jordan, Assistant to President Carter. 
On September 14, 1979, in a conversation among Weinberg, Tony 
DeVito (Special Agent Anthony Amoroso), and Errichetti, the fol
lowing dialogue occurred: 

WEINBERG: You know Hamilton Jordan? 
ERRICHE'lTI: Not personally, no. I know I have talked to 

him on the phone to him, but I don't know him in person. 
WEINBERG: Will you reach out (inaudible)? 
ERICHE'lTI: Tell me what you want, and I'll, I'll, I'll 

search out. 
DEVITO: I don't know. I think we ought to stay away 

from him now. He's got a lot, a lot of heat on him. 
ERRICHE'lTI: What kind of favor do you want is not Ham

ilton Jordan. 
WEINBERG: Well, someone to get close to (inaudible) 

Vesco. 
ERRICHE'lTI: Well. 
DEVITO: Well, I don't know. 
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ERRICHET'rI: Did he tell you about Vesco with, uh, that 
Grand Jury? 

DEVITO: No, no, no. I want to just stay away from that. 
There, there's too many guys. That Vesco's too much of a 
problem. Ange, I know you want to do a favor for a guy, 
but uh .... 

'" '" '" '" '" * '" 
DEVITO: No, stay away from that thing. ([Deleted]) 

At the Myers post-trial due process hearing, during cross-exami
nation by Errichetti's lawyer, Weinberg testified about the Jordan 
incident as follows: 

Q. Well, do you recall you asked Errichetti to set up a 
meeting with Hamilton Jordan? 

A. I remember saying that. 
Q. Did you have any background on Hamilton Jordan 

that would show that--
A. I just wanted to see if he knew Hamilton Jordan, be

cause he's throwing a lot of names; so I mentioned it to see 
if he knew him. If he was saying, "Yes," we figured he was 
bullshitting us up again. (Myers D.P. Tr. 4380.) 

The tape of the September 14, 1979, conversation plainly shows 
that Weinberg first raised Jordan's name, and Weinberg's Myers 
testimony confirms that he did so. The September 14 tape also 
shows that, immediately after Weinberg had raised Jordan's name, 
Special Agent Amoroso, in the role of Tony De Vito, told Errichetti 
not to try to contact Jordan. There is no evidence that Weinberg or 
any undercover agent ever again raised Jordan's name with an 
Abscam middleman. Accordingly, the Select Committee concludes 
that Weinberg's raising of Jordan's name on September 14, 1979, 
was not prompted by the FBI and did not result in Jordan's being 
targeted for investigation. Nevertheless, Weinberg did improperly 
atttempt to target Jordan and should have been severely criticized 
for having done so, regardless of his motive. 

The Select Committee also notes that Weinberg appears to have 
raised financier Robert Vesco's name in the September 14 conver
sation and that Amoroso told Errichetti not to pursue that matter, 
either. It is unclear whether Amoroso did so because Weinberg, 
rather than a middleman, had first raised Vesco's name, because 
Vesco was not a public official, or because Amoroso was attempting 
to prevent anything from occurring that might interfere with the 
ongoing federal investigation of Vesco. In any event, both the 
Jordan and the Vesco instances in the September 14 conversation 
suggest that improper targeting might have obtained had DeVito 
not been present to rectify Weinberg's errors. This again demon
strates the risk of allowing someone like Weinberg to playa long
term central role in an undercover operation and to engage in hun
dreds of private conversations with suspects and middlemen during 
the course of the operation. 

Weinberg is alleged to have raised the names of two other public 
officials before a middleman had mentioned them. Middleman Wil
liam Rosenberg testified to the Select Committee that Weinberg 
had first mentioned the names of Senators [deleted] and [deleted] 
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and had asked Rosenberg whether he knew them and would at
tempt to have them accept bribes in return for help with immigra
tion legislation. (Sel. Com. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 61-62 (testimony 
of William Rosenberg).) Weinberg, on the other hand, has testified 
that Rosenberg first raised the names of those public officials. 
(Myers D.P. Tr. 4385-86.) 

The first recorded mention of Senator [deleted) or Senator [de
leted] in Abscam occurred on September 10, 1979, in a conversation 
between Weinberg and Rosenberg at the JFK Hilton in New York: 

WEINBERG: So you have good news for me, or what? 
ROSENBERG: Well, I don't know whether I've got good 

news for ya or not. Yeah, I don't know whether I have 
good news for you or not. It's ah, --

WEINBERG: Did you reach out for them, or what? 
ROSENBERG: One guy, [deleted], doesn't know if he's 

going to run. 

* * * * 
ROSENBERG: [deleted] wants to know if I have to register 

as a private agent, foreign corporation. Both of them and a 
fellow by the name of [deleted] who's at the House of Rep
resentatives. 

* * * * * * 
WEINBERG: [deleted] we would definitely like, and we'd 

like [deleted]. (Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 5-C, at 1-2, 6.) 
The tape makes clear that Rosenberg previously had learned of 

the asylum scenario (see id. at 1-2) and that he and Weinberg pre
viously had discussed "reaching out" for public officials. Rosen
berg's immediate reference to Senators [deleted] and [deleted] when 
Weinberg asked whether Rosenberg had "reached out for them" 
but did not identify "them," strongly suggests that those two Sena
tors had been named and discussed at some earlier date. 

The Select Committee has reviewed all Rosenberg tape tran
scripts and has listened to numerous tapes for the period between 
July 14, 1979 (the earliest likely date of the creation of the asylum 
scenario), and September 10, 1979, and has found no discussion of 
the asylum scenario, of Senator [deleted], or of Senator [deleted]. 
On August 24, 1979, however, the following dialogue occurred: 

WEINBERG: We want to get started in [deleted] for if gam
bling comes. We want to start makin' the connections. 

ROSENBERG: This'll take, uh, to my jUdgment, about 
three to five years here. 

WEINBERG: (Inaudible) now's the time to (inaudible). 
ROSENBERG: But ground work can be laid. Absolutely. 
WEINBERG: Ya know. 
ROSENBERG: Absolutely. 
WEINBERG: See a few guys. Take care of 'em. Let 'em 

know who, who you'rl~ with. 
ROSENBERG: Absolutely. 
WEINBERG: (Inaudible) 
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ROSENBERG: Ya gotta show me how you do it, so I know 
what I'm doing. I gotta do it with circumspection and 
very-

WEINBERG: Well, the first thing
ROSENBERG: Carefully. 
WEINBERG: -is ya gotta get up to the politicians. 
ROSENBERG: Well, of course, that's what I'm talking 

about. 
WEINBERG: So, do you know any of 'em around here? 
ROSENBERG: Of course. 
WEINBERG: We'll start (inaudible) out. 
ROSENBERG: I don't know who's-I don't know who's 

gonna be the major sponsors in the legislature. 
WEINBERG: Once you get your foot in the door
ROSENBERG: But, I'll get it. 
WEINBERG: -then we'll spread the way. 
ROSENBERG: I'll get it. 
WEINBERG: (Inaudible) give us a couple that we can get 

to meet with-
ROSENBERG: Okay. ([Deleted] (emphasis added).) 

This tape plainly shows that Weinberg raised the issue of corrupt 
politicians and that Weinberg specifically asked Rosenberg to seek 
to involve corrupt politicians from the State of [deleted]. Because 
the August 24 conversation was quite general, however, it seems 
likely that, before the September 10 conversation in which Rosen
berg immediately referred to Senators [deleted] and [deleted], 
Weinberg and Rosenberg had had another conversation about poli
ticians from [deleted) and that in that conversation the discussion 
had focused on those two Senators. Because Weinberg's testimony 
and Rosenberg's testimony as to who first raised the Senators' 
names are in conflict, and because neither Weinberg nor Rosenberg 
is at all credible in the absence of' extrinsic corroborating evidence, 
the Select Committee cannot determine which of the two Abscam 
participants first mentioned Senator [deleted] or Senator [deleted]. 7 

B. TARGETING OF GROUPS BY REFERENCES TO POLITICAL PARTIES OR 
GEOGRAPHIC LOCATIONS 

The FBI can select a target of an undercover operation not only 
by having an undercover operative suggest the target's name to an 
unwitting middleman, but also be describing the target in a 

7 Just as the Select Committee cannot determine what Weinberg and Rosenberg said to each 
other, the FBI and Department of Justice, it appears, cannot make that determination. This fur
ther illustrates the danger to innocent persons that is presented by investigative procedures per
mitting an informant to have numerous unrecorded conversations with corrupt middlemen and 
permitting special agents to fail to debrief the informant and to memorialize the debriefing 
promptly after the unrecorded conversations. 

The names of Senators [deleted] and [deleted] were never submitted to }I'B! HQ in a request 
for approval to offer a bribe, because Rosenberg never informed the Abscam operatives that 
ei~her Senator had agreed t.o meet at a specific time and place. Weinberg and Rosenberg alluded 
to the two Senators on a few occasions ([deleted]), but on October 21,1979, Rosenberg told Wein
berg that Senator [deleted] could not he bribed and that Rosenberg had not "got back to" Sena
tor Ldeleted]. (Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 6-C). 

On January 27, 1981, Deputy Attorney General Charles B. Renfrew sent a letter to Senator 
rdeletedl confirming that Rosenberg had mentioned the Senator, acknowledging that Rosenberg 
had admitted that his statements about the Senator had been lies, and expressing regret for any 
inconvenience that may have been caused to the Senator by the defendants' having made public 
the mention of his name by Rosenberg. 
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manner that ensures that the middleman will recognize the de
scription. Thus, for example, the FBI could target an individual by 
suggesting his name to a middleman, but the FBI could achieve the 
same result by expressing to the middleman a corrupt interest in a 
person having specified physical characteristics or a specified office 
or other specified attributes. Targeting of this nature can be so spe
cific that a single individual is targeted, or it can be more general 
in a variety of ways, thereby targeting a particular group, rather 
than a particular individual. 

Targeting of an individual or of a group in such a manner-a 
manner that conveniently can be termed "c!escriptive targeting"
raises the same dangers that are raised when a law enforcement 
agency targets individuals by naming them. One such danger is 
that innocent persons will be subjected to investigations in the ab
sence of articulable facts supporting a reasonable suspicion that 
they have committed, are committing, or are likely to commit 
criminal acts-which is to say, in the absence of a justifiable basis 
for investigating those persons rather than any others. A related 
danger is that law enforcement agents or officials will select indi
viduals for investigation on the basis of criteria unrelated to legiti
mate law enforcement purposes-criteria such as political opposi
tion or personal animosity. 

Descriptive targeting occurred in Abscam on the basis of political 
party and on the basis of geographic location.8 One instance of this 
occurred on October 9, 1979, in a conversation among DeVito (Spe
cial Agent Amoroso), Weinberg, and Criden. The three men had 
been discussing the number of Congre~smen that Criden could pro
vide for corrupt purposes, and the following dialogue then oc
curred: 

CRIDEN: That's what you would prefer, to have guys 
spread out all over the country? 

DEVITO: Well, I would. I would. And I tell you what I 
would prefer, too: Like I have discussed with you, and I 
even mentioned it to Angelo [Errichetti], it would be nice 
to have some guys that are Republicans in here, too. Only 
for the fact that it doesn't look like the push would be 
comin' from just, ya know, one group . . , . (Thompson 

8 Of course, whenever the FBf initiates an undercover operation in a particular one of the 59 
Field Offices and chooses to use a particular informant, some degree of implicit descriptive tar
geting occurs. By locating a fencing storefront in Boston, rather than in Denver, and by using 
an informant who lives in Boston, the FBI makes it more likely that thieves in the Northeast 
will be caught than that thieves in the Rocky Mountains will be caught, more likely that thieves 
in Massachusetts will be caught, and more likely that thieves will be caught than that narcotics 
dealers will be caught by the undercover operatives. 

That degree of targeting is in most respects inevitable and intentional, however; when approv
al to initiate an operation is being sought, such targeting presumably is based upon information 
that the type of crime being investigated is occurring in the geographic area being investigated. 
For examrle, if the FBI has a reasonable suspicion, based upon articulable facts, that there has 
been hijacking in the Boston area, it is reasonable to approve an undercover operation in the 
Boston area; however, absent information about a wider area, it would be unreasonable to inves
tigate the whole New England region. If the requisite information exists, if it supports a reason
able suspicion, and if FBI HQ makes such a determination pursuant to sound procedures, the 
FBI cannot be faulted for that targeting. Unfortunately, neither the FBI nor other components 
of the Department of Justice appear to have any procedure or requirement that prevents fur
ther such targeting from occurring after an undercover operation has been approved and init.iat
ed; and it is not clear that applications to initiate undercover operations are, before being ap
proved, carefully restricted to the subject, geographic area, and suspects justifi!:rl by the articu
lable facts stated in the application. 
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Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-4, at 3; see Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 
7A-5, at 9.) 

This excerpt shows that, however sound his motive might have 
been in seeking to ensure that middlemen did not bring in only 
Democrats and thereby create the appearance of targeting, Special 
Agent Amoroso did not leave the choice of targets to unguided, Un
witting middlemen; rather, he attempted to induce Errichetti and 
Criden to bring in some Republicans. The excerpt also shows that, 
rather than allowing the middlemen to focus on their own geo
graphic areal Amoroso encouraged them to try to bring in public 
officials from other parts of the country. Thus, even if Amoroso's 
motive was beneficent, the risk exists that the motive of some 
other undercover operative in some future investigation might be 
more sinister. 

A similar descriptive targeting incident occurred on September 
18, 1979. In a conversation with Criden, Weinberg said, "Okay, 
now, the only other thing I want to ask you is, How about some 
Republicans? Doesn't it look bad it's all Democrats?" (Thompson 
Def. Trial Ex. MC.) 

Furthermore, the Abscam files provided to the Select Committee 
contain no information that could be said to support a reasonable 
suspicion that Republican Congressmen as a group or Congressmen 
from areas other than the Atlantic seaboard as a group had com
mitted, were committing, or were likely to commit corrupt acts per
taining to immigration or to any other matter. By trying to induce 
middlemen to involve Republicans and Congressmen from other 
parts of the country, Amoroso was therefore shifting the focus of 
the undercover operation without a justifying predicate. 

C. SELECTION OF INVESTIGATIVE TARGETS BY RELIANCE UPON THE 
REPRESENTATIONS OF UNWITTING MIDDLEMEN 

As noted above, in almost all of the instances in which FBI HQ 
authorized the Abscam undercover operatives to hold a videotaped 
meeting with a particular public official and, if specified conditions 
were met, to offer that official a bribe, an unwitting middleman 
had first named that public official in a manner suggesting that 
the official was corrupt. In fact, the government's general practice 
in Abscam was to rely upon the uncorroborated representations of 
middlemen that particular public officials would accept bribes. 

Those representations were usually, but not always, completely 
uncorroborated. First, in virtually every instance, the FBI obtained 
no extrinsic evidence that the named public officials had previously 
accepted or solicited a bribe. Second, in most instances the FBI ob
tained no extrinsic evidence that the named public officials had 
committed, were committing, or were likely to commit a crime of 
political corruption, fraud, or breach of trust. Third, in most in
stances the FBI obtained no extrinsic evidence that the named 
public officials had committed, were committing, or were likely to 
commit any other crime.9 Fourth, in most instances the FBI ob-

• Of the 24 public officials for whom FBI HQ approved video-taped meetings. some informa
tion regarding prior allegations against eight of them was obtained from FBI files and provided 
to FBI HQ before meetings were approved. 
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tained no detailed evidence showing that the middlemen knew the 
named public officials, knew those officials well enough to know of 
their corrupt activities, or knew them well enough to approach 
them about a possible bribe. Fifth, in several instances the FBI did 
not even have a tape of a conversation in which the middleman un
equivocally stated that the named public official would take a 
bribe. Sixth, in most instances the FBI had obtained no representa
tion by the middleman that the public official had been told that 
he would have to make explicit promises with respect to selling his 
office in the context of the asylum scenario. 

Present and former officials of the FBI and of other components 
of the Department of Justice defended the reliance upon middle
men as a safeguard under these circumstances. But the actual 
events in Abscam raise serious questions about the effectiveness 
and sufficiency of the purported safeguard. 

Former Deputy Assistant Attorney General Nathan, who de
fended the use of middlemen most strongly, posited four reasons 
why a middleman would bring to the videotaping room only those 
public officials who he knew would accept a bribe. First, the mid
dleman could share in a bribe payment only if he produced a cor
rupt officiaL Second, the middleman would not want to jeopardize 
his ongoing criminal relationship with the undercover operatives, 
because that relationship offered him considerable financial gain. 
Third, he would not risk being reported to the authorities by an 
innocent officiaL Finally, he would not lightly risk the possibility of 
retribution, including physical harm, by the representatives of the 
sheiks, for lying to them and subjecting them to the risk of being 
reported and prosecuted. (Sel. Comm. E(rg., July 29, 1982, at 100-01, 
125 (testimony of Irvin B. Nathan).) 

The evidence obtained by the Select Committee demonstrates, 
however, that these purported selfish concerns often failed to oper
ate as safeguards. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 69-81.) 
This is hardly surprising as to the first purported concern-that 
the middleman could share in a bribe payment only if he produced 
a corrupt public official-, because the middleman had a strong in
centive to produce as many public officials as he could, hoping that 
some percentage of them could be persuaded to accept bribes, what
ever their initial inc],inations or past records might have been. (See 
id. at 78-79.) 

Moreover, the documents show that in January 1980, the final 
month of Abscam's covert stage, FBI Special Agents Amoroso and 
Wald made statements that either led or could easily have led mid
dleman Howard Criden to believe that he would receive a payment 
from Abdul Enterprises merely for producing a public official at 
the videotaping site. 10 (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 29A-2, at 3-11; 

10 The government contends that this was a pretext to keep Criden "on the string" as the 
covert operation drew to a close. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at !l-15 (testimony of John 
Good and Thomas Puccio); Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 30, 1982, at 51-52 (testimony of William H. 
Webster).) The Select Committee accepts that explanation, especially because contemporaneous 
documents show that on January 10, 1980, the FBI formally decided to end the covert phase of 
the investigation on January 31, 1980. ([Deleted]) Nevertheless, pretext or not, statements to 
Criden that made it likely that he would think he would be paid merely for introducing a public 
official also made it likely that he would expand his search and involve innocent citizens in em
barassing situations. 
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Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. aOA, at 2-4; Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 
33A-3, at 5-8; Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2D, at 37-39; Jannotti Gov't 
Trial Ex. 2E-3, at 93-96; Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2H, at 83; Jan
notti Gov't Trial Ex. 2K, at 15-17.) The same documents reflect, 
however, only one occasion on which Criden was paid without a 
public official's having received a bribe. That occurred on January 
10, 1980, when Criden was paid $5,000 for having delivered Murtha 
on January 7, 1980. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 29A-2, at 6-10; 
Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 33A-3, at 5-8.) Criden's testimony on the 
subject is vague and contradictory. (Compare Jannotti Post-trial 
D.P. Tr. 1.46-47 with id. at 1.81-.86 and Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 
1982, at 112-13 (testimony of Howard L. Criden).) The payments to 
Criden in January 1980 for producing Johanson, George Schwartz, 
and Harry Jannotti each followed the public official's acceptance of 
a bribe. The fact that the operatives provided Criden directly with 
money for having arranged each of those bribes, instead of requir
ing Criden to depend on sharing the bribe, simply amounts to a 
minor increase in the inducement and is in no way troubling. It is 
unclear whether Criden had believed that he would be paid for 
bringing these Philadelphia city councilmen to meetings, even if 
they had not accepted money. 

The second pu.rported selfish concern of the middlemen-the fear 
of jeopardizing an ongoing lucrative criminal relationship-suffers 
a critical weakness; namely, it cannot work if the middleman in 
issue has not established the predicated ongoing lucrative criminal 
relationship. The evidence shows, for example, that when middle
men William Eden and William Rosenberg named Mayor Angelo 
Errichetti as a politician who would take a bribe, neither Eden nor 
Rosenberg had received any money from Abdul Enterprises, al
though they clearly hoped to receive some; and neither Eden nor 
Rosenberg had produced any other public official for a bribe. Simi
larly, when middleman Joseph Silvestri stated in October 1979 that 
New Jersey [deleted] would accept a bribe, Silvestri had not re
ceived any money from Abdul Enterprises, had not engaged in any 
criminal activity for or with Abdul Enterprises, and had not pro
duced. any other public official for a bribe (although he had, unbe
knownst at that time to the FBI, and apparently himself ignorant 
at that time of Criden's corrupt purpose in wanting to meet Con
gressmen, introduced Representative Frank Thompson to Howard 
Criden). Similarly, middlemen Eugene Ciuzio and Stanley Weisz 
produced only one public official (Representative Richard Kelly); 
middleman John Stowe produced only one public official (Repre
sentative John Jenrette); middlemen George Katz, Sandy Williams, 
and Alexander Feinberg produced only one public official (Senator 
Harrison A. Williams); and, although they hoped to receive money 
at some point, none of these middlemen had previously received 
any money from Abdul Enterprises or had engaged in criminal ac
tivities for or with Abdul Enterprises. 

One weakness in the third purported selfish concern of the mid
dlemen-the fear of being reported and prosecuted by an innocent 
public official-is that the middlemen knew the slickly garrulous 
and street-wise nature of Melvin Weinberg. They therefore had to 
surmise that Weinberg and DeVito (Amoroso) would not be so fool~ 
ish or naive as to make an unequivocal bribe offer without first 
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softening up and feeling out the person to be bribed; that is, the 
middlemen knew that it was in Weinberg's and DeVito's interests 
not to act in a manner that might lead an innocent person to 
report a bribe offer. 

In addition, the middlemen may well have known how difficult it 
is to prove a bribe, especially where the evidence will be one public 
official's uncorroborated word against the testimony of all others 
present at a meeting. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 78-79.) 
Even further, as noted by the American Civil Liberties Union in its 
prepared statement submitted to the Select Committee on Septem
ber 28, 1982, the middleman 

* * .. can tell the politician, as Silvestri told Senator 
Pressler, that "they told me it was for a campaign contri
bution," and it is his word against. the sheik's as to his in
volvement in a conspiracy to violate the law. If the politi
cian turns down the offer but does not go to the au.thori
ties, he [the middleman] can tell the sheiks that the politi
cian "must have got cold feet." If the politician accepts the 
bribe, the middleman is home free. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 
28, 1982 (written statement of the American Civil Liberties 
Union at 26).) 

The fourth purported selfish concern of the middlemen-fear of 
retribution by the sheiks' representatives-is sound only if the mid
dlemen are warned in advance and are punished when they pro
duce people who do not take bribes. The evidence does not reflect 
that either of those necessary predicates existed in Abscam. The 
evidence reflects only one instance in which Weinberg expressly 
told a middleman not to bring in public officials unless the middle
man was sure that the officials would accept bribes in return for 
explicit promises to assist Abdul Enterprises with official matters. 
The evidence reflects no instance in which. Weinberg even suggest
ed to any middleman that serious consequences would follow the 
middleman's failure to produce only public officials who would 
accept bribes. Most important, in the three instances ([deleted], 
Mario Noto, and Senator Pressler) in which middlemen falsely 
stated that specified public officials had agreed to accept bribes in 
return for explicit promises, produced those officials at bribe meet
ings, and then admitted that the prior statements had been lies, 
neither Weinberg nor the undercover agents terminated the rela
tionship or threatElned the middleman. In only the last of those in
stances did Weinberg clearly criticize the middleman. 

These weaknesses in the safeguard purportedly provided by the 
middlemen's selfish interests are demonstrated by the conduct of 
middlemen Errichetti, Criden, and Silvestri. The documents show 
that none of those men was significantly deterred by the purported 
selfish interests. 

In Ju.ne of 1979 Errichetti arranged a bribe meeting between the 
sheiks' representatives and [deleted], New Jersey [deleted]. Before 
the meeting, Errichetti told Weinberg and DeVito that the public 
official would accept a bribe and would guarantee a license for 
check-cashing privileges in specified New Jersey cities. ([Deleted]) 
After the meeting on June 29, 1979, the Hauppauge Resident 
Agency reported to FBI HQ that at the meeting "[deleted] failed to 
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offer adequate guarantees and as a result the $50,000 pay-off was 
not made. During the discussion, Errichetti mentioned that he had 
not 'briefed' [deleted] beforehand." ([Deleted]) 

In September 1979 Errichetti arranged a bribe meeting between 
the sheiks' representatives and a person he said would be Mario 
Noto, a ranking official in the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service. When the "official" appeared on September 19, 1979, how
ever, he was not an official at all,11 but Ellis Cook, one of Howard 
Criden's law partners. This event shows that both Criden and Erri
chetti were undeterred by any fear of retribution by the shieks' 
representatives. 

Moreover, their judgment was reinforced by the FBI's reaction to 
the attempted fraud. Not only did the FBI not terminate the rela
tionship, but on October 2, 1979, Director Webster ordered that no 
further bribe payments would be approved, except to public offi
cials produced by Criden and Errichetti. ([Deleted]) The evidence 
shows that, following these events, Criden placed telephone calls to 
lawyers he knew in distant parts of the co'mtry to ask if those law
yers could introduce him to Congressmen in their regions. ([De
leted]) 

FBI officials have stated that they did not learn, until after Ab
scam's covert stage had ended, that Criden's law partner had been 
the actor in the September incident. The files of the Department of 
Justice contain no contrary information; indeed, they do not reflect 
that the FBI made any effort to learn who the actor was or what 
relationship he had to any of the middlemen. 

Joseph Silvestri was the most unreliable of the Abscam middle
men: After h!'lving boasted of his ability to produce at least four 
specified mayors, at least two specified Senators, at least eight 
specified Representatives, and other public officials, he compiled a 
batting average of .000 for producing public officials who clearly ac
cepted bribes in return for explicit corrupt promises; and he ad
mitted in one meeting that he had failed to tell the public official 
before the meeting what w~~ to OCCUI- at the meeting. The FBI nev
ertheless claims that Silvestri was reliable because he produced 
Representative Frank Thompson at the videotaped bribe meeting 
on October 9, 1979. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 21, 1979, at 93 (testimo
ny of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.).) But the FBI's contemporaneous doc
uments show that the FBI believed at the time that Howard Criden 
had produced Thompson. They also strongly suggest that Silvestri 
was unaware of the illegal nature of Criden's plan when he intro
ducted Thompson to Criden. 

On October 9, 1979, Silvestri suggested that for $25,009 New 
Jersey [deleted] would accept a bribe. ([Deleted]) At the resulting 
meeting on October 10, 1979, [deleted] accepted the money, but 
then promptly sent a letter thanking Rilvestri for having provided 
a legal retainer in connection with the financing of a hotel. Be
cause [deleted] not only did not make the express representations 
he was supposed to have been told to make, but also he then sent 

11 Tb~ undercover operatives determined this at the meeting, because they had obtained a 
photograph of the real Mario Noto and immediately saw the discrepancy between the photo
graph and the imposter. 
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Silvestri the letter making receipt of the $25,000 appear legal, the 
government did not prosecute him and lost $25,000. 

On October 19, 1979, Silvestri said that on the next day he would 
bring in one of three Congressmen. On October 20 he did produce 
one of them for a meeting with the undercover operatives; but no 
bribe was offered, because the FBI special agents were unsure of 
whether the Congressman [deleted] believed that he was there to 
be offered the bribe or of whether he was prepared to make the 
requisite promises. 

On November 7, 1979, Silvestri was supposed to produce Repre
sentatives [deleted] and William J. Hughes to sell their influence. 
On that day, however, Silvestri called and said that he instead 
would produce Senator Larry Pressler. As the resulting meeting 
plainly revealed, Senator Pressler did not know the purpose of the 
meeting. He had been told by Silvestri only that some people were 
interested in advancing his political career by making a campaign 
contribution. He had never met Silvestri until shortly before the 
meeting on that day. 

Despite Silvestri's record of unalloyed unreliability, the FBI au
thorized the bribe meeting with Senator Pressler within one hour 
after the call in which Silvestri had said that he was bringing the 
Senator in for a meeting. Moreover, even after the debacle with 
Senator Pressler, the FBI, based entirely on Silvestri's statements, 
began investigating Representative [deleted] and continued that in
vestigation until the very end of the covert stage of Abscam on 
February 2, 1980. 12 

Another disturbing aspect of the FBI's reliance on the represen
tations of middlemen is that in many instances the FBI made no 
effort to elicit from the middleman factual representations on 
which a judgment could reasonably be made as to the accuracy and 
reliability of the middleman's assertion that the named public offi
cial was willing to take a bribe in return for his assistance with 
immigration or other specified matters. 

Thus, for example, when middleman Howard Criden told Wein
berg that Representative [deleted] would take a bribe, the dialogue 
was as follows: 

WEINBERG: Alright. Now you know these guys, right? 
CRIDEN: Yes. 
WEINBERG: You did business with them before? 

12 By its own admission, the FBI should have begun reacting to Silvestri's representations 
much more skeptically after November 7, 1979. Assistant Director Revell told the Select Com
mittee: 

"I certainly would say that, if you have had an individual, a corrupt influence peddler, who 
has twice tried to provide you with an improper situation based upon the understanding he had 
of what you were interested in, then you would indeed be very circumspect in dealing with him 
and make sure that there were these safeguards in placll to ensure that no innocent third party 
was in any way implicated in a criminal act which they had no intent to commit." (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., July 20, 1982, at 99 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) Thus, having been brought Repre
sentative [deteted] and Senator Pressler by Silvestri, the FBI had reason by November 7 to "be 
very circumspect in dealing with him." The record manifests no circumspection in the FBI's 
pursuit of its investigation of Representative [deleted] on the basis of Silvelltri's uncorroborated 
representations after November 7. 

Errichetti had exhausted the two "improper situations" allotted to him even earlier. However, 
after the [deleted] incident on June 29, 1979, and the Nato debacle on September 19, 1979, the 
FBI remained willing to use Errichetti, with 110 detectable loss in enthusiasm. Indeed, on 
October 2, 1979, Director Webster specifically approved continued reliance on Err.ichetti. (See p. 
72 supra.) 
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CRIDEN: Yes. 
WEINBERG: So, I mean, uh, they can be trusted? 
CRIDEN: Absolutely. 
WEINBERG: All right. 
CRIDEN: I'm not gonna do it unless I'm, uh, 100 per cent 

assured of that. (Thompson Def. Trial Ex. MD, at 4.) 
As this excerpt shows, the only information elicited about Repre

sentative [deleted] was that Criden claimed to have done business 
with him and to trust him. Criden was not even required to repre
sent that [deleted] understood that he was to be offered a bribe, 
that he would have to make explicit guarantees, and that the guar
antees would have to follow the asylum scenario. No such informa
tion had been obtained by the time FBI HQ approved a videotaped 
meeting with Representative [deleted]. FBI interviews conducted 
after the covert stage of Abscam ended on February 2, 1980, 
showed that Criden had never met Representative [deleted] and 
had merely called a lawyer acquaintance in [deleted], who had re
ferred him to a lawyer who had been. a partn.er of the CCmgressman 
and who had enabled Criden to talk with the Congressman by tele
phone. ([Deleted]) 

Criden was permitted to be similarly vague regarding Repre
sentative John Murtha. In a conversation on November 8, 1979, the 
following dialogue occurred: 

CRIDEN: Mel, do you want another guy next week? 
WEINBERG: Who you got? 
CRJDEN: Congressman John Murtha. This guy is on the 

appropriations committee, which is a heavy committee. 
He's on the subcommittee for defense. He handles the 
money. On top of which, most important of all, he's on the 
ethics committe~., 

WEINBERG: Now, we ain't going to have any problem 
with him? 

CRIDEN: No problems. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 18A, at 
23.) 

Even though Special Agent Amoroso, posing as DeVito, was 
there, no effort was made to determine how well, or even whether, 
Criden knew Representative Murtha. No effort was made to elicit 
from Criden an assurance that he had told Murtha exactly what 
was expected of him or that Murtha had promised to make explicit 
promises regarding the asylum scenario. No such information had 
been obtained by the time FBI HQ approved a videotaped meeting 
with Representative Murtha. Thus, Weinberg's single line, "Now, 
we ain't going to have any problem with him?" may be contrasted 
with Supervisor Good's assurance, "we were very explicit to these 
people [the middlemen] that we wanted them to bring us people 
that they had done business with before, that they knew were cor
rupt." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 59 (testimony of John 
Good).) By no reasonable interpretation was this safeguard com
plied with in this instance. 

Similarly, on October 17, 1979, Joseph Silvestri first raised the 
name of Representative [deleted]. The dialogue was as follows: 

SILVESTRI: All right. (inaudible) [deletedl or [deleted] 
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WEINBERG: Who's he? 
SILVESTRI: [deleted] is a Congressman from the [deleted] 

area. 
WEINBERG: Good enough. I don't care. 
SILVESTRI: I'm bringing a real Congressman, incidental

ly. 
WEINBERG: Hey, that's what (inaudible). 
SILVESTRI: I can't (inaudible) an old man that looks nice, 

dress him up, put a pair of glasses (inaudible). 
WEINBERG: But you know, we, we, we, we plan to make 

sure to know what the guy looks like (inaudible). 
SILVESTRI: Yeah. ([Deleted] (emphasis added).) 

Later in the conversation Silvestri clearly indicated that he had 
told Representative [deleted] that the meeting was for a payoff of 
some kind; but no further information was given or elicited that 
would have enabled the FBI to determine how well, or whether, 
Silvestri actually knew Representative [deleted]. No attempt was 
made to elicit from Silvestri a representation that [deleted] knew 
that he would have to make explicit promises in fulftllment of the 
asylum scenario. On October 19, 1979, Silvestri told Weinberg that 
[deleted] would attend a payoff meeting on the following day; the 
only question Weinberg asked in response was whether the Con
gressman was related to [deleted]. FBI HQ had no further informa
tion when it approved the videotaped meeting with Representative 
[deleted]. 

As described above, Weinberg asked Silvestri to arrange a meet
ing with Representative Hughes after Silvestri had only casually 
mentioned the Congressman's name. Not only did Weinberg thus 
target Representative Hughes, but no effort was then made to 
ensure that Silvestri actually knew the Congressman or to elicit 
from Silvestri a representation that the Congressmatn understood 
that explicit prQmises regarding immigration assistance would be 
required. ([Deleted]) Nevertheless, the memorandum presented to 
Director Webster, on the basis of which he was asked to give and 
did give his approval for a bribe meeting with R(3presentative 
Hughes, erroneously stated that Silvestri had repr,Bsented that 
Representative Hughes «will promise to obtain political asylum or 
permanent resident status for Yasser Habib, the Arab principal of 
Abscam." ([Deleted] (emphasis added).) 

The most disturbing example of the FBI's failure to make even a 
minimal effort to obtain factual representations on which to make 
a judgment about the reliability of a middleman's assertion of a 
public official's corrupt nature occurred on November 7, 1979. On 
the previous day, as briefly described above, FBI HQ had approved 
videotaped meetings with Representatives [deleted] and Hughes for 
November 7. At 11:25 a.m. on November 7, FBI Supervisory Senior 
Resident Agent John Good of the Hauppauge Resident Agency 
called FBI HQ to say that Silvestri had just called to tell the un
dercover operatives that he would be bringing Senator Larry 
Pressler, rather than Representative Hughes. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
JUly 22, 1982, at 42-44 (testimony of John Good).) A memorandum 
containing that information and requesting approval for the new 
meeting was provided to Director Webster; the memorandum con-
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tained no statement of any factual information indicating the 
nature of the relationship between Silvestri and Pressler. More
over, the memorandum, unlike other memoranda in other in
stances, did not even state that Silvestri had represented that Sen
ator Pressler was corrupt, would take a bribe, would make any 
promise, or knew the asylum scenario. 

Further, at 11:30 a.m. and at 12:30 p.m. Weinberg talked to Sil
vestri about the impending meeting with the Senator, and in nei
ther instance did Weinberg make any attempt to elicit factual in
formation or to elicit a representation that Senator Pressler knew 
that he would have to make explicit promises regarding the asylum 
scenario. ([Deleted]) Thus, the FBI put Senator Pressler before the 
videotape camera on one hour's notice and with no attempt to de
termine whether the Senator actually had been told that the meet
ing was for a corrupt purpose.13 As everyone has since recognized, 
he had not been told, and a thoroughly innocent man was tricked 
into being placed in an embarrassing situation.14 

When the failures and lies of the middlemen are combined with 
the virtual absence of factual information provided by them or elic
ited from them about particular targets, it is apparent that the FBI 
approved several meetings with public officials without a justifiable 
basis. In those instances the FBI had neither a reasonable indica
tion that the middleman was generally reliable nor a reasonable 
indication that the factual statements that had been made in that 
particular instance were so specific as to suggest that the represen
tations were reliable. 

Equally problematical were the memoranda submitted to Direc
tor Webster to enable him to decide whether to approve bribe 
meetings with specified officials. Assistant Director Oliver B. 
Revell testified before the Select Committee about the information 
provided to Director Webster in these memoranda: 

13 Special Agent Amoroso told the Select Committee that he recalled having talked with Sil
vestri when Silvestri first called to announce the change in plans and that Silvestri at that time 
had stated that Senator Pressler would take a bribe. (Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony Amor
oso, Sept. 22, 1982; see Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 41-42, 109 (testimony of John Good).) 
Unlike the two calls made within the next 70 minutes to Weinberg at the same W Street town
house, which had the sophisticated electronic monitoring equipment, this call was not recorded, 
and it was not memorialized. 

14 FBI Executive Assistant Director Mullen has acknowledged that the decision to approve 
the meeting with Senator Pressler on an hour's notice was "a very difficult call." (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., July 21, 1982, at 99 (testimony of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.); cf. Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 22, 
1982, at 119-20 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell); Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 29, 1982, at 26-27, 77-78 
(testimony of John Jacobs).) Mullen and Supetvisor Good have observed that Senator Pressler 
was the first Republican legislator to become involved in Abscam and have indicated that one 
element of the decision to proceed with the meeting was the feeling that a contrary decision 
could have appeared, incorrectly, to have been politically motivated. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 
Zl, 1982, at 99 (testimony of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.); Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 61-62 
(testimony of John Good).) Although the dilemma Mullen and Good point to is real, it cannot 
justify the decision made; rather, it illustrates the importance, as protection to the FBI as well 
as to the public, of the application, in written contemporaneous documentation, of clearly articu
lated standards for making sensitive decisions such as whether to schedule a videotaped meeting 
to offer a public official an opportunity to commit a crime. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 29, 1982, 
at 116-20.) 

Supervisor Wilson has suggested in testimony before the Select Committee that he had recom
mended P()',lioval of the meeting with Senator Pressler "because it was already in motion." (Sel. 
Comm. Jit~,." July 22, 1982, at 33 (testimony of Michael D. Wilson).) As Senators McClure and 
Leahy obsetved, because middlemen, not the FBI, were able to control this phase of the investi
gation, the approvru mechanism safeguard was fundamentally ineffective. (See id. at 33-37.) 
Former prosecutor Puccio expressed agreement with this conclusion when he told the Select 
Committee that "there is really not much you can do in an undercover operation to go out and 
verify these things [incriminatory representations by middlemen]." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 
1982, at 57 (testimony of Thomas Puccio); see id. at 154-56.) 
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If we are going to the level [of politician] that would re
quire going to the Director [for approval] then he is going 
to want to know the same type of information that is 
called for in the guidelines. He is going to want to know 
the fact situation as far as how did we get the information, 
what was the source, what is the credibility of this source, 
is this an informant, is it someone who came forward to us 
that we have either corroborated or not corroborated, what 
additional evidence do we have, what investigation have 
we done up to that point. He does not get a blank sheet of 
paper and say, IIAuthorize a bribe." He has a tremendous 
amount of information that goes into all of these elements, 
some of which we will not have totally satisfied at that 
point. So again, these bribe situations in many instances 
are going to be contingent authorizations. (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., July 20, 1982, at 186 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

Unfortunately, examination of the memoranda submitted to the 
Director in Abscam reveals Revell's testimony to be far from accu
rate. The memoranda were both cursory and entirely favorable to 
going forward. They contained no summary of articulable facts 
about the middleman's past reliability or unreliability. They con
tained no summary of articulable facts indicating that the middle
man's representations of corruptness in the instance in question 
were sufficiently detailed to be reliable. They contained no sum
mary of information obtained fl'om a search of FBI files for in
criminating evidence relevant to the public official in question. In 
sum, each memorandum presented to the Director on which to base 
a decision consisted of a one-sided, incomplete, and often mislead
ing statement, never more than two pages long for anyone target. 

D. TARGETING OF CONGRESS AS A GROUP-THE ASYLUM SCENARIO 

As discussed in subsection B above) descriptive targeting-target
ing by describing to a middleman the characteristics of a particular 
group, rather than by naming the individual members of that 
group-occurred in Abscam when Weinberg and Amoroso tried to 
induce middlemen to bring in Republicans and public officials from 
geographic areas other than the Atlantic seaboard. Descriptive tar
geting of a broader group occurred even earlier in Abscam, when 
the undercover operatives concoct!,>·l the asylum scenario. 

The "asylum scenario" 15 was an undercover scenario developed 
by the Abscam operatives in the summer of 1979. Its principal 
thrust was that all of the undercover operatives-Weinberg, 
DeVito (Amoroso), Bradley (Brady), and others-were representa
tives of a pair of wealthy Arab sheiks from a country with a vola
tile poltical situation that might explode at any moment. If the ex
plosion should occur, the operatives told middlemen and suspects, 
the sheiks might want to come to the United States. Finally, the 
sheiks were said to have wanted to buy assurances of future politi
cal help in that regard. (See generally Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 5A.) 

The initiation of the asylum scenario was a form of descriptive 
targeting somewhat different from that by which the Abscam oper-

.. The term was in regular use by the FBI by Nov. 1,1979. ([Deleted]) 
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atives descriptively targeted Republicans and public officials from 
areas other than the Atlantic seaboard. Instead of telling a middle
man that they wanted to bribe Congressmen and officials in the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, the undercover operatives 
simply created a scenario that established an apparent need that 
could be satisfied only by public officials in those two groups. Thus, 
if the asylum scenario were to produce any results, the results 
would ineluctably be the involvement of Congressmen and INS per
sonnel. That, of course, is precisely what occurred. 

Because the asylum scenario thus constituted descriptive target
ing and shifted the focus of the Abscam investigation, it should 
have received approval, in advance of its implementation, from FBI 
HQ. Any such approval should have been based upon articulable 
facts supporting a reasonable suspicion that a significant number 
of Congressmen or INS offici.als had been or were soliciting or re
ceiving bribes in return for promises of assistance in immigration, 
naturalization, residency, and citizenship matters.16 No such ap
proval was sought or granted, and no such articulable facts ever 
were stated in any document in the FBI or elsewhere in the De
partment of Justice. 

Indeed, the very origin of the asylum scenario is unclear. The 
first document sent to FBI HQ referring to the asylum scenario 
was sent on August 14, 1979. ([Deleted]) Neither that document nor 
any other sent to FBI HQ before a bribe was offered to a Congress
man described the manner in which the asylum scenario had been 
created, identified who had created it, or explained how it was 
being developed and implemented. 

An earlier document, dated July 30, 1979, described discussions 
that had occurred on the FBI's Abscam yacht, The Left Hand, on 
July 26, 1979, including Special Agent Anthony Amoroso's mention 
of the sheiks' concern about having to flee to the United States and 
Mayor Errichetti's statement that he had political connections who 
could help. ([Deleted]) That document does not appear to have been 
sent to FBI HQ. Moreover, it does not state whether Amoroso had 
discussed such a scenario with his supervisor, John Good, or with 
the informant, Melvin Weinberg, or with any other person before 
July 26, 1979. In short, it does not state, expressly or implicitly, 
that the asylum scenario spontaneously arose on July 26, 1979. 17 

16 There must, of course, be a match between the reasonable suspicion of criminal activity and 
the group of individuals that is targeted bv the operation. Thus, it would be unreasonable on the 
basis of a reasonable SUspicion that public officials in the Department of Agriculture and on 
Congressional committees related to agricultural matters were accepting bribes, to initiate a sce
nario that would involve only public officials in the Department of Labor or on Congressional 
committees related to labor matters. 

17 Testimony on the origins of the July 26,1979, use of the asylum scenario has been confused. 
Amoroso first testified that he had decided to use the asylum scenario on July 25, 1979, after 
having read an article in that day's Miami Herald about deposed Nicaraguan leader Anastasio 
Samoza. Amoroso testified that he had telephoned Good on July 25 and had obtained approval 
to use the scenario the next day. (See Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 5.148-.159.) Subsequently, 
Amoroso testified that he had erred in that statement and that he believed that he had thought 
of the scenario extemporaneously on the yacht on July 26 and had discussed it with Good only 
after he had explained it to Criden and Errichetti. (See Myers D.P. Tr, 4038-39.) This explana
tion matched Good's original testimony that he had understood Amoroso to have implemented 
the scenario on the "spur of the moment." (Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 3.188.) Good told the 
Select Committee that he had not learned of 01' approved the use of the asylum scenario until 
after its use on July 26. (See Sei. Camm. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 86-92, 123-25 (testimony of John 
Good).) Puccio origmally told the Select Committee that he believed that he had discussed the 

Continued 
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There is substantial evidence that the asylum scenario was devel
oped earlier. On July 14, 1979, in a conversation with middleman 
George Katz, Weinberg raised and discussed the possibility that the 
sheiks might have to flee their country. He also described the 
sheiks' concern that they might have difficulty getting into the 
United States. Katz replied by stating that the sheiks would need 
many friends in Congress. Weinberg then told Katz that the sheiks 
were in fact looking for every political friend they could get and 
that they already had an appointment with a Congressman on 
August 6, 1979.18 

Thus, there is some evidence that the asylum scenario, or at 
least the plan to investigate Congressional corruption, began on or 
about July 26, 1979. There is more substantial evidence that it 
began on July 14, 1979. In addition, there is a small amount of evi
dence that the interest in investigating members of Congress began 
even earlier. On October 17 or 18, 1978, middleman John Stowe 
told Weinberg that Stowe had a Congressman friend who was "as 
big a crook as" Stowe and who would help get certificates of depos
it into the United States from Switzerland. Telephone toll records 
of the FBI show that between that date and April 18, 1979, Wein
berg had at least 16 unrecorded conversations with Stowe. On April 

scenario with Amoroso shortly before July 26; but, after Good, who was present at the interview, 
protested, Puccio indicated that he could not recall whether he had been informed before or 
after July 26. (Sel. Comm. interview of Thomas Puccio and John Good, July 13, 1982.) When he 
testified before the Select Committee, Puccio indicated that it had probably been within a few 
days after July 26 when he had heard of the asylum scenario. (Sel. Comm. Rrg., July 27, 1982, 
at 89,169-70 (testimony of Thomas Puccio).) 

Further Weinberg first testified that the asylum scenario had been created on the yacht on 
July 26, but by Criden, not by Amoroso. (See Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 3.86-.87.) Some evidence 
suggests that Weinberg had also told this version of the origins of the scenario to government 
attorneys and agents during the covert stege of the investigation. (See, e.g., [Deleted]; Myers D.P. 
Tr. 2268-81; Sel. Comm. Rrg., July 28, 1982, at 17 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza).) Weinberg has 
since testified consistently that Amoroso invented the scenario spontaneously, as far as Wein
berg knew, on July 26. (See, e.g., Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 3.144, 7:l7-.78; Myers Trial Tr. 1893-
95, 2169-71; Thompson Trial Tr. 1414-17,1493-94; Lederer Trial Tr. 737-43; Sel. Comm. Rrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 133,139-41 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

'8 That appointment, which had been scheduled with Representetive Jenrette on July 11, 
1979, through middleman John Stowe, was canceled some time before August 6, 1979. There is 
no document seeking FBI RQ approval for the meeting, describing the purpose of the meeting, 
or describing what scenario was to be used. 

The relationship between the July 14 conversation between Weinberg and Katz and the use of 
the asylUm scenario by Amoroso on July 26 has been the subject of extensive conflicting testi
mony. Amoroso first testified that, based on his standard procedures, he believed that he had 
discussed with Weinberg, and probably had listened to, the ,July 14 tape within a few days after 
it had been recorded. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 4045-47, 4072-75.) Amoroso added that he believed he 
had been with Weinberg on July 18 or July 19. (See id. at 4045.) After Amoroso had been shown 
evidence that Weinberg had not even delivered the JUly 14 tape until August 6, 11 days after 
the conversation on the yacht, Amoroso maintained that he had, on July 26, been aware of the 
July 14 conversation. (See id. at 4107-10.) Amoroso stated, "I can't say what Mr. Weinberg said 
in his conversation with Mr. Katz didn't have some bearing in my mind at the time that I sug
gested it on the 26th." (Id. at 4109.) Before the Select Committee Amoroso suggested that Wein
berg's conversation with Katz and Abdul Enterprises' immigration dealings with Alexandro had 
probably been in his mind, but the catalyst for his proposal on the yacht on July 26 had been 
only the newspaper article. (Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) Wein
berg testified before the Select Committee that his July 14 conversation had been spontaneous 
and that he had not been intending to introduce the subject of congressmen. (See Sel. Cornm. 
Rrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 136-39 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) Weinberg could not recall 
whether he had discussed this conversation with Amoroso between July 14 and July 26. (See id. 
at 139-40.) FBI officials and prosecutors have mainteined that the July 14 conversation was not 
an element in the development by Amoroso of the asylum scenario, but either was a sheer coin
cidence, was initiated by Katz, not Weinberg, Or only appears to have been a discussion about 
bribing congressmen to provide immigration assistance. ( See, e.g., Sel. Comm. Rrg., July 21, 
1982, at 47-52 (testimony of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.); Sel. Comm. Rrg., July 22, 1982, at 93-9·1 
(testimony of John Good)i Sel. Comm. Rrg., July 27, 1982, at 88-89 (testimony of Thomas 
Puccio).) 
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18, 1979, Stowe told Weinberg that Representative Jenrette was the 
friend to whom he, Stowe, had referred earlier. ([Deleted]) On April 
19, 1979, the FBI's Miami Field Office requested a background 
search on Representative Jenrette. ([Deleted]) 

Another early instance in which Congressmen were mentioned 
occurred on March 30, 1979. On that date Weinberg had a lengthy 
meeting with Errichetti, and their conversation was neither record
ed nor later memorialized in any FBI document. On that same 
date, Errichetti gave Weinberg a handwritten list of politicians 
who Errichetti said would sell their offices; that list included two 
Congressmen, one of whom was Representative Michael "Ozzie" 
Myers. ([Deleted]) Puccio told the Select Committee that nothing 
resulted from Errichetti's provision of a list of purportedly corrupt 
politicians because in March, unlike in July, "there was nothing to 
do with just a mention of a name." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, 
at 111 (testimony of Thomas Puccio).) 

The broadest type of descriptive targeting that occurred in 
Abscam took the form of requests by Weinberg for middfemen to 
involve corrupt politicians in the various Abdul Enterprises trans
actions. As with the asylum scenario, it is unclear when and how 
this descriptive targeting commenced, but it is clear that FBI HQ 
was not asked in advance to approve this form of targeting, which 
had not been included in the original application for approval on 
May 26, 1978. 

The first document telling FBI HQ that bribery of politicians had 
arisen as a possible avenue of investigation was sent on December 
21, 1978. On Janu,ary 11, 1979, the FBI's Brooklyn-Queens Field 
Office told FBI HQ that Abscam was "targeted against high level 
political corruptors," and requested permission to offer Mayor 
Angelo Errichetti a $25,000 bribe. On February 9, 1979, the same 
office told FBI HQ that Abscam was "a major political corruption 
case involving the obtaining of a gambling license." None of these 
documents described how the shift to a focus on political corruption 
had occurred, who had conceived of or approved the shift, what was 
being done to corroborate middlemen's statements that particular 
politicians were corrupt, or how the political corruption investiga
tion was to be implemented. 

Because of the absence of any such description, the FBI files are 
ambiguous as to when and how the shift to a political corruption 
investigation began. FBI witnesses have stated that the shift oc
curred on November 16, 1978, when middlemen William Rosenberg 
and William Eden told Weinberg that Mayor Angelo Errichetti was 
corrupt and would engage in corrupt transactions with Abdul En
terprises. (See, e.g., Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 21, 1982, at 10 (testimony 
of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.).) On the other hand, there is evidence 
that the shift occurred earlier and did not arise from any state
ment by Rosenberg. On October 2, 1980, at the Abscam trial of Rep
resentative John Jenrette, FBI Agent Gunnar Askeland, an agent 
in the FBI's Miami Field Office, testified that in May 1978 a coop
erating citizen named Joseph Meltzer provided information about a 
local politician in West Palm Beach, Florida, and that, as a result, 
Askeland opened an undercover operation in August 1978 to inves
tigate that politician and organized crime people. The operation, 
called "Palmscam," lasted until early October 1978. 
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During the same period, Agent Askeland also worked as an 
Abscam undercover agent in }i'lorida. In that role, he was Melvin 
Weinberg's contact agent in Florida, which involved attending 
meetings with Weinberg, processing leads, and handling adminis
trative needs. Askeland testified that, in his capacity as an Abscam 
agent, in late October 1978 he instructed Weinberg that the FBI 
was no longer interested in pursuing any investigation of illegal se
curities and that "the new targets were going to be . . . deals with 
Las Vegas and Atlantic City and political corruption." (Jenrette 
Trial Tr. 4172.) 

Thus, if Agent Askeland's testimony is correct, it shows that 
Abscam was used as early as July 1978, at least in a peripheral 
way, to assist an investigation of corrupt politicians and that by 
late October 1978 Weinberg had been instructed that Abscam's cen
tral focus had turned to political corruption. If Askeland was cor
rect, the documents show a two-month lag between the time when 
the operation's focus turned to political corruption and the date 
when FBI HQ was told of the shift. 

The FBI Abscam flies support Agent Askeland's testimony, but 
not conclusively so. The documents show that on September 13, 
1978, in a conversation with a businessman named Herman Weiss, 
Weinberg raised the matter of corrupt politicians. In particular, 
Weinberg told Weiss that the sheik would not agree to allow any 
other person to hold an ownership interest in an Abdul Enterprises 
venture unless that person were a politician who had to be bribed. 

In addition, on October 6, 1978, in a conversation with business
men William Rosenberg and Dan Minsky, Weinberg again raised 
the issue of corrupt politicians. On this occasion he did so expressly 
in the context of a discussion of gambling in Atlantic City, New 
Jersey, and indicated that Abdul Enterprises would provide finan
cial support to Minsky and Rosenberg in Atlantic City if they could 
show him that they had lithe juice." It was Rosenberg and partner 
William Eden who, on November 16, 1978, told Weinberg that 
Abscam defendant Angelo Errichetti, the Mayor of Camden, New 
Jersey, was corrupt and who then arranged for Errichetti's intro
duction to an undercover agent. 

Weinberg's broaching of the political corruption issue on those 
two occasions may have occurred pursuant to the instructions 
Agent Askeland described; but, in public testimony by FBI officials, 
it has been suggested that the introduction of the subject of public 
officials by Weinberg on September 13 and October 6, 1978, was 
simply his spontaneous elaboration of the original scenario. (Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., July 21, 1982, at 33-35 (testimony of Francis M. 
Mullen, Jr.).) 

Supervisor Good testified before the Select Committee that the 
September 13, 1978, and October 6, 1978, conversations had not 
been under his supervision. 

Q: All right. Now go ahead and explain the 9/13 and the 
1016 conversations. 

A: During the early stages of Abscam, Mel Weinberg 
was involved in not only the Abscan.l operation emanating 
out of New York but also what we term the Goldcon oper
ation, which was run by the Miami office. In his conversa-
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tions with Weiss and others down there, he was not under 
my immediate direction during the time he was there. He 
was being operated down there by agents who were work
ing on the Miami squad and involved in Goldcon. I do not 
know of my own knowledge specifically what the direction 
of their case is. I suspect that they were into the political 
areas down there prior to what we got involved in. And he 
was dealing on a different basis down there than he was 
up in New York. That was when he was discussing the 
politicians with Herman Weiss. I did not become aware of 
that until much later on, probably after the covert stages 
ended that he had had these conversations even. (Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 97-98 (testimony of John 
Good).) 

Good's explanation is seriously inaccurate. However the Septem
ber 13 and October 6 conversations occurred, it is clear that they 
were either a part of, or inextricably interwoven with, Abscam. 
The September 13 meeting occurred at Abdul Enterprises' business 
office in New York, not in Florida, where Goldcon was being oper
ated. Further, the meeting was attended by Jack McCloud (Special 
Agent John McCarthy), who was an Abscam undercover agent 
under Good's direct supervision. Neither Special Agent Gunnar As
keland nor any other Goldcon special agent was present. The 
October 6 meeting was also at Abdul Enterprises' offices in New 
York, and was also attended by McCloud and not by anyone con
nected with Goldcon. Moreover, that meeting involved Dan Minsky 
and William Rosenberg, both of whom were Abscam suspects. Fi
nally, the application for authorization of Goldcon, which was writ
ten on October 18, 1978, listed numerous meetings in the fall of 
1978, but included neither of these meetings. The list of Goldcon 
accomplishments did not mention either Rosenberg or Minsky. (See 
attachment to Letter from FBI Director William H. Webster to 
Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. (Nov. 4, 1982).) 

Puccio, on the other hand, testified that the September 13 con
versation did not seem to him "to be any serious attempt to bring 
the whole operation into the political corruption area." (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 82 (testimony of Thomas Puccio).) He said 
that he had been unaware of the September 13 and October 6 con
versations, which would not have constituted a change in direction 
/(until you have a number of cases going that way." (Id. at 81.) 
Puccio erroneously stated that the FBI had been aware of the con
versations. (Id. at 83-84.) 

Moreover, the FBI takes the tautological position that a shift in 
the direction of an investigation, such as toward public corruption 
in Abscam, occurs not when the field operatives have successfully 
initiated a new scenario that has different investigative implica
tions, but only after FBI HQ has been informed of and has ap
proved such a shift. Thus, when Executive Assistant Director 
Mullen was shown the September 13 and October 6 conversations, 
he testified as follows before the Select Committee: 

Now, it could have been many conversations along this 
line. What we are referring to when we say it changed di
rection was when officially, FBI Headquarters was aware 
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that we were into this area, and at that point the investi
gation turned direction. You could not pick out anyone 
conversation and say it was based on that particular con
versation. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 21, 1982, at 33 (testimony 
of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.).) 

This interpretation, of course, eliminates by definition the possi
bility of an undercover investigation's changing direction in the 
field without reasonable justification or approval from FBI officials 
in Washington. In short, the record is unclear as to why and on 
whose authority the focus of Abscam changed from an undercover 
operation aimed at property crimes to one directed to political cor
ruption. 

II. FAILURES OF EVIDENCE MANAGEMENT 

A. CONSENSUAL RECORDING OF CONVERSATIONS WITH SUSPECTS 

In testimony before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitution
al Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary, Philip B. Hey
mann, who had been the Assistant Attorney General in charge of 
the Criminal Division during the Abscam operation, emphasized 
the critical role that proper management of tape recordings can 
play in an undercover operation: 

Three problems dominate the extensive use of consensu
al recordings in complex undercover operations: [lJ the es
tablishment of a clear and workable policy regarding the 
circumstances under which calls or meetings should be re
corded and who, if anyone, sbould exercise discretion; [2] 
the development of a system of custody and control for 
tapes that will ensure that they are preserved without ex
ception and promptly gathered, logged, and indexed at a 
central location; and finally, [3] the initiation of a system
atic policy for the prompt review of all recordings. It is dif
ficult to overestimate the importance of all three of these 
elements to the overall quality and efficiency of an investi
gation. 

Without a consistent taping policy, any operation will be 
challenged by defendants who will invariably maintain 
that exculpatory meetings were left unrecorded and that 
recorded sessions were manipulated. The absence of clear 
guidelines for the custody and control of recordings will 
frustrate any efforts at the systematic review of recordings 
and raise troubling evidentiary questions at trial. The fail
ure to provide for contemporaneous review of recorded 
meetings or conversations prevents supervising officials 
from exercising close scrutiny over the conduct of the in
formant, obstructs any efforts to review the status of the 
investigation and to evaluate allegations against particular 
individuals, and prevents agents and attorneys from ex
ploiting information developed during meetings. (House 
Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., June 3, 1982 (written statement of 
Philip B. Heymann at 29-30).) 
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The FBI failed in Abscam to implement in an effective manner 
any of the three elements articulated by Professor Heymann-re
cording policy; preservation, logging, and indexing; and prompt 
transcription and review. As a result, the government experienced 
everyone of the costly consequences described by him. Indeed, vir
tually every serious problem in t.he Abscam investigation and pros
ecutions either arose from or was exacerbated by the FBI's unjusti
fiable carelessness in the gathering, management, and control of 
recorded evidence. 

1. Failures to record and to memorialize conversations. 
Weinberg and undercover special agents engaged in numerous 

unrecorded telephone conversations and meetings with suspects of 
the Abscam investigation. Many of these conversions occurred at 
critical times and appear to have not been not only material, but 
highly significant. From the number of unrecorded conversations 
and from the extrinsic evidence of the probable substance of many 
of them, the Select Committee has concluded that Weinberg delib
erately ensured that particular conversations would not be record
ed or otherwise preserved. Although the FBI field agents at all 
times during the investigation could have obtained and examined 
Weinberg's telephone toll records and thereby could have learned 
of his failure to record numerous key conversations, there is no evi
dence in FBI files or elsewhere of any attempt to do so until after 
the end of the covert stage in February 1980. As a result, the FBI 
remained unaware, throughout the covert phase of the operation, 
of Weinberg's clandestine meetings and surreptitious contacts with 
suspects. 19 

(aJ The number and nature of unrecorded calls 
It is impossible to determine how many unrecorded conversations 

with suspects Weinberg conducted in the tV{O years from February 
1978 to February 1980 that he functioned as an undercover opera
tive in Abscam. That number can be estimated, however, by com
paring the telephone toll records for Weinberg's homes and credit 
card and for the Abdul Enterprises' business telephones with the 
audio tapes generated in those two years. The figure usually cited 
for the number of Abscam audio and video tapes recorded is 1,000. 
Although some of those tapes contain more than one conversation, 
the vast majority do not. Also, although Weinberg did not partici
pate in some of the taped conversations, the great majority are 
audio tapes of telephone conversations between Weinberg and a 
suspect. Thus, the number of recorded telephone conversations in
volving Weinberg is approximately 1,000. 

It is more difficult to estimate the total number of Weinberg's 
Abscam-related telephone calls, both recorded and unrecorded. 
Telephone toll records provided to the Select Committee reflect 
that Weinberg and undercover agents completed approximately 
5,000 long-distance and message-unit toll telephone calls charged to 

10 Former prosecutor Thomas Puccio suggested to the Select Committee that, in retrospect, it 
would have been wiser to have arranged monthly meetings between the case prosecutor and the 
case agent to review Weinberg's telephone toll records. (Sel. Comm. interview of Thomas Puccio, 
July 13, 1982.) The Select Committee agrees. 
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Weinberg's homes, tD Abdul Enterprises' offices, and to Abdul En
terprises' credit card. The vast majority of these appear to have 
been placed by Weinberg; some, perhaps half, of them appear to 
have been his personal, non-Abscam calls. Telephone toll records 
reflect, moreover, that over 400 calls were completed to the tele
phones of four suspects (Angelo Errichetti, Alexander Feinberg, 
George Katz, and Henry A. "Sandy" Williams, III), and Weinberg 
conversed with more than 60 suspects during the Abscam oper
ation. From these facts it may be estimated that Weinberg, in his 
capacity as an Abscam informant, placed more than 2,000 Abscam 
calls to suspects. The Select Committee's analysis of a sample of 
the records of those calls suggests that fewer than one-quarter of 
them may have been calls that, by virtue of their each having been 
of less than one minute's duration, may be presumed to have been 
calls in which the person Weinberg was calling was unavailable. 

It thus appears likely that Weinberg initiated more than 1,500 
substantive Abscam-related calls from telephones for which the 
FBI obtained records. He undoubtedly received hundreds, and prob
ably thousands, of other substantive calls from Abscam suspects,20 
but telephone toll records do not reflect incoming calls. Additional
ly, Weinberg completed an untold number of untraceable local 
calls and toll calls that he neither charged to an Abdul Enterprises 
number or credit card nor placed from one of his residences. 

The Select Committee estimates, therefore, that Weinberg par
ticipated in considerably more than 2,000 substantive telephone 
conversations with Abscam suspects. Of those, he recorded approxi
mately 1,000. In the undercover operation described by the FBI as 
the most closely supervised investigation in FBI history,21 the gov
ernment's chief informant appears likely to have recorded fewer 
than one-half of his substantive telephone calls with suspects. 

Many of these unrecorded conversations have been proved by ex
trinsic evidence to have contained highly significant exchanges be
tween Weinberg and suspects. A review of existing tape recordings 
reveals references, in almost all segments of the two-year oper
ation, to other conversations and to meetings for which there are 
no recordings. A comparison of the telephone toll records with the 
tape recordings for the days just before and just after critical 
events over the course of the operation reveals salient unrecorded 
conversations. Many of these conversations have been the subject 
of extensive controversy and conflicting testimony. Some of these 
important unrecorded conversations are discussed elsewhere in this 
report. Ten examples are summarized below: 

(1) Only five Abscam conversations were recorded in the period 
before September 1978. From July 25, 1978, when FBI HQ notified 
the New York Field Office that Abscam had been approved as an 
undercover operation, until the end of that year, 45 recording tapes 
were produced; approximately 20 of those tapes included more than 
one conversation. Telephone toll records obtained by the FBI many 
months later show 12 unrecorded conversations between middle-

20 C~ [Deleted]. (The omission of a citation to a confidential document is identified by "[De
leted].' See pp. V-VI supra.) 

21 See, e.g., Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 21, 1982, at 25, 27-28 (testimony of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.); 
Washington Star, Feb. 13, 1980, at A10 (quoting FBI Director William H. Webster.) 
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man John R. Stowe and Weinberg in November and December and 
numerous unrecorded conversations between Weinberg and other 
suspects during the same period. Three of the unrecorded Stowe 
calls and numerous unrecorded conversations with other suspects 
were made to or from the FBI's Abdul Enterprises offices. The toll 
records show four additional unrecorded conversations between 
Stowe and Weinberg from January to April of 1979. (See Jenrette 
Gov't Trial Ex. 41.) No explanation has been given as to why calls 
made to and from the FBI's own business front were not recorded. 
The explanation that the conversations with Stowe were "unimpor
tant" is unacceptable. (Jenrette Trial Tr. at 1609-14.) 

(2) The Select Committee has learned from FBI documents that 
the January 9, 1979, meeting with Errichetti and McCloud was 
first scheduled for December 8, 1978, rescheduled for December 21, 
1978, and not actually held until January 9, 1979. Because the 
meeting was being scheduled through middlemen William Eden 
and William Rosenberg, and because the meeting was rescheduled 
at least twice, several telephone calls must have been needed to ar
range and to cancel each of the scheduled meetings; but there is no 
recording of anyone of those calls, and the telephone toll records 
show that Weinberg had numerous unrecorded telephone conversa
tions w?-th Eden and Rosenberg between December 1, 1978, and 
January 9, 1979. 

(3) Telephone toll records also reflect that Weinberg participated 
in at least two unrecorded telephone conversations with Errichetti 
on January 17, 1979. On that same day Errichetti discussed with 
McCloud (Special Agent McCarthy) the $25,000 payment to be 
made to Errichetti by McCloud on January 20. It is impossible to 
learn the substance of the Errichetti-Weinberg calls, but they pre
sumably related to the payoff. 

(4) Similarly, toll records show calls from Weinberg to Errichetti 
during the last ten days of January. Although those calls may have 
discussed Errichetti's receipt of the January 20 bribe and subse
quent plans to counterfeit securities,22 the calls were not recorded. 

(5) Sometime in January 1979, Weinberg met Alfred Carpentier. 
The meeting was not recorded. Later in that month Carpentier 
gave Weinberg fraudulent securities. That meeting also was not re
corded. There is no recording of any conversation between Wein
berg and Carpentier arranging either of the meetings or discussing 
their securities project. 

(6) In February 1979 Weinberg met with Edward Ellis, who was 
seeking fmancing for a construction project. Weinberg apparently 
told Ellis that, in order to receive a loan from Abdul Enterprises, 
Ellis would have to be able to guarantee that politicians would 
assist the project. Neither the meeting nor numerous conversations 
between Weinberg and Ellis and between Weinberg and Errichetti, 
who had put Ellis in contact with Weinberg originally, were record
ed. 23 Weinberg testified that in March 1979 he had been talking to 
Errichetti approximately daily. (See Sel. Cemm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 
1979, at 177-78 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 24 Recordings 

22 In the last 10 days of January, Weinberg told FBI special agents about some portions of 
conversations he claimed to have had with Errichetti about these matters. 

23 Three conversations with Ellis between February 1 and March 31 were recorded. 
24 See also [Deleted] 
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exist for only eight conversations or meetings between Weinberg 
and Errichetti in all of March 1979. 

(7) On July 26, 1979, the day on which the asylum scenario was 
elaborated to Errichetti and Criden, Weinberg initiated, but did not 
record, a six-minute conversation with Errichetti. (See Myers Trial 
Tr.1591.) 

(8) Weinberg's receipt of three expensive wrist watches from 
George Katz in late June 1979 became the subject of extensive tes
timony in court proceedings. Defendants, including Katz before his 
death, have alleged that Weinberg solicited the watches, while 
Weinberg has claimed that Katz volunteered the watches as gifts. 
The conversation in which Weinberg and Katz first discussed the 
watches was not recorded. The meeting in which Katz gave Wein
berg the watches was unrecorded. The conversation in which that 
meeting was arranged was unrecorded. . 

(9) On September 10, 1979, William Rosenberg met with Wein
berg and Bradley (Special Agent Brady) at the JFK Hilton. Wein
berg asked Rosenberg, referring to a previous unrecorded conversa
tion, whether Rosenberg had "reached out for them," but did not 
identify "them." Rosenberg, apparently understanding the refer
ence clearly, responded with the first mention of Senator [de
leted)25 or Senator [deleted] on any Abscam tape. (See Kelly Gov't 
Trial Ex. 5-C.) Allegations have been made that Weinberg targeted 
those politicians for investigation by requesting that Rosenberg ap
proach them with corrupt offers. Because whatever conversation or 
conversations Weinberg and Rosenberg had on the subject of Sena
tors [deleted] and [deleted] before September 10, 1979, were not re
corded, it is impossible to determine how and by whom their names 
were raised. 

(10) On November 7, 1979, Joseph Silvestri took Senator Larry 
Pressler to a meeting with the undercover operatives in Washing
ton, D.C. The FBI has acknowledged that Senator Pressler was sub
stituted for another individual on roughly one hour's notice, when 
Silvestri telephoned DeVito and reported that the other politician 
was not available, but that Senator Pressler was. The Select Com
mittee took extensive testimony on the substance of that telephone 
call and on the extent to which the substance of the call was com
municated to the Strike Force attorneys and the FBI officials who 
approved the impending meeting with Senator Pressler. Although 
that call was received by Special Agent Amoroso at an Abdu.l En
terprises front, the W Street townhouse, the telephone call was not 
recorded. The only justification offered for that failure was Amoro
so's explanation that, because the operatives had been expecting 
Silvestri to arrive at the townhouse with the other politician, they 
had not been anticipating any important telephone calls. (Sel. 
Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) The W 
Street townhouse was the site of critical payoff meetings through
out the course of the operation and was extensively wired for re
cordings. The apparent failure to maintain and to activate record
ing equipment on telephones used to receive outside calls on tele
phone numbers given to suspects is inexcusable. 

""The omission of sensitive information is identified by "[deleted]." See pp. V-VI supra. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 7 
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(b) Recording instructions and equipment given to Weinberg 
The explanation for the foregoing problems and for many other 

unrecorded conversations may lie in part in the nature of the 
instructions and equipment given to Weinberg. Special Agent Aske
land testified that in 1978 Weinberg was under instructions from 
the FBI to record all conversations regarding illegal activities. As
keland also testified that he had expressly told Weinberg not to 
record conversations about personal matters or about legitimate ac
tivities. (See Jenrette Trial Tr. 4114-17, 4170-72.) Askeland believed 
that, because Weinberg had spent many years "on the street," 
Weinberg knew what was legitimate and what was illegitimate. (Id. 
at 4173-76A.) 

Weinberg has testified that in 1978 he had been using only his 
own tape recorder, which he continued to use throughout the inves
tigation, and that the FBI did not supply any tape recorder until 
approximately March 1979. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 
158-59 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg); Myers Trial Tr. 1602-03; 
Wms. Trial Tr. 1296-97.) Further, he testified that it had been very 
difficult to obtain blank tape cassettes from the FBI and that, 
when he had been "on the road," he frequently had run out of the 
tapes he had been given in New York. He also claimed that he had 
been unable to obtain tapes from the West Palm Beach Resident 
Agency, because "[t]hey didn't have tapes." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 
16, 1982, at 159-60 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) Regarding 
the taping of telephone conversations in 1978 at the Abdul Enter
prises office in Holbrook, New York, Weinberg testified, 

We didn't have a set-up in Abdul in at the time. . . . [I]n 
order to tape a telephone call in Abdul headquarters, you 
had to take a tape recorder and stick it on the machine, 
like we did. The only recorder was in [Special Agent] 
McCarthy's office, and it was locked up sometimes; and we 
had a problem with tapes. So, sometimes I would bring 
mine in that I had to tape something, but most of the time 
we didn't tape too many calls unless Jack [McCarthy] taped 
them in the beginning. (Id. at 161-62 (emphasis added); see 
Jenrette D.P. Tr. 1093-94.) 

Weinberg testified before the Select Committee that he had been 
instructed "[t]o tape wherever it was possible." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 159 (testimony of :Melvin C. Weinberg).) He also 
has testified, inconsistently, that the FBI told him to tape only 
"what was important" and has claimed that he preferred, if he 
could, to tape a call, rather than to decide what was important. 
(See id. at 163-64; Wms. Trial Tr. 1325-26.) He also has testified, 
again rather inconsistently, that he deliberately did not tape con
versations that he thought would be unimportant. (See Jenrette 
Trial Tr. 1451, 1611.) He further has testified that, when Amoroso 
joined the investigation, Amoroso instructed him to tape every con-

\ versation with a suspect and to tape only one conversation on each 
cassette. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1979, at 166 (testimony of 
Melvin C. Weinberg); Jenrette Trial Tr. 1318-19; Jenrette D.P. Tr. 
1070-71, 1094.) Amoroso confirmed these instructions. (Sel. Comm. 
interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) 
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obtain telephone tolls records during the covert stage of the oper
ation in order to determine whether Weinberg had been violating 
his instructions regarding the tape recording of telephone conversa
tions. 26 

(c) Gaps in tape recordings 

Numerous tapes recorded by Weinberg in Abscam failed to cap
ture the entire conversation with a suspect. The majority of such 
tapes omit only the beginning of the conversation. Weinberg testi
fied that, with the exception of one telephone call on April 1, 1979 
(see pages 143-46 infra), he never started the tape recorder until the 
intended recipient of the call was on the line. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 96, 115 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg). In 
particular, Weinberg testified that the reason for his numerous 
failures to record the opening portions of conversations was his 
attempt to avoid wasting tape on conversations with receptionists 
and secretaries: 

Q: [YJou said . . . that you never turned the recorder on 
until you got the person you wanted to talk to [except for 
the call on April 1, 1979]? 

A: That's what I always did except for this call [on April 
1, 1979J. . . . Whenever I spoke to someone, I put the tape 
on then. 

Q: When you got the person you wanted? 
A: As soon as the person-because a lot of times you 

would call the Mayor in his office, right, you had to go 
through two girls, and then they say he's not there, and 
we wasted a tape. We didn't have that many tapes. 

Q: SO you waited until you got the Mayor? 
A: I waited until I got him, and then I put it on. (Id. at 

115-16; see Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 7.27; Myers Trial Tr. 
1605-09, 1637-38, 2265.) 

Weinberg's explanation is belied, however, by the existence of 
numerous tapes in which he recorded greetings and similar pref
atory conversation with Errichetti's secretary. (See Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 116-18 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

More disturbing than Weinberg's failure to record the full con
tents of the conversations that he did record is the FBI's indiffer
ence to Weinberg's conduct. There is no evidence to suggest that, 
during the covert stage of the investigation, the FBI ever compared 
telephone toll records to tapes in an attempt to evaluate the grav
ity of Weinberg's taping omissions. Special Agent Amoroso testified 
on cross-examination that he had instructed Weinberg to tape only 
the portion of the conversation with the suspect and that he had 
trusted Weinberg not to have omitted additional, relevant conver
sation: 

'"Former Assistant Attorney General Heymann has testified, "A number of devices are avail
able to confirm the cooperation of the informant. These include instructing the informant to 
record all telephone calls relating in any way to the operation and regularly checking the infor
mant's use of the telephone through scrutiny of toll records or even through the use of a pen 
register device." (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., June 3, 1982, (written statement of Philip B. Hey
mann at 28-29).) 
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Weinberg's explanations for his many failures to record tele
phone calls are numerous, varied, and in many respects unpersua
sive. He has testified that he did not tape a call if it seemed unim
portant (see, e.g., Jenrette Trial Tr. 1451, 1611); if he did not have 
enough tapes (see, e.g., id. at 1450-51, 1610~ 11); if he did not have 
recording equipment (see, e.g., Alexandra Trial Tr. 444-46; Myers 
Trial Tr. 2242-44, 224']-49); if someone was present (see, e.g., Kelly 
Trial Tr. 3792, 3802-05; Myers Trial Tr. 2242); if someone walked in 
during the call (see, e.g., Kelly Trial Tr. 3793-94, 3801); if he was 
calling from a pay telephone (see, e.g., id. at 3799; Myers Trial Tr. 
2242); if he could be seen (see, e.g., Jenrette Trial Tr. 2013-15); if he 
had with him only equipment he did not know how to use (see, e.g., 
Jenrette Trial Tr. 2083-85); or if his equipment could not be at
tached to his telephone (see, e.g., Kelly Trial Tr. 3794-95). 

Weinberg also attempted to justify his failure to record many 
calls from his Florida trailer by stating that he had had two tele
phones in that trailer; one, he said, had been a designer Mickey 
Mouse telephone attached to a personal, non-Abscam liI.e and had 
been unable to be fitted with recording equipment. (See id. at 3794-
95.) The other telephone, he testified, had been installed by the 
FBI, purely for Abscam undercover work, on an outdoor screened 
porch from which he could be seen by numerous individuals, many 
of whom had walked in and out of the porch at their leisure. (See 
id. at 3793-94; Jenrette Trial Tr. 2013-15.) 

In eValuating Weinberg's explanations it is worth emphasizing 
that Weinberg was serving a three-year sentence of probation 
during the Abscam investigation. He could have been, and prob
ably would have been, in prison had it not been for the FBI's inter
cession on his behalf during the sentencing process in December 
1977. It hardly would have been an arduous condition for the FBI 
or Department of Justice to have required Weinberg to forgo the 
use of his designer telephone in his second home, located 1,500 
miles from the FBI Resident Agency and prosecutors with principal 
Abscam responsibility. Similarly, if the undercover operatives did 
in fact make the initial glaring error of putting Weinberg's only 
Abscam Florida telephone in a place open to public view, hearing, 
and access, that error should have been rectified immediately upon 
Weinberg's having told the agents of the problem. It is more likely 
that Weinberg concocted his patently weak explanations for his 
failures to record and that t.hese explanations bear no relationship 
to the facts. 

Amoroso told the Select Committee that he believed that most 
unrecorded telephone calls from Weinberg to Errichetti's ofTIce had 
lasted only one or two minutes and probably had been received 
only by Errichetti's secretary or switchboard, not by Errichetti 
himself. Amoroso also maintained that Abscam used too many lo
cations to enable the FBI to provide equipment on each telephone. 
(SeL Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) Amoro
so's first excuse ignored the great number of lengthy unrecorded 
conversations. His second excuse ignored the existence of many un
recorded telephone calls Weinberg placed from his residences and 
from Abdul Enterprises' business locations, which could have and 
should have been outfitted with adequate recording equipment. 

_ Amoroso also did not explain the apparent failure of the FBI to 
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Q: [S]ometimes when you listen to the tape [of conversa
tions between Weinberg and suspects] you can tell that the 
beginning of the conversation was not recorded, couldn't 
you? 

A: Yes. 

'" '" '" '" '" 
Q: Did you say to him, Mel, what happened to you, why 

didn't you get the beginning of the conversation? 

'" '" '" '" '" '" 
A: At that time, no. I knew why. 

'" '" '" '" '" * * 
Q: Well, what did you know as to explain why he didn't 

get the beginning of the conversation? 
A: Well, you are referring to conversations with the 

mayor. And what would happen in those conversations 
would be in order to get to the mayor you would have to 
go through maybe two secretaries, the initial operator, 
then a secretary and then possibly the mayor's secretary, 
and then to the mayor himself. So on occasion what would 
happen was that Mr. Weinberg would not record that por
tion until the mayor actually got on the telephone himself. 

Q: I see. So what you were taking :Mr. Weinberg's word 
for was the fact ·that he was saving the government some 
money in not using the tape at the beginning of that con
versation? 

A: No. I am not taking his word for it. It happened on a 
few other times where the mayor'~ secretary had been on 
and he had talked to her for a number of minutes before 
the mayor had come in, come on, an innocuous conversa
tion that had no value. 

Q: But you told him to tape record the whole conversa
tion? 

A: With the mayor. 
Q: SO the only way that you would know that Mr. Wein

berg didn't start taping at the beginning of the conversa
tion is what Mr. Weinberg told you? 

A; Correct. . 
Q: And you were inclined to believe what he told you. 
A: Correct. (j(vers Trial Tr. 940-43 (emphasis added).) 

In contrast to Amoroso, Senior Supervisor Good offered the 
different excuse that it was necessary for Weinberg to avoid record
ing the beginning of telephone calls, because the credit card 
number the FBI used in the investigation had to be kept secret. 
(Sel. Comm. interview of John Good, July 13, 1982.) This explana
tion is even more unpersuasive. Since nobody but prosecutors and 
FBI personnel heard the tapes during the covert stage, Good's 
excuse requires one to believe that he thought that the FBI's 
Abscam credit card number had to be kept secret from other FBI 
personnel and prosecutors, who, Good appears to presume, could 
not be trusted not to misuse or to reveal the number. 
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Weinberg's practices-apparently condoned by Amoroso and 
Good-contrast sharply with the careful, thorough procedures used 
by Special Agent Michael Wald while he was posing as Michael 
Cohen in Philadelphia in January 1980. Wald's telephone contacts 
and meetings with Representative Myers in January 1980 can be 
reconstructed with precision, because Wald recorded every portion 
of every telephone call he made to Myers' Congressional office ill 
that period, whether or not Myers was available. Wald, who was 
from the FBI's Philadelphia Field Office, even recorded, with an 
explanatory preface, his calls that resulted in busy signals, his re
peated attempts to obtain an unoccupied line, and his conversa
tions with telephone operators. He also recorded calls placed from 
pay telephones and hotel rooms. (See, e.g., Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 
9A; [Deleted].) Wald, unlike Good, Amoroso, and Weinberg, thus 
heeded the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration's empha
sis on the importance of taping all portions of all conversations 
with suspects in an undercover operation, without regard to the 
likely probative value of the tapes: 

All tapes should be kept, even though the recording of 
an incident (conversation) or transactions is unintelligible 
or of no value. Even if only a "hello" or "goodbye" can be 
made out, it disarms a possible defense contention that 
conversation detrimental to the prosecution was deliber
ately erased. A general rule is that a bad tape may have 
some value, and the prosecutor should make the determi
nation. (U.S. Dep't of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, Property Crime Program: Undercover 
Project Manual, 5-26 (1981).) 

Furthermore, Weinberg's failures to record portions of conversa
tions were not limited to the opening minutes of conversations. 
Three tapes have become the focus of allegations that Weinberg de
liberately created ffaps in recordings by switching his tape recorder 
out of the "record' mode during the conversations. These tapes are 
conversations between Weinberg and Errichetti on July 29, 1979, 
and July 31, 1979, and a conversation between Weinberg and Katz 
on July 14, 1979. (See Myers Gov't Trial Exs. 19, 21; [Deleted].) At 
the Myers trial, evidence was adduced concerning the presence of 
audible clicks and an interruption of the recording in the July 29 
and July 31 tapes. Weinberg testified that~ he recalled the record
er's having been knocked off a table during both those conversa
tions and suggested that any resulting defects may have resulted 
from that. (See Myers Trial Tr. 1638-40, 1644, 1882-84.) He denied 
having deliberately stopped recording in the middle of either con
versation. (See id. at 1885, 1953-54; Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 
7.26-.30.) 

The defendants' audio expert testified that his examination had 
revealed that the July 29 tape had two deliberately caused defects: 
an over-recording on previously recorded material, which lasted for 
1.9 seconds, and a manual stop-start. He testified that the July 31 
tape also reflected one manual stop-start. (See Myers Trial Tr. 
3322-23.) The defense expert unequivocally rejected the possibility 
that any of these defects had been caused by a fall sustained by the 
recorder. (See id. at 3324.) Comparison of telephone toll records and 
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the tapes suggested that the potential gap was less than one 
minute in the July 29 tape and less than two minutes in the July 
31 tape. (See id. at 3350-64, 3369-70,) An FBI tape expert who had 
observed the tests performed by the defense expert testified that he 
could not reject the possibility that a fall of the recorder had 
caused the abnormalities, but he had not himself performed any 
laboratory test. (See id. at 3387-95.) It appears, from the implausi~ 
bility of Weinberg's testimony and from the analysis performed by 
the defendants' audio expert, that Weinberg deliberately created 
gaps in the recordings of .July 29, 1979, and July 31, 1979. 

The controversy sun'rounding the third tape gap began during 
the Myers due process hearing, when Strike Force Chief Puccio dis
closed to the court and to the defendants the existence of an irregu
larity on the July 14, 1979, tape of a conversation between Wein~ 
berg and Katz. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 2512.) Puccio reported the con
clusion of the FBI's audio expert that a 57-foot gap had been 
caused by a move from the "record" to the "play" mode and back 
to IIrecord" during the conversation. (See id. at 2513-14.) The FBI 
expert testified that four minutes and 46 seconds of tape had 
elapsed with the recorder not recording and that in that period the 
recorder may have been stopped altogether for some additional 
time. (See id. at 3834-36; Myers D.P. Exs. 87, 88.) He said that his 
findings were consistent either with a deliberate manual stop or 
with the tape recorder's having been dropped. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 
3877.) Based on the existence of other unrecorded portions of taped 
conversations, the expert's analysis, and the substance of the con
versation surrounding the gap on the July 14, 1979, tape (see pages 
126-27 infra), the Select Committee concludes that it is likely that 
Weinberg deliberately created a gap in the recording of his conversa
tion with Katz. 

Also disturbing is the lac~ of interest the FBI has manifested in 
the issue of the integrity of its Abscam tape recordings. There is no 
evidence indicating that, when it learned of suspicious gaps in 
tapes of conversations involving Weinberg, the FBI took any action 
to attempt to identify the source of the gaps. In fact, the available 
evidence suggests that no attention was focused upon the problem 
until after defendants had raised the issue in court proceedings. 
(See Myers D.P. Tr. 3070-75, 3087-90, 3097-3104, 3806-08.) In Oper
ation Lobster, by way of contrast, agents prepared a memorandum, 
separate from the transcript, identifying and analyzing any defect 
found while reviewing a tape. 

(d) Agents' failure to memorialize unrecorded conversations 
I 

Just as Weinberg had instructions to record conversations, the 
FBI special agents assigned to Abscam had instructions to prepare 
written reports, on an FBI form called an FD 302, of every unre
corded conversation containing information that could be used as 
testimony in a subsequent judicial or quasi-judicial proceeding or 
that could assist a prosecutor in evaluating a case. From July 25, 
1978, when Abscam received formal FBI HQ approval, to the end of 
that year, Special Agent McCarthy, who had primary responsibility 
for supervising Weinberg in that period, filed fewez: than ten such 
reports. Special Agent Askeland, who had responsibility for super
vising Weinberg in Goldcon and in Abscam activities in Florida, 
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filed 28 reports from September 20 to October 20, 1978, but appar
ently filed none during the remainder of the period from July 25 to 
December 31, 1978. 

From the time he joined the investigation in January 1979 
through its termination in February 1980, Special Agent Amoroso 
was the agent who had the most contact both with Weinberg and 
with suspects. In that period Amoroso appears to have med seven 
FD 302's-approximatelyone every two months. Amoroso testified 
at a due process proceeding that he was not aware of any regula
tion regarding the required filing of FD 302'8 by agents. (See Jan
notti Post-trial D.P. Tr. 3.3-.4.) Amoroso told the Select Committee 
that he did not know why he had testified that way, but that he 
may have misunderstood the question. He said that he had under
stood at the time that an agent should write an FD 302 about any 
conversation that might become the subject of testimony. (Set 
Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) 

Amoroso maintained that it would have been impossible to have 
filed more FD 302's, because doing so would have destroyed the un
dercover operation by forcing the undercover agent to spend all of 
his time memorializing conversations. Amoroso stated further that, 
even when Weinberg had told him of the existence and the sub
stance of a significant unrecorded conversation that Weinberg had 
had with a suspect, Amoroso had not written an FD 302 of his dis
cussion with Weinberg; rather, Amoroso said, he had attempted to 
arrange anothel' conversation in which the suspect could be in
duced to repeat on tape the substance of his earlier remarks. (Id.; 
see Myers D.P. Tr. 4115.) Amoroso did not explain why or how it 
took less of his time (1) to debrief Weinberg, (2) to discuss with 
Weinberg how to set up a meeting for a repeat performance on 
tape, (3) to supervise the meeting arrangements, and (4) to attend 
or to review the repeat performance, than it would have taken him 
to debrief Weinberg on tape or even (1) to debrief Weinberg and (2) 
to dictate an FD 302. Moreover, even if Amoroso thought he could 
obtain better evidence by staging a repeat performance on tape, it 
still would have taken no more of his time to have debriefed Wein
berg on tape. Amoroso also did not explain how, without having 
taken notes on the debriefing, he could ascertain after the repeat 
performances whether all material statements had been repeated 
in a similar context. He also did not explain what was done when 
discrepancies arose. . 

Supervisor Good nevertheless has testified that the procedure de
scribed by Amoroso was the procedure tpat he, Good, deliberately 
used, instead of memorializing in writing Weinberg's description of 
the substance of unrecorded conversations. (See Jenrette D.P, Tr. 
865-71 (May 14, 1982).) Good thereby plainly violateci r~~vailing 
FBI policy, which, according to the manual provided to sp~,,::?:l 
agents and according to the testimony of Assistant Director Oliver 
B. Revell, required that "[a]ny material conversation that can be 
subject to testimony must be reduced to either a written document 
or, of course, recorded by other means. . . ." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
July 20, 1982, at 91 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) Good could not 
recall an instance of a written record's having been made of an un
recorded call. (See Jenrette D.P. Tr. 867-71 (May 14, 1982).) 
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Former prosecutor Puccio denied to the Select Committee that 
there had been any problem with respect to unrecorded conversaw 

tions with suspects. Puccio stated that he believed that Weinberg 
had recorded, for example, all conversations with Errichetti that 
could feasibly have been recorded. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 
1982, at 136-43 (testimony of Thomas Puccio).) Puccio also testified 
that Ilit was appropriate for him [Amoroso] not to make a report on 
that [debriefings of Weinberg concerning Weinberg's unrecorded 
conversations] in my view." (Myers D.P. Tr. 418.) Puccio opined, 
IIBy and large the unrecorded conversations contain little or noth
ing that was not already recorded." (Id. at 417.) Puccio did not ex
plain how he had divined the contents of hundreds, if not thou
sands, of unrecorded and unmemol'ialized conversations. (See id. at 
410-16.) 

The excuses and explanations furnished by Special Agent Amor
oso, Supervisor Good, and former Strike Force Chief Puccio are 
wholly unper::. .asive and reflect an unhealthy disregard for the im
portance of obtaining and preserving valuable evidence pertl;lining 
to potential criminal defendants. Those excuses, and the practices 
they seek to justify, clearly conflict with FBI written policies, FBI 
policies articulated by ranking FBI officials, and the policies 
advanced by former Assistant Attorney General Heymann. Never
theless, the Select Committee has seen no evidence to support thc~ 
accusation that, in order to conceal events from defendants 01' 
courts in subsequent criminal proceedings, the prosecutors or spe
cial agents involved in Abscam deliberately refrained from memori
alizing conversations and from creating other written records.27 

The magnitude of the Abscam operatives' disregard for the im
portance of recording and memorializing conversations is especially 
evident when the practices in other operations are considered. The 
Law Enforcement Assistance Administration has stressed to l/ilw 
enforcement agencies the importance of ensuring that all relevant 
contacts with a suspect in an undercover operation are tape record
ed and of documenting any failure to tape a portion of a conversa
tion: 

Whenever possible, the entire incident or transaction 
should be taped; otherwise, the defense attorney might 
claim that entrapment occurred during the portion of the 
dialogue that was not taped. . . . If a portion of the dia
logue is not taped for some reason, a notation as to the 
reason must be made and attached to the official documen
tation. (U.S. Dep't of Justice, Law Enforcement Assistance 
Administration, Property Crime Program: Undercover 
Project Manual 5-26 (1981) (emphasis added).) 

That policy statement and the Select Committee1s examination of 
the practices used in several other undercover operations suggest 
that the lax attitude of the undercover agents in Abscam does not 
generally pervade the FBI and other components of the Depart
ment of Justice. 

21 See, e.g., Jenrette Post-hearing Memorandum 57-59. The only recordkeeping requirement 
that appears to have been deliberately dispensed with was the preparation by the FBI of a pros
ecution report explaining prospective testimony, which Puccio testified, reasonably, was unnec
essary in light of the familiarity of his office with the investigation. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 406-07.) 
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In Operation Lobster the FBI agents in undercover roles wrote 
numerous FD 302's of telephone calls, meetings, and surveillance 
reports. Numerous FD 302's were written on telephone calls that 
agents had received and had been unable to record. In one four
month period of the investigation, more than 450 FD 302's were 
completed. In some of the FD 302's that recorded information 
learned from surveillance, an account by the minute, and in some 
cases even by the second, is given for an entire day. In addition, 
the agents prepared separate memoranda for unrecorded telephone 
calls placed or received, specifically indicating the reason the call 
was not recorded. In Operation Buyin, undercover agents wrote nu
merous FD 302's, not only about their contacts with suspects, but 
even about their conversations with state and local police and with 
government prosecutors. 

(e) Deficiencies in recovering, transcribing, logging, and re
viewing tapes 

The laxness of the practices of the undercover agents in Abscam 
regarding the preservation of material evidence is further mani
fested by their handling of the tape recordings that were made. 
There appears to have been no clear procedure for the collection of 
recorded cassettes from Weinberg. Although Weinberg once testi
fied that he had turned tapes over to the agents within two days of 
their creation (see Jannotti Trial Tl'. 3.117), he later modified that 
testimony, stating: "It could have been a day, up to a week, maybe 
ten days. It is hard to say exactly how many days before they were 
turned over." (Kelly Trial Tr. 3790; see Thompson Trial Tr. 1421; 
Wms. Trial Tr. 1300; Myers Trial Tr. 1955, 2084; Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 166, 170 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

Weinberg testified at a trial that he had received no instructions 
before April 1979 concerning what to do with recorded cassettes: 

Q: [BJetween October, 1978, and April, 1979, what, if any, 
instructions did you receive regarding the notations you 
should make about who you were talking with? 

A: I didn't receive any instructions. I just put the name 
down on the cassette sometime. Sometimes I even forgot 
them. (Jenrette Trial Tr. 1319; see Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 
16, 1982, at 165, 170-71, 198-201 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg).) 

Weinberg testified that Amoroso had instructed him in 1979 to 
identify on each tape cassette the date, the time, the calling loca
tion, and the called location. (See Jenrette Trial Tr. 1318-19.) Amor
oso told the Select Committee that he repeatedly had exhorted 
Weinberg to put identifying information on each cassette and that 
Weinberg often had failed to comply. Amoroso said that, when 
Weinberg had made a call in his presence, Amoroso himself had 
marked the cassette. (Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, 
Sept. 22, 1982.) 

The FBI was entirely dependent upon Weinberg to inform it of 
important unrecorded telephone conversations he had had with 
suspects. Weinberg testified before the Select Committee: 
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Q: When you would have an unrecorded conversation, 
and you had several with Mr. Errichetti-will you ac
knowledge that? 

A:. I maybe did, yes. 
Q: Did you tell the FBI when you had one of these unre-

corded conversations with Mr. Errichetti? 
A: I would tell them I spoke to him, yes. 
Q: Would you tell them what the conversation was? 
A: If they asked me, I would tell them. 
Q: If they asked you, you'd tell them. Did you call them 

up immediately and tell them, or would you just do that in 
passing when you saw somebody? 
. A: If it was anything important, I would call them up 
immediately and tell them .... Just an ordinary conversa
tion, no. 

Q: If you considered it important? 
A: If I considered it important. 
Q: You'd call them up and tell them about it? 
A: Yes. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 171-72 (testi

mony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 
Moreover, the FBI was compelled to rely frequently upon Wein

berg's representations concerning recorded conversations. Wein
berg stated to the Select Committee: 

Q: There was no set time, then, as to when you'd turn 
these over or when somebody would pick them up, as I 
gather from what you're saying. 

A: Well, no. If it was an important tape and I spoke to 
John [Good] and let's say that we got a name (of a new 
suspect] they [the FBI agents] would pick it right up. If it· 
was just ordinary garbage that we got, it would stay until 
either I come back up or I see them a few days later. (Id. 
!It 171.) 

In earlier testimony Weinberg had explained that, "if John Good 
caUed me up and he wanted to hear one of the tapes, I would play 
it back to him." (Myers Trial Tr. 2083.) The only CIrcumstances in 
which Good would have had occasion to have wanted to hear a 
tape, of course, would have been those in which Weinberg's descrip
tion of the tape made it seem important. Weinberg testified that "if 
it was an important tape ... that came in, rwould call1.!p Good 
and they would send an agent down to pick it up." (Kelly Trial Tr. 
8790; see Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 200 (testimony of 
Melyin C. Weinberg).) 

Amoroso told the Select Committee that, in deciding which tapes 
of Weinberg's conversations to listen to in what order, the special 
agents relied in large part upon what Weinberg had written on the 
cassettes and on what Weinberg had told them the tapes contained. 
(See Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982; 
Myers D.P. Tr. 4046-49, 4118-19.) Amoroso claimed that either he 
or McCarthy had listened to each tape soon after Weinberg had de
livered it, although he acknowledged that this procedure applied 
only to tapes identified as containing a conversation with an impor
tant middleman. (Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 
22, 1982.) Amoroso previously had estimated that he had listened to 
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every tape within 30 to 60 days of its creation. (See Myers D,P. Tr. 
4118.) Amoroso testified that he was willing to rely upon Wein
berg's representations about the substance of tapes and to make de
cisions based upon them, because he had found Weinberg's repre
sentations always to be accurate. (See id. at 4119.) 

The actual treatment of tapes appears to have been far more 
haphazard than c.:ven Weinberg's and Amoroso's testimony sug
gests. The tape of Weinberg's July 14, 1979, telephone conversation 
with George Katz, ([Deleted]), for example, was unquestionably a 
material, crucial contact with a middleman. It contains the first re
corded description of the asylum scenario. (See page 79 supra.) In 
addition, it includes dialogue relevant to allegations that Weinberg 
received gifts. (See pages 126-27 infra.) Nevertheless, evidence ad
duced at the Myers due process hearing suggests that Weinberg did 
not transfer cU!'?tody of this critical tape to the FBI until August 6, 
1979, more than three weeks after the date of the conversation. 
(See Myers D.P. Ex. 89; Myers D.P. Tr. 3800-04, 4106.) Moreover, on 
July 16, 1979, Weinberg transferred to the FBI two other tapes of 
conversations held on July 14, 1979, while retaining possession of 
the tape of his conversation with Katz on the same date. (See id. at 
4105-06; Myers D.P. Ex. 98.) This disparity may be no mere fortu
ity: the tape of the Katz conversation has a 57-foot gap that may 
well have been intentional. (See pages 92-93 supra.) 

This haphazard treatment of tape-recorded evidence in Abscam 
contrasts sharply with recordkeeping procedures used by the FBI 
and by other components of the Department of Justice in other un
dercover operations. In Operation Lobster the undercover agents 
regularly submitted memoranda, approximately every other 
month, chronologically summarizing all consensual recordings 
made since the previous report. The memoranda provided the date, 
parties, topic, and file designation for each recording. The Lobster 
agents also prepared, for each consensual monitoring with a body 
recorder, a statement of whether the recording aided in directing 
the course of the investigation; resulted in the acquisition of new 
evidence; resulted in the acquisition of "lead" material; and pro
tected the person using the equipment. The agents prepared re
ports that identified any non-consenting party monitored to ensure 
that he was included in the "Elsur" index, which is composed of 
documents known as "Elsur cards," prepared by agents to report to 
FBI HQ each new criminal suspect discovered through the investi
gation. Separate biweekly summaries reported the number of tape 
recordings, as well as the uses of technical equipment, recoveries of 
property, new cases, and other administrative developments. In ad
dition, the FBI's Lobster files reflect the preparation of many other 
memoranda summarizing new information at the time it was ob
tained. 

Similarly, the Drug Enforcement Administration (DEA) agents 
who worked on Operation Scorpion maintained a daily log chrono
logically listing all contacts with suspects, including a record of all 
incoming and outgoing telephone calls and of face-to-face meetings. 
The log stated a synopsis, the time, and the parties for each con
tact. The DEA's final report of the operation unequivocally found 
the daily log to have been "the best source for an overall review of 
the activities of the store [front]." The DEA maintained a separate 
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videotape log that reflected the date, time, participants, footage, 
and contents of each videotaped event. Finally, a separate daily 
evidence log was used to preserve as evidence all documents and 
tapes received or created. 

The government's principal argument in the criminal trials re
sulting from the Abscam investigation was that the video and 
audio tapes were the heart of Abscam and that, to learn what had 
happened in Abscam, one needed only to examine the tapes. (See, 
e.g., Myers D.P, Tr. 360; Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 22, 1982, at 53 (testi
mony of John Good); Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 137 (testi
mony of Thomas Puccio).) The Select Committee availed itself ex
tensively of that opportunity: it obtained from the FBI and from 
other components of the Department of Justice, and it studied, 
hundreds of transcripts of tapes of meetings and telephone conver
sations; it viewed many of the video tapes of crucial meetings; and 
it listened to many hours of audio tapes. From the amount of time 
it took to perform those tasks, the Select Committee obtained an 
appreciation for the mammoth logistical problems generated by an 
undercover operation of Abscam's scope. The extent of those prob
lems suggests that in several ways the FBI is not presently 
equipped to manage satisfactorily an undertaking of Abscam's 
scale without significantly reducing the scope of its other law en
forcement activities, 

2. Handling of tape recordings received by the FBL 
The Select Committee learned from FBI officials that many of 

the audio tapes were not transcribed until several months after 
they had been recorded. Former Special Agent Walter Distler, who 
had been assigned in August 1979 to administer the tape record
ings il1 the custody of the Hauppauge Resident Agency, testified 
about the procedures used to transcribe the tapes. (See Myers D.P. 
Tr. 3790-814; cf. id. at 3066-68.) Distler estimated that in August 
1979 there had been a backlog of almost 100 tapes-a substantial 
percentage of the tapes that bad been recorded by then-that 
needed to be transcribed. (See ict. at 3804.) 

Special Agent Amoroso told the Sp.lect Committee that particu
larly significant tapes, especially tapes of person-to-person meet
ings, had been transcribed immediately, while other tapes had been 
transcribed only when there was ad(~qUf .te time. He also said that 
he had told Good the order in which :.ipes should be transcribed. 
(Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) In a 
due process proceeding, however, Distler gave testimony that con
tradicted Amoroso's statements: 

Q: Was there some priority system set up for which 
tapes got transcribed first, or did you have them on a first 
come, first served basis? 

A: Depends on the length of the tapes. The difficulty of 
people involved, number of people involved in the tapes. 
You know, it takes time to transcribe various types of 
tapes. Some go quickly, others take a week, maybe. 

Q: Who made the determination which tapes to tran
scribe in what order? 
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A: It really wasn't made; we had them backed up and we 
see what the card reads, how much work was involved, 
and assign them in that particular fashion. 

Q: You don't recall any instance where somebody said, 
ILet's do this one right away'? 

A: I don't recall that, no. 
Q: I take it telephone tapes were easier to transcribe 

than tapes of meetings, as a general matter? 
A: Generally, yes .... Normally, with meetings there 

might be four or five individuals involved, and it takes a 
long time, you know, to sort out who is saying what." 
(Myers D.P. Tr. 3805-06 (emphasis added).) 

The handling of the tape of the July 14, 1979, conversation be
tween Weinberg and Katz is instructive. The synopsis that Special 
Agent McCarthy prepared to describe the contents of the conversa
tion reads IIMisc[ellaneous] discussion re watch," referring to the 
discussion of the three wrist watches that Katz had given Wein
berg. (See id. at 3811-13; Myers D.P. Ex. 90.) The summary fails to 
mention the asylum scenario or Abdul Enterprises' interest in cor
rupt politicians, both of which hac. been extensively discussed 
during the July 14 conversation. Moreover, the tape was not sent 
to be transcribed until October 30, 1979, some 14 weeks after it had 
been recorded and 11 weeks after Weinberg had given it to McCar
thy. (See id.) The transcript was completed and sent to be typed on 
November 9, 1979. The typed transcript was received and available 
for circulation and review on December 18, 1979, more than five 
months after the tape had been recorded. (See id.) 

Similarly disturbing· lags occurred in the transcription of numer
ous significant tapes: 

(1) The first conversation during the covert stage in which 
involvement with corrupt politicians was discussed occurred on 
September 13, 1978, and October 6, 1978. (See pages 81-83 
supra.) Although very few tape recordings were being produced 
in that period, those two tapes were not transcribed until 
March 1980, after the investigation had become overt. 

(2) A tape of a conversation between Weinberg and Edward 
Ellis (see pages 288-90 infra) on March 1, 1979, was not tran
scribed until April 1980. 

(3) The FBI cannot precisely determine the date on which 
the first transcript of the critical tape of the conversation 
among MacDonald, Errichetti, DiLorenzo, DeVito, and Wein
berg on March 31, 1979, following the transfer of $100,000 was 
produced; but it appears that the transcript was made only 
shortly before July 31, 1979. 

(4) The taped conversations between Errichetti and Weinberg 
in the last few days of July, during which the first implemen
tation of the asylum scenario was discussed and initial ar
rangements to pay Myers and Lederer were made, were not 
transcribed until August 20, 1979 (two days before the Myers 
meeting), and September 20, 1979' (well after both the Myers 
and the Lederer meetings). 
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(5) The tape during which Weinberg and William Rosenberg 
first discussed political figures in New York occurred on 
August 24, 1979. but was not transcribed until March 6, 1980. 

(6) Conversations between Weinberg and Joseph Silvestri on 
October 5, 1979, and October 17, 1979, that reveal Weinberg's 
instructions to Silvestri were not transcribed until November 
20, 1979, and December 18, 1979, respectively, well after Silves
tri had duped at least one wholly innocent public official into 
attending a videotaped meeting with undercover agents. 

(7) As a fmal example, the tape of October 10, 1979, between 
Criden and Weinberg, in which Weinberg raised Representa
tive Murphy's name before it had been mentioned by a middle
man, was not transcribed until October 24, 1979, after the un
dercover agents had transferred money in Murphy's presence 
on October 20, 1979. 

Lags such as these render careful supervision of an undercover 
operation impossible. 28 Although, according to FBI Supervisor Mi
chael Wilson, special arrangements were made at FBI HQ to assist 
with tape transcription, not enough was done. 

The Select Committee recognizes that transcription of tapes is 
never an easy task. However, the practices followed in Abscam un
doubtedly made it even more difficult. In many cases, the names of 
the participants and the date of the event were not contemporane
ously recorded or noted, so that personnel many months later had 
to attempt to guess what event and whose voices had been cap
tured on tape. Moreover, the Select Committee discovered that the 
handwritten descriptions currently on many of the cassettes inac
curately state both the date of, and the parties to, conversations. In 
some cases, single cassettes contain several conversations, the exist
ence of only one of which is indicated on the cassettes. Moreover, 
the Select Committee discovered dozens of tapes that to this day 
have never been transcribed and that record conversations not 
noted on the cassette. In some cases the Select Committee, by lis
tening to tapes, learned of evidence that could have assisted the 
government in its prosecutions, but that may never have been 
heard by an agent or by a prosecutor. One of these conversations 
occurred more than four years ago. 

Other tapes were transcribed, but the transcripts contain serious 
deletions and other errors. In one transcript a passage containing 
evidence of the nature of Errichetti's role in a controversial fraudu
lent securities transaction was deleted as "non-pertinent." (See [De
leted] reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1501 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
Omitted entirely from the same transcript was a dialogue. in which 
Errichetti told Amoroso and Weinberg that New Jersey Casino 
Control Commission Vice-Chairman MacDonald's willingness to 
help Abdul Enterprises obtain a casino license was unrelated to his 
receiving money and in which Weinberg replied that he had known 

28 Former Assistant Attorney General Heymann has testified, 
"A review should generally be conducted after any significant meetings between the agents or 

informants and the subjects of the investigation, and should cover such issues as compliance 
with rules regarding recordings, contacts with subjects, the manner of approaches to subjects, 
and the appropriateness of any.otTer to engage in iIIegal activity. This type of review, however, 
depends upon the prompt availability of consensual recordings or transcripts of all meetings and 
phone calIs." (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., June 3, 1982 (written statement of Philip B. Hey
mann at 29).) 
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that was true. (See [Deleted) reprinted m 128 Congo Rec. S 1503 
(daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

A transcript of a March 1, 1979, conversation between Weinberg 
and businessman Edward Ellis, which became one of the foci for 
Assistant United States Attorney Edward Plaza's criticism of Wein
berg and of Weinberg's FBI supervisors, escaped the scrutiny of the 
Select Committee until it was found undated amidst a stapled 
group of many transcripts of other conservations that had been re
corded on other dates but on the same tape. The undated transcript 
of the March 1 conversation referred to Ellis as "Edward Allen 
(Ph[onetic])." (See [Deleted]) 

In another transcript, Errichetti's and De Vito's references to 
Congressman Lederer appear as "A letter." (See [Deleted]) Another 
transcript reports IItouch of cash" as "succotash." (See [Deleted]) 

More generally, the tape transcripts developed by the FBI are lit 
tered with the word "inaudible" in the place of words used by the 
speakers. Although the sound quality of many of the tapes was un
avoidably poor because of background noise and similar problems, 
in numerous instances the transcripts appear to represent the ef
forts of someone totally unfamiliar with the case. Had these tapes 
been reviewed by special agents with Abscam responsibilities, 
many of the transcripts could have been significantly improved, es
pecially because portions labelled "inaudible" were quite audible. 

Special Agent Amoroso told the Select Committee that, because 
of the time-consuming nature of the task, he had not compared 
completed transcripts to tapes, except for tapes about which he had 
been preparing to testify in court proceedings. (Sel. Comm. inter
view of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) FBI officials told the 
Select Committee, however, that three steps were used to tran
scribe the Abscam tapes: A secretary had attempted to create a 
transcript from the tape; an agent had reviewed the transcript to 
make corrections; and, finally, an agent involved in Abscam had at
tempted to improve the transcript. 

FBI officials also told the Select Committee that it took 48 hours 
of staff time to transcribe one hour of tape. Although this may 
seem to be an extraordinary investment in agent and clerical time, 
the Select Committee notes that in Operation Buyin, the FBI field 
operatives estimated an average transcription time of 105 hours 
per hour of tape, more than double the Abscam figure, which they 
allotted as follows: 

Hours 
DUplication and paperwork.......................................................................................... 2 
Initial transcription ....................................................................................................... 35 
First review ............................................................................. ,........................................ 20 
Second review ........................................................ ......................................................... 15 
Third review.................................................................................................................... 11 
Retyping ................. ;......................................................................................................... 10 
Final review and proofreading .................................................................................... 12 

Total...................................................................................................................... 105 

Obviously, these numbers show that careful, thorough transcrip
tion of audio tapes is a time-consuming, expensive, and difficult 
task. The burden is intensified when the transcription is demanded 
to be prompt and when the tapes and transcripts must be dissemi
nated to numerous law enforcement offices in a multidistrict inves-
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tigation. Nevertheless, if the FBI intends to prosecute individuals 
on the basis of tape recorded promises, it simply must develop and 
adhere to mandatory procedures to assure systematic, complete, 
and accurate preparation, collection, logging, and transcription of 
the tapes. 

3. Weinberg's claim of stolen tapes. 
The FBI did not serialize or otherwise identify the blank tape 

cassettes given to Weinberg to record conversations with Abscam 
suspects. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 164-65 (testimony 
of Melvin C. Weinberg).) In fact, Weinberg testified that he himself 
had purchased some cassettes from private retail establishments 
when the FBI had not supplied him with sufficient tapes.29 (See 
Myers Trial Tr. 1601, 3374.) Therefore, it is impossible to determine 
whether Weinberg ever deliberately destroyed or accidentally lost 
any tape recordings of his telephone conversations and meetings 
with suspects. Weinberg has claimed that he never destroyed or 
erased a tape. ~See Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 7.27-.30.) 

Weinberg has maintained, however, that tapes of conversations 
were stolen from his luggage during an airline flight on January 
23, 1980. The defendants have alleged that, to conceal his actions, 
Weinberg deliberately destroyed tapes and falsely stated that they 
had been stolen. (See Myers Criden Appeal Brief 102-07.) The gov
ernment has responded, however, that Weinberg had no need to 
resort to such a complex ruse, because he could have merely con
cealed from the FBI the existence of any tape recording he wished 
not to report, rather than fabricating a story about a theft. (See 
Myers Gov't Appeal Brief 107; Myers Trial Tr. 3410.) Although the 
government's point is well taken, it is conceivable that Weinberg 
felt compelled for investigative reasons to report the existence, and 
the partial substance, of the conversations and to claim that he 
had recorded them, but that he had been unwilling to furnish the 
tapes. 3D 

Becaus~ of the FBI's poor supervision over Weinberg and its lax 
recordkeeping procedures in Abscam, it is impossible to determine 
whether the tapes were stolen, were lost, were destroyed, or never 
existed. Weinberg's numerous self-contradictions and obvious lies 
under oath, as shown below, suggest, however, that the tapes were 
not in fact stolen. 

On January 23, 1980, Special Agent Brady picked up Weinberg, 
who had flown from Florida, at LaGuardia Airport and drove him 
to the JFK Hilton, where they met Good and Amoroso, (See Myers 
Trial Tr. 3185-87.) Brady testified that Weinberg had later claimed 
to have discovered, while searching his luggage for cigars at the 
hotel, that his cigars and ilthree or four" Abscam tapes had been 
removed from a compartment of his suitcase. (See id. at 3186-

29 Special Agent Anthony Amoroso told the Select Committee, contrary to Weinberg's testimo
ny, that Weinberg had never complained about having been given insufficient tapes. (Sel. 
Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982,) 

90 Moreover, it is rather disconcerting to hear the government respond to a charge that its 
informant destroyed a tape by stating that he had no need to do so because the FBI had used 
procedures that enabled him to conceal conversations, meetings, and recordings. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 8 
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89.) 31 Brady also testified that on January 23, 1980, Weinberg de
livered to him at least two other tapes. (See id. at 3413.) 

At the Myers trial on August 19, 1980, Weinberg testified that all 
of the tapes in his suitcase had been stolen. (See id. at 1832-39.) He 
did not explain where the tapes he had given to Brady on January 
23, 1980, had been stored during the flight. He also was unable to 
recall the participants in the stolen taped conversations. (See id. at 
1840-42.) At the same hearing, Good testified that, when he had 
learned of the missing tapes on JanuarY.23, 198Q, he had "made 
several phone calls in connection with the theft," but had not 
thought it necessary to memorialize the event in writing. (See id. at 
3407-08.) Good testified in response to a question from Judge Penn 
that Weinberg had not been "able to identify what conversations 
were losi," but that Weinberg had told him that he "didn't believe 
that those conversations were really pertinent to anything." (Jen
rette D.P. Tr. 455-57 (Nov. 13, 1980).) Subsequently, however, Good 
contradicted himself and testified that it was another agent, not 
he, who had debriefed Weinberg. (See id. at 859-60 (May 14, 1981).) 
Thus, it appears that none of the three agents present on January 
23, 1980, thought it advisable to debrief Weinberg concerning the 
participants and substance of the missing conversations and imme
diately to create a written record of that debriefing. 

On September 17, 1980, Weinberg testified in the Jenrette trial 
that he had told Good what he had remembered of the contents of 
the lost conversations, which "had to do WIth two other cases." 
(Jenrette Trial Tr. at 1461-62.) Weinberg did not identify the "two 
other cases"; nor did he explain how he had managed to remember 
this fact in the month that had elapsed since his Myers testimony. 
Weinberg described the suitcase from which he alleged the tapes 
had been stolen, and he stated, "The recorder was in there, too, but 
they didn't take the recorder." (Id. at 1462.) His description of the 
bag contradicted the one he had given in the Myers trial less than 
one month previously. (Compare id. with Myers Trial Tr. 1941.) 

On September 25, 1980, Weinberg again testified about this inci
dent. This time he falsely stated that all tapes he had had with 
him on January 23 had been stolen and that the only tapes he had 
turned in to the FBI in that period had been picked up by an un
known agent from Weinberg'S home in Florida, in Weinberg's ab
sence, a few days before January 23. (See Jannotti Post-trial D.P. 
Tr. 2.21-.24.) FBI records show, consistent with Special Agent 
Brady's Myers testimony, that Weinberg had given Special Agent 
Brady tapes in New York on January 23. (See Myers Trial Tr. 
3413.) 

One month later Wemberg testified that cigars and three tapes 
had been stolen from the outside compartment of his suitcase, but 
that suits in the locked inside portion of the suitcase had not been 
stolen. He said that his tape recorder had been in another bag, but 
that, not having remembered this initially, he had reported the re-

31 PJaza and Weir have testified that they had first heard from Special Agent Houlihan that 
Weinberg had claimed that between 15 and 20 tapes had been stolen. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 1456, 
2057-58; Jenrette D.P. Tr. 328-33 (May 12, 1981); id. at 595-97 (May 13, 1981).) Houlihan testified 
that he believed that he had heard the higher figure from Good within a few days of the event. 
(See Myers D.P. Tr. 1655-59.) Good denied having heard a double-digit number contemporaneous
ly. (See id. at 2628.) 
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corder stolen as well. (See Alexandro Trial Tr. 494-96.) He contra
dicted that testimony, however, before the Select Committee, where 
he testified that nothing had been in the carry-on bag except for 
cigars and tapes. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 175 (testimony 
of Melvin C. Weinberg).) He did not attempt to explain to the 
Select Committee his earlier testimony, nor did he explain why he 
had failed to detect at the airport that the airline had returned to 
him an entirely empty suitcase, why he had placed cigars and 
tapes in the outside pocket of an otherwise empty bag, or why he 
had checked an almost empty carry-on bag with the airline. 

Moreover, at the Myers trial, Weinberg had testified that he had 
checked two pieces of luggage: a carry-on suitcase, which had con
tained suits and shoes in the inside compartment and tapes and 
cigars in the outside pocket, and a hanging garment bag, which 
had contained shirts and underwear. (See Myers Trial Tr. 1940-41.) 
He did not explain why he had packed his suits in a carry-on bag 
while placing his underwear in a garment bag. He also had testi
fied that these had been his only two pieces of luggage and that he 
had carried nothing onto the airplane. (See id. at 1941.) Before the 
Select Committee, however, Weinberg testified that he had had 
with him a briefcase containing his tape recorder. (See Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 176 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

Weinberg's testimony that the tape recorder had been in another 
piece of luggage clearly contradicted his statement under oath in 
the Jenrette trial. Weinberg had not testified, as he has since 
claimed he had, that he had erroneously believed that the tape re
corder had been in the carry-on bag and, hence, had mistakenly re
ported it as stolen. Rather, he had testified that he had discovered, 
after checking, that the recorder had not been removed from the 
carry-on bag. (Compare Alexandro Trial Tr. 494-96 and Sel. Comm. 
Hrg" Sept. 16, 1982, at 175-76 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg) 
with Jenrette Trial Tr. 1462.) Weinberg also contradicted himself on 
this issue before the Select Committee, first testifying that lI[t]he 
recorder was in the other part of the bag," but st::lting minutes 
later that it had been in a different bag. (Compare Se1. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 175 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg) with id. at 
176.) 

Any remaining elements of Weinberg's testimony that he had 
managed to avoid contradicting in his foregoing appearances 
appear to have been contradicted by his testimony at the Jenrette 
due process hearing in May 1981. Although Weinberg repeatedly 
had testified previously that he could not remember the substance 
or participants of any of the conversations on the stolen tapes, he 
testified on May 15, 1981, some 16 months after the tapes had been 
recorded, that one of the tapes had contained a conversation in 
which Rosenberg had asked when he would get his money and that 
another had contained a call from Criden about Abdul Enterprises' 
activities in Philadelphia. (See Jenrette D.P. Tr. 1099-101 (May 15, 
1981); cf. Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 177 (testimony of 
Melvin C. Weinberg).) Weinberg said that he could not remember 
the contents of the third call, except that it was not important, hut 
he purported to paraphrase dialogue from the other two. (See Jen
rette D.P. Tr. 1100-04 (May 15, 1981).) Weinberg also testified that 
he had briefed Amoroso at the time about the contents of the 
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tapes. (See id. at 1103-04.) He was unable to explain his suddenly 
improved ability to recollect the substance of the tapes, (See id. at 
1111-13.) 

At the Jenrette hearing Weinberg also purported to identify the 
suitcase from which he claimed tapes had been stolen. (See id. at 
1097-98 (May 15, 1981); Jenrette Gov't D.P. Ex. 4.) He testified that, 
in addition to cigars and tapes, the carry-on bag had held suits, 
shirts, and, possibly, toilet articles and shoes. This contradicted his 
testimony on three other occasions, (See Jenrette D.P. Tr. 1118 (May 
15, 1981).) For example, this testimony conflicted with the testimo
ny he had given five week.s previously that no clothing had been in 
the carry-on bag. (See Wms. Trial Tr. 1327.) Further, he stated that 
he never locks his luggage, thereby contradicting his testimony in 
Alexandro that he had locked the inside compartment because it 
had contained his suits. (Compare Jenrette D.P. Tr. 1096, 1098, 1119 
(May 15, 1981) with Alexandro Trial Tr. 495.) 

Although Weinberg had previously consistently testified that he 
had not discovered the theft until he had arrived at the JFK 
Hilton, and although Special Agent Brady had corroborated this 
version, Weinberg testified on May 15, 1981, that he had noticed 
the missing items at the airport. He also testified for the first time 
that he ha.d reported the theft to the airline. (See Jenrette D.P. Tr. 
1096-97, 1119, 1129-30, 1134-35 (May 15, 1981).) That was false: He 
previously had testified, and the airline had confirmed, that he had 
not filed a claim with the airline. (See Myers Trial Tr. 2453-54; 
Myers Court Trial Ex. 7.) Weinberg maintained that he had known 
immediately that there had been a theft, because the bulge that 
the cigar boxes made in the suitcase was absent. (See Jenrette D.P. 
Tr. 1119, 1129-1130, 1134-35 (May 15, 1981).) But he previously had 
testified that the cigars had been packed in bundles wrapped with 
paper. (See Myers Trial Tr. 1941-42.) Moreover, he testified that, al
though he had reported the tape recorder as stolen because he had 
believed it to have been in the carry-on bag, he subsequently dis
covered at the hotel that the tape recorder had been in the other of 
his two pieces of checked luggage. (See Jenrette D.P. Tr. 1097, 1119-
20, 1135 (May 15, 1981).) This testimony conflicted both with his 
prior testimony that the tape recorder had been in the carry-on 
bag and with his subsequent testimony that it had been in a third 
piece of baggage, a briefcase, that he had carried on board the air
plane. 

This astounding plethora of self-contradictory testimony prompt
ed Judge Penn and counsel to engage in an extended di~cussion 
cataloging the inconsistencies that had appeared in Weinberg's tes
timony in that court and in the other court proceedings. (See id. at 
1149-51, 1155-76 (May 18, 19?1).) John Kotelly, a prosecutor in the 
case, reported to the court that Weinberg had told him previously 
that he believed that one of the missing tapes had included a con
versation with Kelly defendant Eugene Ciuzio. (See id. at 1165.) Ko
telly further stated that another government prosecutor, Stephen 
Spivack, had told him that Weinberg had claimed that another 
Kelly defendant, Stanley Weisz, may have been on one of the lost 
tapes. (See id. at 1166.) Kotelly reported that "to my knowledge 
none of the F.B.I. witnesses remembers Mr. Weinberg having a rec
ollection for certain as to who was on the tapes back on January 23 
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when it was taken. At that time Mr. Weinberg was unable to recall 
who was on those tapes then." (Id.) Judge Penn then concluded 
that (jthe government should pursue the matter . . . because I am 
not sure that in all respects the testimony is totally consistent with 
what I heard previously." (Id. at 1172-73.) Judge Penn then ex
pressed surprise at the FBI's lack of concern over Weinberg's han
dling of tape-recorded evidence. The government's counsel respond
ed, 

I agree, Your Honor. It shows that there wasn't any, at 
least Mr. Weinberg wasn't acting under closer controls in 
terms of carrying those particular tapes with him. (Id. at 
1176; see id. at 1175-76.) 

4. Destruction of audio tape by an FBI undercover Special Agent. 
During the course of its investigation, the Select Committee 

learned that on at least one occasion an FBI special agent partici
pating in the Abscam operation destroyed an audio tape recording 
of a conversation between Weinberg and one of the middlemen. Ac
cordingly, the Select Committee conducted an inquiry to learn the 
circumstances of that event and to determine whether other evi
dence had been similarly destroyed. Having done so, the Select 
Committee finds that the destruction of that tape was unjustified 
and in violation of clear FBI policy; that the special agent who de
stroyed the tape concealed his act for approximately one year 
before revealing it; that upon being told of the act, the Department 
of Justice immediately provided the information to the grand jury 
before which the special agent in question had appeared; and that 
there is no evidence that any other FBI special agent destroyed or 
altered any other audio or video tape in the Abscam operation. 32 

On December 12, 1979, Special Agent Martin F. Houlihan of the 
FBI's Newark, New Jersey, Field Office was at the Playboy Hotel 
in Great Gorge, New Jersey, with Melvin Weinberg, Earlier that 
day middleman Joseph Silvestri had left a message for Weinberg to 
call him. Before Weinberg placed the call, Houlihan assisted him in 
setting up new recording equipment that Houlihan had taken to 
Great Gorge. The equipment included a listening device for use on 
a telephone. 

When Weinberg placed the call, Houlihan was with him and the 
recording equipment was operating. Houlihan heard Weinberg's 
words, but could not hear what Silvestri said. The conversation 
lasted for approximately two minutes and focused on a man named 
DeLuca, whom Silvestri had introduced to Abscam operatives and 
who had met with Weinberg and Tony DeVito (Special Agent An
thony Amoroso) earlier that day. Principally, Weinberg attempted 
to elicit from Silvestri the identities of DeLuca's supposed La Cosa 
Nostra connections. 

Shortly thereafter, with no one else present, Houlihan listened to 
the tape and found that only Weinberg's voice had been recorded. 
Houlihan concluded that he had used the wrong jack or had failed 

32 The facts surrounding the destruction of the one audio tape are generally discussed in the 
letter from Oliver B. Revell, Assistant Director, Criminal Investigative Division, FBI, to Senator 
Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., dated November 12, 1982, in response to a request by the Select. Com· 
mittee's Chief Counsel. 
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to place the listening device on the telephone in the proper 
manner. Angry and embarrassed at his mistake, and believing that 
the tape was, in its imperfect state, of no evidentiary value, Houli
han discarded the entire tape cassette. He cannot explain why he 
discarded the cassette, rather than merely erasing the portion em
barrassing to him, except by reference to the magnitude of his 
anger and embarrassment. 

Houlihan's destruction of the December 12 tape clearly violated 
policies established by the Director of the FBI. On November 7, 
1977, the Director ordered that all field offices were to postpone in
definitely the destruction of tapes, transcripts, and other specified 
materials. That rule was reaffirmed in an airtel sent to all field of
fices by the Director on March 12, 1979. The March 12 directive ap
pears to establish ten years as the minimum retention period. 

On December 11, 1980, Houlihan testified before a federal grand 
jury in Newark, New Jersey, in connection with Abscam. On De
cember 15, he contacted and met with Department of Justice Spe
cial Attorney Reid Weingarten, volunteered the information de
scribed above, and asked whether he should have provided, or 
should return to provide, that information to the grand jury. In ac
cordance with Weingarten's advice, Houlihan reappeared before 
the grand jury on December 18, 1980, to provide that information. 

FB! officials have informed the Select Committee that no disci
plinary proceeding against Special Agent Houlihan has been com
menced br will be commenced until final judgments have been 
reached in the varIOUS Abscam prosecutions. 

Having reviewed more than 20,000 Abscam documents, including 
telephone toll records, audio tapes, video tapes, FD 302's, handwrit
ten notes taken during conversations, and internal memoranda, 
and having heard and read testimony, interview statements, or 
both, of every Abscam defendant and middleman, the Select Com
mittee has found no evidence that any FBI special agent destroyed 
or altered any Abscam tape other than that of December 12, 1979, 
described above. In addition, Assistant Director Oliver B. Revell 
has informed the Select Committee that at his direction FBI 
Abscam files have been reviewed and relevant personnel contacted 
and that no indication of any additional tape destruction or alter
ation has been found. 33 

The Select Committee is, of course, dismayed at Special Agent 
Houlihan's violation of clear FBI policies governing the retention 
of audio tapes. The Select Committee finds, however, that the 
weight of the available evidence shows that Houlihan's act was mo
tivated by self.reproach, not by venality, and that the tape in ques-

33 There have been several other vague allegations of misconduct by agents regarding tapes, 
but none of these has been clearly enough established or alleged to be seriously credited. First, 
Plaza and Weir have testified that they had been told in early 1980 that approximately 100 tape 
cassettes had been lost. Plaza testified that he had received this information from Houlihan and 
that he believed that the misplaced tapes had been located. (See Myers D.P. Tr 145-55; Jenrette 
D.P. Tr 329-35 (May 12, 1981).) Weir testified that he had discussed the missing tapes with 
Puccio, but Weir was unclear whether the tapes had been recovered. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 2057.) 

Second, Marie Weinberg has described an incident in which she alleged that one month after 
Special Agent Askeland and another agent had collected 44 Abscam tape cassettes from the 
Weinberg home, they telephoned her to ask where the tapes were, apparently "having mis
placed them." (See 128 Con~. Rec. S 1483, S. 1495 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Askeland executed an 
affidavit, apparently descrIbing the same incident, in which he denied ever having misplaced 
those or any other Abscam tapes. (See id. at S 1519.) 
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tion, having been of only one-half of a brief conversation that had 
occurred shortly before Abscam's covert phase terminated, would. 
have been of almost no value in any of the prosecutions that havlB 
occurred to date. The incident does provide, however, yet another 
demonstration of the importance of having the FBI indelibly pre
mark and number each tape that is released for use and of having 
the FBI keep a daily log of the return of its tapes. 

B. OTHER LOGISTICAL EVIDENTIARY FAILURES 

Another investigative technique commonly used by the FBI and 
the Department of Justice is the collection and analysis of tele
phone toll reco:tds obtained from telephone companies by subpoena. 
The analysis of telephone toll records may be of critical importance 
in an undercover operation such as Abscam, which relied heavily 
upon an untrustworthy cooperating individual, Mel Weinberg, who 
may not always have been forthcoming about his whereabouts and. 
about his contacts with suspects. Similarly, telephone records are 
instrumental in establishing and dating contacts among suspects of 
the investigation. 

The FBI made available to the Select Committee the computer
ized inventory of subpoenaed telephone toll records documenting 
various telephone conversations between Abscam suspects and gov
ernment operatives, including Weinberg. The inventory includes 
data about these telephone toll calls, including the date and hour 
of call. Unfortunately, probably through computer programming 
error, the inventory does not designate whether calls were made 
before noon or after noon. This peculiar gap in the telephone rec
ords renders them of limited use: It often is impossible to deter
mine from the records whether Weinberg was at a particular loca·· 
tion at a time when others have alleged they met him. The FBI 
was unable to explain why this information was not provided on 
their inventory. Even more inexplicable is why agents and prosecu
tors years ago did not insist on being provided a more complete in
ventory. Although the logistical difficulties of processing subpoe
naed toll records clearly expand for an extended multidistrict in
vestigation like Abscam, the importance of being able to use the 
records for the purposes described above also increases concomi
tantly. 

Similar problems of errors and omissions have arisen in the 
FBI's and Department of Justice's handling of written material. 
For example, defendant Feinberg's attorney obtained through a 
Freedom of Information Act request a copy of a memorandum 
dated March 26, 1979, from Brooklyn Organized Crime Strike Force 
Chief Thomas Puccio to the Chief of the Organized Crime and 
Racketeering Section of the Criminal Division of the Department of 
Justice, Kenneth Muellenberg. The memorandum advised that 
Feinberg and Weinberg had known each othElr for many years and 
that, because Feinberg knew of Weinberg's criminal backgrouno., 
Feinberg's willingness to do business with Weinberg evinced his 
criminality. All parties now agree that the statements in the 
memorandnm are wrong, because Feinberg had never met or heard 
of Weinberg before Abscam. 
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The Department of Justice has offered two lines of defense for 
these inaccurate representations in the Strike Force memorandum. 
First, the Department has contended that the memorandum was 
written by a Strike Force attorney, Lawrence Sharf, who had just 
been assigned to the case. The Department claims that, although 
Sharf was mistaken, everyone else working on the case knew that 
there had been no prior relationship between Feinberg and Wein
berg and could not have been misled. Second, the Department has 
argued that the memorandum was never sent to Washington. 
Thus, the Department's explanation for the demonstrably false in
ternal document is that it does not matter what the memorandum 
states because (1) everyone but the author of the memorandum 
knew the correct facts, and (2) even if someone did not know the 
true situation, he could not have been misled, because the memo
randum was never disseminated. The Department has left unan
swered why it had its only unknowledgeable attorney writing the 
memorandum and why a memorandum addressed and initialed 
was never sent to the addressee. 

Equally egregious are some of the factual statements contained 
in FD 302's and contemporaneous memoranda written by FBI 
agents. Another section of this report (see pages 206-07 infra) de
scribes the errors contained in reports submitted by Special Agent 
McCarthy in the Williams investigation regarding the dates and 
participants of meetings held on January 10-11, 1979. Similarly, 
the Select Committee devoted extensive attention to an attempt to 
reconstruct the events surrounding transactions with forged certifi
cates of deposit and letters of credit in 1978 and 1979 involving nu
merous criminal suspects, including defendants Errichetti and 
Rosenberg. The FBI failed to maintain records documenting the 
source and nature of billions of dollars in fraudulent transactions 
and explaining Weinberg's role in those transactions. On October 
30, 1978, Special Agent John McCarthy received $600 million in 
fraudulent securities from Weinberg, who asserted that Rosenberg 
had provided them to him. McCarthy made no written record docu
menting the transfer of the securities; instead, he merely initialed 
the securities and dated the package. Similarly, on November 20, 
1978, Weinberg gave $600 million of fraudulent securities from 
Rosenberg to Special Agent Gunnar Askeland, who failed to docu
ment the event in writing. The failures of the ·special agents to doc
ument these transfers or to debrief Weinberg about the fraudulent 
securities and to memorialize the debriefing has contributed to pro
longed subsequent confusion, both insi.de and outside the Depart
ment of Justice, about the date, amount, source, and Weinberg's 
role in the production of the securities. Those failures ar:e especial
ly noteworthy in view of the fact that the fraudulent securities are 
contraband and evidence of probable crimes. 

One of the only reports relating to the securities transactions, 
known as the Fuller 302, is an FD 302 written by Special Agent 
Myron Fuller on March 11, 1979, to record Weinberg's transfer to 
him of various blank and completed securities. (See Myers D.P. Ex. 
86.) The document does not explain what the securities were, why 
Weinberg had them, how long he had had them, where he had ob
tained them, why he was giving them to Fuller (who had not been 
assigned to Abscam for some three months), why he had not turned 
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them into agents of the Hauppauge Resident Agency a few minutes 
from his own home, and what Fuller was supposed to do with 
them. To this day, the government does not know what those secu
rities represented, what Weinberg was doing with them, when he 
obtained them, or why he chose to give them to Fuller on that day. 

The difficulties that the FBI and the Department of Justice have 
in handling their written communications extend to the prosecuto
rial phase, as well. Two examples of a serious problem appear from 
the Myers trial and post-trial due process proceedings. One issue at 
trial related generally to allegations that Weinberg had solicited 
gifts from suspects of the investigation and, more specifically, to 
the circumstances under which George Katz had given Weinberg 
three expensive wrist watches. (See pages 123-27 infra.) Supervisor 
Good testified at the trial that he believed that Special Agent 
Amoroso had prepared a memorandum when Weinberg had turned 
the watches in. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3501-11.) Judge Pratt ordered 
the government to search overnight for any such memorandum. 
Prosecutor Puccio indicated the next day that there was no Amor
oso memorandum. (See id. at 3643-44.) In fact, however, there was 
a memorandum, and it was later produced at the post-trial due 
process hearing in the Jannotti case in Philadelphia. 

In the subsequent due process hearing in the Myers case, Good 
was asked what he had done to try to find the Amoroso memoran
dum pursuant to. the court's order. Good testified that he had tele
phoned the Brooklyn-Queens FBI office and had asked for a search, 
but that he then "was informed that the Court had moved on to 
something else, [and] it was not necessary to continue the search." 
(Myers D.P. Tr. 2585; see id. at 2979-84.) Good said he could not re
member who had told him that, simply because the trial had 
moved on to something else, the search for the memorandum need 
not continue. (See id. at 2585, 2984.) The Select Committee finds 
Good's testimony about the manner in which the FBI and the De
partment of Justice simply disregarded an outstanding order of the 
court to be disturbing and unprofessional. 

The Select Committee has noted former Assistant Attorney Gen
eral Heymann's testimony before the Subcommittee on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary, in 
which Professor Heymann observed, "Management is as important 
as policy .... [A]ny past weakness in [the management of under
cover investigations] seems to me to suggest the wisdom of height
ened attention to management concerns whenever there is exten
sive reliance on a criminal informant. . . ." (House Jud. Subcomm. 
Hrg., June 3, 1982 (written statement of Philip B. Heymann at 1-
2).) Professor Heymann concluded: 

Nothing, for example, might be more important to effec
tive supervision than finding a solution to such mundane 
problems as the logistics of promptly obtaining, transcrib
ing, reviewing, and filing tapes or reports of all crucial 
conversations in a massive, fast-moving, ongoing investiga
tion. (ld. at 25.) 
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III. MANAGEMENT, SUPERVISION, AND CONTROL OF 
WEINBERG 

A. ALLEGATIONS THAT WEINBERG SOLICITED AND RECEIVED GIFl'S 
FROM SUSPECTS DURING THE ABSCAM INVESTIGATION 

1. The Defendants' Allegations 
Abscam defendants and members of the news media have alleged 

that FBI informant Melvin Weinberg solicited and received from 
criminal suspects under false pretenses various valuable gifts, that < 

he converted the gifts to his personal use, that he withheld infor
mation about the gifts from the government, and that he perjured 
himself when asked about the gifts during Abscam judicial proceed
ings. The alleged gifts fall into three categories: (1) three expensive 
wrist watches, a Sony Betamax video cassette recorder, and $2,000 
of liquor from George Katz; (2) a microwave oven, dishes, an RCA 
video cassette recorder, a stereo system, three Sony Trinitron color 
television sets, a Seiko wrist watch, an ounce of gold, and cash 
from Mayor Angelo Errichetti; and (3) miscellaneous gifts and un
repaid loans from Alfred Carpentier, William Rosenberg, and Wil
liam Eden. In addition, it has been alleged that Weinberg unsuc
cessfully solicited gifts from businessman Tony Torcasio. 

Weinberg has acknowledged receipt of the three watches and of 
several inexpensive gifts (such as two bottles of liquor) that he dis
closed to the FBI contemporaneously with his receipt of the items. 
He has, however, denied under oath having solicited those items 
and having received any of the other valuable gifts itemized in the 
three categories above. 

Defendants do not explicitly allege, and the Select Committee 
knows of no evidence suggesting, that Weinberg steered the investi
gation toward suspects who refused to furnish requested gifts or 
away from suspects who did furnish gifts clr that Weinberg's 
acceptance of gifts materially affected in any other way the course 
of the investigation. Rather, defendants contend that Weinberg's 
alleged solicitation and receipt of gifts demonstrates that the gov
ernment engaged in conduct amounting to outrageousness suffi
cient to render the criminal prosecutions violative of due process. 
(See, e.g., Myers Defendants' Submission 70.) Defendants also con
tend that Weinberg's acceptance of gifts and the government's ig
norance of his having done so buttress their other allegations of 
Weinberg's unreliability and of the government's poor control over 
him. (See, e.g., Myers Defendants' Motion for New Trial 13-15.) De
fendants also allege that Weinberg committed perjury by denying 
that he had solicited and received gifts. (See, e.g., Wms. Motion to 
Reopen 5-7.) More specifically, the Myers defendants allege that 
Weinberg's lies about his receipt of gifts prevented the jury from 
learning that he had misled and lied to the FBI ~hroughout 
Abscam, from concluding that Weinberg's testimony thus could not 
be credited on any issue, and, therefore, from accurately assessing 
the playacting defense. (See, e.g., Myers Defendants' Motion for 
New Trial 1-2.) 34 

34 With regard to this final claim, the Select Committee believes that the truth or falsity of 
the gifts allegations is irrelevant to the playacting defense. The Select Committee has rejected 

Continued 
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2. Judicial Treatment of the Allegations 
In his opinion in the post-trial consolidated due process hearing, 

Judge Pratt concluded that Weinberg had not received the micro
wave oven and that, except for the three watches that Weinberg 
had disclosed to the FBI shortly after receipt, "[t]he other evidence 
of gifts is simply un~rsuasive." United States v. Myers, 527 F. 
Supp. 1206, 1233-34 (KD.N.Y. 1981), aff'd, 692 F.2d ~23 (2d Cir. 
1982). The Second Circuit reasoned similarly, stating that "Wein
berg was not likely to conceal a $350 gift [the microwave oven] 
when he had been forthcoming about an $18,000 gift [the three 
watches]." United States v. Myers, 692 F.2d at 846. 

Judge Pratt concluded further that the gift allegations, even had 
they been established, would not have violated due process: 

[A]s to the claimed misconduct by Weinberg none of the 
instances, even if true, has any direct relationship to any 
protected right of these defendants. 

* * * 
[E]ven assuming that Weinberg in Abscam solicited gifts 

and loans, they were incidental to the scam and not the 
heart of the transaction. . . . While anything of value 
Weinberg received from defendants beyond the knowledge 
of the FBI may subject Weinberg to difficulties in his rela
tionship with the FBI, that fact would not in any way alter 
or detract from the acts of the defendants. (United States 
v. Myers, 527 F. Supp. at 1233, 1239, 1240.) 

3. Summary of Select Committee Findings 
The Select Committee has determined that the weight of the evi

dence shows that Weinberg solicited and received gifts from Erri
chetti and Katz. On or about January 19, 1979, Weinberg received 
from Errichetti a General Electric microwave oven. In early April 
1979, Weinberg received from Errichetti a stereo system valued at 
over $1,200. In mid-summer 1979, Weinberg received from Erri
chetti three Sony Trinitron color television sets. In December 1979, 
Weinberg received from Katz a Sony Betamax video cassette re
corder and approximately $2,000 worth of liquor. 

Weinberg failed to disclose to the FBI his solicitation or receipt 
of these gifts. When confronted, he denied to government attorneys 
and to the FBI that he had solicited or received them. (See Myers 
D.P. Tr. 369-70, 2602-03.) When he testified under oath before a 
grand jury, in trial court proceedings, and before the Select Com
mittee, Weinberg falsely denied that he had solicited or received 
those gifts. 

The Select Committee lacks sufficient evidence to form reliable 
conclusions about the circumstances of Weinberg's receipt of the 
three wrist watches that he admits having received from Katz in 
June 1979. The most probable version of these events appears to be 
that, although Weinberg solicited jewelry from Katz, the circum-. 
the factual basis for the defendants' playacting allegations without relying at all upon Wein
ber.rs testimony. (See p. 204 n, 133 infra.) 

Defendants also allege that several FBI special agents knowingly failed to correct 'Weinberg's 
alleged perjury, because Weinberg had covered for various of their illicit activities and was in a 
position to blackmail them. (See, e.g., Myers Defendants' Motion for New Trial 1, 15-16.) 

I 
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stances under which he received the watches made it necessary for 
him to turn them over to the FBI, even though the FBI had not 
known in advance that Weinberg was going to solicit or that Katz 
was going to give such gifts. 

The numerous allegations that Weinberg received other gifts and 
loans that he has not repaid have not been proven. Specifically, the 
Select Committee has insufficient evidence to determine whether 
Weinberg received an RCA video cassette recorder, a Seiko watch, 
an ounce of gold, or cash from Errichetti; whether he received 
loans from Rosenberg and Eden; and whether he received cash and 
miscellaneous items from Carpentier. The only significant evidence 
regarding these gifts is the conflicting testimony of Weinberg and 
of the various defendants and their confederates, none of which the 
Select Committee finds credible. Finally, the Select Committee has 
not been able to determine whether Weinberg solicited gifts from 
Torcasio. " 

4. The Errichetti Gifts 
The allegations of gifts from Errichetti to Weinberg first surfaced 

on June 10, 1980, two weeks after Errichetti had been indicted in 
the Myers case. Joseph DiLorenzo, Errichetti's nephew and his 
principal chauffeur in 1979, appeared voluntarily with his attorney 
at the Trenton, New Jersey, FBI Resident Agency, where he was 
interviewed by Special Agent Martin F. Houlihan and Assistant 
United States Attorneys Edward J. Plaza and Robert A. Weir, Jr. 
(See Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980, reprinted in 128 
Congo Rec. S 1508 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982) [hereinafter cited as 
Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980].) In the course of recon
structing the dates on which he had chauffeured Errichetti to 
meetings with Weinberg or with the undercover agents, DiLorenzo 
described several occasions on which he allegedly had delivered 
gifts to Weinberg. (See id.) 

DiLorenzo had testified before the federal grand jury in Brooklyn 
on March 27 and April 9, 1980, however, and on neither occasion 
had mentioned his having delivered any gift to Weinberg. More
over, he had constructed for the grand jury a list purportedly enu
merating all trips he had made for Errichetti in connection with 
Abdul Enterprises, and that list had included none of the trips that 
DiLorenzo stated in June 1980 had been made to deliver gifts. (See 
Myers Trial 'rr. 3086-88.) It was.only after his uncle had been in
dicted on May 27 and May 28, 1980, that DiLorenzo mentioned to 
the authorities the alleged gifts. 

At trial, DiLorenzo testified that before June 10 he had not vol
unteered information about the gifts because he had not been 
asked about any gifts; but he also acknowledged that he had initi
ated the discussion on June 10 about gifts. (See id. at 3113-14, 
3120.) DiLorenzo testified further that the handwritten list of trips 
he had supplied the grand jury had omitted those incidents because 
he had been asked to list meetings to which he had driven Erri
chetti, and he had not thought that those qualified as "meetings." 
(See id. at 3115-16,3119-20.) Although he admitted that, on one of 
his alleged gifts trips, he had chauffeured Errichetti to meet Wein
berg, DiLorenzo maintained that in his mind this also "wasn't a 
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meeting." (See id. at 3120.)35 The distinction between "meetingsll 

and "trips" that DiLorenzo claims he labored under before the 
grand jury on two occasions is incoherent and raises doubt about 
his credibility. 

Because of DiLorenzo's evident lack of candor either in his two 
grand jury appearances or in his subsequent stories about gifts, be
cause of DiLorenzo's bias resulting from his relationship to Erri
chetti,36 because of Errichetti's willingness to lie under oath about 
virtually all subjects, because of the inconsistencies between DiLor
enzo's and Errichetti's testimony, and because of strong indications 
that Weinberg gave perjurious testimony in the criminal proceed
ings and before the Select Committee, the Select Committee has 
found it difficult to resolve the conflicting allegations regarding 
Weinberg's acceptance of gifts from Errichetti. In general, the 
Select Committee has been able to form a reliable conclusion con
cerning these allegations only when it could derive such a finding 
from corroborative evidence extrinsic to the testimony of DiLor
enzo, Errichetti, and Weinberg. 37 

(a) The microwave oven 
DiLorenzo told'the Select Committee that the first gift he had de

livered to Weinberg from Errichetti had been a microwave oven 
that he had pought with Dani Anise, Errichetti's secretary, in Jan
uary 1979. This statement was consistent with DiLorenzo's testimo
ny at trial, where he stated that Anise had asked him to accompa
ny her to Strawbridge & Clothier in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, to 
help her carry the microwave oven and dishes that Errichetti had 
ordered. DiLorenzo also testified at the trial that he and Errichetti 
had met Weinberg on January 19, 1979, in the parking lot of a 
Holiday Inn near Exit 55 of the Long Island Expressway in New 
York and had delivered the oven and dishes. (See Myers Trial Tr. 
3067-69.) 

Special Agent Houlihan's report of DiLorenzo's statements at the 
Trenton FBI office in June 1980 indicates that at that time DiLor
enzo said that it was another gift (a video cassette recorder), not 
the microwave oven, that DiLorenzo had delivered on January 19. 
(See Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) DiLorenzo told the 
Select Committee that he believes that the Houlihan report was in
accurate and that his own version has remained consistent 
throughout. Nevertheless, during his interview by the Select Com
mittee, DiLorenzo began his recounting of the events of January 
19, 1979, by stating that he had delivered a video recorder on that 

35 DiLorenzo testified that Errichetti was present at the delivery of the first gift, a microwave 
oven (see pp, 115-17 infra), in January 1979. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3120; Martin F. Houlihan ]<'D 302, 
June 10, 1980,) Before the Select Committee, however, Errichetti implied that DiLorenzo had 
delivered the microwave alone, (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 229 (testimony of Angelo 
J. Errichettil.l According to Errichetti's testimony, the only gift trip on which he accompanied 
DiLorenzo was t&e trip to deliver three television sets (see pp . .121-23 infra) several monthS later. 
(See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15,1982, at 234 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti}.) 

36 The closeness is revealed not only by the uncle-nephew relationship and the geographic 
proximity of the two men's homes, but by the fact that DiLorenzo had been appointed Adminis
trator of Energy of Camden, New Jersey, the city of which Errichetti was mayor, even though 
DiLorenzo at the time was only 23 years of age, had no college degree, and had no training or 
experience in energy management or science. 

31 The Select Committee, which obtained more evidence than was presented to Judge Pratt, 
disagrees with his conclusion that DiLorenzo lied about delivery of the microwave oven. &e 
United States v. Myers, 527 F. Supp. at 1233-34. 
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date; he then quickly corrected himself and said that he meant a 
microwave oven. 

Errichetti testified before the Select Committee that Weinberg 
had suggested that Errichetti give the sheik a microwave oven "to 
ingratiate [him]self' and that his secretary had bought the oven 
and on her initiative had bought dishes to go with the oven. Erri
chetti said he could' not recall whether the oven had been given in 
January, February, or March of 1979. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 
1982, at 228-29 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) Weinberg 
denied under oath having received a microwave oven from Erri
chetti or DiLorenzo. (See Myers Trial Tr. 2252-53; Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 121 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

Special Agent Houlihan testified at the trial that his investiga
tion at Strawbridge & Clothier had revealed that Anise had or
dered a microwave oven by telephone and that someone had picked 
it up within a day or two. (Myers Trial Tr. 3546.) The FBI obtained 
from Strawbridge & Clothier in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, a sales 
receipt dated January 17, 1979, bearing Errichetti's and his secre
tary's name and business address, for a General Electric microwave 
oven. The salesman named on the receipt told the FBI that he re
membered Errichetti's secretary's having ordered the oven for Erri
chetti. (See id.) 

The Palm Beach County Sheriffs Office found a Gerteral Electric 
microwave oven in the Weinbergs' house in Tequesta, Florida, in 
January 1982. The serial number plate had been removed from the 
oven, rendering tracing impossible. (See Affidavit of William L. 
Deaton, flled in United States v. Williams, March 22, 1982, at 2-3 
[hereinafter cited as Deaton Affidavit].) Before her death on Janu
ary 28, 1982, Marie Weinberg had stated that here husband, Mel, 
had taken a microwave to their Long Island home in 1978 or 1979 
and had indicated that it was a gift from a friend. She stated that . 
Good and Amoroso had seen the oven while visiting their home. 3s 

38 Good testified in a due process proceeding on February 4, 1981, that he had seen a micro
wave oven in Weinberg's residence during the previous spring. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 2618-19.) In 
an affidavit that he signed one year later and that the government filed in court to oppose a 
defense motion, Good swore that he did not recall ever having seen a microwave oven in Wein· 
berg's homes in Long Island and Tequesta. (See Good Affidavit, filed in United States v. Wil· 
liams, February 22, 1982, at 1-2, reprinted in 128 Cong. Rec. S. 1518 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
When confronted with this obvious Inconsistency in his statements under oath, Good contended 
before the Select Committee that his first statement .referred to a microwave oven that he had 
seen in Weinberg's trailer in Florida and, therefore, was consistent with his second statement, 
which. referred only to "the Weinberg homes." (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 42 (testi
mony of John Good).) 

The Select Committee finds disturbing Good's giving of conflicting sworn testimony on two 
occasions one year apart, especially because the second statement was in an affidavit, carefully 
considered, with ample opportunity for Good to review records and transcripts to refresh his 
recollection, and under no courtroom pressure. But the Select Committee finds especially dis
turbing Good's attempt to justify to the Select Committee his initial error by defining common 
words like "home" and "residence" in Procrustean fashion. If Good's testimony before the Select 
Committee was truthful, it means that, at the least, he signed an affidavit so materially mis
leading that it even caused the government's own attorne~s to conclude, and to represent to the 
court, that Good "did not notice any of the so-called 'gifts ." (See Memorandum of Law in Oppo
sition to Defendants' Post Trial Motions, filed in United States v. Williams, February 22, 1982, 
at 8.) 

The Select Committee is distressed by Supervisor Good's assertion that he willfully denied 
under oath having observed a microwave oven in Weinberg's homes (plural), knowing that he 
had seen such an oven in the trailer in which Weinberg often resided. While it may not be tech
nically perjurious, such clearly misleading testimony constitutes unacceptable conduct that 
ranking FBI officials should not tolerate. 

Continued 
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She also said that Mel had telephoned her in 1980 during an 
Abscam trial and had asked her to secrete the oven without being 
seen, whereupon she and her son had moved it to a nearby vacant 
condominium. A few weeks later, she continued, her husband had 
asked her to take the oven home. She stated that thereafter she 
saw him remove the serial number plate from the oven in their 
home. (See Marie Weinberg Affidavit, filed in United States v. 
Kelly, January 16, 1982, reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S. 1482 (daily 
ed. Mar. 3, 1982) [hereinafter cited as Marie Weinberg AffidavitJ.) 

The FBI also located in the Stuart, Florida, home occupied by 
Evelyn Weinberg and frequently shared by Mel, a J'.C. Penney's 
microwave oven. The FBI learned from the J.C. Penney Company 
that this oven had been sold to Evelyn Weinberg on December 29, 
1978, by the West Palm Beach J.C. Penney store. (See Deaton Affi
davit at 2, 8.) The government introduced into evidence in the post
trial due process hearing the bill and warehouse slip for the J.C. 
Penney oven. (See Myers Gov't D.P. Ex. 109A.) Weinberg testified 
that he could not remember the date that the oven had been pur
chased. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 4396-400.) 

Weinberg's son, J.R., told the FBI that the General Electric oven 
had been in his family's home in Long Island and that he did not 
know its source or date of origin. (See Deaton Affidavit at 9.) Wein
berg told the FBI that he did not know the source of the General 
Electric microwave oven. (See id. at 3; Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 
1982, at 126-27 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

The Select Committee concludes that in January 1979 Weinberg 
solicited and received from Errichetti and DiLorenzo the General 
Electric microwave oven. The combination of Errichetti's and Di
Lorenzo's testimony, Marie Weinberg's affidavit, the corroboration 
of the oven purchase by Strawbridge & Clothier, and the recovery 
of a General Electric oven with a missing serial plate from Wein
berg's house, especially in light of Weinberg's inability to explain 
the origin of the microwave oven and his offer of a bill establishing 
the purchase of an oven clearly not the one in issue, compels this 
fmding. It appears that DiLorenzo's inconsistency about the date of 
the purchase resulted from confusion over the details of fairly un
memorable events that had occurred 18 months earlier. 

(b) The RCA video recorder 
Special Agent Houlihan's report of DiLorenzo's interview of June 

10, 1980, indicates that DiLorenzo stated that he had purchased 
and delivered a video cassette recorder to Weinberg on January 19, 
1979. (See Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) Since that 
time, DiLorenzo has maintained, at trial and to the Select Commit
tee, that he gave a video recorder to Weinberg, but in March, not 
in January, 1979. At the Myers trial DiLorenzo testified that Erri
chetti had instructed him, in late February or early March 1979 to 
purchase a video recorder as a gift for Weinberg to deliver to the 
sheik. DiLorenzo stated that he purchased the video recorder with 

Special Agent Amoroso indicated that he thought he had seen a microwave oven in the kitch
en of the Weinbergs' Long Island home, but that he had had no reason to take notice of items in 
their home. (&e Amoroso Affidavit, filed in United States V. Williams, February 22, 1982, at 2, 
reprinted in 128 Cong Rec. S 1517 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
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cash at Best Products in Moorestown, New Jersey. (See Myers Trial 
Tr. 3069-71). He identified his receipt (Myers Def. Trial Ex. Y), 
dated March 3, 1979, for the $939.61 RCA video recorder (see Myers 
Trial Tr. 3070). 

DiLorenzo testified that on the following day he and his girl
friend, Debra Procacci, had met .Weinberg at the Ionosphere 
Lounge at LaGuardia Airport to deliver the RCA recorder. Wein
berg had been accompanied by a woman he had introduced as 
Marie, his son, and a dog. DiLorenzo had placed the recorder in 
Weinberg's silver Lincoln Continental in the parking lot. (See id. at 
3071-72.) 

Houlihan testified that DiLorenzo had provided the receipt for 
the video recorder approximately one week after the June 10, 1980, 
interview. Houlihan also testified that DiLorenzo had stated in the 
interview that no one but Errichetti had accompanied him on any 
of his deliveries of gifts. (See id. at 3537-38, 3542.) DiLorenzo has 
contended that he lied about his girlfriend's presence to try to 
avoid involving her. (See Sel. Comm. interview of Joseph DiLor
enzo, Sept. 10, 1982.) When she testified, DiLorenzo's girlfriend cor
roborated his testimony. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3224-26.) 

Errichetti testified that Weinberg had told him that the sheik 
wanted a video recorder in order to watch X-rated films. Errichetti 
testified, incorrectly, that DiLorenzo, accompanied by George Nor
cross, had purchased the recorder at a store in Cherry Hill with 
money given to DiLorenzo by Errichetti's secretary. According to 
Errichetti, she had obtained the cash from James Meiler, who had 
introduced Errichetti to Criden, because Meiler had "scads of 
money" and had said to him, "'Anything that you need as far as 
money is concerned, because you don't have the money, this is the 
way they do business . . . I will supply the money for anything he 
wants.''' (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 230-31 (testimony of 
Angelo J. Errichetti).) 39 

Weinberg denied having received a video recorder from Erri
chetti or DiLorenzo. "(See Myers Trial Tr. 2252-53; Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 121-122 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) No 
RCA video recorder was found in 1982 in the residence he shared 
with Marie or in the residence he shared with Evelyn. Marie Wein
berg stated that Mel Weinberg asked her dUring an Abscam trial 
in 1980 secretly to remove from their home a "Betamax video re
corder" that he had "brought home" during 1979. (See Marie Wein
berg Affidavit.) It is not clear whether she was using "Betamax" as 
a trade name or as a generic word. 4 0 

Thus, Errichetti's testimony about the alleged video recorder gift 
conflicted with DiLorenzo's, and DiLorenzo has admitted having de
liberately lied in his June 10, 1979, interview about his girlfriend's 

a·DiLorenzo stated that he knows only that he got the cash from Errichetti or fr<Jm Errichet
ti's SNI"etary. Meiler is deceased. The Select Committee notes that in 1979 Errichetti, according 
to his testimony, received over $50,000 in bribe payments, earned salaries of $48,000, and made 
$75,000 in securities trading. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15. 1982, at 203-04, 210-13, 241 (testi
mony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) This renders Errichetti's contention about the source of the 
money dubious . 

.. 0 The recovery by the FBI of a Sony Betamax from Marie Weinberg's home suggests that she 
may have been referring in her affidavit to that Betamax, not to an RCA, video recorder. (See 
pp. 127-28 infra.) In that case her affidavit does not support Errichetti's allegation that he gave 
Weinberg an RCA video recorder. 
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involvement. Because those men provided false information about 
other Abscam issues, because no RCA video recorder was found in 
either of Weinberg's residences, and because there is no tangible 
evidence corroborating either Errichetti's or DiLorenzo's conten
tion that Weinberg received that item, the Select Committee 
cannot reasonably determine from the available evidence the truth 
of the allegation that Weinberg received an RCA video recorder 
from Errichetti. 41 

(c) The stereo system 
DiLorenzo told Houlihan on June 10, 1980, that sometime before 

April 1979 Weinberg had shown Errichetti a picture of a $3,300 
stereo system that Weinberg wanted for the sheik. Pursuant to Er
richetti's instructions, DiLorenzo had then found a similar stereo, 
which he purchased with the help of a friend, George Norcross,42 
for $1,200 in cash from Hi-Fidelity House in Cherry Hill, New 
Jersey, and delivered to Weinberg in the last week of March. (See 
Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980; Myers Trial Tr. 3540-41, 
3544-45.) 

DiLorenzo testified at trial that Errichetti had given him the pic
tUf/;! Errichetti had received from Weinberg, which was from an ad
vertisement for a northeastern chain store, Sam Goody, in The 
New York Times Magazine, and had told him to purchase some
thing similar, but less expensive. DiLorenzo said that he had tele
phoned Norcross, who had known someone at Hi-Fidelity House 
who would give them a good price. DiLorenzo said that they had 
purchased a Harman-Kardon receiver, Genesis III speakers, and a 
cabinet to hold the components; he identified a copy of a sales bro
chure (Myers Def. Trial Ex. Z) that depicted the stereo and that he 
had received with the purchase (see Myers Trial Tr. 3073-76). 

DiLorenzo testified that, using Errichetti's car, he had taken the 
stereo components to the Hauppauge Holiday Inn (where he had 
met Weinberg on January 19) and had delivered them to Weinberg, 
who was driving a pickup truck that he claimed was his brother-in
law's. DiLorenzo testified that, because Weinberg had indicated 
earlier that the stereo should be given to the sheik for his birthday, 
DiLorenzo also delivered a congratulatory letter from Errichetti for 
the sheik. DiLorenzo identified a copy of that letter (Myers Def. 
Trial Ex. S), which he said he had seen, at the time it was written, 
on the desk of Camden City Attorney Martin F. McKernan, who 
had drafted the letter. DiLorenzo said that Weinberg had told him 
that he was going to take the stereo system directly to the airport 
to ship to the sheik and that he needed $300 for shipping expenses. 
DiLorenzo had not provided the money. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3077-
78, 3100-02). 

Although DiLorenzo told Houlihan that he had delivered the 
stereo to Weinberg in the last week of March 1979, he told the 

41 Weinberg admitted to the Select Committee that he had met DiLorenzo's girlfriend "a few 
times." {Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 122 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) Weinberg 
did not attempt to explain the circumstances for those meetings. DiLorenzo's girlfriend, on the 
other hand, testified In the Myers trial that she had met Weinberg twice: in March to deliver 
the video recorder and in September or October to deliver an envelope. (See Myers Trial Tr. 
3124-29; pp. 151-52 infra.) This provides some support for the gift allegation. 

42 DiLorenzo told the Select Committee that Norcross was another of Errichetti's chauffeurs. 
(Sel. Comm. interview of Joseph DiLorenzQ, Sept. 10, 1982.) 

14-618 0 - 83 - 9 
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Select Committee that he had given Weinberg the stereo after 
April 1, 1979, the date on which, according to DiLorenzo and Erri
chetti, they clandestinely met Weinberg ahd on which, according to 
Errichetti, he shared the March 31 MacDonald bribe money with 
Weinberg. (See pages 138-49 infra.) DiLorenzo told the Select Com
mittee that the Houlihan report of the June 10, 1980, interview 
erroneously placed the delivery of the stereo in March. 

Houiilian testified at trlal that he had spoken to Norcross. Nor
cross had confirmed that he had helped DiLorenzo purchase a 
stereo at Hi-Fidelity House, but had indicated that he did not know 
why DiLorenzo had wanted the stereo (See Myers Trial Tr. 3544-
46.) The salesman at the Hi-Fidelity House who made the sale told 
Houlihan that he vaguely remembered Errichetti's and Norcross' 
names. (See id. at 3544-45.) 

Errichetti testified before the Select Committee that Weinberg 
had given him the Sam Goody stereo advertisement on April 1, 
1979, in the same meeting at which they had split the MacDonald 
bribe proceeds.43 Errichetti stated that, after DiLorenzo had pur
chased the stereo, he and Weinberg had talked by telephone to ar
range for its delivery. He said that he had had Weinberg give Dani 
Anise the sheik's name and address so that Errichetti could send a 
birthday letter that McKernan wrote, but that the letter ultimate
ly had been hand-delivered to Weinberg with the gift.44 Errichetti 
maintained that this gift, as with all gifts after the microwave 
oven, had been financed by Meiler through Dani Anise, even 
though Errichetti, by his own admission, had just received $37,500 
from the MacDonald bribe. (See Sel Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 
231-33 (testimony of Angelo J. ErrichettD.) 

In her affidavit Marie Weinberg alleged that her husband had 
"brought home an entire stereo system, including two speakers and 
a wooden case with a glass magnetic door and two shelves" identi
fied to her as gifts. (See Marie Weinberg Affidavit.) She alleged fur
ther that Mel Weinberg had given the stereo cabinet to John Good. 
(See id.) Weinberg denied having received a stereo from Errichetti 
or DiLorenzo. (See Myers Trial Tr. 2251-53; Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 
16, 1982, at 121-23 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) The Palm 
Beach County Sheriffs Office recovered from the Weinbergs' Te
questa home a Harman-Kardon receiver and two Genesis III speak
ers. (See Deaton Affidavit at 2.) Weinberg denied knowing the 
source of those components in his own home. (See id. at 3; Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 123~26 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg).) The FBI learned from the Harman-Kardon Corporation 
that the model of stereo receiver found in Weinberg's home, the 
HK 560, had been discontinued after 1979 and that in 1979 it had 
been sold to many distributors, including the main branch of Hi
Fidelity House in Broomall, Pennsylvania, which had purchased 

.3 DiLorenzo told the Select Committee, however, that Errichetti had returned to his auto
mobile "empty.handed" after meeting Weinberg on April 1. The Errichetti·DiLorenzo story, 
however, gains credibility from the fact that The New York Times Magazine on April 1, 1979, 
did run an article featuring a photograph of a Pioneer stereo system available for sale in a 
stereo cabinet from Sam Goody for $3,434. (See The New York Times Magazine, Apr. I, 1979, at 
72-73.) It is possible that Errichetti had folded the page from the magazine and placed it in his 
pocket before returning to the car. 

44 McKernan apparently verified to Houlihan that he had written the letter. (See 128 Cong. 
Rec. S. 1482 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
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approximately 100 of them. The manufacturer of the Genesis stereo 
speakers found in the Weinberg home has determined from their 
serial numbers that it sold those two speakers to Hi-Fidelity House 
pursuant to a January 23, 1979, order. (See Deaton Mfidavit at 6.) 

Hi-Fidelity House has determined that its Cherry Hill outlet sold 
two Genesis speakers, one Harman-Kardon H.K 560 receiver, an 
Optonica tape cassette player,45 head phones, tapes, and a stereo 
cabinet for $1,300 in cash on April 4, 1979. The FBI attempted to 
locate the purported purchaser, William Meyers, at the Phildelphia 
address listed on the sales receipt, but residents of that vicinity 
were unable to identify him.46 

Based on Errichetti's and DiLorenzo's testimony, and Marie 
Weinberg's affidavit, the recovery of components from Weinberg's 
home in Tequesta, Weinberg's failure to explain the origin of these 
components, and the FBI's tracing of the likely purchase of the 
components to a site consistent with DiLorenzo's testimony, the 
Select Committee concludes that Weinberg solicited and received a 
stereo system in March or April of 1979. 

(d) The television sets 
DiLorenzo told Special Agent Houlihan on June 10, 1980, that he 

and George Norcross had purchased three small color televisions at 
a store in Cherry Hill, New Jersey, and that he had delivered the 
television sets to Weinberg at the Cherry Hill Hyatt House.47 He 
said that Weinberg had instructed him to place them in his van 
without being seen. (See Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 
1980.) 

At the Myers trial DiLorenzo testified that in the late summer of 
1979 Errichetti had asked him to purchase three 22-inch Sony tele
visions for the sheik's Board of Directors, but that Errichetti had 
later told him to SUbstitute 17-inch televisions, because the larger 
sets were too expensive. DiLorenzo testified that he had spent 
roughly $1,000 for the telvision sets, using cash he had obtained 
from Dani Anise, and that on a hot day he had delivered the sets 
to Weinberg at the Cherry Hill Hyatt House, where Weinberg was 
staying. DiLorenzo said that Amoroso and Brady also had been 
there, but that Weinberg had met him in the lobby, had given him 
the keys to his van, and had asked him to put the television sets in 

45 Although Dilorenzo never mentioned a cassette deck as one of the components of the 
stereo, journalist Indy Badhwar has stated in an affidavit that he observed and photographed in 
the Weinbergs' home on January 8, 1982, an Optonica cassette deck, along with the Harman
Kardon receiver and Genesis speakers. (See Badhwar Affidavit, reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 
1483 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) The FBI apparently never has attempted to trace the origin of the 
tape deck, presumably because Dilorenzo did not specifically itemize it. 

'6 The FBI found in Evelyn Weinberg's Stuart, Florida, house a Marantz stereo receiver and 
two Sony speakers. Weinberg told the }o'BI that he had purcha~ed the receiver at Frank's TV in 
Stuart, Florida, around 1975. He said that the speakers, along with other items, had been pur
chased in 1980 from the TV Center in Stuart. (See Deaton Affidavit at 2-3.) Frank's TV tcld the 
FBI that Weinberg had bought a Marantz receiver and two Marantz speakers on November 4, 
1976. The TV Center informed the FBI that Weinberg had been a customer since 1980 and that 
E\.elyn Weinberg had bought two Sony speakers on October 9, 1980. (See id. at 8.) 

" On June 24, 1980, however, Norcross told the FBI that he had merely called the Hi Fi 
House, at Dilorenzo's request, to ascertain whether it carried 19-inch television sets; that the Hi 
:Fi House had told him it carried 17-inch, but not 19-inch, sets; and that he had given that infor
mation to Dilorenzo. Norcross said he did not know whether Dilorenzo then had purchased any 
sets. This conflicts with Dilorenzo's contention that Norcross accompanied him when he bought 
the three sets. [Deleted] (The omission of a citation to a confidenti!il document is identified by 
"[Deleted]." See pp. V-VI BUPra.) 
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the van without mentioining anything to Amoroso or Brady. DiLor
enzo testified that he had no receipt and could not be more specific 
about the date. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3078-81, 3098-100.) DiLorenzo 
told a consistent version of this episode to the Select Committee.48 

Errichetti testified. before the Select Committee that Weinberg 
had proposed in June 1979 that Errichetti purchase the television 
sets to curry favor with the sheik's directors, who were supposedly 
considering a loan to publisher and businessman Bob Guccione for 
a casino project. (See pages 306-12 infra). Errichetti's description 
of the delivery of the sets matched DiLorenzo's· trial testimony 
almost exactly. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 234-35,241--
42 (testimony of Angelo J. ErrichettD.) 

Three 17-inch sony Trinitron television sets were found in the 
Weinbergs' home in Tequesta, Florida, in January 1982. The serial 
number plates of two of the sets had been removed. The FBI deter
mined that all three sets had been assembled in California and had 
been shipped to a Sony distribution center in New Jersey in March 
1979. (Of Sony's four other domestic distribution centers, one is in 
Miami, Florida, and three are in California or in the mid-west.) 
(See Deaton Affidavit at 2, 4-5.) 49 

Marie Weinberg's January 1982 affidavit stated that her hus
band had received the Sony television sets from a friend during the 
Abscam investigation. (See Marie Weinberg Affidavit.) Weinberg's 
son, J.R., told the Palm Beach County Sheriffs Office that the tele
vision sets had appeared in his home one day in the summer of 
1979, shortly after his family had moved to Florida atld that his 
mother had said that she had bought them. (See Deaton Affidavit 
at 9.) 

48 The government adduced evidence at the Mj'er$ trial demonstrating that Weinberg had sold 
his van in Florida on June 23, 1979, well before "late summer 1979," when DiLorenzo testified 
that he had placed the television sets in the van. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3514-~1; Myers Gov't Trial 
Ex. 28.> Moreover, telephone toll records show that Weinberg was in Florida on June 18-22, 
1979, and in other southern states on June 16-17. Thus, Weinberg and his van could not have 
been in Cherry HiU, New Jersey, after June 15, 19'19. Therefore, DiLorenzo's statement that he 
placed the television in Weinberg's van in "late summer" in Cherry Hill was false. 

DiLorenzo testified that he could not fix the exact date of the transaction, but he remembered 
that "[ilt was very hot outside." (See Myers Trial Tr. 3098-99.) Weather records for Philadelphia, 
ten miles from Cherry Hill, reveal that the temperature in June 1979 was significantly below 
normal for that month and location. 'l'he high temperature never exceeded 85' Fahrenheit and 
was on most days well below that. (See National Climatic Center, National Oceanic and Atmos
pheric Administration, Local Climatological Data, Monthly Summary, June 1979, Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.) 

However, FBI officials told the Select Committee on December 10, 1982, that Weinberg, Amor
oso, and Brady were at the Cherry Hill Hyatt on June 14-15, 1979, meeting with Errichetti and 
others involved in the titanium venture. Amoroso and Brady believe that Weinberg had his van 
with him in Cherry Hill on June 14 and June 15, because he was driving to Florida with many 
of his personal belongings. Moreover, June 14 and June 15 were entirely sunny days with tem
peratures in the low 80's Fahrenheit. (See id.) It appears likely that DiLorenzo had delivered the 
television sets on one of those dates and merely had erred in estimating the date of the transac
tion. 

49 The FBI also found three Sony Trinitron television sets (l9-inch rathr than 17-inch) in 
Evelyn Weinberg's home in Stuart, Florida, (See id. at 2.) The FBI learned that the sets had 
been sold to Weinberg by a Stuart store on June 23 and August 22, 1980. (See id. at 8.) It is 
unclear whether Weinberg purchased those television sets in an attempt to conceal his receipt 
of the sets from Errichetti, but it seems unlikely, inasmuch as they are different models. (The 
purchases were, however, close in time to DiLorenzo's interview.) Another possibility is suggest
ed by news accounts from around the time of Marie Weinber!(s death that revealed that Wein
berg had furnished Evelyn's home nearly identically to Marie 5, including carpets and drapes
and .possibly televisions. (See, e.g., Jack Anderson:S Washington Merry-Go-Round, Feb. 2. 1982, 
reprinted in 128 Cong. Rec. S 1554 (daily ed. Mar. S, 1982); Interview of Marie Weinberg by Indy 
Badhwar, reprinted in 128 Cong. Rec. S 1483, S 1495 (daily Ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
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Weinberg has consistently denied, before grand juries, in court 
proceedings, and before the Select Committee, that he solicited or 
received televisions from Errichetti or DiLorenzo. (See 128 Congo 
Rec. S. 1507-08 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982); Myers Trial Tr. 2250; Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 121-26 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg).) 

The Select Committee has concluded that Weinberg did solicit 
and receive three Sony television sets from Errichetti. The testimo
ny of Errichetti and DiLorenzo does not itself establish that fact, in 
view of Errichetti's lying on other issues before the Select Commit
tee (see pages 135-36, 409 infra) and in view of DiLorenzo's bias, ad
mitted lie on June 10, 1980, and other erroneous statements. How
ever, their testimony is reinforced by the recovery from Weinberg's 
home of three television sets identical to those purchased by DiLor
enzo and by Marie Weinberg's and J.R.'s statements concerning 
their appearance. The removal of serial number plates from two of 
the sets makes Weinberg's denials even more suspicious. 5 0 Finally, 
Weinberg's claim that he does not know the origin of three televi
sion sets in his own home m'mnot reasonably be believed. 

5. The Katz Gifts 

(a) The three wrist watches 
Sometime in late June or early July 1979, Ge(irge Katz gave 

Weinberg three expensive wrist watches.51 On July 10, 1979, Wein
berg turned the watches over to Amoroso and Good, who decided 
that Amoroso and Weinberg each would wear one to enhance their 
credibility. 52 Good retained the third watch at the FBI's Haup
pauge Resident Agency as evidence. (See [Deleted]; Myers D.P. Tr. 
2596-97; Jannotti Post-trial D.P. Tr. 2.38, 2.41-.42, 2.86-.87, 3.13.) 

When he was interviewed on February 2, 1980, the day that the 
covert stage of Abscam ended, Katz told the FBI that Weinberg 
had solicited the watches from him "to shorten the way to the 
sheik." ([Deleted]) Weinberg, on the other hand, told Amoroso and 
Good in June or July 1979, and has since reiterated in testimony, 
that Katz had offered the watches unsolicited and that, although 
Weinberg at first had protested, he ultimately had accepted the 
watches to avoid offending Katz. (See [Deleted]; Jannotti Post-trial 
D.P. Tr. 2.31, 2.74-.75, 3.12.) Weinberg has maintained that he hap
pened to mention to Katz that the Arabs enjoyed jewelry and that 
in response Katz stated without solicitation that he wanted to give 
wrist watches both to the sheiks and to Weinberg. (See [Deleted]; 
Jannotti Post-trial D.P. Tr. 2.31.) 

50 Marie Weinberg alleged that she observed Mel Weinberg removing the serial number plate 
{rom another piece of equipment, the microwave oven, that Weinberg received from Errichetti. 
(See pp. 116-17 (supra.) 

51 The watche" were Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 27. Katz told the FBI that the watches were collec
tively valued at approximately $8,000. (See Myers D.P. Ex. 8.J Weinberg, on the other hand, testi
fied that the watches were worth $18,000. (See, e.g., Myers Trial Tr. 2433.) Although the jeweler 
who sold Katz the watches corroborated Katz' estimate by testifying that Katz paid approxi
mately $7,500 for the watches (see Myers D.P. Tr. 1180), the courts have inexplicably adopted 
Weinberg's erroneous figure, inflated by $10,660. See, e,g., United- States v. Myers, 692 F.2d at 
846. 

52 Amoroso told the Select Committee tbat he removed his watch from his wrist whenever he 
met Katz to avoid raising Katz' suspicions. 
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Katz' death in 1981 and Weinberg's mendacity make it impossi
ble to determine with certainty whether Weinberg solicited the 
wrist watches or Katz volunteered them. Nevertheless, Weinberg's 
claim that his offhand remark on the Arabs' taste for jewelry 
prompted Katz to offer three expensive watches, including one for 
Weinberg, is farfetched. In light of the Select Committee's finding 
that Weinberg solicited gifts from Errichetti as presents for the 
sheik (see pages 114-23 supra), it concludes that Katz' similar, and 
inherently more believable, contention that Weinberg solicited the 
watches purportedly to please the sheik is probably accurate. Even 
if Katz' offer of watches was evoked by Weinberg's comment about 
the Arabs' fondness for jewelry, Weinberg's comment presumably 
was intended to evoke some gift of jewelry. This conclusion is but
teres sed by the demonstrable falsity of, and inconsistencies in, 
Weinberg's version of the circumstances surrounding Katz' promise 
and delivery of watches. (See pages 125-27 infra.) 

Apart from the issue of whether the watches were solicited or 
volunteered, much attention in the trial and due process proceed
ings and in the district and appellate court briefs focused on the 
circumstances of the gift of watches. The government has sought to 
establish that Weinberg voluntarily and unilaterally relinquished 
to the FBI the watches, which were the most valuable gifts he has 
been alleged to have received. From this fact, the government has 
argued, it is incredible that Weinberg would have freely given to 
the government the valuable gifts he received, but would have se
cretly kept much less valuable gifts, such as a microwave oven and 
television sets. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3959.) Defendants have attempt
ed to rebut this syllogism by trying to establish that the govern
ment knew in advance, independently of information conveyed to it 
by Weinberg, that Weinberg would be receiving or had received 
watches from Katz, and that, therefore, Weinberg had no choice 
but to tell the FBI about the watches and to relinquish them. 53 

The poor and conflicting memories of Amoroso, Good, and Wein
berg and the vagueness of Amoroso's contBmporaneous memoran
dum of Weinberg's explanation ([Deleted]) preclude the Select Com
mittee from determining the precise circumstances of Weinberg's 
receipt of the watches. Amoroso's memorandum of July 10, 1979 
([Deleted]), states that on June 30, 1979, Weinberg told Amoroso 
that, at some unspecified prior date, in a conversation not specified 
as having been in person or by telephone, he had mentioned to 
Katz that two of the Abdul Enterprises board members were "jew
elry freaks." Weinberg also told Amoroso that Katz subsequently 
had purchased three watches, two for members of the board and 
one for Weinberg, and had surprised Weinberg at some unspecified 
meeting by insisting that the watches be accepted. The memoran-

63 A necessary, but unstated, part of the defendants' argument is the further condition that 
Weinberg must somehow have learned that the FBI had independently discovered that Katz 
would be giving, or had given, the watches to Weinberg. 

The courts have adopted the parties' view of the significance of this factual question. The 
Second Circuit recently observed, for example, that "the Government's point remains that Wein
berg was not likely to conceal a $350 gift [the microwave oven] when he had been forthcoming 
about an $18,000 gift." United States v. Myers, 692 F.2d at 846. 
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dum also reports that on some unspecified date, Good and Amoroso 
decided that the watches should be worn. 54 

Amoroso testified that Weinberg had not told him when any of 
this had happened, except that Weinberg might have said that 
Katz had delivered the watches on June 30. Amoroso testified fur
ther that he had written the memorandum on July 10, when Wein
berg had taken the watches to the Resident Agency. (See Jannotti 
Post-trial D.P. Tr. 3.7-.10.) 

In contrast to this version of the events is Weinberg's testimony. 
Weinberg testified that he had informed Amoroso and Good when 
Katz had first promised the ,vatches and that he subsequently had 
informed them when Katz had actually delivered the watches. (See 
id. at 2.32-.33, 2.38.) Weinberg testified that Katz had delivered the 
watches sometime between June 28 and June 30. (See id. at 2.33.) 

Weinberg's version of the events, in addition to contradiciting 
Amoroso's version, also conflicts with the testimony of John Good. 
Good testified that, when Weinberg had first told him about the 
watches, Weinberg had indicated that he had not anticipated re
ceiving the watches before the day he actually received them. (See 
id. at 2.74-.75.) Good further testified that Weinberg had not told 
him about the watches before Weinberg had informed him that 
Weinberg had received them from Katz. (See id. at 2.72-.73.) Amor
oso also testified that he did not recall Weinberg's having told him 
in advance that Weinberg had expected to receive the watches. (See 
id. at 3.7'-.11.) 

Weinberg's testimony about the interval between the time that 
he received the watches and the time that he relinquished them to 
the FBI has varied. First, he testified that he had relinquished the 
watches to Good on the same day that he had received them. (See 
Myers Trial Tr. 2433.) Approximately one month later, he testified 
in another court proceeding that he had relinquished the watches 
to Good roughly a week after he had received them. (See Jannotti 
Post-trial D.P. 'rr. 2.35.) Amoroso could not remember when he had 
first heard of the watches or when Weinberg hRd taken them to 
the Resident Agency. (Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, 
Sept. 22, 1982.) 

Although it is impossible to untangle thjs web of inconsistencies, 
it seems apparent that Weinberg's versions are untruthful. The 
jeweler from whom Katz purchased the watches testified in court 
and confirmed to the Select Committee that Katz made the pur
chase on June 19, 1979. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 1182.) Thus, the event
presumably Weinberg's solicitation-that motivated Katz' pur-

5. Amoroso has testified that he dictated the memorandum at Good's instruction on JUly 10, 
1979, lind that it was typed the same day. (See Jannotti Post-trial D.P. Tr. 3.6-.9,) Defendants 
have alleged that the memorandum was either back-dated or inserted into the FBI files in Sep
tember or October 1979, presumably by Amoroso and other agents. (See Myers Defendants-Ap
pellants' Brief 25-26; Criden Appellate Brief 95; Myers Defendants' Post-Hearing Brief 60; Myers 
D.P. Tr. 2591-94, 2664-65.)The Select Committee has found no support for this extraordinary 
accusation that several FBI agents have conspired to ohstruct justice in this matter. The defend
ants base their contention on the fact that Amoroso's memorandum is not in the proper numeri
cal sequence in the FBI's /iles; but, in fact, the serial numbering of the files is by no means 
perfectly chronological, and there is nothing unusual about the sequence in which the memoran
dum appears. The absen:e of a perfectly chronological sequence arises from the number of oper
atives on the case, the frequent absence of operatives from the Hauppauge office, the delays in 
writing, dictating, transcribing, and proofreading, and simple disregard for careful recordkeep
ing procedures. 
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chases must have occurred on or before June 19, 1979. Telephone 
toll records indicate that Weinberg telephoned Katz on June 19, 
1979. Although there is a tape recording of the call, the tape does 
not include the beginning of the cOllversation. Because Weinberg 
did not make the call from a telephone that could be traced to him, 
telephone toll records do not reveal the length of the call. Wein
berg may have solicited the watches in this, or in another unre
corded, and also untraced, conversation. 

It seems likely that Weinberg received the watches from Katz 
sometime between June 27 and June 29, 1979. Travel and tele
phone toll records indicate that Weinberg was in the northeastern 
United States between June 25 and June 30, that he flew to Flor
ida on June 30, and that he returned to New York on July 6 or 7. 
Weinberg and Katz both attended a meeting on June 27, 1979, in 
Arlington, Virginia. (See pages 231-32 infra.) Moreover, once on 
June 28 and twice on June 29, 1979, Weinberg initiated unrecorded 
telephone conversations with Katz. 

Thus, regardless of exactly when Weinberg received the watches, 
it appears that the FBI did not lu).ow in advance that Weinberg 
was going to receive them and did not know that he had received 
them until he informed Amoroso that he had received them. The 
defendants nevertheless argue that Weinberg had to tell the FBI 
about the watches and to relinquish them and did not do so volun
tarily. The exact argument is never clearly articulated, but could 
be any of three contentions: (1) the FBI independently learned that 
Katz would be giving Weinberg the watches, and Weinberg some
how learned that the FBI had discovered his impending receipt of 
the gifts; (2) the FBI independently learned that Katz had given 
Weinberg the watches, and Weinberg somehow learned that the 
FBI had discovered that Katz had given the gifts; or (3) circum
stances occurred such that Weinberg believed that the FBI would 
learn that he was to receive or had received the watches. Under 
any of the three scenarios, Weinberg would have felt compelled to 
volunteer to the FBI his impending or actual receipt of the watch
es. In arguing that Weinberg did not voluntarily inform the FBI of 
the watches, the defendants rely in part on a tape recording of a 
conversation between Katz and Weinberg on July 14, 1979. (See 
[Deleted].) This is one of two recorded conversations between Katz 
and Weinberg that include references to the watches. Both conver
sations occurred after Weinberg had taken the watches to Good on 
July 10 and, therefore, have no bearing on the issue of the date of 
Weinberg's disclosure that the gifts were going to be or had been 
made. (The other conversation took place on July 17. (See [De
leted].) 55 Furthermore, even if the Amoroso memorandum was 
back-dated and Weinberg first informed the FBI of the watches 
after July 14, Weinberg, not Katz, raised the subject of the watches 
in the July 14 conversation. Defendants therefore err when they 
contend that "Katz mentioned the watches on a tape which Wein
berg was required to transmit to his supervisors. Accordingly, he 

.5 Both of the conversations relate to Weinberg's returning to Katz for repair or replacement 
one of the watches, which apparently had a broken band. Although the subsequent exchange of 
watches, to which defendants devoted much attention in court and in their briefs, is curious, the 
Select Committee does not consider it relevant to any issue of import. 
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had no choice but to report the gifts at this point." (Myers Defend
ants-Appellants' Brief 25-26.) 56 It is inconceivable that Weinberg 
would have raised the issue of watches on the July 14 tape if he 
had been trying to keep the watches unknown to the FBI. 

The conclusion that Weinberg relinquished the Katz watches to 
the FBI voluntarily while he clandestinely retained other less valu
able gifts remains a conundrum. One possibility is that Weinberg 
considered the watches too valuable to keep and feared the poten
tial repercussions if the FBI were to discover that he had solicited 
them; perhaps he had intended to solicit more reasonably priced 
wrist watches from Katz. Because Weinberg'S solicitation and re
ceipt of other gifts from Errichetti is clear, however, the resolution 
of the mystery of Weinberg's relinquishment of the watches from 
Katz is not critical. 

(b) Liquor and Betamax video cassette recorder 
In addition to making allegations on February 2, 1980, regarding 

the three wrist watches, Katz also told the FBI on that date that 
he had delivered to Weinberg a Sony Betamax video cassette re
corder and $2,000 of liquor for Christmas in December 1979 to en
hance his position with the sheik. (See [Deleted]) Katz told the FBI 
that Weinberg had requested that he not tell DeVito (Amoroso) of 
these gifts. (See [Deleted]) Weinberg denied under oath having re
ceived a Betamax from Katz. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 4400.) Weinberg's 
response on cross-examination to the accusation that Katz had 
given him liquor worth $2,000 was less categorical: 

Q: How about Katz, did you get any liquor from Katz? 
A: I testified before I believe Katz gave me two bottles of 

liquor around Christmastime. 
Q: They weren't thousand-dollar bottles, were they, Mel? 
A: I don't know. (ld.) 57 

The Palm Beach County Sheriffs Office found a Sony Betamax 
video cassette recorder in Weinberg's Tequesta home in early 
1982.58 The FBI learned from the Sony Corporation that the re
corder had been manufactured in Japan on October 8, 1979. (See 
Deaton Affidavit at 2, 3,) Weinberg told the FBI that he did not 
know the source of the Betamax. (See id. at 3.) Weinberg's son in
formed the FBI that he had received the Betamax from his mother 
as a Christmas present in 1979. (See id. at 9.) 

56 As defendants discovered, the July 14 tape has a gap of 57 feet of blank tape, which inter· 
rupts the discussion of the watches. (See [Deleted)) Although the existence of this gap does not 
support defendants' claim that Weinberg was compelled to notify the FBI of the Katz' watches, 
it does suggest, if it resulted from a deliberate erasure by Weinberg, that Weinberg was at· 
tempting to conceal Katz' remarks, presumably about Weinberg's solicitation of the watches. 
(See pp. 92-93 supra.l 

51 Special Agent Brady testified that Weinberg had denied to him having received a large 
amount of liquor from Katz. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 3445.1 

58 Marie Weinberg stated in her affidavit that Mel Weinberg had telephoned her during an 
Abscam trial in 1980 and had asked her to hide a Betamax viaeo recorder in a nearby condo
minium without being seen. (See Marie Weinberg Affidavit.) It is not clear whether Marie was 
using "Betamax" as a trade name or as a generic word. 

The FBI also locaw,d a Sony Betamax recorder in the Stuart home of Mel and Evelyn Wein
berg. (See Deaton Aflidavit at 2.) The FBI identified this Betar.wx as having been purchased by 
Weinberg from a television store in Florida on AUh'llst 22, 1980. (See [DeJeted).) As with the tele
vision sets found in the Stuart home, it is unclear whether Weinberg purchased the Betamax to 
deceive the FBI or merely to duplicate his Tequesta home's furnishings. (See p. 122 n. 49 supra.) 
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The Select Com.mittee concludes that Weinberg solicited and re
ceived a Betamax video cassette recorder from Katz in December 
1979. Katz had no forewarning that he was to be interviewed by 
the FBI on February 2, 1980, and Abscam was not yet publicly 
known at that time. Nevertheless, without any prior mention by 
the FBI interviewer of gifts, Katz, in response to the FBI interview
er's question of whether he had made any "payments relative to 
the titanium mine," described the Betamax and liquor incidents. 
The existence of the Betamax in Weinberg's home and his son's de
scription of when it appeared corroborate Katz' story. Weinberg's 
inherently implausible denial of any knowledge of how a Betamax 
video recorder came to be in his own home further suggests that he 
lied about the incident. 

Although the Select Committee has not reached a firm conclu
sion about the truth of Katz' allegation about liquor, the accuracy 
of the balance of his February 2, 1980, statement about gifts-the 
watches and the Betamax-suggests that Weinberg also solicited 
and received a substantial amount of liquor from Katz in December 
1979. Again, the circumstances under which Katz was interviewed 
on February 2, 1980, suggest that he did not concoct the gift allega
tion. 

6. Other Gift Allegations 
The evidentiary record regarding several other allegations of 

Weinberg's having solicited and received gifts and loans from sus
pects of the investigation is too sparse to support any factual con
clusions by the Select Committee. Errichetti has alleged that he 
gave Weinberg, at Weinberg's suggestion, a $300 Seiko watch for 
the sheik in January 1979. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 
235-36 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) Weinberg has denied 
the allegation. (See Myers Trial Tr. 2250.) Errichetti also has 
claimed that he d&livered to Weinberg, at Weinberg's urging, an 
ounce of gold that he purchased in August of 1979 for $432 for the 
sheik. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 236-37 (testimony of 
Angelo J. Errichetti).) Weinberg has denied the allegation. (See 
Myers Trial Tr. 2250-51.) Errichetti has offered no corroboration for 
these allegations. Pursuant to a Select Committee subpoena, how
ever, the First Peoples Bank of New Jersey has furnished the 
Select Committee with records documenting the sale of two half
ounce gold bars to Errichetti on September 18, 1979, for a total of 
$432.18. The bank employee who sold the gold that day has told the 
Select Committee that the gold was picked up by an individual who 
identified himself as being from Errichetti's office. The bank em
ployee's description of the individual matches the physical charac
teristics of DiLorenzo. The Select Committee has been unable to de
termine what happened to the gold. 

Finally, Errichetti alleged to the Select Committee that in 
October 1979 Weinberg had asked him for $5,000, purportedly to 
help DeVito pay gambling debts. Errichetti claimed that, pursuant 
to that request, he had sent DiLorenzo, accompanied by DiLoren
zo's girlfriend, to deliver $3,000 to Weinberg at LaGuardia Airport 
on October 21, 1979. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 237-40 
(testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) By October 1979, however, the 
Noto debacle (see pages 434-35 infra) had caused, by Errichetti's own 
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admission, Ita strained relationship" (see Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 
1982, at 217 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti» between Weinberg 
and him, and there were very few communications between the 
two men in the latter half of September and in early October. Erri
chetti's claim that in this atmosphere he would have furnished 
Weinberg with $3,000 seems implausible. Although DiLorenzo's 
girlfriend has corroborated Errichetti's claim that DiLorenzo deliv
ered an envelope to Weinberg at LaGuardia Airport in the fall of 
1979, she indicated ignorance of the envelope's contents. (See Myers 
Trial Tr. 3127-29.) The Select Committee has concluded that, if the 
meeting occurred, it is more likely that the envelope contained a 
kickback for Weinberg from Errichetti's share of the Murphy bribe. 
(See pages 151-52 infra.) DiLorenzo had never mentioned the meeting 
before being asked by the Select Committee on December 3, 1982. 
(See, e.g.) Myers Trial Tr. 3121.) 

William Rosenberg, a defendant in the Abscam prosecution of 
Representative Kelly, testified that Weinberg once had borrowed 
$1,500 from him for travel expenses and had never repaid the 
money. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 4288-89; Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, 
at 49, 67 (testimony of William Rosenberg).) Rosenberg testified fur· 
ther that Weinberg had borrowed $300 from Rosenberg's associate, 
William Eden, in February 1979. (See id. at 67-68.) Eden told an 
FBI agent in January 1981 that Weinberg had borrowed $300 from 
him to travel to Florida in October 1978 and $250 to buy a televi
sion set in February 1979. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 2609-10.) Weinberg 
has denied all allegations that he ever solicited loans from suspects 
in Abscam. (See id. at 2604-07, 2613, 4368, 4401-02.) 

There also have been allegations of gifts to Weinberg from Alfred 
Carpentier, a defendant in the Alexandra case, including a pay
ment of $950, an anti-radar device, and toys. (See, e.g.) Alexandra 
Def. Ex. E; Myers D.P. Tr. 4171-73.) Weinberg has testified that he 
merely cashed a $950 check for Carpentier, that Carpentier gave 
him the anti-radar equipment unsolicited, and that he, Weinberg, 
left it at Abdul Enterprises' offices. (See Alexandra Trial Tr. 499-
508; Myers D.P. Tr. 4356-59, 4382-84, 4401.) 

Finally, Tony Torcasio. an associate of Bob Guccione's (see pages 
306-12 infra), has alleged that Weinberg unsuccessfully solicited 
gifts of television sets and gold watches from him. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 
2600-07; 128 Congo Rec. S 1482 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

The Select Committee has raached no conclusions about the accu
racy of the gift and loan allegations made against Weinberg by 
Rosenberg, Eden, Carpentier, and Torcasio. Although Weinberg's 
pattern of solicitation of gifts from Errichetti and Katz renders 
these allegations plausible, insufficient evidence exists to corrobo
rate the statements of the other individuals, most of whom proved 
themselves unreliable during the course of the Abscam investiga
tion and prosecutions. 

B. ALLEGATIONS THAT WEINBERG SHARED IN BRIBE PAYMENTS TO 
ABSCAM SUSPECTS 

Abscam defendant Angelo Errichetti alleges that he and Melvin 
Weinberg shared three of the bribes for which Errichetti was 
either the principal or the middleman: (1) the January 20, 1979, 
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payment of $25,000 to Errichetti; (2) the March 31, 1979, payment 
of $100,000 to Errichetti in the presence of Kenneth N. MacDonald, 
Vice Chairman of the New Jersey Casino Control Commission; and 
(3) the August 22, 1979, payment of $50,000 to Representative Mi
chael A. "Ozzie" Myers.59 These allegations raise several concerns 
about Abscam sper.ifically and about undercover operations gener
ally. 

The most serious of these concerns is that Abscam suspects may 
have been unjustly indicted, tried, and convicted. If Weinberg was 
resourceful enough to share in bribes, he also may have set up an 
innocent party with a middleman's help-by staging a meeting 
that appeared on videotape to be a bribe to that innocent third 
party, but that in reality was a payment only to the middleman
and then split the money with the middleman. The allegations also 
heighten a concern raised by other aspects of Abscam: that the FBI 
lacked control over Weinberg throughout the Abscam undercover 
operation and that the FBI's policies and procedures for supervis
ing and controlling informants are inadequate in complex under
cover operations. Moreover, the allegations, if true, would erode 
whatever credibility Weinberg had as a witness and would under
mine the explanations the government and Weinberg offered for 
unrecorded telephone conversations, for gaps in tape recordings, 
and for unrecorded meetings between Weinberg and middlemen. 

The Select Committee concludes that the weight of the evidence 
shows Weinberg to have shared in the proceeds of at least one 
bribe payment: the $100,000 payment to Errichetti in MacDonald's 
presence on March 31, 1979. This conclusion is based on (1) the evi
dence that Weinberg intentionally misled the FBI about his where
abouts on April 1, 1979, by falsifying a tape recording; (2) the tape 
of a meeting on March 31, after the MacDonald bribe, during 
which Weinberg and Errichetti agreed to meet the next day; and 
(3) the contents, and the unusual consistency, of the stories of 
Joseph DiLorenzo and Angelo Errichetti about the events of April 
1, 1979. 

The evidence on the allegation that Weinber-g shared in the Jan
uary 20, 1979, payoff to ErricheUi is insufficient to enable the 
Select Committee to reach such a conclusion. That evidence con
sists entirely of the testimony and other statements of Errichetti 
and of his nephew DiLorenzo, and the Select Committee has con
cluded that it cannot rely on those uncorroborated statements. Er
richetti's demonstrated willingness to lie under oath, coupled with 
the internal contradictions of his own testimony and with its incon
sistencies with DiLorenzo's testimony, make it impossible to rely 
on his uncorroborated word for any conclusion. DiLorenzo's state
ments are similarly suspect because of his selectively vague 
memory, his demonstrated bias toward his uncle, and his admission 

59 The Select Committee also considered the testimony of Abscam middlemen Howard Criden 
and Ellis Cook regarding bribe-sharing by Weinberg. Cook testified that Criden had told him 
that Weinberg and DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso) were sharing in the payoffs to Congressmen 
(see Lederer Trial Tr. 663-64; Thompson Trial Tr. 1246, 1252), and Criden told the Select Com
mittee that he understood from Errichetti that Weinberg was getting part of the money paid to 
Representatives Myers, Lederer, Thompson, and Murphy (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14. 1982, at 29-
34 (testimony of Howard L. Cdden». 
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that in at least one instance he intentionally withheld material in
formation about an Abscam issue. 

As to the payments made at the payoff meetings with Repre
sentatives Myers, Lederer, Thompson, and Murphy, there is some 
evidence that leads the Select Committee to believe that it is 
likely-and consistent with Weinberg's behavior throughout 
Abscam as illustrated by the events of April 1, 1979-that Wein
berg shared in at least one of those payments. 

The Select Committee concludes, however, that Weinberg's shar
ing in one or more bribe payments did not cause any public official 
to agree to perform any corrupt act that would not have been per
formed had Weinberg not received any part of the payment.60 
Some of the Abscam defendants who were tried and convicted 
might not have received as large a share of the payoffs as they 
were expecting, but the Select Committee finds no persuasive evi
dence that those officials were set up by Weinberg and a middle
man.61 The most troublesome incident was that involving Kenneth 
MacDonald-the one case as to which the Select Committee has 
concluded that WI':!inberg shared in a payment. Even in that case, 
however, where there is some doubt that MacDonald himself ever 
received any of the cash transferred in his presence, the Select 
Committee concludes that he was at least a willing participant in 
an illegal payment made to Errichetti because of MacDonald's 
presence and public office. 62 

The Select Committee finds that the government's monitoring, 
supervision, and control of Weinberg were lax, as exhibited by the 
government's ignorance that Weinberg was secretly meeting with 
middlemen, sharing in bribes, and falsifying taped conversations to 
confuse the FBI about his actions. Weinberg avoided detection 
when he shared in the MacDonald bribe, manipulated the evidence 
so as to convince the FBI over a year later that he had done noth
ing wrong, and thereby enriched himself with government funds 
that he was supposed to have helped the FBI use to ensnare cor
rupt public officials. 

1. The January 20, 19'/9, Payment to Errichetti 
The sole evidence that Weinberg shared in the payment of 

$25,000 to Errichetti on January 20, 1979, consists of the uncorro
borated, inconsistent, and often incoherent allegations of Errichetti 
and DiLorenzo. DiLorenzo first made such an allegation on June 
10, 1980, in an interview in Trenton, New Jersey, with Special 
Agent Martin F. Houlihan of the FBI's Newark Field Office and 
with Assistant United States Attorneys Edward J. Plaza and 
Robert A. Weir, Jr. The subject of the interview had been sched
uled to be DiLorenzo's knowledge of the l' .. i.acDonald transaction, 

60 The Select Committee does conclude that at least one unknowin';, entirely innocent person, 
Senator Larry Pressler, appeared before the FBI's cameras because he had been led by a middle
man to believe that he would be attending a legitimate meeting to discuss a campaign contribu
tion. No such incident, however, resulted from Weinberg's having arranged to share with a mid
dleman a bribe payment that Weinberg expected to be made at the meeting. These incidents 
occurred because the FBI's reliance on the uncorroborated statements of the untrustworthy mid
dlemen that suspects would take a bribe was misplaced. See pp. 68-77 supra. 

·'See pp. 262-85 infra. The Select Committee's conclusion is not a ;udgment on whether the 
convictions should be upheld or on whether Weinberg'S or the FBI s actions constituted due 
process outrageousness, as determined by the Supreme Court . 

• 2See pp. 241-62 infra. 
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but DiLorenzo volunteered information on gifts and other pay
ments he had made to Weinberg in 1979.63 

DiLorenzo told Houlihan that he had chauffeured Errichetti to 
New York on January 19, 1979, for a business trip and then had 
driven Errichetti to a Holiday Inn on Long Island. DiLorenzo said 
that Errichetti had met Weinberg at the Holiday Inn and that 
during the meeting he, DiLorenzo, placed a gift from Errichetti 
into Weinberg's van. (Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.)64 
Neither Houlihan's report of the June 1980 interview nor DiLoren
zo's trial testimony in Myers in August 1980 mentions the length of 
the meeting between Errichetti and Weinberg or states whether 
Weinberg dined with Errichetti and DiLorenzo or with either of 
them. DiLorenzo told the Select Committee on September 10, 1982, 
that he could not remember whether Weinberg had dinner with 
him or with his uncle and that he also could not remember wheth
er Weinberg had stayed at the Holiday Inn on the night of January 
19. (Sel. Comm. interview of Joseph DiLorenzo, Sept. 10, 1982).) 

Errichetti's version of the events of January 19, 1979, differs 
from DiLorenzo's. Errichetti testified before the Select Committee 
that he had met Weinberg at a Holiday Inn on Long Island on Jan
uary 19 and that he had had dinner with Weinberg and DiLorenzo. 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 61 (testimony of Angelo J. Erri
chetti).) Unlike DiLorenzo, Errichetti did not mention any gift in 
connection with January 19. 65 Errichetti said that after dinner he 
had gone to his room with Weinberg to plan for the meeting sched
uled with McCloud on the next day and to arrange for how Wein
berg would later share in the payment. (Id. at 61, 66.) He did not 
mention where DiLorenzo had been during that meeting. 

Weinberg's account differs from both Errichetti's and DiLoren
zo's. Weinberg testified before the Select Committee that he had 
met Errichetti for 15 minutes in the lobby of the Holiday Inn at 
eight or nine o'clock without ever having gone to Errichetti's room 
or having had dinner. He said that Errichetti had then asked him 
whether Jack McCloud (Special Agent McCarthy) had the money 
for the meeting the next day and whether there would be any 
"hitches." Weinberg denied ever having told Errichetti what to say 
to McCloud or having agreed to split the money. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 59-61 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

Errichetti and Weinberg agree that Weinberg did not register for 
a room at the Holiday Inn. 66 They disagree, however, over the 

63 DiLorenzo testified at the Myers trial on August 26, 1980, but he was not asked about the 
January 20, 1979, payment he had told the FBI had been made to Weinberg. Presumably, the 
Myers defendants did not raise the issue, because it would have exposed Errichetti's earlier 
bribe-taking. The prosecution, of course, had no incentive to discredit Weinberg. 

64 The Select Committee concludes that DiLorenzo did deliver a microwave oven to Weinber~ 
on or about January 19, 1979, even though the Houlihan 302 says that the gift was a "betamax. 
(See pp. 115-17 supra.) Although the Houlihan 302 does not specify where in Long Island the 
Holiday Inn was located, DiLorenzo testified that he thought the hotel was near Exit 55 of the 
Long Island Expressway. (Myers Trial Tr. 3068.) The Hauppauge Holiday Inn is situated near that 
exit. 

n. Much later in his testimony before the Select Committee, Errichetti raised the matter of 
the gift of the microwave oven. Again, however, he did not in any way connect that transaction 
to the January 19 meeting. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 229 (testimony of Angelo J. Erri· 
chettil.l See pp. 115-17 supra. 

•• DiLorenzo could- not remember in his interview by the Select Committee whether Weinberg 
had stayed at the Holiday Inn on the night of January 19, but Houlihan's report of the DiLor
enzo interview on June 10. 1980, indicates that DiLorenzo had said that he might have left the 
money in Weinberg's room on the next day. 
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manner in which Errichetti registered and whether Weinberg in
structed him on how to do so. Errichetti claims that Weinberg told 
him not to register under his own name, that he therefore regis
tered under the name William Eden,57 taking a room with two 
beds in which both he and DiLorenzo stayed, and that he prepaid 
in cash for one night in the room, (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, 
at 68-69 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) Weinberg claims that 
he met with Errichetti in the lobby as the latter was checking in,. 
but that it was Errichetti who did not want to use a credit card. 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 56 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg).) 

Pursuant to a Select Committee subpoena, the Hauppauge Holi
day Inn provided to the Select Committee records showing that a 
telephone call was made from Room 202 to Errichetti's number at 
the City of Camden Courthouse at 8:02 p.m. on January 19, 1979. 
There are no credit card records for Room 202 on that date, mean
ing that whoever registered for that room prepaid for it in cash. 
Unfortunately, the Holiday Inn's records are incomplete for Janu
ary 1979, and there is no registration card indicating the name 
under which the room was registered or the time at which the oc
cupant checked in or checked out. 

The Select Committee concludes that Errichetti and DiLorenzo 
did stay at the Hauppauge Holid.ay Inn on Janury 19 and that Er
richetti prepaid in cash. The Select Committee can come to no con
clusion, however, as to the veracity of the rest of Errichetti's ver
sion of the events of that date. 

The Select Committee concludes that Weinberg and Errichetti 
met at the Hauppauge Holiday Inn on January 19, but it cannot 
determine what was said or when the meeting occurred. The tele
phone records in the possession of the FBI indicate that a call 
charged to one of Weinberg'S Florida telephone numbers and last
ing for three minutes was made from the Hauppauge Holiday Inn 
at 5:59 to Errichetti's secretary's telephone in the Camden City 
Hall. As explained at page 109 supra, tlie FBI's records unfortu
nately fail to reflect whether many calls were a.m. or p.m. The 
Select Committee concludes, however, that it is extremely unlikely 
that the call described above was made at six o'clock in the morn
ing. The Holiday Inn was unable to locate a record of this call, but 
was able to state that it must have been made from one of the 
hotel's telephones-either a desk telephone or a room telephone. It 
was not made from a pay telephone. The Select Committee con
cludes that it is likely that Weinberg and Errichetti met in Room 
202 at 6:00 p.m. and that Weinberg's contrary testimony is errone
ous. 

The Select Committee further concludes that Weinberg did not 
inform the FBI of the meeting when it occurred and that he lied to 
the FBI in 1980 when he was questioned about the meeting. Wein
berg testified before the Select Committee that he had told McCar
thy that Errichetti was staying at the Holiday Inn, but had not 
said that he had met with him. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 
56 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) Special Agent McCarthy 

67 Errichetti said that Weinberg had not instructed him to use this or any other name. Erri· 
chetti merely had chosen the name of the man who had introduced him to Abdul Enterprises. 
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told the Select Committee that, although he was aware that Wein~ 
berg and Errichetti met on January 19, 1979, he had not been 
aware of that fact during Abscam's covert stage. (Sel. Comm. inter~ 
view of John M. McCarthy, Sept. 2, 1982).) Documents in the files 
of the Department of Justice indicate that it was not until 1980 
that Weinberg admitted having met Errichetti on January 19, 
1979. When first confronted by agents investigating DiLorenzo's al
legations, Weinberg denied having met with either Errichetti or Di
Lorenzo prior to Errichetti's January 20 meeting with McCloud 
(McCarthy). Only after having been shown telephone records prov
ing that he had made a call from the Hauppauge Holiday Inn on 
January 19, 1979,68 did Weinberg admit that the meeting had oc
curred. 

Errichetti met with McCloud on January 20, 1979, at approxi~ 
mately 10:00 a.m. and received a large envelope containing two 
smaller envelopes, each holding $12,500. 69 During the half-hour 
meeting, he never mentioned to McCloud that he had met with 
Weinberg on the previous evening. According to Errichetti's testi
mony before the Select Committee, Weinberg told him during the 
meeting on the 19th that he, Weinberg, was supposed to have been 
in Florida and warned Errichetti not to tell McCloud otherwise. 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 62 (testimony of Angelo J. Erri~ 
chetti).) Telephone records indicate, however, that Weinberg was in 
the New York area from January 11, 1979, through January 20. 
Also, when Errichetti asked about Weinberg, McCloud told him he 
was on his way to Florida. Further, it is the collective recollection 
of Special Agents Good, McCarthy, Brady, Coughlin, Distler, and 
Kazcmarek that Weinberg spent part of the morning with them at 
the Hauppauge Resident Agency on January 20,1979. 

Errichetti testified that when he left McCloud's office with the 
unopened envelope in his hand, he gave it to DiLorenzo, who was 
waiting in the outer office, and went with DiLorenzo to their car. 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 63 (testimony of Angelo J. Erri
chetti).) DiLorenzo told the FBI on June 10, 1980, that he did not 
remember Errichetti's having handed him anything when Erri~ 
chetti left the inner office nor Errichetti's having had a package. 
(Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) 

Errichetti told the Select Committee that he and DiLorenzo then 
had driven back to the Holiday Inn, with th(l envelope supposedly 
lying unopened between DiLorenzo and him. Once they had arrived 
at the Holiday Inn, Errichetti, allegedly following the instructions 
Weinberg had given him the night before, told DiLorenzo to take 
the envelope to their room and to place it underneath the mattress, 
between the mattress and the bedspring. He did not specify the bed 

6. This is but one of several times when Weinberg either deceived or misled the FBI and had 
unrecorded conversations with suspects. See pp. 85-87 supra. 

Weinberg claims that he never actually denied having met Errichetti on January 19. He says 
that when he was questioned about the meeting in 1980, he did not remember it, but that he 
himself then suggested checking his telephone records. (SeI. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 56-60 
(testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) The Select Committee finds Weinberg's uncorroborated ver
sion of events to be erroneous. 

69 Special Agent McCarthy told the Select Committee that he placed the money into two 
small envelopes because it made a neater package. (Sel. Comm. interview of John M. McCarthy, 
Sept. 2, 1982.) 
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under which DiLorenzo was to place the envelope. (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 63-67 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).)70 

DiLorenzo's story conflicts with Errichetti's, is unbelievably 
vague, and has not remained consistent. At his June 10, 1980, FBI 
interview, DiLorenzo said that after he had driven Errichetti back 
to the Holiday Inn, Errichetti had given him a manila envelope to 
deliver to Weinberg. He could not remember, however, whether he 
had then handed the envelope to Weinberg or merely had placed it 
in Weinberg's room. (Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) 71 
On September 10, 1982, DiLorenzo told the Select Committee that 
he must have left the package for Weinberg in a room at the Holi
day Inn, because he did not remember having seen Weinberg on 
January 20. DiLorenzo also no longer remembered anything about 
the package-its color, its size, its shape, or when or where he first 
saw it. He also did not remember having placed it under a mat
tress. (Sel. Comm. interview of Joseph DiLorenzo, Sept. 10, 1982.) 

The Select Committee finds it highly unlikely that, approximate
ly one year after the event, anyone would forget having put an un
identified mysterious package under a bed in a hotel room. The 
Select Committee also finds it highly unlikely that anyone would 
firmly remember having delivered a package on a particular date 
at a particular place after a specific series of events, but would 
forget whether it had been handed to someone or had been left in 
an abandoned rOom. The Select Committee concludes, therefore, 
that DiLorenzo has lied on this matter to protect his uncle; he did 
not in fact deliver a package to Weinberg on January 20, 1979, but 
does not want to contradict Errichetti's story. 

FUTther, Errichetti's and DiLorenzo's stories are so vague and il
logical that the Select Committee concludes that Weinberg prob
ably did not share in any of the money paid to Errichetti by Mc
Carthy on January 20, 1979. For example, although there is no 
doubt that Errichetti first went to Abdul Enterprises on December 
1, 1978, for the express purpose of arranging for a bribe for himself 
and for others, and although the tapes and other documents show 
that Errichetti negotiated the amount and conditions of the pay
ment, Errichetti claims that he never looked into the envelope on 
January 20 and had no personal knowledge of how much money he 
had been given. (Se1. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 63-64 (testimo
ny of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 72 Equally incredibly, he claimed that 
he gave the entire $25,000 to Weinberg to place into an escrow ac
count for use by DeVito, Weinberg, and Errichetti when Errichetti 
retired from politics and the three went into business together. (Id. 
at 64-65.) 

10 The Holiday Inn in Hauppauge has confirmed that Room 202, in which the Select Commit· 
tee concludes Errichetti and DiLorenzo stayed, had two beds. It has also stated that only one 
key per room is given, absent a specific request for more, and that checkout was required to be 
by noon. 

71 As explained at pp. 132-33 supra both Weinberg and Errichetti have testified, in a rare 
show of agreement, that Weinberg did not have a room at the Holiday Inn. In addition, the 
Hauppauge Holiday Inn has no record that Weinberg stayed at the hotel. 

72 During the January 20 meeting, when McCloud offered Errichetti the chance to count the 
money. he declined to do so. ([Deleted]) (The omission of a citation to a confidential document is 
identified by "[Deleted]"_ See ~p. V-VI supra.) The Select Committee sees a vast difference be
tween a corrupt public official s likely behavior during a bribe session and his likely behavior in 
private after he has received the money, 

14-618 0 - 83 - 10 
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The Select Committee does not believe that, without having 
made elaborate contingency plans, Errichetti would have left an 
envelope containing $25,000 in cash in a room that he was no 
longer occupying. According to Errichetti, he and Weinberg did not 
discuss under which bed the money was to be placed, nor what to 
do if a chambermaid got there first, even though checkout time at 
the hotel was shortly after the package allegedly was to be left in 
the room. The Select Committee also refuses to believe that Erri
chetti would have run the risk of accepting an illegal payment of 
$25,000 and then immediately have given the full amount to a man 
he had known for less than six weeks and had met in person only 
twice. The Select Committee disbelieves the contention that Erri
chetti would have trusted Weinberg, who, according to Errichetti's 
own version of events, was deceiving his employer, to place the 
money in an unidentified escrow account in an unidentified bank 
in an unidentified person's name for an unspecified period of time. 
The Select Committee also does not believe that Weinberg would 
have created the escrow scenario to include DeVito, as Errichetti 
avers, because Weinberg and Amoroso did not even meet until Jan
uary 8, 1979, and the risk that Errichetti would mention the" 
escrow to DeVito and would thereby reveal the alleged fraud would 
have been too great. Moreover, Errichetti never claimed that he 
was supposed to keep quiet about the $25,000; but, in hundreds of 
recorded conversations in which only he and his alleged partners
Weinberg and DeVito-participated, he never subsequently men
tioned the supposed escrow account. 

Even though the Select Committee concludes that Errichetti and 
DiLorenzo have lied about what happened, Weinberg's whereabouts 
at various times on January 20 remain unclear. Weinberg claims to 
have been in the outer office at Abdul Enterprises during the bribe 
meeting on January 20, although he could not remember when it 
took place. He also claims that after the meeting, he and the FBI 
agents spent some time preparing the tapes and that he then drove 
his pickup truck to the FBI Hauppauge Resident Agency where he 
"spent most of the day until [he] went home." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 62-63 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

During the January 20 meeting, Errichetti told McCloud (Special 
Agent McCarthy) that he was very impressed with Mel, and 
wanted to deal directly with him. McCloud told Errichetti that 
Weinberg would be in Florida until the first of February, and, in 
fact, was on his way to the airport to fly to Florida as they spoke. 
([Deleted]) It is unlikely therefore, that Weinberg was sitting in the 
outer office as he claims during this conversation. Also DiLorenzo, 
who, according to undisputed testimony, was in the outer office, 
does not remember having seen him there. Special Agent McCar
thy i old the Select Committee that he cannot remember whether 
he saw Weinberg on January 20. McCarthy also could not remem
ber why he told Errichetti that Weinberg was on his way to the 
airport and does not recall if he actually knew that to be true. FBI 
officials told the Select Committee on December 2, 1982, that it is 
the collective recollection of Special Agents Good, McCarthy, 
Brady, Coughlin, Distler, and Kazcmarek that Weinberg went to 
the Resident Agency for about one-hour after the videotaped Erri
chetti meeting. 
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Telephone records show that Weinberg was in New York in the 
early afternoon on January 20 and in Florida in the evening. At 
12:36 Weinberg made a one-minute call to West Palm Beach, Flor
ida, from an unidentified number in Queens, New York,73 and 
charged the call to one of his Florida telephone numbers. An hour 
later three more calls from a telephone at LaGuardia Airport were 
charged to Weinberg's Florida number. 74 At 8:27 p.m. Weinberg 
placed a call to his home in Long Island from Florida and charged 
the call to one of his Florida telephones. 

The Select Committee asked the FBI to try to determine when 
and how Weinberg went to Florida. After searching its files for 
both Abscam and Goldcon, the FBI was unable to find any record 
showing what flight Weinberg took or showing any other Weinberg 
travel expense for January 20, 1979.75 The telephone records sug
gest that his flight must have been in the afternoon sometime after 
1:45 p.m. 

Since the Select Committee has concluded it cannot rely on 
Weinberg's uncorroborated statements for the truth on any issue, 
Weinberg's location at various times on January 201 1979, is uncer
tain, with the possible exception of the one-hour period from 10:30 
a.m. to 11:30 a.m. The bribe meeting started at about 10:00 a.m. 
and lasted approximately 30 minutes. The collective recollection 
(always a doubtful method for determining facts) of several agents 
suggests that Weinberg was with those agents until 11:30 a.m. 
Weinberg was in Queens at 12:36 in the afternoon. Assuming it 
took him an hour to get from Hauppauge to Queens, he still would 
have been able to meet with Errichetti or DiLorenzo after Errichet
ti's meeting with McCloud and to be in Queens at 12:30 p.m. 

The Select Committee cannot, therefore, definitively reject the 
possibility that Weinberg met with Errichetti, in some fashion 
other than that alleged by Errichetti, and obtained some share, but 
not all, of Errichetti's payment.76 The Select Committee does find, 
however, that there is insufficient evidence to warrant a conclusion 
that Weinbert did meet Errichetti or DiLorenzo on January 20 or 

73 The telephone records show that the call came from one of three exchanges, but the records 
do not identify from which one, or what the final lour digits of the numbers were. 

14 At 1:29. Weinberg made a two-minute call to a number in Central Islip, New York; at 1:31 
he made a six·minute call to Lynbrook, New York; and at 1:37 he called another one of his Flor
ida numbers in a conversation lasting seven minutes. 

1S The Select Committee finds it difficult to believe that Weinberg would have flown to Flor
ida without having been reimbursed. Irrespective of whether he sought reimbursement, howev
er, careful monitoring of an informant on probation should require some knowledge of what 
state he is in at what time. The FBI's failure to keep any record of Weinberg's interstate travels 
on January 20 is another example of deficient recordkeeping. (See pp. 8il-Ill supra.) 

7sMarie Weinberg alleged that sometime between "late 1978 and early 1978 [sic]" she drove 
Weinberg ~ a meeting at the Hauppauge Holiday Inn, during which Weinberg met Errichetti 
along the road and returned with a briefcase. (Marie Weinberg Affidavit) While this is some 
evidence that Weinberg shared in the January 20 Errichetti bribe, the Select Committee con
cludes that it cannot accord great weight to her allegations. Her affidavit was written shortly 
before her suicide, when she was under tremendous strain; she was never subjected to cross
examination; she had become bitter about her husband's extramarital relationship with Evelyn 
(Knight) Weinberg; her description of the event alleged in her affidavit is too vague to refer 
clearly to the January 20 event; she referred to a briefcase, while the January 20 payment to 
ErrichetU was made In an envelope; and she said that Weinberg had patted the briefcase and 
had said, "Forty-five," but Errichetti was paid only $25,000. Moreover. neither Errichctti nor 
DiLorenzo has ever stated that she was with Weinberg at any time on January 19 at January 
20, and neither Errichetti nor DiLorenzo has ever stated that either of them had a briefcase on 
either of those dates. 
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that Weinberg did share in the $25,000 payment made to Errichetti 
that date. 

2. The March 31, 1979, MacDonald Payment 
The Select Committee concludes that in the early afternoon of 

April 1, 1979, Weinberg met Erriehetti and DiLorenzo at a rest stop 
near Exit 52 or 53 of the Long Island Expressway and received a 
portion of the $100,000 paid to Errichetti on the previous day in 
the presence of Kenneth MacDonald, Vice Chairman of the Casino 
Control Commission. The Select Committee further concludes that 
Weinberg made the final arrangements for the payoff in an unre
corded meeting with Mayor Errichetti on March 30, 1979, and that 
he deliberately created a false exculpatory record that misled the 
FBI for almost two years. 

When DiLorenzo first raised this bribe-sharing allegation in his 
FBI interview on June 10, 1980, the FBI relied on a tape that pur
ported to be a recording of a conversation between Errichetti and 
Weinberg at 2:30 p.m. on April 1, 1979, to conclude that DiLorenzo 
was lying. It was not until Reid Weingarten, an attorney in the 
Public Integrity Section of the Department of Justice, subpoenaed 
telephone records during the grand jury investigation of the Mac
Donald case in December 1980 that the Department of Justice 
learned that there had been no conversation at 2:30 p.m. on April 
1, 1979. FBI laboratory investigation of the April 1 tape in Febru
ary 1981 revealed that Weinberg's recorded preamble to the April 1 
conversation, which had deceived the FBI, had been recorded sepa
rately from the conversation. The Select Committee concludes that 
Weinberg 1C!:lcorded the preamble to give himself an alibi for the 
period in which he was actually receiving from Errichetti a kick
back of a portion of the $100,000 paid to Errichetti in MacDonald's 
presence on March 31,1979. 

Before the March 31 videotaped bribe meeting, Errichetti regu
larly had been claiming in recorded conversations that he "con
trolled" MacDonald, and a bribe payment to MacDonald through 
Errichetti as his "bag guy" to ensure a casino license for Abdul En
terprises' casino had been discussed for some months. Errichetti 
had claimed to prefer, however, to insulate MacDonald by taking 
the money out of his presence. The FBI, acting through Special 
Agent John McCarthy, who posed as Abdul Enterprises' Chairman 
of the Board Jack McCloud, would not accept that course of action. 
The FBI wanted more active participation from MacDonald. On 
March 23, 1979, after the party on the FBI's yacht in Florida, Erri
chetti and McCloud agreed that MacDonald would accompany Erri
chetti to Abdul Enterprises, but would remain in the car while Er
richetti received the money from McCloud. Errichetti would then 
give the money to MacDonald in the parking lot, with McCloud 
watching from the window in his own office. ([Deleted])77 The see-

77 The explanation of the alleged April I, 1979, bribe-sharing requires some discussion of the 
MacDonald transaction. In this section of the report, however, the disrlJs.qion is generally limit
ed to those aspects of the transaction leadin~ to the conclusion that Weinberg received some of 
the money paid to Errichetti in MacDonald's presence on March 31, 1979. In pp. 241-262 of this 
report infra, the Select Committe discusses and rejects the contention that MacDonald had no 
idea that the March 31 payment of $100,000 was being made because of his presence, his public 
office, and representations as to his willingness to use his public office to help Abdul Enter
prises. 
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nario worked out between Errichetti and McCloud 011 March 23 
was unacceptable to Department of Justice attorneys and to rank
ing FBI officials. They wanted to ensure that MacDonald personal
ly acknowledged receipt of the money. 

Weinberg remained in Florida after the party 011 March 23, but 
he was in constant Gontact with Errichetti. He called Errichetti's 
numbers in Camden at least once on March 26, at least once on 
March 27, at least twice on March 28, and at least ~hree times on 
March 29. Two of these were recorded, and seven are reflected in 
telephone toll records. In the one conversation recorded on March 
29, Errichetti and Weinberg agreed to meet on the next day at 
12:15 p.m. ([Deleted]) 

According to Weinberg's testimony before the Select Committee 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 77-79 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg», which was consistent with what Good had told the 
Select Committee in July 1982 (Sel. Comm. interview of John Good, 
July 13, 1982), the FBI told Weinberg to contact Errichetti to clari
fy the MacDonald scenario. Weinberg arranged, therefore, to have 
Errichetti pick him up at the airport and drive him to the Haup
pauge Holiday Inn. 7 8 The meeting was unrecorded because, accorcl
ing to FBI officials, the FBI was unable to provide Weinberg with a 
Nagra tape recorder before Errichetti arrived at the airport. 79 

Abscam prosecutor Thomas Puccio testified that he learned on 
March 30, 1979, that Errichetti was meeting Weinberg at the air
port. He knew that the meeting would not be recorded, but he was 
not concerned; he knew that if Weinberg wanted to meet Errichetti 
in secret he could. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 140-41 (testi
mony of Thomas Puccio).) Former Brooklyn Strike Force Attorney 
John Jacobs told the Select Committee that he and fellow Strike 
Forc.e Attorney Lawrence Sharf had spent several hours with 
Weinberg before the March 30 meeting preparing him. Jacobs said 
he was not surprised when he discovered that the meeting had not 
been recorded. (Sel. Comm. interview of John Jacobs, July 23, 
1982.) No explanation has been given as to why Jacobs and Sharf 
could not have given Weinberg the Nagra recorder. 

Special Agent Amoroso told the Select Committee that he 
learned of the unrecorded March 30 meeting by March 31. 80 He 
did not debrief Weinberg about the meeting or memorialize it, be
cause he was "not involved with the MacDonald payoff." (Sel. 
Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) Special 
Agent McCarthy said he knew nothing about the March 30 meet-

79 Errichetti claims that the meeting lasted a long time, possibly four and a half hours. Wein
berg, to the contrary, said it lasted merely as long as it takes to drive to Hauppauge from John 
F. Kennedy International Airport, possibly one hour. Absent evidence corroborating either 
story, the Select Committee can make no judgment as to the actual length of the meeting. 

In any event, the Select Committee is confused by this scenario. Weinberg maintained a home 
in Hauppauge, a fact that Errichetti knew. Weinberg did not explain why Errichetti was not 
surprised that Weinberg wanted to stay in a hotel a few miles from his house, 

10 Weinberg used a Lanier tape recorder to record telephone calls. That recorder, however, 
was bulkier than a Nagra. Accordingly, during face-te-face meetings an FBI Nagra was ordinari
ly used. Special Agent Amoroso uBually had control of the Nagra. In some situations, Weinberg 
was provided a Nagra, but only for specific meetings. 

80 Amoroso was in Florida on March 29, when he was told to fly to New York to meet with 
MacDonald, Errichetti, and Weinburg after the b"ibe meeting. He flew to Washington, D.C., first 
and arrived in Hauppauge between three and four p.m. on March 30. 
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ing except what he learned about it during the Abscam trials. (Sel. 
Comm. interview of John M. McCarthy, Sept. 2, 1982.) 

Because there is no recording of the March 30 meeting, and be
cause no FD 302 report was prepared of any debriefing of Wein
berg, the Select Committee cannot determine what was discussed, 
other than that Errichetti provided Weinberg with a handwritten 
list of potentially corrupt public officials, including two United 
States Congressmen.81 

The Select Committee questions the wisdom of allowing Wein
berg to meet with an Abscam suspect one day before an important 
bribe meeting without any supervision and without providing him 
any equipment with which to record. The FBI's laxity is compound
ed by the inexplicable failure to memorialize the debriefing of 
Weinberg, given the importance of the handwritten list, and given 
that the FBI arranged the meeting.82 

Errichetti claims that he and Weinberg spent the meeting on 
March 30 planning the MacDonald scenario and the division of the 
$100,000. (Sel. Comm. Hrg .• Sept. 15, 1982, at 134-36 (testimony of 
Angelo J. Errichettn. Weinberg claims that he told Errichetti that 
MacDonald would have to appear in person and acknowledge the 
payoff; he denied all of Errichetti's allegations about bribe-sharing. 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 78 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg).) 8 3 

The Select Committee concludes that during their meeting on 
March 30, it is likely that Weinberg and Errichetti made their 
final arrangements to meet on April 1. The Select Committee rec
ognizes that it would have been impossible to have prevented 
Weinberg from arranging to contact Errichetti in some way-such 
as by calling on a pay-telephone-without the FBI's knowledge. 
The Select Committee concludes, however, that in Abscam the FBI 
made it too easy for Weinberg to operate according to his own 
agenda, especially given his prior history of having engaged in il
legal activities whlle serving as an FBI informant. 

On Saturday, March 31, 1979, DiLorenzo drove MacDonald and 
Errichetti to the Abdul Enterprises offices in Long Island. Erri
chetti and MacDonald met with McCloud, who in MacDonald's 
presence gave Errichetti a briefcase containing $100,000.84 After 
having left the Abdul Enterprises offices, DiLorenzo, Errichetti, 
and MacDonald drove to the Hauppauge Holiday Inn, where they 
met DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso) and Weinberg. 

Two simultaneous recordings of the post-bribe luncheon meeting 
at the Holiday Inn were made: Amoroso had a N agra tape recorder 

8, The significance of this list of politicians and of the government's decision not to investi
gate the named individuals discussed at p. 89 supra. 

82 The Select Committee asked the FBI lor all recoras showing when Weinberg had arrived in 
New York on March 30, 1979, when he had left Florida, what flight he had taken, and when he 
had arrived at the Hauppauge Resident Agency. The FBI was unable to locate any such records, 
and none of the special agents could recall Weinberg's schedule. This failure to record or in 
Borne way to obtain and to preserve evidence of the informant's schedule and whereabouts on 
the day of an important planned meeting and on the day before a major bribe meeting is yet 
another example of the deficient recordkeeping and deficient supervision of the informant in 
Abscam. 

83 Joseph DiLorenzo, Errichetti's nephew, who drove Errichetti to the airport to meet Wein
berg, remembered nothing about the meeting or what was said. (SeL Comm. interview of Joseph 
Dilorenzo, Sept. 10,1982.) • 

• < See pp. 253-57 infra. for a more detailed explanation of this meeting. 
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concealed in his briefcase, and Weinberg was wearing a Nagra con
cealed on his body.B5 According to the FBI, Weinberg's recorder 
malfunctioned and recorded only the final 15 minutes of a 45-
minute meeting. The tapes, both of which the Select Committee 
has heard, are of poor audio quality. The meeting took place in a 
public restaurant; five persons were present; and there is substan
tial background noise and overlapping speech. Much of the taped 
discussion is completely inaudible. 

On the tape that was recorded on Weinberg's body recorder, 
Weinberg can be heard telling Errichetti, "1 got to speak to you. 
Meantime, I gotta (inaudible) about five minutes alone. All right?" 
([Deleted]) Later, on both tapes the sounds of someone leaving the 
table can be heard, and that is followed by sounds of walking out
side. On both tapes Errichetti then asks Weinberg if DiLorenzo has 
given him a copy of "the book."B6 On both tapes Weinberg tells Er
richetti's to get McDonald home because he looks nervous. Erri
cheW's response is not equally clear on the two tapes. By listening 
to both, the Select Committee has determined that Errichetti, re
ferring to McCloud, said: 

That fuckin' schmuck. I'll kill him. What the fuck did he 
think I move him up here for. Jerk him off? Say, "Hello?" 
I said to him, "Hey, the money for our future." Now, what 
the fuck I gotta do, draw a picture for that mother fucker? 

That guy was always fuckin' useless. This guy [MacDon
ald] was so fuckin' happy coming up here in the car. 

Will I see you [Weinberg] tomorrow, or what? ([Deleted]) 
Weinberg replied, 'Tn give you a call. Don't worry about it. I'll 

explain to Tony." Errichetti mumbled, "There's nothing to tell," to 
which Weinberg replied, "Hey, I'll come see you tomorrow. Don't 
worry about it." Errichetti concluded, "I won't say nothing to 
Tony." At this point in the tape, Amoroso's voice is heard, for the 
first time in several minutes, saying lII'm gonna throw mine 
away." ([Deleted]) 

It is difficult to determine where Amoroso was during this con
versation. He told the Select Committee that he always had control 
of the briefcase with the N agra recorder. Yet, from listening to 
both of the tapes, the Select Committee finds it obvious that Erri
chetti and Weinberg were speaking about Amoroso as if he were 
not there-for example, "I won't say nothing to Tony." Although 
the tapes show that Weinberg told Errichetti that they had to 
speak alone, Amoroso says he does not recall Weinberg's and Erri
cheW's going anywhere by themselves during the meeting. When 
shown the transcripts of the tapes described above, Amoroso con-

85 In his testimony before the Select Committee, Weinberg claimed to have been wearing a 
"wire," which is a transmitting' device that does not record. The wire transmits to monitoring 
agents who can tape record if they so wish. Weinberg claimed that the wire would not transmit 
in the building. (8el. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 87-88 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 
Amoroso and FBI HQ Supervisor Michael D. Wilson said no one ever used a wire during 
Abscam, because of dangers peculiar to that monltoring device. (Se1. Comm. interview of Antho
ny Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982,) The FBI has confirmed that Weinberg was in fact wearing a body 
fel:order on March 31. 

86 The book in question was a picture book of the New Jersey State Legislature, in which Er
richetti had placed check marks next to those individuals he considered corrupt. The book was 
given to Amoroso, who created an evidence and chain-of-custody file for it. (Sel. Comm. inter
view of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) 
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eluded that they reflected a conversation at the table. Weinberg 
testified that he, Errichetti, and Amoroso left the restaurant and 
went to Errichetti's car, where Errichetti gave them the book. He 
testified that he believed that Amoroso had left the briefcase with 
the Nagra at the table. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 82-86 
(testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

The Select Committee concludes that Amoroso, not having re
viewed the tapes before talking to the Select Committee, is mistak
en in this case.87 Weinberg also was incorrect. The Select Commit
tee concludes that when the three men went to retrieve the picture 
book, Weinberg and Errichetti walked ahead, somewhat out of 
Amoroso's hearing range. This conclusion is buttressed by the fact 
that Weinberg's body recorder made a clearer tape than did the re
corder in the briefcase. Thus, even though Amoroso was nearby 
Weinberg and Errichetti engaged in a brief private conversation. 

The Select Committee concludes that, during the conversation 
described above, Weinberg and Errichetti confirmed their previous
ly planned meeting for April 1. As DiLorenzo, Errichetti, and Mac
Donald prepared to drive away, Errichetti said to Weinberg, "I'll 
give you a call tonight." Weinberg replied, "Don't worry about it," 
and ErricheUi said, "I'll see you tomorrow." ([Deleted]) 

The Select Committee concludes, therefore, that Weinberg misled 
the Committee when he attempted to explain his remarks on this 
tape. Weinberg claimed that the statement on the tape, "I'll ex
plain to Tony," referred to the $25,000 Errichetti had agreed to 
take out of the $100,000 to give to DeVito to pay for repairs to the 
Abdul Enterprises yacht.88 

DiLorenzo told the FBI on June 10, 1980, that in the morning of 
April 1, 1979, he again had driven his uncle, who had had a brief
case with him, to'Long Island. They drov~ to a rest stop near Exit 
52 or 53 of the Long Island Expressway. Shortly thereafter, Wein
berg arrived, driving a Lincoln Continental. Errichetti, carrying 
the briefcase, went to Weinberg's car for a few minutes and re
turned empty-handed. (Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) 

DiLorenzo recounted to the Select Committee the events of April 
1, 1979, in a version consistent with his earlier account. He said 
that he had driven to a highway rest area with benches and tele
phones. The rest area was a few exits prior to the exit to the Holi
day Inn, which is Exit 55. Errichetti made a call from one of the 
rest area telephones, and shortly thereafter Weinberg appeared 
alone. Errichetti then went with a briefcase to Weinberg's car and 
returned to his own car without the briefcase. (Sel. Comm. inter
view of Joseph DiLorenzo, Sept. 10, 1982.) 

Errichetti testified that on April 1 DiLorenzo had driven him to 
Exit 55 or 54 of the Long Island Expressway, where he, Errichetti, 
had placed a call to Weinberg. Weinberg then drove to the rest 
stop, and Errichetti gave him a briefcase containing $37,500. (Sel. 

67 DiLorenzo told the FBI on June 10, 1980, that, at one point during the meeting in the res
taurant of the Hauppauge Holiday Inn, Errichetti, Weinberg, and DeVito had gone to Errichet· 
ti's car. (Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) 

88 Errichctti had been told that DeVito was in trouble with the sheik for having allowed a fire 
to occur on the yacht in Florida. A fire actually had occurred, and the FBI did have to make 
repairs. Errichetti agreed to refund $25,000 to help DeVito save his job. 
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Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 136 (testimony of Angelo J. Erri
chetti),) 

The Select Committee notes the unusual consistency between Er
richetti's and DiLorenzo's accounts of the April 1 event. Neverthe
less, were those stories the only evidence that Weinberg shared in 
the MacDonald bribe, the Select Committee would not conclude 
that Weinberg and Errichetti met on April 1 and that the bribe
sharing occurred. For reasons noted throughout this report, neither 
DiLorenzo nor Errichetti is a credible witness. Even in explaining 
the events of March 30 and 31 and April 1, DiLorenzo displayed a 
remarkably inconsistent memory. He remembered nothing of the 
March 30 meeting and nothing of substance about the March 31 
meeting that might have harmed his uncle. Errichetti's account of 
the events of March 30 and 31 and April 1 is replete with incredi
ble assertions. His explanation of the entire MacDonald transac
tion, explained in detail at pages 257-60 infra, provides one ex
ample. He alleges that, as with the alleged payment of $25,000 to 
Weinberg on January 20, the money allegedly paid to Weinberg on 
April 1 was to have been placed in an escrOw account for use when 
both Errichetti and MacDonald retired. For the reasons explained 
above in relation to that earlier allegation, the Select Committee 
disbelieves Errichetti's story about an escrow account.89 

The primary basis for the Select Committee's fmding that Wein
berg met with Errichetti on April 1, 1979, and shared in the 
$100,000 bribe is an audio tape of a conversation between Weinberg 
and Errichetti that purportedly was made and recorded at 2:30 
p.m. on April 1, 1979, but in fact was made and recorded at 4:54 
p.m. 

Telephone records show that, shortly after the MacDonald bribe, 
two calls were made from Weinberg's home to Errichetti's office in 
Camden. The records show a call on March 31, 1979, at 8:53 p.m. 
lasting four minutes and a call on April 1, 1979, at 4:54 p.m. lasting 
eight minutes. 

Of the many hundreds of tapes recorded by Weinberg, the April 
1 audio tape is the only that includes a preamble stating the time 
of the call. The tape begins with Weinberg's stating, "April 1, 2:30 
p.m. Sunday. I am returning the Mayor's call." ([Deleted]) By lis
tening to and timing the conversation that immediately follows the 
preamble, the Select Committee found that the length of that con
versation matches the eight minutes that the telephone toll records 

89 In an affidavit filed shortly before her death, Weinberg's estranged wife, Cynthia Marie 
Weinberg, alleged that she had witnessed Weinberg receiving a cash payment from Errichetti. 
(Marie Weinberg Affidavit.) It is clear, however, that she was not referring to April 1, 1979. 
First, the affidavit allleges that the payment was made in late 1978 or early 1978, not in the 
spring of 1979. Even if she meant "early 1979." April 1 is a date that barely fits that description. 
Second, she says she drove Weinberg, but both DiLorenzo and Errichetti say he was alone at the 
April 1 meeting. Third, her story has Weinberg going to Errichetti's car, but DiLorenzo and Er
richetti have Errichetti going to Weinberg's car. Finally, she averred that the meeting had 
taken place at the Hauppauge Holiday Inn; DiLorenzo, however, was clear that the April 1, 
1979, meeting was at a rest stop near an exit before the exit to the Holiday Inn. 

Because of her suicide, her unstable mental state, her bitterness toward her husband, the 
vagueness of her affidavit, the several material conflicts between her allegations and those of 
DiLorenzo and Errichetti, and the conflict between her allegation of the time of year and April 
1, the Select Committee cannot grant much weight to Cynthia Marie Weinberg's allegations as 
support for the alleged April 1 bribe-sharing. 
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show for the call between Weinberg's home and Errichetti's office 
at 4:54 on April 1.90 

The Select Committee disbelieves Weinberg's explanation of why 
this particular tape, out of the hundreds he recorded, has a pream
ble. Weinberg .testified before the Select Committee that Amoroso 
had been at his house on the morning of April 1 and had instruct
ed him to place the preamble on the tape because the call was to 
arrange for Errichetti to return $25,000 of the MacDonald bribe 
money to DeVito. Weinberg also testified that he believed that 
Amoroso had been present when he had recorded the preamble. 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 105 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg).) 

Amoroso denied that he ever had ordered Weinberg to ensure 
that arrangements for the return of the $25,000 were recorded. He 
acknowledged that he had been at Weinberg's home for breakfast 
between 11:00 a.m. and noon on April 1, but he did not remember 
having heard Weinberg record the preamble. (Sel. Comm. interview 
of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982).) FBI records show that if, as 
he claims, Weinberg recorded the preamble at 2:30 p.m., Amoroso 
could not have heard Weinberg record the preamble, because 
Amoroso took a 1:00 p.m. limousine from the Hauppauge Ramada 
Inn to LaGuardia Airport. 9 1 

The telephone call arranging for the return of some of the bribe 
money was important. But it was no more important than count
less other telephone calls during Abscam, none of which Weinberg 
preceded with a preamble, and many of which he did not even 
bother to record. 

In his testimony Weinberg attempted to discount the significance 
of the time error in the preamble by saying that he often had made 
mistakes while taping. He testified that he had recorded the pre
amble, had stopped the machine, and then had tried to call Erri
chetti. 92 When he found that Errichetti was not home, he placed 
the recorder down and "probably watched TV." When he later 
called Errichetti again and did talk to him, he forgot about the pre
amble. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 107-12 (testimony of 
Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

The Select Committee concludes that Weinberg lied when he so 
testified. Contrary to Weinberg's testimony, Amoroso could not 
have been present when the preamble was recorded. Moreover, the 
Select Committee refuses to believe that, after having rece-rded a 
preamble for the one and only time over a two-year period, Wein
berg accidentally waited two and one-half hours to try again to 

90 Mayor Errichetti insisted vehemently that the conversation was actually recorded on 
March 31. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 134-38, 226 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 
He unquestionably is mistaken. The call at 8:53 on March 31-a four-minute call-is too short to 
be the call in question. 

01. The records also show t~at he fle~ 'to Montreal at 3:40 p.m. on April 1, 197~, returI~ing on 
AprIl 4. (Letter from FBI DIrector Willliun H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. MathIas, Jr. 
(Nov. 4, 1982).) 

92 A laboratory report of the FBI Technical Services Division dated February 10, 1981, indicat
ed that the recording was stopped following the preamble and preceding the dial tone. (Myers 
D.P. Ex. 79.) This finding is consistent with Weinberg's story. He recorded the preamble and 
stopped the machine. At some later point, he again began recording. According to the testimony 
of Donald V. Ritenour, Jr., the technician who made the aural examination of the tape, there is 
no way to determine the length of the interval between the stop and the resumption of record
ing. (Myers D.P. Tr. 3835-36.) 
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make the call, and then forgot about the unique preamble that he 
had put on the tape, and forgot to make a new preamble stating 
the correct time.93 

Further, the conversation on the April 1, 1979, tape differs mar
kedly from other Abscam tapes. Errichetti's language, for example, 
is totally devoid of scatological and sexual expletives, a statement 
that cannot be made about any other recorded conversation in 
which he participated for more than a minute or two. The dialogue 
between Weinberg and Errichetti is forced and unnatural. The dif
ference, apparent even when one reads the transcript, is over
whelming when one hears the actual tape. It is virtually impossible 
to conclude that the subject matter and tone of the tape were not 
planned beforehand. 

Another unusual feature of the recording is Errichetti's explana
tion of the division of the bribe money. According to the April 1 
tape, Errichetti gave the entire amount to MacDonald and told him 
of DeVito's troubles, and MacDonald then agreed to give DeVito 
$25,000. Errichetti said on tape that MacDonald was very happy 
with the $75,000. ([Deleted]) The understanding reached earlier, 
however, was that the $100,000 was for all of the Casino Control 
Commissioners, not just for MacDonald. It is strange, therefore, 
that Errichetti spoke as if only MacDonald were being bribed and 
as if MacDonald could freely give away portions of other commis
sioners' shares. It also is strange that Errichetti spoke as though 
he himself were not receiving any portion of the payment. It is un
likely that Errichetti would have made such an out-of-character 
representation without some prearrangement. 

Errichetti testified that Weinberg had told him that the conver
sation was being monitored by Margo Kennedy (Special Agent 
Margot Denedy) so that she could report to the sheik whether Mac
Donald was happy and whether Abdul Enterprises would get its 
casino license. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 135, 140-41 (tes
timony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) The Select Committee accepts Er
richetti's explanation, because it is the most reasonable one that 
has been offered to explain the artificial nature of the conversa
tion.94 

The final details of the April 1 conversation at 4:54 p.m. may 
have been established in the four-minute call from Weinberg to Er
richetti at 8:53 p.m. on March 31.95 Weinberg testified to the Select 
Committee that he had not talked to Errichetti in that call, be
cause Errichetti had not been at home; rather, Weinberg "probably 

93 The Select Committee concludes that Weinberg also lied when he testified that his daugh
ter and her family visited him that day and that John Good knew about this visit. First, Wein
berg had never mentioned this story to the MacDonald grand jury or to any FBI agent or De
partment of Justice attorney. Also, Weinberg claimed to have told John Good (id.), but Good 
never mentioned it to the Select Committee. When asked by the Select Committee, Good had no 
recollection of Weinberg's having told him that he had spent April I, 1979, with his daughter. 

94 On the other hand, Errichetti, too, appears to have testified falsely about the April 1 con
versation. He told the Select Committee that he was at home when he received Weinberg's call 
at 8:53 p.m. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 136 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti», and that 
Mrs. Errichetti "was sitting in the next room" (id. at 140). Telephone toll records show, howev
er, that the March 31 call at 8:53 was to Errichetti's office. 

a5 As explained above, the April 1 conversation is strained and artificial. Early in the conver
sation Weinberg and Errichetti make a point of agreement that this is their first contact !f1nce 
their meeting with MacDonald and DeVito the previous day. At one point Weinberg says, 
"That's the reason I didn't call you yesterday." ([Deleted]) The telephone records show, however, 
that Weinberg did call Errichetti's office the day before at 8:53 p.m. for four minutes. 
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spoke to his [Errichetti'sJ wife." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 
97-98 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) That testimony, however, 
plainly was false. Telephone toll records obtained by the FBI show 
that the call at 8:53 p.m. on March 31 was made to Errichetti's 
office, not to his home; it is nearly inconceivable that Errichetti's 
wife was alone at the Mayor's office at 8:53 p.m. on a Saturday 
night. Further, there is no other instance between December 1, 
1978, when Weinberg first met Errichetti, and February 2, 1980, 
when the covert stage of Abscam ended, in which Weinberg talked 
for as much as three minutes and as to which he claims the other 
conversationalist was Errichetti's wife. All recorded conversations 
between Weinberg and Errichetti's wife are of but a few seconds in 
duration. 

The Select Committee concludes that Weinberg deliberately cre
ated a misleading preamble and that he convinced Errichetti what 
to say during the April 1 conversation. The Select Committee can 
conceive of no motivation for these actions other than the creation 
of an alibi. Thus, the Select Committee concludes that Weinberg 
met Errichetti on April 1, 1979, and probably received some share 
of the MacDonald payment. 9 6 

Weinberg wasted no time in establishing his alibi. A report to 
FBI HQ dated April 2, 1979, says, "Weinberg called Errichetti at 
2:30 p.m., 4-1-79." ([Deleted]) The Select Committee has been 
unable to determine who wrote that document or what Weinberg 
said or did to ensure that an exculpatory account of his where
abouts on the afternoon of April 1 was in the FBI records, except 
that he wrote the date and "2:30 p.m." on the tape cassette. 97 (Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 102-04 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg).) Given the importance to Weinberg that the FBI believe 
he was talking to Errichetti on the telephone in the early after
noon of April 1, it is highly probable that Weinberg promptly told 
someone in the Hauppauge Resident Agency about the tape's exist·· 
ence, but not about the contrived nature of the tape. 

Special Agent McCarthy told the Select Committee that he re
called neither the April 1 tape recording nor the April 2 teletype. 
Although he would not categorically deny being responsible, he 
suggested that either Amoroso or someone else wrote the teletype. 
(Sel. Comm. interview of John M. McCarthy, Sept. 2, 1982.) Amor
oso was clearly not responsible, because he was in Canada between 
the afternoon of April 1 and April 4, 1979, testifying in another 
case. (Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982; 
letter from FBI Director William H. Webster to Senator Charles 
McC. Mathias, Jr. (Nov. 4, 1982).) Indeed, there is no evidence that 

.6 Errichetti testified that he gave $37,500 to Weinberg and kept $37,500 for himself. He said 
that MacDonald got nothing, because the other $25,000 went to Amoroso. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 15, 1982, at 135 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) The Select Committee cannot rely on 
Errichetti's account in this regard, although it is possible that MacDonald never actually re
ceived any money. The evidence is not strong enoulfh for the Select Committee to reach a rea· 
sonable conclusion regarding the distribution of the $100,000. (See pp. 25'Hll irtfra.l The only 
evidence available to the Select Committee is conflicting uncorroborated testimony of Errichetti 
and Weinberg. 

97 WeInberg's admission that he wrote "2:30 p.m." on the cassette further proves that he in
tentionally contrived the misleading tape. According to him, he forgot the 2:30 rreamble when 
he called at 4:54, but he remembered the 2:30 preamble and forgot the 4:54 cal when he gave 
the tape to the FBI severalllOurs later. 
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anyone at the FBI even listened to the April 1 tape before report
ing to FBI HQ that it reflected a call made at 2:30 p.m. 

Weinberg testified that he had marked the date and the time on 
the tape and had given the tape to the FBI, probably the next day. 
He never told anyone that the time he had marked on the cassette 
was incorrect. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 102-04 (testimo
ny of Melvin C. Weinberg).) He contended that this tape was no 
different from any number of other tapes that he inadvertently 
had labelled incorrectly and never had corrected. 

The Select Committee finds Weinberg's explanation unpersua
sive. First, the Select Committee does not believe that Weinberg or
dinarily labelled his tapes before he knew who was being recorded. 
He himself testified that it often happened that the party he was 
calling was not available. He also testified that he frequently had 
to complain about how few tapes the FBI provided him. Given 
those circumstances, it is unlikely that he risked mislabelling a 
tape. Also, although Weinberg undoubtedly made mistakes on 
other cassettes, it is inconceivable that he made a mere labelling 
error on the April 1 tape. He acknowledges that he deliberately 
made a preamble on the tape. He was more aware of the time of 
that call, therefore, than of any other call. Moreover, if it was his 
practice to label a cassette just before he placed a call, he would 
have done so at 4:54 p.m. and would have noticed the inaccurate 
2:30 p.m. label at that time. Even accepting his story that the pre
amble was innocent (which the Select Committee does not), he 
clearly knew when he gave the tape to the FBI that it had not been 
recorded at 2:30 p.m. 

When DiLorenzo's allegations surfaced on June 10, 1980, the FBI 
relied on the April 1, 1979, tape to discredit them. A teletype dated 
J<une 18, 1980, from the Newark Field Office of the FBI to the Di
rector,98 referred to the transcript of the April 1. tape, saying that 
the call, made to Errichetti at 2:30 p.m., indicated that this was the 
first contact Weinberg had had with Errichetti since March 31, 
thereby discrediting DiLorenzo (who had told the FBI that he had 
picked up Errichetti on the morning of April 1. to drive to meet 
Weinberg). 99 ([Deleted]) 

Mter a brief discussion of the alleged January 20 bribe-sharing 
and William Rosenberg's allegations about certificates of deposit, 
the teletype concludes with the statement that Weinberg had pro
vided a detailed explanation that tended to substantiate his posi
tion "in the matter." It is unclear whether this conclusion refers 
only to the Rosenberg issues or includes the April 1 issues, as well. 

On the same day, June 18, 1980, another teletype regarding Di
Lorenzo's allegation of bribe-sharing on April 1 was sent from the 
New York Field Office of the FBI to the Director. This document 
stated that Weinberg had denied the allegation. It further stated 
that Weinberg's recollection that he had called Errichetti to verify 
the meeting of March 31, 1~':l'9, had been confirmed by telephone 
records. The teletype concluded by referring to a conversation re-

oa A copy was hand-delivered to John Good. 
99 Since Amoroso was with Weinberg until approximately noon on Aprill, and since the driv

ing trip from Camden to Long Island takes about two and one-half houts, it would have been 
almost impossible for Errichetti to have met Weinberg in Long Island after Amoroso had left 
and to have been in Camden at 2:30 p.m. 
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corded on April 1, 1979, d.uring which both Weinberg and Erri
chetti had discussed the previous day's events, but during which 
neither had made any reference to any meeting on April1. loo ([De
leted]) 

The FBI relied on Weinberg's deception and failed to investigate 
DiLorenzo's story thoroughly. The Select Committee is especially 
disturbed by the June 18, 1980, teletype from the New York Field 
Office, which refers to both the telephone records of April 1 and 
the April 1 tape without disclosing, and apparently without the 
FBI's even having noticed, the patent discrepancy between the two 
sources of information. Once DiLorenzo had made his contentions, 
Weinberg should immediately have been made to account for the 
misleading preamble, and the tape should have been subjected to 
the FBI's rigorous laboratory analysis. Instead, the New York spe
cial agents readily accepted Weinberg's story and failed to analyze 
the tape until February 1981, after federal prosecutor Reid Wein
garten had checked the telephone records in December 1980 and 
had discovered the major flaw in Weinberg's story.lOl 

For all of the foregoing reasons, the Select Committee rejects, 
and indeed fmds no justification for, the FBI's conclusory assertion 
with respect to Weinberg's April 1, 1979, bribe-sharing. On 
November 5, 1982, the FBI contended: 

The various allegations of wrongdoing by Melvin Wein
berg have been the subject of lengthy and thorongh judi
cial, prosecutorial, and investigative review. These allega
tions remain unproven, and the "substantial evidence" 
cited in the [Select Committee's] staff report remains un
persuasive. (Letter from FBI Director William H. Webster 
to Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., at 6 (Nov. 5, 1982).) 

The Select Committee finds the combination of Weinberg's cre
ation of misleading evidence, his contemporaneous misleading rep
resentations, the tapes of March 31, 1979, the tape of April 1, 1979, 
the telephone toll records, the testimony of Errichetti and DiLor
enzo (which, had it been uncorroborated, would have been of little, 
if any, value), Amoroso's travel schedule, and Weinberg's subse
quent lies about the events of March 31 and April 1, 1979, to be 
oV!=lrwhelmingly strong proof that Weinberg shared in the $100,000 
bribe. The only contradictory evidence is Weinberg's uncorroborat
ed denial. 

Moreover, contrary to the FBI's contention, Weinberg's bribe
sharing has not been the subject of judicial review, much less of 
"thorough judicial ... review." Only a grand jury has considered 
the bribe-sharing allegations, and it did so without the benefit of 

100 The points made by the New York special agents were extremely weak. If Weinberg, as 
DiLorenzo had alleged, was trying to delude the FBI, he obviously would deny the allegations. 
Similarly, if the whole purpose of the April 1 tape was to delude the listener into thinking that 
MacDonald had received all of the money, the participants obviously would not discuss the 
meeting at which they split the money between themselves. 

101 The Select Committee is also disturbed by the lack of communication among various FBI 
offices and federal prosecutorial offices. The Newark Field Office teletype relies only on the 
timing of the preamble. The New York Field Office teletype refers to telephone records. New 
Jersey federal prosecutors Plaza and Weir claim that they were unable to obtain telephone 
records from FBI special agents and federal prosecutors in New York. 

Even the prosecutors from the Public Integrity Section were misled by the April 1 tape for a 
long while. As late as November 28, 1981, Weingarten and his co-prosecutor Eric Holder wrote a 
memorandum that used the April 1 tape to rebut DiLorenzo's allegations. 
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much of the evidence and analysis presented by this report and 
under circumstances totally unlike those that govern at a trial. 

Finally, the Select Committee has seen no document in the many 
thousands of FBI and Department of Justice documents it has re
viewed that reflects anything resembling a "thorough. . . prosecu
torial, and investigative review" of the bribe-sharing allegations. 
The FBI laboratory analysis of the April 1, 1979, tape was not com
pleted until February 1981, nearly two years after the event, one 
year after the covert stage had ended, and after seven of the eight 
original Abscam trials had been completed. Except for a late-1981 
memorandum by Special Agent Houlihan expressing concern about 
these problems and alluding to a small number of the factors dis
cussed above, no FBI document notes the five unrecorded calls 
from Weinberg to Errichetti on March 26-29, 1979; analyzes the 
conversation recorded on March 29, 1979; explains Weinberg's 
having stayed at a hotel a few miles from his house on March 30, 
1979; explains why Weinberg did not submit, or why the FBI did 
not keep, travel vouchers reflecting his schedule and whereabouts 
on March 30; explains what was said at the March 30 Weinberg
Errichetti meeting; explains how Errichetti came to write and give 
to Weinberg the list of allegedly corrupt politicians on March 30; 
analyzes in detail the two March 31 tapes, including Weinberg's 
statement, "Hey, I'll come see you tomorrow"; analyzes in detail 
the language on the April 1 tape; analyzes the toll record of the 
call at 8:53 p.m. on March 31; notes that that call and the call at 
4:54 p.m. on April 1 were to Errichetti's office; discusses who was 
and who was not with Weinberg on April 1; discusses Amoroso's 
travel schedule; or even mentions the April 2, 1979, document sent 
to FBI HQ erroneously stating, "Weinberg called Errichetti at 2:30 
p.m., 4-1-79." 

3. The Myers, Lederer, Thompson, and Murphy Payments 
On August 22, 1979, Errichetti and Representative Michael 

Myers met with DeVito (Amoroso) and Weinberg. DeVito gave 
Myers an envelope containing $50,000. Errichetti testified before 
the Select Committee that after the meeting Myers had given him 
the envelope. Errichetti said he then had removed $15,000, and had 
given the remaining $35,000 to Howard Criden. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 15, 1982, at 201-03 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 102 Er
richetti further testified that he had kept $5,000 of the $15,000 and 
had given the remaining $10,000 to Weinberg. He was unsure of 
precisely when he had given Weinberg the $10,000, but he was sure 
that it had occurred in a restroom at the JFK Hilton. (See id. at 
203,) 

Errichetti acknowledged that he had received $5,000 to $7,500 
from the Lederer payoff, and he denied having'shared that money 
with Weinberg. (Id. at 204.) Similarly, he testified that he had been 
paid "neglible amounts" (a "couple ofthousandl1 dollars) from each 
of the Thompson and Murphy payoffs, but had not shared his pay
ments with anyone. (Id. at 210-12.) 103 

10'This testimony is consistent with Howard Criden's in camera testimony during the Jan
nolli trial. (Jannotti Trial Tr. 1.19.) 

103 Errichetti also claimed to have received $'100 from the payoff to Philadelphia City Council 
President George Schwart.z. 
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Errichetti's testimony on the amount of money he received from 
the Lederer, Thompson, and Murphy transactions conflicts with 
the testimony of Ellis Cook and Howard Criden. Cook was Criden's 
law partner. After each bribe session with a Congressman, Criden 
met with Cook, gave Cook a share, and explained how the rest of 
the money was being split. Cook testified that Criden had told him 
that Errichetti had taken $20,000 (not $5,000 to $7,500) of Lederer's 
bribe, of which $5,000 supposedly was going to Weinberg and 
DeVito. (Lederer Trial Tr. 663-64.) Cook also testified that it had 
been his understanding that Errichetti would get $10,000 from 
Thompson's payment and $10,000 from Murphy's (not Ita couple of 
thousand") and that DeVito and Weinberg would share $5,000 for 
each Representative. (Thompson Trial Tr. 1246, 1252.) 

Criden testified before the Select Committee that he thought Er
richetti had paid both DeVito and Weinberg out of Errichetti's 
share of Myers' bribe. Criden first said that he had no similar un
derstanding with regard to any other payment; but after conferring 
with his counsel, he changed his testimony and stated that he un
derstood that Errichetti was supposed to have "taken care of" 
DeVito and Weinberg out of Errichetti's share of the Lederer, 
Thompson, and Murphy payments. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 
1982, at 29-31 (testimony of Howard L. Criden).) Criden admits that 
he never discussed bribe-sharing with either DeVito or Weinberg; 
but, because he continued to pay Errichetti, and because neither 
Weinberg nor DeVito complained about not being paid, Criden as
sumed they were being paid adequately. He never actually asked 
Errichetti, however, whether Errichetti was in fact sharing the 
bribes. (Id. at 33-35.) 

The Select Committee asked Abscam prosecutor Thomas Puccio 
whether it was possible that Weinberg had shared in the bribe pay
ments made to Members of Congress. Puccio summarily dismissed 
the possibility, saying that he knew where all the money had gone. 
When confronted with. Cook's testimony that Weinberg and DeVito 
had shared in bribes, which was the only sworn testimony on 
record at that point, Puccio declared that Criden had been lying to 
Cook in order to increase his own share. Puccio told the Select 
Committee that Criden had accounted for all the money when 
Puccio had interviewed him on February 2, 1980. Puccio admitted 
that a portion of each bribe had gone to Errichetti but stressed 
that no defense lawyer and no defendant had alleged that Wein
berg had shared a bribe. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 161-63 
(testimony of Thomas Puccio).) 

The Select Committee has been unable to review Criden's Febru
ary 2, 1980, statement, because that statement is under judicial 
seal. Nevertheless, the Select Committee finds that Puccio overstat
ed the case by saying that he had accounted for all of t"he mOl: "3 
paid to Representatives Myers, Lederer, Thompson, and 
Murphy.lo4 First, Errichetti now has alleged that he shared one of 

l04 Representative Jcnrcltee allegedly received $40,000 of the $50,000 payment to middleman 
John Stowe on December 6, 1979. (Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 17C, at 8.) Representative Kelly was 
given $25,000 on January 8 by Amoroso. On February 3, 1980, Kelly returned $24,826, having 
spent the other $174.00. (Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 31.1 Neither of these cases involved Errichetti, 
and neither presents a claim of alleged bribesharing. 
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the above payments with Weinberg. Second, Criden, in his testimo
ny before the Select Committee, did not tlaccount" for all of the 
payments~ he testified that he had understood from Errichetti that 
Weinberg was receiving money. At the very least, Criden could not 
have given Puccio anything more than second-hand information 
about what Errichetti had done with respect to sl:!aring with Wein
berg. Finally, the newspaper accounts of Criden's sealed statement 
indicate that the story Criden gave to Puccio on February 2, 1980, 
might have had Errichetti receiving sums large enough to be 
shared with Weinberg. A story in the Washington Post on July 13, 
1980, described Criden's unsigned February 2, 1980, affidavit as 
saying that Criden, Errichetti, and Silvestri had divided $30,000 of 
the $50,000 Thompson payment and that Criden and Errichetti had 
split $30,000 of the $50,000 Murphy payment. I05 

The Select Committee is unable to determine \l!ho, if anyone, has 
told the truth on the bribe-sharing issue. There is insufficient ex
trinsic evidence to determine whether Weinberg shared in these 
four bribes. Even Errichetti's denial that he split any of the 
Lederer, Thompson, and Murphy payments with Weinberg is un
persuasive. Errichetti's own account of his share of those bribes 
states much lower figures than do Criden's and Cook's accounts. 
Errichetti has an incentive, therefore, to downplay his importance 
in those four bribes; given his testimony that he received only neg
ligible amounts of money, he could not readily claim to have 
shared those small sums with Weinberg. 

Similarly, Errichetti's uncorroborated allegation that he gave 
Weinberg $10,000 from the Myers bribe is insufficient to justify a 
conclusion that Weinberg received a portion of that bribe. Errichet
ti's inability to provide any details that might enable the Select 
Committee to conduct more thorough investigation further lessens 
his credibility. 

Errichetti also has alleged that in October 1979 Weinberg asked 
him for $5,000 to retire some of DeVito's supposed gambling debts. 
Errichetti told the Select Committee that DiLorenzo and his girl
friend, Debra Procacci, delivered an envelope containing $3,000 to 
Weinberg, who was with an unidentified stranger, on October 21, 
1979, at the Ionosphere Lounge in LaGuardia Airport. (Se1. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 237-40 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 
The Select Committee concludes that Errichetti's story about De Vi
to's gambling debts is totally uncorroborated, highly implausible, 
and probably false, loa but that the payment of money to Weinberg 
on October 21, 1979, may well have occurred for a different reason. 

Errichetti's basic account of the actual payment to Weinberg on 
October 21 has been confirmed by DiLorenzo and Procaccio Procacci 
testified at the Myers trial on August 26, 1980, that she and DiLor
enzo had driven to LaGuardia "after the summer," in late Septem
ber or October, to deliver an envelope to Weinberg. She had met 
with another man while DiLorenzo had given Weinberg the enve-

105 Washington Post, July 13, 1980, at AI, A5. The newspaper story does not indicate how the 
specified sums were divided among the middlemen. It is consistent with Criden's testimony that 
he gave Thompson $20,000 out of the October 9 payment and $20,000 out of the October 20 pay
menl (Se1. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 83, 88 (testimony of Howard L. Criden).) 

looSee pp. 128-29 Sllpra. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 11 
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lope, but she did not know whether the man had been there with 
Weinberg. 107 (Myers Trial Tr. 3127-29.) 

DiLorenzo's story matches Procacci's in every particular and con
firms Errichetti's. DiLorenzo told the Select Committee that he had 
delivered an envelope to Weinberg on a Sunday afternoon in 
October 1979, the day of the funeral of a city lawyer of the Jewish 
faith. DiLorenzo said he had no idea of what was in the envelope. 
Weinberg had been sitting in the Ionosphere Lounge and talking 
with another man; DiLorenzo did not know whether Weinberg and 
the man had been together. (Sel. Comm. interview of J'oseph DiLor
enzo, Dec. 3, 1982),108 

Errichetti testified that the alleged payoff had been scheduled for 
a Sunday in late October. He remembered that he had been unable 
to attend because of the funeral of his special counsel. (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 238 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichettn.) Er
richetti later confirmed that this funeral had been on October 21, 
1979. 

The date of the alleged delivery of an envelope to Weinberg is 
one day after the $50,000 payment to Criden in Representative 
Murphy's presence. Criden said that he had split some of that pay
ment with Errichetti. Cook's testimony indicated that the money 
had not been divided as of Monday, October 22, 1979. (See Thomp
son Trial Tr. 1252.) If Cdden had given Errichetti his cut earlier, 
however, October 21 would have been a logical time for Errichetti 
to have delivered Weinberg's share. 

The evidence that Weinberg shared in any of the payments to 
Myers, Lederer, Thompson, and Murphy is far from compelling, 
but the Select Committee finds that it is likely that he did share in 
one or more of those bribes. Aside from Cook's and Criden's wholly 
uncorroborated testimony that each of them had believed that Erri
chetti was splitting his bribe shares with Weinberg and De Vito, the 
Select Committee finds absolutely no evidence suggesting that Spe
cial Agent Amoroso, through his role as Tony DeVito, solicited, re
ceived, or was promised any share of any Abscam bribe payment. 

C. ALLEGATIONS OF FALSE REPORTING BY MELVIN WEINBERG 
REGARDING FRAUDULENT SECURITIES 

On October 30, 1978, Melvin Weinberg handed to Special Agent 
John M. McCarthy in New York fraudulent certificates of deposit 
with a face value of $300 million and fraudulent letters of credit 
with a face value of $300 million. He informed 1\1cCarthy that a 
businessman named William Rosenberg had provided the fraudu
lent securities. On November 20, 1978, Weinberg handed to Special 
Agent Gunnar Askeland in Florida additional fraudulent securities 
of the same nature and of the same face values, again stating that 
William Rosenberg had provided them. On March 8, 1979, Special 
Agent Anthony Amoroso reported to FBI HQ that on that date 

107 Proca.cci's testimony abOut this meeting was elicited by Puccio during cross-examination. 
108 At first DiLorenzo had no memory of any trips to the LaGuardia airport with Procacci 

other than the one to deliver u gift in March 1979. When asked whether there ha.d been any 
such trips in the autumn of 1979, DiLorenzo provided the detailed account described above. 
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Mayor Angelo Errichetti had handed him fraudulent certificates of 
deposit with a face value of $435 million. (See [Deleted]) 109 

Edward J. Plaza, who was an Assistant United States Attorney 
in New Jersey during the Abscam investigation, has alleged that 
Weinberg participated actively in the creation of those fraudulent 
securities and then led the FBI to believe tht Rosenberg and Erri
chetti had produced them. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 28, 1982, at 
32-34 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza).) Robert A. Weir, an Assistant 
United States Attorney in New Jersey during the Abscam investi
gation and today, has made similar allegations. (See House Jud. 
Subcomm. Hrg., June 2, 1982, at 70-71 (testimony of Robert A. 
Weir).) In their testimony before the Select Committee, Rosenberg 
and Errichetti asserted that those allegations were correct. Rosen
berg and Errichetti also elaborated on the nature of Weinberg's 
participation in the production of the fraudulent securities. (See 
Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 7-58 (testimony of William 
Rosenberg); Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 71-78, 92-101, 109-
10 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 

If those allegations were correct, they would raise several seriou.s 
problems with respect to the Abscam investigation. They would 
demonstrate Weinberg's unreliability, lack of credibility, and abili
ty and inclination to steer portions of the Abscam investigation in 
directions not planned or approved by the FBI. They would demon~ 
strate the FBI's failure to supervise and control Weinberg and the 
inability of FBI agents to ascertain whether Weinberg was lying 
about material evidence. Finally, because, as will be explained 
below, the FBI paid Weinberg a $15,000 bonus based in part on his 
purported recovery of fraudulent securities from Rosenberg, the al
legation that Weinberg himself participated in the production of 
those securities would, if true, show that he had managed to de
fraud the government for his own financial gain during the 
Abscam investigation. Other than to provide cumulative evidence 
of Weinberg's lack of credibility and reliability, however, the truth 
of the allegations would not tend to exculpate any of the Abscam 
defendants, since none of the defendants was prosecuted for any 
act in connection with the Rosenberg and Errichetti fraudulent se
curities transactions. 

The Select Committee finds that the allegations are SUbstantially 
erroneous and are correct only in incidental respects. Rosenberg in 
fact approached Weinberg after having heard from other sources 
that Weinberg was interested in obtaining fraudulent securities, an 
interest that the FBI had authorized Weinberg to express from the 
very beginning of Abscam. Rosenberg and his partners then pro
duced the fraudulent securities without Weinberg's help, although 
Weinberg provided instructions with respect to the face values, the 
number of securities, and the names to be used on the securities. 
Weinberg did not provide Rosenberg with any blank or sample of a 
sE'curity. 

With respect to the Errichetti securities transaction, the Select 
Committee finds that Weinberg provided Errichetti with the blank 
certificate of deposit that Errichetti used to produce the $435 mil-

100 The omission of a citation to a confidental document is identified by "[Deleted]." See pp. 
V-VI supra. 
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lion in fraudulent certificates of deposit that he handed to Special 
Agent Amoroso on March 8, 1979; but Weinberg did so with the 
knowledge and approval of the FBI and for the sole purpose of ce
menting the relationship between himself and Errichetti by show
ing that Abdul Enterprises was willing and able to engage in il
legal activities. Weinberg never received any bonus in connection 
with the Errichetti securities transaction. 

Although Weinberg did not defraud the government in connec
tion with the Rosenberg and Errichetti securities transactions, the 
Select Committee finds several deficiencies in the FBI's conduct in 
connection with those transactions. First, neither the FBI special 
agent who received the Rosenberg securities on October 30, 1978, 
nor the special agent who received the Rosenberg securities on 
November 20, 1978, prepared a contemporaneous written report de
scribing the circumstances under which the securities had been re
ceived. Indeed, neither agent prepared any report on the securities 
at any time during the covert stage of the Abscam investigation. 
The same agents also failed to prepare any FD 302 report summa
rizing any debriefing of Weinberg with respect to the conversations 
Weinberg had with Rosenberg and Errichetti when he received the 
securities. Thus, if the government had chosen to prosecute Rosen
berg or Errichetti for the production of fraudulent securities, it 
would have had to rely on the memories of Weinberg and those 
agents more than a year after the events had occurred. 

Second, an FD 302 prepared by Special Agent Gunnar Askeland 
on January 26, 1979, in connection with the Errichetti securities 
transaction demonstrates either that Askeland erroneously report
ed information provided to him by Weinberg that day or that 
Weinberg lied to him and has continued to lie about the matter 
summarized in the report. Third, several government attorneys 
who worked on Abscam in 1979 and in 1980 were erroneously led 
to believe for a substantial time that the Errichetti securities had 
been produced entirely by Errichetti and his associates without the 
direct participation of Weinberg. 

1. The Role of Fraudulent Securities Transactions in the Abscam 
Investigation 

The recovery of fraudulent securities was stated as a goal of the 
Abscam undercover operation in the application for approval sent 
to FBI HQ by the New York Field Office on May 26, 1978, and in 
the June 27, 1978, approval memorandum prepared by FBI HQ. 
Several such recoveries occurred in the first several months of the 
operation. 

The first recovery occurred on July 9, 1978, when Abscam opera
tives recovered from Frank Kelly and Joseph Gennetti fraudulent 
gold futures with a total face value of $25 million and fraudulent 
certificates of deposit with a total face value of $10 million. On 
July 22, 1978, Abscam operatives recovered from Kelly, Gennetti, 
Joseph Contorci, and Samuel Battaglia fraudulent gold certificates 
with a total face value of $19 million. The recoveries on both dates 
occurred in Florida and were not under the immediate control of 
FBI personnel in the New York Field Office. ([Deleted]) The govern
ment did not prosecute any of those individuals in connection ",1th 
those transactions. 
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The next recovery of illegal securities, and the first one in New 
York, occurred on October 4, 1978, at LaGuardia Airport. On that 
date, Weinberg, with FBI operatives listening in an adjacent room, 
purchased from William Bell, Jack Morris, Edward Linnick, and 
Donald Eacret $200 million in fraudulent certificates of deposit 
drawn on the International Bank and Trust of the City of London, 
Ltd. ([Deleted]) The FBI immediately arrested the individuals in
volved in this venture, including Weinberg (in order to conceal his 
undercover role). 

Supervisor John Good told the Select Committee that, following 
the arrest of Bell, Morris, Linnick, and Eacret, he had concluded 
that the publicity generated by this "buy-bust" 110 operation had 
threatened the continuing viability of Abscam. Good also told the 
Select Committee that, at about the same point in time, attorneys 
of the Strike Force for the Eastern District of New York had told 
him that they had doubts about the prosecutability of such cases. 
Accordingly, Good told the Select Committee, he had decided to dis
continue using the Abscam undercover operation to pursue buy
busts involving fraudulent securities. (Sel. Comm. interview of 
John Good, Oct. 8, 1982.) 

In October 1978 Good told Weinberg there would be no more buy
bust operations and instructed him not to consider the recovery of 
fraudulent securities as an accomplishment for which he could 
expect a bonus. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 19-20 (testimo
ny of John Good).) Good also told Weinberg that it. was still permis
sible to use fraudulent securities to enhance the credibility of 
Abdul Enterprises with criminals by demonstrating its ability and 
willingness to become involved in illegal activities. (Id.) In October 
and November 1978, the FBI credited Weinberg with having recov
ered the following fraudulent securities, in addition to the Rosen
berg securities: 

1. On October 24, 1978, recovery of $200 million in fraudu
lent certificates of deposit, drawn on the International Bank 
and Trust of the City of London, Ltd., from Ben Cohen, Mat
thew Renda, and Saul Cooper; 

2. On November 20, 1978, recovery of $300,000 in cashiers 
checks, drawn on the First National Bank of Teheran, from 
Tony Costanza; and 

3. On November 29, 1978, recovery of $300 million in fraudu
lent certificates of deposit drawn, on the First National Bank 
of Antigua, from George Cannon. 

2. The Rosenberg Securities Transactions 
On June 17, 1980, Rosenberg was interviewed by Assistant 

United States Attorneys Stephen Spivack, Roger Adelman, Edward 
Plaza, and Robert Weir. He contended that the fraudulent securi
ties with a total face value of $1.2 billion that the FBI had attribut· 
ed to him had in fact been produced by Weinberg. Spivack spoke 
with Rosenberg about the securities once more before Rosenberg 
was sentenced on July 3, 1980, and several times after that date. 
Rosenberg testified about the transaction on February 16, 1981, in 

110 A "buy·bust" operation is one in which the FBI buys fraudulent securities or otber contra· 
band and immediately arrests the seller. 
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the post-trial due process hearings held in the Myers case before 
United States District Judge George C. Pratt. Rosenberg also testi
fied before the Select Committee on September 9, 1982. The follow
ing summary of his securities transactions is drawn from all of 
those sources, from documents of the FBI and of other components 
of the Department of Justice, from tape recordings of conversations 
with Rosenberg during the Abscam investigation, and from inter
views of several attorneys in the Department of Justice. 

In March 1978 Rosenberg, William Eden, Daniel Minsky, and 
Max Krauss formed a partnership called Transcom East for the 
purpose of acting as brokers between companies with capital equip
ment or other property to lease and companies wishing to lease 
such property. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 5-6 (testimony of 
William Rosenberg); Myers D.P. Tr. 4279-80.) One of the services 
the partners offered was to seek financing for prospective lessees. 

Sometime in mid-1978, Roy Student, the general sales manager 
of a company Rosenberg had contacted as a potential client, told 
Rosenberg that Herman Weiss, a Florida businessman who was 
Student's cousin, knew of a source of financing in the Middle East. 
Rosenberg telephoned Weiss, who confirmed that he had access to 
Arab oil money. Weiss told Rosenberg that he would try to arrange 
for financing for Transcom East, if Rosenberg would send $5,000 
and a description of Transcom's proposed deals. When Rosenberg 
replied that he could not afford the cash ad vance, Weiss referred 
him to a fdend in New York who might not require a cash 
advance: Mel Weinberg. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 7-10 
(testimony of William Rosenberg).) 

Sometime before October 6, 1978, Rosenberg called Weinberg at 
Abdul Enterprises to schedule a meeting. The call was not record
ed, and no FD 302 describing the conversation was ev~;'i prepared. 

On October 6, 1978, at the Abdul Enterprises offices in Holbrook, 
New York, Rosenberg and Daniel Minsky met Weinberg for the 
first time. 111 Rosenberg testified that, when the meeting began, he 
"had no idea we were going to discuss any illegal transactions" or 
"offshore banks." 112 (Id., at 12, 56.) That testimony is belied, how
ever, by the recording of the October 6 meeting, which begins with 
Rosenberg's saying to Weinberg, "Everyone says for me to contact 
you. They say you have a need for some offshore (inaudible)." ([De
leted]) Futher, before having had that language read to him by the 

111 Rosenberg testified that he thought the meeting had occurred in August or September of 
1978 (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 11-12 (testimony of William Rosenberg», but the record
ing of the October 6 meeting plainly shows that meeting to have been the first one between 
Weinberg and the Transcom East partners. Early in the recording, Weinberg asked, "Which one 
is Rosenberg?" Rosenberg replied, "I am Rosenberg." Weinberg then stated, "What's your first 
name?" ([Deleted]) 

The FBI, too, at one point mistakenly identified the date on the first meeting. On February 
16, 1979, the FBI's New York Field Office reported to FBI HQ that in July 1978 a "David 
Minski" had met Weinberg and had offered to sell fraudulent securities and that one week later 
his partner William Rosenberg had met Weinberg to finalize the deal. (See ([Deleted]) Such sig
nificant errors in chronology and i.n a suspect's name so near in time to the events being de
scribed most likely occurred because the FBI's Abscam operatives had failed to listen to the 
October 6 recording or had failed to communicate its contents to the person reporting to FBI 
HQ. Whichever of those failures explains the erroneous report to FBI HQ, the failure represents 
a deficiency in the management, supervision, and control of the investigation and further dra
matizes the need for prompt, accurate transcription of recordings and prompt review of records 
or transcripts by operatives and supervisors. 

112 Offshore banks are banks outside the United States commonly used to facilitate the dis
semination of fraudulent certificates of deposit and other securities. 
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Select Committee, Rosenb~rg testified that on October 6, 1978, he 
already had known what offshore banks were and IIthat one of the 
p.rinc~pal purposes of offshore banks was to condu~t illegal tr~n~ac
"IOns. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 13 (testImony of WIllIam 
Rosenberg).) Even further, a later part of the October 6 recording 
has Minsky telling Weinberg, III got two banks in the Virgin Is
lands. They ain't worth a plugged nickel, but they can write paper. 
They can manufacture paper fa.ster than you got hair on your 
head." «(Deleted]) Thus, there can be no reasonable doubt that 
Rosenberg and Minsky met with Weinberg for the purpose of sell
ing fraudulent securities and that Rosenberg testified falsely when 
he denied that fact. 

The Select Committee similarly finds that Rosenberg inaccurate
ly testified in the Myers post-trial due process hearing by stating 
that, after Weinberg had mentioned letters of credit at the October 
6 meeting, Rosenberg had had to contact someone who could ex
plain to him what a letter of credit was. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 4282-
83.) As Rosenberg admitted elsewhere, he has a college degree in 
business science; took courses in finance, securities, economics, and 
business law; taught college economics; worked for several years as 
a representative and broker of the New York Stock Exchange; was 
familiar with the various forms of securities available on the 
market; and regularly read business periodicals such as Forbes, 
Fortune, and The Wall Street Journal. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 
1982, at 4 (testimony of William Rosenberg).) He also was convicted 
of securities fraud in 1976. (Myers D.P. Tr. 4279.) It is virtually in
cQnceivable that, with such a broad experience in the business and 
financial world, Rosenberg did not know in October 1978 what a 
letter of credit was. 

The Select Committee similarly finds that Rosenberg inaccurate
ly testified in the Myers post-trial due process hearing by stating 
that before October 6 his leasing business, Transcom East, IIwas a 
totally legitimate business." (ld. at 4281-82.) That testimony is 
belied by the recording of a conversation on November 16, 1978, 
among McCloud (Special Agent McCarthy), Weinberg, Rosenberg, 
and William Eden, one of the Transcom East partners. During that 
conversation Eden told Weinberg and McCloud that, in prior trans
actions arranged by Transcom East, the partnership had paid 
bribes to various New Jersey public officials, including Angelo Erri
chetti, Mayor of Camden, New Jersey. The corrupt connection be
tween Errichetti and Transcom East was confirmed shortly there
after, when Eden and Rosenberg introduced Errichetti to the Abdul 
Enterprises representatives to effectuate a bribe payment to him. 

The Select Committee concludes that Rosenberg inaccurately tes
tified in the foregoing respects in an attempt to create the false im
pression that, before October 6, 1978, he had been an innocent busi
nessman and that, from October 6 forward, he had been entrapped 
by Weinberg's scheming. 

At the October 6 meeting, having described why he needed off
shore securities, Weinberg stated that he could use $100 million in 
such securities IIright away. II He told Rosenberg and Minsky that 
they would get a commission of seven per cent of the face value of 
the securities they produced. When the partners told him they 
wanted to borrow $100 million from Abdul Enterprises for their 
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own purposes, he agreed to buy $200 million of fraudulent securi
ties and to lend half of that to Transcom East. Finally, after fur
ther discussion, they all agreed that the partners would provide 
$300 million in fraudulent securities, with half to be loaned to 
Transcom East. ([Deleted]) 

When government attorneys interviewed Rosenberg on June 17, 
1980, and he contended that Weinberg had participated in the pro
duction of the fraudulent securities, Rosenberg's story was that, 
shortly after October 6, Weinberg had giv~n him a sample certifi
cate of deposit and had told him that he, Weinberg, could get a 
batch printed from the sample. Rosenberg told the government at
torneys that Weinberg had then had the securities printed and 
that Rosenberg had obtained the printed securities from Weinberg, 
had fllied in the names and amounts, and had returned the com
pleted documents to Weinberg. (Sel. Comm. interview of Stephen 
Spivack, Sept. 10, 1982). On January 16, 1981, in an interview by 
Special Agent McCarthy, William Eden, Rosenberg's partner in 
Transcom East, supported Rosenberg's story by saying that, some
time between October 6 and October 20, 1978, Rosenberg had told 
him that Weinberg had given Rosenberg samples of certificates of 
deposit and had offered to use the samples to have a batch of 
fraudulent securities printed. ([Deleted]) 

That version, however, contradicts Rosenberg's subsequent sworn 
testimony in the Myers post-trial due process hearing and before 
the Select Committee. In both of the latter instances, Rosenberg 
testified that, after the October 6 meeting, he had obtained, from a 
man named Herb Shaffron, a sample of a fraudulent letter of 
credit and had given it to Weinberg, who had then taken the 
sample to have a batch of fraudulent certificates of deposit and let
ters of credit printed. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 7-33 
(testimony of William Rosenberg); klyers D.P. Tr. 4282-84.) 

The events leading to the change in Rosenberg's story as to who 
provided whom the sample security demonstrate the purposeful 
nature of Rosenberg's mendacity. The relevant events began short
ly after the June 17, 1980, interview at which Rosenberg first told 
thf,'l government attorneys, including Stephen Spivack, that Wein
berg had provided both the sample and the $1.2 billion in fraudu
lent securities made from the sample. 

Spivack called several FBI agents to try to find one who had had 
substantial experience with fraudulent securities from offshore 
banks and who could help investigate Rosenberg's contentions. One 
of the agents Spivack called identified an FBI special agent in New 
York, Michael Shea, who was very knowledgeable about fraudulent 
certificates of deposit because of his participation in a recent inves
tigation of fraudulent certificates of deposit of the Merchants & 
Shipowners Bank. 

Spivack called Shea, who informed him of an astounding coinci
dence; namely, on October 23, 1978, Shea had received a call from a 
man named Herb Shaff ron , who had said that he had been contact
ed by a William Rosenberg, who wanted to obtain fraudulent secu
rities to use to transfer money out of the Middle East. Shaffron, 
who had met Shea in connection with Shea's investigation ,of the 
Merchants & Shipowners Bank, had said that he was calling Shea 
to find out whether it would be legal to provide Rosenberg with 
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fraudulent securities, given that they would not be used within the 
United States. Shea had told Shaffron that transfer of the securi
ties would be illegal and should not be made, but he had asked 
Shaff ron to meet with Rosenberg under FBI surveillance. Shaff ron 
had agreed. Shea had recorded their entire conversation. On 
October 24, 1978, the FBI had taken photographs of Rosenberg and 
Shaff ron meeting at a New York diner. I 13 

Armed with the information provided by Shea, Spivack realized 
that Rosenberg may have lied on June 17, 1980, by telling Spivack 
that Weinberg had provided the sample from which the fraudulent 
securities had been made. Spivack could not be sure, however, be
cause, when Shaffron had called Shea on October 23, 1978, Shaf
fron had indicated that he had not given any securities to Rosen
berg and was seeking advice as to whether he could legally do so. 

Spivack than recalled that, at the interview on June 17, 1980, 
Rosenberg had c'ven him a handwritten list of names and tele
phone numbers on a page from Rosenberg's personal telephone 
book. Shaffron's name appeared on the list in the midst of several 
names Spivack knew to be connected to Abscam. Accordingly, on 
July 3, 1980, Spivack asked Rosenberg to identify the various indi
viduals; when he came to Shaffron, Rosenberg said, /lOh, he's just 
some guy. He had nothing to do with any of this." At that point, it 
was clear that Rosenberg was lying. Without letting Rosenberg 
know what he had learned from Shea about Rosenberg's dealings 
with Shaffron, Spivack told Rosenberg that the FBI was going to 
dust the fraudulent securities for fingerprints and that he was sure 
he would get results. . 

Several days later, Spivack recalled that FBI documents showed 
that on October 20, 1978, Rosenberg's partners William Eden and 
Daniel Minsky had met with Weinberg and Gunnar Anderson (Spe
cial Agent Gunnar Askeland) in Florida and had given them a 
letter of credit of the Merchants & Shipowners Bank with the 
handwritten word "sample" printed across it. Spivack reasoned 
that, because Shaffron had been involved in Special Agent Shea's 
investigation of that very bank, it was likely that Shaffron had 
given the sample to Rosenberg, who had given it to Minsky, who 
had given it to Weinberg and Anderson for approval. 114 Still, Shaf
fron had not yet admitted that he had given Rosenberg a sample 
security. 

Therefore, on July 17, 1980, Spivack met with Shaff ron to discuss 
the matter. When shown the sample that Minsky and Eden had 

113 Spivack's fortuitous call to Shea sharply demonstr~tes the absence of communication 
among various FBI offices and between the FBI and federal prosecutors. On J<'ebruary 13, 1979, 
Special Agent Barbara Wertz sent a memorandum to the Miami Special Agent in Charge re
garding Rosenberg, Minsky, Constanzo [sic), First National Bank of Teheran, and Merchants & 
Shipowners Bank. The memorandum stated that Special Agent Michael Shea would be sending 
Miami a tape recording of a conversation between one of those men and two other individuals. 
The memorandum also stated that Shea would send some photographs and that Shea believed 
the materials would assist in the development of the case against Rosenberg, Minsky, and Cos
tanzo [sic]. The memorandum concluded with a statement that Wertz would discuss the matter 
with Special Agent Gunnar A. AskelliJ1d. (See Kelly Def. Trial Ex. 2i.J 

114 Spivack could have added to the basis for his hypothesis by noting that, when Rosenberg 
and Minsky llad first told Weinberg, on October 6, 1978, that they would provide fraudulent 
securities, Weinberg had demanded that they give him a sample, with "sample" written on it. 
for his approval. Further, in the October 6 conversation, Minsky had said that he knew of two 
offshore banks in the Virgin Islands; and the Merchants & Shipowners Bank, on which the 
October 20 sample was drawn, was a Virgin Islands bank. 
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provided on October 20, 1978, Shaffron admitted that the word 
"sample" was in his handwriting and that he had given the docu
ment to Rosenberg. This admission made it quite clear that Rosen
berg had forewarned Shaffron of Spivack's plan to take finger
prints off the securities (a mere ploy on Spivack's part, since it was 
unlikely that identifiable prints could be obtained) and that Shaf
fron had decided he should not take the risk of lying to Spivack. It 
was also clear that Rosenberg had lied on June 17, 1980, and on 
July 3, 1980, in his meetings with Spivack: Rosenberg knew Shaf
fron, knew him in a Abscam context, and had obtained a sample 
fraudulent letter of credit from him on or before October 20, 1978. 

One question that remained to be answered was, Why had Shaf
fron called Shea on October 23, 1978, to ask if he, Shaffron, could 
legally give Rosenberg a sample of a fraudulent letter of credit, 
since Shaffron had given Rosenberg the sample on or before 
October 20? The answer to that question, too, seems to lie in the 
events surrounding the meeting between Minsky and Eden and 
Weinberg and Anderson (Askeland) in Florida on Friday, October 
20,1978. 

FBI documents show that, shortly after that meeting, on the 
same day, Special Agent Askeland had received from FBI Supervi
sor John Good teletyped instructions to cancel the meeting planned 
for the following day between Askeland and Weinberg and the men 
from whom they intended to obtain fraudulent securities. Good was 
concerned that the FBI either would have to arrest the individuals 
who provided the securities or would have to pay the promised 
commission. The former option was undesirable, because the pub
licity might blow the operation's cover; the latter option was unde
sirable because of the huge amount of money that would have to be 
given to the criminals. 

To extract the FBI from that situation, Special Agent Askeland 
created a sham teletype to Weinberg, ostensibly from Abdul Enter
prises security personnel, warning him that FBI agents were in the 
vicinity and would arrest everyone involved if the securities were 
transferred. On Saturday, October 21, Weinberg showed the bogus 
teletype to Minsky and Eden, who immediately fled to New York. 
Minsky and Eden promptly told Rosenberg (Myers D.P. Tr. 4298-
300), who must have then told Shaffron, who, realizing that he 
might be in trouble, called Special Agent Shea on the next business 
day, Monday, October 23, to try to ascertain whether he was in 
trouble. 

In the fall of 1980, after Shaffron told Spivack that Rosenberg 
had received the sample from Shaffron, Spivack again talked to 
Rosenberg. In the middle of that conversation, Rosenberg abruptly 
changed the topic and stated, "Steve, do you remember the sample 
LC [letter of credit] that Herb Shaff ron gave me?" Spivack replied 
that Rosenberg had never told him about such a sample, and 
Rosenberg lamely stated, "Oh, I thought I told you. I must have 
told my own lawyer." He also "explained" that he had failed to 
mention Shaffron's role during the interviews with Spivack on 
June 17, 1980, and on July 3, 1980, because Shaffron's Abscam par
ticipation had "completely disappeared" from his mind. From that 
point in time, Rosenberg's story became that Shaffron had provided 
the sample letter of credit to him, that he had provided the sample 
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to Weinberg, and that Weinberg had had the batch of securities 
printed. 

Rosenberg's second version is no more truthful than was tris first 
version. The evidence overwhelmingly shows that he never gave 
Weinberg a sample letter of credit of the Merchants & Shipowners 
Bank and that Rosenberg and his partners, not Weinberg, produced 
the securities attributed to Rosenberg and his partners. 115 

First, to believe Rosenberg's second version, one must be willing 
to ignore the series of lies that Rosenberg told in connection with 
his first version and the series of lies he told under oath concern
ing his first meeting with Weinberg. Second, there is no evidence to 
corroborate Rosenberg's second version. 

Third, Rosenberg testified that he had given to Weinberg the one 
letter of credit he had received from Shaffron and on which Shaf
fron had written "sample." Rosenberg also testified that Weinberg 
had used that sample to produce the fraudulent securities. (See Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 26-29 (testimony of William Rosen
berg).) In fact, however, the sample letter of credit given to Rosen
berg by Shaffron was given to Weinberg and Anderson (Special 
Agent Askeland) by Minsky and Eden on October 20, 1978. The 
same sample could not have been in two different places at the 
same time. 

Fourth, as Rosenberg would have it, Weinberg offered to pay 
him, a total stranger, seven per cent of $1.2 billion in fraudulent 
securities merely to type in names and amounts and to return the 
securities to Weinberg. Thus, Rosenberg would have it that Wein
berg promised a total stranger $84 million for a few hours of typing 
and that Rosenberg, an experienced businessman, believed Wein
berg. (See id. at 16-18.) Moreover, Rosenberg expects it to be be
lieved that Weinberg, who Rosenberg admitted was not a generous 
man (see id. at 32), simply offered that astronomical sum without 
any negotiation (see id. at 32-33) and that Rosenberg, when offered 
such a sum, did not make even a token effort to obtain either a 
down payment or a greater commitment. These contentions are not 
merely unlikely; they are incredible. 

Fifth, at the October 6, 1978, meeting at which Rosenberg and 
Minsky first agreed to provide securities from an offshore bank, 
Minsky said he had two such banks that «can manufacture paper 
faster than you got hair on your head." ([Deleted]) Yet, Rosenberg 
would have it that Weinberg later, inexplicably, decided to print 
the fraudulent securities himself. Since Minsky and Rosenberg had 
told Weinberg they could get the securities manufactured, since 
Minsky and Rosenberg had obtained the sample, and since Rosen
berg could offer no explanation for Weinberg's abrupt decision to 
produce the securities himself, it seems highly unlikely that such a 
decision in fact occurred. 

Sixth, Rosenberg testified that all he had given Weinberg was 
the one sample letter of credit. But he also testified that Weinberg 
then had given him a batch of blank certificates of deposit and a 
batch of blank letters of credit on the same bank. (See Sel. Comm. 

II. In addition to the evidence described in the above text, Weinberg testified that Rosenberg 
never gave him a sample letter of credit, (See Myel> D.P. Tr. 4408-09.) Because of Weinberg's 
lack of credibility, the Select Committee does not rely at aU on his testimony. 
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Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 35 (testimony of William Rosenberg).) Thus, 
Rosenberg would have it that Weinberg either performed Some sort 
of alchemy, turning a sample letter of credit into certificates of de
posit (documents of a different size, shape, and overall appearance 
that simulated real certificates of deposit of the same bank) or for 
some reason, after having asked Rosenberg to get a sample of one 
security, then went to the trouble of finding another type of 
security from the same offshore bank. 

Seventh, Rosenberg's arithmetic sharply conflicts with the facts 
established by documentary evidence. Rosenberg testified that 
Weinberg had given him blank securities only once and that on 
that occasion Weinberg had given him 600 letters of credit worth 
"exactly $600 million" and 600 certificates of deposit worth $600 
million. (Id. at 36.) He then contradicted himself by stating, I<There 
were more of the certificates than there were of the letters of 
credit .... " (Id.) He also confirmed that each of the 600 letters of 
credit and each of the 600 certificates of deposit was in a $1 million 
denomination and that he had counted the 1,200 documents as they 
were typed. (Id. at 36-38.) 

In fact, however, the letters of credit and the certificates of de
posit that Weinberg provided to the FBI and attributed to Rosen
berg are in two denominations: half of each type of document are 
in $1 million denominations, and half of each type of document are 
in $500,000 denominations. (See Kelly Weisz Def. Trial Exs. 14, 24, 
25.) Further, the recording of a conversation between Weinberg 
and Rosenberg on October 25, 1978, has Weinberg stating, in re
sponse to Rosenberg's question as to what denomination the secu
rities should be, that half should be for a million and half should 
be for half a million: I<That's $500,000 and one million." Rosenberg 
replied, I<Okay, now." ([Deleted]) 

Even further, in the recording of a conversation between Wein
berg and Rosenberg on October 30, 1978, Rosenberg, in discussing 
his progress on making the securities, says, I<Now, you know that I 
have doubled the rate. I will have ... .'1 Weinberg interrupts and 
says, "Six. I know, 600." ([Deleted]) When asked by the Select Com
mittee how he could have doubled the number of securities without 
producing them himself, since he testified that Weinberg had given 
him only one batch of blanks, Rosenberg flatly contradicted his 
earlier testimony by stating that Weinberg probably gave him 
more documents than he originally needed and that he, Rosenberg, 
"never counted the amounts. I know when I ran short of them, but 
I never counted the amount .... " (Se1. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, 
at 43 (testimony of William Rosenberg).) He then added a third ver
sion, stating that he counted them "after they were produced." (Id.) 

Eighth, Rosenberg testified that "we used a stamp on them, and 
when we got to 600, I knew that was the completion of one for the 
letters of credit and the others for the certificates of deposit." (Id.) 
This repeated his earlier testimony, hardening his contention that 
he had returned to Weinberg 600 letters of credit and 600 certifi
cates of deposit, for a total of 1,200 documents. The securities actu
ally produced, however, had to, and did, number more than 1,200 
in order to have a total face value of $1.2 billion, the sum that 
Rosenberg has admitted was the total face value of the securities 
he gave to Weinberg. The largest denomination of the securities 
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produced was $1 million, and it would take exactly 1,200 securities 
of that denomination to achieve a total of $1.2 billion; but half of 
the securities provided by Rosenberg had a face value of only 
$500,000. In fact, there were 1,800 documents. 

Finally, in a recorded conversation on October 21, 1978, between 
Rosenberg and Weinberg in which they discussed the fraudulent 
securities being prepared by Rosenberg, the following dialogue oc
curred: 

ROSENBERG: I can supply what you need and I can do it . 
without-wait a minute. (pause) Mel, I can supply what 
you need, and I have backup all the way on a variety of 
things, so that I can turn over $300 million LCs and follow 
up a week to ten days behind it with another $300 million 
in CDs. 

WEINBERG: The same bank? 
ROSENBERG: I believe it to be the same bank, or I'll use 

another one. 
WEINBERG: Another one is better. 
ROSENBERG: Then I'll get two, because I have the connec

tions for this kind of thing, and I see no problem. ([De
leted]) 

This shows Rosenberg stating that he can "supply" the docu
ments and that he can get securities on different banks, if neces
sary. Since the name of the bank is printed, not typewritten, on the 
certificates of deposit and on the letters of credit, Rosenberg could 
not have offered to change the name of the bank if, as Rosenberg 
would have it, Weinberg had provided the securities with every
thing except the denominations, the interest rates, and the names 
of the sheiks. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 30-31, 37-38 
(testimony of William Rosenberg); Myers D.P. Tr. 4285.) 

3. The Errichetti Securities Transaction 
Angelo Errichetti testified before the Select Committee on Sep

tember 15, 1982. The following description of the events surround
ing the incident on March 8, 1979, in which Errichetti handed 
Tony De Vito (Special Agent Anthony Amoroso) 87 fraudulent 
Chemsave certificates of deposit, each having a face value of $5 
million, is taken from that testimony, from documents of the FBI 
and of other components of the Department of Justice, from 
Abscam tape recordings of conversations in which Errichetti par
ticipated, and from interviews and briefing sessions with FBI offi
cials and special agents, including Special Agents John M. McCar
thy, Anthony Amoroso, and Myron Fuller. 

When Errichetti testified before the Select Committee on the 
morning of September 15, 1982, and was asked whether he had 
ever obtained, or even had handled, fraudulent certificates of de
posit, he answered that the only fraudulent certificates of deposit 
he had ever handled had been handed to him by Melvin Weinberg. 
In particular, he testified that, on some date after January 20, 
1979, Weinberg had handed him CIa stack of CDs" that were blank 
and had asked him to "type them up," (Sel Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 
1982, at 92-93 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichettn,) Errichetti could 
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not recall how many securities Weinberg had given him, but the 
total face value of the stack was $485 million. 

Errichetti testified that he had given the securities to his secre
tary, Dani Anise, to type in the necessary information, and that it 
had taken her approximately half an hour to finish the task. He 
then testified that he had returned the completed securities to 
Weinberg either the same day or the next day. (Id. at 95.) 

Having heard that testimony from Errichetti, the Select Commit
tee confronted him with contemporaneous documents that conflict
ed with his story. First, the Select Committee brought to Errichet
ti's attention the recording of a meeting on March 8, 1979, in which 
the participants had been Errichetti, Tony De Vito (Special Agent 
Anthony Amoroso), and Weinberg. That recording had Errichetti 
stating to the others that the certificates of deposit had been typed 
and signature stamped. When the Select Committee asked what 
"signature stamped" meant, Errichetti answered that he had taken 
the signature stamp of Charles Shoemaker, City Engineer of 
Camden, New Jersey, and had stamped Shoemaker's name onto 
each of the securities. (Id. at 100-01.) Thus, Errichetti implicitly ad
mitted that his initial testimony, that Weinberg had asked him 
only to type in some information because Weinberg's secretary al
legedly was "not available," was false. 

Second, the Select Committee brought to Errichetti's attention 
the recording of a meeting at the Abdul Enterprises offices on Feb
ruary 12, 1979, in which the participants had been .Errichetti, 
Weinberg, De Vito, and McCloud. The Select Committee read to Er
richetti the following excerpt from that recording: 

DEVITO: Did he say how good this IstufY is? I mean, you 
know, what kind of quality? 

ERRICHETTI: Excellent. 
DEVITO: Yeah, what kind of paper do they use? 
ERRICHETTI: Good. 
DEVITO: That's probably the biggest problem is the 

paper on that stuff. 
ERRICHETTI: He told me it was guaranteed. Shows how 

good it is. 
DEVITO: Okay. That would be ideal if we could get that. 

'" '" "'. As long as you got something to exchange for it and 
it looks like these, they're not gonna check. ([Deleted]) 

The Select Committee asked Errichetti if the quoted conversation 
was a discussion of certificates of deposit, and he admitted that it 
was a discussion of either certificates of deposit or counterfeit 
money. He then admitted that he had never given Weinberg any 
counterfeit money, and he also offered no explanation of how the 
last quoted statement by DeVito could relate to anything other 
than securities. 116 (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 95-96 (testi
mony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 

116When the Select Committee interviewed Special Agent Amoroso and asked him about the 
excerpt from the February 12, 1979, recording quoted above, he readily identified the topic of 
discussion as having been certificates of deposit. He also noted that, in a later portion of the 
same recording, the participants had discussed counterfeit money. A teletype sent to FBI HQ on 
February 12 says, however. "It was understood by the participants of this conversation that the 
'paper' referred to was counterfeit money." ([Deleted]) 
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The Select Committee reminded Errichetti that he had testified 
that DeVito had been involved in all of Weinberg's plans to de
fraud the sheiks. The Select Committee then asked Errichetti why, 
at a meeting attended only by the three persons conspiring in all of 
the shady transactions, DeVito was asking Errichetti about the 
quality of paper of the documents that, according to Errichetti, 
DeVito must have known had been provided by Weinberg. Erri
chetti had no coherent answer. (See id. at 96-97.) Similarly, the 
Select Committee noted that, if Errichetti's testimony was truthful, 
he should have responded to DeVito's question about the quality of 
the paper by saying, "What are you talking about, Tony? Mel gave 
me these things to fill out." Errichetti admitted that his actual re
sponse on the recording was not of that nature, and he lamely 
stated, "I agree with you, ... hindsight is 20-20." 

Third, the Select Committee reminded Errichetti of his testimony 
that Weinberg had said he needed the securities typed lias quickly 
as possible" because there was "a time frame problem" and that 
Errichetti had managed to get the securities typed in about a half 
hour. (Id. at 92-93.) The Select Committee then brought to Erri
chetti's attention the fact that the March 8, 1979, recording indicat
ed that he had given a batch of fraudulent certificates of deposit to 
Tony DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso) on that date, more than 20 
days after the February 12 meeting in which DeVito, Errichetti, 
and Weinberg had discussed the certificates of deposit that Erri
chetti had then been preparing. I I 7 When the Select Committee 
asked him whether a 20-day hiatus was consistent with the urgen
cy to which he testified, Errichetti weakly replied, "I do not know 
what they consider urgent in regard to less than a month, less 
than a day, I am only carrying out instructions. I do not know 
what their time frame is, as far as they are concerned." (Id. at 99.) 

That response and the documents proved beyond reasonable 
doubt that Errichetti had lied when he had first described the secu
rities transaction. In that initial testimony, Errichetti unequivocal
ly had stated that he had returned the completed securities to 
Weinberg on the "same day or the next day." (Id. at 98.) When con
fronted with the contemporaneous recordings, however, he implicit
ly admitted that he had taken more than 20 days either to com
plete the securities or, once they had been completed, to transfer 
them. Further, in his initial testimony Errichetti unequivocally 
had stated that he had given the securities to Weinberg. (Id .. ) The 
contemporaneous documents show, however, that he in fact gave 
the securities to DeVito and Weinberg. 

Because Errichetti's morning testimony before the Select Com
mittee was so plainly false, the Select Committee's counsel spoke to 
Errichetti's attorney during the lunch recess and asked him to cau
tion his client about the possible consequences of giving perjurious 
testimony. The Select Committee's counsel observed that Errichet
ti's testimony had been suspect with respect to several topics, but 

UT In addition. on March 8. 1979. Special Agent Amoroso reported that on that date Erri
chetti had given him a brown attache case containing 87 fraudulent certificates of deposit drawn 
on the Chemical Bank. made out to Yassir Habib for $5 million each, and dated February 3. 
1979. ([Deleted)) 
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that the testimony with respect to the fraudulent securities had 
been particularly incredible. 

Immediately after the recess, the Select Committee asked Erri
chetti if the name Frank Pulini meant anything to him. The 
reason for the question was that FBI documents, including record
ings of conversations in which Errichetti had participated, showed 
that Errichetti had told Weinberg and DeVito in ear1y 1979 that 
Pulini was the man who was manufacturing the fraudulent certifi
cates of deposit. (See [Deleted]) Thus, those documents provided fur
ther strong evidence that Errichetti had lied in his morning testi
mony when he stated that Weinberg had given him the secu.rities. 

Errichetti replied that he did know Frank Pulini. When the 
Select Committee asked Errichetti whether he had ever gone to 
Pulini to ask him to produce fraudulent bank securities, he ad
mitted that he had. He stated that, sometime in the spring of 1979, 
Weinberg had Riven him some bank documents and had asked him 
to have them 'reprocessed or reproduced with the proper paper," 
and that he, in turn, had assured Weinberg "that it could be done 
through a gentleman friend, this Mr. Pulini, who had a printer 
friend." (Id. at 110.) This testimony flatly contradicted Errichetti's 
morning testimony that "the only CDs I ever got were handed to 
me by Mr. Weinberg." (Id. at 77.) 

Errichetti's afternoon testimony is, however, fundamentally con
sistent with the FBI documents, with Weinberg's testimony on this 
issue, and with Special Agent Amoroso's description of the relevant 
events. Amoroso informed the Select Committee that on February 
7, 1979, Weinberg, in Amoroso's presence, had given Erichetti a 
blank certificate of deposit to use to manufacture a batch of fraud
ulent certificates of deposit. Also, on March 8, 1979, Amoroso re
ported that on that date Errichetti had given him and Weinberg 
fradulent certificates of deposit drawn on the Chemical Bank. Simi
larly, on March 11, 1979, Special Agent Myron Fuller reported that 
on that date Weinberg had told him that he had previously given 
Errichetti a Citibank certificate of deposit and a Chemical Bank 
certificate of deposit and that Errichetti subsequently had given 
Weinberg additional copies of those securities that Errichetti had 
had printed. (Myron Fuller FD 302, Mar. 11, 1979, Myers D.P. Ex. 
85.) Finally, the recordings of the February 12 and March 8 conver
sations suggest that Weinberg did give Errichetti some documents 
in early February, that Errichetti did go to Frank Pulini to have 
fraudulent certificates of deposit printed, and that Errichetti gave 
those securities to Amornso and Weinberg on March 8, 1979. (See 
also [Deleted) 

Accordingly, the Select Committee concludes that Errichetti's 
contention that in early 1979 Weinberg gave him a batch of fraudu
lent certificates of deposit with a total face value of $485 mHlion 
and asked him to type in some information is entirely false. 'l'he 
Select Committee also concludes that on or about February 7, 1979, 
Weinberg, with the FBI's knowledge and approval, gave Errichetti 
one or more sample certificates of deposit, that Errichetti subse
quently had Frank Pulini use one of those samples to print fraudu
lent certificates of deposit with a total face value of $435 million, 
and that Errichetti transferred those securities to Amoroso and 
Weinberg on March 8, 1979. 
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4. The Askeland FD 302 of January 26, 1979 
One disturbing aspect of the circumstances surrounding the 

FBI's dealings with Errichetti regarding fraudulent securities 
arises out of a report prepared by Special Agent Gunnar A. Aske
land of the FBI's Miami Field Office on January 26, 1979. Askeland 
reported that on that date Weinberg had told him about a tele
phone call that Weinberg had received at his Florida home, at 
three o'clock that morning, from Errichetti. According to the 
report, Errichetti had told Weinberg to meet him immediately at 
the Sheraton Inn, Palm Beach Lakes Boulevard, West Palm Beach, 
Florida. Weinberg had gone to meet Errichetti at 7:00 a.m. at room 
608 of that hotel, where Errichetti had then given him a Chemsave 
certificate of deposit drawn on the Chemical Bank,IIS (See [De
leted]) 

When federal prosecutors working on Abscam asked Weinberg in 
1980 about Asheland's January 26, 1979, report, Weinberg said that 
Askeland's report erroneously stated the relevant times and place 
of the events of that date. Specifically, Weinberg claimed that he 
had met Errichetti at the airport, later than 7:00 a.m., on January 
26, 1979. (See [Deleted]) When Weinberg testified before the Select 
Committee, he again aserted that Askeland's report erroneously 
stated the relevant times. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 
216-17 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) When Errichetti testi
fied before the Select Committee, he denied ever having called 
Weinberg at 3:00 a.m. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 73 
(testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) He also denied having given 
Weinberg any certificates of deposit on January 25 or January 26, 
1979 (ld. at 74-76); but he admitted that he had met Weinberg in 
Florida 011 one uf those dates (Id. at 71). In addition, on November 
17, 1982, the Manager of the Sheraton Inn on Palm Beach Lakes 
Boulevard in West Palm Beach, Florida, informed the Select Com
mittee that room 608 of that hotel is now, and in January 1979 
was, a conference room, not a guest room. 

Clearly, either Special Agen( .l'iskelanc misstated several materi
al facts in his January 26, 1975, report of events reported to him by 
Weinberg on that very day; or Weinberg lied to Askeland on that 
day about what had occurred; or Weinberg told Askeland the truth, 
Askeland accurately reported it, and Weinberg later changed his 
story for some reason. Askeland informed the Select Committee 
that he was certain that he had accurately reported what Wein
berg had told him. Further, the FBI has confirmed to the Select 
Committee that it still has possession of the Chemsave certificate 
of deposit that Weinberg gave to Askeland on January 29,1979. 

There are even more problems surrounding these events. Until 
November 11, 1980, federal prosecutors from New Jersey and from 
Washington, D.C., were erroneously led to believe that the fraudu
lent certificates of deposit produced by Erri.:!hetti on March 8, 1979, 

t ttl The Askeland report was lIut the fil'St one connecting Errichetti to fraudulent securities. 
On January 9, 1979, ~Specinl Agent McCarthy reporter,! that Weinberg had told him that Erri
chetti had informed Weinberg that day that Errichetti knew a person named "Frankie" who 
could print fraudulent certificates of deposit. ([Deleted]) On January 25, 1979, McCarthy report
ed that Weinberg had telephoned him that day and had said that Errichetti had telephoned ear
lier that day and again had said that he could obtain fraudulent certificates of deposit. ([De
leted]) 
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had been a true recovery by Weinberg and Amoroso-that is, that 
Weinberg had not had anything to do with the crea~ion of those 
securities. That belief was supported by Askeland's January 26, 
1979, report, by the absence in Amoroso's March 8, 1979, report of 
any indication that Weinberg had provided Errichetti the blank 
from whiCl1 the securities transferred by Errichetti that day had 
been produced, by the absence of any report indicating that Wein
berg or Amoroso had ever given Errichetti a bank security, and by 
the fact that the bank on which the securities that Errichetti had 
transferred on March 8 were drawn was the same bank, Chemical 
Bank, referred to in Askeland's January 26, 1979, report. 

On November 1l, 1980, purusant to a court order, one of the 
Washington, D.C., federal prosecutors, Stephen Spivack, told the 
FBI to provide him with all documents from the New York and 
Miami Field Offices pertaining to certificates of deposit and Rosen
berg and Weinberg. Among the documents provided to him pursu
ant to the request was Special Agent Fuller's March 1l, 1979, 
report about Weinberg's having told him that day that he, Wein
berg, had given Errichetti the certificate of deposit that Errichetti 
had used to produce the securities he later had given to Weinberg. 
None of the Abscam federal prosecutors from Washington, D.C., or 
from New Jersey had previously known about the Fuller report. 

Because the Fuller report conflicted with the understanding that 
those prosecutors had been given regarding the origin of the securi
ties transferred by Errichetti on March 8, 1979, they confronted 
Weinberg with the report. Weinberg denied having told Fuller that 
he had gi~en Errichetti a certificate of deposit, thus appearing to 
be trying to convince the prosecutors that Errichetti had produced 
the securities without Weinberg's assistance. Shortly thereafter, 
however, on February 16, 1981, at the post-trial due process 
hearing before Judge Pratt in the Myers case, Weinberg testified 
that the Fuller report was correct, that he, Weinberg, had received 
a Chemsave certificate of deposit from Rosenberg and had given it 
to Errichetti, and that Errichetti had used that document to pro
duce the securities transferred on March 8, 1979. (See United States 
v. Myers, 527 F. Supp. 1206, 1234 (S.D.N.Y. 1981). 

The Select Committee could offer a variety of theories that might 
explain who was mistaken at which point in time, who was lying at 
which point in time, and what actually happened. The testimony 
and the documents contain so many contradictions, however, that 
any such theory would be of little value. The principal conclusion 
that the Select Committee does draw from these events is that nei
ther Melvin Weinberg nor Angelo Errichetti can be relied upon to 
describe any material event accurately. Because of a combination 
of mendacity and faulty memory, each man's testimony, unless cor
roborat.ed by other evidence, is wholly unreliable. 

This morass provides further evidence of the importance of care
ful reporting apd of requiring informants to record all conversa
tions with suspects whenever that can be done without undue risk 
of harm or of blowing the cover of the operation. Weinberg should 
have recorded the telephone conversations with Errichetti that led 
to Errichetti's trip to Florida on January 25, 1979; the call from Er-
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richetti in which he asked Weinberg to meet him; and the meeting 
with Errichetti. 119 

5. The Unsatisfactory Nature of the FBI's Practices Regarding 
Weinberg's Compensation for the Rosenberg Securities 

The reporting of the FBI special agents in connection with the 
Rosenberg fraudulent securities was, as noted at the beginning of 
this section, substantially deficient, in that neither FD 302 reports 
nor memoranda describing the circumstances surrounding the re
ceipt of either batch of securities were ever prepared. Moreover, 
the limited information that was provided by FBI HQ was incom
plete, misleading, and, in at least one material respect, erroneous. 
The Select Committee finds investigative deficiencies of such a 
basic and easily avoided nature to be inexcusable, especially in a 
major undercover operation. 

On November 29, 1978, Special Agent GUnnar Askeland reported 
to FBI HQ that on November 20, 1978, he had recovered from 
George Cannon letters of credit drawn on the Merchants & Ship
owners Bank with a face value of $300 million. In fact, however, 
the Select Committee discovered by studying other documents that 
Cannon actually produced $300 million in certificates of deposit 
drawn on the First National Bank of Antigua. The securities re
ferred to in Askeland's report were one-half of the batch provided 
by Rosenberg on November 20, 1978. When the Select Committee 
suggested this to be the case, Assistant United States Attorney Spi
vack confirmed that he, too, had independently reached that con
clusion in trying to understand what had happened. Thus, either in 
marking or in storing the contraband items received from Cannon 
and Rosenberg, Askeland somehow confused them. 

The confusion was compounded on February 9, 1979, when the 
Miami Field Office reportd to FBI HQ about securities it had recov
ered from Rosenberg in 1978. The only securities mentioned were 
certificates of deposit with a face value of $300 million. The ab
sence of any mention of the letters of credit with a face value of 
$300 million that Rosenberg had provided when he had provided 
the certificates of deposit strongly suggests that those letters of 
credit were still being erroneously attibuted to Cannon. 

In addition, at least one instance occurred in which FBI HQ was 
induced to pay Weinberg a bonus in part on the basis of incomplete 
and misleading information. On May 14, 1979, the New York Field 
Office submitted a request for a $15,000 bonus for Weinberg, pri
marilyon the basis of Weinberg's efforts with respect to the inves
tigation of Kenneth MacDonald. Such requests were by no means 
routinely granted in the course of Abscam. Thus, for example, on 
February 16, 1979, the New York Field Office requested a $15,000 
lump sum for Weinberg in connection with a specified incident, 
and FBI HQ approved only $5,000; on November 3, 1978, FBI HQ 

!t9 In addition, on April 4, 1979, the New York Abscam operatives sent a report to FBI HQ 
purporting to describe the Abscam events from November 1978 to April 1979. The January 26. 
1979. meeting of Weinberg and Errichetti and the transfer of the Chemsave certificate of deposit 
are not mentioned in the report. They also are not mentioned in any other contemporaneous 
New York document. It therefore seems that Miami simply failed to inform New York of the 
event-another instance of the failure of communication of an important event betweep the 
FBI's offices and between the FBI and the prosecuting attorneys. 
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rejected a requested bonus of $10,000 for Weinberg, but approved 
$2,500; on October 24, 1979, FBI HQ rejected a request for $10,000 
for Weinberg's "resettlement expenses," but approved $6,000. 

To bolster the May 14, 1979, request, therefore, the Miami Field 
Office sent a teletype on May 21 stating that Weinberg had recov
ered $1.9 billion in fraudulent securities, thereby preventing losses. 
That figure included the $600 million in securities provided by 
Rosenberg, part of which the Miami Field Office had reported on 
February 12, 1979. In that February 12 report, Miami claimed that 
Weinberg's recovery took the fraudulent securities out of circula
tion and thereby prevented large losses to United States banks. 

In fact, however, as discussed above, other contemporaneous FBI 
documents show that Rosenberg had his securities produced at 
Weinberg's request and that Weinberg provided Rosenberg the 
names, denominations, and interest rates. Thus, the securities 
would not have existed had the Abscam informant not caused them 
to be produced, and no bank was ever in any danger of being de
frauded. The same appears to be true with respect to most of the 
securities referred to in the May 21, 1979, teletype. Moreover, nei
ther Miami nor New York informed FBI HQ that the Strike Force 
attorneys had told Senior Supervisor John Good that the securities 
transactions were of questionable prosecutability. 

Not having been fully or accurately informed, FBI HQ agreed to 
pay Weinberg the requested $15,000 lump sum payment, giving the 
following explanation: 

CID agrees with SAC, Brooklyn Queens and SAC, Miami 
that informant's actions resulted in significant accomplish
ments and are worthy of a $15,000 lump sum payment. In 
the attached Brooklyn Queens letter dated May 14, 1979, 
and Miami teletype dated 5/21179, source has been credited 
with $1,938,300,000 preventive economic loss, a $100,000 
bribe to the vice chairman of the New Jersey Gaming 
Commission and critical information concerning Congress
man John Jenretti, [sic] Democrat from South Carolina. In 
addition, this informant has provided information in the 
matter captioned, "Goldcon." (Myers D.P. Ex. 60; Kelly 
Weisz Def. Trial Ex. 32 (emphasis added).) 

The Select Committee concludes that FBI HQ was misinformed 
and misled and probably would not have granted the full $15,000 
had accurate information been furnished. The Select Committee 
categorically rejects the FBI's contention, made on November 5, 
1982, that "officials at FBI Headquarters were provided sufficient 
information to justify the payment." (Letter from -FBI Director Wil
liam H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., at 4 (Nov. 5, 
1982).) 

D. MISREPRESENTATIONS BY WEINBERG REGARDING SPECIAL AGENT 
DENEDY 

One incident in particular demonstrates the degree to which 
Weinberg was able to avoid effective supervision by the FBI. The 
incident began on January 29, 1979, when FBI Special Agent 
Margot Denedy's photograph appeared on the front page of several 
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newspapers, including Newsday and the Philadelphia Inquirer, as 
an agent who had participated in the arrest of an airplane hijacker 
at JFK Airport. Before that date, Denedy had played an Abscam 
undercover role as Margo Kennedy, an Abdul Enterprises employ
ee. 

On February 5, 1979, Weinberg telephoned Special Agent McCar
thy and reported that he had received telephone calls on January 
31, 1979, from middlemen William Rosenberg, William Eden, and 
Angelo Erric:hetti, each of whom had claimed to have seen the pho
tograph and to have feared that it was of Kennedy. (See Kelly Def. 
Trial Ex. 12.) Weinberg told McCarthy that he had succeeded in 
convincing the three middlemen that the photograph was not of 
Kennedy. Despite warnings from McCarthy about the risk of physi
cal danger, Weinberg agreed to attend a meeting with Errichetti 
that had been scheduled for February 7, 1979, in Atlantic City. 
Weinberg said that he would take the risk in order to ensure that 
Errichetti had believed Weinberg's assurances about Kennedy. (See 
Kelly Weisz Def. Trial Ex. 30.) 

After the successful conclusion of that meeting, the FBI's New 
York Field Office requested approval of a $15,000 lump-sum pay
ment to Weinberg, in large part for his having "reinstate[d] the 
credibility [of Abscam] ... at tremendous personal sacrifice." (Id.) 
On April 9, 1979, FBI HQ approved a lump-sum payment of $5,000, 
specifically on the basis of this incident. (See Myers D.P. Ex. 84.) 

It is apparent from Weinberg's testimony in court proceedings 
and before the Select Committee that he fabricated his report to 
McCarthy of a telephone call from Errichetti. Further, the Select 
Committee concludes that Weinberg probably invented the entire 
event in a successful effort to profit financially by defrauding the 
FBI. 

Weinberg has admitted that he never received a telephone call 
from Errichetti concerning the Denedy photograph and has denied 
having told McCarthy that he. had received such a call. (See Kelly 
Trial Tr. 1764; Myers D.P. Tr. 4362; Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, 
at 75 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) Weinberg has claimed 
that McCarthy erred, but he has offered no plausible explanation 
for the purported error. (See id.) McCarthy and Good have con
firmed that Weinberg had told them that he had received a call 
from Errichetti about Denedy. (See Kelly Trial 'fr. 3442, 3623-24, 
3683-89.) 

Weinberg has maintained, however, that McCarthy accurately 
reported a conversation Weinberg had had with Rosenberg that 
caused the FBI to worry that Errichetti, too, might have seen the 
photograph. (See id. at 1763-64.) Rosenberg, like Errichetti, has 
denied ever having seen the Denedy photograph or having dis
cussed it with Weinberg. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 9, 1982, at 58-
60 (testimony of William Rosenberg); Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 
1982, at 78-79 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) The numerous 
inconsistengies in Weinberg's various descriptions of the circum
stances of the Rosenberg call suggest that it, like the Errichetti 
call, never occurred. 12 0 

120 Telephone toll records reflect that Weinberg telephoned Rosenberg and Eden's business 
twice on January 31, 1979. Because Weinberg did not record either call, it is impossible to deter

Continued 
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Weinberg told McCarthy on February 5, 1979, that Eden had 
been on an extension when Rosenberg had called. (See Kelly Def. 
Trial Ex. 12.) Weinberg has never again mentioned Eden in this 
context. Further, Weinberg initially told McCarthy that he had 
convinced Rosenberg and Eden that Kennedy was not an FBI agent 
by proposing that they verify her identity with a specified orga
nized crime figure. (See id.) Weinberg testified at the Kelly trial, 
however, that he had told Rosenberg that Kennedy was in Europe 
at the time and, therefore, that she could not have been depicted in 
the newspaper. (See Kelly Trial Tr. 1763.) Weinberg testified fur
ther that he had telephoned Special Agent Askeland immediately 
upon having received Rosenberg's call on January 31 and that As
keland had telephoned Good, who had called Weinberg to confirm 
the appearance of Special Agent Denedy's photograph. (See id.) 
This account is inconsistent with McCarthy's February 5, 1979, FD 
302, which states that Weinberg contacted McCarthy, not Good, on 
February 5, not January 31. (See Kelly Def. Trial Ex. 12.) It also 
contradicts McCarthy's testimony, which confirmed that Weinberg 
had telephoned McCarthy about Rosenberg's alleged call. (See Kelly 
Trial Tr. 3440-42.) McCarthy also told the Select Committee that 
he vividly recalled having received Weinberg's call, because he, Mc
Carthy, thought the operation would have to end. 

Before the Select Committee, Weinberg again altered his version 
of the incident. He testified that he had told Rosenberg that he did 
not know where Kennedy was, but that he nevertheless somehow 
had convinced Rosenberg that the picture had not been of Kenne
dy. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 73-74 (testimony of 
Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

Thus, Weinberg deliberately deceived the FBI concerning one, 
and probably both, of the claimed contacts from middlemen about 
Special Agent Denedy's photograph. In large part through his 
deceit, Weinberg received from the FBI a bonus of $5,000 for his 
purported personal sacrifice to salvage the operation. Moreover, 
recent interviews with FBI personnel and government attorneys re
flect that these individuals have never challenged and continue to 
believe that, in the Denedy incident, Weinberg rescued Abscam 
from jeopardy. 

IV. SPECIFIC ALLEGATIONS OF INJUSTICE IN THE 
OPERAT~JN 

A. ALLEGATIONS THAT SEVERAL ABSCAM DEFENDANTS WERE 
INDUCED TO "PLA YACT" 

The predominant defense of Representative Michael "Ozzie" 
Myers, Mayor Angelo Errichetti, and law partners Howard Criden 
and Louis Johanson, the four defendants in United States v. Myers, 
527 F. Supp. 1206, 1212-13 (E.D.N.Y. 1981), aff'd, 692 F.2d 823 (2d 
Cir. 1982), was that they had been told that Mel Weinberg was 
bilking his Arab sheik employer and that they could share in the 
proceeds if Myers would falsely promise to perform official acts to 

mine the content of these conversations. It appears likely, however, that Weinberg used these 
telephone calls to establish a cover for his claim that he had discussed the Denedy photograph 
with Rosenberg. 
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assist the sheik in acqulrmg permanent resident status in the 
United States. Those defendants argued that Myers' inculpatory 
statements captured on videotape by the government on August 22, 
1979, had been made to assist Weinberg in defrauding the sheik 
and did not evince any intent to perform official acts in return for 
money. 

This defense-that the Congressman was committing fraud, not 
bribery, and that he had been tricked into acting as though he 
were taking a bribe-has commonly been referred to by Abscam 
courts and attorneys as the "playacting defense." The factual alle
gations on which this defense was based caused former First Assist
ant United States Attorney for the District of New Jersey, Edward 
J. Plaza, one of the Abscam prosecutors, to state, at a hearing 
before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the 
Committee on the Judiciary of the House of Representatives: 

ABSCAM represents the selective use of technology to 
create an illusion of criminality. It is and was tantamount 
to prosecuting the actors in a play for following a script. I 
emphasize today that I am not speaking of entrapment. I 
am not speakrng about a violation of the separation of 
powers or any legal technical defense. I am saying that 
A13SCAM is a perversion of the truth. (House. Jud. Sub
comm. Hrg., June 2, 1982, at 5 (testimony of Edward J. 
Plaza).) 

Its comprehensive review of the record amassed in the numenus 
trials and due process proceedings held in federal courts in New 
York, Philadelphia, and Washington, of the files of the FBI and of 
other components of the Department of Justice, and of the origi
nals and transcripts of video tapes and audio tapes recorded during 
the covert stage of Abscam, and its questioning of witnesses in in
formal interviews and in public and closed hearings, compel the 
Select Committee to reject the contention that Abscam perverted 
the truth and convicted individuals for playacting. 

1. The Defendants' Factual Allegations 
The defendants in Myers supported their contention that Wein

berg caused Myers to playact by referring to an incident recorded 
on tape on June 28, 1979, in which Weinberg and Errichetti 
coached Senator Harrison Williams on what to say in his impend
ing meeting with the sheik. . (See Wni$. Gov't Ex. 14A; pagel' ~29-34 
infra.) By August 5, 1979, Department of Justice attorneys had 
criticized Weinberg for the June 28 incident and had instructed 
him not to coach public officials on what to say. (Letter from FBI 
Director William H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
(Nov. 4, 1982); Sel. Comm. interview of John A. Jacobs, July 23, 
1982.) The defendants claim that Weinberg did not follow that in
struction, but instead merely modified his technique by instructing 
middlemen, such as Criden and Errichetti, to coach officials on how 
to playact, rather than directly instructing the officials himself. 

The defendants buttressed their playacting argument by pointing 
to the incident on September 19, 1979, when Ellis Cook, one of 
Criden and Johanson's law partners, unsuccessfully impersonated 
an official of the Immigration and Naturalization Service in a 
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meeting with Weinberg and Tony DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso). 
(See pages 434-3~ infra.) Criden's lawyer argued that the imperson
ation demonstrated that Weinberg had told the middlemen that 
they could receive money for playacting and that officials would 
not be required to perform corrupt acts in return: 

It was quite clear on evidence that can't be refuted that 
they all believed that Weinberg was setting this thing up 
just so they could relieve the sheik of some of his petrol 
dollars. . . . It is quite clear not only that he knew they 
were playacting but Mr. Weinberg fully expected a 
playact. That shows what these defendants also expected, 
and also believed and also had in their minds about the 
agent provocateur Mr. Weinberg .... That shows you 
what state of mind was. Nobody ever was going to have to 
do anything. (Myers Trial Tr. 3777-78, 3780.) 

2. The Judicial Treatment of the Playacting Defense 
At trial, over the government's objections, United States District 

Judge George C. Pratt instructed the jurors that, if they believed 
the playacting defense, they would have to acquit all defendants, 
because Myers' subjective intent to perform was an essential ele
ment of the criminal charges against all of the defendants. 121 By 
returning verdicts convicting the four defendants of bribery, the 
jury in Myers clearly rejected the factual allegations of playacting. 

In his opinion denying the defendants' post-trial motions, Judge 
Pratt summarized the importance of the playacting claims to their 
cases: 

Myers testified on his OWn behalf and attempted to con
vince the jury that when he appeared on the videotape 
and received the money in return for his promise to intro
duce a private bill to enable the sheik to enter and remain 
in this country, he was only "playacting." He argued that 
he had no criminal intent under the federal statutes be
cause he never intended ultimately to do the acts for 
which he was receiving the money. In other words, Myers' 
defense was essentially that although he was swindling the 
sheik, in no way was he compromising his congressional 
office. Resolution of that central fact question rested pecu
liarly within the jury's province. They had the opportunity 
to view Myers on the witness stand and to evaluate his 
conduct and statements before the TV cameras. In fact, 
the jury asked to review the key videotapes during their 
deliberations. Ultimately they resolved this credibility 
issue against. Myers. . . . 

Once the jury resolved the central credibility issue as to 
whether Myers was "playacting" before the cameras with 
no intent to have it affect his official conduct, the evidence 
against the defendants was overwhelming, and there is no 

121 Judge Pratt agreed with the government's contention that, in theory, each defendant's 
guilt depended on his own state of mind, not on Myers'; but he nevertheless linked the other 
defendants' guilt to Myers' state of mind to avoid confusing the jury. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3567, 
3604, 3610-11.) 
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basis to set aside any of the verdicts for insufficiency of 
evidence. (United States v. Myers, 527 F. Supp. at 1212-13.) 

On appeal, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals held that the 
jury's and trial judge's determinations that defendants had not 
playacted were supported by substantial evidence: 

The Myers jury obviously rejected the defense, and, on 
the evidence before them, they were certainly entitled to 
do so. Despite the existence of some evidence that Wein
berg, through Errichetti and Criden, had encouraged the 
Congressmen to "come on strong," as Weinberg acknowl
edged in his testimony at the Myers trial, the jury was en
titled to conclude that this was no charade. An entirely 
plausible inference even from the defendants' evidence, 
and the one the jury apparently accepted, is that Weinberg 
was not urging the Congressmen to utter promises they 
were reluctant to make and did not intend to keep. but 
was simply anxious to make sure that they fully and un
ambiguously expressed on videotape the promises they 
were all too ready to make and fully intended to keep. 
(United States v. Myers, 692 F. 2d at 838.) 

Nevertheless, the court recited the evidence surrounding the Wil
liams coaching incident and concluded: 

There is a substantial risk that Weinberg, having been 
admonished for "coaching" Senator Williams, and, even on 
the Government's version, having heard FBI agents and 
prosecutors It joke" about his not taping further "coaching" 
sessions, did decide to encourage Errichetti and Criden to 
undertake similar "coaching" ventures with the Congress
men. Since we are left with at least a measure of unease 
as to whether some indirect "coaching" occurred, we 
prefer to consider the substance of appellants' claims. (ld. 
at 840 (footnote omitted).) 

The panel proceeded to analyze the legal sufficiency of the 
playacting defense and determined that Judge Pratt had incorrect
ly instructed the jury that playacting was a defense to bribery. The 
court held that the defendants should have been acquitted only if 
they had not been predisposed to playact and therefore had been 
entrapped, or if the coaching had been "so outrageously coercive as 
to violate due process, wholly apart from the traditional defense of 
entrapment." (Id. at 842.) The court found the entrapment defense 
procedurally unavailable and the coercion claim factually unsup
ported. 

Thus, under the current law of the case, the facts underlying the 
defendants' playacting claims are irrelevant to the defendants' 
guilt and to the safeguarding of their due process rights. Examina
tion of those facts remains critical, however, to the Select Commit
tee's fulfillment of its mandate to evaluate the government's man
agement, direction, supervision, and control of informants and of 
undercover agents in undercover operations, and the activities and 
responsibilities of prosecutors in connection with such investiga
tions. 
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3. The Meaning of ''Playacting'' and IICoaching" 
Upon scrutinizing the several accusations of government miscon

duct and impropriety made by Abscam defendants, by members of 
the news media, by former Abscam prosecutors, and by others, the 
Select Committee has determined that the words "playacting" and 
"coaching" have been loosely and confusingly used to refer to sev
eral distinct factual claims. Apparently as a result of the imprecise 
usage of those terms by the Abscam defense attorneys, even the 
courts that have discussed playacting and coaching have used the 
words in a rather fluid fashion. Accordingly, an evaluation of the 
defendants' playacting and coaching contentions requires that the 
meanings of those terms be made clear. 

First, the Select Committee reserves the term "playacting" for 
alleged instances in which, only because Weinberg or middlemen 
had convinced public officials that they were all engaged in a plot 
to defraud the sheik, the officials falsely represented at meetings 
their willingness to exchange the future performance of official 
acts for the receipt of money. The defendants buttressed this claim 
by alleging that they had been told that, because the sheik did not 
understand English, it did not matter at all what Myers said to 
him when they met. 

Second, a differentiable defense is presented by the defendants' 
contention that they were led to believe that the sheik would offer 
them money as a pure gift, in conformance with 'Ithe Arab way" of 
dealing with people. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3770-71.) Defendants rein
forced this second claim by alleging that they had been tol¢! that 
the sheik was so rich that thousands of dollars were like a five
dollar tip to him and that the sheik had already arranged that, if 
he were forced to emigrate, he would go to South America. In argu
ing proposed jury instructions to Judge Pratt, Criden's lawyer ex
plained this scenario: 

In this case on these facts he [Myers] was told by the 
agent provocateur Weinberg that not only wouldn't he be 
called on to do anything, but that the Sheik himself has 
made plans to go to South America. That he would never 
be called on to come to the United States, but the Sheik 
was interested in somebody who talked tough and would 
say he would be his friend and do whatever it was he 
asked. (Id. at 367 {\.) 

While this defense shares with playacting the public official's al
leged lack of intent to perform an official act, it differs in that it 
does not rely on a contention that Weinberg convinced the official 
that they were all attempting to bilk the sheik. Although the two 
defenses, therefore, are mutually inconsistent factually, the defend
ants advanced both defenses during the trial, failing to articulate 
whether they did or did not believe that the sheik thought that he 
was buying political support for his future emigration to the 
United States.122 

122 There is one conceivable scenario that would elimi.late the factual inconsistencies between 
these two defenses. The defendants could have alleged that they understood that they were join
ing Weinberg in a conspiracy to defraud the sheik and that Weinberg had told them that the 

Continued 
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A third defense, which may be termed tlcoaching," is often mixed 
with playacting, but is analytically distinct. Weinberg's exhortation 
of Senator Williams on June 28, 1979, to tlcome on strong" in the 
meeting with the sheik, and any instructions by Errichetti to 
Myers as to what, to say in the payoff meeting, constitute coaching. 
Coaching must ue distinguished from playacting in that a coached 
official is not led to believe that his promises are not meant to be 
kept; rather, he is induced to make more explicit the promises that 
he is predisposed to make or to make commitments that he is not 
predisposed to make. 

Fourth, some defendants in Abscam cases other than Myers al
leged that the government had deliberately created an ambiguous 
transaction that appeared to constitute an act of bribery, but that 
actually was an entirely innocent transaction from the viewpoint of 
the public officiaL In this version, the official allegedly was not told 
to say that he would accept a bribe or that he would illegally per
form an official act; rather, he allegedly was led into a situation in 
which the other participants induced him to use words that, espe
cially in conjunction with those other participants' own words and 
conduct, were susceptible, unbeknown to him, to an interpretation 
of bribery. Although the public official was tlcoached" to make var
ious statements, he allegedly never understood the sinister inter
pretation to which those words were subject. Congressional defend
ants Frank Thompson and John Murphy both made this claim. (See 
pages 262-85 infra.) Simila.rly, the allegations regarding the March 
31, 1979, transaction for which New Jersey Casino Control Commis
sion Vice-Chairman Kenneth MacDonald was indicted fit within 
this cate~ory. (See pages 25~-57 infra.) 

The fifth type of defense focuses on the government's linking of 
illegal conduct to legitimate activities. Such conduct typically con
sists of enticing an individual with offers of financing for legiti
mate business ventures, then turning the conversation to illegal 
proposals, and finally making the legitimate venture conditional on 
the individual's participation in the illegal transactions. Defend
ants Criden and Rosenberg both made this allegation. Criden 
claimed that he had been led to believe that the Arabs' willingness 
to finance his proposed casino project and to hire him as their 
lawyer for their legitimate investment ventures depended in part 
upon hls willingness to deliver politicians. Rosenberg claimed that 
his receipt of a loan from Abdul Enterprises for legitimate business 
ventures had been conditioned upon his participation in an illegal 
securities transaction with Weinberg. Finally, there is evidence 
that, by linking approval of financing for Bob Guccione's casino 
project with the bribery of public officials, Weinberg unsuccessfully 
attempted to induce Guccione to bribe casino commission officials. 
(See pages 306-12 infra.) 

chance of getting caught by the sheik was remote, because the sheik was very unlikely to call in 
his debt. Such a claim would have made their pUrported willingness to defraud the sheik more 
reasonable. Defendants never contended at trial that that was their understanding, however; 
they insisted that they were told not that the sheik was unlikely to try to come to the United 
States, but that he was certain not to immigrate here. (See, e."., Myers Trial Tr. 2861-62.) This 
insistence destroys any possihle credibility of the pure playactillg defense; if the sheik was cer· 
tain not to come to the United States, representations by public officials of their willingness to 
help the sheik come to the United States would, whether truthful or fraudulent, be valueless to 
the sheik and, therefore, inexplicable. 
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The final related defense focuses on an alleged instance in which, 
upon being asked to perform some official act in return for money, 
a public official stated that he would do the requested act, without 
accepting a bribe, as a matter of public service. In this scenario, 
Weinberg allegedly replied that lithe Arab mind" would not ac
knowledge public officials' performing public services without re
ceiving money for themselves. Weinberg thereby linked the per
formance of the official act, which the official viewed as part of his 
public duty, to the acceptance of a bribe. Thus, the government es
sentially extorted a public official, by taking advantage of his sense 
of public duty, to accept a bribe. This scenario differs from the 
other "Arab way" scenario in that this technique involves an ex
plicit quid pro quo, while the other makes the bribe a pure gift. 
This defense differs from that of linking illicit behavior to legiti
mate behavior, because it links the bribe to actions motivated by 
the official's sense of public duty, not to actions motivated by pri
vate gain. Philadelphia City Council members Harry Jannotti and 
George Schwartz both claimed that they were victimized by this 
strategy. (But cf. United States v. Jannotti, 673 F.2d 578, 599-603 
(3d Cir. 1982).) 

The distinctions among these six disparate defenses are relevant 
to an evaluation of the legal defenses claimed by the defendants 
and of the allegations of governmental misconduct made by 
Abscam critics such as former Assistant United States Attorney 
Plaza and Assistant United States Attorney Weir and by members 
of the news media. Thus, when used as purported defenses to the 
crime of bribery, the claims of playacting and of the l'Arab way" 
gift scenario constitute, at most, a denial of the existence of the 
requisite corrupt intent under the bribery statute. The claim of a 
deliberately ambiguous transaction may underlie a contention that 
the public official never received money, never made a promise, or 
never had the requisite criminal intent. The other defense claims
coaching, linkage with legitimate business, and the "Arab mind" 
scenario-can be offered to support only an entrapment defense. 
All six defense allegations can also be used to raise a challenge on 
broad due process grounds. 

The six different claims also present differing issues of fact and 
of policy. All of the claims, however, raise questions concerning ap
propriate techniques for the government to use in an undercover 
operation; all highlight important issues concerning the degree of 
discretion vested in informants and undercover agents; and all sug
gest troublesome issues of conformance with the government's pur
ported requirement that undercover operations "mirror reality." 
(See, e.g., Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Oper
ations n J(3) (Jan. 5, 1981).) 

4. An Evaluation of the Defendants' Factual Allegations Regarding 
Playacting, Coaching, and Related Conduct 

Initial skepticism about the Myers defendants' alleged playact
ing 123 results from observing that, although the playacting scenar-

123 The material in text shows the absence of a credible factual basis for the alleged playact
ing defense. It cannot be overemphasized that, even if such a defense had been proved, the very 
assertion of the defense requires an admission that the playacting defendants were attempting 
to commit a fraud. 
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io was, according to those defendants, Weinberg's constant modus 
operandi, none of the criminal defendants in the many other 
Abscam cases made similar allegations. Lederer, who received 
money less than three weeks after Myers, claimed only that he had 
been entrapped. (See Lederer Trial Tr. 1056-59 (Lederer's summa
tion to jury); id. at 1134, 117<1,-76 (Judge Pratt, summarizing Le
derer's contentions to jury).) Thompson and Murphy claimed that 
they had not even known that money was being offered, had not 
agreed to receive money in return for a promise to perform an offi
cial act, had not received money, and had attended meetings solely 
to encourage the sheik to invest money in their congressional dis
tricts. (See Thompson Trial Tr. 3088-90 (Judge Pratt, summarizing 
defendants' contentions to jury).) Senator Williams and Alexander 
Feinberg claimed that they had been involved solely in a legitimate 
business transaction and that they had been entrapped. (See Wms. 
Trial Tr. 5527 (Judge Pratt, summarizing defendants' contentions 
to jury).) Richard Kelly argued that he had been conducting his 
own investigation and that he had been entrapped. (See Kelly Trial 
Tr. 4672-80.) Kelly's codefendants, Gino Ciuzio and Stanley Weisz, 
contended that they had not known that Kelly was to receive 
money for agreeing to help the Arabs. (See id. at 4723-42, 4791-92.) 
John Jenrette and his codefendant, John Stowe, argued that they 
had been entrapped. (See Jenrette Trial Tr. 4485-88, 4747-48.) 
Harry Jannotti and George Schwartz contended that they had been 
entrapped and that the government operatives had linked invest
ment in Philadelphia to the defendants' aGceptance of money. (See 
Jannotti Trial Tr. 6.80-.83, 6.108-.109, 6.144-.145, 6.159-.167, 6.219-
.223.) Alexander Alexandro, Jr., argued that he had been conduct
ing his own investigation. (See Alexandro Trial Tr. 1161-66.) His co
defendant, Alfred Carpentier, contended that he had been involved 
in a legitimate business venture, that he had been coached by 
Weinberg, and that he had been unaware of Alexandro's criminal 
actions. (See id. at 110-20.) Although the failure of the other de
fendants to make playacting allegations similar to those of the 
Myers defendants does not prove that the Myers claims are false, 
the absence of similar claims does decrease the likelihood that 
Weinberg or middlemen induced the Myers defendants to playact. 

(aJ Events leading to the August 22, 1979 meetings 
The events from July 26, 1979, when, the government contends, 

the asylum scenario was created on the FBI yacht ostensibly owned 
by the sheik (see P?g~s 77-83 s.upra), thro1.clgh August 22, 1919, when 
Myers received $50,000 from DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso), fur· 
ther support the absence of playacting. The Myers defendants con
tend that the asylum scenario was raised on the yacht in such a 
way as to promote the relaying of a message of available money 
with no strings attached: 

Errichetti was used to relay the message concerning the 
introductions and to promote the 'windfall' aspects of the 
offers. Such conversations involving Errichetti and others 
would not be recorded. Thus, the stage would be set for the 
unwitting individuals to come forward and perform the 
script without any recordation of these promotional activi-
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ties instigated b:y Weinberg. (Myers Defendants' submission 
33 n.*.) 

* * * * * * * 
The plan utilized by Weinberg was dependent upon a 

chain reaction. Errichetti hyped the seemingly harmless 
plan to Criden, who in turn convinced his law partners, Jo
hanson and Cook, of its legitimacy. Johanson then agreed 
to lure a politic~an. * * * (ld. at 35 n. *.) 

Defendants' claim is not supported by the evidence, which clearly 
shows that from the beginning the defendants were told that the 
sheiks would pay money in return for future help with immigration 
problems. 

A contemporaneous FBI document reflects that the conversation 
in which the asyluhl scenario was raised was attended by DeVito, 
Weinberg, Errichetti, and Criden. The document indicates that 
only DeVito and Errichetti spoke, with DeVito raising the immi
gration problem and Errichetti responding that politicians could be 
obtained to assist if money were available. 

The defendants' various versions of this conversation are mutual
ly inconsistent and incredible. Criden first testified before the 
Select Committee that several conversations had occurred on the 
yacht on July 26 in which the only participants had been Criden, 
Errichetti, and Weinberg. He then testified as follows: 

Q: Was there any discussion in your hearing on the boat 
that day of any sheiks in any country in the Middle East 
who might need to leave the Middle East and try to seek 
asylum in the United States at any future time? 

A: Not to my recollection. 
Q: Was there any discussion of politicians in your pres

ence on the boat? 
A: No, sir. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 7 (testimo

ny of Howard L. Criden).) 
Errichetti responded to a similar question by the Select Commit

tee as follows: 
Q: Do you recall being onboard The Left Hand when the 

yacht turned up the Intercoastal Waterway, and your 
having a conversation with Weinberg, Criden, and Amor
oso about Somoza? 
A~ * * * I took a nap on [the top deck] of the boat. The 

only time I heard "Somoza" from either Tony or the guy 
that was steering the boat, was, "That's where Somoza 
lives", pointing, and we looked, like that, and I laid down. 
There was no other conversation that I remember me of
fering, or suggesting, andlor being told that there was an 
immigration problem * * *. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 
1982, at 172-73 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 

Thus, unless the FBI document that was prepared shortly after 
July 26 and that states that Amoroso articulated the asylum sce
nario on the yacht on that date is false, the defendants' testimony 
would, to be believed, require the Select Committee to conclude 
that Amoroso was speaking to himself when he articulated the 
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asylum scenario on July 26. Further, it would have been more than 
odd for Errichetti to have "laid down" to take a nap on the top 
deck of the boat, since the top deck had neither bunks nor deck 
chairs .. since the trip lasted for only about an hour, and since 
Criden testified that Errichetti participated in several conversa
tions with him in that time. Even further, while Errichetti express
ly recalled, in response to a question about a conversation involv
ing himself and Criden, having heard Somoza mentioned on the 
yacht, and while the defendants filed a joint brief in the court of 
appeals admitting that Criden had been present when Somoza had 
been mentioned, Criden denied any recollection of having heard 
Somoza mentioned on the yacht. (Compare Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 
14, 1982, at 6 (testimony of Howard L. Criden) with Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 173 (testimony of Angelo J. ErrichettD.) 

Moreover, the defendants agree that on the airplane trip on 
which Criden and Errichetti returned from Florida on July 26, 
1979, the two men discussed the Arabs' interest in meeting politi
cians.124 Criden testified, however, that he had not heard that the 
Arabs' interest in meeting politicians involved possible immigra
tion status until he was told so by Myers after August 22, 1979: "I 
probably heard it first, I would say, from Congressman Myers, I be
lieve, who related to me what he had been questioned about when 
he went to the meeting with Mr. Weinberg and Mr. Amoroso, ac
companied by Mayor Errichetti." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, 
at 9 (testimony of Howard L. Criden).) But Errichetti testified that 
on some date before July 26, 1979, he had been told to tell congress
men that the sheiks might need help in getting asylum in the 
United States. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 180-81 (testimo
ny of Angelo J. Errichetti).) Cdden would therefore have the Select 
Committee believe the unlikely version that Erdchetti told him, 
whom Errichetti had known for only a few days, that money was 
available for congressmen, yet withheld the crucial information 
about the basis for any payment; that Cdden, who, similarly, had 
known Errichetti for only a few days, believed the inherently silly 
story of Arabs wanting to pay tens of thousands of dollars just to 
be introduced to Congressmen; that Criden did not ask Errichetti 
why the Arabs would want to do that; and that, on the basis of that 
half-hour conversation, Criden began trying to contact Congress
men. 

Criden's testimony is further undercut by the transcript of the 
August 22, 1979, meeting, in which Myers himself raises the issue 
of "immigration matters" (see Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 5A, at 2), 
thereby showing that he had previously learned ·from at least one 
of his middlemen-Criden, Johanson, and Errichetti-that immi
gration matters were of interest to the sheik. Similarly, Ellis Cook, 
Criden's law partner, testified that he had first learned of the con
nection between paying politicians and the Arabs' immigration 
problems from Criden sometime before the Myers meeting, al
though he could not remember when. (See Myers Trial Tr. 1133-37.) 

'24 Errichetti testified, quite implausibly, that the conversation did not result from any con
versation on the yacht that afternoon, but, in a remarkable coincidence, sprang up on that day 
from a discussion Errichetti had had with Weinberg more than four months earlier. (8el. Comm. 
Erg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 173-75 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 
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Similarly, on February 2, 1980, Louis Johanson, Criden's law part
ner, told the FBI that on July 26, 1979, upon returning from Flor
ida, Criden had told him that there were Arabs who were worried 
about the Middle East situation and who were looking for influen
tial people to help them if immigration problems were to arise. 
Myers testified that Johanson had told him of the immigration 
problem at the outset. Myers described his first meeting with Jo
hanson, at which Johanson had asked him if he would be willing to 
meet the Sheik, as follows: 

I said, "Do I have to know anything?" "Well, the Sheik 
may ask you some questions about immigration. There was 
some talk about," he [Johanson] said, "Maybe a hostile sit
uation where he currently lives. He might have to try to 
come to America. He may talk to you about that. But," he 
said, "I am not sure about that." (ld. at 2712.) 

Odden was the only possible source for Johanson's knowledge, 
expressed to Myers at that first meeting within a few days of July 
26, 191""f9, of the asylum scenario. 

Thus, there is simply no room to doubt that Criden, Errichetti, 
Johanson, and Myers all knew of the asylum scenario within days 
of DeVito's recital on the yacht. The Select Committee rejects Cri
den's and Errichetti's testimony to the contrary. 

The defendants claim, however, that Weinberg informed Erri
chetti and Criden that the asylum scenario was really a ruse and 
that they would be paid for producing congressmen who would 
make promises, even with no intention of fulfilling the promises. 
Criden testified before the Select Committee, "I was under the im
pression throughout the entire situation that they would never be 
asked to do anything, and Mayor Errichetti had· assured me that 
this was all just a play, a way for Mr. Weinberg and Mr. DeVito to 
spend a lot of the sheiks' money, and that nobody would ever be 
called upon to do anything." (SeL Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 11 
(testimony of Howard L. Criden).) The defendants support this 
claim by citing Cook's testimony at trial that "Mr. Criden always 
used the term no quid pro quo in describing the meeting with the 
Sheik's representatives." (Myers Trial Tr. 1268.) 

It is unclear whether Criden meant that no specific quid pro quo 
was required or that no immediate action by the public official 
would be needed or that he was not bribing public officials. In any 
event, the balance of Cook's testimony on direct examination at 
trial demonstrates that Cook understood that their mission was to 
payoff politicians to put themselves in a position to obtain favors 
from those politicians in the future-not just to pretend to put 
themselves in that position. In particular, Cook responded to Puc
cio's questions as follows: 

Q: Were you ever told at this time that the Sheik and 
his representatives were willing to pay money to alleviate 
certain concerns that you have? 

A: He had indicated, we were told that the Sheik would 
pay to meet with the Congressmen and explain his posi
tion that he wanted to come into this country if there was 
a revolution in his country. 
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Q: And in this connection you were told that the Sheik 
or his representatives wanted to pay the Congressman 
money to do something; is that right? 

A: It was never said to do something, sir. What was indi
cated is that he wanted to have the meeting, pay the Con
gressman so in the event anything happened he would 
have a friendly face here in this country if he had to come 
here quickly. 

Q: What would this friendly face do? What were you 
told? 

A: I was told by Mr. Criden that the Sheik wanted to 
meet with Congressmen so that he can explain his posi
tion, that he was willing to invest in this country. But he 
wanted to be able to come into this country with his family 
in the event there was a revolution or he had to leave his 
country. And he wanted to meet with various Congressmen 
so there would be a friendly face, if this event ever oc
curred. That's 'what I was told. 

Q: Were you told by Mr. Criden how the Congressman's 
face would become friendly? 

A: It's just that there was somebody he could approach 
that he had already met, somebody that wasn't a stranger 
in the event of a revolution when he wanted to come to 
somebody that sort of owed him a favor, was my under
standing. It was somebody who had done something for 
him, explaining-
* '.* * * * * * 

Q: And were you told by Mr. Criden or Mr. Johanson 
what the Congressman was to do for this money? 

A: All it was is that he would help the Sheik come into 
this country. And the expression was if he was going to 
invest in this country and do this sort of thing, could the 
Congressman help him if it was necessary to come into 
this country. 

* * * * * * * 
Q: Was it your understanding, based upon your conversa

tion with Mr. Criden that the Sheik would pay a congress
man so the congressman would be beholden to him? 

A: Is that my understanding? 
Q: Yes. 
A: Yes, sir. (Id. at 1137-42 (emphasis added) (intervening 

objections omitted).) 
Finally, Puccio asked Cook specifically about the playacting 

scheme: 
Q: Now, Mr. Cook, were you ever told anything by 

anyone about a script that Congressman Myers would 
have to read for the Sheik's representatives? 

A: No, sir. 
Q: Were you ever told by anyone that at the August 

22nd meeting, Congressman Myers would put on an act for 
the Sheik's representatives? 

A: What I was told is, he had to meet with Mayor Erri
chetti beforehand, where they would prepare him for what 
he would say; and then he would meet. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 13 
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Q: Were you ever told that he would put on an act and 
say things that he really didn't mean? Were you ever told 
that? 

A: No, sir. (Id. at 1162-63.) 
Examination of the tape transcripts of conversations shortly 

after JUly 26, 1979, lends support to Cook's understanding that 
Criden and Errichetti believed that they were engaged in a real 
search for political figures who would assist the sheik in his immi~ 
gration problems. In a telephone conversation on July 29, 1979, Er~ 
richetti first told Weinberg that Myers had agreed to participate. 
Errichetti then told Weinberg that other Congressmen were being 
lined up, and he continued: 

ERRICHETTI: Now, ah, I've also have the potential for the 
Department of Naturalization'" '" '" one of the officials. 

WEINBERG: AU right. 
ERICHETTI: For the green card. 
WEINBERG: Right. 
ERRICHETTI: And he said, an '" * '" I said to him what 

about '" * * ah * * * guaranteeing this * * * My friend the 
sheik (1.baudible) * >I< '" needs one. 

WEINBERG: Right. 
ERRICHETTI: Okay, how many can you handle? 
WEINBERG: As many as you can give me. 
ERRICHETTI: Okay. 
WEINBERG: All right. 
ERRICHETTI: Right. 
WEINBERG: As many as you can give me, I can handle. 
ERRICHETTI: Okay. 
WEINBERG: Because that's the number one priority with 

him. 
ERRICHETTI: Well. 
WEINBERG: Especially after they came out with that 

Somoza thing. (Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 19A, at 1-3.) 
The next day, July 30, 1979, Errichetti and Weinberg talked on 

the telephone again and discussed scheduling a meeting with 
Myers. Criden was in the room with Errichetti. (See Myers Gov't 
Trial Ex. 20A.) Errichetti and Weinberg discussed the arrange
ments for Myers and subsequent congressmen by telephone twice 
on July 31, once on August 1, and once again on August 2, 1979. In 
none of these conversations, which included only the supposedly 
playacting conspirators, is there any indication that the Congress
men were being asked to come to a meeting to make false promises 
to the sheik's representatives. On the contrary, the transcripts sug
gest that Errichetti understood that Weinberg was seeking individ
uals who would provide real guarantees for the shiek. When asked 
by the Select Committee to explain why he and his fellow playac
tors would have "playacted" in those conversations, when they 
were the only participants and there was nobody to deceive, Erri
chetti lamely responded, "I do not know. I am just caught up in 
this thing with those people, and it was just a commonplace that 
we discussed it. Now, whether they were-I cannot explain it." 
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(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 170 (testimony of Angelo J. 
Errichetti).) 

Criden had equally severe credibility problems on this issue. In 
testifying before the Select Committee, he admitted that Errichetti 
had told him about a conversation of August 8, 1979, between Erri
chetti and De Vito (Special Agent Amoroso) in which De Vito "had 
told him flatly that the Congressman would have to introduce some 
kind of legislation." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 23 (testimo
ny of Howard L. Criden).) Criden also testified that it was some
time after August 22, 1979, that he first had been told to ignore 
DeVito's statements. (Id. at 24.) Therefore, at the time of the Myers 
preparation and payoff, Cdden believed that Myers would be re
quired to promise, and eventually to perform, a corrupt act. 

The defendants also have problems explaining how DeVito fit 
into their playacting scenario and accounting for their behavior in 
his presence. Sometimes, the defendants argue that they believed 
that DeVito remained loyal to the sheik and was not. in on Wein
berg's playacting fraud against the sheik. On other occasions, they 
suggest that they believed that DeVito and Weinberg were both 
disloyal, but that DeVito was slightly more honest than Weinberg 
and wanted to be able to report honestly to the sheik that a meet
ing had taken place with a Congressman who had promised to un
dertake corrupt acts. Criden's lawyer seemed to argue both posi
tions almost simultaneously: 

But, another part of the scenario was this situ1'i:tion 
would not last forever and Mel Weinberg was going to 
sting the sheik, take a little money on the side, make a 
dollar along with De Vito, and these people went along, 
they can share in it too. Mr. De Vito is straight, he was the 
watchdog, so be a little careful around here." (Myers Trial 
Tr. 3770 (emphasis added).) 

Johanson's lawyer did not even attempt to explain Amoroso's 
role: "I don't know about Amoroso. I'm not sure I can argue to you 
about Amoroso. I don't know that you know enough about Amoroso 
and his involvement. It's an enigma to me." (Id. at 3831.) 

Moreover, the contention that Weinberg told Errichetti and 
Criden that De Vito was in on the fraud cannot be reconciled with 
the transcripts of meetings attended by DeVito. On August 5, 1979, 
for example, Errichetti met wiLi: Weinberg and DeVito and dis
cussed Myers' participation: 

DEVITO: He's gonna have to * * * he's gonna have to 
like move that through somebody in the State Depart
ment. 

ERRICHETTI: Sorry? 
DEVITO: He's gonna have to move that like through 

somebody in the State Department. 
ERRICHETTI: Who? 
DEVITO: The Congressman. 
ERRICHETTI: He'd do anthing * * * he's gonna be your 

fucking man * * * . Anything you want. 
DEVITO: Yeah. 
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WEINBERG: All he's got is to tell Yassir is that uh when 
the time comes ... I will sponsor anything you want. 

ERRICHETTI: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: Huh. 
ERRICHETTI: He'll say that. 
WEINBERG: You know. 
ERRICHETTI: He'll say that * '" '" let me tell you some

thing. 
DEVITO: I know it. 
ERRICHETTI: Let me tell you something. This guy is good, 

Myers is good * * * we got a stronger guy in the State De
partment. 

WEINBERG: Who's that in the State Department? 
ERRICHETTI: 1 got the guy (inaudible) '" '" '" (inaudible). 
WEINBERG: He gives you what? 
ERRICHETTI: He gives you the green cards out. 
WEINBERG: He gives them out? 
ERRICHETTI: Yeah. 
DEVITO: I may have * * * I may have to go to him * * * 

for that card. 
ERRICHETTI: For who? 
DEVITO: For your guy? 
ERRICHETTI: Yeah. 
DEVITO: For that card'" * '" because'" * * ah * '" * I 

don't know. 
ERRICHETTI: I was thinking about Yassir himself >i' '" >i' 

getting the guarantee from the guy from the State Depart
ment '" '" '" you need the cards you get it anytime you want. 

DEVITO: Okay. 
ERRICHETTI: That's the key. 
WEINBERG: The main thing is Yassir '" '" '" he gets that 

he's got these guys on the side'" '" '" if we need there's 
problems now boy '" '" "'. ([Deleted] 125 (emphasis added» 

On August 6 with DeVito and Weinberg, on August 7 with 
DeVito, Weinberg, and Criden, on August 8 with DeVito and Wein
berg, and on August 13, August 15, and August 16 with Weinberg, 
Errichetti had further conversations in preparation for the Myers 
meeting. None of these conversations contained any hint of prep
arations for a fraud against the sheik. The August 8 meeting in
cluded the following exchanges: 

ERRICHETTI: He [Myers] is ready, willing and able tomor
row morning. He called me this morning. 

DEVITO: He'd have to introduce some kind of legislation, 
right, some kind of bill or something. 

ERRICHETTI: Whatever you say. 
DEVITO: Well, I don't know, whatever I say, he's the guy 

that knows more about what has to be done that I would, I 
don't you know, 1. 

ERRICHETTI: You mean in regards to Yassir. 
DEVITO: Yeah. 

12' The omission of a citation to a confidential document is identified by "[Deleted]". See pp. 
V-VI supra. 
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WEINBERG: Yeah, let him tell Yassir whatever he had to 
tell him. 

DEVITO: I mean what I'm saying is, yeah, what I'm 
saying is, he would know better what procedure * * *. 

WEINBERG: Well if it comes to pushing it up, big people 
behind him going to the right people, saying, hey, let this 
guy in, they can give him political whatever the hell they 
call it. 

ERRICHETTI: I'll naturally talk to Ozzie first, I'm just 
• trying to grasp as to he'll say, Ozzie's got balls that for 
openers," (Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 4A, at 1-2 (emphasis 
added).) 

Similarly, on September 14, Errichetti engaged in the following 
dialogue with Weinberg in DeVito's presence: 

WEINBERG: Just down the line, we may want another 
favor. 

ERRICHETTI: I will not quarrel with that, either. 
WEINBERG: You know what I mean. So it pays. 
ERRICHETTI: (inaudible) * * * pick the phone up. 
WEINBERG: So long as we got the green light, what the 

hell's the (inaudible). 
ERRICHETTI: I'm telling you-all I'm telling you is that 

you know very simply, you are correct in that assumption, 
can't say no. Know why? Because I'm there. [Laughs]. 

WEINBERG: Somewhere along the line, want a favor. 
([Deleted]) 

At the Select Committee's hearings, Errichetti was asked why he 
would have gone through conversatiolls such as these with Wein
berg and DeVito if all three of them were setting up a playact: 

Q: If you and Mr. DeVito and Mr. Weinberg are in a 
conspiracy to rip off the Shiek and his crowd, why do you 
go through that dialogue when you three are the only 
three present, for goodness' sake? Why don't you say
since you do not know it is being recorded-why don't you 
just say, "Hey, how is our conspiracy going?" for goodness' 
sake? 

A: A good question, because I asked the same-
Q: What is the answer? 
A: I asked the same question. * * *. 
Q: Well, why are you telling them that, when they are 

your co-conspirators? 
A: Well, I don't know that it is being taped. They are 

playing for the tapes, and I am not. 
Q: But that is the whole point; you did not know that. 
A: I did not know anything, except we were discussing, 

everything is all set. I am talking to them as fellow con
spirators, that everything is set. 

Q: But you are acting as if this is real. 
A: Sir? 
Q: No, no. 
A: It is not real. (Se1. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 167-

69 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 
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Errichetti was specifically asked by the Select Committee wheth
er he had been told to disregard DeVito's or Weinberg's state
ments: 

Q: Did Weinberg ever tell you not to believe things that 
Amoroso said? 

A: Amoroso? 
Q: Right, DeVito. 
A: No. * ... *. 
Q: Did Weinberg ever tell you that Amoroso might be • 

listening in on your conversations, on telephone conversa
tions? 

A: No * * *. 
Q: Other than the one instance you have [testified oc

curred on March 31, 1979], did Weinberg ever tell you, 
prefatory to any other conversation, that anyone might be 
listening in on a conversation, and you should structure 
your talk in a certain way? 

A: No * * *. (Id. at 225.) 
Thus, when he had those several conversations with DeVito and 

Weinberg in which they expressly told him that Myers would have 
to promise and produce, and in which he told them that Myers 
could and would do both, Errichetti had absolutely no reason to be 
playacting. 

Only two exchanges in the entire period of preparations for the 
Myers meeting can even arguably be reconciled with the playacting 
defense, and even these are ambiguous. First is the August 7 meet
ing among Criden, Erichetti, Weinberg, and DeVito: 

WEINBERG: This, when he meets Yassir just tell him to 
come on strong. 

CRIDEN: Well he's gonna give him a briefing, 
ERRICHETTI: I'll give him * * *. 
WEINBERG: The stronger the better. (Myers Gov't Trial 

Ex. 3A, at 3.) 
Second, Erichetti and Weinberg spoke by telephone on August 

15: 
WEINBERG: Then, ah, what time, time you wanna make 

it for for Wednesday with the, er, Congressman? 
ERRICHETTI: Well, I, I talked to him briefly. 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
ERRICHETTI: I told him about, you know, a wet closing 

and a dry closing Wednesday and Friday. 
WEINBERG: Right. 
ERRICHETTI: He says, l'I'm jammed up," he says, "why 

can't we make it one day where I go up a little early and 
your good friend can give me the script and 1 can do that 
you know." He said, "you know, I prefer to go one day, 
Wednesday or Friday, whatever you want and I come up 
early so that we can meet, you know, privately like we're 
supposed to and go over the whole thing so that I can un
derstand what has to be done and I'll do it." 

WEINBERG: Eh, heh. 
ERRICHETTI: Is that possible? 
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WEINBERG: Ah, let me see if I can arrange it. 
ERRICHE'ITI: All right. 
WEINBERG: All right. 
ERRICHE'ITI: Okay. 
WEINBERG: Make it Wednesday, then. 
ERRICHETTI: Whatever, you know. 
WEINBERG: Okay. 
ERRICHE'ITI: Whatever you want to do. He has no prob· 

lem coming up like 9:00 in the morning and then sitting 
down with you, and I, you know, and going over the whole 
thing, and then like 1:00 go through with it, you know, 
whatever. 

WEINBERG: All right. 
>I< >I< >I< >I< 

ERRICHE'ITI: Okay, then we'll do it Wednesday and I'll 
give him like 10:00 in the morning. 

WEINBERG: All right. 
ERRICHETTI: With him. Then we can meet at 1:00 with 

whoever we have to meet with, but it still be with you and 
I by ourselves at a different place like ... 

WEINBERG: Okay. >I< >I< >1<. All right, I'll go over everything 
with you Monday. (Myers Def. Trial Ex. T-5, at 3-5.) 

These two passages can be construed to lend some support to the 
defendants' claim that the Williams' coaching incident on June 28 
was not an anomaly and that Weinberg continued, contrary to the 
instructions given him on or before August 9, to prepare, or to 
cause middlemen to prepare, public officials, out of Amoroso's pres
ence and in unrecorded sessions, for their meetings with Amoroso. 
If that construction is correct, it shows that the government's su
pervision and control of Weinberg was insufficient to prevent im
proper coaching and that the video tapes of public officials receiv
ing money do not fully reveal the relevant circumstances surround
ing the transactions for which officials were convicted. Even if so 
construed, however, these two transcripts do not furnish any rea
sonable basis for the defendants' claims that t.hey were playacting. 
'I'he defendants cannot refute the simple observation that, if they 
and Weinberg were planning to defraud the sheik, they would have 
openly di~cussed that plan amonp: t4ems~lves and would not have 
used ambiguous phrases such as I dry closmg." , 

(b) The August 22, 1979, ,Meetings 
It does appear that there was a "dry closing" of sorts before the 

August 22 meeting with Myers at the Travelodge International 
Hotel adjacent to John F. Kennedy International Airport in New 
York. By prearrangement, Myers, Errichetti, Criden, al~d ,Tohanson 
met at the airport beforehand. (See Myers Trial Tr. 1391-90.) I::ri
chetti proceeded to the hotel, where Weinberg met him in the 
lobby. (See id. at 1650.) After Weinberg had returned to the hotel 
room, Myers and Errichetti rendezvoused in the lobby and proceed
ed together to the hotel room, where they met with DeVito and 
Weinberg on video tape. (See Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 5.) Weinberg 
testified that, pursuant to instructions, he met Errichetti in the 
lobby to tell him that the amount of the bribe had been reduced 
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from $100,000 to $50,000. (See Myers Trial Tr. 1650; Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 129-30 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 
Errichetti corroborated that Weinberg had delivered such a mes
sage. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 197 (testimony of Angelo 
J. Errichetti).) 

Myers testified that, when he had first met Criden, Errichetti, 
and Johanson at the airport, Errichetti had pulled him aside and 
had told him that there was a change in plans and that Weinberg 
would not be able to brief him, but that Myers should just "come 
on strong" with the sheik and should not worry, because the sheik 
did not understand English. (See Myers Trial Tr. 2716-17, 2816-17, 
2850-55.) If Myers is to be believed, therefore, at that point he be
lieved that his task was to meet with the sheik and to defraud him 
into thinking that Myers would, if necessary, assist the sheik in ob
taining residency in this country. 126 

Myers also testified, however, that, when he later met Errichetti 
in the hotel lobby, Errichetti told him that the sheik would not 
attend the meeting after all, but that Myers should nevertheless 
"come on strong" with the sheik's representative who would be 
present. Myers testified that, when he expressed concern that the 
representative, who presumably spoke English, would detect his ig
norance of immigration matters, Errichetti merely told him that 
Weinberg had said that the sheik was going to South America and 
that the immigration matter was therefore irrelevant. (See id. at 
2718-19, 2817-18, 2858-62.) But this alleged explanation by Erri
chetti obviously rendered the meeting with the sheik's representa
tive an inexplicable absurdity from Myers' viewpoint: the sheik 
was not going to be there to be fooled by Myers' false promises of 
help with immigration, and, on top of that, the sheik was not inter
ested in immigration at all. Myers' raison d 'etre had evaporated; 
his false promises would be valueless. 

The defendants attempt to explain this bizarre contention by 
feebly asserting, "The change of events was of such a rapid nature 
that Myers obviously could not reason his ... vay through the facade 
to comprehend that he was being prepared for a fatal perform
ance." (Myers Defendants' Submission 39 n. *.) The defendants thus 
would have it believed that this "rapid change of events" rendered 
Congressman Myers unable to ask Errichetti what the point of his 
playacting was if the sheik, first, was not going to attend the per
formance, and, second, did not want to come to the United States 
anyway. The Select Committee rejects this contention. 127 

126 One immediately wonders, of course, why Myers would have been told, under the defend
ants' version, not to worry, because the sheik did not understand English. If an interpreter was 
to be present, the sheik's lack of fluency in English would be irrelevant, since he still would be 
told what representations Myers was making. If no interpreter was to be present, the sheik 
could not be expected to come t~ believe that Myers would and could help him if necessary, 
because the sheik would not know what Myers was saying he could and would do. 

121 To disbelieve Myers' testimony, however, is not to approve of the FBI's failure to prevent 
Weinberg from meeting Errichetti privately a few minutes before Errichetti took Myers to a 
meeting. It is difficult to imagine any justification, less than a month after the improper coach
ing of Senator Williams and less than two weeks after the August 9 instructions to Weinberg 
not to coach, for such a failure. There is, to be sure, a clear conflict b~tween Weinberg's testimo
ny and the testimony of the FBI agents responsible for him that day. Weinberg testified that he 
was instructed (not just allowed) to meet Errichetti before the Myers meeting. On the other 
hand, FBI Supervisor Good testified that he believed that Weinberg had not met Errichetti 
shortly before the meeting y,ith Myers (see Myers D.P. Tr. 2673-74), and Special Agent Amoroso 

Continued 
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The crowning incongruity in the defendants' playacting conten
tion is the August 22, 1979, meeting itself, at which Myers, in the 
presence of Errichetti, DeVito, and Weinberg, accepted an envelope 
containing $50,000 in cash. Myers spent 35 minutes telling DeVito 
how he could help solve the sheik's immigration problems and en
couraging De Vito to have the sheik invest in the Port of Philadel
phia. In Myers' first speech at the meeting, he volunteered the in
fluence of his fellow Pennsylvania congressmen: "So we have influ
ence. Ah, also, we have representation on the Judiciary Committee 
from our State, uh, .which is very keen with immigration matters." 
(Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 5A, at 2.) De Vito immediately asked Myers 
how he could assist the sheik in obtaining asylum, and Myers re
sponded with a detailed offer of assistance, including introducing 
private legislation, intervening with the chairman of the Judiciary 
Committee, and lining up additional congressional support. (See id. 
at 2-4.) Myers made numerous explicit guarantees of assistance on 
the legislative front and with the Department of State. (See id. at 4, 
5,6,9,10,11-12,13,14,29J 

Because, as noted above, Myers has testified that immediately 
before that meeting with DeVito, Weinberg, and Errichetti, Erri
chetti had told him that immigration was /lout. of the picture" 
(Myers Trial Tr. 2862), the entire sustained discussion of immigra
tion at the meeting appears to be inexplicable. Myers' attempt to 
make sense of the incongruity is incoherent. On cross-examination 
by Puccio, Myers testified as follows about the immigration discus
sion at the meeting: 

Q: Right after that you say, well since the sheik is going 
to South America, you have no immigration problems, is 
that what you say? 

A: No. 
Q: Why don't you say that? 
A: Because at this point in time the only one I know in 

the room knows about the operation is myself, Mayor Erri
chetti, and Mel Weinberg. I don't know anything about 
Mr. DeVito other than he is a representative of the 
sheik. '" * * 

Q: If the sheik was going to South America, why did you 
feel it was necessary to bring up these differflnt possible 
solutions? 

told the Select Committee that the decision not to have the sheik attend the meeting had been 
made well in advance, that he believed Myers knew of the substitution well in advance, that he 
could not remember whether he or Weinberg had told Errichetti on the day of the meeting of 
the reduction to $50,000, but that he knew nothing about Weinberg's visiting Errichetti in the 
lobby before the meeting. 

In addition, Myers testified that Errichetti did not pass any information on to him about the 
reduced funds to be paid, (see Mye~ Trial Tr. 2858-59), and the conversation among Errichetti, 
Weinberg, and DeVito immediately after Myers left with the $50,000 confirms that Errichetti 
did not tell Mvers before the meeting that the payoff had been reduced to $50,000. (See Mye~ 
Gov't Trial Ex. 6A, at 14.) This same conversation includes a provocative, but inscrutable, hint 
of Weinberg's intent in meeting Errichetti before the Myers payoff. Errichetti asked Weinberg, 
in DeVito's presence, what Weinberg had meant when he had told Errichetti that he had both 
"good news' and "bad news" for him. Weinberg responded that the reduction in the size of the 
bribe had been the bad news, but that he had not yet conveyed the good news. Weinberg pro
posed that he and Errichetti get something to eat, and he escorted Errichetti out of De Vito's 
presence and off-camera, apparently to convey the mysterious "good news." (See id. at 16-17.) 
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A: I thought Mr. DeVito was going to go back to the 
sheik and report to him exactly what took place in his con
versation. 

Q: This would impress the sheik because the sheik was 
going to South America? 

A: No, I thought it was going to impress the shiek that I 
was an important person." (Myers Trial Tr. 2863-64, 2880-
81.) 

Similarly, Myers' contention that he was told and that he be
lieved that the sheik was planning to go to South America and not 
to the United States is belied by the recording of his conversation 
with De Vito (Special Agent Amoroso): 

DEVITO: Well, I don't, I'm not, you know, we talked a 
little bit about it. But, I don't know of what the case is, 
that-

ERRICHETl'I: Well, there is no case at this moment. 
DEVITO: Uh, well, yeah, what we're saying is we're in

suring that when, when * * *. 
MYERS: When the time comes, if it comes * * *. 
DEVITO: When the time comes, yeah, when, when this 

thing occurs, OK? Gonna come to you and say, hey, here's 
here's the guy. He'll he'll be here. OK? 

MYERS: Yeah. 
DEVITO: And, then, from what you, is, you're gonna in

troduce a bill, OK? To get him, once he's here, right? 
MYERS: Yeah. * * *. 
DEVITO: * '" * what, what I'm getting at is let's take, 

let's take it as the worst possible situation >I: * * 
MYERS: OK. 
DEVITO: * '" '" that we can have it. Alright? 
MYERS: Yeah. 
DEVITO: You know, I want, I want, I want it covered 

from the worst situation figuring that anything else, any 
other situation * * *. 

MYERS: Is (inaudiable). 
DEVITO: '" * '" is, is better, is, ah, is in our favor. OK? 

Whatever you could conceive '" * *. 
MYERS: (Inaudiabl~) the worst. 
DEVITO: * * '" of as being the worst possible situation 

that this guy coming in, ah that's what I want to know, 
how you would, how you'd work that * '" *. 

ERRICHETTI: He has to put a bill in. 
MYERS: I'd have to put a bill in at that point. (Myers 

Gov't Triai Ex. 5A, at 7, 8-9; see id. at 15.) 
These remarks demonstrate that Myers understood that he was 

being paid to perform in the event the sheik needed his assistance 
in the United States. 

Other conduct by Myers at the meeting reinforces the conclusion 
that he fully understood that DeVito was offering, and that he was 
accepting, a bribe. At one point, Myers stated that he had "all sorts 
of people coming from the middle east and the OPEC countries 
that want to make deals and want to buy a little security here. 
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But, who the hell knows who you're dealing with?" (Id. at 12.) 
Myers emphasized that I(the key is you got to deal with the right 
people. Because, in, in this day and age people are afraid to 
talk. * * * I feel very comfortable here because he's [Errichetti'sj 
here. That's the only reason I'm here." (Id. at 12-13.) These state
ments, combined with his acceptance of $50,000 in cash in an enve
lope, belie Myers' claim, ttAt no time did I believe what I had done 
was improper." (Myers Trial Tr. 2905.) 

Moreover, a recorded conversation among Errichetti, DeVito, and 
Weinberg immediately after Myers left with the bribe money sug
gests that ,Myers believed that the sheik did intend to come to the 
United States and did expect him to assist. Errichetti told DeVito 
and Weinberg that Myers wanted a list of the names of the family 
members of the sheik who would immigrate with him so that 
Myers could immediately begin entering the names of "the key 
people" in a register of longshoremen as a first step to "insure his 
friends." (See .Wyers Gov't Trial Ex. 6A, at 2.) Errichetti's insistent 
volunteering of this step, which Myers had presumably proposed to 
him in the few intervening minutes between the two meetings, 
cannot be reconciled with Myers' or Errichetti's contention that 
they were playacting. 

Further, as the conversation turned to the issue of the reduction 
of the bribe payment from $100,000 to $50,000, the dialogue plainly 
shows an understanding that action by public officials would likely 
be required. 

WEINBERG: Now, can we make the rest for fifty? We'll 
have no problem. Just for starters. And then when we tell 
'em to go ahead they get the other fifty. 

ERRICHE'ITI: You gotta give me ground rules. * * * 
WEINBERG: As soon as they start, they get the other half. 

You know at least we know they're starting it, they get it. 
Soon as we tell 'em to go ahead, we'll give 'em the other 
half. 

ERRICHE'ITI: It is started. 
WEINBERG: Like, say we call him up tomorrow, right? 

Start making arrangements to get the, Yassir in. Alright? 
ERRICHE'ITI: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: Then * * *. 
DEVITO: And then they'll get more. 
WEINBERG: * * * They'll get the other half. You don't 

get the futy-(inaudible)." (Id. at 14, 15 (emphasis 
added).) 128 

(c) The Transaction with Representative Lederer 
Roughly contemporaneously with the events leading to the 

August 22 Myers payoff, arrangements were also being made for 
the meeting with Representative Lederer. Errichetti first men
tioned Lederer to Weinberg on July 29 in the same conversation in 

128 Later in the conversation Errichetti said that he did not want to "mention [anyJthing 
about when we start," and that they should instead offer only the first $50,000. (See id. at 16.) 
Although this statement could be interpreted as consistent with the playacting defense, it is am
biguous and appears far more susceptible to three other explanations: (1) that Errichetti was not 
eager to emphasize the performance part of the bargain to nervous politicians or (2) that Erri
chetti preferred to pocket any subsequent $50,000 himself or (3) both of these. 
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which he first named Myers. (See Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 19A, at 1.) 
Weinberg and Errichetti next referred to both Myers and Lederer 
on JUly 30 and July 31. (See Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 20A, at 1; Myers 
Gov't Trial Ex. 21A, at 2.) Errichetti discussed both Myers and Le
derer in his August 5 meeting with Weinberg and DeVito. (See 
Myers Gov't Trial Ex. lA, at 2.) Both Errichetti and Criden named 
Lederer when they met with Weinberg and DeVito on August 7. 
(See Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 3A, at 1-2.) On August 8, Errichetti told 
Weinberg and DeVito that Lederer would be the next Congressman 
after Myers. (See Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 4A, at 2.) 

On August 22 Myers refered to Lederer as a "close colleague." 
(See }'fyers Gov't Trial Ex. 5A, at 5; lvlyers Trial Tr. 2939-40.) The 
initial contacts with both Myers and Lederer were made by Johan
son upon Criden's suggestion. Johanson reported to Cook after the 
Myers payoff that Lederer had agreed to discuss immigration with 
a representative of the sheik and to receive a $50,000 payment as a 
favor to Johanson. (Lederer Trial Tr. 657-58.) Criden testified that 
he understood that Johanson had asked Lederer to meet the Sheik 
in part so that Lederer would "be of some assistance to the Sheik 
in the event that he ever wanted to come to the United States." 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 63 (testimony of Howard L. 
Criden).) Criden testified further that Lederer had not met either 
Errichetti or Weinberg before September 11. (ld. at 62.) Thus, since 
Lederer knew only what Johanson told him, it seems clear that Le
derer believed the sheik's representative was paying for real assist
ance. On September 11 Lederer met Criden and Johanson in New 
York, went to the Hilton Inn near Kennedy Airport, met Erri
chetti, who briefed him on his role, and accompanied Errichetti to 
a meeting in a hotel room with DeVito and Weinberg. (See Lederer 
Trial Tr. 661-62.) Errichetti testif~ed that he had told Lederer that 
the plan was a charade. (Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 1.122, 1.333-
.334.) At the videotaped meeting, Lederer promised to introduce a 
private bill to assist thl~ sheik and accepted a bag containing 
:ji50,000 in cash. (See Ledel'er Gov't Trial Ex. 12A.) 

Thus, the Myers and L~ terer transactions were parallel. Both 
Congressmen were suggested by Criden at or about the same time, 
approached by Johanson, briefed by Errichetti, and paid by DeVito. 
It is therefore significant that Lederer did not claim that he had 
been playacting, that Errichetti had told him it was all a charade, 
or that he had not intended to carry out his promise to help the 
sheik. Rather, Lederer claimed at trial that he had been entrapped 
and that he had not been predisposed to commit bribery. This 
flatly contradicts Errichetti's claim that he told Lederer to playact. 
(See Lederer Trial Tr. 1057-93, 1168.) Given the similarity of the 
Myers and Lederer transactions, and given the similarity of Erri
chetti's testimony about the Myers and Lederer transactions, Le
derer's testimony strongly suggests that Errichetti lied about the 
Myers playacting, as well, and that Myers fully appreciated the 
criminality of the bargain he struck. 

(d) The Noto Incident 
At the Myers trial the defendants attempted to buttress their 

playacting defense by referring to an incident that had occurred on 
'September 19, 1979 (see pages 434-35 infra), when, at Criden's and 
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Errichetti's behest, Ellis Cook had impersonated an official of the 
Immigration and Naturalization Service, Mario Noto, in an unsuc
cessful attempt to obtain bribe money from DeVito and Weinberg. 
Cook testified that Errichetti and Cdden had told him that DeVito 
and Weinberg were in on the fraud, but that DeVito wanted to be 
able to report truthfully to the sheik that a meeting had taken 
place and that appropriate promises had been made. (See Myers 
Trial Tr. 1234-36, 1270-72, 1287-94, 1311-14.) 129 The defendants 
argued that this transaction corroborated their contention that 
they had been playacting during the Myers transaction. Criden's 
lawyer stated to the jury: 

What was the whole point of the Ellis Cook-Mario Noto 
thing? * * *. It was quite clear on evidence that can't be 
refuted that they all believed that Weinberg was setting 
thIS thing up just so they could relieve the sheik of some of 
his petro dollars. '" '" '" It's quite clear not only that he 
[Cook] knew they were playacting but Mr. Weinberg fully 
expected a play act. That shows what these defendants 
also expected, and also believed and also had in their 
minds about the agent provocateur Mr. Weinberg'" '" "'. 
He doesn't care if they bring in a ringer who looks like 
Mario Noto or not. (ld. at 3777-79.) 

The facts surrounding the Noto incident, however, contradict the 
defendants' contentions. Errichetti himself testified in camera that 
Weinberg had not been a party to the Cook escapade. (See Jannotti 
Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 1.123.) Errichetti also testified before the Select 
Committee that Weinberg had not known beforehand that Cook 
was an imposter. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 216 (testi
mony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) Therefore, the incident suggests, 
contrary to the defendants' contention, that, whatever the defend
ants told each other about immigration charades, Weinberg and 
DeVito were not privy to those discussions. 

(e) Criden's Transactions with Other Politicians in January 
1980 

Events of January 1980 even further undermine the playacting 
defense. According to the playacting scenario that defendants ex
pound, they were told in the summer of 1979 that they would never 
see the sheik again and that the sheik would never require their 
assistance in immigration. In January 1980, however, Criden, Jo
hanson, and Myers engaged in corrupt transactions with FBI Spe
cial Agents Michael Wald and Ernest Haridopolos, who were 
posing as other representatives of the sheik, Michael Cohen and 
Ernie Poulos, respectively. These transactions were predicated 
upon representations by the sheik's new representatives, whom de
fendants have not alleged they were told were bilking the sheik, 
that the sheik was increasingly certain to need assistance to immi-

12D This testimOIlY put (''()ok in as ridir.ulous a position as Errichetti and Myers were in from 
their testimony that th!ly had been playacting with no one else present. (See pp. 187-88, 191-92 
supro.) After Cook ~8tified th~t he unders~ that Ef.richetti, DeVito, and Weinberg all had 
known that he was Impersonatmg Noto, PUCCIO asked, What was your understanding of you[r] 
walking into a room and rre]presenting to thl'ee people who know who you were that you were 
somebody else, Mr. Cook? ' (Myers Trial Tr. 1312-13.) 
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grate. No evidence supports that Criden, Johanson, or Myers was 
surprised, alarmed, or concerned by this news. Under defendants' 
version of the facts, though, they should have been frightened at 
the prospect of being called upon to keep promises that they had 
been told they would never have to fulfill. To the contrary, the 
manner of their introduction to, and their eager participation in 
corrupt transactions with, Cohen and Poulos demonstrate that nei
ther Criden nor Johanson nor Myers was playacting then or in 
August. 

One incident in early January refutes the defendants' playacting 
allegations and suggests the true source for the playacting defense. 
On January 7, 1980, Representative John Murtha met with DeVito 
(Special Agent Amoroso) and Weinberg, at Criden's arrangement; 
but he refused an offer of money, indicating that he was "not inter
ested in dealing that way" at that point. (See Thompson Gov't Trial 
Ex. 29A-l, at 26, 33.) After Murtha had left, Criden argued to 
DeVito that he, Criden, was entitled to money merely for having 
arranged the meeting. De Vito reminded Criden of a conversation 
months before in which Criden apparently had proposed to DeVito 
that they simply lie to the sheik about the involvement of public 
officials and split the money themselves: 

Howard, you said to me once before right, "[Tony, you] 
have all this money that [you're] passing out. [You] don't 
take any of it. [You] could of, [you] could of told the fuck
ing sheik, hey, everything is all over, everything is all 
taken care of." (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 29A-2, at 11.) 

Criden then suggested, "Well, you could do that right now, you 
met the guy * * *." DeVito responded, "I told you I'm an honor
able guy with the people I deal with." (Id.) This conversation dem
onstrates that Criden, rather than Weinberg or DeVito, repeatedly 
proposed that they "playact" to defraud the sheik and that De Vito 
insisted to Criden that he would not cheat the sheik. It may rea
sonably be inferred from this exchange not only that DeVito and 
Weinberg never told the defendants to playact, but that the genesis 
of the playacting defense may have lain in the defendants' own ef
forts during the covert phase of the operation to convince DeVito 
and Weinberg to cheat their employer. 

On January 11, 1980, Weinberg telephoned Criden to tell him 
that Poulos (Special Agent Haridopolos) and "one of our people 
from New York" (Michael Cohen, played by Special Agent Wald) 
were going to see him and wanted to meet Myers. (See Jannotti 
Gov't Trial Ex. 2A, at 2.) When Weinberg indicated that the Arabs 
were interested in building a hotel in Philadelphia, Criden respond
ed that he and Johanson knew people who would be more useful 
than Myers in that regard. (See id. at 3-4.) Criden and Weinberg 
spoke twice on January 18 to discuss Criden's scheduled meeting 
with Cohen (Wald) and Poulos (Haridopolos) later that day; Criden 
never asked Weinberg whether Cohen and Poulos were in on the 
playacting fraud. In fact, Weinberg described Cohen as working di
rectly for the sheik. (See Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2B, at 3; Jannotti 
Gov't Trial Ex. 2C.) 

In the subsequent meeting, Cohen explicitly told Criden: 
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He [the sheik] is in a precarious situation at this point. 
Somewhat more precarious than many of us are willing 'to 
admit. * * * And ah, eh, trouble is right around the 
corner. * * * And he wants that taken care of, eh, he's 
been led to believe that asylum, uh, permanent residency 
can be facilitated easier if he has a base here. (Jannotti 
Gov't Trial Ex. 2D, at 9-10.) 

Cohen also explained that the sheik wanted to ensure that no 
zoning or labor problems would interfere with his plans to build a 
hotel in Philadelphia. (See id. at 2-14.) Criden responded with 
offers of producing City Councilmen Johanson and Schwartz, as 
well as Myers. (See id. at 4,14-20.) Cohen asked: 

What would be the tariff? * * * Give me a neighbor
hood. I know, I know what, what the tarriff is for a, ah, a 
congressman. (Id. at 20-21.) 

Criden responded, 
I would say pretty close to the same note. * * * You're 

not going to get anything in writing * * *. I in my own 
mind am satisfied that we can deliver everything that you 
want for you ok. You have to be satisfied, so that you can 
satisfy [the sheik] that you're in a go position. (Id. at 21-
22.) 

Criden explained that Johanson and Schwartz were H[p]recisely 
and very closely intertwined" with Myers and Lederer. (Id. at 24.) 

Criden took Johanson to meet Cohen and Poulos later the same 
evening. Cohen gave Johanson the same background explanation 
that Criden had received: 

COHEN: I work for a gentleman who, ah, has expressed 
some interest in Philadelphia. Now he's in a situation 
briefly, ah, in the Mid-East, that eh is somewhat secure 
today but it may not be secure tomorrow morning. It be
comes less secure everyday, Lou and he, eh, is leaving, it's 
not a matter of, eh, "if' anymore, it's just a matter of 
"when." 

CRIDEN: It's just a matter of "when" * * *. (Jannotti 
Gov't Trial Ex. 2E, at 7.) 

Johanson expressed no surprise or consternation at this informa
tion. He promised to "[d)eliver you the majority of the votes that 
you need to straighten out any problems you have with the City 
Council" (id. at 49) and accepted $25,000 (see id. at 72-80). Criden 
and Johanson then agreed to try to arrange for Cohen to meet and 
to payoff Schwartz and Jannotti. (See id. at 81-88, 93-95.) 

Cohen and Criden spoke by telephone on January 21, 22, and 23 
and arranged a meeting with Schwartz for January 23. (See [De
leted]; ~Tannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2F; Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2G.) At 
the meeting, Cohen gave Schwartz the same explanation of the 
sheik's needs (see Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2H, at 7-9), and 
Schwartz gave adequate assurances (see id. at 79-80). After 
Schwartz left, Cohen and Criden discussed what assistance Myers 
and Lederer could give on the hotel project and on the immigration 
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legislation. (See id. at 86-88.) Cohen proposed that a meeting be ar
ranged for them with the sheik and suggested that, at a minimum: 

I just want to introduce myself and tell him that, uh, 
things might be coming to a head in a short period of time. 
And they might be called on to perform, uh, you know, 
what they have been compensated for. * * * (Id. at 102; see 
id. at 107-08.) 

By the following afternoon, Criden had arranged separate meet
ings for Jannotti and Myers later that day. (See Jannotti Gov't 
Trial Ex. 21.) Criden told Myers that he had impressed DeVito and 
Weinberg in August and that another representative of the sheik 
was in Philadelphia and wanted to meet him. (See Myers Trial Tr. 
2743, 2812-13.) 

At the Jannotti meeting, Jannotti received the standard pitch, 
made the appropriate promises, and accepted $10,000. (See Jannotti 
Gov't Trial Ex. 2J.) Criden escorted Jannotti out and returned to 
wait for Myers to arrive. (See id. at 46; Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2K, 
at 15.) Myers arrived and met Cohen and Poulos a few minutes 
later. (See Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 7 A.) The juxtaposition of Criden's 
corrupt transactions with Philadelphia city councilmen and the 
Myers meeting indicates that Criden clearly understood the sheik's 
corrupt interest in Myers and intended to assist them. Moreover, 
Criden's total lack of fear or reluctance in arranging for Cohen to 
meet Myers and to tell him that he might shortly be called on to 
perform in accordance with his prior promises belies Criden's 
playacting claims. 

(f) Myers' Activities in Late January 1980 
Similarly, Myers cannot explain why he agreed so readily to 

meet another of the sheik's representatives, if, as Myers testified, 
Errichetti had told him in August "point blank that you will never 
see these people again. Don't worry about that." (Myers Trial Tr. 
2814.) One would expect Myers to have been frightened upon re
ceiving such a call five months later. Instead, however, Myers gave 
the following response when he was cross-examined by Puccio at 
trial: 

Q: And you attended that meeting [January 24, 1980J, 
let's say, if I may say so, without any hesitation or mental 
reservation, is that correct? 

A: Yes. (Id. at 2972-73.) 

According to the defendants' playacting scenario, Myers believed 
that Weinberg and, to some degree, DeVito were defrauding the 
sheik. Clearly, then, Myers should have been insistent on learning 
whether Cohen and Poulos were similarly disloyal; he should have 
feared the prospect of meeting any of the sheik's loyal employees 
who would have expected him to deliver on his August promises. 
But Myers admitted in testimony that he had not known whether 
Cohen was disloyal to the sheik (see id. at 2792-93), and there is no 
evidence suggesting that either Myers or Criden was at all appre
hensive or alarmed. To the contrary, the following exchange oc
curred: 

CRIDEN: We made an impression. 
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COHEN: Yeah. You did. Ah, he's [the sheik's] been led to 
believe that the * * * you're the gentleman, he, he puts 
his faith in, that, that he can deal with and he's happy 
with and feels very secure * * * . Ah, ah I spent some 
time, in D.C., an earlier this week and received news 
which has been relayed back and ah the situation, ah that 
you discussed with our other associates, ah, is worsening. 
It really is. And I personally feel from what I've learned 
recently that ah my employer has a very short period of 
time to remain where he is. Ah can you give some short, 
brief overview, a quick education, on what's gotta happen 
if you receive a telephone call that he's gonna come over 
here with his passport on a visa and get into this country 
ah***. 

MYERS: Well see like I had to explain the, back then, ah 
the problem you have, that I see, it's depending on who 
this individual is and, you know, what kind of heat is on 
this or if there's any and I don't know * * * . 

COHEN: And I think that one of the reasons that he 
wants to come here is the impressions that he's received, 
ah probably because of you '" '" '" . 

MYERS: Well, you know, each individual that deal with, 
dealing with the State Department and immigration mat
ters, ya know, they're each individually handled. And I 
had ah made ah * '" '" made it known that I have some 
friends in the State Department. But you're dealing, ya 
know, I don't know what the circumstances will be that 
day if that call rings. And more, hon, honestly, not to give 
you a short answer, I'll have to take it from that, from 
that point to see actually how I should handle it. * * * 

COHEN: Would it be fair when I go back next week to 
report that I met with Mr. Myers and he said yes, he has 
this influence, etc. , and he's willing to use it? 

MYERS: I'm willing to use my influence. The only thing 
that I can be very honest with '" * * (inaudible) * * * and 
I'll tell ya this up front, I can't go on a Kamikaze mission 
* * * . (Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 7A, at 40~42, 69.) 

After a discussion of the Arabs' investing in Philadelphia to give 
Myers a cover to help them in Congress, Myers complained about 
his diminished share of the August payoff that had resulted from 
the reduction from $100,000 to $50,000: 

Let me, just say, tell ya one thing one guy that isn't 
taken Care of is me. 'Cause I got screwed on the, on the 
last time I met somebody * * * . And ah I was supposed to 
ah, the end of the day, be ah, ah be 25 ah times ah happier 
than what I was when I went there. And I wasn't when I 
returned to my own city * * * . If you, if you got to give a 
guy a few bucks to get him involved, ya know, ya ain't 
gonna, ya, ah, whose gonna hedge at at at that kind ah 
there's no limits is it? * * * I felt a little hurt about it. 
hurt to a degree that I was misled. I, I mean, I made the 
trip on the agreement. (Id. at 117, 118, 127, 132.) 

14-618 0 - 83 - 14 
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Myers and Cohen then ~truck a new bargain Cid. at 158), in 
which Myers was to receive the $35,000 he claimed he was owed 
from August for assisting with immigration matters and $50,000 
additional for using his influence "in city government, * '" * on the 
docks and with any organized type criminal enterprise problem 
'" '" '" ." (ld. at 138; see id. at 137, 150-54, 162-64.) 

Myers' attempts at trial to reconcile his appearance and conver
sation at the January 24 meeting with his playacting defense are 
thoroughly incredible. He variously explained his behavior at the 
meeting as the product of his "want[ing] the conversation to fall in 
line with the first meeting" (Myers Trial Tr. 2751); wondering 
"whether Mr. Wald was aware of Mr. Weinberg and what already 
happened" (id. at 2749); being "interested in the development of 
the City" of Philadelphia (id. at 2750); and getting intoxicated (id. 
at 2754, 2755, 2757, 2768, 2779, 2781, 2787A). As for Cohen's role in 
the fraud being perpetrated on the sheik by his employees, Myers 
testified that he "took it [Cohen] didn't know about the playacting 
after the meeting was over." (ld. at 2989.) A few minutes later, 
however, Myers testified that he had concluded that Cohen "was in 
some way trying to steal something off the sheik." (ld. at 2996.) 

Myers met with Cohen and Poulos in a videotaped meeting the 
following evening, January 25, 1980. Myers discussed the possibility 
of his arranging for Cohen (Special Agent Wald) to meet and to pay 
off two politicians whom he had named to Cohen the previous day: 
a Congressman and a state legislator. In the course of a prolonged 
discussion about these two public figures, Myers carefully distin
guished between them, in the process manifesting his understand
ing of the corrupt nature of his own transaction with Cohen. (See 
[Deleted]) The following dialogue ensued regarding the state legis
lator: 

MYERS: I know him very well, very well '" * *' I mean I 
can bring him in. 

COHEN: Give me a figure. 
MYERS: '" * * And I can talk to him like this just like 

we're talking and can sit him right down and, you know 
'" '" *. ([Deleted]) 

In contrast, Myers repeatedly warned Cohen not to attempt to 
arrange a corrupt transaction with the Congressman: 

Now [he] ain't the type of guy that I would say, that I 
could bring him into this kind of a meeting. [He] wouldn't 
come to this kind of meeting '" '" *. I tell you, [he] would 
not come to this kind of a meeting. (lDeleted]) 

Myers and Cohen talked several times by telephone on January 
29 (see Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 9A), on January 30 (see [Deleted]), and 
on January 31 (see [Deleted]), both to reconfirm the amount of 
money that Cohen had agreed to pay Myers and to attempt to ar
range a meeting between Cohen and the state legislator. In the 
first January 31 conversation, Myers served the function of a mid
dleman and Cohen instructed him on how to prepare the state leg
islator; thus, the message never passed through Weinberg, Criden, 
Johanson, or Errichetti, but was given, in a recorded conversation, 
directly from the undercover special agent to Myers as follows: 
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MYERS: Alright, now what do you want me to tell him to 
ah pick up something there or what. 

COHEN: Well just give him the figure see if it's ok with 
him right. 

MYERS: Yeah. 
COHEN: And ah, the same type of thing you and I dis

cussed ya know, the kind of problems he, he uses the office 
he has now and the potential office [the state legislator 
was running at the time for a seat in the U.S. House of 
Representatives] to kind of help . smooth things out, his in
fluence and so forth, ah ah should we wind into a bind, his 
vote, ya know, just as you and I discussed. 

MYERS: OK. ([Deleted]) 
At the subsequent meeting with the state legislator, Cohen ex

plained the purpose of the meeting: 
COHEN: I work for a gentleman, eh, who is substantially 

wealthy. Ah, he is relocating to this country because of 
pressures in the mideast, ... [T]he political climate being 
what it is, the relocation is going to take place shortly to 
this country and we need, eh, we need friends here. 

MYERS: Mike, that's basically what I explained to him, 
you know. ([Deleted]) 130 

In light of this explicit language, Myers' claim that he always be
lieved that there was no quid pro quo must be viewed as pure pre
varication. 13 1 

(g) Defendants' Statements Outside of the Undercover Oper
ation 

Even apart from the conclusions that can be drawn from defend
ants' behavior over the course of six months of recorded telephone 
conversations and meetings, their own statements off-camera both 
during and after the covert phase of Abscam belie their claims of 
playacting. For example, a close friend of Criden's, Bernice Rush, 
told the FBI in an interview on November 28, 1980, that Oriden 
had told her in August 1979 that he had become mixed up in il· 
legal activities, including bribery. (See [Deleted]) Oriden testified 
that he recalled having told that to Rush, but thought he had done 
so sometime after the Lederer payoff in September 1979. (See SeL 
Oomm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 16-17 (testimony of Howard L. 
Oriden).) 

When the defendants were interviewed by agents of the FBI on 
February 2, 1980, the day Abscam became public, they made state
ments that are uniformly incriminating. Johanson indicated that 
he had realized since July 1979 the seriousness of the influence 
peddling activity he was involved in and that he had had many 
sleepless nights over it. (See [Deleted]; Myers Trial Tr. 2644-45, 
2651-52.) 

130 The state legislator did not make sufficient assurances that he would help, and Wald 
therefore did not offer him money. (See [Deleted]) 

131 Myers testified at trial that he attended t.he January 25 meeting to learn what had hap
pened in the meeting the previous night, to obtain investment in Philadelphia, and to see if 
Cohen (Special Agent Wald) behaved differ('ntly in Cdden's absence. (See Myers Trial Tr. 3001-
02.) Myers did not attempt to explain his conouct on January 29, 30, or 31. 
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On February 2, Myers was expecting Poulos to deliver to his 
home the $85,000 that Cohen had agreed to pay him. (See id. at 
2587-88; Myers D.P. Ex. 23A, at 54-56, 59-62.) Myers falsely denied 
to the FBI agents who appeared in Poulos' place that he knew any 
individual named Mel Weinberg, Tony DeVito, or Michael Cohen 
(Wald's undercover nameJ. (see Myers Trial ri:. 21i60-62; [Deleted]) 132 

t.lfl(len, meanwhile, was meeting De Vito (Special Agent Amoroso) 
and Weinberg in a room at the Hilton Inn at JFK Airport on Feb
ruary 2. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 37 A.) Weinberg had ar
ranged the meeting with Criden by telephone on January 25, pur
portedly to pay Criden and to introduce him to the sheik. (See 
Thompson Gov't Trial Exs. 35A, 36A.) At the meeting, DeVito used 
the sheik's supposed imminent arrival as an excuse to recite with 
Criden the events of the preceding six months: 

DEVITO: Listen, he'll be here probably in a little while, 
so, I wanted to run by you something. And that way, I, uh, 
* * >I< 

CRIDEN: Who's he? 
DEVITO: The sheik, who's he. 
CRIDEN: Oh, the boss. 
DEVITO: Yeah, I told you on the phone, I told you. 
CRIDEN: Oh, I * * * I thought he * >I< * I didn't know he 

said he didn't know for sure. 
DEVITO: Yeah, yeah, so, uh, I want to go over with you 

what I told him, so, this way when you talk to him he'll 
know, OK * * * (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 37 A, at 2.). 

DeVito then recapitulated Criden's presence during the asylum 
discussion on the yacht on July 26 and Criden's and Errichetti's 
agreement to locate politicians to assist, and Criden agreed to the 
summary. (See id. at 2-3.) 

By any measure of the playacting scenario, Criden should have 
been terrified at the prospect of meeting the sheik, whom he claims 
he had been told he would never see, in the presence of the sheik's 
two disloyal embezzlers, De Vito and Weinberg. To the contrary, 
Criden responded, "Oh, super," when Weinberg first told him that 
DeVito wanted to introduce him to the sheik. (Thompson Gov't 
Trial Ex. 35A; see Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 37 A, at 2, 5, 17-18.) 

Criden's testimony before the Select Committee suggests that 
even he is not a firm believer in the playacting scenario. When 
Criden was asked to distinguish whether he had been playacting 
from whether he merely had understood that the probability of the 
contingent quid pro quo was low, he was unable to remember 
which had governed his understanding at the time. 

Q: As best you can recall, did he [Myers after the August 
22 payoff meeting] say that Mayor Errichetti had said, 
"Nothing is ever going to happen," 0: did he say that 
Mayor Errichetti said, that, "Probably, nothing will ever 
happen?" 

132 Myers testified unbelievably at trial that he lied to the FBI agents because they had not 
t.oJd him whv thev were asking those questions and because he feared that the sheik might kill 
Cohen or others of his employees, (Sec Myers Trial Tr. 3223-25.) 
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A: I really could not-it is three years ago, and it is very 
difficult to remember the finer points of that. I really 
cannot remember. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 11 
(testimony of Howard L. Criden).) 

Similarly, at the Select Committee's hearing, Criden flatly con
tradicted, until prompted by his counsel, his own defense in the 
Myers case: 

Q: In all of these contacts you had with members of Con
gress that you eventually set up meetings for, is it your 
opinion that each of them knew, as they went to that 
meeting, that that meeting was to present them with an 
opportunity to receive some financial gain in return for 
some service that they would provide? 

A: I think each situation stands on its own. With regard 
to Congressman Myers, I would say that the answer to 
that was yes, sir. 

Counsel for Witness: May we have a moment? 
Q: Yes. 
(Witness conferring with counsel.) 
A: In the Myers situation, I do not believe, as I recollect 

it, that he ever thought he was going to have to be called 
upon to perform a service, * * * . (Id. at 85.) 

Finally, Criden acknowledged that he had fully understood that 
he was involved in criminal activity over the course of the conspir
acy: 

Q: Mr. Criden, I understand what you are saying about 
it all being unreal. I can understand that. But you certain
ly realized, or you had to have some suspicion, when a 
Congressman takes that kind of money in cash, that what
ever is being done to the giver, that the taker is violating 
some kind of a law. You had to know that. 

A: At some stage of the game, I did. 
Q: You had to know that, Mr. Criden. 
A: Yes, sir, yes, sir. But it is like being a little bit preg

nant at that stage of the game. We were already well into 
the situation. (ld. at 89-90.) 

After examination of the record discussed above, which greatly 
exceeds the amount of material given to the jury in the Myers case, 
the Select Committee has concluded unequivocally that the jury 
correctly resolved the factual playacting question against Myers 
and his codefendants, Errichetti, Criden, and Johanson. The Select 
Committee has concluded further that a substantial portion of the 
testimony given by Myers, Errichetti, Criden, and Johanson in con
nection with this question was perjurious and casts serious doubt 
on every contested assertion of fact they have made in the course 
of the Abscam proceedings. It appears that these are four desperate 
men who, when caught red-handed in the commission of felonies, 
were willing to try to concoct a tale bearing only a vague resem
blance to the facts they knew to be true. 

Moreover, the defendants raised numerous claims of misconduct 
by Weinberg in an attempt to undermine Weinberg's credibility on 
the playacting issue. Because the Select Committee has resolved 
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the playacting factual issues against the defendants, it does not 
consider those allegations against Weinberg to be germane to the 
defendants' guilt vel non of the offenses for which they were con
victed. 133 Of course, resolution of the defendants' allegations 
against Weinberg remains relevant to the Select Committee's duty 
to examine the propriety and efficacy of governmental conduct in 
Abscam and other unclercover operations. 

B. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING 'rHE INVESTIGATION OF SENATOR 
HARRISON A. WILLIAMS 

On May 1, 1981, a jury in the United States District Court for 
the Eastern District of New York convicted United States Senator 
Harrison A. Williams, Jr., of conspiracy, bribery, and conflict of in
terest. On December 21, 1981, United States District Judge George 
C. Pratt denied Senator Williams' motions to dismiss, including 
those brought under the due process·clause of the fifth amendment 
to the Constitution. 

During that interval the Senate Select Committee on Ethics con
ducted an investigation of Senator Williams and, on September 3, 
1981, reported a resolution to expel him from the United States 
Senate. On March 11, 1982, before the Senate voted on the resolu
tion, Senator Williams resigned his seat. 

Senator Williams and his codefendant, New Jersey lawyer Alex
ander Feinberg, have alleged that the FBI committed several im
proprieties in the course of the Abscam investigation. The Ethics 
Committee considered some of those allegations. 134 Most of them 
were considered and rejected by Judge Pratt, whose decision is cur
rently on appeal to the United States Court of Appeals for the 
Second Circuit. 

In this report the Select Committee does not reexamine the 
Ethics Committee's conclusions regarding the impropriety of Sena
tor Williams' conduct under the Rules of the United States Senate. 
Nor does the Select Committee offer an opinion on the legal con
tentions of entrapment and due process that Senator Williams and 
Feinberg have presented to the courts. Rather, in accordance with 
Senate Resolution 350, this report addresses the allegations of im
proper law enforcement investigative practices in connection with 
the Abscam investigation of Senator Williams, irrespective of 
whether those practices rose to the level of entrapment or of due 
process outrageousness. 

The distinction between the purposes and focus of this report and 
those of the Ethics Committee and of the courts is important. For 

133 The Select Committee has purposely not relied in any respect upon Weinberg's testimony 
in the various court proceedings and before the Committee regarding the playacting allegations. 
Weinberg did testify repeatedly and consistently that he had never told Ernchetti or Cdden to 
tell Myers to playact. (See, e.g. Myers Trial Tr. 2120-21; Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 119-
21 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) Neverth'eless, because the Select Committee believes that 
Weinberg has lied repeatedly while testifying on numerous other issues, including his sharing of 
bribes and his deliberate creatfon of false evidence (see pp. 142-49' supra), it has concluded tha't~ 
whenever possible, Weinberg's testimony should not form the basis for conclusions of thl: delect 
Committee. 

'" The Ethics Committee took the position that, in deciding whether a Senator should be ex
pelled, it was not bound by standard of due process outrageousness or by any judicial finding 
that Senator Williams' rights had been violated. The Committee found that-regardless of the 
government's actions-Senator Williams' conduct had been improper. (8. Rep. No. 97-187, 97th 
Cong., l~t Sess. 90-95 (1981),) 
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example, one of the major contentions made by Senator Williams is 
that there was no basis for the investigation into his activities. The 
principal issue that contention presents to a court is whether, 
within the meaning of the entrapment doctrine, Senator Williams 
was predisposed to commit the crimes with which he was charged. 
For the Select Committee, on the other hand, the question present
ed is whether a reasonable basis existed for each investigative step 
taken by the FBI regarding Senator Williams and his associates. i35 

Thus, the legal rules of evidence that govern and affect the out
come of the legal proceedings do not apply to the Select Commit
tee's inquiry. 

Similarl:r, the Select Committee did not investigate the alleged 
"coaching' of Senator Williams to determine whether, as a legal 
matter, his will was overborne to such an extent that his convic
tion cannot be upheld. Rather, the Select Committee investigated 
that allegation to determine whether the conduct in question re
flected inadequate management, supervision, and control of the in
formant, of the undercover special agents, and of the operation, 
generally; inadequate coordination between the FBI and other com
ponents of the Department of Justice,; or improper targeting. 

Based upon its review of the transcripts of conversations relevant 
to the investigation of Senator Williams; its review of the record of 
the judicial and congressional proceedings against Senator Wil
liams-his trial, the separate due process proceeding held after his 
trial, all briefs and legal memoranda filed either in court or before 
the Senate, the hearings before the Ethics Committee, and the 
floor debate (including exhibits) on his expulsion-and its inter
views of many of the participants in the investigation, the Select 
Committee concludes that the government possessed an adequate 
predicate for each step of the investigation. The Select Committee 
also concludes, however, that serious investigatory deficiencies oc
curred in the FBI's investigation of Senator Williams. The session 
on June 28, 1979, in which Senator Williams was coached on what 
to say to the sheik was particularly egregious. Other matters of 
concern include the excessive pressure applied by Melvin Weinberg 
to have Senator Williams and his business colleagues keep Senator 
Williams' interest in the titanium venture hidden; the length of 
time during which Senator Williams was pursued; the number and 
variety of opportunities to engage in illegal activities offered to 
Senator Williams; and the magnitude of the inducements offered to 
Senator Williams. The Select Committee is also troubled by errone
ous factual statements made in an internal Department of Justice 
memorandum describing the early stages of the investigation and 
the basis for suspecting Senator Williams of culpable conduct, and 
by the failure, or perhaps the purposeful refusal, of attorneys in 
the Strike Force for the Eastern Distriet of New York to keep fed
eral prosecutors in New Jersey properly informed about the inves
tigation. 136 

m Although it is nat 11 judge of whether Senator Williams was legally entrapped and therefore 
makE''' no finding in that regard. the Select Committee is concerned with, and it does address 
~IStew)here in this report, the proper formulation of the entrapment defen~e: (See PP. 362-77 infra.) 
In ro. 

138 This section of the repart addresses only the allegations of government impropriety that 
relate directly to the Williams investigation. Senator Williams made many allegations-several 

Continued 
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1. Factual Predicate for Initiating the Investigation 
The Select Committee finds no evidence that Harrison A. Wil

liams, Jr., was improperly or unfairly targeted. The FBI did not 
initiate the contact with Senator Williams and his associates; 
rather, they first contacted the FBI. 

In January 1979 Harrison Williams, the senior United States 
Senator from New Jersey and a member of the Democratic Party, 
was a political associate of Angelo Errichetti, the Mayor of 
Camden, New Jersey, a state legislator, and a member of the 
Democratic Party. Early that month, Senator Williams and Erri
chetti met in connection with the proposed rebuilding of the 
United States Navy vessel Saratoga in the Philadelphia Navy 
Yard. During that brief meeting in Errichetti's office, Errichetti 
mentioned that he was in contact with some Arabs who had mil
lions of dollars they wished to invest. Shortly thereafter, Senator 
Williams called New Jersey attorney Alex Feinberg, his long-time 
friend and advisor, and said, "Alex, get ahold of Eric[hetti] right 
away and let's see what the hell's going on." (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 
2A, at 27, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 29.) Feinberg then called Er
richetti and informed him that Feinberg and a New Jersey busi
nessman named Henry A. "Sandy" Williams, III (who was not re
lated to Senator Williams) were interested in contacting the Arabs 
to obtain financing for a proposed titanium mine venture in Vir
ginia. (See id.J 

(aJ Initial FBI Contact with the Senator's Associates 
The FBI first became aware of Senator Williams and his business 

associates in the Abscam context on January 11, 1979, when 
Melvin Weinberg and Special Agent John M. McCarthy, posing as 
Jack McCloud of Abdul Enterprises, went to Cherry Hill, New 
Jersey, to meet with Mayor Errichetti on Abscam matters unrelat
ed to Senator Williams. According to a report prepared on that 
same day for FBI files by Special Agent McCarthy, he contacted 
Errichetti at the Cherry Hill Hyatt House Hotel, where Errichetti 
introduced him to Feinberg and, in an aside, told McCarthy that 
Feinberg was the "bagman" for Senator Williams. In another 
report prepared the same day, McCarthy states that he contacted 
Feinberg at the Hyatt and that Feinberg described himself as being 
very close to Senator Williams, who was interested in seeing the 
titanium venture succeed and who would do what was necessary to 
see that it did so. 

Subsequent interviews with FBI personnel have revealed that 
these two reports contain factual errors with respect to dates and 
participants. The meeting during which Mayor Errichetti referred 
to Feinberg as Senator Williams' "bagman" actually occurred on 
January 10, 1979, not January 11. The only participants were Spe
cial Agent McCarthy and Mayor Errichetti. At that meeting, Erri
chetti agreed to introduce McCarthy to Feinberg on the following 
day. On January 11,1979, McCarthy and Weinberg met with Erri
chetti, Feinberg, and Sandy Williams to discuss the titanium ven-

of which were debated by the Senate in March 1982-thut go to Abscam gener _'ly, such as 
bribe-sharing and prosccutorial conflicts of interest. These allegations are addrt!ssed in other 
sectIOns of the report. 
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ture. FBI officials, including McCarthy, have told the Select Com
mittee that, apart from these substantial errors regarding dates 
and participants, the two contemporaneous reports accurately de
scribe the meetings of January 10 and 11, 1979. Special Agent Mc
Carthy could offer no explanation for the existence of such signifi
cant errors in two brief reports that he had prepared within 24 
hours of the two meetings described in the report. 137 

Based upon the information provided by Errichetti on January 
10, 1979, the FBI was justified in meeting with Feinberg and Sandy 
Williams on January 11. Errichetti had already unequivocally 
shown himself to be corrupt; 138 he had used language suggesting 
that Feinberg was corrupt; he had stated that Feinberg wanted to 
discuss a business venture with the Abdul Enterprises representa
tives whom Errichetti believed to be corrupt; and the meeting with 
Feinberg was not to consummate an illegal transaction, but merely 
to ascertain whether Feinberg was interested in a legal venture or 
in an illegal venture. 

The nature of the FBI's January 11 meeting with Feinberg and 
Sandy Williams is somewhat like a meeting in a typical sting oper
ation. For example, in a sting operation in which the' FBI spreads 
the word that an ostensibly legitimate warehousing facility is also 
fencing stolen goods, the undercover agents do not immediately 
know whether a person who walks into the facility is there for licit 
or illicit purposes. If they could not even talk to the customer with
out prior knowledge of an illicit purpose, they would apprehend 
only criminals foolish enough to walk in and announce at once 
their criminal intent. Similarly, in Abscam, when Mayor Errichetti 
stated that Feinberg and Sandy Williams wanted to discuss a 
transaction with the undercover agents, the agents agreed to the 
meeting to ascertain whether the proposed transaction was to be 
licit or illicit. 

Moreover, Errichetti's naming of Senator Williams was unimpor
tant to the propriety of the FBI's actions. If Errichetti had claimed 
only that Feinberg was corrupt and wanted financing from Abdul 
Enterprises, which Errichetti believed to be corrupt, sound investi
gative policy would have required McCarthy to meet with Fein
berg. If undercover operations are to be sanctioned, this minimal 
amount of intrusion into the life of a person as to whom there is no 
other inCUlpatory evidence must be permitted. 

137 The government's confusion with respect to the events of January 10-11, 1979, has been 
even more substantial than is described in the above text. The government's brief in the court of 
appeals in the Williams case asserts that on January 10, 1979, Errichetti told Weinberg that 
Feinberg was Senator Williams' bagman. (Wms. Gov't Brief 21.) Similarly, while testifying in 
the Williams trial, Weinberg volunteered that on January 10, 1979, Errichetti had referred to 
Feinberg as Senator Williams' bagman. (The court sustained a defense objection and ordered the 
volunteered testimony stricken.) Errichetti testified to the Select Committee that he was sure he 
had made the "bagman" reference in Weinberg's presence. Nevertheless, FBI representatives, 
including McCarthy, now maintain that Weinberg was not present when Errichetti told McCar
thy on January 10 that Feinberg was Senator Williams' bagman, 

It is conceivable, of course, that Weinberg and Errichetti had another conversation on Janu
ary 10, 1979, that was not recorded or reported to the FBI by Weinberg. Whatever the explana
tion for the confusion and for the errors in the written reports might be, the confusion and the 
errors sharply demonstrate the importance of recordings, of thorough and accurate reporting, 
and of informant supervision and control. They also demonstrate the unreliability of even con
temporaneous documents in the Abscam investIgation. 

138Ye"e pp. 406-10 infra. 
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(b) Continuation of the Investigation 
During the January 11, 1979, meeting, Feinberg discussed the ti

tanium venture, stating that Senator Williams was a close friend of 
Sandy Williams and was anxious to have the mine funded. (Wms. 
Trial Tr. 618.) Weinberg testified that during this meeting Feinberg 
had told him, in an aside, that Senator Williams would share in 
Feinberg's interest (see id. at 1232), but McCarthy's contemporane
ous reports do not mention that Weinberg ever informed the FBI of 
that alleged fact. 13 9 

On January 20, 1979, McCloud (Special Agent McCarthy) paid 
Errichetti a $25,000 bribe to assist Abdul Enterprises in obtaining a 
gambling license and establishing a casino in Atlantic City, New 
Jersey. ([Deleted)) 140 During the course of that meeting, Errichetti 
told McCloud that Senator Williams was pleased that Abdul Enter
prises was interested in the titanium mine: 

ERRICHETTI: Pete Williams called, was very pleased at 
the way you handled your clients, Alex Feinberg, and the 
other fellow. 

McCLOun: Right, right. 

* * * * * * * 
ERRICHETTI: I haven't talked to anybody. Kept a low pro

file. I just kept quiet waiting for you to call, but I wanted 
to express to you that Pete Williams was very gratified. 

McCLoun: Good. 
ERRICHETTI: Very pleased with the whole operation. And 

he'll do everything he can, whatever, whatever the end 
result comes, whatever you Vh'lc"t to do. That's it. That's 
the end of the conversation. Th~le'll be no more said and 
that's the end of it. ([Deleted]) 

The next recorded mention of Senator Williams or his associates 
occurred in early March 1979. Abdul Enterprises was dealing at 
that time with a man named Edward Ellis, who was seeking fi
nancing to rebuild the Garden State Racetrack in southern New 
Jersey.H1 In a telephone conversation with Weinberg on March 1, 
1979, Ellis stressed how close Feinberg was to Senator Williams, re
ferring to Feinberg as Williams' "man" and "boy" and telling 
Weinberg how Feinberg had served as best man at Senator Wil
liams' wedding. ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1497-98 
(daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

On March 5, 1979, Ellis met with Weinberg, Carol DeRosa (Spe
cial Agent Carol Kaczmacek), and McCloud (Special Agent McCar
thy). During the meeting Ellis referred to Feinberg several times as 
Senator Williams' "bagman," and he stated that through Feinberg 
he had already paid a $100,000 bribe to Senator Williams. ([De
leted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1498-1500 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 
1982).) 

139 Given the substantial questions this investigation raised about Weinberg's credibility, this 
report does not rely on his unsubstantiated statements for its conclusions. 

140 The omission of a citation to a confidential document is identified by "[Deleted]." See pp. 
V-VI supra. 

141 The Ellis transaction is discussed in depth at pp. 285-306 infra. 

I 
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Three days later, on March 8, 1979, Weinberg and Tony DeVito 
(Special Agent Anthony Amoroso) met with Errichetti in Atlantic 
City to discuss a variety of topics, including the racetrack. When 
told what Ellis had said on March 5, Errichetti stated that Ellis 
had lied: 

WEINBERG: Yeah, alright. Now, the reason I want to 
meet with Feinberg is a friend, Ellis, had told Jack that 
Feinberg is the bagman for Williams and Williams is 
behind it and they agreed to pay [for the racetrack li
cense]. Now, does Feinberg know about it? 

ERRICHETTI: No, Feinberg ain't nothing, he's my front, 
he's Williams' bagman, that's true. 

WEINBERG: Yeah. 
ERRICHETTI: That's what I told Ellis to say. ([Deleted], re

printed in 128 Congo Rec. S 1502 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
Errichetti stated that Ellis did not even know Senator Williams. 

ERRICHETTI: Ellis don't even know each other. They do 
but they don't. He said send somebody the fuck up here, 
remember? So Feinberg went up there instead of uh . . . 
another politician. 

* * * * * * 
ERRICHETTI: Pete Williams, get him out of here. 
WEINBERG: Why? He's dangerous? 
ERRICHETTI: U.S. Senator? 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 

* 

ERRICHETTI: You don't go handing money out to a U.S. 
Senator. I could probably hand it to Williams faster .... 

* * * * * 
WEINBERG: Jack believes its Williams. 
DEVITO: He [Ellis] oversold. 

* * 

ERRICHETTI: He oversold (inaudible). ([Deleted], reprinted 
in 128 Congo Rec. S 1502 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

The three men then agreed that it was lucky they had found out 
that Ellis had lied, or McCloud might have mentioned a payoff to 
Williams: 

ERIUCHETTI: Oh Jesus, U.S. Senator, forget it. 
DEVITO: Well, I'm glad we've gone over this, because 

otherwise he, you know, if we would've ... 
ERRICHETTI: First of all, most guys, they'd love to do it, 

but they won't get near it. That's why they would come to 
me or somebody and say, iiMayor, we would appreciate it . 
. . . " But he's tickled to death about the fucking mine. Pete 
Williams called me three times last week. I said every
thing's gonna be O.K. What do I know about the fucking 
mine. ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1502 (daily 
ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
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Errichetti then reasserted that Feinberg was Senator Williams' 
bagman: 1'[Alex] and Pete Williams have a special relationship; it's 
common knowledge that he's his bagman." 142 

Eventually, Feinberg joined the meeting. When told what Ellis 
had said, he contended that Ellis was an "idiot" and did not even 
know Senator Williams. Feinberg advocated taking care of the 
racetrack problems in a "legitimate" way. The context, however, 
suggests that by this he meant a way that exposed them to less 
risk, such as channelling money through devices such as legal fees: 

FEINBERG: I can do the thing legitimately, and he pays 
me a legal fee and don't worry about Pete Williams. Wil
liams is my, for Christ's sake, like a blood brother to me, 
and I represent him in this mining thing. He pulled me 
into that. Everything he gets into, he pulls me into, O.K.? 
Because I look out for his interests. ([Deleted], reprinted in 
128 Congo Rec. S 1504 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

The discussion later shifted to the titanium mine: 
FEINBERG: I'm representing him on that deal [the titan

ium mine]. See, you know how I got into that: Williams. 
Whenever anybody goes ... see, (inaudible) he's a friend 
of Williams. Whenever anybody . . . I'm, I'm gonna brag 
about this, and he can verify it. 

ERRICHETTI: Look, I know what he's gonna say. (laugh) 
FEINBERG: He, he, he says, IIWell, I want Alex in this. I 

want Alex in ... I want Alex to run it." We're, we're like, 
is that right? 

ERRlCHETTI: How many years? Twenty-four years? 
FEINBERG: Twenty years. . . 

* * * * * 
FEINBERG: ... we've been together. 

* 

WEINBERG: Does Williams got a piece of this mine? 
FEINBERG: He's gonna have a piece of the mine, yeah. 
WEINBERG: Cause he don't, he doesn't show on here. 
FEINBERG: Ah. . . he can't show. 
WEINBERG: I was just wondering how. . . . 
ERRICHETI: ... hired a good lawyer. 
WEINBERG: Cause you don't show in there either. 
FEINBERG: No, I know. I can't show. I can't show Pete or 

myself. But we're gonna have a piece. O.K.? Now .... 
WEINBERG: As long as we understand. 
FEINBERG: That's right. Now I'm gonna tell you ... He 

called me yesterday, and I told him I was gonna see you 
about something entirely different. I didn't say what. 
(Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. lA, at 1,2, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, 
at 1, 2; 128 Congo Rec. S 1505 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

The participants then agreed, upon Errichetti's suggestion, that 
Senator Williams should be invited to attend the party that had 

,.2 The quoted language does not app,ear in the FBI's transcript of the March 8, 1979, meet
ing. That transcript reads "(Inaudible)' at the relevant point. Upon listening to the tape, the 
Select Committee found that the quoted language is quite audible. 
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been planned to take place on March 23 on the Abdul Enterprises 
yacht in Florida. 

On the basis of this evidence, the Select Committee concludes 
that the FBI's decision to meet with Senator Williams on March 23 
was justified, even though the Ellis allegations on March 5 prob
ably were false. 143 There were enough other indications of corrup
tion to warrant further investigation. Moreover, Feinberg acted 
like a "bagman." He claimed to represent Senator Williams' inter
ests, and he emphasized that those interests would have to be con
cealed. He implied that he acted as an insulator between Senator 
Williams and the actual corrupt dealings. Feinberg's protestations 
to the contrary, his references to "legitimacy" during a meeting in 
which bribes to public officials were being discussed as a regular 
course of dealing 144 did not and do not suggest that he and his col
leagues were not corrupt. Not once during the meeting did he pro
test that he and his colleagues would not discuss or participate in 
any illicit venture. Instead, he referred to risks, including the risk 
that Ellis might "talk" or "sing." ([Deleted]), reprinted in 128 Congo 
Rec. S 1505 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

On March 13, 1979, Special Agents McCarthy, Wood, and Brady, 
acting in their undercover roles, met with Sandy Williams and 
George Katz to go to Virginia to examine the titanium mine. There 
were no recordings made during this trip, and no FD 302 was pre
pared by any of the special agents involved. Katz was introduced as 
a friend of Sandy Williams who had a financial interest in the 
mine. (Wms. Trial Tr. 620.) Katz was a New Jersey businessman 
with a decidedly shady reputation.145 It is not clear when the FBI 
special agents first became aware of Katz' background, but they 

143 The Ellis allegations also conceivably may have been true. As with Errich~tti's and Fein
berg's other statements, there is no reason for the Select Committ~e to believe that either man 
was being truthful on March 8 in protesting the accuracy of Ellis' representations. Certainly, 
Errichetti and Feinberg each had an interest in preventing Ellis and everyone else from replac
ing him as the individual with whom McCloud and Weinberg directly dealt. However, on the 
basis of other evidence, the Select Committ.ee concludes that Ellis had not paid Senator Wil
liams a bribe in connection with the Garden State Raceway. (See pp. ~!!5-i:106 infra.) 

144 FEINBERG: We'll all end up in the shithouse. Now if McCloud wants somebody to get what 
he has to get, I'm friendly with the racing commissioner. Here's the state senator. He handles 
the legislation. I know all the people involved. I know the guy. I know Eric[hettiJ. I don't need 
him and Williams is my friend. If I need anything from Pete Williams, he can't do anything. 
He's the one that does it. That's bullshit. He's a liar. 

ERRICHETI'I: Another story, O.K. The racing secretary, Charles Pascarella O.K. 
FEINBERG: He's the Chairman of the racing commission. 
ERRICHETI'I: He owes me. 
FEINBERG: That's right. He'll take care of it. 
ERRICHETI'I: (Inaudible) 
FEINBERG: You will. 
ERRICHETI'I: Take care of that fuck, the days, whatever have you, I'll take care of it. 
FEINBERG: I can do the thing legitimately, and he pays me a legal fee and don't worry about 

Pete Williams. 
DEVrro: Well, I'm just, you know, that's why we're here just to straighten it out because he 

told him one thin~ and uh it's not (inaudible). 
FEINBERG: That s legitimate. O.K? But he don't have to pay anybody off. 
WEINBERG: We, whatever you give us, we gotta be careful because we get caught. 
FEINBERG: Oh, I know. Alright. I wanna take care of Eric. 
ERRICHETI'I: Eric's gonna take care of ... who has to take care of ... is that correct? 
FEINBEIlG; That's right. 
ERIlICHETrl: Fair enough. 
J:o'EINBERG: Take care of Eric and Eric's finders fee is perfectly legitimate. O.K. We'll lind a 

hole in there somewhere for him and he'll take care of whoever else he has to take care of 
" 

. '([iJeletedJ, reprinted in 128 Cong. Ree. S 1504-05 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
,.. Judge Pratt.referred to Katz as a "businessman with a known criminal background." (U.S. 

v. Williams, 529 F. Supp. 1020, 1096 (E.D.N.Y. 1981).) 
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were certainly aware by March 23. (See Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 2A, at 
3-4, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 5-6.) 

Errichetti met with Weinberg and DeVito (Special Agent Amor
oso) on March 22, 1979, the day before the party on the yacht in 
Errichetti's honor. During a discussion about a matter unrelated to 
Senator Williams, Errichetti began to brag about his corrupt influ
ence over the Senator: 

Ya know, I move fucking mountains. Let me tell you 
about Pete Williams. You know that fucking loan to fuck
ing Sandy Williams down in fucking Piney River (inaudi
ble). You know what? We own the cocksucker. Theres a big 
fucking political dinner in fucking New Jersey tomorrow 
and me and Pete Williams are fucking honorees. O.K.? We 
ain't gonna be there. We're fucking down here. He's 
coming the fuck down cause I'm here. So we got the guy. 
We got some other people down the pike to which he will 
bring as time goes by. ([Deleted]) 146 

On March 23, 1979, Senator Williams attended a party on the 
FBI's yacht The Left Hand in Florida, ostensibly given in honor of 
Mayor Errichetti by the sheik. Senator Williams had his picture 
taken with Sheik Yassir Habib (Special Agent Richard Farhart) 
and spoke with other undercover agents. He told McCloud (Special 
Agent McCarthy) in an unrecorded conversation that the titanium 
mine would be a profitable investment and that he would assist 
McCloud in any way possible in getting the project going. (Wms. 
Trial Tr. 623-24.) He also told McCloud that he knew George Katz' 
reputation had been tarnished by Katz' association with an unsa
vory figure named Tony Grasso. (.ld.) 

Senator Williams and Feinberg also had a recorded conversation 
with Weinberg about the titanium venture. Weinberg discussed the 
problems he had been having with Ed Ellis, but Senator Williams 
stated that he did not know Ed Ellis. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 2A, at 
22, Sen Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 24.) Weinberg also discussed Sandy 
Williams' proposal to invest in a processing plant owned by Ameri
can Cyanamid and then expressed some hesitation about the titan
ium mine because of George Katz' reputation. Senator Williams re
sponded: 

SENATOR WMS: (Laugh) Ahh. Well-George. 
FEINBERG. Well. 
SENATOR WMS: He lived-I'll tell ya. I don't know 

George very well. I know quite a bit about George. 
FEINBERG. He's really a nice guy. 
SENATOR WMS: Uh, he is a nice guy, and he's a generous 

guy. And he, uh, he was doing business in a community, 
and he was doing business the way business is done in the 
community in that business. (Id. at 16, Sen. Comm. Print, 
Pt. 6, at 18.) 

Weinberg then inquired about the Senator's interest: 

146 In the FBI transcript, "we own the cocksucker" erroneously reads ."you're the cock
sucker!' 
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WEINBERG: You're not gonna be connected no way with 
it, right? 

FEINBERG: Not up-not-no. 
SENATOR WMS: Well, only because they're my-so close 

to Alex, and, and Sandy. 
WEINBERG: Alright, is there any way that uh, between 

us, that they can use, like for McCloud can use the Sena
tor's name, uh he endorses it? 

FEINBERG: You mean on the Piney River thing? 
WEINBERG: Yeah. I'm not talking about endorsing Pine-

you know, just that. 
SENATOR WMS: Sure. 
WEINBERG: Use his name. 
SENATOR WMS: Sure. 
WEINBERG: Huh? 
SENATOR WMS: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: Yeah. You can say he has invest-he has 

faith--
SENATOR WMS: Yeah. I went down there a couple of 

times. 
FEINBERG: [continuing] That he has faith in. 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: When he says endorse, he doesn't mean put it 

in the newspaper, he means in talking to the people. 
SENATOR WMS: No, I--
WEINBERG: No, talk to people (inaudible)-
SENATOR WMS: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: Talking to people privately, he can say -
SENATOR WMS: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: I'm-the Senator can speak for himself. 
SENATOR WMS: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: But-he's not financially involved, cause we 

can't have that. You understand. (ld. at 18-20, Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 20-22.) 

In the recorded meeting on the yacht, Senator Williams and 
Feinberg explained why the Senator would have to keep a low pro
file: he had been "burned" earlier for his involvement in a garbage 
recycling business in Sussex County, New Jersey.147 Senator Wil-

147 This is the first obvious reference in the FBI files to Senator Williams' problems and in
volvement with Penque-Williams, Biocel of New Jersey, Biocel of Sussex County, and U.S. Tita
nium. The Senator's involvement with these corporations was the subject of a major dispute at 
his Abscam trial and on appeal in proving his predisposition. 

In dispute were the Senator's propriety in having advanced the interests of these corporations, 
in which it was alleged he had had a concealed interest, and. the government's propriety in 
using evidence at trial that defendants argued was neither relevant nor inculpatory. The pros
ecution's predisposition evidence was not developed until after the covert phase of the im'estiga
tion had ended in Februa111980. Much of it was based on the testimony of Sandy Williams, who 
had been given immunity in return for his cooperation. 

As e ~;olained above, tliis report does not address the issue of whether the Senator was legally 
Ilredill .. '01led or whether a jury could have so found on the basis of evidence developed at trial. 
That is an issue to be decided by a court of law. There was a wealth of evidence present on 
Whether the Senator's activities on behalf of the various corporations created by Sandy Williams 
were proper. What is of concern to the Select Committee is what the FBI knew about Senator 
Williams during the investigation that warranted going forward. As regards Biocel of Sussex 
County, by March 23, 1979, the agents knew that Senator Williams had faced considerable 
public criticism for activities in which, it was alleged, he had misused his office and had tried to 

Continued 
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liams mentioned that his wife had been involved in the controver
sy, and Feinberg remarked that the Senator's Republican opponent 
in 1976 had used the allegations against Senator Williams. (Id. at 
29-30, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 31-32.) 

The next day Mayor Errichetti met with DeVito and Weinberg 
and said: 

ERRICHETl'I: Pete Williams was very impressed, by the 
way, Senator Williams. 

DEVITO: Oh yeah. 
ERRICHETTI: Very impressed. Very, very, very impressed. 
DEVITO: Very good. 
ERRICHETTI: Good man to have on our side for a lot of 

reasons. I'll tell you something, and I tried to convey it to 
the Sheik. He can be of service to you in Washington or 
wherever. This is Government stuff, now. 

DEVITO: Yeah .. 
ERRICHETTI: You got fucking entree. You've got a prob

lem with what the fuck ever. Planes or what the fuck ever 
you wanna do. You know. We're dealing with the Senator. 
He's the fifth powerful fucking Senator in the United 
States Government. He's got the seniority. You know, 24 
fucking years. 

WEINBERG: I'll tell you one thing. Alex does most of the 
talking for him. 

ERRICHETTI: Alex is the fucking bag man. You know, I 
tell you guys. Whatever . . . whatever we do, race track, 
whatever we do ... Alex is involved .... Pete gets a fuck
ing piece of it, whatever. And Pete's very happy. 

WEINBERG: He told me that. I asked him uh would he 
uh, you, on the mine that we could use his name. 

ERRICHET'l'I: Sure. 
WEINBERG: So uh he said, "Well, you know you can use 

it, yes, you know .... " (inaudible) can't have nothing in 
his name. Alex (inaudible). So uh he agreed to that. 

ERRICHETTI: Pete Williams told me, "Mayor, anything 
you want for these people. We're a team. You tell me, it's 
done." Now that's fucking Washington, D.C., now. We got 
Washington. We got fucking Trenton. Whatever. We got a 
lot of strength here now. Legitimate strength, not bullshit 
strength. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 3A, at 1-2, Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 35-36.) 

On April 3, 1979, Sandy Williams met with McCloud and Wein
berg regarding financing for the titanium mine. In discussing the 
interests then owned, Sandy Williams revealed that Senator Wil
liams had an undisclosed one-half interest in Sandy Williams' hold
ings and that Feinberg was involved to protect the Senator: "He's 
there to keep Pete Williams' interest, get this thing organized 
right, so when we do make an overall deal, it'll be divided up the 
right way." (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 4A, at 2-3, Sen. Comm. Print. Pt. 

conceal his interest through his wife. This information added to the reasonableness of continu
ing the investigation. On June 10, 1979, George Katz provided Weinberg with more detailed in
formation about the Biocel publicity. ([Deleted]) 
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6, at 38.) Sandy Williams also requested additional funding from 
Abdul Enterprises for the American Cyanamid plant. 148 

As of early April 1979-before any mention of government con
tracts, and before Senator Williams had been offered any opportu
nity to commit a crime-the FBI had developed sufficient informa
tion to create a reasonable suspicion that Senator Williams and his 
associates had committed, were committing, or would commit a 
crime. First, on January 10 and March 8, Mayor Errichetti had 
represented that Feinberg was a bagman for Senator Williams. 
Second, these representations had been at least partially confirmed 
by Feinberg's actions. Feinberg had claimed that he represented 
the Senator's interests, that this had been their standard practice 
for at least twenty years, and that their interest in the mine would 
be concealed. Third, Senator Williams had done nothing to allay 
thCi government's suspicions when he had met the undercover oper
at~es: He had defended George Katz' shady dealings on the ground 
that business in Katz' area was done that way; he had given per
mission for his own name to be used in private negotiations in con
nection with the titanium venture; he, and Feinberg in his pres
ence, had implied that he would have a hidden interest in the ti
tanium venture; and he had alluded to a previous situation in 
which his concealed interests had led to political difficulty. Finally, 
Sandy Williams had indicated that the Senator had an undisclosed 
one-half interest in Sandy's share of the mine and that Feinberg 
protected the Senator. 

The Senator and others argue that there was no criminality in 
the Senator's actions, that it was not improper for him to have had 
concealed interests, and that the mine was a legitimate business 
deal. Even if those contentions are correct, the FBI had enough in
formation to support a suspicion of possible illicit activity to 
continue its investigation. The government had been merely reac
tive; Senator Williams and his associates had initiated and nur
tured the relationship with Abdul Enterprises. It was not until 
after April 1979 that the agents or Weinberg suggested criminal ac
tivity. 

This is not to suggest, however, that problems and deficiencies in 
management, supervision, and control did not arise during the first 
few months of the Williams investigation. The Ellis matter is trou
bling. First, having expressly admitted on March 8 that he had told 
Ellis to lie to McCloud on March 5, Errichetti should have been 
viewed as a very unreliable source, willing to make defamatory and 
inculpatory remarks about other persons in order to promote his 
own interests. Nevertheless, his admission was not reported to FBI 
HQ or noted in any memorandum. 

Second, the Select Committee has learned from Special Agent 
Amoroso, who was present at the March 8 meeting during which it 
became clear that Senator Williams wae: not involved with Ellis, 

148 Senator Williams contends in his brief before the Second Circuit that the size of the loan 
was the government's idea. The evidence obtained by the Select Committee clearly refutes that 
contention. On January 11, Feinberg and Sandy Williams spoke of a need for $12-14 million, 
and Sandy Williams mentioned a plan to buy the other plant by March. In April it was Sandy 
Williams who sought $83 million; the FBI neither suggested nor pushed the increased amount. 
On May 8 and 9, the parties agreed to an extra $17 million for operating expenses, bringing the 
total to $100 million. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 15 
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that Amoroso did not communicate that fact to Special Agent Mc
Carthy, who was at the March 5 meeting during which Ellis impli
cated Williams. Although McCarthy no longer operated undercover 
after April 3, 1979, he was the case agent on the Williams investi
gation and participated in the decisionmaking process. Because 
Amoroso failed to inform McCarthy of Errichetti's admission, and 
because McCarthy did not listen to the March 8 tape, the Ellis alle
gations lingered. The federal prosecutors in New Jersey, for exam
ple, were informed in April 1979 that the case against Senator Wil
liams was strong because he had already taken a bribe on an il
legitimate racetrack deal. 

Third, a memorandum dated March 26, 1979, from Strike Force 
Chief Thomas Puccio to his superiors in the Department of Justice 
states, "Feinberg has known the informant [Weinberg] for many 
years," and "[t]he informant believes that Feinberg would not have 
turned to him to seek investors in the mine if this were a legiti
mate business venture, since the informant, as Feinberg well 
knows, is a notorious confidence man." The government acknowl
edges that neither of the above statements is true, and both Fein
berg and Weinberg deny that they knew each other prior to 
Abscam. 

The Department of Justice has filed in the United States District 
Court for the Eastern District of New York an affidavit attempting 
to explain the erroneous memorandum. The most important point 
the government makes is that the memorandum was not a docu
ment on which a decision was to be based; it was intended merely 
to inform Washington that Senator Williams was involved in an in
vestigation. Thus, the government contends, the errors did the Sen
ator no harm, because no one relied on the erroneous information. 
The Select Committee concludes, as explained above, that even if 
the erroneous memorandum was ignored in its entirety, sufficient 
evidence existed to support a reasonable suspicion that Senator 
Williams was involved in the commission of a crime. Nevertheless, 
the Select Committee finds very disturbing the Strike Force's prep
aration, at a critical juncture in the Williams investigation, of a 
memorandum addressed to ranking Department of Justice officials 
that contains such a serious misstatement of material facts. 149 

2. Undue Pressure to Commit Crimes 
Senator Williams and others have contended that undue pres

sure was placed on him and his associates to turn a legitimate ven
ture into an illicit one. Irrespective of whether the government's 
conduct rose to the level of entrapment or of a due process viola
tion, there can be no doubt that the government at least made sev
eral direct and indirect offers to assist Senator Williams in per
forming illegal acts and applied varying degrees of pressure in 
doing so. 

On April 3, 1979, the government operatives began to take a 
more active role in the titanium venture. At Sandy Williams' re
quest, Weinberg agreed to try to get for the titanium venture an 
$83 million loan from the sheik. Weinberg in return told Sandy 
Williams he wanted to obtain ten per cent participation in the 

".For a discussion of this issue, see pp. 109-10 supra. 
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mine by buying out one of the existing participants. (Wms. Gov't 
Trial Ex. 4A, at 5-7, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 41-43.) Weinberg 
also apparently began to influence decisions being made by Sandy 
Williams with respect to the venture: 

WEINBERG: O.K. Now let me ask you a question now. Do 
you want this as a straight loan or participation? 

SANDY WMS: I want you to ten me what you would like 
to do. (ld. at 5, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 41.) 

* * * * * * * 
WEINBERG: I got the fmancial statements. Uh, ya gonna 

form a separate corporation this, right? 
SANDY WMS: Yeah. We haven't formed ... let me tell 

you this. United States Titanium is the old company. I 
don't want to defunct that completely. 

WEINBERG: You gotta defunct that. 
SANDY WMS: We're gonna defunct that completely. (ld. 

at 8, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 43-44.) 
On April 13, 1979, Weinberg, in a conversation with Feinberg, of

fered to let Senator Williams use the Abdul Enterprises Lear jet. 
Feinberg later reported that he had checked with the Senator and 
that the Senator had declined the offer because of new Senate 
rules that had recently gone into effect. ([Deleted]) 

On April 23 government contracts for the titanium venture were 
mentioned for the first time in an Abscam recorded conversation. 
Weinberg raised the issue. He called Sandy Williams, who was re
luctant to discuss Senator Williams over the telephone until Wein
berg reassured him that the telephone was "clean." (Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 373.) Weinberg inquired: 

WEINBERG: Now what about the different permits and 
everything you need? Williams will definitely take care of 
that? 

SANDY WMS.: The different what? 
WEINBERG: If we need permits or anything else there. 
SANDY WMS.: Oh, yeah, we'll get all that. That'll be all 

. . . we'll work on that.. That'll be Alex and that end. 
O.K.? 

WEINBERG: Alright, now what about, uh, let me ask you 
a question. There's a lot of government contracts that, you 
know, on the chemicals. 

SANDY WMS.: Right. 
WEINBERG: Now, can Williams get us the bids on them? 
SANDY WMS.: Well, I don't know about that. The main 

thing is with this Cyanamid thing. . . . 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
SANDY WMS.: They've got customers they've had for 

twenty, thirty and forty years. (ld. at 375.) 
The government through Weinberg was attempting in this con

versation to learn what Senator Williams had agreed or was will
ing to do for his undisclosed interest. The inquiry also promoted 
the cover: If Weinberg was going to arrange a loan of $100 million, 
he had to know what the sheik was getting-what guarantees that 
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the venture would succeed and that the loan would not be de
faulted-in return. In additions, the reference to government con
tracts for chemicals was an isolated incident that took place solely 
between Weinberg and Sandy Williams. Government chemical con
tracts were never referred to again in any recorded conversation. 
The Select Committee therefore finds it quite unlikely that Wein
berg deliberately planted the idea of government chemical Con
tracts in a single, unelaborated mention of that idea in April so 
that Sandy Williams would come back in May pushing the concept 
of selling to the government titanium metal for submarines. (See 
Wms. Def. Appellate D.P. Brief 11 n. 10; Wms. Gov't Brief 26 n. 19.) 

On May 8 and 9, 1979, Sandy Williams, George Katz and Mel 
Weinberg went to Georgia to tour the American Cyanamid Plant 
that Sandy had proposed buying. No conversation was recorded 
during the trip, and the Abscam special agents did not prepare 
even one FD 302 of any debriefing of Weinberg after the trip. Sub
sequent recordings and trial testimony suggest that the principal 
result of the trip was that American Cyanamid employees refused 
to allow the potential investors to examine the plant's books with
out the payment of a $50})00 fee, and that Weinberg expressed re
luctance to invest in the Piney River mine part of the proposed 
venture because it was so much riskier than the existing American 
Cyanamid plant. 

On May 10, 1979, Weinberg spoke separately on, the telephone to 
Katz and to Feinberg. Katz tried to convince Weinberg that the 
Piney River mine was a worthwhile investment because it would 
yield profits of $15 million per year. [Deleted] In his conversation 
with Feinberg, Weinberg said that he did not want to invest in 
Piney River, in part because he doubted that Sandy Williams had 
the ability to start up and run a complex business. 

The conversation between Weinberg and Feinberg on May 10 
provided further evidence that Feinberg would commit crimes to 
advance the titanium ventures' interests. The two men first dis
cussed persuading the Senator to use his influence to induce the 
Chairman of American Cyanamid t.o waive the $50,000 inspection 
fee. Then, Weinberg said: 

WEINBERG: Why don't we see if we can offer him some
thing under the table. 

FEINBERG: Let's wait and see if we get the first thing 
over first. ([Deleted]) 

Feinberg also wanted to discuss with Weinberg a deal involving 
the Dunes Casino, but did not want to discuss it over the telephone, 
even though it was, according to Feinberg, "totally legitimate." 
([Deleted]) 

On May 15, 1979, Feinberg pushed the Dunes deal. He also in
formed DeVito and Weinberg that he and the Senator had used 
their influence on behalf of the proposed Ritz-Carlton Casino in At
lantic City. He mentioned that the Senator's wife had called him 
and had asked him to speak to Vice-Chairman MacDonald of the 
Casino Control Commission to get the Commission to agree that 
the Ritz-Carlton need not raze its existing hotel. Feinberg said he 
had then talked to MacDonald and that the Ritz-Carlton's proposal 
had been approved, whereas a similar proposal by the Ramada Inn 
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had been denied. After the vote in favor of the Ritz-Carlton, Sena
tor Williams had called Feinberg to give him credit for a job well 
done. The Senator had mentioned that he himself had talked to the 
[deleted]. 15 0 ([Deleted]) 151 

Feinberg agreed to contact the Senator to find out if, in return 
for a $100,000 fee, he would ilhandle" [deleted] for the Dunes pro
posaL «(Deleted]) But Feinberg insisted that Senator Williams be to
tally isolated from everyone but himself and [deleted]. He did not 
want any of the other participants in the Dunes deal, or anyone 
involved in the titanium venture, to know of the Senator's involve
ment: "Oh. no, I don't even want him to know. I don't even want to 
mention the Senator's name." ([Deleted]) 

The next day, in a telephone conversation with Weinberg, Fein
berg said that the Ritz proposal had been approved solely because 
of his and the Senator's jnfluence. ([Deleted]) Weinberg continued 
to stress that the Senator's relationship with [deleted] was impor
tant to the Dunes transaction and that he himself continued to be 
reh.ictant to invest in any part of the titanium venture except the 
American Cyanamid plant. Later ill May Weinberg arranged a 
meeting of Feinberg, Senator Williams, Sandy Williams, Katz, 
DeVito, and himself to discuss the titanium deal, as well as a sepa
rate meeting between Feinberg, DeVito, himself, and the Senator 
to discuss [deleted] and the Dunes. ([Deleted]) 

On May 24 Katz called Weinberg to try to convince him of the 
potential value of the titanium mine. He referred to an earlier arti
cle in the New York Times and then read Weinberg an article in 
the Newark Star Ledger about the value of titanium metal in sub
marine production. 152 Katz told Weinberg, "[1]f you go into a titan
ium metal which the United States is short of, ah, mind you, we 
could make forty thousand tons a year." (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 5A, 
at 4, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 48.) 

It was appar(:mtly after George Katz' call about the submarines 
that the FBI decided to test whether the Senator would use his in
fluence on the titanium deal. On May 28, in talking to George 
Katz, Weinberg stated that it was important for the Senator to be 
present at the titanium meeting because the titanium venture now 
involved "government stuff': that is the submarines Katz had men
tioned. ([Deleted]) 

On May 30, 1979, Weinberg arranged with Feinberg the final 
plans for the upcoming meeting. He then talked to Feinberg for the 
first time about titanium contracts: 

WEINBERG: Alright, now you know-did you see the 
paper about the, they need that stuff for the submarines? 

FEINBERG: No, I didn't. 
WEINBERG: Well--

160 The omission of sensitive information is identified by "[deleted]." See pp. V-V1 supra. 
151This May 15 meeting is the earliest evidence that the government was aware of Senator 

Williams' alleged influences in the Ritz-Carlton Casino matter. On October 7, 1979, bothF'ein
berg and Hartison Williams repeated the story Feinberg had first told on May 15. (Wms. Gov't 
Trial Ex. 24A.) The government used the October 7 tape to try to show the predisposition of both 
defendants, and its use was hotly contested. 

152 Katz' reference to the earlier article suggests that there was an unrecorded and unmemor
iliJi7.ei1 telephone call or meeting 'between Weinberj;' and Katz shortly "before the conversa,tion. 
::iandy Wilhams testllied that he had notified the Senator about both articles, one of whiCh he 
had magnafaxed to Washington. D.C. (Wms. Trial Tr. 1593-96.) 
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FEINBERG: What, titanium? 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: Oh, yeah, this thing's got tremendous value. 
WEINBERG: Well, uh, can he do something on getting us 

the contracts? 
FEINBERG: We can try. 
WEINBERG: Huh? 
FEINBERG: Try. 
WEINBERG: O.K. 
FEINBERG: Try. I tell you that's, that's, that's big busi

ness. 
WEINBERG: Uh, now it's big business. 
FEINBERG: That's right, that's right. You saw the article 

though. 
WEINBERG: Oh, yeah. We been-we made quite a study 

on this. 
FEINBERG: O.K. Well, now we're all excited, now, aren't 

we? (Wms. Gov't. Trial Ex. 6A, at 1-2, Sen. Comm. Print, 
Pt. 6, at 50-51.) 

On the basis of the information it had gathered between January 
and May, the FBI met with Senator Williams for the second time 
on May 31 and offered him the opportunity to commit a crime. The 
tape recording of the meeting with Senator Williams is of poor 
audio quality. Both Amoroso and Weinberg testified at trial that 
Amoroso, as De Vito, had conditioned the loan to the titanium ven
ture on the Senator's willingness to use his influence to obtain the 
contracts and that the Senator had said he would try. (Wms. Trial 
Tr. 817-18, 1256.) The audible portion of the tape includes the Sen
ator saying, "I can't say yes or no; sure try" (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 
7 A-3, at 2, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 58), but it is not clear from 
the tape to what he was responding. 153 

Sandy Williams testified at trial that, when Feinberg had told 
Senator Williams that he had to agree to get government contracts 
in order to get the loan, Senator Williams had said, "I under
stand." (Wms. Trial Tr. 1598-99.) Also, on June 8, 1979, Feinberg 
and Weinberg, speaking to each other about the May 31 meeting, 
stated: 

WEINBERG: Now when it comes to our friend Pete, al
right. 

FEINBERG: Yeah, yep. 
WEINBERG: All Yassir wants to know is that he's gonna 

get contracts. 
FEINBERG: Well he can't gu-he's gonna help us. He al

ready said that. 
WEINBERG: I know he said that. 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: He said it. 
WEINBERG: That's-all he wants to know, so he asked 

Tony if he will get it. Now, either he'll come up personally 

153 The Senator testified that he was agreeing to see if American Cyanamid would waive its 
$50,000 inspection fee. (Wrns. Trial Tr. 4282.) 
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and talk to him, or he'll let him tell Tony that he'll help 
get the contracts. 

FEINBERG: He said he would help us. 
WEINBERG: Alright, that's the main thing. 
FEINBERG: You heard him say it didn't you? 

* * * * * * * 
WEINBERG: Yeah, I heard him say it. 
FEINBERG: O.K. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 9A, at 3-4, Sen. 

Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 63-64.) 
Agreeing to help get the government contracts was the principal 

component of the Senator's proposed criminality. Proof that he in
tended to conceal his interest would further evince his criminal 
intent. Senator Williams contends, however, that it was not his 
idea to keep his interests secret. He alleges that pressure by the 
government led him and his associates to agree to conceal his in
terest. 

As already shown, the idea of keeping the Senator's interest 
secret was not first raised by the government, but by Feinberg; it 
was next discussed by Feinberg in the Senator's presence on March 
23; and Sandy Williams had indicated that he held some of the 
Senator's interest. But it is also true that Weinberg stressed more 
than once to the Senator, to Alex Feinberg, to Mayor Errichetti, 
and to George Katz that the Senator could not get government con
tracts unless his interest was concealed. 

During one of the private meetings prior to the luncheon meet
ing at the Hotel Pierre in New York on May 31, 1979, Feinberg 
said: "He can't, Christ, he'll ruin himself (inaudible). He has to file 
a disclosure. If he files a false disclosure, he's guilty of perjury, and 
he won't do it." (Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 389.) Yet in two other 
pre-luncheon meetings, one with Weinberg and one with both 
Weinberg and DeVito, Feinberg said the Senator would use his in
fluence on behalf of the titanium venture, ana he quickly agreed 
that the Senator's interests would have to be concealed. 

WEINBERG: What difference does it make if the Senator 
(inaudible) get them contracts. 

FEINBERG: Well, because he can't tell what he'll do. He'll 
help us; I can tell you that. 

WEINBERG: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: I can tell you that already. You mean on the 

mining and things? 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: Oh, he'll do that. 
WEINBERG: Huh. 
FEINBERG: He'll do that. 
WEINBERG: That's the number one thing. 
FEINBERG: Can I tell you something? 
WEINBERG: What? 
FEINBERG: That is the number one thing. He will help us 

with that. No question about that. 

* * * * * * 
WEINBERG: And then, you know, he's gonna be our part· 

ner in this .... 
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FEINBERG: Huh. 
WEINBERG: He's gonna be our partner in this here. 
FEINBERG: Mining thing. 
WEINBERG: Mining thing, you know. Let him put the, 

tell you that he's gonna get us those contracts, he could do 
it. If he can't. . . . 

FEINBERG: Now, that's something else. On the contracts, 
I can tell you now that he will open up the doors for us. 
And use this, you know what I'm talking about, to get the 
contracts. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-1, at 1-2, Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 52-53.) 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: Okay, and then we also can talk all together 

about the mining thing. 
WEINBERG: Yeah, now the mining thing, he's got to come 

up, he could open the doors. 
DEVITO: As far as the mining thing is concerned, is he 

going to be able to, in other words, I gather now from this 
recent disclosure about the use of the titanium. 

FEINBERG: Titanium. 
DEVITO: Is he going to be able to steer any kind of con

tracts from the committees that he's on toward, toward 
the operation that we're going to get involved with? I 
mean .... 

FEINBERG: Well this I didn't know until now. I have to 
ask him that. 

DEVITO: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: I would assume, I know that he's often 

opened up many doors. You understand what I'm talking 
about. And with his blessing. . . . 

WEINBERG: But. he's gotta, he's getting a piece of the 
thing. Right? 

FEINBERG: I understand it's a different situ ... . 
WEINBERG: It's a different situation. He's on a ... . 
FEINBERG: Right, right. 
DEVITO: So he's going to get his 20 percent through 

Sandy. 
FEINBERG: I know that. 
DEVITO: Sandy is going to handle that. 
WEINBERG: That's in the mine though. But on the other 

thing there he, in fact ~ou say he may put the 20 percent 
in his name even. I don t think he can though. 

DEVITO: Well, if he puts .... 
FEINBERG: I don't know. We haven't decided yet. We're 

gonna examine the law involving his side investments 
which he .... 

WEINBERG: I don't think he can. 
FEINBERG: He can put it in his wife's name or someone 

else's. 
WEINBERG: They could chase that too fast. 
DEVITO: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: Come on. You're an attorney. You know that. 
FEINBERG: I know that. . 
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DEVITO: An"l' anything he puts .... 
FEINBERG: I m not sure that he's forbidden (inaudible). 
WEINBERG: Sure he is, if he's going to get us open doors. 

Come on. You know that's a conflict of interest. He'll be 
sitting with Nixon out in Clemente there. 

FEINBERG: (laughs) 
WEINBERG: You know, let's do it smartly. 
FEINBERG: There's one guy we don't want to sit with. 
WEINBERG: No. But you know, Alex, you got to do it 

smart. You know. You got to get that set up. Also, we've 
gotta get a look at those books. 

FEINBERG: Alright, we'll work that out. 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: Now on the mining thing, uh, we got to talk 

about him. What's our chances of getting business for the 
government's titanium you are talking about. 

WEINBERG: We got to put it on the table. 
DEVITO: Well, it's got to be ironed out. It's gotta be 

ironed out as to what his position is going to be. If he's 
going to be of any value, okay, in this thing, he can't be 
shown on any of the papers, because then he can't do any
thing, okay. 

FEINBERG: No, I agree with you. No, I egree with you. 
He can't be .... 

DEVITO: You know .... 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: And that we can work out. (Wms. Gov't Trial 

Ex. 7A-2, at 1-3, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 54-56.) 
During the luncheon meeting, Senator Williams himself raised 

the disclosure issue, and Feinberg quickly said he would work it 
out: 

FEINBERG: I've got to do some manipulation here on ac-
count of our--

SANDY WMS: Alex'll--
FEINBERG [continuing]; Situation. (inaudible) a lot of-
SENATOR WMS: I've got a-my situation is this. I've got 

to uh I'm under a law that makes me disclose an interest 
when I have an interest. But up until now there's been no 
defined interest. In what? An idea, basically. Because 
there's no corporate stock. 

FEINBERG: But when and if you do--
SENATOR WMS: When that happens, then that's part of 

my law (inaudible). 
FEINBERG: Well, that's what you and I have to discuss, 

what we have to examine. We're going to do that. 
SENATOR WMS: But there's no sense doing anything 

before if there was no reason for me to do it on this by 
May 15th--

FEINBERG: No, no. No, no. 
SENATOR WMS [continuing]: Because it's just for-
FEINBERG: We'll work that out. 'rhere will be nobody 

with more then. 
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SANDY WMS: That's right. 
WEINBERG: You can put any name down. 
FEINBERG: I know that. I understand that. Don't worry. 

I'll take care of that. That I'll take care of. I'm not trying 
to brush off everything. Just assuring you (inaudible). 
(Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-3, at 1-2, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 
6, at 57-58.) 

Immediately after the May 31 meeting, Weinberg began a cam
paign to keep the Senator's interest concealed. In a conversation 
with Feinberg later that day, Weinberg stated: 

WEINBERG: You got to give me a name to put the Sena
tor's shares in. 

FEINBERG: I'll take care of that. 
WEINBERG: Yeah, but you gotta get it to me, what name 

we're gonna put it in, because I gotta put it in, in front of 
the board. 

FEINBERG: I understand that. Before you go back, ah, I'll 
have it all worked out. 

WEINBERG: Alright, so you gotta figure a name, cause he 
. . . he can't put it in his name. Forget it. 

FEINBERG: I know that; I know that. (Wms. Gov't Trial 
Ex. 8A, at 8-9, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 59-60.) 

On June 8 Feinberg told Weinberg, "And I'm gonna put, uh, our 
friend's share in another guy's name. You don't care what the 
name is." ([Deleted]) Weinberg replied, "No." That same day Wein
berg told Errichetti he wasn't sure that Feinberg understood how 
important it was that the Senator's interest be concealed: 

WEINBERG: Now ... he cannot put Williams, the Sena-
tor, in his name. 

ERRICHETTI: That's his problem. 
WEINBERG: Well but ... we'll be in trouble. 
ERRICHETTI: That's Feinberg's problem not ours. 
WEINBERG: Yeah, but you know, if he's stupid enough 

. . . I told him four times . . . sometimes I don't think he 
listens . . . Williams is only getting 20 percent for one 
reason: he's going to get the contracts. 

ERRICHETTI: Well, we'll see. 
WEINBERG: You follow me? 
ERRICHETTI: Yep. ([Deleted]) 

On June 10 Weinberg told Katz what he had earlier told Erri
chetti: that the Senator could not have his shares in his own name 
and that Weinberg was unsure that Feinberg understood how im
portant it was: 

WEINBERG: So I told him to put, so I spoke to the Mayor. 
He said, "Put 'em in my name; I don't give a shit." So I 
told Alex to put 'em in his name. That was number one. 
Then I, we, spoke about Pete Williams. Fucking Alex; I 
don't know if he's thick or what. 

KATZ: Who? 
WEINBERG: Feinberg. 
KATZ: Whether he's thick. 
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. WEINBERG: Yeah, sometimes I wonder how if he's thick, 
just doesn't listen, or he's so excited. 

KATZ: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: He cannot put those shares in Pete Williams' 

name. 
KATZ: Uh huh! 
WEINSERG: Now, you know that, and I know that. 
KATZ: I wondered about that. But listen, I said to myself 

. . . . look, I wondered about it, Mel, but I said to myself, 
"Alex is a lawyer for a long time, and Pete has been a 
Senator for a long time." I said, "What the hell am I going 
to do, fight them, or you know." 

WEINBERG: Well, you gotta fight it. Well, that's an act 
they put on in front of us. That's all it is. 

KATZ: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: You know, to show that he's honest, now I 

said to Alex, I got so pissed off, I say, "Alex, you're an at
torney. You can't put that in Pete Williams' name." I said, 
"What the fuck do you think he's getting twenty per cent 
for. He's gotta do work for that twenty per cent." I said, 
"Let's not pull any games." He said, "You're right." So 
he's got a name he's gonna put it in. 

KATZ: Oh he has. 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
KATZ: Fine. 
WEINBERG: Pete Williams said at the table he can't put 

it in his name even. 
KATZ: I thought that Pete had gone along on the prem

ise that he couldn't put it in his name all the time. 
WEINBERG: He did. 
KATZ: And putting it in his wife's name is no good 

either. 
WEINBERG: No. «(Deleted]) 

The foregoing excerpts show that, beginning on May 31, 1979, 
Weinberg continually prodded the participants in the titanium 
joint venture to ensure that Senator Williams would conceal his fi
nancial interest in the venture. Because all of the participants in 
the venture knew that Weinberg was the key to the $100 million 
loan they needed in order to proceed, Weinberg's prodding must 
have been perceived by them as pressure, irrespective of Wein
berg's actual intent. Because of the huge sums at stake, that pres
sure seems quite likely to have been felt to be intense. 

Nevertheless, the Select Committee knows of no guideline or FBI 
policy that was violated by Weinberg's conduct. Nor would any of 
the subsequently promulgated guidelines be violated by the same 
conduct. Nor has the Select Committee succeeded in devising any 
proposed statute or guidelines that would prevent such conduct 
without unduly restricting necessary and desirable law enforce
ment activities. The Select Committee does note, however, that 
Weinberg's application of pressure constitutes just one of several 
aspects of Abscam that demonstrate the importance of replacing in
formants WIth undercover special agents at the earliest practicable 
moment in an undercover operation; if such pressure is tG be ap-
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plied, it should be applied by an undercover agent fully familiar 
with the boundaries established by the entrapment doctrine and by 
the due process clause. 

This issue of disclosure of the Senator's interest arose again 
many months later. Once again the Senator raised the possibility, 
but quickly backed off when the government agents reminded him 
of the consequences. On September 11, 1979, the titanium investors 
had a meeting and decided to sell the mine property and the 
American Cyanamid plant to a purported second group of Arab in
vestors, who supposedly had contacted Weinberg and DeVito, for a 
$70 million profit. Weinberg and De Vito made it clear that there 
would be a sale only if the Senator continued to agree to use his 
influence on behalf of the new buyers. The Senator agreed: 

SENATOR WMS: If now, put it this way to them, that this 
group to give them, whatever they feel there's some assur
ance this entity will continue with 'em. 

FEINBERG: That's right. That's what you're doing. 
SENATOR WMS: Right. 
FEINBERG: That's exactly what ya told them. 
WEINBERG: Right. 
SENATOR WMS: And be helpful to them. 
WEINBERG: Right. 
FEINBERG: That's right. 
SENATOR WMS: We got this all together on certain prem

ises and they will, they will continue. (Wms. Gov't Trial 
Ex. 23A, at 54, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 261.) 

As Feinberg put it, and as the Senator agreed, they would 
"continue the same entity of effort." (ld. at 55, Sen. Comm. Print, 
Pt. 6, at 262.) In discussing what to do with this huge sum of 
money, however, Senator Williams expressed an interest in taking 
his money openly and paying ta.'{es on it. (ld. at 64, Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 271.) 

Feinberg, Weinberg, DeVito, and Senator Williams next met on 
October 7. DeVito asked the Senator and Feinberg whether they 
really meant to disclose the Senator's profits. The Senator and 
Feinberg quickly agreed that some way would have to be found 
that would protect Senator Williams now, but would enable him to 
use the money later to "accelerate his retirement." 

WEINBERG: Alright. You know the whole deal was sold to 
the other Arabs [on the basis] that you were going to be 
out front for them. You know, the same way you were 
going to do for Yassir. Alright. That's why the deal was 
made with them. And then Katz said that you wanted to 
declare. Sandy was speaking-Sandy spoke to you about 
you was going to declare 17 million dollars profit or some
thing. 

SENATOR WMS: No, we hadn't figured that out. At some 
point I'm going to have to find a way to protect myself, 
with some kind of a, call it a declaration or whatever you 
want to call it. I'm going to have to go public with some
thing or other. We haven't figured that out. 

* * " * * " * 
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DEVITO: So when we had that meeting at the, at the 
other hotel and you mentioned that, that you were going 
to declare the money that came out of the sale, you know, 
George got upset, you know, and said to us, "Well, you 
know, how can that be?" And in reality he's right. Be
cause, if, if that was the way you were going to handle it, 
then the sale probably wouldn't go through. And the sale 
was based on the fact that you were going to be with the 
second group. 

SENATOR WMS: Everybody is, everybody is protected in a 
quiet [way]-in other words, not out front. 

FEINBERG: Yes, sub rosa. Sub rosa. 

* * * * * * 
DEVITO: And Alex can declare. And the mayor can de

clare. Everybody can declare. You can't. 
WEINBERG: And we, we can't. 
DEVITO; And we can't. Now, they are not going to to buy 

it on the premise that you're going to declare. There's an
other problem. If you were to declare we'll have to go back 
and reform the corporation. 

WEINBERG: Change all the records. 
DEVITO; All the records have to be changed, because 

then in order for you to get the money, you'd have to be 
shown as holding the percentage that Alex is holding for 
you now. In other words--

SENATOR WMS: Um hum. 
DEVITO [continuing]: That whole thing would have to be 

redone, right? 
WEINBERG: Well, this is where the lawyer comes in, 

Alex. 
FEINBERG: I, I have--
SENATOR WMS: We can blind trust me you know. 
FEINBERG: I, I can blind it. I, I've got an expert. I've got 

the guy who I told, I told you once before. 
DEVITO: Right. 

* * * * * * * 
WEINBERG: Well it may, be under-it came back to us. 
FEINBERG: Well, you know something. Here's the trou

ble. I love George. He's a nice guy. And Pete did make a 
statement about maybe I have to declare some, at that 
time very casually. 

SENATOR WMS: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: And, immediately George, I'm sure sees that 

as a, "Jesus Christ, this is like a time bomb or a hand gre
nade," O.K.? 

DEVITO: Well, what it is, it would have killed the sale. 
It's what it would have done. 

FEINBERG: Forget it. We're not gonna, we don't want to 
kill this sale. We're not going to l1Urt him. Cut my throat 
first and I'll find away. 

* * * * * * * 
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SENATOR WMS: What are they, what, what do they know 
and what can they know to keep the deal about all the ar
rangements? What can they know? 

WEINBERG: Well, all they know is that you will help to 
get the government contracts. Do what you can for them. 

FEINBERG: You know the usual. 
WEINBERG: The usual thing. That's-
FEINBERG: To open the doors, open the doors. 
DEVITO: In other words, your position is going to be with 

them the same as it was with the--
FEINBERG: With Yassir. 
DEVITO [continuing]: Original group. In other words, 

what, the way you were going to operate for the original 
group. 

FEINBERG: Is the way you'll operate. 
DEVITO: You know the everybody here. Now, that's the 

way they, that's what they were buying it for, is that you 
were going to operate on the same--

SENATOR WMS: Uh hum. 
DEVITO [continuing]: Principle there, so that when the 

sale goes through, and whatever, whatever the proceeds 
that are coming to you would be going to Alex. 

SENATOR WMS: Right. 

* * * * 
DEVITO: And put that in there. 
FEINBERG: I'll do it. (inaudible) 

* * * 

* * * 

* * * 
WEINBERG: And then, when you retire--
FEINBERG: Then you can say I've got it (inaudible) 

(laughter). 
WEINBERG: Accelerate the retirement. (Several laugh.) 
FEINBERG: Damn right. 

* * * * * * * 
DEVITO: George got, you know upset. He says, "How can, 

you know, if they're buying the, the operation the way it 
was, how can the Senator declare?" He says, "We're going 
to, it'll be known." 

FEINBERG: Actually, I'll tell you--
DEVITO: I think, I think what he did in that meeting. I 

kind of understood, or my understanding of it was, was 
that the way we had talked about it, you were gonna de
clare it, but in some other way. In other words, not that 
you were going to say, "O.K., I've got 17 million." 

SENATOR WMS: That's exactly-
FEINBERG: No--
SENATOR WMS: He hit just right. 
FEINBERG: You hit it right. 
SENATOR WMS: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: And he misinterpreted--
SENATOR WMS: There are ways and ways to-
DEVITO: In other words to--
FEINBERG: Forty-eight million--
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SENATOR WMS [continuing]; On a, on a certain record. 
Now, if its a blind trust, that's the way for my purposes. I, 
I will fmd a way to--

FEINBERG: That's right-to do--
SENATOR WMS [continuing]: Make that kind, and nobody 

knows nothing. 
DEVITO: No, I see, or, I, what I think George understood 

at that time was that all of a sudden you were going to 
announce to the world--

FEINBERG. No. 
DEVITO: That you--
SENATOR WMS: Holy cow. 
DEVITO [continuing]: Got 15 million dollars. 
FEINBERG: No, no, no. 
SENATOR WMS: Oh Christ no. George-
FEINBERG: Even I knew that. 
WEINBERG: Well, George didn't understand it, you know. 
SENATOR WMS: No, Christ no. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 24A, 

at 40-50, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 328-38.) 

3. Coaching 
The most troubling aspect of the investigation of Senator Wil

liams is the so-called "coaching incident" of June 28, 1979, particu
larly because of the importance to the prosecution of the video
taped meeting between Senator Williams and the sheik after the 
coaching session. Before that date the government had some infor
mation suggesting that Senator Williams would commit a criminal 
act. Moreover, he had agreed to try to use his influence to obtain 
government contracts for titanium metal for submarines. Appar
ently to strengthen its case, the government began to press for 
more evidence. One form of pressure was, as described above, 
Weinberg1s efforts to persuade the other participants of the impor
tance of concealing the Senator's interest in the titanium venture. 
The other principal form of pressure was Weinberg's attempt to ex
tract from the Senator a strong affirmative statement of what he 
was going to do to advance the venture's interests. 

The need for stronger evidence arose in part from Senator Wil
liams' reticence and proclivity for remaining in the background 
during meetings attended by Feinberg, Sandy Williams, and Katz. 
The Senator's business associates recognized the effect of those 
characteristics and tried to explain to Weinberg that, although the 
Senator was quiet, he could be depended upon to assist the venture. 
When that occurred, Weinberg used the opportunity to emphasize 
the importance of the Senator's willingness to use his influence 
corruptly. One example of this is a conversation between Weinberg 
and Katz on June 10, 1979: 

WEINBERG: He don't say too much at a meeting, does he? 
KATZ: Pete? 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
KATZ: No, he more or less keeps quiet. He doesn't have 

too much to say. You know, he's not a pusher like the 
Mayor. 

WEINBERG: No. 
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KATZ: He's not a guy. He's not a doer, you know. Quietly 
behind the scenes, you know, he may move a little bit. 
Alex has got a lot of confidence in him, and Sandy's got 
lots and lots of confidencei but let me tell you this here, 
between you and me: He's in avery, very powerful posi
tion here, the committees that he heads. You understand? 

WEINBERG: Yeah. 
KATZ: But he doesn't use that power for any advantages. 
WEINBERG: Oh? How can we make him use it? 
KATZ: Uh, how you gonna change a man that, you know, 

his ambition doesn't run great? He could, he should, be 
one of the country's foremost leaders, to be the chairman 
of the, of the, of the Health, Welfare, Education, which 
takes in all the labor, to be the chairman of all the unions. 
To be a sub-chairman for all the banking committee. He's 
got one of the most powerful committees down there. 
Three-quarters of the legislation that's passed in the, in 
the United States Senate, three-quarters of the legislation 
goes through his committees. 

WEINBERG: No kiddin! 
KATZ: That's how powerful he is. I want you to know, 

Mel, he doesn't use that power. Between me and you, he's 
not the kind of a guy like Long or Kennedy. They've got 
the power, and they use it. 

WEINBERG: Well, he said he would get us the contracts, 
you know. 

KATZ: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: He said he'll do something on the contracts 

from the government for us. 
KATZ: Oh, there's no question. If he's got an interest, 

he'll do something like that, naturally. 
WEINBERG: Well, that's what I mean. We can depend on 

him. Why give him twenty per cent, if he ain't gonna do 
nothin? 

KATZ: Oh, he's gotta do something. ([Deleted]) 
On June 14, 1979, Weinberg attempted to induce Feinberg to put 

in writing for the sheik that Senator Williams would obtain gov
ernment contracts. Weinberg asked Feinberg to write up "re
sumes" for all of the participants in the venture, outlining what 
each would do for his share. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 9A, at 7, Sen. 
Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 67.) Weinberg urged Feinberg to be very ex
plicit and promised that the documents would be destroyed. 

When Feinberg presented his resumes in a meeting on June 15 
with Weinberg, DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso), Katz, Sandy Wil
liams, and Errichetti, Weinberg complained that Feinberg's written 
explanation of what Senator Williams would do for his share of the 
loan "don't tell him [the sheik] a damn thing." (Wms. Gov't Trial 
Ex. lOA, at 3, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 72.) Even after being re
assured that the paper would be destroyed, Feinberg refused to put 
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in writing that Senator Williams would guarantee contracts. (ld. at 
4, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 73.) 154 

DeVito then suggested that the Senator and the sheik meet face
to-face. Everyone at the meeting, particularly Errichetti, Weinberg, 
and De Vito stressed that the Senator would have to "come on 
strong." Feinberg agreed to tell the Senator what he had to do. On 
June 19 Feinberg reported to Weinberg the results of a meeting of 
Feinberg, Errichetti, and Senator Williams. 

FEINBERG: No problem whatso .... He understands the 
whole goddamn shmear. 

WEINBERG: And he knows he's got to come on strong? 
FEINBERG: Yeah, that's right. Eric made it very clear. So 

did 1. Eric, particularly, and it worked out fine. (Wms. 
Gov't Trial Ex. llA, at 1, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 78.) 

On June 27 Errichetti explained to Weinberg, Feinberg and Katz 
what he had said to Senator Williams to convince him to come on 
strong: 

ERRICHETTI: In other words, with Pete Williams, ok. 
When I went there, he didn't say two fucking words. I got 
Pete by the fucking throat, I tell you as close as I came in 
his office. "Let me tell you something, cocksucker don't 
you go fucking this thing, up. I got a chance to make a 
fucking million dollars, you prick. All you're gonna do is 
give a speech like you never gave in your life. Not much 
left to sar You're gonna fucking guarantee that fucking 
contract.' He said, "No way." 

KATZ: He said what? 
ERRICHETTI: He said, "No way." I said, "You're gonna 

fucking say it. You don't give a fuck. Never mind about 
doing it. You're gonna fucking say it. Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 
13A-1, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, supplemental page.) 155 

The entire meeting on June 27 is full of references to the plan 
for a "command perforn1ance," for the "most important speech of 
his life," and for Ilbullshit speech.H Weinberg said, UDon't let him 

154 The need for some proof in writing of what Senator Williams was willing to do in return 
for his share of the money resurfaced after the decision to sell the mine and the plant to the 
second group of Arabs. Weinberg told Errichetti that the new investors might want a letter 
from the Senator saying he would continue his efforts on belJalf of the new group. Errichetti 
said he would sign the letter for Williams or somehow replace the body of another letter with 
the Senator's signBture already on it. When Weinberg expressed same doubt that this could be 
done, Errichetti replied, "I got ten thousand fucking letters from him . . . . I'll experiment." 
(Wms. Def. Trial Ex. WQ, sen. Camm. Print, Pt. 6, at 433.) Weinberg suggested that Errichetti 
ask Senator Williams to write the letter on the condition that Errichetti promise to hand deliver 
and then burn it. (Id.) Errichetti wanted to try his way first. 

Weinberg, Er1'ichetti, and Errichetti's secretary, Dani Anise, met on September 13 and worked 
out the mechanics of the forgery and the language of the letter. (Sen. Camm. Print, Pt. 6, at 
438-39,1 On the next day, Errichetti delivered the forged letter to DeVito (Special Agent Amor
oso) and Weinberg. DeVito told Errichetti he had missed his calling in life, and asked Weinberg 
to remind him never to leave his signature with Errichetti. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. WD, Sen. 
Camm. Print, Pt. 6, at 440-41.) 

As late as September of 1979, then, the FBI was continuing to seek written evidence that sen
ator Williams was going to use his influence improperly. While the Select Cammittee is con
cerned about the repeated efforts to get Williams to commit himself, it is not troubled by the 
actual forging of the letter. The idea for the forgery was Errichetti's; Amoroso and Weinberg 
acceded to his demands to preserve their cover. The government never used and never planned 
to use the forged letter against Senator Williams. 

l" Errichetti also made several references to having told the Senator he would stick him with 
a pin or hit him with a bat. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 16 
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talk about the mine. Don't mention the mine." (Wms. Gov't Trial 
Ex. 13A, at 8, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 90.) Weinberg also sug
gested giving Senator Williams "marijuana to pep him up/' be
cause the Senator no longer drank. (ld.) 

On June 28, minutes before Senator Williams met the sheik, 
Weinberg and Errichetti briefed the Senator on what to say to the 
sheik. Weinberg told him to "forget the mine," to "stress how im
portant you are," and to say, IIWithout me there is no deal. I'm the 
man. I'm the man who's gonna open the doors.') (Wms. Gov't Trial 
Ex. 14A, at 2-4, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 94-96.) 

Weinberg also told him to tell the sheik that his shares would be 
in Feinberg's name, that Feinberg would endorse them to him in 
blank, and that the Senator would put his name on once he left the 
Senate. (Id. at 5, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 97.) Weinberg urged 
the Senator to view the impending speech as "all bullshit" and "all 
talk." (ld.) 

Thus, there are two important elements to the June 28 coaching 
session: (1) the import.uning to "come on strong"; and (2) the assur
ance that the words to be used were mere talk and "bullshit." Up 
to a point, the first element is positive; it attempts to ensure that 
the public official's corrupt intent is clear and unambiguous. The 
need for such clarity is especially important when the government 
creates a situation in which it seeks to induce a public official to 
take a bribe, because the principal element of the crime of bribery 
is not an act, but mere words: the promise to perform an official 
act in return for something else of value. The crucial evidence, 
therefore, consists of the words actually used and the circum
stances evincing the speaker's intent with respect to those words. If 
the words are sufficiently strong and clear, they will themselves 
evince the corrupt intent with which they were uttered. According
ly, only if the government's methods in inducing the speaker to use 
strong language are otherwise improper-for example, if the gov
ernment employs coercion or subjects the speaker to duress-is the 
attempt to evoke such language improper. 

It is, therefore, the second element of the June 28 coaching ses
sion that the Select Committee finds objectionable. If, by character
izing the Senator's impending statements as mere talk and "bull
shit," Weinberg meant to have the Senator believe that he would 
never have to use his influence and that he was being asked to lie 
to the sheik, the coaching session would be reprehensible, because 
it would constitute an attempt by Weinberg to create a false belief 
never intended by the ~overnment to be the basis for prosecuting 
Senator Williams. Speclfically, if Weinberg meant to convince the 
Senator to lie to the sheik about his willingness to use his senatori
al office corruptly, Weinberg was attempting to induce the Senator 
to engage in conduct other than the classic form of bribery that the 
FBI was seeking to establish. A lie of that nature would still evince 
a willingness to commit fraud, but fraud was not the FBI's goal; 
and, because the sheik was in fact an FBI special agent who, being 
knowledgeable about the circumstances, could not reply on any 
such false statement by Senator Williams, the government prob
ably could not successfully have prosecuted the Senator for fraud. 
Also, although the Second Circuit Court of Appeals in the Myers 
case ultimately concluded that even a fradulent promise to perform 
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an official act in return for consideration constitutes bribery, 
(United States v. Myers, 692 F.2d 823, 840-42 (2d Cir. 1982», there 
had been no such decision as of June 28, 1979; there is no evidence 
that any of the Abscam investigators or prosecutors had even con
sidered that issue, much less decided to seek a prosecution on that 
basis; and, in any event, no one had authorized Weinberg to alter 
so fundamentally the basic scenario of the Williams investigation. 

Weinberg may have meant, however, that, because the Senator 
already had promised to use his influence, because that message al
ready had been conveyed to the sheik by Weinberg and DeVito, 
and because the loan was essentially assured, the conversation 
with the sheik was a mere formality, a mere iteration of words 
that in substance had already been uttered. In that sense Senator 
Williams was to give a performance-a reenactment of a prior 
event. Under this interpretation the Senator also would be per
forming, in that he would be altering his customary style and 
would be forceful and boastful. 

If this was the message Weinberg meant to convey, his actions 
were nonetheless objectionable. His language was unnecessarily 
and unduly ambiguous for such a purpose; ana he had not been au
thorized to downgrade the importance of the meeting. 

Moreover, whatever Weinberg's intent may have been, the FBI, 
by allowing the incident to occur, clearly and unjustifiably failed to 
exercise adequate supervision and control of Weinberg and of the 
investigation. The FBI's failure to reduce Weinberg's role through
out the investigation was, as noted earlier, an undesirable investi
gative practice that raised several problems. To instruct Weinberg 
to meet wlli;h the suspect, without being acc0mpanied by any under
cover special agent, only moments before a crucial meeting at 
which an expression of the suspect's true intentions was to be 
sought, was not merely undesirable; it was egregious. ISS 

The evidence suggests that Weinberg and Errichetti did not 
induce Senator Williams to lie about his intentions to the sheik. 
Before the June 28 coaching session, Feinberg and Sandy Williams 
had said to Weinberg: 

FEINBERG: I talked to the Senator before in New York. I 
said, "These people and everybody understands that you 
have to help us get these contracts." He said, "Of course I 
will." Isn't that right? 

SANDY WMS: Definitely. I was right there. (Wms. Gov't 
Trial Ex. lOA, at 3, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 72.) 

During the coaching meeting with Weinberg and Errichetti, Sen
ator Williams said, "Well that's why it comes down to metal is the 
big thing. That's the government's area." (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 
14A, at 3, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 95.) After the Senator met 
the purported sheik, Feinberg reported to Weinberg: 

You know, the Senator seemed to get a big kick out of 
his own performance, because when he related to me what 
he said-and he keeps saying after each statement, "And 

I •• Supervisor John Good testified that he had instructed Weinberg to meet with Senator Wil
liams "to brief him as to what we expected to hear from him when he addressed the sheik," 
(Myers D.P. 'f't'. 2809-10,) 
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it's all true," he says (laugh)-he was very excited, like a 
kid. He was pleased with himself. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 
16A, at 3, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 133.) 

The subsequent history of the titanium deal also suggests that 
Weinberg's and Errichetti's coaching on June 28 did not induce 
Senator Williams to make false promises for the sheik's ears. On 
August 5, 1979, the Senator accepted his blank stock certificates 
and expressed pleasure at the way his interest had been concealed; 
the sheik was not present. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 21A, at 4-5, Sen. 
Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 186-87.) On September 11 DeVito clearly 
stated that the resale was possible only if the Senator would 
continue to use his influence on behalf of the new purchasers, and 
the Senator agreed to do so; the sheik was not present. (Wms. Gov't 
Trial Ex. 23A, at 54-55, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 261-62.) 

The Select Committee therefore concludes that the prosecution of 
Senator Williams did not, as former Assistant United States Attor
ney Edward J. Plaza has contended, constitute the prosecution of 
actors for speaking their lines in a play.lS7 Similarly, the Select 
Committee finds that the events of June 28, 1979, were not, as 
Plaza has claimed, a perversion of the truth. Every undercover op
eration is by definition replete with dissimulation; but dissimula
tion in such a context is not synonymous with perversion of the 
truth. 

The Select Committee does find that the events of June 28, 1979, 
represent shoddy investigative work and provide a glaring example 
of the FBI's failure to control and supervise Weinberg. That failure 
led to possible entrapment. It led to possible due process violations. 
Instead of obtaining what might have been its strongest inculpa
tory evidence, the government brought upon itself a major problem 
that has subjected the entire Abscam investigation to deserved dep
recation. 

Federal prosecutors from the Strike Force for the Eastern Dis
trict of New York and from the New Jersey United States Attor
ney's office reprimanded Weinberg for his June 28 coaching efforts. 
Judge Pratt found in his Myers decision that the coaching incident 
was a typical of Abscam and that coaching never again occurred. 
<United States v. Myers, 527 F. Supp. 1206, 1234-35 (E.n.N.Y. 1981).) 
The Select Committee finds that, while Weinberg never again di
rectly told a target what to say, he did communicate to middlemen 
that various Congressmen would have to come on strong. ISS 

Both Judge Pratt and the Senate Ethics Committee found that 
the coaching incident did not overbear Senator Williams' will. His 
own testimony confirms that he said what he wanted to say during 
his meeting with the sheik on June 28. 159 The Select Committee 
finds no contrary evidence. 

151 Th~ Select Committee also emphasizes that, even if Senator Williams' promised to use his 
senatorial office to assist the venture was false because he never intended to fulfill that promise 
if called upon to do so, the making of such a promise was fraudulent. Moreover, in U.S. v. Myers, 
692 F.2d 823 840-42 (2d Cir. 1982), th~ court held that such conduct constitutes the felonious 
solicitation of a bribe within th~ meaning of 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) (1976). (See p. 175 supra.) . 

1&8 See pp. 1~!!-89 supra. 
1.n Wms. Trial 'l'r. 4284-86. Judge Pratt said of the coaching incident: "When he testified at 

his own trial, however, Williams stated that he paid no attention to what Weinberg had told 
him, and that when he appeared before the ::;!teik he knew what he was going to say and he said 
it." (U.S. V. Myers, 527 F. Supp. 12U6, 1234 <B.D.N.Y. 1981).) 
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4. Size of the Inducement 
Senator Williams alleges that the inducements offered to him 

were unrealistically large and contrary to the FBI's own internal 
rule that inducements to commit a crime be proportionate to what 
the target would ordinarily encounter in the "real world." 160 

(Wms. Def. Appellate D.P. Brief 47-48; see Myers D.P. Ex. 110 (testi
mony of FBI Director William H. Webster).) Williams argued in his 
brief before the Second Circuit that the government had had no 
evidence that he had traveled in a world in which tens of millions 
of dollars were offered as loans. He claimed that his expected 
return from the sale of the venture to the second group of Arabs 
was more than he would otherwise have made in his entire life. 
(Wms. Def. Appellate D.P. Brief 48.) 

The inducements offered to Senator Williams were unquestion
ably huge. First, he was promised a loan, unsecured by any of his 
personal assets, of which his share would be $18 million.161 Second, 
he was told that he would receive $12.6 million in profit from the 
sale of the titanium mine and the processing plant in Georgia.162 

(Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 23A, at 25, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 232.) 
Third, through Sandy Williams, he was offered a bribe of $20,000 
for expense money. Fourth, on January 15, 1980, he was offered an 
unspecified sum of cash in return for helping the sheik get political 
asylum.163 

Judge Pratt rejected Senator Williams' contention that the in
ducements were excessive. He held that the loan, which would 
have had to be repaid, would have been excessive only if the finan
cial potential of the titanium venture did not warrant such a large 
sum. He decided that the increasing value of titanium, the proven 
ore deposits at Piney River, and the production potential of the 
American Cyanamid plant justified the amount of the loan. (United 
States v. Williams, 529 F. Supp. at 1101-02.) 

The Select Committee agrees with Judge Pratt's conclusions 
about the size of the loan, principally because it was the Senator's 
associates who set its amount. Before he even knew of Abdul En
terprises, the Senator was seeking sources of money for Sandy Wil
liams and Feinberg in connection with the titanium venture. (Wms. 
Trial Tr. 4233-34.) On January 11, 1979, in their first meeting with 
Abdul representatives, the Senator's associates were seeking a loan 
of $12 million or $13 million to buy land and an abandoned plant 
at Piney River, Virginia. By March 8, 1979, Sandy Williams was al
ready trying to get Weinberg interested in a processing plant in 
Georgia owned by the American Cyanamid Company (see Wms. 
Gov't Trial Ex. lA, at 1, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 1), and on 
April 3, 1979, Sandy Williams requested a loan of $83 million for 
the Piney River properties and the American Cyanamid plant 

160 The ~ideline incorporating that requirement was not promulgated until January 5, 1981, 
but FBI DIrector William H. Webster has testified that the r~uirement was ill effect during 
Abscam. (FBI Oversight: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of 
the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st & 2d Sess. 167-77 (1979-80) (testimony of 
William H. Webster).) 

181 His concealed share was 18 percent of the corporation, and the venture was getting a $100 
million loan. 

102 The expected profit was $70 million; his 18 percent amounted to $12.6 million. 
1 .. The sheik never mentioned a figure before the money was declin~. A $40,000 payment had 

been approved by FBI HQ. (Deleted) 
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(Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 4A, at 4-5, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 40-
41).164 

The projected profits from the fictive resale are more troubling 
to the Select Committee. Unlike the original loan, that inducement 
was millions of dollars in pure profits for the Senator. In addition, 
the government fabricated out of whole cloth both the fictitious 
buyers and the fictitiou~ resale price. 

The idea of a resale was discussed by Weinberg only a few days 
after the July 11, 1979, meeting that established the corporate 
structure of the titanium venture. George Katz told Sandy Wil
liams shortly after that meeting that Weinberg had told him that a 
second group of Arabs was interested in buying the venture for $70 
million in profits, provided the Senator would agree to stay in
volved. (Wms. Trial Tr. 1618.) Weinberg told Errichetti of the plan 
on July 25, 1979. (Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 416-22.) 

The first time Senator Williams' learned of the possible resale 
was on August 5, 1979. Errichetti, Weinberg, and DeVito (Special 
Agent Amoroso) met the Senator at the John F. Kennedy Airport 
in New York as he was preparing to fly to Europe on vacation. Er
richetti gave him his shares of the titanium corporate stock, en
dorsed in blank by Feinberg, and told him that there was a strong 
possibility of a dual closing-getting the $100 million loan from 
Abdul, buying the Piney River properties and the American Cyana
mid plant, and then reselling everything to a second group for a 
$50 million profit. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 21A, at 5, Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 187.) Weinberg told him he was in contact with the 
principals of the second group; he said that there was a tentative 
offer of $50 million, but that he wanted more.16S (ld. at 14-15, Sen. 
Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 196-97.) 

Amoroso testified that .the idea for the resale was jointly concoct
ed by himself, Good, and Weinberg. It was designed, Amoroso said, 
to gain time, because the FBI had neither the intention nor capa
bility of making a $100 million loan, and for other unspecified rea
sons. (Wms. Trial Tr. 1118-22.) 

The Select Committee concludes that another reason for the 
resale scenario was the desire to have Senator Williams commit 
himself yet again to misuse his office. There is nothing improper in 
the government's decision to build as strong a case as possible 
against Senator Williams. The Select Committee finds troubling, 
however, the FBI's repeated advances to Senator Williams and the 
size of the inducements involved. 

Judge Pratt held that, given his position and background, the 
$12.6 million in profit to Senator Williams was not so large as to 
constitute entrapment or due process outrageousness. (United 
States v. Williams, 529 F. Supp. at 1102.) In United States v. Myers, 
Judge Pratt said: 

No matter how much money is offered to a government 
official as a bribe or gratuity, he should be punished if he 
accepts. It may be true, as has been suggested to the court, 

". The total amount of $100 million was finally agreed upon by Weinberg, Katz, and Sandy 
Williams on May 8 and 9, 1979, in Georgia while inspecting the Cyanamid plant. (Wms. Trial Tr. 
1593.) As explained above (see p. 218 supra) there are no recordings'of these'meetings: 

, .. Senator Williams testified that he discounted this story. (Wnw. Trial Tr. 4410, 4422.) 
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that "every man has his price"; but when the price is 
money only, the public official should be required to pay 
the penalty when he gets caught. (527 F. Supp. at 1228.) 

The Select Committee agrees with Judge Pratt and concludes 
that the size of the bribe does not exonerate Harrison Williams of 
wrongdoing. Senators hold high positions of public trust, and they 
regularly deal with matters of national and international impor
tance. They should be held to correspondingly high standards. The 
amount of money offered to Senator Williams is astonishing, but 
the office of a Senator should not be for sale at any price. 

Despite Senator Williams' culpability, however, the Select Com
mittee finds that the government's offer of an instantaneous $12.6 
million profit demonstrated unsound investigative and prosecutori
al judgment. There must be wiser, more desirable, more efficient 
uses of scarce prosecutorial resources than to offer a bribe at a 
level far beyond anything ever previously proved against a person 
in a like position. It is no mere oversight that the government has 
not, to this day, adduced any evidence that any Congressman had 
ever previously been offer..ed $12.6 million for the sale of his public 
trust. Indeed, the ready acceptance of sums ranging from $5,000 to 
$40,000 by other Congressmen caught in Abscam suggests that 
those sums are either at or above the level of inducements one 
might consider to be "real-life" inducements. The amount of $12.6 
million exceeds the largest of those by some 31,500 percent. 

5. Deliberate Interruption of the Senator's Refusal of a Bribe 
Senator Williams alleges that he was deliberately interrupted on 

January 15, 1980, when he was in the course of refusing to take 
money in return for helping the sheik with immigration problems. 
The Select Committee has viewed the January 15 videotape, stud
ied the transcript, and examined the testimony of the government 
agents who arranged, conducted, and monitored the meetings. 'rhe 
Select Committee concludes that there was no deliberate interrup
tion. The two interruptions were unfortunate, in that they raised 
doubts about how fairly the Senator was treated, but the Senator 
was not significantly harmed by them. While on camera, he several 
times refused the cash, and he even explained the basis for his re
fusal. 

De Vito (Special Agent Amoroso) introduced Senator Williams, 
George Katz, and Alex Feinberg to Sheik Yassir Habib (Special 
Agent Farhart), and then withdrew with Katz and Feinberg. (Wms. 
Gov't Trial Ex. 25A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 348.) As he with
drew, DeVito stated that a call the sheik had been expecting had 
not yet come, and he asked the sheik if he wanted to be interrupt
ed if the call should come. The sheik said, "Yes." 

The sheik assured Senator Williams about the titanium deal, but 
told him that he waIJ.ted the Senator's assistance in getting legisla
tion allowing him to stay in the United States. Williams replied 
that such private legislation was possible, but was very difficult to 
pass. The Senator said that he would need good reasons to support 
the sheik's immigration. (ld. at 3-5, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 
350-52.) 

Eventually, the sheik raised the subject of money: 
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SHEIK: I, I will for, for your help, assistance, and assist
ance-I would like to give you, you know, some money for, 
for permanent--

SENATOR WMS: No. 
SHEIK: Residence. 
SENATOR WMS: No, no, no. This, this is ... When I work 

in that arE~a, that kind of activity, it is purely a public not, 
no. 

[DeVito here walks into the room and interrupts, saying 
he will transfer a call.] 

DEVITO: Excuse me, gentlemen. Er, Sheik Habib, er, the 
call is, is here. I told him to ring you on the telephone in 
here. O.K., so, as soon as it rings you can answer it. I'll 
have to transfer it. 

SENATOR WMS: O.K., Tony. You are most gracious. 
Within our, my position, when I deal with law and legisla
tion, it is, it is, it is not on, it's, Ws, er, not with, 
within--

[Phone rings. Sheik leaves. Inteq.uption in audio and 
video. Sheik returns.] 

SENATOR WMS: ... No, the, er, my interest is with my 
associates ... So my only interest is to see this come to
gether. And the, and the the, elements that I can help 
with, your, your personal situation. Er, I am very, I find it, 
er, a desirable thing to, for you, personally. And it's part of 
creating something of value, bringing in that ore. (Id. at 8-
9, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 355-56.) 

The sheik than asked Senator Williams for more detail on the 
legislative process. When the Senator began to ask personal ques
tions, the sheik shifted the conversation back to the titanium mine. 
The Senator pressured the sheik on the timing of that deal. The 
phone then rang again (this time without DeVito's first having an
nounced it), and the sheik again left the room to answer it. (Id. at 
12, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 359.) 

When the videotaping resumed, Senator Williams told the sheik 
he had to leave. The sheik said that the mine deal would be closed 
by the end of the month, if he was assured of permanent reSIdence. 
Senator Williams responded: 

You can leave with my assurance that I will do those 
things that will, will bring you on for the consideration of 
permanency. Quite frankly, I can't issue that. 

* * * * * * * 
I cannot personally. It, it is a law. And it has to be, goes 

through the whole dignified process of passing a law. I can 
give you my pledge. I will do all that is necessary to get 
that to the proper decision. You see. (ld. at 13, Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 360.) 

After Senator Williams once more gave his lIabsolute pledge" to 
udo everything in [his] power to advance [the sheik's] permanency," 
the sheik and Williams left to rejoin the others. (Id. at 14, Sen. 
Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 361.) 
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Supervisor Good testified at the Williams due process hearing 
that the January 15, 1980, meeting was arranged for Senator Wil
liams to agree to help the sheik in return for the titanium 10an.166 

(Wms. D.P. Tr. 830.) The FBI was also going to offer him a cash 
bribe, if the opportunity arose, as icing on the cake. The FBI inter
nal document requesting approval of the money, however, made no 
mention of this dual purpose; it merely asked for authorization to 
present a cash bribe to Senator Williams. ([Deleted]; see Wms. D.P. 
Tr. 863.) During the meeting, Good, after discussing it vvith Puccio, 
interrupted the sheik and told him to get Senator Williams to be 
more specific about what he was willing to do to help the sheik. 
Good first sent DeVito in to alert the sheik that a call was coming. 
(Id. at 837.) To do so, Good had to leave the room in which he and 
Puccio were monitoring the meeting. That room was next to the 
room where the Senator and the sheik were meeting. In testifying, 
Good was unclear as to how long this took, but he thought the time 
was short--several seconds, at most. He testified that he decided to 
interrupt before the offer of money was made. (Id. at 846.) 

Good repeated this account in his testimony before the Select 
Committee. Good testified to the Select Committee that he had 
gone into the hallway to tell Amoroso to alert Farhart about the 
call before Farhart made the bribe offer. The timing was merely a 
coincidence. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 187-88 (testimony 
of John Good).) Later, Good interrupted a second time to get Far
hart to link the titanium loan directly to Williams' help on immi
gration matters. This time, however, he did it by calling Farhart 
directly, because he did not feel it necessary to send in Amoroso; he 
knew that Farhart would be sure who was calling and would not 
become flustered. (Wms. D.P. Tr. 865.) 

Farhart's testimony corroborates Good's. When he had what he 
thought was an assent by Williams to introduce legislation, he of
fered the Senator money. (Id. at 138.) In accordance with his prior 
instructions, when the offer was refused, the subject of money was 
dropped. As Senator Williams was refusing the money, Amoroso in
terrupted, and a call then came. The call was from Good, who told 
him to get Senator Williams to be more specific. Later, Good called 
again to get him to link the immigration bill and the titanium deal 
directly. (ld. at 177.) 

Puccio testified at the Williams due process hearing that Good 
had sent in Amoroso after Puccio and Good had discussed the need 
to talk to Farhart. Puccio and Good thought that Senator Wiluams 
was not being specific enough. (Id. at 473-74.) Before the Select 

1M A document in the mes of the Department of Justice, dated November 27, H~79, stetes that 
it would be necessary to recontact Senator Williams to obtain an overt act, and that if an overt 
act was obtained, a prosecutable case of bribery and conspiracy would be made out. ([Deleted], 
reprinted in 128 Cong. Rec. S 1511 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Senator Williams argued that this 
memorandum establishes that the government agreed that, as of November 1979, it had an in
complete case against him. 

The Select Committee agrees with the conclusion of Judge Pratt: "Merely because some gov
ernment employees were not overly impressed with the strength of the Williams case as of 
November 27, 1979, does not mean that the government was precluded from testing the suffi
ciency of its evidence before the grand jury in obtaining an indictment or from convincing a 
petit jury of defendant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt .... 

"The court concludes that the existence of the November 27, 1979 memorandum suggesting 
that further specific proof be adduced of Williams' criminal propensity before seeking an indict
ment against him does not p,reclude the government from proceeding even when the additional 
evidence is not forthcoming.' (U.S. v. Williams 529 F. Supp. at HOO-Ol.l 
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Committee, Puccio testified that Good left the room because he and 
Good had discussed the need for Farhart to be more specific. Far
hart was ill-informed about the details of the operation, and Puccio 
was uncomfortable with offering Senator Williams a bribe without 
specific statements about what he was willing to do. Unfortunately, 
while Good was out of the room, the bribe offer was made. (Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 188-90 (testimony of Thomas 
Puccio).) 

Amoroso testified that he was stationed in the hall outside of the 
room where Senator Williams and the sheik were meeting. Good 
told him to tell Farhart a telephone call was coming. The whole 
episode took 10 to 15 seconds. (Wms. D.P. Tr. 1101.) The reason that 
Amoroso was to deliver the message, which was agreed upon before 
the meeting, was because a man of the sheik's stat.ure would not 
just answer his own phone without some help. (ld. at 1105.) Amor
oso had no explanation for why he was not told to announce the 
call the second time Good called. 167 

The Select Committee agrees with the uncontroverted testimony 
of Puccio and Good that there was no deliberate interruption of 
Senator Williams as he rejected the money. There is no dispute 
that, prior to Senator Williams' arrival, the government had ar
ranged a way to contact Farhart during the meeting. When he left 
Farhart and Senator Williams alone, Amoroso expressly stated 
that he was going to interrupt for an important ·call. The interrup
tion was clearly planned because of Farhart's unfamiliarity with 
the case scenario and because he needed more guidance than 
Amoroso would have needed. 

Williams claims in his appeals brief that: 
While the possibility of interruption was discussed, their 

timing certainly was not discussed in advance. It is hard to 
believe that the precise simultaneity of the Senator's at
tempts to explain his refusal of bribe money and the inter
ruptions was sheer coincidence. (Wms. Def. Appellate D.P. 
Brief 50 n. 20.) 

To the contrary, the Select Committee finds that the simultane
ity makes the government's position more believable. Presumably, 
Good and Puccio did not want to interrupt Williams while he was 
taking a cash bribe. rrherefore, if the interruption were deliberate, 
the earliest it could have been decided upon was after Williams 
said no. Good would have had to have heard the word, "No," 
jumped up, left his room, and spoken to Amoroso. Amoroso would 
then have had to enter the room occupied by Senator Williams. 
The entire operation, from conception through execution, could not 
have been completed in the time that actually elapsed. 

167 Judge Pratt did not accept Williams' argument that the interruptions dUring his January 
15, 1980, meeting with the sheik were deliberate attempts to prevent him from exonerating him
self. First, the interruptions were planned in advance; Amoroso set up the scenario as he intro
duced Williams to Farhart. Second, Pratt believed the testimony of Good, Amoroso, and Puccio 
that the decision to send in Amoroso was made before Williams had turned down the money. 
And third, there was no prejudice, even if the interruption was intentional, because Senator 
Williams did turn down the money on camera and explained why. (529 F. Supp. at 1099-100.) 

Judge Pratt stated: "But the tape also shows that the interruption did not disrupt Williams' 
explanation of his position, for when the conversation and the tape resumed, Williams immedi
ately picked up the same subject and stated in substance that what he wanted from the sheik 
was not a cash payment, but the sheik's financing for the titanium project." (Id. at 1100.) 
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C. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING KENNETH N. MACDONALD 

Throughout the covert stage of the Abscam undercover oper
ation, Kenneth N. MacDonald was Vice Chairman of the New 
Jersey Casino Control Commission. He resigned from his position 
on February 4, 1980, after having been mentioned by the news 
media as a target of the investigation. MacDonald was indicted on 
June 18, 1981, but died on April 17, 1982, while his case was still 
pending. The indictment was dismissed on May 6,1982. 

MacDonald's lawyer, Justin P. Walder, former Assistant United 
States Attorney for the District of New Jersey Edward J. Plaza, As
sistant United States Attorney for the District of New Jersey 
Robert A. Weir, Jr., and some members of the press have alleged 
that MacDonald was unfairly prosecuted. They further allege that 
the problems with the MacDonald case taint the other Abscam 
cases and that MacDonald was indicted primarily for the improper 
purpose of preserving the other Abscam convictions. Plaza, for ex
ample, testit1ed before the Select Committee that MacDonald had 
been an "unwitting dupe" and claimed "that there is more than a 
reasonable doubt that Kenneth MacDonald was not guilty of any
thing and yet was indicted." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 28, 1982, at 38, 
48 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza).) Weir testified before the Sub
committee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Commit
tee on the Judiciary that the MacDonald case "creates a cancer 
that spreads to the other cases." (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., June 
2, 1982, at 68 (testimony of Robert A. Weir, Jr.).) Indeed, the argu
ments advanced by these advocates were so emphatic that, when 
combined with a preliminary and incomplete review of the confi
dential FBI and Department of Justice Abscam flies, they caused 
the Select Committee's counsel in their interim report on August 
18, 1982, to suggest that there was substantial evidence that Erri
chetti had duped MacDonald. 

MacDonald was charged with crimes arising out of his allegedly 
having received a bribe on March 31, 1979. MacDonald did not re
ceive money directly from FBI undercover operatives on that date; 
rather, the Mayor of Camden, New Jersey, Angelo J. Errichetti, re
ceived the money in MacDonald's presence. MacDonald's defenders 
argue that MacDonald did not know the purpose of the transfer of 
money and never received any of it. They argue that Errichetti, 
acting in conjunction with Weinberg, had duped MacDonald into 
appearing to have sold his office. They further argue that Erri
chetti and Weinberg split the money between themselves. Finally, 
they argue that the government became aware of Weinberg and 
Errichetti's deception and nevertheless prosecuted MacDonald. 

Since August 18, 1982, when the Select Committee's counsel sub
mitted their interim report, they and the Select Committee have 
reviewed thousands of additional documents, viewed the March 31, 
1979, tape several times, listened to the numerous relevant. audio 
tapes, taken the testimony of FBI Director WilliamH. Webster, 
taken the testimony of Errichetti and Weinberg, interviewed Erri
chetti's nephew, interviewed all of the FBI agents and federal pros
ecutors who played a central role in the MacDonald investigation 
in the first four months of 1979, interviewed Justin Walder by tele
phone, listened to the testimony of Justin Walder before the Sub-
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committee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Commit
tee on the Judiciary, and obtained and reviewed a massive quantity 
of additional evidence somewhat less centrally related to the Mac
Donald investigation. Having thus reviewed sUbstantially more evi
dence than that on which Walder, Plaza, Weir, and others who con
tend that MacDonald was duped have based their contention, the 
Select Committee finds that the weight of the evidence shows that 
MacDonald knowingly attended the March 31, 1979, meeting with 
the intent of using the influence of his public office for the purpose 
of enabling his companion, Angelo Errichetti, to obtain a payment 
of $100,000 and for the further purpose of obtaining either an im
mediate or a future benefit for himself. The Select Committee re
jects the contention that the government had improper motives in 
indicting MacDonald. The Select Committee also concludes, howev
er, that the MacDonald investigation was poorly managed and su
pervised and that the meeting on March 31, 1979, should have been 
more carefully structured and conducted. 

1. Reasonable Suspicion Regarding MacDonald 
Plaza and Weir have alleged that there are tape recordings that 

make clear that Errichetti and Weinberg were in a conspiracy to 
deceive both McCloud (Special Agent McCarthy) and MacDonald. 
They claim that the record is clear that Errichetti and Weinberg 
were planning on luring MacDonald to a meeting that would only 
appear to be a payoff implicating him. They also claim that Wein
berg and Errichetti planned to keep all the money for themselves. 
Plaza and Weir argue that the government should have been 
aware of this conspiracy and should not have allowed MacDonald 
to be duped. (See House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., June 2, 1982, at 31, 
57 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza).) 

In addition, Walder argues that Errichetti demonstrated, from 
the beginning of the investigation of MacDonald, that he, Erri
chetti, was unreliable. Walder argues, therefore, that, during the 
covert stage of the Abscam investigation, the government never 
should have relied upon Errichetti's allegations to justify an inves
tigation of MacDonald. (See House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 13, 
1982 (written statement of Justin P. Walder at 3).) 

There are transcripts in which Errichetti says that MacDonald 
does not want any money, and is not going to receive any money. 
(See, e.g., [Deleted],168 reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1502-03 (daily 
ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) The evidence that Errichetti was never planning 
to pay MacDonald, however, must be considered in conjunction 
with contemporaneous evidence in which Errichetti was unequivo
cally alleging that MacDonald was corrupt. Moreover, even if Mac
Donald was not planning to receive any of the cash to be paid to 
Errichetti on March 31, 1979, he could just as well have been will
ing to sell his influence in return for future compensation or for a 
benefit for one of h~:: relatives or to assist Errichetti because of 
past favors. 

As is shown below, there is and was evidence to support all of 
those explanations for MacDonald's conduct. The Select Committee 

168 The omission of a citation to a confidential document is identified by "[Deleted]." See pp. 
V-VI supra. 
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concludes, therefore, that the FBI was entitled to rely on the repre
sentations of Errichetti that MacDonald was corrupt: The govern
ment had articulable facts supporting a reasonable suspicion justi
fying an offer to MacDonald of the opportunity to commit a crime 
on March 31, 1979. 

Errichetti was introduced to Abdul Enterprises by William 
Rosenberg and William Eden on December 1, 1978. At that meeting 
he indicated through his intermediaries that he would assist Abdul 
Enterprises in obtaining a casino license in return for a payment of 
$350,000 to $400,000, of which $100,000 would be paid as a down
payment. He, Errichetti, would distribute the money to the neces
sary people. ([Deleted]) 

On January 8, 1979, Errichetti met with Weinberg, Rosenberg, 
and Eden and discussed payoffs to members of the Casino Control 
Commission on behalf of Abdul Enterprises. During the course of 
the meeting, Errichetti agreed to reduce to $25,000 his demand for 
a downpayment. (See Kelly Def. Trial Ex. 19.) 

On January 9, 1979, Errichetti met alone with McCloud. Erri
chetti bragged about his influence, his power, and his control over 
three of the members of the New Jersey Ca"ino Control Commis
sion. He said that three of the five were his "nominees" and that 
MacDonald already had taken a bribe of $16~~,OOO through Erri
chetti to assure Resorts International's casino license. ([Deleted]) 
Errichetti said that he wanted $25,000 as a downpayment and a 
total of $400,000 to ensure Abdul's license. 

Walder relies upon portions of the January 9 transcript as proof 
of his proposition that Errichetti was unreliable. Walder claims 
that Errichetti made the following errors on January 9, 1979: (1) he 
identified three of the five members of the Casino Control Commis
sion as "his" nominees, when, in fact, Errichetti had no nominees; 
(2) he referred to a black man as a member of the Commission, 
when no black man was on the Commission; (3) he referred to Mr. 
"Collozzi" and Mr. "Roth" as members, when no member was 
named Collozzi or Roth; and (4) he claimed to control three of the 
five Commissioners, when four out of five were needed to obtain a 
casino license. The Select Committee's careful listening to the tape 
in question reveals that Walder's allegations in that regard are 
completely groundless, a conclusion fully supported by extrinsic 
evidence obtained by the Select Committee. 

Early in the recorded conversation Errichetti outlined for 
McCloud the source of his political strength. Walder relies upon 
the following transcript excerpt, prepared by the FBI, as proof of 
Errichetti's ignorance: 

ERRICHETTI: My strength is political here. 
MCCLOUD: In this town? 
ERRICHETTI: As well as Camden. Anything I want. Three 

solicitors, you know Planning Board, State Senators, uh, 
you name it. I got the strength. (Inaudible) and the most 
ultimate strength is the Casino Commission. , . Ken Mc
Donald [sic], the Vice Chairman ... I was told. 

MCCLOUD: I see, the Vice Chairman's uh. 
ERRICHETTI: Of the commission. The Chairman is a full

timer at $60,000 and it should be brought out, my nomi-
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nee. Kenneth McDonald, Vice Chairman, businessman, 
multi-millionaire, Ford distributor-east coast, $18,500 part
time Commissioner, my nominee. Schvatza (phonetic
meaning black), one year term (inaudible), should be 
coming here this morning. He's from ten miles from the 
house where I live. He's black and I named a black person. 
He's my nominee. The other fellow from North Jersey I 
don't know. Italian fellow named Joe somebody, I know 
him, but he's not my nominee . . . and th~ fellow Murke 
(phonetic) who's not my nominee, the other person. (House 
Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 13, 1982 (written statement of 
Justin P. Walder, Ex. A).) 

Through its own research the Select Committee has determined 
that the members of the Casino Control Commission on January 9, 
1979, were Chairman Joseph P. Lordi, and Commissioners Prospero 
DeBona, Alice D. Corsey, Albert W. Merck, and Kenneth N. Mac
Donald. (State of New Jersey, 1979 Official Directory 74.) In the 
language quoted above, Errichetti clearly identified Commissioners 
MacDona.ld -and Merck, although the FBI transcriber misspelled 
their names. He did not mention Chairman Lordi by name, but he 
did so shortly thereafter, on January 20, and in subsequent con
tacts with the undercover agents. 169 He also identified a Commis
sioner of Italian descent named Joe who came from northern New 
Jersey. Prospero DeBona was an Italian-American from Rumson, 
New Jersey, which is located in northern New Jersey. Soon after 
the January 9 meeting, Errichetti mentioned DeBona by name sev
eral times. 1 7 0 

The quoted transcript has Errichetti referring to a black person 
three times as "he.lI Commissioner Alice Corsey was a black 
woman from Westville, New Jersey. When the Select Committee 
listened to the tape, it clearly heard some of the references to the 
black commissioner as "she." 171 Moreover, from the context of the 
conversation, Errichetti obviously was referring to Corsey. He said 
that the black commissioner lived ten miles from his home, and 
Westville is within ten miles of Camden. Thus, rather than being 
mistaken, Erricheti correctly identified, either by name or by attri
butes, the entire membership of the Casino Control Commission. 

Walder also is incorrect when he alleges that in the following 
language Errichetti misidentified Colozzi and Roth as members of 
the Casino Control Commission: 

ERRICHETTI: Before you don't get nothing. Y ou're too 
fucking late under all normal circumstances. You're too 
fucking late. Everybody's in here already. That's why I've 
gotta move this as fast as I can because everyone's jump
ing on everyone's fucking head. That's one of the big 
things I've gotta do. To move you from fucking 13 to 5 or 6 

'69See, e.g., [Deleted] 
no See [Deleted] 
111 The transcript has three personal pronouns that refer to the black member of the Com

mission. On the tape, two of these references do sound somewhat like he. One additional refer
ence, which was labeled "inaudible" on the transcript, sounds clearly like "she should be here 
this morning." Also, the sentence "He's my nominee," is clearly "She's my nominee." The two 
references that do sound somewhat like he are not nearly as audible as the two that clearly say 
she. 
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or 7 or 8. After I, rm a little leary. There's only one, actu
ally one that's in operation. The others have had their ap
plications, have had their money up, but that don't mean 
bullshit. They're gonna get it, but they're gonna have to 
pull fucking teeth. I'll tell you. They'll be crossing every T 
and dotting every I. (Inaudible) Mayor (Inaudible), Pierre 
Hollingsworth (Phonetic), commissioned by the Governor. 
There are five commissioners, one of which depicts himself 
as the mayor, not elected by the people. So he is subservi
ent to the other four guys. Commissioner Roth, a Jewish 
fellow, on the bible, he will do no wrong. The black guy, 
whatever I want, O.K. Commissioner Colozzi, whatever I 
want. Two of them are mine and then the mayor falls in 
line. I met each one head on head by themselves. Again, 
not with anything except I need your help to get through, 
honest to goodness, clean people to operate a decent first
class operation and I get a finder's fee. I told them that. 
(House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 13, 1982 (written state
ment of Justin P. Walder, Ex. B).) 

Far from being evidence that Errichetti had not known the iden
tity of the Casino Control Commissioners, as Walder contends, the 
quoted language offers even further proof of Errichetti's knowledge 
and control of New Jersey and Atlantic City politics. In the quoted 
language, Errichetti was referring to the local governing body in 
Atlantic City at the time, the City Commission. Errichetti's refer~ 
ences to the "mayor" as a member of the commission plainly show 
that he was not talking about the Casino Control Commission. 

Further, when Errichetti and McCloud spoke on January 9, the 
members of the Atlantic City Commission were Major Joseph La
zarow and Commissioners Edmund Colanzi, Pierre Hollingsworth, 
Edwin Roth, and Horace Bryant. Therefore, Errichetti correctly 
identified Roth, Hollingsworth, Colanzi, l 7 2 and, by office, the 
mayor. (One cannot tell from the tape whether Errichetti mentions 
Lazarow as mayor, because the reference is inaudible.) He does 
refer to a black man, however, and both Horace Bryant and Pierre 
Hollingsworth are black. 

It is unimportant whether Casino Control Commissioners Lordi, 
MacDonald, and Corsey were Errichetti's nominees in any formal 
legal sense. Errichetti was a state senator, as well as the Mayor of 
Camden, and was a powerful figure in the state legislature. The 
Select Committee concludes that when Errichetti called the three 
commissioners his "nominees," he meant that he either had sug
gested or had provided key support for their nominations. 

Similarly, in the discussion about the number of commissioners 
Errichetti controlled, he never contended that he controlled enough 
members to satisfy the technical requirements of the New Jersey 
gaming statute. The relevant dialog is as follows: 

-McCr.oun: -There's five on the commission four out of 
the five .... 

112 The transcript reads "Colozzi" rather than "Colanzi.If Errichetti's voice is not distinct at 
that llOint. It is possible that he said Colan.U or that he was slightly incorrect in his pronuncia
tion. Either way, the Select Committee concludes that he clearly meant to refer to Colanzi. 
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ERRICHETTI: Three out of the five. 
McCLoun: Three out the five are yours. In other words, 

the majority you're the majority then. . 
ERRICHETTI: Yeah. So that's where my strength comes 

from. Implication or from people knowing (inaudible). Ken 
MacDonald and those fellows had the opportunity with the 
hearing Officer two weeks ago when they nailed him to 
the fucking cross. (Inaudible) Jesus Christ they're gonna 
kill us. Next thing, when I met with MacDonald, that was 
his office, not mine, cause he has an emergency in his 
family. I said, "Ken, you ain't gonna kill us." He said, 
"how much?" ct162,000." He said, eldone." This guy was 
tickled to death. He would have gave him, he would have 
given him a million dollars. 

McCLoun: [Laugh) Right. 
ERRICHETTI: If they, if they didn't get past that first 

hurdle they wouldn't get here, where they are yesterday. 
So, you know, for you to sit where you are and question 
where I come from I have no problem. 

McCLoun: No, I'm not questioning it, but I have to be 
sure when I put in so much money, really, that I'm gonna 
get my money's worth, that I'm not making any contribu
tions to political campaigns or something like that. I want 
to make sure that I'm getting .... (House Jud. Subcomm. 
Hrg., Sept. 13, 1982 (written statement of Justin P. 
Walder, Ex. A).) 

It is true that Errichetti was bragging to impress McCloud and 
that McCloud seemed impressed that Errichetti had a majority of 
the commissioners in his control. To leap, however, to the conclu
sion that Errichetti's claims of influence were therefore discredited 
because the votes of four commissioners were needed to grant a 
casino license, is entirely unwarranted. Errichetti was speaking to 
McCloud as a corrupt public official describing the magnitude of 
his political strength. Control of a majority of the Commission was 
a relevant and important consideration. That he did not claim to 
control a legally sufficient majority was irrelevant in the context of 
the discussion and did nothing to discredit him. Moreover, the most 
important claim he made was that MacDonald already had been 
able, in return for a bribe, to resolve someone else's problems with 
the Commission. Errichetti was claiming effective control, not legal 
control. 1 '7 3 

On January 20, 1979, Errichetti travelled to Abdul Enterprises 
offices to collect the $25,000 he had demanded as a downpayment 
to help obtain a casino license for the sheik. Errichetti told 
McCloud during the meeting that MacDonald "is the key, really; 
he's number one." Errichetti explained that he was close to Mac
Donald, having just recently attended MacDonald's deceased wife's 

173 Moreover, in conversation on March 23,1979. between Errichetti and Weinberg, Errichetti 
said that [deleted] was independent, but that he, Errichetti, controlled the other four Commis
sioners. [deleted), however, was considering retiring to become a [deleted]. The omission of sensi
tive information is (identified by "[deleted]." See pp. V-VI supra.) Errichetti told Weinberg that 
he was going to make sure that [deleted! replacement would also be amenable to his control. 
The replacement would, ill other words, have been Errichetti's "nominee." ([Deleted]) 
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viewing,l74 and that members of MacDonald's family were con
nected with organized crime. ([Deleted J) The apparent closeness of 
the Errichetti-MacDonald relationship reflected by those state
ments provided further evidence that Errichetti knew MacDonald 
well enough to know whether he was corrupt. 

On February 12, 1979, Errichetti met with Weinberg and DeVito 
(Special Agent Amoroso) in Atlantic City. Errichetti expressed re
luctance to allow anyone to talk to MacDonald. He wanted to be 
sure no one said anything untoward: 

DEVITO: Would, would there be any problem in him 
[McCloud] meeting MacDonald? 

ERRICHETTI: No, I think I can arrange to have dinner 
one social. But he's gotta be nice and keep his mouth shut. 
I got to tell him what to say, you know. 

WEINBERG: Now, he's he's the (inaudible) man MacDon
ald. 

DEVITO: Well, like you said if you can arrange to have 
him meet MacDonald and he gives him some assurances 
that, you know. 

ERRICHETTI: He won't talk to him. 
DEVITO: He won't? 
ERRICHETTI: Nobody's gonna talk to him. 
DEVITO: Well at least for him to meet him, that may sat

isfy him. What the hell. (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 
13, 1982 (written statement of Justin P. Walder, Ex. 
D).) 175 

After Weinberg and DeVito had left on February 12, McCloud ar
rived to meet with Errichetti. Errichetti invited him to have dinner 
with MacDonald in the future, but (as he had told De Vito he 
would) admonished him not to discuss the proposed casino license 
with MacDonald. Errichetti said that he had told MacDonald that 
McCloud wanted a /(complete assurance" of a license for Abdul, be
cause Abdul was interested in a legitimate business venture. Erri
chetti also said that he had told MacDonald that McCloud was "not 
trying to bribe you, [he) just wants to know you." According to Er
richetti, MacDonald had replied, "No Angelo, I'm not interested in 
money; I'm doing it for you." [(Deleted]) (It should be noted at this 
point that the crime of bribery includes a promise to use one's 
public office in return for a benefit to be bestowed on another 
person.) 

At the same time as Errichetti was verbally insulating MacDon
ald, he was writing a note. The note had "$100,000" written on it. 

I14This was confirmed by Errichetti's nephew, Joseph DiLorenzo, who, in addition to serving 
as Camden's Administrator of Energy, also served as Errichetti's occasional chauffeur. DiLor
enzo was interviewed on June 10, 1980, by Special Agent Martin F. Houlihan of the Newark 
office of the FBI and by Plru-.a and Weir. DiLorenzo told them that he had driven Errichetti to 
MacDonald's wife's viewing. (Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) 

116 Walder argues that Amoroso inappropriately coached Errichetti on what to say to McCar
thy. (See House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 13, 1982 (written statement of Justin P. Walder at 
4).) The Select Committee disagrees. Amoroso was merely trying to break through Errichetti's 
insulation of MacDonald so that the criminal act by MacDonald, if one were to occur, would be 
clear. Obviously, any corrupt, cautious politician is going to trf to avoid personal involvement in 
the corrupt act; it is no mere fortuity that the word "bagman' has long occupied a central place 
in the argot of the criminal world. The evidence reviewed by the Select Committee in Abscam, 
Buyin, and Labou suggests that for almost every corrupt public official there is at least one cor· 
responding bagman. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 11 
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As he showed it to McCloud, Errichetti said, "That's for four," to 
which McCloud replied, "That's for all four of 'em." Errichetti then 
said, "Ten down. Ten percent." Errichetti told McCloud, "You 
couldn't hand them anything, 'cause that would be the end of it. 
I'm their bag guy. They're gonna deal with me. I'm gonna deal 
with you." ([Deleted]) 

On March 5, 1979, McCloud met MacDonald and Errichetti for 
dinner at the Cherry Hill Hyatt House. During the meeting Mac
Donald made no explicitly inculpatory statement. He did, however, 
engage in a prolonged private discussion about casino licenses with 
a person whom he believed to be seeking such a license. He told 
McCloud that the site of the proposed casino was the key factor in 
getting a license and that it was important to cooperate with the 
Commission and its staff. MacDonald also stated that he was loyal 
to Errichetti. ([Deleted]) 176 

Walder argues that the March 5 meeting was so non-incriminat
ing that the government had said prior to MacDonald's death that 
it would not use the tape in its prosecution of MacDonald. He 
claims that everything that MacDonald said during the meeting 
was perfectly proper. (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 13, 1982 
(written statement of Justin P. Walder at 4).) The Select Committee 
disagrees with Walder's conclusion. MacDonald's meeting with 
McCloud justifiably heightened the FBI's reasonable suspicion that 
MacDonald was corrupt. The Casino Control Commission had been 
established because of the public's suspicions about casino gam
bling. The Commissioners were to be above suspicion. At the very 
least, MacDonald showed questionable judgment in socializing with 
a casino license applicant with whom he had literally 110 other 
reason to meet. (Sel. Comm. interview of Gerald McDowell, Sept. 3, 
1982.) MacDonald's willingness to talk at length under those cir
cumstances about licensing procedures strongly suggested some-
thing worse than a mere error in judgment. . 

Prior to the March 5 dinner meeting, Errichetti told McCloud 
that MacDonald would take a $100,000 bribe, with $10,000 as a 
down payment. ([Deleted]) Afterwards, Errichetti told McCloud that 
MacDonald had spoken unguardedly. Errichetti said, lII'm hanging 
my fucking star on this guy." ([Deleted]) The next morning, in a 
meeting over breakfast, Errichetti disclaimed any knowledge or in
terest in how MacDonald planned to compensate the other Com
missioners: 

MCCLOUD: Now, I imagine Ken understands the 
arrangement . . . he mentioned it last night. 

* * * * * * * 
MCCLOUD: What's he, is he gonna take care, whoever 

has to taken care of I guess. 

* * * * * * * 
MCCLOUD: I didn't want to bring it up last night, I didn't 

think it was appropriate. 
ERRICHETl'I: No, if you had done that it would--

17 " DiLorenzo told the FBI on June 10, 1980, that Errichetti had told him that the meeting 
had concerned casino licensing procedures. (Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) 
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McCLoun: Be good-bye time. 
ERRICHETTI: Yeah, really. He maintains a high profile 

and he is, he's a decent person. ([Deleted]) 
In a report that accompanied the transcript of that March 6 

breakfast meeting, McCarthy wrote that Errichetti had claimed to 
be very close to MacDonald. Errichetti had said that he paid off 
MacDonald by pressing money into his hand as cigar money. ([De
leted]) 

In a tape of a meeting between Errichetti, Weinberg, and DeVito 
on March 8, 1979, Errichetti said that he was not going to pay Mac
Donald any money and did not want anyone from Abdul Enter
prises to mention money to MacDonald: 

DEVITO: You never know what he's [McCloud] gonna say 
and why he's gonna say it. 

ERRICHETTI. Like I was hoping and praying he didn't say 
anything to MacDonald, which he didn't. 

DEVITO: Well ... 
WEINBERG: You are lucky. 
DEVITO: You were lucky that time, but he's liable to say 

something to MacDonald after-
ERRICHETTI: (Inaudible.) 
WEINBERG: And you can. 
ERRICHETTI: I tell you he's gonna go to us, he ain't gonna 

go to fucking MacDonald, I tell you right now. Fuck that 
shit I'm gonna go pick it up, right? 

WEINBERG: I don't know what he's gonna do. He let me 
believe he was going to MacDonald. 

DEVITO: Yeah, he was under the impression that he was 
gonna go to MacDonald. Hey, I'm only telling you 
what ... 

WEINBERG: Let me explain. Sometimes it's better to let 
him do with the ten and the balance we can always grab . 

.,. .,. 

ERRICHETTI: Well, I said to him ... wait a minute. He 
can't fucking believe that. When he left that night, I said 
to him . . . He said "I'm gonna mention an amount." I 
said, "Wait a minute: you don't fucking mention money to 
him. You fuck. JIll give it to him and say go buy a cigar." 

WEINBERG: Well, anyway, let me ask you a question: 
Anyway you can arrange that he gives you the envelope, 
and you hand the envelope to him in front of him? 

ERRICHETTI: Oh, no way, no way. Here's a guy gonna sit 
in judgment and he's gonna have two fucking guys know 
that . . . Me is bad enough. 

WEINBERG: Well, then let you give it to him, and the bal
ance we can always glom. I'd rather have the guy get his 
feet wet. He sees the money's there and wants it. 

ERRICHETTI: MacDonald ain't doing it for money ya 
know, he's doing it for me. 

WEINBERG: I know that. 
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ERRICHETrI: He don 't give a fuck about no ten thou,sand 
dollars. 177 

ERRICHETTI: No, believe it when I tell you: MacDonald, 
MacDonald isn't getting a fucking quarter. No way. I may 
buy him a cigar, a three dollar cigar, that's it, but there 
ain't no fucking way I'm gonna offer, give him the money. 
And there's no way that fucking MacDon ... McCloud is 
gonna say he's gonna give it to him. The deal's off. 
[Laugh.] 

WEINBERG: Well, we'll work on that. We'll hold that in 
abeyance. We'll work on that. 

DEVITO: Well, its a good thing we know, we knew. 
WEINBERG: We know, because we didn't know which way 

to go because he came back, you know he's riding on cloud 
ninety-nine. ([Deleted] reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1500-
06 (daily ed., Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Errichetti complained about McCloud's desire to deal directly 
with MacDonald, rather than through him, the bagman. He said 
that McCloud would risk antagonizing MacDonald. (Id.) 

Plaza claimed that the March 8, 1979, tape was clear evidence 
that Errichetti and Weinberg were duping MacDonald and 
McCloud. (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., June 2, 1982, at 14 (testimo
ny of Edward J. Plaza).) The Select Committee disagrees. The 
Select Committee concludes that when Weinberg said !'the balance 
we'll glom." he was not planning, at that point, to share in the 
MacDonald bribe. Amoroso was present at the time, and there is no 
evidence that Amoroso was ever part of any bribe-sharing 
scheme. 178 Moreover, Weinberg knew the meeting was being taped 
and would not have been foolish enough to record and give to the 
FBI a tape of a conversation describing his plan to share the bribe. 
When the Select Committee pointed this out to Plaza, he had no 
coherent response. (Sel. Comm. interview of Edward J. Plaza, July 
14,1982.) 

The Select Committee concludes that on March 8 Weinberg was 
again attempting to pierce Errichetti's bagman shell. In order to 
get MacDonald to appear in person and to commit himself on video 
tape, he was making promises and assurances that neither he nor 
any of the government agents was prepared to keep.17 \I 

On March 20, 1979, the government obtained even more corrobo
rating information that MacDonald was corrupt. Errichetti's 
nephew, Joseph DiLorenzo, was in Florida helping to prepare for a 
party in Errichetti's honor that was being held on March 23, 1979, 
on the FBI's yacht, The Left Hand. While in Florida, DiLorenzo 
boasted about his uncle to Gunnar Anderson (Special Agent 
Gunnar Askeland). He told Anderson that Errichetti "owned" Mac
Donald; that Errichetti got MacDonald his position on the Casino 

177 The italicized lanlfl!age did not appear in the FBI's transcript of this conversation. It was 
not even marked inaudlPle; it was merely ignored. Irrespective of the Select Committee's conclu
sions about MacDonald, this was an inexcusable transcription omission. 

178 The Select Committee concludes that at some point Weinberg and Errichetti did conspire 
to share in the MacDonald money, (See pp. 138-39 supra.) It does not think that Weinberg ever 
recorded these plans, or ever discussed them in front of Amoroso. 

179 The Select Committee reaches a similar conclusion regarding another conversation ~ 
tween Weinherg and Errichetti on March 8, 1979, concerning Edward Ellis. (See pp. 294-96 in{ra.l 
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Control Commission; that MacDonald owed Errichetti many favofs 
and had begun paying them off by saving Resorts International's 
casino license; and that MacDonald could be counted upon for 
future favors. ([Deleted]) DiLorenzo confIrmed on June 10, 1980, 
that he had made these statements. He said that he had been 
trying to impress Askeland (whom he remembered only as Gunnar) 
with Errichetti's importance. (Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 
1980.) 

Errichetti himself went to Florida on March 22, 1979. He met 
that evening with Weinberg and DeVito. Weinberg asked whether 
MacDonald had not gone to the party because he was angry. Erri
chetti said MacDonald was not angry, but that he, Errichetti, was 
upset with McCloud for not having followed up on the March 5 
meeting with MacDonald. ([Deleted]) 

The next day DeVito, Weinberg, and Errichetti again discussed 
MacDonald. Weinberg said that MacDonald was going to guarantee 
a casino license for Abdul and was going to become a business part· 
ner with De Vito, Weinberg, and Errichetti in future real estate 
deals. ([Deleted]) Thus, the bribe being offered to MacDonald now 
included not only cash, but future lucrative transactions. Errichetti 
stressed that MacDonald was the key man in regard to the casino 
license because the other commissioners depended on his judgment. 
Errichetti referred to MacDonald as "our man." ([Deleted]) He said 
that Commissioner (deleted] was independent, but that through 
MacDonald he, Errichetti, controlled the other four. Errichetti also 
claimed that MacDonald had been instrumental in saving the 
casino license for Resorts International. ([Deleted]) 

Weinberg then suggested that Errichetti meet with McCloud to 
work out their differences. ([Deleted]) Weinberg told Errichetti that 
McCloud thought he needed MacDonald; McCloud was buying a 
friend. Errichetti complained that McCloud had already bought a 
friend-Errichetti. He also said that MacDonald could not get in
volved for six years. Weinberg said McCloud wanted double insur
ance. ISO ([Deleted]) 

McCloud and Errichetti did meet on March 23. The meeting was 
characterized by an undertone of hostility on Errichetti's part. 
McCloud told Errichetti that, even though he trusted him, he had 
to know personally that MacDonald was getting the money. Erri
chetti resisted, but finally proposed a compromise plan: McCloud 
would give Errichet.ti the envelope, and Errichetti then would hand 
MacDonald the envelope in the parking lot while McCloud watched 
from his window. Because he was upset at McCloud's requiring 
MacDonald's presence, Errichetti raised the amount of the bribe: 

ERRICHETTI: O.K., what's the number? 
MCCLOUD: What do you want? 
ERRICHETTI: As much as you can give. You looking for a 

gangster you're gonna fucking get it. 
MCCLOUD: Well, you tell me. 

180 Plaza claimed that the March 23 tape, a transcript of which he had not seen until Febru
ary 1981, was a key transcript in helpio;.g to prove his concern that MacDonald had been duped. 
He was very upset that he had not seen it until so late. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 28, 1982, at 31 
(testimony of Edward J. Plaza).) The Select Committee agrees with Plaza's concerns over the 
FBI's lax transcribing practices (see pp. 96-99 sup.ra), but does not agree that this tape was cru
CIal; nor does it agree taat it is evidence that MacDonald was duped. 
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ERRICHETTI: Let's give him the hundred (inaudible). Stop 
all the fucking bullshit. I'll come to your office. He'll be 
out in the car or wherever, parking lot. 1'11 have Joey 
there, naturally, because he drives. When I go downstairs, 
I will stand out in the fucking I mean by the car; and I'll 
talk to him and I will hand the fucking envelope, period. 
That satisfactory? 

MCCLOUD: O.K. 
ERRICHETTI: Be done. When you wanna do it? 
MCCLOUD: Tell me. ([Deleted]) 

The next day, March 24, 1979, Weinberg convinced Errichetti 
that MacDonald actually would have to appear in the room when 
Errichetti picked up the payment: 

WEINBERG: The only other thing, Ange, you know I was 
thinking. You said he was gonna sit in the car. Why don't 
you bring him up and put him in one of the offices when 
you go in with Jack. I don't think ... (inaudible) 

ERRICHETTI: I said to Jack. I said I was thinking about a, 
a strategy. I can't see him in the fucking parking lot sit
ting like a (inaudible). 

DEVITO: (inaudible) I agree with you. 
WEINBERG: Alright. 
ERRICHETTI: I've gotta think of something to bring him 

up in the building, sit down ... (inaudible) 
WEINBERG: Let him sit in the office and ... 
DEVITO: Maybe, he's got that other office. Let him sit in 

the other office. 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
DEVITO: Ya know, the one next to Jack's. 
WEINBERG: Go in and say hello to Jack and walk. Al

right? And then we'll meet you Saturday night .... (House 
Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 13, 1982 (written statement of 
Justin P. Walder, Ex. H).) 

On the basis of the foregoing evidence, the FBI, with the concur~ 
rence of the Department of Justice, approved a payment of 
$100,000 to MacDonald t.o be made on March 31, 1979. The Select 
Committee concludes that the decision was reasonable. The govern
ment had numerous a:rticulable facts to support a reasonable suspi
cion that MacDonald was corrupt and that he would take a bribe. 

At the same time, the Select Committee recognizes that on sever
al occasions, Errichetti had indicated that MacDonald expected no 
money for his actions and that Errichetti would give him none. 
These protestations were of two kinds. At times, Errichetti tried to 
isolate MacDonald: no one was going to meet with MacDonald, and 
if anyone did meet with him, there was to be no mention of casino 
licenses or money. The government was entitled to discount these 
protestations as the normal an,d expected actions of a bagman. At 
other times, however, Errichetti admitted that MacDonald would 
violate his oath and help Abdul Enterprises get a license unfairly, 
but would not get paid. These statements did not detract from the 
government's reasonable suspicion that MacDonald was corrupt, 
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but they should have made the government take great care to 
ensure that Errichetti actually delivered the money to MacDonald. 

2. Ambiguities in the March 31, 1979, Transaction 
Even though the Select Committee concludes that the govern

ment hSld a reasonable suspicion that MacDonald was corrupt and 
was willing to take a bribe, the Select Committee is deeply troubled 
by the manner in which the opportunity to commit a crime was ex
ecuted. As the result of flawed communications from the FBI field 
office to FBI headquarters, from FBI headquarters back to the 
field, frOIn Department of Justice attorneys to FBI headquarters, 
and from strike force attorneys to FBI special agents, the meeting 
on March 31, 1979, contained numerous needless ambiguities. The 
need for a. clear acknowledgment by MacDonald was of greater im
portance than usual in this case because of the indications that Er
richetti might not pay him. 

On Marc'h 26,1979, the FBI New York Field Office requested FBI 
HQ approval of a $100,000 payment to MacDonald. Errichetti had 
been maintaining for months that he was the "bag guy" who would 
accept the money. Eventually, however, the FBI, in part through 
Weinberg, c'onvinced Errichetti to produce MacDonald personally. 
The approval request included the scenario that had been agreed 
upon. It said, "The Mayor will personally accept the money and 
turn it over to MacDonald in the presence of undercover special 
agents." ([De,leted]) The document stated that Puccio and Jacobs 
had approved the payoff and that full return of the monies paicl 
was contemplated. 

On March 30, 1979, FBI HQ approved the expenditure of 
$100,000. The approval stated, "The Director has instructed that 
the $100,000 should be delivered only to Kenneth MacDonald, New 
Jersey Gaming Control Commission Vice Chairman. Insure that 
statements from MacDonald are elicited regarding assurance of 
casino license prior to providing payment." Because the only indi
viduals who were to attend the meeting were Special Agent McCar
thy, acting as .McCloud, Errichetti, and MacDonald, and because 
McCarthy would be handing over the money, the only rational in
terpretation of the Director's requirement-tIthe $100,000 should be 
delivered only to Kenneth MacDonald"-was that the money could 
not go to Errichetti. (Even if Weinberg were to attend the meeting, 
McCarthy obviously would not hand the money to him, the FBI in
formant, in order to establish a criminal act by MacDonald,) 

MacDonald and Errichetti met with McCloud (Special Agent Mc
Carthy) on March 31, 1979, at Abdul Enterprises' offices. ([Deleted]) 
Prior to Errichetti and MacDonald's arrival, McCloud placed 
$100,000 in a brlLefcase and placed it on a desk in his office. 
McCloud and Errkhetti first met alone for a few minutes. Erri
chetti entered with a briefcase that he placed on an empty chair. 
Errichetti mentioned the phrase "key to our future" three times 
and described how the payoff was to be handled. ([Deleted]) Mac
Donald then joined them. For the next few minutes, they discussed 
an article about Errichetti that had appeared in the New York 
Times and various business matters concerning Camden. ([Deleted]) 

Suddenly, in a manner that has to be seen on the video tape to 
be appreciated for :its bizarreness, after a discussion about Long 
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Island, and for no apparent reason, MacDonald literally rushed to 
the window, pried an opening in the venetian blinds, and stared in
tently outside. In his dash, he ran into the chair with the briefcase 
on it and pushed it out of the way. Errichetti calmly picked up the 
briefcase and sauntered over to the desk where McCloud was 
standing, and began the following sequence: 

ERRICHETTI: You're in great shape, my friend. Alright, 
I've come up for the money for the future, my boy. 

MCCLOUD: O.K., I tell you, you know, we're making a big 
investment in Atlantic City. 

[McCloud moves and blocks camera. MacDonald is ob-
scured.] 

ERRICHETTI: No question about it. 
MCCLOUD: And I'm sure. . . 
ERRICHETTI: Everything will be (inaudible). 
MCCLOUD: Won't be any problem at all. 
ERRICHETTI: None whatsoever. That's for me to take [re

ferring to McCloud's briefcase]. 
MCCLOUD: You can take the whole thing [opens briefcase 

wide, displaying money]. . 
ERRICHETTI: O.K. I'll take that and I'll leave you this [re

ferring to the two cases]. 
MACDoNALD: What are you building, industrial parks 

here? [MacDonald still cannot be seen.] 
MCCLOUD: Huh, Ken? 
MACDoNALD: Industrial parks? 
MCCLOUD: Yeah. I hope that, Ken, I hope there won't be 

any problem with our ... [opens briefcase again]. 
ERRICHETTI: No, there won't be any problems. 
MCCLOUD: Licensing or anything else in uh Atlantic City 

as a result of this. 

* * * * * * * 
MCCLOUD: As long as we have no problems at all with 

the licensing as you say, cause I say that's my biggest 
problem and without that I have nothing in Atlantic City. 

ERRICHETTI: Without a license and casino, you know 
what you got? 

MCCLOUD: I have a pile of dirt. Well, I have a hotel, but 
again, I have a pile of dirt unless I get that casino license. 
That is the most important thing. 

ERRICHETTI: That's the ballgame. 
MCCLOUD: Because that's where the money is to be made 

and that's why we're all here. ([Deleted]) 
As MacDonald and Errichetti were leaving, McCloud thanked 

MacDonald and asked whether there would be any problems. Mac
Donald, who seemed very subdued, mumbled an answer that the 
FBI transcribed as, "You're right way up." ([Deleted]) All three 
then left the office. 

McCloud and Errichetti then reentered the room. They discussed 
how the earlier meeting had gone. Errichetti was somewhat sullen, 
but said that there were no problems and that he was happy. ([De
leted]) 
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The Director's directive undeniably was not literally obeyed. The 
$100,000 was not "delivered only" to MacDonald. It was delivered 
to Errichetti in MacDonald's presence. Also, MacDonald gave no 
clear and unambiguous assurances about Abdul's casino license. 
Indeed, he gave no assurance at all. The meeting did not even ful
fill the assurances that had been predicted in the March 26 request 
for approval: Errichetti did not deliver the money to MacDonald in 
the presence of any undercover agent, if he did it at all. 

The Select Committee attempted to discover what the Director 
had meant and what had created the communications breakdown. 
FBI Director William H. Webster testified that his major concern 
had been to communicate that the traditional bagman approach 
would be unacceptable. He was concerned that the suspect be pres
ent, demonstrate a knowledge of why he was present, and make 
the requisite representations. He testified that his note had meant 
that MacDonald had to be present when the money was passed, but 
that he had not focused on whether MacDonald took actual physi
cal possession of the money or merely took constructive possession. 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 30, 1982, at 76-77 (testimony of William H. 
Webster).) 

The Director testified that he could remember few of the details 
of the MacDonald case, but, on the basis of his contemporaneous 
notes, he said that he had known at the time the request for ap
proval was made that Errichetti already had received a payment 
that had established a prosecutable casE' against him. (Id. at 71.) Di
rector Webster also was aware that there had been resistance to 
having MacDonald appear at any transfer of funds and that Erri
chetti had preferred to play the traditional "bagman" role. (Id.) Di
rector Webster had talked to Puccio who, according to Director 
Webster's notes, had told him that Errichetti had been told that as
surances from MacDonald would be required before money was 
paid. Puccio also had said that the assurances would be captured 
and that he did not anticipate any entrapment problem. 

Puccio testified before the Select Committee that he believed 
that the MacDonald transaction had been clear and unambiguous. 
He said that one could conclude from viewing the video tape that 
MacDonald had seen the money. lSI Puccio also said that what one 
could see on the video tapes was unimportant, because, when Mac
Donald had been interviewed by the FBI in 1980, MacDonald had 
admitted having seen the money. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., JUly 27, 1982, 
at 113-14 (testimony of Thomas Puccio).) 

Puccio claimed not to have seen Director Webster's authorization 
document until two years after it had been written. In Puccio's 
view the agents had complied with the directive: MacDonald had 
been paid directly. 

He further testified, however, that he had not been -:oncerned 
with the FBI's internal rules. The only directive of Director Web
ster's that had any legal significance was that the transaction be 
clear. According to Puccio, it had been clear. It had made no differ
ence whether Errichetti or MacDonald actually had taken posses
sion of the money. Puccio said that he had talked to the Director 

181 Puccio is absolutely wrong on this point. MacDonald is totally obscured from view. It is 
impossible to determine, just from the tape, what he might have seen. 
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prior to the March 31 meeting and that they had discussed the sce
nario. He said that Director Webster's primary concern had been 
that the transaction be clear. Puccio had no idea why the directive 
had not been followed more literally. (Id. at 116-17.) 

John Jacobs was the attorney from Puccio's office who monitored 
the meeting. He did so aurally from a connection in the Haup
pauge Resident Agency, 15 or 20 minutes from the Abdul Enter
prises business office, where the meeting actually took place. 
Jacobs testified before the Select Committee that he had been un
aware of the Director's teletype prior to the meeting; Good had 
never informed him of it. He said that he had been in the room 
when Puccio and Webster had spoken by telephone on March 29. 
After that call, Puccio had not told him that the money had to be 
paid only to MacDonald. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 29, 1982, at 12-15 
(testimony of John A. Jacobs).) 

Jacobs testified that he does not think "directly" necessarily 
means "physically." He thought the Director's authorization meant 
that the payment had to be made openly in the politician's pres
ence. He admitted, however, that he had been unaware of Web
ster's instructions and that he would have sought clarification if he 
had seen them. (Id. at 61-63.) 

Special Agent McCarthy, who actually conducted the March 31, 
1979, meeting told the Select Committee that he had not been 
aware of Director Webster's handwritten note prior to the meeting, 
although he did see the teletype sometime afterwards. McCarthy 
said that he had received explicit instructions from Jacobs that he 
be forceful, specific, and graphic. He had been told that he had to 
show the money to MacDonald, that MacDonald had to be in the 
room when the money was passed, and that MacDonald had to 
know exactly why he was present. McCarthy said that he had fol
lowed his instructions: He had shown the money to MacDonald, 
and MacDonald had looked right at it. (Sel. Comm. interview of 
John M. McCarthy, Sept. 2, 1982.) 

Supervisor Good told the Select Committee that the original plan 
had been that MacDonald would remain in the car while Errichetti 
received the money. Good then had told McCarthy that MacDonald 
actually had to see the money. He claimed that McCarthy had 
shown MacDonald the money.182 (Sel. Comm. interview of John 
Good, July 13, 1982.) Good testified before the Select Committee 
that he made the ultimate decision on whether to allow a payment 
to be made, and that such decisions had been left to those in the 
field. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 125-26 (testimony of John 
Good).) Good was not, however, speaking specifically about the 
MacDonald meeting.183 He has never explained why he failed to 
communicate the Director's instructions to Jacobs or to McCarthy. 

The Select Committee concludes that the video tape of the March 
31, 1979, meeting contains needless ambiguities. They were caused 
in part by Special Agent McCarthy's unfortunate blockage of the 
camera, an incident that rather clearly manifested the absence of 

... Good, however, could not have had flrst-hand knowledge, because he monitored the meeting 
aurally from another location, and the video tape does not show that MacDonald saw the 
money. 

1&3 Good was answering in terms of the alleged ambiguities in the payment to Representative 
Thompson on October Ii, 1979. For a full discussion of the Thompson case, see pp. 267-77 infra: 
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prior dress rehearsals. It is impossible to determine what MacDon
ald saw or how he reacted. Part of the problem, however, lies in 
the faulty communications within the FBI and between the FBI 
and the Department of Justice. 

The Select Committee's initial interpretation of the statement 
that lithe $100,000 should be delivered only to Kenneth MacDon
ald" was that MacDonald should have physically received the 
money. The Select Committee continues to find that interpretation 
to be the only reasonable objective one, given the language itself, 
given that the only individuals at the meeting were an FBI agent, 
MacDonald, and one other person, and given that Director Webster 
issued that order after having been shown a request for approval 
stating that the money would be given to Errichetti and that Erri
chetti would give it to MacDonald in the presence of the undercov
er agent. The Select Committee accepts Director Webster's state
ment that he had not intended his directive to be so restrictive, but 
the Select Committee also notes that the Director himself stated 
that any agent who had any doubts as to what was meant should 
have had the meaning clarified. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 30, 1982, at 
75 (testimony of William H. Webster)') Anyone who read the Direc
tor's note and who wanted not to hand the $100,000 to MacDonald 
had to have had doubts about whether the note would permit such 
conduct, but no one sought clarification. 

The Select Committee is especially troubled that both John 
Jacobs and John McCarthy claim never to have been informed of 
the Director's instruction.184 If the Director of the FBI has issued 
specific orders about how a transaction is to be handled, the opera
tives in the field obviously should be informed. Similarly, repre
sentatives of the Department of Justice, especially those monitor
ing videotaping sessions, should be apprised of particular instruc
tions from high-level officials of the FBI. 

The Select Committee does not conclude that middlemen should 
never be allowed to take constructive possession of a payoff.ls5 In 
the MacDonald case, however, there were several reasons, detailed 
above, why the meeting should have been more clear.ls6 

3. MacDonald's Awareness of the Purpose of the March 31 Meeting 
Regardless of the ambiguities in the video tape of March 31, 

1979, the Select Committee concludes, on the basis of the prepon
derance of the evidence, that MacDonald was aware that $100,000 
was being paid to Errichetti and was aware that his, MacDonald's, 
presence made the payment possible. The conclusion is based on 
the inconsistent stories of Errichetti and MacDonald, on the inher
ent improbability of those stories, on the video tape of the March 
31 meeting, and on an audio tape of a subsequent meeting that day 
among MacDonald, Errichetti, Weinberg, and DeVito. 

,.. This failure reflects particularly poorly on John Good, who had the responsibility to com
municate instructions from headquarters to the field. 

"'See pp. 265-67, ill/ra. 
186 The Select Committee recognizes, and does not wish to appear critical in that recognition, 

that Special Agent McCarthy was not an experienced undercover agent. The other undercover 
oJ?llratives received feedback from both MacDonald and Errichetti that they were offended by 
hIS manner during the meeting. The undercover agent is in an exceptionally difficult position. 
He must be explicit enough to avoid ambiguities, yet he must also be subtle enough to avoid 
offending the suspects and arousing their suspicion. 
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The Select Committee recognizes that there is evidence that Mac
Donald never received any part of the $100,000. The Select Com
mittee concludes elsewhel'e in this report that Weinberg and Erri
chetti shared some portion of the $100,000. 187 In addition, when 
the FBI later recovered $25,000 of the payment, MacDonald's fin
gerprints could not be found on any of the bills. This evidence, 
however, undercuts neither the Select Committee's conclusion that 
MacDonald was a willing participant in a bribe nor its conclusion 
that the government had sufficient evidence to seek in good faith 
to indict MacDonald. It is, rather, a glaring example of the FBI's 
inadequate supervision over Weinberg. 

Errichetti's account of why MacDonald was willing to appear 
with him at Abdul Enterprises on March 31 is totally unpersua
sive. Errichetti testified before the Select Committee that he and 
Weinberg had been planning on defrauding Weinberg's supposed 
employer almost from the first moment the two men h9.d met. He 
said that he had been lying, on Weinberg's instruction, when he 
had told McCloud on January 9 that MacDonald would take a kick
back. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 40-42 (testimony of 
Angelo J. Errichetti).) 188 

Errichetti testified that, as the months progressed, he and Wein
berg had conceived of numerous arrangements to make it appear 
that MacDonald was receiving money. Errichetti said that he never 
had anticipated actually approaching MacDonald with a corrupt 
offer. Errichetti said that he and Weinberg finally had devised a 
plan that had worked. Errichetti said he had convinced MacDonald 
to plan to enter business with himself, Weinberg, De Vito (Amor
oso), and MacDonald's son. According to Errichetti, he had con
vinced MacDonald to accompany him to the Abdul Enterprises 
business offices, where he, Errichetti, was to have received a com
mission for some unspecified prior transaction. He and MacDonald 
had planned then to meet with De Vito and Weinberg and to dis
cuss the future corporation. Errichetti claimed that the money that 
he was to receive was to be placed in an escrow account for use of 
the future corporation when he and MacDonald had retired. (Id. at 
113-19.) 

Errichetti offered no reasonable explanation for why MacDonald 
had had to watch him receive money from a previous transaction. 
Nor could Errichetti recall how he had convinced MacDonald to 
drive for a total of five or six hours to go to a room to watch, and 
to be seen watching, Errichetti receive a huge cash payment, for 
some unspecified prior transaction, from a person with whom Mac
Donald had dined earlier that month, who MacDonald believed to 
be a prospective applicant for a casino license, and with whom 
MacDonald had discussed casino licensing procedures. Errichetti 
simply told the Select Committee that he had been "persuasive." 
He had convinced MacDonald to spend the whole day with him. In 
the morning they had gone to the dedication of a new hospital 

lB7 See pp. 138-49 supra. 
188 As explained elsewhere in this report, the Select Committee disbelieves Errichetti's allega· 

tion that Weinberg had convinced him in early 1979 to pretend to be corrupt. In particular, the 
evidence is overwhelming that Errichetti went to his first meeting with Abdul Enterprises on 
December I, 1978, with specific plans for corrupt casino license deals and did not meet with 
Weinberg, as Errichetti has alleged he did, on January 6, 1979. See pp. 408-09 infra. 
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where Errichetti had given a speech. Afterwards, MacDonald had 
agreed to ride several hours with Errichetti and watch him receive 
money so that they could tlchat." (Id. at 122-23.) 

Errichetti testified that MacDonald had known they were ,going 
to visit McCloud, but had never expressed any concern over the ap
parent impropriety of MacDonald's being in a rOom in which a po
tential casino license applicant, with whom he had socialized earli
er, passed money. Errichetti said that he had been surprised that 
MacDonald had not mentioned anything about it. (Id. at 126.) 

Errichetti testified that he and MacDonald had no prearranged 
signal about the delivery of the money and that he had no explana
tion for why MacDonald had abruptly scurried. to the window, 
other than possible fear of how compromising the meeting ap
peared. He said that MacDonald had become very angry and upset 
over the manner in which McCloud had conducted himself. Erri
chetti said that both he and later DeVito and Weinberg had apolo
gized for McCloud's action. ls9 

According to lawyers in the Department of Justice who investi
gated the MacDonald case, MacDonald had told them, contrary to 
Errichetti's testimony, that he had not known where he was going 
when he had accompanied Errichetti. He had said that he had been 
shocked when he had seen McCloud. He claimed to have recognized 
immediately the compromising nature of his situation. 

Both men's accounts are belied by the video tape of the March 31 
meeting and by the audio tapes of the subsequent meeting with 
Weinberg and DeVito. It appears clear to the Select Committee 
that MacDonald and Errichetti had prearranged a signal for when 
the money was to be passed. MacDonald's sudden dash to the 
window was not a casual stroll made out of curiosity as to what 
was happening in the parking lot. Immediately after MacDonald 
did all that he could to absent himself from proximity to the cash 
while still staying in the room, Errichetti said, "I've come for the 
money for the future." This was virtually the same phrase that Er
richetti had used previously to describe MacDonald. 19 0 

The Select Committee concludes that Errichetti and MacDonald 
had prearranged a way for MacDonald to be insulated as much as 
possible. As has been discussed, Errichetti had referred to himself 
as MacDonald's "bag guy" and had resisted having MacDonald 
appear in person. Once it had become evident that MacDonald had 
to be present at the payoff, they had arranged for MacDonald to be 
looking out the window when the money was passed. 

The above scenario also best describes why MacDonald was so 
upset. The Select Committee disbelieves that MacDonald did not 
know he was meeting McCloud. First, he was extemely cordial 
when he first arrived. He manifested absolutely none of the shock 
he later told the FBI he had experienced upon seeing McCloud. He 
became upset only after the money had been passed in an open 

189 DiLorenzo told the FBI on June 10, 1980, that his uncle had told him on March 30 that 
they were going to go to Long Island on March 31, 1979. First, they were going to see if MacDon
ald wanted to go along. DiLorenzo thought that he and Errichetti would have gone without Mac
Donald. After the meeting at Abdul Enterprises, Errichetti had given him a briefcase. DiLor
enzo said that MacDonald had been very angry and upset. Errichetti, Weinberg, and DeVito had 
all apologized to MacDonald. (Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980.) 

'.0 See, e.g., ([Deleted) 
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manner. Second, he already had planned to meet with other repre
sentatives of Abdul Enterprises, a fact that shows that the meeting 
with McCloud on March 5 was not expected to be MacDonald's last 
contact with Abdul Enterprises and that MacDonald was willing to 
discuss, with representatives of the potential casino applicant, his 
own vocational, and, hence, financial,' future. I91 

The meeting at the coffee shop at the Hauppauge Holiday Inn 
among Errichetti, MacDonald, Weinberg, and DeVito reinforces the 
Select Committee's conclusion. Weinberg apologized for McCloud's 
actions: 

MACDoNALD: Just worried (inaudible) fucking (inaudible) 
this morning (inaudible) negotiable, a little bit shaky him
self in his attitude. (inaudible) seemed like entrapment. 

WEINBERG: I apologize for it. He's a nervous fellow. 
MACDoNALD: He didn't (inaudible) good judgment here 

(inaudible). 
WEINBERG: He's got a lot of problems. 
MACDoNALD: I really don't care what lump. I'm not 

gonna be greedy. 
WEINBERG: No, don't worry about it. It won't happen 

again. 
MACDoNALD: Well, I also. ([Deleted]) 

Much of the rest of the meeting that is audible on the recording 
is spent discussing MacDonald's future, including jobs for his son 
and son-in-law. ([Deleted]) 

On the basis of the above discussion, the Select Committee con
cludes that Errichetti was partially accurate in his testimony 
before the Select Committee. There is persuasive evidence that, as 
Errichetti testified, MacDonald was planning to join forces with 
Weinberg and Errichetti after his term on the Casino Control Com
mission expired. On March 27 Errichetti and Weinberg had made 
arrangements for a meeting with MacDonald on March 31 to "talk 
about his future." ([Deleted]) 

In this vein, a seriously damaging piece of evidence undermining 
the contention that MacDonald did not think he was being bribed 
on March 31 is Errichetti's testimony that he, Errichetti, had con
vinced MacDonald to agree to enter into a business in the future 
with Errichetti, Weinberg, DeVito, and MacDonald's son. If Mac
Donald agreed to attend the March 31 meeting in order to ensure a 
future job for himself and his family, knowing that the only con
ceivable reason for his presence at the meeting was his position on 
the Casino Control Commission, he was there to participate in a 
bribe. Whether his payoff was cash, an investment, a future job, a 
job for his son, a job for his son-in-law, or a combination of several 
of those benefits, his payoff was nonetheless corrupt. . 

There is inconclusive evidence as to MacDonald's having received 
any money. As discussed at pages 138-49 supra, the Select Commit
tee concludes that Weinberg and Errichetti had arranged to split at 
least some of the $100,000. On March 30, 1979, Weinberg and Erri
chetti met in a lengthy unrecorded meeting. On March 31, Wein-

,., In talking with Emchetti on March 23, 1979, Weinberg had arranged to meet with Mac
Donald, after MacDonald again met with McCloud, to discuss MacDonald's future. ([Deleted]) 
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berg and Errichetti made arrangements to meet the next day, On 
April 1, the Select Committee has concluded, Weinberg and Erri
chetti met and shared some of the $100,000.192 

The FBI arranged to !'ecover $25,000 of the $100,000 payment on 
the pretext that DeVito needed the money to repair the yacht, 
which had been damaged Lll a fire. The story was that otherwise he 
was in danger of losing his job. Errichetti, therefore, had DiLorenzo 
deliver $25,000 to Bruce Bradley (Special Agent Bruce Brady) on 
April 3, 1979. When the }i"BI later conducted a fingerprint analysis 
of the money, the bills were clean of MacDonald's fingerprints. 
This is hardly conclusive evidence, however, that MacDonald re
ceived no money. Errichetti had been in possession of the briefcase 
after the payoff. Since he was in charge of dividing the money (if in 
fact he did divide it with MacDonald), there would have been no 
reason for MacDonald to have handled bills that were being kicked 
back to Amoroso.19:3 

Even if MacDonald had not received any money, the government 
still would have had a basis for seeking to indict. Weinberg and Er
richetti's shadng of some or all of the $100,000 does not negate 
MacDonald's responsibility for the transfer of the funds. His pres
ence had been the cause of the transfer of money, and he was 
aware of that fact . 

.9. Prosecution of MacDonald by the Department of Justice 
The Select Committee concludes that the Department of Justice 

was justified in prosecuting MacDonald and did not do so out of 
bad faith. Contrary to allegations by Walder, Plaza, and Weir, the 
government did not deliberately ignore allegedly exculpatory mate
rial provided by MacDonald, nor did it move the grand jury im
properly. 

The MacDonald case was originally assigned to Plaza and Weir. 
Because of their concerns with the propriety of the Abscam investi
gation and their failure to start an investigative grand jury, they 
were removed from the case in June 1980.194 The Select Commit
tee concludes that Nathan did not order Plaza or Weir to indict 
MacDonald. 

Attorneys Reid Weingarten and Eric Holder were then aCJsigned 
to the investigation. They uncovered many facts that trl)ubled 

'·'See pp. 138-49 supra. The Select Committee's conclusion is based largely on evidence that 
Weinberg deliberately phonied the time on a tape recording to make it appear as if he were 
talking on the telephone at the time the Select Committee concludes he was actually meeting 
Errichetti. Although the Select Committee concludes that the FBI was lax in monitoring Wein
berg, it disagrees strongly with a statement made by Walder. Walder criticized Amoroso for 
having gone to Canada on April 1, when he was supposed to be supervising Weinberg. Walder's 
statement is unfounded and unfair. First, Amoroso was never ordered to supervise Weinberg 
every minute of every day. Second, and most imortant, Amoroso was not off on a frolic. He tfflV
eled to Canada to testify in another proceeding unrelated to Abscam. He was fulfilling his obli
gations as a special agent, and he acted totally professionally in so doing. 

,.3 One conclusion that can be reached from the lack of MacDonald's fingerprints on the 
$25,000 is further proof that Errichetti lied on an April 1, 1979, tape. In that tape, which was 
the one the Select Committee has concluded was prearranged by Weinberg and Errichetti, Erri
chetti claimed that MacDonald, having heard of DeVito's plight, took $25,000 and gave it to Er
l'ichetti. 

,.4 Plaza's explanation for why he stopped working on the case differs from Irvin B. Nathan's 
and Philip B. Heymann's. Plaza emphasizes that he previously had asked to be removed from 
the case. The Select Committee notes that Plaza had, in fact, earlier requested to be removed 
from A.bscam, but no such action had occurred at that time. When Nathan and Heymann did 
decide to remove him, it was because of his failure to convene an investigative grand jury. 
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them about the case, the most important of which was the evidence 
that Weinberg had shared in the March 31,1979, bribe. 

Weingarten and Holder wanted MacDonald to submit to a poly
graph. Their supervisor, Gerald McDowell, turned down the re
quest. (Sel. Comm. interview of Reid Weingarten, Sept. 3, 1982.) 
The Select Committee finds nothing to criticize in McDowell's deci
sion. Polygraphs are unreliable, and many prosecutors, including 
McDowell, virtually never use them. 

Weingarten informed the Select Committee that he wrote the 
prosecution memorandum on the MacDonald case, even though he 
had some doubts. He had no question that there had been probable 
cause to indict. He categorically denied that, as some have alleged, 
he resigned from or had been removed from the case; rather, he 
and his superiors had. come to a mutual agreement that he would 
not prosecute, because he had some reservations and preferred not 
to try the case. 

On March 5, 1981, the Department of Justice appeared before 
United States District Judge H. Curtis Meanor to request that the 
MacDonald investigation be transferred from New Jersey to New 
York. (See 128 Congo Rec. S 1520-25 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Sup
porters of MacDonald allege an improper motivation for this move. 
They allege that the government was aware that the New Jersey 
grand jury would not have indicted, because of the information 
about Weinberg's alleged bribe-sharing. The Department of ~Tustice, 
therefore, supposedly moved the grand jury to a more hospitable 
district. 

The Select Committee concludes that the Department of Justice 
had several legitimate reasons for wanting the grand jury in New 
York. Those reaS9ns included: (1) venue was natural in New York, 
since the March 31, 1979, payoff had taken place there; (2) it made 
sense to try most of the Abscam cases centrally; (3) the original as
signment of the MacDonald case had been a part of a larger inves
tigation of corrupt practices in Atlantic City, but no other case had 
been developed; (4) Judge Praft ;llready l:lad heard much of the rel
evant material, and (5) it wO'uid have been difficult to have tried a 
case in New Jersey given Plaza and Weir's unrelenting enmity to 
Abscam. When the reasons were explained to the New Jersey 
grand jury, it voted to relinquish control of the investigation. 19 5 

D. ALLEGATIONS THAT VIDEOTAPED MEETINGS WITH REPRESENTA
TIVES THOMPSON AND MURPHY WERE DELIBERATELY AMBIGUOUS 

1. Defendants' Allegations 
Former Representatives Frank Thompson, Jr., and John M. 

Murphy allege that the government either deliberately created am
biguities in their videotaped meetings with Abscam operatives or 
were reckless in allowing the ambiguities to occur. (See Murphy Def. 
Appellate Brief 39-50.) The meetings in question are the two in 
Washington, D.C., with Representative Thompson, Cricien, DeVito 

195 The Department of Justice did not indict every Abscam susjJect. In cases where it felt that 
a case could not be proven, it did not indict. The case of [deleted] State Senator [deleted] is the 
clearest example. 
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(Special Agent Amoroso), and Weinberg on October 9, 1979,196 and 
the one in New York with Representative Murphy, DeVito, Wein
berg, and Criden on October 20, 1979. 

Thompson and Murphy alleged at trial that they had been un
aware of the true purpose of their respective meetings with the 
representatives of the sheiks when they had arrived and had been 
no wiser when they had left. In both the October 9 meetings with 
Thompson and the October 20 meeting with Murphy, Criden left in 
custody of the briefcase containing $50,000. At the meetings, nei
ther Representative was shown any money or told how much 
money was being offered for immigration assistance to the sheiks. 
Thompson and Murphy alleged that Criden had deceived them and 
had pocketed the entire $50,000 from each meeting. They also al
leged that, by promises of legitimate investment in their respective 
congressional districts, Criden had duped them into appearing 
before the FBI's cameras and that the promises had been con
firmed by DeVito and Weinberg during the respective meetings. 

After having been convicted by the jury, Thompson and Murphy 
made an additional, but related, argument to Judge George C. 
Pratt in post-trial motions to dismiss. 197 They argued that, because 
the government agents had been in total control of the videotaping, 
those agents had had an obligation to minimize any ambiguities. 
They alleged that the government had deliberately created in the 
video tape record ambiguities that then had misled the jury into 
believing that the defendants had been aware of the purposes of 
their respective meetings. 

Murphy cited as support for this argument statements made by 
FBI Director William H. Webster and by then Assistant Attorney 
General Philip B. Heymann before the Subcommittee on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary on 
March 4, 1980. Heymann testified that one of the important safe
guards in an undercover operation dependent upon the use of un
witting middlemen was "making clear and unambiguous to all con
cerned the illegal nature of any opportunity used as a decoy." (FBI 
Undercover Guidelines: Oversight Hearings Before the Subcomm. 
on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Comm. on the Ju
diciary, 96th Cong., 2d Sess. 139 (1980) (testimony of Philip B. Hey-
mann); Myers D.P. Ex. 110.) . 

Murphy further alleged that, because of the deliberate ambigu
ities, he had been improperly denied the opportunity to say tlno" to 
a bribe offer. (See Murphy Def. Appellate Brief 49-50.) He cited the 
Abscam decision by the Second Circuit Court of Appeals refusing to 
dismiss Representative Myers' indictment prior to his trial. In that 
opinion the court had discounted the possibility that Congressmen 
would be intimidated by undercover investigations like Abscam, 

196 Thompson was not charged with a crime as a result of the October 9, 1979, meetings. He 
was convicted of bribery in connection with the October 20 session with Murphy. Nevertheless, 
he used the October 9 meeting as a basis for arguing both due process outrageousness and his 
ignorance of the true import of the October 20, 1979, Murphy meeting. The government relied 
on the videtape of the October 9 session as background to establish Thompson's actions regard
ing October 20. The ambiguities in that meeting were at issue during trial. The Select Commit
tee is concerned, therefore, with any allegation of government impropriety arising out of those 
meetings. 

'.7 Murphy also raised the argument to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals on appeal of 
Judge Pratt's denial of his post-trial motions. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 18 
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saying: /lAny Member of Congress approached by agents conduct
ing a bribery sting operation can simply say 'no.''' (United States 
v. Myers, 635 F.2d 932, 939 (2d Cir. 1980).) Thus, Thompson and 
Murphy claim that the government's failure to afford them a clear 
and unambiguous chance to deny a bribe offer violated both due 
process and the integrity of the truth-seeking process. 

2. Judicial Decisions Regarding Defendants' Allegations of Deliber
ate Ambiguity 

In ruling on the defendants' contentions (1) that Murphy had not 
known what was in the briefcase that Criden accepted on October 
20, 1979, (2) that Murphy never had received any of the proceeds, 
(3) that Thompson had not known that the Murphy meeting on 
October 20, 1979, would result in any payment to either Criden or 
Murphy, and (4) that Thompson never had received any of the pro
ceeds, Judge Pratt stated that the contentions: 

[W]ere rejected by the jury, which found each defendant 
guilty on some counts, and not guilty on others. Again, the 
videotape evidence against the defendants, corroborated by 
the testimony of Murtha and other non-government wit
nesses, established an overwhelming case. (United States v. 
:Myers, 527 F. Supp. 1206, 1214 (E.D.N.Y. 1981).) 

Judge Pratt also discussed the videotape sessions and the allega
tion that the government had rendered them deliberately ambigu
ous: 

With each defendant brought before the TV cameras, 
the criminal nature of the proposed deal was made clear. 
Each of the congressmen was a sophisticated politician 
who clearly was aware what was being requested of him 
and what the money was being offered for. While Amoroso 
and Weinberg talked around the point somewhat and did 
not mention the word bribe in the on camera discussions, 
they handled the matter in each case as tactfully and deli
catelyas one might suppose, given the nature of their un
dercover role as agents of foreign principals offering a 
bribe to a high public official. But, as the videotapes clear
ly showed and as the juries necessarily concluded, each 
congressman was aware of the criminal nature of the 
transaction, and each acted willfully. (Id. at 1227.) 

As to Thompson's complaints about the October 9 meetings in 
particular, Pratt held: IIPlacing these recorded meetings together, 
Thompson's understanding of what was happening and his willing
ness to accept the bribe money were crystal clear to the jury and to 
this court." (ld. at 1237.) 

The Court of Appeals also considered the allegations that the 
government had rendered the evidence deliberately ambiguous and 
thus had infringed Thompson's and Murphy's rights. The Court 
held: 

Perhaps at some point deliberate governmental efforts 
to render ambiguous events over which agents can exer
cise considerable control would transgress due process 
limits of fundamental fairness. Whatever those limits 
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might be, they have not been crossed in these cases. Un
dercover agents offering bribes to the Congressmen are en
titled to simulate the guarded conversation that would be 
expected of those proposing an unlawful venture . . . . 
They need not say, "Congressman, I have here a cash 
bribe to be exchanged for your corrupt promise to be influ
enced in your official action." (692 F.2d 823, 843-44 (2d Cir. 
1982) (citation omitted).) 

The Court acknowledged that there were ambiguities in the 
Thompson and Murphy sessions, especially when compared to 
those of Myers and Lederer, and held that "the events and conver
sations at those meetings . . . create fair questions of fact as to 
whether Thompson or Murphy knew that money was in the brief
case, and whether the money was received." (Id. at 844.) The Court 
further held, however, that the ambiguities were caused not by the 
deliberate action of the government, but by Thompson's and Mur
phy's own cautious ground rules: 

The caution displayed by Thompson and Murphy permit
ted them a chance to confront the jury with a contestable 
question of fact. The jury, asked to determine the factual ' 
question of whether Thompson and Murphy knowingly 
took money while seeking to minimize the incriminating 
nature of their own words and conduct, saw through the 
ploy. Facing the legal issue of whether the investigators' 
bribe offer was unfairly obscured we are equally unmoved. 
The agents did not violate due process limits by observing 
the defendants' ground rules. (Id. at 845.) 

3. Summary of Select Committee Conclusions 
The Select Committee concludes that the video tapes of the 

October 9 and October 20 meetings are somewhat more ambiguous 
than the video tapes of the sessions with the other Congressional 
Abscam suspects. Unlike the cases of Representatives Myers, Le
derer, Kelly, and Murtha, no money was actually shown to Repre
sentative Thompson or to Representative Murphy, and neither ac
tually left the meeting with any money in his possession. The 
meeting with Murphy on October 20, 1979, is more ambiguous than 
the ones on October 9,1979, with Thompson. 

Notwithstanding these ambiguities, the Select Committee finds, 
by the preponderance of the evidence, that Thompson and Murphy 
knew the purpose of their respective meetings and knew that 
money was being passed. 19S On the basis of the video tapes, the 
evidence of the Congressmen's knowledge prior to these meetings, 
and the evidence of the Congressmen's conduct after these meet
ings l the Select Committee finds that neither Thompson nor 
Murphy was duped into appearing before the video tape cameraS. 
The Select Committee fmds that both men were willing partici
pants in meetings during which money was passed in return for as
surances that they would assist the sheiks.199 

.9. The Select Committee is not a court and makes no finding regarding Thompson's and 
Murphy's claims of due process violations. 

!DB It should be noted that Murphy was acquitted of bribery, but convicted of accepting an 
illegal gratuity. 
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The Select Committee further finds that the meetings in question 
were not intentionally designed to be ambiguous. The ambiguities 
that resulted were caused by Special Agent Amoroso's analysis of 
how explicit he could be to either Thompson or Murphy. These two 
Representatives were more senior, more experienced, and more cir
cumspect than the other Congressional Abscam defendants. Middle
man Howard L. Criden had made clear that Thompson and 
Murphy would have to be treated differently from how Myers and 
Lederer had been; they would not have handled the money person
ally. Amoroso believed, therefore, that the meetings themselves 
had to be similarly circumspect. 

The Select Committee is troubled, however, by the manner in 
which the decisions regarding how money was to be passed were 
made. Special Agent Amoroso apparently made decisiol1S on how to 
pass money, and how explicit an acknowledgment needed to be 
made by a suspect, without careful deliberation beforehand with 
either his superiors within the FBI or with attorneys from the De
partment of Justice. Despite instructions from FBI HQ that on 
their face seemed to forbid it, Amoroso allowed Criden to leave 
both meetings in possession of the money. 

As a matter of policy, however, the Select Committee does not 
fault Amoroso's decisions. The ambiguities that resulted created a 
suboptimal situation, but, with regard to Representative Thompson 
in particular, there was no need for Amoroso to have been more 
explicit. Thompson's awareness of the contents of the briefcase was 
crystal clear. There was no need for Amoroso to have risked upset
ting Thompson and possibly damaging a strong case. With regard 
to Representative Murphy, however, the wisdom of Amoroso's ac
tions is somewhat less clear. Although it concludes that Murphy 
knew the purpose of the meeting, the Select Committee believes 
that Amoroso could have been more explicit without unduly jeopar
dizing the case against him. 

The Select Committee recognizes that undercover operations 
place a burden on the undercover agents. Many decisions have to 
be made at the field level, often without time for careful delibera
tion. As a practical matter, the agents need considerable discretion 
to operate as they see fit. There must, however, be limits to this 
discretion. 

The Select Committee does not believe that these limits should 
include rigid requirements on how bribes must be passed. It is 
quite possible that, had Amoroso shown money to Thompson and 
Murphy, or had he required them to take personal possession of 
the briefcase, they would have balked, not because of integrity, but 
because of circumspection. 

The Select Committee concludes that limits on an undercover 
agent's discretion should be developed within the agency through 
better, more complete agent training, including more continuing 
education programs; through closer supervision over undercover 
operati9!1S by FBI supervisory personnel, especially those at FBI 
HQ, becll'use supervisory personnel at FBI HQ are in a better posi
tion to be objective and dispassionate; and through close coopera
tion between the FBI and Department of Justice attorneys, who 
have ultimate prosecutorial responsibility and who have a greater 
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knowledge and awareness of sensitive legal issues, such as entrap
ment . 

.9. The October 9, 1979, Meetings With Representative Thompson 
On October 9, 1979, sometime before Thompson and Criden ar

rived at the FBI's Washington, D.C., townhouse at 1:15 p.m. for the 
first meeting-the only one that had been scheduled in advance
DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso) on video tape placed $50,000 in an 
envelope, placed the envelope in an attache case, closed the case, 
and laid it on a chair in front of where he was sitting at the time. 
(Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7 A-I, at 1.) Shortly after Thompson ar
rived, Weinberg asked him, "Did Howard explain to you?" (ld. at 
6.) Criden answered that Thompson was aware that DeVito and 
Weinberg represented two people from the Middle East. Weinberg 
explained that, because the sheiks were afraid of political over
throw, they wanted powerful sponsors in order to gain permanent 
entry into the United States and thus to avoid the fate of the Shah 
of Iran and of Somoza, the former President of Nicaragua (neither 
of whom, after having fled his country, had settled in the United 
States). Thompson and Criden bragged about Thompson's power 
and influence as Chairman of the House Administration Commit
tee (id. at 7-8), and Thompson explained how a Member of Con
gress could introduce a special bill on behalf of a foreign nation
a1. 200 

DeVito and Weinberg focused their questions on the specifics of 
what a Congressman could do regarding private immigration bills. 
Thompson stressed that getting a private immigration bill through 
Congress was a difficult process; that he would do what he could to 
assist passage, but could not guarantee success; and that in the 
past he had been able to pass a private bill on the same day that 
another Representative had failed in a similar attempt. He said a 
friend of his probably could have obtained asylum for Somoza.201 

(ld. at 9-12.) Eventually, DeVito asked Thompson if the introduc
tion of a bill would slow deportation: 

THOMPSON: Well, it can be stalled but it's very difficult, 
very difficult. 

DEVITO: Well, that's what the money is for, is to, is to, 
you know, keep this thing going. 

THOMPSON: Well, I'm not lo:'dng for any money and 
uh . . . It depends on the circumstance&. I mean, if the 
person is clean, not a Communist and not a known crimi
nal and. . . ,(ld. at 13.) 

Although momentarily flustered, Thompson quickly recovered 
his composure and did not express anger or dismay at the refer-

200 At this point in the meeting, Amoroso received a telephone call. He did not talk to whom
ever had called, saying he was in a meeting. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-l, at 9.) Amoroso 
testified at the Myers due process hoaring that the call had come from FBI Supervisor Michael 
Wilson, who had wondered if Thompson had arrived. (Myers D.P. Tr. 3964-65.) Good testified in 
the same proceeding that he thought the call had come from John Jacobs, who had monitored 
the meeting. Good, saying that he was "guessing," thought that Jacobs had told Amoroso not to 
make payment. (ld. 2699-701.) Given the timing of the call, and given that Amoroso received it, 
the Select Committee concludes that Amoroso's memory is more likely to be correct. 

201 Thompson testified that he had been referring to MUrphy. (Thompson Trial Tr. 2482-83, 
2500-01.) 
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ence to money; the discussion m.erely shifted to the sheiks' country 
of origin. Thompson called one of his aides and posed a hypotheti
cal question about how a citizen of the United Arab Emirates 
would apply to the United States for political asylum. (ld. at 13-
17.) Thompson also told DeVito and Weinberg that he would like to 
introduce them to other Congressmen who liked "to help people 
from other countries." (ld. at 18.) 

WEINBERG: Well like I say, he's interested in having 
friends there that he could depend upon. 

CRIDEN: Well, that's what we're here for, Mel. 
THOMPSON: Well, I don't know how many more ways I 

can say it. (ld.) 
The topic of investment in Thompson's district was first raised 

several minutes into the conversation, after the discussion of the 
sheiks' immigration problems and after DeVito had mentioned that 
he would plan for Thompson's help on immigration matters.202 

Thompson said that he wanted several hundred thousand dollars in 
certificates of deposit to be in vested in his district in banks owned 
by his constituents. (ld. at 19-22.) Thompson then mentioned for 
the third time uringing other Congressmen to see Weinberg and 
DeVito. (ld. at 26.) He also tested his telephone beeper and received 
a call from his office. (ld.) The meeting ended somewhat awkward
ly. When Thompson left the room for a moment, Criden asked 
what he should do, and DeVito told him to take Thompson back to 
the Capitol and then to return. DeVito wanted to "talk" with 
Criden. Thompson, as he left with Criden, said, "On the basis of 
this conversation, I'll be glad to help if I can." (ld. at 27.) 

Thompson testified. in his own behalf at trial. He testified that he 
had not seen a briefcase during the first meeting (Thompson Trial 
Tr. 2297) and that DeVito's reference to money had been the first 
mention of money he had heard in connection with Abdul Enter
prises (id. at 2299-300). He had agreed to the meeting because 
Criden had told him that wealthy Arabs were interested in invest
ing in his district. He testified that he had not expected to see 
Criden again on October 9, 1979, and he denied all of Criden's video 
taped statements made about him when Criden returned to the W 
Street townhouse after the first meeting. (ld. at 2303-14; see 
Thompson Gov't Trial Exs. 7 A-2, -3, -4.) 

After having taken Thompson to the Capitol, Criden returned 
alone at 2:49 in the afternoon. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7 A-2.) He 
was very upset. He claimed that he had arranged with Thompson 
that he, rather than the Congressman, would pick up the package 
and that there would be no mention of money. He claimed that he 
had had such a scenario approved by Weinberg and had made com
mitments to Thompson on the basis of that approval. (ld. at 6-8, 
10-14.) Criden feared that Thompson would think he had been 
cheated. Weinberg said that he had told De Vito about the plan for 
Criden to pick up the package and had obtained approval for that 
change in procedure, but that he had not told DeVito not to refer 
to money. 

202 Investments had been mentioned in passing earlier by Criden as Thompson was trying to 
phone his office. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-l, at 14.) 
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De Vito would not agree to that latter aspect of the new scenario. 
He required that Thompson acknowledge that he was being paid. 
De Vito was afraid that without an explicit acknowledgment Oriden 
could leave the meeting with the money and pocket the entire 
amount without Thompson's being aware of what .had happened. 
The problem had been exacerbated by Thompson's statement that 
he did not want money. DeVito suggested that he was inclined to 
be cautious, particularly after a prior incident in which an impos
ter had been brought to him. (ld. at 9.) 203 

Weinberg suggested that Criden go back to Thompson and con
vince him to meet alone with DeVito. Weinberg said that he him
self would leave to help allay Thompson's suspicions. Weinberg told 
Criden to tell Thompson that all he would have to do would be to 
come back to the townhouse and personally take possession of the 
briefcase. He would not have to say anything. (ld. at 19,24.) 

At first De Vito was unwilling to bend his rules. If Thompson 
would not acknowledge receipt of the money, DeVito preferred to 
cancel the transaction entirely. He was even willing to call Thomp
son's office in an effort to get Criden "off the hook." ([d. at 27-
28.) 204 

Eventually, Odden and DeVito agreed to a new plan: . 
CRIDEN: I'll try to get him to come out. Hand him the 

fuckin' attache case. 
DEVITO: I'll give him the attache case. 
CRIDEN: No conversation except that here's some docu-

ments or shit like that. 
DEVITO: All right. 
CRIDEN: O.K? Let him walk out with the envelope. 
DEVITO: Ah, in the case. 
CRIDEN: Yeah. 
DEVITO: I'll give him the case. Alright, that's good. Fine, 

then I know he's got it. I'm happy. Then I know that .... 
(ld. at 32-33.) 

Later in the day, as Criden was about to go to try to convince 
Thompson to return, he and DeVito went over the newly agreed 
upon ground rules again: 

DEVITO: I understand, I, eh, eh, and I, and I, I'm, I'm 
hurt, by, you know, by what's happened because I, I want 
to do somethin'. Let's, let's see, the guy, the guy may just 
say, "OK.-Fine one-an-one. I'll take the briefcase. We, 
you know, I won't say anything. I'll let him give it to me 
and off I go." 

CRIDEN: O.K. 
DEVITO: That's good. That's fine. At least, you know at 

least then, then I know that he's got the money and off he 

203 See P.p.. 434-35 infra. 
204 Oriden said he was frightened of what Thompson would do to him, since it appeared that 

Oriden was cheating him. Also, Oriden was concerned that Abdul was creating a very powerful 
enemy, when, if DeVito would bend his rul?s just a bit, the sheik would have a very powerful 
ally. Later ill the day on October 9, Criden explained why Thompson was 50 important: "This 
guy can deliver to us as many as we want. But, the best thing about this guy is that he can 
deliver us to key guys. But, he'll know who, you know, who'll do business and who won't." 
(Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-4. at-3.) 
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goes. And that's fine. That's fine. . . . (Thompson Gov't 
Trial Ex. 7A-4, at 2.) 

Criden said that Thompson might want him present, even under 
the new scenario. DeVito agreed. 

Before Thompson and Criden returned to the townhouse at 7 :02 
p.m., DeVito, at 5:30 p.m., placed $50,000 in a briefcase, closed the 
case, placed it on an end table and said, "This briefcase will be 
given to Congressman Thompson when he arrives for this meet
ing." (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-5, at 1.) Weinberg, as had been 
planned during the interim meetings with Criden, did not attend 
the second Thompson meeting. 

The second meeting opened with the following conversation: 
CRIDEN: Okay, Frank understands the situation, 

Ton .... 
DEVITO: You know, and you know I just want to make 

sure that, you know, you understand. There's the brief
case .... 

[Criden moves briefcase from end table and places it 
next to Thompson.] 

THOMPSON: You look after that for me will you? [to 
Criden] 

CRIDEN: Okay. 
DEVITO: Okay, well, as long as I know now, okay. I think 

he explained to you .... 
CRIDEN: Yes, I did. 
[Thompson nods.) 
DEVITO: ... what the position was and I didn't want any 

misunderstanding. Although I trust Howard, okay, I got to, 
I got to play it safe from my end. I didn't know what, what 
he was telling you. 

THOMPSON: I got these [gestures with glasses]. . . . (Id. 
at 1, 2.) 

Criden and Thompson repeated the plan that Thompson had 
mentioned three times during the first meeting to bring other Con
gressmen to meet De Vito and to provide immigration assistance for 
the sheik. Thompson said that he preferred for Criden to handle all 
the details of these future meetings, because it was better to work 
through lawyers. (Id. at 2.) 

Only after all of these preliminary matters had been disposed of 
did the conversation tUrn to the topic of investments for Thomp
son's Congressional district. Thompson wanted De Vito and Wein
berg to invest money in local banks at two percent less interest 
than Abdul Enterprises had been earning at the Chase Manhattan 
bank. (ld. at 6-10.) DeVito agreed to make these investments to 
give Thompson an excuse, for his constituents, to help the sheiks 
on immigration matters. (Id. at 7 .) DeVito told Thompson, "Every
body was shadow boxing, I guess, earlier," to which Thompson re
sponded, "Well, you have to be careful." (Id. at 8.) 
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DeVito later apologized for holding the meeting in a house 
rather than in a hotel: 205 

THOMPSON: This is fine. This is fine. 
DEVITO: Well, you know, as long as you're comfortable 

with us now .... 
THOMPSON: Well, I'm more comfortable now than I was 

earlier, and so are you, in fact. (Id. at 11.) 
DeVito told Thompson that he had asked Criden to return to the 

townhouse after their first meeting because he did not know what 
Criden had told Thompson before that meeting and wanted to clari
fy the situation. 

DEVITO: [He] may have told the man: "Come down and 
see me, I'm gonna take you down and see this fellow. He's 
a great guy. Kill a half hour with this shnook, you know, 
shnook here, he's good for a ten thousand dollar campaign 
contribution." 

THOMPSON: No, no. 
DEVITO: ... Howard's going to walk away with every-

thing I own here. 
THOMPSON: No. 
CRIDEN: Let me explain, as I told ya Tony .... 
THOMPSON: In the first place I wouldn't take a ten thou-

sand .... 
CRIDEN: (Laughs) 
DEVITO: No, no, no, I didn't mean, I didn't mean it put 

up as far as that was concerned now. I'm saying he could 
of told you and come over .... 

THOMPSON: Oh, certainly. How do you know who I am? 
(ld. at 11-12.) 

DeVito told Thompson that he had had the problem of being de
ceived by an impersonator before. Thompson said, "That's one 
reason why I brought that page with me." (Id. at 12.) As they were 
getting ready to depart, Criden and Thompson both reached for the 
briefcase that Cdden had earlier placed at Thompson's feet. After 
a brief struggle, Thompson allowed Criden to leave with the brief
case in his possession. 

Thompson testified at his trial that he had gone back to the W 
Street townhouse to tclk about specific investments and to advise 
DeVito and Weinberg of what his aide, whom he had called during 
the first meeting, had discovered regarding the sheiks' possible im
migration status. (Thompson Trial Tr. 2318.) He said that Criden 
had told him that DeVito and Weinberg had been upset that he 
had called his aide: they had wished to keep the sheiks' potential 
plight a secret. Thompson testified that he had given Criden a card 
listing the names of some local banks in which he had wanted 

20S During the planning of the Thompson meeting, Criden had said that Thompson was reluc
tant to meet anywhere other than in a hotel. (Thompson Gov't Trial Exs. 5A, 6A.) After Thomp
son left following the first meeting on October 9, Criden c(1mplained that DeVito and Weinberg 
had not known the price of the house, thereby increasing Thompson's anxiety, which Criden had 
attempted to quiet during the ride from the Capitol to the house. Criden said he had had to 
reassure Thompson, on the ride back to the Capitol, Ilbout DeVito and Weinberg. 
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Abdul Enterprises to invest. Criden had not mentioned anything 
about either money or a briefcase. (ld. at 2318-19.) 

Thompson testified that when he had returned for the second 
meeting, he had not noticed the briefcase and had not noticed 
Criden moving it. (ld. at 2320-21.) When Criden had said, "Frank 
understands," Thompson had understood him to be referring to De
Vito's anger over Thompson's earlier call to his aide, and to the 
banks that Thompson had listed on the card he had given to 
Criden. (ld. at 2321.) He had not known what the briefcase con
tained, had never been shown its contents, had never been told its 
contents, and had never been shoV'm money. (ld. at 2322.) When he 
had told Criden "to look after" the briefcase for him, he merely 
had meant for Criden to examine it to see whether it had con
tained anything relating to investments in his district. (ld. at 2324.) 
When he had said that he would not take a $10,000 contribution 
from Criden, he had not been joking; he had been telling everyone 
that he would not accept money under any circumstances. (ld. at 
2327.) When he had handed the briefcase to Criden, he had not 
been taking it himself and had not been having Criden take it for 
him. He had thought that the briefcase belonged to Criden. Criden 
had not opened the briefcase or discussed its contents when Cri
den's limousine had driven Thompson horne.206 

The Select Committee disbelieves Thompson's allegation that he 
was unaware of the purpose of the meetings on October 9, 1979. De
Vito's mention of money during the first meeting was not ambigu
ous. He clearly stated that he was attempting to buy time for the 
sheiks once they came to America permanently. The offer was un
ambiguous enough for Thompson to have disclaimed any interest 
in money. In fact, his coolness after having received such an obvi
ous bribe offer counts heavily against his argument that he was ig
norant of the true import of the meeting. Rather than having 
become upset with DeVito, and rather than having left the meet
ing, or at least having had De Vito explain why he thought Thomp
son was interested in receiving money, Thompson simply continued 
with the meeting as if nothing untoward had happened; he offered 
to help the sheiks as much as he could, and he volunteered to re
cruit other Congressmen to help the sheik. 

The video tape of the second Thompson meeting is clear evidence 
that Thompson knew the purpose of the meeting and the contents 
of the briefcase. Thompson's claim that he returned merely to dis
cuss investments is unpersuasive. The discussion was couched in 
terms of investing in Thompson's district to make it easier for 
Thompson to help the sheik. The video tape offers no support for 
Thompson's position that, when he gestured with his glasses and 
said, "I've got these," he was referring to DeVito's concern over 
Thompson's earlier telephone contact with his aide.207 Further, 

206 On cross-examination, Thompson admitted that his testimony was considerably at odds 
with what he had told the FBI on February 2, 1980. At that time, he told the government that 
he had met with DeVito and Weinberg on October 9, 1979, but had denied that money had been 
mentioned, that immigration had been discussed, or that a briefCBSll had changed hands. He 
called these misstatements inaccurate (in that he was inadvertently wrong), rather than untrue. 
Ud. at 2355-68.) 

201 The topic of Thompson's telephone call during the first meeting had been raised during 
the interim meetings between eriden and the undercover agents. Criden had said that Thomp

Continued 
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the Select Committee concludes that few Members of Congress 
meeting on matters of legitimate business refer to being "more 
comfortable" and having "to be careful." 

Thompson's actions following the October 9 meeting reinforce 
the Select Committee's conclusion that he was a knowing partici
pant in that meeting. The most damaging evidence against Thomp
son came from the testimony of his fellow Representative, John 
Murtha. Murtha testified that Thompson had come to him on the 
floor of the House of Representatives in late October or early 
November 1979. Thompson had said that two wealthy Arabs were 
looking to invest in Congressional districts and might need immi
gration assistance. (Thompson Trial Tr. 1818.) A week later, 
Thompson had again approached Murtha and had told him that 
there would be $50,000 in Itwalking around money" available for 
him. (ld. at 1819.) 

Murtha further testified that he had met with Thompson and 
Criden in Thompson's office on January 7, 1980. Thompson had 
told Murtha during this meeting that all he had to do was to go 
visit the representatives of the wealthy Arabs and listen to their 
story, and then Criden would pick up the money. (ld. at 1824-26.) 
Thompson had told him that Thompson, he, and Murphy would 
then split the money. (ld. at 1828.) 

MUl'tha then accompanied Criden to meet with DeVito and 
Weinberg. Murtha declined to take any money directly. He wanted 
DeVito to invest in his district first. He said he might change his 
mind after De Vito delivered on his promises. (Thompson Gov't 
Trial Ex. 29A-1, at 10-38.) Murtha did tell DeVito that his col
leagues expected to be paid: 

CRIDEN: John says it's ok for you to give me what's in 
that, that drawer. 

MURTHA: Is that all right, Tony? Let, let me make it 
very clear. The other two guys, ah, do expect to, ah, to be 
taken care of, as, as Howard, and you're gonna have to 
deal through Howard, they, me, you got my deal, ya know 
so that's, that's, ah, my deal is. (ld. at 38.) 

Murtha testified that he had been referring to Thompson and 
Murphy, based on what Thompson had told him earlier that day. 
(Thompson Trial Tr. 1832.) 

Middleman Howard L. Criden testified before the Select Commit
tee that he believed Thompson had known the contents of the 
briefcase on October 9, 1979, prior to haviIlg had Criden take it. 
Criden also testified that Thompson clearly had known the con
tents of the briefcase shortly after the meeting, when Criden had 
given him $20,000 in the car. Criden testified that he had given 
Thompson another $20,000 on October 22 for Thompson and 
Murphy to divide. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, at 86-89 (testimony 
of Howard L. Criden).) Thompson admitted having met Criden on 
October 22. (Thompson Trial Tr. 2537-38.) 

son had expressed concern during the ride back to the Capitol that DeVito and Weinberg had 
seemed uncertain of the sheiks' country of origin. DeVito had countered by saying he had been 
upset that Thompson had been leaking very sensitive information. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 
7A-2, at 36-37.) 
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Regardless of the Select Committee's conclusion that Thompson 
Imew the purposes of the October 9, 1979, meetings, the behavior of 
the undercover operatives both before and during those meetings 
remains a key issue. Thompson complained that his rights had 
been violated because he had been brought back for a second meet
ing after having turned down money during the first. He also com
plained that no one had probed Criden to see what he had told 
Thompson; no one had ever shown him any money; and Criden had 
been permitted to leRve in custody of the briefcase. (Thompson 
Post-hearing Memorandum To Dismiss on Due Process Grounds, 
115-24.) The Select Committee has investigated whether any of 
these decisions was made improperly; it concludes that none was. 

The approval document for the Thompson bribe payment offers 
some support for Thompson's position. The document instructed 
that a payment be made IIdirectly to Congressman/Senator only 
after necessary commitments are provided." ([Deleted]) 208 In addi
tion, the payments to Myers and Lederer had been made directly to 
the Congressman and not to the middleman. October 9, 1979, was 
the first occasion involving a Congressman in which the middle
man left the room with possession of the money and the first in 
which no money was displayed to the Congressman. 209 

Supervisor Good testified at the Myers due process hearing that 
he had been given no instruction loosening the requirement of a 
direct payment lito Congressman/Senator" for Thompson. Thomp
son was the only member of the House brought back for a second 
meeting after having turned down money, and that was done be
cause he had agreed to the conditions that had been set out during 
the interim meetings by Amoroso. (Myers D.P. Tr. 2695.) After the 
first meeting, during which Thompson had declined money, Good 
had conversations with Amoroso, Jacobs, Weinberg, and Brady 
during which they decided to see whether Criden could convince 
Thompson to acknowledge taking money. (ld. at 2705.) Good kept 
FBI HQ Supervisor Michael Wilson apprised of the situation (id. at 
2708), while Jacobs, who had been the Department of Justice Strike 
Force attorney monitoring the meeting, kept his supervisor, Puccio, 
informed of all developments Cid. at 2705-07). Although the written 
instructions had been to give the money directly to the Congress
man, Good understood that it was a permissible alternative to give 
money to another person designated by the Congressman, so long 
as the Congressman had acknowledged receipt. (Id. at 2703.) 

Good testified before the Select Committee that he had made the 
ultimate decision on whether to allow any particular payment to 
be made. He had not stopped Amoroso on October 9 because he had 
believed without any doubt that Thompson had known what was in 
the briefcase. It had not bothered him that Thompson merely took 
constructive possession. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 125 (tes-

208 The omission of a citation to a confidential document is identified by "[Deleted]." See pp. 
V-V1supro. 

209 The payment on March 31, 1979, involving Kenneth MacDonald, the Vice Chairman of the 
New Jersey Casino Control Commission, raises similar issues. That payment was the first in 
which a middleman, in that case Errichetti, left the meeting with possession of the money. 
There was also a question raised whether MacDonald hlmself actually saw the money. There 
was no allegation, however, that the government deliberately had made the meeting ambiguous. 
The MacDonald transaction is discussed in detail at pp. 253-61 supra. 
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timony of John Good).) Judgments on how to pass money had to be 
left to those in the field. (Id. at 126.) 

Puccio testified at the Myers due process hearing that he had 
been in contact with the undercover personnel at the scene on 
October 9, 1979. He had suggested that Amoroso pressure Criden to 
see how he would react. Puccio said that all indications had been 
that Thompson would take a bribe, including the past reliability of 
Criden in bringing in Myers and Lederer and the general unsavory 
nature of Amoroso, in his role as DeVito, and Weinberg. Puccio 
had thought it important to clarify the situation that had been cre
ated by the first Thompson meeting before bribes were offered to 
any more Congressmen. (Myers D.P. Tr. 246-47, 253-55.) Puccio tes
tified that the decision on how to pass the bribe-whether to show 
the money or not-had been a field decision by Good or Amoroso 
and had not been a matter of policy as far as he had been con
cerned. He had been unaware of any memorandum from Director 
Webster or from anyone else to the contrary. He did note that Erri
chetti had been upset at the way the MacDonald payoff had been 
handled. Puccio remarked that he believed that a closed container 
was the way bribes generally were passed in the real world. (Id. at 
262-64.) 

Puccio also testified on this issue before the Select Committee. 
He said that he believed that the agents had obeyed the directive 
to make the payment directly to the Congressman; Amoroso had 
made the payment the way he had felt it had to be done under the 
circumstances. Puccio also said that he would never have given an 
instruction that money could be given only to the principal rather 
than to the middleman. As far as Puccio was concerned, it made no 
difference whether Representative Thompson took the money or 
whether Criden did. He claimed that there was no legal or factual 
distinction, as long as Thompson made the necessary acknowledg
ments. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 120-21 (testimony of 
Thomas Puccio).) Puccio said that law enforcement people really 
are not all that well versed in how bribes are made and passed. He 
said that one has to rely on those in the field to use common sense 
and exercise their best judgment. (Id. at 126-27.) 

Amoroso testified at the Myers due process hearing that he had 
not been deliberately ambiguous during the second Thompson 
meeting. He admitted, however, that he had never asked Criden 
how he had gotten Thompson to return. (Myers D.P. Tr. 3975.) He 
said that he had been satisfied during the second meeting that 
Thompson had known why he was being paid money. Otherwise, 
Amoroso had exceptionally poor recall of what had transpired 
during the interim meetings with Criden between Thompson's two 
visits. (Id. at 3970-74.) He did not recall any instruction that he 
had been ordered to pay money directly to Thompson; nor did he 
recall whether any of his supervisors had ever told him that it mat
tered whether the Congressman or the middleman took the money. 
(Id. at 3965-66.) 

The Select Committee concludes that Special Agent Amoroso 
agreed to be more circumspect with Representative Thompson at 
the urging of Howard Criden. On September 26, Criden told Wein
berg that he was having difficulty getting Congressmen to help the 
sheik if they had to take money personally. Criden recommended, 
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therefore, that he be allowed to take possession of the "package." 
(Thompson Def. Trial Exs. MD, ME.) Weinberg told Criden that he 
thou?,ht there would be no problem, but he wanted to get the "new 
way' approved by Amoroso because of the problems that had 
arisen as a result of the "Noto" incident. 21o 

On October 2, 1979, Criden tried to arrange a meeting between 
Abdul Enterprises and Representative [deleted].211 He told Wein
berg, "He [deleted] doesn't want any mention made of funds." 
(Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 2A, at 2.) Weinberg told Criden to 
"pass' on [deleted] because [deleted] would only hold the meeting 
at his office. Weinberg acted as if he suspected a trap. It is not 
clear whether [deleted] alleged requirement that money not be 
mentioned played a role in Weinberg's decision to cancel. 

On the morning of October 4, Criden complained to Weinberg 
that he had been having trouble finding suitable candidates: 

[L]et me tell you, to convince these guys to do this 
number is not as easy as you think it is. . . . They make a 
commitment to you; they get chicken feet, and they say 
they don't want to do it or they want to do it this way or 
they want to do it that way. . . . (Thompson Gov't Trial 
Ex. 3A, at 3-4.) 

Later that day Criden called Weinberg to tell him that he had 
arranged a meeting with Thompson. He said he had met Thompson 
personally and had explained the "rules of the game." (Thompson 
Gov't Trial Ex. 4A.) 212 

Criden's law partner, Ellis Cook, testified that prior to October 9 
Criden had told him that he had arranged for a meeting during 
which Thompson himself would not have to take the package. 
(Thompson Trial Tr. 1241-42.) 

Thus, Amoroso had agreed prior to October 9 that Thompson's 
meeting would be less explicit and thereby more ambiguous than 
the Myers and Lederer meetings that had preceded it. This ar
rangement was still too explicit for Thompson, however. He refused 
to acknowledge during the first meeting on October 9 that he was 
taking money. 

During the interim meeting on October 9, Amoroso agreed to 
even further reductions in the requirements for taking the money. 
Amoroso agreed that Thompson would merely have to acknowledge 
receipt of the briefcase and that no one would mention money. This 
procedure proved to be acceptable to Thompson. 

It is unclear how much consultation Amoroso had had with 
Good, Puccio, Jacobs, or Sharf about the new procedure. Good and 
Puccio have testified that it made no difference to them whether 
Thompson or Criden actually took possession of the money. Given 

210 The participants in the September 26 conversation did not refer to the Noto incident by 
name. The incident had occurred on September 19, 1979, when Criden and Errichetti had pre
sented Criden's law partner as an official of the Immigration and Naturalization Service. Amor
oso and Weinberg had seen through the ruse and had cancelled the meeting, but they did not 
learn until much later that Criden had participated in the attempted fraud. (See Pp. 434-35 

in(~~'~he omission of sensitive information is identified by "[deleted]." See. pp. V-VI supra. 
212 On October 5, Criden and Weinberg talked twice to try to arrange for the place in which 

to hold the Thompson meeting. Criden was concerned because he had told Thompson that the 
meeting would be in a hotel, and Weinberg was changing it to a house. (Thompson Gov't Trial 
Exs. 5A, 6A.l 
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the approval document, however, which called for a direct payment 
to the Congressman, the Select Committee is disturbed by the way 
in which the decision to be less explicit with Thompson apparently 
was made. ·While it finds Amoroso's handling of the Thompson 
meeting acceptable, if not optimal, the Select Committee is trou
bled by the lack of careful consideration with which exceptionally 
important decisions were made. 

5. The October 20, 1979, Meeting with Representative Murphy 
The video tape of the October 20, 1979, meeting with Representa

tive Murphy begins with Special Agent Amoroso placing $50,000 in 
a suitcase that he then closes and places on the floor next to a 
couch. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 13A, at 1.) After Murphy arrives, 
DeVito (Amoroso) tells him that he has talked to Murphy's col
league. It is clear from the context that the reference is to Thomp
son. DeVito then says, "Howard, ah, explained to you what we're 
looking for, for our Arabs, all right." Murphy responds: "Right." 
(Id. at n.) They then discuss the immigration problems of Somoza 
(who was a high school friend of Murphy's). (Id. at 5-7.) When 
Weinberg and DeVito turn to specifics about legislation and immi
gration, Murphy tells them to check with Criden (who, Murphy 
thought, was the lawyer for Abdul Enterprises). (Id. at 10, 13-15.) 
Criden says that Murphy has suggested that the sheik's immigra
tion posture would be enhanced by his, the sheik's, buying a resi
dence. When Weinberg tells Murphy they will do whatever he 
wants, he tells them to "talk to Howard." (Id. at 10.) 

DeVito says that the sheiks are willing to invest in Murphy's dis
trict to make it easier for Murphy to support the Arabs' immigra
tion efforts. (Id.) Mur.p,hy tells them, "Howard's gonna have a rec
ommendation for you, ' and "Howard's gonna ask you to meet with 
a couple of people." (Id. at 10.) Criden then tells DeVito and Wein
berg that the proposed investment probably will involve a shipping 
company. Murphy reluctantly confirms Criden's statements. (Id. at 
11.) 

DeVito then returns to the subject of the sheiks' immigration 
and tells Murphy, "The important thing now is that, to have you"; 
Murphy holds up his hand and cuts off the remainder of the sen
tence. (Id. at 13.) When Weinberg notes that "the main thing" is 
that "you [Murphy] can handle it for us," Murphy replies: "I don't 
think there'll be any problem." (ld. at 14.) Weinberg asks Murphy 
about private legislation, and Murphy inquires whether the Arab is 
a soldier. (Id. at 15.) When Criden and DeVito talk about how the 
sheiks need friends, DeVito says, "That's why, hey, that's why he 
says, 'Take the money. Go find the people that can, that can do 
this for me.' " (Id. at 16.) Criden replies, "All you have to do is get 
hold of me. I will get hold of Jack." 

Finally, DeVito stands up and moves closer to the couch on 
which Murphy is seated and beside which the briefcase is located. 
Weinberg tells Murphy that the deal being discussed covers only 
the sheiks: 

WEINBERG: One other thing I wanta, we're only dealing 
for the two of them now. For Yassir and Kambir Abdul 
Rahman. Any other, you explain to him? 

I 
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CRIDEN: Yeah. I just told him we were only interested. 

WEINBERG: Anything other then it's a different deal with 
him. 

DEVITO: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: We're only talking for them two. 
DEVITO: Yeah, in other words, these, what we're, what 

we're coming up front with, the money for is just for these 
two guys. 

MURPHY: Yeah. 
DEVITO: Anything else, okay, is something else. 
CRIDEN: Different ballgame. 
DEVITO. And I'm thinking that, ah, we may have some 

family situations * * * which would be, ah, something, 
you know, in addition to that. 

MURPHY: I think Howard can handle that. 
CRIDEN: Okay. 
DEVITO: So. Here we go. This is .... [DeVito picks up 

the suitcase and begins to hand it to Murphy] 
CRIDEN: Okay. Why don't you give that to Jack or .... 
DEVITO: Here. 
MURPHY: Howard why don't you take care of that. 213 

[Referring to briefcase] [Criden takes briefcase.] (Id. at 18-
19.) 

As Murphy is leaving, DeVito asks him whether the shipping 
deal will be directly to his advantage. Murphy replies that it will 
be generally to the advantage of the principals and to the whole 
economy. (ld. at 21.) 

Murphy did not testify at his trial. He did, however, agree to a 
deposition before his indictment. He testified at this deposition that 
he had first met Criden on October 19, 1979, after having had been 
told of him by Representative Thompson. Thompson had told him 
that Criden had been representing some Arabs who were looking 
for investments. (Deposition of John M. Murphy, Myers D.P. Ex. 96, 
at 30.) Murphy said that Criden had told him the meeting was to 
discuss "an economic development situation" and also had men
tioned that the Arabs might want to come to America at some 
future time. (Id. at 76-77.) The only reference to money had been 
an implication that Murphy could participate in any investment, 
but Murphy had told him that "under no circumstances would [he] 
have any part of business or . . . be involved in any money situa
tion." (Id. at 75.) He denied any statement Criden may have made 
that they had discussed money in any other context. (Id. at 79-80.) 

Murphy testified that he had understood that the colleague men
tioned by DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso) at the beginning of the 
meeting on October 20 was Thompson. (Id. at 86.) When he had 
said he had understood DeVito and Weinberg and their employer's 
problem, he had been speaking generally. (Id. at 91.) When he had 

213 The government alleged that Murphy said, "Why don't you take care of that for me." 
After viewing the relevant section of the video tape, the Select Committee cannot be sure 
whether Murphy said "for me. " He was speaking very low and very fast at the time. The Select 
Committee concludes that Murphy's precISe language in this respect is unimportant to a deter
mination of his state of mind. He clearly was being offered the briefcase by Amoroso, and he 
just as clearly was transferring it to Criden. '. , .... 
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said-in response to Weinberg's statement that the main thing was 
that Murphy would "handle it"-that there would be no problem, 
he had not been saying that he would do anything. He had been 
saying, rather, that persons in the positions of the sheiks would 
have no problem getting into this country. (Id. at 104-08.) Murphy 
did not recall money's having been mentioned during the meeting. 
(Id. at 109.) After having viewed the tape during the deposition, 
Murphy testified that he had understood the reference to money 
not to refer to a payment to him, but to investments. (Id. at 112.) 
Murphy had no recall of having told Criden to take care of the 
suitcase. (Id. at 116.) He did recall that he had thought the suitcase 
contained credentials and applications and that Criden had told 
him that. Murphy said that he thought Criden had told him about 
credentials during the video taped meeting. (Id. at 118.) He did not 
know what kind of credentials or applications, however, and ad
mitted that the video tape did not show anyone mentioning creden
tials. (Id. at 119-22.) The "take care of it Howard" comment had 
been made just to indicate that Murphy did not want the case. (Id. 
at 124.) Murphy testified that Criden had left the meeting with the 
suitcase and that Criden had never mentioned money to him and 
had never described the contents of the case. (ld. at 125.) 

The October 20 meeting was somewhat more ambiguous than the 
Thompson meetings on October 9 had been. Nevertheless, on the 
basis of the video tape, the Select Committee concludes that Repre
sentative Murphy knew what was in the briefcase and knew why it 
was being given. De Vito couched the discussion of investments in 
terms of providing cover in his district for Murphy's assistance to 
the sheik. The reference to money, while not as explicit as in other 
meetings with other public officials, clearly was not about invest
ments. When DeVito said that the money was only for the sheiks 
and that additional family members would. not be covered by the 
up-front money, he obviously was referring to the immigration 
matter that had been discussed earlier. He also was standing up 
and obviously was on his way to pick up the briefcase to give it to 
Murphy. At no time did Murphy exhibit any nervousness or anger 
at the express mention of money in a discussion of how he could 
use his Congressional office to assist private citizens. 

When DeVito rose to deliver the briefcase to Murphy, Criden 
clearly announced, by asking him to give it to Murphy, that it con
tained something in which Murphy had an interest. Murphy said 
and did nothing to deny that he had an interest in the briefcase. 
He did not say, for example, "No, that's yours" or "Why should he 
give it to me?" He also never asked, "What's in it?" Instead, 
Murphy used virtually the exact words that Thompson had used 11 
days earlier and asked Criden to "take care of" the briefcase. The 
Select Committee concludes that it is unlikely that Murphy's 
choice of words was mere coincidence. De Vito never explicitly said, 

. "Here's the briefcase with the money," but in the context of the 
meeting there was no reason to suspect that it contained anything 
else. There certainly was no reason to think that it contained cre
dentials, as Murphy has alleged. There was no mention of creden
tials during the meeting, and Murphy has never articulated the 
nature of the credentials he had in mind. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 19 
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As with Representative Thompson, there is extrinsic evidence re
inforcing the Select Committee's conclusion that Murphy was 
aware that he had been paid money to aid the sheiks. The shipping 
deal that Murphy and Criden mentioned on October 20 led to a 
meeting on November 8, 1979, with DeVito, Weinberg, Criden, and 
Larry Buser, the foniler head of a shipping company and a former 
consultant to Murphy's Congressional committee. (See Thompson 
Gov't Trial Ex. 18A.) Buser proposed that Abdul Enterprises ac
quire two shipping companies, Farrell Lines and Navieras, the 
Puerto Rican maritime company. Buser said that he assumed 
Murphy would be a silent partner (id. at 7) and explained in great 
detail what Murphy would do behind the scenes on behalf of the 
business: 

Because there's an industry going broke where there's a 
tremendous potential ... now Murphy and I see a poten
tial in that and it's these. The thing is to manipulate the 
acquisitions with the bill. ... Without him [Mur"Jhy} we 
could get screwed. (ld. at 16.) 

He also explained that Murphy and he had been planning for a 
long time how best to use their mutual talents, Buser's expertise, 
and Murphy's power: 

But it's all pure practical business input and objective as 
we can be. Now we waited all this time and we looked at a 
few companies and we banged around a little bit, but we 
haven't made a move. Now he says to me, "I think the 
time is right to make a move." (Id.) 

Representative Murtha testified that when Thompson had told 
him about the wealthy Arabs, Thompson also had told him that 
Murphy was involved. Murtha testified that Thompson had told 
him that the "walking-around" money would be split by all three 
of them. (Thompson Trial Tr. 1826-29.) In his meeting with the gov
ernment on January 7, 1980, Murtha mentioned Murphy as being 
one of the other Congressmen involved. He said he knew that 
Murphy was expecting payment. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 29A-1, 
at 38.) Murtha did testify, however, that he had never actually dis
cussed the sheiks with Murphy himself and had no knowledge that 
Murphy had ever received any payment. (Thompson Trial Tr. 1921-
22.) 

On January 10,1980, Murphy met with DeVito (Amoroso), Wein
berg, Criden, and Buser at the FBI's Washington, D.C., townhouse. 
A long discussion ensued about the proposed shipping deals. Al
though Murphy was careful to say he was "not in" the deal 
(Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 33A-1, at 30), Buser said that Murphy 
would help the venture. Murphy indicated his assent nonverbally. 
When the participants divided up their shares in the proposed ven
ture, a 14 percent interest was unallocated, about which Criden 
said, "Whatever is gonna have to be done is gonna have to be 
done." (Id. at 38.) Criden later assured DeVito that Murphy was 
indeed a silent partner, but was being very careful. (Thompson 
Gov't Trial Ex. 33A-3, at 1-4.) 

Murphy and DeVito also met privately on January 10. Murphy 
expressed no surprise when DeVito told him of the Murtha meet-
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ing three days earlier, not even when De Vito mentioned obliquely 
that Murtha had declined money. In fact, Murphy made it clear 
that he was aware that money was involved, but continued to be 
very cautious about what he would express openly: 

DEVITO: [B]ut what happened, your name came up, 
okay? And, uh, Thompson's name came up, and, you know, 
and-and naturally then Murtha brought it up. So I says, 
"Well," I says, "you know, as far as I'm concerned," I said, 
"I don't care, you know, what you do." I says, "You know, 
I'm, I'm here talkin' to you." So, uh-uh, then Howard in
terceded and, uh, you know, he's-he's do you, do you 
know, uh, I mean I might be sayin' somethin' I shouldn't 
be sayin' to you-did-did you know what transpired here? 

MURPHY: No, but I-I imagine that, you see-any time 
money's mentioned where a public official is mentioned, 
there-there's automatically an ability to link 'em to 
something illegal or to taking a consideration for some
thing, uh, that he's supposed to do or use his office to do, 
and there's no public official would ever be involved in 
anything like that. 

DEVITO: Well. 
MURPHY: Particularly Thompson, myself, or Murtha. 

We'd never do anything like that. See? 
DEVITO: Well. 
MURPHY: So there's the, uh, there's the problem. 

And--
DEVITO: (Laugh) I, you're-you're play-you're being coy 

with me. I, you know, I'm ... 
MURPHY: Sure. 
DEVITO: It's uh, and to be honest with you, the day I 

first met you, okay, when we were at the, that airport 
hotel there--

MURPHY: Sure. 
DEVrro: Uh, I was reluctant to give you the money be-

cause you were, you were very--
MURPHY: You didn't, you didn't give me any money. 
DEVITO: Well, okay, when--
MURPHY: I never, I never received any money from 

anyone. 
DEVITO: Okay, when, uh, I gave it to-
MURPHY: And-and then--
DEVITO: I gave it to Howard. 
MURPHY: And would not accept anything. 
DEVITO: Okay. 
MURPHY: From you or Howard. (Id. at 14-15.) 

Although he denied that he had received money, Murphy did not 
act angry or surprised that De Vito claimed to have given him 
money. He also did not express surprise when DeVito said that he, 
De Vito, had given "the money" to Criden. He also did not deny 
that he knew that Criden had received money. Instead, he simply 
continued on with the meeting. He clearly was, in fact, being coy 
and cautious, exactly as De Vito had alleged. As Criden had predict-
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ed, Murphy would not acknowledge personal receipt of money or 
his silent participation in the shipping venture. 

Criden testified before the Select Committee that, contrary to 
what he had told Weinberg at the time (see Thompson Gov't Trial 
Ex. 12A), the first time he had spoken to Murphy had been on 
October 19, 1979, in a meeting at Thompson's office. (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 75-77 (testimony of Howard L. Criden).) 
Criden also testified that there had been no mention of money at 
this meeting, because Thompson had told him not to discuss money 
with Murphy; rather, the discussion had focused on the immigra
tion problems of the sheik. (Id. at 76-77.) 

Criden could not recall having mentioned money to Murphy 
during the time they had spent together on October 20, 1979, prior 
to meeting with DeVito and Weinberg. (fd. at 78.) Equally signifi
cant, however, is that he also could not recall having told Murphy 
that a briefcase, credentials, or documents would be transferred 
during the meeting. (Id. at 79.) 

Criden testified that he had not given Murphy any money after 
the October 20 meeting. He did claim to have given $20,000 shortly 
thereafter to Thompson, who had told him he was sharing that 
money with Murphy. (ld.) Criden said that, when DeVito had at
tempted to pass Murphy the briefcase and MUrphy had had De Vito 
give it to Criden instead, Criden had assumed that Murphy and 
Thompson had made the "appropriate arrangements" so that 
Murphy understood what to do. (ld. at 81.) . 

The Select Committee concludes, on the basis of the evidence de
scribed above, that Murphy knew full well what was in the brief
case and why it was being passed. The Select Committee further 
concludes that Murphy was being extremely cautious; he insulated 
himself even from Criden by dealing primarily with his fellow 
member of Congress, Frank Thompson. It is clear that Thompson 
had explained to Murphy DeVito's minimum standard for a trans
fer of the briefcase. Murphy used the same language that had 
worked for Thompson, but was unwilling to communicate openly. 

To conclude that Murphy was unaware of the purpose of the 
October 20 meeting, the Select Committee would have to find that 
Thompson deliberately had misled his close political and personal 
friend and had pocketed the entire payment without Murphy's 
knowledge. There is no evidence in the record to suggest that 
Thompson was misleading Murphy. 

In fact, even before Thompson's first meeting with Abdul Enter
prises on October 9, 1979, Thompson had planned to involve 
Murphy in the scheme to receive money from the Arabs. At that 
meeting, Thompson referred to "a friend of mine whom I men
tioned to Howard, [who] could have arranged permanent political 
asylum and residence for Somoza." (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-
1, at 10.) Thompson testified that he had been reierring to Murphy. 
(Thompson Trial Tr. 2482-83, 2500-01.) Later during that meeting, 
Thompson mentioned a tlnumber of friends who are members of 
Con[I'ess who like to help people from other countries" (Thompson 
Gov t Trial Ex. 7 A-I, at 18) and urged that De Vito meet with "at 
least two and possibly four of my colleagues who are very senior 
and experienced in immigration matters." (ld. at 26.) During 
Thompson's second meeting on October 9, he again mentioned "the 
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members of Congress whom I suggest who come up to visit with 
you ... and that includes some people from New York on a pre
liminary basis" (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7 A-5, at 9) allid said that 
"the first guy you might see might well be a pal of mine from New 
York, and if he comes, I'll come with him." (Id. at 10.) Thus, it ap
pears clear that Thompson had planned to include Murphy ill the 
corrupt scheme from the very beginning.214 

Other evidence indicates that Thompson contacted Murphy im
mediately after his own meeting with Amoroso on Octobler 9. Mur
phy's appointments secretary testified that on October 10 Murphy 
had scheduled a meeting with Thompson for 4:30 that afternoon. 
(Thompson Trial Tr. 1706-07; see Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 47 
(Murphy's appointment book).) Thompson actually did meet with 
Murphy in Murphy's office on that date. 

The question remains, however, whether the government deliber
ately arranged for the video tape of Murphy's meeting to be more 
ambiguous than other taped meetings in order to deprive Murphy 
of the right to say "no" to an unambiguously corrupt proposal. The 
Select Committee concludes that this did not occur. 

Good testified at the Myers due process hearings that he had no 
recall of any specific conversation, either with his undereover oper
atives or with any of the Strike Force attorneys, about how the 
money was to have been passed to Murphy: whether it would be in 
a briefcase or whether the money would be mentioned explicitly. 
(Myers D.P. Tr. 2728.) Good had met with Strike Forc/:: attorneys 
John A. Jacobs and Lawrence R. Sharf before the Murphy meeting, 
but could not recall the substance of the conversation; neither 
Sharf nor Jacobs had stayed to monitor the Murphy meeting. Good 
said that he generally would have preferred for money to have 
been handed directly to the Congressman, but some suspects they 
had felt would not have acknowledged pay-offs if made too directly. 
Good claimed that there was an etiquette of bribery that varied, 
depending upon the individual involved. The decision on how and 
when to make a payment had been left to Amoroso to decide on the 
spur of the moment. (Id. at 2726-31.) Good was unable to describe 
how the decision had been made to show the money to some con
gressmen and not to others. He could not say why Murphy had 
been given money in a closed case or when or why that decision 
had been made. He did say, however, that he had nlJt thought that 
Amoroso ever had considered displaying the money directly to 
either Murphy or Thompson. (ld. at 2735.) 

Puccio testified that he had participated in a strategy session on 
October 20, 1979, with Good, Amoroso, Weinberg, Sharf, ane 
Jacobs. It had been a standard meeting on the general scenario and 
never had been memorialized. (Id. at 273-74.) He said that he had 

2l4The FBI deduced by October 10,1979, that Thompson had been referring to Murphy in the 
language quoted above. Weinberg told Criden he thought he could guess who the next candidate 
was. Weinberg correctly said Murphy, while Criden said Ryan. (Thompsoll Gov't Trial Ex. 8A, at 
6.) Weinberg did not correct Cl'iden until October 17, 1979. (Thompsoll Gov't Trial Ex. 12A, at 1.) 
Puccio testified that it was clear from discussions with Good on October 9 that Thompson had 
been referring to Murphy. (Myers D.P. Tr. 270.) Amoroso said he thought Good had told Wein
berg that Thompson had been referring to Murphy. (ld. at 3892.) Weinberg also testified that 
Good had told him Thompson meant Murphy. (ld. at 4365.) Good could not specifically recall the 
incident. (ld. at 2776-77.) The Select Committee concludes that Representative Murphy was not 
unfairly targeted. (See pp. 58-59 supra.) 
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not been and was not aware of any rule or writing that directed 
who must handle the money or the briefcase. (ld. at 280-81.) As 
long as it had been clear that money was being given and that the 
recipient knew why money was being passed, a payment would 
have been made and Puccio would have been satisfied. (ld.) 

Amoroso also testified at the due process hearings. He testified 
that there had been no special arrangements made for the Murphy 
meeting, but did not recall the pre-meeting conversation with law
yers from the Department of Justice during which any special ar
rangements for how to handle the meeting would have been dis
cussed. (ld. at 3922-23.) Amoroso had guided the Murphy meeting 
and had made a payment when he had been satisfied that Murphy 
knew that he was getting paid and for what reas.Qn. (ld. at 3924-
26.) After having obtainea the appropriate commitments from 
Murphy, Amoroso had started to make the payment directly to 
him. Amoroso had not minded giving the briefcase to Criden after 
Murphy had directed him to do so. He had considered this an ade
quate acknowledgment from the Congressman. (Id. at 3930-31.) 
Amoroso could not recall having discussed with anyone frOID the 
Department of Justice whether it would have been appropriate to 
allow the middleman to accept payment; but he had had no qualms 
about doing so with Murphy, because the same method had been 
used with Thompson, and none of the supervisors or Strike Force 
attorneys had complained. He also said that he did not make any 
decision before the meeting on October 20 about whether to men
tion a sum of money to Murphy. (ld. at 3932.) Amoroso testified 
that he had put the money in a briefcase for the Murphy meeting 
because he happened to have had one. At some other meetings, he 
had not had a briefcase. He did not recall ever having talked about 
the propriety of using briefcases or why he happened to have had 
one at that time. He testified that the decision to use a briefcase 
had been made without reference to Murphy. (Id. at 3932-37.) 

The Select Committee concludes that the ambiguities in the 
meeting on October 20 were not caused by "the conscious and de
liberate creation of ambiguous and misleading evidence" (Murphy 
Appellate Brief 60), but by the government's acceptance of the con
ditions set forth by Criden, Thompson, and Murphy under which 
Murphy would acknowledge receipt of money. The meeting on 
October 20 followed the pattern of the meeting on October 9, down 
to the very words that Murphy used to acknowledge receipt. 

Amoroso had agreed to the conditions that Thompson had set out 
through Criden on October 9: He passed the money in a closed case 
and talked in a somewhat oblique way about the agreement being 
struck. Similarly, on October 20 the money again was passed in a 
closed case, and the purpose of the meeting was discussed circum
spectly by Amoroso. 

There is evidence that Thompson and Criden had rJl)efed 
Murphy on how to act. On October 17 Criden spoke to W einbe.:~: 

WEINBERG: Now, you gonna lay those ground rules to 
Murph, right? 

CRIDEN: Oh, yeah. No problem. 
WEINBERG. OK. 

'" * * * * * * 
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WEINBERG: As long, you know, that the guy knows the 
ground rules, we don't want to have no. >I< >I< >I< 

CRIDEN: . . . And I am gonna make sure he understands 
clearly ... 

>I< >I< '" >I< >I< * >I< 

CRIDEN: . . . I've got to coach these guys. I've got to 
make them feel at ease. I've got to you know, give them 
the bullshit. 

>I< >I< >I< '" '" '" '" 
CRIDEN: ... I gotta stroke him, you know, make him 

feel comfortable. 
WEINBERG: They all got that problem, they're nervous. 
CRIDEN: They're all nervous. You know, they all figure 

that maybe it's a set up, you know. 
WEINBERG: Hey, you were nervous the first time, too. 

'" * * * * * '" 
WEINBERG: Did you speak to him yet? 
CRIDEN: I talked to him on the phone, and I set up an 

appointment, a luncheon. I set up to have lunch with him 
Friday in Washington. I'm gonna go down there and have 
lunch with him.215 

WEINBERG: Thompson must have spoken to him, huh? 
CRIDEN: Yeah, naturally. (Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 12A, 

at 1-2, 4-5.) 
The Select Committee questions the wisdom of the government's 

acquiescence in Criden's conditions. The Murphy meeting was the 
least explicit meeting captured on video tape. The ambiguity re
sulted in part from Murphy's extraordinary caution. In part, how
ever, it resulted from Amoroso's having been too circumspect. 

E. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING THE EDWARD ELLIS EPISODE 

One of the events cited by former Assistant United States Attor
ney Edward J. Plaza to support his conclusion that Abscam in
volved lithe creation of the illusion of criminality when perhaps 
criminality was not there" (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 28, 1982, at 5 
(testimony of Edward J. Plaza», was a series of meetings and trans
actions in March 1979 with a New Jersey businessman named 
Edward Ellis. Ellis was seeking a $50 million loan to finance recon
struction of the Garden State Racetrack in New Jersey, in which 
he held an ownership interest. He contacted Abdul Enterprises 
through Weinberg, who arranged a meeting for him with the. 

215 Murphy complains that the government approved the meeting with him and the offer of a 
bribe on incomplete and inaccurate information. The document seeking approval for Murphy 
was dated October 17,1979, and represented that Criden had made the requiSite assurances. (See 
[Deleted]) In fact, it appears that on October 17 Criden had not yet even spoken to Murphy. 
Criden testified that the first time he had spoken to MUrphy was on October 19, 1979. (Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 76 (testimony of Howard L. Criden).l The Select Committee hEl$ 
numerous reservations about the government's reliance on the uncorroborfl.ted word of corrupt 
middlemen like Criden (see pp. 68-77 supra) (the Select Committee also refuses, for reasons dem
onstrated throughout this report, to rely on the uncorroborated word of Howard Criden on any 
disputed issue), but concludes that Murphy was not injured by the misreliance in this case. As 
explained above, Thompson recruited Murphy. 
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Abdul Enterprises chairman, Jack McCloud (Special Agent McCar
thy). 

The meeting with McCloud was scheduled in two recorded tele
phone conversations between Weinberg and Ellis on March 1, 1979. 
In the first conversation Weinberg said that Ellis would have to 
tell McCloud that he had a politician who would assist the race
track venture in return for a $100,000 bribe. (See [Deleted]216) Ellis 
told Weinberg that he had several possible politicians in mind. 
([Deleted]) Later that day Ellis told Weinberg that he had arranged 
for Alexander Feinberg to accompany him and that Senator Wil
liams was involved. (See [Deleted]) Weinberg arranged to meet Ellis 
immediately before Ellis' meeting with McCloud "to make sure you 
[Ellis] know you got your story right on what to tell him 
[McCloud]." ([Deleted]) 

Ellis met McCloud on March 5, 1979, and told McCloud that he 
had already bribed Senator WHliams through Feinberg and that 
Senator Williams, Feinberg, and Errichetti had agreed to assist the 
racetrack venture. (See [Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. 
S 1498-500 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) On March 8, 1979, Errichetti, 
Weinberg, and DeVito met and subseqently were joined by Fein
berg, who had been waiting downstairs. Weinberg recounted to Er
richetti what Ellis had told McCloud about Feinberg and Senator 
Williams on March 5. Errichetti responded that he had told Ellis to 
mention Feinberg and Senator Williams to McCloud, that Feinberg 
was really Errichetti's front, and that Ellis hardly knew Senator 
Williams. (See [Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1502 (daily 
ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Errichetti said, "He [Weinberg] said send some
body the fuck up here, remember? So Feinberg went up there in
stead of uh-another politician." ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo 
Rec. S 1502 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Weinberg continued to suggest 
that they try to arrange for McCloud to payoff Feinberg or Sena
tor Williams as Ellis had promised. (See [Deleted], reprinted in 128 
Congo Ree. S 1502-06 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Errichetti insisted 
that DeVito and Weinberg forget about the Senator, and Errichetti 
and Weinberg discussed whether Feinberg could be sent to 
McCloud to pick up the $100,000 and to share it with them without 
Williams' knowledge. (See [Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. 
S 1502-06 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) DeVito responded that that was 
too risky, because McCloud might say something to Williams about 
the bribe, if he met him. (See [Deleted], reprinted m 128 Congo Rec. 
S 1502-06 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Feinberg then joined them, and Errichetti and Feinberg immedi
ately began insisting that Ellis was crazy, that Ellis had nothing to 
do with Senator Williams, and that Errichetti and Feinberg togeth
er could take care of Senator Williams and ensure a favorable leg
islative climate for the racetrack. (See [Deleted], reprinted in 128 
Congo Rec. S 1503-05 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) They told DeVito 
and Weinberg that Ellis' representations on March 5 had been 
untrue and unfair to McCloud and that, through the disguise of le
gitimate legal fees, they could handle what Ellis had proposed to 

216 The omission of a citation to a confidential document is identified by "[Deleted]." See pp. 
V-VI supra. 
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McCloud as illegal payoffs. (See [Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo 
Rec. S 1503-95 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Plaza testified that, when he had begun working on Abscam in 
April 1979, he had been told that Senator Williams had been 
bribed to assist the Garden State Racetrack and that Plaza had 
been shown the video tape of the March, 5, 1979, meeting between 
Ellis and McCloud to support that claim. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
July 28, 1982, at 27-28 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza).) Plaza ex
plained that he had remained unaware of the March 1 telephone 
conversations and of the March 8 meeting, which had been record
ed but not videotaped, until April 1980, when he had first received 
those tapes, which were not transcribed until after May 1981. (See 
House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., June 2, 1982, at 11, 13 (testimony of 
Edward J. Plaza).) 

Plaza drew three adverse conclusions from these taped conversa
tions. First, he concluded, the March 1 tapes demonstrate that 
Weinberg had told Ellis, who had contacted Weinberg in search of 
financing for a legitimate venture, that Ellis would receive financ
ing only if he could involve a politician in support of his project. 
Second, Plaza inferred that Weinberg had told Ellis that he need 
only convince McCloud that a politician was involved, even if one 
was not, and, possibly, that Senator Williams was the politician 
whose name Ellis should invoke. Plaza's final conclusion was that 
Errichetti and Weinberg had induced Ellis to make these false rep
resentations to McCloud in an attempt to create an opportunity for 
them to share between themselves the $100,000 McCloud believed 
he was paying as a bribe to Williams. (See id. at 8-9, 11-13; SeL 
Comm. Hrg., July 28, 1982, at 26-27 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza); 
see also Myers D.P. Tr. 919, 1436 (testimony of Edward J. Plaza); id. 
at 2219-22 (testimony of Robert A. Weir, Jr.).) 

The Select Committee has concluded that in all likelihood Ellis 
approached Weinberg to obtain legitimate financing and that 
Weinberg convinced him that the approval of a loan was condition
al upon his securing the involvement of a politician. Further, 
Weinberg offered to advise Ellis which politicians would be accept
able, what participation would be required, and how Ellis should 
portray his involvement to McCloud. There is insufficient evidence 
to support Plaza's more serious accusations: that Weinberg told 
Ellis to deceive McCloud into erroneously believing that a politi
cian had agreed to assist the racetrack project and that Weinberg 
told Ellis to convince McCloud that Senator Williams was the poli
tician. The available evidence refutes Plaza's most serious charge: 
that Weinberg told Ellis to deceive McCloud as part of a conspiracy 
between Weinberg and Errichetti to defraud the government by si
phoning off money supposedly going to bribe Senator Williams. 

The existence of unrecorded conversations between Weinberg 
and Ellis and between Weinberg and Errichetti about Ellis, and the 
general untrustworthiness of Errichetti, Feinberg, and Weinberg 
render a precise reconstruction of the Ellis events impossible. 
Based on the taped conversations and interviews with Ellis, Erri
chetti, Weinberg, and Amoroso, however, the Select Committee has 
identified the moet likely explanation of the Ellis incident. The 
only explanation that appears to reconcile the available evidence is 
that Weinberg attempted to induce Ellis to participate in a corrupt 
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transaction, while Errichetti and Feinberg, unknown to Weinberg, 
were simultaneously attempting to use Abdul Enterprises to gain 
control of the Garden State Racetrack for themselves and to force 
Ellis out. 

According to Special Agent Houlihan's interview of Ellis in 
October 1980, Ellis first heard of Abdul Enterprises as a potential 
source of financing from Errichetti in 1978 or early 1979. (See [De
leted]) Errichetti denied in testimony before the Select Committee 
that Ellis had met Weinberg through him and "guessed" that Fein
berg had arranged the introduction. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept, 15, 
1982, at 101 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) At the Myers due 
process proceeding, Weinberg testified that he had met Ellis 
through Errichetti. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 4416.) Weinberg contradict
ed that testimony, however, before the Select Committee, where he 
testified that Ellis had been introduced to him through both Fein
berg and another individual. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 31 
(testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) Both Errichetti and Feinberg 
have acknowledged that they had known Ellis for many years. (See 
Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 101-02 (testimony of Angelo J. 
Errichetti); [Deleted]) Based on the lack of credibility of both Wein
berg and Errichetti on other aspects of the Ellis events, Ellis' ver
sion seems more likely to be accurate. 

The first recorded reference to the Garden State Racetrack ap
pears to be contained in a tape of a telephone conversation on Feb
ruary 9, 1979, in which Errichetti said to Weinberg, III got the race 
track thing * * * I'll bring that Monday." ([Deleted]) Ellis tele
phoned Weinberg and arranged for a meeting to be held later that 
month in West Palm Beach, Florida. (See [Deleted]) At that meet
ing Weinberg met Ellis and Ellis' partner, Bill Hyman, and told 
them that McCloud would deal only through politicians. (See [De
leted]) Ellis told Houlihan that he had told Weinberg that he had 
Errichetti as his politician, which Weinberg had found acceptable. 
(See [Deleted]) Weinberg testified that Amoroso had also been at 
this meeting. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 35 (testimony of 
Melvin C. Weinberg).) Amoroso has testified that he never met 
Ellis. (See Myers D.P. Tr. 4188.) Weinberg denied having told Ellis 
that he would have to have a politician involved to get a loan; but 
Weinberg admitted having asked Ellis whether he had the "juice" 
to get a license as a condition of the loan. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 30-33, 40-41 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

The next recorded contact between Ellis and Weinberg was on 
March 1, 1979, when Weinberg set up a meeting for Ellis with 
McCloud. 217 (See [Deleted]) Weinberg asked Ellis if he had done his 
"homework," as Weinberg had instructed in Florida. Ellis said that 
he had, but that he was not "sure exactly how to do it." Ellis 
stated that Errichetti "said absolutely go ahead," but had vetoed 
Ellis' selection for a politician-namely, Errichetti himself-to help 

211It is not clear whether Ellis and Weinberg had any intervening direct contact; Ellis has 
recnlled none. It appears that there was contact through Errichetti, whom Ellis told Weinberg 
on March 1 he had talked to in the interim ([Deleted]) and whom Weinberg said he had talked 
to the previous evening (See [Deleted) Telephone toll records indicate that Weinberg telephoned 
Errichetti later the same day and spoke to him for six minutes. The call was not recorded. Ern· 
chetti testified that he believed that he had talked to both Ellis and Weinberg in this period, but 
he had no specific recollection of the conversations. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 102 
(testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 
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him. (See [Deleted]) Ellis said that he had four other possibilities, 
but that he would have to get back to Weinberg on whom he was 
going to use. (See [Deleted]) Weinberg offered to help him decide 
which one to use and explained what Ellis should say when he met 
McCloud: 

Tell him, tell him the guy you got. . . . How much it's 
gonna cost. . . . And you say, put it this way to him, "It's 
gonna eost a hundred thousand. ll Right? . . . You want 
ten thousand dollars down, for the guy. . . . All right, he 
agrees to it; then you let the guy come out and meet Jack, 
and they'll talk together; and then he'll give him the 
thing, and then you're all set. ([Deleted]) 

Weinberg erroneously suggested to the Select Committee that, 
before the March 5 meeting, he had not known why Ellis wanted 
money or what Ellis would say to McCloud. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 32-34 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) When 
he was read the transcript of the March 1 conversation, Weinberg 
interpreted his remarks in a manner contradicted by the tran
script. Weinberg maintained that he had not been telling Ellis to 
tell McCloud that the price would be $100,000 but that Ellis had 
proposed $100,000 and that Weinberg had said that McCloud would 
pay only $10,000. 'l'he March 1 conversation in fact demonstrates 
that Weinberg was the initiating force behind Ellis' subsequent 
representations to McCloud. In addition, however, Weinberg's 
instructions to Ellis to arrange a meeting between McCloud and 
Ellis' politician refute Plaza's contention that Weinberg was at
tempting to use Ellis to deceive McCarthy and to enrich himself: If 
Weinberg had wanted McCarthy to think a politician was to be 
paid off, when Weinberg and Errichetti in fact were going to keep 
the payoff money themselves, Weinberg would not have wanted 
McCarthy. to meet with the purported bribe recipient, because the 
truth would have been too likf'1y to be reported. 

Later on March 1, 1979, Ellis telephoned Weinberg to identify 
the politician who would go with Ellis to meet McCloud. Weinbcl:'g 
reiterated the importance and the role of the politican: 

As long as you got somebody on your side that he knows 
.... [W]e got the guy coming and say, "Look, without me 
you can't build it; with me I get it built. I got, I get all 
them things passed." This is what he wants, and he, and 
then, uh, verify it and make sure he takes care of the guy. 
([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Ree. S 1497 (daily ed. 
Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Ellis told Weinberg that the politician would be Alexander Fein
berg: 

He's the guy; he's Senator Williams', ah, man. And he's 
the politician in south Jersey .... He's Senator Williams', 
ah, ah, boy .... Alex has been in this Garden State deal 
all along. ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1497 
(daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Shortly after that conversation, Hyman, Ellis' partner, called 
Weinberg and asked whether Weinberg had heard Ellis' choice and 
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whether that was satisfactory. (See [Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo 
Rec. S 1498 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).)218 Ellis told the FBI in 
October 1980 that Errichetti had recommended that Ellis deal with 
Feinberg in the Abdul matter. (See [Deleted) 219 Given the consist
ency between Ellis' explanation and the three March 1 taped con
versations, it appears that Errichetti proposed Feinberg to Ellis. Al
though it is possible that Errichetti and Weinberg had discussed 
the selection of a politician for Ellis on or before March 1, there is 
no evidence to support Plaza's accusation that Weinberg deliberate
ly steered the selection to Feinberg in an attempt to incriminate 
Senator Williams or for any other reason. 

Weinberg had arranged to meet Ellis one-half hour before his 
meeting with McCloud on March 5: 

HYMAN: Well, does he [Ellis) know now (inaudible)? I 
mean is he completely versed on what you told me? 

WEINBERG: Well, I'm meeting him at 9:30 in the morn
ing, a half hour before. I'm going to go over it with him 
again. 

HYMAN: All right. Good. Because, you have to make sure 
he knows what he's, you know, what he, what he, what 
he's to say. ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1498 
(daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

When the FBI interviewed him in 1980, Ellis said that in his 
meeting with Weinberg just before the McCloud meeting on March 
5, Weinberg had continued to stress the importance of politicians. 
Ellis said that Weinberg had not told him to invent stories of past 
payoffs or to "bullshit McCloud." (See [Deleted]) There is no reason 
to disbelieve Ellis or to believe that Weinberg's unrecorded mes
sage to Ellis in the March 5 meeting differed significantly from his 
exhortations captured on tape on March 1. It does appear, however, 
that Weinberg's March 5 meeting with Ellis was the first instance 
in what later developed into a controversial pattern: Weinberg's 
coaching of suspects, immediately before a videotaped payoff meet
ing with FBI undercover agents, on how to behave. (See, e.g., pages 
232-34 supra (Williams); pages 188-89 supra (Myers).) 

Weinberg denied having met Ellis beforehand to tell him what to 
say to McCloud and offered three explanations for his pre-meeting 
meeting with Ellis on March 5. The first two are plainly inaccu
rate. The third is simply not credible. First, Weinberg testified that 
Ellis had wanted to meet him. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 
41 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) The March 1 transcripts 
clearly demonstrate, however, that Weinberg, not Ellis, had re
quested the premeeting meeting: 

:;:CSEarent.ly, Hyman telephoned Weinberg twice, but Weinberg recorded only one call. (See 

[Da'PErrichetti testified that he had not told Ellis what to say to McCloud, but had only cau
tioned Ellis against being too optimistic about the loan. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 
102-03 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 
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WEINBERG: But I want to speak to you before time, you 
go in to see him to make sure, you know you got your 
story right on what to tell him. ([Deleted]) 

* * * * * * * 
WEINBERG: Yeah, now I want to wait downstairs for you 

at ten. You'll be here at ten o'clock in the morning,? 
ELLIS: Yeah. 
WEINBERG: I'll wait downstairs. Try and get here by 

about nine thirty and I'll sit down and talk to you, go over 
everything with you. ([Deleted]) 

Second, Weinberg said that he needed to meet Ellis "to make 
sure that he had the proper papers and everything else to bring up 
to show Jack [McCloud]." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 41-43 
(testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) But neither of the March 1 re
cordings of conversations between Weinberg and Ellis includes any 
mention of Ellis' taking any document to his meeting with 
McCloud on March 5. Further, there is no evidence that Ellis 
showed papers or anything else to McCloud on March 5. To the 
contrary, the transcript reveals that Weinberg promised to go over 
Ellis' financial package with McCloud at a later date and that Ellis 
offered to show McCloud photographs of the track at a later date. 
(See [Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec, S 1498-99 (daily ed. Mar. 
3, 1982).) 

Finally, Weinberg testified that "the main reason" for this pre
meeting was to ensure that Ellis was not accompanied by anyone 
who might have known McCloud as Special Agent McCarthy. (Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 42-44 (testimony of Melvin C. Wein
berg).) This explanation fails for two reasons. First, Ellis arrived to 
meet with McCloud alone, following Weinberg's March 1 state
ments to Ellis that Ellis would be meeting McCloud "one on one" 
and that he should "come by [him]self because he [McCloud] don't 
like to t.alk with too many people in the room." ([Deleted]) Second, 
even if Ellis had been accompanied, it is unclear how Weinberg 
could have discovered whether Ellis' companion had ever met Spe
cial Agent McCarthy. The falsity of Weinberg's three conflicting 
explanations thus belies his claim that he did not meet Ellis in 
order to coach him on what to say. 

Weinberg introduced Ellis to McCloud and left the room. After a 
brief discussion of the conditions of, and prospects for, the race
track, Ellis told McCloud: 

I got all the politicians. All the politicians are on my 
side. . . . I got, ah, Senator Williams, who is the, who is 
the key, key man. And this Alex Feinberg is his attorney 
and his, his bagman. But he, he's pushing, he's pushing 
the thing .... He's, he's on my side; and he's pushing it, 
and he's pushing, ah, through the state, through the state 
government. Errichetti's on my side. He's, he's the, he's, 
he's with me a thousand percent. ([Deleted], reprinted in 
128 Congo Rec. S 1499 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

* * * * * * * 

\ 

I 
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And Williams is, is Williams has cost me a hundred 
thousand bucks, and. . . . And Alex is his, Alex is his 
bagman. . . . Alex is his bagman and, ah, ten, ten thou
sand bucks to, getting, get Alex straightened out and 
that'll, that'll do it .... Yeah, yeah, and he's, he's the 
bagman. Been the bagman for, for Williams; and, and he 
moves things; he moves things around. ([Deleted], reprinted 
in 128 Congo Rec. S 1500 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Ellis told the FBI that the statements he had made to McCloud 
were factual, but that he did not know what he had meant when 
he had said that he had paid $100,000 to Senator Williams and was 
paying $10,000 to Feinberg. Ellis said that he never had bribed any 
politician and never had given any money to Feinberg or to Sena
tor Williams, whom he said he had met only once. Special Agent 
Houlihan reported Ellis as having said that Feinberg had told him, 
"We're getting $100,000, and he might get $10,000." ([Deleted]) 
Houlihan reported that, the day after he had interviewed Ellis, 
Ellis had telephoned him to add that he had remembered that 
Feinberg had told him that it would cost $100,000 to get the financ
ing and that Feinberg would get ten per cent of the money. Ellis 
had told Houlihan that Feinberg could have been referring to a 
legal transaction or to an illegal payoff. ([Deleted]) The similarity 
of Ellis' references to $100,000 and $10,000 in his meeting with 
McCloud and Weinberg's instructions on March 1 (and presumably 
on March 5) suggests that Ellis may have mistakenly attributed 
the source of those remarks to Feinberg's, rather than to Wein
berg's, prompting. Another possibility is that Weinberg conveyed to 
Errichetti the same instructions he had given Ellis on March 1 and 
that Errichetti relayed them to Feinberg, from whom Ellis remem
bered having heard them.220 In either event it is apparent that 
Ellis was doing what Weinberg had originally proposed to him as a 
condition of receiving a loan. 2 21 

The conclusion that Weinberg was inducing Ellis to involve a 
politician, while independently Errichetti was directing Ellis to use 
Feinberg as the politician, is supported by the March 8 meeting of 
DeVito, Weinberg, and Errichetti. The initial conversation that oc
curred when Weinberg raised Ellis' name on March 8 suggests that 
Errichetti had told Ellis to name Feinberg and Senator Williams; 
that Weinberg was trying to arrange a corrupt meeting of Fein
berg, Senator Williams, and McCloud and was not attempting to 
deceive McCloud; and that Errichetti was attempting to prevent 
such a meeting, despite his directions to Ellis before March 5: 

220 On March 2, 1979, Errichetti and Weinberg had an unrecorded meeting. ([Deleted]) Al
though it may be assumed that Errichetti and Weinberg discllssed Ellis ([Deleted]), McCarthy's 
memorializabon of Weinberg's report of the meeting does not discllss Ellis. Telephone toll rec
ords reflect that Weinberg telephoned Errichelti on March 5 and spoke to him for eight min
utes, but this occurred after Ellis' meetiug with McCloud. The call was not recorded. 

221 Plaza observed that, instead of saying Williams would cost $lOO,OOO, Ellis had told 
McCloud that Williams had cost $100,000. Plaza suggested, "Apparently Ellis had gotten his 
lines mixed up during the course of the conservation and had indicated that he had already paid 
Senator Harrison Williams $100,000." (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., June 2, 1982, at 13 (testimo
ny of Edward J. Plaza).) In fact, it appears that Ellis had misunderstood Weinberg from the be
ginning. Immediately after Weinberg had instructed Ellis on March 1 to tell McCloud that "it's 
gonna cost a hundred thousand," Ellis had repeated the scenario back to Weinberg, but he al
ready had converted it to, urn tell Jack it cost a hundred thousand." ([Deleted]) 
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WEINBERG: I wanna meet with Feinberg. 
ERRICHETTI: He's downstairs. 
WEINBERG: Yeah, aldght.222 Now, the reason I want to 

meet with Feinberg is a friend, Ellis, had told Jack that 
Feinberg is the bag man for Williams and Williams is 
behjnd it, and they agreed to pay. Now, does Feinberg 
know about it? 

ERRICHETTI: No, Feinberg ain't nothing, he's my front, 
he's Williams' bag man, that's true. 

WEINBERG: Yeah. 
ERRICHETTI: That's what I told Ellis to say. 
WEINBERG: Oh. 
ERRICHETTI: Cause, you know ... Feinberg's been so dis

creet over the years . . . 
WEINBERG: How can we arrange for him to put the 

money up? • 
ERRICHETTI: I tell fucking Ellis what to do. 
WEINBERG: But he [Ellis] told him [McCloud] Feinberg's 

coming up to take it. 
(Pause.) 
ERRICHETTI: How much? 
WEINBERG: A hundred grand, ten thousand dollars down. 
ERRICHETTI: And when you supposed to give it to him? 
WEINBERG: No, this is one of the reasons I wanted to 

speak to Feinberg; because as soon as he's ready .... 
ERRICHETTI: Feinberg ain't the guy. I just told Feinberg 

to go up there and accompany him because Pete Williams' 
man, no other reason. Ellis belongs to me (laugh) lock, 
stock and barrel. 

WEINBERG: Well, how we gonna work that, then? 
ERRICHETTI: Is Jack to give him the money, Feinberg? 
WEINBERG: Yeah, in fact, .Jack wants to give it to Wil-

liams. 
ERRICHETTI: Oh, you can't do that. 
WEINBERG: Well, if he could arrange, he'd probably give 

Pete Williams twenty-five, if he could arrange it. Why 
don't you work on it, see what you can do. 

ERRICHETTI: (Inaudible) Ellis don't even know each other. 
They do, but they don't. He [Weinberg] said send somebody 
the fuck up here, remember? So Feinberg went up there 
instead of uh-another politician. 

WEINBERG: Well, did Feinberg accept it? 
ERRICHETTI: And give it to me? 
WEINBERG: No. 
ERRICHETTI: (laugh) Give it to us. 
WEINBERG: Well, won't he [McCloud] wanna give it to 

Williams, though? He needs Williams there? 
ERRICHETTI: Pete Williams? 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 

222 It may be inferred from Weinberg's response to Errichetti's statement-that Feinberg was 
waiting nearby-that Errichetti had previously told Weinberg that Weinberg could meet Fein
,berg on March 8. This inference is confirmed by Weinberg's comment to Feinberg later in the 
same conversation that he had "c[o]me down [to Atlantic City] to speak to you [Feinberg]." ([De
leted]) 
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ERRICHETTI: No fucking way. Pete Williams, get him out 
of here. 

WEINBERG: Why? He's dangerous? 
ERRICHETTI: U.S. Senator? 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
ERRICHETTI: You don't go handing money out to a U.S. 

Senator. I could probably hand it to Williams faster; then 
what the fuck do you need him [Ellis] for? ([Deleted], re
printed in 128 Congo Rec. S 1502 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Errichetti testified before the Select Committee that he had lied 
when he had told De Vito and Weinberg that he had told Ellis to 
name Feinberg to McCloud. His explanation, however, was incoher
ent: 

Q: Now, at one point in that conversation I just read 
(quoted above], you said, "That is what I told Ellis to say." 
Did you in fact tell Ellis what to say to McCloud? 

A: I don't think so. 
Q: Why did you--
A: Why did I-again, back to the ingratiating to the 

sheik, but I can do these things, coming on strong,pre
tending, saying, but not really having the abilities to con
trol any of these people. 

Q: Mr. Errichetti, this conversation is not a conversation 
attended by McCloud. 

A: I understand. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 
104·-05 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 

In addition to the incoherence of Errichetti's contention, his posi
tion is undercut further by his admission of the accuracy of his 
statement that Feinberg was sent to McCloud "instead of uh-an
other politician." Errichetti explained, in fact, that Feinberg had 
appeared in lieu of Representative [deleted].223 (See id. at 107.) Er
richetti claimed that arrangements for [deleted] to accompany Ellis 
had been made by Feinberg and had had nothing to do with him; 
but Errichetti did not explain how, if he had not been involved, he 
knew of the substitution of Feinberg for [deleted]. Although the 
precise division of labor between Errichetti and Feinberg is un
clear, it is apparent that between them they accounted for Ellis' ac
tions on March 5. 

Weinberg continued to encourage Errichetti to try to arrange for 
a payoff with Feinberg and Senator Williams: 

WEINBERG: Well, this guy [Ellis], when he came up here, 
he told him [McCloud] that Williams is the guy that's 
doing the whole thing. I know it was you. 

ERRICHETTI: Hum, you know it was me. 
DEVITO: He impressed .Jack so much, that way-
WEINBERG: Jack believes it's Williams. 
DE VITO: He oversold. 
ERRICHETTI: He oversold (inaudible). 

223 There is no evidence that (deleted] ever knew anything about, or had an;\" involvement 
with, these events. (The omission of sensitive information is identified by "[deleted]." (See pp. v
VI supra.) 
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WEINBERG: Is any way to let Feinberg go up there and 
get it or Williams go up and get it? 

ERRICHETTI: Forget Williams * * '" Is Alex supposed to 
know the arrangement? 

WEINBERG: I understand he did. 

* * * '" '" '" 
WEINBERG: Well, you oversold, because Jack actually be

lieves he's gonna meet Williams. 
(Pause.) 
DEVITO: Yeah, he thought he was gonna wind up giving 

Feinberg ten and then that was gonna go to Williams and 
that he was going to eventually meet Williams himself. 

WEINBERG: 'Cause we know Feinberg's his bagman, so I 
thought it was for real. ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo 
Rec. S 1502 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Contrary to Plaza's characterization of this conversation, the 
transcript reveals that Weinberg and Amoroso were trying to con
vince Errichetti to set up a corrupt transaction and that Errichetti 
was proposing alternatives to deceive McCloud. Although Weinberg 
discussed sharing part of the proceeds, there is no evidence to sup
port Plaza's allegation that Weinberg was actually intending to 
dupe McCloud (Special Agent McCarthy). Rather, the dialogue sug
gests that Weinberg was indicating acquiescence to Errichetti's pro
posal in an attempt to make a real payoff to Feinberg and Wil
liams: 

ERRICHETTI: I could arrange for him [McCloud] to meet 
Williams in that little office down there (inaudible). 

DEVITO: Well, if he's not gonna-if he's not gonna give 
Williams any money, you better not arrange that, because 
he's liable to say something to Williams that he shouldn't 
say or do. 

* '" '" * * '" 
ERRICHETTI: Oh Jesus, U.S. Senator; forget it. 
DEVITO: Well, I'm glad we've gone over this, because 

otherwise he, you know, if we would've-
ERRICHETTI: First of all, most guys, they'd love to do it, 

but they won't get near it. That's why they would come to 
me or somebody. Say, "Mayor, we would appreciate 
it" .... 

* * * '" '" * '" 
WEINBERG: Well if Feinberg accepts it, he gives it to Wil-

liams? . 
ERRICHETTI: If I tell Alex not to give it to him [Williams], 

he'll give it to me. 
WEINBERG: Well, why don't you let him [Feinberg] give 

it to him [Williams], let him [Williams] have it. It makes 
Jack happy. 

ERRICHETTI: Who knows. 
WEINBERG: Let him [Williams] have it. 
ERRICHETTI: The ten. 
WEINBERG: Yeah, the ten. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 20 
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ERRICHETTI: What about the balance? 
WEINBERG: The balance we'll grab. 
ERRICHETTI: How we gonna grab it? 
WEINBERG: I'll arrange that. Once Jack thinks he's got 

him, he don't bother with it no more. At least the ten, 
then he's happy they're digging. ([Deleted], reprinted in 
128 Cong. Rec. S 1502 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Thus, by telling Errichetti that once Senator Williams had taken 
a $10,000 payoff, it would be easy for them to skim the $90,000, 
Weinberg was, at the most, increasing the inducement to Errichetti 
for him to arrange for Senator Williams to accept a bribe. The 
transcript does not support the contention that Weinberg actually 
intended to share the $90,000 with Errichetti or, more importantly, 
that he intended to deceive McCloud in order to do so. Further
more, this conversation was held in Amoroso's presence, requiring 
the assumption, to believe Plaza's allegation about Weinberg, that 
Amoroso also was conspiring with Errichetti to abuse his position 
for personal financial gain. The Select Committee rejects this inti
mation and concludes that Weinberg was behaving properly in this 
instance. 

In the ensuing discussion, Errichetti appeared to consider Wein
berg's proposal, but he warned: 

Alex is very secretive, very quiet. He and Pete Williams 
have a special relationship. It's common knowledge that 
he's his bagman, O.K. Now whether he shares or don't 
share, who the fuck knows? I don't know. «(Deleted], re
printed in Congo Rec. S 1502 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Errichetti also began to hint of his interest in the racetrack ven
ture and his true relationship to Ellis and Feinberg: 

ERRICHETTI: You see on the racetrack, Alex's got nothing 
to do with it. In fact, Alex was the opponent, was the at
torney against Ellis. Ed Ellis is basically my guy. He's a 
fucking leech. He's known in the business as a whore .... 
Now what are we gonna get out of this fifty million to give 
to Williams? 

* * * * * * * 
WEINBERG: Well, you gotta make a deal with Ellis. See, 

Ellis ain't too bright. 
ERRICHETTI: I know that, and you know that. 

* * * * * * * 
ERRICHETTI: Let me ask you something. Why does the 

loan to Garden State--Would it put a hamper on things 
we're gonna do for Jack? 

WEINBERG: No, no. 
DEVITO: It wouldn't, except if he--
WEINBERG: Except that he loses a little faith in, you 

know--
DEVITO (continuing]: If he thinks he's giving Feinberg 

the ten that's going to uh--
ERRICHETTI: Pete Williams. 
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DEVITO: To Williams and it's not going to him and he 
meets Williams and says something about it, you know, 
cause eventually you're gonna have to arrange for him to 
meet Williams, uh, and he says something about it you 
know, Williams throws him out of the fucking office, uh, 
gets up and walks away from him. 

ERRICHETTI: Even, if he got the money, he wouldn't say 
anything, Williams. 

DEVITO: Well, but, you know Jack. (laugh) What am I 
gonna tell you, right? You know him. 

WEINBERG: You'll have to coax him when you meet him 
when he goes to see Williams to keep his mouth shut. 

DEVITO: You know, you never know what he's gonna say 
and when he's gonna say it. 

* * '" * * * * 
WEINBERG: Now what are we gonna-when we speak to 

Feinberg, what are we gonna do with him? How can we 
work that out? 

ERRICHETTI: I'm gonna tell him to grab the fucking ten. 
We don't know. I want to sit with him first by myself. 

WEINBERG: You sit down, and you speak to him. 
ERRICHETTI: I'll say, trAI, what's the arrangement here?" 

If he don't knolN nothing-
WEINBERG: (laugh) 
ERRICHETTI [continuing]: Because I don't mind if he took 

the--if they did do it that way. (inaudible) Ten for 
Pete Williams. 

WEINBERG: Give the fucking money. 
ERRICHETTI: That's why I mean, give it to him. All right. 
WEINBERG: See if we can work it out, all right? ... ([De-

leted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1502-03 (daily ed. Mar. 
3, 1982).) 

Errichetti again suggested that they set up McCloud and take 
the money themselves. 

I'm McCloud. . . . And you're Ellis, and you tell me that 
Feinberg is bag man for Kennedy. Then we'll fucking 
leave. I got the fucking money. What do I fucking 
need--([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1503 
(daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982.) 

When DeVito repeated that McCloud would expect Senator Wil
liams to be involved, Errichetti became irritated that DeVito, 
Weinberg, and McCloud had believed Ellis' representation that 
Williams could assist with the racetrack: 

I'm the mother fucking guy. . . . Common sense, Tony. 
Listen for a minute. (inaudible) In orciar for you to make 
this thing fly, you need [state approval for] harness 
[racing] days, flat days, you need a little extra take from 
the state. Fucking Pete Williams is a United States Sena
tor. He's got nothing to do with this. State Senator has to 
do with it-me. So I don't understand. ([Deleted], reprinted 
in 128 Congo Rec. S 1503 (dailyed. Mar. 3, 1982». 
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Finally, Weinberg proposed a compromise: that they find another 
politician who would accept a bribe in return for agreeing to sup
port the track. (See [Deleted), reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. at S 1503 
(daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Once again, however, Errichetti discussed 
the possibility of arranging a fraud, a situation in which he would 
introduce to McCloud a politician who in fact would have no idea 
that he had been touted as a person who would accept a bribe in 
return for his help on the racetrack venture: 

WEINBERG: So worse comes to worst, give him [McCloud] 
an Assemblyman, and just tell him you have the names 
mixed up. 

ERRICHETTI: How do I handle this if this guy [whom I 
bring in to McCloud] don't know what the fuck I'm talking 
about? 

WEINBERG: Lots of luck. (laugh) ([Deleted], reprinted in 
128 Congo Rec. S 1503 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

A few minutes later, Feinberg joined DeVito, Weinberg, and Er
richetti. From the moment Feinberg entered, he and Errichetti en
gaged in an attack on Ellis and a sales pitch for Abdul Enterprises 
to retain their services on behalf of the racetrack: 

ERRICHETTI: You [Feinberg] just happen to be the recipi
ent of something that you have no fucking nothing to do 
with. That's for fucking openers. 

FEINBERG: 1 understand. 
ERRICHETTI: ... Fucking Ellis. He's either got his names 

fucked up or he's fucking crazy, as we both know. And we 
all agree he's fucking crazy. What he said in essence, 
"Alex Feinberg, who represents Senator Williams, to make 
sure that the thing becomes a reality to laws passed to 
make the fucking thing fly." Now you know and I know 
it's fucking Angelo Errichetti that passed the [legislation 
permitting] two hundred days [of racing] (inaudible) what· 
ever, O.K.? Now, I've got no problems. I do have a couple 
of problems concerning this. One, where he [Ellis] had said 
that he would give you [Feinberg] ten thousand dollars-
([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1503 (daily ed. 
Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Feinberg proposed that Abdul Enterprises pay for his influence, 
but that the payment be disguised as legal fees. (See [Deleted], re
printed in 128 Congo Rec. at S 1504 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Fein
berg remonstrated against relying on Ellis and against making the 
payoff that Ellis had proposed to McCloud: 

No more fucking Ellis. Ellis is a horse's ass. He's a 
moron. He's an idiot. He knows that he doesn't have 
a . . . I want you to have a little confidence in me. 
Erric[hettiJ and I are buddies. I've been through this. I 
have a lot of experience. . . . And I know all about these 
things, and I'll tell you if he [Ellis] dirties it up when he 
doesn't have to. It's the dumbest thing that he could possi
bly do. Leave McCloud to me. I'll explain to McCloud that 
the Senator [Williams] and I are very close friends. ([De-
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leted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1504 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 
1982).) 

It is not surprising that the March 1, March 5, and March 8 
series of conversations attracted the attention of Plaza and others. 
One week after Ellis had reported to Weinberg that he had Erri
chetti, Feinberg, and Senator Williams lion his side," Errichetti 
and Feinberg were telling Weinberg and DeVito that Ellis was 
crazy, that Ellis had nothing to do with Senator Williams or with 
Feinberg, and that Ellis' representations to McCloud had been 
unfair and inaccurate. The perplexity of these statements is com
pounded by Errichetti's contemporaneous admission, corroborated 
by FBI interviews of Ellis, that he had been responsible for Ellis' 
invocation of Feinberg and Williams. 

Examination of the balance of the March 8 transcript suggests 
an explanation for Errichetti's and Feinberg's behavior. From their 
aggressive and sustained attempts to convince Weinberg and 
De Vito of their own importance, and of Ellis' uselessness, to the 
racetrack, it may be inferred that they had manipulated Ellis ini
tially and had caused him to involve Feinberg so that Feinberg and 
Errichetti could try to convince Abdul Enterprises to lend them the 
money to take over the racetrack from Ellis. The recorded conver
sations demonstrate that Feinberg had been involved in other at
tempts to find financing to gain control of the racetrack, that he 
and Errichetti saw Abdul Enterprises as a new opportunity to do 
so, and that they had rehearsed their roles: 

FEINBERG: You're not gonna lend him [Ellis]. Let's get 
down to business. Let's do it my way; and I know what I'm 
doing. O.K., Mel? That's number one, and Ange[lo] knows 
I'm right. O.K., Angie? 

ERRICHETTI: Speak. 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: Number two, now: I'm gonna be your friend 

and McCloud's friend .... Your boss doesn't wanna throw 
the money down the drain, does he? (inaudible) If you give 
this guy the money and just let him take the helm of this 
ship, you're gonna burn the fucking thing .... Now let me 
tell you what I have. Let me explain the position I'm in. I 
have a buyer in Philadelphia who has financial connec
tions overseas and he's been on my ass about buying the 
track. He knows I'm here today. He knows I'm here, be
cause I've got his permission to do so. And I said, "I'm 
sorry, Frank," -his first name-"but Ellis has the deed to 
the property; he's in the key position where he (inaudible). 
All he has to do is put up his money and he's the-" 

ERRICHETTI: Ball game's over. 
FEINBERG: ... "And the ball game's over. And I know 

that the people who have the money are gonna put it up 
for him, and they want me to get into the picture as a 
lawyer for a lot of local reasons; and I want your permis
sion to do that, if that's so." He said, "You have my per
mission to go and act as a lawyer for this other group; and 
if they don't put up the money, then you come back to 
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me." I have talked to the bank. The bank said, "Don't deal 
with Ellis. You deal directly with us." They sent me the 
package and everything else that I would send overseas for 
the investors to look at, as the prospectus. I've got that 
under control, all right? I know all the right people. I 
know just exactly what I have to do. I represented the 
fucking track before it burned down. Is that right? 

ERRICHETTI: And who broke everybody's balls in the 
state of New Jersey? 

FEINBERG: I did and, oh, you did. He [Errichetti] did the 
fucking job. 

ERRICHETTI: I passed the fucking law. 
FEINBERG: He passed the law. As far as the legislative 

system turned, he's the guy that did it .... So what I said 
was this to my client. I said, "Now if we do buy this direct
ly from the bank, my conscience tells me, Don't drown this 
poor bastard. Let's work it out so that he gets the contract 
to construct, or we'll work something out where he 
recoups his money." And my client said, "We'll even give 
him a small piece of the action, a small piece, a small per
centage so he's not out altogether." ... I brush that aside. 
I'm here with Erric[hetti] and you. You work with these 
people. How are you gonna lend if you're gonna lend the 
money? ... If you're gonna let him [Ellis] run the track, 
then you're-then I'm telling you-I've got a chance to 
make a buck, and I'm not adverse to that .... If you're 
just gonna lend him the money, let him have the free 
hand, fuck it. You're waste-I'm telling you. I'm warning 
you, [if] you're going to him, you're throwing your money 
down the sewer. . . . What you have to do is to make a 
tentative arrangement where the stock is completely con
trolled by you people and where you must work out a plan. 
He [Ellis must] ha[ve] no control. ... Make him, make 
him any fucking, fucking thing you want, but without no 
power to outvote you. You gotta beable to outvote him on 
everything. . . . You've got to control it. If you don't con
trol it, you're killing yourself. 

* '" '" * '" 
ERRICHETTI: Now, I didn't wanna say anything until we 

came here, O.K.? Number one, Ellis is a jerkoff, O.K.? 
Anybody who would say that Pete Williams can do to 
make that track whole again, he's gotta be a fucking idiot. 

'" '" '" '" '" '" '" 
FEINBERG: I have a rapport with the bank. , . . And I'll 

be the one to deal with him [Ellis], If he wants to deal with 
me, let him direct. He called me. He wanted to get his 
bucks. Now all of a sudden he's dropping me like I got (in
audible), I don't understand this guy. He's a fucking 
moron. I don't understand one goodamn thing .... He 
mentions Pete Williams, and, and it's not fair to McCloud, 
your boss. I'm telling you, I'll do what your boss wants to 
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be done; but do it my way, for chrissake, or legitimate 
way. 

ERRICHETTI: Or, or think about buying yourself. 
FEINBERG: I'll take you to the fucking bank. And I may 

(inaudible) your fucking lawyer. 

* * * * * * * 
ERRICHETTI: You know what you can do? It might be 

wise to put some money down. Then you can step the fuck 
in and say, IIWait a minute, Alex," I mean, tlJack, this 
thing's gonna fucking blow up. What the fuck do you 
wanna get out of this thing" (inaudible)? 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: I don't wanna get involved with that son of a 

bitch [Ellis] .... He's no friend of Williams. I'm not sure 
he ever met Williams, for chrissake. He might've met, and 
that's about all; but here's the guy [Errichetti] to do 
it .... Now if McCloud wants somebody to get what he 
has to get, I'm friendly with the racing commission. Here's 
the state senator [ErrichettiJ. He handles the legislation. I 
know all the people involved. I know the guy. I know 
Erric[hetti]. I dont't need him [Ellis], and Williams is my 
friend. If t need anything from Pete Williams, he [Ellis] 
can't do anything. He's [Errichetti's] the one that does it. 
That's bullshit [from Ellis]. He's [Ellis is] a liar .... I can 
do the thing legitimately; and don't worry about Pete Wil
liams, because I look out for his interests. But for him, for 
Ellis, to bullshit McCloud, it's wrong .... ([Deleted], par
tially reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1504-05 (daily ed. Mar. 
3, 1982». 

Finally, Errichetti and Feinberg had managed to steer the con
versation to their own proposed role in Abdul Enterprises' financ
ing of the racetrack: 

FEINBERG: [W]hat we gotta do is level with 
McCloud .... 

WEINBERG: Well, I don't think we should level with 
McCloud and tell him what happened, because he'll lose 
faith with Pete--

DEVITO: I think you gotta do one of two things, 
either--

WEINBERG: Well, I'll (inaudible) kill him [McCloud] with 
Ellis until-- . 

FEINBERG: Kill him with Ellis. 
WEINBERG: Kill him with Ellis. 
FEINBERG: And that we're gonna buy it ourselves, direct

ly. . . . One thing for me, Mel. 
WEINBERG: Yeah. 
FEINBERG: I wanna be sure, of course, he's [Errichetti's] 

in. I wanna be sure I'm paid as a lawyer. 

* * * * * * 
WEINBERG: What we'll do is, you guys get a group of 

guys together to present it. Present it to me. I will give 
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you a hundred percent finance. Build up the price, all 
right? (inaudible) You guys own it. I'll finance it. 

ERRICHETTI: Here's the plan of action, O.K.? When you 
[Feinberg] leave here, you go back, call the bankers. (in
audible) Don't make a fucking move until you and me talk 
to the bank president. 

* * * * * * * 
WEINBERG: I recommend it; I put it on Jack's desk. He's 

got the final say, O.K? ([Deleted], partially reprinted in 128 
Congo Rec. S 1504 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

* * * * * * * 
ERRICHETTI: Mel, we tie the whole ballgame up. Tie the 

whole fucking thing up, very simply, O.K.? He [Feinberg] 
goes back while I'm in here. You [Feinberg] tell fucking 
White and the rest of them, "Don't fucking make a move 
on that track. ... " Now, me, you [Feinberg], and (inaudi
ble) meet. I'll give the ground rules, say, "Look, you gotta 
sit down with these two guys [Weinberg and DeVito], and 
you start getting your financial statement together." 
You're [Feinberg is] the fucking attorney. Now, you're 
gonna go back to fucking McCloud with Pete Williams. 

FEINBERG: O.K. 
ERRICHETTI: You and Pete Williams and me, three of us. 

We'll give him all the fucking strength then. . Me, Sen-
ator Williams will handle the thing. 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: Can I tell you something, Mel? As far as clout 

is concerned-and I'm not saying it because he's [Errichet
ti's] here-he's got all the fucking clout in the world. 

WEINBERG: But I don't want him to bring his name in, 
because we're dealing with him already, and I didn't want 
his name on that. 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: . . . I know what I'm talking-he [Errichetti] 

knows I know what I'm talking-or I wouldn't be sitting 
here. I've been through this shit so fucking many times 
that (inaudible). I'm telling you now that the-Ellis is 
stupid. 

ERRICHETTI: We ain't going that way. 
WEINBERG: I told him he's an idiot. 
FEINBEEG: Jesus Christ, I met with the guy.224 Do you 

know what happened? 
ERRICHETTI: Fuck Ellis. Stop all this fucking bullshit . 

. . . What's gonna happen, the thing is gonna be squashed, 
unofficially ... , Get rid of him. Say, "Look, here's a mil
lion dollars. Get the fuck away from me. Goodbye." 

22~ Ellis had told McCloud on March 5 that he had met with Feinberg. (See [Deleted], reprint
ed in 128 Cong. Rec. S 1500 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 
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FEINBERG: Well, if you want me to, then right in front of 
you, I'll talk to the president or the vice president of the 
bank, who's the head of the whole goddamned thing. 

* * * * * * * 
ERRICHETTI: Let me talk to him. I'm gonna tell him 

you're representing this firm. . . . This way it's better that 
way . . . I'm gonna do the talking. 

FEINBERG: He's gonna do the talking. I'm gonna get him 
on the phone and say, "Dick, I'm here with Mayor Erri
chetti. Wants to talk with you, O.K.?" 

WEINBERG: I told you the guy is stupid. 
ERRICHETTI: We say we can't let this thing go. This guy 

[Feinberg], this is the key. We can take it away from that 
guy [Ellis] and get our own group. 

* * * * * * * 
FEINBERG: Now, let's, have we got our plan set? ... To 

impress McCloud, I'll bring Pete Williams to sit down as 
part of our group, O.K.? Then we'll make him [McCloud] 
feel good, but you're [Errichetti is) the guy that's got the 
fucking clout. 

'" * '" '" '" '" * 
O.K. Very good. Sounds great, but if you listen to me 

and listen to Erric[hetti), we'll handle this track the right 
way. 

WEINBERG: Oh, yeah, yeah. That's why I came down to 
speak to you. 

FEINBERG: This guy Ellis, I'm sorry, is such a horse's ass. 
WEINBERG: Well, I told Jack that (inaudible). I said this 

guy [Ellis) opened up about ritzy names. I says he's gonna 
mention your [Feinberg's) name. That was in the meeting. 

* * '" * '" * * 
FEINBERG: So he mentioned my name and he mentioned 

Williams .... 

'" * * '" * * * 
FEINBERG: I wanna take care of Erric[hetti). . Take 

care of Erric[hetti], and Erric[hetti]'s finder's fee is perfect
ly legitimate, O.K.? We'll find a hole in there somewhere 
for him, and he'll take care of whoever else he has to take 
care of, ... 

* * * '" '" 
ERRICHETTI: You got me and Pete Williams. 
FEINBERG: That's all. 

'" '" 

ERRICHETTr The end of the fucking conversation. ([De
leted), partially reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1505-06 
(daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Errichetti confirmed before the Select Committee that his actions 
in the Ellis episode had been motivated by his interest in benefit
ing fmancially from the Garden State Racetrack loan: 
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I believe that my motive was one of saying, ttl control" 
and told Ellis because he had to be my man versus being 
circumvented by them. I was trying to protect my interest 
with them so he wouldn't go around my back, meaning 
Ellis and Amoroso and Weinberg, having the opportunities 
without me. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 105 (testi
mony of Angelo J. ErrichettD.) 

* * * * * * * 
I think I was trying to insure the fact that there was no 

circumvention by those other two [Ellis and Weinberg]. I 
was letting them know that I knew that he [Ellis] was 
going up there (to McCloud] .... (Id. at 107.) 

* * * * * * * 
Q: Did you expect to get any share of the finances that 

would be used to finance the Garden State Raceway? 
A: Yes. 
Q: How did you expect that? 
A: By insuring that there would be no circumvention; 

that I would know what was going on, arranging for a loan 
that I was not the initiator of, so to speak. I was insuring 
that. (Id. at 108.) 

It is not clear whether Weinberg and Amoroso understood how 
Feinberg had become involved and appreciated Errichetti's and 
Feinberg's plan to force Ellis out of the Garden State Racetrack. 
The plans to have Abdul Enterprises fmance Feinberg's and Erri
chetti's consortium to rebuild the track appears never to have gone 
forward; however, it is not clear whether this resulted from a con
scious decision by Amoroso and Weinberg to avoid the power strug
gle between Ellis and the Feinberg-Errichetti duo or whether Fein
berg and Etrichetti simply were too preoccupied with the titanium 
mine project ~nd with other projects to be able to develop the track 
venture. In his interview with the Select Committee, Amoroso re
called little about the Ellis incident, but he indicated a vague recol
lection that he had refrained from proceeding with it because the 
March 8 conversation had suggested that Ellis' representations to 
McCloud had not been authentic. 

In any event, transcripts of subsequent conversations in the 
spring of 1979 suggest that Weinberg stalled both Ellis and Erri
chetti-Feinberg on the Garden State Racetrack proposals. On 
March 19, 1979, McCloud and Bruce Bradley (Special Agent Brady) 
inspected the racetrack with Ellis and an associate of Ellis'. 
McCloud promised Ellis that he would consider the proposal. ([De
leted]) As had been arranged during the March 8 meeting, Fein
berg arranged for Weinberg to discuss Ellis on March 23, 1979, 
with Senator Williams, who indicated that he did not know Ellis. 
Weinberg promised to schedule a meeting for all of them to "get 
together on it." ([Deleted]) Four days later, Weinberg told Erri
chetti that he had made an appointment with Ellis, "[j]ust to ease 
him out," by making him an offer and by using his financial diffi
culties as an excuse. ([Deleted]) 
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On March 29, 1979, in a conversation with Weinberg, Feinberg 
raised the subject of the track. Weinberg said that he had told Ellis 
that Abdul Enterprises did not want to deal with him and that he 
was planning to offer Ellis money to get out. Feinberg said that, 
when Ellis had called him, Feinberg had told Ellis that he was rep
resenting other interests and could not represent Ellis. (See [De
leted]) On April 3, 1979, Errichetti introduced Weinberg to John 
Brunetti, who was in the racing business, to discuss the financing 
of the Garden State Racetrack and to propose that, rather than 
buying out Ellis, they "just wipenim out." (See [Deleted]) 

On April 19, 1979, Weinberg told Feinberg that he had met with 
Brunetti, who wanted to own a large share of the Gard.en State 
venture. Feinberg inquired whether Brunetti had objected to Fein
berg's being counsel to the track and whether Weinberg could 
insist on that condition. (See [Deleted]) 

Abdul Enterprises' interest in Ellis and the Garden State Race
track appears to have tapered off in late April and May. Although 
Feinberg, Errichetti, and Weinberg occasionally discussed plans for 
the track, they mainly described to each other instances in which 
each had avoided Ellis or had refused to return his telephone calls. 
(See, e.g., [Deleted]) 

Thus, Abdul Enterprises' proposed financing of the Garden State 
Racetrack was never consummated either for Ellis or for Errichetti 
and Feinberg. Although it remains unclear whether this was by 
design or by accident, it does seem clear that Plaza's most serious 
allegations about the incident are unfounded. The Select Commit
tee rejects the contention that Weinberg and Amoroso were in
volved in a plot to defraud the government and to split bribe pro
ceeds. The Select Committee further fmds that Weinberg was not 
trying to cause Ellis merely to create the appearance of corruption 
involving Senator Williams or anyone else, but was attempting to 
create an opportunity for an actual crime to be committed. It is 
likely, however, that in the Ellis case Weinberg first linked the fi
nancing of a legitimate business venture to the bribery of politi
cians; that he was instrumental in the design of the proposed 
criminal transactions; that he arranged a private meeting in which 
he coached the suspect on what to say in meetings with undercover 
agents; that he engaged in unrecorded telephone conversations and 
meetings with the suspects; and that he did all of the above on his 
own, without the knowledge or approval of the supervising FBI 
agents. 

Moreover, it appears that government attorneys and FBI agencs 
remained unaware of Weinberg's, Errichetti's, and Feinberg's roles 
in inducing Ellis' representations to McCloud (Special Agent Mc
Carthy) on March 5, 1979, and of the falsity of those representa
tions. Weinberg has acknowledged that he had not discussed with 
McCarthy or Good the substance of his March 1 conversations with 
Ellis, either before March 1 or between March 1 and March 5, 
1979. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 33-34 (testimony of 
Melvin C. Weinberg).) Amoroso told the Select Committee that he 
believed that, before the Select Committee showed them to him, he 
had never seen the transcripts of the March 1, 1979, telephone con
versations between Weinberg and Ellis and between Weinberg and 
Hyman. Amoroso also acknowledged that he had not communicat-
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ed to McCarthy the substance of Feinberg's and Errichetti's admis
sions on March 8, 1979, regarding the falsity of Ellis' statements to 
McCarthy on March 5, 1979. (Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony 
Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) The combination of Weinberg's unsuper
vised instigation of complicated scenarios and Amoroso's failure to 
document and to communicate to others the developments result
ing from those plans created a distressingly high degree of risk for 
an undercover investigation. It was fortuitous that the results of 
the Ellis episode were not grave. _ 

F. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING THE INVESTIGATION OF BOB GUCCIONE 

Informant Melvin Weinberg's contacts with one individual in the 
course of Abscam were particularly sustained, overbearing, and un
justified by a prior reasonable suspicion. Because the individual, 
publisher and businessman Bob Guccione, resisted Weinberg's re
peated inducements and pressure to become involved in a bribery 
conspiracy, the incident never became the direct object of a court's 
attention under either the entrapment doctrine or the "outrageous 
conduct" standard of the due process clause of the Fifth Amend
ment to the Constitution. Nevertheless, the Guccione events pro
vide a chilling reminder of the risks imposed by lax procedures and 
inadequate supervision of an informant like Weinberg, by allowing 
him wide discretion in the targets he selects and in the scenarios 
with which he approaches those targets and by failing to replace 
him early in the undercover operation with an undercover special 
agent. They also sharply demonstrate the vital need for legislation 
codifying and clarifying the entrapment doctrine and for threshold 
requirements that must be met before a law enforcement agent or 
informant may offer an individual an opportunity to commit a 
crime. 

Weinberg initially targeted Guccione without having first ob
tained articulable facts to support a reasonable suspicion of crimi
nal activity. Then, Weinberg attempted to induce Guccione to 
commit a crime without any evidence of his having been predis
posed to do so. Finally, Weinberg applied pressure by involving 
himself actively in Guccione's business affairs, by meeting with his 
business associates, and by manipulating his financial expectations. 
There is no evidence that, during this escapade by Weinberg, un
dercover agents were fully aware of its nature. 

Guccione's name was first mentioned in Abscam on November 
16, 1978, in a meeting among Weinberg, Jack McCloud (Special 
Agent John M. McCarthy), William Rosenberg, and William Eden. 
In the same meeting in which Eden first identified Mayor Angelo 
Errichetti as corrupt, Eden mentioned that Errichetti had brought 
Rosenberg and Eden an investment package for Guccione's pro
posed hotel-casino in Atlantic City. Weinberg then asked whether 
Errichetti was Guccione's "juice" in New Jersey, and Eden replied 
affirmatively. ([Deleted]) 225 McCloud asked whether Guccione 
would have any problem getting a casino license, and Eden replied, 
"That's already cleared." ([Deleted]) Weinberg then speculated on 

225 The omission of a citation to a confidential document is identified by "[Deleted]." See pp. 
V-VI supra. 
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Guccione's support and concluded by suggesting that Eden give 
him Guccione's package. ([Deleted]) 

Thus, by November 16, 1978, without having met Guccione or Er
richetti, Weinberg had requested Guccione's investment proposal 
from Eden. The sole basis for that targeting request was Wein
berg's speculation that Guccione must have had illicit political sup
port guaranteeing his project because "he's not a gambler" ([De
leted]) and because Eden had agreed with Weinberg's presumption 
that Errichetti was Guccione's "juice." As of November 16, 1978, 
Guccione had expressed no interest in, and presumably had never 
heard of, Abdul Enterprises, and he had exhibited no willingness to 
participate in criminal activity. Further, no middleman had said he 
could or would bring Guccione in for a corrupt purpose, and no 
middleman had said that Guccione would want to deal with Abdul 
Enterprises. Instead, Weinberg initiated the process of trying to in
volve Guccione in Abscam. 

Eden introduced Errichetti to McCloud and Weinberg on Decem
ber 1, 1978. In the context of a discussion about Errichetti's ability 
and willingness to ensure that a casino project financed by Abdul 
Enterprises would receive a gambling license, Errichetti stated, 
"Now as far as helping, like I said to you, that's no problem. I can 
do that. I've ,.1 ,ne it before. I've dealt with Guccione." ([Deleted]) 
After Errichet.tl had left, Eden and Weinberg discussed Guccione, 
and Weinberg stated, "I don't think Guccione's got the package . 
. . . You want my opinion? He's fronting for a Vegas group to get 
into Atlantic City. . . . And, uh, they didn't give him the bread yet 
for the package. The guy's looking for financing." ([Deleted]) Wein
berg had no articulable facts on which to base these defamatory re
marks. 

Thus, as of December 1, 1978, Errichetti had hinted that he had 
engaged in previous corrupt transactions on behalf of Guccione. 
Neither Guccione nor Errichetti on behalf of Guccione, however, 
had expressed an interest in engaging in corrupt activity with 
Abdul Enterprises. Although FBI undercover agents had been pres
ent at the November 16 and December 1 meetings at which Guc
cione's name was discussed, there is no evidence indicating that, 
after those dates, FBI officials or agents attempted to corroborate 
Errichetti's and Eden's vague representations about Guccione or 
that FBI officials were informed of, or approved the selection of, 
Guccione as an investigative target in Abscam. 

Guccione told the Select Committee that he had first met Erri
chetti in the fall of 1978 in Atlantic City, shortly after Guccione 
had bought a hotel there. He said that he had had only a few 
chance encounters with Errichetti over the next few months. After 
that interval, Guccione said, Errichetti had telephoned him to in
quire whether Guccione needed financing for his casino project. 
Guccione said that he had responded affirmatively and that Erri
chetti had said that he had access to large amounts of Arab money 
for financing such projects. 

On January 9, 1979, Errichetti introduced Tony Torcasio, a busi
ness associate of Guccione's, to McCloud. ([Deleted]) It is unclear 
whether Torcasio was introduced in connection with the proposed 
financing of Guccione's casino or as someone Abdul Enterprises 
could hire to assist with a casino that Abdul Enterprises would de-
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velop: Weinberg told Errichetti on February 7, 1979, that Abdul 
Enterprises was interested both in building a casino and in acquir
ing land and financing others' projects. ([Deleted) Weinberg also 
told Errichetti that he had arranged a meeting with Guccione for 
February 9, 1979. ([Deleted]) 

Although there is no tape recording of such a meeting, Guccione 
told the Select Committee that Errichetti had brought Weinberg 
and another individual to meet with him in his home around early 
February. ([Deleted]) The other individual appears to have been 
McCloud. ([Deleted» Guccione said that the meeting had involved 
the usual financial discussions he was having with many business 
brokers at the time, but that Weinberg had seemed particularly in
terested in whether Guccione was guaranteed to receive a casino 
license. Descriptions of this meeting in subsequent taped conversa
tions confirm that the meeting occurred. ([Deleted]) On February 
12, 1979, Weinberg asked Errichetti to find out "who's behind Bob 
Guccione." ([Deleted]) On March 5, 1979, Errichetti and McCloud 
discussed Guccione. McCloud asked whether Guccione was connect
ed with organized crime and observed that Guccione "seems be
tween the rock and the hard place l

' with respect to his financing 
needs. ([Deleted]) Errichetti replied that he had met with Guccione, 
who had denied any organized crime connections. Errichetti ap
peared to suggest that, if Guccione's associations were to interfere 
with obtaining a license, Abdul Enterprises should buy Guccione1s 
casino site and build its casino there. ([Deleted]) In any event, four 
days later Weinberg and DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso) met with 
Torcasio and Babe Dinano, a building contractor affiliated with 
Guccione's project, to discuss Guccione's proposal. Weinberg repeat
edly asserted that after investigating Guccione Abdul Enterprises 
had found problems concerning his financial position, his organized 
crime connections, and his ability to receive a casino license. ([De
leted]) Torcasio and Dinallo disputed all of Weinberg's assertions. 
([Deleted]) Weinberg still had no articulable facts on which to base 
his defamatory contentions. Weinberg concluded by promising to 
examine Guccione's financial statement further. Telephone toll 
records reflect that Weinberg telephoned Guccione on March 10, 
1979. Guccione stated that Errichetti had invited him to Florida for 
the party on the yacht on March 23, 1979. ([Deleted]) Guccione said 
that he had been too busy to go and had sent Torcasio in his place. 
Guccione also said that he had become less enthusiastic about 
Abdul Enterprises by this point. 

It appears that in late March Weinberg and Errichetti began 
making preparations to take over Guccione's project, presumably 
if, as Weinberg had claimed, Guccione proved unable to obtain a 
license. On March 22, 1979, Errichetti assured Weinberg that he 
controlled Dinano and that Dinallo had agreed to join them if they 
bought Guccione's site. ([Deleted) Errichetti also told Weinberg 
that Torcasio was unhappy with his situation and would agree to 
join their operation. Weinberg responded, "Well, I don't blame him 
[Torcasio). I wanna kill the bastard [Guccione) myself, O.K?" ([De
leted]) 

Telephone toll records and recorded tapes reveal that, in late 
March and early April 1979, Weinberg began speaking frequently 
with Torcasio, Dinallo, and others, usually in order to make de-
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rogatory comments about Guccione. ([Deleted]) Weinberg told Tor
casio and Dinallo that he was seriously considering buying Guc
cione's property ([Deleted]) and that he had learned from a source 
on the New Jersey Casino Control Commission that Guccione 
would be denied a license. ([Deleted]) They discussed a meeting be
tween Weinberg and Guccione that was scheduled for April 5, 1979. 
([Deleted]) 

On April 4, 1979, in a conversation with other investigative sus
pects, Weinberg requested derogatory information about Guccione, 
in preparation for their meeting the following day: 

I'd prefer he didn't get it [the license] .... That's why 
I got to figure a way to knock him out of the 
box . . . . Whatever you can get me on Guccione. Give me 
a call tonight. It's very important because I'd love to knock 
him out of the box, cause I can tie him up . . . . See what 
the grapevine, cause I been trying to find out and you hear 
so many goddamn rumors. ([Deleted]) 

There appears not to have been any follow-up conversation later 
that day. ([Deleted]) Weinberg told Errichetti on April 4, 1979, of 
his planned meeting with Guccione and said that he had called 
Guccione to tell him, "[1]f you want to get your loan, we gotta put 
it in front of the Board of Directors, and there are questions they 
want answered. . . ." ([Deleted]) Telephone toll records reflect that 
Weinberg had telephoned Guccione on April 3, 1979, and that they 
had talked for ten minutes, but Weinberg chose not to record the 
conversation. 

On April 5, 1979, the meeting between Guccione and Weinberg 
was held at Abdul Enterprises' office on Long Island. The meeting 
was tape-recorded. ([Deleted]) Weinberg deliberately deceived Guc
cione about Guccione's business prospects in an attempt to manipu
late him into agreeing to bribe a Casino Control Commissioner. 
Weinberg expressly conditioned approval of a loan upon Guccione's 
agreeing to engage in criminal activity. Weinberg continued to 
insist that Guccione agree to participate in bribery, even after Guc
cione had explicitly rejected the suggestion. Weinberg then at
tempted to alter Guccione's relationship with his business asso
ciates. After Weinberg questioned Guccione preliminarily about his 
business history, the following exchange occurred: 

WEINBERG: As long as I can explain to the Board of Di
rectors, they don't give a damn who you're in bed with, be
lieve me. They also realize, let me explain something to 
you, before I ask you the next question. They also realize, 
being in the gambling business, you're not stupid, that you 
gotta have the right people behind ya, or forget it. You're 
not gonna make it. They can rip you off too fast. 

GUCCIONE: Mel, I don't want to disappoint you, I hate to 
disappoint you. I know what you're getting at. 

* * * * * * * 
No way. Mel, let me, let me give you this. This is on the 

heads and the eyes of my children. I have five children, al
right? On the eyes of my children I am not connected with 
anybody. I am totally my own man. I am 100 percent 

---I 
I 
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owner of all of my companies, lowe nothing to nobody, 
nobody sits on my back, nobody has any pull with me. No 
one and least of all anybody like that, who is likely to 
cause me problems in getting licenses and that sort of 
thing. ([Deleted]) 

Weinberg continued to inquire whether Guccione was connected 
with organized crime, and Guccione insisted that he was not and 
that he would not have any problems getting licensed. ([Deleted]) 

Finally, Weinberg stated, "[O]ne of the board members made a 
remark that he don't think you're gonna get your license." ([De
leted]) Weinberg continued falsely to claim adverse inside informa
tion, and Guccione responded, "Mel, believe me, it is not possible 
for them to deny me a license." ([Deleted]) Finally, Weinberg ex
plicitly conditioned the loan upon Guccione's willingness to offer a 
casino commissioner a bribe: 

I'm even authorized to even go further and I'm telling 
it's between me and you, and if you want it, we'll do it. If 
you can (inaudible), we're willing to pay. We'll pay it. Not 
asking you to layout no money, we'll pay it. (Inaudible) 
that we know we got [deleted].226 If you can come to me 
and say, "We got [deleted)" I don't care what it costs, to 
guarantee your license, we'll give you the money. «(De
leted]) 

Guccione told Weinberg once again, "I assure you I'm gonna get 
it [the license]." «(Deleted]) Weinberg responded: 

Well, in case, just in case, if you can arrange it and it 
won't cost you nothing, don't cost you nothing. Meet with 
[deleted]. Alright? I think that the people you're dealing 
with got enough clout with [deleted} to guarantee it. «(De
leted]) 

Guccione stated directly, "You see I can't go in and ask [deleted] 
to guarantee somebody to get a license." «(Deleted]) After further 
fencing, and after an additional demand by Weinberg that Guc
cione give his manager, Torcasio, a more favorable contract ([De
leted]), Weinberg and Guccione arranged to meet again with Erri
chetti and DeVito. Weinberg promised that, if Guccione and Erri
chetti could convince DeVito that Guccione would receive a license, 
he and DeVito would recommend to the Abdul Enterprises board 
that they finance Guccione's project. ([Deleted]) 

Weinberg followed this p<:lrformance with an orchestrated plan to 
sabotage Guccione to induce him to commit a crime. He immediate
ly telephoned Torcasio and Errichetti's secretary and misrepresent
ed Guccione's statements at their meeting, maligned him, and at
tempted to injure his relationship with Torcasio. ([Deleted]) Wein
berg told Torcasio, "Ya know if we had something on him [Guc
cione] that we could pressure him would help. Ya got anything?" 
([Deleted]) Weinberg suggested to Torcasio that they meet to "go 
over a game plan because, uh, the whole thing is for you." ([De
leted]) Weinberg told Errichetti's secretary that "we have to pro
tect that Tony [Torcasio] ... the only way I can see ... that we 

mThe omission of sensitive information is identified by "[deleted]". See pp.V-VI supra. 
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can do something is we got to get something on him [Guccione] and 
hold it over his head, and then he's got to dance to our tune." ([De
leted]) The next day, April 6, 1979, Weinberg recounted to Erri
chetti his meeting with Guccione and concluded, "So you know I'd 
like to find something on this bastard we can throw him. . . . 
There has got to be something on him." ([Deleted]) 

On April 9, 1979, Weinberg, DeVito, and Errichetti met to dis
cuss plans for a meeting with Guccione scheduled for that evening. 
([Deleted]) Errichetti reported that his inquiries had not yielded 
any organized crime connections on Guccione's part. ([Deleted]) 
Weinberg continued to attempt to undermine Guccione's position. 
First, Weinberg suggested that Abdul Enterprises buy the hotel 
and lease it to Guccione. ([Deleted]) After Torcasio joined them, 
Weinberg toughened his proposal: "When we get it, get it, do we 
knock him [Guccione] out of the box and take it over or what?" 
([Deleted]) Later, Weinberg advised Torcasio to abandon Guccione 
and to accept another job that he had been offered, because Wein
berg did not trust Guccione. ([Deleted]) Discussion ranged between 
the options of financing Guccione and of operating the casino with
out Guccione. Weinberg suggested, "The best way to punish him 
[Guccione], he doesn't get the fucking place built-that punishes 
more than anything else." ([Deleted]) 

It appears that the meeting with Guccione on April 9, 1979, was 
not held. Guccione told the Select Committee that he recalls 
having talked to Weinberg in this period and that he had been ex
pected to go to Atlantic City to meet the sheik and other people 
from Abdul Enterprises. Guccione said that, when Weinberg had 
told him that the sheik was unavailable, he had cancelled the trip. 
On April 11, 1979, Weinberg told Dinallo that he wanted to loan 
Guccione the money, but that Guccione had been dilatory. ([De
leted]) Weinberg told Torcasio on April 25, 1979, that Abdul Enter
prises intended to give Guccione the loan if he would agree to "do 
what we want him to do," including liberalizing Torcasio's C\:lll
tract. ([Deleted]) 

Guccione told the Select Committee that he had not met with 
anyone from Abdul Enterprises after April 5, 1979, and that he re
dalls virtually no contact after early April. Telephone toll records 
reflect that Weinberg called Guccione's telephone number on April 
16, April 17, April 25, and April 30, 1979, but only the April 30 call 
lasted for more than one minute.227 

The April 30, 1979, conversation between Guccione and Weinberg 
was recorded. ([Deleted]) Weinberg asked Guccione for additional fi
nancial documentation, which Guccione promised to send, and indi
cated that he would be presenting the proposal to Abdul Enter
prises' Board of Directors sometime in May. ([Deleted]) Weinberg 
told Guccione that he thought the Board would approve the propos
al and that he would inform him of when it would be considered. 
([Deleted]) The next day Weinberg told another potential casino 
broker that no decision had been made concerning the Guccione 
loan. ([Deleted]) Weinberg continued to converse with Torcasio 
through mid-June, but the final recorded salient mention of Guc-

227 On April 25, 1979, Weinberg spoke only to Guccione's secretary. ([Deleted]) The same was 
presumably trUtl of the April 16 and April 17 conversations. 
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cione appears to have occurred on May 28, 1979, in a telephone 
conversation in which Weinberg told Torcasio to tell Guccione that 
"everything's done. All we gotta do is get the one guy [Casino Con
trol Commission official] say they're gonna give it [the license] to 
him .... And then we'll be able to move ahead." ([Deleted]) 

The unsuccessful pursuit and manipulation of Guccione by the 
undercover operatives provides a glaring example of the risks 
posed to innocent citiZens by the government's'reliance upon unsa
vory informants and dishonest middlemen, when they are given 
wide latitude to develop scenarios and select targets of their inves
tigation. Because Guccione resisted all inducements and pressure 
to engage in criminal activity, no criminal prosecution of him re
sulted. Nevertheless, Guccione was the victim of undue interfer
ence by Weinberg in his business associations, unjustified manipu
lation of his business prospects, and unreasonable targeting. Be
cause of the risks to innocent citizens illustrated by the costs im
posed upon Guccione, and because of the threat of the govern
ment's attempting to prosecute individuals who may succumb to 
such outrageous inducements, the Select Committee has recom
mended elsewhere in this report the creation of a statutory entrap
ment defense applicable in such circumstances and the codification 
of threshold standards for offering an individual an opportunity to 
commit a crime. (See pages 362-89 infra.) 

V. MISCELLANEOUS ALLEGATIONS OF IMPROPRIETY 

A. LEAKS TO THE NEWS MEDIA 

The covert stage of Abscam concluded on February 2, 1980. Si
multaneously, massive leaks of information about the investigation 
occurred. Frequent and detailed press reports about the particulars 
of the operation appeared throughout the pretrial and trial stages 
of the prosecutions. Although no court has found that the leaks de
prived any defendant of a fair trial, the unauthorized disclosures 
have seriously derogated from the beneficial results of Abscam by 
spawning accusations of FBI overreaching and of prosecutorial ma
nipulation of the judicial process. 

The Department of Justice commissioned an investigation, under 
the direction of Richard Blumenthal, former United States Attor
ney for the District of Connecticut, to determine the sources and 
causes of the leaks. Blumenthal was charged with investigating not 
only the Abscam leaks, but also those that had resulted from two 
other highly publicized FBI undercover operations, Pendorf and 
Brilab. Blumenthal's investigation was quite thorough. Hundreds 
of interviews were conducted; several employees of the FBI and of 
other components of the Department of Justice submitted to poly
graph tests (although several others refused to do so); and sanctions 
were imposed against several law enforcement employees, albeit 
for relatively minor indiscretions unrelated to the most serious 
Abscam leaks. 

The Select Committee has reviewed the public report and the 
more thorough confidential report prepared by Blumenthal. Based 
on that review and on its own far more limited investigation of the 
leaks, the Select Committee has considered several restrictive 
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measures that might reduce the risk of some types of leaks in the 
future. Thus, for example, because the major Abscam stories based 
on leaks in February 1980 closely followed the structure of the 
memoranda prepared within the Department of Justice to analyze 
the prosecutahility of the various cases, the risk of' such leaks in 
the future might be reduced by further limiting the number of offi
cials and lawyers within the Department of Justice who review 
such memoranda. At least one great cost of such a limitation, how
ever, would be a reduction in the number and diversity of attor
neys who contribute to an analysis of the strength and fairness of a 
proposed prosecution. Similarly, substantial costs would attend 
each of the preventive measures considered by the Select Commit
tee. 

Accordingly, the Select Committee concludes that the leaks did 
not result from any reasonably curable deficiency in the policies, 
practices or procedures either of the FBI or of any other compo
nent of the Department of Justice. Instead, the irreducible risk of 
harm to innocent citizens that will always attend a major under
cover operation constWil,tes yet another reason for ensuring that 
the federal law enforcement agencies strictly adhere to all reason
able safeguards during the investigative stage of the operation. 

B. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING INJURIES CAUSED BY JOSEPH MELTZER 

One risk that inheres in many undercover operations is that un
scrupulous individuals will learn of the undercover scenario being 
used and will adopt it, or elements of it, as a basis for a scheme to 
defraud innocent citizens. Joseph Meltzer's activities in connection 
with Abscam provide an example of this risk and suggest one way 
in which it may be reduced. 

On May 22, 1978, Meltzer was convicted and was sentenced in 
Florida to 30 months in a federal prison. Within two weeks thereaf
ter, he was working with Special Agent Gunnar Askeland of the 
FBI's Miami Field Office and operating a Florida business called 
H & J Realty, a front for an undercover operation known as Palm
scam. 

In June 1978 Sl?ecial Agent Fuller of the FBI's New York Field, 
Office called Agent Askeland, informed him about the undercover 
operation known as Abscam, and told him about Melvin C. Wein
berg, who, although he lived in New York, spent much of his time 
in Florida. Fuller told Askeland that Weinberg was scheduled to 
meet an Abscam suspect known as Joseph Meltzer in Florida in the 
near future. (Sel. Comm. interview of Gunnar Askeland, Sept .. 2, 
1982; Sel. Comm. interview of Myron Fuller, Sept. 2, 1982.) 

Askeland informed Fuller that Meltzer was helping him in an
other investigation. Askeland explained that Meltzer had contacted 
him in Mayor ,early June and had told him that a particular 
county commissioner within the Miami Field Office's jurisdiction 
was corrupt. Because Askeland recently had heard another crimi
nal allegation about the same commissioner, he had opened an in
vestigative me and had asked Meltzer to provide information on 
the commissioner's allegedly corrupt activities. (Sel. Comm. inter
view of Gunnar Askeland, Sept. 2, 1982.) 
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Askeland asked Fuller to cancel the scheduled meeting between 
Weinberg and Meltzer, and Fuller agreed. Fuller and Askeland fin
ished their discussion by trying to ascertain how Meltzer and Wein
berg had come in contact with each other. The agents ultimately 
concluded that the contact must have been made through Ron Sab
losky, one of the organized crime figures Weinberg had brought 
into Abscam in its earliest days. (Id.) 

Later in June, Askeland told Special Agent McCarthy about 
Meltzer's work with the FBI, told McCarthy that the operation was 
called Palmscam, and asked him to write a letter to Meltzer from 
John McCloud (McCarthy's Abscam alias) to help establish 
Meltzer's cover as a real estate expert. (Sel. Comm. interview of 
John M. McCarthy, Sept. 2, 1982.) On July 7,1978, McCarthy wrote 
a letter on Abdul Enterprises stationery to Meltzer at H & J 
Realty. The letter expressed McCloud's interest in buying two 
pieces of real estate and stated, "I feel confident, Mr. Meltzer, that 
you will be able to handle the legal problems concerning the use of 
the land in the appropriate way." (Jenrette Def. Trial Ex. 80.) 

The information provided by Meltzer regarding alleged criminal 
activities of the county commission did not result in any indictable 
offense. On August 22~ 1978, the FBI closed Meltzer as an inform
ant. For reasons explained below, the Select. Committee has been 
unable to determine the basis for his termination. 

During the period in which H & J Realty, the Palmscam front 
company, was being run by Joseph Meltzer, a Florida businessman 
named Herman Weiss was an employee of that company. Thereaf
ter, beginning at least in September 1978, Herman Weiss and 
Melvin Weinberg had several conversations. In the course of one of 
those conversations, and in furtherance of the Abscam operation, 
Weinberg told Weiss that Abdul Enterprises had $400 million in 
the Chase Ma.'1hattan Bank in New York. He also told Weiss the 
position, although not the name, of the person who could be con~ 
tacted at the bank by anyone who wanted to verify the company's 
financial status. 

Beginning in late 1978, Meltzer allegedly used the Abdul Enter~ 
prises scenario and the Chase Manhattan Bank information in a 
scheme to defraud innocent citizens on the West Coast. 228 It is rea~ 
sonable to infer, given the known connections among Weinberg, 
Weiss, and Meltzer, that Meltzer obtained from either Weinbel'g or 
Weiss sufficient information to conduct his fraudulent scheme 
using portions of the Abscam scenario. 

Important to this report is whether the FBI learned of Meltzer's 
activities and, in order to avoid exposing the ongoing Abscam un
dercover operation, made an informed decision not to take the 
steps needed to stop him. Unfortunately, the Select Committee 
cannot provide a satisfactory answer to that question. The Depart
ment of Justice has refused to provide substantial relevant infor
mation about Meltzer's involvement in Abscam; his relationship 
with Weinberg; the basis for his use by the Miami Field Office; the 
reasons for his termination as an informant on August 22, 1978; 
the date on which the FBI learned of Meltzer's Abscam-related ac-

228 For testimony of Meltzer's victims about the alleged effects on their lives and fortunes, see 
House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Feb. 4, 1982; House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Apr. 1, 1982. 
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tivities; the nature of the information obtained by the FBI in that 
regard; the steps, if any, taken by the FBI to prevent innocent vic
tims from being defrauded; other measures that were available and 
that were rejected by the FBI; and the basis for the rejection of 
those additional measures. Indeed, the Select Committee has been 
unable to obtain sufficient information to determine whether the 
FBI made a knowing, intelligent decision, after a cost-benefit anal
ysis, regarding Meltzer and his risks to Abscam. 

The stated basis of the refusal of the Department of Justice to 
provide, under any conditions, information regarding Meltzer's in
volvement in Abscam is the need to avoid prejudice to the govern
ment's defense of the civil cases filed against it by persons claiming 
to have been injured by the FBI's alleged failure to prevent 
Meltzer from defrauding them. The Select Committee finds that 
rigid position unjustifiable. 

The Select Committee has reviewed the few documents provided 
by the FBI that touch upon this matter. In several taped conversa
tions on November 1, 1978, among Weinberg, Meltzer, and Sab
losky, Weinberg warned Meltzer against using Meltzer's informa
tion to defraud "somebody out of bread." (Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. 
Ex. 8A.) Weinberg later testified that agents of the FBI knew of 
those conversations. (Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 7.22, 7.47-.49.) 
Weinberg also cautioned Weiss in several instances that Meltzer 
was untrustworthy with respect to financial dealings. Those con
versations with Meltzer and with Weiss suggest that the FBI was 
concerned as early as November 1978 that Meltzer was misusing or 
was about to misuse his Abscam information. A document dated 
February 26, 1980, states, however, that the FBI's Miami Field 
Office first learned of Meltzer's criminal activity in August 1979. 

Further, a document dated October 22, 1979, from the New York 
Field Office states in substance that any affirmative action against 
Meltzer would seriously jeopardize the integrity of Abscam. The 
latter document requested that no action be taken at that time and 
that all inquiries be directed to Special Agent Wilson and to Strike 
Force Chief Thomas Puccio. Another document, bearing the date of 
September 14, 1979, referred to a San Diego report that there had 
been approximately 20 Meltzer victims and losses of over $200,000. 

The information obtained by the Select Committee does not indi
cate that the FBI ever used or intended to use Meltzer in the 
Abscam operation and does not indicate that any special agent di
rectly provided Meltzer with any critical information about 
Abscam. The Select Committee recognizes that a Meltzer-type esca
pade may be a risk that inevitably accompanies use of the under
cover technique. The Select Committee also acknowledges that 
there will be occasions when the societal benefits of continuing an 
ongoing operation outweigh the costs to innocent citizens ~ictim
ized by a Meltzer-type scheme. In Abscam and Palmscam, however, 
the risk could have been, and in the future should be, reduced by 
avoiding the commingling of assets, agents, and informants in dis
crete, but contemporaneous, undercover operations. Also as stated 
elsewhere in this report, the Select Committee finds that the alle
gations of harm caused to innocent citizens by Meltzer demonstrate 
that under appropriate circumstances the contemplated costs of an 
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undercover operation should include reimbursement to innocent 
victims. (See pages 389-96 infra.) 

C. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING STRIKE FORCE CHIEF PUCCIO'S 
RELATIONSHIPS WITH WRITERS AND PUBLISHERS 

Abscam Defendants Thompson: Murphy, and Williams have al
leged that during the Abscam prosecutions prosecutor Thomas 
Puccio had an undisclosed personal financial stake in the .outcome 
of the prosecutIons. (Thompson Def. Appellate Brief 139-47; Murphy 
Def. AI?pellate Brie~ 90.) Puccio, wh? ?las the principal Department 
?f Jus~lCe .attorney m charge of adVlsmg the FBI agents during the 
l~vestlgatlOn, and who prosecuted Senator Williams and Representa
tIves Lederer, Murphy, Myers, and Thompson, was a friend of Jack 
Newfield, a reporter for the Village Voice, throughout the Abscam 
inves..tigation and prosecutions. 

At the time of the Abscam trials, and even before the indict
ments had issued, Newfield had a contract to write a book about 
Abscam. (Myers D.P. Ex. 111.) The contract contained a clause pro
viding for a collaborator for Newfield, although no collaborator was 
named in the contract. The contract, which referred to the subject 
matter of the book as "Project X," provided for substantial pay
ments to the unnamed collaborator, if one were to be chosen. 

If the allegations of Puccio's hidden interest were true, he would 
be guilty of violations of Standard Three of the American Bar Asso
ciation Standards Relating to the Administration of Criminal Jus
tice; of Canons Five, Seven, and Nine of the American Bar Associ
ation Code of Professional Responsibility; and, possibly, of the same 
criminal conflict-of-interest statutes under which he prosecuted the 
Abscam defendants. (See 18 U.S.C. § 203 (1976).) In addition, such a 
serious ethical breach would bring into question the fairness of the 
trials Puccio prosecuted and, by implication, the fairness of the 
entire investigation. 

After reviewing the evidence, the Select Committee finds that 
Puccio did not have the alleged conflict of interest, had no undis
closed financial interest in the outcome of the prosecutions, and 
committed no breach of his prosecutorial responsibilities in this 
regard. The Select Committee thus agrees with the applicable con
clusions of United States District Judge George C. Pratt, who heard 
testimony from Puccio and Newfield on this issue. (United States v. 
Myers, 527 F. S~p'p. 120~. 1237-39 (E.D.N.Y. 1981) aff'd, 692 F.2d 
823 (2d Cir. 1982).) 

1. Puccio ~ Initial Testimony 
The issue of Puccio's involvement in any book writing first arose 

in the consolidated due process hearing held by Judge Pratt in Jan
uary and February of 1981 in conjunction with the cases of Repre
sentatives Lederer, Murphy, Myers, and Thompson. The lawyers 
for Congressman Murphy called Puccio as a witness to ask him 
about his involvement in Newfield's proposed Abscam book. Puccio 
testified that he was aware of Newfield's contract to write a book 
about Abscam, but that he did not know when Newfield had en
tered into that contract. (Myers D.P. Tr. 4434.) Puccio said that he 
had not talked with Newfield about possible collaboration by the 
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two of them on that project. (ld.) All of the defendants then rested 
their cases. 

After defense counsel and Judge Pratt had begun discussing 
some final procedural matters, Puccio addressed the court, stating: 

Judge, if I just may in reference to that last question of 
Mr. Buffone asked me, although I haven't-just reflecting 
on it. Although I haven't any discussion relative to getting 
involved in a present project of Mr. Neufield's [sic], I have 
been offered the opportunity, if I wished to, to get involved 
in a book project. I just thought I would make that clear. 
(ld. at 4436.) 

Puccio was then recalled to the stand and testified more com
pletely about his knowledge of an involvement with the book. At 
the Myers due process hearing, and in subsequent testimony at the 
Williams due process hearing and before the Select 'Committee, 
Puccio has maintained that he had no actual interest in the book. 
He and Newfield had discussed the possibility of collaborating on a 
book at some future time, but it had nothing to do with Abscam. 
When Abscam went public, Puccio was offered the opportunity to 
write a book, but told both Newfield and Newfield's agent, Esther 
Newberg, that he could not discuss it while he was still employed 
by the government. 

2. The Origins of the Book Project 
Newfield and Puccio are close friends and have been so for sever

al years. They first became friends in 1976, and the friendship 
deepened in 1978, when both Newfield and Puccio became fathers. 
(Wms. D.P. Tr. 665.) In August 1979 their families vacationed to
gether at Martha's Vineyard. (ld. at 666.) During that vacation, 
Puccio and Newfield discussed their respective futures. Newfield, 
who, in addition to being a reporter on the Village Voice had also 
written several books, asked Puccio in a speculative way if he 
wanted to collaborate on a book. (ld. at 668-69.) Both Newfield and 
Puccio testified that the proposed book had nothing to do with any 
particular case. (ld. at 668, 531.) Rather, it would have dealt with 
questions and problems of law enforcement and prosecution from 
the perspective of a former strike force chief. Puccio made it clear 
to Newfield that he would not be interested in collaborating until 
after he had left government service; and Newfield testified that, 
at the time of their conversation, he had not expected to work on 
the book in the immediate futUre. (ld. at 670.) 

Sometime after that vacation, Newfield contacted his literary 
agent, Esther Newberg. In September or October of 1979, Newberg, 
Newfield, and Puccio dined together and discussed whether there 
would be any public interest in a book along the lines contemplat
ed by Puccio and Newfield. Newberg said she thought not, and the 
matter rested. (ld. at 529-31, 676.) 

During this entire time, Puccio was overseeing the Abscam inves
tigation, unbeknownst, he has testified, to either Newfield or New
berg. On February 2, 1980, the covert phase of the investigation 
ended, and news stories called Abscam the biggest scandal since 
Watergate. Puccio was mentioned as an important official in 
charge of the investigation. 
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Shortly thereafter, Newberg, who knew of Puccio's connection to 
Newfield as a result of the earlier dinner, called Newfield to see if 
Puccio would be interested in participating in an Abscam book. (Id. 
at 667, 679-80.) Newfield called Puccio in February or March of 
1980 and told him of Newberg's offer. Puccio said he could not dis
cuss the matter and told Newfield that neither Newfield nor New
berg could make any representations on Puccio's behalf or tell 
anyone that he would participate on a book. (Id. at 680.) 

Sometime in late winter or early spring of 1980, Puccio talked on 
the telephone with Esther Newberg. Puccio testified that he 
thought he had called her, but he was not sure. He wanted to clari
fy to Newberg, since she-rather than Newfield-would be talking 
to any publishers, that Puccio was not a party to, and could not be 
a party to, any book by Newfield concerning Abscam. (Id. at 532-
35.) 

3. The Contract' 
Newfield signed a contract, with the publishing house of Putnam, 

dated March 27, 1980. (Myers D.P. Ex. 111.) Newfield testified that 
the contract was drafted and negotiated by Newberg and by Victor 
Temkin at Putnam. (Wms. D.P. Tr. 688.) Newfield did not read it 
carefully, but signed on the advice of Newberg. (Id. at 694, 724.) 

The subject matter of the book, for reasons not made clear by the 
evidence, is specified in the contract as "Project X." Newfield testi
fied that, on the basis of his prior experience with publishing con
tracts, this was unusual. (Id. at 743-47.) 

Paragraph 30 of the contract calls for the possibility of an unspe
cified collaborator's being added to the contract. Without the col
laborator, Newfield was to receive an advance of $40,000. With a 
collaborator, the total advance would rise to $100,000. Newfield tes
tified that the collaborator clause was non-binding and that the 
proposed collaborator would have to have been acceptable to both 
Putnam and Newfield. (ld. at 713.) According to Newfield, he did 
not discuss with the publisher who the collaborator might be, al
though he would not have been interested in anyone other than 
Puccio. (Id. at 713-14, 721.) 

1;. Puccio:S Awareness of the Contract 
Puccio testified at both the Myers and Williams due process hear

ings that he was aware that Newfield had negotiated a publishing 
contract and that the contract provided for a potential co-author 
who would receive substantial sums of money. (Myers D.P. Tr. 4444; 
Wms. D.P. Tr. 539.) At the Myers due process hearing in February 
1981, there was no indication of when Puccio learned of the con
tract. At the Williams hearing, both Newfield and Puccio testified 
that Newfield had shown Puccio the contract in January 1981, 
after the trials of Myers, Lederer, Thompson, and Murphy had con
cluded. (Id. at 536, 695.) 

Puccio and Newfield also testified that they had been together on 
a social occasion when Newfield had shown Puccio the contract. 
(Id. at 537, 695,) Newfield was not sure whether he wanted to 
commit himself to the task of writing a book about Abscam, and he 
wanted a better sense of Puccio's future intentions. (Id. at 695-96.) 
Puccio testified that there had been no discussion in January 1981 
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about the identity of the contract's proposed co-author, but that it 
had been obvious who the co-author was supposed to be. (ld. at 
539.) 

The testimony of Puccio in both proceedings and of Newfield is 
largely consistent, with one exception. In the M,.vers hearing Puccio 
testified as follows: 

Q: There's never been any discussion between you and 
Mr. Newfield or Mr. Newfield's agent or any of the offi
cials at Berkley or Putnam Press about your possible collu
sion as that coauthor or collaborator? 

A: It may have been discussed by them, but not by me. 
Q: Was their discussion with authority, your approval? 
A: Yes. (Myers D.P. Tr. 4444.) 

The implication of that last answer is that Puccio authorized 
either Newberg or Newfield to use his name in discussing the 
Abscam book. According to his Williams due process testimony, 
however, he told both Newfield and Newberg not to use his name 
with any publisher. Given the otherwise consistent account, it ap
pears that Puccio did not mean to imply by the quoted language 
that he had authorized anyone to negotiate a contract on his 
behalf; rather, at the most, he had approved of Newfield's prelimi
nary conversations with Newberg and had told both of them not to 
use his name in negotiations with possible publishers. From all the 
evidence it appears that Puccio himself had nothing to do with the 
contract, had no control over the other parties, and could not pre
vent them from using his name as a potential collaborator. 

5. Puccio ~ Select Committee Testimony 
During the course of his testimony before the Senate Select Com

mittee on July 27, 1982, Puccio basically confirmed his prior testi
mony about Newfield and the proposed Abscam book. Puccio told 
the Committee that Newfield had contacted him in February or 
March 1980 about doing a book and that Puccio had told Newfield 
that he could not discuss it because of the pending cases. Puccio 
said that his impression had been that Newfield had thought he 
could eventually persuade Puccio to contribute and that he, Puccio, 
had not ruled out the possibility. Puccio noted that the trend has 
been for participants in celebrated cases eventually to write books 
about them. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 97-101 (testimony 
of Thomas Puccio).) 

Puccio did testify that he has been thinking about writing a book 
and that he has been in contact with a literary agent, Sterling 
Lord, about the possibility. Of course, there is nothing improper 
about his writing a book now; his involvement in the Abscam cases 
is over, and he has left government service. (ld. at 101-05.) 

6. Brady Violations 
Representative Thompson alleges that Puccio's failure to disclose 

the existence of the Newfield contract before trial was a violation 
of the government's obligation under Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 
83 (1963), to disclose to the defendants exculpatory information in 
the government's possession. He argues that, since it was obvious 
that Puccio would be called as a witness once the issues of entrap-
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ment and government overreaching were raised, Puccio's financial 
interest in an Abscam book was exculpatory. (Thompson Def. Ap
pellate Brief 156-57.), I 

The Committee finds 'that the evidence outlined above did not 
constitute exculpatory information. The Committee finds that 
Puccio was unaware of the contract until after the trials of all de
fendants except Senator Williams had been concluded. The Com
mittee also believes that Puccio had no fmancial interest to dis
close. He knew that his friend had offered to write a book about 
Abscam with him. He had no present intention to write such a 
book and no enforceable obligation or right to participate in New
field's contract with Putnam. The mere fact that Newfield and 
Newberg had approached Puccio and that he was somewhat inter
ested cannot reasonably be construed as information tending in 
any way to exculpate any Abscam defendant. 

D. ALLEGATIONS REGARDING THE MEMORANDUM OF JANUARY 6, 
1981, BY DEPUTY ASSISTANT ATTORNEY GENERAL NATHAN 

William W. Robertson, a former United States Attorney for the 
District of New Jersey, has alleged that a memorandum written by 
former Deputy Assistant Attorney General Irvin B. Nathan, ap
proved by former Assistant Attorney General Philip B. Heymann, 
dated January 6, 1981 «(Deleted]), and disseminated to Abscam de
fense counsel shortly after that date is "slanderous" and, "to the 
extent that it purported to communicate the information that 
[Edward J.J Plaza and [Robert A.] Weir had set forth in their De
cember 17, 1980 memorandum, was defective to a degree bordering 
on intentional deception." (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 
1982 (written statement of William W. Robertson at 35).) Robert J. 
Del Tufo, Robertson's predecessor as United States Attorney for 
the District of New Jersey, has not expressly challenged the accu
racy of the Nathan memorandum's summary of the Plaza-Weir De
cember 17 memorandum, but he has characterized the Nathan 
memorandum as "a premeditated effort to harm the reputations 
and credibility of New Jersey prosecutors." (Rouse Jud. Subcomm. 
Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982 (written statement of Robert J. Del Tufo at 20).) 

The Select Committee finds that those and similar criticisms of 
the Nathan memorandum oversimplify a complex situation and 
overstate the negative aspects of the conduct of Heymann and 
Nathan with respect to that memorandum. In fact, the actions of 
Heymann and Nathan v;rith respect to the Nathan memorandum 
were in part commendable and in part unjustifiable. 

On December 17, 1980, Plaza and Weir, both of whom were As
sistant United States Attorneys, sent to Heymann, Robertson, and 
Charles F. C. Ruff, United States Attorney for the District of Co
lumbia, a 14-page memorandum written by Plaza and Weir at the 
request of Robertson, their immediate supervisor. The authors 
stated in their memorandum that their purpose was to inform the 
addressees of the existence of six recording tapes and two FBI 
memoranda describing conversations that had occurred in the 
covert Abscam investigation and to urge that those eight docu
ments "be furnished to all those judges who have presided over 
ABSCAM prosecutions." (Myers D.P. Ex. 4, at 1, reprinted in 128 
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Congo Rec. S 1480-82 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) The memorandum 
also described information that the authors believed to conflict 
with some testimony given by government witnesses in prior 
Abscam proceedings, but the memorandum did not expressly urge 
that this information be furnished to courts or to defense counsel. 
The testimony related to three matters: (1) prosecutorial instruc
tions given to Weinberg regarding the coaching of witnesses; (2) 
monetary compensation paid to Weinberg by the government; and 
(3) gifts received by Weinberg from Abscam defendants and sus
pects. 

The Nathan memorandum, addressed to Heymann, noted that 
three of the six tapes referred to by Plaza and Weir had already 
been provided to some defense counsel and recommended that the 
other three be provided to some defense counsel, despite Nathan's 
having been informed by Thomas Puccio that the tapes "contain 
nothing remotely eXCUlpatory." The memorandum also recom
mended that the two FBI reports not be produced unless the au
thors were about to testify, because Nathan had been informed by 
the Brooklyn Strike Force that the documents did not contain ex
culpatory material. The memorandum then summarized the princi
pal contentions of the Plaza-Weir memorandum, juxtaposed a sum
mary of the responses given to Nathan by Puccio as to each conten
tion, and concluded by recommending that "we provide the sub
stance of this memorandum to all defense counsel." 

The Nathan memorandum accurately summarized the material 
contentions of the Plaza-Weir memorandum, with one possible ex
ception: the Plaza-Weir memorandum claimed that Weinberg had 
made a particular statement at a meeting attended by eight per
sons, and the Nathan memorandum stated, "Weinberg and others 
present deny [that Weinberg made the statement]." The word 
"others" can be construed to mean "all others" or "some others," 
and it is a fact that only some others made the denial asserted by 
Nathan. The ambiguity was unfortunate, but the Select Committee 
has no evidence that the imprecision was intended to mislead. To 
the contrary, given the otherwise accurate nature of Nathan's sum
mary of the contentions, given that the Nathan memorandum 
named all of the participants in the meeting, so that any misrepre
sentation of their recollection was sure to be discovered, given 
Nathan's adamant denial of any intention to mislead, and given 
that several career officials and prosecutors in the Department of 
Justice reviewed the memorandum prior to its dissemination, the 
Select Committee finds that the word "others" was not intended to 
mislead anyone. Moreover, the Select Committee has no evidence 
that the use of that word did mislead any court, any defense coun
sel, or any other person. 

The Select Committee finds that the decision by Heymann and 
Nathan to furnish to defense counsel the six recording tapes, de
spite their belief that three of the tapes were not exculpatory, was 
commendable. The Select Committee further finds that the decision 
by Heymann and Nathan to furnish to defense counsel the sub
stance of the various Plaza-Weir contentions was commendable, es
pecially in view of Heymann's and Nathan's belief that the conten
tions were not exculpatory and in view of the fact that the Plaza-
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Weir memorandum did not expressly urge that the information be 
furnished to defense counsel. 

Because the Plaza~Weir memorandum is in the form of an inter
nal evaluation by prosecutors of transcripts of judicial proceedings 
and of other prior events (as opposed to, for example, a tape record
ing of a meeting or notes taken at a meeting), the Select Commit
tee finds that Heymann and Nathan had no obligation to inform 
defense counsel of the factual allegations contained in that memo
randum by furnishing to defense counsel the memorandum itself. 
Rather, it was proper for Heymann and Nathan to inform defense 
counsel of the material factual allegations in the Plaza-Weir memo
randum and of the material information needed to enable defense 
counsel to pursue the matter by examining the persons whose rec
ollections were being relied upon and by obtaining relevant docu
ments that might constitute evidence, rather than a mere subse
quent lawyerly characterization of evidence. Moreover, even assum
ing that Heymann and Nathan had an obligation to furnish to de
fense counsel the substance of the Plaza-Weir aEegations, an obli
gation that Heymann and Nathan did not believe they had, the ob
ligation to provide an accurate summary of the material allega
tions did not preclude them from simultaneously providing the gov
ernment's view of the validity of those allegations. 

Unfortunately, however, Heymann and Nathan did not furnish 
to defense counsel and to the courts only the Plaza-Weir conten
tions; they also furnished the prefatory portion of the Nathan 
memorandum, which stated a very one-sided view of the back
ground of the Plaza-Weir memorandum, characterized Plaza and 
Weir in highly unfavorable terms, and ultimately stated that they 
had been taken off the Abscam cases assigned to them because 
"very little, if any, work had been done on those cases." None of 
that prefatory material should have been volunteered to courts and 
defense counsel. It easily could have been excised from the Nathan 
memorandum, or an abbreviated version of the Nathan memoran
dum could have been prepared. 

The decision to publish the prefatory material was especiallx un
justifiable because that material included the statement that 'very 
little, if any, work had been done" on the cases assigned to Plaza 
and Weir. In fact, Plaza and Weir had done a substantial amount 
of WOrki but, by failing to convene an investigative grand jury, they 
had not taken a major step that Heymann and Nathan had 
thought appropriate. In retrospect, it is true that the convening of 
an investigative grand jury by the successors to Plaza and Weir on 
those cases resulted in the obtaining of some of the evidence that 
Plaza and Weir had been unable to obtain without the assistance of 
a grand jury, and it may be that those cases, including the various 
defenses, could have moved toward disposition-either prosecution 
or dismissal-more quickly had an investigative grand jury been 
convened in Mayor June of 1980. But Plaza's and Weir's failure or 
refusal to proceed in the manner preferred or directed by their su
periors in the Department of Justice did not justify the publication 
of the erroneous statement that those two prosecutors had done 
little, if any, work on their cases. 

It is important, in the Select Committee's view, that internal 
criticisms of government attorneys by their superiors not be public-
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ly aired, except in compliance with a judicial or Congressional re
quest or demand. The same fear of creating a chilling effect on in
tradepartmental candor that motivates the Department of Justice's 
refusal to release investigative material of its Office of Professional 
Responsibility should motivate it to exercise great restraint with 
respect to the dissemination of material such as the preface to the 
Nathan memorandum. 

The Select Committee emphasizes that the controversy surround
ing the Nathan memorandum is irrelevant in its entirety to the 
initiation, continuation, approval, management, supervision, modi
fication, control, and termination of the Abscam undercover inves
tigation, which had ended some 11 months before the Nathan 
memorandum was disseminated. That controversy could have 
arisen out of the prosecutorial stage of any criminal matter, irre
spective of whether the undercover technique had been used in the 
investigative stage, and is in that respect only tangentially rele
vant to the Select Committee's study of undercover operations. 

The Select Committee also notes that the Office of Professional 
Responsibility of the Department of Justice conducted a thorough 
investigation of the circumstances surrounding the dissemination 
of the Plaza-Weir and Nathan memoranda. After having completed 
its own independent investigation of the matter, the Select Com
mittee obtained from Michael Shaheen, the ranking official in that 
office, a full briefing on the factual findings and conclusions 
reached by his office. (See page 9 supra.) 



CHAPTER SEVEN-OTHER UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS OF 
THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

The Select Committee's understanding of the use of undercover 
operations by the Department of Justice has benefited not only 
from its in-depth examination of Abscam, but also from its review 
of other undercover operations of the FBI, the Drug Enforcement 
Administration ("DEA"), and the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service ("INS"). The documents and testimony on these other oper
ations helped place Abscam in better perspective and contributed 
substantially to the Select Committee's formulation of its recom
mendations. 

Four additional FBI operations were reviewed: (1) Frontload, in 
which an FBI informant's misconduct resulted in financial losses to 
a cooperating business firm, which was compensated by the govern
ment; (2) Labou, in which the FBI was confronted with serious ad
ministrative difficulties with the management of a large-scale pro
prietary; (3) Buyin, involving political corruption in state govern
ment; and (4) Lobster, which demonstrated that FBI policies could 
achieve law enforcement goals without sacrificing accountability 
and control. The Select Committee reviewed files which the FBI 
had made available on each of these operations and took the testi- . 
mony of FBI officials involved in supervising each operation. 

Files on sample DEA and INS operations were also examined, 
and officials of those agencies discussed at Select Committee hear
ings their policies for undercover operations. 

I. FRONTLOAD 

Operation Frontload was identified to the Select Committee by 
the FBI as an operation that experienced serious problems caused 
by an informant's misconduct. This operation had already been 
cited in testimony of a senior Justice Department official before 
the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House 
Committee on the Judiciary in 1981. Associate Deputy Attorney 
General Paul R. Michel stated that Operathm Frontload was an ex
ample of the problems that occurred "in the first period, where 
there were neither the informal p,rocedures nor the committee, 
and, obviously, not the guidelines.' He added that the problems 
with Frontload "happened because the review committee wasn't in 
place." 1 Frontload was roughly contemporaneous with the early 
stages of Abscam and illustrates several of the difficulties that 
were also present in Abscam's initial phases. 

The key figure in Frontload was an FBI informant named 
Norman Howard, whose role at the outset was similar to the role 

1 FBI Undercover Guidelines: Oversight Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitu
tional Rights of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 86 (1981) (testimony of 
Paul R. Michel). 

(324) 
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played by Melvin Weinberg in Abscam. Based on allegations by 
Howard that New York and New Jersey organized crime figures 
were engaging in fraud in the construction business, the FBI field 
offices in those areaS had been asked by FBI HQ to evaluate 
Howard's report. Both the New York and Newark offices had re
viewed their files and had made inquiries, which largely substanti
ated the information provided by Howard. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 
21, 1982, at 7 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell); id. at 23-24 (testimo
ny of James W. Nelson).) The allegations centered on organized 
crime involvement in construction projects financed by the Depart
ment of Housing and Urban Development ("HUD") in New York 
and New Jersey. The principal technique used by the FBI to con
firm these allegations was to monitor conversations between 
Howard, who consented to the monitoring, and some of the suspect
ed organized crime figures involved. These conversations included 
references to organized crime control of HUD projects and payoffs 
to unions. (Id. at 7 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

The FBI considered Howard to be reliable because he had pro
vided reliable information in the past in major cases. In view of his 
later misconduct, the Select Committee asked the FBI for addition
al information about Howard's prior record. He was first used as 
an informant by the FBI field office in Chicago from May 1963 
until January 1970. The FBI describes Howard during this period 
as "a marginally successful source" and states that his services 
were terminated because of "failure to furnish sufficient informa
tion." (Letter from FBI Director William H. Webster to Senator 
Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. (Nov. 8, 1982).) In 1975, Howard was con
victed in the Northern District of Indiana on charges of bank fraud 
and embezzlement, obstruction of justice, bond default, and inter
state transportation of stolen property. At that time, the FBI and 
the Justice Department proposed that Howard be made available 
to the FBI for use as an informant in connection with current in
vestigations. This request was· approved by an Assistant United 
States Attorney for the Northern District of Indiana and by the 
head of the Justice Department's Organized Crime Strike Force in 
Chicago. Although Howard had received sentences totalling ten 
years under the terms of his plea agreement, the United States 
District Court for the Northern District of Indiana approved 
Howard's use as an FBI informant. In this new phase Howard was 
first used by the Indianapolis FBI office, which terminated his in
formant. role after eight months due to his pending testimony in 
cases in that district. Howard was then used by the Chicago FBI 
office as an informant in the organized crime area, and he was 
acting in that capacity just before the initiation of Frontload. (Id.) 

There is no indication frem the information provided by the FBI 
that, during this second phase of his work as an FBI informant, 
Howard had provided erroneous information or otherwise violated 
his obligations. His conviction on serious criminal charges in 1975 
demonstrated his knowledge of the means employed for certain 
types of white-collar crime. However, as subsequent events would 
show, Howard also gained sufficient confidence in his skills that he 
came to believe, by 1978 if not earlier, that he could commit such 
crimes unbeknownst to the FBI while acting as an FBI informant. 
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In January 1978 the Chicago FBI office stated that Howard spe
cialized in the writing of surety bonds, specifically performance 
and contract bonds for construction projects. Immediately prior to 
the initiation of Frontload, the government moved to reduce 
Howard's sentence to the time he had served for his 1975 convic
tion. This motion was granted by the trial judge, and Howard was 
placed on five years probation. The trial judge was aware that 
Howard was continuing to provide information to the FBI following 
his resentencing to probation. The United States Attorney's Offices 
for the Northern District of Indiana and the Northern District of 
Illinois, as well ac;; the Chicago Strike Force, also knew of Howard's 
relationship with the FBI at the inception of Frontload. (Id.) Never
theless, principal responsibility for the misplaced confidence in 
Howard must rest with the FBI, which formulated the Frontload 
scenario that gave Howard access to the means of committing fur
ther crimes. 

Howard's information about organized crime involvement in 
HUD-financed construction projects in New York and New Jersey 
provided the basis for an FBI investigation. The decision to employ 
the undercover technique in this investigation was made in Febru
ary and March of 1978. The plan was to place two undercover FBI 
agents in business as an insurance bonding agency capable of writ
ing bid, payment, and performance bonds for construction projects. 
Under the bonding agency cover, the agents would have the oppor
tunity to monitor ongoing illegal activity and to obtain evidence of 
fraud and labor racketeering violations. The aims were ambitious 
and wide-ranging. Frontload offered the prospect of giving the FBI 
inside information on "the degree and scope of organized crime 
control of the construction projects and related public corruption." 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 7 (testimony of Oliver B. 
Revell).) The FBI also anticipated that there could be "a degree of 
participation in these illegal activities with the targets of the inves
tigation under standards which would avoid entrapment." (Letter 
from FBI Director William H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. 
Mathias, Jr. (Nov. 8, 1982).) 

The role of informant Howard in the operation was not actually 
to write bonds, but only to "have the apparent authority in order 
to provide the undercover agents and Howard an entree into the 
organized crime elements in the construction industry." (Id.) To set 
up their bonding agency front, the FBI agents sought the assist
ance of Maurice Greenberg, President of the American Internation
al Group ("AIG"), who agreed to help establish the agents and 
Howard in the bonding business. Greenberg suggested using the 
New Hampshire Insurance Company ("NHIC"), a member of the 
American International Group, for this, purpose because it was the 
only one of the AIG's subsidiaries that had written performance 
bonds, although it had not done so in recent years. Discussions 
then began between the President of NHIC and the FBI agents and 
Howard, who already had his own company in Illinois, Northfield 
Associates. It was agreed that Northfield Associates would be ap
pointed bonding agent for NHIC, and the undercover agents would 
play the role of NHIC's marketing representatives. The insurance 
company and its President, Carl Barton, would not profit from the 
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arrangement-their motive was responsible citizenship. (Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 8 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

As approved by the FBI Associate Director in late March 1978 
Frontload offered a complicated scenario covering diverse geo
graphic locations. Four FBI field offices had been involved-the 
New York and New Jersey offices where the targets of the oper
ation were located and the Indiana and Illinois offices that had pre
viously handled the informant. Howard's bon.ding company was 
based in Chicago and would serve as a front for the operation in 
New York and New Jersey. 

In these circumstances, informant Howard persuaded an official 
of NHIC to provide him a corporate seal and all the necessary 
forms, documents, and power of attorney to write bonds unilateral
ly. NHIC acted in good faith, but without the FBI's knowlege. By 
the end of May 1978, Howard had written his own performance 
bonds totalling several million dollars. Howard's fraud was discov
ered on May 30, 1978. NHIC disclaimed the bonds he had written, 
and civil suits were filed against the insurance company by persons 
whom Howard had defrauded. (ld. at 8-9 (testimony of Oliver B. 
Revell).) Howard appears to have believed that, given the dispersed 
locations involved, he could operate independently without being 
detected by either the FBI agents in New York responsible for his 
supervision or by NHIC, which was not otherwise engaged in the 
bonding business. 

The Frontload investigation did not end when Howard ceased to 
be an informant. A major subject of the investigation was convicted 
of conspiracy charges and agreed to testify against others. Aided by 
his testimony, the government secured the conviction of twelve 
public officials and organized crime figures. The officials included 
the Mayor, the Deputy Chief of Police, and the School Board Presi
dent of Union City, New Jersey. (ld. at 9 (testimony of Oliver B. 
Revell).) In August 1978 Norman Howard was charged with four 
counts of interstate transportation of stolen property and fraud 
against the government for insurance fraud unre12ted to Frontload. 
According to the FBI, he was not prosecuted on fraud charges re
lating to Frontload "because of the pending nature of the criminal 
investigation at that time." (Letter from FBI Director William H. 
Webster to Senator Charles MeC. Mathias, Jr. (Nov. 8, 1982).) 

Perhaps as important as the criminal convictions associated with 
Frontload was the question of liability of the New~Hampshire In
surance Company, whose President had agreed to assist the FBI as 
a matter of civic duty. NHIC contended that the subject of indem
nification was discussed as early as March 1, 1978, when Howard 
and the two FBI agents were introduced to the President of the 
company, Carl Barton. According to Barton, he brought up the sub
ject of indemnification at that time in the event that any of the 
bonds written by Howard went "sour." The first written record 
concerning indemnification was a letter of April 13, 1978, sent to 
an FBI agent in Chicago enclosing an indemnification agreement. 
This was followed by a draft FBI letter to Barton. The FBI's posi
tion is that no "formal agreements" regarding indemnification 
were reached as a result of these negotiations before discovery of 
Howard's fraud on May 30, 1978. (ld.) 

14-618 0 - 83 - 22 
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As noted in the discussion of the Select Committee's legislative 
recommendations, the FBI does not have clear statutory authority 
to enter into indemnification agreements with cooperating parties, 
like the New Hampshire Insurance Company, who may confront fi
nancial risks if they decide to assist an FBI undercover operation. 
Express statutory indemnification authority is required so that gov
ernment agencies do not have unlimited power to enter into agree
ments making the government liable for damages in an unlimited 
amount. This situation should be distinguished from a decision by 
the government to save a cooperating party from financial losses 
after they have occurred and can be measured. 

In Frontload the Attorney General made such a decision. Follow
ing a meeting on March 21, 1979, between FBI Director Webster 
and Attorney General Griffin B. Bell, it was decided that the 
United States would protect NHIC from financial losses arising out 
of Frontload. The formal decision was embodied in a letter of April 
11, 1979, from Associate Attorney General Michael H. Egan offer
ing to allow the United States to be impleaded as a third party in 
the civil actions related to Frontload in order that the United 
States could defend the New Hampshire Insurance Company and 
pay any judgments against it. (Id.) At one point the government's 
potential liability amounted to millions of dollars. With most of the 
suits settled or dismissed, the actual cost to the government has to
talled about $825,000. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 9 (testi
mony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

In retrospect, FBI officials admitted that they knew of the poten
tial for Howard to turn sour as an informant. But by every meas
ure undl;lf FBI guidelines, he was suitable. Even though he was a 
convicted criminal, Howard had provided reliable information in 
previous cases. Before his role in Frontload took shape, Howard's 
allegations about organized crime involvement in the construction 
industry in New York and New Jersey were corroborated by the 
FBI offices in those districts. An office that had used Howard over 
a period of years was asked to evaluate his performance and said 
he had been productive. All the FBI offices recommended his con
tinued use as an informant, and the New York and Newark offices 
"heartily endorsed" Frontload as both Iinecessary" and "viable." 
(Id. at 24.) 

The main flaw in Frontload was the complexity and geographical 
dispersion of the operation, which allowed the informant to use the 
scenario for his own criminal activities. The lessons of Frontload 
are, therefore, comparable to those of Abscam insofar as both oper
ations demonstrate the need for stricter supervision of informants 
who are convicted criminals. 

Frontload also stands as a warning of the risks that cooperating 
parties must run if they agree to assist the FBI undercover oper
ations in the absence of a reasonable assurance of indemnification 
for losses resulting from that cooperation. On the one hand, Front
load demonstrates that the Department of Justice will in compel
ling cases assume the financial responsibility and represent a coop
erating party in court. On the other hand, Frontload shows the 
need for legislation to give the FBI express statutory authority to 
enter into indemnification agreements in advance, with reasonable 
safeguards against over-commitment. The United States govern-
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ment cannot continue to ask law-abiding citizens like Maurice 
Greenberg and Carl Barton to put the financial safety of their busi
ness firms on the line for the sake of stronger law enforcement 
without more adequate assurances that the government will pro
tect their interests. 

II. LABOU 

The FBI undercover operation code-named Labou clearly exem
plifies the growing pains involved in expanding such operations 
during the late 1970s. It was the FBI's first attempt to manage a 
legitimate business enterprise of substantial magnitude. 

With the help of an independent businessman, the FBI formed 
its own construction company as a means of investigating possible 
construction fraud in the Washington, D.C., area. Because of the 
FBI's inexperience with the management of construction compa
nies, mistakes were made in controlling overhead and too much 
money was spent. Some of the personnel involved had to be re
placed and more stringent management controls were imposed. FBI 
Assistant Director Oliver B. Revell testified before the Select Com
mittee that in Labou the FBI "bit off more than we could chew at 
that time" and that the operation "taught us institutionally how to 
deal with these major, significant problems." (Se1. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 21, 1982, at 9-11, 30 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) The 
record of Labou is equally important for Congress to understand as 
it seeks to assess FBI undercover operations and as it continues to 
appropriate funds for them. 

The origins of Labou tell a great deal about the FBI as an organi
zation during the period when Abscam and other controversial un
dercover operations, such as Frontload, were initiated. Political sci
entist James Q. Wilson has recounted how, during 1977-78, "pres
sure inside the Bureau to develop major white-collar crime cases 
mounted." He attributes this pressure partly to Director Clarence 
M. Kelley's allocation of more resources to one FBI field office that 
had been a laboratory for an experiment in focusing investigative 
efforts on "quality" racketeering and corruption cases. Wilson also 
cites congressional criticism of the FBI at that time for its alleged 
reluctance to get involved in more complex white-collar crime 
cases. 2 In this atmosphere Judge William H. Webster succeeded 
Clarence Kelley as FBI Director and, within a few months after 
taking office, approved the most complex and expensive undercover 
operation in the FBI's history-Labou. 

Members of the Select Committee questioned FBI representatives 
about the basis for undertaking Labou. Assistant Director Revell's 
prepared statement regarding Labou described it as "predicated on 
reports from several FBI informants, and a review of the fIles of 
our Washington Field Office." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982), at 
10 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) When questioned, however, 
Revell turned to former FBI official Bob A. Ricks, General Counsel 
at DEA, who had been an agent in the FBI Legal Counsel Division 
with responsibility for legal and procedural matters involving 
Labou at its inception. Ricks later became a field supervisor in the 

2Wilson, supra page 2 note 5, at 1-3, 8-9, 13 (1980). 
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Washington Field Office with direct supervisory responsibilities 
over Labou and other investigations. (ld. at 3-4 (testimony of 
Oliver B. Revell).) Ricks testified that Labou was not started as the 
result of an informant. Ricks explained, 

What happened was the Washington Field Office on 
their own initiative set about to find out what the prevail
ing crime problem was in the area. They contacted, as we 
said, sources. Now, those sources were, in most;- cases, le
gitimate business-people, people we have had contact with 
in the past. They also contacted the United States Attor
ney's Office to see what the prevailing criminal problem~ 
what major white-collar crime problem did we have. This 
was a new priority in the FBI, so they were seeking to ad
dress that problem, trying to determine what the major 
white-collar crime problem was, and the source in this 
case, Muffoletto, was only brought into the operation after 
we went out and sought his assistance. He did not init.iate 
this operation. (ld. at 25 (testimony of Bob A. Ricks).) 

A member of the Select Committee asked if the FBI just said, 
"Well, here is Washington. There is bound to be some criminal ac
tivity going on here. Let us search around and see if we can find 
out what it is." Ricks replied, 

Well, what they attempted to do was exactly what any 
resourceful FBI Agent should do, and that is to find out 
what your criminal problem is. It was not, IILet us open up 
a fishing expedition and throw out a net and see what we 
might catch." It was going through the files, trying to ad~ 
dress problems, complaints, talking to informed people to 
determine what really was the major white-collar crime 
problem in the area. The white-collar crime in many cases 
was new to the FBI. We had addressed it on the surface, 
but never had we attempted to penetrate many of the 
areas of white-collar crime previously. (Id. at 26-27 (testi
mony of Bob A. Ricks).) 

Assistant Director Revell added, after stressing the difficulty of 
getting Ilinside information" about consensual crimes, that the sce
nario was based on "general intelligence that this is an ongoing 
practice." He went on to state, 

We have had other cases where, in essence, our anten
nae picked up some vibrations, and we set about to follow 
those vibrations, and in doing so, we established a scenario 
to test that intelligence, and once we found it was accu
rate, we proceeded. (ld. at 27 (testimony of Oliver B. 
Revell).) 

It was on this basis that the FBI proceeded to put the Labou sce
nario into effect. 

After Director Webster approved Labou in August 1978 funds 
were budgeted for an elaborate facade, including construction of
fices, and for renovating two houses. At the FBI's request, Richard 
Muffoletto, an independent businessman who had assisted the FBI 
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with cases in New York involving kickbacks to prominent officials 
for construction contracts, agreed to help with Labou. The initial 
plan was for Muffoletto to be the sole owner of the company; but 
his inability to obtain bonding on a short-term basis made it neces
sary for the FBI to become coindemnitor of all projects awarded. 
This resulted in the FBI's assuming ownership of the construction 
company. (Id. at 10 (tl;jstimony of Oliver B. Revell).) The initial 
budget request that was proposed was for $305,320; but by the time 
the formal request for approval was made several months later, 
that had increased to $899,914. Former Agent Ricks testified that 
the original submission was Ilperhaps not totally realistic" and was 
"probably over-optimistic." The agents proposing the operation "de
cided that they needed a number of more undercover agents, they 
needed additional support for those agents, including the resi
dences involved, cars, wardrobes .... " They expected that the con
struction company "would be self-sustaining within about a six 
month period-which was totally unrealistic." (Id. at 55 (testimony 
of Bob A. Ricks).) In the end, the total net cost to the FBI for Labou 
came out to be $1.3 million. (Id. at 65 (testimony of Bob A. Ricks).) 
Assistant Director Revell added that, although Muffoletto was an 
expert in the construction business, the FBI Ilsimply ... did not 
anticipate all that might be involved." (Id. at 65 (testimony of 
Oliver B. Revell).) 

As described by former Agent Ricks, Labou was an administra
tive nightmare from the beginning and was almost as complicated 
to stop as it was to start. He testified, 

What we learned was that we were spending 99 percent 
of our time initially, trying to get a company going. All of 
our energies were absorbed by just maintaining the thing, 
keeping it afloat. There was little time left to go out and 
actually investigate. . . . We found our people, in some 
cases, were only getting two, three, four hours' sleep a 
night; they had no time left. The cooperative source, he 
could go on three hours' sleep a night. He would work 14, 
15 hours a day at the job, and they would try to meet with 
subjects until two or three o'clock in the morning, and had 
to go back to work at seven. You cannot go on that sched
ule very long without burning out. (Id. at 57--58 (testimony 
of Bob A. Ricks).) 

The inability to use Labou facilities fully for investigative pur
poses led to the one linkage between Abscam and Labou. Assistant 
Director Revell denied charges that a Georgetown townhouse ob
tained for Labou was used for Abscam to hide financial losses in
curred in Labou. He explained that the facility "was not being to
tally utilized" and ttcomported with the scenario" in Abscam. As a 
supervisor involved with both operations, Agent Ricks had "sug_ 
gested to the two entities that they might want to utilize this par
ticular resource." According to Assistant Director Revell, "There 
was never a mixing of the subjects of the cases, there was never a 
mixing of the cases themselves. The facilities of one case were used 
to augmeJ'l.t and to assist in the operation of the other." (Id. at 60-
61 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 
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Former Agent Ricks explained the one qualification to that gen
eral statement. Agent Amoroso used the construction company in 
Labou to enhance his credibility for Abscam. Ricks stated, 

What we did, if they did any checking at all, of the sub
jects, they would learn it was Olympic Construction that 
was behind the house where they were meeting. So it was 
decided that the sheik would have the story that he had 
bought the construction company; he was looking for con
tracts in the Washington, D.C. area .... At one point in 
the operation, we were thinking-we had some leads in 
the New York-New Jersey area regarding construction, 
and in fact, Amoroso did throw out the proposition that 
they had a construction company that was willing to do 
some work in the area. We ran out of time, and that was 
never followed up on, but occasionally, it did come up. (Id. 
at 61-62 (testimony of Bob A. Ricks).) 

The Select Committee found nothing to indicate that availability 
of the unused Georgetown townhouse acquired for Labou substan
tially affected the course of the Abscam operation. If that facility 
had not been available, another location would probably have been 
found. Moreover, use of the Labou townhouse for Abscam made 
more efficient use of FBI resources than would have been the case 
if the two operations had been entirely separate. 3 

As for the investigative side of Labou, the undercover FBI agents 
and Muffoletto sought to create opportunities for illegal conduct by 
suspected con men, financiers, and persons associated with all as
pects of the construction trade. The scenario was based on the 
premise that, in order to penetrate ongoing corruption in the con
struction industry, it was necessary to compete with corrupt com
panies on an equal footing and to be invited into ongoing conspi
racies. The undercover company was portrayed in construction in
dustry circles as being corrupt, with a financial statement of suspi
cious origin, which gave corrupt individuals the opportunity to 
enter into an illegal relationship with the company. (Letter from 
FBI Director William H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. Ma
thias, Jr. (Nov. 8, 1982).) 

The one criminal case resulting from Labou led to the convic
tions of a major contractor, the bonding manager of Allstate Insur
ance Company, and a Certified Public Accountant ("CPA") whose 
"bust out" scheme could have cost as much as $50 million. A simi
lar operation by the same contractor had caused another insurance 
company to lose an estimated $10 million. The "bust out" scheme 
required the CPA to furnish fraudulent financial statements so the 
contractor could obtain a greater bonding line. The bonding man
ager, as a result of bribes paid to him by the contractor, would 
issue performance and payment bonds. The contractor intended to 
build up his work on hand sUbstantially and siphon off money from 
his business by transferring the funds to a consulting company in 
the Bahamas, which would make a transfer of funds to accounts in 

3 The FBI states that activity at the townhouse "oftentimes became quite hectic with meet
ings alternating between subjects of the Abscam investigation and the Labou operation." (Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 11 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 
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Lichtenstein. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 11-12 (testimony 
of Oliver B. Revell).) 

Extensive and complex negotiations were required for the FBI to 
dispose of its ownership of Olympic Construction Company on June 
30, 1980. The FBI had always intended that it would end up as 
Muffoletto's company. At the start Muffoletto had said he wanted 
to organize a company in Washington, D.C., and the FBI had no 
desire to continue to run a construction company. In determining 
the purchase price to be paid by Muffoletto for the company, the 
FBI found it difficult to calculate exactly what the FBI had put 
into the company for cover purposes to build a facade and what the 
FBI had contributed as working capital. The FBI could ask Muffo
letto to pay for only the working capital that exceeded the ex
penses the FBI incurred for investigative purposes. The company 
had never made a profit because of the enormous overhead ex
penses. (Id. at 63-64 (testimony of Bob A. Ricks).) 

At the Select Committee's request, the FBI submitted detailed in
formation on the financial arrangements with Muffoletto. The ini
tial agreement called for him to be paid a salary (from Olympic 
Construction's gross receipts) at an annual rate of $72,000. Addi
tionally, he was furnished an automobile and paid transportation 
expenses associated with his commuting between Washington, D.C., 
and New York. After June 1979 his salary was paid by Olympic 
Construction Corporation rather than by the FBI. 

The sale of the firm to Muffoletto at the end of the operation was 
not considered to be part of his compensation. He paid the FBI 
$70,000 in cash and forgave the FBI's'share on the cost of a com
puter valued at $22,773. At the time of the sale, the principal value 
of the company was in contracts being performed, many of which 
had little in the way of profit remaining. The FBI considered the 
principal asset, therefore, to be the company's "good will," all of 
which had been established through the efforts of Muffoletto. Over 
the course of the operation, the firm had used all the profits from 
its construction projects to finance the undercover operation and to 
pay for the company's overhead. All the funds generated had been 
reinvested into the company, and no surplus remained at the time 
of the sale. The $70,000 paid by Muffoletto was returned to the 
Treasury of the United States as miscellaneous receipts. (Letter 
from FBI Director William H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. 
Mathias, Jr. (Nov. 8, 1982).) 

As for the FBI's conduct in Labou, the emphasis by FBI officials 
on financial and management problems tends to obscure one of the 
most significant features of the operation-the absence of reason
able suspicion that a particular crime was being committed by 
identifiable persons. All the FBI had was "general intelligence" or, 
as Assistant Director Revell put it, Itvibrations" picked up by "our 
antennae." The 'Select Committee recognizes that the undercover 
technique may be employed in the absence of particular suspects, 
so long as there is a reasonable suspicion that a pattern of criminal 
activity is underway in a particular area. But "vibrations" or "gen
eral intelligence" do not constitute reasonable suspicion. 

A good example of an operation that met the reasonable suspi
cion standard, but did not focus initially on particular suspects, 
was discussed by Assistant Director Revell. Operation Corcom was 
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set up in Oklahoma to determine the truth of information the FBI 
had received about widespread corruption practices among vendors 
and county commissioners. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 28 
(testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

Director Webster testified before the Subcommittee on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights of the House Committee on the Judiciary 
that in many investigations of consensual white-collar crimes, the 
FBI coes not have "clear evidence that someone is engaging in" a 
specific cdminal activity. He stated, "What you have is a smell. 
You have people who talk about it and talk around it and the tend
ency in our investigations is to focus upon this kind of activity, 
rather than upon particular individuals and create a setting in 
which these alle?;ations, or smells if you want to call it, either are 
true or not true. ' Director Webster said this was "largely true" in 
the Oklahoma situation where the FBI had "no clear evidence as 
such, but a clear kind of smell." The FBI established a business to 
learn more about the alleged corrupt practices and to participat.e in 
those practices. To start with, however, the FBI "did not have ... 
particular candidates." (House Jud. Subcomm. Hrg., Apr. 29, 1982, 
at 46-47 (testimony of William H. Webster).) 

Labou differed from Corcom in Oklahoma because the FBI did 
not have the same kind of articulable basis for its suspicion that a 
particular type of criminal activity was underway. The "general in
telligence" available to the FBI at the outset of Labou did not meet 
the standard that was satisfied by the specific allegations in 
Corcom. FBI policies and current FBI guidelines require that, when 
there is no reasonable suspicion of likely criminal conduct by an 
individual, there must be reasonable suspicion of a pattern of 
criminal activity in the area. (Se1. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 29 
(testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) FBI officials testified that they 
would not initiate an operation like Labou today on the basis of the 
type of information that triggered that operation in 1978. (Id. at 57 
(testimony of Bob A. Ricks); id. at 59 (testimony of Oliver B. 
Revell).) 

Nonetheless, Labou and Corcom demonstrate that the FBI re
quires the authority to initiate undercover operations without 
having a particular suspect in mind, so long as there are safe
guards to prevent "fishing ex~editions." This requirement is re
flected in the Select Committee s recommendations. FBI officials do 
not need the power to conduct undercover operations vv!:~out rea
sonable suspicion, despite their references to "vibrations" or 
"smells." Their testimony acknowledges the need to articulate a 
reasonable factual basis for suspecting that a pattern of criminal 
activity is underway. In Labou the information was too diffuse and 
ambiguous to provide a reasonable basis for the operation that was 
developed and approved. This does not mean the FBI must have in
formation pinpointing an individual suspect. Rather, it shows the 
desirability of following the model of Corcom where a credible indi
vidual provided more specific information about a particular type 
of suspected crime. 

Finally, Labou demonstrated vividly to FBI policymakers the 
need for more stringent management controls over proprietary 
business firms used as cover for investigative operations. Former 
Agent Ricks testified, 
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If we are going to establish something this large, we had 
numerous discussions that it should only be where the tar
gets are of such magnitude, are well-known, and we really 
are ready, willing, and able to address these with all the 
personnel needed, and the resources. But it must be on a 
truly selective case. This would not be something that 
anyone would approve routinely now. We have had a 
couple of instances where they have come in, and we 
demand an enormous amount of information before such a 
thing would be given consideration. Usually, they are 
knocked out of the box, and as a result of the Labou oper
ation, and rightly so, because we want to know what com
mitment they have. (Id. at 57 (testimony of Bob A. Ricks).) 

The experience with Labou does not negate the value of using 
proprietary business cover, but it does underscore the need for cau
tion. As Assistant Director Revell testified, "That does not mean 
that we cannot use a proprietary in a much simpler context, in a 
much more restrained context, and that it is not effective. In fact, 
it has been very effective for us in many cases." (Id. at 59 (testimo
ny of Oliver B. Revell).) With the management practices now in 
place, the FBI should have the statutory authority to establish pro
prietary business firms within the framework recommended by the 
Select Committee. 

III. BUYIN 

Operation Buyin occurred in the State of Washington at about 
the same time as Frontload, Labou, and Abscam. Because its scale 
was much smaller and its objectives more limited, Buyin did not 
produce the kinds of problems that these other operations exhibit
ed. In many respects, it typifies the successful use of undercover 
techniques against white-collar crime and political corruption. 

The FBI undercover agents in Buyin did not rely on an inform
ant to play a key role in the operation. Instead, the undercover 
agents dealt directly with a corrupt, unwitting middleman who put 
the agents in contact with state legislators willing to sell their 
office. Buyin resulted in the conviction of the middleman (a lobby
ist) and the Speaker of the House and Majority Leader of the 
Senate in the Washington state legislature. Overall, the undercover 
phase of Buyin lasted for 16 months and changed its direction from 
the initial target of municipal corruption to a substantially 
different focus on state legislators. 

While Buyin was generally successful and comparatively well
managed, the Select Committee found that it illustrates several 
major policy issues with regard to undercover operations. Specifi
cally, the operation highlights the ambiguities in the FBI guide
lines for undercover operations that involve public officials and for 
operations that substantially change direction. Although the guide
lines were not in effect at the time of Buyin, these issues would 
have arisen even if the operation had been governed by the current 
guidelines. Buyin also sheds more light on the question of the 
amount of information needed to establish reasonable suspicion as 
the threshold for initiating an operation or changing its direction 
sUbstantially. 
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In July 1978 the FBI's Seattle Field Office asked FBI HQ for per
mission to begin the undercover operation that came to be called 
Buyin. The request was based on information provided to the FBI 
by state and local authorities. An undercover Washington state 
police officer had reported an allegation that a city official was ac
cepting bribes to permit illegal gambling to operate openly and to 
support the enactment of legislation by the state legislature to le
galize gambling. A local police informant had alleged that this 
same public official had received illegally the proceeds of a $20,000 
loan acquired by a cardroom owner. The scenario proposed by the 
Seattle FBI Field Office was for an undercover FBI agent to invest 
money in a cardroom in Washington, with the understanding that 
casino gambling and slot machines eventually would be legalized. 
It was expected that the city official would offer to assist in run
ning the cardroom in return for kickbacks. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 
21, 1982, at 4-5, 16-17 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

The FBI HQ Supervisor for Buyin, Special Agent J. Harper 
Wilson, testified that the Seattle office was allowed to go ahead be
cause FBI HQ permission was not required to operate the very lim
ited undercover activity that it was proposing, aimed at the local 
official. (Id. at 16 (testimony of J. Harper Wilson).) Assistant Direc
tor Oliver B. Revell explained that, under current policies and 
guidelines as well as the policies in effect in 1978, prior notice to 
FBI HQ is not required. He stated: 

We can have a one-time contact, either by an informant 
or by an undercover agent, with an official or with a 
public employee about which we have received information 
that they were involved in corrupt activities and would be 
interested in accepting a bribe for illegal purposes, and 
carry that out at the level of the SAC only with a post-no
tification requirement to FBI Headquarters. (Id. at 17 (tes
timony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

It made no difference that the public official was a city mayor. 
Nor would it make a difference under current guidelines, as inter
preted by the FBI with the tacit acquiescence of the Attorney Gen
eral. 

Testifying about the guidelines generally, Assistant Director 
Revell was asked about a provision in the Attorney General's 
guidelines for undercover operations requiring that any proposed 
investigation of possible corrupt action by a public official be ap
proved by the Undercover Operations Review Committee at FBI 
HQ. Such operations are considered "sensitive circumstances" 
under the guidelines. Assistant Director Revell explained that the 
FBI defined "public official" to exclude many types of officials at 
state and local government levels. The FBI's definition was submit
ted to the Attorney General in mid-1981 and was adopted by the 
FBI "subject to any correction or redirection by the Attorney Gen
eral." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 20, 1982, at 51-52 (testimony of Oliver 
B Revell).) The FBI's rationale for this modification or clarification 
of the guidelines was that an "operational definition" was needed. 
Revell stated: 
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Certainly, public official does not mean all three million 
public employees in the United States. Therefore, it was 
essential that we have an operational definition which 
was, of course, approved by various departmental officials 
before it was sent to the department, including those mem« 
bel's of the review committee, including the chief of the 
Public Integrity Section. (Id. at 53.) 

Admitting that the definition was "not meant to be set in con~ 
crete," Revell suggested that more categories such as state legisla~ 
tors "should be incorporated as a public official" requiring approv .. 
al by the Undercover Operations Review Committee. Nevertheless, 
he insisted that without an operational definition the guidelines 
would be "unworkable." (Id. at 53-54.) 

Shortly after the undercover agent in Buyin began playing the 
role of representative of a California gambling enterprise, he met a 
lobbyist who said he was in a position to introduce the undercover 
agent to the Speaker of the House and the Majority Leader of the 
Senate in the state legislature. The lobbyist, who thought he was 
talking with a representative of gambling interests, said the two 
legislators would be willing to introduce and support the desired 
gambling legislation if they could benefit personally. (SeL Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 5 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) The lobby« 
ist also indicated that the original suspect-the mayor-was not in 
a position to do what the allegations indicated he said he could do. 
(Id. at 16 (testimony of J. Harper Wilson).) Based on this informa
tion, the Seattle Field Office decided to change the direction of 
Buyin from the local official to the state legislators. As with the 
initiation of the operation, Review Committee approval was not re
quired for this shift, nor would it be required under current guide
lines. 

The undercover operations guidelines do not require the approval 
of the Review Committee for changes in the investigative direction 
of an operation unless new "sensitive circumstances" are involved. 
Because the state legislators who became suspects in Buyin were 
not "public officials" as defined by the FBI, even if the guidelines 
had been in effect, the decision to focus on them could have been 
made without Review Committee approvaL However, if the magni
tude or targets of the operation had been such as to require initial 
Review Committee approval under the guidelines, Assistant Direc
tor Revell testified that a "significant change in direction" would 
have required Review Committee approval. The guidelines them
selves require such approval only if new "sensitive circumstances" 
arise; but Revell said that the FBI's internal investigative policies 
and practices require FBI HQ approval of any other significant 
change in investigative direction. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 20, 1982, 
at 68-72 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

As it developed, in Buyin, the Seattle Field Office had to notify 
FBI HQ of new developments in thE' operation at almost the same 
time as the change in direction-but not because the focus changed 
from municipal corruption to leaders of the state legislature. ·In
stead, FBI internal procedures required field offices to obtain FBI 
HQ approval for the expenditure or more than $1,000 for an oper
ation; and the Seattle office proposed that $8,500 be authorized for 
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use as a "consultation fee" to pay the lobbyist who was offering to 
act as a middleman. The FBI undercover agent wanted to give the 
lobbyist the money to "spread around" to unnamed individuals ba
sically at his discretion. Approval by the Undercover Operations 
Review Committee was also required because the Seattle office pro
posed to deposit the money in a bank account, which could be done 
only if the Attorney General certified that a waiver of federal stat
utes barring deposit of public funds in banks was necessary for the 
operation. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 33-35 (testimony of 
J. Harper Wilson).) 

Agent Wilson, the FBI HQ supervisor who handled Buyin, testi
fied that this request from the Seattle office in September 1978 was 
not approved by the Review Committee until January 1979. The 
reason for the delay was that FBI HQ officials who looked at the 
request found that 'lit did not have the merit that it needed" to jus
tify the changes proposed in the operation. Agent Wilson described 
these changes as "an escalation" involving both Ilhigh level" offi
cials and a Ilionger term operation." Before sending the proposal to 
the Review Committee, FBI HQ officials asked the Seattle Field 
Office to make efforts to corroborate the allf)gations made by the 
lobbyist-middleman that the leaders of the state legislature would 
take a bribe. Consequently, meetings were arranged between the 
undercover FBI agents and the two state legislators. The turning 
point came in December 1978 when the Speaker of the House of 
the state legislature told the undercover agents that he would be 
willing to discuss his influence for a price. He made the statement, 
"You don't buy people anymorej you just rent them." (Id. at 19 
(testimony of J. Harper Wilson).) 

Although FBI HQ authorized the Seattle Field Office to pay the 
Itspread around" money to the middleman, it was not until much 
later that the undercover agents were authorized to offer bribes di
rectly to the state legislators. The FBI did not rely on the word of 
the corrupt middleman in making this decision, even though he 
was a close personal friend of one of the legislators. Neither the 
middleman nor the legislators had any past record of criminality, 
and the middleman had a reputation in the state as being an effec
tive lobbyist for various causes. The FBI had no "track record" 
against which to evaluate the lobbyist's statements to the under
cover agents that the legislators were corrupt. (Id. at 19-21 (testi
mony of J. Harper Wilson and Oliver B. Revell).) The FBI's deci
sion to insist on corroboration of the allegations by an untested 
middleman before authorizing the offer of a bribe in Buyin stands 
in contrast to the contemporaneous practice in Abscam. (See pages 
68-71 supra.) 

The divergent approaches followed in Buyin and Abscam indicate 
that, in the 1978-79 period, there was no consensus within the FBI 
as to what was sufficient to establish the reasonable suspicion 
needed for the use of intrusive undercover techniques. Buyin dem
onstrated that, with careful supervision from headquarters, the 
FBI could proceed step-by-step from less intrusive to more intrusive 
urtdercover methods as the initial allegations received more solid 
corroboration. The first information from the middleman naming 
the two leaders of the legislature as corrupt did not lead at once to 
the offer of a bribe. Instead, the middleman's corrupt intentions 
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were tested by the offer of Iispread around" money; and the legisla
tors were contacted directly by the undercover agents to get the 
necessary assurances that they would sell their office. Only after 
passing through each of these stages did the Undercover Oper
ations Review Committee approve payment of money to the two 
legislators. The standard of Ilreasonable suspicion" was applied at 
each stage: It was reasonable to employ less sensitive methods on 
the basis of the initial information, and additional facts were ar
ticulated as the basis for using more intrusive techniques that 
posed greater risks to the privacy and reputation of suspects who 
might (as happened in some instances in Abscam) have had no 
criminal intent. Indeed, the statement of the Speaker of the House 
of the state legislature could be viewed as establishing a more 
stringent probable cause showing. 

In sum, Buyin demonstrates that the FBI can conduct a success
ful undercover operation against political corruption entirely 
within the framework recommended by the Select Committee. Al
though the standards and procedures followed in Buyin were not in 
many respects required by the formal regulations then in effect, 
FBI officials using good judgment and common sense made reason
able decisions. Sometimes those decisions were triggered by artifi
cial considerations, such as the narrow technical legal question of 
opening a bank account. It would be far better for the standards 
and guidelines to embody reasonable requirements, based on expe
rience, rather than to depend on the vagaries of administrative 
performance. 

The only difference that would have occurred if Buyin followed 
the Select Committee's recommendations involves the role of FBI 
HQ in the initial decision to begin the operation and in the deci
sion to change its targets. Allegations against city mayors and state 
legislators deserve careful headquarters scrutiny before they 
become the basis for directing undercover operations against such 
individuals. Buyin would have been just as successful if that princi
ple had been followed. 

IV. LOBSTER 

The Select Committee and the FBI agree that Operation Lobster 
was, as FBI Assistant Director Oliver B. Revell testified, Iia text
book example of how successful the undercover technique can be." 
(Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 12 (testimony of Oliver B. 
Revell).) It was undertaken in 1977, at an early stage in the devel
opment of FBI undercover programs and before such controversial 
operations as Abscam, Frontload, and Labou. The FBI and the Mas
sachusetts state police worked together to plan and implement Lob
ster, which was funded with about $500,000 by the Law Enforce
ment Assistance Administration CILEAA"). Such joint federal-state 
operations supported by LEAA in the mid-1970s provided the FBI 
its first extensive experience with undercover operations. {See 
pages 40-4~ supra.) In many respects the FBI's outstanding con
duct in Lobster gave the Select Committee a model against which 
to assess some aspects of Abscam. 

The crime problem that Lobster was designed to combat involved 
extensive freight hijackings in New England, which were directly 
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and immediately harmful to the trucking indust.ry. Organized 
crime groups and others were able to steal entire tractor trailer 
loads of valuable cargo. The FBI had information suggesting that 
employees of the victim companies arranged the crimes and the de
tails for disposing of the stolen property in advance. Initially, the 
FBI planned to make a warehouse available to the thieves where 
they could store the stolen property and arrange for its sale and 
delivery. The role of the FBI agents and state police officers would 
be limited to staking out the premises and trying to identify the 
criminals. Evidence would also be collected through court-ordered 
wiretaps. and electronic surveillance of the building. However, the 
plan was sufficiently flexible to permit using an undercover agent 
when the opportunity presented itself. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept.. 21, 
1982, at 12-13 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

When the FBI changed the scenario and placed undercover 
agents in the warehouse, an informant was used to introduce the 
undercover agents to many of the early subjects of the operation. 
After these initial introductions, the need for informants dimin
ished because the initial subjects began introducing new subjects to 
the undercover agents. Under the scenario, the primary undercover 
agent posed as a salvage broker dealing in stolen or hijacked truck
loads of merchandise. His warehouse was portrayed as a "safe 
drop," which was attractive to the hijack gangs. After initial in
formant introductions had been made and initial subjects had ob
served the warehouse, these individuals spread the word among 
other criminals. Consequently, the undercover agents could more 
or less wait to be contacted. (Letter from FBI Director William H. 
Webster to Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. (Nov. 8, 1982).) 

In some instances, however, the undercover agent's role was 
more active. Where certain subjects had been determined to be pre
disposed, the agent would solicit stolen goods from them or sell 
them purportedly stolen goods with an eye towards "having the 
favor returned." (Id.) His role was not to solicit particular types of 
stolen goods, because the type of property had no bearing on 
making a prosecutable case. Nevertheless, he did clearly indicate 
he was interested in buying entire loads as opposed to single items. 
(Id.) 

The undercover agent's control of the warehouse facilitated con
sensual monitoring. When the thieves brought their stolen mer
chandise to the warehouse to sell to the undercover agent, the FBI 
recorded the entire transaction on video and audio tape. In this re
spect Lobster was a form of "sting" operation comparable to small
er scale joint FBI-local police fencing operations funded by LEAA 
in several parts of the country during that period. Unlike an ordi
nary sting, however, Lobster involved extensive criminal enter
prises. It resulted in the recovery of over $3 million in stolen prop
erty and the arrest of more than two dozen persons. Eventually, 57 
defendants were convicted in federal and state courts, including six 
La Cosa Nostra associates and six members of the "Winter Hill 
Gang," which was notorious in the New England area. The impact 
on the truck hijacking problem was dramatic. From March 1977 to 
June 1978 there were 67 hijackings and thefts of tractor trailer
loads in New England. From March 1979 through April 1980, there 
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were only six. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, at 13 (testimony of 
Oliver B. Revell).) 

The success of Lobster against organized crime activities under
scores its importance as an example of an operation that could 
achieve significant results without relaxing supervision and control 
mechanisms. The documentation of Lobster was exemplary. The 
file provided to the Select Committee contained all necessary docu
mentation. In this respect, Lobster contrasts sharply with Abscam. 

In the early stages of Lobster, the special agent in charge of the 
Boston FBI Field Office sent a teletype to FBI HQ saying that, 
since the submission of the initial plans for the operation, addition
al avenues of approach were being developed. FBI HQ was in
formed that the Boston Field Office intended to expand the scope 
of the operation to include other targets from other cities. Contrary 
to the initial plan, the Boston office also intended to make greater 
use of a specific undercover technique. The field office sought FBI 
HQ approval for this expansion to additional targets from addition
al cities, and for the expanded use of a particular technique. After 
June 1977, when this teletype was sent, similar teletypes to FBI 
HQ appeared at intervals throughout the operation. By contrast, at 
several significant turning points in Abscam, there was no similar 
documentation of prompt notification of FBI HQ. (Id. at 36-38 
(counsel's reference to FBI documents).) 

In July 1977 very early in Lobster, the Boston Field Office asked 
the Legal Counsel Division at FBI HQ to provide legal guidance 
and recent court decisions on entrapment and the sale of stolen 
goods. In reply, the Legal Counsel Division sent an extensive 
memorandum on the current law in the area. No such request to 
and no similar response from the Legal Counsel Division appear in 
the Abscam documents. (Id. at 38-39.) 

Throughout Lobster, the Boston Field Office sent FBI HQ a bi
weekly summary of the operation, discussing extensively such mat
ters as uses of technical equipment, recoveries of stolen property, 
new people identified as possible targets in the prior two weeks, 
and developments regarding old targets in the prior two weeks. No 
such biweekly reports (or even monthly or bimonthly reports) of 
this nature appear in the Abscam files. (Id. at 39.) 

As the closing down of Lobster approached, the Boston Field 
Office asked FBI HQ for guidance as to the possible problems that 
could be encountered in preparing paperwork for trial, making ar
rests, handling evidence, issuing press releases, and otherwise deal
ing with press relations during the close-down phase. In response, 
FBI HQ sent several agents and a strike force attorney from 
Boston to another field office that had had experience with the 
closing down of complex undercover operations. FBI officials be
lieved that such visits had already proved "highly beneficial" in 
other cases. In Abscam, the documents do not reflect that any such 
request was made or assistance provided. (Id. at 39-40.) 

The thoroughness of the documentation in Lobster is exemplified 
by the number of written reports prepared by FBI agents on their 
conversations (FD 302s). In one four-month period in Lobster the 
agents filed 292 such reports; and in another four-month period 
they filed 464. Over the entire course of the operation, well over 
1,000 FD 302s were prepared to document virtually every conversa-
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tion that was not ·recorded on audio or video tape. Fewer than 100 
FD 302s were prepared over the two-year life span of Abscam. The 
agents in Lobster also sent memoranda to FBI HQ every month 
summarizing all consensual monitoring, identifying parties, date, 
file, and subject matter. As many, if not more, calls were recorded 
in Lobster as in Abscam. Extensive surveillance memos described 
the actions of targets after they arrived at the FBI warehouse. 
Where telephone calls were made but not recorded, extensive 
memoranda were placed in the file contemporaneously explaining 
why the calls were not recorded. 

Every 60 days FBI HQ asked the Boston Field Office to account 
for its use of the authority to employ a body recorder. The field 
office was to report: (1) whether the recordings had aided in direct
ing the course of the investigation; (2) whether the recordings had 
obtained direct evidence; (3) whether the recordings had furnished 
leads; and (4) whether the recording devices had furnished protec
tion to the user. Comparable documentation was not prepared
and apparently not requested-in Abscam. (Id. at 40-42.) 

FBI officials explained that Lobster differed from Abscam be
cause it was a centralized operation controlled by one office, cover
ing one geographical area and one type of criminal activity. Most 
of the monitoring was from a fixed location, and everyone on the 
FBI's side of the operation was an undercover special agent or 
state police officer. "Therefore," Assistant Director Revell testified, 
"it was a very controllable type of case." By comparison, Abscam 
involved a great deal of mobility and "a number of interconnecting 
spheres of influence ... not all who operated in conjunction with 
each other." Another difference was that Lobster did not receive 
the degree of FBI HQ attention that Abscam did in its later stages. 
Because Lobster was "being supervised in the field," there was doc
umentation to provide Ita post-audit type of reporting to the FBI on 
that case." Lobster was monitored by FBI HQ on "a reactive basis," 
as compared with the "continuous ongoing dialogue" between the 
field and FBI HQ in Abscam. (Id. at 42-45 (testimony of Oliver B. 
Revell).) 

Questioned about the differences between Lobster and the early 
phase of Abscam (June-December 1978) before it turned to major 
political corruption, Assistant Director Revell stated that the FBI 
"certainly would like to have all cases receive the accolades" given 
to Lobster, but that the FBI runs a wide variety of operations: 

We run about 200 undercover cases a year. Some of 
them are very complex; some of them are almost a single, 
one-time incident. You cannot anticipate which ones are 
going to turn which way at all times. So long as they com
port with those requirements of the law and the require
ments of our policy at the time, then we are satisfied. That 
does not mean that some are not better than others. (Id. at 
47-48.) 

Revell also stressed that FBI policies have changed since 
1977 -78 and that Lobster rather than' Abscam is a model for cur
rent FBI procedures: 

We do have monthly reporting requirements. We also 
have, as you know, a review by the Undercover Review 
Committee at least every six months if the investigation is 
to continue. Prior to that review by the Committee, it must 
be reviewed by the Headquarters supervisor and his section 
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chief, to determine if it will even be continued, and that is 
even preceded by the review by the SAC and the U.S. 
Attorney. After all that is done, it still has to come to me for 
my approval, and in certain very sensitive cases, it goes to 
the Director. (Id. at 48-49.) 

While unwilling to judge Abscam by the procedures and policies 
developed by the FBI since 1978, Revell emphasized that FBI under
cover operations today should be judged by the controls and safe
guards now in effect. (Id. at 49-50.) 

The Select Committee believes that Lobster does, in fact, repre
sent the FBI's current policy requirements far better than does the 
early stage of Abscam, when controls were clearly inadequate. This 
does not mean that Lobster is typical of the large undercover oper
ations the FBI conducts today. Although a major sting operation, 
Lobster was still a relatively simple scenario aimed at comparative
ly unsophisticated criminal activity. In recent years the FBI has 
undertaken far more complex operations against some of the most 
difficult targets to penetrate. For example, in Bancoshares the FBI 
formed a fictitious corporation with undercover agents posing as 
brokers willing to launder large amounts of money accumulated by 
narcotics traffickers. In Pengem the FBI established an undercover 
brokerage firm operating in the Silicon Valley of California to un
cover evidence to prosecute the receipt, sale, or counterfeiting of 
stolen electronic components and highly reliable microprocessors. 
In the interrelated Coldwater-Timber-Genus operation involving 
undercover agents in Milwaukee, Tampa, and New York City, the 
FBI successfully penetrated illegal La Cosa Nostra business deal
ings and obtained evidence of murder, loan sharking, extortion, 
and corruption. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., J'uly 20, 1982, at 27-30 (testimo
ny of Oliver B. Revell).) 

The Select Committee believes that operations such as these are, 
if properly managed and controlled, necessary for effective federal 
law enforcement. Their value may outweigh the financial harm 
that may inevitably result to innocent persons when extensive un
dercover operations are conducted to achieve their objectives 
within reasonable standards and controls. Lobster illustrates this 
dimension as well. 

At the end of Lobster it became clear to some of the trucking 
firms that the FBI had recovered their trucks as much as a year 
earlier and had not ret.urned the vehicles to their owners. The 
trucking firms were deprived of the profits they would have made 
by using the trucks for that perion, and also had to pay higher in
surance rates because of the unsolved thefts. The FBI could not 
have returned the trucks earlier without the risk of blowing the 
cover of the entire operation. The overall operation not only recov
ered some trucks that had to be held by the FBI for a long period, 
but also benefited the owners and the entire industry in the long 
run by breaking up the hijacking gangs. The FBI agent who was 
FBI HQ supervisor for Lobster testified that the FBI I'returned as 
many as we could safely, as fast as we could." (Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 21, 1982, at 52 (testimony of Richard D. Schwein).) In circum
stances such as these, some financial loss to particular persons may 
be an una voidable cost to the public of the use of undercover oper
ations to achieve more effective law enforcement. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 23 
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In egregious cases where FBI negligence results in financial 
harm to innocent third parties, the Select Committee recommends 
legislation to provide compensation. (See pages 389-96 infra.) But 
in a case like Lobster where the FBI may have adhered to reason
able standards of care, legislating such compensation would force 
FBI officials to tailor operations so as to eliminate as much as pos
sible any risk to the taxpayer that is not justified by specific antici
pated public benefits. And those decisions would be subject to after
the-fact judicial scrutiny. The inhibiting effects on vigorous and ag
gressive operations against serious crimes are too great a price to 
pay. Lobster and similar well managed and successful FBI under
cover operations demonstrate why a delicate balance must be 
struck between the imposition of reasonable standards and controls 
and the need for strong and effective tactics to combat criminal 
targets. 

V. DEA AND INS OPERATIONS 

Undercover operations by the Drug Enforcement Agenc1, 
('IDEA") and the Immigration and Naturalization Service e/INS' ) 
differ greatly from FBI undercover operations. They are smaller in 
scale and have a narrower focus on particular kinds of federal 
crimes. Neither agency has developed the skills or resources 
needed for more elaborate undercover operations. Their budgets 
are smaller, and they have not required the special statutory au
thority that waS enacted for the FBI in 1978 and expired on Febru
ary I, 1982, with regard to leases, bank deposits, proprietaries and 
the use of income from operations to offset their expenditures. Nev
ertheless, the smaller operations by the DEA and the INS can raise 
some of the same issues presented by FBI operations. One DEA op
eration in particular, code named Scorpion, was examined in some 
depth by the Select Committee in considering its recommendations. 

Current standards and procedures for DEA undercover Oper
ations are far less elaborate than for FBI operations. DEA Chief 
Counsel Bob A. Ricks testified that the DEA makes only limited 
use of proprietaries in complex investigations. In the very few in
stances in which the DEA actually sets up an undercover business, 
it is often a storefront or a maildrop. The DEA has never used 
more elaborate proprietaries like the FBI construction company in 
Frontload. DEA proprietaries may incorporate and have "all the 
indicia of being a legitimate business," but they do not really com
pete with legitimate private firms. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 21, 1982, 
at 58, 65 (testimony of Bob A. Ricks).) 

DEA Chief Counsel Ricks also stressed that the DEA is Ita single
mission agency" that does not conduct IIpublic integrity investiga
tions" or Clseek out public corruption." If the DEA gets into "a 
long-term situation" involving undercover techniques, it calls in 
the FBI and is then bound by the FBI guidelines. Ricks argues 
against making the current FBI guidelines applicable to the DEA 
"because they are geared to the FBI structure." By this he meant 
that the DEA is not organized the way the FBI is for the various 
levels of review-Special Agent in Charge at the field office level, 
FBI HQ and the Undercover Operations Review Committee with 
Departmental officials attending, and consultation with the Justice 
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Department's Office of Legal Counsel and Criminal Division. The 
DEA does not have exactly the same relationships with these other 
components of the Department. 

Nevertheless, Ricks also testified that the DEA intends to expand 
its use of undercover operations. At present all complex undercover 
operations-those that require proprietaries or raise issues of legal 
liability or significant risk of violence-are reviewed by the Chief 
C'Dunsel's office. Acting Administrator Franis M. Mullen, Jr., has 
ordered that the DEA consider establishing an Undercover Review 
Committee. (Id. at 65-66 (testimony of Bob A. Ricks).) 

Another difference between the FBI and the DEA is the way 
each agency uses informants. Ricks testified that the FBI will go to 
almost any cost to protect its informants, while the DEA as a rule 
uses what it calls "defendant informants" (or "defendant sources") 
who are persons whom DEA has "got in a bind in some way" be
cause they are "trying to negotiate a deal." The DEA works much 
more often with "street-level types" with bad character and crimi
nal records. DEA does not maintain such informants on a long
term basis, because they cannot be trusted. (Id. At 67.) Another dif
ference is the relationship with the United States Attorney's 
Office. The DEA reveals its informants to the United States Attor
ney and makes its files available to the United States Attorney 
upon request. The FBI does not. Finally, as a safeguard that the 
FBI does not have, DEA guidelines require that whenever practica
ble, two DEA agents must be present at all contacts and interviews 
with informants. (Id. at 68 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

These differences may justify some variations in policy between 
the FBI and the DEA with regard to undercover operations. How
ever, as the DEA moves towards more extensive operations and 
closer integration with the FBI, common procedures appear desir
able. This is particularly true when it comes to situations where in
nocent persons may be tested to determine whether they are pre
disposed to committing crimes. The DENs Operation Scorpion illus
trates the difficult policy issues that must be addressed in DEA as 
well as FBI operations. 

In Scorpion the DEA set up a storefront where it sold chemicals 
that could be used either for legitimate purposes or for the produc
tion of illicit drugs. The DEA advertised the opening of this busi
ness in, among other places, a magazine named High Times, which 
is purchased by people who are regular drug users, among others. 
When an individual entered the premises or placed a telephone call 
for an order at the storefront, the DEA undercover agent manning 
the store did not know whether the order was being placed by 
someone who wanted to use the drugs for legitimate or illegitimate 
purposes. All transactions in the store or over the store telephone 
were taped. In order to determine whether the person was connect
ed to an illegal activity, the DEA undercover agent made inquiries 
of each purchaser. The responses were then available as evidence 
or a source of investigative leads. As in Abscam, an entirely inno
cent person could have entered the storefront to be tested by the 
DEA undercover agents in front of hidden video cameras and mi
crophones. Operations such as this are troublesome even if they do 
not risk entrapment, because the privacy of innocent people is in
vaded. (Id. at 44-47 (testimony of Oliver B. Revell).) 

---I 
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Like the DEA, the Immigration and Naturalization Service is 
targeted towards one particular type of crime and not a broad spec~ 
trum of criminals. The Select Committee examined one INS oper~ 
ation in which an undercover agent went to the border and joined 
illegal immigrants on a truck that was transporting them to Chica~ 
go. The Director of the INS Office of Anti~Smuggling Activity, 
Humberto E. Moreno, testified that this case was typical of his 
agency's undercover operations. He stated that most of the INS's 
undercover operations are directed against smugglers of undocu~ 
mented aliens. Undercover agents pose as transporters, drivers, 
and in may cases undocumented aliens themselves. Agents who 
assume the role of undocumented aliens identify drop houses and 
safe houses throughout the routes and identify the people involved. 
Other roles played by INS undercover agents are as members of 
families trying to recover children who have been kidnapped by 
smugglers and as ranchers or entrepreneurs who want undocu~ 
mented workers. Moreno stated that the use of undercover agents 
by the INS is not a recent phenomenon and "has been going on for 
many years." He added that the agency is broadening its efforts 
and increasing its undercover capacity and techniques. (Id. at 70-72 
(testimony of Humberto E. Moreno).) 

The INS does not yet have guidelines for its undercover oper~ 
ations, although Moreno testified that there were "some interim 
position papers on the use of undercover activity." The Select Com~ 
mittee reviewed documents from the Dallas office that set forth ex~ 
tensive policy guidance for undercover operations, but differed sub~ 
stantially from the FBI guidelines. Moreno stated that the INS was 
preparing similar guidelines for submission to the Justice Depart
ment's Criminal Division. Like the DEA Chief Counsel, Moreno ex
pressed the view that the FBI undercover operations guidelines 
should not be made applicable to his agency in all respects because 
of "the difference in the kind of work that the FBI does." He said 
that when all Immigration Service operation runs across evidence 
of kidnapping, peonage or involuntary servitude, or other crimes in 
FBI jurisdiction, the FBI is contacted and the two agencies work 
together. (Id., at 69-70.) 

The Select Committee found that, despite the differences among 
the FBI, the DEA, and the INS, there should be consistent guide
lines for undercover operations for all components of the Depart
ment of Justice. The testimony that both the DEA and the INS reg
ularly develop evidence of crimes requiring joint operations with 
the FBI suggests the importance of having compatible guidelines 
from the outset. This does not mean that all the administrative de
tails need to be uniform, but only that sensitive policy issues 
should be addressed and resolved within a common framework es
tablished by the Attorney General. 



CHAPTER EIGHT-RECOMMENDATIONS FOR LEGISLATION 

1. A RECOMMENDATION FOR LEGISLATION AUTHORIZING UN'DERCOVER 
OPERATIONS AND EXEMPTING FBI, DEA, AND INS FROM RESTRIC
TIONS THAT UNDULY IMPEDE EFFECTIVE USE OF THE UNDERCOVER 
TECHNIQUE 

The Congress, through its appropriate committees, should consider 
legislation that-

1. expressly authorizes the FBI, DEA, and INS to conduct un
dercover operations pursuant to guidelines established and 
maintained by the Attorney General; 

2. requires the Attorney General to issue, maintain, and en
force guidelines governing all undercover operations, and that 
requires the undercover guidelines to specify at least the follow
ing: 

(a) the procedures to be followed to initiate and to renew 
the authorization for an undercover operation; 

(b) the procedures to be followed to extend the time, in
crease the funds, or expand the geographic or subject
matter scope of an undercover operation; 

(c) the procedures to be followed to terminate an under-
cover operation; " 

(d) the standards to be employed, consistent with all ap
plicable statutory requirements, in determining whether an 
undercover operation should be initiated, extended, re
newed, expanded, given increased funds, or terminated; 

(e) the standards to be employed, consistent with all ap
plicable statutory requirements, in determining whether an 
undercover agent may offer or cause to be offered to another 
person an opportunity to commit a crime; 

(f) the functions, powers, composition, and voting proce
dures of an Undercover Operations Review Committee 
having at least six voting members, at least one of whom is 
an Assistant Director of the FBI and at least one of whom 
is a representative of the Office of Legal Counsel of the De
partment of Justice; 

3. requires the Attorney General to submit in writing to the 
Senate Committee on the Judiciary and the House Committee 
on the Judiciary, at least 30 days before it is promulgated, every 
guideline governing undercover operations, informants, or 
criminal investigations, and every amendment to, or deletion or 
formal interpretation of, any such guideline; 

4. expressly authorizes the FBI, DEA, and INS, when reason
ably necessary to the successful implementation of an author
ized undercover operation, 

(aJ to purchase or lease property, supplies, services, equip
ment, buildings or facilities, or to construct or to alter 

(347) 
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buildings or facilities, or to contract for construction or al
teration of buildings or facilities; in any State or in the 
District of Columbia, without regard to statutes, rules, and 
regulations specifically governing contracts, contract 
clauses, contract procedures, purchases, leases, construction, 
or alterations undertaken in the name of the United States; 

(b) to establish and to operate proprietaries; 
(c) to use proceeds generated by a proprietary established 

in connection with an undercover operation to offset neces
sary and reasonable expenses of that proprietary; provided, 
however, that the balance of such proceeds, and proceeds 
derived from the sale of the proprietary or of its assets, 
must be deposited in the Treasury of the United States as 
miscellaneous receipts; provided, further, that proceeds 
from such a proprietary may not be used to offset any other 
expenses of the undercover operation, and that all proceeds 
recovered or generated other than by the proprietary must 
be deposited in the Treasury of the United States as miscel
laneous receipts; 

(d) to deposit, in banks or in other financial institutions, 
funds appropriated by Congress for undercover operations; 
and 

(e) to engage the services of cooperative individuals or en
tities in aid of undercover operations, and, upon the prior 
written approval of the Attorney General 01' of the Deputy 
Attorney General, to execute agreements to reimburse those 
individuals or entities for their services and for losses in
curred by them as a direct result of such operations; 

5. requires the Attorney General annually to submit to the 
Senate Committee on the Judiciary and to the House Committee 
on the JUdiciary a written report on all undercover operations 
(A) that were terminated during the preceding calendar year, or 
(B) that were terminated during any prior year and in which, 
during the calendar year preceding the report, the operations re
sulted in an arrest, an indictment, a jury verdict, a sentence, a 
judgment of dismissal, a judgment of acquittal, or an appellate 
court decision, or (C) that were first approved by FBI HQ more 
than two years before the date of the annual report, with the 
annual report to contain at least the following information for 
each such operation: . 

(a) the date on which initiation of the operation was ap-
proved under the undercover guidelines; . 

(b) the identity of the ranking person who granted ap
proval to initiate the operation; 

(cJ the number of special agents who worked as undercov
er agents in the operation during each year of the oper
ation's existence,' 

(d) each date on which an extension of time, increase of 
funds, or expansion of geographic or subject-matter scope of 
the operation was approved under the undercover guide
lines; 

(e) the identity of each ranking person who approved each 
extension of time, increase of funds, or expansion of geo-
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graphic or subject-matter scope of the operation under the 
undercover guidelines; 

(f) the date on which termination of the operation was 
approved under the undercover guidelines; 

(g) the identity of the ranking person who approved the 
termination of the operation; 

(h) the date on which the operation terminated and the 
manner in which termination was effected, including the 
manner in which the operation was made known to the 
news media; 

(i) the arrest made in the operation during each year of 
the operation, including the identity of each person arrested 
and each crime for which he was arrested; 

(j) the indictments issued as a result of the operation 
during each year of the operation, including the identity of 
each person indicted and each crime for which he was in
dicted; 

(k) the expenses incurred, other than for salaries for em
ployees of the United States Government, in the operation 
in each calendar year preceding the report; 

(l) a description of each jury verdict, sentence, judgment 
of dismissal, judgment of conviction, and appellate court 
decision rendered or imposed as a result of the operation. 

'fhe Select Committee recommends that the Congress consider 
legislation that expressly authorizes the FBI, the Drug Enforce
ment Administration ("DEA"), and the Immigration and Naturali
zation Service ("INS") to conduct undercover operations pursuant 
to guidelines established and maintained by the Attorney General. 
This legislation should exempt the FBI, DEA, and INS from several 
legal restrictions that generally apply to agencies of the govern
ment and that could, if strictly enforced, unduly impede effective 
use of the undercover technique. In order to enable the Congress to 
exercise its oversight responsibilities, however, such authorizing 
legislation should be accompanied by legislation requiring that the 
Attorney General annually submit to the House and Senate Judici
ary Committees a written report on terminated undercover oper
ations and long-running undercover operations. 

A. Statutory Authority For Undercover Operations 
The Select Committee concludes that the law enforcement com

ponents of the Department of Justice that conduct undercover op
erations to detect federal criminal violations should have express 
statutory authority to do so. Authority for undercover operations 
may be implicit in the Attorney General's statutory mandate to ap
point officials to detect and prosecute federal crimes (28 U.S.C. 
§ 533 (1976»; but it is unseemly that the arm of government bear
ing primary responsibility for enforcing the nation's laws should 
have to rely on strained interpretations of various statutes in order 
to employ a crucial law enforcement technique. 

In order to establish, to furnish, and to maintain secure cover for 
FBI personnel or informants, for example, it is necessary to make 
false representations to third parties and otherwise to use tech
niques of deception to conceal government involvement in the oper-
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ation. Passports, drivers' licenses, other personal identification 
papers, and a vast range of other documentation must be forged to 
build effective cover. State laws frequently must be disregarded, 
and federal laws must be construed very loosely to permit these 
practices that are integral to the conduct of undercover operations. 
Although the Attorney General has authorized the use of under
cover operations and funds have been appropriated for such oper
ations by Congress, such operations lack the legitimacy that comes 
from clear and direct legislative authorization. Indeed, if attacked 
by an. appropriate party in a judicial proceeding, such operations 
might be found to be unauthorized. 

The FBI and other components of the Department of Justice 
should have the explicit endorsement of Congress if they are to 
continue their extensive and growing use of undercover operations. 
At the same time, however, the Select Committee concludes that 
this authority should not be granted independently of the stand
ards and guidelines requirements needed to establish a complete 
framework of legislative policy and accountability for undercover 
operations. Congress has provided almost no policy guidance to the 
FBI or to the Department of Justice in this area. The courts exam
ine undercover operations solely in the context of, and from the 
point of view of, the rights of criminal defendants in particular 
cases. The judiciary, therefore, is unable to address any significant 
aspects of the use of undercover techniques, because questions of 
proper management and control frequently lie outside the courts' 
purview. For example, the privacy and reputation of individuals 
who are never prosecuted can be adversely affected by an under
cover operation, and they may have no recourse in the courts. Only 
the Congress can make a comprehensive, independent assessment 
of all dimensions of the use of undercover techniques by federal 
law enforcement agencies. 

B. Attorney General's Guidelines 
Since 1975 four Attorneys General under three Administrations 

have undertaken to develop and to maintain guidelines for the FBI 
and for other investigative agencies in the Department of Justice. 
FBI Director William H. Webster and his predecessor, Clarence M. 
Kelly, have welcomed such guidance and have worked closely with 
each Attorney General to ensure that the guidelines are workable 
and responsive to concerns for privacy and accountability. While 
some revisions in current FBI guidelines are desirable, the Select 
Committee commends the responsible officials who have main
tained this commitment to the articulation of standards for the ex
ercise of the vast discretionary powers of federal law enforcement 
agencies. That commitment should not, however, depend entirely 
on the policy inclinations of the particular individuals who may be 
appointed in futUre years to high positions in the Department of 
Justice. 

The Select Committe recommends that legislation authorizing 
undercover operations by components of the Department of Justice 
should require the Attorney General to issue, to maintain, and to 
enforce guidelines governing all such operations. Those undercover 
guidelines should be required to specify: . 
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(1) the procedures to be followed to initiate and to renew the au
thorization for an undercover operation; 

(2) the procedures to be followed to extend the time, to increase 
the funds, or to expand the geographic or sUbject-matter scope of 
an undercover operation; 

(3) the procedures to be followed to terminate an undercover op
eration; 

(4) the standards to be employed, consistent with all applicable 
statutory requirements, in determining whether an undercover op
eration should be initiated, extended, renewed, expanded, given in
creased funds, or terminated; 

(5) the standards to be employed, consistent with all applicable 
statutory requirements, in determining whether an undercover 
agent may offer or cause to be offered to another person an oppor
tunity to commit a crime; 

(6) the functions, powers, composition, and voting procedures of 
an Undercover Review Committee having at least six voting mem
bers, at least one of whom (in the case of FBI operations) is an As
sistant Director of the FBI and at least one of whom is a repre
sentative of the Office of Legal Counsel of the Department of Jus
tice. 

The statutory requirement for Attorney General's guidelines 
would ensure that the standards and procedures for undercover op
erations continue to be the product of careful deliberation. Except 
for the most basic and essential threshold standards, discussed at 
pages 377-89 infra, the guidelines themselves need not now be 
legislated. Because statutory guidelines might inhibit needed ad
ministrative flexibility, legislation with respect to guidelines 
should, unless and until law enforcement agencies are shown to be 
unwilling or unable to formulate and administer adequate guide
lines, focus on those aspects of undercover operations that demand 
the imprimatur of the Congress to sustain their legitimacy. 

C. Notice of Changes in Guidelines 
The Attorney General should be required to submit in writing to 

the House and Senate Judiciary Committees, at least 30 days 
before it is promulgated, every guideline governing undercover op
erations, informants, or criminal investigations and every amend
ment to, deletion from, or formal interpretation of, any such guide
line. 

This prior notification of Congress concerning FBI 1,lUidelines had 
been the general practice since such guidelines first were developed 
in 1976. The Select Committee recommends that such notice be re
quired by statute and extended to all formal interpretations of the 
guidelines. The addition of formal interpretations is especially im
portant in view of the Select Committee's discovery that the term 
"public official" in the FBI Undercover Operations Guidelines had 
been formally construed by the FBI to exclude many classes of gov
ernment officials appointed or elected to high offices, that several 
other words and phrases in the guidelines had been given "inter
pretations" plainly inconsistent with their ordinary meanings, and 
that none of those "interpretations" had been submitted to the Ju
diciary Committees. 
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D. Exemptions from Restrictive Laws 
In his testimony before the Select Committee, Director Webster 

urged passage of legislation exempting FBI undercover operations 
from certain laws that inhibit or foreclose the use of certain under
cover techniques. He stated that "undercover operations pose 
unique problems that must be addressed by specific legislation," 
and he recommended that detailed undercover authority "be en
acted into permanent law." He stated that the Department of Jus
tice would be submitting appropriate legislation for consideration 
by the 98th Congress. Describing previous congressional considera
tion of this matter, Director Webster testified: 

As early as 1978, the FBI was authorized by the Depart
ment of Justice Appropriations Authorization Act, Fiscal 
Year 1979, to use appropriated funds to enter into leases, 
deposit appropriated funds and income from undercover 
operations in banks or other financial institutions, and use 
proceeds generated by undercover operations to offset nec
essary and reasonable expenses of the operations. In every 
succeeding year up to February 1, 1982, Congress has, by 
Authorization Act or continuing resolution, extended these 
authorities. 

Unfortunately, there have been lapses in the authoriza
tion process and consequently in our undercover authori
ties. The most serious of these has extended from February 
1, 1982, to the present. 

It is clear that, while convenient, yearly authorization 
bills are not the appropriate vehicle for these undercover 
authorities. Too much is at stake. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 
30, 1982, at 19-20 (testimony of William H. Webster).) 

The Select Committee agrees with the Director's points, as long 
as the permanent authority he seeks is coupled with the legislative 
standards discussed in the following sections. 

The "unique problems" described by Director Webster as being 
posed by undercover operations were first called to the attention of 
Congress in 1978, when the Department of Justice submitted a pro
posed amendment to the authorization bill then pending. In a 
letter to the Senate Judiciary Committee, Acting Attorney General 
Benjamin R. Civiletti stated that, in the course of studying the 1e
?ality of FBI undercover operations, the Department of Justice had 
'discovered several legal problems, arising out of the requirements 

relating to government procurement or the handling of public 
funds, which present substantial obstacles to the continued effec
tive performance of undercover operations." He added that, unless 
corrective legislation were enacted, these legal problems would "re
quire that current and proposed major operations be terminated, 
be substantially reduced in scope, or adopt practices which signifi
cantly reduce their effectiveness." The Acting Attorney General at
tached a memorandum from John M. Harmon, Assistant Attorney 
General for the Office of Legal Counsel, discussing the legal prob
lems in greater detail. 1 The Select Committee has relied primarily 

1 FBI Statutory Charter: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Administrative Practice and Pro
cedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., Pt. 2, at 248-65 (1978). 
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on the Office of Legal Counsel memorandum and related materials 
for its understanding of the legal problems. FBI officials also pro
vided information on the practical effects of these legal problems 
on the design and implementation of various types of undercover 
operations. The Select Committee finds that the concerns that jus
tified legislative action on these matters in 1978 remain valid 
today. 

1. Procurement, leasing, and contracting 
When reasonably necessary to the successful implementation of 

an authorized undercover operation, the FBI and other components 
of the Department of Justice should have the authority to purchase 
or to lease property, supplies, services, equipment, buildings or 
facilities, or to construct or to alter buildings or facilities, or to con
tract for construction or alteration of buildings or facilities, in any 
State or in the District of Columbia, without regard to statutes, 
rules, and regulations specifically governing contracts, contract 
clauses, contract procedures, purchases, leases, construction, or al
terations undertaken in the name of the United States. 

At least four problems arise under existing statutes relating to 
government contracting, leasing, and procurement. First, 31 U.S.C. 
§ 665(a) and 41 U.S.C. § l1(a) prohibit federal agencies from enter
ing into contractual obligations, unless appropriations are available 
to meet those obligations or unless they are authorized to do so by 
law. In the leasing area these statutes have been interpreted to 
prohibit leases that extend beyond the current fiscal year, unless 
such contracts are authorized by law or unless appropriations are 
available to meet those obligations. While the Office of Legal Coun
sel did not decide definitely in 1978 that these statutes prohibit 
multi-year leases for law enforcement undercover operations, it 
considered the question to be a very close one. In order to avoid the 
risk of illegality, the FBI must structure the operation in a manner 
that permits' it to enter into month-to-month leases, enter into 
leases extending only to the end of the fiscal year, or look for other 
locations. These options may be unavailable for larger operations, 
because the lessors of large commercial property tend to require 
leases in excess of one year.2 

A second problem results from 40 U.S.C. § 34, which prohibits 
leasing in Washington, D.C., without an appropriation for the 
lease's having "been made in terms by Congress." Another prohibi
tion on rentals in Washington, D.C., is contained in 40 U.S.C. § 35. 
While the Office of Legal Counsel did not reach a conclusion in 
1978, it suggested that the legal problems might require the FBI to 
conduct its operations in Washington, D.C., from space leased 
either in Maryland or in Virginia, thus raising credibility problems 
and practical difficulties that might render an operation altogether 
inadvisable. 

Third, statutes such as 41 U.S.C. §§ 22, 254(a) and 254(c) require 
specified clauses to be inserted into government contracts. These 
clauses relate to prohibitions on contracts with members of Con
gress, payment of improper fees in soliciting or securing govern-

2 If a lessor requires advance payments, similar problems arise under 31 U.S.C. § 529 (1976) 
and 41 U.S.C. § 255 (1976). 
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ment contracts, and the Comptroller General's access to the con
tractor's or subcontractor's records. It is obvious that the inclusion 
of such clauses would disclose that a government agency was in
volved and would compromise an undercover operation requiring 
concealment of government affiliation. The Office of Legal Counsel 
concluded in 1978 that the FBI may enter into leases without in
cluding in the leases clauses usually required in government con
tracts. This determination was based on assurances from the FBI 
that it could operate satisfactorily under certain conditions neces
sary to ensure the legality of the contracts. The Office of Legal 
Counsel recommended that a specific legislative exemption be en
acted because of "the broad language" of the pertinent statutory 
provisions. 

The FBI also needs specific authority to purchase real property, 
because in cases involving undercover surveillance, there may be 
no choice as to the location. Two existing statutes may prevent the 
FBI from acquiring the necessary property: 40 U .S.C. § 255 requires 
a written opinion from the Attorney General that real property is 
purchased with clear title; and 40 U.S.C. § 606 requires that any ac
quisition of a public building valued over $500,000 be approved by 
resolution of the House and Senate Public Works Committees. Al
though such purchases have been made in the past based on opin
ions from the Department of Justice, statutory authority would 
confirm the legitimacy of these purchases. 

While the problems with procurement, leasing, and contracting 
may not be as serious as those discussed below relating to propri
etaries and bank deposits, they still unnecessarily inhibit undercov
er operations. Long-term leasing is a requ.irement for almost every 
significant FBI operation, and such le:::.oes frequently are needed 
for vehicles and other equipment, as well as for space. The FBI 
does not draw upon the vehicles and other equipment allocated for 
regular criminal investigations to supply the needs of an undercov
er enterprise. In the legislation that expired on February 1, 1982, 
the FBI could exercise its special leasing authority only upon the 
personal certification of the FBI Director and of the Attorney Gen
eral or Deputy Attorney General that such authority was "neces
sary for the conduct of' an undercover operation. Despite the expi
ration of this statutory requirement, the Director and Deputy At
torney General continue to make these certifications as if the law 
were still on the books. The Select Committee does not believe such 

. high-level approval requirements, triggered by a narrow technical 
legal issue, need to be included in permanent legislation that re
quires guidelines and standards for all undercover operations. 

As discussed below, one of those requirements would be an 
annual report on closed operations. That report should cover the 
expenses, other than for salaries for employees of the United 
States, incurred in the operation in each calendar year preceding 
the report. When operations continue for longer than two years, a 
comparable report should also be made. These reports would pro
vide an accounting for the expenditures on long-term leases or con
tracts, as well as for the purchase of property and services. The 
statute that expired on February 1, 1982, contained a comparable 
audit requirement for closed operations; and the FBI has continued 
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to conduct such audits, despite the expiration of the statutory re
quirement. 

It is to the credit of the FBI and the Department of Justice that 
the Congress was informed of these issues early in the development 
of more complex undercover FBI efforts and that clarifying legisla
tion was requested to ensure the legality of FBI operations. With 
the termination of the special authorities, the FBI and the Depart
ment have been forced to choose between curtailing operations and 
relying on statutory interpretations in which the Office of Legal 
Counsel did not have complete confidence in 1978. If Congress ex
pects the FBI to adhere strictly to applicable laws, reasonable sleps 
should be taken to avoid placing the FBI in such a dilemma. 

2. Proprietaries 
The authority to establish and operate proprietaries is another 

example of this dilemma. Congress should provide such authority, 
even though the FBI and the Office of Legal Counsel in the Depart
ment of Justice believe they can circumvent current statutory re
quirements. Title 31, section 869(a) of the United States Code pro
vides: 

No corporation shall be created, organized, or acquired 
on or after December 6, 1945, by an officer or agency of 
the Federal Government or by any Government corpora
tion for the purposes of acting as an agency or instrumen
tality of the United States, except by an Act of Congress or 
pursuant to an Act of Congress specifically authorizing 
such action. 

In a letter to the House Select Committee on Intelligence, dated 
January 23, 1976, the Department of Justice explained its conclu
sion that this statute does not apply to undercover proprietary cor
porations. In the Department's opinion, the statute was directed at 
the practice of incorporating agencies, exemplified by the Recon
struction Finance Corporation, overtly engaged in government 
functions. By contrast, the corporate purpose of an undercover pro
prietary is not to perform a government function, but to carry out 
commercial activities or to appear to be doing so. Thus, such corpo
rations are not established "for the purpose of acting as an agency 
or instrumentality of the United States" within the meaning of the 
statute. Instead, their purpose is to avoid acting openly as a gov
ernment agency.3 

In 1979, at the request of the Senate Judiciary Committee, the 
American Law Division of the Congressional Research Service, Li
brary of Congress, researched the issue and came to a different 
concl usion. Its opinion noted that the language of the statute 
"leaves little room for exception to its requirementj" and it advised 
that Congress "has, albeit without FBI law enforcement techniques 
in mind, outlawed such incorporation." 4 Consequently, while the 

3 Office of Legal Counsel, Dept. of Justice, Explicit Authority for the FBI to Create Proprietar
ies (Apr. 13, 1979). 

• K. Ronhovde, Congressional Research Service, The Library of Congress, The Authority of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation to Incorporate an Enterprise in the Course of Conducting an 
Investigation (Mar. 16, 1979). 
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explicit authority to establish proprietaries had not originally been 
requested by the Department of Justice in 1978, it was sought by 
Director Webster in 1979.5 Congress included in the Justice Depart
ment Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 1980 the authority to estab
lish or to acquire proprietary corporations or business entities as 
part of an undercover operation and to operate such corporations 
or business entities on a commerical basis, without regard to 31 
U.S.C. § 869. There also was a requirement that, whenever such a 
proprietary with a net value over $50,000 was to be liquidated, sold, 
or otherwise disposed of, the FBI report the circumstances to the 
Attorney General and to the Comptroller General and deposit the 
proceeds (after obligations were met) in the Treasury of the United 
States. This provision, too, has lapsed. 

The Select Committee recommends permanent statutory authori
zation for lthe establishment of proprietaries by the FBI and, if re
quested by the Attorney General, by DEA and by INS. The require
ments regarding disposition of proprietaries are covered by the rec
ommendations on the use of income to offset expenses and annual 
reports to the Congress, discussed at pages 356-58 and 360-61 infra. 

3. Use of income to offset expenses 
The most important legal and practical problem that now exists 

because of the lapse of the special authority on February 1, 1982, 
concerns the disposition of moneys received in the course of FBI 
undercover activities. In 1978 the Office of Legal Counsel reached 
the conclusion that 31 U.S.C. § 484 requires that such moneys be 
paid into the Treasury. As the Office of Legal Counsel stated, this 
legal requirement has "a severe impact on both the scope and the 
credibility of FBI undercover operations." Expiration of the FBI's 
special authority has required the FBI to cease the practice of 
using the income from an undercover operation to offset its ex
penses. As a result, all the expenses of operations that involve the 
use of undercover businesses must be met out of FBI appropri
ations and cannot be defrayed by using the income generated by 
the particular business. Given the limited funds available, these op
erations necessarily had to be reduced in number or in scope. 

The FBI appears to have no alternative. The option of increasing 
the FBI's budget is not within the FBI's control and is subject to 
the fiscal constraints that affect almost all domestic programs. An
other alternative that has been used on occasion is for the FBI to 
associate with a private business. This option is not available, how
ever, when the owners of businesses that would be useful to the 
FBI's investigations are unwilling to cooperate with the FBI. The 
FBI itself has been reluctant to adopt this approach, because of the 
problems of civil liability or dangers that might be created for the 
well-being of private individuals. 

A second way in which the FBI uses income to offset expenses is 
in the gambling area. Agents involved in undercover activities fre
quently associate with persons who engage in various forms of 
gambling; the agent must also gamble if he is to maintain his 
credibility. It should be obvious that, even when fairly low sums of 

• See Letter from FBI Director William H. Webster to Representative Don Edwards (Apr. 27, 
1979). 
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money are involved, the undercover agent's task is very complicat
ed if the receipts from each winning hand or roll of the dice must 
go into the Treasury. Gambling also involves "averaging," and a 
gambler who cannot offset winnings against losses in a night of 
poker or a day at the racetrack would have inordinate expenses. 
Other problems might occur if the individual agent must later 
render an accounting of all of the various gambling transactions 
which took place. According to the FBI, the application of 31 U.S.C. 
§ 484 to FBI operations requires its undercover agents generally to 
avoid gambling, with the consequent loss to those agents' credibil
ity and access to criminal elements. 

Since February 1, 1982, the FBI has been forced to cut back on 
ongoing operations because of the termination of the authority to 
use income to offset expenses. Operations like Bancoshares, which 
involved the laundering of large amounts of money acquired by 
narcotics traffickers, are impossible. When operations have contin
ued, the legal problems have been an inhibiting factor on proposed 
scenarios. Even under the special authority that expired on Febru
ary 1, 1982, there were problems because of the absence of perma
nent legislation and the consequent inability to make financial 
commitments. The ability to use income to offset the expenses of 
an operation can make certain kinds of undercover operations cost 
free. In some cases the FBI has been able to reuse the same money 
four or five times. The FBI has the resources and the expertise to 
develop operations that can combat crimes involving the movement 
of large amounts of money. Without the authority to use income to 
offset expenses, however, such operations are prohibitively expen
sive. 

The legislation recommended by the Select Committee would al
leviate this problem by allowing the FBI to use proceeds generated 
by a proprietary established in connection with an undercover op
eration to offset necessary and reasonable expenses of that propri
etary. The balance of such proceeds, and proceeds derived from the 
sale of the proprietary or of its assets, would have to be deposited 
in the Treasury of the United Stat::.:s as miscellaneous receipts. 
Furthermore, the proceed::; from such a proprietary should not be 
used to offset any other expenses of the undercover operation; and 
all proceeds recovered or generated other than by the proprietary 
would have to be deposited in the Treasury of the United States as 
miscellaneous receipts. This recommendation differs from the spe
cial authority that expired on February 1, 1982, which permitted 
use of the proceeds from an undercover operation to offset neces
sary and reasonable expenses incurred in that operation. 

The Select Committee's recommendation is based on its finding 
that an undercover operation may be so extensive and may change 
direction so significantly that the authority for self-sustaining oper
ations should not be unlimited. Small-scale FBI operations, involv
ing no more than two or three underco,rer agents engaged in a va
riety of separate, interrelated enterprises, may suffer under this 
limitation. The Select Committee expects, however, that the term 
"proprietary" will be construed with reasonable flexibility for unin
corporated enterprises. The initial and ever-widening breadth of 
Abscam and Goldcon sharply demonstrate that this limitation is vi
tally necessary. 
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In the current period of fiscal stringency, the savings likely to 
result from this legislation are especially important for the conduct 
of proper and effective FBI undercover operations. The failure of 
the Congress to renew the special authority that temporarily re
solved this problem before February 1, 1982, was the equivalent of 
a substantial reduction in the funds available for FBI undercover 
operations. The Select Committee has found that scarce resources 
not only limit the effectiveness of FBI operations against crime, but 
also make it far more difficult for FBI agents in the field to comply 
adequately with strict recordkeeping and management require
ments that protect the rights of individuals and ensure accountabil
ity for the conduct of operations. Unless Congress is willing to ap
propriate funds to make up the difference, inaction on this issue 
has the effect of telling the FBI that Congress does not support un
dercover operations. The Select Committee believes that such inac
tion is neither justified by the record nor representative of the 
views of the majority of the Congress. 

4. Bank deposits 
In the course of an undercover operation, it sometimes becomes 

necessary for the FBI to deposit public funds in a bank. This may 
happen in several different situations. First, funds may be deposit
ed to rn.aintain and, support undercover agents or off-site surveil
lance teams or equipment so that these entities·will not be identi
fied with the FBI. Second, businesses established by the FBI must 
deposit funds in banks in order to operate as any commercial en
terprise would. Finally, in white-collar crimes and organized crime 
investigations, frequently individuals with whom the FBI is dealing 
require FBI undercover agents to demonstrate their financial abili
ty to participate in transactions involving large amounts of cash, 
such as in cases involving the purchase of stolen securities. To do 
this the FBI must deposit large sums in banks to permit the under
cover agent to verify his financial resources. 

Although these practices appear to violate the plain language of 
18 U.S.C. § 648 and 31 U.S.C. § 521, the Office of Legal Counsel of 
the Department of Justice concluded in 1978 that the FBI might 
deposit funds in banks under certain circumstances without violat
ing the statutes. The rationale that justified this conclusion did 
not, however, extend to certain large deposits needed to conduct 
successfully particular types of white collar and organized crime in
vestigations. The legality of the FBI's practice of depositing public 
funds in banks depended on whet.her the FBI could ensure that the 
funds were fully safeguarded. In certain cases where the FBI needs 
to display large financial resources, however, the limitations neces
sary to comply with the statutes would frustrate the undercover 
operation. Even the limited operations that can be conducted con
sistent with the statutes may be short-lived, because sophisticated 
criminals may be able to identify them as FBI tactics. 

The goals underlying the bank deposits statutes-guarding 
against favoritism among banks, ensuring that the government has 
funds available when needed, and preventing overexpansion of 
bank notes-do not seem threatened by the FBI's practice. The 
statute's major objective-safeguarding public funds-need not be 
pursued so rigorously as to prevent the FBI from undertaking the 
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types of undercover operations needed to combat more sophisticat
ed criminal enterprises. 

5. Indemnification of cooperating parties 
In his testimony before the Select Committee, Director Webster 

stressed the need to enact legislation giving the FBI authority to 
enter into agreements to indemnify cooperating parties: 

Participation in undercover operations by persons en
gaged in various professions and business pursuits is vital 
to the success of FBI undercover operations. The coopera
tion extended by legitimate businesses has assured our 
agents the necessary cover and credibility in carrying out 
their undercover mission. For example, various banks have 
provided wire transfer service of large sums of money in 
narcotics investigations, such as Bancoshares. Airlines, in
vestment corporations, oil companies, and other responsi
ble business entities have made it possible to successfully 
investigate and prosecute complicated economic crimes, 
public corruption, and labor racketeering cases that would 
otherwise be unapproachable due to the necessity of being 
an "insider" to illegal activity. 

In return for the services provided to the FBI by these 
legitimate concerns, an indemnification agreement is often 
sought by the cooperating party. They seek assurances 
that the FBI or the Department of Justice will defend all 
actions for damages arising out of acts of agents of the FBI 
or activities initiated by the cooperative party in further
ance of the undercover operation. 

Cooperative parties presently assume economic and pro
fessional riskJ,- on behalf of the government, and, in return, 
the FBI can only offer them one-sided personal service 
agreements. These agreements generally minimize the ob
ligations and liability of the government but provide little 
protection to the individual. Potential civil liability often 
influences a decision to assist the government. (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 30, 1982, at 20-21 (testimony of William H. 
Webster).) 

Director Webster added that the Department of Justice is consid
ering the possibility of legislation to address this problem. The 
Select Committee recommends that such legislation be included in 
the permanent statutory authorization for FBI undercover oper
ations. 

Historically, certain general principles have applied to indemnifi
cation agreements by the government: obligations that have been 
indefinite, uncertain, and of limited nature have consistently been 
regarded as objectionable, in the absence of express statutory au
thority to the contrary.6 Additionally, an agreement, entered into 
by an authorized government official, making the government 
liable for damages in an indefinite and unlimited amount is null 
and void. 7 Following these general principles that the government 

ij7 Comp. Gen. 507 (928); 8 Compo Gen. 647, 648 (1929); 35 Compo Gen. 85, 87 (1955). 
71d. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 24 
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should not oblige itself to write a "blank check" for an unspecified 
amount when entering such agreements, legislation authorizing 
the FBI to enter into indemnification agreements should require 
the specific approval of each agreement by the Attorney General or 
by the Deputy Attorney General. Consideration might also be given 
to adding a statutory ceiling on the amount of liability assumed by 
the government per agreement and per fiscal year. 

The need for this indemnification authority is clearly supported 
by the unfortunate experience of a cooperating party in one of the 
FBI undercover operations examined by the Select Committee. In 
the undercover operation known as Frontload an insurance compa
ny that provided the FBI with essential assistance suffered serious 
financial losses as a result of fraud perpetrated by the individual 
whom the FBI initially used as its principal informant. While spe
cial arrangements could be made in that case to compensate the 
firm, the experience illustrates the risks that cooperating business
es may face if they accede to the FBI's request for assistance. The 
Select Committee believes that private citizens and business firms 
who decide to cooperate with the FBI in the conduct of an under
cover operation should not be forced to confront possible dangers 
without the firm prospect of help from the government if those 
dangers materialize. 

E. Annual Reports To Congress 
The rapid expansion of FBI undercover operations represents a 

dramatic shift in FBI practices and priorities. This shift was well 
underway before the Abscam prosecutions led both Houses of Con
gress to study in depth the growth of FBI undercover operations. 
The FBI has now fully incorporated undercover operations into its 
arsenal of crime-fighting techniques, and the DEA and the INS 
plan to expand their use of more complex undercover techniques. 
These developments make it especially necessary for Congress to 
exercise its oversight function vigorously so that this powerful law 
enforcement weapon does not lose its legitimacy through careless
ness or abuse. In his testimony before the Congress in the past sev
eral years, Director Webster consistently has recognized the impor
tance of this oversight function. 

The Select Committee recommends the establishment of perma
nent oversight arrangements through a statutory requirement that 
the Attorney General annually submit to the House and Senate 
Committees on the Judiciary a written report on all undercover op
erations closed during the preceding calendar year. The report also 
should cover operations that have continued for longer than two 
years and operations that were terminated during any prior year 
and in which, during the calendar year preceding the report, the 
operation resulted in an arrest, an indictment, a jury verdict, a 
sentence, a judgment of dismissal, a judgment of acquittal, or an 
appellate court decision. The report should contain at least the fol
lowing information for each operation: 

(1) 'rhe date on which initiation of the operation was approved 
under the undercover guidelines; 

(2) The identity of the ranking person who granted approval to 
initiate the operation; 
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(3) The number of special agents (or comparable employees of 
other Justice Department components) who worked as undercover 
agents in the operation during each year of the operation's exist
ence; 

(4) Each date on which an extension of time, increase of funds, or 
expansion of geographic or subject-matter scope of the operation 
was approved under the undercover guidelines; 

(5) The identity of each ranking person who approved each exten
sion of time, increase of funds, or expansion of geographic or sub
ject-matter scope of the operation under the undercover guidelines; 

(6) The date on which termination of the operation was approved 
under the undercover guidelines; 

(7) The identity of the ranking person who approved the termina
tion of the operation; 

(8) The date on which the operation terminated and the manner 
in which termination was effected, including the manner in which 
the operation was made known to the news media; 

(9) The arrests made in the operation during each year of the op
eration, including the identity of each person arrested and each 
crime for which he was arrested; 

(10) The indictments issued as a result of the operation during 
each year of the operation, including the identity of each person in
dicted and each crime for which he was indicted; 

(11) The expenses incurred, other than for salaries for employees 
of the United States Government, in the operation in each calen-
dar year preceding the report; . 

(12) A description of each jury verdict, sentence, judgment of dis
missal, judgment of conviction, an.d appellate court decision ren
dered or imposed as a result of the operation. 

The legislation that expired February 1, 1978, contained a re
quirement that the FBI conduct detailed financial audits of closed 
undercover operations and report annually to the Congress con
cerning these audits. The Select Committee's recommendation 
would expand this annual reporting requirement to cover the over
all duration of the operation., the officials responsible for its initi
ation and termination, and the results achieved by the operation. 
The recommendation that the report include operations that have 
continued for longer than two years should not impose an undue 
burden, because the FBI already audits ongoing operations every 
18 months, as well as upon closing. Most FBI operations are termi
nated after six months or a year. 

The Select Committee finds this requirement to report on long
running operations is necessary to ensure accountability. In at 
least one instance, an FBI operation has gone on for seven years, 
and this suggests the importance of reporting more than just closed 
operations. Of course, arrangements would be required to protect 
the cli';rdldentiality of information on such active operations. The 
Select Committee urges the Judiciary Committees to carry forward 
the bipartisan mandate for oversight of undercover operations that 
the Senate gave the Select Committee in Senate Resolution 350. 
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II. A RECOMMENDATION FOR EN'rRAPMENT LEGISLATION 

The Congress, through its appropriate committees, should consider 
legislation specifically creating an affirmative defense of entrap
ment, providing for the acquittal of a defendant when a federal law 
enforcement agent, or a private party acting under the direction of 
or with the prior approval of federal law enforcement authorities, is 
shown by a preponderance of the evidence to have induced the de
fendant to commit an offense, using methods that more likely than 
not would have caused a normally law-abiding citizen to commit a 
similar offense. This legislation should establish entrapment per se 
when it is shown by a preponderance of the evidence that the de
fendant committed the crime-

1. because of a threat of harm, to the person or property of 
any individual, made by a federal law enforcement agent or by 
a private party acting under the direction of or with the prior 
approval of federal law enforcement authorities,' 

2. because federal law enforcement agents manipUlated the 
defendant ~ personal, economic, or vocational situation to in
crease the likelihood of his committing that crime; or 

3. because federal law enforcement agents provided goods or 
services that were necessary to the commission of the crime and 
that the defendant could not have obtained without government 
participation. 

While the various sets of guidelines issued by the Attorney Gen~ 
eral administratively limit the activities of some federal law en~ 
forcement officials, the only judicially enforceable constraints on 
federal undercover operations are the court~created doctrine of en
trapment and the constitutional requirement of due process of law. 
Undercover operations in which FBI operatives both disguise their 
true identities and offer to private parties inducements to commit 
crimes are almost always attended by potential problems arising 
under those two doctrines. As the number of such operations has 
increased, therefore, it has become particularly important that the 
entrapment and due process constraints function effectively. The 
Select Committee finds, however, that the current entrapment doc~ 
trine fails to meet that requirement; that nearly unanimous disap
proval by legal scholars of the current entrapment doctrine is 
sound; that due process principles do not adequately make up for 
the deficiencies of the entrapment doctrine; and that Congress 
should accept the Supreme Court's invitation to legislate in this 
area.s 

'See United States v. Russell. 411 U.S. 423, 433 (1973), in which the Court stated, "Since the 
defense [of entrapment] is not of a constitutional dimension, Congress may address itself to the 
question and adopt any substantive definition of the defense that it may find desirable." Codifi
cation and modification of the entrapment doctrine was first proposed in 1971 by the U.S. Na
tional Commission on the Reform of Federal Criminal Laws ("National Commission"). 'rhe origi
nal version of the proposed revised criminal code, which was inspired in part by the National 
Commission proposals, suggested codification of the entrapment doctrine in its present form, dis
regarding the National Commission's proposed modifications. (S. 1, 94th Cong., 1st Sess. § 551 
(1975).) The most recent version of the revised criminal code, however, has followed neither of 
those courses. dealing generally with defenses by declaring simply that "the existence of a de
fense or affirmative defense to a prosecution under any federal statute, including a 
defense ... [of] unlawful entrapment ... shall be determined by the courts of the United 
States according to the principles of the common law as they may be interpreted in the light of 
reason and experience.' (S. 1630, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. § 501 (1981).) In choosing to retain the 

Continued 
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A. Existing Law 

1. Entrapment 
The entrapment defense has changed little since the Supreme 

Court created it in 1932. It is not a constitutionally based doctrine; 
rather, it is a limitation that the Court, based on its belief that 
"Congress could not have intended that its statutes were to be en
forced by tempting innocent persons into violations" (Sherman v. 
United States, 356 U.S. 369, 372 (1958)), has found to be implicit in 
every federal criminal statute. In brief, the Court has determined 
that, if he was induced to commit his crime by a government agent, 
a defendant may not be convicted of having violated a federal 
criminal statute unless he was previously disposed to engage in 
similar criminal activity. If the accused produces evidence demon
strating that the undercover agent induced him to commit the 
charged offense, the government must establish beyond a reason
able doubt that the defendant was predisposed towards criminal 
conduct. To meet this burden the prosecution may introduce evi
dence relating to the defendant's character, reputation, prior bad 
acts, and prior convictions. (Osborn v. United States, 385 U.S. 323, 
332 n. 11 (1966).) Whether the defendant was predisposed is a ques
tion of fact to be resolved by the jury. (Sherman v. United States, 
356 U.S. at 377 n. 8.) 

Thus, the entrapment doctrine in its present form purports to 
focus largely on the defendant's state of mind. As Chief Justice 
Hughes declared for the Supreme Court when creating the doc
trine, "[T]he controlling question [is] whether the defendant is a 
person otherwise innocent whom the Government is seeking to 
punish for an alleged offense which is the product of the creative 
activity of its own officials." (Sorrells v. United States, 287 U.S. 
435, 451 (1932).) In other words, the Court has attempted to articu
late an entrapment defense that will draw a line between "the 
unwary innocent," who may not be convicted when lured into 
criminal activity by a federal agent, and the "unwary criminal," 
who has no defense under such circumstances. (Sherman v. United 
States, 356 U.S. at 372.) The Court recently reaffirmed this formu
lation of the doctrine in United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. 423 
(1973), and in Hampton v. United States, 425 U.S. 484 (1976). 

In a series of concurring and dissenting opinions, however, sever
al of the Justices have disputed the majority's entrapment analysis. 
These Justices have challenged the fiction underlying the major
ity's opinions: that Congress tacitly intended the Court-articulated 
entrapment defense to be implicit in every federal criminal statute. 
Instead, t.hey would bar prosecution of certain "induced" offenses 
as an exercise of the Supreme Court's supervisory power. 

More fundamentally, these Justices have rejected the majority's 
focus on the individual defendant's state of mind, arguing that "a 
person's alleged 'predisposition' to crime should not expose him to 
government participation in the criminal transaction thaI; would be 

court-created approach to entrapment, the Committee on the Judiciary observed that it, "like 
the National Commission arid virtually every other principal criminal code reform body in 
modern times, believes that the legislative codification of general defenses and bal'S to prosecu· 
tion may be desirable in the future." (S. Rep. No. 97-307, 97th Cong., 2d Sess. 91 (1981).) 
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otherwise unlawful." (United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. at 444 
(Stewart, J., dissenting).) The minority Justices have advocated an 
objective test for entrapment, which would "shiflJJ attention from 
the record and predisposition of the particular defendant to the 
conduct of the police and the likelihood, objectively considered, 
that it would entrap only those ready and willing to commit 
crime." (Sherman v. United States, 356 U.S. at 384 (Frankfurter, 
J., concurring in the result).) This position has been endorsed by 
the vast majority of legal commentators,9 by the American Law In
stitute,10 and by the U.S. National Commission on Reform of Fed
eral Criminal Laws ("National Commission").l! 

The persistence of criticism aimed at the Supreme Court major
ity's approach is understandable. The Court's reliance on implied 
Congressional intent does rest upon an obvious fiction,12 since Con
gress has never expressed any intention to create such a doctrine. 
More fundamentally, the prevailing entrapment doctrine is, as ju
rists have frequently observed, unjustifiable in theory and often 
perverse in practice. . 

The Court's majority opinions, for example, repeatedly have sug
gested that an entrapped defendant who was not predisposed to 
commit the crime is in some sense not culpable and therefore is an 
lIinnocellt" who does not warrant punishment. (E.g., United States 
v. Russell, 411 U.S. at 434-436; Sherman v. United States, 356 U.S. 
at 372, 373, 376; Sorrells v. United States, 287 U.S. at 451.) But such 
an individual has by definition violated a criminal statute, with the 
requisite criminal intent. While one who commits an illegal act 
under duress may be acquitted under traditional principles of 
excuse or justification, there is no coercion when the defendant 
simply takes advantage of criminal opportunities offered by third 
parties; that is why defendants who succumb to criminal tempta
tions-even unusually large temptations-offered by private actors 
are treated in all cases as culpable. (See United States v. Twigg, 
588 F.2d 373, 376 (3d Cir. 1978>; United States v. Garcia, 546 F:2d 
613, 615 (5th Cir.), cert. denied, 430 U.S. 958 (1977).) Accordingly, 
the defendant's moral blameworthiness cannot be affected by the 
tempter's hidden identity as a federal agent; 13 irrespective of the 

• Most of this literature is collected at Park, The Entrapment Controversy, 60 Minn. L. Rev. 
163, 167 n. 13 (1976>. See generally Goldstein, For Harold Lasswell: Some Ref7ectiorlS on Human 
Dignity, Entrapment, Informed COrlSent, and the Plea Bargain. 84 Yale L.J. 683 (1975); Williams, 
The DeferlSe of Entrapment and Related Problems in Criminal Prosecution. 28 Fordham L. Rev. 
399 (1959). 

10 See American Law Institute, Model Penal Code § 2.13 (Official Draft 1962), prohibiting 
"methods of persuasion or inducement which create a substantial risk that ... an offense will 
bf.\ committed by persons other than those who are ready to commit. it." 

11 See National Commission, A Proposed New Federal Criminal Code § 702(2) (1971), which 
prohibits "using persuasion or other means likely to cause normally law-abiding persons to 
commit the offense." 

12 As Justice Frankfurter noted, 
It is surely sheer fiction to suggest that a conviction cannot be had when a defendant 

has been entrapped by government officers or informers because "Congress could not 
have intended that its statutes were to be enforced by tempting innocent persons into 
violations." In these cases raising claims of entrapment, the only legislative intention 
that can with any show of reason be extracted from the statute is the intention to make 
criminal precisely the conduct in which the defendant has engaged. That conduct in
cludes all the elements necessary to constitute criminality. 

(Sherman v. United 8tates, 356 U.S. at 379 (Frankfurter, J., concurring in the result).) 
13 It never has been the law that conduct is "less criminal because the result of temptation, 

whether the tempter is a private person or a government informer or agent." (Sherman v. 
United States, 356 U.S. at 380 (Frankfurter, J., concurring in the result).) 
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identity of the tempter, the defendant intended to commit the act 
and knew the act to be wrongful. Thus, whatever the wisdom of the 
government's tempting such an individual may be, it is far from 
clear that, simply because a person who committed an otherwise 
criminal act was not "predisposed" to commit the crime, he should 
be acquitted as innocent. The entrapment defense shoulg. rest on a 
more logical base. 

More sensibly, therefore, the Court also has suggested that the 
entrapment doctrine serves as an exclusionary rule designed to dis
courage undesirable or overzealous police tactics. (See, e.g., Sorrells 
v. United States, 287 U.S. at 446.) Unfortunately, the Court has 
ma.de almost no effort to explain which forms of law enforcement 
conduct are undesirable and precisely why they should be avoided. 
This omission is important, because the law enforcement activities 
circumscribed by the entrapment doctrine are, with rare excep
tions, neither unconstitutional (see, e.g., United States v. White, 401 
U.S. 745 (1971) (plurality opinion); Hoffa v. United States, 385 U.S. 
293 (1966» nor violative of the statutory law; indeed, law enforce
ment activities can lead simultaneously to the conviction of certain 
defendants (the predisposed) and the acquittal of others (the non
predisposed). This illustrates the peculiarity of using the entrap
ment defense as a deterrent: if the purpose of the entrapment doc
trine is to discourage particular forms of police conduct, it is odd 
that the test created by the Court looks to the defendant's state of 
mind, not to the police activity. 

The undesirability of one form of police conduct does seem cer
tain, although the Court has failed to articulate it: police should re
frain from offering inducements that are significantly larger than 
those actually proffered under similar circumstances in the real 
world or that are attractive enough to persuade virtually anyone in 
similar circumstances to commit a crime. 14 If similarly situated 
citizens are unlikely to face equivalent temptations, or if no one 
similarly situated reasonably can be expected to resist the prof
fered temptation, it is pointless for law enforcement operations to 
use inducements of that nature and magnitude: the police will not 
thereby prevent any crime that was likely to occur, and there is no 
assurance that they will catch only persons inclined to deviant 
criminal behavior. 

Unfortunately, the existing entrapment doctine fails to further 
even these sound efficiency concerns. The entrapment inquiry now 
focuses on the defendant's predisposition, rather than on the police 
conduct. As a result, the conviction of a predisposed defendant will 
stand even if he was lured into criminality through the offer of a 
wildly unrealistic inducement to which most people would have 
succumbed. Conversely, a defendant snared through the use of rea
sonable and otherwise proper police methods must be acquitted if 
he is found not predisposed. These results can hardly provide an 
intelligible or coherent guide to police behavior. Indeed, the predis
position requirement most likely leads the police to concentrate 

14 Philip B. Heymann. when he was Assistant Attorney General. testified that this principle 
was used as a safeguard by the Department of Justice in 1980 and earlier in undercover oper
ations. (See FBI Oversight: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of 
the House Comm. on the Judiciary. 96th Cong .• 1st and 2d Sess. 138-40 (1980) (testimony of 
Philip B. Heymann).) 

---I 
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their attention on individuals with criminal records, for whom pre
disposition is easy to demonstrate; such individuals may be subject
ed to virtually any inducement with impunity. As Justice Frank
furter argued, however, 

Permissible police activity does not vary according to the 
parti.cular defendant concerned; surely if two suspects 
have been solicited at the same time in the same manner, 
one should not go to jail simply because he has been con
victed before and is said to have a criminal disposi
tion. . . . Past crimes do not forever outlaw the criminal 
and open him to police practices, aimed at securing his re
peated conviction, from which the ordinary citizen is pro
tected. (Sherman v. United States, 356 U.S. at 383 (Frank
furter, J., concurring in the result); see United States v. 
Russell, 411 U.S. at 443-44 (Stewart, J., dissenting).) 

When it is closely examined, in fact, it becomes evident that the 
predisposition concept will not constrain police activity in a mean
ingful way. In modern practice "predisposition" means little more 
than present willingness to commit crime; it hinges on whether 
"the defendant was ready and willing to commit crimes such as are 
charged in the indictment, whenever opportunity was afforded." (1 
Devitt & Blackmar, FederaL Jury Practice and Instructions § 13.09, 
at 364 (3d ed. 1977).) This definition makes no reference to the size 
or character of the offered inducement. On its face, then, the exist
ing definition seemingly permits a finding that any defendant who 
commits any crime in response to any inducement is predisposed, 
because such a defendant has, by accepting the inducement, dem
onstrated his willingness to engage in illegal conduct. (See Seid
man, The Supreme Court, Entrapment, and Our Criminal Justice 
Dilemma, 1981 Sup. Ct. Rev. 111, 118-19, 124-26.) It may be likely 
that a jury would find that a defendant had been entrapped if a 
huge inducement had been offered to commit some trivial offense 
(for example, $5 million to double-park), but such a jury surely 
would be motivated not by the articulated predisposition principle, 
but by outrage at the police conduct. 

The existing law of entrapment is flawed for another reason. A 
defendant who argues entrapment must take his case to the jury, 
giving the prosecution the opportunity to attempt to establish pre· 
disposition by offering evidence of prior bad acts, of poor character, 
and of shady repntation-the very sort of evidence generally ex
cluded from criminal trials for fear of prejudicing the jury. Such 
information is in some sense relevant to establishing the likelihood 
that the defendant would have engaged in crime with little tempta
tion by a third party (see Park, supra p. 364 note 9, at 257); but, given 
the essentially circular nature of the predisposition inquiry, admit
ting such evidence inevitably will lead even conscientious juries to 
condemn defendants with shady pasts simply for being IIbad," rather 
than for having been proved to have committed the crime 
charged. I5 Results of this type cannot contribute to the principled 
or evenhanded administration of justice. 

15 Several courts have recognized this danger and have responded by excluding unduly preju
dicial evidence. (See United States v. Ambrose, 483 F.2d 742, 748 (6th Cir. 1973), and caseS cited 

Continued 
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As a theoretical matter, it does seem sensible to allow the offer 
of inducements to individuals who are engaging in or affirmatively 
are planning to engage in criminal conduct, while forbidding it as 
to others.16 But such an approach seems unworkable in practice, 
given the subjective nature of the determination involved; and it is 
not, in any event, the line currently drawn by the preC:isposition 
concept. Indeed, these difficulties are illustrated by the definition 
of entrapment most recently articulated by the Supreme Court. "It 
is only when the Government's deception actually implants the 
criminal design in the mind of the defendant," the Court declared 
in Russell, "that the defense of entrapment comes into play." (411 
U.S. at 436.) Yet the government's creation and implantation of the 
illicit idea cannot be all there is to it, for in a substantial number 
of undercover operations the gov:ernment concocts the criminal pro
posal and "implants" it in the mind of the target; indeed, that will 
be the case almost every time the government offers an induce
ment to commit a crime. 

Pointing out these defects, it should be added, is not to say that 
the entrapment doctrine in its present form fails to serve any 
useful purpose. It is arguable, for example, that a potential defend
ant's "predisposition"-or, in any event, his participation in an on-

. going criminal enterprise-bears on the tactics the police might 
reasonably use in seeking to obtain his conviction. (See Park, supra p. 
364 note 9, at 216). The entrapment doctrine also offers the jury a 
formal method for disapproving unreasonable or overbearing police 
tactics. The fact remains, however, that the present entrapment 
doctrine is incoherent in principle, and will, therefore, inevitably be 
inconsisteht in application. 

2. Due process 
While a majority of the Supreme Court has maintained that the 

entrapment defense is based on subjective factors, the Court also 
has hinted that there may be constitutionally based objective con
straints on police undercover activities. This possibility was first 
suggested in 1973 in Russell v. United States, where the Court re
jected the defendant's entrapment plea because predisposition had 
been established. In dictum Justice Rehnquist wrote for the Court 
that "we may some day be presented with a situation in which the 
conduct of law enforcement agents is so outrageous that due proc
ess principles would absolutely bar the government from invoking 
judicial processes to obtain a conviction, cf. Rochin v. California, 

therein; Park, supra p. 364 n. 9, at 251-52.) These protections can go only so far, however; Fed. R. 
Evid. 405(a) allows the admission of reputation and opinion testimony when character is in issue, 
and virtually all background evidence relating to predisposition inevitably will be prejudicial to a 
degree. 

16 The former individuals presumably are particularly dangel'ous and are the ones most likely 
to become involved in criminality absent government involvement. It is entirely possible, howev
er, that law enforcement officials will have good reason to direct undercover operations at those 
who have been or are likely to be offered private inducements. As Professor SeIdman notes, 

The argument that a nondisposed defendant is not danl;:erous because he lacked the 
disposition to commit the offense before the government mtervened is not convincing. 
As cases such as Sherman prove, a person lacking a criminal disposition may nonethe
less be quite likely to commit crimes. Indeed, the very fact that an entrapped defendant 
accepts an inducement conclusively proves that he poses the risk of committing the of
fense whenever a similar inducement might be offered in the future. 

Seidman, supra p. 366, at 141. 
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342 U.S. 165 (1952)." (411 U.S. at 431-32.) The Court thus acknowl
edged that certain police activity might be constitutionally prohib
ited as " 'shocking to the universal sense of justice.' " (411 U.S. at 
432, quoting Kinsella v. United States ex rel. Singleton, 361 U.S. 
234, 246 (1960).) But the Court concluded that the facts of Russell
where the defendant had been convicted of producing methamphet
amine after federal agents had provided him with chemicals used 
in the manufacturing process-did not implicate the constitutional 
principle. 

Unfortunately, the nature, and even the existence, of this due 
process limitation remains in considerable doubt. Three years after 
Russell had been decided, Justice Rehnquist, writing for himself, 
the Chief Justice, and Justice White, appeared to repudiate the 
Russell dictum, declaring that "[t]he remedy of the criminal de
fendant with respect to the acts of Government agents, which, far 
from being resisted, are encouraged by him, lies solely in the de
fense of entrapment." (Hampton v. United States, 425 U.S. 484, 490 
(1976) (plurality opinion).) Writing for himself and Justice Black
mun, however, Justice Powell rejected the plurality's proposition 
that "no matter what the circumstances, neither due process prin
ciples nor [the Court's] supervisory power could support a bar to 
conviction in any case where the Government is able to prove pre
disposition." (425 U.S. at 495 (Powell, J., concurring in the result).) 
Justice Brennan's dissent, joined by Justices Stewart and Marshall, 
appeared to endorse the due process limitation. (425 U.S. at 497 
(Brennan, J., dissenting).) The upshot of Hampton, then, is that 
only two sitting Justices have endorsed the due process constraint 
on police conduct,. while two others have declared the question 
open. Two sitting members of the Court, Justices Stevens and 
O'Connor, have not yet had an opportunity to address the issue. 

In any event, it is clear that any due process limitation will be 
extremely narrow. Justice Powell's concurring opinion in Hampton, 
for example, noted that cases involving the principle would be 
"rare," and observed that "police overinvolvement in crime would 
have to reach a demonstrable level of outrageousness before it 
could bar conviction." (425 U.S. at 495 n. 7.) Similarly, the Russell 
majority gave some hint as to the contours of a due process defense 
by citing Rochin v. California, where the Court invalidated a con
viction that had been obtained after police had secured evidence by 
forcibly pumping the stomach of a suspect. While a detailed assess
ment of the significance of the due process defense will have to 
await future developments in the Supreme Court, it is evident that 
due process principles will not take the form of an objective entrap
ment defense and will not apply to the vast majority of cases in 
which entrapment presently is pleaded. 

B. Proposals for Reform 
As the preceding discussion should make clear, the Select Com

mittee has concluded that the existing judicially enforceable con
straints on police undercover activity are unsatisfactory. The en
trapment doctrine in its present form is constructed around no co
herent principle; it serves, at best, as a mislabeled invitation to 
jury nullification when the defendant is especially sympathetic or 
the police tactics particularly overbearing. The uncertain future 
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and narrow application of the due process doctrine, meanwhile, 
make it an inadequate substitute for a meaningful entrapment de
fense. 

In this context, three possibilities for reform immediately com
mend themselves: simple elimination of the entrapment defense; 
statutory codification and elaboration of the due process principles 
recently articulated by the courts; or a modification of the defini
tion of entrapment. The Select Committee concludes that the first 
of these suggestions is inadvisable and that the second is unneces
sary at this point. For reasons explained below, however, the Select 
Committee finds that the third proposal is both sensible and long 
overdue. . 

1. Elimination of the entrapment defense 
While the possibility of eliminating the entrapment defense has 

received little attention (but cf. Defeo, Entrapment as a Defense to 
Criminal Responsibility: Its History, Theory and Application, 1 
U.S.F. L. Rev. 263 (1967», a good case can be made in favor of such 
a course. 1 7 If society actually believes that those tempted into 
criminality are not culpable (a notion that the Select Committee 
rejects), the substantive criminal law should be modified to reflect 
that fact and to acquit persons tempted into crime, whether by gov
ernmental or by non-governmental actors. If, on the other hand, ef
ficiency considerations lie at the heart of the entrapment doctrine, 
it would be consistent with the broad discretion awarded police and 
prosecutors in other areas to allow law enforcement officials to 
choose for themselves the techniques that are most cost-effective in 
combating crime. (See Seidman, supra p. 366, at 143.) Insofar as 
there is concern that the targets of undercover investigations will 
be chosen for improper reasons, existing doctrines of equal protec
tion and selective prosecution are available. 

While these are provocative arguments, the Select Committee 
nevertheless believes that an entrapment defense serves a powerful 
and necessary-even if largely symbolic-function. It reflects the 
deeply rooted and often unarticulated feeling that "[hJuman nature 
is weak enough and sufficiently beset by temptations without gov
ernment adding to them and generating crime." (Sherman v. 
United States, 356 U.S. at 384 (Frankfurter, J., concurring in the 
result).) An entrapment defense also gives force to the general per
ception that it is inappropriate for the government to "play on the 
weaknesses of an innocent party and beguile him into committing 
crimes which he otherwise would not have attempted." (Sherman v. 
United States, 356 U.S. at 376.) While we expect government to de
clare and enforce rules of conduct, we do not expect it to test the 
moral fiber of the random individual. 

Above all else, it is dangerous to give law enforcement officials 
limitless powers to tempt citizens into criminality and then to 
punish those citizens for their criminal conduct. It presumably is 
for this reason that, even absent any explicit Congressional com
ment, the courts "have continued gropingly to express the feeling 

17 Indeed, the English legal system never has squarely recognized an entrapment defense. See 
Barlow, Entrapment and the Common Law: Is There a Place for the American Doctrine of En
trapment, 41 Mod. L. Rev- 266 (1978). 
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of outrage at conduct of law enforcers that brought recognition of 
the [entrapment] defense in the first instance." (Sherman v. United 
States, 356 U.S. at 378 (Frankfurter, J., concurring in the result).) 
The power to induce criminality is too intrusive to escape regula
tion, and the Select Committee therefore concludes that the entrap
ment doctrine should not be eliminated. 

2. Codification of due process principles 
One way to forestall the most serious potential abuse of the gov

ernment's "inducement power" is to codify the due process princi
ples discussed by Justice Powell in Hampton. There undoubtedly is 
a societal consensus that a variety of police practices are unaccepta
ble in most circumstances. Most people would agree, for example, 
that law enforcement agents should not use threats of harm to any 
individual's person or property-whether that of the target, of his 
family, or even of a stranger-to induce targets to commit criminal 
acts; that police should not manipulate a target's personal or voca
tional situation-for example, by destroying his property so as to 
increase his need for money-to increase the likelihood of his en
gaging in criminal conduct; that police should not entice people 
into the commission of crimes that could not have been committed 
without government involvement; that undercover agents should 
not cultivate intimate relationships with targets, the better to lure 
them into criminality; and that law enforcement agents should not 
engage in serious and harmful criminal activity, or intentionally 
injure innocent third parties, in an attempt to deter crime. (See 
generally United States v. Archer, 486 F.2d 670, 676-77 (2d Cir. 
1973).) There is little doubt that the costs of such tactics-both to 
the target and to society-are likely to outweigh by a substantial 
amount the benefits gained through deterrence of crime. (Cr. Olm
stead v. United States, 277 U.S. 438, 485 (1928) (Brandeis, J., dis
senting).) 

Given the uncertain status of the due process defense in the :3u
preme Court, then, it can be argued that Congress should by stat
ute make clear the power of the federal courts to void convictions 
obtained through use of "outrageous" police practices. Such an ap
proach would demonstrate the unacceptability of overbearing 
methods of law enforcement, regardless of the outcome of the con
stitutional litigation currently ongoing in the courts. It also would 
more candidly reflect the case-by-case jury nullification function 
now served by the entrapment defense. 

On balance, however, the Select Committee believes that le9'isla
tion of this sort is not yet needed. While the Select Commit.tee s in
vestigation and the reported court decisions addressing due process 
issues have revealed instances of poor judgment and occasional 
overzealousness on the part of federal law enforcement officials, 
there is little evidence that federal agents engage in overbearing 
practices with sufficient frequency to justify such broad legislation 
in this area. . 

Further, a general outrageousness standard would provide law 
enforcement officials and the judiciary with little useful guidance. 
Unacceptably intrusive undercover tactics cannot all be identified 
through the use of a simple formula; the courts that have struggled 
with due process claims have emphasized that any assessment of 
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an operation's propriety must look to the totality 6f the circum
stances, including the law enforcement tactics used, the investiga
tive background, and the target's situation. (See United States v. 
Tobias, 662 F.2d 381, 387 (5th Cir. 1981); United States v. Brown, 
635 F.2d 1207, 1212-13 (6th Cir. 1980).) For the present, the Select 
Committee is content to leave the general problem of overbearing 
police conduct in the hands of the courts, v'lith the expectation that 
they will void convictions obtained through methods that truly 
shock the public conscience. 

3. An objective entrapment standard 
In the Select Committee's view, then, some form of judicially en

forceable entrapment defense should be preserved, but it should 
not be aimed broadly and generally at undefined offensive prac
tices. On balance, the Select Committee concludes that the even
handed administration of justice can best be served by redrawing 
the entrapment doctrine along objective lines to serve limited and 
clearly defined purposes, while leaving ample room for the use of 
innovative and effective law enforcement techniques. Devising a 
formula to achieve these ends, however, is no simple task. 

Unfortunately, the minority Supreme Court opinions advocating 
an objective entrapment standard provide little help. Those opin
ions devote far more space to criticizing the majority approach 
than to formulating a coherent alternative. As a result, they are 
surprisingly vague when articulating a standard for, or even when 
stating the purposes to be served by, an entrapment defense. Jus
tice Stewart, for example, proposed that entrapment be found 
"when the agents' involvement in criminal activity goes beyond the 
mere offering of ... an opportunity [to commit an offense], and 
when their conduct is of a kind that could induce or instigate the 
commission of a crime by one not ready or willing to commit 
it .... " (United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. at 445 (Stewart, J., dis
senting).) Similarly, Justice Frankfurter opined that his formula 
did "not mean that the police may not act so as to detect those . . . 
ready and willing to commit further crimes. . . . It does mean that 
in holding out inducements they should act in such a manner as is 
likely to induce to the commission of crime only those persons and 
not others." (Sherman v. United States, 356 U.S. at 383-84 (Frank
furter, J., concurring in the result).) While the substance of these 
formulations is less than entirely clear, it appears to rule out most 
"proactive" police behavior, for fear of leading into criminality in
dividuals who never would have violated the law but for the gov
ernment inducement. (See id. at 383.) 

The Select Committee fmds this approach too restrictive of legiti
mate law enforcement operations. Taken literally-that is, forbid
ding the police from going beyond "the mere offering of. . . an op
portunity" to commit crime-the Frankfurter-Stewart standard 
fails to take into account the fact that an undercover technique 
may appear impermissibly intrusive in one context and not in an
other: repeated solicitation and the offer of premium prices may 
seem an improper way of luring a novice into the narcotics trade, 

. for example, but such tactics appear more reasonable when the 
police are attempting to catch a cautious professional drug dealer. 
(See Park, supra p. 364 note 9, at 253.) Similarly, a line drawn 
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between the"passive "offering of an opportunity" to commit crime 
and the more active "solicitation" of illegal activity would eliminate 
some important and desirable law enforcement techniques. When 
police suspect, but cannot otherwise prove, that consensual crimes 
are taking place, for example, solicitation may be an entirely reason
able method of investigation. 

The superficially attractive phrases that regularly appear in the 
Court's opinions have little real content; if applied rigorously, tests 
employing those phrases would impair universally accepted meth
ods of law enforcement. Thus, virtually every entrapment opinion, 
majority or minority, produced by the Court has declared that an 
entrapment defense must prevent the conviction of those who, "left 
to themselves, might well have obeyed the law." (Sherman v. 
a;""tited States, 356 U.S. at 384 (Frankfurter, J., concurring in the 
result).) But it will be impossible in any case to tell whether the 
defendant would have engaged in criminality absent government 
involvement; if the law enforcement operation replicates the real 
work and the defendant takes the proffered bait, it may be 
likely-but never can be certain-that the defendant ultimately 
would have been led into criminality by private actors.iS It is diffi
cult to believe, however, that either the majority or the minority 
Justices would acquit all such individuals. This point is well illus
trated by the "decoy" operations commonly used by local police, in 
which undercover agents are disguised as vulnerable potential 
crime victims: few jurists would suggest that an individual who at
tacks a police decoy should be acquitted on entrapment grounds, 
even if the defendant persuasively claims that he never would have 
engaged in criminality had it not been for the decoy's presence. 19 

The minority Justices' proposed tests similarly are flawed to the 
extent that they would use the entrapment doctrine to bar the gov
ernment from "instigating" crime, or from being the ''but for" 
cause of criminal acts. Whenever law enforcement agents offer an 
inducement or provide an opportunity for the commission of a 
criminal offense, they become a "but for" cause of the resulting 
crime, and to that extent they instigate an offense that otherwise 
would not have occurred. This is true, for example, in the decoy sit
uation outlined above. 

Designing an entrapment defense, then, requires a candid recog
nition that the entrapment doctrine has very little to do with cul
pability, and very much to do with directing law enforcement ef
forts into effective and socially desirable channels. Thus, while 
police should not, as a general matter, attempt to lure into crimi-

18 Certainly, this does not put the entrapped defendant in a position morally superior to that 
of the individual led into criminality by a private actor; absent coercion by the government, the 
entrapped defendant, like his non-entrapped counterpart, freely chose to engage in a criminal 
act. 

19 AI! Professor Seidman acknowledges, an equivalent inducement, 
might never be offered [by a non-governmental actor}. But all predictions of danger

ousness are contingent and uncertain. The case of an entrapped defendant, moreover, is 
crucially different from that of a person incarcerated for an inchoate crime or a pre
sumed disposition to commit crimes. In the latter situations, the defendant has not yet 
performed a criminal act, and we therefore must speculate whether, if left alone. he 
will ever violate the law. But the entrapped defendant ha.s violated the law. He has 
performed an act that the law condemns. and incapacitating him for reasons of danger
ousness is no different in principle from incapacitating any other criminal on this basis. 

Seidman, supra p. 366, at 141. 
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nality individuals who previously have shown no inclination to 
engage in criminal conduct, entrapment is not the most effective 
means of preventing such police activities. To the contrary, that 
goal can best be achieved by imposing direct restraints on the use 
of undercover operations-for example, by requiring an articulable 
suspicion that an individual is involved in criminality before offer- . 
ing him an inducement. (See pp. 377-89 intr.a.) A manageable 
entrapment defense should serve two comparatively limited pur
poses: It should discourage the criminal justice system from punish
ing governmentally induced lawbreakers, when doing so will fail 
significantly to advance legitimate law enforcement purposes, and 
it should prevent overzealous or improperly motivated officials 
from abusing their power to create criminals. 

One possible objective standard that has received some attention 
and that would further the principles outlined above is a test that 
would bar use of inducements substantially larger than those likely 
to occur in the real world. (See Seidman, supra p. 366, at 121, 
143.) As has been noted, it certainly seems desirable as a matter of 
policy for the police to design undercover operations that mirror re
ality; as a general matter, offering an unrealistically large induce
ment does little more than test the moral fiber of the target. 

An entrapment test based on this criterion, however, is apt to be 
unsatisfactory for three reasons. First, it often will be impossible 
for the prosecution to establish to any degree of certainty that the 
proffered inducement replicates those occurring absent government 
involvement. Second, requiring the police to prove that the induce
ment mirrors the real world may force them to reveal sensitive law 
enforcement data or the identities of confidential sources. Finally, 
there may be situations in which the offer of an unrealistically 
generous inducement might be appropriate. For example, when au
thorities believe, but are otherwise unable to prove in court, that a 
narcotics dealer is selling his goods to third parties, the offer of a 
premium price to divert the drugs into government hands may not 
be unreasonable. 

The Select Committee therefore recommends another version of 
the objective standard, one similar to that developed more than ten 
years ago by the National Commission: A defendant should be ac
quitted on entrapment grounds when a law enforcement agent-or 
a private party acting under the direction or with the approval of 
law enforcement authorities-induces the defendant to commit an 
offense, using methods that would be likely under similar circum
stances to cause a normally law-abiding citizen to commit a similar 
offense. As the National Commission added, however, the mere 
offer of an opportunity to commit a crime should not in itself con
stitute entrapment. (See National Commission, A Proposed New 
Federal Criminal Code § 702(2), at 58 (1971).) 

This definition serves the principal purposes that have been ar
ticulated in support of an entrapment defense. It circumscribes the 
government's power to create criminals, making it impossible for 
law enforcement agents to lure normally law-abiding individuals 
into criminality through the use of extraordinarily large, literally 
irresistible inducements. 2o At the same time, it forestalls the prac-

20 We do not mean the word "inducement" to sillTIify only offers of gain; a threat or other 
form of coercion may also induce a defendant to commit a criminal act. 

--I 
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tical risk that, once into an investigation, agents will feel over
whelming pressure to use overbearing tactics in pursuit of a convic
tion. It thus serves to prevent the use of some of the most offensive 
of the police tactics mentioned above. 21 

A standard pegged to the "normally law-abiding individual" also 
would serve efficiency concerns by discouraging ineffective law en
forcement activities. While undercover operations generally can be 
expected to have a substantial deterrent effect on crime, the con
viction of an individual who responded to an "irresistible" induce
ment is unlikely to deter persons who find themselves facing simi
lar offers in the future. Conversely, if the inducement is sufficient
ly large that it would lead substantial numbers of people into 
criminality, the fact that a defendant responded to that induce
ment reveals very little about whether he is the sort of dangerous 
individual who should be subjected to specific deterrence. 

Equally as important, the proposed formula preserves wide lati
tude for law enforcement operations. As is demonstrated by the 
narrowness of the existing excuse and justification defenses, indi
viduals are expected to obey the law in virtually all circumstances: 
poverty, drug addiction, immediate financial reverses, and the like 
are not considered sufficent cause for a defendant to violate the 
law. Tl:;.is is not to say that a law-abiding individual is empirically 
likely to commit an offense only when the technical requirements 
of duress or its sister defenses have been met. But the narrowness 
of those defenses-along with the fact that the vast majority of the 
citizenry is expected to, and does, resist the temptation to commit 
illegal acts-suggests that only extraordinary pressures are likely 
to lead normally law-abiding individuals into criminality. Certain
ly, "[t]he man on the Clapham omnibus would not sell heroin even 
if he were offered inducements that would be quite tempting to a 
member of the drug culture." (Park, supra p. 364 note 9, at 173.) In 
this context, the "normally law-abiding individual" standard may be 
"viewed as a warning that inducements will not be condemned 
merely because they require the target to exercise a substantial 
amount of self-control." (Id. at 174.) Thus the focus of the entrap
ment inquiry is pointedly placed on the law-abiding individual, 
rather than on the "chronic" or professional criminal. (See 1 Na
tional Commission Working Papers 321.) In any event, it is worth 
noting that at least six states have adopted objective entrapment 
tests modeled on the American Law Institute or National Commis
sion proposals (see Park, supra p. 364 note 9, at 168-69, and notes 
15-16), without suffering catastrophic effects on their criminal 
justice systems. 

If the federal entrapment standard is modified along the lines 
discussed above, a variety of procedural issues will have to be re
solved.22 The Select Committee concludes that it would be appro-

211t is worth noting, however, that many offensive police tactics will will not activate an en
trarment defense such as that outlined in text. Our proposed standard, for example, obviously 
wil not prevent law enforcement agents from engaging in serious criminal acts during the 
course of an undercover operation, unless those acts exert pressure upon the target to commit a 
crime. (Cf, United States v. Archer, 486 F.2d at 676-77.) 

""These include questions relating both to the burden of proof when entrapment is pleaded 
and to the propriety of raising inconsistent claims when the defendant wishes both to deny guilt 
and to plead entrapment. On these issues, we endorse the conclusion of the National Commis

Continued 
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priate for these to be addressed by the Committee on the Judiciary. 
The Select Committee notes, however, its agreement with the Na
tional Commission and with those commentators who would have 
the entrapment issue presented to a judge, rather than to a jury. 
(See 1 National Commission Working Papers 325 and note 135.) The 
"normally law-abiding individual" standard does not require the 
resolution of any factual issues, and it does not, of course, purport 
to hinge on the innocence of the accused, two areas that typically 
are the province of the jury. Indeed, because it is intended to mold 
police behavior, having the standard applied by judges who can ar
ticulate its requirements in a consistent manner might be especial
ly helpful. 

4. Entrapment per se 

The entrapment doctrine we have proposed is a limited one, with 
a particular meaning: it provides a defense to defendants who truly 
are "trapped" by law enforcement techniques that. if used against 
other citizens, would be likely to ensnare many of them. So de
fined, entrapment obviously does not bar the use of all law enforce
ment tactics that much of the population would find offensive. (See 
note 21 supra.) 

A few undercover practices, however, seem to be so overbearing 
as to be unacceptable in virtually every situation and are related to 
entrapment in that they are relatively likely either to ensnare 
harmless individuals or to impose on otherwise law-abiding persons 
coercive pressure to commit crimes. Three such offensive practices, 
alluded to above (see pp. 370-71) supra), are: (1) the use of 
threats by police to induce targets to commit criminal acts; (2) the 
manipulation by police of a target's personal or vocational situa
tion to increase the likelihood of the target's engaging in criminal 
conduct; and (3) the enticement of persons into the commission of 
crimes that could not have been committed without government 
participation. It is the Select Committee's view that these three 
techniques are extraordinarily harmful to the individual, are fun
damentally inconsistent with the basic values of our society, and 
are unnecessary for effective law enforcement. The Select Commit
tee therefore recommends that defendants induced to commit 
crimes through the use of such tactics be acquitted on entrapment 
grounds per se. 

As a general matter, the (;lll.!Umstances surrounding convictions 
obtained through threats, manipulation, or the facilitation of other
wise impossible criminal acts are apt to be similar to those charac
terizing the usual entrapment situation. Operations involving any 
of these three tactics are far more likely than are conventional un
dercover investigations to ensnare individuals who never would 

sion. Since the defendant seeks to avoid the consequences of having committed a criminal act by 
pleading entrapment, it seems reasonable to require the defense to establish entrapment by a 
preponderance of the evidence. (See 1 National Commission Working Papers 324.) On the second 
issue, current pract.ice, witll some exceptions, bars the defendant from pleading entrapment if 
he has denied the ocurrrence of the underlying criminal transaction. (See. e.g.. United States v. 
Rodriques. 433 F.2d 760, 761-62 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 401 U.S. 943 (1971); United States v. 
Pickle, 424 F.2d 528, 529-30 (5th Cir. (1970).) This practice cannot be reconciled with the general
I}' permissive attitude taken towards inconsistent defenses in most other contexts, and we be
heve that it would be wise to eliminate the pleading limitation in the entrapment area as well. 
(See 1 National Commission Working Papers 325-26.) 

1~-618 0 - 83 - 25 
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have committed criminal acts absent government involvement, for 
none of these tactics is likely to be replicated in the real world. 
While there obviously are exceptions,23 there is little doubt that 
most people who engage in criminality do so willingly, rather than 
in response to coercive actions by third parties; and, if the crime 
could not have been committed without the government's participa
tion, there was by definition no danger that the defendant, no 
matter what his criminal intentions, was going to commit such a 
crime. Meanwhile, so far as the first two techniques are concerned, 
the use of the government's resources to threaten or to manipulate 
a defendant is apt to put even the most law-abiding individual at a 
serious disadvantage. 

Hence each of the tactics mentioned above shares several of the 
most important characteristics of the classic entrapment situation. 
Each poses an inordinate risk of involving in criminality defend
ants who pose little threat to engage in such criminality. Each pro
vides the overzealous law enforcement agent with an unnecessarily 
powerful tool that can be used to create criminals. And, even if 
there is some chance that the offensive technique will be replicated 
by a nongovernmental actor, so that its use in an undercover oper
ation might serve a legitimate deterrent purpose, police adoption of 
the methods outlined above seems inappropriate, for want of a 
better formula, as truly "shocking to the universal sense of jus
tice." 

This conclusion derives from the Select Committee's view that 
the function of government is substantially perverted when execu
tive power is used to coerce individuals into criminality or to facili
tate the commission of crimes by those who could not or clearly 
would not otherwise have violated the law. At the same time, the 
perception that convictions were obtained through the use of over
bearing or fundamentally unfair methods inevitably will have a 
perniciolls effect on public faith in the system of criminal justice. 
While there is a consensus that the government should attempt to 
solve and deter acts of criminality, it also is the general vi~w that 
the individual should be able to avoid punishment unless he truly 
chooses to violate the law. Thus, the duress defense and related ju
dicial doctrines demonstrate our reluctance to convict those who 
commit crimes unwillingly-a circumstance that makes the govern
ment's role in placing the individual in such a morally ambiguous 
situation particularly offensive. The Select Committee would fore
stall these dangers by making use of the tactics mentioned above 
an affirmative defense to charges stemming from their application. 

Again, as with the general entrapment defense discussed in the 
preceding section, the Select Committee would place the burden of 
persuasion here on the defense. To obtain an acquittal on entrap
ment grounds the defendant must, by definition, have committed a 
criminal act, and there are substantial costs associated with releas
ing such individuals. The Select Committee therefore recommends 

23 The most obvious exception is the individual who offer., a bribe to a public official in re
sponse to a threat of adverse official action. It is worth noting, however, that even in this situa
tion courts have been reluctant to convict such individuals of bribery; jurists have suggested 
that the victim of extortion cannot have the specific intent necessary for completion of the brib
ery offense. (See, e.g., United States v. George, 477 F.2d 508. 514-15 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 414 
U.S. 827 (1973); United States v. Barash, 365 F.2d 395. 401-02 (2d Cir. 1966).) 
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that entrapment per se be established when the defendant demon
strates by a preponderance of the evidence that he was induced to 
commit the charged offense by one of the overbearing tactics dis
cussed above. 

III. A RECOMMENDATION FOR LEGISLATION ESTABLISHING THRESHOLD 
REQUIREMENTS FOR THE INITIATION OF AN UNDERCOVER OPERATION 

The Congress, through its appropriate committees, should consider 
legislation providing that: 

1. no component of the Department of Justice may initiate, 
maintain, expand, extend, or renew an undercover operation 
except, 

(a) when the operation is intended to obtain information 
about an identified individual, or to result in the offer to 
an identified individual of an opportunity to engage in a 
criminal act, upon a finding that there is reasonable sl!-Spi
cion, based upon articulable facts, that the individual has 
engaged, is engaging, or is likely to engage in criminal ac
tivity,' 

(b) when the operation is intended to obtain information 
about particular specified types of criminal acts, or general
ly to offer unspecified persons an opportunity or induce
ment to engage in criminal acts, upon a finding that there 
is reasonable suspicion, based on articulable facts, that the 
operation will detect past, ongoing, or planned criminal ac
tivity of that specified type; provided that if, during the 
course of the operation, agents of the Department of Justice 
wish to offer to a specific individual-who is identified in 
advance of the offer-an inducement to engage in a crimi
nal act, they may do so only upon a finding tha.t there is a 
reasonable sllSpicion, based upon articulable facts, that the 
targeted individual has engaged, is engaging, or is likely to 
engage in criminal activity; 

(c) when a government agent, informant, or cooperating 
individual will infiltrate any political, governmental, reli
gious, or news media organization or entity, upon a finding 
that there is probable callSe to believe that the operation is 
necessary to detect or to prevent specific acts of criminalitY>' 

(d) when a government agent, informant, or cooperating 
individual will pose as an attorney, physician, clergyman, 
or member of the news media, and there is a significant 
risk that another individual will enter into a confidential 
relationship with that person, upon a finding that there is 
probable cause to believe that the operation is necessary to 
detect or to prevent specific acts of criminality>' 

2. when certain specified sensitive circMmstances (includinf[ 
those currently listed in Paragraph B of the Attorney General s 
Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations) are present or are 
reasonably expected to materialize during the course of the un
dercover operation, the finding of reasonable sllSpicion required 
by subsection (1) (a) or (b) above shall be made by the Undercov
er Operations Review Committee following procedures to be 
specified in guidelines. When there is no expectation that the 
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operation will involve such sensitive circumstances, that deter
mination shall be made by the Special Agent in Charge or by 
the equivalent official in the field following procedures to be 
specified in guidelines. Findings of probable cause, as required 
by subsection (1) (c) or (d) above, shall be made by the Undercov
er Operations Review Committee, following procedures to be 
specified in guidelines; 

3. when the initiation, expansion, extension, or renewal of an 
undercover operation is necessary to protect life or to prevent 
other serious harm, and when exigent circumstances make it 
impossible, before the harm is likely to occur, to obtain the au
thorization that would otherwise be required, the Special Agent 
in Charge or the equivalent official in the field may approve 
the operation upon his finding that the applicable requirements 
of subsection (1) have been met. A written application for ap
proval must then be forwarded to the Undercover Operations 
Review Committee at the earliest possible opportunity, and in 
any event within ft.8 hours of the initiation, expansion, exten
sion or renewal of the operation. If the subsequent written ap
plication for approval is denied, a full report of all activity un
dertaken during the course of the operation must be submitted 
to the Director and to the Attorney General; 

ft.. a failure to comply with the provisions of this statute shall 
not provide a defense in any criminal prosecution or create any 
civil claim for relief 

As shown above, the Select Committee has concluded that the 
enactment of coherent, practical, and effective legislation establish
ing a statutory entrapment doctrine is essential to maintain public 
faith in the system of criminal justice, to restrain overzealous law 
enforcement conduct, to provide intelligible guidance to law en
forcement officers, and to safeguard civil liberties of citizens. For 
several reasons, however, even an effective entrapment defense 
does not, standing alone, adequately promote those goals. 

First, neither the objective entrapment test advocated by the 
Select Committee nor the judicially created predisposition standard 
now in force will in practice forestall any but the most intrusive 
undercover operations involving the most overbearing tactics. 
Thus, for example, neither formulation of the entrapment doctrine 
will prevent the conviction of particular individuals who can prove 
that they were unlikely to have eng'aged in criminality absent gov
ernmental involvement; and, accordingly, the entrapment doctrine 
will not forestall police operations aimed at convicting such citizens 
of crimes. As the preceding section of this report suggests, however, 
the conviction of such generally law-abiding citizens imposes se'i,';:re 
and unnecessary costs on the defendants and fails to serve any sig-
nificant law enforcement purpose (See pp. 362-77 supra.) . 

Entrapment principles also do not prevent or remedy the unnec
essary violations of privacy that attend undercover operations 
aimed at innocent individuals who are not suspected of, and who do 
not ultimately engage in, wrongdoing. Further, even where it ap
plies, the entrapment defense, like all exclusionary remedies, is in
efficient: It does not establish that a given undercover investigation 
wal::; conducted improperly until after law enforcement resources 
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have been expended for the operation and for the resulting pros
ecu tions. 2 4 

Therefore, the Select Committee recommends that Congress 
impose direct limits on the use of the undercover technique and 
circumscribe the situations in which inducements to engage in 
criminality may be offered. The contours of these limitations 
should, in the manner described below, be defined by the need for 
effective law enforcement and by the harms likely to be caused by 
unrestrained undercover activity. 

A. Existing Law 
While the Supreme Court has required law enforcement agents 

to demonstrate probable cause and to obtain a warrant before 
searching property or engaging in wiretapping and other non con
sensual electronic monitoring,it has not imposed a corresponding 
constitutionally based limitation on the use of informants or under
cover operations. To the contrary, the Court has held that no con
stitutional problem is raised when a defendant acts "upon mis
placed confidence" that an undercover informant would not reveal 
the defendant's wrongdoing. (Hoffa v. United States, 385 U.s. at 
302.) As the majority noted in Hoffa, "Neither this Court nor any 
member of it has ever expressed the view that the Fourth Amend
ment protects a wrongdoer's misplaced belief that a person to 
whom he voluntarily confides his wrongdoing will not reveal it." 
(Id.,· see United States v. White, 401 U.S. at 751.) 

Even the Justices advocating the strictest constitutional restric
tions on official searches and seizures have conceded that "[t]he 
risk of being . . . betrayed by an informer or deceived as to the 
identity of one with whom one deals is probably inherent in the 
conditions of human society. It is the kind of risk we necessarily 
assume whenever we speak." (United States v. Lopez, 373 U.S. 427, 
465 (1963) (Brennan, J., dissenting).) Similarly, no Justice has sug
gested that a warrant must be obtained before police may offer an 
individual inducements to engage in criminal acts. (Cr. Hampton v. 
United States, 425 U.S. 484 (1976); United States v. Russell, 411 
U.S. 423 (1973).) 

A greater controversy has been sparked by the suggestion that a 
warrant requirement should be imposed on undercover agents who 
seek to engage in consensual electronic monitoring. 25 Even on this 
issue, however, a majority of the Court has maintained that one 
cannot "liken [electronic] eavesdropping on a conversation, with 
the connivance of one of the parties, to an unreasonable search or 
seizure." (United States v. On Lee, 343 U.S. 747, 754 (1952).) Such 
warrantless consensual recording and monitoring has been upheld 
by analogy to those cases finding the use of informants to be out
side the Fourth Amendment: "We think the risk t~Rt [the defend
ant] took in offering a bribe to [a law enforcement agent~ :-<lirIy in
cluded the risk that the offer would be accurately reproduc..:rl in 
court, whether by faultless memory or mechanical recordifIg." 

24 The entrapment plea is also notoriously ineffective. Even a defendant who is acquitted on 
entrapment grounds is likely to suffer a permanently damaged reputation. (See pp. 363-67 supra.) 

26 By "consensual electronic monitoring" the Select Committee means the taping or transmis
sion of a conversation w;th the acquiescence of one, but not all, of the parties. 
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(United States v. Lopez, 373 U.S. at 439.) This conclusion was reaf
firmed more recently in United States v. White, 401 U.S. at 751-53, 
and United States v. Caceres, 440 U.S. 741, 750-51 (1979).26 In 
effect, the Court has thus concluded that the person subjected to 
consensual monitoring, unlike the subject of a wiretap or "bug" 
(see Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967», has no constitution
ally protected "expectation of privacy" in his overheard conversa
tions. 

While the Court has discovered no constitutional or statutory 
constraint on the initiation of undercover operations or on the offer 
of criminal inducements, some limitations are imposed by Depart
ment of Justice guidelines. The Criminal Investigations Guidelines 
provide that no investigative operation may be initiated unless 
"facts or circumstances reasonably indicate that a federal crime 
has been, is being, or will be committed" (Attorney General's 
Guidelines on Criminal Investigations of Individuals and Organiza
tions I, U C(1) (Dec. 1980»; and no undercover domestic security in
vestigation may be initiated unless there is a factual predicate for 
a belief that the investigation will reveal evidence of criminality 
(see Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations, 
General Authority (2) (Jan. 1981». Similarly, the FBI Undercover 
Operations Guidelines require, as a general matter, that FBI un
dercover operations "involving an invitation to engage in illegal ac
tivity" not be initiated unless, among other things, "the approving 
authority [is] satisfied that . . . [t]here is a reasonable indication 
that the undercover operation will reveal illegal activities. I' (Id., 
U J(2)(b).) 

There are, however, important gaps in the coverage of the guide
lines. Section I, paragraph D(l) of the Criminal Investigations 
Guidelines permits undefmed "inquiries" to be initiated on the 
basis of "information or an allegation not warranting full investi
gation." Paragraph K of the FBI Undercover Operations Guidelines 
provides that undefined "routine investigative interviews" and un
defined "so-called 'pretext' interviews" may be conducted without 
the approval of FBI HQ or of a Special Agent in Charge. Equally as 
important, paragraph J(3) of the FBI Undercover Operations 
Guidelines expressly contemplates that the Director, and under 
certain circumstances the Undercover Operations Review Commit
tee, may approve the offer of criminal inducements to an individu
al "even though there is no reasonable indication that that particu
lar individual has engaged, or is engaging, in the illegal activity." 
Finally, the guidelines governing DEA undercover operations are 
substantially weaker than those governing FBI operations, and the 
INS has no guidelines at all. 

B, The Intrusiveness of Undercover Operations 
Department of Justice officials have defended the existing law 

governing undercover investigations by arguing that undercover 
techniques are not as intrusive as other law enforcement and judi
cial techniques, such as searches, compelled grand jury testimony, 

2. The Court concluded in those cases thnt the vitality of its earlier decisions had not been 
affected by its 1967 holding in Katz v. United Slales, 389 U.S. 347 (1967), that electronic surveil
lance implicates the Fourth Amendment. 
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and subpoenas for documents. (See, e.g., FBI Oversight: Hearings 
Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the 
House Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st and 2d Sess. 141-42 

! (1980) (statement of Philip B. Heymann).) They also noted that the 
target of an undercover operation makes his incriminating disclo
sures voluntarily and that someone who wants to avoid the risk 
that he is revealing his thoughts to a government agent can simply 
stop speaking to his associates. (See id.) Similarly, they suggest that 
there is little danger of a criminal inducement's being offered to a 
law-abiding citizen, because undercover operations generally are 
structured to make clear the illegal nature of the transaction. (See, 
e.g., id. at 139-40.) In the Select Committee's vielN, however, these 
contentions are seriously flawed, and undercover techniques are 
highly intrusive, important though they are to effective law en
forcement. 

The contention that the use of informants does not affect the 
same privacy interests as do physical searches and wiretaps cannot 
withstand scrutiny. Advocates of that position have argued that, 
because a disgruntled friend or colleague can always disclose an in
dividual's words or acts to law enforcement authorities after the 
fact, informants and government undercover agents, too, should be 
permitted to disclose such words or acts after winning the individ
ual's confidence. That argument assumes that precisely the same 
factors are at work when a private party informs on a citizen as 
are involved when a government undercover agent extracts the in
criminating information himself. But a parallel argument can be 
made as to searches or wir.etaps: If a third party searches a defend
ant's home or taps a defendant's telephone dnd provides any infor
mation thus obtained to the government, the government is free to 
use it in a subsequent prosecution. It never has been suggested, 
however, that the government may for that reason itself tap an in
dividual's telephone or search his residence without first obtainin!; 
a warrant on a showing of probable cause that a crime has been, is 
being, or is about to be committed. Similarly, the risk that an indi
vidual's confidence might subsequently be betrayed by .9. disloyal 
associate is greatly magnified when it is made to include the addi
tional risk that the listener to whom the individual reveals his con
fidence is a disguised government agent whose prearranged mission 
is to elicit incriminating information. (See FBI Undercover Guide
lines: Oversight Hearings Before the Su'bcomm. on Civil and Con
stitutional Rights of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th 
Cong., 1st Sess. 4 (1981) (statement of Geoffrey R. Stone); cf. United 
States v. Lopez, 373 U.S. at 449 (Brennan, J., dissenting).) 

Accordingly, it is beyond reasonable dispute that undercover op
erations can and often do invade legitimate privacy interests in sig
nificant ways. Aside from sting and decoy operations, undercover 
investigations generally progress by having an agent or an inform
er first win the confidence of the target and then obtain incrimi
nating information. In the course of that mission, the undercover 
technique is likely to be fully as intrusive as a conventional wire
tap. As the Abscam tapes reveal, for example, undel'~over agents 
almost invariably will learn significant amounts of information 
about the personal lives and political views of targets, including 
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targets who ultimately are revealed to be innocent.27 This danger 
is compounded by the fact that virtually everything the target says 
and does will be captured by cameras and tape recorders and will 
be subject to the risk of being leaked. More generally, as Justice 
Harlan noted in a somewhat different context, the widespread, un
regulated use of informants and undercover agents inevitably will 
inhibit public discourse by "undermin[ing] that confidence and 
sense of security in dealing with one another that is the character
istic of individual relationships between citizens in a free society." 
(United States v. White, 401 U.S. at 787 (Harlan, J., dissenting).) 

Undercover operations that include offers of inducements to 
commit crimes are intrusive in other ways, as well. While the prac
tice of making clear the illegal nature of such inducements is an 
important safeguard,28 the FBI Undercover Operations Guidelines 
nevertheless clearly permit undercover operatives to offer unrealis
tically large inducements and to tempt individuals who otherwise 
would be unlikely ever to become involved in criminality. As is 
elsewhere noted, convictions obtained by such practices serve 
almost no sound law enforcement purpose. Moreover, as events in 
Abscam dramatically demonstrate, the mere offer of a criminal 
temptation, even to a citizen who refuses it, can, when memorial
ized by hidden cameras and microphones, be very intrusive and 
harmful. 

C. The Select Committee Proposal for Reform 
Many of the cases that have arisen under the Fourth Amend

ment to the Constitution demonstrate that even the most well~in
tentioned officials occasionaHy will be overzealous in the pursuit of 
crime and will engage in unjustified investigative activities. The 
Constitution protects against the most egregious of those activities, 
but it lies with Congress to attempt to establish the optimal bal
ance between the protection of privacy interests and the preserva
tion of effective law enforcement techniques. The Select Committee 
suggests that its recommendations establishing threshold require
ments for the initiation of undercover operations and for the offer 
of inducements to engage in criminal acts will move us much closer 
to that optimum. 

The approach proposed by the Select Committee closely follows 
that used by the Supreme Court and by the existing FBI Undercov
er Operations Guidelines in their attempts to reconcile competing 
privacy and law enforcement interests: Thus, the Select Commit
teels proposal first requires that, before initiating an undercover 
operation, a federal law enforcement agency must make a thresh
old determination that there is a factual basis for believing that 
the investigation will reveal evidence of specific criminality. This 
approach has several salutary effects. It gives citizens some assur
ance that they are not being arbitrarily or for improper reasons 

27 It is true that an undercover agent can attempt, within limits, to keep conversations involv
ing targets focused on the suspected illegality that is the subject of the investigation. But, as the 
Abscam transcripts reveal, it obviously is unrealistic to expect agents or informants to refuse to 
engage targets in any "non-business related" discussions. 

28 It is worth noting. however, that this requirement is found in only the FBI Undercover Op
erations Guidelines. No corresponding limitation, for example, appears in the current DEA 
Guidelines. 
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subjected to misleading and intrusive governmental action. It re
quires a reasoned determination by the government, before the in
trusion takes place, that scrutiny of particular citizens is necessary. 
It strikes an historically justified balance b.etween the individual 
citizen's interest in being left alone and society's need for effective 
law enforcement. 

The specifics of the Select Committee's proposals are designed to 
further these principles by closing some of the gaps in the existing 
guidelines, while allowing for the creation of a flexible and man
ageable procedural framework. Thus, before a specific, previously 
targeted individual or group of individuals is subjected to an under
cover investigation, Paragraph l(a) of the proposal requires a find
ing, based upon articulable facts, of a reasonable suspicion 29 that 
the targeted individual or group has engaged, is engaging, or is 
likely to engage in criminal activity. 

This standard would apply to all undercover operations and to 
all uses of the undercover technique, including "preliminary in
quiries" and "pretextual interviews," however those undefined 
terms have been or may be applied by components of the Depart
ment of Justice. In the Select Committee's view, neither a particu
lar use of the undercover technique nor the stage at which it is 
used in an investigation significantly affects the degree to which it 
intrudes upon privacy interests, the resentment likely to be felt by 
citizens who discover that they have been misled by federal agents, 
or the risks of abuse that are peculiar to the undercover technique. 

Moreover, a reasonable suspicion should be required not only 
when an operation is initiated, but also when federal authorities 
seek to renew a previously authorized operation, to use undercover 
techniques against a new target, or to expand the scope of the oper
ation beyond the geographic or subject-matter boundaries that ini
tially were approved. The proposal establishes such a requirement 
by use of the words "expand," "extend," and "renew" 30 in the in
troduction to the proposal's section "1." If the reasonable suspicion 
requirement were not to apply to such expansions and extensions, 
the law enforcement agency could readily circumvent all of the 
threshold requirements for a new operation simply by expanding 
and extending without limitation any of its existing operations. 
This, essentially, is a license that the FBI has under the existing 
guidelines. 

Similarly, whenever the authority that approved the operation
in the FBI, either the Undercover Operations Review Committee or 
a Special Agent in Charge-determines that there no longer is 

29 This standard, which is familiar to law enforcement officials from Fourth Amendment law 
(see, e.g., FBI Statutory Charter: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Admin. Practice and Proce
dure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., Pt. 2, at 157 (1978) (testimony 
of Griffin B. BelI), requires a specific factual basis for the belief that criminality will be found. 
The reasonable suspicion test apparently is the standard currently required by the Criminal In
vestigations Guidelines for criminal investigations, but not for "inquiries." (See Attorney Gener
al's Guidelines on Criminal Investigations of Individuals and Organizations I, n C(1) (Dec. 1980).) 

This standard cannot be met by assertions such as, "Everyone knows that politicians are cor
rupt," or even by the arguably accurate assertion that some number of individuals in every dis
crete group are likely to be lawbreakers. Those assertions are not specific facts relating to the 
particular situations under investigation. 

30 These terms are included in order to make clear that the proposed requirement is meant to 
reach the expansion of operations into new investigative areas, the temporal extension of oper
ations, and the outright renewal of investigations. 
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reason to believe that the target was, is, or will be engaging in 
criminality or concludes that the original "reasonable suspicion" 
was not well-founded and that no additional incriminating informa
tion has come to light since the initiation of the investigation, that 
authority should terminate the operation. 31 That obligation is im
posed in the proposal by use of the word "maintain" in the intro
ductory clause to section "1." 

Proposal 1(b) imposes parallel requirements on the initiation and 
modification of operations that are not aimed at previously identi
fied individuals or that, like sting and decoy investigations, are in
tended to offer to the public at large an opportunity to engage in 
criminality. This recommendation is intended to place limitatiops 
on the use of scattershot operations that may obtain a vast amount 
of information about substantial numbers of people. Again, the pro
posed legislation would require, before the use of intrusive tech
niques is authorized, a reasonable suspicion that evidence concern
ing a particular type of criminality will be discovered.3 2 The con
cluding proviso to subsection 1(b) is intended to ensure that subsec
tions l(a) and 1(b) are read in conjunction: It makes clear that, 
when a specific individual's name comes to the attention of federal 
authorities during the course of an I'umbrella" operation-as hap
pened, for example in Abscam 33-authorities must have a factual
ly based, reasonable suspicion of criminality concerning that indi
vidual before offering him an inducement to engage in criminality. 

The remaining provisions of section "1" articulate a higher 
threshold test that must be met before undercover techniques may 
be employed to infiltrate entities that were organized to further le
gitimate political, governmental, religious, or journalistic ends and 
before undercover agents or informants are allowed to impersonate 
certain types of individuals who are especially likely to elicit confi
dences from third parties. The higher threshold requires probable 
cause to believe that specific acts of criminality have been, are 
being, or will be committed. Investigations in such sensitive cir
cumstances are considerably more intrusive than are conventional 
undercover operations, a tact acknowledged both by Director Web
ster (see, e.g., FBI Statutory Charter: Hearings Before the Sub
comm. on Admin. Practice and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on 
the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., Pt. 2, at 156, 159 (1978) (testimo
ny of William H. Webster)), and, albeit in slightly different form, 
by the proposed FBI charter legislation (see S. 1612, 96th Cong., 1st 
Sess. § 531a(d) (1981)). 

3) This obligation is fucilitated by the reporting requirements elsewhere recommended by the 
Select Committee, in particular by Recommendation as to Administrative Directives A(5)(i)(v) 
and B (See pp. 31-32 supra.) 

32This imposes a requirement of some specificity in the planning and implementation of the 
operation. General authorization requests-for example, that which appeared in the "catch·all" 
provision of the Abscam authorization document (see pp. 15-16 sup-raj-would not be proper. Also. 
an application, like the Goldeon application, that bsts many different targets, many different 
criminal activities, and many different geographic areas would have to state articulable facts 
justifying each aspect of the proposed investigation. It simply will not do, for example, to allow 
field agents who have stated articulable facts justifying an investigation of narcotics sales in 
Cleveland to use those narrow facts to justify an investigation of stolen property in Toledo or of 
racketeering in Akron. 

3~ Under the proposed standard it would have been improper for the FBI to use undercover 
techniques to investigate or to offer inducements to individuals, such as Senator Pressler, whose 
names were forwarded, without corroboration, by a wholly unreliable middleman such as Joseph 
Silvestri. 
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Where First Amendment interests are involved, the possibiUty of 
government infiltration can easily inhibit valuable, protected ex
pression. Were agents of the executive branch to insinuate them
selves into CongTessional offices, for example, substantial separa
tion of powers concerns would arise. The surreptitious placement of 
federal agents within political bodies may, over the long term, 
result in the agents' affecting significant decisions for those organi
zations. 

Similarly, society has determined that assuring a free flow of in
formation between private parties and those persons mentioned in 
subsection led) is so important that privileged communications are 
inadmissible even at criminal trials. The use of agents posing as 
lawyers, physicians, clergymen, or reporters may have a consider
able inhibitory effect on the exchange of such privileged informa
tion. 

Most importantly, use of the undercover techniques mentioned in 
subsections 1(c) and led) is more likely than are conventional wire
taps or searches to reveal legal, but intensely private, information 
that people seek to protect, for each of those undercover techniques 
elicits information by winning the confidence of unsuspecting per
sons and thereby exposing their innermost thoughts. The Select 
Committee therefore believes that, in these circumstances, the bal
ance between privacy and law enforcement should be weighted in 
favor of the individual. 

Similar factors motivated the Select Committee's proposal in sec
tion 112." As Fourth Amendment law has shown, privacy interests 
can be safeguarded in two ways: (1) By imposing stricter require
ments on the use of intrusive techniques; and (2) by lodging the ap
proval authority as far as possible from the law enforcement agent 
who personally is involved in, and hence has the greatest stake in, 
and the worst perspective on, the operation. The Select Commit
tee's proposed section 112" employs the latter principle. The author
ity to approve routine, unexceptional uses of the undercover tech
nique is vested in an SAC or equivalent local official, thereby re
moving the decision at least one level from the field agent. Where 
the proposed undercover activity is more intrusive or more danger
ous-where First Amendment interests are involved, for example, 
or where there is the possibility of harm to third parties-the pro
posal requires consideration and approval of the operation at FBI 
H:Q by the Undercover Operations Review Committee, which, being 
a second step removed from the field, brings greater perspective 
and an increased objectivity to the decision. 

The value of this approach is recognized by the current FBI Un
dercover Operations Guidelines, which properly require prior ap
proval by the Undercover Operations Review Committee whenever 
a significant range of Iisensitive circumstances" may be implicated 
by the investigation.34 Similarly, the Select Committee proposal re-

34 Paragraph B of the FBI Undercover Operations Guidelines lists 12 sensitive circumstances, 
among them thaI; the investigation may involve Ii public official, foreign government, religious 
or political organization, or the news media; that the investigation may involve untrue represen
tations concerning the activities of an innocent person: that an undercover agent or informant 
may engage in serious criminality during the course of the operation; that an undercover opera
tive may attend a meeting between a target and his attorney; that an undercover operative may 

Continued 
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quires that the delicate probable cause determination mandated by 
subsections l(c) and l(d) be made by the Undercover Operations 
Review Committee. 

The Select Committee's proposed section "2" does not establish 
the procedures to be followed by law enforcement officials in 
making the decisions required by section "1"; the Department of 
Justice is in the best position to devise a realistic and workable 
procedural framework. This legislative approach, however, should 
not be understood to denigrate the seriousness of the responsibility 
entrusted to the Undercover Operations Review Committee and to 
the SACs. To be adequate, any set of procedures must ensure that 
all relevant information is made available to the decisionmaking 
authority in a timely fashion. It must guarantee that crucial infor
mation, including the facts supporting the finding of reasonable 
suspicion or probable cause, is memorialized, so that the efficacy of 
the decisionmaking process and the responsibility for given deter
minations can be assessed after the fact. 

Nevertheless, recognizing the need for flexibility in the world of 
law enforcement, the Select Committee's proposed section "3" 
allows for a departure from established procedures when exigent 
circumstances make noncompliance necessary to prevent serious 
injury to persons or property, to bar the destruction of evidence or 
the escape of a suspect, or to forestall similar harm. Again, howev
er, this is intended to provide only a narrow exception to the gener
ally applicable requirements. Thus, the proposal requires that, 
when both sensitive and exigent circumstances are present, a com
plete application for approval must be forwarded almost immedi
ately to the Undercover Operations Review Committee; if the Un
dercover Operations Review Committee concludes that the action 
taken in the field was not justified, both the Director and the At
torney General should be fully informed of the circumstances sur
rounding the operation. The Select Committee believes that these 
steps are essential to place responsibility for making sensitive judg
ments at the proper levels, while permitting an effective internal 
review of compliance with legislative and administrative require
ments. 

The recommendations outlined above should not undull impede 
legitimate law enforcement efforts. The Select Committee s propos
al requires no approval or review by a court or by anyone outside 
the Department of Justice before an undercover operation may be 
initiated, expanded, continued, extended, or terminated. Instead, in 
large part the Select Committee's proposals reflect current prac
tice: Officials of the FBI and of the Department of Justice have tes
tified that undercover operations typically are not initiated in the 
absence of a reason to believe that criminal activity is afoot. (See, 
e.g., FBI Oversight: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Civil and 
Constitutional Rights of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th 
Cong., 1st and 2d Sess. 131-32 (1980) (statement of Philip B. Hey
mann); FBI Charter Act of 1979: Hearings on S. 1612 Before the 

pose as an attorney, physician, clergyman, or member of the news media; that the operation 
poses a significant risk of violence, or of financial loss to innocent individuals; and so on. The 
Select Committee believes that this is a reasonably complete list, although the citation to it in 
proposed section "2" is not meant to foreclose the Department of Justice from adding additional 
categories of sensitive circumstances. 
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Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., Pt. 1, at 109-
10 (1979) (testimony of Charles F. C. Ruff and Francis M. Mullen, 
Jr.).) Indeed, it is difficult to see why law enforcement officials 
would legitimately need to use intrusive and often expensive un
dercover investigative techniques in the absence of articulable facts 
constituting evidence of criminality. 

The Select Committee nevertheless strongly believes that legisla
tion is needed to express the will of Congress that law enforcement 
undercover operations be firmly grounded on a factual basis and be 
free from arbitrariness and abuse. Nothing in current law would 
prevent drastic dilution of existing guideline requirements. Indeed, 
at least one former ranking official of the Department of Justice 
actually has advocated the use of undercover techniques as a pre
liminary investigative tool even in the absence of circumstances 
giving rise to a reasonable suspicion that criminal activity has oc
curred, is occurring, or is likely to occur. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
July 29, 1982, at 136-37 (testimony of Irvin B. Nathan).) Pressures 
to use the undercover technique in an unregulated manner inevita
bly will rise as the number of such investigations increases and as 
the supervision of any given operation becomes correspondingly 
more difficult. Indeed, during Absc~m the Department of Justice 
authorized the use of undercover techniques against any public of
ficial whose name was mentioned by any corrupt individual, no 
matter how obviously unreliable the information.35 Equally as im
portant, legislation is necessary to close major unnecessary gaps in 
the existing guidelines, which in at least some circumstances clear
ly permit the use of undercover techniques in the absence of a rea
sonable suspicion of criminality. 

D. Explanation for the Select Committee ~ Rejection of a Ju
dicial Warrant Requirement 

As noted in the opening pages of this report, many informed in
dividuals and organizations, including some of the FBI's staunchest 
advocates, have argued that a judicial warrant should be required 
before an undercover operation is initiated or an informant is llsed, 
at least in sensitive circumstances. The arguments they have pre
sented are undeniably compelling. First, undercover operatives and 
informants are law enforcement weapons that as a general rule are 
at least as intrusive as searches and wiretaps, for which warrants 
are required. It therefore seems logical to impose equivalent safe
guards on the use of each of these iuvestigative techniques. 

Second, in undercover operations, no less than in other cases in
volving attempts to obtain information about private parties, priva
cy interests are more likely to be given their due when crucial deci
sions are made by a neutral magistrate. Thus, the Supreme Court's 
Fourth Amendment decisions are based squarely on the proposition 

35 Department of Justice officials testified that this practice was necessary to avoid claims of 
political targeting, as demonstrated by the Department's ability to insist today that contacts 
were in fact pursued with every figure whose name was mentioned. (See, e.g., Sel. Comm. Rrg., 
July 29, 1982, at 121 (testimony of Irvin B. Nathan).) In fact, however, the Department's Abscam 
practice permits informants and middlemen to engage in targeting of their own. (See pp. 68-77 
supra.) In the Select Committee's view, a firmer safeguard against charges of political decision
making, and one far more considerate of innocent citizens and civil liberties, would be the even
handed application of consistent formal threshold requirements, with determinations and the 
supporting material memorialized in writing. 
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t.hat "unreviewed executive discretion may yield too readily to 
pressures to obtain incriminating evidence and overlook potential 
invasions of privacy and protected speech." (United States v. 
United States District Court, 407 U.S. 297, 317 (1972).) FBI and Jus
tice Department officials are, after all, professional law enforce
ment personnel; their primary responsibility lies in catching crimi
nals and preventing crime. No matter how well-intentioned or sen
sitive to other societal interests such officials may be, their judg
ments inevitably will be weighted in favor of their law enforcement 
mission. This common sense judgment has been recognized by the 
Supreme Court in its interpretation of the Fourth Amendment and 
by Congress in the recent enactment of the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Act. 3 6 

Despite the appeal of these arguments, however, the Select Com
mittee is not persuaded that a warrant requirement would solve 
more problems than it would create. It is not at all clear that im
posing a warrant requirement on the use of informants and under
cover agents would be manageable. 'fhere is little nuance to con
ventional searches or wiretaps; those law enforcement activities 
either do or do not take place; and, after the search or wiretap has 
been undertaken, it generally is easy enough to determine whether 
police officials complied with the terms of any previously obtained 
warrant. In marked contrast, there is a wide range of possible in
formant-government relationships, and the evolution of any given 
relationship may be extremely difficult to predict. Thus, for exam
ple, it is impossible to obtain a warrant before making use of a one
time informant who comes forward to volunteer information after 
the fact. 37 It seems almost as difficult to see how a meaningful 
warrant application could be made for permission to use a part
time or occasional informant who intermittently learns of and vol
untarily offers information about criminal activity. 38 

An undercover warrant requirement is impractical for other rea
sons, as well. The decision whether to use an informant often of ne
cessity will be made on the spur of the moment, since-unlike the 
decision whether to conduct a search or to install a wiretap-the 
informant's willingness to provide information may not be a prod-

36 The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act creates a judicial warrant requirement for na
tional securit.Y wiretaps. 50 U.S.C. §§ 1801-1811 (Supp. ill 1979.) 

3' Indeed, It is difficult to see the justification for requiring a warraD.t in such a situation, 
which is analogous to that presented when a private party searches another individual's home 
and provides to the police evidence that he discovers. 

38 As former Assistant Attorney General Heymann has noted: 
[T]he scope of informants' tasks covers ... [aJ wide continuum. Some, like a bartend

er in a mob hangout or a streetwise addict, provide information over a long period of 
time regarding many crimes and suspected criminals. Others, like an associate in a 
jury-tampering scheme, are targeted to generate information regarding one individual 
involved in a single crime. The wide range in the activities of informants and their rela
tionship to the Government make it extremely difficult to get the judiciary into the 
process. For example, would a warrant be required to accept information volunteered 
by an observed narcotics seller-the selJer knowing he ha.~ been observed-or is a war
rant needed only when the seller has been arrested? Or, does the warrant become nec
essary when he has been charged, or when information has been paid for in some fash
ion? If the warrant would be required and would permit the addict to Inform against 
his supplier, would a new warrant be needed if the informant then develops new infor
mation about a different supplier or about non drug-related crimes? The range of rela
tionships between an informant, his testimony, and the Government is very broad. 

<FBI Statutory Charter: Hearings Before the Subomm. on Admin. Practice and Procedure of the 
Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th Cong., 2d Sess., Pt. 2, at 40 (1978) (testimony of Philip B. 
Heymann).) 
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uct of the government's initiative; rather, the cooperating individu
al may simply appear with an offer of useful information. In a re
lated vein the necessity of going outside the law enforcement 
agency to obtain judicial approval for the use of an informant 
might well inhibit private parties from providing information to 
the authorities, for fear that their identities will be divulged. (See 
FBI Statutory Charter: Hearings Before the Subcomm. on Admin. 
Practice and Procedure of the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 95th 
Cong., 2d Sess., Pt. 2, at 47-48 (1978) (testimony of James Q. 
Wilson).) Perhaps more importantly, both the role of an informant 
who must regularly interact with suspects and the general course, 
of an undercover operation are inherently less predictable than are 
searches or wiretaps. Thus, it often would be impossible to estab
lish the terms and limits of an undercover warrant with sufficient 
clarity to make the judicial approval process meaningful. This, in 
turn, would make judicial supervision-and even an ultimate de
termination about compliance with the warrant's requirements
extraordinarily difficult. 

There also are more basic institutional reasons for rejecting an 
undercover warrant requirement. The Select Committee has some 
reluctance to mandate the placement of a pre-operation judicial im
primatur on undercover operations that may later culminate in 
claims of entrapment or due process violations that must be judici
ally reviewed. Also, enacting a judicially enforceable warrant provi
sion would surely lead to a substantial increase in litigation, court 
congestion, and delays in the administration of justice, because it 
would encourage defendants to make suppression motions not only 
on traditional Fourth Amendment grounds, but also on the basis of 
noncompliance with undercover warrant legislation. 

The Select Committee emphasizes, however, that its conclusion 
on this point is conditional: it rests on the belief that law enforce
ment authorities can be expected to comply in good faith with the 
reasonable suspicion and probable cause requirements proposed 
elsewhere in this section, if those requirements are stated as the 
will of Congress. Accordingly, the Select Committee's position 
should not be read as an unconditional rejection of the warrant re
quirement for all time and in all circumstances. If experience 
under the proposed legislation were to show that federal law en
forcement agencies are unable or unwilling to regulate themselves 
effectively, the establishment of a judicially enforceable warrant 
mechanism, at least in limited and precisely defined circumstances, 
might well be wise. For the moment, however, it is the Select Com
mittee's conclusion that the drawbacks of a warrant requirement 
outweigh the advantages. 

IV. A RECOMMENDATION FOR INDEMNIFICATION LEGISLATION 

The Congress, through its appropriate committees, should consider 
legislation to compensate from the United States Treasury persons 
(other than persons cooperating with or employed by the Department 
of Justice in connection with the undercover operation) injured in 
their person or property as a result of a Department of Justice un
dercover operation, under the following conditions and circum
stances: 
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1. the injury was proximately caused by conduct, of a federal 
employee or of any other person acting at the direction of or 
with the prior acquiescence of federal law enforcement authori
ties, that violated a federal or state criminal statute during the 
course of and in furtherance of a Department of Justice under
cover operation; 

2. the injury was proximately caused by conduct, of any feder
al employee or of any informant or other cooperating private in
dividual, that violated a federal or state criminal statute and 
that the person who engaged in such conduct was enabled to 
commit by his participation in an undercover operation; or 

3. the injury was proximately caused by negligence on the 
part of federal employees in the supervision or exercise of con
trol over the undercover operation; provided, however, that an 
action should not lie under this legislation for injury caused by 
operational or management decisions that relate to the conduct 
of the undercover operation. 

Although undercover operations often yield substantial benefits, 
undercover investigative techniques also pose unique dangers. The 
Select Committee's other recommendations-in particular, those di
rected at improving the supervision of operations and at facilitat
ing enhanced Congressional oversight-may reduce those risks, but 
the peculiar characteristics of undercover investigations make it in
evitable that injury to innocent citizens occasionally will occur. The 
immediately preceding sections of this report, which deal with en
trapment and the initiation of undercover operations, therefore 
offer proposals aimed in part at preventing injuries to innocent 
subjects of undercover operations and in part at providing remedies 
for such injuries when they occur. This section, on the other hand, 
addresses the dangers that undercover techniques pose to the 
public at large.39 

The Select Committee's conclusion, spelled out more fully below, 
is that Congress should create a mechanism that can be used, 
under the appropriate specified circumstances, to indemnify indi
viduals who are injured during the course of an undercover oper
ation. Two overriding considerations would be served by such legis
lation. First, it seems inequitable to make innocent citizens who 
fortuitously happen to be in the wrong place at the wrong time 
bear the foreseeable costs of law enforcement efforts. Second, there 
is likely to be considerable public resentment of government, as 
well as significant opposition to the use of undercover law enforce
ment efforts, if law enforcement officials are permitted to inflict 
substantial harm on innocent individuals who have no legal re
course. 

A. The Nature of the Problem 
The magnitude of the problem in this area can be gleaned from 

recent litigation. As of November 4, 1982, the FBI alone had been 
subjected to 27 law suits arising out of undercover operations. The 
plaintiffs in those proceedings sought aggregate damages running 

39 These latter types of injuries may also be inflicted upon innocent targets, of (!ourse, and a 
target who is so injured would have an action under the Select Committee's other proposals. 
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into the hundreds of millions of dollars. (See Letter from FBI Direc
tor William H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., at 2-
7 (Nov. 4, 1982).) This is not to suggest that any substantial number 
of those claims are valid, of course, but this body of litigation none
theless provides an idea of the number of individuals who believe 
themselves to have been aggrieved by undercover law enforcement 
efforts. It also reveals some of the issues that may arise in this 
area in the future. 

1. Types of injury 
Injuries caused to the public by undercover operations fall into 

three general categories.40 The first and seemingly most common 
type of harm involves independent fraudulent or other criminal ac
tivity conducted outside the operation by an informant who uses 
the operation's scenario in a manner unrelated to the operation's 
law enforcement purposes. Abscam's Melvin Weinberg, Palms cam's 
Joseph Meltzer, and Frontload's Norman Howard caused harm in 
this manner. 

Undercover operations, of course, often rely upon professional 
confidence men whose ability to penetrate the criminal community 
may be crucial to the investigation's success. Their participation in 
an undercover enterprise may, however, present such individuals 
with an irresistible, government-created cover for use in crimes 
against innocr.mt citizens. That apparently was the case in Abscam, 
in which one-time FBI informant Meltzer used his knowledge of 
the mechanics of the operation to defraud victims. The same phe
nomenon is illustrated more dramatically by Operation Frontload, 
in which informant Howard took advantage of his government-pro
vided cover to issue millions of dollars worth of fraudulent con
struction performance bonds, while collecting hundreds of thou
sands of dollars in premiums from unsuspecting clients. 

The second category of public injury is that resulting from crimi
nal acts committed by ag~nts or informants in furtherance of the 
operation's legitimate aims. The existing Guidelines for FBI Under
cover Operations expressly contemplate the authorization of agents 
to engage in harmful criminal activity (see Attorney General's 
Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations n B(c) (Jan. 1981)), and 
the Select Committee's proposals do not foreclose that possibility. 
This is because there may be circumstances in which destructive 
behavior by law enforcement agents wou.ld be justified; if, for ex
ample, law enforcement authorities are attempting to penetrate an 
extortion-protection ring that has caused millions of dollars worth 
of property damage, an agent might be entirely justified in smash
ing windows or engaging in other minor property crime, if those 
actions are necessary to preserve his cover. Similarly, there have 
been allegations that in the notorious Gary Rowe case an FBI in
formant engaged in violent activity during the course of his federal 

40 There is a fourth category of possible harm: harm inflicted on private parties 'who cooper
ate with federal authorities in creating a cover for undercover activities; for example, the Chase 
Manhattan Bank and the New Hampshire Insurance Company, which provided covers in 
Abscam and Frontload, respectively, were sued by victims of Joseph Meltzer's and Norman 
Howard's illegal activities. 'l'he Select Committee has addressed this problem elsewhere by rec
ommending that the Department of Justice be empowered to execute indemnification agree
ments with cooperating individuals. (See Legislative Recommendation A4(eJ, p. 26 supra. See also 
pp. 359-60 supra.) 

14-618 0 - 83 - 26 
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employment. (See FBI Charter Act of 1979, Hearings on S. 1612 
Before the Senate Comm. on the Judiciary, 96th Cong., 1st Sess., 
Pt. 2, at 8-11 (1979).) 

Of a different nature are allegations concerning the FBI's recent 
operation Recoupe, an investigation aimed at penetrating stolen 
car rings, in which an FBI front apparently sold wrecked cars to 
"retaggers," who transferred the automobile serial numbers to 
stolen vehicles. Plaintiffs in suits against the FBI growing out of 
the operation have alleged that law enforcement agents engaged in 
"racketeering" by selling the stolen vehicles to unwitting middle
men, who in turn sold the cars to innocent buyers. (See Taylor, 
FBI's Use of Con Men to Catch Other Crooks Occasionally Back
fires, Wall Street Journal, Oct. 7, 1982, at 16, cols. 2-3.) 

Finally, there is a limitless variety of situations that can be 
grouped because the harm in each was, in a sense, caused by the 
very existence of the operation. A comprehensive list of such situa
tions cannot be compiled, because the nature of the various injuries 
is as varied as are the operations themselves. It is worth noting 
several examples that may be typical, however, to give some sense 
of the types of difficulties that can be expected. First, it is possible 
that, to avoid destruction of the operation's cover, goods recovered 
during the course of the undercover operation will not be promptly 
returned to the owner and that the owner, not knowing that his 
property has been recovered, will make unnecessary expendi
tures. 41 Conversely, an innocent citizen may learn of the oper
ation's scenario thr.ough legitimate means and rely on his belief in 
the reality of the scenario while making independent business judg
ments. In Abscam, for example, a legitimate investor might have 
been led by one of the targets to believe that Arab sheiks were de
positing hundreds of millions of dollars in the Chase Manhattan 
Bank and might havl1 purchased Chase Manhattan stock in reli
ance on that information. A third example is more direct: The ex
istence of an undercover operation might stimulate illegal activity, 
at least in the short run, resulting in an innocent person's becom
ing the victim of a crime that would not have occurred but for the 
operation.42 Finally, even apart from the law enforcement aspects 
of an operation, competition from a government proprietary may 
harm legitimate businesses. 

2. Existing law 
While many of the types of harm described above have, at least 

allegedly, occurred, it is not at all clear which, if any, can be reme
died under existing law. There is no existing statutory indemnifica
tion scheme explicitly relating to undercover operations. In the ab
sence of such legislation, plaintiffs in suits against the FBI have 

4! Allegations to this effect were made following Operation Lobster. In 1979 Springmeier Ship
ping Company of St. Louis complained to th.! FBI that one of its stolen trucks had been recov
ered early in the Lobster operation, but had not been returned for a year while the operation 
was undeI"Way. Springmeier maintained that this failure promptly to return the vehicle cost the 
company over $60,000 in insurance premiUm adjustments, as well as its $5,000 deductible. The 
FBI declined to offer reimbursement. 

4' For example, fendng operations may stimulate property crime by providing a new market 
for stolen goods. (See FBI Undercover Guidelines: Oversight Hearings before the Subcomm. on 
Civil and Constitutional Rights of the House Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 40-41 
(1981) (testimony of Gary T. Marx).) 
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relied principally on the Federal Tort Claims Act of 1946, 60 Stat. 
842 (codified in scattered sections of 28 U.S.C.), which provides an 
action against the United States ttfor injury or loss of property, or 
personal injury or death caused by the negligent or wrongful act or 
omission of any employee of the Government while acting within 
the scope of his office or employment, under circumstances where 
the United States, if a private person, would be liable to the claim
ant in accordance with the law of the place where the act or omis
sion occurred." (28 U .S.C. § 1346(b) (1976).) 

It is not clear, however, that the harms described above are ac
tionable under the Tort Claims Act. There appears to be no claim 
for relief against the government for independent criminal activi
ties conducted by informants unless, as apparently was the case in 
Frontload, federal agents were demonstrably negligent in their su
pervision of the informant. Even if government employees were 
aware of the informant's criminal activities and, to avoid ruining 
the operation's cover, intentionally chose not to stop them (as alleg
edly occurred with respect to Meltzer), the government may be 
shielded from liability by the Tort Claims Act's exception barring 
any action tlbased upon the exercise or performance or the failure 
to exercise or perform a discretionary function or duty on the part 
of a federal agency or an employee of the Government, whether or 
not the discretion involved be abused. II (28 U.s.C. § 2680(a) (1976).) 
For the same reason, the Tort Claims Act may not reach intention
al criminal acts committed in furtherance of the law enforcement 
operation, whether undertaken by an informant or by a govern
ment employee. 

Plaintiffs in cases arising out of undercover operations also have 
asserted constitutional claims of varying degrees of persuasiveness. 
While claims alleging violations of the takings clause or due proc
ess clause of the fifth amendment to the Constitution may be 
sound, the courts have not yet resolved those issues, and it is far 
from clear that even an individual who unquestionably has been 
wronged will be able to recover. In any event, insofar as such 
claims cannot be brought under the Tort Claims Act, the govern
ment has not waived its sovereign immunity as to any of them. 

B. Proposed Legislation 
In light of the dangers posed by undercover operations and the 

apparent inadequacy of current remedies, the Select Committee 
recommends creating a cause of action explicitly designed to com
pensate innocent citizens for some of the injuries arising out of un
dercover operations. Such legislation will provide for redress for 
victims in appropriate limited circumstances, no matter how the 
courts interpret existing law. In drafting its proposals the Select 
Committee has not attempted to modify the scope of existing reme
dial statutes; instead, it has suggested a new, narrowly focused re
medial scheme that will not adversely affect law enforcement oper
ations and will assure a remedy for most of the individuals who 
suffer harms clearly traceable to the use of undercover techniques. 
This legislative course is not unusual: Congress has not hesitated 
in the past to create remedies for persons harmed by particular 
types of law enforcement conduct. (See, e.g., Privacy Protection Act 
of 1980, § 106, Pub. L. No. 96-440, 94 Stat. 1879-83 (codified at 42 
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U.S.C. §§ 2000aa, 2000aa-5 to 2000aa-7, 2000aa-11, 2000aa-12) 
(Supp. IV 1980).) 

Section "I" of the Select Committee's proposal would create a 
cause of action for harm directly resulting from illegal activity un
dertaken by agents or by informants acting legitimately to fUrther 
an undercover operation's law enforcement purposes. Because 
harms of that nature are one of the direct, foreseeable costs of law 
enforcement, and because the benefits of crime prevention are en
joyed by the general public, it is arbitrary and inequitable to main
tain a system that imposes those costs on a small number of ran
domly affected citizens. Less tangibly, but equally importantly, 
public disrespect and antagonism for law enforcement agencies is 
likely to be generated if those agencies are allowed, by themselves 
violating the law, to harm innocent individuals. That disrespect 
and antagonism can only be compounded if injured innocent citi
zens are not provided with an effective remedy. Further, to allow 
the government knowingly to make particular citizens or groups of 
citizens the victims of crime is to grant a power that is subject to 
abuse and selective use, a danger that may be ameliorated by legis
lation along the lines proposed in section "1." 

The Select Committee's second proposal, section "2." would 
create a claim for relief for individuals harmed by the independent 
illegal activity of an informant or government employee 43 who 
was enabled to commit his crime by virtue of his participation in 
an undercover operation. This proposal is not aimed at all illegal 
conduct engaged in during the course of an investigation; the pro
posed provision applies only when the operation in some sense pro
vided the means by which the criminal act was committed. Exam
ples of this sort of activity are the actions of Joseph Meltzer and 
Norman Howard, whose knowledge about the mechanics of under
cover enterprises enabled them to defraud innocent parties. The 
proposal is not limited to fraudulent conduct, however, and would 
apply to other types of criminal activity that an informant could 
not have committed had he not been a participant in an 
undercover operation. 

Several factors support the imposition of liability in the circum
stances described above. Again, it is equitable to reimburse inno
cent victims of the criminal conduct that, unfortunately, appears 
inevitably to accompany and to be made possible by at least some 
number of undercover operations. Imposing liability in such cir
cumstances might also have the salutary effect of encouraging fed
eral authorities to supervise more effectively the activities of infor
mants, while giving law enforcement personnel an additional 
reason to remain constantly aware of the dangers presented by the 
use of undercover techniques. Moreover, FBI officials have express
ly recognized that the use of professional criminals in law enforce
ment undercover activities poses substantial risks of harm to inno
cent citizens; if the government is to create an environme~t in 
which these harms might occur, it should, like owners and manag-

43 Fortunately, there have not been allegations of such impropriety on the part of government 
agents. Federal employees will have the opportunity to commit offenses of that type, however, 
and failure to cover them in this provision would create aU unnecessary gap. 
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ers of dangerous enterprises at common law, bear the costs that 
materialize out of those risks. 

The Select Committee's final indemnification proposal would 
create government liability when the plaintiff's injury was proxi
mately caused by negligence on the part of federal employees in 
the supervision or exercise of control over the undercover oper
ation. This proposal aims at negligence in what might be termed 
the procedural aspects of the operation-the supervision and imple
mentation of the investi?:ation. To a certain extent this overlaps 
with proposed section "2' : Norman Howard's actions in Frontload, 
for example, would fall under both provisions.44 Proposed section 
"3," however, reaches further: If, for example, federal agents 
became, or should have become, aware that someone who was not a 
government informant had discovered an undercover scenario and 
was using it to defraud innocent third parties, but the federal 
agents unreasonably failed even to investigate the possibility of 
taking action to protect those innocent parties, a claim would arise 
under the Select Committee's proposal. 

The proviso to proposed section "3"-that an action should not 
lie for tactical decisions relating to the conduct of the operation-is 
intended to make clear that courts should not be required to judge 
the reasonableness of considered law enforcement decisions that 
were taken to advance the legitimate purposes of the investigation. 
Thus, questions about whether a given operation is too dangerous 
and whether the benefits of a given action outweigh the risks 
should not be subjected to a judicial cost-benefit analysis after the 
fact. 

Concededly, this results in something of an anomaly: Negligence 
in the supervision of an operation will lead to federal liability, 
while a conscious law enforcement decision to proceed despite con
siderable risks to the public will not. But this arrangement is in
tended to achieve a particular end. The Select Committee believes 
that it would be unwise to subject to scrutiny by the courts the im
plicit and explicit cost-benefit determinations that must be made 
during the course of any law en.forcement operation. Such a 
scheme would discourage law enforcement initiative, often would 
lead to entirely speculative verdicts, and occasionally would require 
the disclosure of confidential law enforcement information and ma
terials. Proposed section "3" is intended to leave discretionary law 
enforcement decisions in the hands of law enforcement authorities, 
as is generally the case with respect to conventional law enforce
ment tactics. But, because of the peculiar dangers of undercover op
erations, proposed section "3" is designed to encourage authorities 
to exercise careful supervision over such operations. The aim is to 
ensure that cost-benefit decisions ma.de by the authorities are well
informed, intentional, and properly implemented. 

The remedial scheme spelled out above will not provide indemni
fication for everyone who suffers harm resulting from the existence 
of an undercover operation. Practical reasons require some limits. 
It is nearly impossible to prove, for example, that a given crime 
suffered by an innocent party was inspired by a government sting 
operation or that a given business decision was grounded on the 

<4 Double recovery in such circumstances is not envisioned. 

----I 
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businessman's belief in the undercover scenario.45 Thus, for exam
ple, it may well be that when an undercover fencing operation is 
established, more thefts occur in the immediate vicinity of the 
front than would otherwise have occurred, because the market for 
stolen goods is larger; but no one victim whose property has been 
stolen during the operation will be a.ble to prove that his particular 
property would not have been stolen in the absence of the front. 

In contrast, the narrow circumstances delineated in sections "I" 
and "2" provide particularly attractive cases for indemnification. 
The nature of the harm in such cases is clearly and demonstrably 
traceable to the undercover operation. Such harm is a plainly fore
seeable result of the use of undercover techniques; and, in a sense, 
injuries of that type are particularly offensive, because the harm 
they inflict was intentionally brought about by someone working 
for the government. 

In cases covered by proposed sections "I" and "2," then, it seems 
appropriate to provide a cause of action regardless of the propriety 
of the law enforcement decisions involved and notwithstanding the 
unavoidability of the harm in a given case. This is not true of other 
types of injuries stemming from undercover operations, however, 
and the Select Committee has concluded that it would be wiser not 
to create relief for such injuries than it would be to allow litigation 
over the propriety of given law enforcement decisions. 

V. EXPLANA'£ION FOR THE SELECT COMMITTEE'S REJECTIOl\T OF PRO
POSALS To MAKE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE GUIDELINES JUDICIALLY 
ENFORCEABLE 

Another legislative proposal considered by the Select Committee 
was one that would make the Department of Justice guidelines ju
dicially enforceable. Adopting this proposal would in practice mean 
that a federal law enforcement agency's failure to comply with a 
guideline requirement would result in the judicial voiding of any 
conviction obtained through the use of a flawed undercover oper
ation. While the argument in support of this proposal is cogent, the 
Select Committee is unconvinced that it warrants legislation. 

Under existing law it is clear that noncompliance with internal 
law-enforcement guidelines is not a valid defense to a criminal 
charge. The Supreme Court so held, in reviewing a conviction ob
tained through an Internal Revenue Service undercover operation, 
in Caceres v. United States, 440 U.S. 741 (1979), where the Justices 
concluded that technical violations of guideline requirements 
should not lead to the overturning of a conviction on either due 
process or statutory grounds. 

The proponents of judicially enforceable guidelines have 
advanced a simple and appealing argument against Caceres: They 
have argued that police will take guidelines seriously only if fail
ure to comply will result in the loss of a conviction. In the absence 
of judicial oversight, the argument continues, there will be an in
evitable tendency for law enforcement authorities to cut corners, 

45 Indeed, the need for recovery becomes less compelling as the government.'s involvement in 
the injury becomes less direct. In the Lobster situation alluded to above, for example, the 
Springmeier company's claims are not particularly compelling; had it not been r. , the lawen· 
forcement operation challenged by the company, the shipper's losses would have Leen total. 
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and the guidelines will be complied with only when compliance is 
convenient. (See FBI Undercover Guidelines: Oversight Hearings 
Before the Subcomm. on Civil and Constitutional Rights of the 
House Comm. on the Judiciary, 97th Cong., 1st Sess. 30 (1981) (tes
timony of Louis Seidman); id. at 56-57 (statement of Paul Che
vigny).) 

This line of reasoning is similar to that advanced in favor of a 
judicial warrant requirement, and the Select Committee's reaction 
here is similar to its conclusion in the warrant context. (See pages 
387-89 supra.) This reluctance to recommend legislation is based on 
several considerations. Perhaps most importantly, voiding a convic
tion can be an overly severe sanction for what may be a technical 
violation of guideline requirements. It is one thing to exclude evi
dence for failure to comply with search and seizure requirements 
constitutionally imposed by the Fourth Amendment, but it is quite 
another thing to void a conviction because, for example, federal 
agents failed to obtain approval from the Undercover Operations 
Review Committee for an operation that cost more than $20,000. 
(See Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations 
U ACg) (Jan. 1981).) Conversely, fear of running afoul of the judici
ary may lead Department of Justice officials to dilute guideline re
quirements in an attempt to minimize the risk of violations. To 
this extent, making guidelines judicially enforceable may adversely 
affect the maintenance of effective control over law enforcement ef
forts and lead to demands to replace guidelines with detailed statu
tory specifications for law enforcement techniques. 

Also, even if only the most significant guidelines are made en
forceable, such action inevitably will lead to a substantial amount 
of litigation. That in itself is highly undesirable, especially in view 
of the already considerable delays in the criminal justice system. 
Further, such litigation will probably result in the undesirable re
peated disclosure of sensitive law enforcement data. 

Consistent noncompliance with guideline requirements, if it 
occurs, might necessitate a reassessment of the Select Committee's 
conclusion. For the moment, however, the Select Committee finds 
that it would be inadvisable to disturb Caceres. 



APPENDIXES 

APPENDIX A 

CHRONOLOGY OF AnSCAM 

The factual narratb~e that appears in this Appendix does not purport to be ex
haustive; rather, it attempts to identify the principal participants and events of a 
complex undercover op\~ration that lasted for approximately two years. With several 
exceptions the narrativtl is confined to factual statements that have not been disput
ed and that do not rely solely upon uncorroborated testimony or statements made 
by interested parties. Various controversial events, together with the conflicting ver
sions of those events that have been advanced by interested parties, are discussed at 
length in the sections of the Report that precede this historical narrative. 

The Federal Bureau of Investigation undercover operation known as Abscam re
ceived formal FBI Headquarters approval on July 25, 1978 ([Deleted]) 1; but events 
significant to an understanding and evaluation of the operation occurred much ear
lier. In particular, because Melvin C. Weinberg, the informant used by the FBI in 
Abscam, played a major and controversial role in the operation, a dbscription of 
Abscam best begins with the establishment of the first relationship between Wein
berg and the FBI. 

PRE-1978 

Department of Justice files show that the FBI first formally opened Weinberg as 
an informant on June 3, 1969. ([Deleted]) Weinberg testified that, although he was 
unsure of the date, he thought he had begun acting as an informant as. early as 
1965.2 (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 9 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 
At least in 1969 and in the first half of the following decade, Weinberg sporadically 
provided the FBI with information about criminal activities of other individuals. 

During that entire period Weinberg participated in and profited from criminal ac
tivities, including the use of stolen credit cards, income tax evasion, and fraud. (See 
R. Greene, The Sting Man 39-57 (1981).) In early 1976 the FBI obtained information 
leading it to believe that Weinberg might be engaged in criminal activity; and on 
April 6, 1976, the FBI's New York Field Office 3 informed FBI Headquarters ("FBI 
HQ") that Weinberg had been defrauding victims. (lDeleted]) Accordingly, on April 
7, 1976, FBI HQ ordered the New York Field Office immediately to discontinue 
Weinberg as an informant. ([Deleted]) 

'The omission of a citation to a confidential document is identified by "[Deleted]." See pp. V
VI supra. 

2Weinbe~g's testimony is not necessarily inconsistent with Department of Justice files, but it 
does reflect one of the problems inherent in the FBI's internal use of arcane definitions incon
sistent with definitions published to the puhlic and to Congress. On September 2, 1982, FBI offi
cials informed counsel to the Select Committee that in FBI parlance a person is not called an 
informant unless there is an FBI "137" file uaming him as a informant. Thus, even if Weinberg 
surreptitiously provided information to the FBI from 1965 to 1969 and continued to perform the 
identical function thereafter, he was not "an FBI informant" until June 3, 1969, when a 137 file 
on him was opened. 

The Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Use of Informants and Confidential Sources define 
"informants" differently. The guidelines define that term by reference to the function per
formed by the individual, not by reference to the opening of a file. Specifically, t.he guidelmes 
state at page one: 

(1) A confidential source, under these guidelines, is any person or entity furnishing informa
tion to the FBI on a confidential basis, where such information has been obtained as a result of 
legitimate employment or access to records and is provided consistent with applicable law. 

(2) An informant, under these guidelines, is any other person or entity furnishing information 
to the FBI on a confidential basis. 

3 The FBI has 59 Field Offices located in major metropolitan areas throughout the country. 

(399) 
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On January 11, 1977, pursuant to his investigation of Weinberg's sham invest
ment company, London Investors, FBI Special Agent John M. McCarthy of the New 
York Field Office arrested Weinberg in New York. ([Deleted]) It was, McCarthy told 
the Select Committee, the first time McCarthy and Weinberg had met. 

Weinberg was released on the basis of his promise to the court to submit himself 
to be arraigned in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, where a case against him arising out of 
the same conduct was being presented to a federal grand jury. On February 17, 
1977, that grand jury indicted Weinberg on ten counts of wire fraud, mail fraud, and 
criminal conspiracy based on his London Investors activities. Eight days later, he 
appeared in Pittsburgh for arraignment and was arrested. He was released pending 
trial, and on March 16, 1977, was arrested in Florida in a separate matter involving 
fraudulent securities. He was again released pending his trial in Pittsburgh. 

Shortly thereafter, an FBI special agent in Pittsburgh telephoned Special Agent 
Myron Fuller of the New York Field Office to suggest that Weinberg might be able 
to assist in Fuller's undercover investigation of the white collar crime and organized 
crime network in New York City. That investigation was called Operation Fountain 
Pen. In June 1977 Fuller contacted Weinberg and agreed to use him. Their agree
ment called for Weinberg to focus his efforts on Fuller's investigation of an attempt 
by various organized crime figures and con-men, including Jospeh Trocchio, illegally 
to acquire the assets of the Brookhaven Mortgage Company in New York. If Wein
berg were to be helpful, the FBI would try to help him in plea bargaining and sen
tencing in the case pending against him in Pittsburgh. In addition, the FBI agreed 
to pay for expenses incurred by Weinberg in the course of the investigation. Fuller 
has informed the Select Committee that, although he and his supervisor, Special 
Agent Cunningham, reviewed Weinberg's closed informant file sometime in 1977, 
they did not discuss the advisability of using Weinberg in an undercover operation, 
the risks attending the use of an informant whose file had been closed because he 
had been caught committing felonies while acting as an FBI informant, or the possi
ble use of special safeguards to monitor and to control such a person.4 

In mid-July 1977, Fuller and Weinberg began to work together, and it was then 
that the FBI first used the fictitious-Arab scenario on which Abscam eventually was 
based. Weinberg, using his own name, held bimself out to his criminal contacts as 
having been hired by some wealthy Arabs to find investment opportunities in the 
United States. Fuller adopted an undercover identity, and Weinberg introduced him 
as the Arabs' financial consultant. This was Fuller's first undercover role. 

Fuller told the Select Committee that the undercover operation lasted until .octo
ber 1977. DUring that period, Weinberg introduced Fuller to several persons whom 
have been described as "fringe organized crime figures," including Richard Sparer, 
Ray Claybrook, Luther Robinson, and William Hedley. Weinberg and Fuller, either 
individually or together, had and recorded more than 25 conversations with such 
figures between July 1, 1977, and October 26, 1977. Fuller cannot recall why those 
conversations were recorded. His recollection is that he gave no taping instructions 
to Weinberg; instead, Fuller planned to have Weinberg introduce him to the crimi
nal figures and to proceed from there on his own. With respect to conversations be
tween Weinberg and criminal figures in which Fuller did not participate, Fuller 
planned to debrief Weinberg and to prepare reports of material information. Accord
ing to Fulle:r's account, therefore, the occasional recordings in August and early 
September were essentially fortuitous. 

On October 3, 1977, Weinberg pled guilty to all ten counts against him in the fed
eral court in Pittsburgh. On December 8,1977, he appeared before the court for sen
tencing. Pursuant to the court's request, Special Agent McCarthy, who had arrested 
Weinberg in January and who had occasionally helped Fuller and Weinberg during 
their undercover operation from July to October, appeared in the court's chambers 
and described Weinberg's cooperative efforts. McCarthy informed the court that 
Weinberg could, if the court were to allow him to be available, assist the FBI, but 
the court sentenced Weinberg to three years in prison, staying execution of the sen
tence until January 10, 1978. 

4 Under Paragraph D of the current Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Use of Informants 
and Confidential Sources (which were not in effect in 1977), a designated FBI official must make 
written findings of the suitability of an informant for a particular investigation before the in
formant may be used. Nevertheless, because the FBI's informant file on Weinberg had been 
closed as a result of his illegal activity in 1976, he was not technically an informant in 1977, 
even though he was performing an informant's function in every respect. Thus, Fuller's and 
Cunningham's failure to consider the fal!tors described in the text above would not violate even 
today's guidelinM. The Select Committee strongly recommends that the guidelines be amended 
to make even clearer that "informant" must be interpreted and applied functionally, not by the 
existence vel non of a 137 file. 
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On December 19, 1977, Special Agent John Good, Senior Supervisor of the Haup
pauge, Long Island, Resident Agency 5 of the FBI's New York Field Office, signed a 
letter on behalf of J. Wallace La Prade, Assistant Director in Charge of the New 
York Field Office,6 to the Chief United States Probation Officer for the Western 
District of Pennsylvania. The letter requested that the Probation Office and the sen
tencing court review Weinberg's file and agree to allow Weinberg to associate with 
"former colleagues" of his whom the FBI was "contemplating targeting." 7 On Janu
ary 23, 1978, pursuant to that request and to a request by Weinberg's lawyer for a 
reduction of sentence for health reasons, the court put Weinberg on probation for 
three years and permitted him to associate with criminals and with persons suspect
ed of having committed crimes. McCarthy replaced Fuller as Weinberg's FBI "con
tact agent," or agent responsible for supervising Weinberg's informant activities. 

Special Agent McCarthy wrote the December 19, 1977, letter signed by John Good. 
McCarthy did so because, pursuant to discussions with Fuller, he had decided to try 
to continue, and to expand, the undercover operation conducted by Fuller from July 
to October, but to operate out of Long Island, where McCarthy was assigned. Before 
deciding to use Weinberg and to write the December 19 letter, McCarthy did not 
review Weinberg's closed informant file or learn why the file had been closed. He 
told the Select Committee that he had based his decision to use Weinberg on the 
recommendation of Weinberg's Pittsburgh FBI case agent, on Weinberg's coopera
tion in the slimmer of 1977, and on Weinberg's extensive knowledge of illegal finan
cial activities.8 

1978 

In January and February of 1978, McCarthy, Fuller, and Weinberg discussed the 
formation of the new undercover operation. They decided to revive and to expand 
upon the fictitious-Arab cover, both because Weinberg had already established him
self as a representative for wealthy Arabs and because none of the participants 
could think of a better cover. In March they decided to create a fictitious company, 
Abdul Enterprises, Ltd., of which McCarthy would be the chairman of the board of 
directors and Fuller would be the financial director. McCarthy gave the undercover 
operation the code-name "Abscam," a portmanteau word formed from "Abdul" and 
"scam." 9 

On February 23, 1978, the New York Field Office reopened Weinberg's informant 
file. McCarthy told the Select Committee that he did not recall any discussion about 
the file's having been closed because of Weinberg's criminal activity wpile acting as 
an FBI informant in 1976 or about any special safeguards that might be used during 
Abscam to prevent him from repeating that performance. McCarthy did say that, 
when he reopened Weinberg's file, he "must have" known why the file had been 
closed. 

Supervisor John Good and Special Agent McCarthy decided to augment the cover 
by obtaining office space near the FBI's Hauppauge Resident Agency. Special 
Agents McCarthy, Fuller, Michael Denedy, Margot Denedy, Thomas McShane, and 
Edward Woods were given undercover roles. 

In its incipiency, Abscam was not specifically approved by FBI HQ. At that time, 
each Field Office had authority to conduct an undercover operation that would not 
last longer than six months or require expenditures, other than regular salaries, ex
ceeding $1,000. All that was required was the approval of the Special Agent in 
Charge ("SAC") of the Field Office. Nevertheless, the Select Committe«;!'s review of 
the Department of Justice files on Abscam revealed no document granting such ap
proval or indicating a basis for estimating that the operation would last less than 

GEaeh Field Office has smaller Resident Agencies under its direction. Each Resident Agency 
("RA") is headed by a Senior Resident Agent ("SRA"). If the RA has eight or more special 
agents, the SRA is a Supervisor. 

"Because of the size and complexity of the New York Field Office, the person in charge of 
that office is an Assistant Director. He has four Special Agents in Charge (SACs) under him. 

'This request to allow Weinberg t.o associate with suspected criminals was sent when Wein
berg was facing a prison term and had not been granted probation. Apparently, McCarthy and 
Good thought that the sentence might be modified. 

8 Like Fuller, McCarthy did not prepare any memorandum discussing Weinberg's suitability 
for the contemplated undercover operation. 

9 Some early media accounts of Abscam in 1980 suggested that the code name was formed 
from "Arab" and "scam." FBI docurr::ents contemporaneous with the formation of the operation 
in early 1978 show those accounts to have been erroneous. 
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six months and cost less than $1,000. 10 The absence of any documented estimate of 
cost and duration is significant because, as early as April 12, 1978, three months 
before FBI HQ approval of the Abscam operation, Special Agent McCarthy reported 
to an SAC in the New York Field Office that, to establish the Abscam cover, (1) 
$200,000 in cash had been deposited in a safe deposit box in a New York bank; (2) 
up to $250,000 had been credited to the account of one of the undercover agents at 
that bank; (3) arrangements had been made to rent a twin-engine Beechcraft air
plane to transport Abscam principals; (4) business cards were to be printed for each 
undercover agent; (5) arrangements were to be made to rent a limousine to trans
port Abscam principals between Manhattan and Long Island; and (6) arrangements 
had been made to rent a room at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel or at the Plaza Hotel 
for a meeting with subjects in New York. These facts suggest that, long before FBI 
HQ approval was sought, special agents in the New York Field Office knew that 
both the duration and the fiscal limits for an SAC-approved operation would be ex
ceeded. 

On February 17, 1978, through Weinberg's early Abscam efforts, the FBI recov
ered from Dominick Casarele stolen art worth approximately $1 million. 11 On April 
3,1978, the FBI paid Weinberg a lump sum of $10,000 for his help in that matter.12 

During the period from mid-February to late April 1978, Weinberg arranged meet
ings between the undercover agents and two stolen-property suspects, and provided 
information on a major suspected Las Vegas organized crime figure, a suspected 
Long Island organized crime figure, and a suspected Brooklyn organized crime 
figure. The principal potential criminal activities discussed were the purchase from 
two of those suspects of stolen art, of stolen or counterfeit securities, and of securi
ties "which belonged to Robert Vesco," and the involvement of one of them in the 
Brookhaven Mortgage Company takeover. (See [Deleted]) 

Only five conversations were recorded during this period before FBI HQ approval, 
one on March 11, 1978, three on April 7, 1978, and one on May I, 1978. The next 
Abscam recording did not occur until September 12, 1978. 

On May 26, 1978, the Assistant Director in Charge of the New York Field Office 
applied to FBI HQ for approval of Abscam for six months at a cost of $30,000. The 
application listed six specific objectives for the operation: (1) to recover misappropri
ated securities of Robert Vesco worth approximately $300 million; (2) to "compro
mise" a named suspect, apparently in connection with Brookhaven Mortgage Com
pany and stolen or counterfeit securities; (3) to obtain access to phony financial deal
ings in Las Vegas, Nevada, and to underworld activities in Atlantic City, New 
Jersey; (4) to gain "intelligence information," including photographs and voice re
cordings, on New York underworld figures; (5) to recover stolen artifacts in Miami 
and elsewhere; and (6) to recover phony securities and to detect phony loans per
taining to a company operating on the West Coast and in Mexico. In addition, the 
application included a broad catch-all objective: 

The above objectives are representative, but not inclusive of a variety of 
accomplishments that can be obtained with this operation. Almost any door 
in the United States can be opened and recoveries of stolen securities and 
rare art or other stolen property filtered through the O[rganized] C[rime] 
network can be obtained. ([Deleted]) 

The application also contained a detailed description of how the requested $30,000 
would be spent in the six-month period, itemizing expenses such as $1,OOO-per-

10 The Abscam files first provided to the Select Committee by the Department of Justice con
tained no document reflecting approval of Abscam by any SAC before or during its first several 
months. The Select Committee therefore specifically requested the SAC approval document; the 
FBI agreed to provide it, but was unable to find it. It appears that no such document was pre
pared, and FBI officials have informed the Select Committee that no such document was re
quired under policies in effect in 1978. Under the Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Under
cover Operations, promulgated many months later and in effect today, the SAC must prepare a 
written approval document containing detailed specified information justifying an undercover 
operation llpproved by him. The Select Committee considers this to be an important improve
ment. 

The guidelines do not, however, require that a copy be sent to FBI HQ. The Select Committee 
recommends that the guidelines be amended to impose such a requirement and that the Under
cover Operations Review Committee review each such document. This review would not have to 
be a thorough analysis, but one sufficient to enable the Review Committee to identify major 
potential problems and to be informed as to the nature of the SAC-approved operations being 
conducted. 

11 Casarele was convicted on March 25, 1982. 
12Weinberg also received a $30,000 reward from an insurance company for the recovery. 

(Kelly Trial Tr. 1698.) 
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month informant payments, office rental payments, and automobile lease payments. 
It contained no description of the informant, Weinberg; no discussion of his reliabil
ity; no discussion of how or by whom he would be monitored, controlled, or super
vised; no discussion of the undercover experience and suitability of the several spe
cial agents being used in the operation; and no discussion of the risks of physical 
harm, of property loss, of invasions of privacy, of interference with confidential rela
tionships, and of other possible untoward consequences. I3 

The application also stated that Thomas Puccio, Chief of the Department of Jus
tice's Organized Crime Strike Force for the Eastern District of New York, approved 
of the operation. Puccio assigned the case to John Jacobs, an attorney who had 
joined the Strike Force in February 1978 after having spent several years as a pros
ecutor in the office of the Manhattan District Attorney. Jacobs told the Select Com
mittee that he retained principal Strike Force responsibility for the case until 
M\irch 1979, when Puccio assumed an active day-to-day role. 

On June 27, 1978, FBI HQ agreed to approve Abscam for the period ending Janu
ary 25, 1979, at a funding level of $30,000, as requested. ([Deleted]) Final approval 
was granted by Associate Director James Adams, although the application was first 
reviewed and approved by several FBI officials under him.I4 An approval letter was 
sent to the Assistant Director in Charge of the New York Field Office on July 25, 
1978, officially making Abscam an FBI HQ-authorized long-term undercover 
operation. 

Meanwhile, in June 1978 Special Agent Fuller called Special Agent Gunnar Aske
land, who was assigned to the Miami Field Office and who had been in the New 
York Field Office from 1970 until the end of 1977. Fuller told Askeland about the 
new undercover operation called Abscam and stated that the Abscam informant was 
a man named Mel Weinberg, who, although he lived in New York, spent much of 
his time in Florida. In fact, said Fuller, Weinberg was scheduled to meet an Abscam 
suspect named Joseph Meltzer in Florida. 

Askeland then informed Fuller that Meltzer was helping Askeland in another in
vestigation. Meltzer had contacted Askeland in Mayor early June and had told him 
that a particular county commissioner within the Miami Field Office's jurisdiction 
was corrupt. Because Askeland recently had attended an FBI interview of another 
person who had made criminal allegations about that same commissioner, Askeland 
had opened an investigative file and had asked Meltzer to provide information on 
the commissioner's allegedly corrupt activities. Is Accordingly, Askeland asked 
Fuller to cancel the scheduled meeting between Weinberg and Meltzer, and Fuller 
agreed. 

Fuller and Askeland fmished their discussion by trying to ascertain how Wein
berg and Meltzer had come into contact with each other. Ultimately, the special 
agents determined that the contact must have been made through Ron Sablosky, 
one of the organized crime figures Weinberg had brought into Abscam in its earliest 
days. Askeland knew that Meltzer and Sablosky were friends. 

l' Under Paragraph E of the Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations 
promulgated in January 1981, almost all of the information described in the text above as 
having been omitted from the application for FBI HQ approval would be required. The principal 
item not required by the guidelines is a description of how and by whom the informant will be 
monitored, controlled, and supervised. The Select C.ommittee recommends that the guidelines be 
amended to include such a requirement. 

14 The approval of Director William H. Webster was not required under any policy then exist
ing, and it was not sought. Approval of the Director also would not be required under the cur
rent guidelines. 

,. As discussed at greater length at pp. 313-16 supra, the Select Committee has been unable to 
obtain SUbstantial relevant infonnation about Meltzer's involvement in Abscam, his relationship 
with Weinberg, and the basis for his use by the Miami Field Office. The Department of Justice 
has refused to provide documents or to answer questions pertaining to those matters, asserting 
that its refusal is necessary to avoid prejudice to its defense of the civil cases filed against it by 
persons claiming to have been injured by the FBI's failure to prevent Meltzer from defrauding 
them. 

On May 22, 1978, Meltzer was sentenced in Florida to 30 months in federal prison. Neverthe
less, within two weeks he was working with S~ecial Agent Askeland and operating a Florida 
business called H & J Realty Company. Meltzer s relationship with the FBI centered on a politi
cal corruption investigation; Meltzer was talking by telephone with Weinbel'g in that period; 
Weinberg was working with Meltzer's contact agent, Gunnar Askeland; but the FBI claims that 
Abscam did not focus on political corruption until November 16, 1978. 

The Department's refusal to assist the Select Committee in resolving these and related mat
ters sharply illustrates the problem with the Department of Justice's argument that legislation 
governing undercover operations is unwise and that congressional oversigh~ can ensure that un
dercover operations are properly conducted. Effective oversight requires information on a timely 
and forthright basis. 
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Later in June, Askeland told Special Agent McCarthy about Meltzer's work for 
the FBI in Florida, told McCarthy that the operation was called Palmscam, and 
asked him to write a letter to Meltzer from John McCloud (McCarthy's Abscam 
alias) to help establish Meltzer's cover as a real estate expert. McCarthy sent the 
letter on Ju1y 7, 1978, on Abdul Enterprises stationery, to Meltzer at H & J Realty. 
The letter expressed McCloud's interest in buying two pieces of real estate and 
stated, "I feel confident, Mr. Meltzer, that you will be able to handle the legal prob
lems concerning the use of the land in an appropriate way."16 The letter did not 
state or suggest that Meltzer was or had been an employee, officer, or director of 
Abdul Enterprises; rather, its language plainly showed Meltzer to have been an H & 
J Realty employee being used by Abdul Enterprises as a real estate consultant. 

In June 1978, shortly after Special Agent Fuller had called to tell him about the 
creation of Abscam and about the role of Weinberg in that operation, Special Agent 
Askeland met Weinberg in the West Palm Beach Resident Agency and discussed 
with him the manner in which they might work together on Abscam and other pos
sible operations. Immediately thereafter, Askeland became Weinberg's contact agent 
in Florida and remained as such until early 1979. 

On July 9, 1978, with Weinberg's help, the FBI recovered from Frank Kelly and 
Joseph Gennetti fraudulent gold futures worth $25 million and fraudulent certificates 
of deposit worth $10 million. On July 22, 1978, again with Weinberg's help, the FBI 
recovered from Kelly, Joseph Contorci, and Samuel Battaglia $19 million worth of 
phony gold certificates.! 7 The recoveries on both dates occurred in Florida and 
arose out of meetings arranged by Weinberg between Abscam Special Agent McCar
thy and Kelly and Gennetti. 

The first Abscam conversations recorded after May 1, 1978, and the first after FBI 
HQ approved the operation, occurred on September 12, 1978. The recordings were of 
meetings held at the Abdul Enterprises office in Holbrook, New York, by Special 
Agents Fuller and McCarthy with various suspects introduced by Weinberg, includ
ing Herman Weiss, Sol Stitch, and Harry Sokoloff. 

On September 13, 1978, Weinberg had a recorded conversation with Herman 
Weiss at the Abdul Enterprises Office. Weiss lived in Florida and was employed by 
H & J Realty, the Palmscam front company run by Joseph Meltzer. During that 
conversation Weinberg and Weiss discussed the real estate to which Special Agent 
McCarthy had referred in his July 7, 1978, letter to Meltzer. Weinberg told Weiss 
that Meltzer had said that he knew of a corrupt zoning commissioner who could be 
induced to change zoning boundaries to help Abdul Enterprises with respect to prop
erty in Florida it was thinking of buying. Weiss said that Meltzer had made the 
same statement to him. Weiss also said that Meltzer had stated that he "was taking 
over" the property and had offered Weiss a marketing job in connection with it. 
Weinberg responded that Meltzer was not taking over the property, did not even 
represent Abdul Enterprises, and would not be a partner. Weinberg emphasized 
that his Arab client would not take anyone as a partner, except possibly a politician 
who had to be paid off to make the transaction possible. This was the first recorded 
Abscam conversation in which an interest in bribing public' officials was dis
cussed. 1 8 

Weinberg and Weiss also discussed Abdul Enterprises' finances. In the course of 
that discussion, Weinberg told Weiss that Abdul Enterprises had $400 million on de
posit in the Chase Manhattan Bank in New York. He also told Weiss the position, 
although not the name, of the person who could be contacted at the bank by anyone 
who wanted to verify the company's financial status.19 

,. This description of events, confirmed by the letter itself, appears to conflict with the version 
given to the Select Committee by Special Agent Askeland. Askeland stated that Palmscam did 
not commence until August 1, 1978, and that H & J Realty, the front for Palmscam, was estab
lished on that date; but that date is three weeks after McCarthy wrote to Meltzer at H & J 
Realty. Because the Department of Justice has refused to provide the Select Committee with 
documents and information pertaining to Palmscam, the Select Committee cannot resolve the 
apparent conflict. 

17 On October 24, 1978, FBI HQ approved a lump sum payment of $5,000 to Weinberg for his 
services and expenses in connection with this transaction. The Assistant Director in Charge of 
the New York Field Office had requested the payment on October 2, 1978, in a memorandum 
-\I)scribing Abscam's "primary mission" as "the recovery of stolen property particularly stocks, 
bonds, treasury notes and fictitious certificates of deposit." 

lSThe FBI closed Meltzer as an informant on August 22, 1978 .. Because of the Department of 
Justice's refusal to provide information regarding Meltzer, the Select Committee has been 
unable to determine the basis for that action. See pp. 313-16 supra. 

In Since Weiss and Meltzer worked together and were close friends, it appears that it was 
from this conversation that Meltzer eventually learned the identify of the Chase Manhattan of
ficer who later verified the existence of the Abdul Enterprises account to inquirers. 
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During the same period, the FBI's Miami Field Office began another undercover 
operation, known as Goldcon, that to a significant extent overlapped with Abscam. 
The FBI refers to Goldcon as an "umbrella operation," because it had many differ
ent targets from its inception: advance fee swindles; fraudulent offshore banks; 
stolen and counterfeit stocks; stolen art objects and jewelry; thefts from Miami 
docks; shipment of stolen heavy equipment to South America; laundering of drug 
money and of organized crime profits; shipment of illegal guns to South America; 
narcotics; and political corruption. ([Deleted]) From the time Goldcon commenced 20 
until Abscam ended in February 1980, Weinberg engaged in activities in Florida for 
both Abscam and Goldcon. With few exceptions, Senior Surpervisor Good and Spe
cial Agents Amoroso, Askeland, Fuller, and McCarthy could provide the Select Com
mittee with no test for determining whether particular incidents were Abscam inci
dents or Goldcon incidents. Many FBI documents from that period refer in their 
headings to both operations; for example, on September 28, 1978, the Miami F~eld 
Office told FBI HQ, without identifying an operation, that it was investigating a 
"major figure in a suspected political corruption scheme." ([Deleted]) 

On September 26, 1978, Weinberg and Special Agent Askeland, acting in an un
dercover role, met with the mayor of a Florida city regarding the possible sale of a 
theater. The parties discussed payment of a $1 million kickback to be paid to the 
mayor through his secretary. ([Deleted]) This was the second documented instance, 
in which Weinberg participated in a meeting with suspects in which political cor
ruption was proposed. 

In October 1978 the Abscam and Goldcon operations resulted in the FBI's recov
ery of several sets of fraudulent securities.21 On October 4, at LaGuardia Airport in 
New York, Weinberg met with William Bell, Jack Morris, Edward Linnick, and 
Donald Eacret and purchased $200 million in fraudulent certificates of deposit. 
Pursuant to their prior arrangments with Weinberg, FBI special agents immediate
ly entered the room and arrested everyone (including Weinberg, to conceal his coop
eration with the FBI).22 

On October 6, at the Abdul Enterprises offices, Weinberg met Daniel Minsky and 
William Rosenberg for the first time.23 They discussed a proposal that Minsky and 
Rosenberg provide fraudulent certificates of deposit for Weinberg'to use to help his 
employers, the sheiks, get money out of Arabian banks and into the United States. 
Weinberg told the two men that, if they were to provide $300 million in phony secu
rities, he would pay them a seven per cent commission and would lend them half of 
the $300 million, at a reasonable interest rate, for various business ventures. When 
the matter of investments in Atlantic City arose, Weinberg said that Abdul Enter
prises would provide support "if you can show me that you got the juice . . ., you 
know the right people." This was the third documented conversation in which Wein
berg expressed an interest in fmding corrupt public figures. 

On October 24 Weinberg received $200 million in fraudulent certificates of deposit 
from Ben Cohen, Matthew Renda, and Saul Cooper.24 On October 30 Weinberg re
ceived from William Rosenberg $300 million in phony certificates of deposit and 
$300 million in phony letters of credit.2s 

On November 20, 1978, Abscam and Goldcon yielded three more recoveries of 
fraudulent securities. Tony Costanza provided $300,000 in cashier's checks. George 
Cannon provided $300 million in phony certificates of deposit.26 William Rosenberg 

20 Goldcon did not receive formal FBI HQ approval until January 10, 1979, but the operation 
began on an SAC-approved basis in early September 1978 or in August 1978. 

2'This incident is a good example of the Abscam-Goldcon confusion. The New York Field 
Office claimed the incident as an Abscam incident and sought and obtained a bonus for Wein
berg on that basis. The bonus request was sent on October 17. One day later the Miami Field 
Office sought FBI HQ approval of the Goldcon operation and listed this incident in a manner 
that made it appear as one of the early successes of Goldcon. 

"On November 3, 1978, FBI HQ approved a $2,000 lump-sum payment to Weinberg for his 
services in connection with this transaction. The prosecution against Bell, Morris, Linnick, and 
Eacret was still pending in South Carolina when this report was filed. 

23 An FBI document prepared in early 1979 informed the Director that in July 1978 Minsky 
met Weinberg and offered to sell him phony certificates of deposit and that Rosenberg met 
Weinberg one week later and fmali2ed the deal. ([Deleted]) The tape of the October 6, 1978, 
meeting belies that story, as does the testimony of Weinberg and Rosenberg. 

24 The prosecution against Ronda and Cooper was stiU pending in South Carolina when this 
report was filed. Cohen is deceased. On October 27, 1978, the Miami Field Office requested a 
$2,000 lump-sum payment for Weinberg for his services in the Cohen transaction. The request 
was approved. 

"This transaction is discussed at length at pp. 155-63 supra. 
26 Costanza and Cannon were not prosecuted lor these transactions. 
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provided another package of $300 million in phony certificates of deposit and $300 
million in phony letters of credit .. 27 These were the last illegal securities transac
tions in Abscam or in Goldcon in 1978. 

John Jacobs, the Strike Force attorney assigned to Abscam in 1978, told the Select 
Committee that, during October and November of that year, he and Supervisor 
John Good were devoting only a fraction of their time to Abscam. They were also 
investigating political corruption and organized crime activity pertaining to the 
Southwest Sewer District in Suffolk County, New York. Because they knew Wein
berg had organized crime contacts in that region, Jacobs and Good talked to him on 
several occasions about the investigation and solicited his help. 

Also dUring the fall of 1978, Weinberg continued to contact various individuals to 
discuss possible illegal transactions. During those two months, for example, he had 
recorded conversations with Herman Weiss about securities and about Las Vegas 
hotels; with Robert Edwards about securities and real estate transactions; with Ron 
Sablosky about securities and art; with Mel Rappaport about pornography and a 
uranium conspiracy; with Bruce Tingle and Don Eden about phony securities, art, 
and Las Vegas gambling; with Harry Sokoloff about art and securities; with Sam 
Goldstein about Las Vegas property and a garment industry transaction; and with 
the several figures who produced fraudulent securities during that period, such as 
Rosenberg, Renda, and Bell. 

One of the individuals who contacted Weinberg during this period was John 
Stowe. After having met with Weinberg and McCarthy on September 12 and 13, 
Herman Weiss had contacted a Florida "business broker" named Nola Skyler to ask 
if she knew anyone who needed financial backing. Skyler, who had met Stowe about 
two years earlier and knew that Stowe was looking for a business loan, had told 
Stowe to contact Weiss. (See Jenrette Trial Tr. 3861-67.) On September 17 Stowe con
tacted Weiss. 

On October 10 Stowe called Weinberg at Abdul Enterprises. It was the first of 
many conversations they had, many of which were recorded. Most of the recorded 
conversations pertained to possible financing for a business venture proposed by 
Stowe and to the possibility of Stowe's procurement of illegal securities. In a record
ed conversation on October 17, 1978, Stowe stated that he might be able to get bank 
documents from Switzerland with help from "a Congressman friend" whom Stowe 
described as being "as big a crook as I am." 

On November 16, 1978, Weinberg and McCloud (Special Agent McCarthy) met 
with Rosenberg, who had already provided some fraudulent securities, and his part
ner William Eden at the Abdul Enterprises offices. As the meeting began, Weinberg 
introduced Eden and Rosenberg to McCloud and stated, "These are the gentlemen I 
spoke to you about that • • • have the politicians:' 28 Eden then described at 
length several corrupt dealings he had recently had with Angelo Errichetti, Mayor 
of Camden, New Jersey, and with a man named [deleted],29 who negotiated business 
transactions for the State of New Jersey. Eden said that in each of the transactions 
he had paid kickbacks directly or indirectly to public officials. He also said that 
Mayor Errichetti had several more projects to offer, including "a package for a hotel 
in Atlantic City," and that "the mayor has got a tremendous amount of juice in 
Atlantic City." After the group discussed several possible investments unrelated to 
Mayor Errichetti or Atlantic City, Weinberg suggested that Eden and Rosenberg ar
range a meeting between Mayor Errichetti and McCloud. They agreed, and the 
meeting ended. 

On December 1, 1978, Eden and Rosenberg introduced Errichetti to McCloud and 
Weinberg at the Abdul Enterprises offices. The group discussed the possibility of 
Abdul Enterprises' opening a hotel in Atlantic City. When Weinberg asked Mayor 
Errichetti "how much we are talking dollars and cents it's gonna cost for you to 
take care of all of this," Errichetti said, "Whatever you two • • • I don't want to 
discuss it. • • • You talk to these gentlemen." After further discussion about Atlan
tic City and Camden, McCloud agreed to go to Camden to meet with Errichetti 
during the following week. 

Errichetti then left the room, and Eden told Weinberg and McCloud that Erri
chetti would have to be paid between $350,000 and $400,000 for his help in Atlantic 
City and that Errichetti would "do the distribution" without telling them who was 
being paid. Eden also said that Errichetti did not want to go to the Abdul Enter-

27This transaction is discussed at length at pp. 155-63 supra. 
28 This is the first Abscam document indicating that Weinberg had talked to Special Agent 

McCarthy about corrupt politicians, although, as noted earlier in this report, Weinberg was 
clearly involved with political corruption matters in prior months. 

2~ The omission of sensitive information is identified by "[deleted]." See pp. V-VI supra. 
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prises offices again and did not want McCloud to hand him the mOr.'.ey personally. 
After briefly leaving the room, Eden returned, indicated that he had talked to Erri
chetti in the next room, and proposed that, when the time for the pllyoff arrived, 
McCloud could give the money in a distinctive, colored envelope to Eden, who would 
then walk over to Errichetti's car, in McCloud's view, and hand the envelope to Er
richetti. Eden said that Errichetti would accept that method of payment; that, when 
Eden had left the room, he had told Errichetti that the do\\'l1 payment on the payoff 
would probably be $50,000; and that Errichetti did not "make any big fuss • • • 
He's looking to play ball." 30 

The meeting between McCarthy and Errichetti arranged for the following week 
did not occur, because McCarthy's father-in-law died on December 4. More'over, be
cause he had primary responsibility for Abscam's day-to-day activities and fur super
vision of Weinberg, and because of the combination of his family obligations and the 
impending holidays, McCarthy decided to shut down all Abscam activities until the 
beginning of 1979. At about the same time, Special Agent Fuller ceased active par
ticipation in the Abscam operation, as he turned his attention to other inv,~stiga
tions. 

Nevertheless, on December 20, 1978, Weinberg met with Eden, Minsky, and 
Rosenberg on Long Island and discussed their backgrounds and McCloud's back
ground. They then agreed that Abdul Enterprises principals would meet with others 
in Atlantic City on January 8, 1979.31 (See Kelly Def. Trial Ex. 17.) On the same 
date the New York Field Office requested in writing that the Newark, New Jersey, 
Field Office conduct a full background search on Mayor Errichetti, especially re
garding connections with organized crime figures, and on Eden and Minsky. A simi
lar search on William Rosenberg had already been conducted. 

Thus, as 1978 drew to a close, Abscam had yielded contacts with several under
world figures, the recovery of many fraudulent securities, and some information 
about organized crime activities. In addition, it had made several efforts to identify 
corrupt public officials, and it stood poised on the threshold of its first payoff to a 
public official, Mayor Angelo Errichetti. Abscam had FBI HQ approval to operate 
until January 25,1979,32 and to spend up to $40,000. 33 

It appears that, throughout Abscam's operation in 1978, Weinberg was under 
instructions from the FBI to record all conversations regarding illegal activities. 
Special Agent Askeland so testified, and he also testified that he had expressly told 
Weinberg not to record conversations about personal matters or about legitimate ac
tivities. (Jenrette Trial Tr. 4114-17, 4170-72.) Askeland believed that, because Wein
berg had spent many years "on the street," Weinberg knew what was legitimate 
and what was illegitimate. (Id. at 4173-76A.) Similarly, Special Agent McCarthy 
told the Select Committee that he had told Weinberg to record "everything of inter
est to the FBI, whenever feasible." Weinberg himself testified that he had been in
structed to tape "wherever it was possible" {SeI. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 159 
(testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg); but he also inconsistently testified that he was 
told to tape only "what was important" Cid. at 164). 

From July 25, 1978, when FBI HQ notified the New York Field Office that 
Abscam had been approved as an undercover operation, until the end of that year, 
45 recording tapes were produced in Abscam, approximately 20 of which recorded 
more than one conversation. Telephone toll records obtained by the FBI many 
months later show twelve unrecorded conversations between Stowe and Weinberg in 
November and December 34 and numerous unrecorded conversations between Wein
berg and other suspects during the same period. Three of the unrecorded Stowe 
calls and numerous conversations with other suspects were made to or from the 
FBI's Abdul Enterprises offices, and Weinberg himself made two of the unrecorded 
Stowe calls. No explanation has been given as to why calls made to and from the 

30 When the FBI interviewed Eden on January 16, 1981, he confirmed that on December 1, 
1979, Errichetti had told him that a $400,000 payoff would be required. 

310n the same day, a New York SAC sent the Newark SAC an airtel stating that Eden had 
called Abdul Enterprises to cancel the scheduled December 21, 1978, tour of Camden and Atlan
tic City "for the time being." 

32 On October 12, 1978, however, the New York Field Office had informed FBI HQ of its ex
pectation that Abscam would terminate its covert phase in ten months. ([Deleted]) Clearly, the 
New York Field Office expected that FBI HQ would extend approval of the operation at least 
into 1979. 

33 On October 5, 1979, FBI HQ approved the New York Field Office's request to increase the 
funding from $30,000 to $40,000. 

34 The toll records show four additional unrecorded conversations between Stowe and Wein
berg from January to April of 1979. The FBI's recordkeeping practices and failures in evidence 
management throughout Abscam are extensively discussed at pp. 83-111 supra. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 27 
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FBI's own business front and calls made by the informant to a suspect were not 
recorded. 

Just as Weinberg had instructions to record conversations, the FBI special agents 
assigned to Abscam had instructions to prepare a written report, on an FBI form 
called an FD 302, of every unrecorded conversation containing information that 
could be used as testimony in a subsequent judicial or quasi-judicial proceeding or 
that could assist a prosecutor in evaluating a case. From July 25, 1978, when 
Abscam received formal FBI HQ approval, to the end of the year, Special Agent Mc
Carthy, who had primary responsibility for supervising Weinberg in that period, 
med fewer than ten such reports. Special Agent Askeland, who had responsibility 
for supervising Weinberg in Goldcon and in Abscam activities in Florida, med 28 
such reports from September 20 to October 20, 1978, but apparently med none 
during the remainder of the period from July 25 to December 31, 1978. 

JANUARY 1979 

On January 3, 1979, a meeting was held in Camden, New Jersey, to discuss the 
bid by the cities of Camden and Philadelphia to obtain a contract to rehabilitate the 
carrier Saratoga. Among the participants were Errichetti and Harrison A. Williams, 
Jr., New Jersey's senior United States Senator. (Wms. Trial Tr. 4226-29.) At some 
point during that meeting, Senator Williams and Errichetti, who knew each other 
from prior occasions, had a private conversation in which Errichetti told Senator 
Williams that financial advisors to the Kennedy family and representatives of 
weal~hy Arabs shared a common investment advisory team. This team, said Erri
chetti, was considering investing in the Camden area and might be a good source of 
financing for anyone known by Senator Williams to need fmancial backing. Senator 
Williams stated that he had friends with such a need, and he asked if one of them, 
Alexander Feinberg, could call Errichetti. Errichetti consented. (Wms. Trial Tr. 
4229-34.) 

On January 5, 1979, FBI Senior Supervisor John Good notified FBI HQ that Spe
cial Agent Anthony Amoroso, who was en route to a new assignment in the Miami 
Field Office, was to be assigned on a temporary basis to the New York Field Office's 
Abscam operation. Good stated that Amoroso would fly to New Y",rk on January 8 
to meet the Abscam operatives. Good also noted that Abscam was "currently target
ing [a] New Jersey political figure"; presumably, this referred to Errichetti. ([De
leted]) 

Amoroso informed the Select Committee that in December 1978 the FBI had 
transferred him from FBI HQ, where he had been a supervisor throughout 1978, to 
a new assignment in the Miami Field Office, where he had been before his FBI HQ 
assignment. Immediately upon arriving in Miami, he was assigned to the Goldcon 
undercover operation. Sometime in December he received a call from Good, with 
whom he had worked during his six-year stint in the New York Field Office, in 
which Good asked him to work on Abscam. Good explained that Mel Weinberg was 
an informant in Abscam and Goldcon and that both cases had activities in Florida, 
where Weinberg spent about half of his time. 

Amoroso agreed to work on Abscam on a temporary basis until he could deter
mine whether he and Weinberg could work together; frorn his prior undercover ex
periences, Amoroso had concluded that one of the most important criteria for suc
cess in an undercover operation was a good working relationship between the princi
pal undercover agent and the informant. Good told the Select Committee that he 

. was anxious to get Amoroso, because Abscam was McCarthy's first undercover as
signment and Weinberg had complained about McCarthy's inexperience. 

Amoroso assumed the name Tony De Vito as his undercover name for Abscam and 
Goldcon. At first he was characterized as the sheik's construction engineer. He did 
not want to appear to be an important person in Abdul Enterprises until he decided 
that he could work with Weinberg and would continue in the operation. To make 
his "promotion" to a position of importance easier if he should decide to stay, he 
also claimed to represent another sheik, one located in Florida. 

Errichetti testified to the Select Committee that on January 6, 1979, he and 
Joseph DiLorenzo, his nephew, had driven from New Jersey to the parking lot of 
the Blue Dawn Diner in Hauppauge, New York, to meet with Weinberg for the first 
time since December 1, 1978. Errichetti claims that Weinberg had caned him to ar
range the meeting, saying that it was important for them to talk, and not over the 
telephone. When they arrived at the parking lot, Errichetti left DiLorenzo and went 
to Weinberg's car. The two men met for only approximately 15 minutes and dis
cussed meetings that had been planned for the following week in Atlantic City. 
Weinberg explained that he and Tony DeVito, whom Weinberg respected a good 
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deal, were working out a scheme to supplant McCarthy in the Abdul Enterprises 
hierarchy. Errichetti was assigned a role to play: He would be their ally, with the 
"abilities to move mountains, to get things done," which would enable them to im
press their employer. Weinberg also proposed that Errichetti be a confederate of his 
and DeVito's in a scheme to defraud the sheik as opportunities arose. (Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 31-36 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 

The Select Committee finds, however, that Errichetti's entire story about the al
leged meeting on January 6, 1979, is false. First, it is highly unlikely that Errichetti 
and his nephew would make a five-hour round-trip road trip on a snowy day (as 
Errichetti and DiLorenzo contend it was) for a 15-minute meeting in a parking lot 
with a man Errichetti had met only once. The improbability is made even greater 
by Errichetti's later contention that, when Weinberg telephoned to ask him to make 
the trip, Weinberg did not tell him what they were going to discuss. Errichetti ad
mitted that he did not know how it was going to benefit him personally. (Id. at 33.) 

Second, Errichetti testified that Weinberg telephoned him several times between 
December 1, 1978, and January 6, 1979, to "indoctrinate" him, to "downgrade" 
McCloud, to "establish his credibility," and to induce Errichetti to "become his com
rade." (Id. at 28-32.) The Select Committee, however, has examined all of the tele
phone toll records for all calls made from Weinberg's residences in New York and 
in Florida and from the Abdul Enterprises offices, and for all calls charged to Wein
berg's telephone credit card; no call to Errichetti's homes or offices or to Errichetti's 
secretary's office was made from any of those locations or charged to Weinberg's 
credit card between December 1, 1978, and January 17, 1979. 

One might think that W",,;nberg could have placed the alleged calls from pay tele
phones to avoid having the FBI learn of the calls. But that makes no sense, either, 
because Errichetti described nothing in the alleged comersations that would have 
caused significant problems for Weinberg; further, if Weinberg made several calls 
from pay telephones before January 6, there is no reason he could not have made 
one more call from a pay telephone on January 6, rather than making Errichetti 
drive for five hours in the snow for a 15-minute conversh.~ion; further, in numerous 
hours of taped conversations in 1979, either between Errichetti and Weinberg or 
among Errichetti, Weinberg, and DeVito, Errichetti never referred to any "indoctri
nation" conversation with Weinberg before January 8,1979. 

Third, Errichetti testified that, at the January 6 meeting, Weinberg talked at 
some length about Tony DeVito, "who he had a great deal of respect for at that 
time" and who was conspiring with Weinberg to defraud the sheik and to "get rid of 
McCloud." (Id. at 34-38.) In fact, however, as Good's January 5 report suggests, and 
as Amoroso and Weinberg have confirmed, Weinberg had not even met DeVito 
(Amoroso) as of January 6, 1979. Moreover, if, as Errichetti seems to have been sug
gesting, Weinberg made his surreptitious telephone calls and held his clandestine 
January 6 meeting to prevent the FBI from learning that he was undermining Mc
Carthy, it would have made no sense for Weinberg then to have told Errichetti that 
DeVito was a trusted comrade in the scheme in which Weinberg wanted Errichetti 
to participate; Errichetti would be sure to talk to DeVito about the scheme eventu
ally, and Weinberg's conduct would thereby be discoverd. 

On January 8, 1979, Weinberg met with Errichetti, Rosenberg, and Eden in Atlan
tic City, New Jersey, and discussed possible payoffs to members of the New Jersey 
Casino Control Commission in order to ensure a gambling license for Abdul Enter
prises in Atlantic City.35 Errichetti initially sought a downpayment of $50,000, but 
agreed before the meeting ended to a reduced downpayment of $25,000. In addition, 
they again discussed the payoff procedure that had been discussed on December 1, 
1978: having a distinctly colored envelope containing the cash handed to Errichetti 
in a car, with McCloud observing from a distance. (See id. at 40-45.) 36 

35 The meeting for January 8, 1979, had been arranged in a meeting of Weinberg, Minsky, 
Eden, and Rosenberg on December 20,1978. (See Kelly Def. Trial Ex. 1'1.) 

36 On January 8, 1979, Special Agent McCarthy prepared a report describing the meeting out
lined in the text above and stating that Rosenberg and Eden were at the meeting. On April 4, 
1979, the New York Field Office sent to FBI HQ a report describing recent events in Abscam. 
The report states that on January 8, 1979, Weinberg met with Errichetti, Rosenberg, and Eden 
and discussed a $25,000 payoff for Errichetti. Errichetti testified to the Select Committee that he 
had met with Weinberg, Rosenberg, and Eden and that he also had met privately with Wein· 
berg in the evening on January 8. Specifically, Errichetti claimed that he had met Weinberg 
alone in the Holiday Inn from five or six o'clock in the evening unti! eleven at night. (See Sel. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 48-49 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 

On June 10, 1980, Joseph DiLorenzo, Errichetti's nephew, told the FBI and Assistant United 
States Attorneys Edward J. Plaza and Robert A. Weir, Jr., that he and ErricheUi had met Wein-

Continued 
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On the following day, Abdul Enterprises' Chairman of the Board, Jack McCloud 
(Special Agent McCarthy), arrived in Atlantic City with his party, including Tony 
DeVito (Special Agent Amoroso) and Margo Kennedy (Special Agent Margot 
Denedy), who was presented as a female companion to the sheik and a member of 
the Kennedy clan. (See Wms. Trial Tr. 1231.) Also present were William Eden and 
William Rosenberg. 

Two meetings between Errichetti and Abdul Enterprises personnel occurred that 
day. In one of them, Weinberg met alone with Errichetti and did not tape the con
versation. He later described the conversation to McCarthy, who reported it in an 
FD 302. According to the second-hand account, Errichetti talked about the crane 
lease-back deal that had been mentioned on December 1, 1978. Errichetti also told 
Weinberg that he was in touch with someone named "Frankie" who could print 
fraudulent certificates of deposit and counterfeit money and who had access to 
stolen paintings, jewelry, and securities. Weinberg expressed interest. ([Deleted]) 

In the other meeting McCarthy talked with Errichetti and recorded their conver
sation. At the beginning of the conversation, McCarthy was introduced to Tony Tor
casio, who was the manager of the Holiday Inn in Atlantic City and who had agreed 
to manage a casino for Bob Guccione, publisher of Penthouse magazine, if Guccione 
could obtain financial backing for a casino. [Deleted.] After Torcasio left, Errichetti 
said that he wanted $25,000 immediately and $400,000 altogether to guarantee a 
ca",ino license. He assured McCarthy that, as long as the Casino Control Commis
sion's criteria were met, he could guarantee the license. He promised a full refund if 
the license were not granted and reminded McCarthy of his influence as a mayor 
and as a state senator, focusing on his control of the Planning Board, of other state 
senators, and of members of the Casino Control Commission. He claimed that three 
of the five commissioners-the chairman, a black woman, and Kenneth MacDonald, 
the vice chairman-were his "nominees." ([Deleted]) 31 

Errichetti said that McCarthy was too late under all normal circumstances to re
ceive a license, because at least twelve applicants were ahead of Abdul Enterprises. 
He nevertheless assured McCarthy that, with his, Errichetti's, help, the license 
could be procured. 

On January 10 the Abdul Enterprises group, Eden, Rosenberg, and Errichetti, 
went to Cherry Hill, New Jersey, a suburb of Camden, to inspect the port. Later, at 
the Cherry Hill Hyatt. House, Errichetti mentioned to McCarthy that on the follow
ing day he would introduce McCarthy to Alexander Feinberg and Sandy Williams to 
enable them to discuss their financial proposal concerning a mining project in Vir
ginia. ([Deleted]) 38 Errichetti identified Feinberg as an attorney who was Senator 
Harrison Willia.'11s' "bagman." ([Deleted]) 

On January 11 Errichetti introduced Feinberg and Sandy Williams to McCarthy. 
Feinberg described himself as a very close friend and political aHy of Senator Wil
liams. Feinberg told McCarthy that Senator Williams was very interested in having 
Sandy Williams and Feinberg's project funded and would cooperate in any way to 
attain that end. ([Deleted]) Feinberg and Sandy Williams agreed to supply more par
ticulars about the proposal to aid the Abdul Enterprises executives in assessing the 
investment package. (See Wms. Trial Tr. 616-18.) 

Also on January 11, John Good sent a written request to FBI HQ for authority 
and funds to pay Errichetti $25,000 in connection with the Abdul Enterprises appli
cation for a casino license. The request noted that Thomas Puccio concurred in the 
request. 

berg and Bruce Bradley (Special Agent Bruce Brady) at the Holiday Inn on January 8, 1979; 
that Bradley and DiLorenzo had eaten dinner together at one location while Errichetti and 
Weinberg had eaten together at another location; and that he, DiLorenzo, had spent the night at 
Errichetti's home. He did not mention any other meeting that night between Errichetti and 
Weinberg. (See Martin F. Houlihan FD 302, June 10, 1980, reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1508 
(daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) Weinberg denied to the Select Committee that the had had any private 
meeting with Errichetti on January 8, 1979. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 54 (testimo
ny of Melvin C. Weinberg).) On November 19, 1982, FBI officials informed the Select Committee 
that Special Agent Brady's recollection agrees with DiLorenzo's. An expense report filed by 
Brady for January 8 shows that he and DiLorenzo also spent time together in a casino. ([DeletedJ) 
When Eden was interviewed by the FBI on January 16, 1981, he said that he and Rosenberg had 
ridden to Atlantic City with Weinberg in a chauffeured car on January 8, 1979, and later had had 
dinner with him, after a meeting wit.h Errichetti. Thus, Errichetti's contention that he met alone 
with Weinberg appears to be false. 

"The controversy surrounding this mlleting is discussed extensively at pp. 243-46 supra. 
38 As discussed in detail at pp. 206-07 supra, McCarthy's contemporaneous written reports of 

the events of January 10-11, 1979, contain material errors as to dates of and participants in 
meetings. 

---I 
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On January 12, 1979, Good reported to FBI HQ that Abscam and Goldcon had to 
be coordinated, because Weinberg and Amoroso were "to be integral parts of both 
operations and are currently involved in operations with a common denominator." 
Therefore, Good said, he and McCarthy would go to the Miami Field Office on Janu
ary 15 to meet Bob Fitzpatrick, the Special Agent in Charge of that office. ([De
leted]) Good also asked that FBI HQ send the FBI HQ case supervisors for Abscam 
and Goldcon. FBI HQ agreed and sent supervisor Richard Schwein to the meeting. 
([Deleted]) By the time this coordinating meeting was held, Weinberg had been oper
ating simultaneously in Abscam and Goldcon for at least four months. 

On January 17 the FBI's Newark Field Office sent John Good a reply to his De
cember 20, 1978, request for information on Errichetti. The reply showed that Erri
chetti had been investigated for kickbacks on a demolition contract in Camden and 
for bid-rigging. A New Jersey grand jury had indicted Errichetti in 1977 on the 
latter charge, but he ultimately had been acquitted in a jury trial. ([Deleted]) 

Telephone toll records show that Weinberg had two unrecorded telephone conver
sations with Errichetti on January 17. Errichetti has testified that in those conver
sations Weinberg gave him instructions for a meeting Errichetti would have with 
McCloud to receive a payoff. (See SeI. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 58-59 (testimo
ny of Angelo J. Errichetti).) On the same day, McCarthy called Errichetti and sug
gested that Errichetti go to Abdul Enterprises' offices to receive the $25,000 they 
had discussed on January 9. They set the payoff for January 20, a Saturday, at 10:00 
in the morning. There was no mention of the previous conversation with Weinberg. 
([Deleted]) 

On January 18 the FBI Undercover Operations Review Committee met and grant
ed the request for approval to pay Errichetti $25,000. 

Errichetti arrived in Hauppauge on the evening of January 19 with his nephew, 
Joseph DiLorenzo. Errichetti and DiLorenzo spent the night at the Holiday Inn.39 

Before Errichetti arrived at Abdul Enterprises on Saturday morning, McCarthy 
placed $12,500 in each of two envelopes, both of which he then placed in a larger 
manila envelope, announcing his actions as he performed them for a hidden video 
camera. ([Deleted]; Sel. Comm. interview of John M. McCarthy, Sept. 2,1982.) When 
Errichetti arrived, they chatted about the casino licensing procedures. Errichetti re
assured McCloud (Special Agent McCarthy) of his influence, noting first that Ken
neth MacDonald, whom he had discussed with McCloud on January 9, "is the key, 
really. He's number one." He reviewed his links to MacDonald and stated that one 
of MacDonald's close relatives, whom he identified, was "attached to organized 
crime." He added that MacDonald's wife had just died and that he, Errichetti, had 
attended her wake. The discussion then turned to the titanium mining proposal that 
had been advanced by Feinberg and Sandy Williams on January 11, and Errichetti 
said, "Senator Williams, Pete Williams, called, [and] was very very pleased at the 
way you handled your clients, Alex Feinberg and the other fellow." McCloud com
mented that they had received the data they had requested and that he believed 
Weinberg had been in touch with Sandy Williams. ([Deleted]) 

McCloud later stated, "This is the thing we agreed on. You know, this is the ini
tial • • • [you] know, what you earn in the beginning, right?" Errichetti replied, 
"I'll do. You know, as far as anybody else is concerned, and I told you before, 
nobody knows nothing. • • • Number two, to implement this thing quickly, is Mel 
the guy I wanna call? I'd appreciate calling someone." ([Deleted]) McCarthy agreed 
that Weinberg could be Errichetti's contact. ([Deleted]) 

There are several versions of what happened after Errichetti left Abdul Enter
prises with the envelope containing $25,000. Errichetti's version is that, pursuant to 
Weinberg's instructions the previous night, Errichetti and DiLorenzo drove to the 
Hauppauge Holiday Inn sometime around noon, whereupon Errichetti gave the en
velope to DiLorenzo to put under the mattress of one of the beds in their hotel room. 
They then left wIthout checking out. The plan was that Weinberg, to whom Erri
chetti had given one of the room keys the previous evening, would take the entire 
amount and put it into escrow until the time Errichetti left office and that Erri-

3g Errichetti claims that, pursuant to Weinberg's instructions, he checked in as Bill Eden. He 
further claims that he, Weinberg, and DiLorenzo dined together and then went to the room he 
and DiLorenzo were sharing, where Weinberg reviewed the scenario for the bribe payment to 
take place the next morning. 

When DiLorenzo was interviewed by the FBI and federal prosecutors on June 10, 1980, howev
er, he described the events of January 19, 1979, but omitted any mention of dinner with Wein
berg. When the Select Committee specifically asked him if he and Errichetti had dined with 
Weinber~, he said he had no recollection of that fact. Weinberg denies that he spent more than 
a few mmutes with Errichetti on January 19. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 55-56 
(testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 
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chetti, Weinberg, and DeVito would then enter business together. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 15, 1982, at 63-70 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 

DiLorenzo, on the other hand, claims that Errichetti told him either to give the 
envelope to Weinberg or simply to put it in Weinberg's room. (See Martin F. Houli
han FD 302, June 10, 1980, reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1509 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 
1982).) He does not recall having seen Weinberg or having placed the package under 
a mattress. (Sel. Comm. interview of Joseph DiLorenzo, Sept. 10, 1982.) 

Weinberg has testified that, unbeknownst to Errichetti, he was at Abdul Enter
prises headquarters during Errichetti's meeting with McCarthy. After Errichetti left 
Abdul Enterprises, Weinberg drove to the FBI's Hauppauge Resident Agency, where 
he spent the rest of the day with agents until he went home. He did not see Erri
chetti that day, and he never saw the money. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 
61-64 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

Because of the substantial inconsistencies between Errichetti's and DiLorenzo's 
versions of the events of January 20, and for the several other reasons discussed at 
pages 131-38 supra, the Select Committee finds that Weinberg did not receive any of 
the money paid to Errichetti on that date.40 

Weinberg's telephone toll records show that he called Errichetti at least twice 
during the next five days. None of the conversations was recorded. Weinberg con
temporaneously told McCarthy that during one of the conversations Errichetti had 
acknowledged receipt of the $25,000 bribe and had said that Weinberg was entitled 
to a commission, which Weinberg had refused. Errichetti had reiterated that he 
could secure fraudulent certificates of deposit, and Weinberg had agreed to meet 
with him sometime to arrange for the production of such securities. ([Deleted]) 

Errichetti flew to West Palm Beach, Florida, on January 25. There are three con
flicting accounts of what occurred. Weinberg claims that Errichetti telephoned him 
by surprise at some reasonable hour in the morning of January 26, that Weinberg 
then met Errichetti at the airport, that Errichetti gave him some fraudulent certifi
cates of deposit to examine for the purpose of deciding whether to ask Errichetti to 
produce a large quantity, and that Weinberg gave the samples to Special Agent As
keland. ([Deleted]; Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 215 (testimony of Melvin C. 
Weinberg).) Errichetti claims that Weinberg previously had asked him to visit on 
January 25, and he denies that he gave Weinberg a sample certificate of deposit. 
Both men agree that they spent the day together. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, 
at 235-36 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 

The third version is that contained in a contemporaneous written report r.repared 
by Special Agent Gunnar Askeland of the Miami Field Office. Askeland s report 
states that on January 26, 1979, Weinberg told him that at 3:00 a.m. that day Erri
chetti had called and had told Weinberg that it was urgent for them to meet. Wein
berg had met Errichetti at 7:00 a.m. at room 608 of the Sheraton Inn in West Palm 
Beach, where Errichetti had given Weinberg a Chemsave certificate of deposit. ([De
leted]) When interviewed by the Select Committee, Askeland stated that his report 
accurately reflected what Weinberg had told him. FBI officials have confirmed that 
the Chemsave certificate of deposit given to Askeland by Weinberg on January 26, 
1979, is still in the FBI's possession.41 

Sometime in January 1979 an officer from the European-American Bank contact
ed Abdul Enterprises and scheduled a meeting for Weinberg to meet with Alfred 
Carpentier, a Long Island businessman, who was president of Beefalo Cattle & Land 
Company in upstate New York. A representative of the bank, an attorney named 

40 On November 18, 1982, the Select Committee asked the FBI to provide travel vouchers or 
other evidence showing when Weinberg left New York and arrived in Florida, because docu
ments reviewed by the Select Committee showed that Weinberg was in New York in the early 
afternoon of January 20 and in Florida that night. On December I, 1982, thll FBI reported that 
it could find no documentary evidence showing when Weinberg left New York or arrived in 
Florida, but that several special agents who had monitored the Errichetti-McCloud meeting or 
were at the Hauppauge Resident Agency recalled having been with Weinberg until about 11:30 
a.m. on January 20. The sllecial agents were Brady, Coughlin, Distler, Good, Kazcmarek, and 
McCarthy. 

41 Pursuant to a Select Committee subpoena, the Sheraton Inn provided the Select Committee 
with original reservation, folio, and long-distance-call records for Errichetti showing that he 
stayed in Room 628 of that hotel on the nights of January 25 and January 26, 1979. The records 
also show that he checked in at 1:57 a.m. on January 26 and made the reservation on January 
25 from New Jersey. The lateness of the reservation and of Errichetti's arrival tend, in the 
Select Committee's view, to support Weinberg's contention that Errichetti surprised him and to 
undermine Errichetti's contention that the trip was planned in advance with Weinberg. The 
error in Askeland's record, made that very day, of Errichetti's room number shows the frailty of 
evidence recorded by Abscam special agents relying upon the accuracy of Weinberg's memory 
and perception. (See pp. 167-69 supra.) 
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Boatman, and Carpentier met with Weinberg at the Bonwitt Inn in Commack, Long 
Island, later that month. The conversation was not recorded, and no FD 302 describ
ing the meeting was ever prepared. Carpentier wanted to sell commercial paper re
lating to the company, a tax shelter interest in the company, or the company itself 
to Abdul Enterprises. On January 26, 1979, in West Palm Beach he gave to Wein
berg fraudulent certificates of deposit, with a face value of $38~ million, drawn on 
the First National Bank of Teheran. Weinberg gave the securities to Special Agent 
Askeland. Weinberg also reported that Carpentier had claimed to have had a politi
cian "in his pocket." 42 ([Deleted]) The meeting at which Carpentier provided the 
securities was not recorded, and no FD 302 describing the meeting was ever pre
pared. 

On January 29, a picture appeared in various newspapers, including Newsday, a 
Long Island newspaper, showing FBI special agents who had successfully foiled an 
attempted airplane hijacking on the previous day. Although her name was not 
given, Special Agent Margot Denedy, who had been working undercover in Abscam 
as Margo Kennedy, appeared in the picture. 

FEBRUARY 1979 

On February 5 Weinberg told Special Agent McCarthy that Rosenberg and Eden 
had telephoned him on January 31 and that Angelo Errichetti had called him later 
that same day. All three had informed him that they had seen the photograph, but 
he had convinced them that the woman in the photograph could not have been Ken
nedy, he claimed. He said that he had urged them to check with various individuals 
associated with organized crime who would verify that she was part of Abdul Enter
prises, not an FBI agent. Weinberg further told McCarthy that he had contacted the 
individuals whom he had named as references and had asked them to vouch for her. 
(See Kelly Def. Trial Ex. 12.) 

On February 7 Weinberg, DeVito (Amoroso), and Bradley (Brady) visited Erri
chetti in Atlantic City. (See Kelly Weisz Def. Trial Ex. 30.) Nothing was said about 
the incident, and nothing suggests that Errichetti had ever seen the photograph.43 

Amoroso told the Select Committee that at this meeting Weinberg gave Errichetti a 
Chemsave certificate of deposit for Errichetti to use in producing fraudulent certifi
cates of deposit for Abdul Enterprises. 

During a meeting at the Holbrook office of Abdul Enterprises on February 12, Er
richetti spoke with DeVito and Weinberg about counterfeit money that Frank 
Pulini could manufacture. 44 

In passing, Weinberg observed that Atlantic City was still "wide open" for orga
nized crime elements to intervene. Errichetti agreed, sayinKthat the Bruno, Geno
vese, and Gambino "families" were already active. Later, Weinberg asked if Erri
chetti could determine whether Bob Guccione of Penthouse had criminal connec
tions, and Errichetti promised to do so. ([Deleted]) 

Eventually, Weinberg and DeVito left as McCloud arrived to meet with Errichetti. 
Errichetti told McCloud he had sp,oken with MacDonald and cautioned McCloud 
that MacDonald was "not a crook. ' Even as he made these protestations, however, 

42 There is no recording of any conversation between Weinberg and Carpentier in which the 
plan for the securities is discussed or of the meeting at which Weinberg obtained the securities. 
Nor is there any FBI report describing the planning conversation or the meeting. 

43 As discussed in detail pp. 170-72 supra, the Select Committee concludes that Weinberg never 
had the alleged conversations with Errichetti, Rosenberg, and Eden about Denedy's picture; rather 
Weinberg fabricated the story in order to enhance his importance to the success of the operation 
and to obtain more compensation from the FBI. He succeeded. On February 16, 1979, the New 
York Field Office requested a $15,000 lump-sum payment to Weinberg, based in large part on the 
alleged Denedy incident. (Kelly Weisz Def. Trial Ex. 30.) FBI HQ acknowledged the effectiveness 
and ingenuity of Weinberg's purported actions to save the operation and approved a $5,000 lump
sum payment. rId.) 

Since then, Errichetti and Rosenberg have denied the alleged conversations; DiLorenzo has 
denied having heard his uncle speak of it; and numerous conversations with Errichetti, Eden, or 
Rosenberg have been taped, and no mention of the incident has ever been made by anyone. On 
December 17, 1980, February 16, 1981, and September 16, 1982, Weinberg admitted under oath 
that Errichetti had never discussed the Denedy picture with him. Weinberg claims that McCar
thy erroneously reported what Weinberg told him on February 5, 1979. 

44 The transcript of the February 12 conversation contains several references to "paper," but 
it is unclear whether all of those references are to counterfeit money or whether some are to 
fraudulent securities. A teletype sent to FBI HQ on February 12 says, "It was understood by the 
participants of this conversation that the 'paper' referred to was counterfeit money." ([Deleted]) 
Special Agent Amoroso told the Select Committee, however, that both counterfeit money and 
fraudulent securities were discussed at that meeting. Errichetti confirmed that both topics were 
discussed sometime during that period. 
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Errichetti scribbled "$100,000" on a piece of paper, saying, "That's for four." 
McCloud replied, "That's for all four of you." Another scratching sound was record· 
ed as Errichetti went on, "Ten down. Ten percent." After further discussion of the 
breakdown of the bribe, E,'rrichetti told McCloud, "You couldn't hand them any
thing, 'cause that would be the end of it. I'm their bag guy. They're gonna deal with 
me. I'm gonna deaJ< with you." McCarthy appeared receptive. Errichetti proceeded to 
invite McCarthy to have dinner with him and MacDonald in March, admonishing 
him that they should avoid any discussions of casinos.45 ([Deleted]) 

In early February 1979, Weinberg and Amoroso discussed the informant's $1,000 
monthly payment for services. Although expenses were paid separately, Weinberg 
considered the monthly payment insufficient. As a result, on February 9 the New 
York Field Office recommended a raise ([Deleted]), and on February 26 FBI HQ in
creased Weinberg's monthly stipend to $3,000. ([Deleted]) 

In late February 1979, Thomas Puccio, Chief of the Department of Justice Orga
nized Crime Strike Force for the Eastern District of New York (also called the 
Brooklyn Strike Force), went to Washington, D.C., to talk with two of his superiors 
in the Department of Justice, David Margolis, Chief of the Organized Crime and 
Racketeering Section of the Criminal Division, and Philip B. Heymann, Assistant 
Attorney General, Criminal Division. Puccio reported to them that the Abscam in
vestigation had become focused on political figures in New Jersey: Errichetti, Mac
Donald, and [deleted]. Communications from FBI special agents in New York to FBI 
HQ confirmed that news: FBI communications from New York had begun to de
scribe Abscam as ali investigation of I'a major case of political corruption." ([De
leted» On February 26 the Undercover Operations Review Committee approved ad
ditional funding of $50,000 for Abscam until September 30, 1979, describing the op
eration as an "investigation of political corruption, pay-offs a .... ld bribery in the politi
cal sector of mid-Atlantic coast" and of organized crime figures. ([Deleted]) 

Puccio wanted to retain exclusive control of the investigation, which was accept
able to David Margolis. Margolis was greatly impressed by Puccio's effectiveness 
and record as an investigator and prosecutor. Assistant Attorney General Heymann 
also concurred, but directed that Robert J. Del Tufo, United States Attorney for 
New Jersey, be apprised of the situation. (Sel. Comm. interview of David Margolis, 
Sept. 3, 1982.) 

Accordingly, on February 28, at the FBI Field Office in Newark, Puccio met with 
Newark FBI special agents, Del Tufa, and Robert Stewart, Chief of the Department 
of Justice Organized Crime Strike Force for the District of New Jersey. Another 
meeting was scheduled for March 9, to be attended by Del Tufa, FBI personnel, and 
Strike Force personnel from New York and New Jersey. ([Deleted]) 

In late February Weinberg receivad a call from the V ice Chairman of the Garden 
State Racing Association, Edward Ellis.46 Ellis was also part owner of the Garden 
State Raceway, which had burned down and which Ellis and his partner, William 
Hyman, hoped to rebuild. ([Deleted]) 

Ellis, Hyman, and Weinberg met in Florida in late February to discuss fmancing 
for rebuilding the racetrack.41 Weinberg told the two men that Abdul Enterprises 
would consider the deal only if they could guarantee help from politicians. Ellis re
plied that he had a politician, Angelo Errichetti, who Weinberg said was acceptable. 

MARCH 1979 

On March 1 Ellis and Weinberg spoke by telephone. Weinberg, who recorded the 
conversation, asked Ellis if he had done his "homework." Ellis said that he had, but 
that Errichetti had vetoed Ellis' selection of the politician to help in the deal. Ellis 
said he had four other politicians and would tell Weinberg later which one would 
help. Weinberg and Ellis then planned a meeting between Ellis and McCloud. Wein .. 
berg told Ellis to tell McCloud the name of the politician and to say, "It's gonna cost 
a hundred thousand. • • • Ten thousand down, for the guy." ([Deleted]) He added 

46 A report to FBI HQ prepared the same day stated that Errichetti "said that MacDonald 
assured the four commission votes necessary for Abscam license" and that "it would cost 
Abscam $100,000 for all four committee members." \IDeletedl) This meeting is discussed at pp. 
247-48 slJpra. 

4GMany of the circumstances surrounding the Ellis events have been the subject of conflicting 
testimony, and some of Abscam's most severe critics have pointed to those events as another 
example of Weinberg's nefarious schemes. For a full discussion of these issues, see pp. 285-306 
supra. 

"Weinberg testified that Amoroso also was present. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 
35 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 
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that he wanted to speak with Ellis a half-hour before the McCloud meeting to make 
sure that Ellis had the story straight. 

Later that day Ellis called Weinberg and revealed the name of his politician: Alex 
Feinberg. Ellis said that Feinberg had "been in this Garden State deal all along" 
and described Feinberg as Senator Williams' "man" and "boy." ([Deleted], reprinted 
in 128 Congo Rec. S 1497-98 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

On March 2 Weinberg told McCarthy he had met that evening with Errichetti, 
who had said that he "controlled" Ken MacDonald. He also promised that Frank 
Pulini would furnish samples of 40 million dollars in counterfeit money and that he, 
the mayor, could get 87 million dollars [sic] in fraudulent certificates of deposit. 
([Deleted]) 

Ellis and McCloud met on March 5. Ellis recited the history of the racetrack and 
his plans for its future. He then stated, "I got all the politicians." Senator Williams 
was "the key man," he said, "and this Alex Feinberg is his attorney and his 
bagman. But he's pushing * * * the thing." McCloud asked, "Williams is?" Ellis re
plied affirmatively and added, "Errichetti's on my side * * *; he's with me a thou
sand percent." Ellis told McCloud that the requisite legislation had passed the state 
senate and that he had obtained the building permits. He needed only one more 
thing: to get the state legislature to guarantee the racetrack's debt service. Erri
chetti was going to see that it passed. ([Deleted]) 

Ellis asserted that Senator Williams already had cost him $100,000 and then 
stated, "Yeah, Alex is his bagman and ah, ten thousand bucks to getting, get Alex 
straightened out and that'll, that'll do it." McCloud inquired, "What does Williams 
have to do with it now?" Ellis responded, "Williams is back of all of 'em. And Erri
chetti." Because Ellis had claimed to have the permits and Errichetti supposedly 
was taking care of the legislation, McCloud asked, "What do you need Williams and 
* • • those guys for now?" Ellis said that he did not have a racing permit, that his 
financing was not assured, and that "Williams will push, will push the whole 
thing." ([Deleted]) 

That evening McCloud met with Errichetti and MacDonald for dinner at the 
Hyatt House in Cherry Hill, New Jersey.48 They discussed the procedures for get
ting a license, the importance of the site, and the need to work with the Staff of the 
Commission. MacDonald also said that he was loyal to Errichetti. After dinner Erri
chetti accompanied McCloud to McCloud's room at the hotel. Errichetti expressed 
his view, and his pleasure, that MacDonald had spoken unguardedly. He also said 
that he had attempted to ascertain whether Bob Guccione had organized crime con
nections and that Guccione had sworn he was not connected with organized crime. 
The mayor speculated that the Penthouse publisher would have difficulty financing 
a casino and that without financing he could not get a license. ([Deleted]) At break
fast the next morning, McCloud asked Errichetti how the other commissioners 
would be "taken care of." Errichetti said that was MacDonald's business and that 
he, Errichetti, did not want to know. ([Deleted]) 

On March 8, DeVito and Weinberg met .... 'ith Errichetti in Atlantic City. At first 
DeVito and Errichetti were alone, and Errichetti said, "The CDs [certificates of de
posit] are all typed, stamped, you know, signature stamped, every fucking thing, and 
each one of them has been wiped with a pumice." DeVito said, "Mel said he told 
you to take the ball and throw that thing away." "That's fucking in the river," re
plied Errichetti. He noted that "the briefcase has been wiped clean" so that "you 
won't find a mark on that whole box, inside or outside," and stated, "There's eighty
seven of them, five million apiece, four hundred thirty-five million dollars." ([De
leted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1501 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

At that point Weinberg arrived, followed by DiLorenzo, who had the briefcase 
containing 87 fraudulent certificates of deposit. Each certificate had a face value of 
five million dollars and was dated February 3, 1979, drawn on Chemical Bank, and 
made payable to Yassir Habib. ([Deleted]) 49 

·'This meeting is discussed in detail at p. 248 supra. 
"This securities transaction is discussed in detail at pp. 163-66 supra. Errichetti's transparent 

attempt to induce the Select Committee erroneously to believe that Weinberg produced the secu
rities in question constitutes one of several instances that led the Select Committee to conclude 
that Errichetti's uncorroborated testimony should not be relied upon to resolve any controverted 
factual issue. As shown above. his testimony on the securities transaction was self-contradictory. 
inconsistent with his own recorded statements in the first three months of 1979. and inconsist
ent with the cont~mporaneous documents. Moreover. having given one story under oath in his 
morning testimony before the Select Committee, and having been told during the lunch recess 
that his testimony conflicted with the documents, he returned in the afternoon and 'Volunteered 
an entirely different story. 
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DIlring the discussions just described, Feinberg was waiting downstairs to speak 
with DeVito, Weinberg, and Errichetti. Before Feinberg joined them, Weinberg told 
Errichetti that Ellis had told McCloud that Feinberg was Senator Williams' bagman 
and that Senator Williams was supporting the racetrack venture. Errichetti protest
ed, "[Feinberg is] my front. He's Williams' bagman, that's true. • • • That's what I 
told Ellis to say • • • I tell Ellis what to do." ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. 
S 1501 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).)50 When Weinberg told him that, based on Ellis' 
statements, McCloud was ready to offer a $100,000 bribe, $10,000 down, and that 
McCloud hoped to give it directly to Senator Williams, Errichetti remonstrated, 
"You don't go handing money out to a U.S. Senator. I could probably hand it to 
Williams faster; then what the fuck do you need him for?" They all then agreed 
that Ellis had "oversold" McCloud on Senator Williams. ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 
Congo Rec. at S 1502 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Weinberg suggested that to satisfy McCloud Feinberg should accept the down PIlY
ment and give it to Senator Williams. Errichetti inquired, "What about the bal
ance?" Wlolinberg answered, "The balance we'll grab.' ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 
Congo Rec. S 1502 (daily ed., Mar. 3, 1982).) DeVito attempted to persuade Errichetti 
that Senator Williams should receive at least part of the bribe funds. 

Returning to the MacDonald matter, Errichetti insisted that McCloud should give 
the money to him and that he would give it to MacDonald out of McCloud's pres- . 
ence. Weinberg then said of the $10,000, "Well, then let you give it to him, and the 
balance we Can always ~lom. I'd rather have the guy get his feet wet. He sees the 
money and he wants it: Errichetti disagreed: "No, believe it when I tell you: Mac
Donald isn't getting a fucking quarter. No way. I may buy him a cigar, a three 
dollar cigar; that's it, but there ain't no fucking way that McCloud is gonna give it 
to him. The deal's off." He laughed, and Weinberg said, "Well, we'll work on that." 
([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1503 (daily ed. lIIia-r. 3, 1982).) 51 

The three men then discussed who would run the corporation owning the planned 
casino. In that context Errichetti said that he would talk to MacDonald and tell 
him, "Ken, this is your star for your future." 

Feinberg then entered. When Weinberg revealed that Ellis had told them that 
Senator Williams would take a bribe, FeL'lberf called Ellis a "moron • • • and an 
idiot. • • • He mentions Pete Williams and it s not fair to McCloud, your boss. I'm 
telling you I'll do what your boss wants to be done, but do it my way' • • or legiti
mate way." Feinberg maintained that Errichetti had ample clout to guarantee a 
racing license. He also said that Senator Williams "pulls me into" all of his business 
deals, u[b]ecause I look out for his interest." Errichetti eventually declared to Fein
berg, "Now you're gonna go back to fucking McCloud with Pete Williams. • • • You 
and Pete Williams and me, three of us. We'll give him all the fucking strength 
then." ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1504-05 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

Errichetti, Feinberg, DeVito, and Weinberg then agreed that the titanium project 
took priority over the racetrack. Feinberg showed Weinberg material pertaining to 
the mine. Looking at the list of shareholders, Weinberg asked if Senator Williams 
had an interest, pointing out that the Senator's name was not listed. Feinberg re
plied that Senator Williams was "gonna have a piece of the mine," but that neither 
Senator Williams' name nor his own could "show." (lDeleted], reprinted in 128 Congo 
Rec. S 1505 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

After Errichetti and Feinberg left, Carpentier and his partner Ken Boklan ar
rived, having come from a conference with McCloud and Tom Bishop (Special Agent 
Tom McShane), an art expert, in which they had discussed potential investment for 
the sheik, including real estate development in Long Island and "warm" Old Mas
ters paintings from EUrope. ((DeletedD Tony Toreasio arrived, briefly discussed Guc
cione's business, and departed. 

Errichetti then returned. In a private conversation with DeVito and Weinberg, he 
cursed McCloud's determination to give a bribe to MacDonald personally, without 
an intermediary. He insisted that McCloud shoud not risk antagonizing MacDonald. 
He, Errichetti, "will buy MacDonald with fuckin' chicken feed for him. Well he will 
take it." Weinberg assured him that they would "straighten it out with Jack." ([De
leted]) 

Weinberg and DeVito met on March 9 with Toreasio and Anthony "Babe" Din
allo, a construction contractor who had contracted to build the Atlantic City casino 
for Guccione. Weinberg questioned the soundness of Guccione's financial backing. 

50 The conversation dUring the March 8 meeting regarding EJlis is discussed in detail at pp. 
292-304 supra. 

5' Those aspects of the March 8 meeting regarding MacDonald are discussed at pp. 249-50 supra. 
supra. 
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He also maintained that he had proof of Guccione's "mobil contacts, but 'l'orcasio 
and Dinallo denied that such contacts existed. Weinberg then speculated that Guc
cione would fail to obtain a gambling license. ([Deleted]) 52 

In early March the FBI, at Weinberg's suggestion, agreed to hold a party aboard 
its yacht, The Left Hand. The party was co-hosted by Abscam and Goldcon and was 
billed as a party honoring Mayor Errichetti,53 The Left Hand was a sixty-five foot 
ocean-going yacht previously seized by United States Customs agents in a drug raid. 
(Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 5.146.) The captain and crew were FBI agents. 

Amoroso had resided on the yacht during most of the time since January 1979, 
when he had begun working on Goldcon and Abscam. He rarely had traveled during 
those initial months, because he and other FBI agents had been cleaning the yacht 
at its mooring in Del Ray Beach, Florida.54 (The yacht was moved to Ft. Lauderdale 
in May 1979.) 

When Weinberg was in Florida during the same period, he lived in a trailer on 
Hutchison Island with a woman named Evelyn Dawn Knight, while his family re
mained in Central Islip, Long Island, very near the Hauppauge Resident Agency.55 

Sometime before March 11, 1979, Weinberg surprised Special Agent Myron Fuller 
by calling him to arrange to fly to Florida with him on March 11. When they were 
on the airplane, Weinberg gave Fuller several blank certificates of deposit, drawn 
on various banks, and photocopies of two checks. Weinberg told Fuller that in No
vember 1978 he had recovered from William Rosenberg several other certificates of 
deposit, which Weinberg did not give to Fuller. He also said that he had given Erri
chetti a blank Citibank certificate of deposit and a blank Chemical Bank certificate 
of deposit and that Errichetti had had additional copies printed and had given those 
to Weinberg. (See Myron Fuller FD 302, Mar. 11, 1979, Myers D.P. Ex. 85.) 

Fuller told the Select Committee that Weinberg had said that he had had the se
curities at home since November 1978, but either had not had an opportunity to 
bring them in or had forgotten to do so. Fuller also tord the Select Committee that, 
according to Weinberg, the blanks he had given Errichetti were from Rosenberg. 
(Sel. Comm. interview of Myron Fuller, Sept. 2, 1982.) 56 

On March 13 McCloud fulfilled a commitment to Sandy Williams and Feinberg by 
flying to Piney River, Virginia, to inspect the titanium mine they wanted to pur
chase. McCarthy was accompanied by Special Agent Woods as the pilot, Bruce Brad
ley (Special Agent Brady), Sandy Williams, and another investor, George Katz. 
(Wms. Trial Tr. 620.) No conversation during the entire trip was recorded, and none 
of the FBI agents prepared any FD 302. 

On March 19 McCloud, Bradley, Ed Ellis, and his business associate Frank Ac
coney visited Garden State Racetrack. Ellis. told the Abdul Enterprises representa
tives that he needed $25 million to complete the racetrack. McCarthy agreed to 
review the prospectus. ([Deleted]) 

Because Errichetti was participating in the planning of the March 23 yacht party 
in his honor, he sent his nephew Joseph DiLorenzo to Del Ray Beach, where the 

"Weinberg's actions regarding Bob Guccione are discussed in detail at pp. 306-12 supra. 
53 The first FBI report of the plans for the party was on March 13, 1979. ([Deleted)) 
6' The Select Committee suggests that it probably is an inefficient allocation of law enforce

ment resources for an experienced FBI Special Agent to be assigned for two months to clean and 
to repair a yacht, particularly at the outset of his involvement in a complex, sensitive undercov
er operation. 

55 In July Weinberg moved with his wife and son to Tequesta, Florida, where he bought a 
townhouse. 

560n September 8, 1982, FBI personnel informed the Select Committee that the documents 
Weinberg had turned over to Fuller were photocopies, not originals. The Select Committee has 
been unable to determine (1) what became of the originals, (2) the relationship between these 
photocopies and the securities previously recovered from both Rosenberg and Errichetti, and (3) 
why Weinberg retained these when he turned OVf>r other securities in November to Special 
Agents Askeland and McCarthy. Weinberg testifieJ t.efore the Select Committee that, contrary 
to what Askeland contemporaneously reported and later told the Select Committee, he had not 
retained all the fraudulent securities since November; rather, he had obtained them gradually, 
and some had been sent to Florida. He merely compiled them all in March to give to Fuller. 
(SeI. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16,1982, at 208-09 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) 

It is unclear whether Weinberg lied to Fuller, lied to the Select Committee, or lied to both. In 
any event, because he lived only a few miles from the Hauppauge Resident Agency during that 
period and went to that Resident Agency and Abdul Enterprises almost daily, his failure to give 
the securities to McCarthy or Good as he received them cannot be reasonably explained, much 
less justified. Nor can his decision to give the securities to Fuller, who had stopped working on 
Abscam in December, be reasonably explained or justified. Nor can his failure to tell Good, Mc
Carthy, Askeland, and Amoroso that he had given the securities to Fuller be reasonably ex
plained or justified. 

For a complete discussion of this controversy, see pp. 110-11 supra.. 
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yacht was moored, several days early. At dinner with Weinberg and Gunnar Ander
son (Special Agent Gunnar Askeland) on March 20, DiLorenzo said that Errichetti 
"owned" Kenneth MacDonald because MacDonald owed his position on the Casino 
Control Commission to Errichetti and had received other favors from him. ([De
leted]) 

On March 20 the FBI held a conference at Quantico, Virginia, to plan the March 
23 party. Deputy Assistant Director Francis Mullen chaired the meeting, which was 
also attended by the SAC from the Newark, New Jersey, Field Office; an assistant 
SAC from the New York Field Office; FBI HQ Section Chief W. D. Gow; FBI HQ 
Unit Chief W. J. Riley; FBI HQ Supervisor Michael D. Wilson; John Goodj and sev
eral other special agents. Entrapment and due process issues, including recent judi
cial decisions, were discussed. Robert Fitzpatrick, SAC of the Miami It'ield Office, 
was made responsible for overall coordination, and he, Good, and another agent 
were directed to have Strike Force attorney John Jacobs brief all special agents and 
informants who would attend the party on the entrapment doctrine. ([Deleted]) 57 

On the evening of March 22 Errichetti met with Weinberg and DeVito at Del Ray 
Beach. Errichetti proposed manufactUring counterfeit money, contingent upon ap
proval by DeVito and Weinberg. He also asserted that he controlled Babe DinalIo, 
the builder affiliated with Guccione. When the conversation turned to the impend
ing MacDonald pay-off, Weinberg expressed concern that MacDonald was not going 
to Florida for the party. Errichetti said that MacDonald was not angry, but Erri
chetti expressed annoyance that McCloud did not appear to appreciate the extent to 
which MacDonald had compromised himself dUring thei! dinner conversation on 
March 5. He mentioned in passing that he had called the Chairman of the Board of 
First Pennsylvania Dime Bank and had arranged for MacDonald's son to be ad
mitted to the bank's management training program. 

On the morning of March 23 Weinberg spoke with Boklan, Carpentier, and an
other Long Island business broker, Charlie White, in Boklan's room at the hotel in 
Del Ray Beach. They discussed various illicit investments, including the stolen art 
the others had told Weinberg they could obtain. Weinberg told them that the sheik 
wanted only stolen paintings, which he displayed in his private museum, each with 
a newspaper clipping describing its theft. ([Deleted]) 

Approximately 35 non-FBI guests attended the party later that day. ([Deleted]) 
Special Agent Richard Farhart, recruited for the occasion because he spoke Arabic, 
made a brief appearance as Sheik Yassir Habib. He presented Errichetti with a 
"ceremonial dagger." 68 Errichetti in return said that he would later present to the 
sheik a gold key to the City of Camden. Senator Williams and Alexander Feinberg 
were photographed with Sheik Habib. 

After the ceremony, DeVito and Weinberg spoke privately with Errichetti. Erri
chetti first remarked that MacDonald was the key to the Casino Control Commis
sion because the other members deferred to his greater business ex~erience. Mac
Donald, he said, had been instrumental in securing at Errichetti s bidding the 
casino license for Resorts International. Errichetti explained that he had made the 
request of MacDonald as a favor to Ray Brown, Resorts International's lawyer, who 
had successfully defended Errichetti when he had been prosecuted for bid-rigging. 
([Deleted]) Errichetti also criticized McCloud, stating that McCloud made him 
uneasy. DeVito and Weinberg recommended that Errichetti sit down with McCloud 
and try to work out their differences. ([Deleted]) 

Elsewhere on The Left Hand, Weinberg spoke with Senator Williams and Alex 
Feinberg. He explained the distinction between Yasair Habib's operation in Florida, 
managed by Tony DeVito, and Kambir Abdul Rahman's Abdul Enterprises in New 
York, where McCloud was chairman of the board. The three men then discussed the 
titanium venture. Weinberg started to voice concern about George Katz' reputation. 
Senator Williams laughed and stated that he knew "quite a bit about George," but 
did not know him well. He added, "[H]e is a nice guy, and he's a generous guy; andl 
he, uh, he was in a business in a community, and he was doing business the wa~' 
business is done in a community in that business. • • • I mean, nothing venal. ' 
(Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 2A at 16, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 18.) 

Weinberg asked whether the Senator would permit McCloud to use his name as Il 
reference and would endorse the Piney River mine. Senator Williams assented. 
Feinberg cautioned, however, that while Senat.or Williams would confer privately 

67 It is not clear whether this directive was carried out, although John Jacobs and John Good 
went to Del Ray Beach to inspect the boat, the arrangements, and the recording equipment on 
the yacht. They stayed nearby during the party. 

68 Weinberg told the FBI that the "dagger" was an ornamental souvenir knife he had bought 
in Greece. 
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with influential individuals, he would not publicize his support. All agreed that the 
Senator could not say that he was financially involved. ([Deleted]) 

Other guests included George Cannon, Ben Cohen, Paul Roberts, Boklan, Carpen
tier, Charlie White (a business associate of Carpentier's), DiLorenzo, James Meiler, 
Torcasio, and an assortment. of confidence men, fences, and swindlers, one of whom 
called himself "Count Montforte." Montforte, one of Carpentier's guests, displayed 
to individuals on the boat, including DeVito and Weinberg, what purported to be a 
diplomatic passport and a document identifying him as a member of the Knights of 
Malta. 

Later during the party, DeVito and Weinberg talked with Carpentier and Boklan 
about Montforte. Carpentier told his hosts that, through a man named Alexandro 
and Alexandro's son, who were employees of the Immigration and Naturalization 
Service (INS), the father in Hawaii and the son in New York, he could provide pass
ports, green cards, and services needed by aliens seeking entry into the United 
States. (Alexandra Trial Tr. 66, 312.) This was the first time during Abscam that 
immigration had been promoted as a vehicle for violating federal law. The conversa
tion was not recorded, and there is no evidence that Special Agent Amoroso pre
pared an FD 302 reporting Carpentier's introduction of another sphere of criminal 
activity. On March 24, 1979, the Miami Field Office sent to FBI HQ a comprehen
sive report describing the events of March 23 on The Left Hand. The report did not 
mention the discussion between the undercover operatives and Carpentier concern
ing immigration matters, but it did note that debriefing of the agents present at the 
gathering was not yet complete. ([Deleted]) 59 

Later in the evening McCloud spoke with Errichetti. Each assured the other that 
he was trusted and that problems would be resolved. McCloud said that, while he 
preferred to hand the money directly to MacDonald, he would accept Errichetti 
acting as intermediary, as long as he knew that MacDonald was the ultimate recipi
ent. Errichetti outlined a plan essentially like the one that Eden originally had pro
posed for the Errichetti payoff. McCloud would give Errichetti $100,000, which Erri
chetti would then give to MacDonald in the parking lot, with McCloud observing the 
transfer from a window. !"l.[cCloud and Errichetti decided to meet with MacDonald 
the following week. ([Deletl~d]) 

In a conversation the next morning, Errichetti told DeVito that Senator Williams 
intended to promote the titanium venture to government officials. (Wms. Gov't Trial 
Ex. 3A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 35-36.) 

On March 26, the FBI's New York Field Office requested approval of and funds 
for a payout of $100,000 to MacDonald. The request document reported to FBI HQ 
that Jacobs and Puccio had approved the MacDonald payoff scenario presented by 
Errichetti: There was to be no discussion of money with the target. The report 
stated, however, that Errichetti would accept the money "and turn it over to Mac
Donald in the presence of undercover special agents." It also contended that, "at the 
time of prosecution, full return of this money and monies previously paid to Erri
chetti can be anticipated." 60 The report concluded by referring to the titanium ven
ture and to Senator Williams, stating, "At the present time, it is unknown whether 
or not there is anything legitimate [sic] involved in the venture. Further investiga
tion will be necessary to make this determination." ([Deleted]) 

On the same day, Brooklyn Strike Force attorney Lawrence Sharf prepared a 
memorandum, over Puccio's name, to a Department of Justice official in Washing
ton, stating that Feinberg had known "the informant" for many years and knew 
that he was "a notorious confidence man." 61 Also on the same day, FBI HQ or
dered John Good to go to FBI HQ on March 28 to discuss his request for approval to 
pay $100,000 to MacDonald. On March 28 the Undercover Operations Review Com
mittee met and approved the request for $100,000 to be paid to MacDonald. Director 
Webster also formally approved. 

On March 29 Webster memorialized two conversations, one with Puccio and one 
\vith Assistant Attorney General Heymann. In the first one, Puccio told Webster 
that MacDonald was "the most promising case so far." Puccio retracted his earlier 
statement to the FBI agents and told Webster that the money might not be recov
ered. He also said that Errichetti had been advised that MacDonald would have to 

··The Select Committee finds the failure to make any report on such a material conversation 
to be inconsistent with careful recordkeeping procedures. 

60 These prophecies were wide of the mark. Of the $125,000 referred to, only $25,000 has been 
recovered (although the Department of Justice has filed civil actions to attempt to recover addi
tional amounts). Also, Errichetti did not give the money to MacDonald in the presence of any 
undercover agent, if he gave it to him at all. See pp. 253-61 supra. 

"!The controversy surrounding this memorandum is discussed at pp. 109-10, 216 supra. 
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give assurances before the money would be paid. Finally, Puccio told Webster that 
he saw no entrapment problem.62 

In the second conversation, Heymann expressed his agreement with the impor
tance of the case. He opined that the p'ayment was warranted, even though control 
of the money would be lost. ([Deleted) 

In a recorded conversation on March 29, Errichetti and Weinberg agreed to meet 
the next day. The March 30 meeting took place, was unrecorded, and was never me
morialized by any FBI special agentj but Weinberg returned from it with a hand
written list of eight politicians who Errichetti had indicated were corrupt or cor
ruptible. Among the names were those of two United States Congressmen, one of 
whom, Michael Myers, when contacted under different circumstances in August 
1979, took a bribe. FBI officials informed the Select Committee that the FBI had 
arranged the March 30 meeting, but did not record it because there was no opportu
nity for an agent to give Weinberg a briefcase recording device before he went to 
meet ErrichettL No explanation was offered for the FBI's failure to get a briefcase 
to Weinberg between the March 29 conversation and the meeting the next day, for 
the failure to leave a briefcase with Weinberg on a regular basis, or for the failure 
to debrief Weinberg, and to prepare an FD 302, about the meeting and about the 
circumstances that led Errichetti to give him the list of corrupt politicians.63 

On March 30 FBI HQ notified the New York Field Office that the requested 
$100,000 expenditure had been approved. The notice stated, "The Director [William 
H. Webster] has instructed that the $100,000 should be delivered only to Kenneth 
MacDonald, New Jersey Gaming Commission Control Vice Chairman. Insure that 
statements from MacDonald are elicited regarding assurance of casino license prior 
to providing payment." 64 In addition, Director Webster had written on a memoran
dum approving the $100,000 bribe to MacDonald, "Deliver money only to MacDon
ald." ([Deleted]) 

As planned, Errichetti met MacDonald on the morning of Saturday, March 31, 
1979. After attending a dedication ceremony for a new hospital, the two men, chauf
feured by DiLorenzo, drove to Abdul Enterprises, where they met McCloud. 66 

The three men stood and chatted about Long Island for some minutes. At a lull in 
the conversation, MacDonald hurried to the window and began to peer out through 
the venetian blinds, his back to McCloud and Errichetti, both of whom had moved to 
the desk. Errichetti announced: "I've come up for the money for the future, mr, 
boy," prompting McCloud to state that he had a "big investment in Atlantic City.' 
As they talked, McCloud opened a briefcase that was lying on the desk. (He had 
placed $100,000 in cash into the briefcclSe before MacDonald and Errichetti had ar
rived.) MacDonald, still by the window, inquired about construction visible from his 
post. Standing by the open briefcase, McCloud called out to him, "I hope that, Ken, 
I hope there won't be any problems with our • • • licensing or anything else in At
lantic City." MacDonald gave no assurance; he did not even reply. Closing the brief
case, McCloud reiterated that without a casino license he would be left with "a pile 
of dirt • • • [b]ecause that's where the money is to be made and that's why we're all 
here." Errichetti took the briefcase, and all three walked out. Moments later, Erri-

62 Technically, Puccio was correct. MacDonald's defense (which was never tested, because he 
died before his trial commenced) was that he never received any money and never knew that he 
was involved in what was supposed to be a bribe. Thus, his defense was that he had not even 
committed a crime, not that he had committed a crime but had been entrapped into doing so . 

• 3 Errichetti maintains that he and Weinberg agreed to split the money intended as a bribe 
for MacDonald at the March 30 meeting. They arranged that Errichetti would call Weinberg 
upon his return home the evening of the 31st to recite that MacDonald was pleased and that he 
was returning $25,000 to repair The Left Hand, which had sustained fire damage in the engine 
room. (Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 134-35 (testimony of Angelo ,J. Errichetti).) The March 
30 meeting is discussed at length at pp. 139-40 supra. 

64 Like all of Puccio's prophecies regarding the MacDonald transaction, both of the Director's 
instructions proved fruitless. The money was not delivered to MacDonald, and no assurance 
from MacDonald was obtained. The absence of any assurance becomes clear when MacDonald's 
words are compared to the bold guarantees of Errichetti throughout Abscam. The Director's 
instructions regarding the MacDonald payment are discussed at pp. 253-57 supra. 

.~ Errichetti claims that MacDonald knew they were going to see McCloud and that Errichetti 
was going to get money, but that he had told MacDonald that it was a commission from some 
previous transaction involving Errichetti. He had told MacDonald that he wanted MacDonald to 
go along so that they could spend a relaxed day becoming better acquainted. He led MacDonald 
to believe that the money would be placed in escrow for the day when MacDonald and Erri
cheW would be out of public office and Errichetti, DeVito, Weinberg, MacDonald, and MacDon
ald's son and son·in-law would enter business together. Department of Justice lawyers who in
vestigated the MacDonald case told the Select Committee that MacDonald said he was shocked 
to see McCloud when he walked into the Abdul Enterprises office on March 31, 1979. 
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chetti and McCloud reentered the office, where Errichetti opined that all had gone 
well. ([Deleted]) 

John Jacobs of the Brooklyn Strike Force and FBI Supervisor John Good had 
been monitoring the meeting from the Hauppauge Resident Agency. McCarthy in
formed the Select Committee that Jacobs had told him before the meeting to be sure 
that MacDonald understood that Errichetti was accepting a bribe on behalf of Mac
Donald. McCarthy also told the Select Committee that he believed he had followed 
Jacobs' instructions. As noted above, however, the Director's instructions, if read lit
erally, were ignored, and Puccio's prophecies failed to materialize:. (1) The money 
was not delivered to MacDonald-it was delivered only to Errichetti in MacDonald's 
presence, with no statement made about a later transfer to MacDonald; and (2) Mac
Donald gave no assurance regarding a casino license before the money was passed 
to Errichetti. 66 

Upon leaving Abdul Enterprises' offices, Errichetti and MacDonald were driven 
by DiLorenzo to the Hauppauge Holiday Inn, where they joined Weinberg and 
DeVito in the coffee shop. Weinberg stated that McCloud had been demoted and 
that DeVito was in charge. MacDonald complained of McCloud's ineptitude during 
the prior meeting, saying that the meeting had "seemed like entrapment." They dis
cussed future plans for MacDonald, stating that they contemplated an executive po
sition for him and positions for his son and son-in-law. ([Deleted]) 

Toward the end of the conversation, Weinberg told Errichetti that he wished to 
speak briefly with him alone. Errichetti and Weinberg stepped out to the parking 
lot, followed by DeVito. Errichetti retrieved an index of New Jersey state legislators 
from his car. He checked off the names of those he considered corrupt and gave the 
book to Weinberg. Errichetti asked whether he would see Weinberg the next day. 
Weinberg said they would meet and told him, "I'll explain to Tony." Errichetti 
promised not to say anything to DeVito. ([Deleted]) 67 

APRIL 1979 

As Weinberg had told MacDonald on March 31 at the Holiday Inn, DeVito did 
replace McCloud as President of Abdul Enterprises. McCarthy officially terminated 
his undercover role on April 3, 1979, continuing as the administrative agent for 
Abscam until May, when he requested that he be relieved. 68 ([Deleted]) 

In the early part of April 1979, Weinberg stalled various businessmen who were 
waiting to be paid and loaned money. On the apparently aborted Garden State 
Racetrack project, Weinberg was avoiding Ellis' inquiries and stalling competitors. 
In long conversations with Carpentier, Boklan, and Charlie White, a business part
ner of Carpentier's, Weinberg asked them to try to discover any mob association 
that Bob Guccione might have. ([Deleted]) Weinberg stalled Rosenberg, Carpentier, 
and Perry Sabloski, all of whom had produced fraudulent certificates of deposit or 
had acquired assets at Weinberg's request and were becoming increasingly anxious 
in anticipation of a financial return. ([Deleted]) 

In a meeting on April 3, Sandy Williams confirmed to McCloud and Weinberg 
that Senator Williams owned a share of the Piney River titanium mine. Sandy Wil
liams explained the percentage share of each present shareholder in the U.S. Titan
ium Corporation. Feinberg had an eight percent interest as the lawyer. Sandy Wil
liams had given the Senator, his "oldest and closest friend," half of his own 45 per
cent interest. Weinberg agreed that Abdul Enterprises would lend U.S. Titanium 
$13,000,000 to enable it to exercise its option to purchase the mine and another 
$70,000,000 to enable the company to buy the American Cyanamid proc.essing plant 
in Savannah, Georgia. Weinberg told Sandy Williams to form a new corporation, 
however, of which Weinberg. said he would take a ten percent interest. (Wms. Gov't 
Trial Ex. 4A, at 4-5, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 40-41.) 

On the next day Weinberg prepared to attempt to convince Bob Guccione that he 
would have to bribe a politician in order for Abdul Enterprises to finance the Pent
house casino and hotel that Guccione was planning. In conversations with Guc
cione's casino manager, Tony 'l.'orcasio, and construction contractor, Babe Dinallo, 
Weinberg sought to instill personal distrust of Guccione, impute underworld connec-

•• For a complete discussion of the MacDonald transaction, see pp. 241-62 supra. 
67 After a thorough investigation, the Select Committee has concluded that Weinberg and Er· 

richetti did clandestinely meet the following day, April 1, 1979, and that Weinberg received a 
portion of the MacDonald payment. For a discussion of the events of April 1, 1979, see pp. 142-49 
supra. 

68 McCarthy told the Select Committee that it is virtually impossible for a formerly covert 
agent who has resumed overt status to control an informant effectively. (Sel. Comm. interview 
of John M. McCarthy, Sept. 2, 1982.) 
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tions to him, and foment doubt that he would be granted a casino license. Torcasio 
rejected Weinberg's conclusion that Guccione had failed in his previous ventures 
into the hotel or casino businesses. Contrary to Weinberg's suggestions, Torcasio 
and Dinallo insisted that Guccione waS not connected to organized crime. ([Deleted]) 

Guccione went to Abdul Enterprises' office on April 5, 1979. Guccione rebutted 
Weinberg's accusations that he had mismanaged his earlier casino or hotel ventures 
and that he was backed by organized crime. Guccione countered Weinberg's claims 
that Guccione would not get a license and indicated that there was no need to bribe 
a casino commissioner. He offered Abdul Enterprises the first purchase rights to his 
casino site in the unlikely event that his application was denied. ([Deleted]) 69 

On April 5 the New York Field Office sent a teletype to FBI HQ requesting a 
conference on April 12 at the Hauppauge Resident Agency. The stated purposes of 
the proposed meeting were to consider potential payoff targets and to determine the 
advisability of electronic surveillance. ([Deleted]) On April 10 the New York l!'ield 
Office sought permission from FBI HQ to monitor and to record conversations with 
several suspects, but the request was for consensual monitoring only. ([Deleted]) Per
mission was granted. A conference was held at FBI HQ on April 12 to evaluate and 
to plan coordination of the investigation among the participating jurisdictions. The 
senior agents managing Abscam in New York, Miami, and Newark attended. ([De
leted]) 

On April 9 Weinberg received a lump sum payment of $5,000. The New York 
Field Office had requested on February 16, 1979, that Weinberg be awarded $15,000, 
but the Criminal Investigative Division decided on March 28, 1979, that only a pay
ment of $5,000 was justified. (Kelly Weisz Def. Trial Ex. 30.) 

Weinberg, DeVito, and Errichetti discussed establishing check-cashing businesses 
in New Jersey cities. The first recorded talk of this enterprise was on April 9, 1979. 
Errichetti referred to [deleted], who Errichetti said "will take the money from you," 
unlike MacDonald. DeVito speculated that $25,000 would suffice, but Errichetti dif
fered, contending that the [deleted] was more valuable than a casino control com
missioner. ([Deleted]) 

Later in the month Robert J. Del Tufo, United States Attorney for the District of' 
New Jersey, assigned two of his Assistant United States Attorneys, Edward J. Plaza. 
and Robert A. Weir, Jr., to perform that office's investigative and prosecutorial 
functions in Abscam. Their eventual disagreement with the nature of the undercov
er investigation developed into one of Abscam's major conflicts. 

On April 18, 1979, John R. Stowe, tbe South Carolina businessman with whom 
Weinberg had spoken many times in late 1978 and early 1979 in unrecorded conver
sations, again contacted Weinberg. Stowe identified his Congressman friend as Rep
resentative John Jenrette from South Carolina. (,Jenrette Def. Trial Ex. 31.) The 
Miami Field Office sent a teletype to FBI HQ requesting an indices search on Jen
rette. ([Deleted]) 

On April 23, 1979, Weinberg urged Sandy Williams to see if Senator Williams 
would exert his influence to secure any permits they might need for the titanium 
mine and plant. Weinberg also asked whether Senator Williams could help obtain 
bids on government chemical contracts. ([Deleted}) Sandy Williams was uncertain. 
Sandy Williams said that Feinberg would hold Senator Williams' concealed 20 per 
cent interest in the new corporation that would be formed in response to the loan 
from Abdul Enterprises. Weinbeg and Sandy Williams then made tentative plans to 
visit the plant in Georgia. ([Deleted}) 

MAY 1979 

Weinberg, Sandy Williams, and George Katz went to Savannah, Georgia, on May 
8 and 9, 1979. (See Wms. Trial Tr. 1247.) There are no recordings from the trip, and 
FBI special agents did not prepare any report of any debriefing of Weinberg upon 
his return. 

Also during this period Weinberg and the undercover agents apparently decided 
to let the Garden State Racetrack project expire. John Burnetti from Hialeah, a ra
cetrack in the Miami, Florida, area, seemed eager to take over the project. ([De
leted]) It is unclear whether he did so, but eventually all Abdul Enterprises' contact 
with Edward Ellis halted. 

On May 5,1979, DeVito and Weinberg met with Philip Schwab, a builder and con
tractor, and Pat Amarotti, with whom Weinberg had been indicted in Florida in 
1977, Schwab had been hired by Morris Schenker, majority shareholder of the 
Dunes Casino in Las Vegas, who planned to build a Dunes in Atlantic City. Amar-

·'The controversy surrounding this meeting is discussed at pp. 309-12 supra. 
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otti, working as a broker for Schwab, led him to seek financial support from Abdul 
Enterprises. Five days later Feinberg approached Weinberg about the same project. 
A New Jersey construction contractor and consultant, Joseph Silvestri, had recom
mended Feinberg as the Dunes' lawyer because of Feinberg's political influence in 
New Jersey. Silvestri himself emerged in the latter part of 1979 as a major Abscam 
middleman. 

On May 8, the Washington, D.C., Field Office informed the Miami, New York and 
Newark Field Offices that there was a case fIle in Washington on Representative 
Jenrette based on his involvement in an alleged bank fraud and embezzlement 
scheme with John Stowe in 1971. Although no prosecution had resulted, civil actions 
had been filed. The May 8 teletype referred t.o both men's reputed "financial diffi
culties," adding that Jenrette was said to be a "close associate of Abscam subjects 
Keith Thelbert Jones and Jack Dudley Morris." «(Deleted]) Morris had been arrested 
by Abscam operatives at LaGuardia Airport with $200 million in fraudulent certifi
cates of deposit on October 4, 1978. 

In his dealings with John Stowe in mid-May, Weinberg began to develop a theme 
that came to dominate the Abscam investigation. He explained to Stowe that 
"Arabs • • • always like to have friend in high office • • • and [that by the 
sheik's] doing something for the Congressman, he has got a friend in high office." 
Money was no object. (Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 35, at 3-4.) 

The FBI's Columbia, South Carolina, Field Office also conducted a fIle search on 
Jenrette and Stowe. Its report stated that Stowe had been investigated by the FBI 
for bank fraud and embezzlement and that Jenrette had been investigated for at· 
tempting to obtain an improper loan from the Myrtle Beach Air Force Base Federal 
Credit Union. Stowe had been questioned about $225,000 in loans from the same 
source. Although there was no criminal prosecution, the credit union brought a civil 
action against Jenrette and Stowe. Informed sources had told the FBI that both men 
were experiencing financial difficulties. «(Deleted]) 

During this period, the titanium venture consumed more of the informant's and 
undercover agents' time. In West Palm Beach on May 15, Alex Feinberg disclosed to 
DeVito that Senator Williams was friendly with [deleted] of the New Jersey Casino 
Control Commission, and that Feinberg, at Senator Williams' request, had repre
sented the Ritz Carlton in its successful application for a casino license earlier that 
week. Senator Williams, Feinberg said, had called to commend Feinberg's successful 
efforts and had mentioned that he himself had called [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Feinberg 
indicated that Jeanette Williams, the Senator's wife, was involved. He also men
tioned that Joseph Silvestri had introduced him to Morris Schenker. 

George Katz used news reports that the United States government needed tita
nium for sheathing submarines and defense aircraft to try to increase Weinberg's 
interest in the Piney River mine and American Cyanamid processing plant. «(De
leted]) Weinberg then used the government's need for titanium to determine wheth
er Senator Williams would use his office improperly. On May 30, 1979, Weinberg 
asked Feinberg if Senator Williams would solicit government titanium contracts on 
their behalf. Feinberg said Williams would try. (Wms .• Gov't 'l'rial Ex. 6A, Sen. 
Comm. Print., Pt. 6, at 50-51.) 

Senator Williams, Feinberg, Sandy Williams, Katz, DeVito, and Weinberg met for 
lunch at the Hotel Pierre in New York on May 31,1979. The participants discussed 
the Senator's helping to obtain the titanium contracts and whether his interest in 
the venture could be disclosed. (See Wms. Gov't Trial Exs.7A-1, 7A-2, 7A-3, ·Sen. 
Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 52-58.) 70 

DeVito had asked Carpentier to obtain passports for himself and Weinberg, but by 
May 30, DeVito had a new scenario to propose. ((Deleted]) Reminding Carpentier of 
his previous offer of green cards and immigration assistance, DeVito explained that 
Sheik Habib owed a favor to a colleague in Ireland. Assisting in bringing the man's 
son into the United States as a permanent resident alien would satisfy the debt.n 

DeVito asked Carpentier how much it would cost to arrange the matter. Carpen
tier estimated a minimum of $10,000. Carpentier then explained the legal proce
dures necessary to gain entry as a permanent resident alien. The INS inspector, 
whom he named as Alexander Alexandro, was adept at expediting processing of a 
"green card," or work permit. DeVito gave Carpentier $500 for "expenses" and as 
compensation for past favors. ([Deleted]) Carpentier arranged the meeting for the 
following day. 

laThe meetings at the Hotel Pierre are discussed in detail at pp. 220-24 supra. 
71 To lend credence to this stratagem, Supervisor Good volunteered a cousin of his in Ireland 

named Thomns Foley to portray the prospective immigrant. He would never have to appear, but 
he did have a file at INS in Wnshington. (Alexandro Trial Tr. 152.) 

14-618 0 - 83 - 28 
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By May 31, Carpentier had told Alexandro that Alexandro was going to meet two 
friends of Cal'pentier's, DeVito and Weinberg, who had an immigration problem. 
Alexandro said that he had been told that DeVito and Weinberg represented 
wealthy Arab sheiks and that, in return for Alexandro's help or guidance, Carpen
tier, Charlie White, and Weinberg each would get $5,000. (Alexandra Trial Tr. 653-
54.) 

When DeVito and Weinberg met with Carpentier, White, and Alexandra that day, 
they concluded the business of the meeting quickly, because DeVito had insufficient 
information about his candidate. Alexandra counseled him on the information he 
would need, pointing out that "there's always avenues that you • • • circumvent 
legally." (Alexandra Gov't Trial Ex. 3A, at 5.) Carpentier offered sponsorship under 
the aegis of the Beefalo Cattle and Land Company. ([d. at 7.) 72 

Special Agent Ernest Haridopolos, who had participated briefly in Weinberg and 
Fuller's operation in 1977, was assigned an Abscam undercover role under John 
Good's supervision in May 1979. ([Deleted]) As "Ernie Poulos," Haridopolos conduct
ed surveillance of the individuals who met with Abdul Enterprises personnel. (Jan
notti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 5.166.) 

JUNE 1979 

By June 1979 Abscam was deemed sufficiently significant that Attorney General 
Griffin Bell and Deputy Attorney General Benjamin Civiletti attended a briefing. 
Abscam was described to them as a New Jersey Casino Control Commission case. 
(Sel. Comm. interview of Irvin Nathan, July 15, 1982.) 

On June 15 Weinberg received a lump sum payment of $15,000. This was the sum 
that the New York Field Office had requested on May 14 and for which the Miami 
Field Office had provided further support on May 21. (See Kelly Weisz Trial Exs. 31, 
32.) 

In the first two weeks of June 1979 Weinberg reminded Feinberg, Errichetti, 
Katz, and Sandy Williams that it was important to the success of the mining ven
ture that the Senator keep his interest concealed. (See, e.g., Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 
8A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 59-60; [Deleted]) In a meeting at the Cherry Hill, 
New Jersey, Hyatt House on June 15, 1979, attended by Errichetti, Katz, Feinberg, 
Sandy \ijlliams, Weinberg, and DeVito, DeVito suggested that Senator Williams 
and Sheik Habib meet personally. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. lOA, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 
6, at 70.) 73 

Sometime in the late spring, DiLorenzo purchased for Errichetti three color televi
son sets to be given to Weinberg, ostensibly to be transmitted to the directors of 
Abdul Enterprises. DiLorenzo delivered the television sets to Weinberg on June 14 
or June 15 at the Cherry Hill Hyatt House, where Errichetti, Weinberg, DeVito, 
and Bradley (Special Agent Brady) were meeting in connection witb the titanium 
project.74 Weinberg procel;ded to drive to Florida, to where he was in the process of 
moving. 

The meeting between Senator Williams and the sheik that had been suggested by 
DeVito on June 15 was scheduled for June 28. Prior to that meeting the Senator 
was briefed by Feinberg, Errichetti, and Sandy Williams on how to act and on what 
to say. (See, e.g., Wms. Gov't Trial Exs. llA, l2A, 13A, 14A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, 
at 78, 82, 83, 93; [Deleted]) Immediately prior to meeting with the sheik, Weinberg 
told Senator Williams that the meeting was "all talk, all bullshit." (Wms. Gov't 
Trial Ex. 14A, at 5, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 97.) During the actual meeting, the 
Senator bragged about his influence and stressed the importance of titanium to the 
government. (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 15A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 104.) 75 

72 Alexandro testitied that none of what he had said was true; he had first laid out the legal 
avenues of entry to the United States, but "it became ve?: strange" when he heard talk of 
$15,000 plus whatever he wanted for himself. He said that 'this rang a bell" in his head that 
"there was more to this than met the eye." (Alexandra Trial Tr. 656-57.) 

73 Weinberg's actions between the meeting at the Hotel Pierre on May 31 and the meeting on 
June 15 in encoura&ing the Senator to keep his interest concealed and to make explicit his will
in!lness to misuse hiS int1uence are described at .pP. 220-26, 22!)-:10 supra. 

74 This episode and other allegations that Weinberg solic1ted and received gifts from Abscam 
suspects are discussed at pp. 112-2\1 supra. 

H'rhe events leading to the June 28,1979, meeting, and Weinberg's coaching in particular, 
are discussed at pp. 229-34 supra. Sometime at the end of June, Katz gave Weinberg three 
expensive wristwatches. For a discussion of the controversy surrounding this incident, see pp. 
123-27 supra. 
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Errichetti and DeVito met on June 29, 1979, at the Abdul Enterprises office with 
[deleted].76 DeVito brought with him an application for a check-cashing license and 
was prepared to offer a bribe to [deleted] to maneuver it through the bureaucracy. 

[deleted] boasted of his influence. Errichetti supported his claims that he con
trolled the New Jersey State Assembly and the consumer credit division of the 
state's banking department. But, when it came to check-cashing businesses, DeVito 
soon ascertained that licensing was a routine matter of a standard application and a 
five dollar fee. He challenged [deleted], "Explain to me then, if it's so easy like this, 
why do I need you?" 77 [deleted] tried to convince DeVito that he could be instru
mental and was eager to Coopel·ate. 

At this point, Weinberg interrupted to tell DeVito he had a telephone call. 78 
DeVito left and, upon his return, spoke bluntly to [deleted] stating, "Hey, let me lay 
it out for you, okay, my position. I'm looking to buy your influence, okay?" ([De
leted]) In the same vein he expressed explicitly that he did not need [deleted] to per
form functions that a lawyer or another official could perform. [deleted] offered 
advice on applying for a check-cashing license, and the meeting closed with the un
derstanding that [deleted] was available to assist in more substantial undertakings. 
([Deleted]) Neither DeVito nor Weinberg approached him again.79 

In the latter part of June and the first part of July, Feinberg worked on legal 
matters pertaining to the construction of the Dunes casino. Feinberg mentioned the 
name of the construction consultant who had recommended Feinberg for the Dunes 
project, Joseph Silvestri, to Weinberg. ([Deleted]) 

JULY 1979 

In early July 1979, the participants in the titanium venture discussed the creation 
of a corporate structure. Senator Williams' interest was to be concealed, and his 
shares were to be endorsed in blank. (Wrns. Gov't Trial Ex. 17A, at 2-3, Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 136-37.) A shareholders' meeting was scheduled for July 11.80 On 
July 9, Weinberg told Sandy Williams that the Senator could have $20,000 in ex
pense money. ([Deleted]) 81 

Sometime near July 4, Errichetti told Weinberg that he had received a visit at his 
home from a man named Stan Myatt, to whom Tony Torcasio had introduced him 
several months before. ([Deleted]) Myatt had warned Errichetti that Abdul Enter
prises was an FBI front operation and that Errichetti was in trouble. Weinberg 
claims that, after Errichetti had recounted Myatt's story, Weinberg refuted it. (SeI. 
Comm. Hrg., Sept. 16, 1982, at 188-89 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) On July 
11 Errichetti, at Weinberg's request, repeated the Myatt story for DeVito. Errichetti 
stated that Myatt had asserted that there were no sheiks, there was no money, and 
FBI agents were involved. Errichetti said that Myatt had told him that he had been 
a guest of Rick Wynn and Ben Cohen at the March 23 party on The Left Hand and 
DeVito agreed that Myatt had been present. ([Deleted]) 

76 The [deleted] meeting originally had been scheduled for June 26, but had been postponed 
because of the need to prepare for the meeting on June 28 with Senator Williams. ([Deleted]) On 
June 23, 1979, FBI HQ, including the Undercover Operations Review Committee, had authorized 
a bribe of $50,000 to [deletedJ, if the necessary conditions were fulfilled at the meeting. 

77 As early as April 4, when the Abdul Enterprises representatives and Errichetti first ex
plored check-cashing as a possible investment, Errichetti indicated that licensing was a simple 
procedure; he could issue one in Camden, and other mayors could do the same in their respec
tive jurisdictions. ([Deleted]) Subsequent recorded discussions in May substantiated the impres
sion l',;rrichetti had conveyed: that such licenses were routinely processed and granted. It re
mains a mystery why, with every indication that there was no reason to bribe a public official 
or political figure in order to get a check-cashing license, the FBI used that scenario. 

Moreover, in response to the Select Committee's inquiry, the FBI acknowledged that it had 
not conducted "any research before the meeting on requirements of obtaining check cashing li
censes in the State of New Jersey." (Letter from FBI Director William H. Webster to Senator 
Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., at 4 (Nov. 8. 1982).) 

78 Lawrence Sharf, an attorney with the Brooklyn Strike Force, told the Select Committee 
that he had monitored the session from the FBI Resident Agency in Hauppauge via a telephone 
co:mection to the Abdul Enterprises office several miles away. He did telephone Amoroso at one 
point, although he does not recall what either of them said or its effect on the conversation with 
[deleted]. Sharf emrhasized that the audio monitor was of partiCUlarly poor quality. 

79 In the interva report t.o the Director, the Brooklyn-Queena Resident Agency wrote that the 
reason no bribe offer was made was that [deleted] had "failed to offer adequate assurances." 

9Q The meeting had originally been scheduled for July 5 in Florida, but, upon Puccio's request 
that it be conducted in New York, it was relocated and postponed. ([Deleted» 

81 An airtel from Brooklyn-Queens to Director Webster incorrectly attrIbuted the genesis of 
the expense money payment to Sandy Williams and incorrectly stated the amount as $10,000. 
([Deleted]) No money was ever paid to Senator Williams. ([Deleted]) 
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DeVito rebutted Myatt's charges, explaining that Cohen, Wynn, and Myatt had 
been rejected when they had sought Abdul Enterprises' financing. Errichetti quoted 
himself as having told Myatt, "Now, if I'm gonna get indicted, I've been indicted 
before," and "I talked to a couple of people about this association you just men
tioned. And, if they're FBI guys, they're FBI guys; that's my business." He added 
that he had learned that Myatt had been arrested four times.82 ([Deleted]) 

Feinberg convened a meeting at the International Hilton at John F. Kennedy Air
port in Queens, New York, shortly before noon on July 11, 1979. Errichetti, Katz, 
Sandy Williams, Weinberg, DeVito, and William Evoy, a junior partner ill Fein
berg's law firm, were present. They established three separate corporations, distrib
uted stock certificates, adopted by-laws, and elected directors and officers. They de
cided, as Weinberg had planned, that Senator Williams' share could be voted only if 
he were present. Feinberg endorsed the Senator's shares in blank. (See Wms. Gov't 
Trial Ex. 19A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 142.) 

Also on July 11 Weinberg spoke with John Stowe, who arranged for Jenrette to 
meet with Abdul Enterprises' representatives in Washington, D.C., on August 6, 
1979. (Jenrette Def. Trial Ex. 36.) The meeting was cancelled, however, on July 21, 
1979. (Jenrette Trial Tr. 432-33, 1706-07.) 

On July 12, 1979, Weinberg asked Katz to "find out what other people we got to 
reach out for" in Philadelphia. Katz reminded Weinberg that Katz had already 
given him the name of George Schwartz, the Philadelphia City Council President. 
([Deleted]) Two days later Weinberg described to Katz the Arabs' potential immigra
tion needs and interest in meeting politicians. ([Deleted]) This July 14 conversation 
constitutes the first recorded use of the asylum scenario. (See page 79 supra.) 

The government adopted a new scenario for the titanium venture shortly after 
the shareholders' meeting. Weinberg informed Katz and Errichetti that another 
group of Arab investors would buy the titanium mine and processing plant for a 
profit of $50 to $70 million. ([Deleted]) 

In early July 1979 a Philadelphia lawyer and city councilman named Louis G. Jo
hanson played golf with Errichetti's neighbor James Meiler. Meiler told Johanson 
that Errichetti had connections with representatives of wealthy Arab investors. Jo
hanson passed this information on to his law partner Howard L. Criden, whose 
client David Neifeld, together with Neifeld's accountant, Norman Berman, was 
seeking financing and a possible buyer or operator for a hotel casino on a site in 
Atlantic City. Meiler arranged for Johanson and Criden to meet Errichetti at 
Meiler's home on July 14. (Lederer Trial Tr. 644-46; Jannotti Post-trial D.P. Tr. 1.5-
.6.) 

The meeting occurred as scheduled. During the meeting, Errichetti called Wein
berg, who listened as Errichetti and Johanson outlined the project. Weinberg sug
gested to Johanson that they meet to examine the prospectus on The Left Hand in 
Fort Lauderdale on JUly 26, and Johanson agreed. ([Deleted]) 

In preparation for that meeting, the law firm of Criden, Johanson, Dolan, Morri
sey & Cook drafted two letter agreements for Niefeld's and Berman's signatures. 
One prescribed the financing arrangement that would apply if Abdul Enterprises 
agreed to back the project; the other was a sales agreement. Under the terms of 
those contracts, the law firm might earn up to five million dollars. The agreements 
were signed by July 25, 1979. (Myers Trial Tr. 1121-24; Lederer Trial Tr. 647-48; 
Jannotti Post-trial D.P. Tr. 1.8-.9.) 

In July 1979 Weinberg moved his family from Central Islip, Long Island, to Te
questa, Florida, where he had purchased a townhouse. Weinberg's moving expenses 
were paid by the FBI. Ledger sheets show a $1,796 disbursement for "moving van 
expenses" paid on August 22, 1979, and a $6,000 lump sum payment to Weinberg for 
"resettlement expenses" on November 1. (Kelly Weisz Def. Trial Ex. 5.) The "reset
tlement expenses" were unspecified, and the FBI neither required nor obtained ex
pense vouchers. (See Letter from Oliver B. Revell to Malcolm E. Wheeler (Dec. 6, 
1982).) The FBI did not require Weinberg to move to Florida, but instead merely 
acquiesced in his decision to move. (See Letter from FBI Director William H. Web
ster to Senator Charles McC. MathiafJ, Jr., at 9 (Nov. 8, 1982).) Therefore, the full 
$7,796 was additional compensation and income. 

In connection with his move, Weinberg engaged in several financial transactions 
with FBI special agents. Agents purchased clothing and furniture from Weinberg 
both for personal use and for use in an unrelated undercover operation. One agent 

82 Errichetti told the Select Committee that he had seen Myatt one other time, in approxi
mately December 1979. Myatt told the Mayor, u[M]an, you did a number on me." Errichetti 
thought Myatt had been physically assaulted for haVing identified the FBI's undercover opera
tives. (Set Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 87-88 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 
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loaned Weinberg money and another agent accepted gifts from Weinberg. (Compare 
Affidavits of Special Agents Anthony Amoroso, Gunner A. Askeland, John Good, 
Carol A. Kaczmarek, John McCarthy, and Thomas M. McShane, reprinted in 128 
Cong. Rec. S 1517-18 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982) with Letter from FBI Director William 
H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., at 8-9 (Nov. 8,1982).) 

Robert J. Del Tufo, then United States Attorney for the District of New Jersey, 
sent a letter to Puccio on July 13 describing previous Abscam activities pertaining 
to New Jersey. He express<ad concern that the public corruption investigation might 
languish and hop,ed that they could "establish a firm understanding of our future 
course of action.' He proposad that they meet in Washington, D.C., with Assistant 
Attorney General Philip B. Heymann and other Department of Justice officials to 
"clarify the situation," because in his view they had made "little progress in devis
ing and agreeing upon a comprehensive plan." ([Deleted]) 

A meeting was held in Washington on July 18 among Del Tufo, Puccio, Heymann, 
Edward Korman, the United States Attorney for the Eastern District of New York, 
Robert Stewart, Chief of the Newark Strike Force, and David Margolis, Chief of the 
Organized Crime and Racketeering Section of the Department of Justice. According 
to Margolis, the July 18 meeting was devoted to deciding where to seek indictments 
in the cases being investigated. Del Tufo was adamant that some cases be prosecut
ed in New Jersey. Heymann deferred the decision. (Sel. Comm. interview of David 
Margolis, Sept. 3, 1982.) 

A similar meeting took place on July 25. At that meeting, Heymann instructed 
the New Jersey prosecutors to prepare a plan for conducting their own investigation 
into political corruption in New Jersey, focusing on the lists of legislators that Erri
chetti had supplied to Weinberg on March 30 and 31. The plan was to be submitted 
to officials in the Department of Justice for approval. Margolis told the Select Com
mittee that, during the July 25 meeting, either he or Irvin Nathan, then Deputy 
Assistant Attorney General, in Margolis' presence placed a telephone call to the FBI 
to ensure its cooperation with Del Tufo. Margolis and Deputy Chief of the Organized 
Crime and Racketeering Section Gerald McDowell told the Select Committee that, 
although the New Jersey investigation was discussed at subsequent meetings, and 
although Department of Justice officials frequently told the New Jersey prosecutors 
to submit a proposal for going forward with an investigation of the New Jersey 
public officials included on the Errichetti lists, no plan was ever submitted in 1979. 
(Id.; Sel. Comm. interview of Gerald McDowell, Sept. 3, 1982.) 

Speaking with Weinberg in Florida on July 21, John Stowe changed the location 
of their scheduled August 6 meeting with Congressman Jenrette. Following Amoro
so's instruction, Weinberg cancelled the meeting. (Jenrette Trial Tr. 432-33.) 

On July 24 there was a conference at FBI HQ, attended by Supervisor John Good, 
Headquarters Supervisor Michael Wilson, Special Agents Anthony Amoroso and 
William Riley, and John Jacobs of the Brooklyn Strike Force. The FBI supervisors 
determined that four public officials had been identified who had not yet been ap
proached and who should be contacted: Mayor [deleted], [deleted] of the New Jersey 
Casino Control Commission, New Jersey [deleted], and Mayor [deleted].83 The report 
on the meeting stated, "It is felt that meetings with the above individuals will be 
completed within the next three months and that the operation will be terminated." 
Unofficially, it had been determined that Puccio was authorized by the Department 
of Justice to prosecute the cases. ([Deleted]) 

Nothing in the report reflected the status of the investigation of Senator Williams 
or the status of the new casino financing package that Criden and Johanson were to 
present to Abdul Enterprises aboard The Left Hand on July 26. There also was no 
mention of the Alexandro immigration case or of Jenrette. No mention was made of 
Weinberg's July 14 conversation with George Katz, in which Weinberg had articu
lated the rudiments of the "asylum" scenario that was later to become the mecha
nism for offering bribes to Congressmen. 

On July 26 DeVito and Weinberg met with Criden, Johanson, Meiler, and Erri
chetti aboard The Left Hand. Criden and Johanson presented the Neifeld-Berman 
hotel-casino prospectus. At the close of the business meeting, DeVito suggested that 
they go for a cruise along the Intracoastal Waterway. The ensuing coversation was 
not recorded. While they were cruising north, the skipper, Rusty Allison (Special 
Agent George Allen), pointed out a yacht that he said belonged to Anastasio 

83 Mayor [deleted] was still listed as a 8USpect at a meeting in Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, on 
August 30, attended by John Good and Special Agents in Charge of the Newark and Philadel
phia Field Offices. ([Deleted]) Although there were intervening references to [deleted] in record
ed conversations between Weinberg and Errichetti and between Weinberg and Feinberg ([De
leted]), there is no recorded conversation with [deleted]. 
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Somoza, the recently ousted leader of Nicaragua. Referring to an article in the pre
vious day's Miami Herald, which had stated that the United States Government 
might reject the deposed dictator's plea for political asylum, DeVito confided to Er
richetti and Cdden that his employers, Yassir Habib and Kambir Abdul Rahman, 
were concerned about precarious political conditions in the Mideast. DeVito alluded 
to the overthrow of the Shah of Iran and to instability in Afghanistan and Ethiopia. 
The shieks were anxious to ensure that they would not face Somoza's predicament 
should they, too, seek political asylum in the United States. (Myers Trial Tr. 581; 
Lederer Trial Tr. 398-99, 403-04.) Errichetti said that he had the right political con
tacts, and that the Arabs had sufficient financial resources, to take care of the prob
lem. DeVito stated that money was no object and asked Errichetti to find out what 
it would cost. (Id. at 403-GSA.) 84 

Upon returning to their Philadelphia office, Johanson and Criden described their 
experience in Florida to other members of their firm. Ellis Cook, a junior partner, 
testified at trial that Criden had mentioned that the sheik would give $100,000 to 
make sure that politicians were "beholden" to him when the time would come for 
him to seek a "safe haven" in the United States. (Id. at 651-52.) Cook testified that 
Criden had suggested to Johanson that he solicit Representatives Michael J. 
("Ozzie") Myers and Raymond F. Lederer from Pennsylvania, whom Johanson, a 
ward leader in the local Democratic Party, knew. (Id. at 652-53.) 

On July 29 Weinberg telephoned Errichetti. They discussed the Congressmen 
whom Criden and Johanson had agreed to approach, but Errichetti did not tell 
Weinberg that Criden and Johanson were the source: 

WEINBERG: Beautiful, what's his name? 
ERRICHE'lTI: Myers. 
WEINBERG: Myers? 
ERRICHETTI: Congressman Myers. 
WEINBERG: Beautiful. 
ERRICHE'ITI: He's from Philadelphia. 
WEINBERG: All right. When we meet up there, we'll go the • • • over that, all 

right? 
ERRICHE'ITI: Well, there's a couple of other ones, too. 
WEINBERG: Who else? 
ERRICHE'lTI: Well, there's • • • there's a possibility • • • I" • chatted with 

him just briefly on it and I have to meet with, you know, personally. 
WEINBERG: Who's that? 
ERRICHE'ITI: Congressman Lederer. 
WEINBERG: Congressman "Leder?" 
ERRICHE'ITI: Lederer' * • L-E-D-E-R' • • let's see L-E-D-R' • • Lederer. 
WEINBERG: Alrighty. 
ERRICHE'lTI: He's also from • • • ah • • • Pennsylvania. 
WEINBERG: O.K. 
ERRICHE'ITI: There's a possibility, like, there might be two from Florida. 
WEINBERG: Yeah, which ones are them? 
ERRICHETTI: Ah, they're checking them out. 
WEINBERG: Oh. 
ERRICHE'/.'Ti: They' • • they're checking them out for me (laughs). 
WEINBERG: O.K. Beautiful. 
ERRICHE'lTI: Now, ah, I've also, has the potential for the Department of Naturali-

zation • • • one of the officials. 
WEINBERG: All right. 
ERRICHE'ITI: For the green card. 
WEINBERG: Right. 
ERRICHE'ITI: And he said • • • ah • • • I said to him what about • • • ah • • • 

guaranteeing this • • • my, my friend the sheik • • • (inaudible) • • • needs one. 
WEINBERG: Right. 
ERRICHE'ITI: When you coming up? 
WEINBERG: Well, we'll be up, if you get us by set by, say sixth, we'll come up that 

weekend, next weekend. 
ERRICHE'ITI: For·~ • ~ ah ~ • "a couple of those things. 
WEINBERG: Yeah, and we'll take care of everything at one time. We'll be up there 

for a couple of weeks then. 
ERRICHE'ITI: O.K. How many can you handle? 
WEINBERG: As many as you can give me, I can handle. 

84The controversy over the origin of the asylum scenario is discussed in detail at pp. 77-8a 
supra. 
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ERRICHE'ITI: O.K. 
WEINBERG: 'Cause that's number one priority with him. 
ERRICHE'ITI: Well. 
WEINBERG: Sllecially after they came out with that Somoza thing. 
ERRICHE'ITI: Well. There's a couple of Congressmen, I think we can work these 

things * * • at least, ah * • * may' • • could be five or six of them. 
WEINBERG: Beautiful. 
ERRICHE'ITI: All right. (Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 19A, at 1-3.) B5 

On July 30, while Criden was in Errjchetti's office, and on July 31, Weinberg and 
Errichetti discussed arrangements for meetings with Myers and other Congressmen. 
(See Myers Gov't Trial Exs. 20A, 21A, 22A.) Errichetti told Weinberg that, in addi
tion to Myers and Lederer, he thought he could arrange meetings with "two [Con
gressmen] from Florida, one from Georgia, and maybe one from California." (Myers 
Gov't Trial Ex. 21A, at 1.) 

Througout the end of July and the beginning of August 1979, Weinberg was in 
frequent communication with Errichetti, Feinberg, Katz, and Criden. Feinberg was 
representing other clients who were constructing, or attempting to procure licenses 
to bulld, additional Atlantic City casinos. He wanted to introduce the construction 
consultant, Joseph Silvestri, to Weinberg through Errichetti. ([Deleted]) 

AUGUST 1979 

On August 4 DeVito and Weinberg flew from Florida to New York to keep their 
appointment with Senator Williams on the next day. In New York they fortuitously 
met Vincent Cuti, who had been Weinberg's attorney. Weinberg told Cuti that he 
was connected with Abdul Enterprises, which was involved with Mayor Errichetti. 
Cuti told Weinberg and DeVito that he was representing Bowe-Walsh, an engineer
ing consulting firm implicated in a pending bribery case involving the Southwest 
Sewer District on Long Island. ([Deleted]) 

On August 5 DeVito and Weinberg conferred at the FBI Resident Agency at Ken
nedy Airport with Brooklyn Strike Force attorneys John Jacobs and Lawrence 
Sharf (see Myers D.P. Tr. 3480), who had reviewed the audio tape of the so-called 
"coaching session" that Weinberg and Errichetti had conducted on June 28 immedi
ately before Senator Williams' meeting with Sheik Yassir Habib.B6 Sharf has testi
fied that he told Weinberl?, on August 5 not to "push things, that he had to let 
events take a natural flow. ' (Id. at 3480-81.) Jacobs has testified that he told Wein
berg on Au~st 5 that coaching was "not a good idea" (id. at 3154) and that he and 
Sharf had l hit the ceiling." (Sel. Comm. interview of John A. Jacobs, July 23, 1982.) 

DeVito, Weinberg, and Errichetti met at 4:00 p.m. at the Northwest Airlines 
Lounge at John F. Kennedy Airport. Errichetti said that he was "working on" ar
rangements with Senator [deleted]. He also said that the two Florida Congressmen 
"were approached, they said yes," but that he would have to visit them for a brief
ing. He said that Myers would give them solid guarantees of support. (Myers Gov't 
Trial Ex. 1A.) . 

In less than an hour, Senator Williams, along with his wife and two aides, arrived 
in the airport lounge. DeVito handed him the stock certificates for his share in the 
titanium company. Feinberg had endorsed the shares in blank, and Bill Evoy ha.d 
witnessed the signing. Errichetti explained to Senator Williams the potential resale 
of the titanium venture for a profit of $50 million.B7 (See Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 21A, 
at 4-5, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 186-87.) DeVito described to Williams the struc
ture ofthe corporation. (See id. at 5-10, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 187-92.) 

Also on August 5, from a hotel at Kennedy Airport, DeVito called Alexandro at 
his home on Long Island. (Alexandra Gov't Trial Ex. 8A.) The next day, Alexandro 
told DeVito that the client should come into the United States and r,romised to ar
range a sham marriage with a woman he knew. (See Alexandra Gov t Trial Ex. 9A; 
[Deleted]) 

On August 6, DeVito and Weinberg met with Errichetti at the Cherry Hill Hyatt 
House. Weinberg and Errichetti discussed arrangements for the first payoff to 
Myers. (Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 2A.) Errichetti further said that Bowe-Walsh had been 

8" Myers testified that Johanson visited him in late July or early August to propose that 
Myers meet the sheik in return for money. (See Myers Trial Tr. 2709-13.) Cook testified that 
Johanson had told him within a week after July 26 that Myers had agreed to meet with the 
sheik or the sheik's representatives. (See id. at 1135-36.) 

.oThe June 28 coaching session is discussed at length on PI! .. 229-34 slf:pra. 
87 The controversy surrounding the size of the inducements offered to Senator Williams is dis

cussed- at pp. 235-37 supra. 
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a sewer consultant for the city of Camden since 1979 .. Errichetti told them that 
Charles Walsh of Bowe-Walsh had promised him a $40,000 kickback, but had never 
provided any of the money. ([Deleted]) 

On August 7 DeVito and Weinberg conducted two meetings, one with Er:-ichetti, 
Feinberg, and Katz, and another with Erl'ichetti, Cliden, and Meller. At the first 
meeting Katz and Feinberg received their stock certiticates for the titanium corpo
rations. Katz mentioned that he had paid [deleted] mayor, [deleted], $35,000, and [de
leted] aides another $10,0<)U, in connection with [deleted] garbage collection contract, 
which would expire in January 1980, Katz said that he intended to give [deleted] 
$80,000 to renew the contract. ([Deleted]) 

The second meeting began with a discussion of Neifeld's casino project, after 
which Meller left. At that point, conversation turned to implementation of the 
asylum scenario. Criden said that there would be three additional candidates: [de
leted] Senator [deleted] and Representatives [deleted] and [deleted]. Arrangements 
for the impending meeting with Repl'esentativ~' Myers were also dis<ussed. Wein
berg urged that Myers "come on strong" at his meeting with the sheik. Criden and 
Errichetti responded that Errichetti would brief Myers.88 (See Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 
3A.) 

DeVito and Weinberg held several meetings on August 8. Errichetti and Vincent 
Cuti were present at one. Cuti said that he had not been the attorney for Bowe
Walsh at the time in question, but he knew that Errichetti was supposed to get 
money from his client. He claimed that the money had been sent to Errichetti, but 
that "somewhere along the line, somebody had grabbed it." Cuti promised Errichetti 
that Bowe-Walsh would give him something. They arranged to meet again on 
August 20 with Charles Walsh. ([Deleted]) 

On the same day, Errichetti told DeVito and Weinberg that Representative Myers 
was ready at any time. DeVito told Errichetti that Myers would "have to introduce 
some kind of legislation, right, some kind of bill or something," to which Errichetti 
replied, "Whatever you say." (Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 4A, at 1.) Errichetti said that 
Senator [deleted] was reluctant to meet with them because of his existing legal prob
lems. (See id. at 2.) 

Sandy Williams visited DeVito and Weinberg on August 8 to receive his shares of 
the titanium venture stock. Sandy Williams said that Senator Williams was willing 
to accept $20,000 for expenses, but only if delivered through him. DeVito and Wein
berg told Sandy Williams that the $20,000 would have to be given directly to Sena
tor Williams. ([Deleted]) This conversation was not recorded. 

On August 9, a conference was held at the horp.e of SpeCial Agent Lawrence 
Schneider, among Special Agents Schneider, Amoroso, Bruce Brady, Ernest Harido
polos, and Martin Houlihan, Weinberg, and two Assistant United States Attorneys 
from New Jersey, Edward J. Plaza and Robert A. Weir, Jr. Plaza had met with Weir 
and Houlihan in advance of the others' arrival to discuss his concern that Abscam 
lacked adequate controls. According to Plaza, when the undercover agents arrived 
with Weinberg, the New Jersey prosecutors attempted to debrief them and found 
that the agents could not recall conversations or participants in meetings. Plaza has 
testitied that he and Schneider criticized Amoroso for not having memorialized 
events and insisted that Weinberg record all conversations and that, if recording 
were not possible, an agent debrief Weinberg and prepare a written report. (Myers 
D.P. Tr. 872-80.) 

The attorneys also addressed the June 28, 1979, Williams "coaching session." 
Plaza has testified that he told Amoroso "that we couldn't possibly tolerate that 
kind of conduct." (Id. at 877.) Plaza has stated that he argued that Weinberg was 
"putting words into peoples' mouths. And you can't tell somebody what it is you're 
going to say and afterwards prosecute him for it." (Id.) Plaza and Weir recall Wein
berg's having protested that, unless they told people what to say, they would not 
have any cases. (See id. at 877-78; Lederer Trial Tr. 933.) Plaza testified that Wein
berg had claimed that Strike Force attorJley Sharf had guided him on what to say. 
Plaza also testified that Weinberg, Amoroso, and Haridopolos had expressed regret 
that the incident had been recorded, not that it had occurred. (Myers D.P. Tr. 
878.) 89 

88 The controversy over what Myers and other public officials were led to believe about the 
skeik's needs and plans is discussed at length at pp. 172-204 supra. 

a9 Former Brooklyn Strike Force attorney Jacobs has disputed Plaza's and Weir's representa· 
tions that they had discovered the coaching session and were the first to criticize the FBI under
cover agents and Weinberg for it. (Sel. Camm. interview of John A. Jacobs, July 23, 1982.) 
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On August 15 Weinberg and Errichetti discussed Representative Myers' impend
ing meeting with the sheik and arranged to meet Myers beforehand to brief him on 
his conduct at the meeting. (See Myers Def. Trial Ex. T-5, at 3-5.) 

On August 20, DeVito, Weinberg, Errichetti, Cuti, and Charles Walsh met at the 
Plaza Hotel. Walsh agreed to make a payment of $10,000 to Ei"richetti on August 22. 
Weinberg offered DeVito's services as bagman to Errichetti for the payment. ([De
leted]) Bowe-Walsh had apparently previously allocated to Errichetti 9:20,000 of a 
$40,000 kickback for the Camden sewer system contract, but the money had never 
reached Errichetti. ([Deleted]) On August 21 the New York Field Office requested 
from FBI HQ $10,000 cash, which DeVito as bagman was to substitute for the 
$10,000 that Cuti and Walsh would deliver for Errichetti, so that the FBI could 
retain the cash from Cuti and Walsh as evidence and attempt to recover fmger
prints. ([Deleted]) 

The same teletype informed FBI HQ that the meeting with Congressman Myers 
was confirmed for August 22. The teleype stated that Puccio had recommended pay
m~nt of a $50,000 bribe, if the requisite commitments were forthcoming, and that 
Errichetti had said that Myers would take a bribe in return for a promise to assist 
the sheik. ([Deleted]) It also requested authority to give $2,000 to Alexander Alexan
dro, Jr., on August 22.90 ([Deleted]) Both requests were granted. ([Deleted]) 

On the evening of August 21 Johanson visited Myers' home to make arrange
ments for the meeting scheduled for the next day. Johanson told Myers that he 
would be briefed by Errichetti and Weinberg before the meeting with the sheik. (See 
Myers Trial Tr. 2713-15.) 

On August 22, 1979, Myers and Johanson met Criden and Errichetti at Kennedy 
Airport. Errichetti proceeded to the Travelodge International Hotel, where the 
meeting was scheduled to occur, followed by Criden and Johanson. (See Id. at Tr. 
1145-48,1391-93,3090-98.) Weinberg left the hotel room, where DeVito was waiting 
for Myers, and met Errichetti alone in the hotel lobby. (See id. at 1650.) Errichetti 
has maintained that Weinberg told him in this conversation to tell Myers to 
"playact." 91 Weinberg has testified that he met Errichetti to tell him only that the 
bribe payment had been reduced from $100,000 to $50,000. (Id.; see Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 16, 1982, at 129-30 (testimony of Melvin C. Weinberg).) The conversation was 
not recorded. Weinberg returned to the hotel room, where he and DeVito were 
shortly joined by Myers and Errichetti. The meeting was videotaped. (See Myers 
Gov't Trial Ex. 5A.) 

Errichetti introduced Myers, who described his role in the House of Representa
tives. (See id. at 1-2.) After DeVito outlined the asylum scenario, Myers responded, 
"Where I could be of assistance in this type of matter. first of all, is private bills 
that can b~ inttQduced. • • • WIth me 11]. his corner, his chances are one hundred 
percent better than they would be without somebody like me in his corner." (Id. at 
3-5.) DeVito stated, "Well, that's why we, why we're puttin' up this kind of money. 
All right?" (Id. at 6.) Myers replied, "Absolutely. • • • I got the clout to introduce 
legislation." (Id.) "[y]ou're goin' about it the right way • • • I'm gonna tell you 
something real simple and short. Money talks in this business and bullshit walks. 
And it works the same way down in Washington." (Id. at 11-12.) Myers also assured 
DeVito that he would contact key State Department officials. 

Myers suggested that the Arabs' immigration prospects would be enhanced if they 
invested in the United States and that investment in his Congressional district 
would provide a rationale for Myers' suppart of their cause. ([d. at 17-18.) DeVito 
agreed that they should protect Myers. (Id. at 18, 28-29.) DeVito offered Myers an 
envelope containing $50,000 and commented, "Spend it well." Myers accepted the 
envelope and responded, "Pleasure." (Id. at 29.) The meeting terminated, and Erl'i
chetti escorted Myers to the lobby. 

Myers handed the envelope to Errichetti, and Myers and Johanson drove to Phila
delphia. Errichetti returned to the hotel room to meet with DeVito and Weinberg. 
(See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 201 (testimony of Angelo J. Errichetti).) 
The~ discussed the next Congressmen who would agree to participate. (See Myers 
Gov t Trial Ex. 6A, at 4-5.) Errichetti complained about the sudden reduction in 
Myers' bribe payment, but agreed to make arrangements for other Congressmen for 
$50,000 each. (See id. at 11-17.) Errichetti also promised that he would produce a 
State Department official who was more powerful than the person Myers had in 
mind. (See id. at 11.) 

.OThe meeting with Alexandro took place on AU!fUst,23. (See .p. 43? infra.) 

., The controversy surroundmg Myers' "playactmg' allegations 15 dIscussed at length at pp. 
178-93 supra. 
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Errichetti returned to Kennedy Airport, where he met Criden. Errichetti testified 
that he removed $15,000 and gave the envelope with the balance of the money to 
Criden. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 15, 1982, at 201-03 (testimony of Angelo J. Erri
chetti).) Criden returned to his law firm, where he spoke with his partner, Ellis 
Cook. Criden told Cook that there had been only $50,000, of which Errichetti had 
taken $15,000, and decided to take $10,000 and to tell Myers that there had been 
only $25,000. (See Myers Trial Tr. 1150-51.) Myers and Johanson arrived and divided 
the remaining money with Criden. Myers took $15,000; Cook received $4,500; Criden 
received $9,000 or $9,500; and Johanson took the remaining $6,500 or $6,000. (See Id. 
at 1151-53, 2740-42.) 

On August 23 DeVito and Weinberg met v;i.th Alexandro at the Travelodge Inter
national Hotel at Kennedy Airport. At the meeting Alexandro described a detailed 
plan for avoiding immigration restrictions. (See Alexandra Gov't Trial Ex. lOA, at 1-
6.) Alexandro stated that the entire operation would cost $15,000. (Id. at 7.) DeVito 
offered $2,000, which Alexandro accepted. They agreed that Alexandro would re
ceive an additonal $13,000 when the transaction was completed. (Id. at 15-16; see id. 
at 17-24.) Alexandro left with the $2,000 and did not meet with DeVito or Weinberg 
again. 

On August 24 Weinberg, DeVito, and William Rosenberg met at the International 
Hilton Inn at Kennedy Airport. Rosenberg proposed producing fraudulent gold certi
ficates. (Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 4C, at 2.) Rosenberg also suggested that he work for 
Abdul Enterprises, and stated, "[1]f what we need is to develop political clout in a 
state or in a city. I'll get the people who'll bring it to us." (Id. at 6.) Weinberg re
sponded that Abdul Enterprises wanted to prepare for the possibility of casino gam
bling in New York and suggested that Rosenberg begin attempting to locate politi
cians who would agree to assist Abdul Enterprises. (See id. at 7-8.) Rosenberg 
agreed and suggested that he introduce Weinberg and DeVito to Stanley Weisz, a 
Long Island accountant, who would assist both in manipUlating their funds and in 
contacting politicians. (See id. at 9-11.) 

On August 30 the FBI held a conference near Valley Forge, Pennsylvania, at the 
request of Edgar N. Best, Special Agent in Charge of the Philadelphia Field Office, 
to discuss the involvement of public officials from Philadelphia. (Jannotti Pre-trial 
D.P. Tr. 5.31-.33.) Present were supervisors from FBI headquarters, and Special 
Agents Good, Amoroso, Haridopolos, Schneider, and Best. Four priorities were estab
lished for the undercover operation: (1) a contemplated payoff to [deleted] Mayor [de
leted]; (2) a September 11 bribe meeting with Representative Lederer; (3) acquisition 
of a condominium to develop the Atlantic City area through Errichetti; and (4) de
velopment of Casino Control Commission contacts through Kenneth MacDonald. 
([Deleted]) 

Best testified that he had urged that an offshoot of Abscam be organized in Phila
delphia, but that the proposal was not acted upon at that time. He and Peter Vaira, 
United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Pennsylvania, sought to orches
trate the Philadelphia portion of Abscam in order to investigate allegations that 
Philadelphia organized crime leader Angelo Bruno controlled Atlantic City casino 
construction through his influence in the building trades. (See Jannotti Pre-trial 
D.P. Tr. 5.32-.35, 5.78-.79.) 

SEPTEMBER 1979 

In early September, Errichetti and Weinberg arranged a meeting to offer a bribe 
to Representative Lederer, whom Johanson had contacted. (See Lederer Gov't Trial 
Exs. 9A, lOA, llA; Lederer Trial Tr. 904-05.) During that time Sandy Williams, Sen
ator Williams, and Feinberg discussed the proposed resale of the titanium enter
prise. (See Wms. Trial Tr. 1638.) Feinberg and Weinberg scheduled a shareholders' 
meeting for September 11. ([Deleted]); Wms. Trial Tr. 4028-31. 

On September 6 a request was made within the FBI to use Special Agents Amor
oao and Farhart, along with The Left Hand, in an unrelated undercover operation 
concerning the activities of fugitive financier Robert Vesco and a number of corrupt 
middlemen. ([Deleted]) 92 

Weinberg met Rosenberg on September 10 at the JFK Hilton to discuss Rosen
berg's progress with politicians. Roseberg claimed that the had contacted [deleted] 

92 The request was approved and resulted in a meeting on September 20, 1979, among DeVito, 
Democratic Party Chairman John White, and middleman James C. Day, Jr. Because White did 
not make appropriate guarantees no bribe funds were offered in this non-Abscam event. (See 
Letter from FBI Director William H. Webster to Senator Charles MeC. Mathias, Jr., at 7 (Nov. 
8,1982).) 
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Senators [deleted] and [deleted] and Representative [deleted]. (See Kelly Gov't 'l'rial 
Ex. 5C, at 1-3.) Weinberg outlined the asylum scenario, and Rosenberg indicated 
that the politicians would .not be available for several weeks. (See id. at 2-5.) Rosen
berg also aIluded to other possible Congressional participants. Weinberg stated that 
Abdul Enterprises wish~d to pursue both [deleted] Senators, and Rosenberg prom
ised to arrange meetings between them and DeVito.9 ' (See id. at 5-7, 12.) Rosenberg 
also scheduled a meeting for Weinberg and DeVito with Weisz, whom he described 
as connected with organized crime. (See id. at 7-10.) 

On September 11 Representative Lederer flew to LaGuardia Airport, where he 
was met by Criden and Johanson, who introduced him to Errichetti. Errichetti and 
Lederer drove to the International Hilton at Kennedy Airport, followed by Criden 
and Johanson, who remained in the hotel cocktail lounge. (See Lederer Trial Tr. 
658-61, 828-29.) After Errichetti introduced Lederer to DeVito and Weinberg, Wein
berg said to Lederer, "Ah, Angie must have explained to you." Lederer replied, "He 
told me some things you're interested in and, ah, we're on the same vibes." (Lederer 
Gov't Trial Ex. 12A, at 3.) Weinberg and DeVito presented the asylum scenario and 
asked Lederer about private legislation. Lederer responded, "Private bill, sure." (Id. 
at 2-5.) 

Repeating the theme that Myers had advanced, Lederer emphasized that the 
sheik's investments in Philadelphia would explain his introduction of a private im
migration bill on the sheik's behalf. (See id. at 6-8.) After Lederer discussed the ac
tions he would take to ensure passage of private legislation (see id. at 13-16), 
DeVito handed him a brown paper bag containing $50,000. (See id. at 35.) Lederer 
left with the paper bag, rejoined Criden and Johanson, and departed with them. (See 
Lederer Trial Tr. 829-30.) 

The following morning Criden met his partner Ellis Cook in Philadelphia. Criden 
gave Cook $4,500 as his share of the bribe and gave him an envelope containing 
:ji5,OOO to be placed in a safe deposit box for Lederer. 94 Criden told Cook that Erri
chetti had taken $20,000 and that the balance would be divided with $5,000 going 
back to Weinberg and DeVito. (See id. at 663-65.) 

On the evening of September 11, DeVito, Weinberg, Errichetti, Senator Williams, 
Feinberg, Katz, and Sandy Williams met at the International Hilton. (See Wms. 
Gov't Trial Ex. 23A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 208.) Discussion focused upon the 
proposed resale of the titanium venture and the redistribution of the retained 
shares of stock, both of which were approved unanimously. (See id.) 95 Senator Wil
liams confirmed that the same premises that had led to the formation in July of the 
titanium venture's corporate structure-his assistance in getting government titan
ium contracts-would continue on behalf of the new group of investors. (Id. at 54, 
Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 261.) 

On Sel?tember 12 DeVito and Weinberg met Rosenberg and Stanley Weisz at the 
International Hilton at Kennedy Airport. ([Deleted]) Weisz agreed to assist in the 
production of fraudulent gold certificates for 10,000 ounces of gold. ([Deleted]) Rosen
berg stated he would have the certificates printed, and the parties agreed to remain in 
contact. [Deleted]) 

Errichetti and Weinberg spoke by telephone twice on the morning of September 
14. During the first conversation Weinberg told Errichetti that Abdul Enterprises 
could accommodate the three public officials whom Errichetti had offered: Senator 
[deleted}, Representative [deleted], and a third official whose name he asked Erri
chetti to provide. ([Deleted]) When they spoke for the second time, Errichetti identi
fied the third official as the "Commissioner of Naturalization and Immigration," 
whom he named as Mario T. Nopo [sic]. (Myers Def. Trial Ex. T-9.) They discussed 
arungements for the bribe meetings with the three officials. (See id. at 2-6.) 

That evening Errichetti gave Weinberg, DeVit.o, and Bradley (Special Agent Bruce 
Brady) a forged letter dated September 11, 1979, over Senator Williams' signature, 
purporting to state Senator Williams' willingness to assist the new owners of the 
titanium enter.E!ises. (See [Deleted), reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. S 1510 (daily ed. 
Mar. 3, 1982); lJJeleted]) Errichetti had provided this letter, to which his secretary 
had forged Senator Williams' signature, in response to Weinberg's request that Erri-

.3 In subsequent conversations RJsenberg continued to stall on scheduling meetings with the 
members of Congress whom he had named ([Deleted) 

94 Cook and Johanson deposited Lederer's share that same day. (See Lederer Trial Tr. 665-67; 
Lederer Gov't Trial Ex. 17.) Approximately two weeks le.ter, Cook withdrew the funds, at Johan
son's directive, for transmittal to Lederer. (See Lederer Trial Tr. 667-73; Lederer Gov't Trial Exs. 
17,18.) 

.5 The controversy over the size of the profit to Senator Williams from the resale is discussed 
at pp. 235-37 supra. 
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cheW obtain an authentic letter from Senator Williams demonstrating to the new 
Arab consortium Senator Williams' agreement to assist the project. ([Deleted], re
printed in 128 Congo Rec. S 1510 (daily ed. Mar. 3, 1982); [Deleted], reprinted in 128 
Congo Rec. S 1510 (dail~_ed. Mar. 3, 1982).) 

The conversation shIfted to arrangements and scheduling for a bribe meeting with 
Congressmen. Errichetti said that on September 19 Atlanta Attorney Corbett Peek 
would introduce him to Representative [deleted] and that he intended to take [de
leted] to meet Weinberg and DeVito the same day.96 ([Deleted]) Errichetti stated 
that they could also meet the INS official on September 19 ([Deleted]) Weinberg 
asked Errichetti which officials they would meet after September 19 ([Deleted]) Erri
chetti responded, "There's two more from Georgia • • *. Now this is what I was told 
• • • by Peek • • •. At least two from Georgia, two from Florida, California. He 
says, you know, 'You tell me when to stop.' I said, 'I will tell you when to stop. 
Right now, go, right.' " ([Deleted]) Errichetti said that Peek estimated that a mini
mum of ten additional Congressmen "from all parts of the country" would partici
pate. ([Deleted]) 

Later in the discussion, Weinberg asked Errichetti if he knew Hamilton Jordan, 
Assistant to President Carter. Errichetti responded that he did not know Jordan 
personally, but Weinberg nevertheless asked Errichetti to "reach out." Weinberg ex
plained that he wanted to find "someone to get close to (inaudible) Vesco." DeVito 
objected: "No, no, no. I just want to stay away from that." ([Deleted]; see pages 63-64 
supra.) 

In fact, Errichetti and Criden did not know anyone in the Immigration and Natu
ralization Service, including INS Deputy Commissioner Noto. Errichetti and Criden 
decided to have Ellis Cook impersonate Noto in the .~eeting with DeVito and Wein
berg on September 19. (See Myers Trial Tr. 1293-94.) On or about September 16, 
Criden introduced Cook to Errichetti, and arrangemen.ts were made for the forth
coming meeting. (See id. at 1233-37, 1311-16; Sel. Comill. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 65 
(testimony of Howard L. Criden).) 

During a telephone conversation on September 16, Errichetti informed Weinberg 
of an opportunity to purchase land in Atlantic City through Joseph Silvestri. ([De
leted]) On the evening of September 17, Weinberg and Errichetti met with Silvestri 
to discuss the proposed project. ([Deleted]) 

On September 18 Errichetti and Weinberg made arrangements for the Noto meet
ing the following day. (See Myers Def. Trial Ex. T-I0.) Errichetti told Weinberg that 
Peek had telephoned to cancel the meetings with Senator [deleted] and Representa
tive [dE'leted). Errichetti said that Peek had explained that there had been a death 
in [deleted] family and that [deleted] was "reassessing his position" and would "get 
back to [Peek] as to when he wants to chat.' • ." ([Deleted]) The same day Wein
berg discussed the cancellations with Criden. (See Thompson Def. Trial Ex. MC, at 1, 
4.) Weinberg asked what other public officials Criden had lined up. Criden resp,ond
ed, "Who do you want? Within reason I can produce almost anybody you want. ' (Id. 
at 1.) Criden asked, "Would you like some Governors? • • • Congressmen, Senators, 
Governors, what else?" (Id. at 2.) Criden stated that he knew a dozen public offi
cials, inquired if Weinberg was interested in California politicians, and mentioned 
as possibilities an official from Texas and a State Department official. (See id. at 2, 
13-14.) Weinberg responded, "Let's run with it until it stops." (ld. at 13.) 

On September 19 Errichetti and Cook, who was impersonating Noto, met DeVito 
and Weinberg at a townhouse at 4407 W Street, N.W., in Washington, D.C. (See 
Myers Def. Trial Ex. T-16.) The FBI had rented the townhouse for use in another 
undercover operation and had decided to begin using it in Abscam. ([Deleted]; see 
pages 329-32 supra.) The FBI special agents had obtained Noto's photograph, from 
which DeVito immediately detected Cook's impersonation. (See Myers Def. Trial Ex. 
T-16; [deleted); Myers Trial Tr. 1348, 1362-71.) After a brief discussion of immigra
tion procedures, Weinberg and DeVito told Cook and Errichetti that the knew Cook 
was not Noto. (See Myers Def. Trial Ex. T-16; [Deleted]) After Cook left the room, 
Errichetti said that he did not know who had been responsible for the fraud. ([De
leted]) Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 23A, at 2-7.) 

On September 20 Criden told DeVito and Weinberg that he had heard what had 
happened the previous day. ([Deleted]) Criden stated that Errichetti's INS contact 
had perpetrated the fraud without Errichetti's knowledge. ([Deleted) DeVito and 

.n Criden had contacted Peek, with whom he had previously conducted legal business, some
time in the late summer of 1979, to ask if he knew any members of Congress who might agree to 
meet Weinberg and DeVito. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 36-46 (testimony of Howard 
L. Criden).) Peek had named Senator [deleted] and Representatives [deleted] and [deleted] as 
prospects. {I d.). 
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Criden agreed that they would continue to participate in payoff transactions. ([De
leted]) 97 On September 21 DeVito, Weinberg, Errichetti, and Criden met Silvestri 
and the owner of the Atlantic City property that Silvestri had proposed that Abdul 
Enterprises finance to discuss the project. ([Deletec!J) 

On September 24 Criden told Weinberg that he was trying to arrange meetings 
with two Congressmen for the following week and that he thought that he would 
have additional Congressmen later. (rDeletedl) Over the following few days, CrideIf;
Errichetti, and Weinberg frequently discussed arrangements and procedures for the 
next round ot payoff meetings. ([Deleted]) On Septeniber 26 Weinberg elicited assur
ances from Criden that Criden had previously conducted business with the candi
dates to whom he was introducing the sheik's representatives. (See Thompson Def. 
Trial Ex. ME, at 2; [Deleted].) Criden stated that "the guy in Texas" was ready to 
participate, but that he "would prefer me or somebody else picking up the envelope. 
• • • When he leaves, right, he don't want to handle any of that; he wants it done 
through somebody else." (Thompson Def. Trial Ex. ME, at 3; see id. at 3-8.) Wein
berg stated that he thought that transfer of the money to Criden in the presence of 
the public official would be acceptable, but that he needed to confer with DeVito. 
(See id. at 5-9.) Later that day, Weinberg told Criden that the "new way" was ac
ceptable. (See Thompson Def. Trial Ex. MD, at 2-4.) Criden responded that he then 
would be able to produce two or three politicians the following week. Criden named 
Representative [deleted], from whom he said he had a "tentative commitment." (See 
id. at 2-5.) Criden also stated that [deleted] might be available the following week 
and that Senator [deleted] was still a possibility. (See id. at 5, 7.) Weinberg expressed 
a preference for handling [deleted] "the old way," while Criden stated that [deleted] 
might insist upon indirect payment. (See id. at 5-6.) 

On September 27 Criden told Weinberg that, in addition to [deleted] he thought 
that he would be able to produce [deleted] and Representatives [deleted] and Thomp
son from New Jersey. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. lA, at 1-4; [Deleted]) Criden 
had obtained the names of these three politicians from Silvestri that morning. (See 
Sel. Comm. Hrg., Sept. 14, 1982, at 91-92 (testimony of Howard L. Criden); Thomp
son Trial Tr. 1231-34; David Dir interview of Jos~ph Silvestri, Nov. 5, 1981); [De
leted]) Criden met Weinberg and DeVito in Florida on September 29. ([Deleted]) 
Criden reported that [deleted] and Representatives Thompson and [deleted] would 
accept payoffs. ([Deleted]) The New York Field Office planned to arrange meetings 
with Thompson and [deleted] on October 3 in New Jersey. ([Deleted]) There is no 
recording and no 302 of the September 29 meeting. On October 2, FBI HQ recom
mended approval for a $100,000 expenditure for bribes to [deleted] and to Thompson. 
([Deleted]) 

OCTOBER 1979 

On October 2, however, Criden told Weinberg that [deleted] would be unwilling to 
meet outside his office or to acknowledge the receipt of money. (See Thompson Gov't 
Trial Ex. 2A, at 2-5.) Weinberg told Criden that he did not want to meet [deleted] 
under those conditions. (See id. at 2-7.) Therefore, no meeting was held with [de
leted]. Criden agreed to inform Weinberg of arrangements with Thompson and [de
leted]. (See id. at 4··5; [Deleted]) 

On October 3 Errichetti told Weinberg that he was angry because he had not 
known about the approach to [deleted], whom he called his "man." (See Myers Gov't 
Trial Ex. 24A, at 1.) Further, Errichetti complained that he had learned from 
Criden that Weinberg had told Criden that he thought Errichetti had been responsi
ble for the Noto impersonation. (See id. at 2-6.) Weinberg denied having blamed Er
richetti for the Noto incident. (See id.) On the next day Weinberg admitted to 
Criden having told Criden that he suspected Errichetti but objected to Criden's 
having related this to Errichetti. (See Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 25A.) Weinberg told 
Criden to forget about the Noto debacle. (See id.) 

On October 4 Silvestri introduced Criden to Thompson at Thompson's office in 
Lawrenceville, New Jersey. (See Thompson Trial Tr. 2275-91, 2397-414; Thompson 
Def. Trial Ex. TI.) 9S Later that day, Criden told Weinberg that Thompson and [de
leted] were prepared to participate, and he arranged for them to meet Weinberg and 
DeVito on October 9. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 3A, at 1-2; [Deleted]; Thompson 
Gov't Trial Exs 4A; 5A, at 3; 6A, at 1-2.) Criden told Weinberg that "to convince 

97 The Selt!ct Committee found no evidence indicating that the FBI had attempted to learn 
who the impersonator had been. 

98 The FBI did not learn until October 18 that Thompson and Criden had not met before Octo
ber 4 ([Deleted]> 
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these guys [members of Congress] to do this number is not as easy as you think it is. 
• • • I got to talk to eighty guys before you grab two or three that are even inter
ested in doing something." (Thompson GOy't 'l'rial Ex. 3A, at 3-4.) 

A document prepared by the New York Field Office on October 5 stated that ten
tative arrangements had been made for $50,000 payoffs to Representatives Thomp
son and [deleted]. ([Deleted]) On October 9, 1979, FBI HQ officials approved the bribe 
meeting with [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Thompson 'had previously been approved. 

On October 5 Silvestri met with DeVito !;lnd Weinberg in New York. In the course 
of a protracted discussion of New Jersey politics, Silvestri identified Representative 
[deleted] and New Jersex State Senator [deleted] as public officials with whom 
Abdul Enterprises could 'make a deal." ([Deleted]) At one point Silvestri described 
(deleted] as "the guy who holds Congressman nvilliam J.] Hughes [from New 
Jersey] down so he don't go too crazy." ([Deleted]) 9 Later in the meeting Weinberg 
told Silvestri that he wanted to meet [deleted] Mayor [deleted]. ([Deleted]) DeVito 
and Silvestri spoke by telephone on the evening of October 5. They arranged for Sil
vestri to take ldeleted] to meet DeVito and Weinberg in Washington on October 10. 
([Deleted]) 

In another meeting on October 5, George Katz discussed with DeVito and Wein
berg a pending grand jury investigation of [deleted] Mayor [deleted]. ([Deleted) Katz 
explained that the investigation had been the source of his earlier reluctance to in
troduce [deleted] to DeVito and Weinberg. ([Deleted]) Katz suggested that United 
States Attornp.v for the District of New Jersey Robert Del Tufo might assist [de-

leted]. ([Deleted]) 
On October 7 DeVito, Weinberg, Feinberg, and Senat.or Williams met at the Plaza 

Hotel in New York. (See Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 24A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 289.) 
DUring the course of a conversation about potential loans for casino projects and 
million-dollar finder's fees for Senator Williams and Feinberg, the Senator and 
Feinberg recounted how they had influenced a decision by the Casino Control Com
mission to approve the building plana for the proposed Ritz-Carlton casino. Feinberg 
stated that he had contacted Kenneth MacDonald, Vice Chairman of the New 
Jersey Casino Control Commission, and had asked him to use his influence on 
behalf of the Ritz-Carlton. Feinberg said that. MacDonald had contacted him later 
and had told him not to be concerned. When DeVito asked whether the Senator was 
planning to disclose his interest in the titanium venture, both Senator Williams and 
Feinberg stressed that they would do nothing to hamper the resale and would find 
some way to conceal the Senator's interest. (Id. at 30-50, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 
318-38.) 100 

Early in the afternoon of October 9, 1979, Criden took Thompson to meet DeVito 
and Weinberg at the W Street townhouse in Washington, D.C. (See Thompson Gov't 
Trial Ex. 7A-1.) 101 Weinberg outlined the as~lum scenario and said to Thompson, 
"Howard said you could do something for us.' (Id. at 6.) Thompson stated that pri
vate immigration legislation was difficult to pass. (See id. at 8-12.) DeVito stated, 
"Well, that's what the money is for. • • ." (Id. at 13.) Thompson replied, "Well, I'm 
not looking for any money .• • ." (Id.) DeVito told Criden to take Thompson back 
to his office and then to return to the townhouse. (See id. at 25-26.) Criden returned 
to the townhouse alone. 102 (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-2.) DeVito told him 
that he had not received a satisfactory commitment from Thompson and that 
Thompson had said that he did not want money. (See id. at 1-3.) Criden objected 
that Weinberg had agreed that money would not be discussed in Thompson's pres
ence, but that Thompson expected to receive the money. (See id. at 1-15, 22-25.) 
DeVito and Criden agreed that Criden would attempt to convince Thompson to 
return to the townhouse with him and to accept the briefcase containing $50,000 
from DeVito, provided that there were explicit references to the money. (See id. at 
27-33; Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-3, at 2-3; Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-4, at 2.) 
Criden told DeVito and Weinberg that his understanding with [deleted) had also 
precluded references to money. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-2, at 5, 14, 16.) 
Therefore, Criden cancelled the appointment with [deleted] scheduled for that after
noon. (See id. at 47-48; Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-3, at 3-4.) 

Criden returned to Thompson's office to discuss the new ground rules. (See id. at 
1-3, 5.) Criden and Thompson returned to the townhouse in the early evening. (See 
Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 7A-5.) 103 Criden told DeVito, "Frank understands the 

!l'J The controversy sUlTounding this mention of Hughes is discussed at pp. 6O-<l1 supra. 
looThe October 7 meeting is discussed in detairat pp. 226-29 supra. --
101 For a detailed discussion of this meeting, see pp. 267-68 supra 
10. This meeting is discussed extensively at pp. 268-70 supra. . 
loa The cOlltroversy concerning the events of this meetmg is discussed in detail at pp. 270-77 

slIpm. 
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situation, Ton." (Id. at 1.) DeVito said t{) Thompson, "I just want to make sure that, 
you know, you understand. There's the briefcase." (Id.) Thompson said to Criden, 
"You look after that for me, will you?" (Id. at 2.) After explaining their respe,etive 
reasons for being cautious in the earlier meeting (see id. at 2-3, 8), Thompson, 
Criden, and DeVito discussed the possibility of Thompson's introducing other Con
gressmen to DeVito. (See id. at 2, 9.) Thompson told DeVito, "I would brief people," 
and added, "[t]he first guy you might see might well be a pal of mine from New 
York. ...... " (Id. at 10.) 10~ As Thompson and Criden rose to leave, they simulta
neously grabbed the briefcase. Thompson relinquished it, and Criden carried the 
briefcase from the room. (See id. at 13.) On October 10 Criden told Cook that Thomp
son had received his share of the money during the ride back to the Capitol. (See 
Thompson Trial 'fr. 1243-47.) 

On October 10 Representatives Thompson and John Murphy met in Murphy's 
office. (See id. at 1706-08.) That evening Weinberg told Criden to make arrange
ments for the next official. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. SA, at 3.) Criden stated 
that Thompllon's friend from New York would be next, but, although Criden accu
rately described Murphy, he erroneously identified him as Ryan. (See id. at 5-6.) 

Also on October 10 Silvestri drove New Jers~ State Senator [deletedl to the W 
Street townhouse, where they met Weinberg. (LlJeleted]) Weinberg told [deleted] of 
Abdul Enterprises' interest in paying politicians to assist in obtaining casino li
censes and in passing jai alai legislation in New Jersey. (rneletedl) Weinberg also 
asked [deleted] about his relationship with Representative rdeleted] and outlined the 
asylum scenario. -([Deleted]) [deleted] explained how to influence public officials 
through offers of jobs and campaign contributions. ([Deleted]) Weinberg told [deleted] 
that there was money for him, but that DeVito would have to give it to [aeleted]. 
([Deleted]) Weinberg, [deleted], and Silvestri scheduled another meeting with DeVito 
for October 19. ([Deleted]) In a telephone conversation later that day, Silvestri told 
Weinberg that he would arrange to introduce Representative [deleted]. ([Deleted]) 

Over the follou':ng few days, Criden and Weinberg scheduled a meeting with 
Murphy in New York on October 20. (rneleted]); Thompson Gov't Trial Exs. 9A, lOA, 
llA,i}2A

h
at 1. 4-5.) Errichetti told WeinberE! that he was also involved in arranging 

the lVlUrp y meeting. ([Deleted) On October 17 Criden told Weinberg that he would 
arrange for a meeting with another politician a few days after the Murphy meeting. 
(See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 12A, at 3-4.) 

Weinberg received an increase in his monthly stipend from $3,000 to $5,000 per 
month on uctober 15. ([Deleted]) 

Weinberg met Silvestri at the Hilton Inn in Mount Laurel, New Jersey, on Octo
ber 17. ([Deleted]) Silvestri told Weinberg that on September 27 Criden had offered 
him money to produce Congressmen for Abdul Enterprises. ([Deleted]) Silvestri told 
Weinberg that Criden had given him $3,500 because he had introduced Criden to 
Thompson, but that he had not understood the purpose of the intr_oduction. ([De
let.ed]) Silvestri said that he had also tried to arrange a transaction with Repre
sentative [deleted). ([Deletedl) Weinberg explained the asylum scenario and the 
ground rules for payoffs. ([Deleted]) Silvestri said that he would produce [deleted], 
and that he might be able to produce Senator [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Siivestri stated 
that he would try to arrange a meeting that weekend with Representative [deleted] 
or Representative [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Silvestri confirmed Weinberg's plans to pay 
[deleted] the following day. ([Deleted]) Weinberg asked Silvestri if he could produce 
Representative Hughes, whom Silvestri had mentioned in passing on October 5. 
([Deleted]) 105 • 

On October 17 the FBI New York Field Office informed FBI HQ of meetings 
scheduled with Representative [deleted] on October 19 and with Representative 
Murphy on October 20 and requested authorization to offer each Congressman a 
$50,000 bribe. ([Deleted]) FBI HQ authorized payment of the bribes to [deleted] and 
to Murphy the following day. ([Deleted]) An addendum to the request for authoriza
tion to offer the bribes stated that Silvestri had told DeVito and Weinberg that he 
might bring [deleted] or [deleted] instead of [deleted] and requested authorization for 
these payments. ([Deleted]) Payments to these Congressmen were approved. ([De
leted]) The approval document stat.ed, "inasmuch as authorization has been granted 
to expend $50,000 fol' the purpose of a bribe to [deleted], ITSP-Transportation 
Crimes Unit recommends that this' authorization be extended to include not only 

104 Thompson testified at trial that he had been referring to Representative John Murphy. 
(See Thompson Trial Tr. 24S2.) 

IO'For a discussion of Weinberg's request that he meet Hughes, see pp. 60-61, 75 supm. 
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[deleted], but Hughes and [deleted], it being noted that only one payment to one 
Congressman will be made." ([Deleted]) 106 

DeVito, Weinberg, Silvestri, and [deleted] met in Ventnor, New Jersey, on October 
18, 1979. ([Deletedl) DeVito told [deleted] that Abdul Enterprises wanted to guaran
tee support for licensing of its casino interests. ([Deleted]) [deleted] suggested that his 
law firm represent Alidul Enterprises overtly. ([Deleted]) DeVito stated that [de
leted] would be able to help only if their relationship were not known publicly. ([De
leted]) Weinberg and Silvestri left DeVito and [deleted] to talk privately. «(Deleted» 
DeVito asked [deleted] how much money he wanted. ([Deleted]) [deleted] replied, 'I 
don't want any figure • • • This business of the envelope, if you want to give some
thing, you want to give it to Joe, that's fine, • • • it doesn't bother me." ([Deleted]) 
DeVito stated, "I was under the understanding, • • • that • • • I was gonna give you 
the money today." ([Deleted]) [deleted] replied, "I'd appreciate it if you didn't give 
me any money. I'm not here just to grab an envelope.' ([Deleted]) [deleted] said that, 
to help Abdul Enterprises, he would need some money to give to other politicians 
but that for himself he wanted an eventual interest in the casino. ([Deleted]) Silves
tri entered, and [deleted] exited, ([Deleted]) DeVito told Silvestri that [deleted] had 
refused the offer of money. ([Deleted]) Silvestri said that [deleted] wanted the 
money, but that he wanted Silvestri to accept it. ([Deleted]) Silvestri left and re
turned with [deleted]. DeVito gave Silvestri the money in ldeleted] presence ([De
leted]) [deleted] repeated that he was more interested in futUre involvement in 
Abdul Entflrprises' business than in money but that money would enable him to pay 
gff gther politicians. ([Deleted]) 

While [deleted] was not in the room, Silvestri told DeVito that he would introduce 
him to Representative [deleted] on October 20. ([Deleted]) Silvestri recounted Cri
den's request that Silvestri introduce him to Congressmen, Silvestri's subsequent 
conversations with Thompson and [deleted], and his introduction of Criden and 
Thompson. On October 19 Silvestri confirmed with Weinberg the appointment with 
[deleted] the next day. ([DeletedJ) Also on October 19 Thompson introduced Criden to 
Murphy in Washington, D.C. Criden and Murphy made arrangements for Murphy's 
meeting with DeVito and Weinberg the next day in New York. (See 1'hompson Trial 
Tr. 1250, 1709-10, 2338-42.) 

On October 20 Murphy and Criden met DeVito and Weinberg at the JFK Hilton 
in New York. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 13A.) 107 Weinberg and DeVito out
lined the asylum scenario to Murphy, (See id. at 5-9.) DeVito suggested that invest
ments by Abdul Enterprises in Murphy's congressional district would provide a 

. cover for Murphy's assistance. (See id. at J.O.) Criden and Murphy responded that 
they had envisioned Abdul Enterprises' investing in a shipping company. (See id. at 
10-11.) DeVito and Weinberg asked whether Murphy would help. (See id. at 13-14.) 
MUrphy replied, "Well, I don't think there will be any problem." (Id. at 14.) DeVito 
picked up the briefcase containing $50,000, held it out toward Criden and Murphy, 
and said, "Here we go. This is. • • ." (Id. at 19.) Criden stated, "Why don't you give 
that to Jack." (Id.) Murphy said, "Howard, why don't you take care of that." (Id.) 
Criden carried the briefcase from the room, as Murphy stated that Criden would 
contact DeVito about the shipping investment. (Id.) 

Later that day Silvestri introduced Representative [deleted] to DeVito and Wein
berg in the same hotel room. ([Deleted]) DeVito outlined the asylum scenario and 
asked [deleted] whether he could help. ([Deleted]) [deleted) said that he did not know 
if he could assist. ([Deleted]) Silvestri stated that he had not discussed DeVito's 
needs with [deleted] beforehand. ([Deleted]) [deleted] and DeVito agreed to meet 
again after [deleted] had considered whether he could help. ([Deleted]) [deleted) and 
Silvestri left. ([Deleted]) The next day Weinberg told Silvestri that he should not 
have brought [deleted] to the meeting if he had not agreed to help. ([Deleted]) Wein
berg told Silvestri to postpone any further meetings. ([Deleted]) 

On October 21 Weinberg discussed the Murphy payoff ",ith Criden. (See Thompson 
Gov't Trial Ex. 14A.) Criden stated that Thompson had introduced him to Murphy 
and that Murphy had been satisfied with the transaction. (See id. at 3.) Criden 
stated that Murph~ had "been there before. • ~ • He's done this sort of a number 
before." ([d. at 6.) Criden said that he would begin arranging the next payoff. (See id. 
at 2, 6.) He stated that Senator [deleted) and Representative [deleted] were reluctant 
to participate. (See id. at 6.) Criden promised to try to arrange a meeting with [de
leted]. (See id. at 7.) 

106 The approval document contained no assurance by Silvestri that [deleted) would take a 
bribe ([Deleted)); Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 21, 1982. at 88-89 (testimony of Francis M. Mullen, Jr.). 

t07The controversy concerning this meeting is discussed extensively at pp. 277-85 supra. 
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During a meeting with Weinberg and DeVito on October 21, Rosenberg proposed 
that Abdul Enterprises obtain influence by making legal campaign contributions 
through the Republican congressional campaign committee, instead of by paying 
Congressmen in cash. (See Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 6-C, at 3-7.) Rosenberg said that 
Senator [deleted] and Representative [deleted] had recommended this procedure in
stead of illegal payoffs. (See id. at 8-15.) Rosenberg said that Senaior [deleted) would 
not accept a bribe and that he had never returned to Senator [deleted] to discuss the 
issue. (See id. at 13-14, 17.) DeVito and Weinberg stated that the sheik wanted them 
to meet Congressmen personally to ensure that the Congressmen would assist but 
said that they would discuss Rosenberg's proposal with the sheik. (See id. at 4-9, 15-
18.) Weinberg and Rosenberg discussed fUrther payoffs to Congressmen on October 
31. ([Deleted) 

Criden told Cook on October 22 that Criden would meet Thompson to transfer 
Thompson's and Murphy's share of the $50,000. (See Thompson Trial Tr. 1251-53.) 
Later that week, Criden and Thompson met at the Hilton in Mount Laurel, New 
Jersey, and transferred the money. (See id. at 1253-54, 2537-38; Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
Sept. 14, 1982, at 78-79 (testimony of Howard L Criden).) Weinberg and Criden dis
cussed the prospective shipping investment that Murphy had mentioned on October 
20 throughout the last ten days of October. (See e.g., [Deleted]; Thompson Gov't Trial 
Ex. 15A; [Deleted]; Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 16A.) 

Weinberg spoke with Silvestri twice on October 26. Weinberg told him to try to 
arrange meetings with other politicians soon. ([Deleted]) Silvestri suggested that 
DeVito meet [deleted] Lieutenant Governor [deleted], who he said controlled the [de
leted) Congressional delegatiOil. ([Deleted]) Weinberg asked Silvestri to arrange meet
ings with Representatives [deleted], [deleted), and [deleted). ([Deleted]) Silvestri 
agreed to schedule [deleted], [deleted], and Lieutenant Governor [deleted], but hesi
tated on [deleted). ([Deleted]) Weinberg told him to pursue [deleted] because he had 
already discussed t;ilvestri's earlier offer of [deleted). ([Deleted]) Later that day, 
Weinberg and Silvestri agreed to schedule [deleted] and Hughes for November 7 and 
[deleted] for November 8. ([Deleted]) Weinberg reminded Silvestri to contact [de
leted]. ([Deleted]) 

On October 30 Weinberg and Silvestri confirmed the scheduled meetings with 
Hughes and [deleted]. Weinberg told Silvestri that they had some problem with 
Lieutenant Governor rdeleted), but then tentatively rescheduled [deleted] for No
vember 9. ([Deleted]) Weinberg asked Silvestri to contact [deleted] Mayor [deleted] 
([Deleted]) Silvestri offered to introduce DeVito and Weinberg in November in At~ 
lantic City to [deleted], [deleted] Mayor [deleted], and [deleted] Mayor [deleted). ([De
leted]) Weinberg and Siivestri had several conversations to plan the meetings. ([De
leted]) 

NOVEMBER 1979 

An FBI HQ document dated November 1 memorializes a conference of Abscam 
supervisory and operational personnel that was held on October 29 at FBI HQ. ([De
leted) The document states, "It has been pointed out to both Goode [sic] and Amor
oso that further contacts with Congressmen concerning the political asylum scenar
io should be terminated." ([Deleted]) 108 

FBI Supervisor Good, Special Agent Houlihan, and prosecutors Puccio and Plaza 
also met on November 1 in New York to discuss the impending meetings with 
Hughes and [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Plaza alleged that the undercover operatives had 
been intentionally steering the cases out of New Jersey. ([Deleted]) Good denied the 

108 Director Webster explained this decision: 
"It was obvious that enough congressmen had been contacted to insure the introduction of 

private legislation and further attempts to contact additional congressmen would not appear to 
be what would happen in a real world situation. Therefore, the operatives were instructed not to 
seek out any congressmen whose names had not previously been mentioned. Moreover at this 
time, discussions were being held to determine if another scenario could be developed which 
would call for specific overt acts to be committed by predisposed politicians without involving 
the legislative process. We were well aware that no legislation should, in fact. be introduced for 
a private immigration bill as this could be subversive of the legislative process." 

(Letter from FBI Director William H. Webster to Senator Charles McC. Mathias, Jr., at 5-6. 
(Nov. 8. 1982).} When asked why this directive was violated. Director Webster responded, 

"By November 1, 1979, FBI Headquarters officials, as reflected in the November 1. 1979, docu
ment, had decided that no further efforts should be made to expand upon the asylum scenario. 
That does not mean that we did not recognize a responsibility to resolve allegations that had 
been made up to that point. Also, it does not mean we would ignore the leads which emerged 
from previous contacts with corrupt influence peddlers." 

(Id. at 6.) 

1~-618 0 - 83 - 29 
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charge and pointed out that the oJ,>eratives had alTanged to meet Representatives 
Thompson and [deleted] in Tom's RIver, New Jersey, on October 3, although neither 
had come. ([Deleted]) Good maintained that members of Congress were more accessi
ble in Washington. «(Deleted)) He further observed that the FBI had obtained a con
dominium near Atlantic City, at which DeVito and Weinberg had paid [deleted] and 
which could be used to meet other suspects in the future. «(Deleted) Plaza argued 
that the Hughes and [deleted] meetings should be in New Jersey. «(Deleted]) 

On November 6 Weinberg asked Silvestri if the meetings with Hughes and [de
leted) could be moved to Atlantic City, New Jersey. «Deleted]) Silvestri stated that 
it was too late to change the location of the meetings. «(Deleted]) Weinberg and Sil
vestri agreed that they would schedule [deleted] and Lieutenant Governor [deleted] 
in New Jersey the following week. «(Deleted]) They discussed plans to meet the New 
Jersey mayors the following week. «Deleted]) Weinberg asked Silvestri about plans 
to meet [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Silvestri said that [deleted] would be difficult to meet 
and that Senator [deleted] would meet them but only to accept a lawful campaign 
contribution. ([Deleted]) Weinberg and Silvestri conflrmed arrangements for the 
meetings the following day. ([Deleted)) Silvestri again told Weinberg that he had in
troduced Criden to Thompson, who had introduced Criden to Murphy. ([Deleted]) 

Sometime in late October or early November, Thompson approached Representa
tive John P. Murtha, Jr., from Pennsylvania, on the floor of the House of Repre
sentatives and described his contacts with Abdul Enterprises. (See Thompson Trial 
Tr. 1818.) Over the course of that conversation and two succeeding conversations on 
the House floor approximately one week later, Thompson outlined the asylum sce
nario, described Murphy's participation, and offered Murtha an opportunity to par
ticipate. (See id. at 1818-20.) Murtha said that he was interested but that he would 
be unable to meet Criden or the sheik's representatives in the immediate futUre. 
(See id. at 1820-22.) 

On November 6 Weinberg told Criden that he wanted to meet Murphy that week
end to discuss the shipping proposals. Criden agreed to speak with Murphy. ([De
leted]) Weinberg asked if Criden had tried to arrange a meeting with [deleted). ([De
leted]) Criden stated that neither [deleted] nor [deleted] Mayor [deleted] would 
accept a bribe, but that [deleted] Mayor [deleted] would do so. «(Deleted]) 

Also on November 6 an FBI approval memorandum stated that the undercover 
operatives had schedUled meetings with Re~resentatives [deleted] and Hughes for 
November 7. The document repcrted that Silvestri had represented that Hughes 
and [deleted] would promise to assist the sheik in immigrating in return for $50,000 
each.lo9 The memorandum states that Assistant United States Attorney Edward 
Plaza had recommended that the payoffs be made, if each Congressman agreed to 
perform an official act in return, was told that he would be asked to fulflll his prom
ise, and acknowledged receint of the money during the meeting. An attachment to 
the memorandum states that "these Congressmen will be the last to be contacted 
relative to the political asylum scenario." ([Deleted]) 

On the evening of November 6, Silvestri mentioned to a business contact of his, 
Marilyn S. Bell, that he knew some foreign nationals who were interested in con
tributing to political campaigns in the United States. (See David Dir interview of 
Joseph l::lilvestri, Nov. 5, 1981, at 17; FD 302 of Thomas S. Hoy and James F. Kaspar, 
Feb. 2, 1980.) Bell suggested that Silvestri's acquaintances consider contributing to 
the Presidential campaign of Senator Larry Pressler from South Dakota. (See id.) 
On the following morning Bell arranged for Silvestri to meet Senator Pressler. (See 
FD 302 of Michael D. Grogan and Fred P. Vichich, Mar. 31, 1980.) Silvestri obtained 
an appointment from Senator Pressler's office for that afternoon. (See Statement of 
Harriet Dent; FD 302 of Thomas S. Hoy and James F. Kaspar, Feb. 2, 1980.) Silves
tri telephoned DeVito at the W Street townhouse at approximately 11:00 a.m. and 
said that [deleted] was temporarily unavailable and that, in addition, at 1:00 p.m., 
he was going to bring Senator Pressler instead of Hughes. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., 
July 22, 1982, at 40-42 (testimony of John Good); Sel. Comm. interview of Anthony 
Amoroso, Sept. 22, 1982.) Amoroso has stated that he did not record the conversa
tion because the telephone on which he received the call was not connected to re
cording equipment. (Id.) Supervisor Good telephoned HQ Supervisor Michael Wilson 
from the townhouse to inform FBI HQ of Silvestri's call. Strike Force attorney 
Jacobs also called Strike Force Chief Puccio. Director Webster nnd Puccio approved 
the meeting. (See Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 22,1982, at 43-44 (testimony of John Good); 
Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 27, 1982, at 54-55 (testimony of Thomas Puccio); Sel. Comm. 
Hrg., July 29, 1982, at 22-24 (testimony of John A. Jacobs).) An addendum to the 

lO'This representation was inaccurate regarding Hughes. There is no taped conversation in 
which Silvestri represented that Hughes had agreed to accept a bribe. (See p. 75 supra.) 
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November 6 approval memorandum reflects the substitution of Senator Pressler for 
Hughes. The addendum states that "[i]nasmuch as authorization has been granted 
to expend $50,000 for the purpose of a bribe to Hughes, ITSP-Transportation Crimes 
Unit recommends that this authorization be extended to Pressler." The addendum 
does not state that Silvestri had represented that Senator Pressler knew the pur· 
pose of the meeting or had agreed to perform an official act in return for money. 
Director Webster wrote on the memorandum, "Try to be sure that this new Senator 
knows he's being paid (bribed)." ([Deleted]) 

Silvestri telephoned the townhouse twice more and spoke with Weinberg, who re
corded both conversations. In the first of those calls, at 11:30 a.m., Silvestri told 
Weinberg that he would be unable to meet [deleted] for lunch as he had planned. 
He said that Senator Pressler had agreed to meet, but that the Senator had not yet 
spoken with him to arrange the meeting. ([Deleted]) One hour later Silvestri told 
Weinberg that he still had not heard from [deleted] and that he had arranged to 
meet Senator Pressler and expected to arrive at the townhouse with Pressler at 2:00 
or 2:30 p.m. ([Deleted]) During the lunch houl' Bell, at the request of Senator 
Pressler's office, telephoned Silvestri, who was meeting with [deleted], and told him 
that she had arranged for Senator Pressler and her to meet him outside a restau
rant in Georgetown. (See FD 302 of Thomas S. Hoy and James F. Kasper, Feb. 2, 
1980; David Dir interview of Joseph Silvestri, Nov. 5, 1981, at 19.) Shortly after 3:00 
p.m. Bell, Senator Pressler, and Silvestri met as arranged and drove to the W Street 
townhouse. (See FD 302 or Michael D. Grogan and Fred P. Vichich, Mar. 31, 1980; 
FD 302 of Thomas S. Hoy and James F. Kasper, Feb. 2, 1980.) 

Bell remained in the car while Silvestri led Pressler into the townhouse and intro
duced him to DeVito and Weinberg. (See id.; [Deleted], reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. 
S 1903 (daily ed. Mar. 10, 1982).) DeVito described the sheiks' fears and interest in 
ensuring their ability to emigrate to the United States if necessary. He then asked 
if Senator Pressler would sponsor private legislation to assist the sheiks. ([Deleted], 
reprinted in 128 Congo Rec. at S 1904 (daily ed. Mar. 10, 1982).) Silvestri interrupted 
and told DeVito that he had met Senator Pressler only a few blocks away and that 
"we didn't get a chance to talk about that aspect of it. • • • I talked to his cam
paign manager, his treasurer." (Id.) DeVito stated, "I'm sure Joe • • • has men
tioned this. • • • We've got the money, okay, and we're willing to put out the 
money • •• $50,000 is • • • no problem, putting that kind of money out." ([De
leted], reprinted in 128 Con?:. Rec. at S 1905 (daily ed. Mar. 10, 1982).) Silvestri inter
jected, "The Senator doesn t even know that. We haven't even worked out the de
tails with his people." ([d.) Senator Pressler told DeVito, "[W]e do seek contribu
tions, but we can't make any promises or any • • • other than to listen and to be 
educated, but then to make a judgment, you know. • • • I can't promise that I 
would introduce 'X' bill for 'X' person if something happens." (Id.) When it became 
clear to Supervisor Good and attorney Jacobs, who were monitoring the meeting 
from another room in the townhouse, that Senator Pressler had not been told about 
and did not undet'stand the purpose of the meeting, Jacobs telephoned DeVito and 
told him to terminate the meeting as soon as possible. ([Deleted], reprinted in 128 
Cong. Rec. at S 1906 (daily ed. Mar. 10, 1982); Sel. Comm. Hrg., July 29, 1982, at 33 
(testimony of John A. Jacobs).) Senator Pressler told DeVito, 

[I]t would not be proper for me to promise to do anything in return for a 
campaign contribution, so I would not make any promises or any-I mean 
you can judge, you can hear my general philosophy and then you'll make a 
judgment, but I can't, you know, you can't make a commitment. to do any
thing in these campaigns. Indeed, I would not feel intellectually honest 
doing that, you know, until I'm faced with the situation. ([Deleted], reprint
ed in 128 Congo Rec. at S 1906 (daily ed. Mar. 10, 1982).) 

As Senator Pressler and Silvestri prepared to leave, Silvestri told DeVito that he 
would bring [deletedl to the townhouse the following morning. ([Deleted], reprinted 
in 128 Congo Rec. at S 1906 (daily ed. Mar. 10, 1982).) 

Silvestri telephoned Weinberg later that afternoon. ([Deleted]) Weinberg criticized 
Silvestri for having brought Senator Pressler without having briefed him. ([Deleted]) 
Silvestri said that [deleted] would come the following morning and that [deleted] 
could still be arranged. ([Deleted]) Weinberg told him to make sure that [deleted] 
was "straightened out" on the purpose of the meeting. ([Deleted]) On the following 
morning, SilVestri told DeVito on the telephone that [deleted] had been detained 
and might not be available that day. ([Deleted]) DeVito rebuked Silvestri for the 
meeting with Senator Pressler. ([Deleted]) Silvestri maiP,tained that he had can
celled [deleted] the previous afternoon because he had believed a Senator to be more 
valuable. ([Deleted]) DeVito said that he did not want to meet [deleted] unless [de-
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leted] would make an explicit commitment. ([Deleted]) Silvestri insisted that [de
leted] would offer adequate assurances. ([Deleted]) DeVito and Silvestri agreed that 
they would try to arrange a meeting with [deleted] later that day, if [deleted] sched
ule permitted. ([Deleted]) No such meeting occurred. 

On the evening of November 8 Criden introduced DeVito and Weinberg to Larry 
Buser at the W Street townhouse. 11 0 (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 18A.) Criden 
explained that Murphy had suggested that Buser, a former Rhipping executive, pre
sent shipping investment proposals to Abdul Enterprises. (See id. at 2.) BUser pro
posed that Abdul Enterprises purchase two shipping companies, which he would 
manage and which Murphy would use his congressional position to assist. (See id. at 
4-7,10-13,15-16.) Buser stated that Murphy would have a concealed interest in the 
companies. (See id. at 4, 15-16, 19-20.) DeVito and Weinberg expressed interest in 
the proposals, and Buser promised to provide them with more details in a few 
weeks. (See id. at 12, 19-20.) After Buser had left, Criden told Weinberg and DeVito 
that he could produce John Murtha of Pennsylvania the following week. (See id. at 
23.) DeVito asked Criden not to schedule Murtha until DeVito had determined how 
many additional politicians he wanted to meet. (See id. at 24-25.) DeVito said that 
Abdul Enterprises was IIreaching a saturation point" with the political payoffs. ad. 
at 25.) 

On November 10 Weinberg and DeVito asked Silvestri about [deleted). ([Deleted]) 
Silvestri said that he would contact [deleted] to arrange a meeting. ([Deleted]) On 
November 12 Silvestri and Weinberg discussed plans for [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Silves
tri told Weinberg that he had arranged meetings with Mayors [deleted] and [de
leted] and was contacting Mayor [deleted], as he had agreed to do. ([Deleted]) 
DeVito, Weinberg, Silvestri, and [deleted] met in Atlantic City on November 15. 
([Deleted]) Weinberg asked Silvestri for guidance on how to bribe the New Jersey 
mayors. ([Deleted]) Although Weinberg and DeVito were introduced to several 
mayors over the following several days, no bribes were discussed. ([Deleted]) IlIOn 
November 15 Silvestri told DeVito and Weinberg that [deleted] had sent him a 
letter, a few days after the [deleted] payoff, acknowledging receipt of an advance 
payment for expenses. ([Deleted]) Silvestri said that [deleted] had not wanted to 
accept the cash, but that they had agreed t.hat [deleted] would deposit the money in 
his bank account as if it were a retainer for legal work (deleted] would do for Silves
tri. ([Deleted]) Silvestri repeated that [deleted] was interested in a partial interest in 
a casino. ([De.leted]) 

On the morning of November 15 Good told Amoroso to instruct Weinberg to rees
tablish contact with John Stowe to ascertain if Representative Jenrette would par
ticipate in the asylum scenario. (See Jenrette Trial Tr. 284, 434-35.) Weinberg pre
sented the asylum scenario to Stowe in an unrecorded telephone conversation. (See 
id. at 283-81>.) Stowe agreed to ask Jenrette if he would promise to aRsist in return 
for $50,000. (See id. at 285-86.) Stowe reported in another unrecorded conversation 
that evening that Jenrette had agreed to assist. (See id. at 286.) Weinberg arranged 
a meeting for December 3 with DeVito and Stowe and a meeting for December 4 
with Jenrette, Stowe, and DeVito. (See id.) 

Department of Justice and FBI HQ officials met with Abscam Strike Force attor
neys and field agents iu Washington, D.C., on November 14. ([Deleted]) The group 
agreed to attempt to perfect the cases against Senator Williams and Representatives 
Myers, Lederer, Thompson, and Murphy b'y contacting each official to induce him to 
commit an overt act to further the sheiks immigration. ([Deleted]) The participants 
established two additional priorities: to perfect cases against New Jersey state and 
local officials through the casino license scenario and to determine the degree of in
fluence that organized crime individuals held over public officials. ([Deleted]) A 
memorandum memorializing this meeting noted that a reporter with The Wall 
Street Journal had inquired about a major investigatin but had agreed not to pursue 
the story. ([DeletedD This appears to have been the first report of awareness by a 
member of the news media of the Abscam investigation. 

On November 19 attorneys and agents from New York, New Jersey, and Washing
ton, D.C., met in Brooklyn to discuss investigative actions necessary to prosecute the 
pending bribery Ca&~S. (lDeleted]) reprinted in 128 Cong. Rec. S 1511 (daily ed. Mar. 
3, 1982).) Contrary to the decision that had been made in Washington five days ear
lier, the prosecutors present i'ecommended that no further actions be taken with Er
richetti, MacDonald, Myers, Lederer, or Thompson. (See id.) They decided, howev
ever, that it would "be necessary to recontact U.S. Senator Williams "in [an] at
tempt to obtain an overt action on his part regarding his sponsoring of some type of 

llOThis meetingJs discussed at p. 280 supra. _ 
111 Contrary to Silvestri's prior assurances, tdeleted] did not appear at a meeting. 
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legislation • • • [to assist the] titanium mine." (Id.) The attorneys and agents sug
gested further "that attempts should be made to elicit from U.S. Senator Williams 
whether or not he wanted his shares hidden • • .'.' (Id.) The participants also de
termined that Murphy should be recontacted in an attempt to elicit from him a 
guarantee that he would use his office to obtain asylum for the sheik. (See id.) They 
decided not to make further contact with [deleted], because of his impending indict
ment for income tax violations. ([Deleted]) Finally, the participants agreed to hold 
the [deleted] case "in abeyance" pending a review of the case. ([Deleted]) 

On November 19 Criden again offered to produce Representative Murtha if 
DeVito and Weinberg wanted him. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 19A, at 2-3.) 

On November 20 Stanley Weisz met Gino Ciuzio on business in Florida. (See 
Ciuzio Trial Tr. 1115-16.) In the course of their conversation, Weisz mentioned that 
a client of his, William Rosenberg, had asked him if he knew any Congressmen to 
introduce to Abdul Enterprises' representatives. (See id. at 1127, 1129.) Ciuzio re
sponded that he knew a Congressman who might be willing to meet the sheik's rep
resentatives. (See id. at 1128-29.) On November 23 in Tampa, Florida, Ciuzio out
lined the asylum scenario to Representative Richard Kelly of Florida, and Kelly 
agreed to participate. (See Kelly Trial Tr. 2657-59.) Ciuzio informed Weisz of Kelly's 
agreement to assist Abdul Enterprises. (See id. at 4113-15; Ciuzio Trial Tr. 1129.) 

Also on November 23 Weinberg told Criden that Abdul Enterprises was definitely 
interested in financing Murphy and Buser's acquisitions of shipping companies. (See 
Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 20A, at 1-2.) Weinberg told Criden that he still did not 
know whether DeVito would want to meet Murtha. (See id. at 2.) On November 28 
the New York Field Office informed FBI HQ that it anticipated a meeting with Rep
resentative Murphy. ([Deleted]) The Field Office proposed that DeVito and Weinberg 
ask Murphy to request immigration assistance from the American Embassy in 
London, in order to fulml the requirement established by the prosecutors at the No
vember 19 meeting. ([Deleted]) On November 30 Weinberg and Criden tentatively 
arranged a meeting with Murphy and Buser for mid-December. (See Thompson 
Gov't Trial Ex. 21A.) Criden again requested guidance on Murtha, who he said 
wanted to know whether there would be a meeting. (See id. at 2.) 

On November 27 Weinberg and Stowe confirmed arrangements for meetings with 
DeVito on. December 3 and with DeVito and Jenrette on December 4. (See Jenrette 
Gov't Trial Ex. 7C.) On the following day the New York Field Office notified FBI 
HQ of the anticipated meetings and recommended that Jenrette be offered $50,000 
in return for his promise to use his influence to help the sheik immigrate. ([De
leted]) Concurrently, the Columbia, South Carolina, Field Office provided FBI HQ 
with information about the prior fede'tallaw enforcement investigations of, and alle
gations against, Jenrette and Stowe. ([Deleted]) On November 30, FBI HQ approved 
the offer of a $50,000 bribe to Jenrette. ([Deleted]) 

On November 30, Silvestri asked Weinberg whether he still wanted to meet Con
gressmen. ([Deleted]) Silvestri mentioned [deleted], Hughes, and Senator Pressler 
and stated that he wanted to introduce Representative [deleted] from New Jersey. 
([Deleted]) Weinberg and Silvestri agreed to try to schedule a meeting with [deleted] 
on December 5. ([Deleted]) 

Sometime in November Peter Vaira, United States Attorney for the Eastern Dis
trict of Pennsylvania, received, from an NBC reporter with whom he was acquaint
ed, an inquiry regarding a rumored investigation of Senator Williams. (See Jannotti 
Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 2.183-.184.) Vaira t91d the reporter that, although he had heard 
the same rumor, it was baseless. (See id.) Vaira reported the inquiry, which he de
scribed as his first awareness of press knowledge of Abscam, to David Margolis of 
the Department of Justice in Washington, D.C. (See id.) 

DECEMBER 1979 

On December 4 Vaira and Edgar Best, Special Agent in Charge of the FBI Field 
Office in Philadelphia, received permission from FBI HQ and the Department of 
Justice to conduct an offshoot investigation of Abscam in Philadelphia. FBI HQ told 
Best to develop a plan for such an investigation. ([Deleted]; Jannotti Pre-trial D.P. 
Tr. 2.179-.181.) 

On the evening of December 3 Weinberg, Stowe, and DeVito met in the cocktail 
lounge of the Georgetown Inn in Washington, D.C. (See Jenrette Trial Tr. 287.) Stowe 
said that Jenrette had agreed to participf.lte. (See id. at 288.) DeVito explained the 
asylum scenario in detail and asked Stowe to discuss the problem with Jenrette and 
to determine if Jenrette would meet and would agree to assist in return for money. 
(See id. at 288-89.) Although the meeting was recorded, the audio tape was largely 
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unintelligible because of background noise. (See id. at 290; see also Jenrette Def. 
Trial Ex. 81.) 

On the afternoon of December 4 Jenrette and Stowe met at a restaurant near the 
Capitol. (See Jenrette Trial Tr. 3390-91,) Jenrette agreed to accompany Stowe to 
meet Weinberg and DeVito that evening. (See id. at 3391-93.) Stowe telephoned 
Weinberg to confirm the appointment. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 8C.) Weinberg 
told Stowe that DeVito would require Jenrette to make explicit asSurances in 
return for the money. (See id. at 3.) That evening Stowe and Jenrette met Weinberg 
and DeVito at the W Street townhouse. (See Jenrette Def. Trial Ex. 25.) DeVito pre
sented the asylum scenario. (See id. at 3-10.) Jenrette stated that he would ensure 
that a private bill was introduced to assist the sheiks. (See id. at 11.) DeVito said 
that he was offering $50,000 for Jenrette's agreement and $50,000 whenever Jen
rette had to introduce legislation. (See id. at 14.) They discussed the possibility of 
Abdul Enterprises' making Jenrette a personal loan and financing Stowe's acquisi
tion of the assets of American Gear and Pinion, a South Carolina corporation. (See 
id. at 17-21.) Jenrette suggested that Abdul Enterprises locate a Senator to intro
duce a companion private immigration bill simultaneously with the bill in the 
House of Representatives. (See id. at 22, 25-26.) 

After Weinberg and Stowe left Jenrette and DeVito to talk privately, Jenrette 
told DeVito that, if he took the money, he would want to have his law partner 
accept it as if it were a legal fee. (See id. at 27-28.) DeVito suggested that he give 
the money directly to Jenrette in private and that Jenrette make his arrangements 
with Stowe privately. (See id. at 28-29.) Jenrette stated thF.lt he wanted to wait a day 
to think about the transaction. (See id. at 29-32.) Jenrette told DeVito that he was 
under federal investigation and that he would know within a day whether the inves
tigation was likely to be pursued. (See id. at 32-33.) He said that he would prefer not 
to accept the money until he knew what his prospects were, because a serious inves
tigation would inhibit his ability to assist Abdul Enterprises. (See id. at 33-35.) Jen
rette agreed to telephone De Vito the following day and to arrange to meet again to 
accept the money, if his prospects seemed good. (See id. at 36-43.) Jenrette told 
DeVito, "[T]here's nothing I'd rather do than walk out with it (the money] 
okay? • • • I got larceny in my blood. I'd take it in a goddamn minute." (Id. at 37, 
39.) 

On the following afternoon Stowe telephoned DeVito and said that Jenrette 
wanted Stowe to accept the money and to deliver it to him. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial 
Ex. 9C, at 1.) DeVito objected that Jenrette had promised to accept the money per
sonally. (See id. at 1-2.) Later in the afternoon Stowe proposed that Jenrette tele
phone DeVito, while DeVito gave Stowe the money. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 
10C, at 1-2.) Jenrette telephoned DeVito earlr, that evening and agreed to arrange 
to take the mqney himself. (See Jenrette Gov t Trial Ex. nc.) Jenrette and Stowe 
arranged to go to the townhouse tOlfether on the afternoon of December 6. (See Jen· 
rette Def. Trial Ex. 40; Jenrette Gov t Trial Ex. 12C.) Jenrette telephoned that after
noon and said that Stowe was with him, but that he did not have time to go to the 
townhouse with Stowe. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 13C, at 1-2.) DeVito agreed to 
give the money to Stowe that afternoon. (See id. at 4-7.) DeVito, Weinberg, and 
Stowe met at the townhouse. (See Jenrette Def. Ex. 26.) DeVito gave Stowe $50,000. 
(See id. at 4.) Stowe returned to Jenrette, who teler,honed DeVito to confirm that 
Stowe had arrived with the money. (See Jenrette Gov t Trial Ex. 14C.) 

On December 4 Weinberg again encouraged Criden to obtain the shipping invest
ment proposals from Murphy and Buser. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 22A, at 1-
2.) Criden again inquired if Abdul Enterprises was interested in Murtha. (See id. at 
2.) On December 7 Weinberg told Criden that Murtha had been approved and that 
Criden should schedule a meeting at the townhouse. ([Deleted) Three days later 
Criden proposed that the meeting be arranged for later that week. (See Thompson 
Gov't Trial Ex. 23A, at 1-2.) Weinberg told Criden to schedule the Murtha payoff 
and the meeting with Murphy and Buser for early January. (See id. at 2, 4.) 

Weinberg and Silvestri spoke about [deleted] on December 4. ([Deleted]) When 
Weinberg asked Silvestri to arrange a meeting, Silvestri said that he would try, but 
that he had not yet discussed the bribe offer with [deleted]. ([Deleted)) They also dis
cussed (deleted] and Lieutenant Governor [deleted] as prospects. ([Deleted)) On the 
next day Silvestri stated that [deleted] would participate. ([Deleted]) When Weinberg 
said that explicit assurances would be required, Silvestri stated that [deleted] would 
provide them, but that the other officials did not want to accept money in return for 
their offers to help. ([Deleted) II!.! 

112 This statement by Silvestri may explain Silvestri's failure ever to schedule a meeting for 
DeVito and Weinberg with [deletedl Lieutenant Governor [deleted]. 
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On December 7 Weinberg and DeVito met [deleted] Mayor [deleted] and [deleted] 
whom [deleted] had invited to discuss political support for casino licensing. ([De
leted]) On the next day DeVito and Weinberg met with [deleted] and [deleted]. ([De
leted]) [deleted] stated that he and [deleted] controlled confirmation of Governor 
Brendan Byrne's appointments of casino control commissioners. ([Deleted]) In 
answer to a question from Weinberg, [deleted] stated that [deleted] could not be 
bribed. ([Deleted]) When Weinberg asked whether Casino Commissioner [deleted] 
could be bribed, [deleted) replied that he already controlled [deleted]. ([Deleted]) [de
leted] and [deleted] said that Weinberg's proposal to offer commissioners jobs was 
inappropriate and unwise. ([Deleted]) They said that they had sufficient influence 
and that it was unnecessary to offer bribes. ([Deleted]) DeVito and Weinberg re
sponded that they preferred paying money. ([Deleted]) After [deleted] and [deleted) 
left, Weinberg and DeVito met with Silvestri. ([Deleted]) Silvestri stated that [de
leted] was controlled by the Mafia and that a mobster associate of [deleted] named 
Anthony DeLuca had told him that [deleted) would accept a bribe in return for 
promising to help the sheik immigrate. ([Deleted) DeVito told Silvestri that he 
wanted to meet DeLuca before meeting [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Silvestri agreed to ar
range a meeting between DeVito and DeLuca. ([Deleted) 

DeVito and Weinberg met with DeLuca and Silvestri on December 11. ([Deleted]) 
Weinberg and DeVito outlined the asylum scenario. ([Deleted]) DeLuca said that [de
leted] had agreed to participate. ([Deleted]) DeVito and DeLuca agreed on ground 
rules for a payoff meeting with [deleted). ([Deleted) On the following day DeLuca 
told Weinberg and DeVito that they could meet [deleted] later that month, but that 
they would first have to meet [deleted] "right hand man," Frank Boscia. ([Deleted]) 
DeLuca introduced DeVito and Weinberg to Boscia on the next day. ([Deleted]) 
Weinberg and DeVito explained the asylum scenario and stated that DeLuca had 
said that Boscia could arrange [deleted] participation. ([Deleted]) Boscia agreed to 
raise the subject with [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Boscia said that he would have an answer 
by early January but that he would have to control the logistics of a meeting. ([De
leted]) 113 

On December 8 John Stowe told Weinberg by telephone that Jenrette needed to 
borrow $150,000 from Abdul Enterprises. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 15C.) Two 
days later Jenrette presented the loan request to Weinberg, who hud telephoned 
Jenrette at Stowe's request. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 16C; Jenrette Def. Trial 
Exs. 42, 43; Jenrette Trial Tr. 1374-75.) Weinberg continued to stall Stowe on the 
loan for Jenrette and on the financing for American Gear and Pinion Company for 
the remainder of December. (See, e.g., Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 17C; Jenrette Def. 
Trial Exs. 44, 45, 46.) Weinberg and Stowe arranged to meet Jenrette on January 7. 
(See Jenrette Def. Trial Exs. 45, 46, 47; [Deleted].) 

In mid-December Stanley Weisz tOld Rosenberg that he might know of a Florida 
Congressman, if Rosenberg still wished to meet one. (See Ciuzio Trial Tr. 1131-32.) 
Rosenberg telephoned Weinberg on December 16 and said that he had a Congress
man who would participate. (See Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. llC, at 5-10.) Rosenberg said 
that he would provide the Congressman's name within a week, and Weinberg sug
gested that Rosenberg arrange a meeting in Washington in early January. (See id. 
at 12-15.) Rosenberg asked Weisz for the Congressman's name, and Weisz tele
phoned Ciuzio to explain the developments and to ask Ciuzio to telephone Weinberg. 
(See Ciuzio Trial Tr. 1133-37.) On December 17 Rosenberg telephoned Weinberg and 
told him to meet Ciuzio to discuss the participation of the Congressman, whom he 
identified as Sullivan. (See Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 12C, at 1-11.) Ciuzio, DeVito, and 
Weinberg met in Florida on December 19. (See Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. Ie.) DeVito 
briefed Ciuzio on the asylum scenario. (See id. at 14-15.) Ciuzio identified the Con
gressman as Representative Kelly and said that Kelly was already accepting bribes 
and that he had agreed to participate. (See id. at 16-17, 31-34, 38-39.) On the next 
day Ciuzio told Weinberg that he would try to arrange a meeting with Kelly in 
early January. (See Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 14C, at 10.) On December 21 Ciuzio told 
Weinberg that Weisz had objected to Kelly's accepting the money directly. (See 
Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 15C, at 1-10.) Weinberg agreed to call Weisz to discuss the 
payoff. (See id. at 17-18.) Through conversations with Weisz, Ciuzio, and Rosenberg, 
Weinberg arranged the payoff meeting with Kelly in January. (See Ciuzio Trial Tr. 
1139-40,1155-61; [Deleted]; Kelly Gov't Trial Exs. 16C, 17C; [Deleted].) 

113 The FBI conducted indices searches on DeLuca and Boscia. Little was learned about either, 
although a source told the FBI that DeLuca had organized crime connections. ([Deleted]) The 
United States Attorney's Office in Newark reported that DeLuca had pleaded guilty to income 
tax evasion. ([Deleted]) 
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In late December and early January, Weinberg, DeVito, and Criden arranged 
meetings with Murphy and Representative Murtha for January. ([Deleted]; Thomp
son Gov't Trial Exs. 24A, 25A, 26A, 27 A, 28A.) Cnden stated that Murphy would 
have a hidden interest in the shipping company that Abdul Enterprises financed. 
(See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 24A, at 8.) Criden asked if Abdul Enterprises could 
handle more political payoffs and stated that he could "deliver pretty much almost 
anybody we want within reason." (Id. at 13.) 

On December 21 a conference was held at FBI HQ attended by Edgar Best, Spe
cial Agent in Charge of the Philadelphia FBI Field Office, HQ personnel Gow and 
Wilson, Supervisor Good, Amoroso, and Michael Wald, a Special Agent in Philadel
phia. ([Deleted]; Jartnotti Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 5.34-.37.) The FBI and the Department of 
Justice authorized Best to conduct a Philadelphia-based offshoot of the Abscrun op
eration, for a period of only ten days, beginning on January 2, 1980. (See id. at 3.235, 
5.36-.37.) 

JANUARY 1980 

On the morning of January 7 Criden took Representative Murtha to meet DeVito 
and Weinberg at the W Street townhouse in Washington. (See Thompson Gov't Trial 
Ex. 29A-1.) DeVito explained the asylum scenario and Weinberg stated that they 
were "buying insurance." (See id. at 9-12.) Murtha responded that the sheik would 
have no problem immigrating and that introducin\l private legislation "would be the 
last thing you'd want done." (Id. at 12.) He said, '[T]o me insurance is investing in 
my Goddamn district. • • • I'm delighted to do business with the guy [the sheik] 
and do any Goddamn thing I can within, ahh; bounds, ya know, so I don't get myself 
in jail in order to get him into the country or whatever needs to be done." (ld. at 
12-13.) Murtha refused an explicit offer of money and stated that Thompson's and 
Murphy's assurances were sufficient and that he wanted only investments in his 
congressional district. (See id. at 13-14, 29-30.) Murtha continued, "Now as I told 
Howard, I wanted to deal with you guys a while before I made any transactions at 
all. • • • After we've done some business, ya know, then, ahh, I might change my 
mind, but right now, that's all I'm interested in-." (Id. at 14; see id. at 26-35.) 
During this conversation, Criden left Murtha and spoke privately first with Wein
berg and then with DeVito. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 29A-2.) Outside of 
Murtha's presence, Criden told both Weinberg and DeVito that Murtha wanted the 
money and had gone to the townhouse to accept the money. (See id. at 1-4, 8.) 
Criden told DeVito further that he wanted money for having introduced Murtha 
and that Thompson and MUrphy also expected a share. (See id. at 3-10.) DeVito told 
Criden that he would not pay Murtha unless Murtha asked for the money. (See id. 
at 8-9, 12, 14.) He said that he would give Criden and Murphy money when Criden 
brought Murphy to meet later that week but suggested that Criden let Murtha 
decide whether he wanted to return to accept money. (See id. at 6,9-12; see Thomp
son Gov't Trial Ex. 29A-1, at 42-44.) In a telephone conversation later that day, 
Criden repeated to Weinberg that Murtha had wanted the money but had been 
scared to take it. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 30A.) 

Also on January 7 Jenrette and Stowe met DeVito and Weinberg at the Washing
ton townhouse. (See Jenrette Def. Trial Ex. 27.) Jenrette outlined his financial diffi
culties, and DeVito and Weinberg promised to fmance Jenrette's debts. (See id. at 6-
26.) Jenrette raised the subject of the asylum scenario and stated that he thought 
that Senator Strom Thurmond of South Carolina would assist with private legisla
tion in the Senate but that Senator Thurmond would probably want to use Stowe as 
an intermediary to accept the money. (See id. at 28-35.) Jenrette said that the Sena
tor probably would be unwilling to meet them at the townhouse. (See id. at 32-33.) 
Jenrette acknowledged receipt of the money that had been given to Stowe in Decem
ber. (See id. at 49-51.) Jenrette said that he would speak with Senator Thurmond 
the next day. (See id. at 52.) 

Weinberg spoke to Tony DeLuca on the evening of January 7. ([Deleted]) DeLuca 
said that he had talked to [deleted) and that they had arranged for DeLuca to intro
duce [deleted] son-in-law to DeVito initially. ([Deleted]) The same day Silvestri told 
Weinberg that he had met with [deleted]. ([DeletedD 

On the evening of January 8 Representative Kelly, Weisz, Ciuzio, and Rosenberg 
met DeVito and Weinberg at the W Street townhouse. (See Kelly Gov't Trial 2C.) 
While Rosenberg, Kelly, and DeVito met, Ciuzio told Weinberg privately that Kelly 
would not take money personally and that Weinberg should tell DeVito not to offer 
Kelly money. (See id. at 1··3.) Weinberg proposed that DeVito hand Ciuzio the 
money ill Kelly's presence. (See id. at 3.) Ciuzio responded, "That's okay. But don't 
say, 'Hey, Congressman.' You know what I mean? You can't make him a fucking 
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hood, you know." (Id.) Weinberg repeated that DeVito would insist on knowing that 
Kelly was receiving money. (See id. at 4-10.) 

Then, meeting alone with Kelly, DeVito outlined the asylum scenario and the 
money he was offering. (See id. at 11-15.) Kelly responded, 

[T]his thing • • • will be helpful to me and • • • maybe • • • down the 
road sometime, you can do. me a favor. But in the meantime, whatever 
those guys [Ciuzio, Weisz, and Rosenberg] are doing is is all right, but I got 
no part in that • • • [YJour arrangement with these people is is all fine 
• • • [Y]ou have my assurance that • • • I'll stick by these people. (Id. at 
16.) 

Shortly thereafter, Kelly asked to speak privately with Ciuzio. (See id. at 21.) When 
Kelly returned, he told DeVito to give Ciuzio the money in his presence. (See id. at 
22-23.) Kelly stated, "It's a very complicated thing • • • for me to start dealing in 
money."(Id. at 26.) DeVito responded that he thought that Kelly would be the most 
protected if he took the money directly from Devito in private. (See id. at 26-27.) 
Kelly agreed and accepted $25,000. (See id. at 27-28.) Kelly said that he would do 
whatever it took to assist the sheik. (See id. at 35.) 

On January 10 Criden, Murphy, and Buser met DeVito and Weinberg at the W 
Street townhouse. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 33A-1.) 114 In the course of a dis
cussion of the proposed shipping investment, Murphy and Buser said that Murphy 
was "[n]ot in" the deal. (See id. at 30.) DeVito objected that he had agreed to finance 
the acquisition with the understanding tl.1at Murphy would help the venture. (See 
id. at 31.) Buser and Criden stated that he would. (See id.) Murphy agreed that the 
shipping investment would provide the necessary justification for his efforts on 
behalf of the sheik's relocation. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 33A-2, at 2.) 

Then, while Buser, Weinberg, and Murphy ate lunch, DeVito told Criden private· 
ly that he wanted to speak to Murphy alone. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 33A-3, 
at 1.) Criden said that Murphy would have an interest in the venture but that he 
wanted no one to know and had agreed for Criden to hold his shares. (See id. at 1-4.) 
DeVito gave Criden the $5,000 he had promised for the Murtha meeting. (See id. at 
5.) Criden asked to be paid in the future directly by DeVito, rather than depending 
on receiving a share of the officials' bribes. (See id. at 6-8.) Criden returned to Buser 
and Weinberg, while Murphy and DeVito met privately and discussed the sheik's 
immigration prospects. (See id. at 9-11.) They discussed the Murtha meeting, and 
DeVito suggested that Murphy was being "coy." (See id. at 12-14.) Murphy respond
ed, "Sure," but then stated, "[Y]ou didn't give me any money. • • • I never received 
any money from anyone • • • and would not accept anything • • • [fJrom you or 
from Howard." (Id. at 14, 15.) The next day Criden reaffirmed by telephone that 
Murphy was participating in the shipping venture. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 
34A, at 2.) 115 

On January 11 Weinberg initiated the Philadelphia phase of Abscam with a tele
phone call to Criden. (See Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2A.) Acting under the instruc
'.ions of Supervisor Good and Philadelphia Field Office Special Agent in Charge 
Edgar Best, Weinberg told Criden to expect a visit from Ernie Poulos (Special Agent 
Ernest Haridopolos) and another employee of the sheik (Special Agent Michael 
Wald, who used the name Michael Cohen). (See id. at 2.) Weinberg explained that 
the sheik wanted to build a hotel in Philadelphia and asked Criden to contact Rep
resentative Myers or Lederer to help. (See id. at 2-3.) Criden responded that he 
knew other people in Philadelphia who would be more helpful and mentioned his 
law partner, Philadelphia City Councilman Louis Johanson. (See id. at 3-4.) 

On January 13 Tony DeLuca met Weinberg and told him that he had arranged 
for Weinberg to meet [deleted] son-in-law, [deleted], the next day. ([Deleted]) DeLuca 
introduced [deleted] to Weinberg and DeVito on January 14. ([Deleted]) Mter DeVito 
outlined the asylum scenario, [deleted] said that the problem could best be ad
dressed by retaining a law firm"rather than through private legislation. ([Deleted]) 
[deleted] said that, unless [deleted] and Abdul Enterprises had established a long
term working relationship, [deleted] would not accept money to make commitments. 
([Deleted]) The Newark FBI Field Office notified FBI HQ of this meeting and recom-

IHThis meeting is discussed in detail at pp. 280-82 supra. 
II" On January'14 Murphy asked a private investigator to determine whether the Abdul En

terprises representatives were confidence men or government agents. (See Thompson Trial Tr. 
1574-85.) After examining telephone and street directories and interrogating neighbors of Abdul 
Enterprises' Washington townhouse and Long Island office, the investigator reported to 
Murpny on January 18 his conclusion that the enterprise was a government aency. rSee id. at 
1586-96.) 
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mended that a meeting between [deleted] and the undercover operatives be sched
uled to resolve what it characterized as serious outstanding allegations against [de
leted]. ([Deleted]) 

In a teletype dated January 14, the New York Field Office advised FBI HQ of its 
plan for closing the Abscam cases. The Field Office anticipated asking Criden to co
operate with the government and seeking indictments against Myers, Lederer, 
MUrtha, Thompson, Murphy, and ErrichettL116 ([Deleted]) 

In early January DeVito and Weinberg told Feinberg and Katz to arrange a meet
ing between Senator Williams and the sheik, because the sheik wanted to ask the 
Senator to do him a personal favor and to sponsor his immigration into the United 
States. ([Deleted]) On January 15 Katz, Feinberg, and Senator Williams met DeVito, 
Weinberg, and Sheik Yassir Habib (Special Agent Richard Farhart) at the Plaza 
Hotel in New York City. (See Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 25A, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 
348.) Sheik Habib and Senator Williams met privately. The sheik outlined his inter
est in immigrating and asked the Senator to help. (See id. at 3-5, Sen. Comm. Print, 
Pt. 6, at 350-52.) Senator Williams responded that private legislation was very diffi
cult to enact but that he "welcome[d] the chance to know you better and to support 
this effort of yours." (Id. at 5, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 352.) Sheik Habib stated 
that he wished to pay Senator Williams to help. (See id. at 8, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 
6, at 355.) 117 Senator Williams responded, 

No • • • No, no/ no. This, this is when I work in that area, that kind of 
activity, it is purely a public not er, no. • • • You are most gracious. 
Within our, my position when I deal with law and legislation it is, it is, it is 
not on, it's, it's, er, not with, within-(Id. at 9/ Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 
356.) 

At this point, the conversation was interrupted by a telephone call for Sheik Habib. 
(Id.) Puccio and Good, who were monitoring the meeting, had decided that Good 
should tell Farhart to elicit more specific commitments from Senator Williams. llS 

(Wms. D.P. Tr. 473-75.) After the interruption Senator Williams stated, 

No, the, er, my interest is with my associates. • • • So my only interest 
is to see this come together. And the, and the, the elements that I can help 
with, your, your personal situation. Er, I am very, I frnd it, er, a desirable 
thing to do for you, personally. And it's part of creating something of value, 
bringing in that ore. (Wrns. Gov't Trial Ex. 25A, at 9, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 
6, at 356.) 

After additional com:ersation about the titanium venture and the sheik's immigra
tion needs, Good interrupted again with a telephone call to tell Farhal't to try to get 
Senator Williams to link his assistance on the immigration matter more explicitly 
to the titanium investment. (See id. at 12, Sen. Comm. Print, Pt. 6, at 359; Wms. 
D.P. Tr. 177.) Before the meeting ended, Williams "pledge[d to] do everything in my 
power to advance your residency." (Wms. Gov't Trial Ex. 25A, at 14. Sen. Comm. 
Print, Pt. 6, at 361.) 

On January 18 Weinberg telephoned Criden to ten him to expect to meet Michael 
Cohen (Special Agent Wald) and Ernie Poulos (Special Agent Haridopolos). (See Jan
notti Gov't Trial Exs. 2B, 2C.) Criden met Cohen and Poulos at the Barclay Hotel in 
Philadelphia that afternoon. (See Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2D.) Cohen explained that 
the sheik had decided to build a hotel in Philadelphia, was concerned about pos
sible zoning and labor problems, and hoped to ensure cooperation from the Philadel
phia government. (See id. at 2-4, 7-16.) Criden stated that his law partner, who was 
a city councilman, and George Schwartz, the President of the Ci~ Council, were 
powerful. (See id. at 4, 17-18.) Criden told Cohen that Cohen could' deal with" both 
officials. (See id. at 19.) Criden identified his partner as Louis Johanson and said, 
"He, ah, anything,-anything you wanna-my partner owes his allegiance to me." 
(Id. at 19-20.) Criden stated that the "tariff' for Johanson would be $25,000 and 
that Schwartz would cost at least $30,000. (See id. at 21, 28, 35-37.) Criden promised 
to try to arrange meetings with both councilmen and assured Cohen that he could 
"talk as candidly as you want" with Johanson. (Id. at 28; see id. at 22-23, 26-27, 30-
31, 35-36.) Criden said that he would "have to clear it first with" Schwartz Cid. at 
28), but that "we can deliver everything that you want for you" (id. at 22). Criden 

""The teletype makes no reference to the other public officials involved in the Abscam 
~over operati~ _ 

11 7 Payment of a $40,000 bribe to Senator Williams had been approved. ([Deleted)) 
lIaThe controversies surrounding the timing of this telephone call specifically and the meet

ing generally are extensively discussed at pp. :!1l7-40 supra. 
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warned Cohen and Poulos not to try to bribe [deleted}. (See id. at 33.) Finally, Cohen 
and Criden agreed that Criden would receive $10,000 for producing the two council
men for bribes. (See id. at 37-39.) 

That evening Cdden introduced Johanson to Cohen and Poulos. (See Jannotti 
Gov't Trial Ex. 2E.) Cohen outlined the sheik's interest in building a hotel in Phila
delphia and in ensuring the cooperation of the local government. (See id. at 7-8, 17-
30.) Johanson guaranteed that he would "[d]eliver you the majority of the votes that 
you need to straighten out any problems you have with the City Council." (ld. at 49; 
see id. at 73-74.) Cohen gave Johanson $25,000. (See id. at 72, 80.) Johanson and 
Cdden volunteered to approach City Council President Schwartz and Councilman 
Harry Jannotti to discuss their interest in accepting bribes. (See id. at 55-56, 81-83, 
87.) Johanson left, and Cdden remained to receive his $5,000 for having produced 
Johanson. (See id. at 96.) Criden repeated his assurances the he would determine 
whether Jannotti and Schwartz would participate. (See id. at 93-96.) 

On January 22 Oriden told Cohen that he had discllssed the scenario with Jan
notti and Schwartz, but that he had not yet received an answer from them regard
ing their wish to participate. (See Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2F.) On the next day 
Criden told Cohen that Schwartz had agreed to participate in return for $30,000. 
(See Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2G, at 2-4.) Cdden agreed to try to schedule a meeting. 
(See id. at 6-7.) Criden introduced Schwartz to Cohen and Poulos that evening. (See 
Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2H.) Cohen, Criden, and Schwartz discussed the hotel project 
and the sheik's interest In avoiding problems with the municipal government. (See 
id. at 5-9.) Schwartz and Criden described Schwartz' influence in the City Council 
and Philadelphia government, and Schwartz assured Cohen that he would have no 
problems. (See id. at 10-15, 20, 27-34, 69, 77-79.) Cohen gave Schwartz $30,000, and 
Schwartz left. (See id. at 79-82.) Cohen gave Criden $5,000. (See id. at 83.) 

Cohen then asked whether he should meet Representatives Myers and Lederer to 
obtain their assistance with the hotel project. (See id. at 86-88, 91-92.) Cdden prom
ised to try to arrange meetings with Myers, Lederer, and Councilman Jemnotti. (See 
id. at 95-96, 99-100, 116.) Cohen told Cdden that he wanted to inform Myers and 
Lederer that they could be required to begin providing immigration assistance soon. 
(See id. at 101-02, 107-08.) Criden told Cohen again not to try to bribe [deleted]. (See 
id. at 109-12.) 

On the afternoon of January 24 Criden told Cohen by telephone that Lederer was 
out-of-to\"ffi but that he could arrange meetings with Janno:ti and Myers. (See Jan
notti Gov't Trial Ex. 21.) That evening Criden introduced Jannotti to Cohen and 
Poulos, and Cohen explained the hotel scenario. (See Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2J, at 
I, 8·-15.) Jannotti stated that, if the project was legitimate, he envisioned no prob
lems and would assist regardless of "what else they [Abdul Enterprises) want to 
come up with." (Id. at 19; see id. at 9-22, 33-34.) Cohen elicited explicit assurances 
from Jannotti and gave him $10,000. (See id. at 33-35, 39-42.) After Jannotti left, 
Cdden confirmed arrangements with Myers. (See Jannotti Gov't Trial Ex. 2K, at 15.) 
Cohen agreed to pay Criden $8,000 for Jannotti and Myers. (See id. at 15-17.) 

Shortly thereafter Criden introduced Myers to Cohen and Poulos. (See Myers Gov't 
Trial Ex. 7 A, at 31.) Cohen told Myers that the sheik's situation was deteriorating 
and asked what steps Myers would take if he were told soon that the sheik wanted 
to emigrate immediately. (See id. at 40.) Myers stated that it was difficult to predict 
his course of action before the problem arose, but that he could introduce private 
legislation if he had a justification to explain his actions. (See id. at 41-46.) Cohen 
then explained the hotel project and asked if Myers could assist those plans. (See id. 
at 47-49.) Myer8, responded that, although [deleted] could not be approached, Myers 
would use his influence with the City Council and other local officials. (See id. at 
49-52, 66-70.) Myers also said that Pennsylvania state legislator [deleted] would be 
interested in assisting in his region. (See id. at 90-93,) After a discussion of prospec
tive investments in the Port of Philadelphia, Atlantic City, and other locales in 
Pennsylvania, Myers complained that he had been short-changed in August. (See id. 
at 117-23.) Cohen agreed to give Myers an additional $35,000 for the August meet
ing to handle the immigration matter and $50,000 to handle hotel problems with 
the local government. (See id. at 124-66.) 

On the evening of January 25 Myers returned, at Cohen's request, to meet with 
him. ([Deleted]; Myers Gov't Trial Ex. 8A.) After a discussion of the circumstances 
that had led to Myers' reduced share of the August bribe (see id. at 2-12, 21-25), 
Cohen asked if Myers could arrange payoff meetings with [deleted] and Representa
tive [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Myers agreed to try to arrange a meeting with (deleted], 
but he said that "[deleted] would not come to this kind of a meeting." ([Deleted]) 

Also on January 25 Weinberg telephoned John Stowe. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial 
Ex. 18C.) Stowe said that Representative Jenrette would be able to arrange a meet-
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ing at which Senator Thurmond would accept a bribe. (See id. at 2-3.) Stowe said 
that the meeting would have to be in Jemette's home and that Senator Thurmond 
would not make explicit guarantees. (See id. at 3-4.) Jenrette told Weinberg later 
that evening that he had spoken to Senator Thurmond and that he would contact 
him again to schedule a meeting. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 19C.) On the following 
morning DeVito telephoned Jenrette and asked him to try to schedule the meeting 
within one week. (See Jenrette Gov't Trial Ex. 20C.) Two days later Jenrette told 
DeVito that he had spoken to Senator Thurmond only "in a very vague way," but 
that he would not be able to produce Senator Thurmond for a meeting, and that the 
Senator would not accept money or give assurances in advance. (Jenrette Gov't Trial 
Ex. 21C, at 3; see id. at 2-5,9-10.) On January 29 Stowe told Weinberg that Senator 
Thurmond would not make assurances in return for monex, but would only accept 
money after he introduced the legislation. (See Jenrette Gov t Trial Ex. 22C.) 

Cohen (Special Agent Wald) telephoned Representative Myers also on January 29 
to ask about meeting [deleted]. ([Deleted]) Myers said that he had to discuss the pro
posal more thoroughly with [deleted] before scheduling a meeting. ([Deleted]) The 
next day Myers told Cohen that "there's a strong possibility" that Cohen would be 
able to meet [deleted] on January 31. ([Deleted]) On January 31 Myers told Cohen 
that [deleted] would participate and that Myers would arrange a meeting that eve
ning. ([Deleted]) Later that day, Myers said that he was meeting [deleted] to discuss 
the proposal. ([Deleted]) Shortly thereafter Myers telephoned and said that [deleted] 
had agreed to participate and that the two of them were leaving immediately to 
meet Cohen. ([Deleted]) 

Myers introduced [deleted] to Cohen and Poulos and Cohen outlined the asylum 
scenario. ([Deleted]) Cohen expressed an interest in investing in coal projects in 
Pennsylvania and asked if [deleted] could use influence to assist with environmental 
regulation. ([Deleted]) After extensive discussion [deleted] said, "[W]e're not going to 
complete this in one meeting. Okay, I'd like to have more time with ya." ([Deleted]) 
Cohen asked whether he could be assured that [deleted] would vote favorably to 
Abdul Enterprises' interests. ([Deleted]) [deleted] responded, "[T]o be fair, I don't 
think I could say 'yes' at this point, because I don't know what you're asking." ([De
leted]) After Cohen mentioned money, [deleted] suggested that they postpone that 
discussion until another time. ([Deleted]) [deleted] left, and Cohen and Myers agreed 
to try to meet with [deleted] again in the future. ([D~leted]) 

On January 10 FBI HQ had approved January 31 as the date for termination of 
the covert phase of the Abscam investigation. (UJeleted]) By late January inquiries 
from NBC, the New York Times, and Newsday r~vew.ed that members of the press 
were becoming increasingly aware of details of the Abscam operation. (See Jannotti 
Pre-trial D.P. Tr. 2.23-.41, 2.191-.194.) Nevertheless, Department of Justice officials 
decided to prolong the covert phase until February 2. (See id. at 2.200-.201, 3.30-.37.) 

In preparation for the termination of the covert operation, in late January Wein
berg and the undercover agents began asking suspects for their anticipated where
abouts on February 2 and arranging meetings with them on that date. (See e.g., 
Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 35A; [Deleted]; [Deleted]; Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 36A; 
Kelly Gov't Trial Ex. 18C.) 

FEBRUARY 1980 

At noon on February 2 Criden met DeVito and Weinberg in a hotel room at the 
JFK Hilton in New York. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 37A.) Weinberg had ar
ranged the meeting on the pretext that DeVito had money for Criden and that the 
sheik was arriving from overseas and wanted to meet him. (See Thompson Gov't 
Trial Ex. 35A.) Ostensibly while waiting for the sheik's arrival, Devito led Criden 
through a recital of the history of his dealings with Abdul Enterprises, from the 
origin of the asylum scenario through the meetings with Myers, Lederer, Thompson, 
Murphy, Murtha, Johanson, Schwartz, and Jannotti. (See Thompson Gov't Trial Ex. 
37 A, at 2-6, 11.) Criden said that "Murtha is ready to go by the way. • • • I got a 
call yesterday. He's ready to play." (Id. at 4; see id. at 11-13.) Criden also stated, "I 
can get five more [public officials] if you want 'em." (Id. at 6; see id. at 17.) Criden 
described his plans for handling Murphy's share of the shipping venture. (See id. at 
6-7.) Instead of introducing Criden to the sheik, DeVito identified himself as FBI 
Agent Amoroso and introduced Criden to FBI Supervisor John Good and another 
agent, who interviewed Criden. (See id. at 18.) 

Shortly thereafter at the hotel, DeVito and Weinberg met Stanley Weisz, who was 
expecting to receive $50,000 for the Kelly meeting. ([Deleted]) With William Rosen
berg waiting nearby, DeVito gave Weisz the money. (~Deleted]) As Weisz left, he was 
stopped and questioned by FBI agents. (See Kelly Gov t Trial Exs. 7, 8, 9, 10.) 
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Also on February 2 FBI agents interviewed Representative Myers at his home, 
where he was expecting Poulos (Special Agent Haridopolos) to deliver $85,000. ([De
leted]) Myers denied knowing DeVito, Weinberg, or Cohen and denied having had 
business dealings with Criden. ([Deleted]) Simultaneously, according to plan, teams 
of FBI agents interviewed over 30 suspects of the investigation. ([Deleted]) On the 
evening of February 2, television news broadcasts carried the first detailed public 
reports of the Abscam investigation. 
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APPENDIXB 

SENATE RESOLUTIONS REGARDING THE SELECT COMMITTEE AND RULES OF 
PROCEDURE OF THE SELECT COMMITTEE 

III 

97TH CONGRESS S RES 350 2D SESSION • • 
Est.ablishing a select committee to conduct an investigation of the activities of 

components of the Department of Justice in connection with their law 
enforcement undercover operations and to recommend such legislation as the 
committee deems necessary or desirable. 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

MARCH 24 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 22), 1982 
Mr. BAKER (for himself, Mr. ROBERT C. BYRD, Mr. STEVENS, and Mr. 

CRANSTON) ,submitted the following resolution; which was ordered held at 
the desk 

MARCH.25 (legislative day, FEBRUARY 22), 1982 

Considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
Establishing a select committee to conduct an investigation of 

the activities of components of the Department of Justice in 

connection with their law enforcement undercover oper

ations and to recommend su~h legislation as the committee 

deems necessary or desirable. 

Whereas, law enforcement undercover activities by components 

of the Department of Justice may fulfill a useful and benefi

cial purpose in the investigation and prosecution of crimes 

against the United States; 

Whereas, allegations have been raised of improprieties in the 

'formulation and conduct of the so-called ABSCAM under-
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cover operation by components of the Department of Jus

tice; 

Whereas, these' allegations specifically include the allegation 

that in the ABSCAM operation attempts were made to 

create improper conduct on the part of certain persons (in

cluding Members of Congress), including instances where no 

adequate basis may have existed for suspecting the person 

of prior improper activity or a predisposition to commit such 

activity; 

Whereas, these allegations' respecting investigative techniques 

further include questions of possible prosecutorial miscon

duct in connection with the ABSCAM operation; 

Whereas, thes.e allegations may further indicate a pattern of il

legal or improper targeting and investigative techniques uti

lized by components of the Department of Justice in law 

enforcement undercover operations; and 

Whereali, a thorough and independent investigation by the 

Senate of the United States is necessary to determine the 

facts with respect to targeting and investigative techniques 

utilized in connection with law enforcement undercover op

erations carried Olit by components of the Department of 

Justice generally and in connection with the ABSCAM op

eration specifically: Now, therefore, be it 

1 Resolved, That it is the purpose of this resolution to 

2 establish a select committee of the Senate to conduct an in-

3 vestigation and study of the activities of components of the 

4 Department of ,T ustice in conn{\ction with their law enforce-

5 ment undercover operations 01' of any persons, aQting individ-

6 ually or in combination with others, in connection with such 
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1 operations, and to recommend such legislation as the commit-

2 tee deems necessary or desirable. 

S SEC. 2. (a) There is hereby established a select commit-

4 tee of the Senate, which may be called, for convenience of 

5 expression, the Select Oommittee to Study Law Enforcement 

f; Undercover Activities of Oomponents of the Department of 

7 Justice (hereinafter referred to as the "select committee"), to 

8 conduct an investigation and study of activities of compo-' 

9 nents of the Department of Justice in connection with their 

10 law enforcement undercover operations or of any persons 

it acting individually or in combination with others, in connec-

12 tion with such operations, and to recommend such legislation 

13 as the select committee deems necessary or desirable. 

14 (b) The select committee shall consist of eight members 

15 of the Senate, four majority members of the Senate to be 

16 appointed by the :President of the Senate upon the recom-

17 mendation of the Majority Leader of the Senate, and four 

18 minority members of the Senate to be appointed by the :Presi-

19 dent of the Senate upon the recommendation of the Minority 

20 Leader of the Senate. For the purposes of paragraph 4 of rule 

21 XXV of the Sta.llding Rules of the Senate, service of a Sena-

22 tor as a member, chairman, or vice chairman of the select 

23 committee shall not be taken into account. 

24 (c) The majority members of the select committee shall 

25 select a chairman, and the minority members of the select 
", 
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1 committee shall select a vice chairman, and the select com-

2 mittee shall adopt rules and procedures, not inconsistent with 

3 the rules and procedures of the Senate, to govern its proceed-

4 ings, and to provide for the security of records, documents, 

5 information and other materials in its custody and of its pro-

6 ceedings, and to prevent unauthorized disclosure of inform a-

7 tion and materials disclosed to it in the course of its investi-

8 gation and study. The Vlce chairman shall not assume the 

9 functions of acting chairman in the absence of the chairman, 

10 but shall preside over meetings of the select committee 

11 during the absence of the chairman, and shall discharge such 

12 other responsibilities as may be assigned to him by the select 

13 committee or the chairman. Vacancies in the membership of 

14 the select committee shall not affect the authority of the re-

15 maining mpmbers to execute the functions of the select com-

16 mittee and shall be filled in the same manner as original a,p-

17 pointments to it are made. 

18 (d) A majority of the members of the select committee 

19 shall constitute a quorum for the transaction of business, but 

20 the select committee may affix a lesser number as a quorum 

21 for the purpose of taking testimony before the select commit-

22 tee. 

23 (e) In the event that a tie vote occurs, the pendi~g 

24 matter then being voted upon shall be determined in accord-

25 ance with the vote of the chairman. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 30 
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1 SEC. 3. The select committee is authorized and directed 

2 to do everything necessary or appropriate to conduct the in-

3 vestigation and study specified in subsection (a) of section 2. 

4 Without restricting in any way the authority conferrred upon 

5 the select committee by the preceding sentence, the Senate 

6 further expressly authorizes and directs the select committee 

7 to make a complete investigation and study of the activities 

8 of components of the Department of Justice or of any or all 

9 persons who may have information bearing upon the jurisdic-

10 tion of the select committee, with respect to the following 

11 matters: 

12 (1) The alleged targeting by any component of 

13 the Department of Justice of particular individuals for 

14 law enforcement undercover activities without justifica-

15 tion. 

16 (2) The origin and initiation of such law enforce-

17 ment undercover activities, including the standards ap-

18 plied in determining whether and with respect to whom 

19 such activities should be employed. 

20 (3) Oontinuation or modification of previously ini-

21 tiated law enforcement undercover activities, including 

22 the standards applied in determining whether any such 

23 ongoing activities should be employed with respect to 

24 additional individuals. 
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1 (4) The standards for termination of such law en-

2 forcement undercover activities. 

3 (5) The techniques employed in the course of 

4 such law enforcement undercover activities, including 

5 the standards applied in determining which techniques 

6 should be employed. 

7 (6) The management! supervision, and direction of 

8 such law enforcement undercover activities and the 

9 decisionmaking process with respect thereto. 

10 (7) The management, direction, supervision, and 

11 control of undercover agents, employees, and inform-

12 ants in such law enforcement undercover activities. 

13 (8) The coordination between or among compo-

14 nents of the Department of Justice in connection with 

15 such law enforcement undercover activities. 

16 (9) The activities and responsibilities of prosecu-

17 tors in connection with the investigation and prosecu-

18 tion of cases arising out of such law enforcement un-

19 dercover activities. 

20 (10) The effectiveness of, and need for further, 

21 executive branch guidelines in connectiQn with such 

22 law enforcement undercover activities. 

23 (11) The need for specific legislation to govern 

24 such law enforcement undercover activities. 
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1 (12) The possible violation of any state or United 

2 States statute or constitutional provision, or the possi-

3 ble violation of any rule or regulation by any compo-

4 nent of the Department of Justice, in connection with 

5 such law enforcement undercover activities, and the 

6 extent to which innocent persons may have been 

7 harmed by such possible violations. . 

8 (13) The I!eed for improved oversight by the ex-

9 ecutiv~ branch and the Congress of such law enforce-

10 ment undercover activities. 

11 (14) Theissue of whether the existing laws of the 

12 United States are adequ'ate, either in their provisions 

13 or manner of enforcement, to safeguard the rights of 

14 American citizens, to accomplish appropriate executive 

15 branch and legislative branch control of such law en-

16 forcement undercover activities, and to give appropri-

17 ate authorization for components of the Department of 

18 Justice to engage in law enforcement undercover activ-

19 ities. 

20 (15) The effectiveness of, and need for further, 

21 executive branch procedures to investigate allegations 

22 made concerning illegal, improper or unethical conduct 

23 in connection with such law enforcement' undercover 

24 activities. 
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1 (16) Such other related matters as the select 

2 committee deems necessary in order to carry out its re-

B sponsibilities under section 2. 

4 SEC. 4. (a) To enable the select committee to conduct 

5 investigations and studies into any matter within its jurisdic-

6 tion, the Senate hereby empowers the select committee as an 

7 agency of the Senate (1) to employ and fix the compensation 

8 of such clerical, investigatory, legal, technical, and other as-

9 sistants as it deems necessary or appropriate, but it may not 

10 exceed the normal Senate salary schedules; (2) to sit and act 

11 at any time or place during sessions, recesses, and adjourn-

12 ment periods of the Senate; (3) to hold hearings for taking 

13 testimony on oath or to receive documentary or physical evi-

14 dence relating to the matters and questions it is authorized to 

15 investigate or study; (4) to require by subpoena or otherwise 

16 the attendance as witnesses before the select committee or at 

17 depositions of any persons who may have knowledge or infor-

18 mation concerning any of the matters the select committee is 

19 authorized to investigate and study; (5) to require by subpoe-

20 na or order any department, agency, officer, or employee of 

21 the executive branch of the United States Government, or 

22 any person, firm, corporation, or entity to produce for its con-

23 sideration or for use as evidence in the select committees' 

24 investigation and study any books, checks, canceled' checks, 

25 correspondence, communications, documents, papers, physi-
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1 cal evidence, records, recordings, tapes, or materials relating 

2 to any of the matters it is authorized to investigate and study 

3 which they or any of them may have in their custody or 

4 under their control; (6) to make to the Senate any recommen-

5 dations the select committee deems appropriate with respect 

6 to the failure or refusal of any person to answer questions or 

7 give testimony before it or in a deposition or with respect to 

8 the fai1ure or refusal of any officer or employee of the execu-

9 tive branch of the United States Government or any person, 

10 firm, corporation, or entity, to produce before the select com-

11 mittee any books, checks, canceled checks, correspondence, 

12 communications, documents, financial records, papers, physi-

13 cal evidence, records, recordings, tapes, or materials in obe-

14 dience to any sub.poena or order; (7) to take depositions ~nd 

15 

16 law to administer oaths; (8) 
........ ~~ 

17 to procure the temporary or intermittent services of individu-

18 al consu1tants, or organizations thereof, in the same manner 

19 and under the same conditions as a standing committee of the 

20 Senate may procure such services under section 202(i) of the 

21 Legislat~ve Reorganization Act of 1946; (9) to use on a reim-

22 bursable basis, with the prior consent of the Committee on 

23 Rules and Administration, the services of personnel of any 

24 department or agency of the United States; (10) to use on a 

25 reimbursable basis or otherwise, with the prior consent of the 
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1 chairman of any committee, or of any subcommittee of any 

2 committee of the Senate, facilities or services of any members 

3 of the staffs of such other Senate committees or subcommit-

4 tees, whenever the select committee or its chairman deems 

5 that such action is necessary or appropriate to enable the 

6 select committee to conduct the investigation and study au-

7 thorized and directed by this resolution; (11) to have direct 

8 access through the agency of its members or staff, when and 

9 as designated by the select committee, to any data, evidence I 

10 information, report, analysis, or document or paper, relating 

11 to any of the matters or questions which it is authorized and 

12 directed to investigate and study which is in the custody or 

13 under the control of any department, agency, officer, or em-

14 ployee of the executive branch of the United States Govern-

15 ment, without regard to the jurisdiction or authority of any 

16 other Senate committee, and which will aid the select com-

17 mittee to prepare for or conduct the investigation and study 

18 authorized and directed by this resolution, and (12) to expend 

19 to the extent it determines necessary or appropriate any 

20 moneys made available to it by the Senate to perform the 

21 duties and exercise the powers conferred upon it by this reso-

22 lution and to conduct the investigation and study authorized 

23 and directed by this resolution to conduct. 

24 (b) Subpoenas may be authorized and issued by the 

25 select committee acting through the chairman or any other 
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1 member designated by him; and may be served by any per-

2 sons designated by such chairman or other member anywhere 

3 within the borders of the United States. The chairman of the 

4 select committee, or any other member thereof, is hereby au-

5 thorized to administer oaths to any witnesses appearing 

6 before the committee. 

7 (c) In preparing for or conducting the investigation and 

8 study authorized and directed by this resolution, the select 

9 committee shaH be empowered to exercise the powers con-

10 ferred upon committees of the Senate by section 6002 of title 

11 18, United States Code, or any other Act of Congress regu~ 

12 lating the granting of immunity to witnesses. 

13 (d) To assist the select committee in its investigation 

14 and study, the Senate Legal Counsel and Deputy Counsel 

15 are authorized and directed to work with and under the juris-

16 diction and authority of the select committee chairman and 

17 vice chairman. 

18 (e) To assist the select committee in its investigation 

19 and study, the chairman shall appoint a committee chief 

20coul1sel and the vice chairman shall appoint a committee 

21 deputy chief counsel. All clerical, investigatory, legal, techni-

22 cal, and other personnel who assist the select committee in 

23 its investigation and study shall provide such assistance pur-

24 sunnt to the direction and control of the committee chief 

25 counsel and the committee deputy chief counsel. 
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1 SEC. 5. The select committee shall have authority to 

2 recommend the enactment of any new legislation r,r the 

3 amendment of any e~isting statute which it considers neces-

4 sary or desirable in accordance with its findings. 

5 SEC. 6. The select committee shall make a final report 

6 of the results of the investigation and study conducted by it 

7 pursuant to this resolution, together with its findings and its 

8 recommendations as to new congressional legislation or any 

9 administrative or other action it deems necessary or desir-

10 able, to the Senate at the earliest practicable date, but no 

11 later than December 15, 1982. The select committee may 

12 also submit to the Senate such interim reports as it considers 

13 appropriate. After submission of its final report, the select 

14 committee shall have until January 15, 1983, to close its 

15 affairs, and on such date shall cease to exist. 

16 SEC. 7. The expenses of the select committee through 

17 December 15, 1982, shall not exceed $250,000. Such ex-

18 penses shall be paid from the contingent fund of the Senate 

19 upon vouchers approved by the chairman of the select com-

20 mittee. 
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s. Res. 485 

In the Senate of the United States, 
September 29 (legislative day, September 8), 1982. 

Whereas on March 25, 1982, the Senate adopted S. Res. 350, 

thereby establishing the Select Oommittee to Study Law 

Enforcement Undercover Activities of Oomponents of the 

Department of Justice (hereinafter referred to as the Select 

Oommittee) to conduct an investigation and study of activi~ 

ties of components of the Department of Justice in connec~ 

tion with their law enforcement undercover operations gen~ 

eraIly, and the ABSOAM operation specifically; 

Whereas the Select Oommittee has received conflicting evidence 

regarding the distribution of funds paid by undercover oper~ 

atives of the Government as purported bribes to public offi

cials in the ABSOAM operation; 

Whereas in order to investigate the substance of these disputes 

it is necessary for the select committee to inspect and to re

ceive tax returns, return information, and tax'-relatedmate

rial, held by the Secretary of the Treasury; 

Whereas information necessary for such investigation . cannot 

reasonably be obtained from any other source; and 

Whereas under subsections 6103(f}(3} and 6103(f}(4}(B} of the 

Internal Revenue Oode of 1954, as amended, a committee 

of the ~enate has the right to inspect tax returns if such 
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committe'e is specifically authorized to investigate tax re

turns by resolution of the Senate: Now, therefore, be it 

Resolved, That the Select Committee to Study Law En-

forcement Undercover Activities of Components of the Depart

ment of J.ustice is authorized, in addition to S. Res. 350, to in

spect and to receive for tax years 1979 and 1980 any tax re~ 

(including amended returns), return information, or other tax-re

lated material, held by the Secretary of the Treasury, related to 

ABSCAM defendants Angelo J. Errichetti, Howard L. Criden, 

and Louis C. Johanson, including any trusts, sole proprietor

ships, partnerships, corporations, and other business entities, 

other than publicly held corporations, in which the above named 

individuals have a beneficial interest, and for tax years 1977 

through 1981 any tax return (including amended returns), return 

information, or other tax-related information, held by the Secre

tary of the Treasury, related to ABSCAM cooperating witness 

Melvin Weinberg, his late wife, Cynthia Marie Weinberg, and 

his present wife, 'Evelyn Knight or Evelyn Weinberg, including 

any trusts, sole proprietorships, partnerships, corporations, and 

other business entities, other than publicly held corporations, in 

which the above named individuals have a beneficial interest, 

and any other tax return (including amended returns), return in

formation, or other tax-related material held by the Secretary of 

the Treasury related to the above-named individuals that the 
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Select Committee determines may contain information directly 

relating to its investigation and otherwise not obtainable. 

Attest: 

d;LL~ 
Secretary. 
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97TH CONGRESS S RES 517 2.0 SESSION • • 
Relating to funding of the Selec~ Committee to Study Law Enforcement 

Undercover Activities of Components of the Department of Justice. 

IN THE SENATE OF THE UNITED STATES 

DECEMBER 15 Gegislative day, NOVEMBER 30), 1982 

III 

Mr. STEVENS (for Mr. MATHIAS) submitted the following resolution; which was 
considered and agreed to 

RESOLUTION 
Relating to funding of the Select'" Committee to Study Law 

Enforcement Undercover Activities of Components of the 

Department of Justice. 

1 Resolved, That the first sentence of section 7 of S. Res. 

2 350, Ninety-seventh Congress, agreed to March 25, 1982, is 

3 amended by striking out "December 15, 1982," and inserting 

4 in lieu thereof "January 15, 1983,". 
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~ING THE FINAL REPORT OF 
THE SELECT COMMITTEE TO 
STUDY LAW ENFORCEMENT 
UNDERCOVER ACTIVITIES OF 
COMPONENTS OF THE DE· 
PARTMENT OF JUSTICE 
Mr. MATHIAS. Mr. President, this 

being the 15th of December, it is a day 
which, under Senate Resolution 350, 
the Select Committee To Study Law 
Enforcement Undercover Activities of 
Components of the Department of 
'Justice will file a report before the end 
of this session. . 

I ask unanimous consent that the 
full version of the report, including ci
tation to confidential documents, and 
other sensitive materials, be. filed with 
the Office of National Security Infor~ 
mation, simultaneously' with the filing 
with the Secretary of the Senate, and. 
tha~ this full version not be released 
except t,o members of the select com
mittee, .until further order of the 
Senate; and 

That the chairman and vice cha.ir-· 
man of the select committee be au
thorized to take all actions subsequent 
to December 15, 1982, which are neces
sary to complete the mission of the 
select committee, including but not 
limited to the following: 

First, to arrange for the subsequent 
PrJn~i!\g .. ~g 9!§trJQ~tion oftl!!U!lJ,Wc 
version of the select committee's final 
report; . 

Second, to approve editorial correc
tions to the text of the final report; 
and . 

Third, to provide for the proper dis
position of confidential ·documents 
furnished to the select committee by 
components of the Department of Jus
tice for use in the select committee's 
investigation. 

The PRESIDING OFFICER. With
out objection, it is so ordered. 
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RULES OF PROCEDURE OF THE SENATE 
SELECT COMMITTEE TO STUDY LAW ENFORCEMENT UNDERCOVER ACTIVITIES OF 

COMPONENTS OF THE DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE 

(Adopted April 14. 1982; published (n the Congressional Record April 15. 19821 

RULE 1. CONVENING OF MEETINGS ANO 
HEA.RINGS 

1.1 Meetings. The committee shall hold its regular 
meetings every Wednesday when the Senate is in session. 
The chairman mny call additional meetings or cancel regular 
meetings. The members of the committee may call special 
meetings as provided In Senate Rule XXV1(31. 

1.2 Notico. The committee shall make public announce-
milO! of the date, place, and 'llubject matter of any hearing 
at least one week before its commencement. A hearing may 
be called on shortened notice if the chairmBn f with the con~ 
currence of the vice chairman, determines that there is good 
cause to begin such hearing at an earlier date. 

1.3 Presiding Officer. The'chairman shall preside when 
present. If the chairman is not present at any meeting or 
hearing, the vice chairman shall preside. The chairman may 
designate any member of the committee to preside over the 
conduct of a meeting or hearing in the absence of the chair· 
man or vice chairman. 

RULE 2. CLOSEO SESSIONS ANO CONFIOENTIAL 
MATERIALS 

2.1 Procedure. All meetings and hearings shall be open 
to the public unless closed. To close a meeting or hearing 
or portion thereof, a motion shall be made and seconded 
to go into closed session to discuss whether the meeting 
or hearing will o;oncern the matters enumerated in Rule 2.3. 
Immedidtely after such discussion the committee shall return 
to open session and the meeting or hearing may then be 
closed by a record vote, including proxy votes, in open ses
sion of a majority of the members of the committee. 

2.2 Witness Request. Any witness called for a hearing 
may submit a written request to the chairman no later than 
twenty-four hours in advance for his examination to be in 
closed or open session. The chairman shall inform the com
mittee of any such request, and the committee shall take 
such action pursuant to Rule 2.1 as it deems appropriate. 

2.3 Closed Session Subjects. A meeting or hearing or 
portion thereof may be closed if the matters to be discussed 
concern: (1) national security; (2) committee staff person
nel or internal staff management or procedure; (3) matters 
tending to reflect adversely on the character or reputation 
or to invade the privacy of any individuals; (4) matters which 
will disclose the identity of any Informer or undercover law 
enforcement agent or will disclose any information relating 
to the investigation or prosecution of a criminal offense that 
is required to be kept secret in the interests of effective law 
enforcement; or (5) other matters enumerated in Senate 
Rule XXVII 51 (bl. 

2.4 Broadcasting. 
(a) Control. Any meeting or hearing open to the 

public may be covered by television, radio, or still photog
raphy. Such coverago must be conducted in an orderly and 
unobtrusive manner, and the presiding officer may for good 
cause terminate such coverage in whole or in part, or take 

such other action to control It as tho circumstances may 
warrant. 

(b) Request. A witness may request of the presiding 
officer on grounds of distraction, harassment, personal safe~ 
tv, or physical discomfort, that during his testimony cam~ 
eras, media microphones, and lights shall not be directed 
at him. and the presiding officer may take such action as 
he deems appropriate in response to the. request. 

RULE 3. QUORUMS ANO VOTING 

3.1 Reponing. Five members shall constitute a quorum 
for reporting a matter or recommendation to the Senate. 
A quorum must be physically present at the time of the final 
vote on reporting. 

3.2 Other Committee Business. Three members shall 
constitute a quorum for the conduct of any committee 
business other than B final vote on reporting, providing a 
member of the minority is present. One member shall con
stitute a quorum for hearing testimony. 

3.3 Proxies. Proxies shall be in writing, and shall be 
filed with the chief clerk by the absent member or by a 
member present at the meeting. Proxies shall contain suffi
cient reference to the pending matter to show that the ab
sent member has been informed of it and has affirmatively 
requested that he be recorded as voting on It. Proxies shall 
ootobe counted towards a quorum. 

3.4 Polling. 
(al Subjects. The committee may poll only 111 in· 

tern~i1 committee matters including the committee's staff, 
records, and budget; (21 authorization for steps In the in
vestigation. including the authorization and issuance of sub
poenas, applications for immunity ordersl and requests for 
documents from agencies; (31 other committee business. 
not including a final vote on reporting to the Senate, which 
has been designated for polling at a meeting. 

(b) Procedure. The chairman shall circulate polling 
sheets to each member specifying the matter being polled 
and the time limit for completion of the poll. If any member 
so requests. the matter shall be held for meeting rather than 
being polled. The chief clerk shall keep a record of polls; 
if the chairman, with the approval of a majority of the 
members, determines that the polled matter Is in one of the 
areas enumerated in Rule 2.3, the record of the poll shall 
be confidential. Any member may move at the committee 
meeting following a poll for a vote on the polled decision. 

RULE 4. SUBPOENAS 

4.1 Authorization. Subpoenas may be authorized by the 
committee or by the chairman, and may be issued by the 
chairman or by any other member designated by him. The 
chief clE:rk shall keep a log, and a file, of all subpoenas issued 
by the committee. 

4.2 Return_ A subpoena duces tecum or order to an 
agency for documents may bo issued whose return shall oc
cur at B time and place other than that of a scheduled hear-



ing. When a return on such a subpoena or order is In· 
complete or occompanled by an objection, the chairman 
may convene a meeting, or hearing on shortened notice to 
determine the adequacy of the return and to ruta an the ob· 
jaction, or may refer the issues raised by the return for deci· 
sian by poll of the committee. At a meeting or hearing on 
such a return, one member shall constitute a quorum. 

RU~E 5. HEARINGS 
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5.1 No/ice. Witnesses called before the committee shall 
be given at least 48 hours l1otlc8 absent a determination by 
the chairman of extmordlnary circumstances, and all 
witnesses called shalt be furnished with a copy of Senate. 
Resolution 350 and of these r\lles. 

5.2 Oath. All witnesses who testify to mptters of fact 
shall be sworn unlosS the committee votes to waive 1he t>ath. 
The chairman, or any member, shall administer the oath. 

5.3 Statement. AnV witness desiring to make an In· 
troductory statement shall file 3 copies of such statement 
with the chairman or clerk of the committee 48 hours In ad
vanes of his appearance, unless the chairman and \lice chak~ 
man deterrnine that there is good cause for a witness's 
fa\tma to do SQ, A witness may be required to summarize 
his of her prepared statement if it exceeds ten minutes. 

5.4 Counsel. 
le1 Presence. A witness's counsel shall be permit. 

ted to be present during his testimony at any publlc or closed 
hearing or deposition or staff interview to advise such 
witness of his rights; provided, however, t/1at in the case 
of any witness who is an officer or employee of the govern· 
ment, or of a corporation or association, the chairman or 
the committee may rille that representation by counsel from 
the government, cr"poration, or association or by counsel 
representing other witnesses, creates a conflict of interest, 
and that the witness shall he represented by personal 
counsel not from the government, corporation Of associa
tion or not representing other witnesses. 

(hi Indigence. A witness who is unable for 
economic reasons to obtain counsel may inform the com· 
mlttee at least 48 hours prior to the witness's appearance, 
and it wlll endea\lor to obtain volunteer counsel for the 
witness. Such counsel shall be subject solely to the control 
of the witness and not the committee. Failure to obtain 
counsel will not excusc the witness from appearing and 
testifying. 

(c) Conduct Counsel snail conduct themselves in 
an ethIcal and professional manner. Failure to do 50 shall, 
upon a finding to that effect by a majority of the members 
present, subject such counsel to diSCiplinary actiof'l, which 
may include warning, censure, or ejection. If counsel is 
disciplined, the provision5 of Rule 5.4(b) for a witness who 
is unable to obtain new counsel shall apply. 

5.5 Transcript. An accurate electronic or stenographic 
record shall be kept of the testimonv of al\ witnesses in 
closed and public hearings, Upon his request and at his ex· 
pense, a copy of or access to a copy of a witness's testimony 
in public or closed session shall be provided to the witness. 
Upon inspecting his transcript, within a time limit set by the 
committee clerk a witness may request changes in the 
transcript to correct errors of transcription, grammatical ar· 
ro~s, and ob\llous errors of fact; the chairman or a staff of· 
ficer designated by him shall rule on such requests. 

5.6 Impugned Persons. Any person who believes that 
evidence presented, or comment made by a member or 

staff; at a public hoaring or at a cldsed hearing concerning 
whIch there have been public ,eports, tends to impugn hIs 
character or adversely affect his reputation may: 

(a) file a sworn statement of facts relevant to the 
evidence or comment, which shaH be placed in the hearing 
record; 

{bl ,equest the opportunity to appear personally 
before the committee to testify in his own behalf; or 

(c) submit questions in writing which he requests 
be used (or the cross·examlnatlon of witnesses called by 
the committee. The chairman shall Inform the committee 
of such requests fer appearance Or cross·examination. If the 
committee so decides, the requested questions} or 
paraphrased versions or portions of them, shall be pot to 
tho other wltnesses by a member or by staff. 

5.7 Additlonsl Witnesses. Any three members of the 
committee shall be entitled, upon request made to the chair
man, to caU additional witnesses or to require the produc· 
tion of documents during at Jeast one day of hearing. Such 
request must be made before the completion of the hear
in~ or, If subpoenas are required, no later than three days 
before the completion of the hearing. 

RULE 6. DEPOSITIONS AND EXAMINATION OF 
RECORDS 

6.1 Notice. Notices lor the taking of depositions shall 
be authorized and issued by the chairman or by a staff 
lawyer designated by him. Such notices shall specify a time 
and place for examination, and the name of the staff lawyer 
or lawyers who will take the deposition. Unless otherwise 
specified, the deposition shall be in private. The commlttee 
shall not initiate procedures leading to criminal or civil en
forcement proceedings for a witness's failure to appear 
unless the deposition notice was accompanied bV a sub
poena authorized by the committee Or the chairman~ 

6.2 Counsel. Witnesses may be accompanied at a de· 
position by counsel to Cidvlse them of their rights, subject 
to the provisions of Rule 5.4. 

6.3 Procedure. Witnesses shall be examined upon oath 
administered by a member or an Individual authorized by 
local law to administer oDths. Questions shall be propounded 
orally by stal! lawyers. Objections by the witness as to the 
form of questions shall be noted for the record. If a witness 
objects to a question and refuses to tt3stify on the basis of 
relevance or privilege, the committee staff may proceed with 
the deposition, or maYI at that timB or at a subsequent time, 
seek a ruling by telephone Or otherwise on the objection 
from the chairman of the committee or a member designated 
by him. If the chairman or designated mernber overrules the 
objection, he may refer the matter to the committee or he 
may order and direct the witness to answer the question, 
but the committee shan not initiate procedures leading to 
civil or criminal enfolcement Urlless the witness refuses to 
testify after he has been so ordered and directed to answer. 

6.4 Filing. The committee staff shalf see that the 
testimony is transcribed or electronic{lllY recorded. If it is 
transcribed, the witness shall be furnished with a copy Or 

access to a copy for review. No later than five days 
thereafter. if a copy Is Provided the witness shall return it 
with his Or her signatUre, and the staff may enter the 
changes, if any. requested by the witness in acccrdance 
with Rula 5.5. If the witness fails to Tatum a signed copy 
the staff shall note on the transcript the date a copy was 
Pfo\lided and the failure to return it. The individual ad-



ministering the oath shall certify on the transcript that the 
witness was duly sworn In his presence, the transcriber shall 
certify ihat the transcript [s a true record of the testimony, 
and tho transcript shall then be filed with the committee 
clerk. Comminee staff may stipulate with the witness to 
changes In this procedure. Objections to ~mor,~ !r, this pro· 
ceduro which mlsht be cured if prornt->llv pr.usentod arB 
waived unless timely objection thereto is made. 

6.5 Examination of Records. Tha commi~ee or the 
chairman may authorize the staff to inspect locations or 
systems of records on behalf of the committee. 

RULE 7. PROCEDURES FOR HANDLING OF SEN· 
SITIVE OR CONFIDENTIAL MATERIALS 

7.1 Security. Committee offices shall operate unde"!' 
strict security precautions. The chairman may reque~t th~ 
Senate Sergeant at Arms to provide assistance necosSVi:y 
to Insure strict se~urtty. 

7.2 Sensitive or Confidential Mateilals. The chr.Y/(T'lan 
may designate categories of sensitive Ot' conf{·;~(lIItial 
materials, which shall be segregated in a secure 'IJllrage 
area. The chairman may also enter Into agreemel1'!'" to ob
tain materials and information lAnder assurances .;(mcerrn. 
lng confidentiality. Each membEH of the committee $11all bo 
notified of such agreements. 

7.3 Access. Members may designate indivhduals on 
their staffs to have access to committee material's subject 
to the rules concerning nondisclosure appJicablff, tl;) com .. 
mittee staff. Staff accons to mtderials may be 1imited by the 
chairman and vice chairman (]If by staff officers designated 
by them to prota~.t the confidentiality of materials. 

7.4 Nondisclosure. No testimony taken Including the 
names of witnesses testifying, or material presented. in 
depositions or at closed hearings, and no confidential 
materials or information, shall be made public, in whole or 
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in part or by way of summary, or disclosed to anyone out
side the committee and Individuals designated on members' 
staffs, unless authorized by the committee or tlla chairman. 
Allegations concerning unauthorized disclosure may be 
resolved by the committee or may be referred by a majority 
vote of the committee to the Select Committee on Ethics. 
The employment of any member of the staff who fails to 
'.' f)nform to these rules may be immediately terminated. 

RULE 8. STAFF 

8.1 Detailees and Consultants. The chairman shall have 
authority to use on a reimbursable basis, with the prior can· 
sent of the Committee on Rulas and Administration, the ser· 
vices of personnel of any department or agency of the 
United States and shall have authority to procure the tern· 
porary or Intermittent services of Individual consultants or 
organizations. 

8.2 Applicability of Rules. For purposes of Rules 6 and 
7 of these rules, the officers and employees of the Office 
of Senate Legal Counsel shall be deemed committee staff. 

RULE 9. EFFECTIVE CHANGES IN RULES 

9.1 These rules shall become effective upon publica .. 
tion in the Congressional Record. These rules may be 
modified, amended, or repealed by the C"'l1mittee, provided 
that all members are present or provide proxies or if a notice 
in writing of the proposed changes has been given to each 
member at least 48 hours prior to the meeting at which ac· 
tion thereon is to be taken. The changes shall become ef .. 
factive Immediately upon publication of the changed rule 
or rules In the Congressional Record, or immediately upon 
approval of the changes If so resolved by the committee so 
long as any witnesses Who may be effected by tho change 
in rules are provided with them. 
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APPENDIX C 

CORRESPONDENCE REGARDING THE S~L~CT COMMITTEE'S ACCESS TO 
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE DOCUMENTS 

f '111 ',.:'MC:C. ,~"ri".", ill .. ""n. t,nA')U","" ___ ,,~ 'If II, "&lOP!.' "''''''' It'l .. YlCil cu ... uu. ..... ". 
,,, ... ,,.. .... II'CCu,'Hr. 1011110 UM.lr ... 1(, luo.."r. "ioWA, 
"" ," It, &.I.or''''~o'''' WYO. Ltt:''''I''' or;~ ..... ,,'''1; • 
..,.,111.1;" ".I~N. N.H. ,.,.,n$CK I. LCAHY, W. 

s£1,.ECY COMMITTEE TO STUDV I".AW ltNFORCKMEN'T 
UHD£RCOVER AC11V'TlU 0" Q)MPOHEHT&OP' THE 

DEPARTMeNT Oil' JI,JI.TIC. 

(PuIliIIUM' 'rO •• RU. ~ W'nlCotr».uM) 

WASHINQTON. D.C. Z05'0 

May ZS, 1982 

The Honorable William H. Webster 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
J. Edgar Hoover Building 
Ninth and Pennsylvania Sts., N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

Dear Director: 

As a result of conferences between the staff of 
this Committee and representatives of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation, it is my understanding that you have agreed 
to provide tne Committee information respecting undercover 
operations conducted by the FBI, specifically including 
information concerning the undercover operations known as 
ABSCAM. Indeed, counsel to this Committee have advised the 
Committee that, as far as your organization is concerned, 
all foB! records relevant to our investigation will be made 
available to us, subject to appropriate protection of 
ongoing investigations, existing informants, and sensitive 
techniques relating to such ongoing investigations. 

'1'0 cOlnmence implementation of this agreement, we 
hereby request that, as soon as possible, the FBI provide 
the Committee all existing material that is in the posses
sion of your organization and included in the following 
cutc~orics: 

1. All documents that led to the existing 
guidelines on undercover operations, 
including material reflecting the FBI 
undercover practices and procedures 
before the guidelines were formally 
adopted; 

Z. all documents reflecting communication 
in the ABSCAM investigation between any 
two or more FBI omployees or agents, 
including communications between agents 
in the field (such as Agent Amoroso and 
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Agent Good), on the one hand, and 
officials in FBI Headquarters (to 
and including the Director), on the 
other; 

3. communications between the FBI and 
the Department of Justice relating 
to ABSCAM; and 

4. all transcripts of audio and video 
tapes generated in the ABSCAM inves
tigation. 

We recognize that not all of the above material can 
be produced at once, and we understand that your representa
tives and counsel to this Committee will set priorities and 
procedures for the orderly transfer of materials designated 
in this letter. 

Thank you for your cooperation. 

Sincerely, 

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
Chairman 
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U.S. DcparltnlllllofJuSUcll 

Federal Bureau oflnvcstigation 

____________________________ ~~--~~~------------------\ i 
WlJSflllIgloII. D.C. 20535 Offico or ,hu Dlredor 

May 26, 1982 

Honorable Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
Chairman, Select Committee to Study Law 

Enforcement Undercover Activities of 
Componcn1;rJ or tho nCptl:rotmont of JUaticc 

United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Mr. Chairman: 

This is to acknowledge receipt of your letter to 
me dated May 25, 1982, requesting do~uments regarding 
Abscam and the ~BI'S undercoverp:roact1ces and' procedures. 
Subject to appropriate protection of ongo111g investigations, 
informants, and sensitive techniques, the documents' you have 
requeGted will be p:roovided to the Committee as soon as 
possible. 

I a~ informed that your General Counsel has stated 
that in orclr.rr to provont unwa:roranted invasion or privacy or 
damage to sensitive political reputations, disclosure in some 
instances may, upon agreement, be limited to members of the 
Committee, the General Counsel, and the Deputy Counsel. I 
concur in this responsible approach. 

Sincerely, 

!.NUAa-. 00--~ 
William H. Webster 

Director ". 

. ..~ 



James F. Neal, Esq. 
Malcolm E. Wheeler, Esq. 
Room 309 
Russell senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Messrs. Neal and Wheeler: 
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V.S. i)C!JIIrtlll of .lustice 

Orticc of thc Associate Allorney General 

IIIUS/llIlKlolI, D.C. 205]0 

June 8, 1982 

This letter is in response to your request for access to 
certain Department of Justice and eourt materials in connection 
with your Committee's work. You requested access to four cate
gories of materials: (1) public materials from the various Abscam 
cases; (2) non-public materials from those cases) (3) undercover 
guidelines of the Department of Justice and its various components, 
together with backup material generated in the course of preparing 
those guidelines; and (4) materials from the Department's Office 
of Professional Responsibility relating to the discipline of any 
Department of Justice personnel involved in hbscam. The following 
1::; our re::;ponsc -1:0 your requests for each of these categories: 

(1) 
have been 
Counsel. 
materials 
should be 

The public Abscam case materials that you have requested 
provided to you through the Office of the Senate Legal 
It is my understanding that the production of these 
is almost complete, and that the last of these materials 
in your hand~ by the week of June 7, 1982. 

(2) The non-public Abscam case materials will pe provided to 
you subject to the following conditions: 

(a) that court permission is obtained to disclose 
those materials that we cannot disclose without a court order; 
w~, of course, would fully cooperate in this endeavor. 

(b) that the materials disclosed and produced to you 
will be maintained under a pledge of confidentiality on your 
part, under which you will agree to limit disclosure of these 
materials to the two counsel to the Committee and the members 
of the Committee; 
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(c) that copies of the non-public cOI.rt materials Will 
be produced to you, except for Myers Due Prooess Exhibits 63 and 
65 (the Brooklyn-Queens and Headquarters FBI Abscam files). We 
will request that you review those voluminous files at FBI Head
quar.ters. If, upon review of these files, you wish to have copies 
of particular items 'from the files, we will prepare copies of 
those materials unless they are highly sensitive in nature. 

(d) that the disclosure of some portions of these and 
other materials may be denied if the materials would compromise 
an ongoing investigation or reveal sensitive sources or techniques, 
as this term has been explained to you. 

(31 The undercover guidelines and backup materials will be 
provided to you subject to the pledge of confidentiality described 
above with respect to (l,ll non-public materials. 

(4) You will receive substantially all the documents in the 
files of the Office of Professional Responsibility (OPR) through 
the document production under categories one, two and three 
above. However, a very small number of documents, generated by 
OPR during the course of its activities, are uniquely privileged. 
These documents consist of attorney work product and sensitive 
deliberative memoranda. Therefore, they contain information, 
conclusions and recommendations designed to assist the Attorney 
General in maintaining high standards of conduct among Department 
of Justice employees'. ~Ie have uniformly resisted production of 
such documents to any persons or body and the federal courts have 
routinely upheld our claims of privilege, 

Nevertheless, as.to this small number of documents, I feel 
confident that we can strike an accommodation acceptable to all 
of us. I suggest that we revisit this issue, if that is necessary, 
after you have reviewed the other documents produced. 

We will continue our efforts to cooperate with your inquiry, 
both in providing access to the materials discussed above and in 
providing you with any other assistance you need. I am confident 
that we will be able to furnish sufficient information and documen
tation to enable the committee to· carry out its responsibilities. 
If you wish to discuss this response or any other matters, please 
do no't hesitate to contact me. 
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SELECT COMMlTTU TO STUDY LAW ENP'ORCEMENr 
UNCCRCOVDt ACTlVrTlU OF C:OMPOf«HTS or THe 

DQlARTa4Df'T or .JUS"I1C:£ 

Rudolph W. Guiliani, Esq. 
Associate .Attorney General 
II. S. Department of .rustice 
Washington, D. C. 20530 

Dea. Mr. Guiliani: 

(~1'O •• ftU.S$O.t7nt~) 

WASHINGTON. D.c.. I05tQ 

June 14, 1982 

Pursuant to our discussions with representatives of the 
!lenartmemt of Justice on June 10-12, 1982, this letter responds 
to your letter of June 8. 1982. 

As your letter indicates, we have requested copies of 
~our c:.ategories of materials: (1) all public material from the 
various Abscam cases: (2) all nonpublic material from those 
cases; (3) all Department of Justice guidelines regarding under
cove7.' acti vi ties, together with all backup documents related to 
the adoPtion, drafting, amendment, implementation, criti~ism OT' 

approval tbereof: nnil (4) all material from the Departlnent of 
.Justice's Office of Professional Responsibility regarding charges 
of misconduct in the Executive Branch (FBI, United States Attor
neys, and others) in the Abscam operation and prosecutions. We 
also have requested other specific documents and categories of 
documents: but we are prepared to discuss those additional 
l"equests at a later date and to finalize in th.l.s correspondence 
IDur agreement with respect: to the four categories enumerated 
above. We understanil, as well, that most of those additional 
requests are subsumed under the four categories enumerated above. 

For ease of reference the subject matter of the imme
diately following paragraphs is orga~ized into paragraphs numbered 
parallel to the numbered paragraphs ~n your letter of June 8, 1982. 

(1) We acknowledge receipt of a substantial quantity of 
public Abscam case materials provided by the Department of J~stice 
to us through the Office of the Senate Legal Counsel. It is our 
understanding that a few of the Government's trial exhibits and 
due process hearing exhibits from various cases will be forth
coming in the near future and that the Department of Justice will 
assist us in obtaining the several defense exhibits we do not now 
have. 
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(2) We acknowledge your offer to provide to us the non
public Abscam material, and we confirm that, pursuant to our 
discussions with representatives of the Department of Justice on 
June 10-12, 1982, that material will be provided subject to the 
f.ollowing conditions. 

(a) Material that cannot properly be provided 
to us without a court order in one or more of the Abscam 
cases will not be provided unless the necessary order is 
first obtained: the Department of Justice will immediately, 
if it has not already commenced doing 50, take all steps 
needed to obtain every such order that may be required; to 
the extent that any action by us or by the Select Committee 
may be needed to assist you in obtaining any such order, the 
Department of Justice will promptly notify us of that fact. 

(b) The nonpublic material disclosed to us will 
be maintained under a pledge of confidentiality on our 
part, as follows: 

(i) the documents that are provided to 
us will be kept in a secured room, with access to 
those documents limited to CA) the document custo
dians (who ~ave no investigative or decision
making responsibility)--Donna Phillips, Donna 
Wheeler, Margaret Blackston--(B) members of the 
Select Committee, and (C) the two counsel to the 
Select Committee; 

(ii) the persons described in subpara
Rraph (i) above will not disclose any nonpublic 
document or the source thereof; provided, however, 
that (A) members of: the Select Committee and the 
two counsel to the Select Committee may use and 
disclose, in furtherance of the Select Committee's 
mandate, the basic factual information, such as 
names, dates, places and events, contained in 
those documents and may state that such informa
tion was obtained from Department of Justice files; 
(B) the Select Committee and its two counsel 
reserve the right to seek to cenvince the Depart
ment of Justice to waive the pledge of confidenti
ali ty as to any plI.rticular document; and CC) the 
Select Committee reserves every right it has or, 
in the absence of this letter, would have had, to 
compel the unrestricted production or disclosure 
of any document by the Department of Justice to 
the Select Committee. 
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(c) Copies of the nonpublic Abscam material will 
be produced to us, except that we (Messrs. Neal and Wheeler) 
will review ~yers Due Process Exhibits 63 and 65 At FBI 
Headquarters; and, if we then request copies of specific 
portions of those two exhibits, the Department of Justice 
will provide the requested copies, unless they are highlY 
sensitive in nature. 

(d) The Department of Justice may in the first 
instance deny us access to specific nonpublic\materials 
when, in the opinion of the Department, such access would 

'compromise an ongoing investigation or reveal sensitive 
sources or techniques; but, if access is so denied in the 
first instance, the Department will generally describe to 
us each document thus withheld, state the basis for the 
denial of access, and give us an opportunity to discuss 
further conditions under which access to the document or 
to a portion thereof might be provided. 

(3) We confirm that the various Department of Justice 
~uidelines regarding undercover activities, together with all 
backup documents, will be provided to us, with all nonpublic 
materials being subject to the pledge of confidentiality described 
above. 

(4) I~e conrirlll that the Department of Justice will provide 
to us the material requested from the Department's Office of Pro
fessional Responsibility, except that documents considered by the 
Department to be uniquely privileged--attorney work product and 
sensitive deliberative memoranda--may in the first instance be 
withheld; provided, however, that the Department will generally 
descrihe each such document withheld, state the reason for its 
Ileing withheld, anti give us an opportunity to discuss further con
ditions under which we might have access to the document. 

We appreciate your indicated willingness, as described 
above, to assist the Select Committee in its inquiry. We look 
forward to ohtaining and reviewing documents early in the week of 
June 14, 1982. 

To confirm that this letter accurately reflects the con
ditions under which material in the four decument categories 
described in the first paragraph of this letter will be produced, 
please si~n and return to us the enclosed copy of this letter. 

MHW:dg 
Hnclosurc 

Yours truly, 

/1J(;{.L_ve.·~ ~ 6:lL.LL./l/' 
MalCOlm E. Wheeler 
Deputy Chief Counsel 

--I 

'\ 
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SELECT COMMITTEE TO &TUD't- \.AW ENFORCEMENT 
UNDERCOVER ACTIVI"lId Of' COMPONENTS 01" TH~ 

DEJlARTMEtl'r1lP' JUSTICE 

(~TO a. Rl.I.. J5O" I7nI Cor«wtut} 

W,,"HINQTON. D.C. 20511'} 

June 15, 19112 

The Ronorable William R. Webster 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
J. Edgar Roover Building 
Ninth and Pennsylvania Sts., N.W. 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

Dear Director: 

As you will recall, the Senate's directions to this 
Committee include a mandate to study undercover operations 
of the FBI. Therefore, it is the sense of the Committee that 
it should review, to a degree consistent with time and monetary 
restraints, several FBI und·ercover operations in addition to 
ABSCAM. 

In order to start on this aspect of the Committee's 
work, we request that you provide the Committee's counsel 
with documents from the ~BI files reflecting (a) applications 
for, (b) approval of, (c) communications between FBI Headquarters 
and the Department of Justice concerning, and (d) critiques of, 
the following undercover operations: 

1. LABOU, 

2. FRONTLOAD, 

3. GAMSCAM (BUY-IN), and 

4. An undercover operation selected by the FBI. 

Counsel have advie:.· the Committee that, based on 
prior testimony of yourself and of other rep~esentatives of 
the FBI, the documentation we are requesting herein does 
exist and would give us at least an overview of these under
cover operations. 

venience. 
Please let us hear from you at your earliest con-

Sincerely'. 

Charles MeC. Machias, Jr. 
Chairman 



James F. Neal, Esq. 
Malcolm E. Wheeler, Esq. 
Room 309 
Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dp.ar Messrs. Neal and Wheeler: 
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u.s. Department of Justice 

Wash(nzlon. D.C. 20530 

June 17, 1982 

This letter is in further response to your request for 
access to certain Department of Justice and court materialo in 
connection with your Committee's work. You requested access to 
four categories of materials: (1) public materials from the 
various Abscam cases: (2) non-public materials from those cases; 
(3) undercover guidelines of the Department: of Justice and its 
various components, together with certain material generated in 
the course of preparing thoBe guidelines; and (4) materials from 
the Department's Office of Public Responsibility relating to the 
discipline of any Department of Justice personnel involved in 
Abscam. The following is our response to your requests for each 
of these categories: 

(1) The public Absaam case materials that you have requested 
include all transcripts of the eight Abscam trials, all exhibits 
in the possession of the government, and all pleadings pertinent 
to due process claims raised in those cases. We have now 
completed the production of these materials. We agree, however, 
to produce any additional such materials we may discover, to 
produce any additional such materials that may be filed by the 
parties in any of the Abscam cases, and to assist the Committee 
in locating those defense exhibits that the Committee does not 
now have. 

(2) We agree to provide you with access to the non-public 
materials that were before anyone of the Abscam courts, with the 
exception of materials that are barred from disclosure under the 
provisions of Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal 
procedure. We will provide you with access to these materials 
under the following conditions: 

- \ 
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(a) Material that canno~ properly be provided to you without 
a court order in one or more of the Abscam cases will not be 
provided unless the necessary order is first obtained: the 
Department of Justice will immediately take all steps needed to 
obtain every such order that may be required; to the extent that 
any action by you or by the Select committee may be needed to 
assist us in obtaining any such order, the Department will 
promptly notify you of that fact. 

(b) The non-public material disclosed to you will be 
maintained under a pledge of confidentiality on your part, as 
follows: 

(i) the documents that are provided to you will be kept in a 
secure room, with access to those documents limited to (A) the 
document custodians (who have no investigative or decisionmaking 
responsibility) -- Donna Phillips, Donna Wheeler, Margaret 
Blackston -- (B) members of the Select Committee, and (C) the two 
counsel to the Select Committee; 

(ii) the persons described in subparagraph (i) above will 
not disclose any nonpublic document or the source thereof; 
provided, however, that (A) mambers of the Select Committee may 
use and disclose, in furtherance of the Select Committee's 
mandate, the basic factual information, such as names, dates, 
places and events, contained in those documents and may state 
that such information was obtained from Department of Justice 
files; (B) the Select Committee and its two counsel reserve the 
right to seek to convince the Department of Justice to waive the 
pledge of confidentiality as to any particular document; and (C) 
the Select Committee reserves every right it has or, in the 
absence of this letter, would have had, to compel the 
unrestricted production or disclosure of any document by the 
Department of Justice to the Select Committee. 

, (c) Copie~ of the nonpublic Abscam material will be produced 
to you except that you (Messrs. Neal and Wheeler) will review 
Myers Due Process Exhibits 63 and 65 at FBI Headquarters; and, if 
you then request copies of specific portions of those two 
exhibits, the Department of Justice will provide the requested 
copies, unless they are highly sensitive in nature. 

(d) We will not provide you with copies of the prosecution 
memoranda in each of the Abscam cases; but will prov'ide you with 
any basic factual informatiqn that appears in those memoranda, 
including any negativG information con?-erning the Abscam cases. 

(e) The Department of Justice may in the first instance deny 
you access to specific nonpublic materials when', in the opinion 
of the Department, such access would compromise an ongoing 

I 
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investigation or reveal sensitive sources or techniques. but, if 
access is so denied in the first instance, the Department will 
generally describe to you each document thus withheld, state the 
basis for the denial of access, and give you an opportunity to 
discuss further conditions under which access to the document or 
to a portion thereof might be provided. 

(3) We agree to provide you with all Department of Justice 
guidelines regarding undercover activities, together with all 
documents related to the adoption, drafting, amendment, and 
approval of those guidelines. This category includes only 
dOCUlnents relating directly to such guidelines. it does not 
include documents relating to specific undercover operations or 
to the conduct of undercover operations generally. A few 
sensitive deliberative memoranda containing legal analysis 
relating to undercover guidelines may in the first instance be 
withheld. provided, however, that the Department will generally 
describe the documents withheld, state the reason for the 
withholding, and give you an opportunity to discuss further 
conditions under which you might have access to the documents. 

(4) We agree to provide you the material requested from the 
Department's Office of Professional Responsibility, except that 
the documents considered by the Department to be uniquely 
privileged -- attorney work product and sensitive deliberative 
memoranda - may in the first instance be withheld. provided, 
however, -that the Department will generally describe each such 
document withheld, state the reason for its being withheld, and 
give you an opportunity to discuss further conditions under which 
you might have access to the document. 

I want to emphasize that we remain open to further 
discussion regarding the production of additional materials of 
the type referred to above or other materials. We have fashioned 
our response to your current requests in order to provide a basis 
on which to afford you immediate access to the materials that we 
believe will be most useful in your inquiry, without creating 
unnecessary ambiguity as to the scope of our undertaking and 
without prejudicing our concerns for protecting those relatively 
few documents that we regard as uniquely privileged and 
sensitive. 

If these terms 
begin providing you 

Agreed to: 

Attorney General 

Date: 
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S~ 'CO""""'T"I"C TO sruav u.w Ef'IP'OItC1!Mon 
UND.lRCOVUI ACTIVITles,Off C:OMPONENnOl' THE 

OU""ftTMAlfT 0 .. JUSTla 

t~'TOS.Ru.3"1itI'M~) 

WAtUiINGTOH. D.C. 10510 

June 17, 1982 

Rudolph W. Guiliani. Esq. 
Associate Attorney General 
U. S~ Department of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 20530 

Dear Mr. Guiliani: 

Chairman Mathias has authorized us to accept the 
terms of your letter of June 17, 1982, with the following 
observation and caveat. 

First. with respect to the observation, we have 
requested access to, far more material than the four categories 
listed in the first paragraph of your letter. Please see the 
letter from Malcolm Wheeler to you dated June 14, 1982. 
We merely make this observation a matter of record and take 
note of your willlnsncGs to discuss the production of addi
tional material. 

With respect to the caveat, and we assume that this 
expresses the sense of your letter, our agreement to the 
terms of your letter of June 17, 1982, is expressly conditioned 
as to all possible documents on the reservation by the Select 
Committee and its two counsel of the right to seek to convince 
the Department of Justiee to waive the pledge of confidentiality 
as to any document and to exercise any right it has or, in the 
ab~ence of this letter, would have had, to compel the un
restricted production or disclosure of any document by the 
Department of JUBtice to the Select Committee. In other words, 
notwithstanding our acceptance of the terms of your letter of 
June 17, 1982, we reserve every right we have or, in the absence 
of tllis lcttor, would Iluve I.ad, to compel tile unrcatrictcd 
production or disclosure of any document 1n the possession of 
the Department of Justice and any of its components to the 
Select Committee. 

Ja:~~~ 
Malcolm E. Wheeler 
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Sr:L£CT COMMITTeE TO STUD'" LAW £N,.ORCEMENT 
UNDERCOVER ACTIVITIES 01" COMPONENTS 0,. THE 

DEPARTME:HT 0" JUSTICE 

(l"ullWAHT 'iO S, Rc".sso. '7T" ~«flO) 

WASHIN~TON. D.C. 20510 

July 12. 1982 

The Honorable William French Smi th 
Attorney General of the United States 
Depat'tmen t of Justice 
Washington, D. C. 

Dear Mr. Attorney General: 

Counsel to the Senate Select Committee to Study Domestic Undercover 
Operations of Components of the Department of Justice (the "Committee") have 
repeatedly requested a copy of the so-called Luskin Report, a report of a study 
conducted by the Department of Justice at the request and under the direction 
of farner Assistant Attorney General Philip Heymann. To date, the Department 
has refused to make this report available, even though Mr. Heymann has referred 
to the Report and has listed variouS recommendations contained in the Report in 
testimony before the Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights, Committee 
on the Judiciary of the House of Rept"esentatives. 

It is the view of the Committee that a study by the Department of 
Justice of undercover operations with recommendations for improvements patently 
would be of importance to the Committee, to the Congress and, indeed, to the 
Department. We, therefore, request that a copy of this report be promptly 
furnished to counsel. 

Counsel to the Committee have alsa requested the presence of Depart
ment attorneys Larry Scharf and John Jacobs t''"' testify liS to factual matters 
within their knowledge involving the undercover operation know as Abscam. To 
date, the Department has declined to make these attorneys available, asserting 
that they might be asked policy questions. although they are not policy 
makers, and that former Department attorney Thomas Puccio will testify and will 
be able to provide the same information possessed by these attorneys. 

In response, we point out that we do not plan to ask these attor
neys questions relating to policy. Further, we believe they have information 
not possessed by Mr. Puccio. Indeed, we are advised the latter was not tlin 
the office" ,juring the month of August 1979, a month of significant activity 
involving Abscam. Moreover, these are the attorneys who monitored the video 
sessions conducted during this operation. 

\-Ie respectfully request that you make attorneys Scharf nnd 
Jacobs available to counsel and to the Committee as witnesses. In view of 
our time restraints, we request a response to our request by Wednesday, 
July 14, 1982, in order that we may issue subpoenae should your response 
be negative. 

Sincerely, 

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
Chairman 
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James F. Neal, Esquire 
Chief Ceunsel 
Select Cemmittee to. Study 

Law Enfercement Undercever 
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United States Senate 
Washingten, D.C. 20510 
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u.s, I) 'IrUllCl\t ur hl~ticl! 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

WashilrgtU/I, /J.C. 10SJO 

July 15, 1982 

This is in response to. Mr. Wheeler's letter ef June 30, 
1982 to. C. Marshall Cain, Deputy Assistant Atterney General, 
Office ef Legislative Affairs, and Chairman Mathias' letter 
of July 12, 1982 to. the Attorney General. This letter also. 
respends to. several recent requests fer preductien of various 
witnesses and materials. 

The Department will produce Strike Force atterney Lawrence 
Scharf fer testimeny before the Cemmittee. The Cemmittee is 
free to. seek the testimeny of fermer Strike Ferce attorney 
John Jtlcebs. As yeu knew, the Department dees not normally 
pennit Strike Ferce atterneys to testify befere cengressienal 
cemmittees. For reasons you appreciate, we have traditienally 
resisted questiening ef this kind because it tends to. inhibit 
presecutors frem proceeding threugh their nermal tasks free 
frem the fear that they may be second-guessed, with the benefit 
ef hindsight, leng after they take actiens and make difficult 
judgements in the ceurse of their duties. Nevertheless, in the 
particular circumstances ef this case, we will preduce Mr. Scharf 
and interpese no. objectien to. your seeking testimony frem 
Mr. Jacebs. We are doing so. because of their value to. yell as 
fact witnesses and because yeu have assured us that they will be 
asked to testify selely as to. matters of fact within their per
senal knowledge and not conclusions or matters of pelicy. 

In additien, we will make available to. yeu certain ether 
material yeu have requested as fellews, in accerdance with the 
confidentiality agreements reached in eur earlier cerrespendence. 

(1) The Department will permit yeu and Mr. Wheeler to. review 
at Fill Headquarters these pertions of the FBI's Ziles relatln3 
to. Melvin weinberg's participatien in the ABSCAM investigaticn. 
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(2) From the files of the FBI's Office of Professional 
Responsibility, we will make available to you the entire 
"Blumenthal Report." We will do SO as an exception to our 
normal policies regarding OPR material, which are set forth in 
Associate Attorney General Giuliani's letter of June 17, 1982, 
to you. 

(3) With respect to your request for copies of documents 
which reflect internal procedures followed by the FBI, in 
applying the Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI undercover 
Operations, we have already provided you with a copy of a memo
randum from the Director to the Attorney General, dated July 20. 
1981. We will also provide you with copies of "SAC Memoranda" 
and other communications to FBI field offices directing amendment 
of the FBI Manual Manual of Investigative Operations and Guide
lines to implement those guidelines. 

Your request for a copy of the so-called Luskin report 
remains under advisement, although I anticipate our having a 
response for you before the week is out. 

I understand that your requests concerning memoranda dated 
January 23, 1981, May 8, 1980, January 4, 1980, and November 28, 
1980 has been satisfied through your diacussions with Mr. Bryson 
of the Criminal Division. 

As requested, Assistant Director Oliver B. Revell of the FBI 
is available to testify before the Select Committee on the subject 
of Attorney General's Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations on 
July 20, 1982" Fran.::is M. Mullen, Jr. is available to testify on 
July 21. 1982. FBI Supervisors Michael D. Wilson and John Good 
will be made available to testify July 22, 1982 with Mr. Revell 
continuing to be available for poJ.iCl-· issues that may arise during 
the course of thei~ testimony. 

I trust that the foregoing is helpful to you. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 32 

ver~ yours, 

Robert ~. McConnell 
Assistant Attorney General 
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SELECT COMMITT~E TO STUDY LAW ENrrORCE:MENT 
UNDERCClVC:R ACylVITIES Oil' COMf'ONENTG OF TH£: 

Robert A. McConnell, Esq. 
A .. siatant Attorney General 
Office of Legislative Affairs 
U. S. Department of Justice 
Washingtol1, D. C. 20530 

Dear Mr. McConnell: 

DEPARTMENT Of" JUS'J"ICE: 

(Pu"lloWfr 10 s. Ru..3so. 97TH ~u,) 

WASI-fINGTt,lN. D.C. 20510 

August 5, 1982 

As Chairman of the Sennte Select Committee to Study Lnw 
Enforcement Undercover Activities of Components of the Department of 
Justice, r request that the Department of Justice provide to counsel 
for the Select Cqwmittee the following documents to assist the Select 
Committee in fulfilling its mandate under Senate Resolution 350: 

1. All FBI files, including tapes and transcripts, 
compilt1u in tllc cou'I'sa of the undercover opera-
tion known as I'ALMSCAM. 

2. All FBI files,< including tapes and transcripts, 
compiled in the course of the undercover opera
tion kno''''' as GOLD CON • 

3. All FBI files, including tapes and transcripts, 
compiled by the Washington Field Office and the 
Miami Field Office of the FBI in the covert or 
overt stage of the undercover operation known 
as ABSCAM. 

4. All FBI ABSCf~ files, including tupes and tran
scripts, compiled by FBI Headquarters in the 
covert or overt stase of the operation and not 
included in Exhibits 63 and 65 of the Myers 
uua \)rocQss hanl::i.nn$ ot' ol:.he'rwisu p-ruvicusly 
provided to the Select Committee. 

5. All FBI ABSCAM files, including tapes and tran
scripts, compiled by the Brooklyn-Queens Field 
Office of the FBI in the covert or overt phase 
stage of the operation and not included in 
Exhibits 63 and 65 of the Myers due process 
hearings or otherwise previously provided to 
the Select Committee. 
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6. A current catalog of all ABSCAM audio and 
video tapes. 

7. A current catalog of all ABSCAM audio and 
video tape transcripts. 

8. A1.1 documcnt,; in l'll! or other Department of 
Justice files from Operation PALMSCAM, Oper
ation GOLDCON or Operation ABSCAM or in any 
other source showing when certificates of 
deposit or letters of credit were received 
by Melvin Weinberg or any undercover agent 
from William Rosenberg in 1978 or 1979 or 
showing what was done with those securities 
or where they are now located. 

9. A m~orandum prepared by FBI Agent Houlihan 
in approximately August 1981, approximately 
100 pages long, describing various ABSCAM 
events. 

10. '~ll FD 302 summaries of interviews of Edward 
Ellis. 

11. Documents 115, 274 and 275 from the VBI Head
'luurcerli AUSCAM filCH. 

12. All documents, including tapes and transcripts, 
establishing or suggesting that on or about 
October 20, 1979, Mayor Angelo Errichetti told 
an FBI informant or undercover agent that 
Kenneth MacDonald never received any part of 
the ~100,000 payment made by FBI Agent McCarthy 
to Mayor Errichetei on March 31, 1979. 

13. Each request document and approv.al document 
for any lump sum payment made to Melvin Wein
berg between January 1, 1977, and ehe present. 

14, Any memorandum prepared by Larry Sharf or any 
other attorney in the Office of the Strike 
l'orce for the Eastern District of New York 
discussing the advisability or possibility of 
obtaining Titl.e III wiretaps on any ABSCAM 
informant, defendant or target. 

15. Any written statement prepared for the signa
ture of, whether or not actually signed by, 
Howard Criden regarding any aspect of his 
involvement in ABSCAM. 
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16. Unredacted copies of the.following documents: 

09/05/79 

08/21/79 

08/08/79 

07/05/79 

08/13/79 

06/20/79 

03/08/79 

02/14/79 

01/17/79 

12/20/78 

04/27/79 

02/01/80 

01/25/80 

Airtel from BQ to Director; Subject: 
Undercover Activities - Criminal 
Matters. 

Airte1 froPi UQ to Director. 

Teletype from BQ to Director. '[Begins 
"Undercover Special Agents (UCAS) of . . . . "] 

Airte~ from BQ to Director. 

Airtel from BQ to Director; Subject; 
Undercover Activities - Criminal 
Matters. 

hirtel from BQ to Director; Subject: 
Undercover Activities - Criminal 
Matters. 

Airtel from BQ to Director. 

Airtel from BQ to Director; Subject: 
Undercover Activities - Criminal 
Matters. 

Airtel from BQ to Director. 

Airtel from Newark to DQ, Ifre B/Q 
air tel to Newark, dated 12/20/79 • 

Airtel from UQ to Newark; Sub:Ject: 
Rosenberg; Eden, Errichetti; Hobbs 
Act. 

'reletype from BQ to Director. [Begins 
"Reference Bureau teletype to New 
York, April 27, 1979 • • • • "] 

" 

Teletype from Philadelphia to Direc
Cor, UQ. Nowark. [Uegins "Philadelphia 
undercover apparatus •••• "] 

[Date-stamped on bottom.] Teletype 
from Philadelphia to Director, nQ, 
Newark 
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01/23/80 

01/16/80 

01/03/80 

10/17/79 

09/17/79 

09/01/79 
or 09/10/79 

01/16/81 

"06/24/80 
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Teletype from BQ to Director. [Begins 
"Set forth below is a ct!l.ltemp1ated • • • • ") 

Teletype from BQ to Director. [Begins 
"REBQTEL to Bureau, January 14, 1980, 
.. .. "1 

Teletype from BQ to Director. [Begins 
"1illllQTE'L, December 26, 1979, to . 
Bureau •••• "] 

Teletype from UQ to Director. 

Airte1 from BQ to Director. 

Teletype from Newark to Director. 
[Begins "On August 30, 1979, a conference . . . ."] 

302 by SA McCarthy, transcribed 1/27/81. 

302 by SAs Connelly (, Houlihan, tran
scribed 6/30/80. 

Transcripta of the following tapes (or, where tran-
Hcriptll have noe uuun nUlde, the tapes themse1vus): 

09/15/78 Weinberg, McCarthy, Bell, Linnick, 
Morris, . Eacrll t, Puller 

10/25/78 Weinberg, Wei.ss 

10/28/78 Weinberg, Rosenberg 
10/29/78 Weinberg, Weiss 

11/01/78 Weinberg, Meltzer 

11/17/78 McCarthy, Weiss 
11/17/78 McCarthy, Ros·enberg 

11/17/78 McCarthy, Wynn, Weisa 

01/09/79 McCloud, Errichetti, N.J. State Senator 

02/07/79 Amoroso, Errichetti, Weinberg 
(Holiday Inn, Atlantic City, NJ) 

02/12/79 Errichetti (Holbrook, NY) 



02/13/79, 

03/0J./79 

06/28/79 

07/11/79 

06/22/79 

08/22/79 

09/11/79 
09/11/79 
09/11/79 
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UCSAs and Errichetti 
(Holbrook. NY) 

Weinberg. I(osenberg 

2 transcdpts from Key Bridge Marriot, 
Rosslyn. Virginia 

transcript from International Hotel, ' 
Queens, New York 

transcript from International Hotel, 
Queens, New York 

UCSAs and Myers 
(Travelodge, JFK Airport) 

Lederer, Errichetti 
? 
Rosenberg, Weiss 

necause Senate Resolution 350 charges this Committee with the 
responsibility of stucly;!.ng not only FBI undercover operations, but under
cover operations conducted by all components of the Department of Justice, 
I also request that the Department of Justice provide to counsel for the 
Select Comlilittee the followIng cloculIl(mt:;: 

1. All guiclelines, policy statements, memoranda 
to agents and other documents describing 
internal requirements for the initiation, 
ilnplemen 1:0 tion, managemen t, supervision, 
control or termination of undercover opera
tions conducted by the Alcohol, Firearms 
& '/'obllcco Division of: the Deportment of 
Justice, Drug Enforcement Administration, 
and any other component of the Department 
of Justice that conducts undercover ~pera
tions. 

2. A copy of the full case file for a paradigmatic 
undercover operation commenced by the Drug En
forcement Administration after January 1, 1979. 

3. A copy of the full case file for a paradigmatic 
undercover operation commenced by the Alcohol, 
Firearms & Tobacco Division after January 1, 
1919. 

4. A copy of the full case file for a paradigmatic 
undercover operation commenced by every other 
component of the Department of Justice that 
conducts undercover operations. 
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Because of the brief amount of time remaining before the 
Select Committee I s report to the Senate must be written, and because '-Ie 
would like to turn our nttcnt'lon to undercover operations other than 
AIlSCAM os soon 115 poss'lblc. we will greatly apprec'late your prov'ld:lng 
us with the ABSCAM documents described obove at the earliest possible 
moment--preferably, during the week of August 9, 1982. Further, should 
tliere be any reluctance on the port of the Deportment of Justice to 
comply with any of the requests described above, I would appreciate 
being informed of that fact during the week of August 9, 1982. 

Yours truly, 

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
Chairman 



Malcolm E. Wheeler, Esq. 
Room 309 
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u.s. Department Justice 

W.,hlns,on, D.C. 20:130 

/ 

Augusii 6, 1982 

Russell Senate Office Building 
Washington, D.C. 20530 

Dear Mr. Wheeler: 

This is to confirm the terms of the agreement we have 
reached orally regarding the Select Committee's access to the 
Depart.ment of Justice document known as the "Luskin Report." 

On behalf of the Department of Justice, I have agreed that 
you, Mr. Neal, and all Members of the Committ.ee may have access 
to the Luskin Report, which will be providea to you at the 
Department of .Justice at any time that is convenient to you. I 
have further agreed that you should feel free to take notes or 
bring other materials with you to use in conjunction with your 
study of the Report. However, we ask that you not make a copy of 
the Repor-t or take the Report out of the Dopartment. of Justice 
Building. 

The Report is a confidential Department of Justice document, 
and it is understood that, except as otherwise provided in this 
let.t.er, its use will be governed by the terms of Mr. Giuliani's 
letter to you of June 17, 1982, relating t.o the use of 
confident.ial Department:. of Justice materials. 

We agree, of course, that by accepting t.his offer, the 
Committee is in no way waiving any right that it would otherwise 
have t.o o~tain access to t.he Report.. We have also agreed that. by 
providing this form of access to t.he Report, the Department is 
not waiVing any rights it would otherwise have had to resist 
production of. the Report. In particular, it is understood that 
by providing access to the Report under this agreement, the 
Department will not be deemed to have waived any privilege or 
right relating to the confidentiality of the document. 

If you are satisfied t.hat. the foregoing is an accurate 
recit.ation of the t.erms of our oral agreement, please let me know 
when you would like t.o view the Report. We will ensure that the 
Report is made available to you at any t.ime that yo," choose. 

Sincerely, 

William c. Bryson 

... 
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u.s. Department of Justice 

W.v.inlton, D,C, 20SiJO 

August 18, 1982 

Honorable Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
Chairman 
Select Committee to Study Law Enforcement 

Undercover Activities of Components of 
the Department of Justice 

United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Mathias: 

This letter is in response to your request for producticn of 
additional Department of Justice materials in connection with 
your Committee's work. On Friday, August 13, 1982, we communi
cated to Messrs. Neal and Wheeler, co-counsel for the Committee, 
our willingness ~o produce a substantial amount of the material 
that you have requested, for immediate re,!ew. As we explain in 
some detail below, we will agree to produce the bulk of the 
materials you have requested; as to those materials that we do 
not feel that we can produce at the present time, we believe an 
acceptable accommodation can be reached through further discus
sions with you or with menmers of your staff. 

The materials we have agreed to provide to you will be 
produced sUbject to the terms set forth in the June 17, 1982, 
letter from Associate Attorney General Giuliani to Messrs. Neal 
and Wheeler, a copy of which is attached. In particular, our 
production of these materials will be contingent upon the appli
cability of the same confidentiality agreement that was set forth 
in the June 11 letter, and we will reserve the right to withhold 
production of macerials that relate to an ongoing investigation 
or r~veal sensitiv~ sources or techniques. 

The following is our response with respect to each of the 
categories of materials you have requested: 

1. The FBI PALMS CAM files. which ypu have requested in 
category (1) of your letter, re,late to. an undercover operation 
that has resulted in a number of pending civil suits against the 
government. Because of the pendency of1that litigation. we must 
decline to produce these files at this time. However, we will 
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produce for your inspection the materials from this file that 
relate to the receipt of certificates of deposit or letters of 
credit in 1978 or 1979, as you have requested in category (8) of 
your letter. 

2. The GOLDCON files, which you have requested in category 
(2), -are voluminous, and we anticipate that our preliminary 
review of those files to remove materials relating to ongoing 
investigations and sensitive sources or techni~ues would be quite 
time-ccnsuming. We propose that instead of producing tn~ entire 
set of GOLPCON files, the FBI will produce those portions of the 
GOLDCON files that relate to Melvin Weinberg or to the receipt of 
certificates of deposit or letters of credit in 1978 or 1979, as 
you have requested in category (8). . 

3. The materials you have requested in categories (3) 
through (10) and in categories (13), (15), and (16) will be made 
available to you under the terms set forth in the June 17 letter. 

4. With respect to category (11), you have already been 
provided copies of Documents 274 and 275 from the FBI 
Headquarters ABSCAM files. As to Document 115, we must decline 
to provide you a copy of that document in light of the extreme 
sensitivity of its contents. 

5. 'Po the extent that 'Ie have been able to identify the 
materials that are relevant to your inquiry, the materials you 
have requested in category (12) will be made available to you 
under the terms set forth in the June 17 letter. 

6. With respect to category (14), we have not been able to 
locate any such document in the Department of Justice files in 
washington, and Larry Sharf of the Brooklyn Strike Force advises 
us that he did not' prepare such a document and that he is not 
aware of any such document prepared by any other member of that 
office. Of course, if we should locate any document fitting the 
description you have given in category (14), we will promptly 
advise you. 

7. With respect to category (17), we will make available 
all the materials you have requested except for the tape and 
transcript of the November 1, 1978, conversation between Weinberg 
and Meltzer, which is being withheld because of the pending civil 
actions mentioned above in paragraph 1. 

8. On page five of your letter, you request materials 
relating to undercover operations run by other components of the 
Department of Justice. As you know, the Bureau of Alcohol, 
Tobacco & Firearms is a component of the Treasury Department, not 
the Department of Justice. Accordingly, if you are interested in 
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materials relating to ATF undercover operations, .you should 
contact the appropriate persons in that Department. 

You have also requested a copy of the full case file for a 
typical undercover operation commenced by the Drug Enforcement 
Administration after January 1, 1979, and the case file of a 
similar undercover operation commenced by every other component 
of the Department of Justice that conducts undercover opera
tions. We agree to provide you with the case file of a typical 
DEA undercover operation. As to files relating to undercover 
operations of other components of the Department of Justice, we 
believe that we can satiRfy your needs on this score after 
informal discussion with committee counsel regarding the extent 
and nature of undercover activities by various units within the 
Department. 

Finally, you have requested certain materials relating to 
the undercover guidelines for components of the Department of 
Justice that conduct undercover operations, other than the FBI. 
We agree to provide you with guidelines regarding the undercover 
activities of these components on the same basis and to the same 
extent that we have done in the case of the FBI; that is, we will 
provide materials for other components in the Department of 
Justice in accordance with the provisions of paragraph (3) of the 
June 17 letter from Mr. Giuliani to Messrs. Neal and Wheeler. 
Once again, we believe that we can best resolve through informal 
discussions with committee counsel the question of which com
ponents of the Department of Justice should be covered by this 
undertaking. 

If these prov1s10ns are satisfactory to ypu, we are prepared 
to begin immediately in providing you with access to the 
materials referred to above. 

McConnell 
Attorney General 
Legislative Affairs 
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SELECT COMMITTEE: TO STUD'" LAW ~"OAc;:r::MENT' 
UI'<IDERC(lVER ACTIYITla OF OlMPONUiTS OF THE 

DUARTMIUn' 01' JUSTIC;E 

(I"u~TO •• "U.,,". ''ITH~rsa) 

WA¥HINOTON. D,C. lQ510 

August 19, 1982 

Th .. Honorable William French Smith 
Attorney General of the United SCntes 
UuputCmcllC of .Ju6l1ct! 
Washington, D. C. 20530 

DeaT Mr. Attorney Gene'tal: 

During this Committee's investigation. of law enforcement under
cover activities of components of the. Department of Justice, a document 
known as the Luskin Report has came to the attention of Committee members 
and counsel. 'fhe ,Luskin Report has been described to the Committee as a 
comprehensive evaluation of procedures used in FBI undercover operations. 

Pursuant to our present agreement with the Department of Justice, 
counsel fo-r the Committee have been able to -revieW' and take notes from. this 
document. Irvin B. Nathan, Former Deputy Ass;lstant Attorney General, drew 
upon its contents ;in his recent testimony before. the Committee, as did 
Professor Fhilip n, Heymann, former Assistant Attorney General, when he 
I:est:ified before the House Subcommittee on Civil and Constitutional Rights. 

The Luskin Report would be of considerable value to the comple
tion of the. Committee's investigation and p"Ccpa"Cation of recommendations 
t:,o the Senate. Despite our counsel's repeated requests, both informal and 
on the record during Commit1:ee hearings on July 29, 1902, despite the public 
description of port:ions of the document 1 B contents by Larmer Department of 
Justice officials, and despite the fact that t:he Committee I S counsel have 
been permitted to read and take extensive notes on the document, the Depart
ment of Justice has continued to refuse to provide this Committee a copy of 
the Report. We find that 'refusal to be un"Ceasonable in view of the fact 
t:hat the sole effect is to make it impractical far members of the Cummittee .. 
to study carefully and in detail the contents of the documents. 

Accordingly, the Cummittee hereby requests prompt release of 
a copy of the Luskin Report to the Committee by the Department of Justice. 

Thank you for your consideration of this matter f 

Very truly yours '" 

1/ 7- I"Al:tittvL- /77,/, / / JM~'J 
Charles Mce. Mathias, Jr. / 
Chairman 
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&E:I....Ii.CT CCMMI'TTU TO ftTUDY LAW EH""fte~MENT 
UNOt:RCQVDI ACTIVma 0.. eoMPONItNT'aOf" THII: 

OU'AftTMIrHT OF JUSTIa: 

(~TO" Ra. dO. un. CONMI:&I) 

WASKINOTON. D.C. IO$1Q 

August 19, 1982 

The Honorable William H. Webster 
Director, Vt:!uet'ul Bureau uf l.nvcst.igut.iun 
J. Edgar Hoover Building 
Ninth and Pennsylvania Streets, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

Dear Director \lebater: 

As I stated to you in my letter of August 18, 1982, the 
Senate Select Co.mmittee to Study Law Enforcement Undercover Activities 
of Components of the Department of Justice has now completed six full 
days of public hearings on the various sets of guidelines that currently 
cover FBI undercover operations and on the undercover operation known as 
Abscam. In additioD, counsel to the Committee have reviewed numerous 
Abscam files made available to them by the PBI and by othe'r components 
of tho Pcpnrtmcnt of Just'icc. Counsel to the Committee hove -also inter
viewed some former officials of the Department of Justice who participated 
in the Abscam operation. Counsel have also reviewed the testimony of 
many witnesses in the Abscam trials and due process hearings. 

Despite these: substantial efforts, there remain several factual 
questions pereaining to Abscam. as to which the Committee and its counsel 
believe themselves t.o be insufficiently informed. It further appears that 
the necessary information can be reasonably expected to be obtained only 
through discussions with specific fBI agents: Agents John McCarthy, 
Anthony Amoroso, Gunnar Askeland and Myron Fuller. 

Accordingly, the Committee hereby requests that you make 
those four agents available to counsel to the Committee. Messrs. Neal and 
Wheeler _ for interviews on factual -matters pertaining to Abscam. In 
making this request, we have taken into account the concern you have 
expressed in the past regarding the problema that might arise if agents 
were regularly to be called upon to testify or othervise describe their 
investigative activities. Here, however, the following additional factors 
exist: (1) the agents have previously testified, in varyIng degrees of 
detail, about SOIlle of their Abscam activities, with some agents having 
testified more than oncei (2) the agents' names and general involvement 
in Abscam are matters of public knowledge; and (3) this Committee has, with 
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your helpful cooperation, studied an FBI undercover operation in greater 
depth thun hilS, to our knowledge, ever before been accomplished by a 
congressional committee, and now has identified specific areas of factual 
inquiry as to which these agents, and only these agents, can provide the 
necessary information. We have therefore concluded that it would be 
unwise and contrary to our obligation under Senate Resolution 350 for us 
not to take the remaining steps needed to exhaust all iiOUrc.es of informa
tion that can reasonably be expected to enable us to understand precisely 
how this important undercover operation was initiated, managed, controlled, 
directed and supervised. 

I will appreciate a prompt reply, 80 that the Committee can 
complete its study of Abscam a.nd turn its full attention to the other 
operations we. have selected for in-depth study. 

Vert truly yours. 

dJ;'/j---
. {hades ~[: Ma??~~ 

Chairman 
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.J 
u.s. Department,.r .Justice 

WashlnK/on. D.C. 20530 

August. 27, 1982 

Honorable Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
Chairman 
Select Committee to Study Law Enforcement 

Undercover Activities of Components of 
the Department of Justice 

United States Senate 
IQashington, D.C. 20510 

Dear Senator Mathias: 

This letter is in response to your letter of August 19, 
1982, requesting the release of a copy of the so-called Luskin 
Report to the committee by the Department of Justice. 

Because the Luskin report is simply a staff draft of a study 
done by several individuals in the Department and does not repre
sent an official position of the Department of Justice, we have 
declined to produce the report publicly. However, recognizing 
the interest of your Committee in reviewing this document, we 
have sought and will continue to seek to accommodate your needs 
short of public release of the report. 

As you know, we have provided access to the Luskin report to 
the Committee 'members and to Committee counsel. The two counsel 
to the Committee have reviewed the report at the Department of 
J'lstice and have taken notes on its contents. In your letter, 
you explain that this procedure has not been fully satisfactory 
because it has made it impractical for the members of the 
Committee to review the report personally. 

In order to overcome this problem, we are willing to provide 
a copy of the Luskin report to each member of the Committee for 
his personal review. However, because we regard the report as an 
internal document, we must request that the report not be dissem
inated beyond the members of the Committee and its two counsel. 
In addition, we must request that the contents of the report not 
be revealed publicly, in whole or in part, that no additional 
copies be made, and that all copies of the report that are pro
vided to the members of the Committee be returned to the Depart
ment at the conclusion of the Committee's work. 

I hope that this arrangement is satisfactory and that it 
will serve to overcome the difficulties encountered under the 
previous arrangement. 

Sincerely, 

Robert A. McConnell 
Assistant Attorney General 
Office of Legislative Affairs 
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SELECT 'COMMITTEE TO STUDY LAW EN"ORCI!:M~ 
UNOE!:RCOVER ACTIVITJES 0" COMPONENTS 0,. ,.HE 

DEPARTMENT 0 .. ,JUSTICE 

(PllRWN« TO S. Ru..UO. t1nt CCIfU ..... C .. ) 

WASHINGTON. D,C. 20510 

September 7, 1982 

The Honorable William H. Webster 
Director, Federal Bureau of Investigation 
Ninth Street & Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W. 
Washington, D. C. 20535 

Dear Director Webater, 

Pursuant to your letter of August 24, 1982, counsel 
to the Select Committee to Study Law Enforcement Undercover 
Activities of Components of the Department of Justice have now 
completed their briefing with respect to Special Agents Fuller, 
McCarthy and Askeland, lind have scheduled a briefing with 
rct:lpocL to Spcclul "'gcmt Amorof:w. 'l'he. CCJllunlttce appreciates 
your cooperation in that regard and requests a similar briefing 
with respect to Special Agent Martin Houlihan on September 13, 
1982, at 10:00 a.m. 

In addition, although the documents already provided 
to the Committee with respect to Operations Buy-In, Frontload, 
Labou and Lobster have been helpful, additional documentation is 
needed to enable the Committee to compare those operations with 
each other and with Abscam. Accordingly, the Committee requests 
that you provide counsel to the Committee with access to all FBI 
Headquarters and field office files for Lobster and Buy-In and 
to the first FBI Headquarters file and the first three field 
office files for Labou. 

Sincerely, 

Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
Chairman 
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Office orlhe Director 

Honorable Charles McC. Mathias, Jr. 
Chairman 

U.S. Department of Justice 

Federal Bureau ofInvestigation 

Wtuhi,tgtat,. D.C. 20535 

September 15, 1982 

Select Conmittee to study law Enforcement 
Undercover Activities of Components 
of' the Department of Justice 

United States Senate 
Washington, D. C. 20510 

Dear Chairman Mathias: 

This letter is in response to your letter to tOO dated September 7, 
1982, in whidl you requested I make one additional Special Agent available for 
interview by the Committee and additional documentation be made available for 
n1view by counsel for the Coll\11ittee. 

In regard to your request to interview Special Agent Martin F. 
Roulihan, I am makiP(J available a Federal Bureau of lnvestigation (FBI) 
Headquarters official to provide your counsel with a briefing, at FBI 
Headquarters. Special Agent Houlihan will be present and, to the extent 
necessary, will assist in this briefing. It would be helpful if your counsel 
could provide, in advance of the briefing, a description of the information they 
seek. In this regard, they should continue to deal with Special Agem, Thomas M. 
Martens. 

With regard to the files requested, the FBI will J;rOvide access to 
them consistent with the procedures developed with regard to the Abscam files. 
It is mY understariding that your counsel has already begun the review requested. 

- Robert A. McConnell - Enclosures (3) 
Assistant Attorney General 
Office of Legislative Affairs 

14-618 0 - 83 - 33 

Sincerely yours, 

~~ 
Willi~~ H. Webster 

Director 
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APPENDIXD 

GUIDELINES OF COMPONENTS OF THE DEPARTMEN1' OF JUSTICE 

'. 

~fftrP nf tljr }JtllrJUll! (!]il'ttPrllt 

'lIlll!l~inglnn.ll. a:. 2DS3D 

~HE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S GUIDELINES ON CRIMINAL I~~STIGATI0NS 
OF INDIVIDUALS AND ORGANIZATIONS 

As the primary criminal investigative agency in the 
federal government, the FBI has the authority and responsibility 
to investigate all criminal violations of federal law not 
exclusively assigned to another federal agency. The FBI' 
thus plays a central role in national law enforcement and in 
the proper administrat~on pf justice in the United States. 

These Guidelines attempt to strike the difficult balance 
between the recognized need for broad investigative authority 
in the FBI, and the equally important need for protection of 
individual rights. It is hoped that the Guidelines will 
encourage agents of the FBI to perform their duties with 
greater certai:nty, confidence and effectiveness. Th~-s.e 
Guidelines should also give the public a firm assural'lce that 
the FBI is acting properly under the law. 

In large measure these Guidelines reaffirm current 
investigative practices of the FBI. A key principle under
lying these practices, and reflected in these Guidelines, is 
that individuals and organizations should ~e free from law 
enforcement scrutiny t~at is undertaken without a valid 
factual predicate and without a valid law enforcement purpose, 
Such investigative activity poses the risk of undue injury 
to reputation and increa&es the chance that an investigative 
target may be prosecuted for improper reasons. Accordingly, 
these Guidelines recognize that FBI investigations should be 
focused on the detection, prevention and prosecution of 
crimes. In addition, they reaffirm the requirement that 
inquiries and investigations should be based on a reasonable 
factual predicate, and subject to objective review in the 
FBI and the Justice Department. -

These Guidelines, which include the Attorney General's 
previously promulgated Guidelines on Domestic Secu~ity 
Investigations, provide guidance for all investigations by 
the FBI of crimes and crime-related activities. The standards 
and requirements set forth herein govern the circumstances 
under which an investigation may be begUn, and the permissible 
scope, duration. subject~matters, and objectives of an 
investigation. 
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All itfvestigations of crime or crime-rel,,.ted activities 
shall be undertaken in accordance with one or more of these 
Guidelines. The first set of Guidelines governs investigations, 
undertAken ~o detect, prevent and prosecute specific violations 
of federal law. The second set of Guidelines governs criminal 
intelligence investigations undertaken to obtain information 
concerning enterprises which are engaged in racketeering 
activities involving violence, extortion or public corruption. 
The third set of Guidelines governs criminal intelligence 
investigations undertaken for the purpose of obtaining 
~nformation on activitie~ that threaten the national security, 
a~ defined herein. 

These Guidelines are issued under the authority of the 
Attorney General as provided in 28 U.S.C. 509, 510, and 533. 
They are consistent with the requirements of the proposed, 
FBI Charter Act but do not depend upon passage of the Act 
for their effectiveness. 

fQ:.TI.~ 

I. General Crimes Investigations 

A. General Principles 

B. Definitions 

C. Investigations 

D. Inquiries 

II. Racketeering Enterprise Investigations 

A. Definitions 

B. General Authority 

C. PurpOl.e 

D. Scope !It 

E. Authorization and Renewal 

III. Domestic Security Investigations 

IV. Resetvation 
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1. General Crimes Investigations 

A. General Principles: 

A primary mission of the Federal ~ureau of Investigation 
is toinves~igate specific violations of the federal criminal 
laws for pur~oses of detection, prevention, and prosecution 
of crime. These investigations are called "general crimes" 
investigations under these Guidelines, to distinguish them 
from criminal intelligence investigations of racketeering 
enterprises and of domestic security matters. 

Three sorts of principles must be observed in investigating 
general crimes. The first address when an investigation can 
properly be opened. The second address how an investigation 
should be conducted. The third address when an lnvestigation 
should be terminated .. 

First, investigations should be conducted only for the 
purpose of detecting, preventing, or prosecuting violations 
of federal criminal law. No investigation may be based 
solely on the lawful expression of religious or political 
views by an individual or group, the lawful exercise of the 
right to peaceably assemble and to petition the Government, 
or the lawful exercise of any other right secured by the 
Constitution or by the laws of the United States. An 
investigation may be opened,when there are facts or circumstances 
that "reasonably indicate" a federal criminal violation has 
occurred, is occurring, or will occur. This standard of 
"reasonable indication" is substantially lower than probable 
cause, but does require specific facts or"circumstances 
indicating a violation. 

Second, an investigation is to be conducted with 
minimal intrusion consistent with the need to collect information 
or evidence in a timely and effective manner. The seriousness 
of the alleged criminal activity and the quality of the 
information indicating the existence of the activity should 
be among the factors considered in determining the investigation's 
proper scope and intrusiveness. ~ 

Third, an inv~stigation should be promptly terminated 
~pon.completion of all reasonable and logical investigative. 
steps, and if appropriate, should be prese~ted for prosecutive 
opinion. 

Where the factual basis for an investigation~oes not 
yet exist,' but some response appears tQ b~ warranted to an 
allegation or other information concerning possible illegal 
conduct, these Guidelines also permit the limited step of 
conducting a preliminary "inquiry". Inquiries as a general 
rule should be less intrusive and of shorter duration than 
full investigations. 
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In circumstances where neither an investigation nor an 
inquiry is warranted, the FBI may ascertain the g~neral 
scope and nature of criminal activity in a particular location 
or sector of the economy. 

B. Definitions 

(1) "Exigent circumstances" are circumstances requiring 
action before authorization otherwise necessary under these 
guidelines can reasonably be obtained, in order to protect 
life or substantial property interests; to apprehend or 
identify a fleeing offender; to prevent the hiding, destruction 
or alteration of evidence; or to avoid other serious impairment 
or hindrance of an investigation. 

(2) "Sensitive criminal matter" is any alleged criminal 
conduct involving corrupt action by a public official or 
political candidate, the activities of a foreign government, 
the activities of a religious organization or a primarily 
political organization or the related activities of any 
individual prominent in such an organization, or the activities 
of the news media; and any other matter which in the judgment 
of a Special Agent in Charge (SAC) should be br6ught to the 
attention of the United States Attorney or other appropriate 
official in the Department of Justice, as well as FBI Headquarters 
(FBIHQ). 

C. Investigations 

(1) A general crimes investigation may be initiated by 
the FBI when facts or circ~stances reason~b1y indicate that 
a federal crime has been, is being, or will be comm~tted. 
The investigation may be conducted to prevent, solve, and 
prosecute such .criminal activity. 

'l"he standard of "reasonable indication" is lower than 
probable cause. In determining whether there is reasonable 
indication of a federal criminal violation, a Special Agent 
may take into account any facts or circumstances that a 
prudent investigator would consider. However, the standard 
does require specific facts or circumstances indicating a 
past, current, or impending violation. There must be an 
objective, factual basis for initiatiug the investigation; 
a mere hunch is insufficient. 

(2) Where a criminal act may be committed in the 
future, preparation for that act can, of course, amount to a 
current crimina! violation under the conspiracy or attempt 
provisions of federal criminal la.w, if there are present the 
requisite agreement and overt act, or substantial step 
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. toward completion of the criminal act and intention to 
complete the act. With respect to criminal activity that 
may occur in the future but does not yet involve n current 

-eriminal conspiracy or attempt, particular care is necessary 
to assure that there exist facts and circumstances amounting 
to a reasonable indication that a crime will occur. 

(3) The FBI supervisor authorizing an investigation 
shall aSSure that the facts or circumstances meeting the 
standard of reasonable indication have been recorded in 
writing. 

In sensitive criminal matters, as defined in paragraph 
B(2), the United States Attorney or an appropriate Department 
of Justice official and FBIHQ shall be notified in writing 
of the basis for an investigation as soon as practicable 
after commencement of the investigation. 

(4) In a general crimes investigation, the FBI may use 
any lawful investigative technique. Before employing a 
technique, the FBI should consider whether the information 
could be obtained in a timely and effective way by less 
intrusive means. Some of the factors to be considered in 
judging intrusiveness are adverse consequences to an individual's 
privacy interests and avoidable damage to his reputation. 
Whether a highly intrusive technique should be used depends 
on the seriousness of the crime and the strength of the 
information indicating the existence of the crime. It is 
recognized that choice of technique is a matter of judgment. 

(5) All requirements for use of a technique set by 
statute, Department regulations and policies, and Attorney 
General guidelines must be complied with. The investigative 
techniques listed below are subject to the noted restrictions: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Informants and confidential sources 
must be used in compliance with the 
Attorney General's Guidelines on the 
Use of Informants and Confidential 
Sources; 

Undercover operations must be conducted 
in compliance with the Atto~ey General's 
Guidelines on FBI Undercover Operations: 

Nonconsensual electronic surveillance 
must be conducted pursuant to the warrant 
procedures and requirements of Title III 
of the Omnibus Crime Control and Safe 
Streets Act of 1968, 18 U;S.C. 2510~2520: 
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(e) 

(f) 

(g) 
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Pen registers must be authorized pursuant 
to Department policy. This requires an 
order from a federal district court and 
~n extension every 30 days, under the 
December 18, 1979 memorandum from the 
Assistant AttorneyGeneral in charge of 
the Criminal Division to all United States 
Attorneys; 

Consensual electronic monitoring must be 
authorized pursuant to Department policy. 
For consensual monitoring of conv~rsations 
other than telephone conversations, advance 
authorization must be obtained from the 
Director or Associate Director of the 
Office of Enforcement Operations or a 
Deputy Assistant Attorney General 
in the Criminal Division, or the.Assistant 
Attorney General in charge of the Criminal 
Division, except in exigent circumstances. 
This s?plies both to devices carried by 
the cooperating participant and to devices 
installed on premises under the control 
of the participant. See USAM 9-7.013. 
For consensual monitoring of telephone 
conversations, advance authorization must 
be obtained from the SAC and the appropriate 
U.S. Attorney, except in exigent circumstances; 

Searches and seizures must be conducted 
under the authority of a valid warrant 
unless the search or seizure comes within 
a judicially recognized exception to 
the warrant requirement; 

Whenever an individual is known to be 
represented by counsel in a particular 
matter, the FBI shall follow applicable 
law and Department procedure concerning 
contact with represented individuals 
in the absence of prior notice to their 
counsel. The SAC or his designee and 
the United States Attorney shall consult 
periodically on applicable ~aw and 
Department procedure. 

(6) 'The Special Agent conducting an investigation 
shall maintain periodic ~7itten or oral contact with the 
appropriate federal prose:utor, as circumstances require and 
as requested by the prosecutor. 
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When,-during an investigation, a matter appears to 
arguably warrant prosecution, the Special Agent shall 
present the relevant facts to the appropriate federal 
prosecutor. In every sensitive criminal matter, the FBI 
shall notify the appropriate federal prosecutor of the 
termination.of an investigation within 30 days of such 
termination.·, Information on investigations which have been 
closed shall be available on request to a United States 
Attorney or his designee or an appropriate Department of 
Justice offical. 

(7) When a serious matter investigated by the FBI'is 
referred to state or local authorities for prosecution, the 
FBI, insofar as resources permit, shall promptly advise the 
federal prosecutor in writing if the state or local authorities 
decline prosecution or fail to commence prosecutive action 
within 120 days. "-"here' an FBI field office cannot provide 
this follow-up, the SAC shall ~o advise the federal prosecutor. 

(8) When credible information is received concerning 
serious criminal activity not within the FBI's investigative 
jurisdiction, the FBI field office shall promptly transmit 
the. information or refer the complainal1t to the law enforcement 
agencies having jurisdiction, except where disclosure would 
jeopardize an ongoing investigation, endanger the safety of 
an individual, disclose the identity of an informant, interfere 
with an informant's cooperation, or reveal legally privileged 
information. If full disclosure is not made for the reasons 
indir.ated, then whenever feasible, the FBI field office 
shall make at least limited disclosure to the law enforcement 
agency havipg jurisdiction, and full disclosure shall be 
made as soon as the need for restricting 'ilissemi11ation is no 
longer present. Wnere full disclosure is not made to the 
appropriate law enforcement agencies within 180 days, the 
FBI field office s'hall promptly notify FBI Headquarters in 
wri1;ing of the fact.s and circ\lIl:stances concerning the 
criminal activity. The FBI shall make a periodic report to 
the Deputy Attorney General on such nondisclos.ure and incomplete 
disclosures, in a form suitable to protect the identity of 
informants and confidential sou'J;"ces. 

Whenever information is ~eceiv~d concerning unauthorized 
criminal activity by an informant or confidential source, i~ 
shall be handled in accord with paragraph G of the Attorney 
General's Guidelines on Vs~ of Informants ~nd Confidential 
Sources. 

(9) All requirements regarding investigations shall 
apply to reopened investigations. In sensitive criminal 
matters, the United States Attorney or the appropriate 
Department of Justice official shall be notified i11 writing 
as soon as practicable after the reopening of an investigation. 
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D. Inguiries 

(1) On some occasions the FBI may :receive information 
or an allegation not warranting a full investigation -
because there is not yet n "reasonable indication" of criminal 
activity -- but whose responsible handling requires some 
further scr~tiny beyond the prompt and extremely limited 
checking out of initial leads. In such circumstances,. 
though the factual predicate for an investigation has not 
been met, the 'FBI may initiate an "inquiry" involving some 
measured review, contact, or observation activities in 
response to the allegation or information indicating the 
possibility of criminal activity. 

This a~thority to conduct inquiries short of a full 
investigation allows the government to respond 'in a measured 
way to ambiguous or incomplete information and to do so with 
as little intrusion as the needs of the situation permit. 
This is especially important in such areas as white-collar 
crime where no complainant is involved or when an allegation 
or information is received from a source of unknown reliability. 
It is contemplated that such inquiries would be of short 
duration and be confined solely to obtaining the information 
necessary to make an informed judgment as to whether a full 
investigation is warranted. 

An "inquiry" is not a required step when facts or 
circumstances reasonably indicating criminal activity are 
already available; in such cases, a full investigation can 
be immediately opened. 

(2) The FBI supervisor authorizing an inquiry shall 
assure that the allegation or other information which 
warranted the inquiry has been recorded in writing. In 
sensitive criminal matters, the United States Attorney or an 
appropriate Department of Justice official shall be notified 
of the basis for an inquiry as soon as practicable after the 
opening of the inquiry, and the fact of notification shall 
be recorded in writing. 

(3) Inquiries shaLl be completed within 60 days after 
initiation of the first investigative step. The date of th~ 
first investigative step is not necessarily the same date on 

'which the first incoming information or a}legation was 
received. An extension of time in an inquiry f~~ succeeding 
3~-day periods may be granted by FBI Headquarters upon 
receipt o·f a written request and statement of reasons why 
further investigative steps are warra~ted when there is no 
"reasonable indication" of criminal activity. 
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(4) Before employing an investigative technique i~ an 
inquiry, the FBI should consider whether the information 
could be obtained in a timely and effective way by less 
intrusive means. Some of the factors to be considered in 
judging intrusiveness are adverse consequences to an individual's 
privacy interests and avoidable damage to his reputation. 
Wnether an intrusive technique should be used in an inquiry 
depends on the serio.usness of the possible crime and the 
strength of the information indicating the possible existence 
of the crime. However, the techniques used in an inquiry 
should generally be less intrusive than those employed in a 
full investigation. It is recognized that choice of technique 
is a matter of judgment. 

(5) Th~ following investigative techniques shall not 
be used during an inquiry: . 

(a) Mail covers; 

(b) Mail openings; 

(c) Nonconsensual electronic surveillance 
or any other investigative technique 
covered by Title III of the Omnibus 
Crime Control and Safe Streets Act of 
1968. 18 U.S.C. 2510-2520. 

(6) The following investigative techniques may be used 
in an inquiry without any prior authorization from a supervisory 
agent: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

'(f) 

Examination of FBI indices and files; 

Examination of records available to the 
public and other public sources of 
information; 

Examination of available federal, state 
and local government records; 

Interview of the complainant. previously 
established informants, and confidential 
sources; 

Interview of the potential subject; 

lnterview of persons who should readily 
be able. to corroborate or deny the truth 
of the allegation, except this does not 
include pretext interviews or interviews 
of a potential subject's employer or 
co-workers unless the interviewee was 
the complainant; 

.-. __ .r. 
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~g) Physical or photographic surveillance 
of any person. 

The use of any other lawful investigative technique in an 
inquiry shall require prior approval by a supervisory agent, 
except in exigent circumstances. Where a technique is 
highly intrusLye, a supervisory agent shall approve its use 
in the inquiry stage only in compelling circumstances and 
when other investigative means are not likely to be successful. 

(7) ~~ere an inquiry fails to disclose sufficient 
information to justify an investigation, the FBI shall 
terminate the inquiry and make a record of the.closing. In a 

• sensitive criminal matter, the FBI shall notify the United 
States Attorney of the closing and record the fact of 
notification in writing. Information on an inquiry which has 
been closed shall be available on request to a United States 
Attorney or his designee or an appropriate Department of 
Justice official. 

(8) All requirements regarding inquiries shall apply 
to reopened inquirie~. In sensitive criminal matters, the 
United States Attorney or the appropr:i.ate Departme~lt of 
Justice official shall be notified as soon as practicable 
after the reopening of an inquiry. 
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II. Racketeering Enterprise ~nvestigations 

The vast majority of FBI investigations will he conducted 
pursuant to Part If and will be directed at specific activities 
or conduct in violation of federal law -- what are termed 
"general- crimes'~ under these guidelines. In addition to this 
authority the FBI 'may also investigate certain criminal organiza
tions or enterprises -- what are termed "racketeering enter
prises" -- for the purpose of obtaining information concerning 
the composition, structure, and activities of the racketeering 
enterprises. Except in exceptional circumstances specifically 
authorized by the Director and concurred in by the Attorney 
General, this authori.ty may be exercised only when the o!Ictivity 
engaged in by the racketeering enterprise involves violence, 
extortion, or systematic public corruption. 

A. Definitions 

1. A "racketeering enterprise" is two or more persons 
engaged in a continuing course of conduct for the purpose of 
obtaining monetary Or commercial gains or profits wholly or in 
part through racketeering activity. 

2. Racketeering activity is any offense, including a 
violation of state law, encompassed by the Racketeer Influenced 
and Corrupt Organizations Act, 18 U.S.C. §196l(l). 

B. General Authority 

1. The FBI has authority to conduct investigations of 
racketeering enterprises ~~ose activities involve violence, 
extortion, or systematic public corruption. A racketeering 
enterprise not engaged in such activities may be investigated 
under this authority only upon a written determination by the 
Director, concurred in by the Attorney General, that such 
investigation is justified by exceptional circumstances. 

2. A racketeering enterprise investigation may be 
initiated only when facts or circumstances reasonably indicate 
the existence of a racketeering enterprise meeting the criteria 
set forth in paragraph II B 1. The standard of "reasonable 
indication" is identical to that governing the initiation of a 
general crimes investigation under Part I. 

3.. Authority to conduct racketeering ent~rprise inves
tigations is separate from and in addition to general crimes 
investigative authority under Part I: Information warranting 
initiation of a racketeering enterprise investigation may be 
obtained during the course of a general crimes inquiry or 
investigation. Conversely, a racketeering enterprise investiga
tion may yield information warranting a general crimes inquiry 
or investigation. 
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C. Purpose 

The immediate purpose of a racketeering enterprise inves
tigation is to obtain information concerning the nature and 
structur~ of the enterprise, as specifically delineated in 
paragraph··II D below, with a view to the longer range objective 
of detection, prevention, and prosecution of the criminal 
activities of the enterprise. 

D. Scope 

1. A racketeering enterprise investigation properly 
initated under these guidelines may collect information con
cerning: 

a. The members of the enterorise and other 
persons likely to be knowingly acting 
in the furtherance of racketeering 
activity, provided that the information 
concerns such persons' activities on 
behalf of or in furtherance of the 
enterprise; 

b. the finances of the enterprise; 

c. the geographical dimensions of the enterprise; and 

d. the past and future activities and goals of 
the enterprise. 

2. In obtaining the foregoing information, any lawful 
investigative technique may be used, in accordance with the 
requirements of paragraphs C 4 and 5 of Part I. 

E. Authorization ann Renewal 

1. A racketeering enterprisfl investigation may be 
authorized by the Director or designated Assistant Director 
upon a written recommendation' setting forth the facts and 
circumstances reasonably indicating the existence of a racket
eering enterprise whose activities involve vIolence, extortion, 
cr systematic public corruption. In such cases the FBI shall 
notify the Attorney General or his designee of the opening of 
the investigation. An inVestigation of a racketeering e~ter
prise not involved in these activities may be authorized only 
by the Director upon his written determination,'concurred in by 
the AttOrney General, that such inve~tigation is warranted by 
exceptional circumstances. In all investigations, the Attorney 
General may, as he deems necessary, request the FBI to provide 
a report on the status of the investigation. 
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2. A racketeering enterprise investigation ~y be ini
tially authorized for a period of up to 180 days. An investiga·. 
tion ~y be continued upon renewed authorization for additional 
periods each not to exceed 180 days. Renewal authorization 
shall be obtained from the Director or designated Assistant 
Director. : The concurrence of the Attorney General must also be 
obtained 'if his concurrence was initially required to authorize 
the investigation. 

3. Investigations shall be reviewed by the Director or 
designated senior Headquarters official on or before the expira
tion of the period fo~ which the investigation and each renewal 
thereof is authorized. 

4. .lu:t investigation which has been tenninated ~y be 
reopened upon a showing of the same standar.d and pursuant to the 
same procedures as required for initiation of an investigation. 

III. Domestic Security Investigations 

The Attorney General's Guidelines on Domestic Security 
Investigations, promulgated in 1976, shall continue to govern 
such investigations. 

IV. Reservation 

A. Nothing in these guidelines shall limit general 
reviews or audits of papers, files, contracts, or other records 
in the Government's possession, or the performance of similar 
services at the specific request of a department or agency of 
the United States. , Such reviews, audits, or similar services 
must be for the purpose of detecting or preventing violations of 
federal law which are within the investigative responsibility 
of the FBI. 

B. These Guidelines are set forth solely for the purpose 
of internal Department of Justice guidance. They are not 
intended to, do not, and may not be relied upon to create any 
rights, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any 
party in any matter, civil or criminal, nor do they place any 
limitations on otherwise lawful investigative and litigative 
prerogatives of the Department of Justice. 

Date :---!":'::o?J...A:::;..?,(..h...l!h~7)::.-_ 
I I 
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~rr1IP nf l1}P AttDmpl! ~rnPrzd 
111 ZIJI~ ing1%tn. 11. cr.. 2D~3D 

ATTO~\~Y GEhLRAl'S GUID!LlhLS ON FBI USE OF 
It:ToRO':Al;rS Af;o COt:flDEt:flAL SOURCES 

The follo~ing guidelines on fEI use of informants and 
confidential sources are issued under the authority of the 
Attorney General as provided in 28 U.S.C. 509, 510, and 533. 
They are consistent wit.h the requirementG of the proposed 
FBI Charter Act, but do not depend upon passage of the Act 
for their effectiv~nes~. 

CONTEh"'I'S 

A. Introduction 

B. Definition of Confidential Source, Informant and 
Continuing Basis 

C. General Authority 

D. Required Findings of Suitability and Pertinence 
For Any Informant or Confidential Source Used on 
a Continuing Basis, Any Info~ant Authori%ed to 
Associate in Activities, Participation in Which 
Othe~'ise Would be Criminal, and Any Informant 
or Confidential Source Providing Substantial 
Operational Assistance in an Undercover Operation 

E. Required Instructions 

F. Authorized Participation by Any Informant in Criminal 
Activities 

G. Notifying Appropriate Authorities of Unautbori%ed 
Cri~inal Activity by Any Informant or Confidential 
Source 

H. Use of Any Informant or Confidential Source Under 
the Obligation of a Legal Privilege of Confidentiality 
or ~filiated with the News Media 

1. Infiltration of Organization Activities by Informants 
or Confiden~ial Sources Vsed on a Continuing !asis 

3. Minimi%ation in Domestic Security Investigations 

K. Persons Represented by Counsel . 

L. Coordination with United States Attorneys and Other 
Federal Prosecutors 

M. Compensati;n for Informants and Confidential Sources 

N. Reservat.ion 
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A. Introduction 

(1) The courts have recognized that the government's 
use of informants and confidential sources is lawful and 
often essential to the effectiveness of properly authorized 
law enforce~ent investigations. However, use of informants 
and confidential sources to assist in the investigation of 
criminal activity may invo~ve an element ~f deception, 
intrusion into the privacy of inClividuals, or coope't'ation 
with persons whose reliability'and motivation can be open to 
question. It is proper for the FBI to use informants and . 
confidential sources in appropriate investigations, but 
special care must be taken to carefully evaluate and closely 
supervise th~ir use, and to ensure that individual rights 
are not infringed and that the government itself does not 
become a violator of the law. Though informants and confidential 
sources are not employees of the FBI. their relationship to 
the FBI can impose a special responsibility upon the FBI 
when the informant or confidential source engages in activity 
where he has received, Or reasonably thinks he has received, 
encouragement or direction for that activity from the FBI. 

(2) To implement these guidelines, the FBI shall issue 
detailed instructions to all Special Agents responsible for 
dealing with informants and confidential sources. 

B. Definition of Confidential Source, Informant, and 
Continu~ng Basis 

(1) A confidential source, under these. guidelines, is 
any person or entity furnishing information to the FBI on a 
confidential basis, where such information has been obtained 
as a result of legitimate employment or access to records 
and is provided consistent with applicable lew. 

(2) An informant, under these guidelines, is any other 
person or entity furnishing information to the FBI Qn a 
confidential basis. 

(3) An informant or confidential source used on a 
"continuing basis" is one providing information··or substantial 
operational assistance with some degree of regularity. This' 
may be as infrequent as a few times per year. or as frequent 
as several times per week. 

C. Gener~l Authority 

(1) An informant or confidential source may be asked 
to provide information already in his possession, to provide 
information which comes to his attention, or to affirmatively 

,I 

( 
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seek out information, concerning criminal conduct or other 
subjects of authorized investigative activity. An informant 
or confidential source may also be asked to provide operational 
assistance t~.the FBI, including furnishing resources or 
facilities •.. 

(2) The FBI may only use informants or confidential 
sources in furtherance of its authorized investigative 
activities and law enforcement responsibilities. lnformants 
and confidential sources may not be used or encouraged to 
commit acts which the FBI could~ot ~uthorize for its Special 
Agents. 

D. 

(1) No informant or confidential source may be used to 
provide information on a continuing basis, no informant may 
be authorized t.O associate in activities, participation in 
~hich othe~ise would be criminal, nor may any informant or • 
confidential source be used to provide substantial operational 
assistance in an undercover operation, unless the supervisory 
FBI official designated below has made written findings: 

(a) that the informant or conf~dential source 
appears suitable for such use, and 

(b) that the information likely to be obtained 
or the operational assistance to be provided 
is pertinent to authorized FBI investigative 
activity or law enforcement responsibilities. 

Findings of suitability and pertinence shall be made by 
a supervisory agent designated by the Director e.xcept that 
in the case of a Domestic Security Investigation, the 
findings shall be made by a Headquarters official designated' 
by the Director. • 

(2) A finding of suitability should be preceded by a 
preliminary. inquiry concerning the proposed informant or 
confidential source. A preliminary inquiry may on~y be used 
to assess suitability. It may not be used to develop information 
concerning an individual for the purpose of inducing him to 
become an informant o~ confidential source. A preliminary 
inquiry can use any lawful investigative technlque except 
mail covers, access to tax information-; and any technique 
requiring probable c.~se, such as mail openings, nonconsens~l 
electronic surveillance, or .earches. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 34 
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(3) In detennining the suitability of an infomant or 
confidential source, the FBI shall weigh and consider the 
follo~ing factors: 

(a)-•. the nature of the lIlatter under investigation 
. and the i~ortance of the information Dr 

assistance being furnished; 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

the seriousness of past and contemporaneous 
criminal activity of wh~~h the info~~t 
or confidential source lIlsy be suspected; 

the motivation of the infonnant or confidential 
source, including any consideration sought fro~ 

.the government for his cooperation; 

the likelihood that the information or 
assistance which an inforu~nt or confidential 
source could provide is not available in a 
timely and effective manner by less intrusive 
means; 

the informant's or confidential source's 
reliability and truthfulness, Dr the 
availability of lIleans to verify infonnation 
which he provides; 

any record of conformance by the infonnant 
or confidential source to Bureau instructions 
and control in past operae~ons; how closely 
the Bureau will be able to ~onitor and control 
the informant's or confidential source's 
activities insofar as he is acting on behalf 
of the Bureau; 

the risk that use of infonnants or confidential 
Bources in the particular investigation may intrude 
upon privileged co~unications. or inhibit 
the lawful £ssociation of individuals Dr 
expression of ideas; and 

any risk that use of infonna~s or confidential 
sources may compromise an investigation or 
subsequent prosecution, including court
ordered disclosures of identity which may 
require the government to move for dismissal 
of the criminal ease. 

(4) A preliminary inquiry and ~ritten detennination 
regarding suitability and pertinence should be completed 
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within 120 days from the date the inquiry began. FBI Headquarters 
~y authorize one or ~ore extensions beyond 120 days, stating 
in ~7iting the facts and circumstances precluding an earlier 
dete~ination. ,... 

(5) Dete~nations of suitability and pertinence shall 
be reviewed at least every 90 days" by a field supervisor and 
at least annually by FBI Headquarters. 

(6) If it is dete~ined not to \~e a person or entity 
as an informant or confidential source, any info~ation 
collected about the person or entity during the preli~inary 
inquiry ~'ithout the consent of the person or entity shall be 
promptly destroyed, unless it is or ~ay become pertinent to 
authorized investigative activity or the person is a potential 
witness in a criminal prosecution. Any decision not to 
destroy all info~ation about the person or entity shall be 
recorded with explanatory facts and circumstances in an 
in'/estigative case file and shall be reviewed periodically 
by the SAC or designated field supervisor. 

(7) At any time the FBI learns an approved info~ant 
or confidential source is no longer suitable to provide 
info~ation or operational assistance, his relationship ~ith 
the Bureau shall be promptly te~inated. FBI Headquarters 
shall maintain records of informant and confidential source 
te~inations, including a detailed statement of the reasons 
for each termination. These records shall be subject to 
periodic review by a designee of the Deputy Attorney General 
in a fo~ suitable to protect the identity qf the info~ants 
and confidential sources. 

E. Resuired Instructions to 

ation 

Each such person shall be advised th:t his relationship 
with the FBI ~~ll not protect him from arrest or prosecution 
for any violation of Federal, State, or local law, except 
where the TBl has dete~ined pursuant to these guidelines 
that his association in specific activity, which otherwise 
would be criminal, is justified for law enforcement; and 
that in carrying out his assignments he shall under no 
circumstances participate in any act of violence, initiate 
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or instigate • ~lan to commit criminal acts, or use unlawful 
techniques to obtain information (e.g., illegal wiretapping, 
illegal mail openings, breaking and entering, or criminal 
trespass). Such persons shall be ~eadvised when necessary, 
at least annually, and at any time there is reason to suspect 
they are en·gaged in serious criminal activity. 

(2) Ot'her Confidendal Sources Used on a Continuins 
!!ill.: 

In place of the instructions in paragraph E(l) above, 
each such confidential source shall be advised that he is 
not acting as an agent or e~p1oyee of the FBI, that he 
should use only lawful techniques to obtain information, and 
that he should provide information only in accordance with 
applicable law. 

(3) ~~en the FBI learns that persons under investigation. 
intend to co~it a violent crime, any informants or confidential 
sources used in conneccion with the investigation shall be 
instructed to try, to the extent practicable, to discourage 
the violence. . 

(4) A written record shall be made in each informant 
or confidential source file of the instructions noted above 
promptly after they are given. 

F. Authcrized Participation bv Any Informant in Criminal 
Activitl.es 

An informant or confidential source shall not be authorized 
to engage, except in accordance with this paragraph, in any 
activity that would constitute a crime under rotate or federal 
1a~ if engaged in by a private person acting without the 
authorization or approval of an appropriate government 
official. For purposes of this paragraph, such activity is 
referred to as "otherwise criminal" activity. 

, (1) A dete~ination that participation by an informant 
in othe~'ise criminal activities is justified shall be made 
only by the supervisory FBI official designate'd in paragraphs 
F (2) and (3) below on the basil; of his wr!tten findings 
that 

(8) .. the conduct is necessary to obtain 
information or evidence for paramount 
prosecutive purposes, to-establish and maintain 
credibility or cover with persons associated 
with criminal activity under investigation, 
or to prevent or avoid the danger of death or 
serious bodily injury: and 
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lb) this need ou~eighs the seriousness 
of the conduct involved. 

(2) F~r purposes of these Guidelines there are two 
types of otherlo."ise criminal activities -- "extraordinary." 
i.e .• those involvin¥ a significant risk of violence. corrupt 
actions by high pub11c officials. or severe finanr.ial loss 
to a victim, and "ordinary." A determination that participatiQn 
in activities which othenolise would be "ordinar~" criminal 
activities is justified as part of an informant s assignment . 
shall be made by a field office supervisor or higher level 
official, and shall be recorded in ~~iting in advance of any 
such activit~. except that oral approval may be given in An 
emergency situation where confirmed thereafter in writing aF 
soon as possible. The SAC shall review all such criminal 
activity by infoTIllants at least every 90 days. 

Determinations authorizing participation in such 
activities may concern a single instance of otherwise 
crin,inal activity or a specified group of otherwise criminal 
activities. 

The ~~itten determinations shall be submitted annually 
to Headquarters for review, and shall be subject to Tp.view 
by a designee of the Deputy Attorney General in a form 
suitable to protect the identity of the informants. 

(3) A determination that participation in activities 
which othen.ise would be "extraordinary" criminal activities 
is justified as part of an informant's ass\gnment shall be 
made only by the SAC and only after the SAC consults with 
and obtains the approval of the United States Attorney. The 
consultation shall be in a form suitable to protect the 
identity of the informant. The SAC's ~~itten determination 
and a record of the United States Attorney's approval snaIl 
be i~ediately forwarded to a senior Headquarters official 
designated by the Director. and to the Assistant Attorney 
General in charge of the Criminal Division or his desS.gnee, 
in a form suitable to protect the identity of ~he informant. 

.. If the SAC reasonably determines that an emergency 
situation exists requiring informant part~ipation in activities 
~hich othe~'ise ~ould be extraordinary criminal activities 
before approval by the United States Attorney can with due 
d1ligence'by obtained, in order to protect life or substantial 
property. to apprehend or identify a fleeing offender. or to 
prevent the im:ninent loss of essential evidence. the SAC may 
approve the participation on his own authority but ahall 
~ediately notify the United States Attorney. the appropriate 
senior Headquarters official, and the Assistant Attorney 
General in charge of the Criminal Division Dr his designee. 
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In such an emergency situation the SAC ahall attempt to 
consult by televhone with a senior ~em~er of the Unite~ 
States Attorney s office before approving participation. 

(4) Upo.n approving any participation in otherwise 
criminal .cti~ity, the FB~ shall repeat to the informant the 
instructions specified in paragraph Eel). 

The TBI shall also seek, t.o the extent practicable, to 
provide: 

(a) 

. 
(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

that the advene effect of the activity 
on innocent individuals is minimized; 

that the informant's partieipation is 
minimized and that the informant is not 
the primary source of technical expertise 
Dr financial support for the activity 
in which he will participate; 

that the informant's participation in the 
activity is closely supervised by the 
FBI; and 

that the informant does not directly profit 
from his participation in the activity. 

(5) Any proposal by a confidential source to engage in 
othe~'ise criu.inal activities in order to gather information 
changes the status of that individual from confidential 
source to informant. 

G. 

(1) While carrying out an FBI assignment, an informant 
or confidential source bears a relationsnip to the FBI such 
that his participation in any unauthorized activity in 
connection with the assignment Associated with .~riminal 
acitivites, even of a minor character, should be carefully 
scrutinized and severely regarded. Hence, whenever a Special 
Agent learns that an informant or confident~al source has 
participated in a criminal activity in connection with 
an FBI assignment which was not authori~ea pursuant to the 
procedures_of paragraph F of these gUidelines, the Special 
Agent shall notify a field office supervisor. The supervisor 
IEal1 ~e a determination whether to notify appropriate 
state Or local law enforcement or prosecutive authorities of 
any violation of law and shall make a determination whether 
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continued use of the informant or confidential .ource is 
justified. In exceptional circumstances where notification 
to state or local authorities is deter.mined to be inadvisable. 
or where any request or recommendation is made to state or 
local authori~es to delay or forego enforcement mction. the 
FBI shall promptly notify the Assistant Attorney General in 
charge of the Criminal Division or his designee of t:he facts 
and circumstances concerning the inform~nt's or confidential 
source's violation of law, what notification or request has 
been made to state or local law enforc~ment or prosecutive 
authorities, and the supporting reasons, What use will be 
~de of any information gathered through the violation of 
la~, and whether continued use will be made of the informant 
or confidential source. . 

(2) Informants who are in a positio~ to have useful 
knowledge of cri~inal activities often are themselves involved 
in a criminal livelihood. It is recognized that in the 
course of using an informant or confidential source, the FBI 
~y receive limited information concerning a variety of 
criminal activities by the informant or confidential source, 
and that in regard to less serious participation in criminal 
activities unconnected to an FBI assignment. it may be 
necessary to forego any further investigative or enforcement 
action in order to retain the source of information. However, 
whenever a Special Agent learns of the co~ission of' a 
serious crime by an informant or confidential source, he 
shall not1fy a field office supervisor. The supervisor 
shall make a determination whether to notify appropriate 
state or local law enforcement or prosecutive authorities of 
any violation of law and shall ~ke a dete~ination whether 
continued use of the informant or confidential source is 
justified. In circumstances where notification to state or 
local authorities is determined to be inadvisable, or where 
any request or reco~endation is made to state or local 
authorities to delay or forego enforcement action, the tBl 
shall i~ediately notify the Assistant Attorney General in 
charge of the Criminal Division or his designee of the facts 
and circumstances concerning the info~nt's or confidential 
source's violation of law, what notification or ~eQuest has 
been made to state or local law enforcement or prosecutive 
authorities, and the supporting reasons, and what use will 
be mace of any in!o~tion gathered through the vi:lation of 
law. A determination to then continue use of the informant 
or confidential source must be approved by the Director or a 
senior Headquarters official, after cons~ltation with the 
Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal Division 
or his ~esignee. 

(3) Each FBI field office shall immediately notify FBI 
Headquarters Whenever it .learns of participation by an 
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informant· e~ a confidentia1 .• ource .in a serious act ·of violence, 
l.ven "'hen appT0p-Ti.te .tateer local 1 • ..: enforcement or 
pTosecutive authorities have been-notified. Detailed records 
shall be1!laint.ained at ReadquaTters reguding each instance 
of informan~ or confidential SOUTce participation in a . 
serious act.'.o£ violence, and these TecoTds shall be subject 
to periodic revie~ by a designee of the Deputy Attorney 
GeneTal in a form suitable to protect the identity Df the 
informants and confidential sources. A determination to 
continue use of the informant 01' confidential sO~Tce =U5t be 
appToved by the Director or a senior Headquarters official, 
after consultation with the Assistant Attorney General in 
chaTge of the Criminal Division. 

(4) In determining whether to notify appropriate state 
or local 1a .. - enforcement or -prosecutive. authorities of 
crim:'nal act:S.vity by FBI informants and ccmfidentia1 sources, 
the rBI shall consider: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

whether the crime is completed, imminent 
or inchoate, 

the 'seriousness of the crime in terms of 
danger to life and property; 

whether the crime is a violation of federal 
or state la~. and whether a felony, misdemeanor, 
or lesser offense; 

the degree of certainty of t~e information 
regarding the criminal activity; 

whether the appropriate authorities already 
kno..: of the criminal activity and the 
informant's or confidential source's identity; 

the effect of notification on FBI 
investigative activity. 

(5) Under no circumstances shall the F~l take any 
action to conceal a crime by one of its informants or confidential 
sources. 

H. lnfo:nr.ants and U~der the Obli ation 
~ty or ~ late 

(1) A person who is under the obrigation of a legal 
privilege of confidentiality or who is affiliated with the 
news media may be used IS an informant or as • confidential 
source only upon the express approval in writing by the 
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Director o~ a designated senior Headquarters official, 
except that a field office supervisor may approve one-time 
receipt of information not collected at the request of the 
FBI where the particular information is unprivileged. 

The FBI Shall promptly give written notice, or oral 
notice confirmed in writing, to the Assistant Attorney 
General in charge of the Criminal Division or his designee 
of any such Headquarters authorization. The notice shall 
include sufficient information to allow meaningful review, 
and shall set forth the reasons why the individual should be 
used as an informant or confidential source • 

(2) Any puch person approved as an informant or confidential 
source shall be advised by the FBI that in seeking information 
from him. the FBI is not requesting and does not advoca~e 
breach of any legal obligation of confidentiality. A 
record shall be made and kept in the informant or confidential 
source file when the advice has been given. This advice 
shall be provided before accepting information en a continuing 
basis. . 

(3) If. despite the advice to the informant or confidel1tial 
source that revelation of privileged information is not 
requested or advocated. he offers to provide information 
that is privileged or arguably privileged. the offer shal; 
not be accepted unless a field office supervisor determinES 
that serious consequences would ensue from rejection of the 
offer. such as physical injury to an individual or severe 
property damage. A report concerning such.~nformation and 
the circ~stances that warranted its acceptance shall be 
promptly forwarded to FBI Headquarters. 

If the information is spontaneously provided by the 
informant or confidential source. without any offer that 
would alert the Special,Agent to the nature of the information. 
in circumstances which do not meet the standard of serious 
consequences. the information may be recorded in suitable 
form for the purpos,e of establishing that the problem was 
recognized and that no use was made of the information in 
the conduct of any investigation. 

(4) Regardless of Ftate law. the proce~ures of this 
section must be followed for any licensed physican. any 
person admitted to practice law in a court of a state, any 
practicing ~fergyman, and any member of the news media. 

1. Infiltration of Or anization Activities b Informants 
or Con l entla ources ontlnulng 

(1) The l~ful activities of legitimate organi%ations 
are, of course, not aubJect to investigation. However, 
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individual bembers of such organizations may be independently 
involved in criminal ~ctivities. In order to assure that 
the privacy of conGtitutiorlally~protected activities will be 
respected, the FBI should carefully regulate use of informants 
and confidential sources who will make use of affiliations 
with legitimaui~rganizations in order to gather information 
concerning the activities of individual members. 

In particular, when. to obtain information. 

(a) an informant or confidential source will 
make use of formal affiliation with an 
organization that has a predominantly legitimate 
purpose, and the informant', or confidential 
'source's formal affiliation will give him 
continued access to nonpublic information 
related to the legitimate purposes of the 
organization; or 

(b) an informant or confidential source ~~ll 
make use of formal or informal affili~tion 
with an organization that is predominantly 
engaged in political activities. 

the determination to use the person as an informant or 
confidential source on a continuing basis shall be made by 
the ASAC or SAC . 

. (2) In determining whether the use of such an affiliated 
person as an informant or confidential so~ce on a continuing 
~asis is appropriate. the ASAC or SAC should consider: 

(4) 

(b) 

(c) 

the likelihood of responsible behavior by 
the informant or confidential source during 
the course of his organizational meu~ership; 

the ability of the FBI to focus the informant's 
or confidential source's reporting on members 
of the organization involved in criminal 
activities and to minimize adverse impact on 
innocent members of the organization; and 

whether the use of the informant or confidential 
source might inhibit free association or 
expression of ideas by innocent members of the 
organization in the future. or hinder the 
ability of the organization to function 
effectively. ' 

(3) In approving the U$e of such an affiliated person 
as an informant or confidential source on a continuing 
basis. the ASAC or SAC .hall establish procedures. recorded 
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in m-iting, to minimize any tlcqui'si don. retention, and 
dissemination of infor.Qation that does not relate to the 
~tter under investigation or to any other authorized investigative, 
activity. 

(4) Nothing in this paragraph limits the authority of 
the FBI to conduct otherh'ise proper investigations of illegitimate 
organizations or organizations engaged in unlawful activities. 
See the Attorney General's Guidelines on Criminal Investigations 
cr-Individuals and Organizations, and on Domestic Security 
Investigations. 

J. Xinimization in Domestic Security Investigations , , 

In approving use of an info~nt or confidential source 
to infiltrate a group under investigation as part of • 
Domestic Security Investigation, or in recruiting a person 
from within such a group as an informant or confidential 
source, an FBI Headquarters, official shall establish procedures, 
recorded in ~7iting, to minimize any acquiSition, retention, 
and dissemination of information that does not relate to the 
~tter under investigation or to any other authorized investigative 
activity. 

K. Persons Represented by Counsel 

~~enever an individual is known to be represented by 
counsel in a particular matter, the FBI shall follo~ applicable 
law and Department procedure concerning contact ,dth represented 
individuals in the absence of prior nOttce to their counsel. 
The SAC or his designee and the United States Attorney shall 
consUlt periodically on applicable law and Department procedure. 

L. Coordination with United States Attorneys and Other 
Federal Prosecutors 

In any matter presented to a United States Attorney or 
other federal prosecutor for legal action (including prosecution, 
grand jury investigation, application for a search warrant, 
or application for a wi'retap), where the matter has involved 
the use of an informant or a confidential source in any way. 
or degree, the FBI shall take the initiatiye to provide full 
disclosure to the federal frosecutor concerning the nature 
and scope of the info~nt s or confidential source's participation 
in the matter • .. 

If the FBI deems it neces'sary to withhold certain 
info~tion to protect the informant's or confidential 
,ource's identity from possible compromise, it shall inform 
the prosecutor of the general nature of the information that 
is being withheld. 
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M. ~PFnsation for InlOl~ants and Confidential Sources 

(1) The rBI ~y pay informants and confidential sources 
a reasonable amount of ~oney or provide other la~ful consideration 
fOl' infonnation furnished, fervices rendered, or expenses 
incurred in, iuth"orized investigative activity. l~o payment of 
money or other consideration, other than a published Te~ard, 
shall be conditioned on the conviction of any particular 
individual. 

(2) In investigations involving ferious eri~s or the 
expenditure of extensive investigative resources, the TBI 
may compensate informants or confidential Sources with an 
extraordinary payment in excess of $25,000. The,Attorney 
General shall be informed of any such extraordinary payment 
as he deems necessary •• 

(3) Where practicable, compensation agreements with 
informants or confidential sources in connection with a 
significant FBI undercover pperation shall provide that 
compensation will depend on compliance with the obligation 
of confidentiality for investigative information, and shall 
further provide that any profits derived from a violation of 
the obligation shall be forfeited to the United States. 

N. Reservation 

These guidelines On the use of informants and confidential 
sources are set forth solely for the purpose of internal 
Department of Justice guidance. They are not intended to, 
do not, and ~ay not be relied upon to create any rights, 
substantive or procedural, enforceable at law by any party 
in any matter, civil or cri~inal, nOr do they place any 
limitations on othe~'ise la~ful investigative and litigative 
prerogatives of the Department of Justice. 

~- 1#0:. 
Be .. ,in R. Civiletti 

ttorney. General 
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®fi1!l' of tl!t' _\ttnn~l'!! Q)l'ul'tnl 
Uill.lll!iltgi!lIT.l1. <1:. :!05SU 

i~EC 1 () 1976 

TO: Clarence M. ReIley 
Director 
'Federal Bureau of Investigation , 1 ...... ' 

FROM;~ Ed\~alCd H. Levi j ';:,(.,~(C:' , 
Attorney General ' 

i 

SUBJECT: USE OF INFORMANTS IN DOM;ESTIC SECUR1TY, ORGAl~IZ~D 
C!RIME, AND OTHER CRIMINAL INVES'l'IGZ'.TIONS 

'. Courts have recognized that 'the government I s use 0:: 
infor-mants is lawful and may often be esse,ltial to the 
effflctiveness of properly authorized la\'1 e.nforcement inve:;
tiga tions. HO\'18Ver I the technique of l1S141g informants to 
a~sist in the investigation of criminal activity, since i~ 
rna)! involve an element of deception and :i,ntrusion into t::e 
privacy of individuals or may require government cooperl:t:i.or.. 
with persons whose reliability and motivation may be ope:: 
to question, should be carefully limited. Thus, while it 
is proper for the FBI to use informants in appro:;Jria't:c 
investigations, it is imperative ,that special caxe be t~:en 
.not only to minimize their use but also to ensure that 
individual rights are not infringed and that the govern.'7.'i::!t 
i,tself does not become a violator of the la,,,. Informants 
as such are not employees of the FBI, but the relationsh:'o 
of an informant to the FBI imposes a special responsibil:'~y 
upon the FBI when the informant engages in activity where 
he has received, or reasonably thinks he has received, 
encouragement or direction for that activity from the FBI. 

To fulfill this responsibility, it is useful to 
formulate in a single document the limitations on the 
activities of informants and the duties of the FBI with 
respect to informants, even though many'of these limitationr 
and duties are set fort:h in individual instructions or 
recognized in existing practice. 

As a fundamental principle, it must be recognized t!!a
an informant is merely one technique used in the course of: 
authorized investigations. The FBI may not use ihforn1<lnts 
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where it is not authorized to conduct an investigation nor 
may informants be used' for acts or encouraged to co~~it acts 
which the FBI could not authorize for its undercover Agents. 
When an FBI informant provides information concerning plan~ec 
criminal activity ~~hich is not within the investigative juris 
diction of the FBI, the FBI shall advise the la\'7 enforccme:1t: 
agency having investigative jurisdiction. If the circumstanc 
are such that it is inadvisable to have the informant repo~t 
d:i.rectly to the agency having 'investigative jurisdiction, the. 
FBI, in cooperation with that agency, may continue to operatE 
the informant. 

A. Use of Informants 

In considering the use of informants in an authorized 
investigation, the FBI should.weigh the following factors --. . , . 

; 1. the r:!.pk· that use of. an info~ant in a partictd aT 
investigation or the conduct of a particular informant ~ay. 
contrary to instructions, violate individual rights, inL''!''l;d, 

upon privileged communications, unlawfully inhibit the fr.(:c 
association of individuals or the expression of ~deas, or 
compromise in any way the investigation'or subsequent pro-
secution. ' , 

2. the nature and seriousness of the matter under 
investigation, and the likelihood that information tqhich a... .. 
informant could provide is not readily available through' 
other sources or by more direct means. 

3. the character and motivation of the info~ant hi~
self; his past or potential involvement 'in the matter uncer 
investigation or in related criminal activity; his proven 
reliability and truthfulness or the availability of means 
to verify information wnich he provides. 

,4. the measure of the ability of the 'FBI to control tr. 
informant's activities insofar as he is acting on behalf of 
the 13ureau and ensure that his cO,nduct will be consistC'.nt 
with applicable law and instructions. 

5. the potential value of the iTlformation he t:iay be 
able to furnish in relation to the consideration he may ba 
seeking from the government for his .cooperation. 
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B. Instructions to Informants 

The FBI shall instruct all informants it uses in domestic 
securi ty, organized crime, and other criminal invei5tigations 
that in carrying out their assignments they shall not: 

1. participate in acts of violence; or 

2. use \mla\~ful techniques (e.g., breaking and entering, 
electronic surveillance, opening or othe~~ise tamper~ 
ing with the mail) to obtain information for the 
FBI; or 

3. initiate a plan to commit criminal acts; or 

4. participate in criminal activities of persons under 
investigation, except insofar as the FBI determines 
'that such participation is'necessary to obtain 
informa~ion p.eede~ for purposes of fe~eral pro,sec;:u,tion. 

Whenev~r the FBI learns that persons under investiga
tion intend to commit a violent crime informants used in 
connection \'lith the investigation shall be instructed to 
try to discourage the violence. 

C. 'Violations of Instructions and Law . 

1. Under no circumstances shail the FBI take any actio:) 
to conceal a crime by one of its in!ormants. 

2. Whenever the FBI learns that an informant used in 
investigating criminal activity has violateo the instructio~s 
set forth above in furtherance of his assignment, it shall 
ordinarily notify the appropriate law enforcement or prose
cutive authorities promptly of any violation of law, and 
make a determination \~hether continued use of the informant 
is justified. In those exceptional circumstances in which 
notification to local authorities may be inadvisable, the 
FBI shall immediately notify the Department of Justice of 
the facts and circumstances concerning the investigation a~~ 
the informant I s la\~ violation, and provide its recommenda tio:: 
on reporting the violation and on continued use of the info=:::a: 
The Department shall determine: 

a. when la\~ enforcement or prosecutive authorities 
should be notified of the law violationi 
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b. what use, if any, should be made-,of the informa
tion gathered through the violation of 1m .. , as 
well as the disposition and retention of such 
information; and 

c. whether continued use should be made of the 
informant by the FBI: 

3", Whenever the FBI has kno~.ledge of the actual co!:!:'::!.· 
sion of a ser~ous crime by one of its informants unconnec::= 
WIth his FIiI assignment', it shall' ordinarily notify the a?p: 
priate law enforcement or prosecutive authorities promptly : 
make a determination ,.hether continued use of the infor~c::at 
justified.. In those exceptional circumstances in ~'lhich " 
notification to local authorities may be inadvisable. the F: 
shall promptly advise the Department of Justice of the fact; 
and circumstances concerning the investigation and the 
informant's laH violation, and provide its reco=endation c:
~eporting the violation and on continued use of the info~a= 
The Department of Justice shall determine: 

a. when law enforcement or prosecutive authorities 
should be notified of the law violation; and 

b. "7hether continued use should be made of the 
informant by the FBI. 

. 4. In d:termining the 'advis;bility of notifying 
prl.ate 1m. em:orcement and prosecutive authorities of 
acti~ity by FBI in~ormants the FBI and the Department 
JUf!tl.ce shall consl.der the following .. factors: 

a. whether the crime is completed, imminent or 
, . inchoate; 

ap?::o
cri::':':t" 
of 

b. seriousness of the crime in terms of danger to 
life and property; 
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c. whether the crime is a violation of federal or 
.state la~~, and ·whe.ther a felony, misdemeanor or 
lesser offense; 

d. the degree of c~tain~y of. the informatio~ 
reg~rding the crimina~ activity; 

e. whether the appropriate authorities already knc" 
of the criminal activity and the inform~~t's . 
identity; and 

f. the sigriificance of the information the informc~t 
is providing, or will provide, and the effect C~ 
the FBI investigative activity of notification ~o 
the other law enforcement agency. 

~4-618 0 - 83 - 35 
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<Dffill' of till' G!Jlnrnl'tI ~l'l1l'ral . . .. 
ltiZlsljingtnn, n. (C. 2n5sn 

ATTOR"!:)' Gm!:RAL' S GUIDELINES O~: 
FbI U:mERCO\'ER OPERATlONS 

'ThE: !ollo"'ing guidE:lines on use of undercover operations 
by the Federal ~urE:au of Investigation are issued under 
authority of the Attorney General as provided in 28 U.S.C. 
509, 510, and 533. They are consistent ~i'th the requiTements 
of the proposed FBI Chartex Act. but do notde?end upon 
passage of the Act for their effectiveness. 

IN'l'RODUCTlON 

DEFIHITlOI,S 

GENERAL AUTHORITY 

AUTHORIZATION OF UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS 

A. Undercover Operations that May Not be Approved 
by the Special Agent in Charge because of Fiscal 
Circumstances 

B. Undercover Operations that May Hot be Approved by 
the Special Agent in Charge Because of Sensitive 
Circumstances 

C. Und"rcovE:r Opl!rLltions that MLlY be Approveu by 
the Special Agent in Charge 

D. Approval by Head~uarters (Undercover Operations 
Review Co~ittee, and Director or Designated 
Assistant Director), with Concurrence of United 
States Attorney or Stril:e Force Chief, "''here 
Sensitive or Fiscal Circumstances Are Present 

E. Applications to Headquarters 

F. Undercover Operations Review Committee 

G. ApPToval by Director or Deisgnated Assistant 
Director 

H. Duration of Authorizations 
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I. Authorization of Participation In "Otherwise 
Illesal" Activity 

J. Authorization of the Creation of Opportunities 
for Illegal Activity 

K. ,(Iuthorization of Investigative Interviel1s 
That are 1I0t Part of an Undercover Operation 

MONITORI:,G Aim COl~TROL OF UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS 

L. Continuins Consultation ~ith United States 
Attorney or Strike Force Chief 

11. Serious Legal. E.thical. Prosecutive. or Departmental 
Policy Questions, and Previously Unforeseen Sensitive 
Circumstances 

N. Emergency Authorization 

O. Annual Report of Undercover Operations Review 
Committee 

P. Preparation of Undercover Employees 

Q. Review of Undercover Employee Conduct 

R. Deposit of Proceeds; Liquidation of Proprieta~ies 

RESERVATIO;~ 

-I 
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Ir:rROD1.:CTIOI': • 

, 'The FBI's use of under.cover employees and operation of 
proprietarY business entities is a lawful and essential technic;ue_ 
in the de~ection and investigation of white collar crime, 
political cQrruption, organized crime, and other priority areas. 
However, use of this tec)mique inherently involves an element of 
deception, and occasionally may require a degree of cooperation 
with pf,rsons whose motivation and conduct are open to question, 
and so should be carefully considered anp monitored. 

DEnJnTIOl~S 

An "undercove-r employee," under these guidel.ines, is any 
employee of the FBI -- or employee of a federal, state or local 
la.: enforcement agency working under the direction and control 
of the FBI in a particu18't' investigation -- whose relationship 
with the FBI is concealed from third parties in the course of an 
investigative operation by the maintenance of a cover or alias 
identity. 

An "undercover operation" is any investit:ative operation in 
which an undercover employee is used. 

A "proprietary" is a sole proprietorship, partnership, 
corpqration, or other business entity owned or controlled by the 
FBI, used by the FBI in connection with an undercover operation, 
and whose relationship with the FBI is not generally acknowledged. 

GENERAL AUTHORITY 

(1) The FEI may conduct undercover operations, pursuant to 
these guidelines, that are appropriate to carry out its investigative 
responsibilities in domestic law enforcement. 

Under this authority, the FBI may parcicipate in joint 
undercover operations ,.'1 th other federal, state, and local law 
enforcement agencies; may s~ek operational assistance for an 
undercover operation from any suitable informant. confidential 
source, or other cooperating private individual; and may operate 
a proprietary on a commercial basis to the extent necessary to 
maintai~an operation's cover or effectiveness. 
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(2) Undercover operations can be authorized only at the 
"full investigation" stage in Domestic Security Investigations. 

AUTHORIZATION OF UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS 

All undercover operations under these guidelines fall into 
one of two categories: (1) those undercover operations that can 
be approved by the Special Agent in Charge (SAC) under his o~~ 
authority. and (2) those undercover operations that can only be 
authorized by the Director or designated Assistant Director. 
upon favorable recommendations by the SAC, Bureau headquarters 
(FBIHQ). and the Undercover Operations Review Committee. Under
cover operations in the latter category are those that involve a 
substantial expenditure of government funds. or othe~'ise implicate 
fiscal policies and considerations. (Paragraph A). Also included 
in this latter category are undercover operations that involve 
what are termed "sensitive circumstances," In general. these 
are undercover operations involving investigation of public 
corruption. or undercover operations that involve risks of 
various forms of harm and intrusion. (Paragraph B). Of course, 
in planning an undercover operation. these risks of harm and 
intrusion will be avoided.whenever possible. consistent with the 
need to obtain necessary evidence in a timely and effective 
manner. 

A. Undercover Ope1'3tion_s that May Not be AEproved bv the 
Special Agent in Charge because of Fiscal Circumstances 

(1) Subject to the emergency authorization procedures set 
forth in paragraph N. the SAC may not authol'ize the establishment. 
extension or renewal of an undercover operation if there is a 
reasonable expectation that: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

The undercover operation could result in significant 
civil claims against the United States. either arisinr 
in tort. contract or claims for just compensation 
for the "taking" of property; 

The undercover operation will require leasing 
or contracting for property, supplies. services. 
equipment. or facilities for any period extending 
beyond the September 30 termination date of the 
then current fiscal year. or with prepa~nent of 
more than one month's rent; or will require leasing 
any facilities in the District of Columbia; 

The undercover operation will require 
the use of appropriated funds to establish 
or acquire a proprietary. or to operate 
such a proprietary on a commercial basis; 
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'. (e) 

(f) 

(g) 
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The undercover operation ~ill require 
the deposit of appropriated funds, or of 
~roceeds ~enerated by the undercover operation, 
1n banks or other financial institutions; 

The undercov~r operation will involve 
use of proceeds generated by the undercover 
operation to offset necessary and reasonable 
expenses of the operation, 

The undercover operation ~ill require 
indemnification agree~ents for losses incurred 
in aid of ·'the operation, or will require expendi~ 
tures in excess of $1500 for property, supplies, 
services, equipment or facilities, or for the 
construction or alteration of facilities; 

The undercover operation will last longer 
than 6 months Ot' will involve an expenditure 
in excess of $20,000 or such other amount that 
is set fro~1 ti~e to time by the Director. with 
the approval of the Attorney General. However, 
this expenditure limitation shall not apply 
where a significant and unanticipated investiga
tive opportunity would be lost by compliance with 
the procpdures set forth in paragraphs D, t, F, 
and G. 

B. Undercover Operations that May not be Ap~roved b~ the 
Special Agent in Charge Because of Sensitive Circumstances 

Subject to the emergency authorization procedures set forth 
in paragraph N. the SAC may not authorize th~ establishment, 
extension or renewal of an undercover operation that involves 
sensitive circumstances. For purposes of these guidelines, an 
und~TCOV~T opcrntion invn]v~H sunRitiv~ circum~tnnc~R if th~r~ 
is a r~asonabl~ ~xpectation that: 

'. 

(a) The undercover operation ~ill ccncern 
an investigation of possible corrupt 
action by a public official or political 
candidate, the activities of a foreign 
government, the activities of a religious 
or political organization, or the activities 
of the news media; 
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(i:) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

(h) 

'. (i)' 
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The undercover operation '""ill involve 
untrue representations by an undercover 
employee or cooperating private individual 
concerning the activities or involvement 
of any innocent person; 

An undercover employee or cooperating private 
individual will engage in any activity that 
is proscribed by federal, state, or local 
law as a felony or that is otherwise a 
serious crime -- except this shall not' 
include criminal liability for the purchase 
of stolen or contraband goods or for the 
making of false representations to third 
parties in concealment of personal identity 
or the true ownership of a proprietary; 

An undercover employee or cooperating private 
individual will seek to supply an itern or 
service that would be reasonably unavailable 
to criminal actors but for the particip.ation 
of the government; 

An undercover employee or cooperating 
private individual will run a significant 
risk of being arrested and seeking to continue 
undercove ... · ; 

An undercover employee or cooperating 
private individual. will be required to 
give sworn testicony in any proceeding 
in an undercover capacity; 

An undercover ecployee or cooperating 
private individual will attend a meeting 
between a subject of the investigation 
and his la"J'er; 

An undercover employee or cooperating 
private individual will pose as an attorney, 
physician, clergyman, or member of the news 
media, and there is a significant risk that 
another individual will be led into a 
professional or confidential relationship 
with the undercover employee or cooperating 
private individual as a result of the pose; 

A request for information will be made 
by an undercover employee or cooperating 
individual to an attorney, physician, clergyman, 
or other person who is under the obligation 
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of a legal privilege of confidentiality, and 
the particular information ~ould ordinarily be 
privileged; 

A requ~st for information ~ill be made 
by an undercover em?loyee or cooperating 
private individual to a member of the news 
media concerning any individual ~ith whom 
the newsman is kno~~ to have a professional 
or confidential relationship; 

The undercover operation ~ill be used to 
infiltrate a group under investigation 
as part of a Domestic Security Investigation. 
or to recruit a person from ~ithin such a 
group as an informant; 

There may be a significant risk of violence 
or physical injury to individuals or a 
significant risk of financial loss to an 
innocent' individual. . 

C. Undercover Operations that May be Approved by the 
Special Agent in Charge 

(1) The SAC may authorize the establishment, extension 
or renewal of all other undercover operations, to be supervised 
by his field office, upon his written determination, stating . 
supporting facts and circumstances, that: 

(a) Initiation of investigative activity regarding 
the alleged criminal conduct or criminal , 
enterprise is warranted under the Attorney 
General's Guidelines on the Investigation of 
General Crimes. the Attorney General's 
Guidelines on Domestic Security Investigations, 
the Attorney General's Guidelines on Investihati~n 
of Criminal Enterprises Engaged in Racketeering 
Activity, and any other applicable guidelines; 

(b) The proposed undercover operation appears 
to be an effective means of obtaining 
evidence or necessary information; this 

. should include a statement of what prior 
investigation has been conducted, and what 

~ chance the operation has of obtaining 
evidence or necessary information' concerning 
the alleged criminal conduc~ or criminal 
enterprise; 

'I 
I 
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(c) The undercover operation will· be conducted 
with minimal intrusion consistent with the 
need to collect the evidence or information' 
in a 'timely and effective manner; 

(d) Approval for the use of any informant 
or confidential source has been obtained 
as required by the Attorney General's 
Guidelines on Use of Informants and 
Confidential Sources; 

(e) ?here is no present expectation of the 
occurrence of any of the circumstances 
listed in paragraphs A and B; 

(f) Any foreseeable participation by an undercover 
employee or cooperating private individual 
in illegal activity that can be approved by 
a SAC on his o~~ authority (that is, the 
purchase of stolen. or contraband goods, or 
participation in a nonserious misdemeanor), 
is justified by the ractOrs noted in 
para&raph 1(1). 

D. Approval by Headouarters {Undercover Operations 
Revie~ CO~i~te~, and Director or ne~~nated Assistant 
DireciO'r').wlth tciiir'ii"rrence of UniteoStates Attorney 
or Strike Force Chief, I-Ihere Sensitive: or Fiscal 
Clrcumstances Are Present 

The Director of the FBI or a designated Assistant 
Director must approve the establishment, extension, or 
renewal of an undercover operation if there is a reasonable 
expectation that any of the circumstance$ listed in paragraphs 
A and B may occur. 

In such caSeS, the SAC shall first make application to 
FEI lir"adquarters (FBIHQ). See paragraph E below. FBIP.Q may 
either disapprove the application or recommend that it be 
approved. A recommendation for approval may be forwarded 
directly to the Director or designated Assistant Director if 
the application was submitted to fBIHQ so~e}y because of a 
fiscal circumstance listed in paragraph A b -(e). In all 
other cases in which FBIHQ recommends approval, the application 
shall be forwarded to the Unde~cover Operations Review 
Co~ittee for consideration. See paragraph E. If approved 
by the Undercover Operations Review Committee, the application 
shall be forwarded to the Director or deSignated Assistant 
Director.. See paragraph G. The Director or designated 
Assistant Director may approve or disapprove the application. 
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E. Applications to Headquarters 

{l) . I:ach application to Headquaners from a SAC recommending 
approval of the establishment, extension, or renewal of an under
cover operBtion involving circumstances listed in paragraphs A 
and n shal~ be made in ~~itin~ and shall include, ~ith supporting 
facts and circumstances: 

(a) A description of the proposed undercover 
operation, includinc the particular cover 
to be employed and any informants or other 
cooperating persons who will assist in the 
operation; a description of the particular 
offense or criminal enterprise under 
investigation, and any individuals known 
to be involved; and a statement of the 
period of time for which the undercover 
o?eration would be maintained; 

(b) A description of how the determinations 
required by paragraph C(l)(a) - (d) have 
been met; 

(c) A statement of which circumstances specified 
in paTagraphs A and B are reasonably 
expected to occur, what the operative facts 
are likely to be, and why the undercover 
operation merits approval in light of the 
circumstances, including, 

(i) 

. (ii) 

for any foreseeable participation by 
an undercover employee or cooperating 
private individual in activity that is 
proscribed by federal, state, or local 
law as a felony or that is o~herwise a 
serious crime -- but not including the 
purchase of stolen or contraband goods 
or making of false representations to 
third parties in concealment of personal 
identity or the true o~~ership of a 
proprietary -- a statement why the 
participation is justified by the factors 
noted in paragraph 1(1), and a statement 
of the federa,l prosecutor' s approval 
pursuant to paragraph 1(2); 

for any planned infiltration by.an . 
undercover employee or cooperat~ng pr~vate 
individual 'of a group under investigation 
as part of a Domestic Security Investigation. 
or recruitment of a person from within 
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such a group as an infornant, a statement 
why the infiltration or recruit~ent is 
necessary and meets the requirements of 
the Attorney General's Guidelines on 
Domestic Security Investigations; and 
a description of procedures to minimize 
any acquisition, retention, and 
d~ssernination of information that does not 
relate to the matter under investigation 
or to any other authorized investigative 
activity. 

(d) A statement of proposed expenses; 

(e) A state~ent that the United States Attorney 
or Strike Force Chief is knowledgeable about 
the proposed operation, including the sensitive 
circumstances reasonably expected to occur; 
concurs with the proposal and its objectives 
and leGality; and agrees to prosecute any 
meritorious case that is developed. 

(2) In the highly unusual event that there are compelling 
reasons that either the United States Attorney or Strike 
Force Chief should not be advised of the proposed undercover 
operation. the Ascistant Attorney General in charge of the 
Criminal Division, o~ other Department of Justice attorney 
designated by him. may substitute for such person(s) for 
purposes of any authorization or other function required by 
these guidelines. ~~ere the SAC determines that such substitution 
is necessary, the application to FBIHQ shall include a 
statement of the compelling reasons, together with supporting 
facts and circumstances, which are believed to justify that 
determination. Such applications JDay only be ;luthorized 
pursuant to the procedures prescribed in par'agI'aph F, below, 
whether or not consideration by the Undercover 'Operations 
Review Committee is otherwise required, and upr;n the approval 
of the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the Criminal 
Division. 

(3) An application for the extension or reneWal of 
authority to engage in an undercover operation should also 
describe the results so far obtained from the operation or a 
reasonable explanation of any failure to obtain significant 
results, and a statement that the United States Attorney or 
Strike Force Chief favors the extension or renewal of authority. 

F. pndercover Operations Revie\.' Corranittee 

(1) There shall be an Undercover Operations Review 
Committee, consisting of appropriate employees of the FBI 
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designated by the Director, and attorneys of the Department of 
Justice designated by the Assistant Attorney General in charge 
of the Criminal Division, to be chaired by a designee of the 
Director. ' 

(2) Upon receipt from FBIHQ of a SAC's application for 
approval of an undercover operation, the Committee will review 
the application. The Justice Department ~embers of the Committee 
may consult with senior Department officials and the United 
States Attorney or Strike Force Chief, as they deem appropriate. 
If the Committee concurs in the determinations contained in the 
application, and finds that in other respects the undercover 
operation should go forward, see paragraph F(3) and (4) below, 
the Comrr.ittee is authorized to recommend to the Director or 
designated Assistant Director, see paragraph G, that approval be 
granted. 

(3) In reviewing the application, the Committee shall 
carefully assess the contemplated benefits' of the undercover 
operation, together with the operating and other costs of the 
proposed operation. In assessing the costs of the undercover 
operation, the Committee shall consider, where relevant, the 
following factors, among others: 

(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

(d) 

(e) 

(f) 

(g) 

the risk of harm to private individuals or 
undercover employees; 

the risk of financial loss to private individuals 
and businesses, and the risk of daoage liability 
or other loss to the government; 

the risk of harm to reputation; 

the risk of harm to privileged or confidential 
r.elationships; 

the risk of invasion of privacy; 

the degree to which the actions of undercover 
employees or cooperating private individuals may 
approach the conduct prosctibed in paragraph J 
below; and 

the suitability of undercover employees Ij or 
cooperating private individuals' parti~ipating 
in activity of the sort contemplated~.,Quring 
the undercover operation. 

(4) 1f the proposed undercover operation involves any of 
the sensitive circumstances listed in paragraph B, the Committee 
shall alse! examine the applicat.ion to determine whether the 
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undercover operation is planned sO as to minimize the incidence 
of such sensitive circumstances, and to minimize the risks of 
harm and intrusion that are created by such circumstances. If 
the Committee recommends approval of an undercover operation, 
involving sensitive circumstances. ~he reco~endation shall 
include a brief written statement explaining why the un~ercover 
operation merits approval in light of the antici~ated occurrence 
of such sensitive circumstances. 

(5) The Committee shall recommend approval of an under
cover operation only upon reaching a consensus, provided that: 

(a) If one or more of the designees of the 
Assistant Attorney General in charge of 
the Criminal Division does not join in 
a recommendation for approval of a proposed 
undercover operation because of legal. ethical. 
prosecutive or Departmental policy considerations, 
the designee shall promptly advise the Assistant 
Attorney General and there shall be no approval 
of the establishment. extension. or renewal 
of the undercover operation until the Assistant 
Attorney General has had the opportunity to 
consult with the Director; 

(b) If, upon consultation. the Assistant Attorney 
General disagrees with a decision by the 
Director to approve the proposed undercover 
operation, there shall be no establish~ent. 
extension or renewal of the undercover 
operation until the Assistant Attorney 
General has had an opportunity to refer 
the matter to the Deputy Attorney General 
or Attorney General. 

(6) The Committee should consult the Legal Counsel Division 
of the FBI. and the Office of Legal Counselor other appropriate 
division or office in the Department of Justice, about any 
significant unsettled legal questions concerning authority for 
or the conduct of a proposed undercover operation. 

G. Approval by Director or Designated Assistant Director 

The Director or a designated Assistant Director shall have 
authority to approve operations recommended for approval by the 
Undercover Operations Review Committee. provided that only the 
Directo~.may authorize a proposed operation if a reasonable 
expectation exists that: 
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• 
(a) There may be a significant risk of violence or 

pnysical injury to individuals; 

(b) ,The undercover operation will 'be used to infiltrate 
a group under investigation as part of a Domestic 
Security Investigation, or to recruit a pers~n 
fr'om l.'ithin such a group as an informant or 
confidential source, in whicn case the Director's 
authorization shall include a statement of 
procedures to minimize any acquisition, retention, 
and dissemination of information ~hat does not 
relate to the matter under investisation or to 
any other authorized investigative activity; or 

(c) A circumstance specified in paragraph A(b)-(e) 
is reasonably expected to occur, in which case 
the undercover operation may be implemente~ 
only after the Deputy Attorney General or 
Attorney General has specifically approved that 
aspect of the operation in accordance with 
applicable law. 

H. Duration of Authorizations 

(1) An undercover operation may not continue longer 
than is necessary to achieve the objective of the authorization, 
nor in any event longer than 6 months without ne'l authoriz3tion 
to proceec). 

(2) Any undercover operation initially approved by a 
SAC must be reauthorized by an Assistant Directol: or the 
Director, pursuant to paragrapbs D-G, if it lasts longer 
than 6 months or involves expenditures in excess of the 
a~ount prescribed in parasraph ACe). 

1. Authorization of Participation In "Othendse llle£al" Act:ivity 

~~othwithstanding any other provision of these suidelines, 
an undercover ecployee or cooperating priVate individual 
Shall not engage, except in accordance with this paragraph, 
in any activity that would constitute a crime under state or 
federal law if engaged in by a private person acting without 
the approval or authorization of an appropriate government: 
Official. For p,urposes of th~s paragra?h, such activity is 
referred to as 'otherwise il,{~rgal" activity. 

(1) i~o official shall recommend or approve an undercover 
employee's or cooperating private individual's planned or 
reasonably foreseeable participation in otherwise illegal 
activity unless the participation is justified in order: 
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(a) to obtain infornlation or evidence necessary 
for paramount prosecutive purposes; 

(b) to establish and maintain credibility or 
cover with persons associated ~ith the 
criminal activity under investigation; or 

(c) to prevent or avoid the danger of death or 
serious bodily injury. 

(2) Participation in any activity that is proscribed 
by federal. state, or local law a~ a fellny or that is 
otherwise a serious crime -- but not 1nc udine the purchase 
of stolen or contraband goods or the making of false representations 
to third parties in concealment of personal identity or the 
true o~~ership of a proprietary -- must be approved in 
advance by an Assistant Director on the recommendation of 
the Undercover Operations Review Committee pursuant to 
paragraphs D-G, except that the Director's approval is 
required for participation in any otherwise illegal activit·y 
involving a significant risk of violence or physical injury 
to individuals. Approvals shall be recorded in writing. 

A recommendation to FBIHQ for approval of participation 
in such othe~'ise illegal activity must include the views of 
the United States Attorney, Strike Force Chief, or Assistant 
Attorney General on why the participation is warranted. 

(3) Participation in the purchase of stolen or contraband 
r.ooUs, or ill .1 nons('rious rnl sUl'nll':mor, musl IH' npprov(,ll in 
advance by th~ Special Agent in Charge. Approvals by the 
SAC shall be recorded in writing. 

(4) The FBI shall take reasonable steps to minimize 
the participation of an undercover employee or cooperating 
private individual in any otherwise illegal activity. 

(5) An undercover employee or cooperating private 
individual shall not participate in any act of violence, 
initiate or instigate any pla.n to cor.:rnit criminal acts, or 
use unlawful investigative techniques to obtain information 
or evidence for the FBI (e.g., illegal wiretapping, illegal 
mail openings. breaking and entering, or trespass amounting 
to an illegal search). 

(6) If it becomes necessary to participate in otherwise 
illegal activity that was not foreseen or anticipated, an 
undercover employee should make every effort to consult ~ith 
the SAC. "For ·otherwise illegal activi.ty that is a felony or 
a serious misdemeanor, the SAC can provide emergency authorization 
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under paragraph N. If consultation with the SAC is impossible 
and there is an i~ediate and grave threat to life or physical 
safety (including destruction of property through arson or 
bombing), an undercover e.mployee may participate in the otherwise 
illegal activity so long as he does not take part in and makes . 
every effort to prevent any act of violence. A report to the SAC
shall be ~ade as soon as possible after the participation, and 
the SAC shall submit a full report to FBIHQ. FB1HQ shall promptly 
inform the members of the Undercover Operations Review Committee. 

(7) Nothing in these gUidelines prohibits establishing, 
funding, and maintaininB secure cover for an undercover operation 
by making false representations to third parties in concealment 
of personal identity or the true ownership of a proprietary 
(e.g., false statements in obtaining driver's licenses, vehicle 
registrations, occupancy permits, and business licenses) when 
such action is approved in advance by the appropriate SAC. 

(8) Nothing in paragraph 1(5) or (6) prohibits an undercover 
employee from taking reasonable mersures of self defense in an 
emergency to protect his o~~ life or the life of others against 
wrongful force. Such measures shall be reported to the SAC and 
the United States Attorney, Strike Force Chief, or Assistant 
Attorney General as soon as possible. 

(9) If a serious 5ncident of violence should occur in the 
course of a criminal activity and an undercover employee or 
cooperating private individual has participated in any fashion in 
the: criminal activity. tht· SAC fihnll irnmc'llintt'ly inforOi FlllllQ. 
1l~"uqusrL"r~ sh,,11 prompLly inform the Assistant J>.ttorney General 
in cha~b~ of the Criminal Division. 

J. Authorization of the Creation of Opportunities for 
Illes:l Activity 

(1) Entrapment should be scrupulously avoided. Entrap~ent 
is the inducement or encouragement of an individual to engage in 
illegal activity in which he would otherwise not be disposed to 
enga!;e. 

(2~ In addition to com?lying with any legal requireoents, 
before approving an undercover operation involving an invitat~on 
to engage in illegal activity. the app~oving authority should be 
satisfied that 

(a) 

'. 
(b) 

The corrupt nature of the activity is 
reasonably clear to potential subjects; 

There is a reasonable indication that the 
unde~cover operation will reveal illegal 
activities; and 
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(c)· The nature of any inducement is not 
unjustifiable in view of the character 
of the illegal transaction in which the 
individual is invited to engage. 

(3) :Under the law' of entrapment, inducements may be offered 
to an individual even though there is no reasonable indication 
that that particular individual has engaged, or is engaging, in 
the illegal activity that is properly under investigation. None
theless, no such undercover operation shall be approved without 
the specific ~~itten authorization of the Director, unless the 
Undercover Operations Review Committee detercines (See paragraph 
F), insofar as practicable, that ~ 

(8) there is a reasonable indication, based 
on information developed through informants 
or other means, that the subject is engaging, 
has engaged, or is likely to engage in illegal 
activity of a similar type; £r 

(b) The opportunity for illegal activity has been 
structured so that there is reason for 
believing that persons dra~~ to the opportu
nity, or brought to it, are predisposed to enrage 
in the contemplated illegal activity. 

(4) In any undercover operation, the decision to offer an 
induce~ent to an individual, or to otherwise invite an individual 
to engaee in illegal activity, s~all be ba~ed solely on la~ enforce
ment considerations. 

K. Authorization of Invest~gative Interviews that are 
Ilot Part of an Undercover Operation 

Notwithstanding any other provision of tht-se guidelines, 
routine investigative interviews that are not part of an 
undercover operation may be conducted without the authorization 
of FBIHQ. and without compliance with paragraphs C, D, and 
E. These include so-called "pretext" intervie~s, in which an 
FBI ern?loyee, uses an alias or cover identity to conceal his 
relationship with the FBI. 

However, this authority does not apply to an investigative 
interview that involves a sensitive circumstance listed in 
paragraph B. Any investigative interview involving a sensitive 
circumstance -- even an interview that is not conducted as 
part of an undercover operation -- may only be approved 
pursuant to the procedures set forth in paragraphs D. E, F. 
and G, or pursuant to the emergency authority prescribed in 
paragraph N, if applicable. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 36 
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MO!UTORING AND CONTROL OF UNDERCOVER OPERATIOHS 

L. Continuing Consultation with United States Attorney 
or Strike Force Chief 

Throughout the course of any undercover operation that 
has been approved by Headquarters, the SAC shall consult 
periodically with the United States Attorney, Strike Force 
Chief, or Assistant Attorney General concerning the plans 
and tactics and anticipated problems of the operation. . 

M. 

(1) In any undercover operation, the SAC shall consult 
with Headquarters whenever a serious legal, ethical, prosecutive, 
or Departmental policy question is presented by the operation. 
FBIHQ shall promptly inform the Department of Justice members of 
the Undercover Operations Review Committee of any such question 
and its proposed resolution. 

(2) This procedure shall always be followed if an undercover 
operation is likely to involve one of the circumstances listed in 
para&raphs A and n and either (a) The SAC's application to FBIHQ 
did not contemplate ~he occurrence of that circumstance, or (b) 
the undercover operation was approved by the SAC under his own 
authority. In such cases the SAC shall also submit a written 
application for continued authorization of the operation or an 
amendment of the existing application to Headquarters pursuant to 
paragraph E. 

Wh~nav~r such a new ~uthori~ation or amun~a~ authori~ution 
is required, the FBI shall consult with the United States Attorney, 
Strike Force Chief, or Assistant Attorney General, and with the 
Department of Justice members of the Undercover Operations Review 
Co~~ittee on whether to modify, suspend, or terminate the undercover 
operation pending full processing of the application or amendment. 

N. Emergency Authorization 

Not'l.'ithstanding any other 'PrOVlSlon of these guidelines, any 
SAC who reasonably determines that: 

(a) an emergency situation exists requiring 
the establishment, extension, renewal, or 
modification of an undercover operation 
before an authorization mandated by these 
guidelines can with due diligence be obtained, 
in order to protect life or substantial 
property. to apprehend or identify a fleeing 
offender, to prevent the hiding or destruction 
of essential evidence. or to avoid other grave 
harmi and -

(b) . there are grt'unds upon which authorization 
could be obtained under these guidelines. 
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~~y approve the establishment, extension, rene~al, Dr ~dification 
of an undercover operation if a written application for 
approval is submitted to Headquarters within 48 hours after 
the undercover operation has been established, extended, 
renewed, or modified. In such an emergency situation the 
SAC shall attempt to consult by telephone with the United 
States Attorney, Strike Force Chief, or Assistant Attorney 
General, and with a designated Assistant Director. FBIHQ 
shall promptly inform the Department of Justice meQbers of 
the Undercover Operations Review Committee of the emergency 
authorization. In the event the subsequent written app-lication 
for approval is denied. a full report of all activity undertal.en 
during the course of the operation shall be submitted to the 
Director, who shall inform the Deputy Attorney General. 

o. Annual Report of ~ndercover Operations Review Committee 

(1) The Undercover Operations Revie~ Committee shall 
retain a file of all applications for approval of undercover 
operations submitted to it, together with a written record 
of the Committee's action on the applications and any ultimate 
disposition by the Director or a designated Assistant Director. 
The FBI shall also prepare a short summary of each undercover 
operation approved by the Committee. These records and 
summaries shall be available for inspection by a designee of 
the Deputy Attorney General or of the Assistant Attorney 
General in charge of the Criminal Division. 

(2) On an annual basis. the Committee shall submit to 
the Director, the Attorney General, the Deputy Attorney 
General. and the Assistant Attorney General in charge of the 
Criminal Division, a ~ritten report summarizing: (a) the 
types of undercover operations approved; and (b) the major 
issue:s addrc:ssc:d by the: Committee in reviewing applications 
and ho~ they were resolved. 

P. Preparation of Undercover Employees 

(1) The SAC or a designated supervisory agent shall 
review with each undercover employee prior to the employee's 
participation in an investigation, the conduct that the 
undercover employee is expected to undertake and other 
conduct whose necessity during the investigation is foreseeable. 
The SAC or designated supervisory agent shall expressly 
discuss with each undercover employee any of the circumstances 
specified in paragraphs A and B which is reasonably expected 
to occur. 

tacn unoercover employee shall be instructed generally, 
and in relation to the proposed undercover operation, that 
he shall not participate in any act of violence; initiate 
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or instigate any plan to'cotn::lit criminal acts; use unlawful 
investigative techniques to obtain information or evidence; 
or engage in any conduct ,that ~ould violate restrictions on 
investigative techniques or FBI conduct contained in Attorney 
General Guidelines or other Department policy, and that, 
except in an emergency situation, he shall not participate 
in any illegal activity for ~hich authorization has not been 
obtained und~r these guidelines. ~~en the FBI learns that 
persons under investigation intend to commit a violent 
crime, any undercover employee used in connection ~ith the 
investigation shall b~ instructed to try to discoura£e the 
violence. 

(2) To the extent feasible, a similar review shall be 
conducted by a Special Agent ~ith each cooperating private 
individual. 

Q. Review of Undercover Enployee Conduct 

(1) From time to time during the course of the investigation, 
as is practicable, the SAC or designated supervisory agent 
shall review the actual conduct of the undercover employee, 
as well as the employee's proposed or reasonably foreseeable 
conduct for the remainder of the investigation. and shall 
make a determination whether the conduct of the employee has 
been permissible. This determination shall be communicated 
to the undercover employee as soon as practicable. Any 
findings of impermissible conduct shall be prooptly reported 
to the Director, and consultation with the Director shall be 
undertaken before the employee continues his participation 
in the investigation. 'l'o the extent feasible. a similar 
review shall be made of the conduct of each cooperating 
private individual. 

(2) A written report on the use of false representations 
to third parties in concealment of personal identity or the 
true ownership of a proprietary. for establishing. funding. 
and maintaining secure cover for an undercover operation. 
shall be submitted to the SAC or designated supervisory 
agent at the conclusion of the undercover operation. A 
written report on participation in any other activity 
proscribed by federal, state or local law shall be made by 
an undercover employee to the SAC or designa'ted su?ervisory . 
agent every 60 days and at the conclusion of the participation 
in the illegal activity. 

R. Deposit of Proceeds; LiqUidation of Proprietaries 

As sQon as the proceeds from an undercover operation 
are no longer necessary for the conduct of the operation. 
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the rema1n1ng proceeds shall be deposited in the Treasury of 
the United States as miscellaneous receipts. 

Whenever a proprietary with a net value over $50,000 is 
~o be liquidated, sold, or otherwise disposed of, the FBI, 
as much in advance as the Director or his designee shall 
determine is practicable, shall report the circumstances to 
the Attorney General and the Comptroller General. The 
proceeds of the liquidation, sale, or other cisposition, 
after obligations are met, shall be depositeJ in the Treasury 
of the United States as receipts. 

RESERVATIOH 

These guidelines on the use of undercover operations 
are set forth solely for the purpose of internal Department 
of Justice guidance. They are not intended to, do not, and 
may not he relied upon to, create any rights, substantive or 
proc~dural, enforceable at law by any party in any matter, 
civil or criminal, nor do they place any limitations on 
otherwise lawful investig~tive or litigative prerogatives of 
the Department of Justice. 

I I 
Da te : _~/=,1"";·_'.]-f"'-/ ..;..I_tl_ I , 

fb, ...:. f'. &4t1: . 
Benj&oin R. Civiletti 

Attorney General 
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DRUG ENFORCEMENT ADMINISTRA~ION 
DOMESTIC OPERATIONS GUIDELINES* 

The following guidelines are intended to promote effici
ency in the operations of the Drug Enforcement Administration 
(DEA) and to improve coordination between DEA and other 
branches of the Department of Justice. The imposition of any 
sanction for failure to comply with these guidelines remains 
exclusively within the jurisdiction of the Attorney General 
and the Administrator of DEA, and such other persons as they 
may designate. 

These guidelines provide only internal Department of 
Justice guidance. They are not intended to, 00 not, and may 
not be relied upon to create any rights, substantive or 
procedural, enforceable at law by any party in any matter 
civil or criminal. 

I. ENFORCEMENT ACTIVITIES 

* 

A. Objective 

1. Enforcement activities are those procedures 
employed by DEA Special Agents intended to 
result in (1) the arrest, prosecution and 
incarceration of drug traffickers, (2) the 
disruption of illicit traffic, (3) the 
reduction of drug availability through 
seizure of drugs and equipment necessary 
for operation of drug networks, and (4) 
deterrent effects on other traffickers by 
discouraging continued or potential 
trafficking. 

2. Enforcen,ent activities shall be undertaken 
with the primary objectives of prosecuting 
individuals, or individuals acting in 
concert, who finance, control, or direct 
drug trafficking organizations, or of 
interdicting the flow of drugs from 
significant drug trafficking n~erations. 

As amended, December 20, 1979. 

80-4 AGENTS MANUAL 3/5/80 
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3. Enforcement activities of DRA include what 
are traditionally considered investigation 
activities and intelligence activities. 
For the purposes of these guidelines, investi~ 
gation is defined as the process of gathering 
evidence primarily for the immediate purpose 
of initiating a criminal prosecution, or for 
the seizure of specific gnlawful shipments of 
controlled sUbstances. The term "investigation" 
as used in these guidelines is not intended 
to include investigations of "leads" originated 
by or furnished to DEA offices. For the 
purposes of these guidelines, intelligence is 
defined as information gathered in support 
of the mission of DEA which is not collected 
primarily for the immediate purpose of 
initiating a specific prosecution, but which 
may ultimate~y lead to prosecution of one or 
more individuals or the seizure of unlawful 
shipments of controlled substances. 

4. DEA investigations often produce ancillary 
intelligence, and DEA intelligence activities 
often produce evidence useful in criminal 
prosecutions. Internal review mechanisms 
provided for by these guidelines are not 
intended to apply to'sporadic intelligence 
activities; nor are such activities to be 
reported to the United States Attorneys as 
investigations under Section I.D. of these 
guidelines. On the other hand, the systematic 
gathering of information targ~ted on an 
individual or individuals, or on a drug 
trafficking operation, which continues for 
a period--and in a manner--typically assoc
iated with an investigation, shall be con
sidered as an investigation within the meaninq 
of Sections I.B., C., and I.D. (relat~ng to 
consultation with United States Attorneys). 

B. Initiating Enforcement Activities 

1. Investigation may be initiated based on facts 
or information indicating possible violation 
of the Controlled Substances Act, or other 
laws wi~hin the investigative jurisdiction 
of t~e Drug Enforcement Administration. 
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.2. Supervisory approval of anticipated enforcement 
activity, including undercover operations 
as defined in these guidelines, is required 
prior to any Special Agent, informant, 
or d~fendant-informant, undertaking action. 
In each investigation an initiation report will 
be prepared by the Special Agent setting out 
the initial basis, targets, and objectives 
for the investigation. 

C. Review and Continuation of Enforcement"Activities 

1. All review and approval for continuation of 
enforcement activities as provided below 
shall be reflected in writing. 

2. An Agent's immediate supervisor shall review 
each investigation at regular intervals designed 
to ensure timely oversight of the conduct of the 
investigation, including undercover operations, 
and progress toward meeting the objectives of 
enforcement activities. The supervisor should 
consider such developments in the investigation 
as changes in the targets or objectives, 
assignment of additional agent resources, 
approval of significant amounts for purchase 
of information or evidence, and review 
requirements provided elsewhere in these 
guidelines in setting the review schedule. 

3. Investigations reviewed under I.C. (2) may continue: 

(a) where there is a clear indication of a vio
lation of law within DEA's investigative 
jurisdiction and additional investigatjon 
of the alleged violators is required; or 

(b) in the absence of a clear indication of a 
violation of law, the Agent's immediate super
visor shall authorize continued investigation 
only if there is substantial reason to believe 
that the investigation may: 
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(l) In DEA-initiated cases, lead to the 
prosecution of one or more individuals 
who finance, control, or ~irect a drug 
trafficking organization, or to interdiction 
of the flow of drugs from a significant 
drug trafficking operation (e.g., seizing 
a major shipment or processing laboratory) ; 

(2) In non-DEA-initiated cases, meet the 
objectives set by the Drug Enforcement 
Administration for such cases (e.g., State 
or local prosecution of locally significant 
drug law vic'lat9rs). 

All decisions to continue investigations shall 
meet the objectives of enforcement activities, 
and investigations shall continue in accordance 
with other provisions of these guidelines. 

4. If enforcement activity is discontinued pursuant 
to paragraph I.C.3 above, enforcement activity 
may be reinstituted at any time new information 
consistent with the standards of paragraph I,C.3 
is received or developed. 

5. SAIC's shall ensure that each investigation 
is reviewed at the second supervisory lev~l or 
above on a regular basis, no more than 6 months 
after its initiation, and regular intervals 
(not to exceed 6 months) for as long as the 
investigation continues, and may authorize its 
continuation if the s,tandards set forth in 
paragraph I.C.3.{a) or (b) are met. 

6. Upon completion of a review under paragraph 
I.C.S, SAIC's shall report to DEA Headquarters 
each investigation authorized to continue under 
I.C.3 above, and shall set forth their reasons 
for continuing investigation. 

7. SAIC's will be responsible for reporting to 
DEA Headquarters on all important intra- and 
interregional investigations which indicate 
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potential multiple prosecutions of important 
violators. DEll. may impose additional review 
and reporting requirements consistent with 
these guidelines. 

D. Coordination with united States Attorneys' 

The purpose of this section of the guidelines is to 
insure that United states Attorneys are advised of all 
major investigations for which they will have responsibi
lity for prosecution. Consistont with the requirements 
provided in these guidelines, DEll. shall insure that the 
United States Attorneys are fully advised of investigations 
on a timely basis, and each United States Attorney shall 
insure that these reporting requirements are implemented 
within his district. 

1. The Drug Enforcement Administration shall 
insure, unless authorizea to the contrary 
by the united States Attorney, that the 
appropriate United States Attorney is advised of 
all investigations as soon as it appears to the 
first-line supervisory DEA agent that there is 
probable cause to make an arrest, even though 
no arrest is in fact contemplated. In investiga
tions where the subjects are believed to be part 
of a. major drug trafficking organization, but 
probable cause to make an arrest has not yet 
been established, the notification of a pending 
investigation to the United States Attorney shall 
be made by DEA at such time as it is determined that 
the subjects are part of a major drug trafficking 
organization. Schedules for other reporting 
of "investigations," as defined in paragraphs I.A.3. 
and 4., shall be determined by the SAlC and the 
United States Attorney in each district, so that 
the United States Attorney is assured of timely 
knowledge of investigative activities. The 
United States Attorney shall be consulted, shall 
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assign an Assistant United States Attorney if 
appropriate, and shall be furnished progress 
reports of the investigation at regular intervals 
to assure appropriate participation by prosecuting 
officials. 

2. Investigations required to be reported to a 
united states Attorney under paragraph I.D.l., 
which involve possible offenses prosecutable 
in more than one Federal judicial district 
shall be reported to the Department of 
Justice, and to the appropriate United States 
Attorneys. The Department shall be consulted 
and furnish~d progress reports on 5uch 
investigations at regular intervals. 

3. The United States Attorney in each Federal 
judicial district shall, consistent with 
Department of Justice guidance, determine 
policy regarding declinations ano also the 
referral of prosecutions to State and local 
authorities. 

4. The United States Attorney shall, except in 
exigent circumstances, be consulted prior to 
the arrest of a defendant and again immediately 
after the arrest. The United States Attorney 
'shall be furnished a written report of the 
arrest no later than five (5) working days 
after the arrest. The provisions of this 
subparagraph shall not apply to arrest of 
defendants who will be prosecuted in State 
or local courts, provided that such referrals 
for State and local prosecution are within the 
policy determinations and procedures of the 
United States Attorney provided for in 
subparagraph 3. above. 

5. In all cases of seizures without a search 
warrant, unless reported incident to an 
arrest, a report in writing shall be 
submitted to the United States Attorney not 
later than ten (10) working days after seizure. 
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6. DEA shall, with due .regard for the time 
necessary to prepare for trial, advise the 
prosecuting United States Attorney of any 
compensation paid to, or other consideration 
furnished to, an informant or defendant-informant, 
as well as of any electronic surveillanc~ 
relating to the case. 

7. All relevant DEA case files and manuals will 
be available for review by ·U. S. Attorneys On 
request~ The U. S. Attorney shall be responsi
ble for insuring the security and confidentiality 
of materials furnished by DEA. 

8. Department of Justice instructions to United 
States Attorneys relating to these guidelines 
will be provided to DEA. 
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II. SOURCES, INFORMANTS AND DEFENDANT-INFORMANTS 

A. General 

1. A "source of information" is a person or 
organization furnishing information'without 
compensation on an occasional basis (e.g., 
an observer of an event, or a company employee' 
who obtains relevant information in the normal 
course of his employment), or a person or 
organization in the business of furnishing 
information for a fee and receiving only its 
regular compensation for doing so (e.g., a 
credit bureau). 

2. An "informant" is a person who, under the specific 
direction of a DEA Agent, with or without the 
expectation of payment Or other valuable 
consideration, furnishes information regarding 
drug trafficking,or performs other lawful 
services. 

3. A "defendant-informant" is a person subject to 
arreElt and prosecution for a Federal offense, 
or a defendant in a pending Federal or State 
case who, under the specific direction of a 
DEA Agent, with an expectation of payment or 
other vuluable consideration, provides infor
mation regarding drug trafficking or performs 
other lawful services. 

4. Any individual or organization may be a source 
of information. Restrictions placed on the use 
of informants and defendant-informants are not 
applicable to sources of information. 

5. Informants, and defendant-informants are assets 
of DEA, and are not to be considered personal 
resources of individual Agents. At least two 
(2) DEA Agents should be in a position to contact 

'an informant or defendant-informant, and whenever 
practicable two (2) DEA Agents shall be present 
at all contacts and interviews with informants 
and defendant-informants. Regular contacts 
shall be maintained with informants and defendant
informants. The first-level supervisor will be 
responsible for ensuring that contacts, and the 
information gained from them, under this guideline 
are documented on a regular and timely basis. 
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6. Informants, and defendant-informants shall be 
advised that they are cooperating with DEA, but 
are not agents or employees of DEA or the Federal 
government. They shall be advised that information 
they provide may be used in a criminal proceeding. 
They may be told that DEA will use all lawful 
means available to maintain the confidentiality 
of their identity. Except in extraordinary 
circumstances they should not be assured that they 
will never be required to testify or otherwise 
have their identity disclosed in a criminal 
proceeding. In extraordinary circumstances 
they may be given this assurance after approval 
of the SAle, provided the United States 
Attorney shall be notified of any such 
assurance given to any individual having infor
mation relevant to a pending investigation in 
advance of prosecution proceedings, including 
grand jury proceedings. 

B. Informants 

1. Only individuals who are believed able to furnish 
reliable enforcement information or other lawful 
services, and who are believed able to maintain 
the confidentialj.ty of DEA interests and activities, 
may be"utilized as informants. 

2. Excep~ as provided in paragraph II.R.3, an 
Agent must obtain the approval of his immediate 
supervisor prior to utilizing any informant. 
The approving supervisor should review the 
relevant data, including the criminal record, 
of any potential informant and ascertain whether 
he is the subject of a pending DEA investigation 
before deciding whether to approve him as an 
informant. Before an individual is asked to 
rende~ services, in addition to supplying 
information, a more extensive investigation and 
evaluation of the individual shall be conducted. 
However, DEA may use an informant temporarily 
without extensive investigation where a second
line supervisor determines that lack of sufficient 
time precludes such investigation. 

3. Individuals in the following categories represenL 
particular risks as informants, and their use 
for an initial ninety (90) days may be utilized 
only as authorized below: " 
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(al individuals who are less than eighteen 
(18) years of age, with the written 
consent of a parent or a legal guardian, 
when authorized by the SAle; 

(b) individuals on Federal or State probation 
or parole, with the consent of the agency 
supervising them, and complete documentation 
by DEA, when authorized by the SAle; 

(c) former drug-dependent persons, or drug
dependent persons participating in an 
established drug treatment program, when 
authorized by the SAle; 

(d) individuals with two (2) or more felony 
convictions, when authorized by the SAle; 

(e) individuals who have had a prior Federal 
or State conviction for a drug felony 
offense, when authorized by the SAle; 

(f) individuals who have previously been 
declared un~eliable by DEA, or any of its 
predecessors, when authorized by the 
Assistant Administrator for Enforcement. 

4. The use of an informant shall be reviewed at least 
every ninety (90) days by the appropriate second
line supervisor, or the higher official indicated 
in paragraph II.B.3., above. Use of the informant 
may be continued if it is determined, upon review 
of his background and performance, that he is 
qualified to serve in this capacity as provided 
in paragraph II.B.I., above, and that he has the 
potential for furnishing information or services 
which it is believed will lead to the prosecution 
of one or more individuals who finance, control, 
or direct a drug trafficking organization or the 
interdiction of significant drug traffic. The 
SAle shall be responsible for review of the 
utilization of each informant at least every 6 
months, and continued use of an informant shall 
be authorized if it is determined that he meets 
these standards. The SAle shall be responsible 
for reporting all such decisions to DEA 
Headquarters • 

• I 
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5. Informants may b~ paid money or afforded other 
lawful consideration. All funds paid to informants 
shall be accounted for, and specific racoras 
shall be maintained of any non-monetary con
sideratio~ furnished informants. 

C. Defendant-Informants 

The purpose of this section'of the guidelines is 
to insure that defendant-informants provide information 
or render services in a manner that recognizes their 
status as individuals subject to legal sanctions for 
criminal violations. In addition to the requirements 
provided in paragraph II.B, use of defendant-informants 
is governed by the following guidelines. 

1. Only individuals who are believed to be able to 
furnish reliable enforcement information or lawful 
services, and who are believed able to maintain 
the confidentiality of DEA interests and activities, 
may be used as defendant-informants. 

2. In addition to the steps necessary to utilize 
an informant which are set forth in paragraph 
II B, the approval of the appropriate United 
States Attorney or other prosecutor shall be 
obtained prior to seeking the cooperation of or 
utilizing a defendant-informant. The United States 
Attorney or other prosecutor shall be infor~ed 
on a continuing basis of such cooperation or 
use of a defendant-informant. 

3. An individual approved as a defendant-informant 
may be advised that his cooperation will be 
brought to the attention of the appropriate 
united States Attorney, or other prosecutor, 
and the substance and circumstances of giving 
such adqice shall be documented in writing. 
The United States Attorney has the sole authority 
to determine whether a defendant-informant 
will be prosecuted, and DEA Agents shall make 
no representations concerning such prosecution. 
DEA Agents shall make no other representations 
or recommendations without the express written 
approval of the SAle. 
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4. The SAle shall obtain the written approval of 
the Assistant Administrator for Enforcement 
prior to recommending dismissal of any criminal 
mat'ter. The SAle 'shall inform DEA Headquarters 
of any other information concerning a defendant
informant's cooperation, or advice offered . 
regarding disposition of a case, or imposition 
of a penalty. 

5. Use of defendant-informants shall be reviewed 
in the,manner prescribed for other informants 
in paragraph II.B above, and their use may be 
continued only if they are found to meet 
the standards set forth therein. 

D. Knowledge of Criminal Activity by Informants and 
Defendant-Informants 

1. DEA shall instruct all infOrmants and defendant
informants that they shall not violate criminal 
law in furtherance of gathering informatic~ or 
providing other services for DEA, and that any 
evidence of such violation will be reported to 
the concerned law enforcement authority. 

2. Whenever DEA has reason to believe that a serious 
criminal offense outside its investigative 
jurisdiction is being or will be committed, it 
shall immediately disseminate all relevant 
information to the appropriate law enforcement 
agency. 

3. Whenever DEA has reason to believe that an 
informant or defendant-informant has committed 
a serious criminal offense the appropriate 
law enforcement agency shall be advised by 
DEA, ahd the appropriate United States 
Attorney shall be notified. 

4. In disseminating information in accorddnce with 
paragraphs 0.2 and 3 above, all available infor
mation shall be promptly furnished to the appropriate 
law enforcement agency unless such action would 
jeopardize an ongoing major investigatiqn or 
endanger the life of a DEA Agent, informant 

14-618 0 - 83 - 37 
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or defendant-informant. If full disclosure is 
not made for the reasons indicated, then limited 
disclosure shall be made by DEA to the appropriate 
authorities, to an extent sufficient to apprise 
them of the specific crime or crimes that are 
believed to have been conwitted. Full disclosure 
shall be made as soon as the need for the restrictions 
on dissemination are no longer present. Where 
complete dissemination cannot immediately be. 
made to the appropriate law enforcement agency, 
DEA shall preserve all evidence of the violation 
for possible future use by the appropriate 
prosecuting authority. Nothing herein shall 
prevent full and immediate disclosure to the 
appropriate law enforcement agency if in DEA's 
judgment such action is necessary even though 
an investigation might thereby be jeopardized. 

5. If DEA desires to continue making use of an 
informant or defendant-informant after it 
has reason to believe that he has committed 
a serious criminal offense, DEA shall advise 
the appropriate united States Attorney and a 
d~termination shall be made by him after 
consultation with the Chief of the Narcotic 
and Dangerous Drug Section, of. the Criminal 
Division of the Department of Justice, whether 
continued use should be made of the individual 
by DEA. 
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III. UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS 

A. Undercover operations involve DEA Agents who assume 
a fictitious identity or role on a temporary basis 
(often posing as individuals involved in drug 
trafficking), and/or the use of informants or 
defendant-informants under the direction of DEA, 
to obtain evidence or other informahon relating to 
violations of the Controlled Substances Act or other 
drug laws. 

B. Undercover operations conducted by DEA may include 
employment of a ruse or deception, the provision 
of a facility or an opportunity for commission of 
an offense, or the failure to foreclose such an 
opportunity, or mere solicitation that would not 
induce an ordinary, law-abiding person to commit 
an offense. 

C. Undercover operations may be authorized where there 
is reason to believe use of this technique may 
result in evidence or information concerning 
significant drug trafficking activities. Under
cover operations must be authorized by a group 
supervisor or Resident Agent-in-Charge. Such 
authorization must be written~ however, in exigent 
circumstances documentation may be prepared after 
the undercover operation has been initiated provided 
oral authorization has first been obtained. Authorization 
for undercover operations shall set forth a description 
of the undercover operation, and enforcement objectives 
to be met by the undercover operation, and the 
provisions made for the protection of undercover 
Agents or informants. 

D. DEA may furnish an item necessary to the commission 
of an offense other than a controlled substance 
(i.e., a legal chemical essen~ial to drug production), 
or may furnish services in furtherance of illegal drug 
trafficking which are difficult to obtain (i.e., 
sophisticated chemical expertise), upon the authorization 
of the SAIC, after consultation with the appropriate 
United states Attorney and with DEA Headquarters. 
Activity such as furnishing a non-controlled substance, 
or other services, may be .authorized when ther~ is strong 
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reason to believe such activity will lead ·to the 
prosecution of one or more individuals who finance, 
control, or direct a drug trafficking organization, 
or to the interdiction of the flow of drugs from 
a significant drug trafficking operation. 

E. Undercover operations shall not include the furnishing 
of a controlled substance except in extraordinary 
cases after consultation with the appropriate 
United States Attorney, when the Administrator of 
DEA determines that there is teason to believe such 
activity will lead to the prosecution of one or 
more indi'~iduals who finance, control, or direct 
a drug trafficking organization, or to the inter
diction of the flow of dru9s from a significant 
drug trafficking operation. In making such 
determinations the Administrator of DEA shall take 
into account the type and amount of drug involved: 
its likelihood of reaching consumers; the number and 
position in the drug trafficking organization of 
subjects who have, and who have not, been 
sufficiently identified to be arrested; the type 
and amount of evidence necessary to complete the 
investigation; the time required to attempt to do 
so; and the likelihood of obtaining such evidence. 

F. SAles shall advise DEA Headquarters immediately 
if specific information is developed, in the course 
of an undercover operation or otherwise, regarding 
the shipment, delivery, or location of substantial 
amounts of controlled substances. In certain cases 
it may be appropriate not to seize such drugs in 
order to enhance the effectiveness of an investigation. 
DEA may continue an investigation without seizing 
substantial amounts of illicit drugs only when: 

1. Authorized by the Assistant Administrator for 
Enforcement of DEA or his Headquarters designee. 
The As~istant Administrator for Enforcement shall 
consider the factors set forth in paragraph IIlE 
above, and may authorize the investigation to 
continue without seizure of the drugs in quesLion 
if he maltes the determination set forth therein 
His decision shall be reflected in writing. 
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2. Where immediate seizure of substantial amounts 
of controlled substances might result in 
compromise of an investigation of greater 
significance than seizure would warrant, or in 
the death or serious injury to a DBA Agent, 
informant, or defendant-informant, an immediate' 
decision may be made by the field Agent or his 
supervisor, consistent with the safety of the 
Agent, informant or defendant-informant. In such 
instances the Assistant Administrator for 
Enforcement shall be promptly notified. 

G. While it is recognized that there is an inherent 
risk of violence in drug trafficking, undercover 
operations shall not include originating, encouraging, 
or planning to participate in violent activity. 
If in the course of an undercover operation there 
is a prospect of previously unanticipated violence, 
the Agent, informant, or defendant-informant involved 
shall make every effort consistent with his personal 
safety to prevent such violent activity and, to the 
extent he is not completely successful~ to minimize 
the degree of violence and to avoid participation in 
it. 

H. In conducting undercover operations DEA Special 
Agents, informants, and defendant-informants shall 
not attend meetings between defendants and their. 
counsel if attendance can be avoided. If attendance 
cannot be avoided they shall not report anything 
they may overhear while present at meetings with 
counsel, unless they observe the commission of a 
crime. 

I. Informants and defendant-informants used in undercover 
operations, shall be advised of the standards 
established by these guidelines relevant to the 
activities they are asked to undertake on behalf 
of DEA, and the sUbstance and circumstances of giving 
such advice shall be documented in writing. 
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IV. ELECTRONIC SURVEILLANCE AND RELATED TECHNIQUE 

Electronic surveillance and related techniques may be 
employed as follows: 

A. Interoeption of wire or oral communi:cations 'through 
the use of any electronic, mechanical or other 
device ("wiretaps" or "bugs") in accordance with 
Title III of the Omnibus ~control and Safe 
Streets Act of 1968, as a~ed, and the related 
Department,of Justice instructions. 

B. Recording telephone'llumbers and rela,ted information 
(but not conversations) by the use of "pen registers," 
"touch tone decoders," and other devices pursuant to 
a Federal court order in the nature of a warrant 
issued under Rule 41 of the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure. 

c. Electronic tracking dev~ces ("beepers") and 
transponders when authorized by a Group Supervisor 
or higher authority, and pursuant to a Federal court 
order in the nature of a warrant of the type issued 
under Rule 41 of the RUles of Criminal Procedure if 
installation involves a trespass or if otherwise 
required by the Federal case law in the jUdicial 
district or districts involved. 

D. Telephone and transmitters to monitor private con
versations with the consent of a party to the con
versation pursuant to the provision3 of the Attorney 
General's "Memorandum to the Heads of Executive 
Departments and, Agencies," dated October 16, 1972. 

E. Photographic, optical (e.g., binoculars), electro
optic~l (e.g., night vision equipment), and television 
equipment as surveillance aids or for recording 
evidence, pursuant to the provisions of the DEA 
Agents Manual. 

F. Electronic, magnetic, vibration sensors, and radar 
equipment to detect the movement of persons, vehicles, 
vessels. and aircraft pursuant to the provisions of 
the DEA Agents Manual. 

G. No other form of electronic surveillance or 
related technique may be utilized. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1. Undercover - An Investigative Technique 

The use of an undercover operation as an investigative technique requires 
extensive training, planning, preparation and handling. Unlike most 
criminal offenses, the sale of documents, illegal aliens or the 
infiltration of smuggling organizations as drivers, drop house operators, 
etc., typically occurs between two individuals, neither of whom could 
realistically be classified as a "victim". Hence, in this type of crimimal 
investigative ac:tivity thE'l'e is no complaint report nor complaintant to 
intervie~ or to give court testimony. Confessions or admissions from the 
participants in those incidents are not obtained until after undercover 
negotiations and deliveries have been made, if then. Illicit t.ransactions 
typically are conduc:ted under the most private circumstances. For these 
reasons, the criminal investigator must rely on undercover work to 
infiltrate criminal organizations; in order to establish overt acts or to 
make undercover buys; which will lead to the arrest of the violator. 

Of all enforcement assignments, probably the one that is least 
understood is that of the undercover investigator. Many people visualize 
this role as similar to the super spies characterized in the movies. 
Others see the undercover officer as a self sacrificing individual who cuts 
himself off from his family and friends for ~xtended periods of time so 
that he can live within the criminal element until the completion of his 
assigned investigation. Both of these views are somewhat extreme and 
unrealistic. While undercover assignments are hazardous and require 
extensive preparation and training, the actual contact with the violator 
and his associates are usually minimal. Most investigative undercover 
assignments require establishing a contact through informants, in order to 
facilitate the infiltration of the criminal organization; making a buy of 
documents or aliens; and then the arrest of the violator. 

Most investigative undercover assignments generally requires the 
following elements to effect the arreat 

(1) Establishing a contact 
(2) Development of informants 
(3) Infiltration of the criminal organization 
(4) Surveillance support assistance 
(5) Purchase of fraudulent documents or illegal ent.rant aliens 

The investigator in an undercover role will be faced with certain problems 
generally not encountered in other enforcement activity with complications 
presenting exacting and nerve-wracking demands. The individual acting in 
an undercover capacity must overcome these demands by his resourcefulness, 
intelligence, initiative, energy and courage. 

2. Use of Undercover Techniques 

lilien a targeted violator effectively conceals his association with a 
criminal activity so well that only an investigstor on the "inside" can 
develope sUfficient p.vidence for a prosecutable case, then a determination 
may be made to use an undercover approach. In many instances the under
cover effort may substantially reduce the time and expense which would be 
required to achieve the same results through the utilization of other 
enforcement techniques. 
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~ndercover techn~ques may be used under the following circumstances: 

(1) Where information or evidence cannot be readily obtained in an 
open investigation; 

(2) When an open investigation or when regular investigative 
techniques have proven unsuccessful; 

(3) When indications are, an undercover operation will reduce time 
and expense involved in the compietion of the investigation. 

It should also be pointed out that the improper utilization of an 
undercover operation can prove to be expensive in both manpower and money. 
Before the decision is made to initiate this technique, there are certain 
primary factors to be considered. These factors are: 

(1) The extent of the criminal activity and the results that will be 
achieved; 

(2) Is time a limiting element; 

(3) The complexity of the preparation involved; 

(4) The difficulty to be incurred in infiltration. 

3. Agency Approval 

Authorization from the United States Attorney and District Director 
or Chief Patrol Agent must be obtained prJ,or to conducting undercover 
investigations. It should be remembered that successful undercover 
investigations are the result o~ a team effort with the undercover officer' 
being part of the team. The undercover officer should 'fully understand 
the objective of the particular investigation. 

Prior Regional and Central Office approval is necessary before 
conducting undercover operations in foreign countries. 

4. Undercover Objectives 

The general objective of an undercover investigation is the obtaining of 
evidence to successfully sustain a criminal prosecution. The following 
objectives encompass most of the si.uations in which undercover 
techniques msy be utilized: 

(a) Obtain information and intelligence. 

(b) Obtain evidence of overt acts of a criminal violation. 

(c) Determination if a criminal violation is being planned or committed. 

(d) Identify principals involved in criminal activi.y. 

(e) Prove association between conspirators. 

(f) Identify witnesses. 

2 
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(g) Check reliability of informants. 

(h) Determine most advantageous time to make arrests or execute search 
warrants. 

The investigator who utilizes the undercover approach will find that 
through execution of these techniques, he will achieve results as accurate 
and reli~lble as any other investigative technique. However, if careful 
preparation is disregarded, it is likely that the objectives 
sought through undercover activities will nat be accomplished and the 
identity of the undercover investigator could be compromised. 

5. Entrapment 

Entrapment is a legal defense raised by the defendant when he claims 
that, but for the inducement of government investigators, he would not have 
committed the crime. This defense is most likely to be raised in 
situations involving informants and investigators working undercover. 
The undercover investigator must have a knowledge of the law regarding 
entrapment. Entrapment is defined as the acts of officers of the 
government in inducing a person to commit a crime not contemplated by hL~ 
in order to initiate a criminal investigation. 

3 
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Chapter II 

GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS OF THE UNDERCOVER INVESTIGATOR 
(MALF./FEJ.!ALB) 

1 • Willingness 

The primary qualification of an undercover investigator, as in any other 
line of employment, is willingness to do the investigation. The degree of 
success the undercover assignment receives will be directly reflected 
by the willingness of the investigator. An undercover investigator must 
desire to accompl.ish his mission, regardless of personal considerations 
This can and will involve the investigator's ability and willingness 
to subordinate normal courtesies, personal desires and conventional 
standards to the requirements of the investigation. 

2. Self-Confidence 

To be a successful undercover investigator, the individual must maintain 
self-confidence in himself. In order to have this confidence, he 
must know the laws he is enforcing, limitations imposed and methods 
he may employ. The investigator must know that he can play the 
role and play it well. A lack of confidence in his role playing can 
only result in the violator discovering his identity. Self-confidence 
should never be equated to investigator conceitedness, rather to the fact 
that he has prepared himself with all the requisites to successfully 
assume the role he must play. Further, the investigator's confidence 
increases directly as his expe~ience with violators broadens. 

3. Initiative and Judgement 

An undercover investigator must use every minute of time to his best 
advantage, constantly directing his thinking toward the overall 
objectives. The investigator is expected to analyze everything he 
sees and hears. The undercover investigator must be self-reliari. and able 
to initiate action based on sound judgement. Instructions given the 
investigator by superiors will usually be limited to a statement of general 
policy and desired objectives. The investigator must be capable of making 
decisions and acting on them without the benefi. of official advice. 
Further, the investigator will assume responsibility for the decisions he 
makes. Finelly, the investigator mus. speculate on wha. is going to 
happen. 

4. Temperament 

The successful undercover investigator will possess a calm, affable and 
enduring personality. In his role, the investigator will have to operate 
under hazardous conditions in the presence of criminals without any 
visible emotions being displayed. The undercover investigator mue. be 
able to recognize and control emotions such as fear, anger, disgust or 
surprise when such a display of emotions would bring him to the 
attention of the violator. The undercove~ investigator should be able to 
portray to the violator emotions other than the ones he truly feels 
at the moment. 

4 
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5. Adaptability 

The investigator engaging in undercover work must be able to take 
advantage of suddenly changl.ng conditions and situations and be 
able to think clearly and quickly to meet these sudden emergencies. 
Due to rapid changes in undercover situations, adaptability is 
often the only key to survival. Ingenuity is a necessity 
if the undercover investigator is to be able to adjust and conform 
to a particular situation. 

6. Patience 

As in the techniques employed in surveillance, patience is a quality 
necessary where the undercover approach 1s to be used. The investigator 
must not attempt to force the subject to do business any faster than 
the subject himself desires. Efforts or overt actions to speed the 
criminal activity might well result in the discovery of the undercover 
investigator or at least cause the violator to become concerned about 
~hese efforts. The violator quite often maintains a standard routine 
in his dealings which he will carry out to the fullest before completing 
any negotiations. ~~erefore, patience must be predominate in all 
activities with the violator. 

7. Courage and Tenacity 

The undercover investigator must possess the qualities of courage and 
tenacity, both of which run hand in hand. Courage, simply stated, is the 
ability to meet danger and difficulties with firmness. Tenacity is the 
quality that keeps one going in the face of danger and seemingly 
insurmountable obstacles. It is further characterized by an unWillingness 
to let stress and strains deter the undercover investigator from 
accomplishing his mission. 

8. Observation and Memory 

Observation of an incident is more than merely seeing it occur. 
Observation is being able to accurately describe the person, place, 
or thing seen. Being able to accurately describe a happening 
directly reflects on an individual's memory. A good memory requires 
and individual to be able to recall events in their proper sequence. 
Not only is a good memory necessary for compiling an accurate record, 
it is also vital in recalling the events from the witness stand. Not 
every person has the same degree of proficiency in mentally noting 
the occurrences around him. If the investigator has doubts about 
his memory or powers of observation, he should not wait until 
he has been given an undercover assignment to start developing these 
talents. 

9. Physical Stamina 

kn undercover inVestigation may involve a continuous, 24-hour a dey, 
working situation for the undercover investigator. The undercover 
inves~igator will be called upon to endure long periods of mental and 
physical strength withou. adequa~e food, rest or relaxation. These 
stresses and strains should not be allowed to deter him from 
accomplishing his mission. Good physical conditioning will enhance 
his self-confidence, increase his energy, maintain his physical 
capabilities, and keep his mind alert. 

5 
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10. Kno~ledge of the Criminal Element 

Knowledge of the criminal element is essential to the undercover 
investigator. Without this, he would noot be able to meet the violator 
on his own terms. Associating with the criminal element dictates 
tha't the undercover investigator displsy the same know-hOW, ideas, 
background, language and slang as that displayed by the violator. 
The undercover investigator must further have a thorough understanding 
of the way the violator plans and carries out his criminal activities. 
The undercover investigator has to understand that the violator is 
suspicious in nature and uses extreme caution during his activities. 
The undercover investigator should display the same degree of caution as 
the suspect. In addition, moral standards of the criminal element are 
entirely different from those to which the investigator is accustomed. 
The investigator should be prepared to counter sny efforts which would 
place him in a compromising situation. Correct evaluation of events which 
might otherwise be misjudged can depend entirely on the investigator's 
knowledge of the violator. 

11. Physical Appearance 

The physical appearance of the undercover investigator is not of great 
importance unless it provides a clue to his true identity as an 
investigator or is inconsistent with his background story. In other 
words, consideration should be given to the type role the investigator 
is to play. If the undercover investigator poses as a laborer, then he 
should have the physical appearance of a laborer, displayed by good 
muscles, calloused hands and, possibly a ruddy complexion. 

In areas where there is a particular ethnic influence, it is better 
to employ the use of an investigator with a similar background as the 
people with whom he will try to do business •. 

12. Ability to Live the Role 

In assuming an undercover role, the investigator will have to display a 
high degree of dramatic skill. The undercover investigator will actually 
adopt the characteristics, such as likes and dislikes, living standards, 
methods, attitude, psychology and other peculiarities which make up 
the nature of the violator. Living the role requires continued 
alertness and concentration to maintain an assumed identity for long 
periods of time. The success of the investigation and the life of 
the undercover investigator may well depend on his overall acting ability. 

13. Technical Skills 

Effective corroborat·ion of an undercover investigator's activi1:ies and 
statements can depend heavily on his familiarity and skill in the use of 
various technical eqUipment which is at his disposal. For this reason, it 
is necessary that the undercover investigator establish a thorough 
knowledge of the technical equipment he chooses to use. 

For example, should the undercover investigator wish to obtain photographs 
of the suspec.s, equipment or contraband by using a 35mm or mi~iature 
camera, he will find it neces.'3ary to become proficient in their use in 
order to obtain sa~isfactory results. This will require a knowledge of 
light, film speed, aperture settings and shutter speeds. 
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An additional consideration in technical e~uipment might be the use 
of miniature recording and monitoring devices by the undercover 
investigator. This equipment is used foremost for the protection of 
the undercover investigator. It ellows the covering investigators 
to monitor the undercover investigstor's activities and movements. Prior 
to using thiS~Of equipment, the undercover investigator must be 
familiar with Agency and legal guidelines which will dictate how they are 
to be used. S~, 

At times, the skills required of the undercover investigator may include 
the ability to operate unfamiliar vehicles and equipment. This could be 
especially true if it is determined at the beginning of the investigation 
thst the suspect is using such equipment. 

7 
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CHAPTER III 

THE PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION 

1. Determine the Objective 

The undercover investigator must have a thorough understanding of the 
overall objective to be reached as a result of his assignment. The 
undercover investigator's objective, for example, may be to secure court 
evidence against one suspect or against a group of suspects. If the 
investigator is working in an extended or penetration type operation 
most often he will have his objectives determined and explained by a case 
agent who is directing the investigation. 

2. Analyze the Assignment 

In preparing for the assignment, the undercover investigator should 
analyze the situation with a view toward: 

1. Selecting his assumed identity. 

2. Determining the background story. 

3. Establishing a means of communication. 

4. Gaining knowledge of the violator. 

5. Obtaining information concerning local situations. 

6. Reports. 

In essence, this is the time that .he undercover investigator will be 
preparing for his role and planning to meet his overall objectives. 

3. Select the Approach 

The objective of the undercover investigation will generally dictate 
the type of approach to be used by the undercover investigator. If the 
objective is an individual, the investigator will have to be accepted by 
the suspect. This can be accomplished through the use of an informant, 
or by the undercover investigator becoming acquainted in the places that 
are frequented by the suspect. 

If the objective is a group of people, the undercover investigator will 
have to determine how he can join them. Once again, the use of an 
informant will probably be a necessity. However, the investigator may 
again consider frequenting establishments used by the violators and 
establishing himself with them. A determination may also be made to 
gain the'confidence of unwitting informants who are familiar with 
members of the group, and subsequently obtaining an introduction. 

Anyone, or combination of these approaches, may be used in most 
undercover situations. '~ether the suspect accepts the investigator 
or not is dependent upon the investigator's ability in his role. 

8 
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4. Study the Suspect 

Unless tho undercover investigator has a thorough knowledge of his subject, 
he will find himself frequently at a disadvantage. The investigator 
should, as a first step in his preparation, draw up a checklist of the 
details of'the subject's character and history. The following is a list 
of some of the informstion about the suspect which the investigator should 
be familiar with prlor to his entering the undercover role. 

1. Name 

2. Addresses 

3. Description 

4. Family and 
Relatives 

5. Associates 

6. Character and 
Temperament 

7. Vices 

8. Robbies 

9. Occupation and 
Specialty 

10. Propensity for 
Violence 

- Full name, aliases and nicknames. Also, 
titles in relation to a job or public 
office which the suspect may hold. 

- Past and present; residential and business. 

- This should include not only the basic 
description of the individual but any 
unusual traits and peculiarities as well. 
A photograph of the suspect should also be 
obtained. 

- This will assist the undercover investigator 
in his overall knowledge of the suspect. 

- This knowledge is essential to an understanding 
of the subject's activities and the establishment 
of a conspiracy violation. 

- The strength and weaknesses of the sUbjec. 
should be known. Likes, dislikes and 
prejudices are particularily helpful. 

- Drug addiction, alcohol or gambling. 

- This knowledge could give you the undercover 
investigator a simple way of developing an 
acquaintance with the suspect. A common interes. 
of this nature can cause a strong bond bet~een the 
investigator and the suspect. 

- These, again, will allow the undercover 
investigator to establish a possible 
meeting ground with the subject. These are 
also indicetive of the character of the 
subject. 

- Information received from informants, 
background information from past arrest 
records and personal observations by the 
undercover investigator will help identif:r 
a subject's possible violent nature. The 
undercover investigator should make every 
attempt to kno~ a subjec.'s propensity for 
violence. 

9 
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It should be pointed out to the undercover investigator that it will not 
always be possible to gather complete background information on the 
subject of the investigation. Some of the previously discussed 
information may not be readily available prior to entering into the 
undercover role. However, the more background information the investigator 
can assemble concerning the subject, the better equipped he will be to 
handle the assignment. 

5. Geographical Area 

The undercover investigator should become familiar with the geographic 
area he will be working. This can be accomplished by either surveillance, 
reconnaisance or knowledge obtained from officers familiar with the area. 
A determination should be made as to the type of people in the area, i.e., 
blue or white collar workers, immigrants, ethnic groups, professional or 
upper class members of society. When these facts are ascertained, 
appropriate dress, conduct, speech, and activities within that area can be 
determined. 

10 
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CHAPTER IV 

ESTABLISHING UNDERCOVF.R IDENTITY 

t. The Assluned Identity 

A fictitious background and history for the new character of the undercover 
investigator should be prepared. The investigator's bacKground story 
should seldom, if ever, be wholly fictitious. The undercover investigator 
should assume an identity in keeping with his personality traits and in 
keeping with his own background snd characteristics. It is important that 
the undercover investj.gator does not assume an identity which would mske 
him conspicuous or draw attention to him. Ususlly, the duration of an 
undercover assignment cannot be predicted, which dictates that the identity 
selected be such that it can be maintained for a long period of time. 

The fictitious name that the undercover investigator selects should be such 
that he can easily remember, respond to and recogni~e. It is recommended 
that the undercover investigator use his true first name and a similar, but 
fictitious, surname. Using a surname which is a variation of, or similar 
to, the undercover investigator's true name caD assist him in his memory 
and response. 

2. Documenting the Undercover Identity 

The undercover investigator cannot be sent into the investigation using 
an assumed identity without proper documentation of such identity. This 
documentation should include all documents, official and personal, needed 
by the undercover investigator to verify his background story. The 
following are some of the Official documents which may be obtained in en 
assumed name by the undercover investigat()r~ 

1. Driver's license. 

2. Automobile or vehicle registration. 

3. Birth certificate. 

4. Social Security Card. 

5. Alien Registration Card. 

Control of this personal documentation should be maintained by a District 
Director or Chief Patrol Agent. 

3. THE COVER STORY 

The cover story that is used by the undercover investigator should be sllch 
that is offers something attractive to the suspect. For example, the 
undercover officer might tell the violator that he, the officer, needs 
documents for his illegal aliens, needs documents for himself, needs 
aliens for his bUsiness or is willing to take the risk to transpoT" illegal 
aliens for the easy money. Effective gathering of intelligence on the 
suspeot is important in determining what "activities" are attractive to 
the violator. The investigator must do eV'erything he can to make "he 
story believable. He must anticipate questions that may be asked so that 
he may formulate answers in advance. 

11 
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The undercover officer must abandon his official identity by removing his 
badge and all credentials, cards, letters, notebooks and all other items 
that mi~ht cause suspicion or which might conflict with his cover story. 
Some personal items may actually verify his cover. For example, if the 
~ndercover officer uses his real name in an undercover buy, he may want 
to keep his credit cards or identificatic.n bracelet as "verification" 
of his identity. 

The fictitious role that is assumed by the undercover officer should 
allow compatibility with both the suspect and neighborhood involved. A 
good background story should include names, addresses, and descriptions 
of assumed places of employment, associates, and neighbochoods. The 
fictitious information should be of such a nature that it cannot be 
easily checked by the suspect. The background city should be one with 
which the officer is familiar b~t, if possible, not known to the suspect. 

Personal possessions such as clothes, wallets, rings and watches, and the 
amount of money carried should be appropriate to the chosen character. 
Clothes and method of dress sho~ld conform to appropriate standards 
expected by the violator. 

In summary, the undercover officer must build a background story in which 
he can be comfortable. The investigator, in essence, must be able to say 
to himself, "I am this other person." 

In most undercover investigations, the investigator should make provisions 
in his background story for the following: 

1. Frequent contact with the subject. 

2. Freedom of movement and justificatons for actions. 

3. A background that will permit the investigator to maintain a 
financial and social status eqUivalent to that of the subject. 

4. Mutual paints of interest between undercover investigator and 
subject. 

5. Means of communication to other investigators. 

6. An alternate story which can be used in the event that the 
originsl story becomes compromised. 

7. A background which will include a previous address that the 
investigator can speak intelligently of. 

8. An allowance !'or deficiencies in the undercover investigator's 
role, such as language or particular skills. 

g. A method and reason for leaving the ares if it shOUld become 
necessary. 

4. Disclosure of Identity 

The undercover investigator mus. know whether to disclose his identity 
or remain undercover if arrested by other authorities. A plan or act 
should also be prepared against the contingency of accidental disclosure 
of identity. 

12 
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CONTACT WITH THE SUSPECT 

1. Approaching the Suspect 

As the undercover assignment becomes operational, either the investigator 
will use an informer, witting or unwitting, to reach the suspect, or be 
prepared to spend an extended period of time in establishing a 
relationship between himself and the subject of the investigation. 

The approach used in the first contact with the subject is, in most 
instances, the most critical point in the investigation. If this io 
accomplished smoothly and naturally, it should tend to o~~set any 
suspicion the Bubject may have and facilitate the establiohment of a 
continuous association with him. 

2. Use of In~ormants 

A witting informant is an informant who furnishes information to an 
investigator, knowing full well his capacity as an investigator. The 
witting informant may also agree to accompany the undercover investigator 
in an initial contact with the subject of an investigation, utilizing 
his association with the subject to effect an entree for the investigator. 
This approach is the quickest, surest way to establish contact. The 
degree of success, however, is contingent on the amount of confidence 
the suspect has in the informant and the informant's reliability. 

Every informer has his own personal reason for assisting investigators. 
The undercover investigator, for his own safety and the success o~ the 
assignment, should know the informer's reason and as much as possible 
about the informer before any contact is made. Some informants would 
like to be law enforcement officers; some might need money; some are angry 
with the subject of the investigation; and others are just plain crackpots. 
If the informer is angry with the subject, the subject usually knows it, 
therefore, making the infcrmant ine~fective. A reconciliation could occur 
during the assignment resulting in the possibility of the informant 
exposing the undercover investigator's true identity to the suspect. 
The crackpot may decide to tell the suspect about the undercover 
investigator while under a sudd~n complusion to do so. These are but 
a few examples to emphasize the importance of knowing the informant's 
motive. 

Probably the best witting informant is one who is supplying information 
~or money. If the informant has the confidence of the subject and is 
furnished the necessary motivation to want to succeed, the undercover 
investigator stands a much better chance of reaching his objective. 

The witting informant will help establish an entree for the investigator, 
but from then on it is the investigator's responsibility to make the case. 
A suspeot may suddenly desire to know something about the undercover 
investigator even after the informant has introduced and vouched for 
him. The investigation may fall flat on its face at this point, if the 
investigator has depended entirely on the informant to perfect his entree 
and is not prepared with a well substantiated background story. 
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The undercover investigator should be careful to ascertain and evaluate 
any ahimosity or mistrust between the informant and the suspect. It may 
be sufficiently intense to necessitate a complete change in plans. 
Questions which might arise or be asked by the suspect should be 
anticipated and answers rehearsed between the investigator and the 
informant. A story answering where and how they met, how long they have 
known each other, how long and what kind of association they have, and 
any other questions which might arise under particular circumstances, 
should be determined and settled beforehand. 

Time, effort and money are saved through the use of the witting informer 
in making contact with the suspect. Additionally, the investigator 
receives a direct contact with the wanted suspect and the possibility of 
another witness to a violation. However, some danger~ which exist in 
using a witting informant are: 

1. Danger of a double-cross. 

2. Actions of an informer under pressure cannot be predetermined. 

3. The informer acquires knowledge of the entire operation; 
the undercover investigator; and undercover techniques. 

4. The investigation may be prolonged by the informant in an effort 
to obtain more money. 

5. The informant may cheat on expenses. 

6. The possibility that the informant may participate in other crimes 
an~ when caught, compromise the investigation by using his 
employment status with the government as a lever to extricate 
himself. 

The undercover investigator must control 'the informer. It must be 
accomplished to the point that: 

1. The informer does not compromise the investigation by- his 
indiscreet actions. 

2. The informer receives a payment of reward only after completing 
a successful performance. 

3. The undercover investigator dominates the undercover activity. 

4. The informer does not receive information concerning other 
current investigations. 

Controlling and handling an informer is sometimes one of the hardest 
parts of the undercover assignment. Before attempting the initial 
contact wi.h the suspect the informer must be made aware of his role 
and guidelines he is to adhere to during the investigation. If the 
assignment indicates that the informant is to participate in a criminal 
violation, the undercover investigator must clear it through a supervisor 
and the Uni.ed Rtates Attorney's Office. 
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The undercover .inv.estiga.tor should further assure himself that the 
informer is aware there is a possibility he will be called to testify 
in court. The investigator should further assure himself that the 
informer has an understanding of entrapment. 

The unwitting informant is an unsuspecting individual, who does not know 
the true identity and purpose of the undercover investigator. This type of 
informer unknowingly aids the undercover investigator in establishing 
useful criminal contscts. This method of approach is usually more time 
consuming than the use of the witting informant. A chain of unwitting 
informants may have to be utilized by the undercover investigator before 
any contact is made with a major suspect. Once the investigator. gains 
the confidence of the unwitting informant, the latter's performance 
in the presence of the suspect may surpass that of the witting inforaant 
who may be inhibited by the fear of discovery. When the investigator 
determines that sn individusl has a working relationship or 
acquatntance with the principal suspect, he should cultivate this 
individual's friendship. Generally. the investigator will find it easier 
to gain the confidence of a hireling than it is to be accepted by the 
principal suspect. Never assume that such a friendship is unimportant; 
the principal suspect may trust the unwitting informant's judgement. After 
confidence has been established, the unwitting informant may assist the 
investigator's entree with the suspect by supplementing the necessary 
background story. As with the witting informant, the unwitting 
informant will generally dominate the first contact with the suspect. 
The difference will be his ignorance of the investigator's true identity. 
The advantage of this approach is that the undercover investi&ator 
cannot be compromised by the unwitting informant's knowledge of the 
operation. 

3. The Change Encounter 

The change encounter between the undercover investigator and the suspect 
may occur on the spur of the moment or be a well planned maneuver, either 
of which would appear to the suspect as a natural chain of events. This 
type of meeting generally would cause little suspicion on the part of 
the suspect and provides the initial contact the undercover investigator 
needs. The way the undercover investi&ator conducts himself during a 
chance meeting with the suspect will determine'his acceptance or rejection 
by the suspect. 

Luring is the method by which the undercover investigator arouses the 
interest of the suspect to the extent that he will approach the 
investigator. This is characterized by the spreading of info~ation 
that the undercover investigator has the capability and funds to engage 
in crIminal activities. If this information is properly prepared and 
disseminated among the criminal element, it will eventually come to the 
attention of a prinCipal suspect. Careful investigation mus, be made 
prior to any initial contact in order to determine the most effecti·t9 
lure. 
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5. GAINING THE SUSPECT'S CONFIDENCE 

After the first contact, the undercover investigator is immediately 
faced with the problem of avoiding suspicion. The investigator will have 
to appear to be the suspect's friend and may have to participate in some 
of the suspect's activi'~ies, in which case the investigator must "epend 
almost entirely upon his own judgement. 

Usually the suspect's initial attitude will be suspicious and skeptical. 
The suspect may attempt to throw the investigator off balance by suddenly 
accusing him of being an investigator. This does not necessarily 
mean that the suspect is aware of the undercover investigator's true 
identity but only that he is trying to read the investigator's reaction 
or flush out a betrayer. The well prepared undercover investigator 
anticipates such an emergency and immediately puts the suspect on the 
defensive, possibly by using c?unter accusations. 

The allay the suspect's suspicions and gain his confidence, the undercover 
investigator may use the following techniques: 

1. Arrange to be arrested, questioned or searched by other 
enforcement officers, where the action can be observed by 
the suspect. 

2. Pretend disgust or anger with the suspect for questioning him. 

3. Appear as though he doesn't trust the suspect anymore th~ the 
suspect trusts him. 

4. Anticipate a trap when questioned regarding M.s knowledge of a 
person, location of a street, or anything else which may be 
ficti tious. 

Trap plays may include information about violations to see whether 
the information is passed onto other enforcement officers. 

5. Use the same degree of caution under the particular circumstances 
as the suspect does. 

6. Assume the suspect is intelligent. Do not underestimate the 
suspect. He is cunning and educated in his specialty. 

7. Maintain his role when not in the presence of the suspect. 

8. Leave the impression with the suspect that he can depend on the 
undercover investigator any time and can rely on what he says. 

9. Never overplay the undercover role or give too many explanations, 
but ac. naturally at all times. 
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6. DEVELOPING ,INFORMATION FROM TII1'l SUSPECT 

The undercover investigator must listen. If he does all the talking 
or takes the lead in conversations, the suspect will not have the 
opportunity to talk. Occasionally, the investigator may have to 
initiate a conversation, especially about criminal activity. In this 
instance, the investigator should talk about activities other than 
those he is currently investigating, and eventually guide the 
conversation towards his real interest. 

The undercover investigator, by listening, shoUld learn everything 
possible about the suspect, his counterparts in the criminal 
activity. with whom the suspect does business. and from whom he 
receives instructions or orders. If the suspect is in a position 
to have information about higher echelons in the criminal 
organization, the undercover investigator should attempt to have the 
suspect introduce him to persons in the higher level of authority. 
This requires the utmost persistence and resourcefulness on the part 
of the undercover investigator. 

7. PARTICIPATION IN A CRIMINAL VIOLATIO~I 

In most undercover cases, it will be necessary for the undercover 
investigator to participate, to some extent, in the violation of 
certain laws. Before entering into the illegal activity. the 
investigator should have the approval of his superiors and the 
United States Attorney's Office. Permission to engage in the crime 
under his immediate investigative jurisdiction will not excuse the 
investigator for participating in other crimes; and, if other crimes 
are committed, the investigator can be subject to the penalties 
provided by law for any such offense. 

Under no circumstances will an undercover investigator be permitted 
to engage in "malum in se't crimes, such as murder, robbery, arson, 
etc. 

8. GREED 

It may be expedient or necessary in some instances for the officer 
to avoid contact with the suspect for a few days. He may do this by 
pretending to be going out of town for a given ~eriod. The thought 
that an investigator must keep foremost in his mind is that the 
violator is not only suspicious of everyone, but he is probably 
just as clever as the officer. The biggest factor working against 
the violator is greed. Greed makes many violators sell to agents 
even though he may suspect that the buyer is an officer. 

9. CONTACT WITH THE BACKUP UNIT 

The value of sound intelligence notwithstanding, quite often the 
officer and his backup team will have to work in a fluid situation 
with minimum advance information. In these instances, time limits 
should be established. If the officer does not emerge or give 
a prearranged signal to indicate that he is all right, the backup 
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aquad will quickly enter and locate. the unner~Qver officer. 
¥tlrthel~ore, there should be guidel~nes establ~shed or those 
situations where the suspect sets unexpected stipulations. The 
officer should be briefed regarding what he can and cannot do in 
changing plans. 

10. CONTACT WITHIN A BUILDING 

When an undercover officer enters a house or apartment, he should 
quickly survey the physical layout of the room, concentrating on 
doorways and windows which permit exit of the dwelling or the breaking 
of a window to indicate to the support team that he needs help. Doors 
also present a problem, because the officer does not know if there is 
someone behind them who may be armed. Recognizing that he can do very 
little in such situations, the undercover officer should position himself 
in such a way that a possible assailant cannot approach him from behind, 
and attempt to prevent suspects from coming between him and his access 
to one of the exits. 
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SUPPOll.T SURVRILLANC1'l 

1. SUPPORT REQUIREKENTS 

During the investigation, the undercover investigator will be supported 
by a backup or co1{er team of officers supported by viedo/electronics 
and photograph means for officer protection and to provide corroborative 
testimony. The importance of a support team should not be minimized. 
The safety of the undercover investigator is in the hands of the support 
officer dnring the operation, and in a buy/bust situation, they are 
responsible for making the necessary arrests. For these reasons, the 
members of the support team and the undercover officer must have a close 
working relationship. This relationship must be almost intutive, that is, 
they must know each other and have insight into each other's personality 
sufficiently well to enable them to complement and reinforce each other 
in what is often a very fluid environment. They must have a plan of 
action, not only for expected occurances, but also contingency plans for as 
many situations as possible. 

When the undercover officer enters a building to make a buy or contact the 
violator, the surveillance officers should maintain a vantage point that 
will allow them to note the description of each person who enters or 
leaves the building, as ~ell as descriptions of any vehicles in which they 
arrive. The guise and conduct of the surveillance officers in conducting 
the surveillance must be typical and natural for the neighborhood. A 
part\cular employment or occupation can usually be used as a pretext. 

The undercover investigator must always try to move slowly and caUse such 
delays as may be necessary for the surveillance officers to maintain 
contact., If at all possible changes in location should be made only if 
there is a strong probability that the backup ~eam will be able to follow. 
Secret signals should be pre-arranged between undercover officers and the 
surveillance cover detail. . 

2. COMKUNICATION WITH THE COVER TEAM 

For undercover investigators involved in long term roles, prior agreements 
for telephonic or personal contact should be established. These contacts 
might consist of pra-arranged meeting locations or pre-arranged telephone 
contact at locations that would not compromise the investigation should 
the number be obtained by the violator (such ss utilization of a public 
telephone). 
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PRECAUTIONS AND POSSIBLE PITFALLS 

1. Women 

There are situations, where the assistanoe of a female can be a benefit 
to the investigator in conducting an undercover inve~tigation in that it 
will arrest suspicions that the suspect may have about the invesigator's 
presence, or aesist in gaining the suspect's confidence. Consideration 
should be given in the selection of any female to be used in such a 
capacity so that no allegations will be made of improper conduct on the 
investigator's part. It is recommended that a female investigator or 
an officer from another enforcement agency be used for any such role. 
The investigator must be constantly mindful of the type of people he is 
dealing with so that the female will not be placed in a compromising 
situation whereby she or the investigation will be endangered. The 
decision to use the sssistance of a female in an investigation should 
ultimately be approved by a supervisor/and the United states Attorney's 
Office. 

In addition to the use of a female in an investigation, the undercover 
investigator must be aware of the possible consequences that could result 
if he acts too friendly with female associates of the suspect. The 
undercover investigator's relationship with women relatives and friends 
of the suspect should be such that he has their cooperation in obtaining 
the suspect's confidence, but shOUld never extend to the point that it 
antagonizes the criminal. The undercover investigator should avoid 
situations which would lead to accusations of improper or intimate 
relationships. 

Additionally, female investigators posing in an undercover role will find 
themselves faced with similar problems as their counterpart male 
investigators. Female undercover investigators must concern themselves 
with the possibility of unwanted advances towards them by male suspects. 
The female investigator cannot allow herself to be placed in a 
compromising situation which could cause embarrassment to herself and 
her agency. 

2. DRINKIIIG 

The drinking of intoxicants is common among criminal groups. It may be 
necessary for the undercover investigator to drink in order to gain 
acceptance. However, drinking should be limited to the minimum required 
by the circumstances and the undercover investigator should not become 
intoxicated. The undercover investigator may be able to avoid drinking 
by using a logical excuse such as stomach ulcers or other illnesses. 
A successful undercover investigator does not necessarily have to drink 
for authenticity's sake. Some of the most successful undercover 
investigator's abstain completely. Regardless of whether the undercover 
investigator~rinks or not, the suspect should not be prohibited from 
drinking as much as he desires, short of becoming completely intoxicated. 
Drinking may influence the suspect to talk freely and to accept more 
readily his association with the undercover investigator. 
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3. NARCOTICS 

The undercover investiga·tor may, during the course of his investig'ation, 
find himself faced with marijuana or other narcotic drugs being offered 
by a suspect for the investigator's consumption at the particular time 
they are offered. The investigator must be prepared for this situation 
and be able "to aert reasonably in the suspect's eyes. Such a possibility 
may be offset by telling the suspect that "drugs aren't my bag" or "I'm 
here to do business, we'll party some other time". The undercover 
investigator must avoid at all costs any use of narcotics. 

4. USE m' GOVERNMENT OVlNF.D VEHICLE 

The undercover investigator may be placed in a situation where a government 
vehicle must be used by a suspect. The investigator must exercise extreme 
care in turning a government vehicle over to a suspect, especially if the 
investigator will not accompany the suspect in the vehicle. The undercover 
investigator should anticipate such a possibility in using a government 
vehicle and discuss any procedure he should follOW with his immediate 
supervisor. 

5. CREDENTIALS AND FIREARMS 

As stated earlier, to avoid discovery the undercover investigator should 
not carry his badge or credentials while working on the investigation 
unless circumstances dictate otherwise. The decision as to whether to 
carry a firearm and what type * should be made by the undercover 
investigator and the primary consideration should be that of protection. 
At one time, the fact that an individual carrying a weapon indicated he was 
a police officer. Over the last ten years, his has changed, in that now, 
people engaging in illicit trafficking are not suspected of being officers 
if they carry a weapon, since many violators carry them. A weapon carried 
by an undercover officer should not be readily visual to the violator. If 
the investigator desires to carry a firearm, he should have a practical 
explanation available i~ the suspect questions him. The investigator 
should be aware that carrying a firearm without his credentials could 
result in his arrest by a local law enforcement officer for carrying a 
concealed weapon. These charges, of course, could be nolle prossed at a 
later date. To provide a concealable means of official identification, 
the undercover in.vestigator may request issuance of Form G-615, 
Identification Card**. 

6. PERSONAL MISCONDUCT 

Personal misconduct, as differentiated from established procedures of 
general conduct of the undercover investigator in his role as a violator, 
will not be tolerated and will be subject to service disciplinary action 

. appropriate under the circumstances. 

*Footnote: AM 2820.07 should be amended to reflect District Director/Chief 
Patrol authorization of non Service standard weapons for 
undercover operations. 

** AM 2286.02 should be amended to include criminal investigators. 
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BUY/ORGANIZATIONAL INFILTRATION OPP.RATIONS 

Utimately, the arrest of a suspect will probably stem from a "buy" or from 
infiltration of the organization. Documents or aliens may be purchased 
directly from the suspect by an undercover investigator; an informant 
may make the purchase; or service surveillance units may observe a purchase 
made by a third party. 

The "investigator buy" case directly involves the undercover officer in 
purchase of documents or aliens. This type of case is ideal for 
prosecution because the violator has sold directly to a law enforcement 
officer, and that fact usually convinces a jury of the suspect's guilt. 
Generally, the only way that this type of case can be lost in court is if 
the buy was made through. illegal methods (see material in these guidelines 
relating to entrapment). The "investigator buy" case is generally 
initiated through an informant who introduces the undercover officer to 
the suspect. 

CONTROLLED INFORMANT BUY 

1. The controlled informant buy is the least prosecutable of buy cases 
because the informant is usually involved in criminal activities himself. 
Since such a case requires the testimony of the informant, it becomes a 
matter of one criminal's word against another's. The problem of 
credibility can be eliminated by the proper use of consensual monitoring 
equipment. In as much as the controlled informant buy may be the only 
route available to investigators, the following procedures should be 
followed, 

a. The informant agrees to testify in court. 

b. Thoroughly brief the informant. 

c. Hake independent efforts to authenticate the informant's 
information. 

d. Make no promises to the informant. His participation must be 
completely voluntary. 

e. Have the informant telephone the suspect while the cal~ is 
monitored. (Pursuant to Service procedures for conscnual 
tnonitorii~g) • 

f.·Attempt to set the meeting for daylight hours in locations that 
afford continual surveillance of the informant. 

g. Thoroughly brief all assisting officers. 

h. Inventory informants possessions. 

i. Give informant official funds in marked bills. 

j. Provide surveillance officers a photograph of the informant. 

k. Set pre-buy surveillance at least one hour before the meetirt~ 
be.ween the informant artd the suspect. 
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1. After the buy, pick up the informant and secure the evidence. 

m. After the buy, inventory informants possessions. 

n. Obtain a written/taped statement from the informant, g~v~ng 
emphasis to details occurring while he was out of sight or 
hearing. 

o. Return the informant's personal belongings and get a receipt. 

p. Corroborate the purchase by taping a call from the informant to 
the suspect in which the ini'ormant comments on the transactions. 

q. Advise informant to maintain contact with the case officer. 

The buy operation can be further classified with reference to the 
anticipated arrest strategy. Generally, the investigator may use either 
the "buy/bust" technique or the "walk-away" buy. 

2. BUY/BUST TECHNIQUE 

The buy/bust operation is a very useful procedure for investigators. 
By using buy/bust, the unit does not have to actually send its buy money. 
The violator is arrested at the time of sale without actually turning 
over the buy money. The greatest advantage of the buy/bust is that it is 
economical. It permits arrests for buys while expending minimal funds. 

3. WALK-Al~AY BUY 

The "walk-away" buy is when a buy is made, but an arrest warrant is 
obtained at a later time. There are three major advantages to using the 
walk-away buy. The identity of undercover officers or an informant 
is not given away by making the arrest at the time of the b",y. All arrests 
in an area can be delayed until a simultaneous series of raids can be 
conducted. The main disadvantage of the walk-away buy, beside the fact 
that each buy will have to be small in order to minimize the loss of 
funds, is that execution of simultaneous arrests is expensive in terms of 
manpower and unit re~ources. 

4. NUMBER OF BUYS 

The investigative units should always try to minimize the amount spent on 
document and alien buys. An investigative unit will run ou. of buy 
funds long before it runs out of violators. Therefore, it may be more 
advantageous for investigators to utilize buy/bust operations. 

The number of buys that are needed for a particular case will depend on a 
number of variables, the direction of the U.S. Attorney, the desire of the 
investigator to remove an informant from any connection with the sale, or 
the possibility of catching the seller with a large cache of documents or 
aliens. .When time becomes a factor, the investi~ator may consider making 
an additional buy shortly before search/arrest warran.s are obtained in 
order to maintain timelessness for nrobable cause. ~e officer mi~ht 
sc)1edule another buy or contact, although it will ne"",r be made, so that 
he can testify to the fact that the suspect was still en~aged in criminal 
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activity prior to arr~st. Although an investigator intends to execute 
two or three more preliminary buys, it may subsequently become necessary 
to seek an indictment and/or arrest on the basis of one buy, if it becomes 
necessary to abandon the large case for ~ome reason. Therefore, complete 
written documentation should be'prepared on each transaction with the 
intention of seeking an indictment with every buy or contact. 

5. ARRANGEMENTS FOR CONTACTS/BUYS 

wben arrangements are made for a contact or buy, the operation should take 
place at a location that has the follOwing characteristics: 

a. It is well lighted. 

b. Surveillance investigators have ready access to the buy scene and 
a vantage point to observe it. 

c. The suspect's escape routes can be easily blocked. 

d. The involvement of non-related personnel is minimized. 

e. When a motel is used, two rooms with all adjoin.tng door for rapid 
access by officera should be employed. 

f. The surveillance un:..t must not be easily seen by the suspect's 
associates. 

Contacts or buys shall be supported by the proper utilization of video 
and electronic surveillsnce devices when practical. Adequate number of 
surveillance officers will be provided for officer safety and the 
acquisition of evidence. 

If at any point the violator appears to be suapicious, the investigator 
should back off the buy or contact, There is no reason why the 
investigation should involve unnecesary risks. 

CLOSING THE INVESTIGATION 

1. TntING 

Another problem encountered by the undercover investigator is in closing 
the investigation. Many good cases die while investigations are 
unnecessarily prolonged. Knowing when to quit is as important as knowing 
how to proceed. The undercover assignment will be considered successfully 
completed when sufficient evidence has been obtained to take appropriate 
court action against the suspect or suspects. 

The method of closing an investigation is not left to the discretion of 
the undercover investigator but will be decided by the United States 
Attorney upon review of the evidence. In some cases consideration 
may be given to the possibility of the continued use of the undercover 
in'/estigator by closing the investigation without divulging his true 
identity. 
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2. COURT 'rESTIMONY 

'rhe undercover investigator must be aware that the defense attorney will 
attempt to impeach his testimony and the investigator should expect 
strenuous cross-examination. The nature of the investigator's association 
with the defendant and the defendant's associates may be emphasized by the 
defense attorney in an endeavor to discredit or impeach the investigator's 
testimony. The attorney may imply that the investigator committed 
criminal or immoral acts during the investigation and thus that he is an 
unreliable witness. If, in the course of the investigation, the 
investigator has participated 1.n vi~lations, arrangements should be made 
with the U.S. Attorney to have these facts brought out before the court 
and jurY or direct examination, and not wait fOr it to be brought out on 
cross-exemination. A strenuous croBs-examination should not prove 
embarrassing if the officer has avoided misconduct which could afford 
ammunition for impesching the inve~tigator's testimony. 

Another approach often taken by the defense. attorney is to emphasize that 
the undercover investigator lied or deceived the defendant about his name 
and title, or that he procured identificaticn such as registration plates 
~'.lld a driver's license j.n an alias. The attorney will seek to create 
the impression that the investigator is not telling the truth on the stand; 
that he, in fact, lied before and ~ay be lying again; therefore the jury 
should not believe him. The undercover investigator as a witness must be 
sware that the attorney may attempt to lead him into admitting he is a 
liar. The nature of the assignment, of course, requires the agent to 
mislead the suspect as to his true identity and purpose. The question of 
whether or not he deceived or lied to the defendant ia a conclusion. 
The investiga'~or should testifY only as to the statements he made to the 
defendant and explain their necessity. General~y, this line of questioning 
will be expected by the U.S. Attorney and the matter will be discussed 
prior to trial. 

CONCLUSIon 

From what has been discussed, it can be concluded that an undercover 
operation is ~ complicated, investigative technique. Careful anslysis 
and painstaking preparation are involved before any such assignment 
may be undertaken. A successful undercover investigator must employ 
resourcefulness, intelligence, initiative, energy and courage towards 
the successful completion of an assignment. Above all, the investigator 
entering an undercover role must be completely willing to accept the 
assignment. In order to successfully accomplish the desired results, 
the undercover investigator must be aware of the objectives which have 
been set for the investigation. The undercover investigator should also 
be aware that he may be faced with long periods of mental and physical 
stress without adequate food or l'est. The personnel selected must be 
properly documented, thoroughly briefed and safely placed into the actual 
investigation. Once successfully into the undercover activity, the 
investigator must be constantly on guard to prevent being placed in 
situations which could cause embarrassment either to the investigator 
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or the agency. Experience and proficiency in undercover work can be gained 
only through actual personal contact with suspects. It should, therefore, 
be pointed out that this. text is intended to furnish possible guidelines 
to the potential undercover investigator in preparation for the initial 
approach and contact. 

IN ADDITION, THE CASE INVESTIGATOR OR UNDERCOVER INVESTIGATOR 11AY 
TERHINATE THE UNDERCOVER OPERATION AT ANY'HHE OFFICER SAFETY IS 
JEOPARDIZED. 
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APPENDIXE 

LEGAL MEMORANDA 
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Congressional Research Service 
The library of Congress 

J " ... 

Washington, D.C. 20540 
June 7. 1982 

TO 

FROM 

Senate Select Committee to Study Law Enforcement Undercover 
Activities of Components of the Department of Justice 

Attn: Malcolm Wheeler 

Americnn l~w 01v1s100 

SUBJECT Application of Bribe~ Statute (l8 U.S.C. §201) in Cases 
lfuere Payment or Contribution is Made to A Third Party 

This memorandum is submitted in response to the committee's request 

concerning the above subject. Specifically, the inquiry is whether it 

might be illegal for a Member of Congress to promise to introduce or 

support specific legislation on behalf of an individual in return for a 

promise by that individual to (a) p'rovide some benefit to friends of the 

Member, (b) invest in businesses in the Congressman's district or state, 

or (c) contribute to the campaign fund of the Member's party. 

These questions are governed by 18 u.e.c. §201. and in particular 

by Bubsections (c) and (g). Those subsections proVide: 

" 
(c) Whoever, btllng n public' 'official or person selected to be II. 

public official, directly or Indi~eetly, corruptly askB, demands, ~
IICt.a, 80iicit.a, BeekB, IIccept.a, rccCivClf, or agrees to rcceivQ anything 
of vlllue for himself or for any other peHon or enUty, in return for: 

(1) being influenced In his performance of any official act; 
or 

(2) being influenced to commit or Bid in commi~tibll', or to 
colludo in, or allow, any fraud, or mako opportunity for the 
cammlooion ot lUI), frAud, on ~ho United states; or 

(3) beinll 1n<luccd to do or omit La do any act In violation ot 
Ilis official duty; or 

(II') Whoever, btllnll' a public oWelal, former public offl~ial, or 
pcnlon selected to.bc II ilubllc official, otherwise than as provl?ed by 
Io.w for tho proper dlscho.rlJ'll of official dut)', directly or indl!:eetly 
"Ilks, domands, OXlICt.a, aoliclt.a, soeks, accepts, rccelvc.s" (>1' D8rc~8 to 
receive anl/thin&' or vllluo for himscl! tor or b<:eau8o o. IIny O(£ICIIlI 

, act performed or to btl performed by bim; or 
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Subsection (c) is generally referred to as the "bribery" suba€ction, 

and (g) as the "illegal gratuity" subsection. Certain key elements of 

the bribery and illegal gratuity ·subsections, and of certain significant 

differences between the two offenses, will be briefly considered here, 

and explored 1n more detail in connection with the discussion below of 

whether each of the factual situations posed by the committee might con

stitute an offense under either 18 U.S.C. §20l(c) or (g). The general 

discussion here is based largely on United States v. Brewster, 506 F.2d 

62 (D.C. Cir. 19~4), which examined the differences between the two Bub-

sections in a prosecution of a Member of Congress. In that case, the 

defendant was charged with accepting bribes and illegal gratuities while 

he was a U.S. Senator. He was convicted on three counts of violating 

section 20l(g), and on appeal he argued, ~ alia, that section 201(g) 

was unconstitutionally vague or overbroad as applied to elected public 

officeholders. The court of appeals held that the criminal intent 

required for a conviction precluded a finding that the statute was 

vague, and concluded that the provision was not overbroad since it 

did not apply to legitimate campsign contributions protected by the 

first amendment. Sec 506 F.2d at 76-77. However, the conviction was 

reve~ed and the case remanded for a new trial because the trial court's 

instructions did not set forth a clear standard for the jury to dis-

tinguish among receivine a bribe, an illegal gratuity, and a legitimate 

campaign contribution. 
:!.I 

11 In a prior decision remanding the case back for trial the Supreme Court 
in United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501 (1972), had previously held that 
the speech or debate clause of the Cons titution (art. I, sec. 6, cl. 1) does 
not preclude a criminal prosecution of a Member of Congress if the government's 
case does not rely on proof of legislative acts or the motivation for those 
acts. 
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Both aubaectiona (c) and (g) prohibit a public official (including 

a ~Iember of COll3reas) from. receiving or agreeing to receive anything of 

value in cert.al.n circumatancea. The two provision& 81:e di1:ectw at gen-

e1:a11y simila1: types of conduct and, depending on the fact& of the case, 

subaection (g) may be cha1:ged as a lesser included offense of subsection 

(c). See United States v. Brewster, supra, 506 F.2d at 68-76. The first 

major distinction between (c) and (g) is thst the latter prohibits the 

receipt of anyth1ns of value only by the pubUc official "fo1: himself," 

whe1:eas the former bars the receipt of an~thing of value by the public . 
official "for hilIlself or for any other person or entity." Second, a 

specific quid ~ ~ is requi~ed f01: a conviction under (c) but not under 

(g). Subsection (c) prohibits the receipt of "anything of value ••• .!!!. 

return for; (1) being influenced in his performance of any official 

act •••• " (emphasis added) However, subsection (g) bars the receipt by 

a public ofClcial of anything of value "for or because of any official 

act performed or to be performed by him," even if the official act was 

not motivated by the payment. As the court stated in United States v. 

BreWster, BUp1:a, 506 F.2d at 72; "The bribe1:y section makes neCeBBa1:y 

an eKplidt quid ~ ~ Which need not exist if only an illegal gratuity 

is involved; the briber is the mover or producer of the official act, 

but the official act for which the gratuity is given might have been done 

without the gratuity, although the gratuity ~as produced becauae of the 

official act." And third, (c) requires that the paYlllent be received 

"corruptly" whereas (g) merely specifies that it be received "otherwise 

than aa provided by law for the proper discharge of official duty •••• for 

or because of aqy official act performed or to be performed by h~ •••• • 

Although in the caSe of a prosecution of a Member of Congress under (8) 
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there need not be proof of a corrupt intent. c~iminal intent. must still 

be shown. United States v. Brewster. supra. 506 F.2d at 73 n. 26. 

" ••• [T]o convict an accused under [18 u.s.C. §201(g)]. it is necessary 

that the Government prove that he committed the act prohibited knowingly 

and purposefully and not through accident. misunderstanding. inadvertence. 

or other innocennt reasons." United States v. ~. 354 F.2d 192. 197 

(2d Cir. 1965). 

BENEFIT TO MEMBER'S FRIEND 

Would it be illegal for a Member to promise to introduce· or support 

a particular bill in return for a promise by an individual to provide a 

particular benefit to a friend of the Member? Such an agreement would 

not constitute a violation of 18 U.S.C. §201(g). since under that sub

section the payment must be for the public official himself. However, 

this typ'c of agreement could cOllstitute 11 violation of subsection (c), 

since that provision prohibits the payment of anything of value for the 

public official "himoelf or for any other person or ent;i.ty ...... (emphasis 

added) A payment to a Member's friend would constitute payment to "any 

other parson" w:l.thin the terms of the statute. Of course. the agreement 

made by the Member would be illegal under subsection (c) only if the 

other elements of the offense were sl1tisf1ed. including proof that the 

payment to the friend was the guid l!!£..!l.!!2. for the Member's official 

act, and that the Hember had the requisite corrupt intent. 

INVES'lMllNT IN MEMBER'S DISTRICT 

Would it be unlaWful for a Member to promise to introduce or support 

a bill in exchange for 11 promise by an individual to invest ill businesses 

in the Member's district or state? Such an agreement would not appear to 
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constitute a violation of subsection (8) since that provision requires 

that the payment of the thing of value be for the public official himself. 

But this type of agreeaent could possibly fsll within the terms of (8) 

if the investment were in a business owned entirely by the Member or in 

one in which he had a substantial interest or in a shaa corporation that 

was eIIsentially the ~ ~ of the Melliber. The court in United States 

v. Brewster, supra, 506 F.2d at 75-76. indicated that a contribution to 

a campaign committee which :1B in fact the ~ ~ of a Melliber might 

constitute a violation of the illegal gratuity section. Regardless of 

whether a Melliber bas any interest in the business. this type of agree

ment might be a violation of (c), since under that provision the pay

ment is prohibited if u.sde to the public o~ficial himself or to -any 

other person or entity •••• " (emphasis added) A business· in the Member's 

district would appear to be an "entity" i7ithin the meaning of the statute. 

Apart from the matter of for whom the payment is made, the applica

bility of subsection (c) to an agreement to invest in a Member's dis

trict may depend on whether, under the particular facts of the case, it 

is possible to prove that (1) the Member had the requisite corrupt 

intent and (2) there was a promise to introduce or support a particular 

bill in return for a particular investment (i.e •• a qutd .1!!2. .!l!!2.). Unless 

the public official agrees to accept a thins of value "corruptly." there 

is no violat10n of subsection (c). Sec United States v. ~. 572 F.2d 

455, 460 (5th Cir. 1978). "The requisite 'corrupt' ~~,ent has been de

fined as 'incorporating a concept of the bribe being the prime mover 

or producer of the offic.f.al act.'" United States v. ~. 574 F.2d 

993, 995 (9th Cir. 1978) (quoting United States v. Brewster. supra, 

506 F.2d at 82). The court in ~ indicated. 574 F.2d at 995, that 
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.. proof of a, guid ,£!2;'~ :serv.es to demonstrate: that. the ,defendant acled 

corru'ptly. If the prosecution can offer evidence that in return for 

the promise to invest in a particular bUSiness enterprise in his dis

trict, a Member aureed to introduce or support a specific bill, thic 

.~would seem to satisfy the quid ~~ requirement and also demonstrate 

that the Member acted corruptly. However, if as an inducement for a· 

promise by an individual to invest in one or more unspecified business 

ventures in his districts, a Member agreed to support, for example, all 

legislation beneficial to small businesses, it is questionabl~ whether 

in such a situation there was a specific quid .E!.2. ~ and whether the 

Member acted With a corrupt intent. 

CAMPAIGN CONTRIBUTION 

Can a Member promise to introduce or support a particular bill in 

exchange for a promise by an individual to contribute to the campaign 

fund of the Member's party without violating 18 U.S.C. §201? Assuming 

that the party campaign fund or commitee is a legitimate entity which 

is distinct from the Member and not merely his ~ ~ (see ~ 

~ v. ~r, supro, 509 f.2d at 75-76), such an agreement would 

not b? a violation of subsection (g) because that provision applies 

only if the payment is for the public official himself. However, as 

discussed above, under subsection (c) the payment may be for the public 

official himself or for "any other person or entity," and a party cam-

paign fund would appear to be included within this language. In United 

~ v. Shirey, 359 U.S. 255 (1959), the Court held that 18 U.s.G. 

§214 (presently codified as 18 U.S.C. §2l0), which prohibits promises 

of payments to "any person, firm, or corporation" as consideration for 

the usc of influence to obtain an appointive office, was applicable in 
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a case where an office-seeker offered to donate a Bum annually to the 

Republican Party. Relying on statutory construction and legislative 

history, the Court found that a political party was a "person" within 

the meaning of 18 U.S.C. §2l4. 

Apart from the question of for whom the payment is made, the appli

cability of (c) to receipt by a Member of a campaign contribution depends 

on whether the Member possessed a corrupt ,intent and on whether a parti

cular contribution was the quid ~ ~ for a particular official act by 

the Member. It is the criminal, corrupt intent which largely distinguishes 

a legitimate campaign contribution from an illegal bribe. See United States 

v. Brewster, supra, 506 F.2d at 73 n. 26; United States v. Anderson, 509 F.2d 

312, 330 (D.C. Cir. 1974); Campaign Contributions and Federal Bribery Law, 

92 Uarv. L. Rev. 451, 453 (1978). The fine line to be drawn between a 

campaign contribution and a bribe haa been criticized. "To rest the dis

tinction between a bribe and a campaign contribution on whether the money 

is given 'corruptly' raises problems .of vagueness. The statute nowhere 

defines 'corruptly' and the legislative history offers only the unhelpful 

terminological substitution of dishonest intent for 'corruptly.'" ~ 

painn Concdhut1,ona and Federal Brihery Law, supra (footnote omitted). 

,The distinction between an illegal bribe and a legitimate campaign 

cont'r1bution perhaps can be seen most clearly by focusing on the element 

of quid .1!!:2. S!!.!!..' In United States v. Brewster, supra, in reversing the 

conviction of a Senator under 18 u.s.C. 201(g) on the ground that the 

trial court's instructions did not set forth a clear standard for the 

jury to make the distinctions among receipt of a bribe, receipt of an 

illegal gratuity, and receipt of a normal campaign contribution, the 

-I 
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court of appeals observed, 506 F.2d at 81: 

No politician who knows the identi~y and business 
interests of his campaign contributors is ever 
completely devoid of knowledge as to the inspira
tion behind the donation. There must be more 
specific knowledge of a definite official act 
for which the contributor intends to compensate 
before an official's action crosses the line 
between Built and innocence. [emphasis added] 

Thus, a payment in return for a specific official act may be a bribe under 

Bection 201(c), where;)>; a contribution IIUIde because "the giver supports 

the acts done or to be done by the elected official" (United States v. 

Brewster, supra, 506 F.2d at 73 n. 26) or even one "inspired by the 

recipient's general position of support on particular legislation" 

(United States v. Anderson, supra, 509 F.2d at 330; see United States 

v. Brewster, supra, 506 F .2d a.t 81) is a commou and legal campaign 

practice. In short, in a bribe situation, an elected official corruptly 

receives a payment and aa a reRult is influenced in the performance of 

a particular official act, whereas with a campaign contribution, the 

candidate receives lOOney which is likely given because of the donor's 

support of the candidate's record in general or his position on a 

particular issue, but the candidate is not obligated as a result of 

the payment to perform any particular official act. 

CONCLUSION 

If a Member of Congress were to promise to introduce or support spe-

cific legislation on behalf of an individual in return for a promise by 

that individual to (a) provide some benefit to friends of the Member, (b) 

invest in businesses in the Congressman's district or state, or (c) con-

tribute to the campaign fund of the Member's party, such an agreement would 

not appear to constitute a violation of 18 U.S.C. §201(g), prohibiting 
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illegal gratuities, since that provision applies only where the thing of 

value is paid for the public official h~self. (If the friend, business, 

or campaign fund were found to be acting as the Member's ~~, then 

section 201(g) might apply to such an agreement.) However, any of these 

types of agreements might be prohibited by 18 U.S.C. §20l(c), since that 

subsection applies regardless of whether the thing of value is given for 

the public official himself P or for any' other person or entity ••• , p. In 

a successful prosecution under subsection (c), the government would have 

to prove that the Member acted corruptly, and that the thing of value was 

the quid .e!2. S!!2. for a particular official act by the Member. The require

ment that the Member receive the thing of value "corruptly" may be especially 

difficult to demonstrate where payment is marle to a campaign fund, but a 

bribe can perhaps best be distinguished Crom a legitimate campaign contri-

bution by focusing on whether payment is made in return for a particular 

official act (a bribe) or because the donor supports the legislator's over-

all record or his general position on a particular bill (a legitimate cam

paign contribution). 

Jay R. Shainpansky 
Legislative Attorney 
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Congressional Research Service 

The Library of Congress 

Washington, D.C. 20540 

TO 

FROM 

June 3D, 1982 

Senate Select Committee to Study Law Enforcement Undercover 
Activities of Components of the Department of Justice 

Attention: Malcolm Wheeler 

American Law Division 

SUBJECT Additional Information Concerning Application of Bribery Statute 
in Cases Where Payment or Contribution is Made to a Third Party 

This memorandum is submitted in response to the questions posed in tha 

committee's letter of June 10, 1982. The analysis here supplements the infor-

lIIStion provided to the committee in our memorandum of June 7, 1982, on the 

same subject. 

Questions 1 and 2. The committee asks when 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) and (g) 

were enacted, and whether the analysis in our'June 7, 1982"memorandum is con-

firmed by judicial interpretations of any predecessor statute. The research 

on which our June 7 memorandum was based included an examination of all perti-

nent case law in the annotations to 18 U.S.C. S 201 in United States Code An-

~. These annotations are not limited to cases decided under the present 

section 201, but include cases under predecessor statutes. 

Section 201 is derived from the act of Feb~ 26, 1853, c. 81, § 6, 10 Stat. 

171, and the act of July 16, 1862, c. 180, 12 Stat. 577. The 1853 statute pro-

vided in pertinent part as follows: 

That if any person or persons shall, directly or in
directly, promise, offer, or give, or cause or pro
cure to be promised, offered, or given, any money, 
goods, right in action, bribe, present, or reward, 
or any promise, contract, undertaking, obligation, 
or security for the payment or delivery of any money, 
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gooda, right in action, bribe, preaen~, or reward, 
or any other valuable thing whatever, to any member 
of the Senate or Houae of Representatives of the 
United States, after his election as such member. 
and either before or after he shall have qualified 
and taken his seat •••• with intent to influence his 
vote or decision on any question. matter. cause, 
or proceeding which may then be pending. or may by 
law, or under the Constitution of the United States. 
be brought before him in his official capacity •••• 
and shall be thereof convicted, such person or per
sons ••• and the member ••• who shall in anywise accept 
or receive the same. or any part thereof. shall be 
liable to indictment as for a high cri~ and misde
me~nor ••• ; and shall, upon conviction thereof, be 
fined not exceeding three times the amount so of
fered, promised. or given, and imprisoned in a peni
tentiary not exceeding three years; and the person 
convicted of so accepting or receiving the ssme. or 
any part thereof. if an officer or person holding 
any such place of truat or profit as aforesaid. 
shall forfeit his office or place; and any person 
so convicted under this section ahall forever be 
disqualified to hold any office of honor. trust. 
or profit, under the United States. 

The 1862 statute provided: 

That any member of CongresB or any officer of the 
government of the United States who shall. directly 
or indirectly, take. receive, or agree to receive, 
any money. property, or other valuable considera
tion whatsoever, from any person or persons for 
procuring. or aiding to procure, any contract. of
fice. or place, from the government of the United 
States or any department thereof, or from any of
ficer of the United States, for any person or perw 

sons whatsoever, or for giving any such contract. 
office, or place to any person whomsoever. and the 
per90n or persons who shall directly or indirectly 
offer or agree to give. or give or bestow any money, 
property. or other valuable consideration Whatsoever, 
for the procuring or aiding to procure any contract. 
office, or place as aforesaid, and any member of 
Congress who shall directly or indirectly take. re
ceive, or agree to receive any money. property, or 
other valuable consideration whatsoever after his 
election as Buch member, for his attention to ser
vices. action, vote, or.deci8ion on any question, 
matter, cause or proceeding which IIIIlY be pending, 
or may by law or under the Constitution of the 
United States be brought befor~ him 1n his officiaL 
capacity. or in hiB place of trust and profit as such 
member of Congr~aB, shall, for every such offense, 
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be liable to indictment as for a misdemeanor in any 
court of the United States having jurisdiction there
of, and on conviction thereof shall pay a fine of not 
exceeding ten thousand dollars, and suffer imprison
ment in the penitentiary not exceeding two years, at 
the discretion,of the court trying the same; and any 
such contract or agreement, as aforesaid, ~y at the 
option of the President of the United States, be 
abaolutely null and void; and any member of Congress 
or officer of the United States convicted, as afore
said, ahall, moreover, be disqualified from holding 
any office of honor, profit, or trust unde~ the 
government of the United States. 

The 1853 and 1862 statutes were derived, reapectively, from H.R. 326, 32d 

Cong., and S. 358, 37th Congo Our research has not revealed any discussion 

of these bills in the Congres8ional Globe. The 1853 and 1862 statutes were 

codified in three sections of the Revised Statutes. See K.S. §§ 1781, 5500, 

5502 (1875). They were consolidated in one section in the act of Mar. 4, 1909, 

c. 321, § 110, 35 Stat. 1108. This section was included in the 1948 recodifi-

cation of the federal criminal code. Act of June 25, 1948, Pub. L. 772, c. 

645, § 205, 62 Stat. 691. The House and Senate reports on the 1948 act shed 

no significant light on the quid ~~ or corrupt intent elements of bribery. 

See H.R. Rept. No. 304, 80th Cong., 1st Sess. (1947); s. Rept. ~o. 1620, 80th 

Cong., 2d Sess. (1948). 

In 1962, the section was included in a general revision of the laws relating 

to bribery, graft, and conflicts of interest. Act of Oct. 23, 1962, Pub. L. 

87-849, § (l)(a), 76 Stat. 1119. The House report on the 1962 act has a brief 

discussion of the term "corruptly" as it is used in subsection (b) of section 

201, but not specifically in regard to the term's use in (c). However, the 

term presumably has the same or a similar meaning in the two subsections. Ac-

cording to H.R. Rept. No. 748, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 18 (1961): "The word 

'corruptly' which is also used in obstruction-of-justice statutes (18 U.S.C. 
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1503-1505), means with wrongful or dishonest intent." In the section-by-sectlon 

analysis, the report statea. !! .• in regard to (c): 

The language used in subsection (c) e~phaslze8 that 
it is the purpose for which the ~ecipientknows the 
bribe is offered or given when he solicits. receives, 
or agrees to receive it which ia deterainative of 
criDdnality. Some courts have given this interpreta
tion to the present section 202. (See, e.g •• ~ 
v. United States, 237 F.2d 484. 488; Whitney v. 
United States, 99 F.2d 327. 331.) 

The Senate report (S. Rapt. No. 2213. 87th Cong •• 2d Sess. (1962» contains no 

further clarification of section 201. 

Question 3" The committee inquires as to whether "corruptly" is used in 

other federal statutes and. if so. how the term in those statutes has been con-

strued by the courts. An analysis of the various formulationa of the ~~ 

requirement (including "corruptly"), a listing of various ~rovisions in Title 

18 with an 1.ndication of the ststutory language used concerning ~.~. end 

an examination of judicial intetpretations of these ~~~ requirements, ap· 

pears in Working Papers of the National Commission on Reform of Federal Criminal 

'" ~. Vol. I, at 118-35 (1970). A discussion of the "corrupt" requirement in 

section 20~ is included ~n the section of the Working Papers on bribery (pages 

685-698). Copies of these parts of the Working Papers are enclosed. 

Question 4. The case of United States v. Brewster. 506 F.2d 62 (D.C. Cir. 

1974), was discussed in some detail in our memorandum of'June 7. 1982. The com-

mit tee asks what the Brewster court said in regard to the ·corrupt- element. 

The discussion in Brewster of "corrupt- is set forth below (506 F.2d at 71-72, 

81-82) : 

What .. emllins to be annlyxed is the 1 

fourth, the clement diCCel'entiatinsr the 
two crimes oC acceptinK a bribe nnd Ile-: 
cel.tinK a gl'ntuity, As in WIoi!akcr, the' 
ndtlitionol clement invoh'cs intent; in 
Whitaker, on intent to commit a crime 
nCtcr entry: in Brewster's cusc, U high-



cr degree of criminal Intent to constitute 
accepting a bribe under section (c)(l) 
than to constitute accepting a' gratuity 
undcr seclion (Il). 

Wu thuR tUl'n to those clauses of the 
two statutory sections which we have la
belled "A" nnd "C" (ace p. 67 .upra). 

l4] The requisite intent to consti
tute accepting n bribe Is to accepL a 
thing of value "corruptly" undef section 
(c){l): the comparable intent under the 
ICrlltuity "ecUon ! IC) i. to nccept n thing 
oC vulue "otherwlge lhan WI provided b) 
law for the proper discharge of official 
duty." On the face of the statute the 
lwo comparative clauses are not equiva
lents. COllgrcss did not use the same 
langllage In defining crlwinal intent for 
the two offenses. "Corruptly" bespeaks 
a hiKher degl'ee or criminal knowledge 
and purpose than docs "otherwise than 
as provided by law for the proper dIs·' 
cnarge of official duty." It appears en.! 
tirely pos.,iblc that a public official 
could accept a thing of value "olherwise 
than as provided by law for the proper 
discharge of official duty," and at thu 
Hume Ume 1I0l do il "corruptly." Con· 
gress obviously wished to prohibit public 
officials accepting things of value with 
either degl'ce of criminal intent; it did' 
so, but it legislated a diff~rence in the. 
requiaite cl'iminai intent and corrcspond· 
ingly in the penalties altached. I 

Thel'e is more, on lhe face of the stat
ule itself, relevant to criminal intent, 
What we have labelled as comparative 
clnuse !feU relates to clause "Au and to 
cl'iminal intent. To accept a thing of 
value "in return for: (1) being influ. 
onced in [the] perfOl'mance of IIny offi
cial nct" (Hection (c)(l), emphasis sup· 
plied) appenl's to us to imply a higher 
degl'eo of c!'iminal intent thaJ;l to accept 
the same thing oC value "Cor aI' bcclluse I 
of nny officinl nct pcrCol'med 0" to be I 
perCol'mcd" (suction (g», Pel'haps the I 
diffel'encc ill mcnninlC is slight, but Con· 
!II'eS8 cho~1\ different lllngullge in which 
to expl'ess compal'able ideas, The brib· 
cry scction makes necessary nn explicit! 
quid pro quo which necd not exist if' 
only an illegal gl'atuity is involved; the! 
bribel' is the movel' 01' pl'oducel' oC the; 
oClicinl act, but the official act Cor: 
which the ICrlltuity is givell milChl hnve I 

been done without lhe grlltuity, IIlthough I 
the gratuily was 11I'oduced because oC! 
the orrlcial ncl. 

14-618 0 - 83 - 40 
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Our conclusion i. reinforced when the I 
two cllluses "A" nnd "C" m'o b'nnsposco I 
in each section to be rend conNccutivc
ly. '1'0 accept a thing of value "corl'upt. 
Iy in l'etul'D rol' being infln· 
enced in ilia perrol'mance oC nny oeficial 
nct;; evidences n higher dt.!gl'ce of crimi
nal intent thlln to IIccept the Hllme 
thing or vulue "OUHH'wiKU than U~ Ill'O
vided by law fc,l.the propel' dischnl'ge oC 
official duty • • • for or becauB. oC 
any official act perfol'med 01' to be POl" 

formed by him." When clauses "A" nnd 
He" m'o thuK consicJcl'cd lO~fcthcl' in cnch 
Hection, the bribery secti~n (c) (1) ob· 
viously prescribes a criminal intent dif· 
ferent from and of a higher degree than 
that specified in the illegal gratuity sec .. 
tion (g). 

[5] The different and higher requi. 
site dellrce of criminal intent, then, is 

the addItional clement which is essentilll 
to· make the offense of bribery under 
section 201(c)(1) the grcatel' offense in 
l'elaUon to tho less~I' inclUded offense of. 
accepting an iIIegnl gratuity under sec. , 
tion 201(g). i 

it it it 

In defining the proof necesssry to 
convict under the lesser included of-, 
fense, the judge further instructed that 
there must be proof that the act of the 
defendant in receiving the money "was 
done for or because of acts to be per
formed by him in his official capacity, 
and was done willfully and knowingly 
rnther than by mistake or nccident," In, 
the context of the whole instruction" 
what docs "willfully and knowingly" 
menn? What difference, perceptible to . 
lhe jury, is there from the instruction 
under the greater offense that the de· 
rendant or committee had to receive the 
money with "his knowledge of, in return 
for being influenced"? 
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More importantly, Hince "willfully and 
knowingly" eould mean that defendant 
Brewster knew when he accepted the 
monoy that 'ho wl\.~ receiving the contri. 
!mtion because of his record of perform
ance in this field of postal legislation, 
lind thut if he continued such legislative 
actions in the fulurn (particularly lhe 
near future) he would likely rec~ive fur
ther contdbutions. how does this in
struction distinguish the contribution, 
found to bn illegal here from a perfeclly . 
legiUmaW contribution? No politician' 
who knows the idenuty and business in- , 
teresta at his campaign contributors is : 
ever completely devoid of knowledge as I 

to the inspiration behind the donation. : 
There must be more specific knowledge: 
of a definite official act for which the ' 
conlr.ip,utor_int.cnds /.0 compensate before 
un oWeial's action crosses th-elii,,; \)e- , 
tween guilt and innocence. i 

The Iilf~!ihood of misunderstanding 
becau~c (If the failure at this point to 
distinguish between criminal and inno
cent acceptance of funds was enhanced 
by the very next sentence uf the instruc
tion on the lesser included gratuity of
fense: "There need not be proof, how- : 
ever, that there was "ny corrupt intent • 
on the part of defendant Br~wster to be : 
influenced in the performance of an of- , 
ficial act," Did this instruction rule out 
any' criminal intent whatever IInder the 
les~er included grlltuity orrclI~e? How
ever ill-defined it may be in the exact 
words of tho statute, there is and must 
be a gel.eral criminal intent on the part 
of the defendant to support a conviction 
under the gratuity section (g). 

Conscious of his duty to makc clear 
the difference between guilt under ei
ther section III .the statut~ and normal 
innoccnt acta, the District Judge further 
/.old the jury that "ClImpaign contribu
tions given to legislators with whose 
general positions •• a contribu
tor agrees and in the hope only that the 
position will eontinue, is entirely proper 
and legal. Therefore, in order to find n 
violation ot 2.01(g) you must find that 
defendant Brewster received the monies 
in question /rnowinll thnt it was Kiven 
lind Wll8 Gecepted lor or because of '''' 
olfida.l Get he ia going /.0 undertake in 
the future wit/; respect to " pnrticular 
lel1ia14ti~e mntt,r. II 
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This does help differentiate in the 
jury's mind between criminal and inno
cent acceptances of fundH, if such were 
possible at this stage of the instructions, 
but only at the coat of muddying what
ever claritY had been achieved earlier in 
,distinguishing between the two criminal 
offenaes, What is the difference be
tween the intent defined by "knowing" 
plus the other language of the instruc
tion here under section (g), and the in
tent required l.Jy "corruptly," UH "to I'· 
ruptly" was defined by the trial judge 
under section (c) eariier? And what,is,. 

, .... - .. " ... 
the difference between "accepted fo,' or 
because of an official act , , , 
with respect to a particular legislatiw 
matter" here under section (g), and "in 
return for his being influenced in the 
future in his performance of official 
acts," as the judge had charged WB. nec
essary to convict under section (c)? 

Perhaps by focusing on this para
graph oc the instructions alone, and by 
ignoring the foregoing, the jury would 
have been able to tell the difference be
tween !In innocent conh'ibution and guilt 
on some charge, but which cha,'gc? 
And, of course, we cannot think that the 
jurY paid attention only to this part of 
the instruction; they WOl'C' obligated to 
digest the whole of it. 

We think the whole of it was indigest
ible, and we do not purllort to prescribe 
for this case or in the abstract for all 
cases a complete recipe or formula to en
able the jury to make an intelligent de
termination of guilt when both offenses 
ure charged. From OUr lengthy previous 
discussion of the graphic distinctions be
tween the two statutes we trust a trial 
judge can distill the elements on which 
the jury should be instructed to focus, 
We have laid 'emphasis under the brib
ery section on "corruptly in 
return Cor being influenced" as delining 
the requisite intent, incorporating a con
cept of the bribe being the prime mover 

"'pr producer of the official act, In can; 
trust under the grauity section, "olher
wise than as provided b~' law 
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for or because of any ofricial act" ,car
rics the coa~ep~ of the official act beIng I 
do~?-·a~.l'way, but the payment OnIY'\ 
being made because of a specifically ide!>
tificd act, 'and with a certain guilty I 

knowledge beat defined by the Supreme \ 
Court itself, i .•. , "with knowledge that 
the donor waa paying him compenaatlon 
for an otficinl act • • • evidence of \ 
the Member's knowledge 01 the alleged 
briber's illicit reasona for paying the 
!!!oncy is buUichmt .. . .0 • n U \ .. . ,,,,.. i 

49. Noto 3U '"pro. \ 

Question 5. The quid ~.9.!!2. required to convict !l Kember of Congress of 

bribery under 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) seems clearly to exist if the prosecution can 

offer evidence that in return for the promise to invest in a particular bUSiness 

enterprise in his district, a Kember agreed to introduce or support a specific 

bill. If it could be proved by prior ~moranda that the investor had already 

decided to invest in the identical manner at the time he made his promise ~o the 

Member, the quid ~ ~ required to convict the Member would still seem to be .. 
present. The court stated in United States v. Brewster, 506 F.2d 62. 72 (D.C. 

Cir. 1974); "The bribery section makes necessary an explicit quid l!!E. ~ which 

need not exist if only an illegal gratuity is involved; the briber is the mover 

or producer of the the official act, but the official aet for which the gratuity 

is given might have been done without the gratuity, although the gratuity was 

produced because of the official act." (emphssis added) In other words, where 

a bribe is offered or paid to a Member of Congress, the Member is influenced 

in his performance of ,an official act because of the bribe. The fact that the 

briber may have alrcady decided to invest before he made his promise to the 

Kember, and the fact that the investor ~y derive some economic benefits (pro

fits, dividends, etc.) from his investment in addition to obtaining desired 

action by the Member on particular legislation are irrelevant in determining 
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whether a quid .I!E.!!..!l.!!2. is present in a case brought against the Member. As

suming that the Member is unaware of the investor's prior decioion, if the 

Member'o promise to act or his action on a bill !s motivated by the investor's 

promise or paymont, the required quid ~.!l.!!2. under 18 U.S.C. S 20l(c) appears 

to be present. 

Question 6. In our memorandum of June 7, 1982, we stated (at p. 6): 

" ••• /Ilf as an inducement for a promise by an individual to invest in one or 

more unspecified business ventures in his district, & Member agreed to support, 

for example, all legislation beneficial to small businesses, it is questionsble 

whether in such a situation there was a specific quid .I!E.!!..!l.!!2. and uhether the 

Member acted with a corrupt intent." The committee's letter of June 10, 1982, 

inquires whether in this hypotheticsl. it is the quid or the.!l.!!2. which 10 miss

ing. Our ststement that in such a csse a "specific quid ~.!l.!!2." might be lack

ing was based on the absence of sufficie~t specificity, not on the absence of 

a quid ~~. According to Black's Law Dictionary 1123 (5th ed. 1979), the 

term "quid .I!E.!!.~" is "used in low for the giving [ofl one valuable thing for 

another." In the hypothetical, tho Member's promise of support for small busi

ness legislation uight be said to have been given in return for the individual's 

promise to invest in the Member's district. However, the Member did not agree 

to int~oduce or support any particular bill, and the investor did not promise 

to invest a particular sum in a particular business. In United Stetes v. 

Brewster, 506 F.2d 62, 81 (D.C. Cir. 1974), in reversing the conviction of a 

Senator under 18 u.S.c. § 201(g) on the ground that the trial court's instruc

tions did not set forth a clear etandard for the jury to make the diotinctions 

among receipt of a bribe, receipt of an illegal gratuity, and receipt of a 

normal campsign contribution, the court of appeals observed: 
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No politician who knows the identlty and business in
terests of his campaign contributors is ever completely 
devoid of knowledge as to the inspiration behind the 
donation. There ~st be more specific knowledge of 
a definite official act for which the contributor 
intends to compensate before an official's action 
crosses the line bewteen guilt and innocence. 
[emphasis added] 

To use the language of the Brewster court, in the inveotnent hypothetical there 

is no "definite official act for which the [investor] intends to compensate •••• " 

It might be noted that it is this same lack of specificity which distinguishes 

an illegal bribe from a legitimate campaign concribution. A paywent in r~turn 

for a specific official act may be a bribe under section 201(c), whereas a cou-

tribution made because "the giver supports the acts done or to be done by the 

elected official" (United States v. Brewster, supra, 506 F.2d at 73 n. 26) or 

even one "inspired by the recipient's general position of suppore on particular 

legislation" (United States v. Ander30n, 509 F.2d 312, 330 (D.C. Cir. 1974); 

see United States v. Brewster, supra, 506 F.2d at 81) is a common and legal 

campaign practice. In the absence. of specificity in the quid .1!!:2.~, it may 

be difficult, if not impossible, to prove tha~ the Member acted with a corrupt 

intent. See United States v. ~, 574 F.2d 993, 995 (9th Cir. 1978). 

Question 7. The gratuity subsection, 18 U.s.C. § 201(g), prohibits a publtc 

official from "directly or indirectly" asking, demanding, exacting, soliciting, 

seeking, accepting, receiVing, or agreeing to receive anything of value "for 

himself" due to his performance of an official act. (emphasis added) Such 

payment is barred where made "otherwise than as provided by law for the proper 

discharge of official duty...... Thus, the paywent can be made indirectly to 

the public official. but under subsection 201(g) , unlike 201(c), the public 

official must be the beneficiary of the payment. (Under subsection 20~(c), 

which prohibita bribery, the offense is c~mmitted if paYMent is made directly 

Qr indirectly for the public official "himself or for any other person or 
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entity •••• ~) If the payor (X) of an illegal gratuity gives a sum of money 

to Y to be turned over to a Member of Congress because of a particular official 

act that he has performed or will perform, and the Member accepts or agrees 

to accept the payment from Y, the Member has violated subsection 20l(g) if he 

had the requisite criminal intent. Similarly, if X contributes a sum of money 

to a campaign committee of the Member which is not a legitimate, independent 

entity but is in fact the alter ~ of the Member, and if payment is made because 

of the Member's performance of a particular official act, then subsection 201(g) 

hss been violated if the Kember posses~ed the required criminal intent. See 

United States v. Brewster, 506 F.2d 62, 75-76 (n.c. Cir. 1974). 

Question 8. The most complete listing of cases decided under 18 U.S.C. 

§ 201(c) and (g) appears in the annotations in United States Code Annotated. 

These annotations include cases decided under the current statutory provisions 

as well as under predecessor statutes. A copy of the pertinent annotations 

is enclosed. 

Jay R. Shampansky 
Legislative Attorney 
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Memo~andum fo~ the united States senate 
Select committee to study Law Enfo~cement 

Undercover Activities of Components of 
the Department of Justice 

The Application of the Federal B~ibe~y 
Laws to the Conduct of Legislato~s 

This memorandum responds to the following questions 

raised in the agreement dated June 2, 1982, between the Select 

Committee and this Firm. 

QUESTIONS 

1. If a legislator personally accepts a payment of cash 

in return for his promise to cause some branch of the United 

States Government to cause a specified event or circumstance to 

occu~, is that acceptance an acceptance of a bribe, even if the 

legislator cannot engage in any formal legislative conduct -

~., voting on the floor, voting in committee, proposing 

legislation -- that would help to fulfill his promise? 
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2. If a legislator personally accepts a payment of cash 

in return for his promise to cause some branch of the United 

States ~overnment to cause a specified event or circumstance 

to occur, is that acceptance an acceptance of ,a bribe, even if 

the legislotor has no intent to fulfill his promise and has 

fraudulently induced the payment to him? 

3. If a legislator personally accepts a payment of cash 

in return for his promise to cause some branch of the United 

States Government to cause a specified event or circumstance 

to occur, is that acceptance an acceptance of a bribe, even if 

the legislator has been led to believe that he will never be 

asked to fulfill his promise? 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

1. A legislator who personally accepts a payment of cash 

in return for his promise to cause the Executive Branch or the 

Legislative Branch of the United States Government to cause a 

specified event or circumstance to occur is guilty of accepting 

a bribe, even where the legislator does not engage in any formal 

legislative conduct. A legislator who personally accepts a 

payment of cash in return for his promise to cau~e the Judicial 

Branch of the United States Government to cause a specified 

event or circumstance to occur is not guilty of accepting a 

bribe, except in a limited -category of cases. 

2. A legislator who personally accepts a payment of cash 

in return for his promise to cause the Executive Branch or the 
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Legislative Branch of the United States Government to cause some 

specified event or circumstance to occur is guilty of accepting 

a bribe, even if the legislator does not intend to fulfill his 

promise and has fraudulently induced the payment to him. 

3. A legislator who personally accepts a payment of cash 

in return fo~ his promise to cause the Executive Branch or the 

Legislative Branch of the United States Government to cause some 

specified event to occur is guilty of accepting a bribe, even if 

the legislator has been led to believe that he will never be 

asked to fulfill his promise. 

DISCUSSION 

The main federal bribery statute, 18 U.S.C. § 201, 

prohibits the giving or receiving of something of value in a 

variety of circumstances. The core of the statutet~ prohibition 

against the receipt of bribes is sUbsection (c), which provides: 

"(c) Whoever, being a public official or person 
selected to be a public official, directly or 
indirectly, corruptly asks, demands, exacts, 
solicits, seeks, accepts, receives, or agr~es to 
receive anything of value for himself or for any 
other person or entity, in return for: 

"(1) being influenced in his performance 
of any official act; or 

"(2) being influenced to commit or aid in 
committing, or to collude in, or allow, any 
fraud, or make opportunity for the commission 
of any fraud, on the United States; or 

"(3) being induced to door omit to do a'ly 
act in violation of his official duty: ••• 

·Shall be fined not more than $20,000 or three 
times the monetary equivalent of the thing of 
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value, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for 
not more than fifteen years, or both •• " 

Thus, the federal bribery statute makes it illegal for a "pub

lic official" to solicit or receive anything of value in re

turn for being influenced in his performance of any "official 

act." 

The statute specifically includes a "Member of 

Congress" within the definition of a "public official," and 

defines an "official act" as "any decision or action on any 

question, matter, cause, suit, proceeding or controversy, 

which may at any time be pending, or which may by law be 

brought before any public official, in his official capacity, 

or in his place of trust or profit." 18 U.S.C. S 201(a). 

I. Influence Over Non-Legislative Decisions. 

The first question posed by the Select Committee 

is whether a legislator may be guilty of bribery for promising 

to exert influence over governmental decisions that are to be 

made by another official, including an official in a different 

branch of government. Put another way, the issue is whether 

bribery is confined by statute to the direct corruption of the 

actual decision-maker. The statute is not so limited. 

This conclusion rests in part on the language of the 

statute and in part on its purpose. The statute prohibits an 

official from accepting something of value to influence him in 

the performance of "~ official act," and "official act" is 

broadly defined to include "any decision or action on ~ 

question" taken "in his official capacity" (emphasis added). 
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The key to answering the question posed is to determine the 

range of actions that a legislator takes in his official 

capacity. we conclude that the concept of "official capa

city" is sufficiently expansive so that a legislator may be 

guilty of bribery if he promises to attempt to influence 

non-legislative decisions. 

A. Cases Involving Bribery. 

We think that prior cases settle this principle. 

For example, in United States v. Birdsall, 233 U.S. 223 

(1914), the Supreme Court considered whether payments to 

officers of the Department of Intprior with responsibility for 

Indian affairs constituted an at'tempt to influence an "offi

cial act." The officers were paid to recommend to the Com-

missioner of Indian Affairs that the Commissioner advise the 

President, the federal judge imposing sentences, the Attorney 

General, the Secretary of Interior and the United States 

attorney, that certain persons convicted of unlawfully selling 

liquor to Indians should be granted leniency. 233 U.S. at 

230. The ultimate governmental actions lay within the prov

ince of the President, who could grant Executive clemency, or 

the judge, who could determine the sentences imposed. Tech

nically, the Interior Department employees had no official 

power over the decision. Nevertheless, the Court held that an 

"official act" is not limited to the defendant's own, formal 

statutory duties. The Court explained: 

"Every action that is within the range of offi
cial duty comes within the purview of these 
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sections (the antecedents of 18 U.S.C. S§ 201(b), 
(cl] •••• In numerous instances, duties not 
completely defined by written rules are clearly 
established by settled practice, and action 
taken in the course of their performance must be 
regarded as within the provisions of the above
mentioned statutes against bribery." Id. at 
230-231. --

The Court's holding in Birdsall is significant for 

two reasons. First, the Court ruled that in determining the 

existence of an "official act," it is immaterial whether the 

public official accepting the payment possesses the authority 

actually to make a decision or perform the act benefitting the 

person who makes the payment. An "official act" exists where 

the public official accepting the payment merely possesses the 

ability through the use of his own public office to influ-

ence some other governmental decision-maker. In Birdsall, 

the Court assumed that the indictment sufficiently charged 

that the officers who accepted the payment violated their 

official duties as established by the "regulations and usages· 

of the Department of Interior. 233 U.S. at 231. The Court 

found that, in evaluating an application for clemency, the 

President was likely to rely on the judgment of the Secretary 

of Interior, the Attorney General or the Commissioner of 

Indian Affairs. The Court also found that the judge deter

mining sentences might seek a recommendation from the Com-. 

missioner of Indian Affairs or the United States attorney. 

Since the officers accepting the payment were able to use 

their government positions to influence the judgment of: the 

Commissioner of Indian Affairs -- who could influence the 

--I 
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other government officials involved in the decision -- the 

court concluded that their actions were within the scope of 

their official duties. 1£. at 234-235. 

Second, the touchstone of an "official act" under 

Birdsall is whether, even if the activities are not formally 

defined to be part of the official's functions, it is 'sett1ed 

plOactice" for the public official to become involved in 

activities of that kind. Where the normal functions of a 

public official include certain activities, those activities 

fall within his official capacity. 

These criteria easily encompass efforts by members 

of Congress to influence formal action by the Legislative 

Branch of the Government. In addition, a legislator possesses 

the ability to influence an action by the Senate or the House 

of Representatives without engaging in any formal conduct such 

as introducing a bill or casting a vote. Informal conduct 

within the legislature, including, for example, policy dis

cussions with fellow legislators or legislative staff, 1S 

certainly part of the "settled practice" of arriving at 

legislative decisions. 

These criteria also indicate that efforts by Members 

of Congress to influence Executive Branch activities consti

tute "official, acts." Although Members of Congress do not 

possess the statutory power to \Rake Executive Branch decisions 

directly, they have the ability to influence them. Moreover, 

the in;olvement of Members of COngress in influencing Exec-
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utive Branch activities is "settled practice." In overseeing 

the administration of federal statutes, Senators and Repre

sentatives are frequently involved in influencing the activ

ities and decisions of the Executive Branch. ~ Gravel v. 

United states, 408 U.S. 606, 625 (1972) (discussed below). 

One appellate court has expressly dealt with the 

application of the concept of an "official act" to congres

sional attempts to influence Executive Branch decIsions. In 

United states v. Carson, 464 F.2d 424 (2d Cir.) cert. ~ 

409 U.S. 949 (1972), the court held that an attempt by an 

administrative assistant to a member of the Senate Judiciary 

Committee to J.nfluence a Justice Department action constituted 

an "official act."~/ The defendant, Carson, was paid to attempt 

to influence a pending Justice Department action against a 

specific individual. Carson was found guilty of conspiracy to 

commit bribery, in violation of 18 U.S.C. S 371, and of per

jury before a federal grand jury, in violation of 18 U.S.C. 

S 1621., Carson contended on appeal that any bribe "he migh t 

have been found to have taken could only be one in return for 

his being influenced in his personal or political capacity and 

!/CongreSsiOhal aides are "public officials" within the 
meaning of the bribery statute. The statute's definition of 
a ·public official" includes "an employee or person acting for 
or on behalf of the united States, or any • • • branch of 
Government thereof, • • • in any official function, under or 
by authority of any such ••• branch of Government." 16 
U.S.C. S 201(a). 
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in' the pe~fo~mance of a pe~sonal·act," 11. at 433, and that 

pe~sonal influence waS "not within the scope of the bribery 

st-'ltute, 'for it is inconsistent with the term 'official 

act.'· 11. at 432. The court of appeals rejected that 

argument. Its holding in ~ rested on the two criteria 

established by Bi~dsall. 

~irst, the court stated that there is "no doubt 

that federal bribery statutes have been construed to cover any 

situation in which the advice or recommendation. of a govern

ment employee would be influel(tial, irrespective of the 

employee's specific authority (of lack of same) to make a 

binding deciSion." 11. at 433. The court also noted: "It is 

the corruption of official positions through misuse of influ

ence in governmental decision-making which the bribery statutes 

make criminal." g. at 434. The court had little difficulty 

in concluding that "appellant, as an administrative assistant 

to a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee, clearly is in a 

situation in which his influence in connection with fed~ral 

criminal charges or penalties is sought. 464 F.2d at 433. 

Thus, the Ca~son cou~t ~ecognized that the essence 

of an "official act" is the ability to use one's own public 

position to influence a gove~nmental decision rather than the 

power to make the actual decision, and determined that the 

influence which cong~essional employees may exert on Executive 

Branch activities is sufficient to satisfy this requirement. 

As compared with congressional staff employees, of course, 
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Senators and Representatives possess even greater influence 

over Executive Branch decisions. Accordingly, there is little 

doubt that their efforts to influence such decisions also 

constitute "official acts." Indeed, the court in ~ 

noted that Congressmen are the source of whatever influence 

their staffs possess. 464 F.2d at 434. 

The second Birdsall criterion applied in ~ was 

the determination that exerting influence on Executive Branch 

activities was part of Carson's normal duties. The court 

noted that Carson had testified that "he as an administrative 

assistant to Senator Fong would exert influence on various 

government agencies and branches of the Government 'without 

any strings attached.'" Id. The court cO.ncluded: "That 

administrative assistants as part of their 'duties' exert the 

influence inherent in their employment relationship with 

members of Congress appears 'clearly established by settled 

practice,' in the language of United States v. Birdsall." 

M· 
If the normal duties of congressional employees 

include influencing Executive Branch decisions, then this 

"settled practice" clearly covers Members of Congress as well. 

Like their employees, Members of Congress who question 

government witnesses at hearings, send numerous letters to 

government agencies, and place frequent telephone calls to 

other public officials -- are constantly involved in this 

process. 

1~-618 0 - 83 - 41 
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B. Cases Not Involving Bribery. 

Additional support for these conclusions comes from 

several other cases unrelated to the bribery statutes. In 

several cases the Supreme Court has indicated' that it con

ceives of congressional influence on Executive Branch ac

tivities a~ 'settled practice." 

In Gravel v. United States, 408 U.S. 606 (1972), for 

example, the Supreme court concluded that the Speech or Debate 

Clause of the constitution did not protect the non-legislative 

acts of Senator Gravel or his staff aide in connection with 

the Senator's efforts to have the Pentagon Papers published by 

a private bOOk-publishing firm. In reaching that result, 

however, the Court drew some important distinctions that are 

relevant to our inquiry: 

"That Senators generally perform certain acts 
in their official capacity as Senators does not 
necessarily make all such acts legislative in 
nature. Members of Congress are constantly in 
touch with the Executive Branch of the Govern
ment and with administrative agencie.) -- they 
may conjole, and exhort with respect to the ad
ministration of a federal statute -- but such 
~t~ though generally done, is not proteCted 
legislative activity." 408 U.S. at 625 (emphasis 
added) • 

Thus, the Court in ~ conceived of the exertion of con

gressional influence on Executive Branch activities as part of 

the normal functions that a legislator carries out in his 

"Official capacity," even though these activities may not be 

within the core "legislative" acts protected by the Speech or 

Debate Clause. The Court's language suggests that th~ Court 
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regards congressional attempts to influence Ex'!cutive Branch 

activities as ·official acts." 

In Doe v. McMillan, 412 U.S. 306 (1973), another 

Speech Or Debate Clause case which followed Gravel, the Court 

also recognizee the frequent involvement of legislators in the 

execution of federal statutes by the Executive Branch: "Mem

bers of Congress may frequently be in touch with and seek to 

influence the Executive, Branch ~f Government, but this conduct 

, th'ough generally done is not protected le,gislative activ

ity.'" 12. at 313 (quoting Gravel v. United States, 40B U.S. 

at 6251. 

In United States v. Brewster, 40B U.S. 501 (1972), 

Senator Brewster was charged wi til accepting a bribe ill viola

tion of lB U.S.C. S 201(c) and with accepting a gratuity in 

connection with the performance of an official act in viola

tion of lB U.S.C. S 201(g).~ The indictment charged that 

Brewster, a member of the Senate Committee on Post Office and 

Civil Service, accepted payments in return for being influ-

enced in his "action, vote, and decision on postage rate 

legislation." 40B U.S. at 503., The Supreme Court held that 

the Speech or Debate Clause did not protect a Member of 

congress from prosecution for accepting bribes related to 

~under 18 U.S.C. S 201(g), a companion to the bribery 
subsection, puhlic officials are prohibited from accepting 
gratuities, 'otherwise than as provided by law," that are in 
any way related to the performance of an "official act." The 
defil>ition of an offiCiisl ",ct is the same for both subsections 
(c) and (g). 
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legislative functions. The action in question, a Senator's 

vote on postal rate legislation, clear:iy related to an "offi

cial act" by a legislator; however, in discussing the extent 

of the protection accorded legislators by the Speech and Debate 

Clause, the Court recognizen that legislators use their public 

positions to engage in "legitimate" acts in the exercise of 

their offices that are not "purely legislative activities." 480 

U.S, at 512. Like ~ and Doe v. McMillan, the decision in 

Brewster implies th·at normal "official" duties of legislators 

embrace activities outside the ecope of purely legislative 

work and include influencing Executive Branch decisions. 

C. Limitations on the Scope of an "Official Act." 

Finally, where the two criteria established by 

Birdsall are not satisfied, it has been have held that no 

"official act" is involved and thus that the bribery statute 

does not apply. In united States v. Muntain, 610 F.2d 964 

(D.C. Cir. 1979) the defendant served as an Assistant to 

the Secretary of the Department of Housing and Urban Develop

ment; his title was Assistant for Labor Relations. He had 

accepted payments for promising to promote group automobile 

insurance in labor union contracts, and was charged with 

accepting an illegal gratuity. The government argued that the 

court should "construe the scope of 'official acts' to encom

pass any acts within the range of an official's public 

duties, broadly defined ••• g. at 967. In essence, the 

government asked the court to "construe 18 U.S.C. S 201(g) as 
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a statutory prohibition against the misuse of public office 

anq contacts gained through that office to promote private 

ends." g. at 967. The court, howeVer, rejected this broad 

construction. By focusing on the criteria established in 

Birdsall, the court found that the HUD official had not 

accepted payments related to any "Official act." 

First, the court found that the HUD official did not 

have the ability to influence governmental decision-making on • 
the subject of group auto insurance: 

"In the instant case there was no evidence 
that Muntain's meetings with labor officials 
to discuss and promote group automobile insurance 
involved a subject which could be brought before 
Muntain -- or, for that matter, anyone else at 
HUD -- in an official capacity." g. at 968. 

Second, the court noted that the activities for which Muntain 

was paid were outside the normal scope of his duties and, 

consequently, outside the "settled practice" requirement, 

"[I]n the instant case ••• no evidence 
was introduced to suggest that the responsi
bilities of the Assistant to the Secretary 
for Labor Relations at HUD have been expanded 
by settled practice or otherwise to include 
meeting with labor union officials concerning 
group automobile insurance." g. at 968 n.3. 

Muntain illustrates the lines of demarcation that 

divide the criminal sale of official influence from the non

criminal: the decision to be influenced must be one that lies 

within the ambit of responsibility of ~ governmental offi

cial. In addition, the official charged must have some 

ability to affect that decision through the use of his own 

office. 
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This analysis suggests that even some promises to 

influence governmental decision-making may fall outside the 

bribery statute. Thus, a legislator who accepted a payment in 

return for a promise to influence the decision of a case by 

the Judicial Branch of the Government probably would not be 

guilty of accepting a bribe. Congressmen ordinarily lack any 

clear ability to influence the decisions of Article III 

judges, who possess lifetime tenure, and the typical duties~f 

Congressmen do not include exercising such influence. How

ever, circumstances can be conceived in which this conclu

sion may not apply, such as a legislator's agreeing, in return 

for a bribe, to file an amicus curiae brief in his official 

capacity to inf~uence a court's interpretation of a statute. 

The conclusion also may not apply to attempts to influence the 

adjudicative (as well as non-adjudicative) decisions of 

administrative agencies. 

II. Intent Not To Perform Promise To Use Influence. 

A related question is whether a public official 

commits the crime of bribery if he accepts money in return for 

a promise to use his influence over governmental decision

making but has no actual intent to fulfill his promise. The 

donor of a bribe is guilty of a crime even if the recipient 

has no intent to alter his official conduct. ~ ~ 

States v. Anderson, 509 F.2d 312 (1974), ~. denied, 420 

U.S. 991 (1975). We conclude that the recipient also is 

guilty under those circumstances. 
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The principle case that bears directly on this ques

tion is United States v. Arroya, 581 F.2d 649 (7th Cir. 1978), 

cert. !!~, 439 U.S. 1069 (1979). In that case, Arroya, a 

loan officer for the Small Business Administration, approved 

the credit-worthiness of a loan applicant, but two days later 

falsely represented to the applicant that the application was 

still pending. Arroya and Sanchez, a business counselor at 

the Chicago Economic Development Corporation, then solicited a 

payment in return for the favorable processing of the SBA 

loan. Arroya and Sanchez were convicted of conspiracy to 

solicit a bribe in violation of 18 U.S.C. S 371, and Arroya 

was convicted of corruptly soliciting and receiving a bribe in 

violation of 18 U.S.C. S 201(c)(1). On appeal, Arroya and 

Sanchez contended that there could not have been any bribe 

since S 201(c)(1) "requires that the bribe be paid to influ

ence a future act," and that "one cannot be influenced to 

do what has already been done." ld. at 654. 

The court rejected the defendants' claims. The 

court emphasized that the statute, by its. terms, applies when-

ever a public official "' corruptly • • • solic! ts, • any-

thing of value for himself ••• in return for being influ

enced in his performance of any official act.'" ld. at 654. 

Thus, one evident purpose of the statute is to "prevent 

corrupt solicitation by government officials." ld. at 654 

n.l0. Accordingly, the court concluded. 
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"Congress did not intend for a public 
official, who had solicited or encouraged 
a bribe with a false representation that 
the official act was in futuro, to escape 
liability for bribe-solicitation by prov
ing that he had successfully hidden the 
truth of past performance from the bribe~ 
payer." 12. at 654. 

The Court also quoted earlier cases involving the 

parallel provision, now S 201(b), which prohibits offering 

bribes. These cases held that the statute is violated when-

ever a bribe is offered to a public official, whether or not 

the public official actually performs the act for which the 

payment is offered, and that the "clear purpose of the statute 

is to protect the public from the evil consequences of cor

ruption in the public service." 12. at.655 n.12 (quoting this 

language from United States v. Troop, 235 F.2d 123, 125 (7th 

Cir. 1956), and Kemler v. United States, 133 F.2d 235, 238 

(1st Cir. 1942)). 

Discerning a legislative rationale that applies 

squarely to the issue that we have been aSked to address, the 

court then stated: "The' consequences of corruption in the 

public service' are equally evil where, as here, the public 

official solicits the bribe and the bribe solicitee believes 

the public official is being influenced." 581 F.2d at 655 n.12 

(emphasis in original). Thus, the court concluded that one 

purpose of the statute is to prevent the corruption that 

exists when a public Official solicits a bribe, whether or not 

the official intends to be influenced in the actual perfor

mance of an official act. 

• 
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In holding that 18 U.S.C. S 201(c) had been violated, 

the court focused on the impression that Arroya and Sanchez 

had created in the mind of the bribe-payer. As viewed by the 

court, the bribery statute is violated whenever a public 

official accepts a payment knowing that the impression in the 

mind of the person paying the money is that the payment is in 

return for the official's promise to be influenced in the 

performance of an official act. In upholding the jury in

structions given by the trial court, the court explained: 

"The return-for-being-tnfluenced element of the 
offense was correctly stated by the district 
court in its jury charge: 'that the defendant 
Anthony Arroya represented or caused to be 
represented to Orlando Fernandez that this money 
was in return for Anthony Arroya's being influ
enced in his performance of an official act, 
as that term has previously been defined 1" 
l£. at 654 (emphasis added). 

Additionally, the court noted that the in-return-for-being-

influenced element brings: 

"into play the purpose of the bribe 
and thus the mind of the bribe-payer. 
Though more careful draftsmanship might 
have added 'or apparently being' after 
'being,' the section prohibits solici
tation of payment 'in return for being 
influenced.' As illustrated by S 201(c), 
the gravamen of the offense lies in 
the corrupt solicitation, which would 
fail if the solicitee were told the 
truth." Id. at 654 (emphasis added). 

Al though the court in Arroya focused on a corrupt 

solicitation by a public official, the court's reasoning 

regarding the required criminal intent must apply equally to 

the corrupt agreement to accept, or receipt of, something of 
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value by a public official in ~eturn for his apparent under

taking -- truthful or not -- to Use his official influence 

over a governmental decision. The official's active misuse 

of his office by solicitation of a bribe may aggravate the 

offense, but his awareness of the bribe-giver's impression 

when the latter has initiated, the corrupt barga.in satisfies 

the in-return-for-being-influenced requirement of the bribery 

statute. Where a public official intends to create or to 

preserve this impression, the elements of the statute are 

fulfilled. 

The legislative history of the bribery statute 

strongly supports this conclusion. The various bribery 

statutes were recodified in 1962. During this process, the 

House of Representatives explicitly considered the signifi

cance of an Official's falsely representing a willingness to 

be influenced in the performance of an official ~ct. The 

committee report on the bill stated: 

"[Tlhe language used in subsection (c) em
phasizes that it is the purpose for which 
the recipient knows the bribe is offered 
or giVen when he solicits, receives, or 
agrees to receive it which is determina
tive of criminality. Some cour~s ~ave 
given this interpretation to the pr,esent 
section 202. (See,~. ( Woel1:el v. 
United States, 237 F.2d 48~~1 ~hitney 
v. UnIted States, 99 F.2d 327, 331.).· 
H.R. Rep. No. 748, 87th Cong., 1st 
Sess. pp. 18 (1961) (emphasis added). 

Thus, since congress made controlling the purpose manifested 

by the bribe-payer, it is immaterial whether the official has 

the subjective intent to honor the corrupt bargain. 
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The two cases cHed wHh approval in the House 

Report are illustrations of this conclusion. In Whitney v. 

United States, 99 F.2d 327 (10th Cir. 1938), the court upheld 

the bribery conviction of a government employee at'the Osage 

Indian Agency who had been paid for attempting to influence 

the approval of a contract involving restricted funds in the 

custody of the United states. In the aection referred to by 

the House committee report, the court seated: 

"The evidence shows that he not only took but 
solicited money in connection with said sales, 
and whether his action was influenced is im
material. The money was solicited and taken for 
the purpose of causing the Hahn Brothers Memorial 
Company to believe that they would get more 
consideration than they would otherwise." ld. 
at 331 (emphasis added). -

Thus, Whitney stands for the proposition that bribery is 

determined by the impression that. the public official creates 

or confirms in the mind of the bribe-payer. 

In Woelfel v. United States, 237 F.2d 484 (4th 

Cir. 1956). the court reversed the conviction o~ an employee 

of the United States Army Ordinance Corps under a predecessor 

to S 201 which prohibited any official from soliciting a 

"gratuity ••• with intent to have his decision •• in his 

official capacity ••• influenced thereby." 1!!. at 485 

In that case, the government employee only sought the payment 

after the official act had been performed, and the individual 

solicited for the payment knew that the act had been completed. 

The court f.ound that Woelfel was entitled to have the jury 

instructed as follows: 
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"[Tlhat if they believed that the request for a 
gratuity was not made by the accused until after 
he had exhausted his power of decision or action 
on the question or matter before him, and was not 
made under any prior promise or understanding 
that a gratuity would be forthcoming, then his 
request did not constitute a transgression of the 
statute." ~. at 488. 

In Arroya, the defendants argued that the decision 

in ~ established that a public official is not guilty of 

bribery unless he is taking money in return for actually being 

influenced in the performance of an official act. 581 F.2d 

at 656. 'The majority in Arroya, however, stated the central 

distinction between the t~o cases: the bribe-payer in Arroya 

did not know that the official act had actually been performed 

and believed, albeit incorrectly, that he was purchasing in

fluence, while the public official in ~ only solicited 

the payment after the potential payer knew that the Official 

act already had been performed. Id.V Thus, Woelfel is 

also consistent with the notion that a viOlation of 18 U.S.C. 

S 201(c) is determined by the impression that the bribe 

recipient creates or confirms in the mind of the bribe-payer 

about the Official's intent to be influenced. 

Similarly, in United States v. Manton, 107 F.2d 

834 (2d Cir. i93B), ~denied, 309 U.S. 664 (1940), 

Judge Manton had been convicted of conspiracy to obstruct the 

!/These after-the-fact payments are now expressly for
bidden under the revised anti-gratuity section, 18 U.S.C. 
S 201 (g). 
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administration of justice and to defraud the United States. 

The court of appeals treated as immaterial his insistence that 

he had only taken bribes from Ii tigants in whose favor he 

planned to decide cases and that his decisions had not actually 

been influenced by the bribes. The court said the ·co~~ectness 

of judicial action" taken for a fee cart never remove "the 

stain of corruption" from such actions. Id. at 846. Thus, 

the court treated the judge's willingness to accept the 

payment and to create the impression that justice was for sale 

as a sufficient basis for culPability.:1 

:lIt is outside the scope of this memorandum to analyze 
a distinct question raised by "ating" operations like 
ABSCAM: If the person making the payment does not intend to 
call for the ~ctual exertion of influence -- but the official 
is unaware of this disgu ised intent -- and if the recipient of 
the payment secretly harbors an intent to ignore his apparent 
pledge, has the official solicited or received or agreed to 
receive something of value "in return for ••• being influ
enced in his performance of an official act ••• "? This 
novel issue has not been addressed in prior cases and is, 
presumably, being litigated in appeals from recent ABSCAM 
convictions. We note simply the following comments. 

The payment and the receipt of a bribe are not 
interdependent offenses, and the donor's intent may differ 
from the recipient's. United States v. Anderson, supra, 509 
F.2d at 332. Since the statute makes it a crime to "~gree" to 
receive anything of value in return for being influenced, the 
official'~ delivery of the pledge may be sufficient, even if 
neither party subjectively intends to have the pledge ho~ored. 
In thIs setting, moreover, the legislator's state of mind is 
equally corrupt, since he must assume that he has created or 
confirmed the impression in the mind of the payer that he will 
be influenced. Thus, this ostensible commitment to be in
fluenced should be sufficient to satisfy both the t$rms and 
the purpose of the bribery statute. See generally our dis
cussion in Part III of th',1! .nemorandum. 
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III. Doubt That Actual Use Of Influence will Be Sought. 

The final question presented is whether a legislator 

commits bribery by taking money in return for his promise to 

use his official influence, if requested to do so, when he has 

been led to believe that he will not actually be asked to ful

fill his commitment. Although we have found no case addressing 

this precise question, we believe that a legislator violates 

the statute by selling his office, even if the sale is on a 

tentative or "stand by" basis. 

In one of the ABSCAM cases, United States v. Myers, 

635 F.2d 932, 940 (2nd Cir.) cert. denied, 449 U.S. 956, (1980), 

the court held that the elements of the bribery offense are "the 

receipt of money, the making of the promise, and the corrupt 

purpose with which these things are done." See also United 

States v. Brewster, supra, 408 U.S. at 526-27. All of these 

elements of the offense are satisfied when a legislator ac-

cepts a payment in return for his promise to be influenced 

in the performance of an official act, even if both the 

legislator and the bribe-payer believe that the legislator 

will never be called upon to fulfill his promise. As lo~g as 

the official creates or confirms the impression that he will 

use his public position if asked, the bribery offense is 

complete upon making the promise. 

Under the statute, it is immaterial whether the 

official accepting the bribe actually performs the official 

act contemplated by the parties. In Brewster, the Court 
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helq that "there is no need for the Government to show that 

[the Senator] fulfilled the alleged illegal bargainl accep

tance of the bribe is the violation of the statute, not 

performance of the illegal promise." 408 U.S. at 526. The 

Court reiterated: "To make a prima facie case under this 

indictment, the Government need not show any act of [the 

Senator] subsequent to the corrupt promise for payment, 

for it is taking the bribe, not performance of the illicit 

compact, that is a criminal act." 12. at 526 (emphasis in 

original). Thus, a violation of the bribery statute is 

independent of any efforts by the public official accepting 

the payment to fulfill the corrupt promise. For similar 

reasons, his expectation that he will not have to redeem a 

promise actually made cannot be waterial. In short, an intent 

not to fulfill the pledge, even if that intent is encouraged 

by the bribe-giver, is nO defense, unless both parties view 

the promise as merely a sham. 

The only element of the offense that could possibly 

not be satisfied in this situation is "corrupt purpose." How

ever, there is a quid E!£ ~ between receipt of the payment 

and the pledge of official influence even when a legislator 

has been led to believe that he will not be called upon to 

fulfill his pr~mise. So long as he has created or confirmed 

the impression in the mind of the bribe-payer that he will 

honor the promise if asked to do so, "corrupt purpose" 
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exists.~ Congress, in our view, could not have intended 

otherwise. The creation of the impression that the legislator 

is "in the pocket" of the person making the payment manifests 

sufficient intent to violate 18 U.S.C, S 201(c). 

Of Counsel: 

Philip A. Lacovara 
Gerald Goldman 
Bruce O. Judson 

~we assume that there is no basis to conclude that the 
payment to the legislator is motivated by anything other than 
his promise to be influenced in the performance of a specific 
official act. See, ~., United States v. Arthur, 544 F.2d 
730 (4th Cir. 1916), where the court held that entertaining a 
government official in the hope of promoting a favorable busi
ness climate did not constitute bribery because of the absence 
of any express or implied condition or quid E!2 ~. 
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Re: ABSCAM: Analysis of 18 U.S.C.A. 
Section 201(g). 

ISSUES 

I. What constitutes an offense under 18 U.S.C.A. 

§ 201(g)? 

II. Does a public official ... ,ho agrees to be influenced 

in the performance of his official duties in return 

for something of value, but actually does not intend 

to be so influenced and intends instead to defraud 

the donor, violate either 18 U.S.C.A. § 201(c) or 

§ 201(g)? 

III. Does a public official who tells the donor "I will be 

your friend" in return for something of value, but 

does not promise to do any specific, identifiable 

act, violate either 18 U.S.C.A. § 201(c) or § 201(g)? 

14-618 0 - 83 - 42 
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SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

I. A violation of 18 U.S.C.A. § 201(g) occurs when (1) a 

public official (2) solicits, receives or agrees to 

r.ecei ve (3) something of value (4) for himself (5) 

which is given to the official because of some 

official act or duty performed or to be performed by 

the official and (6) which the public official knows 

is being given to him because he has performed or 

will perform some official act or duty. The public 

official, however. need not be motivated to do the 

act by the gift or offer of something of value. 

Rather, a violation of section 201(g) occurs even 

when the public official would have performed the act 

in any event; all that is required under section 

201(g) is that the public official know that the gift 

of the thing of value is related to his performance 

or expected performance of an official act. 

II. Where the public official has falsely informed a 

donor that he will be influenced in the performance 

of his official duties in return for something of 

value, it is possible that the official has solicited 

a gratuity in violation of section 201(g). It is 

doubtful, however, that section 201(c) appli7s to 

the official's actions. 
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III. Where the public official has promised to "be 

that: 

the friend" of a donor in return for something of 

value, he probably has not violated either section 

201(c) or section 201(g). 

ANALYSIS 

1. 

The Elements of the Section 201(9) Offense. 

18 U.S.C.A. § 201(g) (West 1969) provides 

Whoever, being a public official, former 
public official, or person selected to be a 
public official, otherwise than as provided 
by law for the proper discharge of. official 
duty, directly or indirectly a§ks, demands, 
exacts, solicits, seeks, accepts, receives, 
or agrees to receive anything of value for 
himself for or because of any official act 
performed or to be performed • • • • 

Shall be fined not more than $10,000 or 
imprisoned for not more than two years, or 
both. 

This memorandum assumes that such terms as "public 

official," "solicits, receives or agrees to receive" and 

"anything of value" are sufficiently defined in the statute and 

need not be discussed. The following discussion focuses on the 

section 201(g) culpability requirements. 

Section 201(g) has been interpreted as requiring two 

essential culpability elements. First, the donor must offer or 
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give something of value to the public official because the 

official has performed or will perform some official act. That 

is, the official's performance of the act must be the motivation 

behind the gift or offer. Thus, the donor's intent is an 

important element under section 20l(g). Second, the public 

official must know, at the. time he accepts, solicits or agrees 

to receive the gift or offer, that the thing of value is 

proffered because he has performed or will perform a specific 

official act. Thus, the D.C. Circuit has declared: "[I]f a 

legislator knew that a contribution was being given for an 

official act, received the contribution and knowingly applied 

it to his own uses, the intent requirement of the illegal 

gratuity section (g) would be met," united States v. Brewster, 

506 F.2d 62, 76 (D.C. Cir" 1974) and added that "[u)nder the 

gratuity section ••• the payment [is) made because of a spe

cifically identified act, and ~lith a certain guilty knowledge 

[on the part of the official) best defined by the Supreme Court 

[as) 'Knowledge that the donor was paying him compensation for 

an official act •••• '" & at 82 (quoting united States v. 

Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 527 (1972». See also United States v. 

Niederberger, 580 F.2d 63, 69 (3d Cir.) ("What is proscribed [by 

section 20l(g») is a public official's receipt of a gratuity 

••• given to him in. the course of his everyday duties, for or 

because of any official act performed or to be performed by such 

public official •••• ") I ~ denied, 439 U,S. 980 (1978) 1 

united States v. Passman, 460 F. Supp. 912, 915 (W.O. La. 1978) 
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("If [a] grateful constituent attaches a note [to a gift of 

something of value] saying this is for your vote which you cast 

last week in favor of our labor bill which was pending before 

you, then fa violation of] subsection (g) [OCCUl!s]."). 

A. The Donor's Intent 

As noted above, section 20l(g} requires that the 

donor give or offer something of value "for or because of" the 

official's past or expected performance of an official act. It 

is uncertain, however, what relationship must exist between the 

performance of the act and the giving of the gift. Is section 

20l(g) violated only when the performance is the sole motivation 

for the gift? Is it enough that the gift would not be given 

but for the performance? Or is it sufficient that the role of 

the performance in motivating the gift is minimal (~, the 

gift would be given regardless of the officia~'s performance, 

but the donor also believes--and lets the donee know--that the 

gift is a reward for the performance of an act)? 

If the purpose of sectlon 20l(g) "is to reach any 

situation in which the judgment of a government agent might be 

clouded because of payment or gifts made to him by reason of 

his position," united States v. Evans, 572 F.2d 455,480 

(5th Cir.), ~ denied sub ~, Tate v. United states, 439 

U.s. 870 (1978), then it appears that the statute shoUld 

require a "but for" connection between the gift and official 
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act. Where the gift would be made regardless of the act, but 

is nevertheless intended to be, among other things, a reward 

for the act, the possibility of corruption is minimal, since 

the" official knows he would receive the gift by doing nothing. 

Where the gift would not be given but f(j;, the official act, the 

danger that the gratuity of today could become the bribe of 

tomorrow appears much greater. ~ ~ United States v. Irwin, 

354 F.2d 192 (2d Cir. 1965), ~~, 383 U.S. 967 (1966). 

The awarding of gifts • • • 
related to an employee's official 
acts is an evil in itself, even 
though the donor does not corruptly 
intend to influence the employee's 
Official acts, because it tends, 
subtly or otherwise, to'bring about 
preferentiar treatment by Government 
officials or employees. consciously 
or unconsciously, for those who 
give gifts as disting'lished from 
those who do not. 

Irwin, 354 F.2d at 196 (emphasis added). The Irwin court 

appears to say that so long as the gift and the official act 

are "related," the receipt of the gift is forbidden by section 

20l(g). Thus, while a "but for" standard may adequately serve 

the statute's purposes, the ~ decision indicates that a 

broader standard may apply. 

B. The Donee's' state of Mind 

Under section 20l(g), it is not necessary that the 

public official be influenced or agree to be influenced in 

return for the gift o~ Offer. It is enough that the offi-

cial know that the gift or offer is made only because of the 
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1/ 
official's past or future performance on an official matter.-

That is the tenor of the cases distinguishing section 201(g) 

from section 201(c), which forbids the acceptance or solicita

tion of bribes. See~, Brewster, 506 F.2d at 72 ("The 

bribery section makes necessary an explicit quid E!£ ~ which 

need not exist if only .an illegal gratuity is involved: the 

briber is the mover or producer of the official act, but the 

official act for which. the gratuity is given might have been 

done without the gratuity •••• "); United States v. Strand, 

574 F.2d 993, 995 (9th Cir. 1978) ("[T]he element of quid EE£ 

~ • • • distinguishes the heightened criminal intent requi

site under the bribery-sections of the statute from the simple 

mens rea required ror violation of the gratuity sections."). 

Cf. United States v. Alessio, 528 F.2d 1079, 1082 (9th Cir.) 

("Section 201 (f) [the companion section to (9)] has consis-

tently been interpreted as not requiring a quid EE2 ~ before 

payments to officials are unlawfuL"), ~~, 426 U. S. 
2/ 

948 (1976).-

~/ 

No violation of section 201(g) occurs unless the public 
official accepts or solicits the gift or offer for 
himself •. Thus, a donor. may contribute to a campaign 
committee 'because the official has performed an official 
act and where the committee is not a "mere conduit" for 
the official. Brewster, 506 F.2d at 77, 81. 

It appears, however, that a quid ~ ~ element may 
exist in a section 201(g) offense~a~oes not also 
constitute a section 201(c) offense, Thus, Brewster held 
that section 201(c) does not prohibit the acceptance of a 
bribe unless the bribe is the "prime mover or producer" of 
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.Therefore, a public official may receive something of 

value be~lond his legally established compensation if the gift 

was unrelated to any specific official act he has performed. 

Brewster, 506 F.2d at 77. Thus, acceptance of a gift made 

because of friendsl1ip or some other reason unrelated to the 

official actions of the donee does not constitute a violation 

of section 201(g). 

C. Gifts Motivated By Status 

Section 20l(g) clearly forbids officials to accept 

gifts for specific official acts. Brewster at 82: Passman at 

915. It is unclear, however, whether an official violates 

section 20l(g) if he accepts something of value that he knows 

is given in relation to his status as a publ.ic official. In 

United States v. Arthur, 544 F.2d 730, 734 (4th Cir. 1976), the 

defendant was charged with improperly using bank funds in viola

tion of 18 U.S.C.A. § 656 (West 1976) because he expended such 

funds on the entertainment of government officials. The federal 

government contended these payments violated West Virginia 

laws prohibiting bribery. The defendant argued that such 

entertainment was a lawful method of cultivating the goodwill 

~/ (Cont'd) 
the official act. 506 F.2d at 82. Where the bribe is 
taken as a quid ~ ~ for influence over the performance 
of an official act, but the bribe plays a negligible role 
in influencing the official's decision, it appears Brewster 
ann subsequent cases would find a violation of section 
201(g), but not of section 201(c). 
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of the. government, a potential customer of his business. The 

Fourth Circuit, construing the west Virginia statutes in light 

of the Brewster decision, ag~eed with the defendant, stating 

that 

[ilt does not follow ••• that the 
traditional business practice of promot
ing a favorable business climate by 
entertaining and doing favors for 
potential customers becomes bribery 
merely because the potential customer is 
the qovernment. Such expenditures, 
although inspired by the hope of greater 
government business, are not intended as 
a quid pro quo for [or because ofl that 
business: they are in no way conditioned 
upon the performance of an official act 
or patter of acts • • • • 

~, 544 F.2d at 734. The Court also found that West 

Virginia law specifically categorized such expenditures 1IS 

lawful gratuities. ~,544 F.2d at 735 n.B. t'lhile the 

~ court was not faced with the qu~stion of whether such 

"goodwill" gratuities were unlawful under section 20l(g), its 

analysis seems equally applicable to that statute. Section 

20l(g) forbids only knowing acceptance of gifts motivated by 

specific acts, not knowing acceptance of gifts motivated by 

the official's status. It is difficult to discern a clear line 

between gifts given to cultivate goodwill and gifts given 

because of a specific act done by the public official. Presum-

ably, the line is crosse~ when the donee becomes aware of some 

identifiable act for which the gift or offer is made. 
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My impression is that section 201(g) should be 

extended to gifts given because of an official's status. The 

line between status and the performance of official acts is 

sufficiently thin that the purposes of the act might be frus

trated if such "goodwill" payments are excluded. "[T]he 

unlawful gratuity statute • • • must be broadly construed 

in order to accomplish the legislative purpose which they 

manifest." Evans, 572 F.2d at 480. The Arthur decision 

indicates, however, that "goodwill" gratuities are not unlawful. 

In summation, a violation of section 201(g) occurs 

when a public official (1) accepts or solicits for himself a 

gift or offer of something of value that has some relation to 

the official's actual or expected performance of some official 

act and (2) knows that the gift or offer has some relation to 

his actual or expected performance. Unlike the bribery section, 

201(c), however, there is no requirement that the official be 

influenced in performing his official duties by th~gift or 

offer. Finally, section 201(g) does not prohibit officials 

from receivir-g gifts motivated by friendship or a desire to 

cUltivate the official's goodwill. 

II. 

The Case of the Defrauding Official 

Suppose a public official solicits a gift or offer of 

something of value and in return promises to be influenced in 

the performance of some specific act. Actually, however, he 
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ooes not intend to be so influenced. Rather, he intehds to 

"defraud" the donor by accepting the emolument he has solicited 

without performing the act. Under these circumstances, has 

the official violated either section 20l(c) or section 20l(g)? 

The answer appears to be that the official is guilty of a 

violation under section 20l(g), but not under section 20l(c). 

A. Section 20l(g) 

Under the hypothetical outlined above, the official 

has solicited a gift of something of value for himself, which 

he knows will be offered him only because he will perform 

specific official acts. Thus, the elements of an offense under 

section 20l(g) apparently are present. 

B. Section 20l(c) 

Section 201(c) differs from section 201(g) in that it 

forbids a public official to "corruptly solicit • ., 

receive • • or agree • • • to receive anything of value for 

himself or any other person or entity, in return for • • • 

being influenced in his performance of any official act." 18 

U.S.C.A. § 201(c) (1) (West 1969) (emphasis added). "The 

elements of the offense are [(1)] the receipt of money, [(2)J 

the making of the promise [to be influenced], and [(3)] the 

corrupt purpose with which these things are done." United 

States v. Myers, 635 F.2d 932, 940 (2d Cir.) (citing united 

States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 526-27 (1976» £~ denied, 
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449 U.S. 956 (1980). In the hypothetical, elements (1) (the 

receipt of money) and (2) (the promise to be influenced) are 

present. The issue is whether a "corrupt purpose" exists. 

The term "corruptly" was initially defined in ~ 

States v. Brewster, 506 F.2d 62 (n.c. Cir. 1974). The Brewster 

court held that the term "corruptly" embodied the concept of 

a guid E!£ s.!!2.' 506 F.2d at 72 (Le., that "the bribe [must be] 

the prime mover or producer of the official act." 506 F.2d 

at 82). In other words, a violation of section 20l(c) occurs 

when a public official intends to exchange influence over 

himself in the performance of official acts in return for 

something of value • See also United States v. Raborn, 575 F.2d 
..,.....---

6B8, 692 (9th Cir. 1981) ("Under section 20l(c), the public 

official [must] • . • receive the item of value as compensation 

for services • • • as a quid EE£ ~ in return for influence • 

• "). Accord, St~, 574 F.2d at 995; Niederberger, 580 

F.2d 68-69;~, 544 F.2d 734. It is uncertain, however, 

how much influence must be purchased before a gift or offer of 

something of value becomes a bribe under section 20l(c). 

Brewster's "prime mover" language appears to allow for the 

possibility that where an official agrees to exchange influence 

over himself in return for something of value, but would likely 

or certainly have performed the act sought by the donor in any 

case, nO violation of section 20l{c) occurs. 

In the hypothetical, the official has no actual 

intent to be influenced. Thus, no guid EE£ s.!!2. exists. In 
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united states v. Arroyo, 581 F.2d 649 (7th Cir. 1978), cert. 

denied, 439 u.s. 1069 (1979), however, the Seventh Circuit 

extended the application of section 20l(c) to instances where the 

public official acts in manner that he intends falsely wU 1 

lead the donor to believe that the official intends to exchange 

influence over himself in return for something of value. 

In ~rroyo, Fernandez applied to the SBA for a loan. 

Arroyo, an SBA loan officer, approved Fernandez' loan applica

tion but did not apprise Fernandez of his action. Instead, 

Arroyo (through his agent Sanchez) informed Fernandez that he 

had still not approved the loan and that a payment of $800 

would be "convenient 0F.betterR for all concerned. Arroyo 

later received $800 from Fernandez. 

Arroyo challenged his conviction under section 

201 (c) by arguing that that section applies only' to situations 

where the public official agrees to be influenced in his future 

acts. The Seventh Circuit rejected Arroyo's arguments, stating 

that: 

The bribe solicitor will always 
create the impression that the 
action sought is yet to come and 
is contingent on the bribe. The 
solicitation against which the 
section is directed is the same, 
whether the yet-to-come impression 
be objectively true or false. 

Arroyo, 581 F.2d at 655. The court apparently believed that 

section 201(c) punishes transactions where the official acts in· 

a manner that he intends will lead the donor to believe that 
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the gift or offer of something of value will be the ·prime . 

mover" of the official's actions, even when the officiall has no 

actual in~ent to be so influenced. Thus, 

[wlhether the solicitation [of 
something of value in exchange 
for influence over the official's 
performance of official acts) 
sucgeed or fail, and whether 
the official act had been secretly 
performed, cannot change what was 
solicited •••• The view that 
S 201(c)(1) merely seeks to shield 
[sicl decisions tesulting from 
influence wo~ld appear to create an 
absolute defense for an official, 
who solicits a bribe before he acts, 
but who can prove his decision was 
not influenced because he would 
have made the decision in any 
event •••• 

Arroyo, 581 F.2d at 654-55 n.lO. 

The Arroyo court's interpretation of 20l(c) is 

supported by the statute's legislative history: 

[T]he language used in sUbsection 
(c) emphasizes that it is the purpose 
for which the recipient knows the 
bribe is offered or given when he 
solicits, receives or agrees to 
receive it which is determinative 
of criminality. 

H.R. Rep. No. 748, 87th Cong., 1st Sess. 18 (1961). The Report 

appears to say that a violationuf section 20l(c) occurs when 

the official merely has knowledge that a gift or offer of 

something of value is proffered in exchange for influence over 

the official's performance and when the official solicits, 

receives or agrees to receive the gift or offer. The Report 
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cited Whitney v. united states, 99 F.2d 327 (lOth Cir. 1938) 

in support of its position. In Whitney, -the defendant challenged 

his bribery c~nvictlon (under former section 202) on the grounds 

that (1) he was not influenced by receipt of the bribe and (2) 

he could not be influenced by receipt of the bribe because he 

was powerless to effectuate his promise to be influenced. The 

cou.rt rejected the argument that his lack of intent to be 

influenced exonerated him from the charge of bribery: 

The evidence shows that he not 
only took but solicited money 
in connection with said sales, and 
whether his action was influenced 
is immaterial. The money was 
solicited and taken for the 
purpose of causing the [donors] 
to believe that they would get more 
more consideration than they would 
otherwise. 

Whitney, 99 F.2d at 331. 

The clear import of the House Report, however, 

is that a violation of section 20l(c) occurs where the official 

has knowledge that an offer or gift of something of value is a 

bribe. See ~ Howard v. United States, 345 F.2d 126, 129 (1st 

Cir.) (relying on Whitney and other cases to interpret the 

Anti-Kickback Statute, 41 U.S.C.A. §§ 51, 54 (West 1965), 

"basically the same as • 18 U.S.C. § 201," as forbidding 

acceptance of a bribe with knowledge of the donor's intentions), 

cert. denied, 382 U.S. 838 (1965). Horeover, under Arroyo, it 

seems that knowing accept~nce of a bribe would be sufficient to 

show an intent on the part of the official to mislead. This 
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interpretation of section 201(0), however, conflicts with the 

quid pro ~ requirement enunciated in Brewster. The Brewster 

lin~ apparently rejects the idea that an official is guilty 

under section 201(c) merely for accepting what he knows 

is intended as a bribe. 

The payment and the receipt of a bribe 
are not interdependent offenses, for 
obviously the donor's intent may differ 
completely from the donee's. Thus, the 
donor may be convicted despite the fact 
that the recipient had no intention of 
altering his official activities • • • 

Anderson, 509 F.2d at 332. As the Ninth Circuit said in ~ 

States v. Strand, 574 F.2d 993, 995, 996 (9th Cir. 1978), 

"[The] element of quid"E!:2. ~ distinguishes the height-

ened criminal intent requisite under the bribery sections of 

the statute from the simple means required for violation of the 

gratuity sections." The court also declared that "the requisite 

corrupt intent consist[s] of the defendant's knowing acceptable 

of money for financial gain, in return for violation of his 

official duty, with the specific intent to violate the law. ". 

See also United states v. Anderson, 509 F.2d 312, 329 (D.C. 

Cir. 1974) ("Proof of the offense of bribery involves proof 

• of corrupt intent to • be influenced in official con-

duct."), ~. denied, 420 U.S. 991 (1975). Under Brewster, 

a specific intent to be influenced apparently is required; 

mere knowledge of the donor's purpose is insufficient to render 

the official guilty under section 20l(c). Of course, the 
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hypothetical presupposes active misrepresenta,tion, as opposed 

to silence. It is doubtful, however, that section 201(c) will 

be applied to facts like those in the hypothetical. Of course, 

this depends on how the courts resolve the apparent contra

dictions between Brewster and Arroyo. 

C. Public policy 

Public policy supports the Arr£l2 court's interpreta

tion of section 201(c). The court explained its decisio~ 

thus: 

[The court in Kemler v. United 
States, 133 F.2d 235 (1st Cir. 1942), 
in describing the predecessor of sec
tion 20~(b)'s (which forbids the 
giving or offering of bribes), stated 
that] "[t]he clear purpose of the 
statute is to protect the public 
from the evil consequences of 
corruption in the public service. 
Thus the gravamen of the offense 
described therein is the giving or 
offering of a bribe to a person 
'acting on behalf of the United 
states for the purpose of 
influencing official conduct. 
Obviously no one would give or offer 
a bribe unless he expected to gain 
some advantage thereby, and since 
attempting to gain an advantage 
by this means is the evil which 
this statute is designed to 
prevent, it can make no difference 
if after the fact is done the doer 
discovers that for some reason or 
another, be it a mistake on his 
part or mistake on the part of 
some officer or agency of the United 
States, there was.actually no occasion 
for him to have done it." [Kemler, 
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133 F.2d at 238.1 The "consequences 
of corruption in the public service" 
are equally'evil where, as here, 
the public official solicits the 
bribe and the bribe solicitee 
believes the public official is 
being influenced. 

Arroyo, 581 F.2d at 655 n.12. Because Congress has indicated, 

by its gradation of punis~ents for 20l(c) and 20l(g), that 

the acceptance of bribes is more offensive than the acceptance 

of gratuities, it is possible to argue that even an insincere 

solicitation of bribes is a greater evil than mere knowing 

receipt of what the donor intends as a bribe. That is so 

because in theory the official who solicits bribes more likely 

will encourage the giving of bribes than the official who 

indicates that he wilY not be influenced thereby. Thus, the 

penalty for falsely soliciting a bribe should be as great as 

the penalty for an actual agreement to be influenced. If the 

policy of discouraging the offering of bribes is to have 

any meaning, solicitation of a bribe under false pretences 

should be unlawful under section 20l(c), which provides a 

greater penalty than does section 20l(g). 

III. 

The Case of the Friendly 

O·fficial. 

Suppose an official informs a donor that, in return 

for something of value, "r will be your friend." Does the 
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official thereby violate either section 20l(c) or section 

201(g)? The answer appears to be that the official has 

not violated either section. 

A. Section 201(c) 

Statements as "I will be your friend," "I will take 

care of you" and "When you need some.thing, I'll see what I can 

do" are ambiguous. They carry the implication that what is 

promised is the performa~ce of some sort of official duties. 

These statements appear too nebulous, however, to 

violate the bribery statute. Most courts hold that section 

20l( c) requires the presence of "specific knowledge of a 

definite official act," Brewster, 506 F.2d at 81. section 201 

defines "official act" as "any decision or action on any 

question, matter, cause, suit, proceeding or controversy, 

which may at any time ~e pending, or which may.by law be 

brought before any public official. II It does not appear that 

a promise to be "friendly" amounts to being influenced on 

a particular matter. In United States v. Arthur, 544 F.2d 730 

(4th Cir. 1976), the court held that section 20l(c) forbids 

the giving of gifts to influence officials even when no 

identifiable relationship exists between anyone gift and any 

one official act: 

[The] requirement of criminal intent 
would, of course, be satisfied if the 
jury were to find a "course of conduct 
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of favors or gifts flowing" to a 
public official in exchange for a 
pattern of official actions favorable 
to the donor even though no particular 
gift or favor is directly connected to 
a,ny particular official act. [quoting 
United states v. Ba1sett, 481 F.2d 
114, 115, (4th Cir. , cert. denied, 
414 U.S. 1116 (1973)] ....... --•• ~ver, 
as the Seventh circuit has held, it is 
sufficient that the gift is made on 
the condition "that the offeree act 
favorably to the offeror when necessary." 

~, 544 F.2d a~ 734 (quoting United States v. Isaacs, 

493 F.2d 1124, 1145 (7th cir.), ~. ~, 417 U.S. 976 

(1974» • 

In ~, however, there was at least a series of 

gifts that could be casually linked to a series of acts. Where 

the official merely promises to "take care" of the donor, the 

casual nexus does not seem so well-defined. If the official 

later acts in response t~ the gift, then he has been bribed. 

At the time he receives the gift, however, the official's 

response appears too uncertain to impose liability. I am not 

certain that a promise to be "friendly" amounts to a promise to 

act favorably to the donor on all future official acts. I 

'believe, however, that it should not matter whether the "offi-

cial duties" involve an identified act or merely refer to the 

multitude of various services which an official would ordinarily 

provide to the public. In the case of a congressman, of 

course, such duties presumably include hearing out and aiding 

constituents. The official receives the payments only because 
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of his status as a public official. It appears that such 

payments have the potential for producing corruption and to 

allow such payments appears to frustrate the purposes of the 

statute. 

B. section 201(g) 

The hypothetical apparently also does not present a 

violation of section 20l(g}, for the same reasons that section 

20l(c} is not violated. The official's response appears 

so vague or nonco~~tal that it is impossible to say that the 

response involved a promise to do official acts or that the 

donor understood that he was re.ceiving more than a promise to 

keep an open mind (i.e., that the promise was meaningless). 

However, "the unlawful gratuity [and bribery] fjtatute[s] must 

be broadly construed in order to accomplish the legislative 

purpose which they manifest." ~, 572 F.2d at 480 (footnote 

omitted). "The purpose of the statute[s] is to reach ~ 

situation in which the judgment of a government agent might be 

clouded because of payments or gifts maQe to him by reason of 

his position. • Evans, 572 F.2d at 480 (emphasis added). 

Under the circumstances of the hypothetical, the official 

receives the payment solely because of his position. In light 

of the stated purposes of the statute, it appears that Congress 

should forbid such payments. It does not appear, however, that 

the statute, as currently written and applied" presently bars 

the type of transaction presented in the hypothetical. 
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This memorandum responds to the following ques

tions raised in the agreement dated June 15, 1982, bet>1een 

the Select Committee and this Firm. 

QUESTIONS 

1. If a legislator personally accepts a payment of 

cash in return for his promiSe to cause some branch of the 

United States Government to cause a specified event or circum

stance to occur, is that legislator guilty of extortion as 

defined within the Hobbs Act, 18 U.S.C. S 1951, even if the 

legislator has no intent to fulfill his promise and has 

fraudulently induced the payment to him? 
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2. If a legislator p4('t'sonally accepts a payment of 

cash in return for his promise to cause some branch of the , 
United states Government to cause a specified event Or cir-

cumstance to occur, is that legislator guilty of violating the 

Travel Act, 18 U.S.C. S 1952, even if the legislator has no 

intent to fulfill his promise and has fraudulently induced the 

payment to him? 

3. If a legislator personally accepts a payment of 

cash in return for his promise to cause some branch of the 

United states Government to cause a specified event or cir-

cumstance to occur, is that legislator guilty of violating 

the Mail Fraud Statute, 18U.S.C.S 1341, even if the legislator 

has no intent to fulfill his promise and has fraudulently 

induced the payment to him? 

SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

1. A legislator who, under color of office, per

sonally accepts a payment of cash in return for his promise 

to cause some branch of the United States Government to cause 

a specified event or circumstance to occur is guilty of 

extortion as defined wi thin the Hobbs Act, even, if the legis

lator has no intent to fulfill his ,promise and has fraudulently 

induced the payment to him, provided that his conduct affects 

commerce. 

2. A legislator who personally accepts a payment of 

cash in return for his promise to cause Some branch of the 

United States Government to cause a specified event or circum-
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stance to occur is guilty of violating the Travel Act, even if 

the legislator has no intent to fulfill his promise and has 

fraudulently induced the payment to him, provided that he 

travels or uses facilities in interstate commerCe to facili

tate the solicitation or acceptance of the payment. 

3. A legislator who personally accepts a payment of 

cash in retur~ for his promise to cause some branch of the 

United states Government to cause a specified event or circum

stance to occur is guilty of violating the mail fraud statute, 

even if the legislator has no intent to fu1fill his promise 

and has fraudulently induced the payment to him, provided that 

he uses the mails to facilitate the solicitation or acceptance 

of the payment. 

DISCUSSION 

I. The Hobbs Ac~ 

The Hobbs Act, 18 U.S.C. § 1951(a), provides: 

"Whoever in any wal or degree obstructs, delays, 
or affects commerce or the movement of any arti
cle or commodity in commerce, ~ robbery or 
extortion or attempts or conspIres so to do, 
or commits or threatens physical violence to 
any person or property in furtherance of a 
plan or purpose to do anything in violation of 
this section shall be fined not more than 
$10,000 or imprisoned not more than twenty 
years, or both." (Emphasis added.) 

The Act defines "extortio\\" as "the obtaining of property from 

another, with his consent, induced by wrongful use of actual 

or threatened force, violence, or fear, or under color of 

official right." 1~ U.S.C. S 1951(b)(2) (emphasis added). 
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The "under color of official right" language of the 

Hobbs Act reflects the common law definition of extortion. At 

common law, extortion consisted solely of a public official's 

corrupt taking of an unauthorized fee under color of his 

office and did not require proof of threat, fear or duress. 

Thus, the essence of the offense was accepting a fee not 

authorized by law for performance of an official duty. 

Threats, fear or duress became express elements of the crime 

of extortion only when the crime was expanded to include 

actions by private individuals who had no official power to 

wield over their victims. ~ united States v. Nardella, 393 

u.S. 286, 289 (1969); United States v. Hathaway, 534 F.2d 386, 

393 (1st Cir.), cert. denied, 429 u.S. 819 (1976); United 

States v. Butler, 618 F.2d 411, 418 (6th Cir. 1980), ~ 

denied, 447 U.S. 927 (1980), 449 U,~. 1089 (1981). As a 

consequence, these elements are not necessary elements of a 

charge under the Hobbs Act that a public official has engaged 

in extortion. The misuse of public office, in itself, in 

order to acquire fees not authorized by law constitutes 

implici t coercion. See United States v. Hatha'~ay, supra, 

534 F.2d at 393; United States v. Butler, supra, 618 F.2d at 

418. 

Indeed, a pUblic official is guilty of extortion in 

violation of the Hobbs Act even if he does not initiate a 

demand for the payment under threat of official action; thus, 

bribery and extortion under color of office are not mutually 
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exclusive. In United States v. Hedman, 630 F.2d 1184 (7th 

Cir. 1980), cert. denied, 450 U.S. 965 (1981), for example, 

the government pr.oved that defendants, city build'ing in~pectors, 

accepted money from builders who failed to conform to the 

building code, but the government did not show that the 

inspectors actually solicited the payments. The court rejected 

the defendants' arguments that the government had to show that 

the officials were the "initiators" or "inducers" of the 

alleged payments and that only "bribery rather than extortion 

was established." 630 F.2d at 1194-95. The court stated: 

"tilt is settled law in this Circuit as well 
as others that in a Hobbs Act prosecution for 
extortion under color of official right it is 
unnecessary to show that the defendant induced 
the extortionate payment • • • • The govern
ment is merely required to prove that a public 
official obtained money to which he was not 
entitled and which he obta~ned only because of 
his officIal posit~on." 630 F.2d at 1195 
(emphas~s added). 

See also United States v. Jannotti, 6,3 F.2d 578, 595 (3rd 

eir. 1982), cert. denied, 50 \J.S.L.W. 3961 (1982) 1 United 

States v. Butler, supra, 616 F.2d at 418; United States v. 

Harding, 563 F.2d 299, 305, 307 (6th Cir. 1977); United States 

v. Hathaway, supra, 534 F.2d at 393; united States v. Brown, 

540 F.2d 364, 372 (6th Cir. 1976); Qnited States v. Hall, 536 

F.2d 313, 321 (10~h Cir.), cert. denied, 429 U.S. 919 (1976); 

United States v. Mazzei, 521 F.2d 639, 643 (3rd Cir.), ~ 

denied, 423 \J.S. 1014 (1975); \Jnited states v. Trotta, 525 

F.2d 1096, 1098-1099 (2d Cir. 1975); United States v. Braasch, 
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505 F.2d 139, 151 (7th Clr. 1974), cert. denied, 421 u.s. 910 

(1975). 

The applicable standard for determining whether a 

payment is sought or obtained "under color of official right" 

is whether the motivation for the payment turns on the 

recipient's office. This standard encompasses the passive 

acceptance of bribes by public officials. ~ United States 

v. Butler, supra, 618 F.2d at 418 ("a showing that the motiva

tion fo~ the payment focuses on the recipient's office, 

regardless of who induces the payments, is sufficient to 

convict under the Hobbs Act"); united States v. Hedman, supra, 

630 F.2d at 1195 "("'It matters not whether the public official 

induces payments • So long as the motivation for the 

payment focuses on the recipient's office, the conduct falls 

within the ambit of 18 U.S.C. S 1951'") (Quoting United States 

v. Braasch, supra, 505 F.2d at 151). 

Thus, we conclude that a legislator would satisfy 

all of the relevant elements of the Hobbs Act if he uses his 

governmental position to solicit or .accept an unauthorized 

payment related to the performance of: his official duties, 

even if he has misled the payor about his intent. If the 

activity in question falls within the range of functions he 

may perform in his official capacity, the solicitation or 

receipt of a fee not prescribed by law for performing the 

activity is 'under color of offical right." See,~, United 

states v. Hall, supra, 536 F.2d at 320-21; United states v. 
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Hathaway, supra, 534 F.2d at 393-94. His subjective motives 

and intent concerning actual performance of the activity are 

not material. What is controlling is that he solicits or 

accepts the unauthorized payment in his capacity as a public 

official. 

Finally, a violation of the Hobbs Act requires that 

the extortionate conduct "affects commerce •••• " 18 U.S.C. 

S 1951(a). We have not been asked to discuss the situations 

in which a legislator's fraudulent promise to influence 

governmental action would satisfy this element of the Hobbs 

Act. We note, however, that the Supreme Court has ruled that 

Congress intended in enacting the Hobbs Act to assert the 

maximum coverage available to it under the Commerce Clause of 

the Constitution. stirone v. United States, 361 U.S. 212, 215 

(1960). Accordingly, the lower courts have repeatedly held 

that even the potential for a ~ minimis effect on commerce is 

SUfficient to make the extortionate conduct subject to ·prosecU

tion. ~,~, United States v. Glynn, 627 F.2d 39, 41 (7th 

Cir. 1980); United States v. Phillips, 577 F.2d 495, 501 (9th 

Cir.), cert. denied, 439 U.S. 831 (1978). 

II.~~ 

The Travel Act, 18 U.S.C. 1952(a), provides: 

"Whoever travels in interstate or foreign 
commerce or useS any facility in interstate 
or foreign commerce, including the mail, 
"i th intent to --

(1) distribute the proceeds of any 
unlawful activity; or 
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(2) commit any crime of violence to 
further any unlawful activity: or 

(3) otherwise promote, manage, 
establish, carryon, or facilitate 
the promotion, management, establish
ment, or carrying on, of any unlawful 
activity, 

and thereafter performs or attempts to per
form any of the acts specified in sub
paragraphs (1), (2), and (3), shall be 
fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned 
for not more than five years, or both." 
(Emphasis added.) 

The Act defines "unlawful activity" as "extortion, bribery, or 

arson in violation of the laws of the state in which commited 

or of the United states." 18 U.S.C. S 1952(b)(2). 

The conduct described in the question posed to us 

would satisfy both the extortion and the bribery predicates of 

the Travel Act. As we discussed in our Memorandum for the 

Selec·t Commi ttee entitled "The Applics tion of the Federal 

Bribery Laws to the Conduct of Legislators," dated July 19, 

1982, a legislator who accepts a payment in return for a 

promise to influence a governmental action is guilty of 

accepting a bribe in violation of 18 U.S.C. S 201(c), even if 

th~ legislator has no intent to fulfill his promise. ~, 

~, united States v. Arroyo, 581 F.2d 649, 654-55 (7th Cir. 

1978), cert. denied, 439 U.s. 1069 (1979). In addition, 

as discussed in Point r above, a legislator who solicits or 

accepts a payment under those circumstances is also guilty of 

the federal offense of extortion in violation of 18 U.S.C. S 

1951 if his conduct affects commerce. Since the Travel Act 
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incorporates these two offenses, legislators who travel 

in interstate commerce or utilize interstate facilities in 

order to promote these offenses are, therefore, also guilty of 

violating the Travel Act, 18 U.S.C. S 1952. 

III. TheMail Fraud Statute 

The Mail Fraud· Statute, 18U.S.C.S 1341, provides: 

"Whoever, having devised or intending to 
devise any scheme or artifice to defraud, or 
for obtaining money or property by means of 
false or fraudulent pretenses, representa
tions, or promises, ••• for the purpose 
of executing such scheme or artifice or 
attempting so to do, places in any post 
office or authorized depository for mail 
matter, any matter or thing whatever to be 
sent or delivered by the Postal Service, 
or takes or r~ceives therefrom, any such 
matter or thing, or knowingly causes to be 
delivered by mail according to the direc
tion thereon, or at the place at which it 
is directed to be delivered by the person 
to whom it is addressed, any such matter 
or thing, shall be fined not more than 
$1,000 or imprisoned not more than five 
years, or both." (Emphasis added.) 

For the government to establish a violation of the mail fraud 

statute, it must prove "(I) a scheme to defraud, and (2) the 

mailing of a letter, etc., for the purpose of executing the 

scheme." Pereira v. united States, 347 u.S. 1, 8 (1954). 

Generally, the courts have broadly construed the 

words "scheme or artifice to defraud." As a result, this term 

has come to encompass schemes involving deception that employ 

the mails and are contrary to public policy or violate 

accepted moral standards and notions of honesty and fair play. 
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See Edwards v. United States, 458 F.2d 875, 880 (5th Cir.), 

cert. denied, 409 U.S. 891 (1972). As one court has put it, 

"The aspect of the scheme to 'defraud' is 
measured by [a1 nontechnical standard. It 
is a reflection of moral uprightness, of 
fundamental honesty, fair play and right 
dealing in the general and business life 
of members of society." Gregory v. United 
States, 253 F.2d 104, 109 (5th cir. 1958). 

See also United states v. Mandel, 591 F.2d 1347, 1360 (4th 

Cir. 1979), vacated on otber grounds, 602 F.2d 653 (4th Cir. 

1979) (en bane) (per curiam), cert. denied, 445 U.S. 961 (1980). 

Under this test, the deceitful conduct of a legisla

tor posed in the third question would involve the dishonest 

endeavor to obtain money by artifice. If the mails are used 

in any way in carrying out the scbeme, the conduct would fall 

squarely within the terms of the statute. 

Moreover, it is now well established that the mail 

fraud statute can be violated even where the deceptive scheme 

is not intended to defraud individuals of money or other 

tangible property. ~ united States v •. ~. eupra, 540 

F.2d at 374; United States v. States, 488 F.2d 761, 764-66 

(8th Cir. 1973), cert. denied, 417 U.S. 909, 950 (1974); United 

States v. Mandel, 415 F. Supp. 997, 1011 (D. Md. 1976), aff'd 

by equallY divided court, 602 F.2d 653 (4th Cir. 1979) (en 

bane), cert. denied., 445 U.S. 961 (1980); United States v. 

~, 493 F.2d 1124, 1149-50 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 417 

U.S. 976 (1974); Shushan v. United States, 117 F.2d 110 (5th 

Cir.), cert. denied, 313 U.S. 574 (1941). A deceptive scheme 
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violates the stature if it operates to deprive individuals of 

significant intangible rights or interests. united States v. 

~, supra, 493 F.2d at 1149-50, United states v. George, 

477 F.2d 508, 512-13 (7th Cir.), cert. denied, 414 U.S. 827 

(1973). 

Applying these standards, a number of cases have 

extended the coverage of the mail fraud statute beyond 

private attempts to cheat other individuals out of their 

property, tangible or intangible. They have recognized that 

every citizen has a right to have his government conducted 

honestly and that this right is "something of value" whose 

corrupt deprivation may fall within the meaning of "scheme to 

defraud." ~,United States v. Mandel, supra, 415 F. Supp. 

at 1013; Shushan v. United States, supra; Bradford v. United 

States, 129 F.2d 274 (5th Cir. 1942); United States v. Isaacs, 

supra, 493 F.2~ at 1150. These cases have reasoned that such 

schemes deprive the public of the proper "performance of the 

fiduciary duties of the public official" and his "loyal and 

faithful services." united States v. Mandel, supra, 415 

F. Supp. at 1013. 

The cases under the mail fraud statute are similar 

to decisions holding that the prohibition in 18 U.S.C. S 371 

against conspiracies "to defraud the United States" reaches 

not only schemes to obtain money illegally, "but also 'any 

conspiracy for the purpose of impairing, obstructing or 

defeating the lawful function of any department of Government'." 
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United States v. Johnson, 383 U.S. 169, 172 (1966) (cllegedly 

corrupt efforts by Congressman to influence Department of 

Justice in return for campaign contributions and legal fees), 

quoting Haas v. Henkel, 216 U.S. 462, 479 (1910). Since the 

people of the United States have a right to expect their 

government -to fUnction honeotly, this "conspiracy to defraud" 

statute protects the "integrity" of the government by prohibit

ing conspiracies to pervert the governmental process. ~, 

~, United States v. Burgin, 621 F.2d 1352, 1356 (5th 

Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 1015 (1980); United States 

v. Haldeman, 559 F.2d 31, 120-122 (D.C. Cir. 1976) (en bane), 

cert. denied, 431 U.S. 933 (1977); United States v. Moore, 

173 F. 122 (9th Cir. 1909). 

Schemes involving the bribery of public officials 

are encompassed by this reasoning, even when the public 

official does not intend to deliver on his promise. The 

deliberate creation of the impression that the transaction 

will corruptly affect the governmental process defrauds the 

public of its right to have the legislative process free of 

taint, the ostensible sale of governmental influence. 

It does not matter that, on the assumptions .gilien, 

the payment will not actually lead to any attempt to influence 

governmental action. Public officials accepting bribes have 

been found guilty of violating the mail fraud statute even 

where their activities did not lead to any identifiable harm. 

For example, in shushan v. United States, supra, the court 
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upheld the mail fraud prosecution of a member of a Louisiana 

parish levee board for receiving kickbacks from the under

writers of a plan to refund outstanding bonds of the levee 

district. The defendant argued that no actual fraud had 

occurred since the refunding operation was actually profitable 

to the levee board. Nonetheless, the court found that a 

"scheme to defraud" existed. The court stated: "No trustee 

has more sacred dulies' than a public official and any scheme 

to obtain an advantage by ~orrupting such an [sic) one must in 

the federal law be considered a scheme to defraud." 117 F.2d 

at 115. The court went on to note the "essential immorality" 

of such schemes. ~. 

SubseqUently, in united States v. States, supra, the 

Eighth Circuit favorably reviewed Shushan and agreed that "a 

scheme to gain personal favors from public officials is a 

scheme to defraud the public, although the interest lost by 

the public can be described no more concretely than as an 

intangible right to the proper and honest administration of 

government." 488 F.2d at 766. 

Therefore, we. conclude that a "scheme to defraud" 

exists where a legislator accepts a payment in return for a 

promise to influence governmental action and one party utilizes 

the mails as part of the corrupt deal, even if the legislator 

has no intent to fulfill his promise. Such an official, who 

is guilty of bribery in violation of 18 U.S.C. S 201(c) and 

perhaps of extortion in violation of 18 U.S.C. S 1952, vio-
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lates his fiduciary duty to provide "honest, faithful and 

disinterested service" to the taxpayers. United States 

". Mandel, supra, 591 F.2d at 1362. ~ United States v. 

~, supra, 540 F.2d at 374-375. When a legislator uses his 

office for private gain, he undermines "the proper and honest 

administration of government." See United States v. States, 

supra, 488 F.2d at 766. His deliberate involvement in such a 

scheme defrauds the public of its right to expect that a 

legislator will neither sell his influence nor promise to sell 

it. 

Of Counsel: 

Philip A. Lacovara 
Gerald Goldman 
Bruce D. Judson 
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APPENDIXF 

SELECTED CASES OF CRIMINAL PROSECUTIONS OF 
MEMBERS OF CONGRESS, 1798-1981 

Rep. Robert E. Bauman, 1973-1980 

Following a complaint registered by a District of Columbia police officer, 
an FBI investigation reported that Rep. Bauman had had sexIlal encounters with 
male juveniles. On October 3, 1980, Rep. Bauman was charged with soliciting 
sex from a minor. On that date Rep. Bauman pleaded not guilty in the District 
of Columbia Superior Court. On March 31, 1981, .charges against Mr. Bauman 
were dropped after he had successfully completed a six-month first offender 
and alcohol rehabilitation program. (Washington Star, Oct. 3, 1980, pp. AI, 
A8, Washington Post, Apr. 3, 1981, p. B3.) 

Rep. Frank W. Boykin, 1935.-1963 

On October 16, 1962, Rep. Boykin was indicted for violating 18 U.S.C. § 281 
(conflict of interest) and 18 U.S.C. § 371 (conspiracy to defraud the Gov2rnment). 
The jndictment alleged that Rep. Boykin had attempted to influence the Department 
of Justice to dismiss indictments against a Maryland savings and loan association 
for mail fraud charges. (See Rep. Thomas F. Johnson, below). Rep. Boykin was 
convicted in Federal district court in Baltimore on June l3, 1963. On October 7, 
Rep. Boykin was placed on six months' probation and fined $40,000. He was par
doned by President Lyndon Johnson on December 17, 1965. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly 
Rept. 341 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. Ernest K. Bramblett, 1947-1955 

On June 17, 1953, Rep. Bramblett was indicted on eighteen counts of making 
false statements in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001 (1952). The indictment charged 
that Rep. Bramblett had misrepresented a person as being a clerk on his staff 
who turned her salary over to Rep. Bramblett. On February 9, 1954, Rep. Bram
blett was convicted on seven counts and acquitted of eleven in the Federal Dis
trict Court for the District of Columbia. The court stayed sentencing pending 
the construction of "department or agency" as used in 18 U.S.C. § 1001 (U.S. 
v. Bramblett, 120 F. Supp. 857, D.C.D.C. 1954; ~, 348 U.S. 503 (1955». 

On June 15, 1955, Rep. Bramblett received a suspended sentence of four
to-twelve-months imprisonment and a fine of $5,000. On January 19, 1956, the 
Court of Appeals held that prosecution of Rep. Bramblett was not barred by the 
statute of limitations (Bramblett v. U.S., 231 F.2d 489, D.C. Cir. 1956; ~. 
den., 350 U.S. 1015 (1956». 
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Rep. Frank J. Brasco, 1967-1975 

Rep. Brasco was indicted on October 23, 1973, for conspiracy (18 u.s.C. 
§ 371) to violate the bribery statutes (18 U.S.C. §§ 201, 203). Rep. Brasco 
had allegedly conspired to receive bribes from an individual who sought truck
leasing contracts from the u.s. Postal Service as well as loans to buy trucks. 
On July 19, 1974, Rep. Brasco was convicted in the Federal District Court for 
the Southern District of New York and, on October 22, sentenced to five years 
imprisonment (of which all but thr~e months were suspended) and fined $10,000. 
Motion for a new trial because of iflproper jury sequestrati"n wss denied on 
November 22, 1974 (U.S. v. Brasco, 385 F. Supp. 966 (S.D.N.Y. 1974); aff'd, 
5H F.2d 816 (2d. Cir. 1975); ~. ~., 423 u.S. 860 (1975». --

Rep. Walter E. Brehm, 1943-1953 

On December 20, 1950, Rep. Brehm was indicted on seven counts of violating 
18 U.S.C. § 208, prohibiting a Member of Congress from accepting political con
tributions from government employees. The indictment charged that Rep. Brehm 
had accepted cash contributions from two clerks in his congresUional office. 
Convicted on April 30, 1951, on the charge involving one employee, Rep. Brehm 
received a five-to-fifteen-month suspended sentence and a $5,000 fine on June 11. 
Rep. Brehm's conviction waS upheld in April 24, 1952 (Brehm v. U.S., 196 F.2d 
769 (D.C. Cir. 1952); ~. den., 344 u.s. 838 (1952». 

Sen. Daniel B. Brewster, 1963-1969 

Sen Brewster was indicted on December 1, 1969, on five counts of soliCiting 
and accepting bribes while in office in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 201. The in
dictment alleged that Sen. Brewster had received $19,000 to influence postal 
rate legislation and $5,000 for acts already performed concerning such legisla
tion. On October 9, 1970, the Federal District Court for the District of Colum
bia dismissed the indictment on the grounds that Sen. Brewster's actions were 
protected by the Speech and Debate Clause. The Supreme Court reversed and re
manded this decision (U.S. v. Brewster, 408 u.S. 501 (1972». 

On November 17, 1972, Mr. Brewster was convicted on three counts of ac
cepting illegal gratuities and was sentenced to two to six years' i~prisonment 
and fined $30,000 on February 2, 1973. Subsequently, the Court of Appeals re
versed the conviction for improper jury instructions (U.S. v. Brewster, 506 
F.2d 62 (D.C. Cir. 1974». On June 25, 1975, Mr. Brews·ter pleaded no contest 
and was fined $10,000. 

Rep. J. Herbert Burke, 1967-1978 

On May 26, 1978, Rep. Burke was arrested for intoxication, resisting 
arrest, and trying to influence a witness as a result of a scuffle in a Fort 
Lauderdale, Florida, bar. Rep. Burke pleaded guilty to the first two charges 
and no contest to the third Rnd received a sentence of three months' proba
tion on September 26, 1978. (38 Congo quart. Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 1980». 
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Sen. Joseph R. Burton, 1901-1906 

Sen. Burton was indicted on nine counts of violating R.S. § 1782, prohibit
ing a government offic,ial from receiving compensation for participating in a 
proceeding in which the Upited States is a party. The indictment arose from 
Sen. Burton's allegedly accepting payment for repreaenting a company before the 
Post Office Department in a mail fraud case between November 22, 1902, and 
March 26, 1903. Sen. Burton's conviction in the Federal District Court for the 
Eastern District of Missouri was reversed on the grounds that the offenses charged 
had not been committed in Missouri where the trial was held (Burton v. U.S., 
196 U.S. 283 (1905». 

Reindicted on eight counts of violating R.S. § 1782, Sen. Burton was con
victed, sentenced to two to six months' imprisonment, and fined $2,500. The 
Supreme Court upheld the conviction (Burton v. U.S" 202 U.S. 344 (1906». 

Rep. Charles J. Carney, 1970-1978 

On November 12, 1980, former Rep. Carney was indicted on one count of ac
cepting an illegal gratuity. During his service in Congress, Mr. Carney had 
allegedly recelved free use of gasoline credit cards from the Lyden Oil Company. 
Finding the evidence insufficient to hold the indictment, the Federal District 
Court for the District of Columbia dismissed the case on November 23, 1981. 
(Wa~hington Post, Nov. 13, 1980, p. 815; 39 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 2369, 
(Nov. 28, 1981).) 

Rep. Frsnk M. Clark, 1955-1974 

As a result of a two-year investigation by the FB! and the Internal Revenue 
Service, former Rep. Clark was indicted on September 5, 1978, on thirteen counts 
of mail fraud, perjury, and income tax evasion. The indictment charged that 
from 1971 to 1975 Mr. Clark had placed employees on hiB congressional staff 
to do private and campaign work for him, mailed payroll checks, gave false testi
mony to a Federal grand jury, and evaded income taxes from 1972 to 1974. After 
pleading guilty to the mail fraud and income tax evasion charges, Mr. Clark 
had the other charges dropped, re~eived a sentence of two years in prison, and 
was fined $11,000. (Washington Post, Sept. 6, 1978, p. A6; 38 Congo Quart. 
Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. William C. Cramer, 1955-1971 

On June 28, 1969, Rep. Cramer was charged with the misdemeanor of leaving 
the scene of an accident without furnishing the required information after he 
ran a red light and struck another car. The charge ~as dropped in Arlington 
(Va.) County Court on August 27, 1969. (Washington Star, Aug. 28, 1969, p. 84.) 
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Rep. James M. Curley, 1911-1914, 1943-1947 

On September 16, 1943, Rep. Curley was indicted for violating the mail fraud 
statute (18 U.S.C. § 338) and conspiracy (18 U.S.C. § 88). The indictment charged 
that Rep. Curley had fraudulently procured government war work and housing con
struction contracts for a business with which he was connected. The Federal 
District Court for the Distdct of Columbia voided the indictment on November 1, 
1943, on the grounds that the grand jury had been illegally summoned. 

Reindicted on January 3, 1944, Rep. Curley was convicted on January 18, 
1946, sentenced to six to eight months' imprisonment, and fined $1,000 (aff'd, 
Curley v. U.S., 160 F.2d 229 (D.C. Cir. (1947); cert. den., 331 U.S. 837 (1947); 
reh. den., 331 U.S. 869 (1947». On November 26,1947, President Harry Truman 
CciiDiiiutecl the remainder of Mr. Curley's sentence. . 

Rep. Edward E. Denison, 1915-1931 

Rep. Denison waS charged with illegal possession of an intoxicating bever
age in his office on November 19, 1929. The Superior Court for the District of 
Columbia sustained a demurrer to the indictment on June 30, 1930. (~ 
Times, July 1, 1930, p. 31.) 

Sen. Charles H. Dietrich, 1901-1905 

On December 17, 1903, Sen. Dietrich was indicted on five counts for violating 
R.S. § 1781 (accepting bribes for a government appointment), R.S. § 3739 (holding 
a government contract while a Senator), and R.S. § 5440 (conspiracy to defraud the 
government). The indictment allc~~d that Sen. Dietrich hsd procured a postmaster's 
position for a certain individual in 1901 and had held a contract with the Post 
Office for the use of a building which he owned. At trial a directed verdict 
of not guilty was entered on three counts because Sen. Dietrich was not a Member 
of Congress when the acts were committed and nolle prosequi was entered on two 
counts (U.S. v. Dietrich, 126 F. 676 (D. Neb. 1904». 

Rep. Charles C. Diggs, Jr. 1955-1981 

Rep. Diggs was indicted on March 23, 1978, on thirty-:E1ve counts of mail 
fraud (18 U.S.C. § 1341) and of making false statements to the government (18 
U.S.C. § 1001). The grand jury accused Rep. Diggs of illegally diverting more 
than $60,000 of his staff's salaries to his personal use. On October 7, 1978, 
Rep. Diggs was convicted on twenty-nine counts and, on November 20, sentenced 
to three years' i"'prisonment pending all appeal which affirmed his conviction 
(~ v. ~, 613 F.2d ~08 (D.C. Cir. 1979); ~~, 446 U.S. 982 (1980». 
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Rep. John Dowdy, 1952-1973 

On March 31, 1970, Rep. Dowdy waS indicted on eight counts of violating 
18 0.5.0. § 371 (conspiracy to violate 18 U.s.c. § 203 (conflict of interest) 
and 18 U.S.C. § 1505 (obstruction of justice», 18 U.s.C. § 1952 (interstate 
travel to facilitate bribery), and 18 U.S.C. § 1621 (perjury). The indictment 
arose froOl Rep. Dowdy' a allegedly taking paymen ts from a Maryland home improve
ment firm accused of defrauding its customers in return for intervening in an 
investigation of the firm by the Department of Justice. Evidence supporting 
the indictment wan gathered during January, 1970, from court-ordered wiretapping 
by the FBI. 

Ihe Federal Court of Appeals for the Fourth Circuit' dismissed Rep. Dowdy's 
appeal from the indictment on the grounds of immunity on September 1, 1970 (cert. 
den., 401 U.S. 972 (1971)). On December 31, Rep. Dowdy was convicted on all-
counts and on January 23, 1972, sentenced to eighteen months' imprisonment and 
a fine of $25,000. On sppeal, Rep. Dowdy's conviction was reversed on the cqn
spiracy, bribery, and two perjury counts but affirm~d on three counts of perjury 
(U.S. v. Dowdy, 479 F.2d 213 (4th Cir. 1973); ~ den. 414 u.S. 823, 866 (1973); 
414 U.S. 1117 (1973». In its opinion the Court of Appeals held that the wire
tapping did not violate Rep. Dowdy's Fourth Amendment rights and did not constitut~ 
enttapment (479 F.2d 213, 228-30). 

Rep. Joshua Silberg, 1967-1979 

On October 24, 1978, Rep. Silberg was indicted for illegally accepting com
pensation for allegedly helping a Philadelphia hospital receive a $14.5 million 
Federal grant. Rep. Eilberg pleaded guilty on February 24, 1979, and was sen
tenced to five years' probation and fined $10,000. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly 
Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. Daniel J. Flood, 1945-1947, 1949-1953, 1955-1980 

On September 9, 1978, Rep. Flood was indicted on three counts of perjury 
charging that he had lied to the grand jury about payoffs made to him and n 
former aid. On October 12, Rep. Flood was indicted on ten additional counts 
of bribery and conspiracy in connection with his allegedly receiving $60,000 
in bribes between 1971 and 1976 for using his influence as Chairman of the Labor
HEW Appropriations Subco1Dlllittee to benefit private parties and ,foreign govern
ments. After trial in Federal District Court for the District of Columbia for 
conspiracy (18 U.S.C. § 371), bribery (18 U.S.C. §§ 2(b). 201(c», and false 
declaration (18 u.S.c. § 1623), the jury failed to reach a unanimous verdict, 
resulting in the declaration of a mistrial on February 3, 1979. On February 26, 
1980, Rep. Flood pleaded guilty to defrauding the government ,and received a 
sentence of one year's probation. (38 Congo Quart •. Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 
1980); 36 Congo Quart. Almanac 518 (1980).) 
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Rep. George Foulkes, 1933-1935 

During 1934-1935 Rep. Foulkes was indicted and convicted of conspirac~' to 
assess political contributions from postmasters. On conviction Rep. Foulkes 
received a sentence of eighte~n months and a fine of $1,000. (Washington Post, 
Nov. 9, 1948, p. 9). 

Rep. James G. Fulton, 1945-1971 

On March 30, 1970, Rep. Fulton .. as arrested for failure to control his 
vehicle, causing an accident, and drinking while under the influence of alcohol 
near Miami, Florida. Research has uncovered no further details of the outcome 
of this incident. (New Yor~, Mar. 31, 1970, p. 18.) 

Rep. Cornelius Gallagher, 1959-1973 

On April 7, 1972, Rep. Gallagher was indicted for Federal income tax eva
sion, perjury, and conspiracy. The indictment charged that Rep. Gallagher had 
evaded over $100,000 in income tax payments, committed perjury as to ownership 
of certain bonds, and conspired to conceal kickbacks for assisting co-conspira
tors in tax evasion. Rep. Gallagher pleaded guilty to the income tax evasion 
charge on December 21, 1972, and received a two-year prison sentence and a 
$10,000 fine on June 15, 1973. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 341 (Feb. 9, 
1980); Washington Post, Apr. 22, 1972, p. A2.) 

Rep. Edward A. Garmatz, 1947-1973 

After a two-year investigation of corruption in the shipping industry by 
Federal prosecutors in New Jersey, former Rep. Garmatz was indicted on August 1, 
1977, for bribery and conspiracy. The indictment alleged that Mr. Garmatz had 
accepted up to $15,000 in 1972 from shipping companies for facilitating legisla
tion beneficial to them while he chaired the Committee on Merchant Marine and 
Fisheries. The Department of Justice dropped the case when it learned that a 
key witness had committed perjury and forgery. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 
342 (Feb. 9, 1980); 35 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept., 1666 (Aug. 6, 1977).) 

Rep. William J. Green, Jr., 1945-1947, 1948-1963 

On December 14, 1956, Rep. Green was indicted for conspiracy to defraud 
the government by allegedly accepting money and business from contracts in re
turn for influencing decisions on construction of an Army Signal Corps depot 
in Tobyhanna, Pennsylvania. He was acquitted on February 27, 1959. (38 Congo 
Quart. Weekly Rept. 340-341 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 
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Sen. Edward J. Gurney, 1969-1975 

A Florida grand jury indicted Sen. Gurney on April 6, 1974, for a misde
meanor violation of the State campaign finance law. A Leon County court dis
missed the indictment on May 17 for vagueness. 

On August 10, 1974, Sen. Gurney was indicted by a Federal grand jury for 
conspiracy, perjury, and soliciting bribes. Sen. Gurney had allegedly sought 
campaign contributions from Florida builders with business pending before the 
Department of Rousing and Urban Development. In a trial before a Federal dis
trict court in Florida, Sen. Gurney was acquitted of soliciting bribes and the 
jury failed to reach a verdict on conspiracy and perjury charges on August 6, 
1975. Sen. Gurney was acquitted of a final charge of perjury on October 27, 
1976. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 340 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep_ Richard T. Hanna, 1963-1974 

On October 14, 1977, former Rep. Hanna was indicted for conspiracy to de
fraud the government based on his alleged dealings with a South Korean business
man. Mr. Hanna pleaded guilty to the charge on March 17, 1978. (38 Congo Quart. 
Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. George V. Hansen, 1965-1969, 1975-

On February 19, 1975, Rep. Haneen pleaded guilty to two misdemeanor counts 
of Violating the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971 by failing to file a cam
paign finance report and filing an erroneous report in 1974. In April Rep. 
Hansen was given a ten-month suspended sentence, a year·s probation, and a fine. 
of $2,000. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 341 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. James F. Hastings, 1969-1976 

Rep. Hastings was indicted on September 21, 1976, on twenty-six counts 
of mail fraud and nine counts of filing false vouchers. The indictment alleged 
that Rep. Hastings had received kickbacks from the salaries of three staffers 
from 1969 to 1975. On December 17, Rep. Hastings was convicted on twenty-eight 
counts of the indictment. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 1980); 
New York Times, Sept. 22, 1976, p. 35; Washington Star, Sept. 22, 1976, p. AS.) 

~. Henry J. Helstoski, 1965-1977 

On June 2, 1976, Rep. Helstoski was indicted on twelve counts of bribery 
(18 U.S.C. § 201) and conspiracy (18 U.S.G. § 371). The indictment charged 
Rep. Helstoski with soliciting and obtaining bribes from resident aliens in re
turn for facilitating legislation on their behalf. On Februsry 23, 1977, the 
Federal District Court for New Jersey denied Rep. Helstoski's motion to dismiss 
the indictment, but stated that the Speech~nd Debate Clause precluded the govern
ment's using past legislative acts as evidence (sff'd, U.S. v. Helstoski, 576 
F.2d 511 (3rd Cir. 1978); aff'd, 442 U.S. 477 (1979); see also Helstoski v. Meaner, 
442 U.S. 500 (1979». Con;eq;;ently, seven counts of the twelve-count indict-
ment were dismissed on September 22, 1979; the final five were dismissed on 
February 27, 1980 (aff'd, U.S. v. Helstoski, 635 F.2d 200 (3rd Cir. 1980». 
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Rep. Philemon T. Herbert, 1855-1857 

Rep. Herbert was indicted for manslsughter in May, 1856, following the shoot
ing death of a hotel waiter in the District of Columbia. He was acquitted in 
July of the same year. (Hinds' Precedents of the House of Representatives, 
§ 1277; 1857 Congo Globe 843.) 

Rep. Binger Hermann, 1885-1897, 1903-1907 

Rep. Hermann was indicted on December 31, 1904, for conspiracy to defraud 
the United States of public lands and again on March 4, 1905, for destroying 
public records on leaving office as Commissioner in the Land Office. The indict
ments were subsequently dismissed. (New York Times, Jan. I, 1905, p. 1) 

Rep. Andrew .1. Hinshaw, 1973-1977 

Rep. Hinshaw received two indictments from a California State grand jury 
on May 6, 1975. The first charged Rep. Hinshaw with soliciting a bribe, accept
ing bribes, embezzlement, and misappropriation of public funds. Allegedly Rep. 
Hinshaw had accepted money and equipment from a stereo company to influence 
his official conduct and had embezzled funds as assessor of Orange County. the 
second indictment accused Rep. Hinshaw of conspiracy, grand theft, and embezzle
ment in connection with his allegedly using staff of the assessor's office to 
work on his campaign for election to the !louse of Representatives. 

On October 10, 1975, the Superior Court of california, Orange County, dis
missed the charges of embezzlement and misappropriation of public funds from 
the first indictment. Rep. Hinshaw was then convicted of bribery but acquitted 
of soliciting a bribe on January 26, 1976. On February 14, he was sentenced 
to one to fourteen years in prison; the conviction Was upheld by the California 
Court of Appeals, Fourth Appellate District, and the U.S. Supreme Court (Hinshaw 
v. Superior Ct. of Cal., Cty. of Orange, 429 U.S. 1039 (1977); On Decemb~ 
1976, Rep. Hinshaw was convicted of misappropriation of public funds and petty 
theft as the result of the second indictment. (38 Congo Quart. I/e~kly Rept. 
341 (Feb. 9, 1980); H. Rept. 94-1477.) 

Rep. Jon c. Hinson, 1979-1981 

On Feb~Jary 4, 1981, Rep. Hinson was arrested for allegedly committing 
sodomy in a House of Representatives office building men's room that was under 
surveillance by the Capitol Police because of numerous complaints. Rep. 
Hinson pleaded no contest on May 28 in Superior Court for the District of 
Columbia to a reduced charge of attempted oral sodomy snd was given a sus
pended sentence of thiry days in jail and one year's probation. (36 Congo 
Quart. Almanac 518 (1980); 37 Congo Quart. Almanac 385 (1981).) 
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Rep. John H. Hoeppel, 1933-1936 

Rep. Hoeppel was indicted for conspiracy to violate 18 U.S.C. § 150 (soli
citing or accepting payment for using influence in obtaining a government ap
pOintment). The indictment charged that in 1934 Rep. Hoeppel had conspired 
to solicit payment for a nomination to the United States Military Academy. 
Rep. Hoeppel was convicted in the Supreme Court of the District of Columbia 
(aif'd, Hoeppel v. U.S., 85 F.2d 372 (D.C. Cir. 1936); cert. ~, 299 U.S. 
577 (1936». 

Rep. Frank Horton, 1963-

On July 18, 1976, Rep. Horton was arrested for reckless driving, driving 
while intoxicated, and speeding near Rochester, New York. Rep. Horton pleaded 
guilty, received a Sentence of eleven days in jail and a $200 fine, and had his 
driver's license revoked on August 31, 1976. (34 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 
2031, 2495 (July 21, Sept. 11, 1976).) 

Rep. Allan T. Howe, 1975-1977 

For allegedly approaching two Salt Lake City policewomen posing as prosti
tutes, Rep. Howe was arrested on June 12, 1976, for solicitation of sex for 
pay. On July 23, Rep. Howe waS convicted in Salt Lake City Court and sentenced 
to thirty days in jail and a fine of $150. Sentence was suspended pending an 
appeal to the District Court which, on August 24, resulted in conviction, a 
suspended sentence of thirty days, and assessment of court costs. (38 Congo 
Quart. Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 1980); New York Times, Aug. 26, 1976, p. 26.) 

Rep. Theodore L. Irving, 1949-1953 

On June 8, 1951, Rep. Irving was indicted for violation of the Corrupt 
Practices Act and the Taft-Hartley Act for alleged misuse of funds of the labor 
union he headed in his campaign in 1948 for election to the House of Represen
tatives. He was acquitted on December 28. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 340 
(Feb. 9, 1980.) 

Rep. John W. Jenrette, Jr. 1975-1980 

Rep. Jenrette was involved in the Department of Justice AHSCAM investiga
tion of various Members of Congress conducted in 1979-1980 that made use of 
informants, undercover agents, Wiretapping, and audia/Visual tapes. On June 13, 
1980, Rep. Jenrette was indicted on two counts of bribery (18 U.S.C. § 201) 
and one count of conspiracy (18 U.S.C. § 371). The indictment charged Rep. 
Jenrette with accepting bribes in return for promising assistance in introduc
ing inmigration legislation to benefit "Arab businessmen." Rep. Jenrette was 
convicted on all counts on October 7, 1980, in the Federal DiGtrict Court for 
the District of Columbia. (H. Rept. 96-~537, v.I.) 
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Rep. Thomas F. Johnson, 1959-1963 

On October 16, 1962, Rep. Johnson was indicted on eight counts of conspiracy 
(18 U.S.C. § 371) and conflict of interest (18 ·U.S.C. § 281). The indictment 
alleged that Rep. Johnson had received more than $20,000 for giving a speech 
in the House of Representatives favorable to savings and loan institutions and 
dealing with the U.S. Attorney General and an Assistant Attorney General in 
an attempt to obtain dismissal of an indictment against a Maryland savings and 
loan association for mail fraud. (Sec Rep. Frank W. Boykin, above.) 

On February 28, 1963, the Federal District court fOF Maryland held that pro
secution of Rep. Johnson waa not barred by congressional privilege or by the 
Speech and Debate Clauae (U.S. v. Johnson et. al., 215 F. Supp. 300 (D. Md. 
1963». Although Rep. Johnson was convicted on June 13, 1963, the Court of 
Appeals reversed and ordered a new trial on the grounds that prosecution was 
indeed barred by the Speech and Debate Clause (U.S. v. Johnson et al., 337 F.2d 
180 (4th Cir. 1964); aff'd, 383 U.S. 169 (1966». On retrial in January, 1968, 
Mr. Johnson was convi~of conflict of interest and sentenced to six months 
in prison. 

Rep. James R. Jones, 1973-

Rep. Jenes pleaded guilty to a misdemeanor campaign violation on January 29, 
1976, in Federal District Court for the District of Columbia for his alleged 
failure to report corporate campaign contributions in 1972. On March 16 he was 
fined $200. The charge against Rep. Jones grew out of an investigation by the 
Watergate Special Prosecutor's Office. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 341-342 
(Feb. 9, 1980); New York Times, Jan. 30, 1976, p. 11.) 

Rep. Richard Kelly, 1975-1980 

Rep. Kelly was involved in ABSCAM (see Rep. John W. Jenertte Jr., above). 
On July IS, 1980, Rep. Kelly was indicted for bribery (18 U.S.C. ~ 201), con
spiracy (18 U.S.C. § 371), and violation of the Travel Act (18 U.S.C. § 1952). 
Rep. Kelly had allegedly received $25,000 to facilitate immigration legislation. 
Convicted before the Federal District Court for the District of Columbia on 
January 26, 1981, Mr. Kelly had his motion for dismissal of the indictment and 
acquittal granted on the grounds that the government violated due process in 
its investigation (U.S. v. Kelly et al., Cr. No. 80-00340 (D.C.D.C. May 13, 
1982». 

Rep. Thomas J. Lane, 1941-1963 

On March 5, 1956, Rep. Lane was indicted for Federal income tax evasion. 
He pleaded guilty on March 30 and received a sentence of four months' imprison
ment and a fine of $10,000. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 340 (Feb. 9, 1980». 
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Rep. John~. Langley, 1907-1926 

Rep. Langley waS indicted in Kentucky for conspiracy to violate the National 
Prohibition Act by allegedly receiving loans for using his influence to obtain 
permits for a whiskey selling scheme. On May 13, 1924, Rep. Langley was con
victed in the Federal District Court for the Eastern District of Kentucky and 
seneenced to two years' imprisonment (aff'd, Langley v. U.S., 8 F.2d 815 (6th 
Cir. 1925); cert. den., 269 U.S. 586 (1926». Evidence also exists to the 
effect that ~Langley was indicted in the District of Columbia for an un
specified offense around this time. (Cannon's Precedents of the House of 
Representatives, § 238.) 

Rep. A. Claude Leach, Jr., 1979-1980 

On July 20, 1979, Rep. Leach was indicted for conspiracy (18 U.S.C. § 371), 
buying votes (42 U.S.C. § 1973i), and accepting illegal compaign contributions 
(2 U.S.C. § 441a) all in connection with his campaign for election to the House 
of Representatives in 1918. On November 3, 1979, Rep. Leach was acquitted of 
buying votes in the general election; on January 4, 1980, a Federal judge in 
Louisiana dropped the charge of vote-buying in the primary at the request of the 
prosecution. No details on the outcome of the campaign violation case were 
found. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. Raymond F. Lederer, 1977-1981 

Rep. Lederer was involved in ABSCAM (see Rep. John W. Jenrette, Jr., above). 
On May 28, 1980, Rep. Lederer was indicted for bribery, conspiracy, accepting 
an illegal gratuity, and interstate travel to aid racketeering. "The indictment 
alleged that Rep. Lederer had accept~d $50,000 to facilitate immigration legis
lation for "Arab businessmen." Reop. Lederer was convicted on January 9, 1981, 
in Federal District Court for the Eastern District of New York and sentenced to 
three years in prison and a fine of $20,000 on August 13. 

A motion to dismiss the indictment on the grounds of prejudicial pre
indictment publicity had been denied on August 5, 1980 (U.S. v. Lederer et al., 
510 F. Supp. 319 (E.D.N.Y. 1980». Another motion to overturn the conviction 
and dismiss the indictment on the grounds of entrapment inter alia was denied 
on June 24, 1981 (Lederer et al. v. U.S., 527 F. Supp. 1206 (E.D.N.Y. 1981». 
Mr. L.'derer has appealed. from this decision. 

Rep. Matthew Lyon, 1797-1801 

Rep. Lyon WaS prosecuted for and convicted of violation of the Sedition 
Act in 1798. His fine was refunded £;0 his heirs in 1840. (Dictionary of 
American Biography, vol. 6, p. 533.) 
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Rep. Martin B. McKnea11y, 1969-1971 

Rep. McKnea1ly was indicted on December 16, 1970, for allegedly failing to 
file Federal income tax returns from 1964 to 1967. When, on October 18, 1970. 
Rep. NcKneally pleaded guilty to failure to file in 1965. the other charges were 
dropped. On December 20. Rep. McKneally was given a one-year suspended sentence. 
placed on one year's probation. and fined $5.000. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 
341 (Feb. 9. 1980).) 

Rep. John L. McMillan, 1939-1973 

on January 14. 1953. Rep. McMillan was indicted for violating'a law prohi
biting a Member of Congress from contracting with the government. The indict
ment alleged that Rep. McMillan had !11e8ally leased oil and gas lands in Utah 
f"om the Depa"tment "f the lnte"ior. Rep. McMillan was acquitted on May 15. 
1953. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept • .l40 (Feb. 9. 1980).) 

Rep. Andrew J. May. 1931-1947 

Rep. May was indicted on January 23, 1947. on four counts of conspiracy 
(18 U.S.C. § 371) to defraud the government by yiolsting 18 U.S.C. § 281 which 
prohibits Members of Congress from receiving compensation in matters affecting 
the government. Rep. May had allegedly received $60.000 for using his influence 
with the War Department from 1942 to 1946 to promote the interests of a company 
involved in the production of war materials. On July 3, 1947, Rep. May was ac
quitted of one count and conv'.cted on the other three (aff'd. May v. U.S •• 175 
F.2d 994 (D.C. Cir. 1946); ~~. 338 U.S. 830 (1949). 

Rep. M. Alfred Michaelson. 1921-1931 

On October 17. 1928. Rep. Michaelson was indicted for violstion of the 
Prohibition Amendment for allegedly importing liquor from Cuba to Florida in 
Janua"y. 1928. He was acquitted on May 9, 1929. (New York Times. }\ar. 29, 1929, 
p. 1. May 9. 1929. p. 1.). 

Sen. John H. Mitchell, 1885-1897, 1901-1905 

Sen. Mitchell was indicted in 1904 for conspiracy and bribery. Allegedly. 
Sen. Mitchell had issued false statements and documents of ownership of public 
lands in Oregon in January, 1902. and had received $2,000 in March of that year 
to influence issuance of lsnd patents based on false applications. Sen. Mitchell 
died on December 8, 1905. before final disposition of the case. (Hinds' Prece
dents of the House of Representatives, § 1278; William R. Tansill. "Membei:iiQf 
Congress Who Were Indicted for Criminal Offenses .... '· Oct. 12. 1962. p. 1.) 
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Rep. John M. Murphy, 1963-1980 

Rep. Murphy Was involved in ABSCAM (see Rep. John W. Jenrette, Jr., above). 
On June 18, 1980, Rep. Murphy was indicted for conspiracy to demand and accept 
money.to influence the performance of his official duties, bribery, acceptance 
of outside compensation for the performance of his official duties, aiding and 
abetting interstate travel to aid racketeering, and receiving an unlawful gra
tiuty. The indictment charged that, in consequence of agreements made by him 
with "Arab businessmen," Rep. Murphy had shared in the receipt of $50,000 to 
facilitate immigration legislation and had promised to use his position as 
chairman of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries to find investment 
opportunities for "Arab" shipping companies. 

A motion to dismiss the indictment on the grounds of prejudicial pre
indictment publicity was denied on August 5, 1980 (U.S. v. Thompson et al., 
510 F. Supp. 319 (E.D.N.Y. 1980». A second motion to dismiss on the basis 
of the Speech and Debate Clause was also denied (aff'd, U.S. v. Murphy et a!., 
642 F.2d 699, (2d Cir. 1980». On December 3, 1980, Rep. Murphy was convicted 
on all counts except the charges of bribery and aiding and abetting. He was 
sentenced to three years in prison and a $20,000 fine on August 13, 1981, 
after a motion to overturn the conviction on the grounds of entrapment inter 
.l!!!!. was denied (U.S •.. Y,. Thompson et al., 527 F. Supp. 1206 (E.D.N.Y. i9"8IIT. 
An appeal is pending. 

Rep. Michael o. Myers, 1976-1980 

Rep. Myers was involved in two criminal proceedings. First, on Janusry 16, 
1979, Rep. Myers was charged with assault and battery ~f a cashier at a hotel 
bar in Arlington, Virginia. He pleaded no contest on april 10 and was given 
a six-month suspended sentence. (Washington Post, Jan. 18, 1979, p. A3; 
Washington Star, Apr. 10, 1979, pp. AI, A8.) 

In addition, Rep. Myers was involved in ABSCAM (see Rep. John W. Jenrette, 
Jr., above). On May 27, 1980, Rep. Myers was indicted for bribery (18 u.s.c. 
§ 201), conspiracy (18 U.S.C. § 371), and violation of the Travel Act (18 U.S.C. 
§ 1952). The indictment alleged that Rep. Myers had accepted $50,000 to introduce 
private immigration bills and intervene with the State Department to permit 
"Arab businessmen" to remain in the United States. 

A motion to dismiss the indictment on the grounds of prejudicial pre
indictment publicity was denied on August 5, 1980 (U.S. v. Myers et al., 510 
F. Supp. 319 (E.D.N.Y. 1980); aff'd, 635 F.2d 932 (2d Cir. 1980); cert. den. 
449 U.S. 956 (1980». Rep. Myrnwas convicted on .August 30, 1980-:-Af-;;rther 
motion to dismiss the indictment and reverse the conviction on the grounds 
of entrapment inter alia was denied (U.S. v. Myers· et al., 527 F. Supp. 1206 
(E.D.N.Y. 1981». On August 13, 1981, Rep. Myers was sentenced to three years 
in prison and fined $20,000. He has appealed. 
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Sen. Truman H. Newberry, 1919-1922 

In 1919 Sen. Newberry was indicted for conspiracy to violate section 8 of 
the Federal Corrupt Practices Act. The indictment alleged that Sen. Newberry 
had conspired to spend more than ~3,750 to secure election to the Senate bet
ween De.cember, 1917, and November, 1918. Sen. Newberry was convicted, but the 
Supreme Count reversed on the grounds that the lower court erroneously over
ruled a demurrer challenging the constitutionality of section 8 (Newberry v. 
~, 256 U.S. 232 (1921». 

Rep. Otto E. Passman, 1947-1977 

On March 31, 1978, former Rep. Passman was indicted for bribery, conspiracy 
and Federal income tax evasion for allegedly acc~pting over $200,000 in illegal 
payments from a South Korean businessman. Mr. Passman was acquitted on April 1, 
1979. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. Bertram L. Podell, 1968-1975 

On July 12, 1973, Rep. Podell was indicted for conspiracy, bribery, perjury, 
and conflict of interest. The indictment charged that Rep. Podell had made false 
st.tements to the FBI, had lied to the grand jury, and had received $41,000 in 
legal fees and campaign contributions for influencing a Federal agency in a 
granting an airline route. On October I, 1974, Rep. Podell pleaded guilty to 
conspiracy and conflict of interest; he was sentenced to six months' imprison
ment and fined ~5,OOO. Denial by the Federal District Court for the Southern 
District of New York to withdraw the "guilty" pleas was upheld on June 24, 
1975 (U.S. v. Podell et al., 519 F.2d 144 (2d Cir. 1975); cert. den., 423 U.S. 
926 (1975». ----

Rep. Adam C. Powell, Jr. 1945-1967, 1969-1971 

Rep; Powell was twice the subject of criminal actions. On May 8, 1958, 
Rep. Powell was indicted for Federal income tax evasion. Two of three counts 
were subsequently dismissed and a mistrial on the third count was declared on 
Aprll 22, 1960, because of a hung jury. The case was dismissed at the request 
of the U.S. attorney on April 13, 1961. 

Rep. Powell was twice held in criminal contempt for failure to appear in 
court in a civil suit (James v. Powell, 52 ~!isc.2d 1048, 1054, 277 N.Y.S.2d 955, 
962 (Sup. Ct. 1966». Conviction fer criminal contempt was modified to one 
for civil contempt (aff'd, James v. Powell, 32 A.D.2d 517, 298 N.Y.S.2d 840 (App. 
Div. 1969». --

14-618 0 - 83 - 45 
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Rep. Frederick W. Richmond, 1975~ 

On April 6, 1978, Rep. Rlch,""nd was charged in Supe-rior Court of the DiS
trict of Columbia with a misdemeanor for solicitation for prositution. Rep. 
Richmond had allegedly offered an undercover police office. up to ~lOO for 
sexual favors in February. The undercover officer, carrying tape recording 
equipment, had met w::.th Rep. F.ichmond after a youth had complained about 
earlier solicitations. When he vas charged Rep. Richmond pleaded innocene; 
charges were dropped on May 3 after Rep. Richmond had completed the District 
of Columbia first offender program. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 342 (Feb. 9, 
1980); Washington Eost, A!l~' 6, 1978, Pl" AI, AI0, Apr. 7, 1978, p. A4.) 

Rep. Angeio D. Roncallo, 1973-1975 

On February 21, 1974, Rep. Ronca110 WaS indicted for extoreion of political 
contributions. The indictment charged that, when he Wes comptroller of Nassau 
County, New York, in 1970, Rep. Roncsllo had sllegedly extorted contributions 
from an incinerator contractor. Rep. Roncallo was acquitted in the Federal 
District Court for the Eastern District of New York on }la), 17, 1974. (3B Congo 
Quart. Weekly Rept. 341 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. Harry E. Rowbottom, 1925-1931 

According to the scant information available, Rep. Rowbottom was indicted 
and convicted for accept.ing bribes from Post Office applicants in 1931. ~
togton Post, Nov. 9, 1948, p. 9.) 

Rep. Robert Smalls, 1875-1879 

Rep. Smalls Was arrested in October, 1877, and subsequently indicted in 
South Carolina for allegedly accepting a bribe on December 12, 1872, when he 
was a State senator. On Novembe~ B, IB77, Rep. Smalls' motion to have the case 
removed to Federal District Court was denied; his mgtion for release on the 
ground a that his arrest violated his privilege as a Member of CongresD was also 
denied. Rep. Smslls Was convicted and sentenced to five years' imprisonment. 
(Hinds' Precedents of the Ilouse of Representatives, § 2673.) 

Sen. John Smith, 1804-1817 

Sen. Smith Was indicted for treason and misdemeanor in 1807 in the Federal 
Circuit Court in Virginia. Sen. Smith had been impliqated in the conspiracy 
of Aaron Burr against the United States. Prosecution of Sen. Smith waS dropped 
after the amount of evidence was found insufficient to find Burr guilty. (Sen. 
Doc. 92-7, p. 4; Ilind's Precedents of the Ilouse of Representatives, § 1264.) 
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Rep. J. Parnell Thomas, 1937-1950 

On Nove~ber 8, 1948, Rep. Thomas was indicted for conspiracy to defraud 
the government. The indicttnent alleged that Rep. Thomas had padded his con
gressional payroll and had taken kickbacks from his staff. Rep. Thomas pleaded 
no contest on November 30, 1949, and received a sentence of six-to-eighteen 
months in prison and a fine of $10,000. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 340 
(Feb. 'I, 1980).) 

Rep. Frank Thompson, Jr., 1955-1980 

Rep. Thompson was involved in ABSCAM (see Rep. John W. Jenrette, Jr., above). 
On June 18, 1980, Rep. Thompson waS indicted for conspiracy to demand and accept 
money to influence the performance of his official duties, bribery, acceptance 
of outside compensation for performance of his official duties, aiding and abetting 
interstate travel to aid racketeering, and aiding and abetting receipt of an 
unlawful gratuity. The indictment alleged that Rep. Thompson had agreed to 
share in the receipt of payments to facilitate private inmigration legislation 
and to introduce "Arab bunine'ssmen" to other Members of Congress and that he 
had sought investments for these "businessmen .. " 

A motion to dismiss the indictment on th~ grounds of prejudicial pre
indictment publicity was denied on August 5, 1980 (U.S. v. Thompson et al., 
510 E. Supp. 319 (E.D.N.Y. 1980). A second motiOn to dismiss on the basis 
of the Speech and Debate Clause waS also denied (~, U.S. v. Murphy et al., 
642 F.2d 699. (2d Cir. 1980»). On December 3, 1980, Rep. Thompson was con
victed; but he was found'innocent of accepting outside compensation and the 
charge of aiding and abetting ~~avel for racketeering was dropped. He was 
sentenced to three years in prison and a $20,000 fine on August 13, 1981, 
after a motion to overturn the conviction on the ground of entrapment inter 
al~ Was denied (U.S. v. Thompson et a1., 527 F. Supp. 1206 (B.D.N.Y. 1981). 
An appeal is pending. 

Rep. Richard A. Tonry. 1977 

On May 12, 1977, Rep. Tonry was indicted for violating Federal election 
law, obstructing justice. conspiring to obstruct justice, receiving illegal 
campaign contributions, and promising Federal patronage to contributo~s. Rep. 
Tonry had allegedly received campaign funds in excess of the legal amount, of
fered rewards of Federal employment, and encouraged others to lie to the grand 
jury. On July 1, 1977. Rep. Tonry pleaded guilty to four misdemeanors of con
spiracy, receiving illega~ campaign contributions, and promiSing favors in re
turn for contributions; consequently, eleven felollY charges Were dropped. Rep. 
Toory was sentenced to <me year's imprisonment and Hnp.d $10.000. (~ 
~. Msy 13, 1977, p. AI0, July 2. 1977, p. 5; Washington Post, July 29, 1977, 
p. AB.) 
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Rep. J. Irving Whalley, 1960-1973 

On July 5, 1973, Rep. Whalley was i~dicted tor mail fraud and obstruction 
of justice. The indictment charged that Rep. Whalley had used the mail to de
posit salary kickbacks from his congressional staff and had threatened an em
ployee to p):event her giving information "gaiMt him to the FBI. Rep. Whalley 
pleaded guilty in Federal District Court for the District of Columbia on 
July 31 and received a three-year suspended sentence and a fine of $11,000 on 
October 15. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept:. 341 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Sen. Burton K. Wheeler, 1923-1947 

In April, 1924, Sen. Wheeler was indicted in Montana's Federal District 
Court for violation of R.S. § 1782 (prohibiting Members of Congress from receiv
ing compensation for services in cases in which the United States is a party). 
Sen. Wheeler had allegedly accepted money for appearing on behalf of a client 
before the Department of the Interior to obtain oil leases. The indictment was 
subsequently dismissed. (Sen. Doc. 92-7, p. 114.) 

Rep. B. Frank Whelchel, 1935-1945 

In 1940 Rep. Whelchel was indicted for and acquitted of allegedly accepting 
money to obtain appointive offices for certain constituents. No further informa
tion On Rep. Whelchel's case is ready available (Washington Post, Nov. 9, 1948, 
p. 9.) 

Sen liarrison A. IUlliams, Jr. 1959-1982 

Sen Williams was involved in ABSCAM (see Rep. John W. Jenrette, Jr. above). 
On Oc&ober 30, 1980, Sen. Williams ~as indicted on nine counts of conspiracy to 
defraud the United States, bribery, receiving an unlawful gratuity, receiving 
illegal compensation, interstate travel to commit bribery, and interstate 
travel to aid racketeering. The indictment alleged that Sen. Williams had 
agreed to a business scheme involving receipt of a loan and stock certificates 
from "Arab businessmen" for a titanium mine and proc.essing facility in return 
for USing his influence to help the enterprise obtain favorable government con
tracts. Sen. Williams had alBo allegedly promised to introduce immigration 
legislation for the "businessmen." 

~n March 27, 1931, the Second Circuit Court of Appeals upheld on order of 
the Federal District Court for the Eastern District of New York denying dis
missal of the indictment or release of the grand jury on the basis of violation 
of the Speech and Debate Clause inter alia (U.S. v. Williams, 644 F.2d 950 
(2d Cir. 1981)). Subsequently, on May 1, 1981, Sen. Williams was convicted on 
all counts. On December 22, Sen. Williams' motion to overturn the conviction 
and dismiss the indictment for violation of due process was denied (U.S. v. 
Williams et al., 529 Y. Supp. 1085 (E.D.N.Y. 1981»). An appeal is pending. 
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Rep. John N. Williamson, 1903-1907 

On February II, 1905, Rep. Williamson was indicted for violating R.S. 
5440 (conspiracy to defraud the United States). The indictment charged 

that Rep. Williamson had induced others Lo commit perjury in proceedings for 
the purchase of public lands in Oregon under the Timber aud Stone Act. Re, •• 
Williamson was convicted and sentenced to ten months' imprisonment in 
September, 1905. The Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit dismissed an 
appeal OD. March 11, 1907, ou the grounds that Rep. Williamson had elected 
to appeal directly to the Supreme Court (Williamson v. U.S" 153 F. 46 (9th 
Cir. 1907». On appeal the Supreme Court reversed the conviction on the 
groundG that the indictment did not charge conspiracy to suborn perjury in 
tIle final proofs, so that the District Court had made a prejudicial error in 
instructions to the jury on that point (Williamson v. U.S., 207 U.S. 425 
(1908» • 

Rep. Wendell Wyatt, 1964-1975 

After an investigation by the Watergate Special Prosecutor, Rep. Wyatt 
was charged with a misdemeanor violation of the Federal Election Compaign 
Act of 1971. Specifically, Rep. Wyatt was alleged to have fdled to report 
expenditures from a secret fund during President Nixon's reelection campaign 
in 1972. On June II, 1975, Rep. Wyatt pleaded guilty and on August 18, was 
fined $750. (38 Congo Quart. Weekly Rept. 341 (Feb. 9, 1980).) 

Rep. Frederick N. Zihlman, 1917-1931 

Evidence exists to the effect that on December 10, 1929, Rep. Zih1man 
was indicted by a grand jury of the Superior Court of the District of Colum
bia for an offense of which he was subsequently acquitted. (Cannon's Prece
dents of the House of Representatives §§ 402, 403, 2205). ---
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APPENDIX G 
SUMMARY OJ" ABSCAM PROSECUTIONS THROUGH SEPTEMBER 1982 

The following reports summarize the criminal prosecutions of the seven Members of 
Congress involved in ABSCAM. The materials, which were prepared by Eugene Pug
liese, Assistant Counsel for the House Judiciary Committee, were published by the 
House Judiciary Committee in its report, Court Proceedings and Actions o/Vital In
tent to the Congress, 98th Congress, 1st Session, (Committee Print 98-1). The Select 
Committee wishes to thank Judiciary Committee Chairman Peter W. Rodino, Jr. for 
permitting the reprinting of these valuable reports. 
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I. Bribery, Fraud, and Related Offenses 

1. ABSCAM: 

United States v. Jenrette 
Criminal Case No. 80-00289 (D.D.C.) 
On June 13, 1980, U.S. Representative John W. Jenrette of South 

Carolina was indicted by a Federal grand jury in the District of Co
lumbia. Indicted with Rep. Jenrette was John R. Stowe, a private 
citizen living in Richmond, Virginia. 

Count I of the three count indictment charged the defendants 
with conspiracy,l contrary to 18 U.S.O. § 371. 2 Specifically, it was 
alleged that in late 1979 the defendants agreed with "Tony 
DeVito" that in return for $100,000 Rep. Jenrette would introduce 
in the U.s. House of Representatives a private immigration bill on 
behalf of a foreign businessman who desired to immigrate to the 
United States. Supposedly, DeVito was the foreign businessman's 
agent. In reality, however, DeVito was Anthony Amoroso, Jr., a 
Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"). 

Count I also alleged that on December 6, 1979 defendant Stowe 
met with DeVito and Melvin Weinberg (purportedly an employee 
of the foreign businessman, but in reality a private citizen assisting 
the FBI). At this meeting DeVito and Mr. Weinberg allegedly 
transferred $50,000 in cash to Mr. Stowe who accepted it on behalf 
of Rep. Jenrette and himself. Allegedly, it was agreed that Mr. 
Weinberg and DeVito would transfer another $50,000 to the de
fendants after the private immigration bill was introduced. Accord
ing to the indictment, the total payment of $100,000 was to be 
shared by Rep. Jenrette and Mr. Stowe. 

Count I also claimed that on January 28, 1980 Rep. Jenrette told 
DeVito that he would cause U.S. Senator Strom Thurmond of 
South Carolina to introduce in the Senate another private immi
gration bill on behalf of the foreign businessman. For his efforts, 
Rep. Jenrette would receive $125,000 after the private immigration 
bill was introduced. The indictment specifically stated, however, 
that at no time did Rep. Jenrette or Mr. Stowe, or anyone on their 
behalf, discuss the subject with Senator Thurmond. 

Oount II charged that by seeking and receiving a sum of money 
in return for his promise to introduce a private immigration bill in 
Congress, Rep. Jenrette commited bribery, contrary to 18 U.S.C. 

1 Specifically, con~piracy to violate 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) (bribery). 
• 18 U.S.C. § 371 provides: If two or more persons conspire either to commit any offense 

against the United States, or to defraud the United States, or any agency thereof in any manner 
or for any purpose, and one or more of such persons do any act to effect the object of the con
spiracy, each shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or 
both. If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the object of the conspiracy, is a mis
demeanor only, the punishment for such conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum punishment 
provided for such misdemeanor. 

(21) 
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§ 201(c).3 Count II also charged Mr. Stowe with aiding and abetting 
Rep. Jenrette in the commission of bribery. Accordingly, Mr. Stowe 
was charged with criminal liability as a principal, pursuant to 18 
U.S.C. §2.4 

Count III charged that by seeking $125,000 from De Vito in 
return for his promise to influence Senator Thurmond to introduce 
a private immigation bill in the Senate, Rep. Jenrette committed 
bribery, again contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 201(c). Once again Mr. Stowe 
was charged with criminal liability for aiding and abetting, pursu
ant to 18 U.S.C. § 2. 

On June 17, 1980, Rep. Jenrette pled not guilty to all counts. 
On July 14, 1980, Rep. Jenrette filed a motion to dismiss pursu

ant to the Speech or Debate Clause. 5 Alternatively, he asked per
mission to review the minutes of the grand jury. In his accompany
ing memorandum, he argued that the allegation in Count I-that 
he never discussed immigration matters with Senator Thurmond
indicated that the grand jury improperly sought to determine the 
occurrence and content of conversations between Members of Con
gress on legislative matters. If the grand jury questioned Senator 
Thurmond himself, said Rep. Jenrette, or if it questioned others 
who might have had knowledge of communications between Rep. 
Jenrette and Senator Thurmond, it may have violated the Speech 
or Debate Clause. Accordingly, Rep. Jenrette asked the court to 
allow him to review the entire grand jury proceedings to determine 
whether impermissible examinations of legislative acts occurred. 

On August 5, 1980, the Government fIled its response to Rep. 
Jenrette's motion regarding the Speech or Debate Clause. The Gov
ernment asserted that the definition of "legislative acts" did not in
clude acts of bribery by Congressmen. The Government further as
serted that its evidence at trial would include no acts done by Rep. 
Jenrette or Senator Thurmond in the regular course of the legisla
tive process. 

On August 28, 1980, the court, Judge John Garret Penn presid
ing, denied Rep. Jenrette's motion to dismiss on Speech or Debate 
Clause grounds. Likewise, Rep. Jenrette's request to inspect the 
grand jury minutes was denied. No memorandum accompanied the 
court's order. 

On July 14, 1980, Rep. Jenrette fIled a motion to dismiss on the 
basis of Government overreaching and entrapment.. Regarding 

• 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) provides: Whoever, being a public official or person selected to be a public 
official, directly or indirectly, corruptly asks, demands, exacts, solicits, seeks, accepts, receives, 
or agrees to receive, or agrees to receive anything of value for himself or for any other person or 
entity, in return for: 

(1) being influenced in his performance of any official act; or 
(2) being influenced to commit or aid in committing, or to collude in, or allow, any 

fraud, or make opportunity for the commission of any fraud, on the United States; or 
(3) being induced to do or omit to do any act in violation of this official duty shall be 

fined not more than $20,000 or three times the monetary equivalent of the thing of 
. value, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for not more than fifteen years, or both, and 
may be disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United 
States. 

4 18 U.S,C. § 2 provides: (a) Whoever commits an offense ~ainst the United States or aids, 
abets, counsel, commands, induces or procures its commission, lS punishable as a principal. 

(b) Whoever willfully causes an act to be done which if directly performed by him or another 
would be an offense against the United States, is punishable as a principal. 

5 The Speech or Debate Clause of the U.S. Constitution provides that "for anr Speech or 
Debate in either House, [U.S. Senators and U.S. Representatives] shallllot be questIoned in any 
other Place." [art. I, § 6, cl. 1] 
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overreaching, it was Rep. Jenrette's contention that the nature and 
extent of the FBI involvement in creating and maintaining the 
ABSCAM operation was so outrageous as to bar prosecution under 
the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. In support of this 
contention, the defendant relied on United States v. Russell, 411 
U.S. 423 (1973); Hampton v. United States, 425 U.S. 484 (1976); 
United States u. Twigg, 588 F.2d 373 (3rd Cir. 1978); and United 
States v. Archer, 486 F.2d 670 (2d Cir. 1973). These cases, said the 
defendant, indicated, first, that Government misconduct may be so 
egregious in a given case that prosecution will be barred regardless 
of whether the defendant was predisposed to commit the charged 
crime. Next, the defendant likened the facts of the instant case to 
the facts in Twigg, l)upra, a case in which the Third Circuit dis
missed an indictment because of the Government's overinvolve
ment in the commission of the crime. In both Twigg and the in
stant case, said Rep. Jenrette, Government agents devised the il
legal scheme and then initiated contact with the defendant. In fact, 
said Rep. Jenrette, the conduct of the Government agents in the 
present case was even more outrageous than in Twigg, since in 
Twigg evidence existed that the defendant was predisposed to 
commit the crime. By contrast, said Rep. Jenrette, the Government 
knew that he had no predisposition to engage in illegal activity, for 
in 1978 he had refused when undercover agents had attempted to 
involve him in a scheme to sell certificates of deposit overseas. In 
conclusion, Rep. Jenrette requested an extensive evidentiary 
hearing to determine whether overreaching had occurred. 

In addition to seeking dismissal or an evidentiary hearing on the 
basis of overreaching and dismissal on the basis of entrapment, 
Rep. Jenrette's July 14, 1980 motion also sought dismissal on the 
basis of prejudicial pre-indictment publicity. In this regard, Rep. 
Jenrette claimed that someone connected with the ABSCAM inves
tigation deliberately notified the national television networks that 
the FBI would send two agents to Rep. Jenrette's home on Febru
ary 2, 1980. Accordingly, when the agents arrived, television crews 
were on Rep. Jenrette's front lawn ready to cover the event. The 
defendant further stated that FBI Director William Webster was 
quoted by the media as saying that the Government had a strong 
case against Rep. Jenrette. This statement, charged Rep. Jenrette, 
and the leak to the television networks regarding his February 2, 
1980 interrogation, occurred prior to indictment, and represented 
an extreme violation of Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal 
Procedure (regarding grand jury secrecy). Rep. Jenrette further 
claimed that such disclosures: (1) caused highly prejudicial public
ity; (2) undermined' the rule requiring secrecy throughout the 
grand jury process; and (3) violated his rights under the Fourth, 
Fifth, and Sixth Amendments to the Constitution. At a minimum, 
concluded Rep. Jenrette, the Department of Justice should be or
dered by the court to show cause why these disclosures should not 
be the basis for a finding of contempt. 

On August 5, 1980, the Government responded to Rep. Jenrette's 
July 14, 1980 motion to dismiss. Addressing first the defendant's al
legations of overreaching and entrapment, the Government, while 
conceding that its agents did approach Rep. Jenrette, argued that 
videotape recorded meetings with the Congressman would clearly 
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show that the agents did not threaten or intimidate the defendant, 
that they clearly spelled out the illegality of what they were pro
posing, and that the defendant was allowed the opportunity to con
sider the offer at a later date. Such conduct, claimed the Govern
ment, was no different from that of an undercover narcotics officer 
who approaches an individual and asks to purchase drugs. Accord
ing to the Government, the only issue in either case is whether the 
individual who responds to the agent's invitation to commit the 
crime was predisposed to do so. Regarding Rep. Jenrette's argu
ment that he was approached despite the Government's knowledge 
that he had previously refused to become involved in an unlawful 
scheme, the Government contended that court cases have held that 
it is permissible for Government undercover agents to initiate 
criminal activity even when there is no reason to believe that the 
defendant is engaged in wrongdoing. The Government concluded 
its argument by stating that if the court should decide that an evi
dentiary hearing on the matter was warranted, then such hearing 
should take place after trial because: (1) a pretrial hearing would 
make it more difficult to select an impartial jury because of the ex
tensive news coverage which would be given the hearing; (2) the 
court's determination of Rep. Jenrette's overreaching claim would 
be avoided if Rep. Jenrette was found innocent; (3) a pretrial 
hearing would unnecessarily delay the trial; and (4) the court 
would be in a better position after trial to assess Rep. Jenrette's 
contentions, and a post-trial hearing would avoid the need to hear 
the same evidence twice since most of the facts relating to the Gov
ernment's alleged misconduct would probably be presented during 
Rep. Jenrette's entrapment defense at trial. 6 

With respect to Rep. Jenrette's contentions regarding pre-indict
ment publicity, the Government began by admitting that Govern
ment sources were indeed responsible for serious leaks regarding 
ABSCAM. However, said the Government, it was highly unlikely 
that the grand jury was biased by news reports which primarily oc: 
curred four months prior to its deliberations. In addition, argued 
the Government, the evidence presented to the grand jury was cer
tainly sufficient to establish probable cause to indict, and, in any 
event, dismissal of an indictment is improper unless the defendant 
can clearly show that the grand jury was improperly influenced in 
its actions. 

On August 11, 1980, Rep. Jenrette filed a reply to the Govern
ment's August 5, 1980 response. The defendant took issue with the 
Government's contention that it is permissible for Government un
dercover agents to initiate criminal activity even without evidence 
of the defendant's predisposition to commit the crime. Instead, the 
defendant claimed that once the Government targets anyone for 
any reason and learns of a lack of predisposition to violate the law, 
it must turn its investigation elsewhere. Rep. Jenrette also argued 
that it would be "naive and insensitive" to follow the "Govern
ment's recommendation that any overreaching hearing be held 
post-verdict. In Rep, Jenrette's view, the court was compelled to 
hold a hearing on the overreaching issue prior to submission of the 
case to the jury. 

6 Entrapment defenses are ordinarily presented during trial and decided by the jury. 
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By oral order of August 28, 1980, Rep. Jenrette's motion to dis
miss due to prejudicial pre-indictment publicity was denied. In a 
written order of the same day, Judge Penn indicated that he would 
reserve ruling on the overreaching issue until evidence was intro
duced at trial. No ruling was made with respect to Rep. Jenrette's 
allegations of entrapment. 

On September 3, 1980, Rep. Jenrette filed a motion to suppress 
certain videotapes and telephone recordings of his allegedly crimi
nal activity. Like his July 14, 1980 motion to dismiss the indict
ment, the motion to suppress was based on allegations that the 
Government's conduct during the investigation was so outrageous 
as to violate the defendant's Fifth Amendment right to due process. 
In his supporting memorandum, Rep. Jenrette relied heavily on 
the holding in Green v. United States, 454 F.2d 783 (9th Cir. 1971). 
According to Rep. Jenrette, the Greene court listed five major fac
tors probative of Government overreaching: (1) the agent initiated 
the contact; (2) the contact was of long duration; (3) the agent was 
sub/:itantially involved in the criminal activity; (4) the agent applied 
pressure to prod the defendant into illegal activity; and (5) the 
agent helped establish the illegal activity and the agent was the 
only illegal customer. According to Rep. Jenrette, the Greene crite
ria closely fit the factual situation of the present case. 

Rep. Jenrette's trial began on September 5, 1980. Meanwhile, the 
Government, on September 8, 1980, responded to Rep. Jenrette's 
motion to suppress by claiming that Rep. Jenrette had made no 
specific attack on the propriety of the process which produced the 
materials he was seeking to suppress. Nor could he, said the Gov
ernment, since all the recordings were made with the consent of at 
least one of the parties who was being recorded. Such one party 
consensual tape recordings, said the Government, are legally unas
sailable under 18 U.S.C. § 2511(2)(c) and many Supreme Court 
cases. 

On September 8, 1980, Rep. Jenrette's motion to suppress was 
denied. No memorandum accompanied the court's order. 

On September 12, 1980 (while the trial was still in progress), the 
Government filed a legal memorandum on the subject of entrap
ment (as opposed to overreaching). Rep. Jenrette, said the memo
randum, had argued that in order to overcome his entrapment de
fense, the Government would have to prove that he was predis
posed toward criminal conduct prior to the commission of the 
crimes charged. In its memorandum, the Government challenged 
this argument claiming instead that the FBI could properly have 
offered defendant Jenrette an opportunity to commit crimes even if 
it had no basis for believing that he had been engaged in criminal 
conduct in the past. According to the Government, although evi
dence of a defendant's prior criminality could be relevant to the 
question of a defendant's predisposition, other factors could also be 
relied upon to prove predisposition-factors such as: (1) the willing
ness of the defendant to discuss criminal acts with the undercover 
agent; (2) the efforts of the defendant to maintain contact with the 
agent; and (3) evidence that after the original criminal act, as pro
posed by the agent, was completed the defendant embarked on a 
second, self-initiated plan to perform another criminal act. Using 
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these criteria, said the Government, it would become clear that 
Rep. Jenrette was predisposed to accept the bribes. 

On October 7, 1980, the jury, which had been sequestered for the 
duration of the trial, found Rep. Jenrette and Mr. Stowe guilty on 
all counts. 

Immediately after the jury returned its verdict, the court agreed 
to hear arguments on all outstanding motions on November 12 and 
13, 1980. Among the outstanding motions was Rep. Jenrette's 
motion to dismiss on the basis of Government overreaching. (Ap
parently, at some point Judge Penn decided that this issue would 
be decided post-trial and not during the presentation of evidence as 
he had originally planned.) 

The court conducted hearings on Rep. Jenrette's claims of over
reaching on November 12 and 13, 1980, as scheduled. The hearings 
were reconvened on February 10, 1981 and adjourned on February 
11, 1981. The hearings were reconvened on May 11, 1981 and were 
Tmally completed one week lat.er. 

At the conclusion of the hearings, the court instructed Rep. Jen
rette to submit a memorandum addressing, among other things, 
the issues of overreaching and entrapment. Rep. Jenrette complied 
with the instruction by filing a 120 page memorandum on July 20, 
1981. 

Rep. Jenrette's July 20th memorandum began by describing, in 
general terms, the alleged improper overreaching practices en
gaged in by the Government during the course of the ABSCAM in
vestigation: 

[I]t should be axiomatic that the proper role of law en
forcement in a civilized society is the investigation and dis
covery of those engaged in criminal activity. Any system 
in which the discovery of crime relies solely upon the insti
gation of crime cannot long be expected to respect the rule 
of law. 

The FBI undercover operation now known as ABSCAM 
demonstrates some of the most serious dangers inherent in 
a law enforcement system that, without any meaningful 
supervision, viewed apprehension as so paramount that it 
was permitted to create an ongoing criminal enterprise for 
the sale purpose of testing public officials. While the de
fendant submits that the proper role of law enforcement is 
not, and should not be, that of a testor of the morality of 
any citizen, even if that premise is accepted for purposes of 
argument, it becomes clear that the FBI seriously abueed 
its power in the present case. That abuse took the form of 
violations of statutory authority which revealed a shocking 
callousness to the rights of targets and defendants and a 
total indifference to those protections afforded any citizen 
in even the most simple criminal investigation. It is a case 
of where, in the government's apparent view, the ends jus
tified the means. It was the government's myopic march 
towards that end however which violated the very same 
public trust that the ABSCAM operation misled the public 
into believing it had protected. [post Hearing memoran-
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dum in Support of Defendant Jenrette's Motions to Dis
miss and for New Trial July 20, 1981, at 5-6] 

In support of his contentions, Rep. Jenrette made six basic 
point.s. First, he alleged that the individuals responsible for the 
ABSCAM undercover operation made a number of organizational 
and operational decisions designed "solely for the purpose of immu
nizing the investigation from subsequent review and responsibili
ty." [Id. at 10] For example, said the defendant, Mr. Weinberg and 
Mr. Stowe were at liberty to approach Members of Congress as 
they saw fit. According to Rep. Jenrette, the transcripts of the tes
timony taken during his trial revealed that the decision to investi
gate him was based on Mr. Stowe's allegations to Mr. Weinberg 
that Rep. Jenrette would accept a bribe; yet the "FBI made no at
tempt to even examine these allegations-much less confirm 
them." [Id. at 11] Further, said the defendant, the testimony of Mr. 
Weinberg's supervisor, FBI Agent Amoroso, indicated that, absent 
a tape recording, Agent Amoroso had no way of knowing what Mr. 
Weinberg said to Mr. Stowe. Thus, "Any attempt to obtain the de
tails of the initial middleman discussions (which mayor may not 
involve outrageous promises of wealth, jobs, or threats by Wein
berg) is now covered by Amoroso's testimony that he relied strictly 
upon Weinberg's word on the initial contacts." [Id. at 13] In addi
tion, claimed Rep. Jenrette, the ABSCAM investigators made very 
few written records during the course of the investigation. In fact, 
"Amoroso testified at trial he made absolutely no notes of his dis
cussions with Weinberg." [Id. at 15] It was therefore Rep. Jen
rette's conclusion that "the ABSCAM operation both by design and 
operation served to frustrate the goals of the judicial process." [Id. 
at 19] 

Second, Rep. Jenrette contended that the Congressional commit
tees that held hearings on the ABSCAM operation were told by 
Justice Department officials that certain investigative guidelines 
and review procedures were used during the investigation when in 
fact they were not. For example, said the defendant, on March 4, 
1980 both FBI Director William Webster and Assistant Attorney 
General Philip Heymann told the Subcommittee on Civil and Consti
tutional Rights of the House Judiciary Committee that adequate 
safeguards and guidelines were in place during the ABSCAM inves
tigation to prevent abuses by unscrupulous middlemen. According 
to Rep. Jenrette, Mr. Heyman told the Subcommittee that one such 
safeguard was the avoidance of offering excessively high induce
ments. Rep. Jenrette quoted Mr. Heyman as stating: 

The opportunities for illegal activity created in the course 
of an undercover operation should be only about as attrac
tive as those which occur in ordinary life-because the 
object of a decoy undercover operation is to apprehend 
only those criminal actors who are likely to have commit
ted or to commit similar criminal conduct on other occa
sions. Offering too high a price for stolen goods in a fenc
ing operation, or pressing a licensing inspector too vig
orously to "work something out" about a licensing viola
tion are inducements we would avoid for fairness reasons. 
[Id. at 22-23] 
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But despite these public assurances, said Rep. Jenrette, lithe gov
ernment's own evidence establishes that the attitude of the under
cover operatives was to offer any amount of money that would 
elicit a commitment." [ld. at 23] Thus, Agent Amoroso allegedly 
"told Rep. Jenrette that he could 'name his figure.''' [ld.] More
over, "not even Agent Amoroso could testify as to what was prom
ised to Mr. Stowe by Weinberg. Weinberg, not surprisingly, could 
only recall conversations with Stowe that were tape recorded." [ld. 
(transcript citations omitted)] Rep. Jenrette further alleged that 
contrary to what Mr. Heyman and Mr. Webster told the Subcom
mittee, the FBI made no independent evaluation of middlemen in
formation regarding Rep. Jenrette's willingness to accept a bribe. 
Rep. Jenrette thus concluded that "the safeguards that the FBI 
promised Congress either never existed or did not operate in the 
real world." [ld. at 26] 

Rep. Jenrette's third main argument was that the Justice De
partment exercised no effective review of the ABSCAM investiga
tion. For example, the Undercover Review Committee, which was 
composed of officials from the FBI and the Department of Justice, 
was designed, according to Rep. Jenrette, to ensure that all under
cover operations would be carefully planned and conducted. Howev
er, since /lno written reports [or] oral presentations were [given to 
the committee] ... the committee made ,no review until after the 
fact and . . . its purpose was informational rather than supervi
sory." [ld. at 31-32] Equally alarming, argued Rep. Jenrette, was 
the fact that Mr. Weinberg was the de facto leader of the oper
ation: "Even Agent Amoroso admitted at the trial that he had no 
way of knowing what Weinberg was proposing to middlemen, and 
that Weinberg wae unsupervised a good portion of the time." [ld. 
at 34 (transcript citations omitted)] In support of his argument that 
Mr. Weinberg was the leader of the investigation, Rep. Jenrette 
made several points: 

One of the most obvious signs of Weinberg's dominance 
of the operation is his salary. Even Mr. Amoroso admitted 
at trial that $133,000.00 over an 18 month-period was con
siderably more that he, as Weinberg's FBI supervisor 
earned. This figure, later amended by post-trial govern
ment disclosures, did not include "expenses" which could 
be at best termed generous. 

Even more suspect is how the FBI reacted to Weinberg's 
salary. Anthony Amoroso, who after one meeting, recom
mended a salary increase from $1,000 to $3,000 per month, 
claimed at trial to know nothing about Weinberg's salary 
. . . Thus it is interesting to note that when Amoroso and 
Weinberg first met the only thing the;:: discussed (other 
than Weinberg's boyhood) was Weinberg s salary. 

The second indication of Weinberg's role as a leader in 
the operation can be found in the deference paid to Wein
berg's style of operation. As the incident between Agent 
Good and Messrs. Plaza-Weir demonstrates,? the FBI was 

7 In his memorandum, Rep. Jenrette claimed that FBI Agent John Good, who was Agent 
Amoroso's supervisor, prevented Assistant U.S. Attorneys Pl3l'Jl nnd Weir from questioning Mr. 
Weinberg. 
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far more concerned with Weinberg's ruffled feathers than 
an inquiry into the truth. Moreover, even other FBI agents 
were not allowed to interview Weinberg for fear of upset
ting him. 

This deferential attitude goes a long way in explaining 
the complete trust put in Weinberg's judgments. It also 
supplies the background as to why nothing was done to 
correct Weinberg's obvious failings as an investigator. 
Thus, when Amoroso testified that Weinberg did not turn 
tapes over to the FBI as soon as they were made because 
Weinberg himself did not "feel the need" to do so, the in
ability to control becomes clear. [Id. at 40-41 (transcript ci
tations and footnotes omitted)] 

In this same vein, Rep. Jenrette stated: 
When Mr. Puccio 8 testified that he could not attribute any 
of his initial information to anyone other than Weinberg, 
the danger of Weinberg the con-man is clearly present. 
The fact that Weinberg was compensated partially by 
bonus should raise further doubts. Added to this equation 
is the fact that no one checked any of the rumors supplied 
by Weinberg. Thus one reaches inevitable conclusion that 
Weinberg had substantially more control over the oper
ation than did most of the employees of the Department of 
Justice. The possibility of such control being vested in 
Melvin Weinberg is outrageous. The decision to permit 
such control is not only outrageous government conduct 
but inexcusable neglect of the duty of law enforcement. 
[Id. at 36-37 (transcript citation.s and footnotes omitted)] 

Rep. Jenrette's fourth point was that the Government's failure to 
monitor the ABSCAM investigation resulted in numerous investi
gative irregularities. One such alleged irregularity involved the 
FBI's informant file on Mr. Weinberg, which in Rep. Jenrette's 
view was "but a bare skeleton of what it should have been." [Id. at 
45] The chief of the FBI's Informant Unit, said Rep. Jenrette, "tes
tified that a 137 [informant] file should contain the following items 
which apparently ... were not present: a 302 of any instructionff 
given to an informant; a memo reflecting the fact the informant 
had been instructed on the -elements of entrapment; and regular 
written informant reviews." [Id. at 46] Rep. Jenrette concluded 
that these omissions indicated that the Government "deliberately 
elected to violate its own precedent and refused to generate allY 
material for the 137 file which could serve as a check on Mr. Wein
berg's veracity." [Id.] Next, Rep. Jenrette claimed that no one in
volved in the investigation ever attempted to recover, or learn the 
contents of, three tapes stolen from Mr. Weinberg's suitcase at an 
airport in January 1980. Finally, the defendant stated that despite 
the fact that the FBI's Operations Manual requires FBI agents to 
record investigative notes on a Form 302 whenever an interview 
with a prospective witness or suspect may become the subject of 

8 Thomas P. Puccio, Attorney-in-Charge of the Justice Department's Organized Crime Strike 
Force for the Eastern District of New York, prosecuted the ABSCAM cases involving Congress
men Myers, Lederer, Murphy, and Thompson. 
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court testimony, neither Agent Amoroso nor Agent Good prepared 
written records of any of the unrecorded telephone calls made by 
Mr. Weinberg to Mr, Stowe. This failure to take notes, insisted 
Rep. Jenrette, was not surprising, since the Justice Department 
had made "a deliberate decision not t~ establish a 'paper trail.' " 
[ld. at 57] 

Rep. Jenrette's fIfth argument was that the individuals responsi
ble for the investigation violated a number of Federal statutes. Ac
cording to Rep. Jenrette, in mid-1978 John Harmon of the Office of 
Legal Counsel in the Justice Department submitted a memoran
dum to the Attorney General in which he expressed his view that 
the FBI was conducting the ABSCAM investigation in probable vio
lation of four Federal statutes: 31 U.S.C. § 484 (imposing on Federal 
officers a duty to transmit to the U.S. Treasury all monies received 
for the use of the United States); 18 U.S.C. § 648 (regarding embez
zling or depositing funds belonging to the United States); 31 U.S.C. 
§ 665(a) (prohibiting officers of the United States from entering into 
unauthorized contracts involving the payment of Government 
funds); and 41 U.S.C. § 1l(a) (prohibiting entering into a contract on 
behalf of the United States without authorization). 

Rep. Jenrette's sixth main assertion was that the Government 
lacked a reasonable basis for bringing him into the ABSCAM inves
tigation. In support of this allegation of improper targeting, Rep. 
Jenrette stated that his reluctance to become involved in undercov
er operations prior to ABSCAM, coupled with the fact that "not 
one government witness has given one factual predicate for sus
Recting that . . . Rep. Jenrette would do wrong," proved that he 
'was neither corrupt nor corruptible." [ld. at 73-74] 

Rep. Jenrette's July 20th memorandum concluded its discussion 
of Government overreaching by calling on the court to either: (1) 
dismiss the indictment on the grounds that it was the product of 
evidence procured in violation of Rep. Jenrette's due process rights; 
or (2) grant a new trial at which the evidentiary fruits of the Gov
ernment's constitutionally impermissible activities would not be in
troduced into evidence. In support of these requests, Rep. Jenrette 
stated that the decision in United States v. Twigg, 588 F.2d 373 (3rd 
'Cir. 1978) provided a model for the appropriate inquiry in the pres
ent case: 

In Twigg the Court reviewed in detail the circumstances 
reflecting on the fairness of the investigation and prosecu
tion. The Court considered it significant that the govern
ment informant approached the defendant with a proposal 
to mallufacture amphetamines, and that the government 
agent, not the defendant, instigated the allegedly criminal 
activity. In the present case as well, the criminal activity 
was instigated by the government and sustajned by the 
middleman at the government's direction. In Twigg, the 
Court found that there was no preexisting criminal enter
prise, as was also the case here. Further, the defendant in 
Twif!!!, was "lawfully and peacefully minding his own af
fairs, ' when the "conduct of the government 
agents . . . generated new crimes merely for the sake of 
pressing criminal charges against him." ld. at 381. The 
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same was true of Messrs. Jenrette and Stowe here. In fact, 
unlike the defendant in Twigg, neither Jenrette nor Stowe 
had any prior criminal involvement that raised any suspi
cion of corruptibility. Finally, the government agents in 
Twigg provided the idea for the crime, the location for the 
activities, and the money for the operations. Again, the 
same is true here. [Id. at 79] 

Having concluded his arguments on the subject of overreaching, 
Rep. Jenrette, in his July 20th memorandum, proceeded to address 
the issue of entrapment. Quite simply, Rep. Jenrette stated that a 
review of the complete record established, as a matter of law, that 
the undercover operation had entrapped him. Although the entrap
ment issue had been presented to the jury for its consideration, 
said the defendant, Judge FuUam's decision in United States v. 
Jannotti, 501 F.Supp. 1182 (E.D. Pa. 1980) demonstrated that the 
issue could be rl:Jsolved by the court as a legal matter even in the 
face of a jury verdict adverse to the defendant. In the instant case, 
continued Rep. Jenrette, a finding of entrapment was necessary fo:r 
two reasons. First, the Government had failed to show beyond a 
reasonable doubt that he was predisposed to commit any of the 
charged offenses. Second, it was impermissible for the Government 
to attempt repeatedly to induce him to commit a crime. On this 
second point Rep. Jenrette claimed that the undercover operation 
attempted to induce him to commit a crime on four different occa
sions. His position was that "the government, after the first three 
attempts proved unsuccessful, cannot be permitted to base a pros
ecution upon a complete fourth attempt." [Id. at 98] In support of 
this contention, Rep. Jenrette cited two cases which he had relied 
upon in support of his July 14, 1980 motion to dismiss: United 
States v. Archer, supra, and Hampton v. United States, supra. 

On August 31, 1981, the Government filed a memorandum in op
position to Rep. Jenrette's motions to dismiss and for a new trial. 
The Government's memorandum began with a detailed description 
of the history of the ABSCAM investigation, and more particularly, 
the investigation of Rep. Jenrette.9 

Next, the Government addressed Rep. Jenrette's claims regard
ing entrapment. Quoting Sherman v. United States, 356 U.S. 364, 
372 (1932) the Government claimed that entrapment exists " 'when 
the criminal design originates with the officials of the Government, 
and they implant in the mind of an innocent person the disposition 
to commit the alleged offense and induce its commission in order 
that they may prosecute.'" [Government's Memorandum in Oppo
sition to Defendants' Motions To Dismiss and Motion for a New 
Trial, August 31, 1981, at 25] Thus, said the Government, for en
trapment to be established: (1) the Government must originate the 
crime and induce the defendant to commit it; and (2) the defendant 
must be an innocent person who would not have committed a 
crime of this sort had he not been thus induced. In United States v. 
Burkley, 591 F.2d 903 (D.C. Cir. 1978), continued the Government, 
the court made it clear that a "'solicitation, request, or approach 

9 Portions of this material are printed in Court Proceedings and Actions of Vital Interest to 
the Congress, September 1, 1981, beginning at page 521. 
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by law enforcement officials to engage in criminal activity, stand
ing alone, is not an inducement.'" [ld. at 26, quoting Burkley at 
913] In any event, said the Government, the question of induce
ment rested on disputed facts, and thus was properly submitted to 
the jury for its resolution. 

With respect to predisposition, the Government asserted: 
[I]t is clear that the government can rely on a variety of 
factors to meet its burden, including proof of prior and 
subsequent similar criminal acts by the defendants. It is 
also perfectly proper for the government to prove predispo
sition by relying exclusively on evidence that demonstrates 
a willingness on the part of the defendants to commit the 
crimes charged by their ready response to the inducement. 
Burkley at 916. Both defendants pay lip service to this fa
miliar law but seem to have difficulty accepting the fact 
that all the government need to have proved to establish 
that they were sufficiently predisposed was their willing 
and eager response to the government's offer. [ld. at 27] 

The Government then proceeded to compare the evidence of pre
disposition presented to the jury in the Burkley case with the evi
dence of predisposition presented to the jury in the instant case: 

In Burkley, the court enumerated the facts that demon
strated that the defendant was predisposed to twice sell 
drugs to an undercover agent: 

"(1) the defendant was initially willing to discuss the 
possibility of a narcotics transaction with the undercover 
agent; 

"(2) the defendant voluntarily 'remained in contact with 
the agent; and 

"(3) the defendant subsequently initiated a second sale 
to the agent two months after the first sale." 
The predisposition evidence in this case is a striking paral
lel to the facts upheld in Burkley. The videotapes reveal 
that both Jenrette and Stowe were initially willing to dis
cuss the receipt of a bribe at the December 4, 1979 meet
ing. Stowe exhibited absolutely no qualms about receiving 
money for his friend's official acts. Indeed, he literally had 
to be dissuaded several times by Amoroso from coming 
prematurely to the townhouse to pick up the cash. Jen
rette came to the townhouse knowing that money would 
be offered to him in return for a legislative act. Jenrette's 
only hesitation in accepting the offer was that he wanted 
insulation from the actual passage of money. He "solved" 
this problem by utilizing Stowe as the "bagman" to handle 
the money. This "solution," his statement that "I've got 
larceny in my blood," his concern about the serial num
bers on the $100 bills being traceable, and his assumption 
that he was dealing with criminals evince his ready re
sponse to the government inducement. There can be no 
doubt that each defendant "readily responded to the op
portunity furnished by the . . . agents to commit the for-
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bidden acts for which he is charged." United States v. 
Hansford, 303 F.2d 219, 222 (D.C. Cir. 1962). [Id. at 28] 

The Government concluded its discussion of entrapment by as
serting that a court's power to overturn a jury's finding that no en
trapment occurred was very limited. Citing United States v. Spain, 
536 F.2d 170, 173 (7th Cir. 1976), the Government stated that en
trapment as a matter of law is established only when the absence 
of predisposition appears from uncontradicted evidence. Having 
failed to meet this test, and having been "captured on tape fla
grantly talking about, encouraging, and committing serious crimi
nal acts," Rep. Jenrette and Mr. Stowe "merited only guilty ver
dicts, not a finding of entrapment as a matter of law." [Id. at 29J 

With respect to overreaching (the so-called "due process de
fense"), the Government stated that the two key U.S. Supreme 
Court cases on overreaching, United States v. Russell, supra, and 
Hampton v. United States, supra, neither firmly established the ex
istence of a due process defense nor clarified the boundaries and 
limitations of any such defens~. In any event, continued the Gov
ernment, even if'the due process defense were to be recognized, it 
would be confined to the most outrageous Government conduct, 
"marked by a flagrant disregard for common decency and individu
al rights." [ld. at 34] Next, the Government discussed several "due 
process" cases, including United States v. Johnson, 565 F.2d 17S 
(1st Cir. 1977); United States v. Ordner, 554 F.2d 24 (2d Cir. 1976) 
cert. denied, 434 U.S. 824 (1977); United States v. Quintana, 508 
F.2d 867 (7th Cir. 1975); United States v. Reynoso-Ulloa, 548 F.2d 
1329 (9th Cir. 1977); and United States v. Quinn, 543 F.2d 640 (8th 
Cir. 1976). These cases, and especially United States v. Leja, 563 
F.2d 244 (6th Cir. 1977), made it clear, claimed the Government, 
that the only circuit court case in which the due process defense 
'prevailed, United States v. Twigg, supra, was "an aberration from 
the usual judicial view of the due process defense." [ld. at 38 (foot
note omitted)] 

The Government concluded its preliminary discussion of over
reaching by asserting that under United States v. Payner, 447 U.S. 
727 (1980) and United States v. lvforrison, 449 U.S. 361 (1981) it was 
clear that: 

[n]o relief on due process grounds is available to a defend
ant without a showing of government conduct that violat
ed his constitutional rights and prejudiced him at trial. 
That is, Payner and Morrison are a complete bar to relief 
for a defendant who can only establish that another's ... 
rights were violated during an investigation. [ld. at 39] 

Turning to Rep. Jenrette's specific charges of overreaching, the 
Government began with a discussion of Rep. Jenrette's allegation 
of improper targeting. The Government argued, as it had in its 
September 12, 1980 m~morandum on entrapment, that "it is entire
ly permissible for Government undercover agents to initiate crimi
nal activity even when there is no reason to believe that the de
fendant had been engaged in wrongdoing in the past." [ld. at 41] In 
support of this assertion the Government cited United States v. 
Swets, 563 F.2d 989 (10th Cir. 1977); United States v. Martinez, 488 
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F.2d 1088 (9th Cir. 1973); United States v. Jenkins, 480 F.2d 1198 
(5th Cir. 1973); United States v. Silver, 457 F.2d 1217 (3rd Cir. 1972); 
and United States v. Rodrigues, 433 F.2d 760 (1st Cir. 1970). Howev
er, continued the Government, even if the court was to hold that 
the ABSCAM investigators had to have had a reasonable suspicion 
that Rep. Jenrette would commit a crime before approaching him, 
the "reasonable suspicion" standard was easily met: 

The prior and ongoing investigation lent weight to Stowe's 
representations about Jenrette. Stowe's representations 
about Jenrette's willingness to engage in bribery were 
timely and specific. Indeed, no bribe offer was authorized 
by the government until Stowe confirmed that Jenrette 
knew the details of the bribery arrangement and. had 
agreed to be a willing participant. Stowe's confirmation 
was corroborated by Jenrette's behavior at the beginning 
of the December 4 meeting, before any money was offered. 
For Jenrette too, there was an overwhelming likelihood 
before the bribe was offered that he would be responsive to 
the criminal approach. Io [ld. at 47] 

Next, the Government addressed Rep. Jenrette's assertions con
cerning excessive inducements. It seemed, said the Government, 
that Rep. Jenrette was taking "the anomalous position that public 
officials can be prosecuted for taking small bribes, but not for 
taking large ones." [ld. at 48-49J In any event, said the Govern
ment, U.S. District Court Judge George Pratt, who on July 24, 1981 
rejected the due process claims of the ABSCAM defendants in New 
York, had persuasively explained why the sizes of the bribes of
fered to the ABSCAM defendants were not excessive, and perhaps 
not even relevant. (Judge Pratt's July 24th memorandum is printed 
at page 419 of Court Proceedings and Actions of Vital Interest to 
the Congress, September 1, 1981.) 

rfhe Government next addressed Rep. Jenrette's allegations con
cerning Justice Department review and control of the investiga
tion. First, with respect to the Undercover Review Committee, the 
Government maintained that this body was created in the summer 
of 1979 to pass upon proposed future operations, and therefore had 
no responsibility with respect to the ABSCAM investigation which 
began before mid-1979. Turning to Rep. Jenrette's claim that Mr. 
Weinberg was the de facto leader of ABSCAM, the Government 
openly admitted that "Weinberg was, simply stated, a crook who 
got caught and who sought to mitigate his troubles by working for 
the FBI. He worked effectively and the Government paid him well 

to According to the Government's memorandum (at p. 46), by December 4, 1979, the day Rep. 
Jenrette was offered a bribe, the FBI knew the following about him: 

1. That he was associated with Mr. Stowe; 
2. 'rhat Mr. Stowe had said that Rep. Jenrette was willing to engage in an illegal deal 

involving certificates of deposit; 
3. That he had been the subject of a land fraud/bank fraud investigation in South 

Carolina; . 
4. That he was then the subject of a drug smuggling investigation, an obstruction of 

justice investigation, and other investigations involving false travel vouchers to Con· 
gress and illegal campaign contributions; 

5. That Mr. Stowe had repeatedly represented that Rep. Jenrette knew of the bribe 
offer and would be a willing participant; and 

6. That when Rep. Jenrette first came to the townhouse, he talked freely about the 
'immigration problem.' 
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for his performance." [Id. at 52J However, said the Government, 
"In no case that we know has a court overturned a jury's verdict 
on the basis of the 'unsavoriness' of the Government informant." 
[Id.J The Government further stated that neither Federal statutory 
law nor judicial case law places an.y limit on how much the Gov
ernment can pay an informant. At any rate, said the Government, 
Mr. Weinberg's fee was reasonable. Moreover, Mr. Weinberg's 
method of operation was consistent with the way informants nor
mally operate: 

Typically, informants are "sent out on the street" to 
generate activity in an arl,')a of law enforcement interest. 
The "junkie" informant or the informant looking for il
legal arms will let it be knoNn that he is looking for a buy. 
Weinberg, at the outset of the investigation, merely let it 
be known that he had wealthy employers who were look
ing for "investments" and later that his employers might 
be in need of private immigration bills. 

Again typically, the informant returns to the govern
ment with intelligence that he has picked up that the gov
ernment then uses to shape the course of its investigation. 
The government necessarily relies on the judgment of its 
informant, who receives a mass of information "on the 
street" and transmits to the government what he chooses 
to transmit. The FBI's use of Weinberg did nothing more 
than follow this typical pattern. He had contact with 
many, many people in the early stages of the investigation. 
The FBI relied on him to advise them if the proposals he 
received had the potential to lead to criminal activity. 
With Weinberg, and unlike many informants, the FBI 
checked his recommendations with the many tapes he pro
duced. It was not just Weinberg's opinion the FBI had 
when deciding how to view a middleman during the inves
tigation. In most instances, and certainly with Stowe, they 
had the middleman's own representations on tape to use to 
help to decide how best to proceed. [Id. at 53-54] 

After explaining that Mr. Weinberg was ne~'('"t' allowed to take 
any significant investigative step without prior approval by the 
FBI, the Government stated that the important question was 
whether "anything significant [would] have occurred differently in 
this case had Weinberg been supervised every minute of the day 
and been given no discretion at all." [Id. at 55J Obviously, said the 
Government, the answer was "No." Thus, Mr. Weinberg's supervi
sion "affected none of the legally significant acts of the defendants 
and this fact is a bar to relief for the defendants on this issue." 
[Id.] 

Next, the Government responded to Rep. Jenrette's allegation 
that the Government's failure to monitor the ABSCAM investiga
tion resulted in numerous investigative irregularities. Although the 
Government denied that any significa.."tJ.t investigative violations oc
curred, it took the position that even assuming, arguendo, that 
such violations did occur, "the infractions of in-house rules by the 
FBI or Justice ... cannot justify dismissal of an indictment unless 
they amount to constitutional violations. United States v. Caceres, 
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440 U.S. 741 (1979)." [Id. at 55] Furthermore, claimed the Govern
ment, "not only do the claimed infractions need to rise to constitu
tional dimensions for relief, they must also violate the constitution
al rights of the defendants. United States v. Payner, supra: United 
States v. Morrison, supra." [Id. at 56-57] Using these tests, asserted 
the Government, it was clear that Rep. Jenrette's arguments 
lacked merit: 

A showing that Weinberg could have been better super
vised in 1978 or that Amoroso should have made a 302 on 
a particular occasion serves the defendants not at all 
unless they show real, not hypothetical, prejudice to them
selves. Since there is not a hint of evidence in the record 
that any constitutional right of either defendant was vio
lated or that any procedure in the investigation resulted in 
the production of unreliable evidence that was used 
against the defendants, their effort to raise the banner of 
alleged violation of in-house rules, regulations and guide
lines must prove unavailing. [Id. at 57] 

With respect to Rep. Jenrette's claims regarding the stolen tapes 
and the Government's alleged decision not to establish a paper 
trail, the Government asserted that Rep. Jenrette made "no credi
ble showing that something not produced redounded to [his] detri
ment." [Id. at 66) With respect to Rep. Jenrette's claim that agents 
Amoroso and Good purposely failed to take notes, the Government 
said, "It is true that there were many meetings within the Justice 
Department during the Abscam investigation wherein Justice per
sonnel . . . took no notes. We submit that it is totally unrealistic to 
expect that they would take notes on such occasions and totally in
correct to suggest that they had a legal obligation to do so." lId. at 
63] With respect to the missing tapes the Government said: 

We realize, of course, that the lost airport tapes immedi
ately bring to the fore United States v. Bryant, 439 F.2d 
642 (D.C. Cir. 1971), a case which imposes upon the govern
ment an obligation to preserve all evidence which might 
be favorable to the defense. Bryant coupled this rule with 
a pragmatic test for when sanctions are to be imposed 
against the government for failure to preserve evidence. 
The court must balance: 
the degree of negligence or bad faith involved, the impor
tance of the evidence lost, and the evidence of guilt ad
duced at trial. 
439 F.2d at 653. 

There is no evidence that the three or four lost tapes 
were willfully destroyed. The view of the tapes most favor
able to the defense is that the government transported the 
tapes from Florida to New York in a negligent manner 
and that when the government learned of the loss and 
learned from Weinberg that the contents of the tapes were 
insignificant, its investigation into the loss was perfunc
tory. The circumstances of the loss and the government's 
response cannot obscure (1) the fact that there is no credi
ble evidence that the lost tapes had anything to do with 
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the defendants; and (2) the overwhelming evidence of guilt 
adduced at trial. There is much authority that if th~J gov
ernment loses evidence inadvertently, sanctions will rarely 
be imposed, especially where evidence of guilt is strong. 
See e.g., United States v. Bundy, 472 F.2d 1266 (D.C. Cir. 
1972); United States v. Miranda, 526 F.2d 1319 (2d Cir. 
1975); Armstrong v. Collier, 536 F.2d 72 (5th Cir. 1976); 
United States v. Maynard, 476 F.2d 1170 (D.C. Cir. 1973); 
United States v. Harrison, 524 F.2d 421 (D.C. Cir. 1975). [ld. 
at 65-66] 

Turning next to Rep. Jenrette's allegations regarding violations 
of numerous Federal statutes, the Government asserted that by De
cember 1979, when Rep. Jenrette accepted the bribe, "the Abscam 
operation was in conflict with none of the laws cited in the 
Harmon document." [ld. at 70] 

On September 11, 1981, Rep. Jenrette fIled a reply memorandum 
reiterating many of his previous allegations regarding the "outra
geous" conduct of the Abscam investigators. 

On September 22, 1981, Rep. Jenrette's motion to dismiss on the 
basis of Government overreaching was taken under advisement. 

Status-The case is still pending in the U.S. District Court for 
the District of Columbia. There has been very little docketed activi
ty in the case during 1982. 

United States v. Myers 
No. 81-1342 (2d Cir.) 

On May 27,1980, U.S. Representative Michael O. Myers of Penn
sylvania was indicted by a Federal grand jury in the U.S. District 
Court for the Eastern District of New York. Indicted with Rep. 
Myers were Angelo J. Errichetti, the Mayor of Camden, New 
Jersey and a member of the New Jersey State Senate; Howard L. 
Criden, a Philadelphia attorney; and Louis C. Johanson, a member 
of the Philadelphia City Council and a member of Mr. Criden's law 
firm. [Criminal Case No. 80-00249 (E.D.N.Y.)] 

Count I of the three count indictment charged the defendants 
with conspiracy,l contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 371.2 Specifically, it was 
alleged that on August 5, 1979 defendant Errichetti met with 
"Tony DeVito" and Melvin Weinberg and told them that Rep. 
Myers, in return for cash payments, would assist businessmen from 
the Middle East to enter and remain in the United States. Purport
edly, DeVito and Mr. Weinberg were agents of these foreign busi
nessmen. In reality, however, DeVito was Anthony Amoroso, Jr., a 
Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"), and 
Mr. Weinberg was a private citizen assisting the FBI. Also purport
edly serving as agents for the foreign businessmen were "Ernie 
Poulos" and "Michael Cohen." In reality, however, these individ-

1 Specifically, conspiracy to violate 18 U.S.C. § 201 (bribery and fraud). 
2 18 U.S.C. § 371 provides: If two or more persons conspire either to to commit any offense 

against the United States, or to defraud the United States, or any agency thereof in any manner 
or for any purpose, and one or more of such persons do any act to effect the object of the con· 
spiracy, each shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or 
both. If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the object of the conspiracy, is a mis· 
demeanor only, the punishment for such conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum punishment 
provided for such misdemeanor. 
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uals were Erliest Haridopolos and Michael Wald, respectively, Spe
cial Agents of the FBI. 

Allegedly, on August 22, 1979, defendants Myers and Errichetti 
had a meeting with Mr. Weinberg and DeVito during which Rep. 
Myers received $50,000. In return, said Count I, Rep. Myers assured 
DeVito and Mr. Weinberg that he would introduce in Congress pri
vate immigration bills designed to ensure that the foreign business
men would be allowed to immigrate to the United States. The in
dictment further claimed that Rep. Myers retained $15,000 of the 
$50,000 received, and that the remaining $35,000 was divided 
among defendants Criden, Errichetti, and Johanson. Having under
stood that he was to receive $50,000, not $15,000, Rep. Myers, said 
Count I, subsequently demanded an additional $35,000 from Poulos 
and Cohen as a condition to his rendering immigration assistance 
to the foreign businessmen. 

Count II charged that Rep. Myers, by soliciting and receiving 
payment in return for his promise to provide immigration assist
ance, committed bribery, contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 201(c).3 

The remaining defendants were charged with aiding and abet
ting Rep. Myers in the commission of bribery. Accordingly, they 
were charged with criminal liability as principals, pursuant to 18 
U.S.C. §2:1 

Count III charged that on August 22, 1979 the defendants trav
eled in interstate commerce (from New Jersey and Pennsylvania to 
New York) with intent to promote an unlawful activity, to wit, 
bribery. Such travel was said to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1952 (Travel 
Act). 5 

On June 5, 1980, Rep. Myers entered a plea of not guilty to all 
counts. 

On JUly 1, 1980, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct 
of the U.S. House of Representatives ("Committee") filed an appli
cation for an order authorizing the Department of Justice to dis
close to the Committee ABSCAM-related material (except grand 
jury transcripts) in the custody of the Department or the grand 
jury. The application explained that under clause 4(e)(l) of Rule X 

3 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) provides: Whoever, being a public official or person selected to be a public 
official, directly or indirectly, corruptly asks, demands. exacts. solicits, seeks. accepts, receives. 
or agrees to receive anything of value for himself or for any other person or entity in return for: 

(1) being influenced in his performance of any official act; or 
(2) being influenced to commit or aid in committing. or to collude in. or allow, any 

fraud, or make opportunity for the commission of fraud, on the United States; or 
(3) being induced to do or omit to any act in violation of his official duty, shall be 

fined not more than $20,000 or three times the monetary equivalent of the thing of 
value, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for not more than fifteen years, or both, and 
may be disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United 
States. 

418 U.SC. § 2 provides: (a) Whoever commits an offense against the United States or aid, 
abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures its commision is punishable as a principal. 

(b) Whoever willfully causes an ael to be done which if directly performed by him or another 
would be an offense against the United States, is punishable as a principal. 

5 18 U.S.C. § 1952 provides, in pertinent part: (a) Whoever travels in interstate or foreign com
merce or uses any facility in interstate or foreign commerce, including the mail, with intent 
to-

(1) distribute the proceeds of any unlawful activity; or 
(2) commit any crime of violence to further any unlawful activity; or 
(3) otherwise promote, manage, establish, carryon, or facilitate the promotion, man-

agement, establishment, or carrying on, of any unlawful activity, 
and thereafter performs or attempts to perform nny of the acts specified in subparagraphs (1), 
(2), and (3), shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than five years, or 
both. 
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of the Rules of the House, the Committee was authorized to investi
gdte alleged violations by Members of their official duties. The 
Committee also stated that on March 27, 1980, the House adopted 
Resolution 608 which specifically directed the Committee to con
duct a full investigation into the ABSCAM affair and to report any 
recommendations for disciplinary action to the full House. The 
Committee further stated that the information sought through the 
instant application was essential if Congress was to carry out its 
constitutional function of imposing discipline on its Members. The 
application concluded by noting that the Committee would take 
precautions-including requiring Committee Members and Com
mittee counsel to execute confidentiality agreements-to prevent 
unnecessary or inappropriate disclosures of materials and informa
tion received. On July 4, 1980, the Committee's application was 
granted. 

On July 10, 1980, Rep. Myers filed a motion to dismiss in which 
he attacked the indictment on a variety of grounds. It was his 
belief that the indictment: (1) violated the doctrine of sep.lratiol1 of 
powers and the Speech or Debate Clause or the U.S. Constitution; 6 

(2) failed to state an offense; (3) was predicated on an unconstitu
tional statute, to wit, 18 U.S.C. § 201; and (4) raised political ques
tions and was therefore nonjusticiable. 

Regarding the first claim, Rep. Myers stated that the grand jury 
based its indictment of him, in significant part, on documents and 
other information that were privileged under the Speech or Debate 
Clause. Specifically, the defendant alleged that Federal law en
forcement officials obtained information regarding his past activi
ties regarding private immigration bills from the House Informa
tion System ("HIS") and presented this information to the grand 
jury. Rep. Myers also claimed that four members of his legislative 
staff, pursuant to subpoenas duces tecum, were ordered to transmit 
his appointment books, travel logs, and telephone logs to the grand 
jury, and that apparently the staff members complied. In arguing 
that this HIS information and the official logs and books reflected 
instances of legislative acts, and therefore could not constitutional
ly be scrutinized under the Speech or Debate Clause, Rep. Myers 
relied heavily on the holding in In Re: Grand Jury Investigation, 
587 F.2d 589 (3rd Cir. 1978). Finally, Rep. Myers claimed that it ap
peared that the grand jury was shown videotapes of him. Allegedly, 
these videotapes should not have been shown because they "con
tained references to past legislative acts and the motivation there
for, specific references to speech or debate on the floor of the House 
of Representatives, and references to numerous acts which are 
indeed integral parts of the deliberative and communicative proc
ess ... " [Motion of Michael O. Myers to Dismiss Indictment, July 
10, 1980, at 14] Rep. Myers stated that when an indictment has 
been tainted by a grand jury's consideration of matters protected 
by the Speech or Debate Clause, the only remedy is dismissal. In 
support of this contention, Rep. Myers cited the opinion of U.S. Dis
trict Court Judge Curtis Meanor in United States v. Helstoski. (See 

• The Speech or Debate Clause of the U.S. Constitution provides that "for an>, Speech or 
Debate in either House, [U.S. Senatore and U.S. Representatives] shall not be questlOned in any 
other Place." [art. I, § 6, cl. 1] 

I 
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page 71 of Court Proceedings and Actions of Vital Interest to the 
Congress, March 1, 1981 for a discussion of that case.) Rep. Myers' 
final point was that even if his indictment was not tainted by the 
consideration of legislative acts, it would still have to be dismissed 
because in order to defend himself at trial he would have to intro
duce evidence of his legislative acts. In effect, said Rep. Myers, a 
trial on this indictment would impermissibly force him to either 
waive his Speech or Debate Clause protection or relinquish his due 
process right to present a full and complete defense. 

Next, the defendant asserted that the indictment failed to state 
an offense. His argument was that 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) (bribery) re
quires proof that the defendant corruptly agreed to be influenced 
in his performance of an official act. If no official act has been or 
could be performed, reasoned Rep. Myers, then no bribery could be 
charged. Thus, said the defendant, this indictment was defective 
because it was impossible for him to render immigration assistance 
(i.e. perform an official act) for the benefit of foreign businessmen 
who in fact did not exist. 

Rep. Myers' third argument was that section 201 was unconstitu
tional both on its face and as applied. Regarding facial validity, 
Rep. Myers stated that the passage of section 201 was an unconsti
tutional infringement upon the separation of powers doctrine, the 
Speech or Debate Clause, and the Punishment Clause.7 In Rep. 
Myers' view, the separation of powers doctrine "provides that one 
branch of government may not intrude into the exclusive function
ing of another branch . . . yet this is precisely what the instant 
legislation attempts to do in diverting consideration of matters in
volving the behavior of House Members, to branches other than 
the legislative branch." [Motion of Michael O. Myers to Dismiss In
dictment, July 10, 1980 at 25-26] With respect to section 201'8 va
lidity under the Speech or Debate Clause, Rep. Myers said: 

[T]he Speech or Debate Clause states that no legislator 
may be questioned in any arena regarding speech or 
debate. Defendant suggests that the passage of this legisla
tion invaded this protection for it provided for judicial 
scrutiny of and executive enforcement of acts coming 
within the purview of the Speech or Debate Clause. A con
stitutional provision cannot be so infringed upon by a leg
islative enactment, absent a constitutional amendment. 
[Id. at 24] 

Regarding the Punishment Clause, Rep. Myers said: 
This Constitutional provision thus sets forth a mandated 

procedure by which House Members can maintain internal 
control over their body. This Constitutional provision 
cannot be so ignored by the passage of Section 201, which 
directly violates the underpinning of the Punishment 
Clause, and delegates to other branches of government, the 
responsibility for punishing and examining House Mem
bers for alleged disorderly conduct. [Id. at 25] 

1 The Punishment Clause of the U.S. Constitution provides: "Each House may ... punish its 
Members for disorderly Behavior." [arlo I § 5, cl. 2J 
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Next, Rep. Myers claimed that section 201 was applied in an un
constitutional manner in this case. His argument was that the 
present indictment exemplified a deliberate pattern of selective en
forcement, and that the conduct of the Government "was manipu
lative, intentional, and carefully planned . . . to intimidate, harass 
and compromise members of the Legislative Branch." [ld. at 33] 
The framers of the Constitution, said Rep. Myers, formulated the 
Speech or Debate Clause in order to protect legislators against the 
type of intimidation used by the Government in the instant case. 
To allow the Government to invoke section 201 against him, con
cluded Rep. Myers, would thus violate the Speech or Debate Clause 
and would serve to erode the independence of the Legislative 
branch. Rep. Myers also claimed that the indictment, as framed, 
contained numerous references to legislative acts. Consequently, 
the Government would have to introduce at trial evidence protect
ed by the Speech or Debate Clause. Rep. Myers' final argument 
concerning section 201 was that Congress never intended that the 
statute would be used to permit Government agents to establish 
wholly fictitious criminal enterprises in order to tempt Members of 
Congress to accept bribes. 

The fourth major point raised by Rep. Myers in his June 10, 1980 
motion to dismiss was that the instant prosecution presented a 
nonjusticiable political question. First, said Rep. Myers, there was 
a textually demonstrable constitutional commitment of the issue to 
a coordinate political department in that the Punishment Clause 
and the Speech or Debate Clause provide for the resolution of prob
lems of the type presented in the indictment. Second, it would be 
impossible for the court to resolve the issues in this case without 
showing a lack of respect for either the Legislative or Executive 
branch. Third, judicial resolution of the issues would not necessar
ily be the final word since Rep. Myers would also be subjected to 
disciplinary action by the House of Representatives. Thus, judicial 
resolution would present a "potentiality of embarrassment from 
multifarious pronouncements by various departments on one ques
tion." [ld. at 37, quoting Baker v. Carr, 369 U.S. 186, 217 (1962)] 

On July 11, 1980, the court, Judge Jacob Mishler presiding, 
denied Rep. Myers' July 10, 1980 motion to dismiss. No memoran
dum accompanied the court's decision. 

On July 18, 1980, Rep. Myers appealed the denial of his motion 
to dismiss to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. 

On August 8, 1980, the court of appeals issued its decision. 
[United States v. Myers, 635 F.2d 932 (2d Cir. 1980] In an opinion 
delivered by Circuit Judge Jon O. Newman, the decision of Judge 
Mishler was affirmed. Turning first to the appealability of Judge 
Mishler's decision, the circuit court likened the instant ca.se to Hel
stoski v. Meanor, 442 U.S. 500 (1979). In llelstoski the U.S. Supreme 
Court had ruled that a Member of Congress was entitled to appeal, 
in advance of trial, the denial of a motion to dismiss, where the 
motion alleged violations of the Speech or Debate Clause. The Su
preme Court had reasoned that the Speech or Debate Clause was 
designed to protect Members not only from the results of litigation, 
but also from the burden of defending themselves. Thus, said the 
Supreme Court, if a Member is to enjoy the full protection of the 
Clause, his challenge to an indictment must be appealable before 
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exposure to trial occurs. For these reasons, the circuit court held 
that it had jurisdiction to hear Rep. Myers' Speech or Debate 
Clause claims. The court further held that the reasoning in Hel
stoski also permitted-if not required-the circuit court to provide 
pretrial review of' Rep. Myers' challenges to the indictment based 
on the separation of powers doctrine. Said the court: 

Though this doctrine does not provide as precise a pro
tection as the Speech or Debate Clause, there are equiva
lent reasons for vindicating in advance of trial whatever 
protection it affords as a defense to prosecution on crimi
nal charges. If, because of the separation of powers, a par
ticular prosecution of a Member of Congress is constitu
tionally prohibited, the policies underlying that doctrine 
require that the Congressman be shielded from standing 
trial. Like the Speech or Debate Clause, the doctrine of 
separation of powers serves as a vital check upon the Ex
ecutive and Judicial Branches to respect the independence 
of the Legislative Branch, not merely for the benefit of the 
Members of Congress, but, more importantly, for the right 
of the people to be fully and fearlessly represented by 
their elected Senators and Congressmen. [635 F.2d at 935-
936] 

After noting that little would be lost in the way of judicial effi
ciency if pre-trial appeals by indicted Members of Congress were to 
include all legal defenses, the court found that it also had jurisdic
tion to decide Rep. Myers' claims regarding the applicability and 
constitutionality of 18 U.S.C. § 20l. 

The circuit court then turned to the merits. The court rejected 
Rep. Myers' claim that the grand jury improperly considered infor
mation protected by the Speech or Debate Clause. In this regard, 
the court stated: 

Appellant's ... claim is that the indictment should be 
dismissed because the grand jury that returned it heard 
some evidence of legislative acts that is privileged by the 
Speech or Debate Clause. Normally, an indictment is not 
subject to dismissal on the ground that there was "inad
equate or incompetent" evidence before the grand jury. 
Costello v. United States, 350 U.S. 359, 362 (1956). This rule 
has been specifically applied to reject a claim that a grand 
jury heard some evidence protected by the Speech or 
Debate Clause. United States v. Johnson, 419 F.2d 56 (4th 
Cir. 1969), cert. denied, 397 U.S. 1010 (1970). See also 
United States v. Helstoski, 576 F.2d 5111 519 (3d Cir. 1978), 
aff'd without co.nsideration of this point, sub nom. Hel
stoski v. Meanor, 442 U.S. 500 (1979); contra, United States 
v. Helstoski, Crim. No. 76-201 CD.N.J. Feb. 27, 1980) (un
published). The procedural history of Johnson makes it es
pecially instructive. Congressman Johnson's original con
viction on both substantive and conspiracy counts was re
versed by the Fourth Circuit, 337 F.2d 180 (1964). The Su
preme Court agreed that retrial was necessary because a 
portion of the conspiracy count specifically charged con-
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duct protected by the Speech or Debate Clause. 383 U.S. at 
176-77. 

However, the Supreme Court remanded for a new trial 
on the original indictment, requiring only deletion of that 
portion of the indictment charging protected conduct. [ld. 
at 185] Though the grand jury that had returned the in
dictment obviously had heard evidence of the protected 
conduct, which it had specifically alleged to be part of the 
conspiracy, the Supreme Court raised no objection to re
trial on the redacted indictment. On appeal from John
son's second conviction, the Fourth Circuit considered and 
rejected his challenge to the grand jury's receipt of privi
leged evidence. 419 F.2d at 58. We agree with the conclu
sion reached by the Fourth Circuit, which appears to be 
the implicit conclusion of the Supreme Court as well. 1 0 

10 We need not consider whether an indictment mi~ht be subject to a motion to 
dismiss in the event that the privileged evidence constituted such a large proportion 
of the evidence before the grand jury as to raise a substantial question of whether 
the grand jury had sufficient competent evidence to establish probable cause. In this 
case Judge Mishler noted at the argument on defendant's motion to dismiss that 
extensive tapes and recordings were before the grand jury, referring to the episodes 
in which, money was received allegedly in return for corrupt promises. (Tr. July 11, 
1980 hearing 37). 

[ld. at 941] 
Regarding Rep. Myers' claim that the indictment failed to state 

an offense, the court stated that it was irrelevant that no official 
act could be performed for a non-existent person: 

The offense described by § 201 is complete upon a Con
gressman's corrupt acceptance of money in return for his 
promise to perform any official act. The elements of the of
fense are the receipt of money, the making of the promise 
and the corrupt purpose with which these things are done. 
United States v. Brewster, supra, 408 U.S. at 526-27. The 
promise does not cease to relate to an official act simply 
because the undercover agent offering the bribe knows 
that the subject of the promised legislative action is ficti
tious and that the promise will not actually be performed. 
The statute condemns the Congressman's actions and state 
of mind. His alleged promise to introduce private immigra
tion bills is a promise to perform "any official act." 18 
U.S.C. § 201(c). [ld. at 940] 

Rep. Myers' claim that section 201 was facially unconstitutional 
was likewise rejected by the circuit court: 

Appellant challenges the facial validity of 201 on the 
grounds that the statute conflicts with the Speech or 
Debate Clause and the doctrine of separation of powers. 
These claims are wholly without merit ill light of United 
States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501 (1972) and United States v. 
Joh.nson. :;,upra. Those decisions squarely uphold the con
stitutional authority of Congress to enact § 201, creating 
the offense of bribery, including bribery of a Member of 
Congress. The decisions recognize that the Speech or 
Debate Clause imposes significant limits on the prosecu
tion of congressional bribery. Conduct that falls within the 

--- I 
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broad category of legislative action may not be charged as 
an offense under the statute, nor may evidence of a Mem
ber's legislative action be offered in evidence against him. 
United States v. Brewster, supra, 408 U.S. at 510; United 
States v. Johnson, supra, 383 U.S. at 184-85; United States 
v. Helstoski, 442 U.S. 477 (1979). But despite these limits, 
the facial validity of § 201 is clear. [ld. at 937] 

Rep. Myers' argument that passage of section 201 violated the 
Punishment Clause was similarly dismissed. The court, which 
treated this argument as an attack on the constitutionality of sec
tion 201 as applied rather than on the section's constitutionality on 
its face, found that Brewster was dispositive of this challenge: 

The argument that acceptance of a bribe by a Member 
of Congress was peculiarly a matter appropriate for pun
ishment exclusively by each House of the Congress was 
vigorously made in the dissenting opinions in Brewster, 408 
U.s. at 541-44 (Brenann, J., dissenting); id. 551-52, 563 
(White, J., dissenting). The arguments focused primarily 
on the Speech or Debate Clause, relying on the Behavior 
Clause to show that immunity from Executive Branch 
prosecution did not insulate Members of Congress who cor
rupt the legislative process from the sanctions of their 
peers. In declining to find in the Speech or Debate Clause 
an immunity from prosecution for corrupt promises to 
take legislative action, the majority in Brewster necessar
ily rejected any contention that Congressional punishment 
power in such matters was exclusive. [ld. at 937-938] 

The court found equally unpersuasive Rep. Myers' argument that 
trial on this indictment would impermissibly force him to either in
troduce evidence of his legislative acts or forego his right to pre
sent a full defense. The court stated that although the Speech or 
Debate Clause prevents the Government from questioning a 
Member about his legislative acts, "It does not prevent a Member 
from offering such acts in his own defense, even though he thereby 
subjects himself to cross-examination." [ld. at 942J 

The court also held that section 201 was not unconstitutional as 
applied in this case. Rep. Myers had argued that if Government 
agents are allowed to manufacture opportunities for Members to 
accept bribes, the Government would be free to entice into crime 
those Members whose political viewpoints differed from those of 
the Administration, contrary to the separation of powers doctrine. 
The court responded to this argument by noting, , Any Member of 
Congress approached by a9:ents conducting a bribery sting oper
ation can simply say INo'.' [ld. at 939J More important, should 
Congress decide that its Members were being subjected to targeting 
and harassment by the Exective branch, it could exempt its Mem
bers from the purview of the bribery laws. In this regard, the court 
stated: 

If the public policy concerns that have been identified 
warrant additional restrictions on the prosecution of Mem
bers of Congress for bribery, such restrictions are matters 
for consideration by those with public policy responsibil-
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ities, administrators in the Executive Branch and ulti
mately law-makers in the Legislative Branch. In Brewster 
the Supreme Court pointed out that if that decision under
estimated "the potential for harassment, the Congress, of 
course, is free to exempt its Members from the ambit of 
Federal bribery laws." 408 U.S. at 524. By the same token, 
if the risks of a bribery sting operation outweigh its bene
fits, Congress always has the power to make the more lim
ited modification of redefming the offense to exclude, in 
the case of Members of Congress or others, acceptance of 
bribes offered by undercover agents of the Government. 
With the policy choice thus fully within the control of Con
gress, we cannot conclude that the separation of powers 
doctrine creates a constitutional barrier to the law enforce
ment technique selected by the Executive Branch. 9 

• Appellant also seeks to bolster his challenge to a bribery sting operation by con
tending that a prosecution founded on this technique presents a political question 
inappropriate for the Judicial Branch. This is simply another way of characterizing 
the public policy issues that are available for resolution by Congress. 

[Id. at 939] 
Further, the court held that the legislative history of section 201 
failed to show that Congress did not intend to allow the statute to 
be used when Government agents establish fictitious undercover 
operations that ensnare Members of Congress. 

Regarding Rep. Myers' claim that the references to legislative 
acts in the indictment rendered the indictment invalid, the court 
stated that such references were made "for the entirely permissible 
purpose of detailing the nature of the corrupt promise allegedly 
made." [Id. at 937] This indictment, said the court, "contemplates 
no inquiry into the taking of any legislative action or the motiva
tion for it." [Id.] 

Rep. Myers' argument that the indictment presented a nonjusti
ciable political question was disposed of by the court in its discus
sion of the public policy issues inherent in deciding whether under
cover agents should be allowed to entice Members of Congress to 
accept bribes. [See footnote 9, quoted above.] 

On October 10,1980, Rep. Myers filed a petition for writ of certio
rari with the U.S. Supreme Court. [No. 80-527] The petition was 
denied on November 6,1980. [449 U.S. 826] 

On JUly 10, 1980 (the same day he filed his original motion to 
dismiss the indictment on a variety of grounds), Rep. Myers also 
filed a motion to dismiss on the grounds of prejudicial pre-indict
ment publicity and Government misconduct. Regarding publicity, 
he alleged that top officials of the Justice Department and the FBI, 
as well as members of the United States Attorney's Office and 
other members of the Government involved with ABSCAM, had 
publicly discussed such matters as: (1) the relative strength of the 
Government's case; (2) the character, motivation, and guilt of the 
defendant; (3) the rulings a judge should make 011 various legal 
issues, such as the entrapment defense; (4) the legality of the inves
tigative procedures used; and (5) the proper interpretation of the 
videotapes. Rep. Myers relied on Berger v. United States, 295 U.S. 
78 (1934) in arguing that this pretrial publicity would deny him his 
due process right to a fair trial, and that the indictment therefore 

".., 
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should be dismissed. Regarding Government misconduct, Rep. 
Myers stated that the Government violated both Rule 6(e) of the 
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure and Justice Department regu
lations (28 CFR § 50.2) by disclosing publicly matters occurring 
before the grand jury. These disclosures allegedly involved: (1) de
tailed descriptions of videotapes which were to be shown to the 
grand jury; (2) the dates when indictments were expected; and (3) 
the charges expected to be contained in the indictment. Rep. Myers 
further asserted that these actions by the Government may have 
well violated two Federal statutes: 5 U.S.C. § 552a[b] (the Privacy 
Act) and 18 U.S.C. § 1501 (obstruction of justice). He concluded by 
calling upon the court to demonstrate its intolerance of the Gov
ernment's cOllduct by exercising its supervisory power to dismiss 
the indictment. 

On August 7, 1980, Rep. Myers' motion to dismiss on the grounds 
of prejudicial pre-indictment publicity and Government misconduct 
was denied. In an opinion accompanying the order, Judge Mishler 
noted that the conduct of the Government officers who disclosed in
formation of the investigation was "grossly improper and possibly 
illegal." [United States v. Myers, Cr. No. 80-00249 (E.D.N.Y.) Memo
randum of Decision and Order, August 7, 1980, at 7] Nevertheless, 
Judge Mishler held that neither the Fifth Amendment nor any re
quirement that the judiciary oversee the proper administration of 
criminal justice mandated dismissal of the indictment. Turning to 
Rep. Myers' Fifth Amendment claim, Judge Mishler stated that he 
knew of no case in which an indictment had been dismissed upon 
the ground that the grand jury was prejudiced by pre-indictment 
publicity. Moreover, said Judge Mishler, in order to prevail on his 
Fifth Amendment argument, Rep. Myers would have to bear a 
heavy burden of demonstrating that he suffered actual prejudice as 
a result of the publicity. In so holding, Judge Mishler recognized 
that in United States v. Sweig, 316 F. Supp. 1148 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), 
aff'd 441 F.2d 114 (2d Cir. 1970). Judge Frankel suggested, in dicta, 
that Government generated pre-indictment publicity could warrant 
dismissal even without a showing of actual prejudice. Judge 
Mishler, however, held that because "other measures are available 
to deter and punish prosecutorial conduct, ... it would be inappro
priate to give the defendants a 'windfall' by dismissing the indict
ment simply because some unidentified and possibly low-level 
member of the prosecutor's office failed to adhere to his duty." [ld. 
at 13J In coming to this conclusion, Judge Mishler relied on United 
States v. Stanford, 589 F.2d 299 (7th Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 440 
U.S. 983 (1979). 

The court turned next to Rep. Myers' claim that the indictment 
should be dismissed pursuant to the court's supervisory power to 
discourage Government misconduct. Judge Mishler began by stat
ing that courts undoubtedly have supervisory authority over the 
administration of justice, but that this authority must be invoked 
with extreme care. He called dismissal of an indictment an "ex
treme sanction" and stated that under United States v. Fields, 592 
F.2d 638, 647 (2d Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 442 U.S. 917 (1979) dismiss
al is warranted only 
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. .. to achieve one or both of two objectives: First, to 
eliminate prejudice to a defendant in a criminal pl'Osecu
tion; second, to help to translate the assurances of the 
United States Attorneys into consistent performances by 
their assistants. 

As to the first situation described in Fields, Judge Mishler stated 
that Rep. Myers had failed to show actual prejudice. As to whether 
dismissal would "help to translate assurances by the United States 
Attorneys into consistent performances by their assistants," Judge 
Mishler held that it would not. He stated that the Fields court had 
been referring to situations such as those exemplified by United 
States v. Estepa, 471 F.2d 1132 (2d cir. 1972)-a case in which an 
indictment was dismissed because the prosecutor had failed to heed 
repeated warnings by the court not to use hearsay evidence before 
the grand jury. In the present case, said Judge Mishler, this pat
tern of constant disregard of court directives was absent. Further, 
the present case did not fall within the ambit of Fields because 
here the Attorney General, by instituting an investigation of the 
disclosures and publicly promising to deal severely with the guilty 
employees, would provide any necessary deterrence against future 
Government misconduct. 

Also on July 10, 1980, Rep. Myers moved to dismiss the indict
ment on the ground that the manner in which the Government 
conceived of and conducted its investigation was so outrageous and 
offensive as to constitute a violation of Rep. Myers' due process 
rights. In support of this charge of Government overreaching, Rep. 
Myers charged that ABSCAM involved gross improprieties and out
right illegalities on the part of FBI agents and Department of Jus
tice personnel. According to the defendant, the Government cre
ated a criminal enterprise known as Abdul Enterprises whose 
purpose was originally to uncover those dealing in contraband and 
stolen property, but which soon turned to luring political targets 
into a carefully orchestrated scheme of deceit and bribery. These 
political targets, moreover, were not chosen because of any suspi
cion that they were involved in criminal activity. Nevertheless, 
they were enticed to attend meetings with Government undercover 
agents posing as representatives of an Arab sheik anxious to invest 
his wealth in legitimate business enterprises ill the target's politi
cal locale. Once in attendance, the defendant contended, he was 
lied to and maneuvered into compromising positions through a 
carefully developed plan in which calculated questions led imper
ceptibly to illicit activity. Moreover, said Rep. Myers, the sordid 
scheme was made even more reprehensible by the very presence of 
Government attorneys at or near the sites of these meetings, who 
saw to it, through continuing surreptitious communication with the 
undercover operatives, that Federal jurisdiction was Itmanufac
tured." 

The defendant also charged that in the course of its investigation 
the Government, in order to protect its undercover operation, vio
lated numerous state and Federal laws, as well as the internal reg
ulations and policies of the FBI and the Department of Justice. For 
example, it was alleged that Government agents filed false affida
vits with a Federal court; allowed one of their undercover opera-

14-618 0 - 83 - 47 
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tives to use Abdul Enterprises in order to swindle numerous busi
nessmen; illegally established a front organization and filed false 
statements with Federal agencies; introduced misrepresentations 
into the banking system by creating a bogus account; and obtained 
a lease on a townhouse in Washington, D.C. by resorting to false 
pretenses. The defendant concluded that these systematic abuses 
by law enforcement authorities, culminating in the instant indict
ment, were unprecedented in scale. The only way to maintain the 
integrity of the judicial process, concluded Rep. Myers, would be to 
dismiss the instant indictment. 

On August 7, 1980, Judge Mishler filed a memorandum and 
order addressing Rep. Myers' claims of Government overreaching. 
The Judge began by pointing out that Rep. Myers was not raising 
an entrapment defense. He also noted that Federal courts do have 
the power to preclude a criminal prosecution because of Govern
ment misconduct. The court would entertain Rep. Myers' motion, 
said the Judge, but not before trial as he had requested. Because 
the defendant was challenging almost every facet of the investiga
tion, the court concluded that a pre-trial hearing would unduly 
delay the trial. Further, said Judge Mishler, the publicity that 
would undoubtedly surround such a pre-trial hearing would make 
it difficult to select an unbiased jury. Accordingly, the court re
served ruling on Rep. Myer's motion until the conclusion of the 
Government's case at which point hearings on the matter would be 
conducted if necessary. 

On August 8, 1980, the case was transferred from Judge Mishler 
to Judge George Pratt. 

On August 11, 1980, Rep. Myers' trial began. On August 29, 1980, 
Rep. Myers was found guilty on all three counts (as were the other 
defendants). 

Hearings on Rep. Myers' motion to dismiss on the grounds of 
Government overreaching began on January 12, 1981. These "due 
process" hearings concluded on February 16, 1981. 

On March 24, 1981, Rep. Myers filed a memorandum in support 
of his motion to dismiss on the ground of overreaching. In this 
memorandum, he also alleged that he had been entrapped. On May 
1, 1981 the Government filed a memorandum in response. 

On ,July 24, 1981, Judge Pratt issued an order and memorandum 
in which Rep. Meyers' motion to dismiss was denied. In his 136 
page memorandum Judge Pratt began his discussion of the Myers 
case by outlining the claims Rep. Myers had made in his post-trial 
motion: 

The four defendants in Myers have filed joint briefs in 
support of all post-trial motions and thus their arguments 
are referred to collectively. The ~fyers defendants essen
tially claim that the Abscam investigation did not uncover 
criminal conduct, but instead created or instigated any 
criminality that may be present, and that improper dele
gation of authority, lack of supervision, inadequate docu
mentation and the reward system used by the government 
created such doubt as to the truth, reliability and integrity 
of the verdict as to require dismissal of the indictments. 
The My'ers defendants urge, in effect, that notwithstanding 
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their failure to claim entrapment at the trial, they are not 
precluded from now asserting a defense of "entrapment as 
a matter of law", or "objective entrapment." They urge 
that many etates have recognized and legislatively adopted 
objective entrapment and that the federal courts should 
constitutionalize that trend. 

More particularly, the Myers defendants argue that the 
government did not infiltrate or uncover ongoing criminal 
activity, but instead created such activity; that the govern
ment offered overwhelming inducements to the Myers de
fendants; that Abscam was conducted without adequate 
safeguards, particularly with respect to supervision of 
Weinberg; that the techniques employed by the govern
ment in Abscam were "outrageous!> within the meaning of 
Hampton v. United States, 425 U.S. 484 (1976); that the,re 
was entrapment as a matter of law; that the compensation 
of Weinberg as an informant is unconstitutional; that it is 
improper to undertake a general investigation into the cor
ruptibility of members of a particular branch of govern
ment without some "well-grounded basis"; that as a 
matter of constitutional law the "so-called due process de
fense or objective strand of the entrapment d9fense" 
should be available to a defendant subjected to "outra
geous governmental investigatory action"; that the de
struction, erasure or unexplained loss of tapes requires an 
inference that the tapes contained exculpatory material; 
and that in an undercover investigation the verbal asser
tion by a potential target that he or she desires to act 
within the law forecloses any further investigation of that 
individual. [Memnrandum and Order, July 24, 1981, at 31-
32] 

Next, Judge Pratt outlined the Government's response 8 to Rep. 
Myers' arguments: 

The government argues that the ABSCAM investigation 
in its totality was both appropriate and constitutional, 
that the rights of none of the defendants were violated by 
the investigation and that there was no exculpatory evi
dence withheld from the defense. In the government's 
view, all of the defendants' "due process" contentions basi
cally fall into two categories, neither of which has validity: 
governmental "over-involvement" in the creation of crimi
nal activity, and the government's failure to take meas
ures to ensure that innocent people would not be wrongful
ly ensnared and convicted. The government urges that de
fendants' claims 

"Judge Pratt's July 24th order and memorandum was dispositi.'e not only of Rep. Myers' due 
process claims, but also of the claims of Reps. Lederer, Thompson, Ilnd Murphy who raised simi
lar due process issues during their ABSCAM prosecutions. As a result, the Government's re
sponse addressed the claims not only of Rep. Myers, but also of Reps. Lederer, Thompson, and 
Murp,hy. Further, whenever in Judge Pratt's memorandum reference is made to the "defend
ants' it should be understood that the court iEI referring not only to Rep. Myers and those in
dicted with him, but also to all the defendants in the Lederer, Murphy, and Thompson ABSCAM 
cases. 
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"cannot be considered in the abstract, for the facts as de
veloped at the trials reveals [sic] a collection of unscrupu
lous public officials who were never "victimized" by the in
formant or the intermediaries and whose guilt was clear 
because they were clearly guilty, not because they had 
been manipulated to appear in compromising positions 
before the cameras."-Government's memorandum at L 

The government further argues that the Abscam investi
gation was pursued in good faith and conducted profession
ally ill view of the circumstances, that no right of any de
fendant was infringed and, finally, that whether an oper
ation such as Abscam is IIgood" or '1Jad" is a matter to be 
decided initially by the executive branch of our govern
ment, subject to legislation by Congress, but does not pres
ent judicial questions under the due process clause. [ld. at 
35-36] 

The court then proceeded to group the defendant's challenges 
into two categories: general and specific. The court found that 
there were six general challenges, the first of which was that lithe 
indictment should be dismissed because the Abscam investigation 
did not uncover criminal conduct, but instead created and instigat
ed it." [ld. at 49] Before addressing the merits of this contention, 
Judge Pratt discussed at length the law of entrapment: 

Much of the judicial discussion of these questions has fo
cused on the ideas generally encompassed in the concept 
"entrapment". Although virtually all judges have agreed 
that an innocent person who was "entrapped" by govern
ment agents into committing a criminal act should not be 
convicted, there is less agreement on the proper principles 
underlying the concept of entrapment and on what factors 
do or do not constitute entrapment. 

Under the so-called "subjective" approach to the defense 
of entrapment, two factors must be considered: Was the 
defendant's criminal conduct "induced" by the government 
agent? If it was, was the defendant "predisposed" to 
commit the crune? This subjective approach focuses upon 
the conduct and propensities of the particular defendant in 
each case. It is for the jury to determine, first, whether 
there is sufficient evidence of lIinducement' and, if so, 
whether the government has ~roven beyond a reasonable 
doubt that the defendant was predisposed". In theory, the 
subjective approach to entrapment is grounded in legisla
tive intent: if an otherwise innocent person was entrapped 
by a government agent into performing a criminal act, the 
legislature never intended that his conduct be punished. 
Sorrells v. U.S., 287 U.S. 435 (1932); U.S. v. Russell, 411 
U.S. 423 (1973). 

"Objective" entrapment is a term applied to either of 
two different concepts. Under one view of "objective" en
trapment the focus is not upon the propensities and predis
positions of the individual defendant, but instead upon an 
objective standard of "persons who would normally avoid 
criIne and through self-struggle resist ordinary tempta-
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tions", Sherman v. U.S., 356 U.S. 369, 384 (Frankfurter, J., 
concurring), in order to determine whether the induce
ment tendered by the government agent was unacceptable. 

The second view of "objective" entrapment focuses upon 
the conduct of the government agents in each particular 
case to determine whether that conduct "falls. below stand
ards, to which common feelings respond, for the proper use 
of governmental power". U.S. v. Russell, 411 U.S. at 441, 
(Steward, J., dissenting). However, and despite eloquent ar
guments in several dissenting and concurring opinions, 
Sorrells, 287 U.S. 435; Sherman, 356 U.S. 369; Russell, 411 
U.S.; and Hampton, 425 U.S. 486, the "objective" approach 
to entrapment has never been accepted by any majority of 
the Supreme Court. 

Some confusion has arisen because "objective" entrap
ment, the view that over-involvement of the government 
in the commission of a crime requires dismissal of an in
dictment, has also been called "entrapment as a matter of 
law". Further semantic confusion has arisen, however, be
cause the term "entrapment as a matter of law" has also 
been applied to a situation where, on the evidence present
ed, no jury could fmd beyond a reasonable doubt, that the 
defendant was predisposed to commit the crime that was 
induced by the government agents. Sherman v. U.S. 356 
U.S. 369; see U.S. v. Jannotti, 501 F. Supp. at 1200. Under 
that view, «entrapment as a matter of law" simply means 
that insufficient evidence was presented to warrant the 
case going to the jury on the issue of defendant's predis
posed state of mind. 

Entrapment is a difficult, conceptually slippery, and phi
losphically controversial concept. Ever since Sorrells v. 
U.S., 287 U.S. 435 (1932), the Supreme Court has divided 
sharply on the standards to be applied in reviewing the 
conviction of a person whose criminal conduct was in part 
facilitated by government agents. In U.S. v. Russell, 411 
U.S. 423 (1973), a Supreme Court majority of five claimed 
to adhere to Sorrells as a precedent of long standing that 
had already once been reexamined and implicitly reaf
firmed in Sherman v. U.S., 356 U.S. 369 (1958). Writing for 
the court in Russell, Justice Rehnquist pointed out that 
"since the entrapment defense is not of a constitutional di
mension, Congl'ess may addrass itself to the question and 
adopt any substantive definition of the defense that it may 
find desirable." 411 U.S. at 433 (footnote omitted). 

Four Supreme Court decisions are central to the issue of 
entrapment. Sorrells, 287 U.S. 435; Sherman, 356 U.S. 369; 
Russell, 411 U.S. 423; and Hampton, 425 U.S. 484. Famil
iarity with the majority, concurring, and dissenting opin
ions in those decisions is &'3sumed. From those decisions as 
a whole it appears that the "objective" view of entrapment 
as espoused by Justice Brennan in Hampton has never 
been accepted by a majority of the Supreme Court. The 
tlsubjective" view has been adopted in Sorrells, Sherman, 
and Russell and appears to be still acceptable to a present 
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majority of the current Supreme Court bench, at least in 
most cases, where a defendant's predisposition has been es
tablished. 

Hampton presents a more complex picture. There, three 
justices voted to solidify the subjective approach so that 
under no circumstances, regardless of how egregious the 
governmental conduct, could a defendant who was found 
by a jury to have been predisposed to commit the crime 
have the indictment dismissed for governmental miscon
duct. 425 U.S. 484. Three other justices believed that the 
circumstances showed that governmental officials had pur
posefully created the crime in Hampton and that such cre
ative activity by governmental officials required dismissal 
despite defendant's predisposition to commit the crime. 425 
U.S. at 495 (Brennan, J. dissenting). Two other justices in 
an opinion written by Justice Powell found that Hampton 
was controlled by Russell, that Hampton had not even 
raised the issue of predisposition, and that his entrapment 
defense, therefore, failed for lack of proof. 425 U.S. at 490 
(powell, J., concurring). Justice Powell declined, however, 
to close the door entirely upon the possibility of court in
tervention in an extreme case. He refused to accept the 
premise "that, no matter what the circumstances, neither 
due process principles nor [the Supreme Court's] supervi
sory power could support a bar to conviction in any case 
where the Government is able to prove predisposition." 
425 U.S. at 495. In footnote, Justice Powell added: 

I emphasize that the cases, if any, in which 
proof of predisposition is not dispositive will be 
rare. Police overinvolvement in crime would have 
to reach a demonstrable level of outrageousness 
before it could bar conviction. This would be espe
cially difficult to show with respect to contraband 
offenses which are so difficult to detect in the ab
sence of undercover Government involvement. 
One cannot easily exaggerate the problems con
fronted by law enforcement authorities in dealing 
effectively with an expanding narcotics 
traffic * * * which is one of the major contribut
ing causes of escalating crime in our 
cities. * * * Enforcement officials, therefore, 
must be allowed flexibility adequate to counter ef
fectively such criminal activity. 
425 U.S. at 496 n. 7 (citations omitted). 

Thus as the Court divided in Hampton, with Justice Ste
vens taking no part: three judges would make predisposi
tion the only issue; three judges would eliminate predispo
sition entirely; and the decisive two concurring votes, ex
pressed in Justice Powell's opinion, indicate that predispo
sition is not only relevant but will be dispositive in all but 
the "rare" case where police over-involvement in the 
crime reaches "a demonstrable level of outrageousness". 
Since Hampton had been predisposed, and since the police 
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involvement in his crime was not "outrageous", his convic
tion was affirmed. The three dissenting judges would elim
inate consideration of predisposition entirely and would in
stead devote their attention only to governmental miscon
duct. While they would prefer to be more restrictive of per
missible governmental involvement in crime than Justice 
Powell's test of "outrageousness", the dissenters' position a 
fortiori accepts the "outrageousness" standard, making it 
the point in the continuum of escalating police involve
ment in crime where five members of the present court 
agree that a conviction should be overturned and an in
dictment dismissed. 

Until further word from the Supreme Court, therefore, 
as a matter of strict legal precedent, this court must 
assume that while the subjective view of entrapment is the 
general guide, it is nevertheless subject to an overriding 
exception that under either the court's supervisory power 
or the due process clause, a predisposed defendant cannot 
be convicted if police over-involvement in his crime 
reaches Ita demonstrable level of outrageousness". See U.S. 
v. Johnson, 565 F.2d 179, 181 (CA 1 1977) [ld. at. 37-42 
(footnotes omitted)] 

Having reviewed the law of entrapment, Judge Pratt found that 
the argument that prosecution must be barred whenever a Govern
ment agent provided the impetus for a crime, "simply does not rep
resent the law as established by the United States Supreme Court." 
[ld. at 50] Thus, since the concept of "objective entrapment" had 
never been recognized by the Supreme Court, Rep. Myers' entrap
ment claim was "restricted to principles of subjective entrapment, 
where the creative activity of the government entraps into crimi
nal conduct a defendant who was not predisposed to commit the 
crime." [ld.] However, said the court, the issue of predisposition is 
generally a question of fact to be determined by a jury. In the in
stant case, the court continued, Rep. Myers had not requested a 
jury charge on the question of entrapment. Thus, t.he issue of sub
jective entrapment could not now be raised before the court. 

The second general challenge raised by Rep. Myers was that 
even if he had not been entrapped, the indictment should be dis
missed because the Government's handling of the investigation was 
so outrageous that due process principles would absolutely bar the 
Government from invoking judicial processes to obtain a convic
tion. Mter noting that the defendant's argument was based on the 
opinions of Justice Rehnquist in Russell and Hampton, the court 
disposed of this challenge by stating: 

It is important to recognize, however, that in neither 
Russell nor Hampton was the questioned governmental 
conduct held to be "outrageous". Nor has any other deci
sion of the Supreme Court found law enforcement officers' 
conduct to be so "outrageous" as to require dismissal of an 
indictment. Thus, even though the Supreme Court has yet 
to be confronted with or to offer a description of circum
stances sufficiently outrageous to warrant dismissal, the 
governing principle remains that in some case, under some 
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circumstances, the conduct of law enforcement officials 
may some day bar prosecution. [Rep. Meyers argues) that 
those cases, those circumstanc:es and that conduct have ar
rived with Abscam. 

It is clear that mere instigation of the crime does not 
render law enforcement activity "outrageous". Here, the 
government presented a fictitious sheik, seeking to buy fa
vorable legislative action. Undercover agents offered 
money in return for defendant legislators' promises to in
troduce a private immigration bill. In simple terms. bribes 
were offered by the undercover agents and accepted by the 
defendant congressmen. 

Clearly, the government agents created the opportunity 
for criminal conduct by offering the bribes. But their in
volvement falls far short of being Uoutrageous" for two 
reasons. In the first place, eac,h of the legislators could 
simply have said "no" to the offer. U.S. v. Myers, 635 F.2d 
at 939. Three other legislators faced with identical offers, 
Senator Pressler, Congressman Patten and Congressman 
Murtha did precisely that as shown by the videotapes in 
evidence as DP Exs. 22, 21, and Thompson trial Ex. 29. 
Second, the extent of governmental involvement here is 
far less than that in Hampton, where the government not 
only supplied heroin for the defendant to sell, but also pro
duced an undercover agent to buy it from him. Even under 
those circumstances, where the government was active on 
both sides of a narcotics sale, the Supreme Court did not 
consider the agent's conduct to be "outrageous"; a fortiori 
here, where the agents acted only on one side, by offering 
money to congressmen in return for favors, the involve
ment of the undercover agents was not "outrageous". (Id. 
at 52-54 (footnotes omitted)] 

Rep. Myers' third general challenge was that "to permit targets 
to be selected by middlemen violated due process because it did not 
provide sufficient protection to the innocent." [Id. at 54) This argu
ment, said the court, was both legally and factually unsupportable. 
It was legally infirm, said the court, because "the Constitution does 
not require reasonable suspicion before a congressman may be 
made the subject of an undercover sting. U.S. v. Myers, 635 F.2d at 
940-941. See also U.S. v. Ordner, 544 F.2d 24 (CA2 1977)." [Id. at 
54-55) The argument was factually infirm because I'the agents did 
not set out to offer bribes to any particular congressman. They set 
no standards, established no criteria." [Id.) 

Rep. Myers' fourth general argument was that "the inducements 
offered to the congressmen were overwhelming, designed to over
power their otherwise adequate resistance and to induce honest 
and innocent people to commit a crime they would normally 
avoid." [Id. at 57 (footnote omitted)) Judge Pratt rejected this argu
ment, stating that the size of the inducement was irrelevant: 

While there may be "inducements" that are "over
whelming", such as a threat against the life of a loved one, 
when the inducement is nothing but money or other per
sonal gain, this court does not believe that the size of the 
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inducement should be a determinative factor in whether a 
public official can be prosecuted for accepting it. No 
matter how much money is offered to a government offi
cial as a bribe or gratuity, he should be punished if he ac
cepts. It may be true, as has been suggested to the court, 
that "every man has his price"; but when that price is 
money only, the public official should be required to pay 
the penalty when he gets caught. In short, as a matter of 
law, the amount of the financial inducements here could 
not render the agents' conduct outrageous or unconstitu
tional. [ld. at 59] 

Rep. Myers' fifth argument was that there was no need for the 
Government to establish a wholly fictitious operation to ferret out 
public corruption. The court readily dismissed this argument, stat
ing: 

This court believes that the great majority of govern
ment officials, including those in Congress, are honest, 
hard-working, dedicated and sincere. However, the govern
ment needs to have available the weapons of undercover 
operations, infiltration of bribery schemes, and listing" op
erations such as Abscam in order to expose those officials 
who are corrupt, to deter others who might be tempted to 
be corrupt, and perhaps most importantly, to praise by 
negative example those, who are honest and square-deal
ing. Without the availability of such tactics, only rarely 
would the government be able to expose and prosecute 
bribery and other forms of political cGrruption. [ld. at 63-
64J 

Turning to the last of Rep. Myers' general challenges-that the 
convictions' were not a reliable measure of his culpability-the 
court stated that because the essence of the Government's case con
sisted of videotapes, "A more reliable basis for conviction can 
hardly be imagined." [ld. at 64] 

Next, the court considered a number of specific challenges to the 
operation of ABSCAM. Rep. Myers' first argument was that 
ABSCAM was conducted without adequate safeguards, particularly 
with respect to the supervision of Mr. Weinberg. The problem with 
the argument, however, said the court, was that Rep. Myers had 
failed to show Uany direct or specific harm resulting from the al
leged lack of supervision." [ld. at 66] Moreover, the supervision of 
Mr. Weinberg, according to the court, was in fact "more than ade
quate to the circumstances of this investigation." [ld.] In this 
regard, the court stated: 

In an investigation that spanned many months and meet
ings all along the coast, Weinberg was in virtually daily 
contact with Amoroso, and his recordings were delivered 
to the FBI for transcribing on a periodic basis. Most impor
tantly, the key events on which the government relied in 
presenting its cases, the appearances before the videotape 
cameras, took place in the presence of the FBI agents, and 
occasionally under the direct supervision of an attorney 
from the Eastern District Strike Force. Beyond that~ super-
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vising agent Good and strike force chief Puccio continually 
monitored the progress of the investigation, and each re
ported regularly to their respective superiors in the 
bureau and the Department of Justice. [ld. at 67-68] 

Next, Judge Pratt addressed Rep. Myers' contention that he was 
prejudiced at trial by the fact that many of the audiotapes made by 
Mr. Weinberg either contained gaps or were missing. Allegedly, ex
cUlpatory conversations were not recorded at all. The court dis
posed of these arguments by finding that no evidence had been in
troduced to support the assertion that the unrecorded or missing 
conversations were important. 

The court described Rep. Myers' third specific argument as fol
lows: 'IThe Myers' defendants argue that when a potential target in 
an undercover investigation merely states that he desires to act 
within the law, the government should be automatically foreclosed 
from any further investigation of him." [ld. at 70] The court found, 
however, that if Rep. Myers' argument were adopted, "all the sub
ject would have to do would be to invoke the magic incantation 'I 
desire to act within the law' and then plunge into his nefarious ac
tivities, confident that thereafter any statements or conduct by him 
would be immune from investigation." [ld. at 70-71] 

Rep. Myers' fourth specific argument was that dismissal of the 
indictment was required because during the investigation Govern
ment officials violated numerous laws, regulations, and guidelines. 
Like its predecessors, this argument was rejected by the court. "It 
is clear", said Judge Pratt, "that for a court to dismiss an indict
ment there must be not only a constitutional violation, but also 
some resulting adverse effect or prejudice to the defendant." [ld. at 
71-72 (citation omitted)] In the instant case, concluded Judge Pratt, 
Rep. Myers had shown neither a constitutional violation nor any 
resulting prejudice. 

Another argument raised by Rep. Myers was that the Govern
ment's use of middlemen such as Messrs. Criden, Errichetti, and 
Silvestri was an irresponsible attempt to insulate the Government 
from its responsibility to conduct a fair investigation. In effect, said 
Rep. Myers, the Government had used these middlemen as its 
agents and was now responsible for the machinations of those mid
dlemen. In discussing this assertion, Judge Pratt termed it "ludi
crous." In the court's view, the Government's use of middlemen 
"was no more improper than an undercover agent's inflltration of 
a drug ring in order to gain the confidence of its members and 
obtain evidence necessar'J for conviction. U.S. v. Russell, 411 U.S. 
at 432." (ld. at 83] 

The last major due process challenge concerned the conduct of 
Mr. Weinberg. It was the defendant's belief that "the government 
knew that Weinberg was untrustworthy and that defendant's due 
process rights were violated when the government permitted such 
a person to playa major role in Abscam." (ld. at 93] Judge Pratt 
addressed this contention by conceding that Mr. Weinberg had an 
"unsavory background." [ld. at 94] But it was precisely because of 
this background, said Judge Pratt, that Mr. 'Yeinberg was so valua
ble: 
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[Mr. Weinberg's] ability to lie convincingly, his under
standing of the corrupt mind and his ability to imagine 
and. execute a grand charade on the scale of Abscam [was 
the reason] that Weinberg was enlisted for the investiga
tion. Further, Weinberg gave considerable credibility to 
the entire undercover operation; persons dealing with 
Weinberg in the context of Abscam could check him out 
with other sources and be wrongly assured that they were 
not dealing with government agents. Weinberg had a track 
record that no legitimate government agent could provide 
or falsify. 

Moreover, the government was not required to find 
Weinberg "reliable", as would be the case if he were an in
formant whose information was used to obtain a search 
warrant . . . [T]he basic reliability for the investigation, 
and ultimately for the prosecutions, was guaranteed by 
having the crimes committed on camera under circum
stances guided by Agent Amoroso and closely supervised 
by Agent Good. [Id.] 

With respect to the defendant's additional argument-that Mr. 
Weinberg had been given an exorbitant salary by the Government, 
and that he was promised a bonus for each conviction-Judge Pratt 
found that in point of fact Mr. Weinberg's remuneration was nei
ther exorbitant nor contingent in any way upon convictions. 

In addressing the alleged contingent fee agreement, Judge Pratt 
said: 

Here the court finds that Weinberg's payments in 
Abscam have not been contingent. Even if they were, how
ever, that would be but one more fact to be weighed in de
termining the reliability of the results obtained. Payments 
to informants contingent upon successful prosecution of 
those with whom they deal have been judicially criticized, 
but such payments do not requir~ dismissal of an indict
ment. See, e.g., U.S. v. Brown, 602 F.2d 1073 (CA2 1979); 
U.S. v. Szycher, 585 F.2d 443 (CAlO 1978). [Id. at 96] 

In addressing the amount of Mr. Weinberg's salary, Judge Pratt 
said: 

Whether his contribution to law enforcement in these 
cases and the personal sacrifices [Mr. Weinberg] has en
dured, during both the investigation and the prosecutions, 
are worth the amount of money the government has con
ferred upon him, is perhaps a matter for serious considera
tion by the Justice Department and even by Congress. It is 
not, however, a matter upon which this court will pass 
judgment for purposes of determining whether the fruits 
of his activities on behalf of the government should be dis
missed. How much money is paid to a government inform
ant is peculiarly a decision for the executive department, 
and not one for judicial review at the behest of a defend
ant who was caught by the informant's activities. [Id. at 
97] 
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Judge Pratt concluded his memorandum by addressing-and re
jecting-a number of arguments Rep. Myers had made in support 
of motions he had made for a new trial and for a judgment of ac
quittal. 

On August 13, 1981, Rep. Myers was sentenced to 3 years impris
onment for each of the 3 counts on which he was found guilty. The 
sentences, however, were to be run concurrently. In addition, Rep. 
Myers was fined $10,000 for his conviction under Count I and 
$10,000 for his conviction under Count II, for a total of $20,000. Ex
ecution of the prison sentence was stayed pending Rep. Myers' 
appeal. 

On August 24, 1981, Rep. Myers filed a notice of appeal to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. [No. 81-1342] 

On appeal, Rep. Myers argued, inter alia, that: 
The indictment and prose.::ution of Congressman Myers 
violated his immunity under the Speech or Debate Clause. 
Moreover, the criminal investigation of a Member of Con
gress as part of the Executive's sting operation without a 
probable cause basis violated the separation of powers doc
trine which underpins that immunity. [Brief on Behalf of 
Defendants-Appellants Michael Myers, Angelo Errichetti, 
and Louis Johanson, January 5, 1982, at iii-iv] 

And that: 
The tactics utilized by the Government as part of its 
Abscam investigation were destructive of defendants due 
process rights. The tactics violated constitutional protec
tions designed to insulate citizens from governmental over
reaching and creation of crime and also rendered it impos
sible to fairly d"termine in the context of a criminal pros
ecution whethA:"- defendcmts committed the crimes alleged 
in the indictment.[Id. at iv] 

The arguments raised in support of these contentions were identi
cal to those raised before the district court. 

The Government, in turn, filed its brief on February 16, 1982. 
Once again, it repeated the arguments that prevailed before the 
district court. 

On March 9, 1982, Rep. Myers filed a motion for a new trial. The 
motion was based largely on an affidavit by Mr. Weinberg's wife, 
Marie Weinberg. The affidavit, signed by Mrs. Weinberg shortly 
before her death in 1982, alleged that certain individuals, described 
by Mr. Weinberg to Mrs. Weinberg only as "friends," gave Mr. 
Weinberg a number of' "gifts," including three televisions sets and 
a stereo system. Further, Mr;:,;. Weinberg stated that Mr. Weinberg 
'Igave" several of their personal possession\>, including their dining 
and living room fUrniture to various named FBI agents. Also, Rep. 
Myers filed an affidavit by news reporter Indy Badhwar who ap
parently had interviewed Mrs. Weinberg and been told by her that 
Mr. Weinberg had received gifts from Mr. Errichetti. Because 
during cross-examination Mr. Weinberg had denied receiving any 
gifts from Mr. Errichetti, the Weinberg and Badhwar affidavits 
cast considerable doubt on the credibility of Mr. Weinberg's trial 
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testimony, said Rep. Myers, and accordingly a new trial or at least 
the reopening of the due process hearings should be ordered. 

On March 24, 1982, Judge Pratt filed a memorandum and order 
denying Rep. Myers' motion for a new trial and his motion to 
reopen. [United States v. Myers, 543 F. Sup. 753 (E.D.N.Y. 1982).] 
According to the judge, the evidence that FBI agents and Mr. 
Weinberg may have exchanged gifts provided "no basis" for grant
ing a new trial or reopening the due process hearings since Rep. 
Myers had failed to show how such improper dealings may have af
fected his rights. With respect to the gifts by Mr. Errichetti to Mr. 
Weinberg and the issue of Mr. Weinb.erg's credibility, Judge Pratt 
ruled that the Weinberg and Badhwar affidavits "would not inject 
reasonable doubt into what was otherwise an overwhelming case" 
against Rep. Myers. [534 F. Supp. at 757] With respect to the 
motion to reopen, Judge Pratt similarly held that the additional 
evidence offered by Rep. Myers would not produce a different ver
dict. 

On April 5, 1982, the August 24, 1981 appeal was argued before 
circuit judges Lombard, Friendly, and Newman. 

Status-The case is pending in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Second Circuit. 

The complete text of the August 8, 1980 opinion of the circuit 
court is printed in the "Decisions" section of Court Actions and 
Proceedings of Vital Interest to the Congress, September 1, 1981. 

The complete text of the July 24, 1981 opinion of the district 
court is printed in the "Decisions" section of Court Proceedings and 
Actions of Vital Interest to the Congress, September 1, 1981. 

The complete text of the March 24, 1982 opinion of the district 
co~rt is printed in the "Decisions" section of this report at page 678. 

United States v. Kelly 
No. 82-1660 (D.C. Cir.) 

On July 15, 1980, U.S. Representative Richard Kelly of Florida 
was indiqted by a Federal grand jury in the District of Columbia. 
Indicted with Rep. Kelly were Gino Ciuzio, a private citizen living 
in Florida, and Stanley Weisz, a private citizen living in New York. 
[Criminal Case No. 80-00340 (D.D.C.)] 

Count I of the five count indictment charged the defendants with 
conspiracy,l contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 371. 2 It was alleged that be
tween November 1979 and February 1980 the defendants agreed 
that Rep. Kelly would use his power and influence as a Member of 
the U.S. House of Representatives to provide immigration assist
ance to foreign businessmen. Purportedly acting as agents for the 
foreign businessmen were "Tony DeVito" and Melvin Weinberg. In 
actuality, however, DeVito was Anthony Amoroso, Jr., a Special 

1 Specifically, conspiracy to violate 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) (bribery). 
218 U.S.C. § 371 provides: If two or more persons conspire either to commit any uffense 

against the United States, or to defraud the United States, or any agency thereof in any manner 
or for any purpose, and one or more of such persons do any act to effect the object of the can· 
spiracy, each shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or 
both. 

If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the object of the conspiracy, is a misde
meanor only, the punishment of such conspiracy shall not exceed the maxImum punishment 
provided for such misdemeanor. 
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Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investigation ("FBI"), and Mr. 
Weinberg was a private citizen assisting the FBI. 

According to Count I, it was agreed that in return for Rep. 
Kelly's assistance, Mr. Weinberg and DeVito would pay him 
$250,000. It was further charged that on January 8, 1980 Rep. 
Kelly received $25,000 from Mr. Weinberg and DeVito as an initial 
payment. According to the terms of the conspiracy, said Count I, 
Rep. Kelly would keep $100,000 of the $250,000 sum, with Mr. 
Ciuzio, Mr. Weiszl and unindicted co-conspirator William Rosen
berg sharing the other $150,000 equally. 

Count II chargad that by soliciting and receiving a sum of money 
in return for his promise to provide immigration assistance to the 
foreign businessmen, Rep. Kelly committed bribery, contrary to 18 
U.S.C. § 201(c).3 Count II further charged Mr. Ciuzio and Mr. Weisz 
with aiding and abetting Rep. Kelly to commit bribery. Accordingly 
they were charged with crirhinalliability as principals, pursuant to 
18 U.S.C. § 2.4 

Count IV charged that on January 8, 1980, Rep. Kelly traveled 
interstate (from Florida to Washington, D.C.) with intent to pro
mote unlawful activity, to wit, bribery. Such travel was said to vio
late 18 U .S.C. § 1952 (Travel Act). 5 

Counts III and V did not involve Rep. Kelly. 
On July 25, 1980, defendant Kelly entered a plea of not guilty to 

all counts (i.e. Counts I, II and IV). The same day, the Government 
filed a motion for a protective order, claiming that Rep. Kelly had 
repeatedly made public statements as to his intention to release 
publicly all audio and video tapes and transcripts of his alleged 
crimes. (These materials, which the Government held as evidence, 
would be received by Rep. Kelly pursuant to the rules of discovery 
applicable to criminal cases.) The public disclosure of such materi
als, argued the Government, would impair the court's ability to em
panel a fair and impartial jury and would possibly violate the 
rights of individuals whose voices and images appeared on the 
tapes. Accordingly, the Government asked the court to issue a pro-

318 U.S.C. § 201(c) provides: Whoever, being a public official or person selected to be a public 
official, directly or indirectly, corruptly asks, demands, exacts, solicits, seeks, accepts, r/lceives, 
or agrees to receive anything of value for himself or for any other person or entity, in return 
for: 

(1) being influenced in his performance of any official act; or 
(2) being influenced to commit or aid in committing, or to collUde in, or allow, any 

fraud, or make opportunity for the commission of any fraud, on the United States; or 
(3) being induced to do or omit to do any act in violation of his offidal duty shall be 

fined not more than $20,000 or three times the monetary equivalent of the thing of 
value, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for not more than fifteen yeara, or both, and 
may be disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the Vnited 
States. 

<liS U.S.C. § 2 provides: \a) Whoever commits an offense against the United States or aids, 
abets, counsels, commands, mduces or procures its commission, is punishable as a principal. 

(b) Whoever willfully causes an act to be done which if directly performed by him or another 
would be an offense against the United States, is punishable as a principle. 

"18 U.S.C. § 1952 provides, in pertinent part: (al whoever travels in interstate or foreign com
merce or uses any facility ill interstate or foreign commerce, including the mail, with intent 
to-

(1) distribute the proceeds of any unlawful activity; or 
(2) commit any crime of violence to further any unlawful activity; or 
(3) otherwise promote, manage, establish, carry on, or facilitate the promotion, man-

agement, establIShment, or carrying on, of any unlawful activity, 
and thereafter performs or attempts to perform any of the acts specified in subparagraphs (1), 
(2), and (3), shall be fmed not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than five years, or 
both. 
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tective order prohibiting the defendant from disclosing publicly any 
materials obtained through discovery. 

In response to the Government's motion, Rep. Kelly argued that 
the Government had been disclosing information about the case to 
the public on a selective basis. He claimed that his constituents 
would be unable to exercise their constitutional rights to vote prop
erly and intelligently in the upcoming election if the only informa
tion about the case given to them was to be the selective and preju
dicial information disclosed by the Government. Unpersuaded by 
Rep. Kelly's arguments, the court, Chief Judge William B. Bryant 
presiding, granted the Government's motion for a protective order 
on August 15, 1980. 

On September 4, 1980, Rep. Kelly f:tJ.ed a motion to dismiss the 
indictment due to selective prosecution. In the alternative, Rep. 
Kelly asked that an evidentiary hearing be provided to determine 
whether selective prosecution occurred. In support of the motion, 
he asserted that only one other Member of Congress voted against 
the President's legislative proposals more often than he did. Rep. 
Kelly further asserted that he was "extremely unkind" to members 
of the Carter Administration who appeared before his committee to 
testify. The defendant also alleged that in a conversation on Febru
ary 2, 1980 at the Brooklyn office of the Organized Crime Strike 
Force, a member of the Strike Force inquired of Philip Heymann, 
Assistant U.S. Attorney General for the Criminal Division, "Did we 
get Kelly?" To which Mr. Heymann allegedly replied, "Yes, we got 
the troublemaker, Kelly." The defendant next claimed that various 
newspaper accounts indicated that the Government had informa
tion concerning other political figures that was "equally as valid" 
as the information in the Government's possession regarding the 
defendant. By targeting him for investigation and prosecution, and 
by disregarding potentially incriminating evidence against support
ers of the Administration, the Government, said Rep. Kelly, violat
ed his Fifth Amendment right to the equal protection of the laws. 
At the least, argued Rep. Kelly, an evidentiary hearing should be 
held to explore the matter. 

On October 29, 1980, the Government's response to the motion 
was f:tJ.ed and placed under seal. 

On November 21, 1980, the defendant's motion was denied. In a 
short memorandum accompanying its order, the court stated that 
Rep. Kelly had failed to make even a colorable showing that he 
was prosecuted because of his political views or that he was singled 
out for prosecution. 

On September 5, 1980, defendant Kelly had also moved to dismiss 
the indictment on the basis of Government disclosures and prejudi
cial publicity. In the alternative, Rep. Kelly asked that an eviden
tiary hearing on the matter be provided. In his motion, Rep. Kelly 
argued that unwarranted disclosures of information to the press 
about the ABSCAM investigation denied him the right to an unbi
ased and impartial grand jury, and also served to deny him an op
portunity for an unbiased petit jury and a fair trial. He alleged 
that these disclosures were in violation of the Privacy Act (5 U.S.C. 
§ 522(a)[b]), 18 U.S.C. § 1503 (obstruction of justice); and Rule 6(e) of 
the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure (grand jury secrecy). 
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In its October 30, 1980 response, the Government conceded that 
in February 1980 personnel within the Department of Justice were 
indeed responsible for serious leaks to the press concerning the 
ABSCAM investigation. The Government claimed however that 
most of the publicity generated by the leaks subsided by mid-Feb
ruary 1980 and that the press treatment of ABSCAM as a whole 
had been factual and non-accusatory. Moreover, said the Govern
ment, since February 1980 the defendant had taken every opportu
nity to discuss his case in public, thereby nullifying his right to 
complain about unauthorized Government disclosures. If the case 
was still alive in the minds of potential jurors, said the Govern
ment, it was because of Rep. Kelly's efforts, not those of the Gov~ 
ernment. The Government further argued that Rep. Kelly's claim 
that a fair trial would be impossible was speculative and prema
ture. It was further alleged that an evidentiary hearing would 
serve no purpose since the Government had already admitted that 
the complained of disclosures were from Government sources. 

On November 24, 1980, Rep. Kelly's motion to dismiss the indict· 
ment because of Government disclosures and prejudicial publicity 
was denied. No memorandum accompanied the court's order. 

On September 15, 1980, Rep. Kelly had also moved to dismiss 
Count IV, stating that the Government manufactured the inter
state travel alleged in the indictment. Specifically, he asserted that 
Government undercover agents called him to a meeting at a Wash
ington, D.C. townhouse in order to ensure the presence of the inter
state element necessary for a conviction under the Travel Act. In 
support of this motion, Rep. Kelly relied heavily upon the holding 
in United States v. Archer, 486 F.2d 670 (2d Cir. 1913), a case in 
which a Government operative went to a neighboring state and 
called a defendant, on orders from an Assistant U.S. Attorney, for 
the purpose of transforming a local crime into an interstate crime. 
Once again, the Government's memorandum in opposition to Rep. 
Kelly's motion was placed under seal by the court. 

On November 21, 1980, Rep. Kelly's motion to dismiss Count IV 
was denied. In its Memorandum and Order the court stated that in 
the instant case, unlike in Archer, there was no evidence that the 
Government set the situs for the bribe in order to create a Federal 
crime. The court viewed the Government's use of the Washington, 
D.C. townhouse, complete with its elaborate sound and videotape 
system, as entirely legitimate, especially in view of the fact that 
the townhouse had been in use by the FBI long before the Govern
ment could have known that a meeting with Rep. Kelly would ne
cessitate his travel across state lines. 

Also on September 15, 1980, Rep. Kelly moved to suppress the 
audio and video tapes of the alleged crimes. In support, he stated 
tlwJ; the taping of his conversations in a private home violated his 
reat3bnable expectations of privacy and was contrary to the ruling 
in Katz v. United States, 389 U.S. 347 (1967). The court, on 
November 21, 1980, rejected this argument and denied the motion, 
stating: 

The court is not without some sympathy for a private 
citizen who finds that his most confidential exchanges 
have been carefully preserved, and, in this case, exhaus-
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tively preserved for public use at trial. But Mr. Kelly's as
sertion was r~jected by the United States Supreme Court a 
decade ago in United States v. White, 401 U.S. 745 (1971). 

In White, the court held that there is no invasion of the 
fourth amendment when the government wires its agents 
and sends them into the home of a defendant for a chat. In 
White itself four of the recorded conversations took place 
in the home of a government informant. Therefore, the 
fact that Mr. Kelly's conversations were recorded in a 
house that was actually rented by the government does 
nothing to distinguish this case from White. In Both White 
and the present case the defendants were recorded in 
homes they believed were owned by private citizens. Mr. 
Kelly has no greater claini to privacy under the fourth 
amendment than did Mr. White. [Memorandum and 
Order, November 21, 1980, at 2-3] 

A third motion filed on September 15, 1980, was Rep. Kelly's 
motion to dismiss for failure to state an offense. His argument was 
that a violation of 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) occurs when a public official 
solicits something of value in return for his being influenced in the 
performance of an official act. Rep. Kelly claimed that he could not 
possibly have been influenced in the performance of any official act 
because the requested official act (immigration assistance) could 
not have been rendered to the foreign businessmen, since, in reali
ty, the foreign businessmen did not exist. Rep. Kelly thus asked 
that Count II be dismissed. Rep. Kelly further argued that if COUJlt 
II had to be dismissed, so did Counts I (conspiracy) and IV (inter
state travel) because they were predicated on violations of 18 
U.S.C. § 201(c). 

On November 21, 1980, the court denied Rep. Kelly's motion to 
dismiss for failure to state an offense. In a short memorandum and 
order, Chief Judge Bryant stated: 

The United States Court of Appeals for the Second Cir
cuit decided this precise issue in a virtually identical set
ting last August. See United States v. Myers, No. 80-1309 
(August 8, 1980). The :Myers court, citing United States v. 
Brewster, 408 U.S. 501, 526-27, upheld the indictment 
under 18 U.S.C. Section 201, reasoning that I/[t]he prollljse 
does not cease to relate to an official act simply because 
the undercover agent offering the bribe knows that the 
subject of the promised legislative action is fictitious and 
that the promise will not actually be performed." Slip 
Opinion at 4931. [Memorandum and Order, November 21, 
1980] 

fo..lso on September 15, 1980, Rep. Kelly fIled a motion entitled 
"Motion to Dismiss Pursuant to Speech or Debate Clause and Pun
ishment Clause." In his accompanying memorandum, Rep. Kelly 
stated that many of his present and former staff members were 
subpoenaed and testified before the grand jury, and that many of 
his documents were also subpoenaed and turned over to the grand 
jury. Rep. Kelly argued that if any of the testimony or materials 
considered by the grand jury involved legislative acts, the indict-

14-618 0 - 83 - 48 
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ment would have to be dismissed as violative of the Speech or 
Debate, Clause of the U.S. Constitution.6 Accordingly, he requested 
a hearing on the matter. Rep. Kelly also argued that the Punish
J:Il.'imt Clause of the Constitution,7 when read in conjunction with 
the Speech and Debate Clause, deprives the Judicial branch of ju
risdiction to question, charge, or punish any Member for legislative 
misconduct. 

On November 25, 1980, defendant Kelly's t<Motion to Dismiss 
Pursuant to Speech or Debate Clause or Punishment Clause" was 
denied. In its Memorandum and Order, the court stated that 
speech or debate material was not a substantial factor underlying 
Rep. Kelly's indictment; nor did the grand jury lack sufficient com
petent evidence to establish probable cause: 

The question of speeoh or debate material tainting an in
dictment has been considered in the recent past by both 
the United States Court of Appeals for the Second and 
Third Circuits. United States v. Helstoski, No. 80-1592 (3rd 
Cir. November 3, 1980; United States v. Myers, No. 80-1309 
(2nd Cir. August 8, 1980). Both courts started from the 
premise that ordinarily courts do not look behind the face 
of an indictment and invalidate it because the grand jury 
received incompetent evidence. Helstoski, slip op. at 6; 
Myers, slip op. at 4933. However, in Helstoski the court 
held that since privileged material "permeated the whole 
[grand jury] proceeding," slip op. at 10, the privileged testi
mony was "a substantial factor underlying the indict
ment," slip op. at 7, and the grand jury proceedings were 
thus "polluted by the presentation of evidence violating 
the speech or debate clause," slip op. at 6, the district 
court was correct in dismissing the indictment. In Myers, 
although the Court of Appeals affirmed the district court's 
denial of a motion to dismiss based on speech or debate 
material, the court acknowledged in a footnote that under 
certain conditions a district court might be justified in dis
missing an indictment on speech or debate clause grounds. 
Slip op. at 4934 n.10. The Myers court held that such a 
motion to dismiss might lie if "the privileged evidence con
stituted such a large proportion of the evidence before the 
grand jury as to raise a substantial question of whether 
the grand jury had sufficient competent evidence to estab
lish probable cause." [Id.] 

Once again it is unnecessary for the court to resolve con
flicting standards proposed by other circuit courts. Under 
either the Third Circuit's "substantial factor underlying 
the indictment" standard, Helstoski, supra, or the Second 
Circuit's "sufficient competent evidence" standard, Myers, 
supra, Mr. Kelly's motion to dismiss the indictment on 
speech or debate clause grounds must fail. The court has 

6The Speech or Debate Clause of the U.S. Constitution provides that "for an;Y Speech or 
Debate in either House, [U.S. Senators and U,S. Representatives] shall not be questIoned in any 
other Place." [art. I, § 6, cl. 1] 

1 The Punishment Clause of the U.S. Constitution provides that "Each House may • . . punish 
its Members for disorderly Behavior." [art. I, § 5, cl. 2J 
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reviewed the grand jury transcripts of associates of Mr. 
Kelly's. It is clear that speech or debate material was a 
very small part, if any, of the evidence presented to the 
grand jury. Further, the many video and audio tapes 
played for the grand jury resolve any doubt there may be 
on the sufficiency of nonspeech or debate grand jury evi
dence. See Myers, supra at 4934 n.l0 (sustaining Judge 
Mishler's denial of a motion to dismiss; extensive tapes 
and recordings held sufficient competent evidence to estab
lish probable cause before the grand jury).l 

lThere is no merit whatsoever in Mr. Kelly's assertion that the punishment 
clause, art. I, § 5, cl. 2, deprives the judiciary of jurisdictions over a Congressman. 
United States u. Brewster, 408 U.S. 501 (1972); United States u. Diggs, 613 F.2d 988 
(D.C. Cil'. 1979). 

[Memorandum and Order, November 25, 1980, at 1-2] 
A fifth motion fIled on September 15, 1980 by Rep. Kelly was his 

motion to dismiss on the grounds of Government overinvolvement 
and overreaching. His argument was that the investigative tactics 
used by the Government during the ABSCAM operation were so 
grossly unfair that they violated his dght to due process of law. It 
was Rep. Kelly's contention that the Government resorted to sys
tematic abuses of law enforcement power to manufacture and then 
prosecute spurious offenses.. After emphasizing that he was not 
claiming that he had been entrapped, the defendant claimed that 
in both United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. 423 (1973) and Hampton 
v. United States, 425 U.S. 484 (1976) a majority of the Court was 
unwilling to hold that overreaching police conduct could never vio
late due process rights. The defendant also cited United States v. 
Twigg, 588 F.2d 373 (3rd Cir. 1978) as a case in which the over
reaching defense was invoked and sustained. The defendant argued 
that a careful reading of Twigg and Russell along with United 
States V. Archer 486 F.2d 670 Cir. 1973), United States V. Carcione, 
592 F.2d 111 (2d Cir. 1979) cert. denied 440 U.S. 985 (1979) and 
Greene V. United States, 454 F.2d 783 (9th Cir. 1971) indicated that 
a crucial factor in any examination of a law enforcement agent's 
conduct is the extent to which the agent generated unlawful activi
ty where no unlawful activity had previously existed. The critical 
distinction, said Rep. Kelly, is between infIltrating ongoing crimi
nal operations and initiating previously nonexistent criminal oper
ations. In this regard Rep. Kelly stated that then'\ was never any 
suggestion that there had ever existed an ongoing bribery conspir
acy among Members of Congress that the Government sought to in
fIltrate. In short, it was alleged that had the Government not set 
up its fictitious operation and initiated contact with the defendant 
through its agents, no prosecution could ever have occurred. 

Rep. Kelly further argued that court precedents indicate that 
overreaching is more likely to be found if the defendant can show 
that the investigating agents violated laws during the course of 
their investigation. In this vein, the defendant stated that Joseph 
B. Meltzer, who during the ABSCAM investigation portrayed him
self as a top employee of a fictitious for1eign businessman, Abdul, 
used the ABSCAM investigation as a cover to swindle numerous 
businessmen by promising them that Abdul would provide low in
terest loans for their business ventures. Rep. Kelly claimed that a1-
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though the FBI was aware that Mr. Meltzer was defrauding inno
cent third parties, it took no action to stop him, and actively par
ticipated in the cover-up. Whether or not illegal (under 18 U.S.C. 
§ 4), said the defendant, the Government's conduct in the Meltzer 
affair was intolerable. A second example of alleged Government 
lawbreaking involved the Olympic Construction Company, which 
leased the Washington, D.C. townhouse where the video and audio 
tapes of Rep. Kelly were made. According to Rep. Kelly, newspaper 
reports indicated that the FBI providei!. Olympic with a $6 million 
interest free loan in return for Olympic's assistance in the investi
gation. According to Rep. Kelly, 18 U.S.C. § 1001 (false statements) 
was violated when Olympic filed a contract bid with the Federal 
Government and failed to disclose the existence of this $6 million 
liability. Rep. Kelly charged that the Government again broke the 
law, specifically 18 U.S.C. § 1005, when it induced the Chase Man
hattan Bank to verify the existence of a fictitious bank account in 
the name of "Abdul Enterprises" to add credibility to the ABSCAM 
operation. 

On November 7, 1980, the Government filed an opposition to 
Rep. Kelly's motion to dismiss on the grounds of Government 
overinvolvement and overreaching. 

On December 8, 1980, Rep. Kelly's trial began. On January 26, 
1981, he was found guilty on all three counts. Sentencing, which 
had been scheduled for February 23, 1981, was subsequently de
ferred, apparently for an indefinite period of time. 

On February 10, 1981, Rep. Kelly filed a motion for a new trial 
and a motion to dismiss on the basis of due process violations (Le. 
overreaching). 

With respect to the motion to dismiss, Rep. Kelly repeated the 
arguments he had made in his September '15, 1980 motion to dis
miss on the grounds of Government overinvolvement and over
reaching. (Apparently, the court decided at some point that it 
would postpone a decision on that motion until after trial.) In addi
tion, Rep. Kelly argued that: (1) Mr. Weinberg's salary was improp
er in that it was based upon the success of subsequent j2rosecutionsj 
(2) the investigation was conducted so as to leave no I paper trail"; 
and (3) Government investigators failed to exercise effective control 
over the activities of Mr. Weinberg. With respect to the motion for 
a new trial, Rep. Kelly argued, inter alia, that the verdict was con
trary to the weight of the evidence, and that the court erred in re
fusing to utilize Rep. Kelly's proposed jury instruction regarding 
bribery. 

Also on February 10, 1981, Rep. Kelly filed a motion for judg
ment of acquittal, arguing that there was no evidence upon which 
a reasonable person could conclude beyond a reasonable doubt that 
he was predisposed to commit the crimes alleged in the indictment. 
Thus, he said, he was entrapped as a matter of law. 

On October 30, 1981, the Government filed a memorandum in op
position to Rep. Kelly's motion to dismiss. The Government began 
by pointing out that "the Supreme Court has never held but only 
suggested that police 'overinvolvement' in criminal activity might 
reach 'such proportions as to bar conviction of a predisposed de
fendant as a matter of due process.' Hampton v. United States, 425 
U.S. 484, 493 (1976) (Powell, J., concurring); United States v. Rus-
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sell, 411 U.S. 423, 431-432 (1973)." [Supplemental Opposition to De
fendant's Motions to Dismiss Indictment ... , October 30, 1981 at 
2] The Government further stated that since the time the due proc
ess concept was first articulated in Russell and Hampton, the Gov
ernment prevailed in every reported appellate decision except 
United States v. Twigg, 588 F.2d 373 (3rd Cir. 1978), which the Gov
ernment called an "aberration." 

Next, the Government addressed Rep. Kelly's contention that the 
investigation was improper because it was not based on any reason
able suspicion that there existed an ongoing bribery conspiracy in
volving Members of Congress. The Government responded by stat
ing that, as a matter of law, "not even a reasonable or good faith 
belief is required before an investigation may commence." [ld. at 
12, citing, inter alia, United States v. Swets, 563 F.2d 989, 991 (10th 
Cir. 1977) and United States v. Martinez, 488 F.2d 1088 (9th Cir. 
1973)] 

Regarding the "paper trail" allegations, the Government re
sponded that Rep. Kelly had failed to show that the absence of any 
records or memoranda had operated to deny him any constitutional 
right. 

On May 13,1982, Chief Judge Bryant issued a memorandum and 
order granting Rep. Kelly's February 10, 1981 motions to dismiss 
on due process grounds and for a judgment of acquittal. [United 
States v. Kelly, 539 F.Supp. 363 (D.D.C. 1982)] In finding that the 
investigation of Rep. Kelly had indeed involved outrageous tactics, 
Judge Bryant found it unnecessary to examine all of the defend
ant's allegations. Instead, Judge Bryant's decision turned on the 
fact that the evidence showed that Rep. Kelly had never been sus
pected of engaging in illegal activity prior to ABSCAM and that 
Rep. Kelly had rejected the initial offer of Messrs. Weinberg and 
Ciuzio to accept the bribe. 

Having rejected the initial offer, said Judge Bryant, Rep. Kelly 
should not have been tested again, for by encouraging Rep. Kelly 
to accept the bribe after he had twice rejected it, the ABSCAM 
agents presented Rep. Kelly with a temptation that would not exist 
in the real world. Said the Judge: 

The litmus test-or temptation-should be one which 
the individual is likely to encounter in the ordinary 
course. To offer any other type of temptation does not 
serve the function of preventing crime by apprehending 
those who, when faced with actual opportunity, would 
become criminals. Instead, it creates a whole new type of 
crime that would not exist but for the government's ac
tions. 

When improper proposals are rejected in these virtue
testing ventures, the guinea pig should be left alone. In or
dinary real life situationl3, anyone who would seek to cor
rupt a Congressman would certainly not continue to press 
in the face of a rejection for fear of being reported and ar
rested. The FBI of course had no such restraints in this 
case. [ld. at 374 (footnote omitted)] 

In this same vein, Judge Bryant stated: 
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Assuming arguendo that public officials need even more 
attention from law enforcement of the type we are dealing 
with in this case, it should be done within the context of 
the purposes and efficacy of the bribery statute. Since the 
statute penalizes both parties to a bribe, it is highly un· 
likely that anyone other than a government agent immune 
from prosecution for violating this statute would make re· 
peated flagrant attempts at corrupting a Congressman for 
fear that the Congressman would notify the FBI. ',l'he pen· 
alty Clause in the statute is a strong deterrent for such 
conduct. If no one except the FBI can make such persist
ent attempts, this procedure does not catch criminals, but 
creates them. [ld. at 376] 

Regarding the facts in the case, Judge Bryant found that Rep. 
Kelly first became aware of the bribe offer in late December 1979 
when Mr. Ciuzio, a friend of his, told him that foreign businessmen 
would pay him for immigration assistance. Though Rep. Kelly re· 
jected the offer, he did agree to meet with the "businessmen" be
cause Mr. Ciuzio had told him that they were also interested in le
gitimately investing money in Rep. Kelly's home district. At that 
meeting, said Judge Bryant, Rep. Kelly made it apparent that he 
was there to discuss the legitimate investments, not immigration 
assistance, yet Agent Amoroso persisted in attempting to induce 
him to accept the bribe. Finally, Rep. Kelly agreed and accepted 
$25,000 as an initial payment. 

Next, Judge Bryant pointed out that the instant case differed sig
nificantly from Russell in that the undercover agents in Russell 
did not violate any Federal statute and in RusseZl, which involved 
a narcotics conviction, the key ingredient in the manufacture of 
the narcotics, although supplied by Government agents, was ob
tainable from other sources. Judge Bryant then concluded his opin· 
ion: 

To reiterate, I do not believe that testing virtue is a 
function of law enforcement. But this personal belief aside, 
and assuming that it is, the method of testing must be fair. 
If after an illegal offer is made, the subject rejects it in 
any fashion, the government cannot press on. Certainly 
when a person recognizes the difference between the legal 
and the illegal, and rejects the latter, the person should be 
free of further testing by a device which only government 
agents. could have the audacity to use in the face of the 
penalties provided for their conduct. This standard creates 
a workable, discernible line separating the merely offen
sive and the constitutionally impermissible. Crossing this 
line is patently outrageous. A person corrupted under cir
cumstances which only police officials can create or by a 
process which only the authorities are licensed to use, has 
been made into a criminal by his own government. [ld. at 
377] 

On June 10, 1982, the Government filed :l notice of appeal to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit. [No. 82-
1660] 
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On August 31, 1982, Rep. Kelly filed a motion to dismiss the Gov· 
ernment's appeal, arguing that the appeal violated the double jeop
ardy provision of the Fifth Amendment. According to Rep. Kelly, 
the instant case involved a fact-based judgment of acquittal. Citing 
United States v. Martin Linen Supply Co., 430 U.S. 564 (1977), Rep. 
Kelly argued that if a judgment of acquittal is fact-baFled, as op
posed to legally-based, the Government cannot pursue an appeal. 
Rep. Kelly then argued that Judge Bryant's decision was based on 
facts: 

If the trial court had relied solely on the issue of due 
process violations, the court would have merely granted 
the motion to dismiss and would have denied the post-ver
dict motion for judgment of acquittal. Judge Bryant, by 
granting the judgment of acquittal, clearly found under 
the facts that there was inducement and that predisposi
tion had not been proven. In other words, Judge Bryant 
found that the facts established that the Appellee was en
trapped. [Motion to Dismiss Appeal, August 31, 1982, at 9] 

Status-The case is pending in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
District of Columbia Circuit. 

The complete text of the May 13, 1982 opinion of the district 
court is printed in the IIDecisions" section of this report at page 
660. 

United States v. Murphy 

and 

United States v. Thompson 
Nos. 81-1346 and 81-1345 (2d Cir.) 

On June 18, 1980, a Federal grand jury in the Eastern District of 
New York returned a five count indictment against U.S. Repre
sentatives Frank Thompson, Jr. of New Jersey and John M. 
Murphy of New York. Also indicted were Howard L. Criden (a 
Philadelphia attorney) and Joseph Silvestri. [Criminal Case No. 80-
00291 (E.D.N.Y.)] 

Count I charged the defendants with conspiracy,! contrary to 18 
U.S.C. § 371. 2 Specifically it was alleged that sometime between 
July 26, 1979 and February 2, 1980 defendant Silvestri agreed to 
introduce defendant Criden to Members of Congress who would be 
willing, in return for payments, to assist certain foreign business
men to enter and remain in the United States. These businessmen 
were purportedly represented by "Tony DeVito" who was, in reali
ty, Anthony Amoroso, Jr., a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation ("FBI"). Also supposedly serving as agent for these 

1 Specifically, conspiracy to violate 18 U.S.C. § 201 (bribery and fraud) and 18 U.S.C. § 203 
(conflict of interest). 

2 18 U.S.C. § 371 provides: If two or more persons conspire either to commit any offense 
against t.he United States, or to defraud the Umted States, or any agency thereof in any manner 
or for IIny purpose, and one or more of such persons do any act to effect the object of the con
spiracy, each shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or 
both. If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the object of conspiracy. is a misde
meanor only, the punishment for such conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum pllnishment 
provided for such misdemeanor. 
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foreign businessmen was Melvin Weinberg. In reality, however, 
Mr. Weinberg was a private citizen assisting the FBI. 

Allegedly, Mr. Silvestri introduced Mr. Cd den to Rep. Thompson. 
A meeting then allegedly took place at which Rep. Thompson re
ceived $50,000 (to be shared with Mr. Criden and Mr. Silvestri) 
from Mr. Weinberg and DeVito. In return, said the indictment, 
Rep. 'l'hompson gave assurances that he would .introduce and sup
port private immigration bills to enable the foreign businessmen to 
immigrate to the United States. To ensure such immigration, Rep. 
Thompson also allegedly agreed to exert his influence with those 
agencies of the United States responsible for enforcing U.S. immi
gration laws. 

Count I further charged that Rep. Thompson introduced Mr. 
Criden to Rep. Murphy who also agreed to receive, and did receive, 
$50,000 (to be shared with Rep. Thompson and Mr. Criden) from 
DeVito and Mr. Weinberg in return for his assurances that he, like 
Rep. Thompson, would exert his influence as a U.S. Representative 
to enable the foreign businessmen to immigrate to the United 
States. In addition, charged Count I, Rep. Murphy agreed to utilize 
his position as Chairman of the House Committee on Merchant 
Marine and Fisheries to advance the interests of certain shipping 
companies. In return, said the indictment, Rep. Murphy would re
ceive from the foreign businessmen a financial interest in the com
panies. 

Count II charged that Reps. Thompson and Murphy by soliciting 
and receiving money in return for their promises to assist the for
eign businessmen with their immigration problems, as described in 
Count I, committed bribery, contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 201(c).3 

Count III repeated the allegations of Count II, and charged that 
such actions and promises by Reps. Thompson and Murphy placed 
them in a position of conflicting interests contrary to 18 U.S.C. 
§ 203 (a).4 

Count IV charged that on October 20, 1979, Mr. Criden, aided 
and abetted by Reps. Thompson and Murphy, traveled interstate 
(from Pennsylvania to John F. Kennedy International Airport in 
New York) with intent to promote an unlawful activity, to wit, 
bribery. Such interstate travel was said to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1952 

3 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) provides: Whoever, being a public official or perSOn selected to be a public 
official, directly or indirectly, corruptly asks, demands, eKacts, solicits, seeks, accepts, receives, 
or agrees to receive anything of value for himself or for any other person or entity, in return 
for: 

(lJ being influenced in his performance of any official act; or 
(2) being influenced to commit or aid in committing, or to collude in, or aIJow, nny 

frnud, or make opportunity for the commission of nny fraud on the United States; or 
(3) being induced to do or omit to do nny nct in violation of his officnl duty, shnll be 

fined not more than $20,000 or three times the monetary equIvalent of the thing of 
value, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for not more than fifteen years, or both and 
may be disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust, or point under the United 
States. 

• IS U.S.C. § 203(a) provides, in pertinent part: Whoever, otherwise than as provided by law 
for the proper discharge of official duties, directly or indirectly receives or agrees to receive, or 
askfl, demands, solicits, or seeks, any compensation for any services rendered or to be rendered 
either by himS(llf Of another-

(1) at a time when he 1s a Member of Congress, Member of Congress Elect, Delegate 
from the District of Columbia. Delegate Elect from the District of Columbia. Resident 
Commissioner, or Resident Commissioner Elect shall b!) fined not more than $10,000 or 
imprisoned for not more than two years, or both; aud shall be incapable of holding any 
office of honor, tWst, or profit under the United States. 
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(Travel Act). 5 Further, Count IV charged .that Reps. Thompson and 
Murphy, by aiding and abetting Mr. Cr1den, were punishable as 
principals pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2.6 

Count V charged that Rep. Murphy, by soliciting and receiving 
payment in exchange for his promise to provide immigration assist
imce violated the illegal gratuity statute, 18 U.S.C. § 201(g).7 Count 
V aiso charged Rep. Thompson and Mr. Criden with aiding and 
abetting Rep. Murphy in the commission of this crime. According
ly, Rep. Thompson and Mr. Criden were said to be punishable as 
principals under 18 U.S.C. § ~. 

On June 23, 1980, both Rep. Thompson and Rep. Murphy entered 
pleas of not guilty to all coun1;s. . 

On July 1, 1980, the CommIttee on Standards of OffiCIal Conduct 
of the U.S. House of Representatives ("Committee") filed an appli
cation for an order authorizing the Department of Justice to dis
close to the Coinmittee ABSCAM-related material (except grand 
jury transcripts) in the custody of the Department or the grand 
jury, The application explained that under clause 4(e)(1) uf Rule X 
of the Rules of the House, the Committee was authorized to investi
gate alleged violations by Members of their official duties. The 
Committee also stated that on March 27, 1980 the House adopted 
Resolution 608 which specifically directed the Committee to con
duct a full investigation into the ABSCAM affair and to report any 
recommendations for disciplinary action to the full House. The 
Committee further stated that information sought through the in
stant application was essential if Congress was to carry out its con
stitutional function of imposing discipline on its Members. The ap
plication concluded by noting that the Committee would take pre
cautions-including requiring Committee Members and Committee 
Counsel to execute confidentiality agreements-to prevent unneces
sary or inappropriate disclo[!ures of materials and information re
ceived. On July 14, 1980, the Committee's application was granted. 

At some point prior to July 11, 1981 the Government filed a 
. motion for a protective order to prevent Rep. Murphy from show
ing the Government's videotapes of him to the public. In his July 
11, 1980 response to the motion, Rep. Murphy asserted that the 
Government had been selectively disclosing information concerning 
the case to the media. The result, charged Rep. Murphy, was that 

618 U.S.C. § 1952 provides. in pertinent part: (a) Whoever travels in interstate or foreign com
merce or uses any facility in interstate or foreign commerce. including the mail. with intent 
to-

(1) distribute the proceeds of any unlawful activity; or 
(2) commit any crime of violence to further any unlawful activity; or 
(3) otherwise promote. manage, establish. carry on. or facilitate the promotion, man

agement. establishment, or carrying on, of any unlawful activity, and thereafter per
forms or attempts to perform any of the acts specified in subparagraphs (I), (2). and (3). 
shall be fined not more than $10.000 or imprisoned for not more than five years. or 
both. 

618 U.S.C. § provides: (a) Whoever commits an offense against the United States or aids. 
abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures its commisson, is punishable as a principal. 

(b) Whoever willfully causes an act to be done which if directly performed by him or another 
would be an offense against the United States, is punishable as a principal. 

718 U.S.C. § 201(g) provides: Whoever, being a public official, former public official, or person 
selected to be a public official, otherwise than as provided by law for the proper discharges of 
social duty. directly or indirectly asks. demands, exacts. solicits. seeks. accepts. receives, or 
agrees to receive anything of value for himself for or because of any official act performed or to 
be performed by him shall be fmed not more than $10,000 or impri~oned for not more than two 
years, or both. 
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his constituents had been given a distorted and prejudicial account
ing of his involvement in the alleged crimes. Unless the court al
lowed him to disclose all the videotapes of his alleged crimes, con
cluded Rep. Murphy, his constituents would be deprived of their 
First Amendment right to the free flow of information concerning 
their elected officials. On July 14, 1981, the Government's motion 
for a protective order was granted, without opinion, by the court. 

On July 11, 1980, the American Civil Liberties Union ("ACLU") 
submitted an amicus curiae brief in support of Rep. Thompson's 
and Rep. Murphy's motions for a pre-trial hearing to determine 
whether the indictment should be dismissed because of Govern
ment overreaching which may have fatally tainted the entire pros
ecution.s The ACLU stressed that it did not vouch in any way for 
the facts suggested by the defendants. But if the defendants' allega
tions were proven, said the ACLU, they would represent a repre .. 
hensible misuse of prosecutorial power. The brief then set forth the 
allegations of Government overreaching which concerned tbe 
ACLU: 

1. Federal prosecutors are said to have invented a criminal 
scenario, replete with fictitious actors, and set their witting 
and unwitting agents at large to see which public officials 
might be beguiled and seduced into compromising and incrimi
nating situations. 

2. Agents were reportedly encouraged-possibly by promises 
of handsome rewards-to ensnare persons of substantial public 
repute, particularly members of the federal legislative branch. 

3. Targets for this operation were reportedly selected only 
because of their public stature-particularly their legislative 
prominence-and unrelated to any prior conduct which would 
in any way indicate that they were corrupt individuals or had 
engaged in any unlawful activity. 

4. The selected targets were lured to a spot where their 
words could be secretly recorded and their actions secretly 
fIlmed while they were apparently being deceived into believ
ing that they were in fact engaged in discussions involving le
gitimate subjects of legislative concern. 

5. Even before any of the events that transpired could be 
properly evaluated for possible criminal violations, agents of 
the federal government apparently deliberately leaked (often 
false and misleading) accounts of these events to the news 
media to ensure that certain political reputations were ruined 
whether or not the appropriate authorities found sufficient evi
dence upon which to base criminal prosecutions. 

6. There appears to have been no adequate controls to limit 
exercise of prosecutorial discretion to guarantee that targets 
were not being selected for invidious reasons of either personal 
malice or political vengeance. [Brief Amici Curiae of the 
Amer.ican Civil Liberties Union in Support of Defendants' 
Motion For a Pre-Trial Hearing ... , July 11, 1980, at 4-5] 

8 Apparently Rep. Thompson and Rep. Murphy had made their motions orally, since the 
docket sheets do not reflect the filing of such motions. 
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Government misconduct of the type alleged by the defendants, 
said the ACLU, threatens settled principles of separation of powers 
because Members of Congress will not be "willing to risk invoking 
the wrath of the Executive if they know the Executive has the au
thority to conduct exhaustive investigations of its legislative foes 
and entice them into wrong-doing even without any cause whatso
ever to focus on them as individuals[.J" [Id. at 10] The ACLU fur
ther asserted that if the allegations were proven the pre-trial dis
missal of the indictment would be required. Accordingly, the ACLU 
called on the court to conduct a pre-trial hearing on the matter 
since "the burden of standing trial, irrespective of the possibility of 
eventual c')nviction, may place a substantial burden on the rights 
of political freedom." [Id. at 14] 

On August 7, 1980, Judge Mishler issued a memorandum and 
order addressing the issue of Government misconduct. The Judge 
noted that Federal courts do indeed have the power to preclude a 
criminal prosecution because of investigative misconduct by the 
Government. The court would entertain the defendant's inotion, 
said the Judge, but not before trial as had been requested. Because 
the defendants were challenging almost every facet of the investi
gation, the court concluded that a pre-trial hearing would unduly 
delay the trial. Further, said Judge Mishler, the publicity that 
would undoubtedly surround such a pre-trial hearing would make 
it difficult to select an unbiased jury. Accordingly, the court re
served ruling on the defendants' motion until the conclusion of the 
Government's case at which point hearings on the matter would be 
conducted if necessary. 

On July 11, 1981, Reps. Murphy and Thompson had flled a 
motion to dismiss on the ground of prejudicial pre-indictment pub
licity and Government misconduct. Regarding publicity, they al
leged that top officials of the Justice Department and the FBI, as 
well as members of the United States Attorney's Office and other 
members of the Government involved with ABSCAM, had publicly 
discussed such matters as: (1) the relative strength of the Govern
ment's case; (2) the character, motivation, and guilt of the defend
ants; (3) the rulings a judge should make on various legal issues, 
such as the entrapment defense; (4) the legality of the investigative 
procedures used; and (5) the proper interpretation of the video
tapes. The defendants relied on Berger v. United States, 295 U.s. 78 
(1934) in arguing that this pretrial publicity would deny them their 
due process right to a fair trial, and that the indictment therefore 
should be dismissed. Regarding Government misconduct, they 
stated that the Government violated Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules 
of Criminal Procedure and Justice Department regulations (28 CFR 
§ 50.2) by disclosing publicly matters occurring before the grand 
jury. These disclosures allegedly involved: (1) detailed descriptions 
of videotapes which were to be shown to the gran: jury; (2) the 
dates when indictments were expected; and (3) the charges expect
ed to be contained in the indictment. They further asserted that 
these actions by the Government may have well violated two Fed
eral statutes: 5 U.S.C. § 552a[bJ (the Privacy Act) and 18 U.S.C. 
§ 1501 (obstruction of justice). Reps. Murphy and Thompson con
cluded by calling upon the court to demonstrate its intolerance of 
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the Government's conduct by exercising its supervisory power to 
dismiss the indictment. 

On August 7, 1980, Reps. Murphy and Thompson's motion to dis
miss on the grounds of prejudicial pre-indictment publicity and 
government misconduct was denied. In an opinion accompanying 
the order, Judge Mishler noted that the conduct of the Government 
officers who disclosed information of the investigation was "grossly 
improper and possibly illegal." [United States v. Thompson et al., 
Cr. No. 80-00291 (E.D.N.Y.), Memorandum of Decision and Order, 
August 7, 1980, at 7] Nevertheless, Judge Mishler held that neither 
the Fifth Amendment nor any requirement that the judiciary over
see the proper administration of criminal justice mandated dismiss
al of the indictment. Turning to the defendants' Fifth Amendment 
claim, Judge Mishler stated that he knew of no case in which an 
indictment had been dismissed upon the ground that the grand 
jury was prejudiced by pre-indictment pUblicity. Moreover, said 
Judge Mishler, in order to prevail on their Fifth Amendment argu
ment, the defendants would have to bear a heavy burden of demon
strating that they suffered actual prejudice as a result of the pub
licity. In so holding, Judge Mishler recognized that in United States 
v. Sweig, 316 F. Supp. 1148 (S.D. N.Y. 1970), aff'd 441 F.2d 114 (2d 
Cir. 1970) Judge Frankel had suggested, in dicta, that Government 
generated pre-indictment publicity could be grounds for dismissal 
even without a showin* of actual prejudice. Judge Mishler, howev
er, held that because 'other measures are available to deter and 
punish prosecutorial conduct," it would be inappropriate to give 
the defendants a "windfall" by dismissing the indictment "simply 
because some unidentified and possibly low-level member of the 
prosecutor's office failed to adhere to his duty." [ld. at 13] In 
coming to this conclusion, Judge Mishler relied on United States v. 
Stanford, 589 F.2d 299 (7th Cir. 1978), cert. denied 440 U.S. 983 
(1979). 

The court turned next to the claim that the indictment should be 
dismissed pursuant to the court's supervisory power to discourage 
Government misconduct. Judge Mishler began by stating that 
courts undoubtedly have supervisory authority over the adminis
tration of justice, but that this authority must be invoked with ex
treme care. He called dismissal of an indictment an "extreme sanc
tion" and stated that under United States V. Fields, 592 F.2d 638, 
647 (2d Cir. 1978) cert. denied, 442 U.S. 91'7 (1979) dismissal is war
ranted only 

. . . to achieve one or both of two objectives: first, to 
eliminate prejudice to a defendant in a criminal prosecu
tion; second, to help to translate the assurances of the 
United States attorneys into consistent performances by 
their assistants. 

As to the first situation described in Fields, Judge Mishler stated 
that Reps. Murphy and Thompson had failed to show actual preju
dice. As to whether dismissal would "help to translate assurances 
of the United States Attorneys into consistent performances by 
their assistants," Judge Mishler held that it would not. He stated 
that the Fields court had been referring to situations such as those 
exemplified by United States V. Estepa, 471, F.2d 1132 (2d Cir. 
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1972)-a case in which an indictment was dismissed because the 
prosecutor had failed to heed repeated warnings by the court to use 
hearsay evidence before the grand jury. In the present case, said 
Judge Mishler j this pattern of constant disregard of court direc
tives was absent. Further, the present case did not fall within the 
ambit of Fields because here the Attorney General, by instituting 
an investigation of the disclosures and publicly promising to deal 
severely with the guilty employees, would provide any necessary 
deterrence against future Government misconduct. 

On July 1l, 1980 (the same day they filed their original motion 
to dismiss on the ground of prejudicial pre-indictment publicity), 
Reps. Murphy and Thompson filed a motion to dismiss the indict
ment as violative of the Speech or Debate Clause of the U.s. Con
stitution. 9 The defendants argued that the grand jury which re
turned their indictments had probably considered evidence reflect
ing on their official actions as Members of Congress. In support of 
this contention, the defendants claimed that severnl portions of the 
indictment contained allegations of facts that would compel one to 
believe that evidence protected by the Clause had been considered. 

The defendants stated that when an indictment has been tainted 
by a grand jury's consideration of matters protected by the Clause 
the only remedy is dismissal of the indictment. In support of this 
contention, Reps. Murphy and Thompson cited the opinion of U.S. 
District Court Judge Curtis Meanor in United States v. Helstoski. 
(See page 71 of Court Proceedings and Actions of Vital Interest to 
the Congress, March 1, 1981 for a discussion of that case.) In any 
event, said the defendants, they should be allowed to review the 
grand jury transcripts to see if violations of the Speech or Debate 
Clause did indeed occur. 

On July 11, 1980 (the same day it was filed), the motion to dis
miss on Speech or Debate Clause grounds was denied. No opinion 
accompanied the court's order. Four days later, the defendants 
filed a notice of appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circuit. 

On August 26, 1980, the circuit court issued a decision affirming 
the ruling of the district court. [United States v. Murphy et at., 642 
F.2d 699 (2d Cir. 1980)] The circuit court found that the arguments 
raised by the defendants had previously been rejected in United 
States v. Myers, 635 F.2d 932 (2d Cir. 1980). (See page 37 of thi$ 
report for a discussion of that case.) According to the court, the fac-

. tual situation in Myers was "not different in any material respect" 
from the factual situation in the present case. [642 F.2d at 700] In 
addition, neither the defendant in Myers nor the defendants here 
had made any claim "that the grand jury did not hear significant 
and sufficient evidence unprotected by the Speech or Debate 
Clause ... " [Id.] 

On November 10, 1980, the trial of Reps. ']'hompson and Murphy 
began, and on December 3, 1980 the jury returned its verdict. Rep. 
Murphy was found guilty under Count I (conspiracy), Count III 
(conflict of interest), and that portion of Count V concerning illegal 

"The Speech or Debate Clause of the U.S. Constitution provides that "for any Speech or 
Debate in either House, [U.S. Senators and U.S. Representatives] shall not be questioned in any 
other Place." [art. I, § 6, cl. 1] 
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gratuities. Rep. Murphy was found not guilty under Count II (brib
ery). Pursuant to the court's instruction during trial, Count IV (in
terstate travel) was dismissed. Similarly, Rep. Thompson was found 
guilty under Count I and part of Count V. Unlike Rep. Murphy, 
however, he was found guilty of bribery. He was found not guilty 
under Count III. During trial, Count IV was dismissed. 

On January 12, 1981, the court commenced a series of hearings 
on the Government overreaching claims of Reps. Murphy and 
Thompson. The issues consid.ered during these hearings were: (1) 
whether the ABSCAM operation amounted to Government overin
volvement in the creation or manufacture of the crimes; (2) wheth
er there were specific incidents of misconduct in the ABSCAM op
eration by Government operatives over and above any Government 
involvement in the creation of the crimes; (3) whether in the con
duct of the operation there were specific violations of st'\tutes, reg
ulations, or guidelines. binding on the Government; (4) whether 
there was impermissible targeting or selection of individuals for in
vestigation and prosecution in the ABSCAM operation; and (5) 
whether the evidence in either of the cases established entrapment 
as a matter of law. These due process hearings ended on February 
16,198l. 

On March 19, 1981, Rep. Thompson filed a memorandum in sup
port of his motion to dismiss the indictment on due process 
grounds. Rep. Murphy apparently did not file a post-trial due proc
ess memorandum. The Government filed a memorandum in re
sponse to Rep. 'rhompson's and Rep. Murphy's claims on May 1, 
1981. 

On July 24, 1981, Judge Pratt issued an order and memorandum 
in which the due process claims of Reps. Thompson and Murphy 
were denied. In his 136 page memorandum, Judge Pratt began his 
d.iscussion of the case by outlining the claims Reps. Thompson and 
Murphy had made: 

Defendant Thompson . . . urges what he characterizes 
as "the doctrine of government",: overreaching" as requir
ing dismissal here because the government instigated 
rather than discovered the crimes and because its selection 
of "targets" was arbitrary and unprincipled. Thompson 
further urges that the indictment should be dismissed be
cause in the course of the Abscam investigation there were 
widespread and continuous violations of laws, regulations 
and guidelines in the control and monitoring of the in
formant Weinberg, in using Criden and other "middle 
men", in lacking reasonable suspicion before bringing 
public officials before the video cameras, and in ignoring 
or disregarding "red flags" and substantial legal questions 
that arose. Thompson further argues that inadequate docu
mentation of the investigation, unauthorized disclosures of 
information to the press by the government, attempts by 
the government to intimidate witnesses, failure to observe 
the requirements of Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1973), 
and other possible violations of law require dismissal of 
the indictment against him. Finally, Thompson urges that 
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the circumstances of his involvement with Abscam consti
tute entrapment as a matter of law. 

Defendant Murphy argues that the government's con
duct of the Abscam investigation violated principles of fun
damental fairness because the justice department targeted 
congressmen in violation of principles of separation of 
powers and the speech or debate clause, failed to take into 
account the nature of Murphy's duties as a legislator, and 
failed to consider the right of all citizens to petition Con
gress and Congressmen Murphy for redress of grievances. 
Murphy further argues that his prosecution was the prod
uct of governmental overreaching in the creation and pro
motion of crime and that the government's outrageous cre
ative activity was designed to lure Murphy into criminal
ity without any indication of his predisposition or prior 
agreement to engage in wrongdoing. He further argues 
that as to him the government deliberately or recklessly 
created ambiguous and misleading evidence of criminality. 
Murphy's final argument focuses upon claimed misconduct 
by the government in the Abscam investigation and pros
ecution, and argues that the misconduct caused him specif
ic prejudice. He contends that dismissal of the indictment 
would not harm any legitimate law enforcement purpose, 
but on the contrary would serve as a deterrent against any 
future Abscam-type abuses. [Memorandum and Order, 
July 24, 1981, at 33-34J 

Next, ~Tudge Pratt outlined the Government's response 10 to the 
defendants' arguments: 

The government argues that the Abscam investigation 
in its totality was both appropriate and constitutional, 
that the rights of none of the defendants were violated by 
the investigation and that there was no exculpatory evi
dence withheld from the defense. In the government's 
view, all of the defendants' "due process" contentions basi
cally fall into two categories, neither of which has validity: 
governmental "over-involvement" in the creation of crimi
nal activity, and the government's failure to ta~e meas
ures to ensure that innocent people would not be wrongful
ly ensnared and convicted. The government urges that de
fendants' claims 

cannot be considered in the abstract, for the facts 
as developed at the trials reveals [sic] a collection 
of unscrupulous public officials who were never 
"victimized" by the informant or the intermediar
ies and whose guilt was clear because they were 
clearly guilty, not because they had been manipu-

'0 Judge Pratt's July 24th order and memorandum was dispositive not only of Rep. Thomp
son's and Rep. Murphy's due process claims, but also of the claims of Reps. Lederer and Myers 
who raised Similar due process issues during their ABSCAM prosecutions. As a result, the Gov
ernment's response addressed the claims not only of Reps. Thompson and Murphy, but also of 
Reps. Lederer and Myers. Further, whenever in Judge Pratt's memorandum reference is made 
to the "defendants" it should be understood that the court is referring not only to Reps. Thomp
son and Murphy and those indicted with them, but also to all the defendants in the Myers and 
Lederer ABSCAM cases. 
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lated to appear in compromising positions before 
the cameras. 

Government's memorandum at l. 
The government further argues that the Abscam investi

gation was pursued in good faith and conducted profession
ally in view of the circumstances, that no right of any de
fendant was infringed and, finally, that whether an oper
ation such as Abscam is "good" or "bad" is a matter to be 
decided initially by the executive branch of our govern
ment, subject to legislation by Congress, but does not pre
sent judicial questions under the due process clause. [Id. at 
35-36] 

The court then proceeded to group the defendant's challenges 
into two categories: general and specific. The court found that 
there were six general challenges, the first of which was that "the 
indictment should be dismissed because the Abscam investigation 
did not uncover criminal conduct, but instead created and instigat
ed it." [Id. at 49] Before addressing the merits of this attack Judge 
Pr.att discussed at length the law of entrapment. 1 1 Having re
viewed the law of entrapment, Judge Pratt found that the argu
ment that prosecution must be barred whenever a Government 
agent provided the impetus for a crime, "simply does not represent 
the law as established by the United States Supreme Court." [Id. at 
50] Thus, since the concept of "objective entrapment" had never 
been recognized by the Supreme Court, the defendants' entrapment 
claim was "restricted to principles of subjective entrapment, where 
the creative activity of the government entraps into criminal con
duct a defendant who was not predisposed to commit the crime." 
[Id.] However, said the court, the issue of predisposition is general
ly a question of fact to be determined by a jury. In the instant case, 
the court continued, neither Rep. Thompson nor Rep. Murphy had 
requested a jury charge on the question of entrapment. Thus, the 
issue of subjective entrapment could not now be raised before the 
court. 

The second general challenge raised by Reps. Thompson and 
Murphy was that even if they had not been entrapped, the indict
ments should be dismissed because the Government's handling of 
the investigation was so outrageous that due process principles 
would absolutely bar the Government from invoking judicial proc
esses to obtain convictions. After noting that the defendants' argu
ment was based on the opinions of Justice Rehnquist in Russell 
and Hampton: the court disposed of this challenge by stating: 

It is important to recognize, however, that in neither 
Russell nor Hampton was the questioned governmental 
conduct held to be "outrageous". Nor has any other deci
sion of the Supreme Court found law enforcement officers' 
conduct to be so "outrageous" as to require dismissal of an 
indictment. Thus, even though the Supreme Court has yet 
to be confronted with or to offer a description of circum-

. stances sufficiently outrageous to warrant dismissal, the 
governing principle remains that in some case, under some 

II Judge Pratt's discussion of entrapment is printed on pages 50 through 53 of this report. 
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circumstances, the conduct of law enforcement officials 
may some day bar prosecution. Defendants argue that 
those cases, those circumstances and that conduct have ar
rived with Abscam. 

It is clear that mere instigation of the crime does not 
render law enforcement activity "outrageous". Here, the 
government presented a fictitious sheik, seeking to buy fa
vorable legislative action. Undercover agents offered 
money in return for defendant legislators' promises to in
troduce a private immigration bill. In simple terms, bribes 
were offered by the undercover agents and accepted by the 
defendant congressmen. 

Clearly, the government agents created the opportunity 
for criminal conduct by offering the bribes. But their in
volvement falls far short of being "outrageous" for two 
reasons. In the first place, each of the legislators could 
simply have said "no" to the offer. U.S. v. Myers, 635 F.2d 
at 939. Three other legislators faced with identical offers; 
Senator Pressler, Congressman Patten and Congressman 
Murtha did precisely that as shown by the videotapes in 
evidence as DP Exs. 22, 21, and Thompson trial Ex. 29. 
Second, the extent of governmental involvement here is 
far less than that in Hampton, where the government not 
only supplied heroin for the defendant to sell, but also pro
duced an undercover agent to buy it from him. Even under 
those circumstances, where the government was active on 
both sides of a narcotics sale, the Supreme Court did not 
consider the agents' conduct to be "outrageous"; a fortiori 
here, where the agents acted only on one side, by offering 
money to congressmen in return for favors, the involve
ment of the undercover agents was not "outrageous". 
[ld. at 52-54 (footnotes omitted)] 

The defendants' third general challenge was that "to permit tar
gets to be selected by middlemen violated due process because it 
did not provide sufficient protection to the innocent." [ld. at 54] 
This argument, said the court, was both legally and factually un
supportable. It was legally infirm, said the court, because "the Con
stitution does not require reasonable suspicion before a congress
man may be made the subject of an undercover sting. U.S. v. 
Myers, 635 F.2d at 940-941. See also U.S. v. Ordner, 544 F.2d 24 
(CA2 1977)." [ld. at 54-55] The argument was factually infirm be, 
cause "the agents did not set out to offer bribes to any particular 
congressman. They set no standards, established no criteria." [ld.] 

The defendants' fourth general argument was that "the induce
ments offered to the congressmen were overwhelming, designed to 
overpower their otherwise adequate resistance and to induce 
honest and innocent people to commit a crime they would normally 
avoid." [ld. at 57 (footnote omitted)] Judge Pratt rejected this argu
ment, stating that the size 'of the inducement was irrelevant: 

While there may be "inducements" that are "over
whelming, such as a threat against the life of a loved one, 
when the inducement is nothing but money or other per
sonal gain, this court does not believe that the size of the 

14-618 0 - 83 - 49 
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inducement should be a determinative factor in whether a 
public official can be prosecuted for accepting it. No 
matter how much money is offered to a government offi
cial as a bribe or gratuity, he should be punished if he ac
cepts. It may be true, as ha.., been suggested to the court, 
that tlevery man has his price"; but when that price is 
money only, the public official should be required to pay 
the penalty when he gets caught. In short, as a matter of 
law, the amount of the financial inducements here could 
not render the agents' conduct outrageous or unconstitu
tional. [Id. at 59J 

The defendants' fifth argument was that there was no need for 
the Government to establish a wholly fictitious operation to ferret 
out public corruption. The court readily dismissed this argument, 
stating: 

This court believes that the great majority of govern
ment officials, including those in Congress, are honest, 
hard-working, dedicated and sincere. However, the govern
ment needs to have available the weapons of undercover 
operations, infiltration of bribery schemes, and "sting" op
erations such as Abscam in order to expose those officials 
who are corrupt, to deter others who might be tempted to 
be corrupt, and perhaps most importantly, to praise by 
negative example those who are honest and square-deal
ing. Without the availability of such tactics, only rarely 
would the government be able to expose and prosecute 
bribery and other forms of political corruption. [Id. at 63-
64] 

Turning to the last of the general challenges-that the convic
tions were not a reliable measu:re of their culpability-the court 
stated that because the essence of the GovernmenVs case consisted 
of videota,\les, IIA more reliable basis for conviction can hardly be 
imagined. [Id. at 64] 

Next, the court considered a number of specific challenges to~he 
operation of ABSCAM. The defendants' first argument was thut 
ABSCAM was conducted without adequate safeguards, particularly 
with respect to the supervision of Mr. Weinberg. The problem with 
the argument, however, said the court, was that neither Rep. 
Thompson nor Rep. Murphy had shown "any direct or specific 
harm resulting from the alleged lack of supervision." [Id. at 66] 
Moreover, the supervision of Mr. Weinberg, according to the court, 
was in fact "more than adequate to the circumstances of this inves
tigation.1I [Id.] In this regard the court stated: 

In an investigation that spanned many months and 
meetings all along the coast, Weinberg was in virtually 
daily contact with Amoroso, and his recordings were deliv
ered to the FBI for transcribing on a periodic basis. Most 
importantly, the key events on which the government 
relied in presenting its cases, the appearances before the 
videotape cameras, took place in the presence of the FBI 
agents, and occasionally under the direct supervision of an 
attorney from the Eastern District Strike Force. Beyond 
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that, supervising. agent Good and strike forc~ chief. Pu?cio 
continually momtored the progres~ of the I.nvestIgat~on, 
and each reported regularly to theIr respectIve superIors 
in the bureau and the Department of Justice. [Id. at 67-68] 

Next, Judge Pratt addressed Rep. ~hompso~'s and Rep. Mur
phy's contention that they were preJudIced at trIal by the fact that 
many of the audiotapes made by Mr. Weinberg either contained 
gaps or were missing. The court disposed of these arguments by 
finding that no evidence had been introduced to support the asser
tion that the unrecorded or missing conversations were important. 

The defendants' third specific argument was that dismissal of the 
indictment was required because during the investigation Govern
ment officials violated numerous laws, regulations, and guidelines. 
Like its predecessors, this argument was rejected by the court. lilt 
is clear", said Judge Pratt, "that for a court to dismiss an indict
ment there must be not only a constitutional violation, but also 
some resulting adverse effect or prejudice to the defendant." [Id. at 
71-72 (citation omitted)] In the instant case, concluded Judge Pratt, 
the defendants had shown neither a constitutional violation nor 
any resulting prejudice. 

Another argument raised by Reps. Thompson and Murphy was 
that the Government's use of middlemen such as Messrs. Odden, 
Errichetti, and Silvestri was an irresponsible attempt to insulate 
the Government from its responsibility to conduct a fair investiga
tion. In effect, said the defendants, the Government had used these 
middlemen as its agents and was now responsible for the machina
tions of those middlemen. In discussing their assertion, Judge Pratt 
termed it "ludicrous." In the court's view, the Government's use of 
middlemen "was no more improper than an undercover agent's in
filtration of a drug ring in order to gain the confidence of its mem
bers and obtain evidence necessary for conviction. U.S. v. Russell, 
411 U.S. at 432.1l [Id. at 83J 

The last major due process challenge concerned the conduct of 
Mr. Weinberg. It was the defendants' belief that lithe government 
'knew that Weinberg was untrustworthy and that defendants' due 
process rights were violated when the government permitted such 
a person to playa major role in Abscam." [Id. at 93J Judge Pratt 
addressed this contention by conceding that Mr. Weinberg had an 
"unsavory background." [Id. at 94J But it was precisely because of 
this background, said Judge Pratt, that Mr. Weinberg was so valua
ble: 

[Mr. Weinberg's] ability to lie convincingly, his under
standing of the corrupt mind and his ability to imagine 
and execute a grand charade on the scale of Abscam [was 
the reasonJ that Weinberg was enlisted for the investiga
tion. Further, Weinberg gave considerable credibility to 
the entire undercover operation; persons dealing with 
Weinberg in the context of Abseam could check him out 
with other Sources and be wrongly assured that they were 
not dealing with government agEmts. Weinberg had a track 
record that no legitimate government agent could provide 
or falsify. 
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Moreover, the government was not required to find 
Weinberg "reliable", as would be the case if he were an in~ 
formant whose information Was used to obtain a search 
warrant ... [T]he basic reliability for the investigation, 
and ultimately for the prosecutions, was guaranteed by 
having the crimes committed on camera under circum~ 
stances guided by Agent Amoroso and closely supervised 
by Agent Good. [ld.) 

With respect to the defendants' additional argument-that Mr. 
Weinberg had been given an exorbitant salary by the Government, 
and that he was promised a bonus for each conviction-Judge Pratt 
found that in point of fact Mr. Weinberg's remuneration was nei
ther exorbitant nor contingent in any way upon convictions. In ad
dressing the alleged contingent fee agreement, Judge Pratt said: 

Here the court finds that Weinberg's payments in 
Abscam have not been contingent. Even if they were, how
ever, that would be but one more fact to be weighed in de
termining the reliability of the results obtained. Payments 
to informants contingent upon successful prosecution of' 
those with whom they deal have been judicially criticized, 
but such payments do not require dismissal of an indict
ment. See, e.g., U.S. u. Brown, 602 F.2d 1073 (CA 2 1979); 
U.S. u. Szycher, 585 F.2d 443 (CA 10 1978). [ld. at 96] 

In addressing the amount of Mr. Weinberg's salary, Judge Pratt 
said: 

Whether his contribution to law enforcement in these 
cases and the personal sacrifices [Mr. Weinberg] has en
dured, during both the investigation and the prosecutions, 
are worth the amount of money the government has con
ferred upon him, is perhaps a matter for serious considera
tion by the justice department and even by congress. It is 
not, however, a matter upon which this court will pass 
judgment for purposes of determing whether the fruits of 
his activities on behalf of the government should be dis
missed. How much money is paid to a government inform
ant is peculiarly a decision for the executive department, 
and not one for judicial review at the behest of a defend
ant who was caught by the informant's activities. [ld. at 
97) 

Judge Pratt concluded his memorandum by addressing-and re
jecting-a number of arguments Reps. Thompson and Murphy had 
made in support of motions they had made for a new trial and for 
a judgment. of acquittal. 

On August 13, 1981, Rep. Murphy was sentenced to 3 years im
prisonment on Count I, and 2 years imprisonment on each of 
Counts III and V. The sentences, however, were to be served con
currently. In addition, Rep. Murphy was fined $10,000 for his con
viction under Count I and $10,000 for his conviction under Count 
III, for a total fine of $20,000. Execution of the prison sentence was 
stayed pending Rep. Murphy's appeal. The notice of appeal to the 
U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit was filed on August 
24, 1981. [No. 81-1346) 
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Rep. Thompson was likewise sentenced on August 13. Judge 
Pratt ordered him imprisoned "for the maximum period authorized 
by law/' (This would amount to an imprisonment of 22 years.) 
However, the court ordered that the Director of the Bureau of Pris
ons furnish to the court a background report on Rep. Thompson to
gether with any recommendations he might have with respect to 
probation. (See 18 U.S.C. § 4205.) However, execution of the prison 
sentence was stayed pending the filing of an appeal. Rep. Thomp
son's notice of appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second 
Circuit was filed on August 24, 1981. [No. 81-1345] 

Rep. Murphy's appellate brief was filed on January 18, 1982. 
Rep. Thompson's brief was fIled on January 27, 1982. In these 
briefs, both d~fendants alleged that erroneous jury instructions had 
been given. Moreover, each defendant set out at great length the 
facts and circumstances which in their view showed that the inves
tigation was conducted in so outrageous a manner as to warrant 
dismissal under the Due Process Clause of the Fifth Amendment. 

The Government's brief, which responded to both briefs, was 
fIled on February 19, 1982. 

On March 3, 1982, and March 31, 1982, Reps. Murphy and 
Thompson, respectively, filed reply briefs, and on April 5, 1982 the 
case was argued before circuit judges Lombard, Friendly, and 
Newman. 

Status-The case is pending in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Second Circuit. 

The complete text of the August 26, 1980 opinion of the circuit 
court is printed in the "Decisions" section of Court Proceedings and 
Actions of Vital Interest to the Congress, March 1, 1981. 

The complete text of the July 24, 1981 memorandum and order 
of the district court is printed in the "Decisions" section of Court 
Proceedings and Actions of Vital Interest to the Congress, Septem
ber 1, 1981. 

United States v. Lederer 
No. 81-1347 (2d Cir.) 

On May 28, 1980, U.S. Representative Raymond F. Lederer of 
Pennsylvania was indicted by a Federal grand jury in the U.S. Dis
trict Court for the Eastern District of New York. Indicted with 
Rep. Lederer were Angelo J. Errichetti, the Mayor of Camden, New 
Jersey and a member of the new Jersey State Senate; Howard L. 
Criden, a Philadelphia attorney; and Louis C. Johanson, a member 
of the Philadelphia City Council, and a member of Mr. Criden's law 
firm. [Criminal Case No. 80-00253 (E.D.N.Y.)] 

Count I of the four count indictment charged the defendants 
with conspiracy,l contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 371. 2 Specifically, it was 
alleged that on September 3, 1979, defendant Errichetti informed 

1 Specifically, conspiracy to violate 18 U.S.C. § 201 (bribery and fraud). 
"18 U.S.C. § 371 provides; If two or more persons conspire either to commit any offense 

against the United States, or to defraud the United States, or any agency thereof in any manner 
or for any purpose, and one or more of such persons do any act to effect the object of the con
spiracy, each shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or 
both. If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the object of the conspiracy, is a mis
demeanor only, the punishment of such conspiracy shall not exceed the maximum punishment 
provided for such misdemeanor. 
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((Tony DeVito" and Melvin Weinberg that Rep. Lederer, in return 
for $50,000, would assist businessmen from the Middle East to 
enter and remain in the United States. Purportedly, DeVito and 
Mr. Weinberg were agents of these foreign businessmen. In reality, 
however, DeVito and Anthony Amoroso, Jr., a Special Agent of the 
Federal Bureau of Investigation «((FBI"), and Mr. Weinberg was a 
private citizen assisting the FBI. 

It was further alleged that on September 11, 1979, Rep. Lederer 
and Mr. Errichetti had a meeting with DeVito and Mr. Weinberg 
at which Rep. Lederer was paid $50,000. In return, said Count I, 
Rep. Lederer assured Mr. Weinberg and DeVito that he would in
troduce in Congress private immigration bills designed to ensure 
the lawful immigration of the foreign businessmen. According to 
Count I, this $50,000 was then delivered to defendant Criden who 
placed it in a safety deposit box. As for Mr. Johanson, it was al
leged that he withdrew $5,000 from the safety deposit box for deliv
ery to Rep. Lederer. Finally, it was alleged that the $50,000 was to 
be divided among all the defendants. 

Count II charged that by soliciting and receiving $50,000 in 
return for his promise to introduce private immigration bills, as al
leged in Count I, Rep. Lederer committed bribery, contrary to 18 
U.S.C. § 201(c).3 The remaining defendants were charged with 
aiding and abetting Rep. Lederer in the commission of bribery. Ac
cordingly, they were charged with criminal liability as principals, 
pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2.4 

Count III stated that Rep. Lederer, by agreeing to introduce pri
vate immigration bills in return for $50,000, violated the illegal 
gratuity statute, 18 U.S.C. § 201(g).5 Again, the remaining defend
ants were charged with aiding and abetting Rep. Lederer, thereby 
incurring liability pursuant to 18 U.S.C. § 2. 

Count IV charged that on September 10 and 11, 1979, the defend
ants traveled in interstate commerce (from Washington, D.C., New 
Jersey, and Pennsylvania to New York) with intent to promote un
lawful activity, to wit, bribery. Such travel was said to violate 18 
U.S.C. § 1952 (Travel Act).6 

" 18 U.S.C. § 201(c) provides: Whoever, being a public official or person selected to be a public 
official, directly or indirectly, corruptly asks, demands, exacts, solicits, seeks, accepts, receives, 
or agrees to receive anything of value for himself or for any other person or entity, in return 
for: 

(1) being influenced in his performance of any official act; or 
(2) being influenced to commit or .Jd in committing, or to collude in, or allow, any 

fraud, or make opportunity for the commission of any fraud, on the United States; or 
(3) being induced to do or omit to do any act in violation of his official duty shaH be 

fined not more than $20,000 or three times the monetary equivalent of the thing of 
value, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for not more than fifteen years, or both, and 
may be disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United 
States. 

418 U.S.C, § 2 provides: (a) Whoever commits an offense against the United States or aids, 
abets, counsels, commands, induces or procures its commission, is punishable as a principal. 

(b) Whoever willfully causes an act to be done which if directly performed by him or another 
would be an offense against the United States, is punishable as a principal. 

s 18 U.S.C. § 201(g) provides: Whoever, being a public official, or person selected to be a public 
official, otherwise than as provided by law for the proper discharge of offidal duty, directly or 
indirectly asks, demands, exacts, solicits, seeks, accepts, receives, or agrees to receive anything 
of value for himself for or because of any official act performed or to be performed by him shall 
be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than two >'ears, or both. 

6 18 U.S.C. § 1952 provides, in pertinent part: (a) Whoever travels m interstate of foreign com
merce or uscs any facility in interstate or foreign commerce, including the mail, with intent 
to-

Continued 
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On June 5, 1980, Rep. Lederer entered a plea of not guilty to all 
counts. 

On July 1, 1980, the Committee on Standards of Official Conduct 
of the U.S. House of Representatives ("Committee") filed an appli
cation for an order authorizing the Department of Justice to dis
close to the Committee ABSCAM-related material (except grand 
jury transcripts) in the custody of the Department or the grand 
jury. The application explained that under clause 4(e)(l) of Rule X 
of the Rules of the House, the Committee was authorized to investi
gate alleged violations by Members of their official duties. The 
Committee also stated that on March 27, 1980 the House adopted 
Resolution 608 which specifically directed the Committee to con
duct a full investigation into the ABSCAM affair and to report any 
recommendations for disciplinary action to the full House. The 
Committee further stated that the information sought through the 
instant application was essential if Congress was to carry out its 
constitutional function of imposing discipline on its Members. The 
application concluded by noting that the Committee would take 
precautions-including requiring Committee Members and Com
mittee counsel to execute confidentiality agreements-to prevent 
unnecessary or inappropriate disclosures of materials and informa
tion received. On July 14, 1980, the Committee's application was 
granted. 

On July 8, 1980, Rep. "Lederer filed a motion to dismiss on the 
grounds of prosecutorial misconduct and prejudicial pre-indictment 
publicity. According to the defendant, prejudicial information con
cerning ABSCAM and the defendant had been both leaked and 
openly disclosed to the media. These prejudicial disclosures-

have included extensive comments to the press and public 
testimony on the specifics of the ABSCAM matter by the 
Attorney General of the T]nited States, the Assistant At
torney General for the cnminal Division, and the Director 
of the FBI. Moreover the Director of the FBI has given 
televised interviews and comments on the investigation. 
Voluminous news stories have directly quoted "govern
ment sources," "federal prosecutors," "federal investiga
tors," and "sources close to the investigation" as having 
provided information contained in the stories and refer
ring to matters known only to the government and which 
could have been leaked only by the government. These dis
closures and leaks in turn generated an astounding array 
of newspaper articles, editorials, opinion columns, and 
radio and television spots recounting and commenting on 
the "facts" of the ABSCAM investigation. [Memorandum 
of Law in Support of Motion to Dismiss Indictment on 
Grounds of Prosecutorial Misconduct and Prejudicial Pre
Indictment Publicity, July 8, 1980, at 3-4] 

(1) distribute the proceeds of any unlawful activity: or 
(2) commit any crime of violence to further any unlawful activity; or 
(3) otherwise promote, manage, establish, carry on, or facilitate the promotion, man-

agement, establishment, or carrying on, of any_ unlawful activity, 
and thereafter performs or attempts to perform any of the acts specified in subparagraphs (1), 
(2), and (3), shall be fined not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than five years, or 
both. 
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The defendant explained that the leaks and disclosures were 
prejudicial not only because they "purport to disclose to the entire 
nation the supposed facts of the case . . . thereby 'indicting' per
sons in the press before any jury has been convened," but also be
cause "they create a general atmosphere in which the grand jurors 
are expected to 'do their duty' as the governments sees it in light of 
the 'overall significance' of the case." [ld. at 6) After quoting a va
riety of ABSCAM-related comments as they appeared in the media, 
Rep. Lederer asserted that such disclosures and leaks by the Gov
ernment not only violated his Fifth Amendment right to due proc
ess of law but also violated Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Crimi
nal Procedure (dealing with grand jury secrecy), the Privacy Act (5 
U.S.C. § 552a[b]). Justice Department regulations (28 C.F.R. § 16.56) 
and the American Bar Association Code of Professional Responsi
bility (specifically, Disciplinary Rule 7-107). Rep. Lederer called on 
the court to take "stern measures . . . to assure the public that 
such breaches of law by the Government will not be tolerated in 
our judicial system." [ld. at 28J Rep. Lederer thus concluded that 
dismissal of the indictment was mandated by the Government's 
misconduct as well as by the resulting prejudice. Rep. Lederer 
maintained, however, that under Estes V. United States, 381 U.S. 
538 (1965) it was not necessary for him to show actual prejudice 
where, as here, the Government's conduct was inherently prejudi
cial. 

On August 7, 1980, Rep. Lederer's motion to dismiss on the 
grounds of prejudicial pre-indictment publicity and prosecutorial 
misconduct was denied. In an opinion accompanying the order, 
Judge Mishler noted that the conduct of the government officers 
who disclosed information of the investigation was "grossly improp
er and possibly illegal." [United States V. Lederer, Cr. No. 80-00253 
(E.D.N.Y.) Memorandum of Decision and Order, August 7, 1980, at 
7] Nevertheless, Judge Mishler held that neither the Fifth Amend
ment nor any requirement that the judiciary oversee the proper 
administration of criminal justice mandated dismissal of the indict
ment. Turning to Rep. Lederer's Fifth Amendment claim, Judge 
Mish.ler stated that he knew of no case in which an indictment had 
been dismissed upon the ground that the grand jury was prejudiced 
by pre-indictment publicity. Moreover, said Judge Mishler, in order 
to prevail on his Fifth Amendment argument, Rep. Lederer would 
have to bear a heavy burden of demonstrating that he suffered 
actual prejudice as a result of the publicity. In so holding, Judge 
Mishler recognized that in United States V. Sweig, 316 F. Supp. 
1148 (S.D.N.Y. 1970), aff'd 441 F.2d 114 (2d Cir. 1970) Judge Fran
kel suggested, in dicta, that Government generated pre-indictment 
publicity could be grounds for dismissal even without a showing of 
actual prejudice. Judge Mishler, however, held that because "other 
measures are .available to deter and punish prosecutorial 
conduct . . . it would be inappropriate to give the defendants a 
'windfalr by dismissing the indictment simply because some un
identified and possibly low-level member of the prosecutor's office 
failed to adhere to his duty." [ld. at 13J. In coming to this conclu
sion, Judge Mishler relied on United States v. Stanford, 589 F.2d 
299 (7th Cir. 1978) cert. denied, 440 U.S. 983 (1979). 

.. 
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The court turned next to Rep. Lederer's claim that the indict
ment should be dismissed pursuant to the court's supervisory 
power to discourage Government misconduct. Judge Mishler began 
by stating that courts undoubtedly have supervisory authority over 
the administration of justice, but that this authority must be in
voked with extreme care. He called dismissal of an indictment an 
"extreme sanction" and stated that under United States v. Fields, 
592 F.2d 638, 647 (2d Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 442 U.S. 917 (1979) dis
missal is warranted only-

. . . to achieve one or both of two objectives: First, to elim
inate prejudice to a defendant in a criminal prosecution; 
second, to help to translate the assurances of the United 
States Attorneys into consistent performances by their as
sistants. 

As to the first situation described in Fields, Judge Mishler stated 
that Rep. Lederer had failed to show actual prejudice. As to wheth
er dismissal would "help to translate assurances of the United 
States Attorneys into consistent performances by their assistants," 
Judge Mishler held that it would not. He stated that the Fields 
court had been referring to situations such as those exemplified by 
United States v. Estepa, 471 F.2d 1132 (2d Cir. 1972)-a case in 
which an indictment was dismissed because the prosecutor had 
failed to heed repeated warnings by the court not to use hearsay 
evidence before the grand jury. In the present case, said Judge 
Mishler, this pattern of constant disregard of court directives was 
absent. Further, the present case did not fall within the ambit of 
Fields because here the Attorney General, by instituting an investi
gation of the disclosures and publicly promising to deal severely 
with the guilty employees, would provide any necessary deterrence 
against future Government misconduct. 

On July 7, 1980, Rep. Lederer had also moved to dismiss the in
dictment on the ground that the manner in which the Government 
conceived of and conducted its investigation was so outrageous and 
offensive as to constitute a violation of Rep. Lederer's due process 
rights. In support of this charge of Government overreaching, Rep. 
Lederer charged that ABSCAM involved gross improprieties and 
outright illegalities on the part of FBI agents and Department of 
Justice personnel. According to the defendant, the Government cre
ated a criminal enterprise known as Abdul Enterprises whose pur
pose was originally to uncover those dealing in contraband and 
stolen property, but which soon turned to luring political targets 
into a carefully orchestrated scheme of deceit and bribery. These 
political targets, moreover, were not chosen because of any suspi
cion that they were involved in criminal activity. Nevertheless, 
they were enticed to attend meetings with Government undercover 
agents posing as representatives of an Arab sheik anxious to invest 
his wealth in legitimate business enterprises in the target's politi
cal locale. Once in attendance, the defendant contended, he was 
lied to and maneuvered into compromising positions through a 
carefully developed plan in which calculated questions led imper
ceptibly to illicit activity. Moreover, the sordid scheme was made 
even more reprehensible by the very presence of Government at
torneys at or near the sites of these meetings, who saw to it, 
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through continuing surreptitious communication with the under
cover operatives, that Federal jurisdiction was "manufactured." 
The defendant also charged that in the course of its investigation 
the Government, in order to protect its undercover operation, vio
lated numerous state and Federal laws, as well as the internal reg
ulations and policies of the FBI and the Department of Justice. For 
example, it was alleged that Government agents filed false affida
vits with a Federal court; allowed one of its undercover operatives 
to use Abdul Enterprises in order to swindle numerous business
man; illegally established a front organization and filed false state
ments with Federal agencies; introduced misrepresentations into 
the banking system by creating a bogus account; and obtained a 
lease on a townhouse in Washington, D.C. by resorting to false pre
tenses. The defendant concluded that these systematic abuses by 
law enforcement authorities culminating in the instant indictment 
were unprecedented in scale. The only way to maintain the integri
ty of the judicial process, concluded Rep. Lederer, would be to dis
miss the instant indictment. 

On August 7, 1980, Judge Mishler filed a memorandum and 
order addressing Rep. Lederer's claims of Government overreach
ing. The Judge began by pointing out that Rep. Lederer was not 
raising an entrapment defense. 7 He also noted that Federal courts 
do have the power to preclude a criminal prosecution because of 
Government misconduct. The court would entertain Rep. Lederer's 
motion, said the Judge, but not before trial as he had requested. 
Because the defendant was challenging almost every facet of the 
investigation, the court concluded that a pre-trial hearing would 
unduly delay the trial. Further, said Judge Mishler, the pUblicity 
that would undoubtedly surround such a pre-trial hearing would 
make it difficult to select an unbiased jury. Accordingly, the court 
reserved ruling on Rep. Lederer's motion until the conclusion of 
the Government's case at which point hearings on the matter 
would be conducted if necessary. 

On August 7, 1980, the case was transferred from Judge Mishler 
to Judge George Pratt. 

On January 6, 1981, Rep. Lederer's trial began. Three days later, 
he was found guilty on all four counts. 

On January 12, 1981, the court began hearings on the issue of 
Government overreaching. These "due process" hearings concluded 
on February 20, 1981. 

On April 8, 1981, Rep. Lederer filed a memorandum in support of 
his motion to dismiss on the grounds of overreaching. In addition, 
the memorandum argued that Rep. Lederer was entrapped "as a 
matter of law." The Government filed a memorandum in response 
on May 1, 1981. 

7 Government overinvolvement and overreaching should not be confused with entrapment. 
The former is based on the notion that the conduct of law enforcement agents may be so outra· 
geous in a given case as to constitute a denial of a defendant's due process rights. In such cases 
the focus of judicial inquiry is on the conduct of the Government agents. Entrapment, on the 
other hand, occurs when a law enforcement agent induces the commission of an offense by a 
person who was not predisposed to commit the offense. When entrapment occurs prosecution is 
precluded on the theory that Congress could not have intended to impose criminal punishment 
on individuals who were induced by the Government to perform a criminal act. The focus of 
inquiry in entrapment cases is on the state of mind (predisposition) of the defendant. The lead· 
ing cases on overreaching are United States v. Russell, 411 U.S. 423 (1973) and Hampton v. 
United States, 425 U.S. 484 (1976). 
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On July 24, 1981, Judge Pratt issued an order and memorandum 
in which Rep. Lederer's motion to dismiss was denied. In his 136 
page memorandum, Judge Pratt began his discussion of the case by 
outlining the claims Rep. Lederer had made in his post-trial 
motion: 

Defendant Lederer claims he was deprived of due proc
ess and that he was the victim of entrapment as a matter 
of law because Abscam constitutes outrageous conduct on 
the part of government agents in that they created rather 
than discovered crime; allowed Weinberg and Amoroso to 
act in an uncontrolled fashion; manufactured jurisdiction 
over defendants; selected a venue that would avoid the 
Third Circuit's decision in U.S. v. Twigg, 588 F.2d 373 (CA 
3 1978); provided improper incentives for Weinberg; ap
pealed to the civic duty of targets to involve them in 
Abscam; improperly used "middle men"; attempted to mis
lead the court and jury about the creation of the "asylum 
scenario"; permitted an FBI agent, the government pros
ecutor and Weinberg to separately contract to write books 
about Abscam; failed to safeguard against entrapment; 
trapped Lederer into giving a false statement to the FBI; 
withheld evidence of Weinberg's criminal record; leaked 
untruthful stories to the press in order to interfere with 
cooperation among codefendants; destroyed evidence; with
held prior statements of Amoroso and Weinberg; violated 
the principles of Brady v. Maryland, 373 U.S. 83 (1973); 
and instructed agents to testify falsely and to withhold in
formation at the trial. Lederer further argues that he was 
entrapped as a matter of law. [Memorandum and Order, 
July 24, 1981, at 34-35] . 

Next, Judge Pratt outlined the Government's response 8 to Rep. 
Lederer's arguments: 

The government argues that the Abscam investigation 
in its totality was both appropriate and constitutional, 
that the rights of none of the defendants were violated by 
the investigation and that there was no eXCUlpatory evi
dence withheld from the defense. In the government's 
view, all of the defendants' IIdue process" contentions basi
cally fall into two categories, neither of which has validity: 
governmental "over-involvement" in the creation of crimi
nal activity, and the government's failure to take meas
ures to ensure that innocent people would not be wrongful
ly ensnared and convicted. The government urges that de
fendants' claims 

8 Judge Pratt's July 24th order and memorandum was dispositive not only of Rep. Lederer's 
due process claims, but also of the claims of Reps. Myers, Thompson, and Murphy who raised 
similar due process issues during their ABSCAM prosecutions. AI; a result, the Government's 
response addressed the clalms not only of Rep. Lederer, but also of Reps. Myers, Thompson, and 
Murp,hy. Further, whenever in Judge Pratt's memorandum reference is made to the "defend
ants' it should be understood that the court is referring not only to Rep. Lederer and those 
indicted with him, but also to all the defendants in the Myers, Murphy, and Thompson ABSCAM 
cases. 
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cannot be considered in the abstract, for the facts 
as developed at the trials reveals [sic] a collection 
of unscrupulous public officials who were never 
"victimized" by the informant or the intermediar
ies and whose guilt was clear because they were 
clearly guilty, not because they had been manipu
lated to appear in compromising positions before 
the cameras. Government's memorandum at 1. 

The government further argues that the Abscam investi
gation was pursued in good faith and conducted profession
ally in view of the circumstances, that no right of any de
fendant was infringed and, finally, that whether an oper
ation such as Abscam is "good" or «bad'i is a matter to be 
decided initially by the executive branch of Our govern
ment, subject to legislation by Congress, but does not pres
ent judicial questions under the due process clause. [Id. at 
35-36] 

The court then proceeded to group the defendant's challenges 
into two categories: general and specific. The court found that 
there were six general challenges, the first of which was that "the 
indictment should be dismissed because the Abscam investigation 
did not uncover criminal conduct, but instead created and instigat
ed it." [Id. at 49] Before addressing the merits of this attack Judge 
Pratt discussed at length the law of entrapment: 9 

Having reviewed the law of entrapment, Judge Pratt found that 
the argument that prosecution must be barred whenever a Govern
ment agent provided the impetus for a crime, "simply does not rep
resent the law as established by the United States Supreme Court." 
[Id. at 50] Thus, since the concept of "objective entrapment" had 
never been recognized by the Supreme Court, Rep. Lederer's en
trapment claim was "restricted to principles of subjective entrap
ment, where the creative activity of the government entraps into 
criminal conduct a defendant who was not predisposed to commit 
the crime." [Id.] However, said the court, the issue of predisposition 
is generally a question of fact to be determined by a jury. In the 
instant case, the court continued, Rep. Lederer had requested a 
jury charge on the question of entrapment. The jury, in turn, found 
that he was predisposed. Because the jury's finding was supported 
by sufficient evidence, said the court, there now existed no grounds 
upon which that finding could be overturned. 

The second general challenge raised by Rep. Lederer was that 
even if he had not been entrapped, the indictment should be dis
missed because the Government's handling of the investigation was 
so outrageous that due process principles would absolutely bar the 
Government from invoking judicial processes to obtain a convic
tion. After noting that the defendant's argument was based on the 
opinions of Justice Rehnquist in Russell and Hampton, the court 
disposed of this challenge by stating: 

It is important to recognize, however, that in neither 
Russell nor Hampton was the questioned governmental 
conduct held to be Uoutrageous". Nor has any other deci-

BJudge Pratt's discussion of entrapment is printed on pages 50 through 53 of this report. 
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sion of the Supreme Court found law enforcement officers' 
conduct to be so "outrageous" as to require dismissal of an 
indictment. Thus, even though the Supreme Court has yet 
to be confronted with or to offer a description of circum
stances sufficiently outrageous to warrant dismissal, the 
governing principle remains that in some case, under s~me 
circumstances, the conduct of law enforcement offiCIals 
may some day bar prosecution. [Rep. Lederer argues] that 
those cases, those circumstances and that conduct have ar
rived with Abscam. 

It is clear that mere instigation of the crime does not 
render law enforcement activity "outrageous". Here, the 
government presented a fictitious sheik, seeking to buy fa
vorable legislative action. Undercover agents offered 
money in return for defendant legislators' promises to in
troduce a private immigration bill. In simple terms, bribes 
were offered by the undercover agents and accepted by the 
defendant congressmen. 

Clearly, the government agents created the opportunity 
for criminal conduct by offering the bribes. But their in
volvement falls far short of being "outrageous" for two 
reasons. In the first place, each of the legislators could 
simply have said IIno" to the offer. U.S. v. Myers, 635 F.2d 
at 939. Three other legislators faced with identical offers, 
Senator Pressler, Congressman Patten and Congressman 
Murtha did precisely that as shown by the videotapes in 
evidence as DP Exs. 22, 21, and Thompson trial Ex. 29. 
Second, the extent of governmental involvement here is 
far less than that in Hampton, where the government not 
only supplied heroin for the defendant to sell, but also pro
duced an undercover agent to buy it from him. Even under 
those circumstances, where the government was active on 
both sides of a narcotics sale, the Supreme Court did not 
consider the agents' conduct to be "outrageous"; a fortiori 
here, where the agents acted only on one side, by offering 
money to congressmen in return for favors, the involve
ment of the undercover agents was not "outrageous". [ld. 
at 52-54 (footnotes omitted)] 

Rep. Lederer's third general challenge was that "to permit tar
gets to be selected by middlemen violated due process because it 
did not provide sufficient protection to the innocent." [Id. at 54] 
This argument, said the court, was both legally and factually un
supportable. It was legally infirm, said the court, because lithe Con
stitution does not require reasonable suspicion before a congress
man may be made the subject of an undercover sting. U.S. v. 
Myers, 635 F.2d at 940-941. See also U.S. v. Ordner, 544 F.2d 24 
(CA2 1977)." [Id. at 54-55] The argument was factually infirm be
cause "agents did not set out to offer bribes to any particular con
gressman. They set no standards, established no criteria." [Id.] 

Rep. Lederer's fourth general argument was that "the induce
ments offered to the congressmen were overwhelming, designed to 
overpower their otherwise adequate resistance and to induce 
honest and innocent people to commit a crime they would normally 
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avoid." [Id. at 57 (footnote omitted)] Judge Pratt rejected this argu~ 
ment, stating that the si7..e of the inducement was irrevelant: 

While there may be "inducements" that are "over~ 
whelming", such as a threat against the life of a loved one, 
when the inducement is nothing but money or other per
sonal gain, this court does not believe that the size of the 
inducement should be a determinative factor in whether a 
public official can be prosecuted for accepting it. No 
matter how much money is offered to a government offi
cial as a bribe or gratuity, he should be punished if he ac~ 
cepts. It may be true, as has been suggested to the court, 
that "every man has his price"; but when that price is 
money only, the public official should be required to pay 
the penalty when he gets caught. In short as a matter of 
law, the amount of the fmancial inducements here could 
not render the agents' conduct outrageous or unconstitu~ 
tional. [Id. at 59] 

Rep. Lederer's fIfth argument was that there was no need for the 
Government to establish a wholly fIctitious operation to ferret out 
public corruption. The court readily dismissed this argument, stat
ing: 

This court believes that the great majority of govern
ment officials, including those in Congress, are honest, 
hard-working, dedicated and sincere. However, the govern
ment needs to have available the weapons of undercover 
operations, infIltration of bribery schemes, and "sting" op
erations such as Abscam in order to expose those officials 
who are corrupt, to deter others who might be tempted to 
be corrupt, and perhaps most importantly, to praise by 
negative example those who are honest and square-deal
ing. Without the availability of such tactics, only rarely 
would the government be able to expose and prosecute 
bribery and other forms of political corruption. [Id. at 63-
64] 

Turning to the last of the general challenges-that the convic
tions were not a reliable measure of his culpability-the court 
stated that because the essence of the Government's case consisted 
of videotaRes, itA more reliable basis for conviction can hardly be 
imagined. [Id. at 64] 

Next, the court considered a number of specifIc challenges to the 
operation of ABSCAM. Rep. Lederer's fIrst argument was that 
ABSCAM was conducted without adequate safeguards, particularly 
with respect to the supervision of Mr. Weinberg. The problem with 
the argument, however, said the court, was that Rep. Lederer had 
failed to show "any direct or specifIc harm resulting from the al
leged lack of supervision." [Id. at 66] Moreover, the supervision of 
Mr. Weinberg, according to the court, was in fact "more than ad& 
quate to the circumstances of this investigation." [Id.] In this 
regard, the court stated: 

In an investigation that spanned many n~onths and meet
ings all along the coast, Weinberg was in virtually daily 
contact with Amoroso, and his recordings were delivered 
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to the FBI for transcribing on a periodic basis. Most impor
tantly, the key events on which the government relied in 
presenting its cases, the appearances before the videotape 
cameras, took place in the presence 'of the FBI agents, and 
occasionally under the direct supervision of an attorney 
from the Eastern District Strike Force. Beyond that, super
vising agent Good and strike force chief Puccio continually 
monitored the progress of the investigation, and each re
ported regularly to their respective superiors in the 
bureau and the Department of Justice. [ld. at 67-68] 

Next, Judge Pratt addressed Rep. Lederer's contention that he 
was prejudiced at trial by the fact that many of the audiotapes 
made by Mr-. Weinberg either contained gaps or were missing. The 
court disposed of these arguments by finding that no evidence had 
been introduced to support the assertion that the unrecorded or 
missing conversations were important. 

Rep. Lederer's third specific argument was that dismissal of the 
indictment was required because during the investigation Govern
ment officials violated numerous laws, regulations, and guidelines. 
Like its predecessors, this argument was rejected by the court. "It 
is clear", said Judge Pratt, "that for a court to dismiss an indict
ment there must be not only a constitutional violation, but also 
some resulting adverse effect or prejudice to the defendant." [ld. at 
71-72 (citation omitted)] In the instant case, concluded Judge Pratt, 
Rep. Lederer had shown neither a constitutional violation nor any 
resulting prejudice. 

Another argument raised by Rep. Lederer was that the Govern
ment's use of middlemen such as Messrs. Criden, Errichetti, and 
Silvestri was an irresponsible attempt to insulate the Government 
from its responsibility to conduct a fair investigation. In effect, said 
Rep. Lederer, the Government had used these middlemen as its 
agents and was now responsible for the machinations of those mid
dlemen. In discussin?: this assertion, Judge Pratt termed it Illudi_ 
crous." In the court s view, the Government's use of middlemen 
"was no more improper than an undercover agent's infiltration of 
a drug ring in order to gain the confidence of its members and 
obtain evidence necessary for conviction. 0~S. v. Russell, 411 U.S. 
at 432." [ld. at 83] 

The last major due process challenge concerned the conduct of 
Mr. Weinberg. It was the defendant's belief that tithe government 
knew that Weinberg was untrustworthy and that defendant's due 
process rights were violated when the government permitted such 
a person to play a major role in Abscam." [ld. at 93] Judge Pratt 
addressed this contention by conceding that Mr. Weinberg had an 
(/unsavory background." [ld. at 94] But it was precisely because of 
this background, said Judge Pratt, that Mr. Weinberg was so valua
ble: 

[Mr. Weinberg's] ability to lie convincingly, his under
standing of the corrupt mind and his ability to imagine 
and execute a grand charade on the scale of Abscam [was 
the reason] that Weinberg was enlisted for the investiga
tion. Further, Weinberg gave considerable credibility to 
the entire undercover operation; persons dealing with 
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Weinberg in the context of Abscam could check him out 
with other sources and be wrongly assured that they were 
not dealing with government agents. Weinberg had a track 
record that no legitiniate government agent could provide 
or falsify. 

Moreover, the government was not required to find 
Weinberg "reliable", as would be the case if he were an in
formant whose information was used to obtain a search 
warrant . . . [T]he basic reliability for the investigation, 
and ultimately for the prosecut~ons, was guaranteed by 
having the crimes committed on camera under circum
stances guided by Agent Amoroso and closely supervised 
by Agent Good. [ld.] 

With respect to the Defendant's additional argument-that Mr. 
Weinberg had been given an exorbitant salary by the Government, 
and that he was promised a bonus for each conviction-Judge Pratt 
found that in point of fact Mr. Weinberg's remuneration was nei
ther exorbitant nor contingent in any way upon convictions. In ad
dressing the alleged contingent fee agreement, Judge Pratt said: 

Here the court finds that Weinberg's payments in 
Abscam have not been contingent. Even if they were, how
ever, that would be but one more fact to be weighed in de
termining the reliability of the results obtained. Payments 
to informants contingent upon successful prosecution of 
those with whom they deal have been judicially criticized, 
but such payments do not require dismissal of an indict
ment. See, e.g., u.s. v. Brown, 602 F.2d 1073 (CA 2 1979); 
U.S. v. Szycher, 585 F.2d 443 (CA 10 1978). [ld. at 96] 

Tn addressing the amount of Mr. Weinberg's salary, Judge Pratt 
said: 

Whether his contribution to law enforcement in these 
cases and the personal sacrifices lMr. Weinberg] has en
dured, during both the investigation and the prosecutions, 
are worth the amount of money the government has con
ferred upon him, is perhaps a matter for serious considera
tion by the justice department and even by congress. It is 
not, however, a matter upon which this court will pass 
judgment for purposes of determining whether the fruits 
of his activities on behalf of the government should be dis
missed. How much money is paid to a government inform
ant is peculiarly a decision for the executive department, 
and not one for judicial review at the behest of a defend
ant who was caught by the informant's activities. [ld. at 
97] 

On August 13, 1981, Rep. Lederer was sentenced to 3 years im
prisonment on each of Counts I, II, and IV, and 2 years on Count 
m. However, all sentences were ordered to be served concurrently. 
In addition Rep. Lederer was fmed $10,000 for his conviction under 
Count I and $10,000 for his conviction under Count II, for a total of 
$20,000. Execution of the prison sentence was stayed pending Rep. 
Lederer's appeal. The notice of appeal to the U.S. Court of Appeals 
for the Second Circuit was flied on August 24, 1981. [No. 81-1347] 
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On January 18, 1982, Rep. Lederer f'lled his appellate brief. With 
respect to the due process issue, Rep. Lederer's brief focused on the 
repercussions ABSCAM-type investigations would have on the 
American system of government: 

Without any reason for doing so, the Executive Branch 
actively went after members of the Legislative Branch in 
an effort to obtain incriminating words and deeds result
ing in their prosecution and fall from power. No one can 
doubt that the public career of Lederer has been destroyed 
regardless of what this Court does. Whether the end result 
was the goal of the operation is not important. That it 
happened and was permitted to happen is. 

Permitting government agents to go after members of 
the Legislative Branch without any reasonable basis to be
lieve they are corrupt and to create criminal activity for 
the purpose of implicating them in criminality created by 
the Exectutive Branch crosses the line separating the two 
powers. We do not dispute that the investigation of reput
ed or suspected corrupt members of Congress and the use 
of undercover operatives in such an investigation are le
gitimate. However, creating crime to ensnare or to tempt 
innocent legislators is not. 

The danger is obvious. It makes possible for a vindictive 
or manipulative Executive to destroy or intimidate a Sena
tor or a Congressman who does not share the same politi
cal philosophy or does not support the programs of the Ad
ministration. 

It has been alleged that the Congressmen and the Sena
tor implicated in ABSCAM were targeted because they did 
not support President Carter and instead supported Sena
tor Kennedy as the Democratic nominee for President. 
Certainly, no one has proven nor probably ever will be 
able to prove the allegation. What is possible is that a 
device such as ABSCAM, if it is tolerated and given the 
imprimatur of the Judicial Branch, could be the vehicle 
for political reprisals and threats in the future. 

The threat that the Executive can contort or mold such 
legitimate activity into the basis for prosecution intimi
dates and dampens the independence of the Legislative 
Branch. Faced with the possibility of an ABSCAM Execu
tive, Congressmen will be reluct.ant to engage in dialogue 
with their constitutents thereby impairing their overall 
function. Thus, to allow the government's agents to create 
crimes hl a perfectly legitimate scenario in order to en
snare Congressmen without any scintilla of evidence of a 
pattern to bribe-taking among Congressmen in general and 
of any indicia of predisposition of a particular Congress
man to take a bribe has a chilling effect on the effective 
relationship between a legislator and his constituents. 
[Brief for Appellant Raymond F. Lederer, January 18, 
1982, at 23-24] 

In his brief, Rep. Lederer also noted that during trial the Gov
ernment introduced, over Rep. Lederer's objection, a copy of the Fi-

14-618 0 - 83 - 50 
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nancial Disclosure Statement which Rep. Lederer had filed with 
the Clerk of the House of Repr.esentatives on June 2, 1980. The in
troduction of the statement, continued Rep. Lederer, violated his 
rights under the Speech or Debate Clause in that the filing of the 
statement was required by the House rules which in turn were pro
mulgated pursuant to the Constitutional directive that each house 
of Congress determine its own rules of proceedings. The introduc
tion of the statement, said Rep. Lederer, was reversible error. 

The Government's brief was filed on February 8, 1982. With re
spect to the statement, the Government said: 

The filing of a personal financial disclosure statement, 
manifestly, is not a legislative act. Indeed, the Ethics in 
Government Act of 1978,2 U.S.C. § 701 et seq., pursuant to 
which the disclosure statement was filed, makes clear that 
non-legislative financial activities are its only concern. For 
example, reporting is required only of such non-legislative 
matters as dividends from stock, rental income, interest 
income, capital gains, gifts from non-relatives, property in
terests, liabilities owed to creditors, and honorariums. 
Indeed, appellant was specifically not required to list 
income from employment by the United States Govern
ment. 2 U.S.C. § 702(a)(I)(A).13 

Recognizing that the preparation and filing of a disclo
sure report is not remotely a part of any conceivable legis
lative process, appellant rationalizes that since it is the 
duty of a Congressman to file disclosure reports, the 
Speech or Debate clause bars "the government's use of or 
reliance upon any acts performed by the Member in the 
course of his duties in the House." Brief for Appellant at 
36. In words that expressly refute this argument, however, 
the Supreme Court rejected the notion that the Speech or 
Debate Clause bars the prosecution or investigation of "il_ 
legal conduct simply because it has some nexus to legisla
tive functions." United States v. Brewster, supra at 528. 
The Court stated that the fact that members of Congress. 
perform certain acts Olin their official capacity ... does not 
necessarily make all such acts legislative in nature." 
Gravel v. United States, supra at 625. Accord, Doe v. 
McMillan, 412 U.S. 306, 313 (1973). See Hutchinson v. Prox
mire, 443 U.S. III (1979) (Senator's newsletters and press 
releases not protected by the Speech or Debate clause); In 
Re Grand Jury Investigation, 587 F.2d 589 (3rd Cir. 1978) 
(Congressman's personal telephone calls from his office not 
subject to Speech or Debate Clause); United States ex reI 
Hollander v. Clay, 420 F. Supp. 853, 856 (D.D.C. 1976) (Con
gressional travel vouchers not protected by the Speech or 
Debate clause). Indeed, convictions of Congressmen for sub
mitting falsified documents to various administrative agen
cies of the House of Representatives have been routinely 
affirmed without the Speech or Debate Clause troubling 
either the courts or the defendants. E.g., United States v. 
Bramblett, 348 U.S. 503 (1955) (false statements to Disburs
ing Office); United States v. Diggs, 613 F.2d 988 (D.C. Cir. 
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1979), cert. denied, 446 U.S. 982 (1980) (false statements to 
House Office of Finance). 

Thus, appellant has failed completely to demonstrate 
that his private fmances have any connection with the leg
islative process in the House of Representatives. In the ab
sence of such a connection, the Speech or Debate Clause 
did not bar admission of appellant's falsified fmancial 
statement at his trial.14 

13 Significantly, although the Speech or Debate Clause provides protection against 
civil actions, as well as criminal proceedings, Eastland v. United States Servicemen's 
Fund, 421 U.S. 491, 502-03 (1975), Congress specifically authorized the Attorney 
General to initiate civil proceedings in a United States District Court against any 
Representative or Senator who falsifies his disclosure statement. 2 U.S.C. § 706. It 
seems likely that Congress did not regard the assembling and filing of fmancial dis
closure statements as a "legislative activity." 

14 The 01:\1) case cited by appellant, if anything, proves our point. In United States 
v. Eilberg, 465 F. supp. 1080 (E.D. Pa. 1979), the Spech or Debate Clause was held to 
bar the use of a Congressman's testimony before an ethics committee of the House 
of Representatives. Testimony by a Congressman before a legislative committee is 
plainly protected by the Clause as a "Speech or Debate in either House." But here, 
appellant Lederer is unable to demonstrate that his fmancial statement was used in 
connection with a committee proceeding, or shown to a legislator or was the subject 
of debate in the House of Representatives, let alone that it involved testimony on 
the House floor. 

[Brief for Appellee, February 18, 1982, at 35-36] 
Rep. Lederer filed a reply brief on February 26, 1982. 
On April 5, 1982, the case was argued before circuit court judges 

Lombard, Friendly, and Newman. 
Status-The case is pending in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 

Second Circuit. 
The complete text of the July 24, 1981 memorandum and order 

of the district court is printed in the "Decisions" section of Court 
Proceedings and Actions of Vital Interest to the Congress, Septem
ber 1, 1981. 

United States v. Williams 
No. 82-1111 (2d Cir.) 

On October 30, 1980, U.S. Senator Harrison A. Williams, Jr. of 
New Jersey was indicted by a Federal grand jury in the U.S. Dis
trict Court for the Eastern District of New York. Indicted with Sen
ator Williams were Alexander Feinberg, a New Jersey attorney; 
George Katz, a New Jersey businessman; and Angelo J. Errichetti, 
the Mayor of Camden, New Jersey and a member of the New 
Jersey State Senate. [Crimiaal Case No. 80-00575 (E.D. N.Y.)] 

Count I of the nine count indictment charged the defendants 
with conspiracy,l contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 371. 2 Specifically it was 
alleged that between January 1, 1979 and February 2, 1980 the de
fendants were involved in a scheme whereby Senator Williams 
promised to use his influence as a U.S. Senator to attempt to 

1 Specifically, conspiracy to violate 18 U.S.C. § 201 (bribery and fraud) and 18 U.S.C. § 203 (con
flict of interest). 

218 U.S.C. § 371 provides: If two or more p,p.rsons conspire either to commit noy offense 
against the United States, or to defraud the Umted States, or any agency thereof in any manner 
or for any purp!>se, and one or more such persons do any act to effect the object of the conspir
ac,}'. each shall be fme<! not more than $10,000 or imprisoned not more than five years, or both. 
If, however, the offense, the commission of which is the object of the conspiracy, is a misdemean
or only, the punishment for such cOllblliracy shall not exceed the mllXlIIlum punishment pro
vided for suell misdemeanor. 
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obtain U.S. Government contracts that would benefit a titanium 
mine and processing facility in Piney River, Virginia. It was al
leged that Senator Williams, in return for his promise, received a 
$100 million loan from "Sheik Yassir Habib" who was, in reality, 
Richard Farhart, a Special Agent of the Federal Bureau of Investi
gation ("FBI"). Allegedly, the defendants, along with Habib, Melvin 
Weinberg (purportedly an agent of Habib but in reality a private 
citizen assisting the FBI), and "Tony DeVito" (purportedly another 
Habib agent, but in reality FBI Special Agent Anthony Amoroso, 
Jr.) formed three corporations into which the $100 million loan was 
channeled. 

According to the indictment, at that point Mr. Weinberg and De 
Vito, along with defendants Katz, Feinberg, and Errichetti, trans
ferred shares of stock in these corporations to Senator Williams 
whose name was omitted from the stock certificates in order to con
ceal his interest. The indictment alleged that it was further a part 
of the conspiracy that the defendants agreed to sell the corpora
tions to a second group of foreign investors for $70 million, and 
that, upon sale, Senator Williams would retain a concealed interest 
in the enterprise and would continue to try to obtain Government 
contracts for it. The indictment further charged that in addition to 
promising to exert influence to obtain government contracts Sena
tor Williams promised Habib that he would introduce in Congress 
a private immigration bill that would enable him to remain in the 
United States. 

Count II charged that Senator Williams, by soliciting and receiv
ing the $100 million loan and the shares of corporate stock in 
return for his promise to be influenced in his consideration of mat
ters involving the awarding of Government contracts, committed 
bribery, contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 201(c).3 

Count III repeated the allegations of Count II, and claimed that 
such actions and promises by Senator Williams violated the illegal 
gratuity statute, 18 U.S.C. § 201(g).4 

Count IV repeated the allegations of Count II, and claimed that 
such actions and promises by Senator Williams placed him in a po
sition of conflicting interests, contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 203(a).5 

318 U.S.C. § 201(c) provides: Whoever, being a public official or person selected to be a public 
official, directly or indirectly, corruptly asks, demands, exacts, solicits, seeks, accepts, receives, 
or agrees t~ receive anything of value for himself or for any other person or entity, in return 
for: 

(1) being influenced in his performance of any official act; or 
(2) being influenced to commit or aid in committing, or to collUde in, or allow, any 

fraud, or make opportunity for the commission of any fraud, on the United Statea; or 
(3) being induced to do or omit to do any act in violation of his official duty shall be 

fmed not more than $20,000 or three times the monetary equivalent of the thing of 
value, whichever is greater, or imprisoned for not more than flfteen years, or both, and 
may be disqualified from holding any office of honor, trust, or profit under the United 
States. 

• 18 U.S.C. § 201(g) provides: Whoever, being a public offical, former public official, or person 
selected to be a public offical, otherwise than as provided by law for the prOper discharge of 
official duty, directly or indirectly asks, demands, exacts, solicits, seeks, accepts, receives, or 
agrees to receive anything of value for himself for or because of any official act performed or to 
be performed by him shall be fmed not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than two 
years, or both. 

• 18 U.S.C. § 203(a) provides, in pertinent part: Whoever, otherwise than as provided by law 
for the proper discharge of official duties, directly or indirectly receives or agrees to receive, or 
asks, demands, solicits, or seeks any compensation for any services rendered or to be rendered 
either by himself or another-

Continued 
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Count V stated that on August 5, 1979, Senator Williams trav
eled interstate (from New Jersey to John F. Kennedy International 
Airport in New York) with intent to promote unlawful activity, to 
wit, bribery. Such travel was said to violate 18 U.S.C. § 1952 
(Travel Act). 6 • • • • 

Count VI charged that by planning to SOlICIt $70 mIllIon for the 
sale of the three corporations (in which he would retain an inter
est) and by agreeing to continue his efforts to influence govern
me~t contract awards, Senator Williams committed bribery, con
trary to 18 U.S.C. § 201(c). 

Count VII repeated. the claims of Co~n~ VI, :;tnd charge~ that 
such promises and actIOns by Senator Wilhams Violated the Illegal 
gratuity statute, 18 U.S.C. § 201(g). 

Count VIII repeated the allegations of Count VI, and charged 
that such actions and promises by Senator Williams violated the 
conflict of interest statute, 18 U.S.C. § 203(a). 

Count IX charged all defendants with traveling from Washing
ton, D.C. to John F. Kennedy International Airport in New York 
on September 11, 1979 for the purpose of carrying on an unlawful 
activity, to wit, bribery, contrary to 18 U.S.C. § 1952. 

Each of Counts II through VIII charged the remaining named de
fendants with aiding and abetting Senator Williams in his illegal 
activities. Accordingly, the remaining defendants were charged 
with criminal liability under each of these counts, pursuant to 18 
U.S.C. §2.7 

On November 6, 1980, Senator Willir..Ins pled not guilty to all 
counts. 

On December 5, 1980, Senator Williams filed a motion to dismiss 
the indictment on the ground that the grand jury considered mate
rial protected by the Speech or Debate Clause.8 Specifically, he al
leged that two of his Congressional staff members were subpoenaed 
to appear before the grand jury where one was questioned in detail 
about Senator Williams' prior and pending legislative acts regard
ing private immigration bills, and the other staff member was 
questioned on the same subject and also about Senator Williams' 
past legislative actions regarding strategic weapons. Senator Wil
liams also asserted that the grand jury improperly viewed a video-

(1) at a time when he is a Member of Congress, Member of Congress Elect, Delegate 
from the District of Coiumbia, Dele~ate Elect from the District of Columbia. Resident 
Commissioner, or Resident CommiSSIOner Elect shall be fmed not more than $10,000 or 
imprisoned for not more than two years, or both; and shaH be incapable of holding any 
office of honor, trust, or profit under the United States. 

• 18 U.S.C. § 1952 provides, in pertinent part: (a) Whoever travels in interstate or foreign com
merce or uses any facility in interstate or foreign commerce, including the mail, with intent 
to-

(1) distribute the \,roceeds of any unlawful activity; or 
(2) commit any cnme of violence to further any unlawful activity; or 
(3) otherwise promote, manage, establish, carry on, or facilitate the promotion, man-

agement, establishment, or carrying on, of any unlawful activity, 
and thereafter performs or attempts to perform any of the acts specified in subparagraphs (I), 
(2), and (3), shall be fmed not more than $10,000 or imprisoned for not more than five years, or 
both. 

718 U.S.C. §2 provides: (a) Whoever commits an offense against the United States or aids, 
abets, counsels. commands, induces or procures its commission, is punishable as a principal. 

(b) Whoever willfully causes an act to be done which if directly performed by him or another 
would be an offense against the United States, is punishable as a principal. 

8The Speech or Debate Clause of the United States Constitution \,rovides that "for any 
Speech or Debate in either House [U.S. Senators and U.S. Representattves] shall not be ques
tioned in any other Place." [art. I. § 6, cl. 1] 
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tape of a January 15, 1980 meeting between him and Habib during 
which proposed immigration legislation for the benefit of Habib 
was discussed. The consideration by the grand jury of these legisla
tive acts, said Senator Williams, tainted the grand jury process and 
mandated the dismissal of the indictment. 

On the same day, the Government filed a memorandum in oppo
sition to Senator Williams' motion to dismiss on Speech or Debate 
Clause grounds. The Government claimed that Senator Williams' 
arguments were identical to those raised and rejected in United 
States v. Murphy, and United States v. Thompson. (These cases are 
discussed on page 69 of this report.) The Government argued that 
an indictment is not normally subject to dismissal on the ground 
that there was incompetent evidence before the grand jury. More
over, said the Government, the defendant did not even attempt to 
show that the grand jury would have had no probable cause to 
indict had the challenged evidence not been presented to it. 

On December 10, 1980, District Court Judge George Pratt denied 
Senator Williams' motion to dismiss. The court, in its memoran
dum and order, addressed first the issue of the videotape of Senator 
Williams and Habib. Judge Pratt reviewed United States v. Hel
stoski, 442 U.S. 477 (1979) and United States v. Brewster, 408 U.S. 
501 (1972) and found that the Speech or Debate Clause does not 
prohibit the consideration of evidence of promises to perform future 
legislative acts. Thus, the court held that it was not improper for 
the grand jury to review videotapes of Senator Williams promising 
to perform future legislative acts for Habib. With respect to the 
testimony given by Senator Williams' assistants before the grand 
jury, the court stated that it was indeed improper for the Govern
ment to have questioned the aides regarding Senator Williams' 
past legislative activities. But this tainted evidence, said the court, 
did not constitute a substantial portion of the evidence before the 
grand jury. In addition, said the court, the indictment did not 
appear to be based on or involve the tainted evidence. 

On December 18, 1980, Senator Williams filed a notice of appeal 
to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. [No. 80-1474] 

On December 23, 1980, Senator Williams moved to dismiss the in
dictment on the ground of prejudicial pre-indictment publicity. In 
an accompanying memorandum, the Senator stated that he first 
became aware that the FBI was investigating him on February 2, 
1980 when FBI agents arrived at his Washington, D.C. home and 
informed him of that fact. Due to leaks from Justice Department 
personnel to the media, said Senator Williams, film crews from the 
National Broadcasting Company were aware of the impending FBI 
visit and recorded the entire event. Thus began the media's in
volvement in the case-an involvement which was so pervasive 
that "[b]y the time the grand jury was empaneled on March 17, 
1!)80 all of the allegations against Senator Williams concerning 
ABSCAM had been fully reported[.]" As a result, "No grand juror 
could reasonably claim not to have been exposed to it or influenced 
by it." [Brief on Motion of Harrison A. Williams, Jr. For Dismissal 
Due to Pretrial Publicity, December 23, 1980, at 7] Fuel for these 
media reports, explained the Senator, was regularly supplied by 
Justice Department personnel: 
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They have disclosed the names of those under investiga
tion who they believed would be indicted; the crimes which 
they allegedly committed; the judgment that they did 
indeed commit such crimes; the precise facts relating to 
such crimes; the content of particular pieces of evidence, 
such as videotapes; the testimony which witnesses will 
give; the supposed mental states and motives of the per
sons to be accused; the inapplicability, in the government's 
view, of certain theories, such as entrapment; the validity 
of the procedures used in conducting the investigation; and 
the overall importance of the case to law enforcement ef
forts. [Id. at 8] 

In support of these contentions, Senator Williams' memorandum 
included numerous ABSOAM related quotes which appeared in 
newspapers and Oongressional hearing transcripts and which were 
attributed variously to FBI Director William Webster, U.S. Attor
ney General Benjamin Oiviletti, Assistant U.S. Attorney General 
Philip Heymann, and "government sources." Senator Williams 
then went on to explain that the Government's deliberate release 
of prejudicial information was designed to influence the grand jury: 

While the government was releasing extensive details of 
their activities to the press, much of which was inaccurate, 
and while high ranking officials of the Department of Jus
tice continued to make public statements of opinion con
cerning the strength of cases against the Oongressmen in
volved, nothing by way of exculpatory information has 
ever been given to the press. The grand jury was exposed 
to the government's case, and to commentary on the gov
ernment's case even before being summoned to consider 
the charges. The government presentation of their case to 
the press went far beyond the permissible limits of presen
tation of the case to the grand jury. The government thus 
has done by indirection, through the use of the press, that 
which they were prohibited from doing directly in the 
grand jury room. Through its actions the government as
sured that the grand jury would be assembled as a mere 
tool of the government rather than as an independent in
vestigation body. [Id. at 21J 

The Senator further asserted that he had a right "to have the 
charges against him presented to a grand jury which was not only 
free from undue government control . . . but also one. . . insulat
ed from outside community pressures" of the type which necessar
ily result when the community is continually presented with 
only such information as the Government chooses to disclose. [Id.] 
After arguing that the Government's conduct violated not only the 

. due process clause but also Rule 6(e) of the Federal Rules of Orimi
nal Procedure (dealing with grand jury secrecy), Senator Williams 
asserted that the Government's case against hinl was not a strong 
one and that the weakness of its case coupled with the outrageous
ness of its employees' conduct required a dismissal. 

On January 14, 1981, the Government filed its response to Sena
tor Williams' motion regarding pre-indictment publicity. The Gov-
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ernment stated that "the press treatment of ABSCAM as a whole, 
was sober, factual and non-accusatory." [Government's Memoran
dum, January 14, 1981, at 1] In addition, asserted the Government, 
Senator Williams had failed to show any actual prejudice stem
ming from the informational leaks. In support of its allegation that 
a showing of actual prejudice was necessary, the Government 
pointed to the August 7, 1980 opinion of Judge Mishler in United 
States v. Myers. (See page 46 of this report fora discussion of that 
case.) 

On February 9, 1981, Senator Williams' motion to dismiss on the 
basis of prejudicial pre-indictment publicity was denied. In a memo
randum accompanying the order Judge Pratt stated that argu
ments similar to Senator Williams' had already been rejected by 
Judge Mishler in United States v. Myers, United States v. Lederer, 
and United States v. Thompson. 'rhe court found that Judge 
Mishler's opinions in those cases were equally applicable to the in
stant case. 

Also on December 23, 1980 (the date of his original motion to dis
miss on the basis of prejudicial pre-indictment publicity), Senator 
Williams filed a motion to dismiss on the ground of selective pros
ecution. In his supporting memorandum the Senator stated that it 
was "odd" that six of the seven Members of Congress indicted in 
ABSCAM were supporters of Senator Edward Kennedy, who was 
then engaged in a primary battle with President Carter for the 
Democratic presidential nomination. Further, said Senator Wil~ 
Iiams, the Kennedy name was used by the Government to draw 
Kennedy supporters into the Government's web. The Senator 
stated that FBI Special Agent John McCarthy was represented to 
be "John McCloud," financial advisor to Senator Kennedy, and FBI 
Special Agent Margo Demeny was represented to be "Margo Ken
nedy," a cousin of the Massachusetts Senator. Next, Senator Wil
liams claimed that Democratic National Chairman John White, a 
close associate of President Carter, was, according to FBI informant 
James Brewer, also a subject of the ABSCAM investigation. Ac
cording to Mr. Brewer, said the Senator, a meeting between FBI 
agents and Mr. White was scheduled, and all signs indicated that 
Mr. White would accept a bribe. Yet when the meeting took place 
Mr. White did not take any money. According to Mr. Brewer (who 
testified about these events before a Senate Judiciary Committee 
subcommittee on December 2, 1980), said Senator Williams, the 
failure of Mr. White to accept money indicated to Mr. Brewer that 
"White was tipped off' by a high Justice Department official. 
[Brief on Motion of Harrison A. Williams, Jr., for Dismissal of In
dictment upon Grounds of Selective Prosecution, December 23, 
1980, at 4J The Senator further alleged that the Government went 
to extraordinary lengths to make it seem, on videotape, that he 
had committed a crime. Whenever he attempted to explain that he 
would take no money, said Senator Williams, DeVito would inter
rupt him or otherwise cut him off. Senator Williams concluded that 
on the basis of these facts, it was clear that the Government violat
ed his rights to equal protection and freedom of association by tar
geting him for prosecution based upon his support of Senator Ken
nedy. Senator Williams called upon the court to allow him to sub
poena Government documents relating to selective prosecution. He 
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also requested a hearing on the matter at which the Government 
would have the burden of proving that selective prosecution did not 
occur. 

Also on December 23, 1980, Senator Williams filed a motion to 
dismiss certain portions of the indictment. He requested: (1) dis
missal of Count I for failure to allege an overt act; (2) dismissal of 
the conspiracy to defraud portion of Count I for failure to state an 
offense; (3) dismissal of Counts IT, lIT, and IV as duplicitous (Le. 
containing two or more distinct offenses); and (4) dismissal of 
Counts VI, VII, and VIII as multiplicitous (Le. charging a single of
fense in several counts). 

At the arraignment of Senator Williams on November 6, 1980, 
defense counsel had requested that the court schedule a "due proc
ess" hearing for December 15, 1980. The purpose of this hearing 
would be to determine whether Government officials in planning 
and implementing the investigation of Senator Williams became so 
involved in the criminal activity they were investigating that any 
prosecution of the Senator on the basis of evidence procu~ed during 
the investigation would be barred under the due process clause of 
the Fifth Amendment. On November 25, 1980, the court decided 
that the due process hearing should be postponed until after trial. 

On December 12, 1980, Senator Williams filed a motion to recon
sider the court's November 25, 1980 ruling. The Senator argued 
that it was improper to compel him to undergo a trial without first 
considering the due process issues. In support of this contention, 
Senator Williams referred to the opinion of Circuit Judge Newman 
in United States v. Myers, 635 F.2d 932 (2d Cir. 1980). In Myers, 
Judge Newman had stated that "it would not be too extravagant to 
suggest that a Member of Congress should be entitled to pretrial 
review of the denial of any legal claim that could be readily re
solved before trial and would, if upheld, prevent trial or conviction 
on a pending indictment." [635 F.2d at 936] 

On January 19, 1981, the Senator's motion to reconsider was 
denied. In a memorandum issued on February 9, 1981, the court ex
plained its January 19th decision by noting that Judge Newman's 
suggestion fell considerably short of a requirement that district 
courts grant all Members of Congress pretrial hearings. Judge 
Pratt fmiher stated that even if the procedure suggested by Judge 
Newman were to apply, it still would be limited to a "legal claim" 
that could "readily" be resolved. "Experience with the Abscam 
cases," said Judge Pratt, "has shown that the due process claims 
are SUbstantially grounded upon and intertwined with the evidence 
presented at trial." [Memorandum, January 19, 1981, at 4] Accord
ingly, the decision of the court to schedule the due process hearing 
after trial was not amended. 

On January 19, 1981, Senator Williams filed a notice of appeal to 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. [No. 81-1022] 

On February 9, 1981, the district court issued a memorandum ad
dressing Senator Williams' December 23, 1980 motion to dismiss on 
the ground of selective prosecution. The court found that the claim 
of selective prosecution was one of the issues encompassed in the 
due process hearing which would be held, if necessary, following 
trial. Accordingly, a decision on the motion was reserved. 
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On February 20, 1981, Senator Williams filed a notice of appeal 
to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit [No. 81-1061] 
contesting Judge Pratt's decision to reserve ruling on the selective 
prosecution claims. On March 25, 1981, the circuit court dismissed 
the appeal as untimely under Rule 4(b) of the Federal Rules of Ap
pellate Procedure. 

On March 13, 1981, Senator Williams filed a motion to suppress 
all tape recordings directly or indirectly involving Mr. Weinberg. 
In support of this motion, Senator Williams argued that Mr. Wein
berg had operated as a "contingent fee informer" who received 
cash bonuses from the FBI whenever he succeeded in ensnaring 
high public officials. Thus, Mr. Weinberg <thad a special incentive 
to pick and choose just what would go on tape so he could show 
government agents that he was succeeding and would then receive 
more money immediately. If indictments were later thrown out, at 
least he had his money in advance." [Brief on Motion of Harrison 
A. Williams, Jr. to Suppress All Tape Recordings Directly or Indi
rectly Involving Melvin Weinberg, March 13, 1981, at 6] Further, 
said Senator Williams, Mr. Weinberg exercised so much control 
over the decision whether to tape record particular conversations 
that "we have a total of 176 tapes which have problems of one kind 
or another. Either they start in the middle of a conversation or 
have gaps. Those with gaps or which stop during a conversation 
often go blank when obviously significant subjects are to be dis
cussed." [Id. at 7] Relying on United States v. Fields, 592 F.2d 638 
(2d Cir. 1978), cert. denied, 442 U.S. 1917 (1979) and United States v. 
Brown, 462 F. Supp. 184 (S.D.N.Y. 1978), Senator Williams argued 
that there were other remedies, short of dismissal, which a court 
could invoke to deter such misconduct. One remedy, continued Sen
ator Williams, and an appropriate one in this case, was suppression 
of the tainted evidence: 

As this Court has seen in the prior ABSCAM cases there 
is no question but that tape evidence is very powerful, 
hardly matched by testimony. If a government agent at his 
whim and in his own pecuniary interests can decide what 
tape evidence the jury will hear, whereas the defendant is 
left to rely upon only testimonial evidence as to what hap
pened at other times, then a miscarriage of justice is 
almost a certainty. The presumption of innocence and, 
indeed, the right of trial by jury might as well be a nullity. 
Implicit in the Supreme Court's holding in Brady v. Mary
land, 373 U.S. 83 (1963), is the fundamental constitutional 
principle that in a criminal prosecution the government 
ought not be allowed to determine the evidence the jury 
shall hear or shall not hear. [Id. at 12] 

Senator Williams' motion to suppress the tapes was denied by 
Judge Pratt from the bench. On March 25, 1981, Senator Williams 
filed a notice of appeal to the Second Circuit. [No. 81-1097] On 
March 26, 1981, the circuit court dismissed the appeal, holding that 
under United States v. Myers, 635 F.2d 932 (2d Cir. 1980) claims 
that could not be readily resolved by an appellate court should not 
be given appellate review prior to trial. 
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On March 27, 1981, the U.S. Court of Apreals for the Second Cir
cuit issued an order affmning Judge Pratt s denial of Senator Wil
liams' December 5, 1980 motion to dismiss on Speech or Debate 
Clause grounds. In this same order, the circuit court also affirmed 
Judge Pratt's denial of Senator Williams' December 12, 1980 
motion to reconsider Judge Prates November 25, 1980 decision to 
postpone the due process hearings until after trial. The circuit 
court's opinion explaining its decisions was fIled on March 31, 1981. 
[United States v. Williams, 644 F.2d 950 (2d Cir. 1981)] 

Turning first to the Speech or Debate Clause issues, the circuit 
court stated that although Senator Williams' aides should not have 
been questioned before the grand jury on Senator Williams' past 
legislative actions, the introduction of this tainted testimony raised 
no "substantial question of whether the grand iury had sufficient 
competent evidence to establish probable cause. ' [ld. at 952, quot
ing United States v. Myers, 635 F.2d 932, 941 n.10 (2d. Cir. 1980), 
cert. denied, 449 U.S. 826 (1980)] 

With respect to the timing of the due process hearings, the cir
cuit court stated that even assuming, arguendo, that Judge Pratt's 
decision to postpone the due process hearings until after trial could 
be appealed prior to trial, Judge Pratt's order "was not erroneous." 
[ld.] In this regard the court stated: 

Rule 12(e) of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure pro
vides that for good cause a district judge may defer consid
eration of a pretrial motion until after trial. This Court's 
decision in United States v. Myers, supra, should not be 
construed to automatically exempt members of Congress 
from the operation of this rule. Our "suggestion" in Myers 
that members of Congress should have a preferred right to 
pretrial review was directed primarily to those cases in 
which the defendant's congressional status is intrinsic to 
his claimed right of dismissal. The suggestion assumed 
moreover that the issues raised by the defendant's motion 
are readily resolvable in advance of trial. Here, Judge 
Pratt, relying on his own experience and that of other 
judges presiding at ABSCAM trials, determined that it 
would be impractical and unwise to attempt pretrial reso
lution of the due process chums, because they are substan
tially founded upon and intertwined with the evidence to 
be presented at trial. His consequent decision to defer con
sideration of the due process claims until after trial was 
therefore entirely proper. Because full development of the 
facts would help the district judge in reaching a wise deci
sion, postponement was not without benefit to appellant. 
[ld. at 952-953] 

On March 30, 1981, Senator Williams' trial began. On May 1, 
1981, Senator Williams was found guilty on all nine counts. No sen
tencing date was set. 

On June 22, 1981, the court commenced four days of hearings on 
Senator Williams' due process claims. 

On December 22, 1981, Judge Pratt issued a post-trial memoran
dum and order addressing Senator Williams' motion to suppress 
and motion to dismiss on due process grounds. [United States v. 
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Williams, 529 F. Supp. 1085 (E.D.N.Y. 1981)] With respect to sup
pression of the tapes, the court found that Senator Williams' 
motion to suppress was not filed in the appropriate form for pur
poses of Rule 12 of the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure. Ac
cordingly, the court found that Senator Williams had waived his 
right to challenge the tapes on Fourth Amendment grounds. With 
respect to due process violations by Abscam investigators, the court 
found that some of Senator Williams' arguments were in reality 
entrapment arguments and that most of those arguments were 
identical to the arguments raised by the defendants and rejected by 
Judge Pratt in his decision in United States v. Myers, Cr. No. 80-
00249 CE.D.N.Y. July 24, 1981). (See page 37 of this report for a dis
cussion of the Myers case.) Two new challenges raised by Senator 
Williams-that the jury instructions on entrapment were errone
ous and that there was insufficient evidence for the jury to find 
that he was predisposed to commit the crimes-were rejected by 
the court. 

Turning to the true due process issue (i.e., whether the conduct 
of Abscam investigators was so outrageous as to bar prosecution as 
a matter of law), the court reviewed Senator Williams' specific ex
amples of conduct allegedly constituting outrageous behavior. First, 
Senator Williams had alleged that immediately prior to a June 28, 
1979 meeting between Senator Williams and Habib, Messrs. Amor
oso and Weinberg had instructed Senator Williams to exaggerate 
his influence and power when speaking to Habib. Because of this 
"coaching," said Senator Williams, the FBI tape of the meeting 
gave the jurors a misleading and prejudicial view of Senator Wil
liams' involvement in the alleged crime. After reviewing t.he 
record, however, Judge Pratt found that the trial testimony of Sen
ator Williams himself refuted t.he argument. that anyone had "put 
words in his mouth." Second, Senator Williams had alleged that 
Mr. Amoroso deliberately interrupted a meeting between Habib 
and Senator Williams when it became apparent to FBI investiga
tors filming the meeting that Senator Williams was about to ex
plain why he did not want money in return for immigration assist
ance. The court rejected this argument, however, finding that the 
evidence supported the view that the interruption by Mr. Amoroso 
was not intentional, and that even if it was intentional the Senator 
was later given an opportunity to explain his reason for refusing 
the money. Third, Senator Williams had argued that because a 
November 27, 1979 internal FBI memorandum had suggested that 
the case against Senator Williams was weak, the Justice Depart
ment should have dropped its investigation. The court responded to 
this argument by stating, I<Merely because some government em
ployees were not overly impressed with the strength of the Wil
liams case . . . does not mean that the government was precluded 
from testing the sufficiency of its evidence before the grand jury 
. . . or from convincing a petit jury of defendants' guilt beyond a 
reasonable doubt." [Id. at 1100J With respect to selective prosecu
tion, the court held that it simply did not occur, stating, "The court 
further finds that there were no orders from superiors directing 
the investigators to focus upon particular individuals, nor were 
there any orders forbidding them from pursuing any leads that the 
investigation opened up." [Id. at 11011 Similarly rejected by the 
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court was the argument that the amount of money offered Senator 
Williams constituted an unfair temptation. The court concluded its 
opinion by reviewing-and dismissing-a number of claims that 
the Government had engaged in misconduct during trial. 

Senator Williams was sentenced on February 16, 1982. Under 
each of Counts I, II, V, VI, and IX, Senator Williams was sentenced 
to 3 years imprisonment and a $10,000 fine. Under each of Counts 
III, IV, VII, and VIII, he received a sentence of two years imprison
ment and a $10,000 fine. All of the prison sentences were ordered 
to run concurrently. Al for the fines, those imposed under Counts 
II, III, and IV were made concurrent, as were those imposed under 
Counts VI, VII, and VIII. Thus the total fine was $50,000 (i.e., 
Count 1-$10,000; Counts II, III and IV-$10,000; Count V-$10,000; 
Counts VI, VII and VIII-$10,000; Count IX-$10,000). Execution of 
the sentence was stayed pending the outcome of the likely appeal. 

On March 10, 1982, Senator Williams filed a motion to reopen 
the due process hearings and to reargue his March 13, 1981 motion 
to suppress the Weinberg tapes. 

According to the Senator, a recently discovered affidavit of Marie 
Weinberg, Melvin Weinberg's wife, and a transcript of her conver
sations with a news reporter, Indy Badhwar, represented "tangible 
evidence of Weinberg's perjury and clear evidence of extensive per
jury by Government agents before this Court and others consider
ing Abscam cases." [Notice of Motion to Reopen ... , March 10, 
1982, at 5] 

In the affidavit, which was signed by Mrs. Weinberg shortly 
before her death in January 1982, Mrs. Weinberg stated, "I make 
this affidavit because I feel my husband committed perjury with 
the knowledge of the FBI which injured a number of innocent 
people and I want the truth to be known." [ld., Exhibit A, at 7] 
Specifically, in the affidavit and transcript Mrs. Weinberl?: alleged 
that Mr. Errichetti gave Mr. Weinberg a number of "gifts' includ
ing three television sets and a stereo system. She also stated that 
FBI agents apparently lost 44 recorded tapes which had been in 
her home and which, upon request, she had turned over to FBI 
agents. These allegations, said Senator Williams, constituted evi
dence that: (1) the tapes introduced into evidence were not proc
essed or stored in a tamper-proof fashion; and (2) Government 
agents intentionally failed to disclose the fact that Mr. Weinberg 
received gifts from Mr. Errichetti, and knew that Mr. Weinberg 
was committing perjury at trial when he denied receipt of the gifts. 

On March 25, 1982, Judge Pratt issued a memorandum and order 
denying Senator Williams' motion to reopen and reargue. [United 
States v.Williams, Cr. No. 80-00575 (E.D.N.Y. March 24, 1982] 9 

With respect to the tapes, Judge Pratt held that even assuming, ar
guendo, that Mrs. Weinberg's allegations regarding lost tapes were 
true they would not have supplied a basis for suppressing the tapes 
that were introduced at trial. With respect to the Errichetti gifts to 
Mr. Weinberg, the court pointed out that if the due process hear
ings were reopened lithe FBI agents would simply reassert their ig
norance about the gifts" and that, in any event, lIthe law does not 
automatically require a hearing for every claim that a prosecutor 

"This case was reported as United States v. Myers, 534 F. Supp. 753 (E.D.N.Y. 1982). 
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may have let pass a false statement by a witness." [534 F. Supp. at 
757] 

On March 26, 1982, Senator Williams filed a notice of appeal to 
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Second Circuit. [No. 82-1111] 

On June 1, 1982, Senator Williams filed two briefs in the circuit 
court. One brief addressed Iitrial error and procedural issues"; the 
other addressed IIdue process and entrapment issues." Regarding 
the trial and procedural issues, Senator Williams made four argu
ments: (1) the jury instructions regarding predisposition were erro
neous; (2) Iisimilar act" evidence against Senator Williams was im
properly considered; (3) the prosecutor consistently misled the jury; 
and (4) the tape recordings made by Mr. Weinberg should have 
been suppressed. On this last point, Senator Williams claimed that 
the tapes were lIinherently untrustworthy" in that Ilit was Wein
berg, a liar, thief and Con artist, who was paid to ensnare politi
cians, who decided when to start and stop the ... tapes, ... when 
to erase or record over tapes, and when to turn them over to gov
ernment agents, if at all." [Appellant Harrison A. Williams, Jr.'s 
Brief on Trial Error and Procedural Issues, "Iune 1, 1982, at 34] The 
lower court's decision to admit the tapes, said Senator Williams, 
was contrary to United States v. Gigante, 538 F.2d 502 (2d Cir. 
1976) which, according to the Senator, "recognized the special need 
for safeguards when dealing with tape evidence and the resultant 
requirement of strict chain of custody standards." [Id. at 35J 

In his (Idue process and entrapment issues" brief, Senator Wil
liams asserted, first, that the jury was given erroneous instructions 
on the law of entrapment and, second, that the jury could not prop
erly have found beyond a reasonable doubt that he was predisposed 
to commit the crimes charged. Turning next to the due process 
issues, Senator Williams asserted that the actions of the Govern
ment, taken as a whole, were so outrageous that they amounted to 
a denial of due process. Senator Williams then proceeded to list the 
11 elements which in his view constituted the outrageous behavior: 

(1) the Government hired an unprincipled con-man and 
used him as an agent provocateur; (2) the Government had 
no basis for bringing Senator Williams into their trap; (3) 
the Government commenced extensive electronic surveil
lance without any reason to believe that criminal activity 
was afoot; (4) the Itself-selecting" mechanism which the 
Government claimed ensured the reliability of the 
ABSCAM operation was eliminated from the present case; 
(5) the Government conducted their activities with total 
disregard for the predilections or intent of the defendants 
if left to their own devices; (6) the Government would not 
accept no for an answer; (7) the Government agent 
Ilcoached" Senator Williams for his crucial meeting with 
the Sheik and assured him that it was only an act; (8) the 
Government offered exorbitant and unrealistic financial 
inducements; (9) the Government used all of the Senator's 
friends as unwitting Government agents; (10) the Govern
ment preserved evidence (Le. the tapes} in a manner that 
disrupted the truth-seeking process; and (11) the Govern
ment denied Senator Williams his right to a disinterested 
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prosecutor [since the prosecutor, Mr. Puccio, had also been 
an ABSCAM investigator]. [Brief of Appellant on Due 
Process and Entrapment Issues, June 1, 1982, at i-ii] 

On June 7, 1982, Senator Williams filed a supplemental brief on 
the trial and procedural issues. In it, he argued that: (1) the con
spiracy-to-defraud allegation of Count I should have been stricken 
because it erroneously referred to the "Government's" (rather than 
the "people's") right to the corruption-free services of a U.S. Sena
tor; (2) Counts IV and VIII should have been dismissed for failing 
to allege the particular matter in regard to which Senator Wil
liams sought illegal compensation; (3) Count I should have been dis
missed as duplicitous; and (4) Counts II, III, IV, VI, VII and VIII 
should have been dismissed because the statutes upon which they 
were based prohibit a Member's receiving, in return for official 
services, something "of value"-not, as was here the case with re
spect to the stock certificates, something of purported value. 

On August 5, 1982, the Government filed a 177 page brief which 
responded to the arguments contained in the briefs previously filed 
by Senator Williams. With respect to the due process issues, the 
Government began by listing a number of occasions on which Sena
tor Williams, had he been so inclined, could have rejected the il
legal proposals of the Government agents. Next, the Government 
argued that the authority for the position that there even existed a 
due process defense was "tenuous at best." [Brief for Appellee, 
August 5, 1982, at 58] In any event, said the Government, if the 
defense did exist it would have to involve "government conduct 
. . . so demonstrably 'outrageous' that it is 'shocking to the univer
sal sense of justice.' Russell, supra, 411 U.S. at 432, quoting Kin
sella v. United States ex rei. Singleton, 361 U.S. 234, 246 (1950)." 
[ld. at 60 (citations omitted)] Further, the Government stated that 
the difficulty of detecting consensual crimes, such as bribery, had 
caused courts to uphold police tactics which, in other contexts, 
could be considered offensive. Thus, said the Government, it would 
be "especially difficult" for Senator Williams to secure the dismiss
al of the instant indictment on due process grounds. Addressing 
each of Senator Williams' 11 specific allegations of improper con
duct, the Government responded that: (1) Mr. Weinberg was no 
more an "agent provocateur" than was Agent Amoroso and that 
"pretended friendship. . . is simply classic undercover behavior for 
both informants and agents." [ld. at 69]; (2) the decisions in United 
States v. Myers, 635 F.2d 932, 941 (2d Cir.), cert. denied, 449 U.S. 956 
(1980) and United States v. Ordner, 554 F.2d 24, 27 (2d Cir.) cert. 
denied, 434 U.S. 824 (1977) made clear that undercover agents may 
properly contact an individual even though they have no reason for 
suspecting that he engaged in prior criminal activity; (3) Senator 
Williams had waived his right to contest the introduction of the 
tapes by failing to file a timely motion to suppress and that, in any 
event, one-party consensual tape recordings are clearly legal; (4) 
the evidence showed that Senator Williams "selected himself' for 
meetings with the undercover operatives; (5) Senator Williams' ar
gument that he had no "predilections" to commit the crime was 
simply °a restatement of the entrapment defense-a defense the 
jury had rejected; (6) the evidence showed that Senator Williams 
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never availed himself of the numerous opportunities to say "no"; 
(7) the evidence showed that despite the coaching, Senator Wil
liams acted voluntarily and intentionally; (8) the magnitude of an 
inducement was irrelevant to a due process claim ("Since the en
trapment defense focuses on two elements, government inducement 
and the defendant's predisposition, both of which must be consid
ered to establish this non-constitutional defense, it is mogical to 
contend that inducement alone can be a due process violation." [Id. 
at 26 (footnote omitted)]); (9) Senator Williams' argument that his 
friends should not have been used as intermediaries was directly 
contrary to his assertion that the objects of an undercover oper
ation must be "self-selected"; (10) Senator Williams, in his testimo
ny, never gave any indication that eXCUlpatory, but non-recorded, 
conversations took place; (11) there was no authority for the propo
sition that a prosecutor who supervises an investigation must dis
qualify himself from the case. 

Status-The case is pending in the U.S. Court of Appeals for the 
Second Circuit. 

The complete text of the February 9, 1981 opinion of the district 
court is prmted in the "Decisions" section of Court Proceedings and 
Actions of Vital Interest to the Congress, March 1, 1981. 

The complete text of the March 31, 1981 opinion of the circuit 
court is printed in the "decisions" section of Court Proceedings and 
Actions of Vital Interest to the Congress, September 1, 1981. 

The complete text of the December 22, 1981 opinion of the dis
trict court is printed in the "Decisions" section of Court Proceed
ings and Actions of Vital Interest to the Congress, March 1, 1982. 

The complete text of the March 24, 1982 opinion of the district 
court is printed in the "Decisions" section of this report at page 678. 
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